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Vhey choose this lL^t
tooth paste only because it
gives new beauty and lustre
• Among the three million users of
Listerine Tooth Paste are thousands
upon thousands of women of this type
— well educated, well informed, critical
of values, and with ample means to fulfill their wants. Such women would never
compromise with quality for the mere
sake of economy. Clearly, their rejection
of older and costlier favorites for Listerine Tooth Paste was based, not upon
the latter's price, but upon the brilliant
and satisfying results it gave them.
If you have not tried this remarkable
new dentifrice, made by the makers of
Listerine, do so now. Buy a tube. Try
it for a week or more and then note the
improvement in your teeth.
See how clean they are — how clean
they feel, both in front and in back.
Note the absence of repellent tartar
and the unsightly stains of food and
tobacco.
Observe the flash and brilliance that
this tooth paste gives to teeth.
They are due to those swift-acting,
fine-textured, cleansing and polishing agents that make Listerine
Tooth Paste outstanding.
Look for the delightful feeling
of freshness and invigoration that
follows the use of this paste — the
taste you associate with Listerine
itself. And, of course, you know it
makes your breath sweeter.
In case you're interested, the
price of 25^ saves you about I3.00
a year over tooth pastes in the 50^
class. Not a staggering sum, but a
welcome one in these times. Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.
The makers of ListerineTooth Paste
recommend
Pro-phy-lac-tic

Tooth Brushes

i"

LISTERINE

TOOTH
PASTE

. . it makes the breath sweeter
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Your Gossip Test
By
1. Can you give the names of
the two pictured above at the
left, watching the Six-Day Bicycle Races in Hollywood?
2. And who is the smiling girl
shown at a night-club with the
handsome escort?
3. Who, do you suppose, is
Gilbert Roland's "big moment" now? This is a hard
one, because Roland has been
changing sweeties regularly of
late.
4.

Do you

know

Marion

Martone

against her director-husband,
King Vidor?

for 1932? And who received
the male award?

7. The wife of what movie hero
has gone to Palm Springs to
await the stork?

13. What does Stanley Smith
do when he is not working on
the screen?

8. Why did the divorce rumors
circulated about Irene Dunne
during her recent visit to New
York make her angry?

14. Another Hollywood couple
have kissed and made up. Do
you know their names?

9. How come the Janet Gaynor-Charles Farrell team has
been split up?

the blonde

15. With whom did Hollywood
romance rumors connect Tallulah Bankhead before she left
the film city?
16.

What

motion

picture

screen actress who
made
up
with her husband and withdrew
her
hpr divorce
rlivnrrP suitl
Q„it?

^^' ^an you name the screen player was elevated to stardom
beauty who is rumored secretly ^^ ^^^ strength of her very first
married to a young director? picture?

5. Who is the movie
filed a bankruptcy
few weeks after
known that he had
baroness?

11, Do you know the blonde
film actress who is still a victim
of some ailment she contracted
while filrning a jungle picture
about two years ago?

17. The popular Wynne Gibson is being courted by two
boy-friends. Do you know who
they are?

12. Who

18. Who is the screen comedienne who expects to become
a mother shortly?

actor who
petition a
it became
married a

6.. Whom did Eleanor Boardman name as co-respondent
when she filed suit for divorce

Hollywood

Knows

The

received the Motion

Picture Academy's award for
the best female
performance

Answers

To

These

{A nswers to tiiese Questions on page go)

Questions— Z>Q

You ?

WHEN

THE

LION

THE WHOLE

ROARS,

WORLD

LISTENS!

IniQQiri^* You're going to~Rave ap^ek at the "inside production plans
of the Metro -Goldwyn- Mayer Studios. It's fun to look ahead to see
what's coming from the producers of "Grand

Hotel", "Smilin' Through",

"Red Dust", "Strange Interlude", "Prosperity","Flesh" and all those other
fme screen entertainments. Here is just a rough idea of M-G-M pictures
f interest now being shown, soon to come
duction. Listen to the Lion ROAR!
NORMA
SHEARER comes "Smilin'
Through" with a new hit "La Tendresse"
from the thrilling French play.
JOAN

CRAWFORD in an exciting romance written especially for her by
William Faulkner, noted author.

MARIE

DRESSLER

WALLACE

BEERY

MARION

DAVIES

(beloved

start) with

in "Tugboat

What

a treat for the months to come!

JOHN

BARRYMORE

wins further film

triumphs with the stage success "Reunion
in Vienna."
LIONEL BARRYMORE has had a special
story written for him, title soon to be
announced.
"MEN

MUST

FIGHT"

is another Broad-

way stage hit on the M-G-M

Annie."

has the role of her

and others planned for pro-

JEAN

HARLOW'S

next film after "Red

Dust" is an original drama

career in "Peg o' My Heort."
"CLEAR ALL WIRES" the Broadway
stage hit has been captured by M-G-MI

list.

"Night Club

JOHNNY WEISSMULLER comes in his
Lady."
long awaited sequel "Tarzan and his

HELEN HAYES, winner of the year's
highest film award, will soon appear in
"The White Sister." Right after her new
success "Son - Daughter" in which she
CO stars with RAMON
NOVARRO.

"HAPPILY UNMARRIED" is a delightful
M-G-M
Mate." original story soon to come to
the screen.

RAMON

JIMMY DURANTE and BUSTER KEATON
and JACKIE COOPER. What o trio for

NOVARRO

iin the romance
IRENE

DUNN

"Man

will also be seen
on the Nile."

and PHILLIPS

fare thrilling audiences

"Buddies!"

HOLMES

with "The Lady."

"RASPUTIN" has brought new fame to
the Barrymores, Ethel, John and Lionel.
Isn't it the truth? When

"PIGBOATS" is a picture not to be
missed! Robert Montgomery . . . Jimmy
Durante.. .Walter Huston. ..Madge Evans!
Swell cost in a grand picture!

the Lion ROARS

you're sure of a happy

hit!

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

What the STARS
AND WHERE

THEY

By MARION
Andre,
GwlH — recently completed
Secrets of the
■ French
Police — Radio
Pictures
Studios,
780
Gower St., Hollywood, Cal.
Arlen, Richard — playing in Lives of a Bengal
Lancer — Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St.,
Hollywood, Cal.
Arliss,Bros.
George
— playing
in TheCal.
Ring's Vacation —
Warner
Studios,
Burbank,
Armstrong, Robert — recently completed King
Kong — Radio Pictures Studios, 780 Gower St.,
Hollywood, Cal.
Astor, Mary — latest release Red Dust — MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.
AtwlU,
Lionel — playing in The Lady — MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studios,
Culver
City,
Cal.
Ayres, Lew — playing in Out On
Parole — Universal Studios, Universal
City, Cal.

MAY

are Doing
BE FOUND

MARTONE

Colbert, Claudette — latest release The Sign of
the Cross — Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St.,
Hollywood, Cal.
Colman, Ronald — playing in The Masquerader —
United Artists Studios, 1041 N. Formosa Ave.,
Hollywood, Cal.
Cooper, Gary — playing in Lives of a Bengal Lancer
— Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood. Cal.
Cortez, Ricardo — recently completed Flesh —
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios. Culver City, Cal.
Crawford, Joan — latest release Rain — United .Artists Studios, 1041 N. Formosa Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

Dunn, James — playing in Handle With Care —
Fox .Studios. 1401 N. Western Ave., Hollywood. Cal.
Dunne, Irene — playing in The Lady — MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.
Durante, Jimmy — playing in Pig Boats — MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.
Toilers,
— playing
Grand Central
•*-'
First Sally
National
Studios.in Burbank.
Cal. Airport —
Erwin, Stuart — playing in The Face In the Sky —
Fox Studios. 1401 N. Western Ave., Hollywood. Cal.
Evans, Madge — playing in Fast Life — MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.
'p'airbanks,
Jr. — playing
■*■
The Sticker —Douglas,
First National
Studios.in
Burbank, Cal.
Farrell, Charles — latest release Tess
of the Storm Country — Fox Studios, 1401
N. Western Ave.. Hollywood. Cal.
Farrell, Glenda — playing in The Blue
Moon Murder Case — Warner Bros. Studios, Burbank. Cal.
Foster, Norman — playing in Pleasure
Cruise — Fox Studios, 1401 N. Western
Ave.. Hollywood, Cal.
Francis, Kay — playing in The Keyhole— First National Studios, Burbank. Cal.

Bankhead,
Tallulah — latest
release
Faithless — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios. Culver City, Cal.
Barrymore, Ethel — latest release
Rasputin and the Empress — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.
Barrymore, John — latest release Rasputin and the Empress — Metro-GoldwynMayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.
Barrymore, Lionel — latest release
Rasputin and the Empress — MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City,
/^able, Clark — recently completed No
Cal.
^J Man of Her Own — Paramount
Barthelmess, Richard — playing in
Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood,
Grand Central Airport — First National
Studios, Burbank, Cal.
Janet — playing in Slate Fair
Cal.Gaynor,
Baxter, Warner — playing in Danger^Fox
Studios, 1401 N. Western Ave.,
ously Yours — Fox Studios, 1401 N.
Hollywood, Cal.
Western Ave.. Hollywood, Cal.
Gilbert, John — latest release DownBeery, Wallace — recently completed
stairs— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios,
Flesh — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios,
Culver City, Cal.
Culver City, Cal.
Gordon, Gavin — recently completed
Bellamy, Ralph — playing in DestiHard to Handle — Warner Bros. Studios,
nation Unknown — Universal Studios,
Burbank. Cal.
Universal City, Cal.
Grant, Gary — playing in Madame
Bennett, Constance — playing in Our
Butterfly — Paramount Studios, 5451 MaBetters — Radio Pictures Studios, 780
rathon St., Hollywood, Cal.
Gower St., Hollywood. Cal.
Bennett, Joan — recently completed
Me and My Gal— Fox Studios, 1401 N.
Western Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
TLTaines,
William — playing in Fast
Life
■*■■*■ • — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios,
Bickford, Charles — recently completCulver City, Cal.
ed ^'anity
Columbia
Pictures
Studios.
1438 Street
Gower— St..
Hollywood,
Cal.
Hamilton, Neil — playing in Acquitted
— Columbia Pictures Studios, 1438
Birell, Tala — recently completed NaGower St., Hollywood, Cal.
gana — Universal Studios. Universal City,
Cal.
Harding, Ann — recently completed
The Animal Kingdom — Radio Pictures
Blondell, Joan — playing in Broadway
Studios. 780 Gower St., Hollywood. Cal.
Bad— Fox Studios. 1401 N. Western Ave..
Harlow, Jean — latest release Red
Hollywood, Cal.
Dust — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios,
Boles, John — playing in Child of
Culver City. Cal.
Manhattan — Columbia Pictures Studios,
1438 Gower St., Hollywood, Cal.
Hatton, Raymond — playing in Uptou<n New York — Tiffany Studios, 4516
Bow, Clara — latest release Savage — •
Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
Fox Studios, 1401 N. Western Ave.,
Hollywood. Cal.
Hayes, Helen — playing in Son Daughter— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, CulBrendel, El — playing in Hot Pepper —
ver City, Cal.
Fox Studios, 1401 N. Western Ave.,
Hollywood. Cal.
You won't find Helen Twelvetrees listed in these colHepburn, Katharine — playing in
umns because she has been absent from the screen for
Christopher Strong — Radio Pictures StuBrent, George — recently completed
dios. 780 Gower St., Hollywood, Cal.
42nd Street — First National Studios,
several months. The picture above tells vifhat she has
Burbank, Cal.
Hersholt, Jean — recently completed
been
doing.
Her
baby
was
born
October
26.
Helen
is
Flesh
—
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios,
Brian, Mary — playing in Hard to
Culver City, Cal.
Mrs. Frank Woody oflF the screen
Handle — Warner Bros. Studios, Burbank, Cal.
Hopkins,
Miriam — latest
release
Trouble in Paradise — Paramount
StuBrook, Clive — playing in Lives of a
dios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood, Cal.
Bengal Lancer — Paramount Studios, 5451
Marathon St., Hollywood, Cal.
Howard,
Leslie
—
playing
in
Secrets
—
United
ArtDamita,
Lili — latest
release
The Cal.
Match King —
First National
Studios,
Burbank,
ists Studios, 1041 N. Formosa Ave.. Hollywood, Cal.
Brown, Joe E. — latest release You Said a Mouthful— First National Studios. Burbank, Cal.
Daniels, Bebe — recently completed 42nd Street —
Huston, Walter — playing in Pig Boats — MetroFirst
National
Studios.
Burbank.
Cal.
Brown, Tom — playing in Destination Unknown —
Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal. "*
Universal Studios, Universal City, Cal.
Davies, Marion — latest release Blondie of the
Hyams, Leila — recently completed Island of Lost
Souls — Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St..
Follies — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City,
Hollywood,
Cal.
Cal.
Dietrich, Marlene — playing in Deep Night —
* * *
Paramount
Studios,
5451
Marathon
St.,
HollyCabot, Bruce — recently completed
King Kong —
wood. Cal.
Radio Pictures Studios, 780 Gower St., HollyJolson,
— recently
completed
New Yorker
—
United AlArtists
Studios,
1041 The
N. Formosa
Ave.,
wood, Cal.
Dinehart, Allan — recently completed Acquitted—
Columbia Pictures Studios. 1438 Gower St., HollyHollywood, Cal.
I Cagney,
James — recently completed
Hard to
wood,
Cal.
Jones, Buck — playing in The California Trail —
Handle — Warner Bros. Studios, Burbank, Cal.
Columbia Pictures Studios, 1438 Gower St., HollyDix, Richard — latest release The Conquerors — ■
Carroll, Nancy — playing in Under-Cover Man —
Radio Pictures Studios, 780 Gower St., Hollywood,
wood. Cal.
Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood,
Judge,Studios,
Arline —780playing
Devils —Cal.
Radio
Cal.
Cal.
Pictures
Gower in
St.,Lucky
Hollywood,
Dodd, Claire — recently completed Hard to Handle
Chandler, Janet — playing in Born to Fight — Fox
—
Warner
Bros.
Studios.
Burbank,
Cal.
Studios, 1401 N. Western Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Dorsay,
Fifi Burbank,
— playing Cal.
in The Sucker — First National Studios.
Chatterton, Ruth — recently completed Frisco
Karloff,
BorisStudios,
— recently
completed
Universal
Universal
City,TheCal.Mummy —
Jenny — First National Studios, Burbank, Cal.
Douglas,
Melvyn
—
recently
completed
Nagano — ■
Universal Studios, Universal City,
Cal.
Clarke, Mae — recently completed Acquitted —
Kennedy,
Merna — recently completed Laughter
In Hell — Universal
Studios,on Universal
Columbia Pictures Studios, 1438 Gower St., HollyDressier, Marie — playing in Tugboat Annie — ■
(Continued
page 95) City, Cal.
wood, Cal.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.

♦

Letters to your favorites may be sent to the studio addresses given here

♦

The Eyes of Men •••The Eyes of Women
Judge your Loveliness every day
You can hardly glance outof the window, much less walk in town but
that some inquiring eye searches you
and your skin. This is the Beauty
Contest of life in which all women
must compete. Not even a queen
escapes it. And a modest country' girl
can win it • • • if her skin is lovely.

• Make a rich lather with Camay, a soft
cloth and warm water, inassaging'it'mto
your skin. Rinse with cold water. Then
note how soft and fresh your skin feels.

You may be sprightly and sixteen; fair and
forty; or serious and sixty. Yet you cannot deny that every pair of eyes that looks
at you commends your beauty or regrets
its lack. For life is a Beauty Contest for
every woman. And she whose skin is soft
and fresh has a wonderful advantage.
THE SOAP

OF BEAUTIFUL WOMEN

To possess a lovely, clear complexion take
infinite care in choosing your beauty soap !

Use gentle, creamy-white Camay, the
Soap of Beautiful Women! Its lather is
rich as cream • • • luxuriant in any kind
of water. It is made of pure, delicate oils, • This is creamy -white Camay, the
safe for the most delicate feminine skin. famous beauty soap that thousands of
lovely women use for their complexions,
NEW LOW PRICES
for their hands and in their bath.
Never in all your lifetime have you
a soap of such exquisite quality to
little! The price of Camay is now
you will want to buy a dozen cakes

THE

SOAP

OF

known
cost so
so low
today!

Copr. 1933. Procter & Gamble Co.

CAMAY

BEAUTIFUL

WOMEN

LETTERS
FROM

f you can make

him say:

(laiuv e^red^
me. <w .
?f

. . . then you will have
achieved that glorious
state in which each heart
throb is a prediction of
greater happiness to come.
It's easy to make your eyes say those wonderful things that only eyes can say.
Frame your eyes with dark, long-appearing,
luxuriant lashes and this new kind of enchantment will instantly become yours.
JMillions of women know that the New
Maybelline Eyelash Darkener is the one
thoroughly satisfactory and safe preparation
to use. Not a dye. Perfectly harmless. Tearproof, non-smarting, easy to apply, and actually stimulating to lash growth.

READERS
$20.00 Letter
Muni Does Himself Proud
DOUGLASTON, N. Y.— "I Am a
Fugitive from a Chain Gang" — a
great story by Robert E. Burns. Regardless ofthe merits or demerits of his
own crime, Burns' account of his personal experiences in a supposedly modern prison system should put to shame
the overlords of that system.
The film version of Burns' great story
which is the story of his own life and of
the days he spent in a chain gang,
brings to us again the great dramatic
actor, Paul Muni, in another screen
masterpiece. Whether you did or did
not see his excellent portrayal of "Scarface," take the advice of a dyed-in-thewool movie fan and don't miss "I Am
atheFugiti\e
a Chain Gang." It is
picture from
of a lifetime.
In this picture's greatest scene, when
James Allen (Muni) learns that his pardon has been denied, the agony and
despair in his face was so real it was
amazing. The horror of the whole thing
was written in every line on his face.
I doubt whether there is another
actor on stage or screen who could
have made that scene as realistic as
Muni did.
However, there is only one very small
fault that I have to find with the picture as a whole, but even that shouldn't
keep anyone from going to see it. I
refer to the scenes in which the prisoners were swinging their picks in time
with their tunes — yes, the prisoners
actually sang in chorus fashion when
they were working — and it smacked
too much of a musical revue.
Clem. Varick.

.00 Letter
"Smilin' Through"
Uplifting
ST. LOUIS, MO.— If it is the demand for realism which has brought
forth so many pictures starring the
striped shirted gangster and his shady
lady,
for heaven's
away
from that
demand. sake
To let's
youngget people

Maybellme, to

these pictures have been exciting and
thrilling, yet they have certainly left
nothing of value in their minds and
hearts. I know, for I am one of them.

makes sure of obtaining a mascara that combines all these advantages. Black or Brown,
75c at toilet goods counters everywhere.

I went to see "Smilin' Through,"
knowing nothing of the type of production that it was. I came out saddened for
the moment,
but tremendously
up-

Insist upon genuine New

EYELASH

10

DARKENER

OUR

lifted in spirit. The beauty, the simplicity, and the feeling expressed in that
film so held me that I have now seen it
three times and intend to go again.
Would that the many stars of the
screen could be as lovely and as wonderful as were Miss Shearer and her
"companions in triumph," instead of
leering evilly from a speeding car over
a chattering machine gun ! May Norma
Shearer's ensuing pictures be ever as
beautiful, as wonderful, and as uplifting as "Smilin' Through," for in them
Life and the greatest heights of screen
attainments will be reached. In return, the stars (who are now ever so
much more human since I have seen
this film) must inevitably find a more
eager, sympathetic and responsive
audience.
Dick Horner.

$5.00 Letter
Aline Stole the Picture
DENN'ER, COLO.— Every now and
then someone cast in a supporting role
steps forward and "steals the show."
This was certainly exemplified in "Once
in a Lifetime," the person doing the
purloining being Aline MacMahon.
No discredit to any of the other actors
is intended in making this statement
as each one was well cast.
The show is a most unusual and entertaining travesty on motion picture
production and Aline MacMahon, with
her striking personality and poise, evidenced talent peculiarly effective in
that type of comedy. Her piquant wit,
leavened with touches of loyalty and
tenderness, raised her performance to
great heights — something unusual in a
comedy.
L. N. Rudd.

Hepburn
Is a "Natural"
SAN
JOSE, CAL.—
Recently I saw
one of those performances that are
stamped with that rare dramatic genius
which snatches you out of your usual
theatre lethargy and not only flings
you to heights of rabid emotional excitement, but keeps you there for
weeks, and remains in your consciousness as one of the most glorious pieces
of acting you have ever witnessed!
She is gloriously young, vital, and
lovely with the sort of loveliness that
only character can create. But few
times have I seen emotion so brilliantly
restrained as to be the refined human
emotion one finds in women of real
character. Need I say it is the magnificent Katharine Hepburn?
F.S.

Write 'Em And Reap A Money Prize

Each Month MOTION PICTURE gives Twenty, Ten and Five Dollar Prizes for the
Three Best Letters of the month. Don't overlook the chance of becoming a winner. All
you need to do is pick up your pen or go to work on your typewriter and tell us and the
movie world what's on your mind concerning the movies and the stars. If any two letters are considered of equal merit, the full amount of the prize will go to each writer.
Try to keep within 200 words. No letter will be returned and we reserve the right to
publish all or any part of a letter submitted. Sign your full name and address. We
will use initials if requested. Address Letter Page, MOTION PICTURE, 1501 Broadway,
New York City.

Movie Star Calendar
Dating Them Up Through Past Events

February, 1933
By

SUN.

MON.

TUES.

JOSE

SCHORR

WED.

1
Kenneth

John Barrymore
born
February 15

Joan Bennett's
birthday
is
February 27

Ronald Colman born
February 9

Bill

Powell's friends
complain he
loves Carole
Lombard so
much, he
has sworn off
poker. (1932)

12

Says:
no
fear "Iofhave
fat.
My back is
much too
bony."

(1930)

13

The John (Ina
Claire) Gilberts say
their "perfect
experiment"
of
separate
apartments is
working. (1931)

The John (Ina
Claire) Gilberts' "perfect" separate
apartment
plan flops.
Divorce
ahead. (1931)

Court orders
Ray Goetz
not to beat up
his former
wife, Irene
B O R D O N I.
(1930)

Wallace
Beery gets job
as comedian.
Takes his
bride, Gloria
SWANSON,
to
Hollywood.
(1916)

20
26
Three promising blondes in
new
Follies —
LiLYAN TaSHMAN, Marion
Davies and
Peggy Joyce.
(1918)

FRI.

SAT.

2

3

4

NormaShearER likes this
country. Files

Mrs. Vilma
B A N K Y
La
RocQUE sails
on honeymoon

ma dge, Talsays
Natalie
"yes" to Buster KEATON,

him
leave
his
boss
won't
let
Rod's
alone.
job. (1928)

her with telegrams. (1921)

bride, Kay
MacKenna's
Francis, does
not kick him
in sleep. They
have twin
beds. (1931)

application for
U. S. ship.
citizen(1931)

Shanghai
police
arrest

A D O L P H E
M E N jou
is

6
Constance
Bennett eats
club sandwich.

THURS.

9
Heartbreak !
Burglars steal
$1,000 worth
of liquor from
Lionel Barrymore, and
Prohibition so
new! (1920)

14
LuPE Velez
promises to be
Gary er's
Coopbride.
Within a year
he will be
in Africa to
forget. (1929)

21
Prince Louis
Ferdinand
begs
DamitaLiLi
to
marry him but
she "does not
care for him."

Ronald
Colman
for being
out too late
(11) at night.
(1932)

15
Mary says
Pick- :
FORD
"Douglas and
I have never
beenapart.Separation is dan(1924)
g e r o u s .''
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Helen
Twelvetrees
discovers that
her bridegroom
drinks
but she thinks
she can reform
him. (1927)

working overtime to get away for a honeymoon with
Kathryn
Carver, (1928)

16
Ginger
ers losesRogher
key. Sits on
doorstep with
OzziE Nelson
tills A.M.
waiting to
get in. (1931)

23
Faithful John
Farrow is visenitingfiancee,
his strickLila Lee, at
the Prescott,
(1931)
Ariz,um.sanitari-

10
John and
Dolores BarRYMORE
are
original. Go
to Ecuador on
their honeymoon to hunt
lizards. (1929)

Says (1918)
he's too
fat.

11
Beverly Hills
stars are fed
that
Mayor
up. Demand
Will Rogers
his travels
or
give
up either
his job. (1927)

17
E.xtra! Clara
Bow leaves for
the coast without kissing fiR I c H ance,
M AHarry
n ,
goodby. (1930)

24
Raquel (TorTERMAN
an
res) vonis Osusherette in
Chinese Theatre, but she
has hopes.
(1927)

27
The U. S.
Army turns
down Fatty
Arbuckle.

to make him
stop waking

Swedish royal
family orders
Prince Sigurd
not to become
too friendly
with Greta
Garbo,
screen
siren. (1929)

25
C H E VA L I E R
leads earned
incomes of
France. Makes
$533 an hour
to Pres. Doumergue's $14.
(1931)

Jack Demps e Y, who is
marrying Estelle Taylor, wants
a little girl
with big eyes.
(1925)

Stuart Erwin'sis
birthday
February 14

birthday is
Mary Brian's
February
17

birthday is
uary n's
Febr
Joe E. Brow11

Helen Jerome
Eddy born
February 25
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Motion Picture presents the greatest show on earththe intimate goings-on of the stars at work and play

Frank

HOLLYWOOD,
though given a bit
(shall we put it mildly?) to balminess,
has a definite regard for the upholders of
Logic and Reason. This has much to do
with the high regard enjoyed locally by one
Matthew Beard, better known as "Stymie,"
the young gentleman of color in the Our
Gang comedies, and no lover of seals.
In order to get an eflfective shot of one of
the slippery animals, the director had an
assistant dangle a fish made of glue just
outside the camera lines. The string suddenly broke. The seal made a quick snap
for the glue-fish and swallowed it. The
gurgling sounds, coupled with the wild
contortions of the seal, panicked the kids.
Stymie led the mad dash off the sound
stage. When the director tried to coax him
back to work, he argued soundl>-: "If you
all ain't afraid ob de seal, what fo' you all
.run away, too?"
BUT people
of Stymie's
sane judgment are pretty
few hereabouts.
More
typical actions are such as took place at the
party which John P. Medbury, the funny
feller, gave for Burns and Allen. Though
some distance from the holidays, a large
Christmas tree adorned the living room,
presided over by a Santa Claus, who sulked
and refused to talk to anyone. Then, there
was a butler who sat down with the guests,
one of the Marx Brothers with his 70-yearold son, and a secret microphone in one of
the bedrooms that gossiped mightily
through a loud speaker. All in all, a nice
homey evening!
THE secretary of a new golf club no
doubt intended to instill the same feeling of comfort in new member Edgar
Kennedy, the comedian. "Now Ed," he
advised heartily, "just mix with the members, introduce yourself, shake hands, tell
'em what your business is— and all that.
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Morl

ey

on the United Artists lot to watch Lewis
Milestone passing by, followed by a line of
stooges. "There goes Milly with a string
of empties," flipped Junior's pa.

You shore ketch a lot o' alkali ridin' herd
an' most of it kinda settles on the Stetson.
Which explains Tom Mix's hanging fourteen out to dry. The cowboy star has just
cleaned his hats up a bit in readiness for a
busy season in the saddle

\\'eSopatronize
eachonother,
you know."
Ed started
his round
of introductions. "My name's Kennedy. I'm an
actor," he told the first fellow.
The man looked at him. "My name's
Smith. I'm a mortician."
BUT

our favorite foolish fellow remains Snoz Durante. Hearing that
Tallulah Bankhead plays a portable phonograph at the dentist's to drown out the
grinding
noise,happens
Jimmy to
remarked:
"Too snare
bad
if the dentist
be a former
drummer and starts keeping time!"

— and
these todays
JIMMY
sore. is
Hesunburn
went ed
happily
Honolulu
with the "Pig Boats" troupe, with visions
of comely limbs peeping from grass skirts.
And was he chagrined when he found the
Hula girls dressed in the same kind of
slacks as are sported on Malibu Beach!
ANOTHER recently returned traveler
L. is Douglas Fairbanks, Sr., who turned
right around and traveled out again. Between trips, however, he paused long enough

GOOD-NATURED Milestone is the
prey of job-hunters. A rather meek
one corned an acquaintance on his lot with
this strange plea: "Like a pal, go in and
tell MilK- I'm the best character actor on
Broadway. If he says anything, I'll back
like all jokesters
gets
MILESTONE
likes occasionally
his jokes— and
caughtup."
by a kick-back. Last year he and
you
several
others stuck William Gargan for a
S120 speakeasy lunch check in New York.
Gargan vowed revenge, but his chance did
not come until a short retake required his
presence He
at told
Catalina
after who
"Rain"
was
finished.
Milestone,
directed,
that he would "jo, but under the condition
that all his exi enses would be paid. Milly
agreed — and vvhen he got the bill for Gargan's sta\', he found that the gleeful Irishman had thrown a big dinner party — at the
director's expense — for the cast of another
company on location at the Island!
HE'S a broth of a lad, that Gargan.
Usually amiable, he has a great dislike for the records of a certain crooner.
This aversion giew out of Miss Crawford's
practice,
the making
of "Rain,"
using the during
dulcet tones
of the famous
croonerof
to help her emote. She had a man on the
set who did nothing but play one record
^
after
"Oneanother.
scene we had to remake seventeen
times," Bill says, "and all the time that
guy kept playing one piece over and over.
At last Miss Crawford had to go and freshen
her make-up{Continued
— and he on
keptpage
right
gj) on playing

may lead to serious gum troubles —

PEOPLE glance at her hat and think,
"How smart!" Then — they
glance at her face— and see her dingylooking teeth. Are your teeth bright?
Kve your gums firm?
If your gums bleed easily— if you
have ' 'pink tooth brush' ' — the soundness of your gums, the brightness of
your teeth, and the attractiveness of
your smile are all in danger!
For "pink tooth brush" not only

IPANA

to gingivitis, Vincent's disease, and
pyorrhea— but may be a threat to the
polish of your teeth.
Ipana and Massage
Defeat "Pink Tooth Brush"
Keep your gums firm and healthy—
and your teeth clean and bright with
Ipana and massage.
Restore to your gums the stimulation they need, and of which they

are robbed by the soft, modern food
that gives them so little natural work.
Each time you clean your teeth with
Ipana, rub a little more Ipana directly
on your gums, massaging gently with
your finger or the tooth brush.
Start it tomorrow. Buy a full-size
tube. Follow the Ipana method and
your teeth will shine brighter, your
gums will be firmer than they've been
since you were a child . . . "Pink
Tooth Brush" will depart.
BRISTOL-MYERS
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CO., Dept. HH-2 3

73 West Street, New York, N. Y.
Kindly Enclosed
send me is aa trial
tube of
IPANA
TOOTH
FASTE.
three-cent
Stamp
to cover
partly
^^ c°st of packing and mailing.

Street.
City

State.
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A Good Tooth Paste, Like a Good Dentist, Is Never a Luxury

Ho I ly wood
Elects
Helen Hayes
and
Fredric March
to the Hall of Fame

of Motion
acand Sciences
PicturetheArts
Academy
WHEN
claimed Helen Hayes the best actress
of the 1Q31-1Q32 season, Hollywood
was just adding its praise to Broadway's. On the stage ever since she was
si.x, she has risen to such heights that
no play in which she stars ever fails.
The fact that she won the award for
her performance in "The Sin of Madelon Claudet' is a bit unusual, for before playing that role, Helen had
always played young girls — some
tragic, some amusing, all romantic.
But she made her screen debut in a
mother role and, in the course of the
action, grew old and haggard — and
was real. The scenario was written by
her
playwright-husband,
Charles
Mac.\rthur.
They have one
daughter,
Mary, aged four. Now making "The
Son-Daughter'' (playing a Chinese
girl), Helen will not return to the stage
"for
at leastMarch
a year."
Fredric
was hailed as the
best actor of the past season for his
dual role in "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde " — in which he originated a
brand-new conception of Mr. Hyde — •
suggesting primitive, bestial man. His
make-up so contorted his face that he
suffered almost intolerable pain.
Unlike Helen, he did not grow up on
the stage, but turned actor after first
trying banking. Eventually, he landed
in Los .\ngeles in a road show of "The
Royal
was was
''discovered"
by
theFamily''
movies.andThat
in 1928,
when the movies were just learning to
talk, so he got in on the ground floor.
He has risen fast since his first big
In "The Sin of Madelon Claudet," Helen Hayes (upper right) changed from a lovely young Brittany peasant into a haggard, sick, old woman of Paris. In "Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," Fredric March (right) was first
the handsome, idealistic Dr. Jekyll and then the hideous, animal-like Mr. Hyde. The miracles of make-up
helped both Helen and Fredric win the awards
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chances came along in "Laughter"
and "The Royal Family of Broadway." His most recent notable roles
have been in "Smilin' Through" and
"The Sign of the Cross. " He is married
to Florence Eldridge, well-known stage
actress, and they have just adopted
a baby girl, Penelope. He is now
making "Lives of a Bengal Lancer."

Joan Crawford
No, that Isn't a big jar of Christmas candy
that Joan has her hand on. Joan hasn't
had any sweets since she abandoned her
fannous diet during "Rain" to give Sadie
Thompson a bit more bulk. She Is herself
again now — with a new gown just her size,
boasting a "necklace" of cocq feathers —
and getting ready for her new picture.
Wonder

why she hasn't made more pictures while Garbo has been away?

MAM-M-MY! How
Ruey Keeler
Can Dance!

Ruby used to be one of the gems
of the Follies, but when she married Al Jolson four years ago she
deliberately sprained her ankle so
that she could give up her dancing
and be just the wife of the famous
"mamnny"-singer. They still ore hop)Ily married, thank you — but time
angs heavily In Hollywood If you
haven't anything to do, so Al encouraged her to accept a big offer
from his old friends, the Warners.
And these two portraits give you a
pretty good Idea of the beauty and
the glamour of the dancing girl who
starts her screen career as a featured player In "42nd Street"
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7
A

m
id.

C. S. Bail

KUTE,

Kittenish
and kuddlesome
Here are two reasons why Tired Business Men — not to mention the college
boys — now

go to the movies.

And

it's too bod the producers don't realize it and give the little girls bigger
chances. Mary Carlisle (above),, for
example, can act just that poutishly
peeved when a photographer pops in
before she finishes putting on her
pretty furs — and Joan Marsh (left)
can flirt even when her hair gets in
her way. They're Both blonde, both
young, both clever and both playful.
What more could any connoisseur
ask? Not much, certainly, if he saw
Mary

in "Her

Mad

in "Speed

Night" or Joan
Demon"!
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Preston Duncan

After a glance af the deep mahogany of Dave's face and arnns,
there's no doubt about it— he certainly has found his place in
the sun. One of the few young heroes with the courage to be his
own boss and have no studio ties, he is in demand at all the
studios. And after facing a man who rose from the tomb in "The
Mummy," he is prepared for anything — even "The Death Kiss"
22

DAVID MANNERS

Bachrach

CONSTANCE

BENNETT

Pardon the puzzled look — but you'd be puzzled, too, if you
were In Connie's place. Think of the size of the income tax
she has to figure out! And another problem that bothers her
is how to stop those blessed event rumors, which started when
she was so real in "Rockabye" and then planned a long holiday abroad.
Before she goes, she's making "Our Betters"
23

Warner seems +o be
the one and only male
star who can wear a
high hat and still have
the girls raving about
him. But the famous
Fox m a n-a bout-town
has folded up the toppernersfortoaplay
visit the
to Warlead
in "42nd Street" — in
which, believe it or
not, he plays a hardhearted dance director. (Does he look it
above, or doesn't he?)
It's about the heartbreaks behind the
scenes of a big Broadway revue
— a sort
of
"Grand
Hotel"
of the
Theatre

WARNER

BAXTER

DOFFS HIS TOPPER
FOR CHORUS
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GIRLS

Ray Jones

GLORIA

STUART

Another "glorious Gloria" has appeared on the screen — and she's
still so young that she has plenty of time to catch up with La
Swonson. Besides being a born actress, she is one of the few
natural blondes in the nnovies. She is having a quiet little duel
with another newcomer, Tola Birell, to see which will be queen of
Universal City. Her newest bid for the crown is "Laughter in 25Hell"

George E. Cannons

what
Wifh a coy little jerk on her hot, as much as to say. Now
,
abroad
iday
do you think of that?", Jeonette is setting off on a ho
And that misjust when her old friend, Chevalier, is returning.
chievous twinkle in her eye can't mean a thing except that gay
page
Paree will be the first stop. She may act there. Across the
lett
she
you'll discover that she unburdened her mind before
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JEANEHE

MACDONALD

NoM

hties

ore

??

for JeANETTE
The golden-voiced Miss MacDonald gaily says she's tired of being the
screen's leading lingerie model. She's going off to Europe for six months
to play on the stage and screen abroad — and Chevalier will have to find
a new leading lady. But there's method in her seeming madness: a
chance to be what she wants to be — dramatic!
By
Nancy
Pryor
to be naughty on the screen up to a
nice point,
IT'S
certain
and then, according to Jeanette
MacDonald (who ought to know) it gets in a
girl's reddish hair!
For a considerable time now, Jeanette has been
playing the screen's snappiest lingerie heroines.
In "The Love Parade" she started in a bathtub.
In "One Hour With You," she was comparatively clothed in a series of transparent negligees. In "Love Me Tonight" she had worked
up to a flimsy nightgown.
Even away from
the roguish co-starring influence of Maurice ChevaUer (in the one songless comedy
which she made at Fox, "Don't Bet on
Women"), Jeanette maintained the stepin touch by pursuing Edmund Lowe in
a very wispy bit of black lace. It's daring . . . it's subtle . . . it's all in good fun
. . . but it's too much. When lingerie begins
to have a definite bearing on a girl's social life,
then it is time to do something about it. And
Jeanette intends to do that something.
She says she can't walk into a department
store that an ever-helpful floor man doesn't immediately head her in the direction of the
Third Floor "undies."
Instead of the proverbial request for autographs, fans write her
for a photo "in your nightgown, please."
But the chmax came the other day when
Jeanette was asked to be the guest of honor
in the lingerie department of a certain charitable institution for one of their extra-special money-raising
affairs. What's more, she was asked to bring along
•samples of her own, personal hngerie to be used as a pattern and an "exhibit."

They Wanted Lingerie, Not Music
A

LITTLE upset, but determined to help out in the
name of Charity, the golden-voiced Miss MacDonald suggested that she sing a little song toward
raising the shekels. No, the charity ladies assured
her, they would prefer her to bring along a pair of
"panties." They figured the pants would raise
more money than the song!
Darn
clever,
these charity workers . . . !
So along went Jeanette and took her laciest thingumajigs, which were promptly
put on exhibition. It was during the middle of the afternoon, while the lovely
MacDonald was busy seUing nightgowns

for Charit\', that somebody suggested she "model"
the garments!
"But that wasn't all of that little aftair."'
laughed the girl who wears 'em as nobody else
does. "The next da}', a very poHte gentleman
called here at the house with a neat little package in his hand. 'INIiss ^MacDonald,' said he, 'I
have been requested b\' the charity ladies to
return
. er . added
. . bloomers!'"
Thisyour
sort .of. thing,
to the fact that
she is really growing weary of her career in
lingerie, has decided Jeanette on more
wardrobe — or no more movie workee for
a while.
Really, she's quite firm about it.
If you
I say ait'sgay,
too frivolous
bad, because sheask
hasme,created
place on the screen that is distinctly her
own. Where certain elements have always
regarded the undraped figure of the Misses
Jean Harlow, Clara Bow, Alice White, et al,
as sheer sex display, Jeanette's brand of decollete has always passed in the category of
the piquant.
It's daring, and
naughty, of course, but it's
chuckle!
Jeanette's
sonality
has always innately
removed
of

the

objectionably

risque

a little bit
sex with a
"nice"
perany vestige
from

even

bathtub scenes. jMaybe it's because she
usually sings in the tub!

Has Gone "Far Enough"
DON'T think my career of risque roles has
really hurt," explained Jeanette, who was
curled up in the sun-parlor of her Beverly home.
"I just feel I have gone far enough in hngerie. I
think I am becoming typed in underwear, just as
other actresses complain that they are typed in
sophisticated roles, or sob stories or corned}". Movie
audiences, like every other kind of audience, demand
a little variety to keep their interest whetted. Even
such an interesting subject as lingerie can become
monotonous when overdone. I'm sure that
people must say about me, on the
screen, 'Good gracious, is Jeanette
MacDonald going to take off her
It isn't difficult to discern
clothes — again?' "
that Jeanette's professional
soul has begun to yearn for
[Continued on page gf)
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The Hollywood

RIVOLITIES of 1932
Laugh Out the Old Year, and Ring in the New —
While Hollywood's Foibles Pass in Review
Years may come, and years may go, but Hollywood
amuses forever. And lest you forget the laugh parade that
has taken place in the big movie town in this past Election
and Leap Year, we review the events that even the natives,
for the most part, will remember with amusement. Who
knows? They might be a warning for the next twelve
months. In any case, it's all in fun Let this be understood
before we start, just so Hollywood will be sure to know a
joke when it sees one. — Editor.

and
there may be a depression and all this
WELL,
that, and Presidents and stock markets and
Prohibition and banks and blondes may fail —
but the Frivolities, Follies and \'anities that
bloom in the screen town, tra-la, keep right on a-bloomin'I
It doesn't matter where we begin, fortunately. There is no
more continuity to these frivolities than there is to the scripts

that they did not do for some of the more recent ambitious
productions.
Over at Metro's place, for instance, they have
been writing their scenarios "on the cuff," as
the saying goes. The words for the Barrymore trio in "Rasputin," the Harlow-Gable
combine in " Red Dust," " Kongo " and several others have been written in this extemporaneous fashion, from day to day and from
thought to thought.
Charlie IMacArthur,
doing
the
word-wash for
" Rasputin,"
has covered
his cuffs daily

'Way

over

at

the left, you see
Rasputin Barrytnore,
Czarina Barrymore
and Prince
Paul
Barrymore waiting
for their next
lines; then Ralph Forbes.
Ruth Chatterton and
George Brent proving that
three isn't a crowd; Josef
von Sternberg being presented with a bull in
Mexico; Richard Barthelmess still wearing short
pants; and Lita Grey
Chaplin
leading
Charlie's
sons to the
casting
office
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Who has been sure
whether Garbo has
been going or coming? Has even Garbo, herself? Perhaps, at the right,
she's rushing (?) to
get away from the
Press for a rest in
Majorca, which is a
writers' colony. Below, you are reminded of "Freaks"

BY GLADYS

HALL

Illustration by Eldon Kelley
for months. Some say as how he is subsidized by the laundries.
Then there are the folks trying to do a Garbo on us.
Though it's a mystery why anyone should want to — good
business though it was for her. Janet Gaynor, so they tell, is
sphinxing it and has gone into a Retirement, with "Nothing
to Say — Please Go Away" written on the doormat.

Doing a Garbo, Also?
NORMA
SHEARER, we are told, is doing likewise. But
that we do not believe. Norma has never been guilty of
a frivolity or folly yet, and why should she begin in the year
1932?

Ann Harding is likewise presumed to be Garboing. She
Makes No Statements. She answers no 'phones. She goes
about in a black wig, incognito, et cetera. And her new business manager is Garbo's old one.
You may not find it in your hearts to blame Ann. For she
has proved to the know-it-alls that 'twas folly to be too
"wise" and refuse to believe the Harding-Bannister letters
explaining their divorce. But there was an earlier folly — the

folly of the way Ann and Harry broadcasted their marital bhss
to the world, only to have it go the w&y of all filmfiesh. ^^'hen
one builds a lovely legend, one should preserve it for posterity.
Then there is the frivolity of all these just-/oo-chummy
divorces. Greta Nissen and Weldon Heyburn, par example,
in the midst of manipulating a divorce and recently seen at
the Club New Yorker holding hands and acting That Way, the
one about the other.
Ruth Chatterton, Ralph Forbes and George Brent, just the
best o' pals, two boys and a gal together with not a molecule
of malice in the three of 'em. Aliriam Hopkins divorcing
Austin Parker, then adopting a little boy, with Austin a constant caller to play "Daddy."
The Adolphe Menjous returning from a "second honeymoon" to announce immediately that they were going to
divorce. And Mrs. (Kathryn Carver) Menjou betaking herself to the hospital to have a nervous breakdown as a preliminary, while Adolphe demonstrated that a husband also
may Go Home to Mother.
29
{Continued on page 76)
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a Question
Here, at
last is your chance
to find out from your screen
favorites, themselves, the things
Clark Gable is loo busy beyou were intro
SUPPOSE
dduced to the great stars
andi romantic
that you have been wanting to for theing dramatic
screen to uritc you
of the screen — what would
you, personally, like to ask
know. Here is your chance to ask a letter,ing hutReporter ourwill Inquirthem?
take
You have heard that
your
questions
over
to
Metro - GoldiL'yn - Mayer
some of those interesting questions
Clark Gable, the most
and ask him to answer
popular male star on the
In the next isthat interviewers have neglected to ask. them. sue of MoTiox
screen to-day, was once
Picture
a telephone
lineman
]M.4GAZIXE, you liill find
and a worker in the oil
As
a
beginning
for
this
unusual
sehis replies.
fields; that he tried for
six years to get into the
Of course, these quesries,
Motion
Picture
provides
you
tions must fall within the
movies; that he lives quietly
bounds
taste and be
in a seven-room Beverly Hills
with the opportunity to get in such as you,of good
house with his second wife and
yourself, would be
willing to ask a stranger upon
her sons, preferring his pipe and
touch with the man of the hour,
work around
his car to social
..

activities.

..

^^^

- ..

.^

Clark Gable. Read

But, perhaps, j'ou have wondered
other things about him — what his stepsons call him, for example, or what he would
like to be doing if he were not playing in pictures, or where he learned how to take a car apart,
or what his favorite screen role has been, or who his
friends are off the screen, or how he spends his week-ends.
Little, inconsequential, human things that the interviewers have not
thought to tell you about.
The chances are that you will never meet Clark Gable or the other
stars personally. But Motion Picture Mag.azixe will ask your questions for you, if you will write them on the coupon across the bottom
of the page and send them to our Holl>Tvood office. Be sure to write —
or print — plainly.

-

.

about,it —

and then rush
f
your query

first meeting him. Then there are,

bewhich,
studio questions
or business
policy,
^i^°> of"^^^i^;.

cause

I -pi

cannot be answered — questions relating,
for instance, to his opinions of fellow-players, his salary,
and kindred
professional
"secrets."

You will read Clark's own replies to your own
queries in the ^larch Motion Picture ^M.^g.azint;. .\11
questions must be mailed to reach the Inquiring Reporter on or before
January tenth. Remember this deadline.
Next month, besides reading Clark Gable's answers to your inquiries,
you will have an opportunity- to ask a famous woman star those questions that you have always wanted to ask her.
In providing you with th.\s free service, ISIotion Picture ;M.\g.\zine
is the first to introduce its readers personally to the stars 1

inquiring
reporter,
% Motion
Picture Magazine,
1509 North Vine Street, Hollywood, California
T)ear Sir:
THE QUESTION

I SHOULD

LIKE TO ASK CLARK

GABLE

PERSONALLY

IS THIS:

This question is sent in by;
Name_
Street_
City and State .
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Have

Life Movie Stars:
Whether you realize it or not, their lips are what you remember them by — for Hps, more
than any other feature, reveal character. Willy Eogany, the famous artist, can tell you the
character secrets of the stars just by studying their lips. (He doesn't have to see the rest of
their faces, or know who they are.) Read what he discovers in thelipsofGarbo, Joan Crawford, Marlene Dietrich, Clark Gable, Janet Gaynor, Ramon Novarro, Jean Harlow and
John Barrymore, among others. Then get a mirror and see whose lips match YOURS!

BY HELEN

LOUISE WALKER

do
and takes up the lipstick easily — and it is soft enough to
does youry closed mouth say? What
WHATyour lips
betra about your inner self, about
allow you to press it gently with your fingers into the little
impressions and indentations of your lips, to give a true
your character, about the sort of person you
really are? The newest fad in Hollywood is
rouge-portrait of them. You must be especially careful, you
are told, to get a faithful impression of the corners of your
lip-reading. It's a game — the most absorbing pastime at
mouth. Corners are most important!
nearly every smart Hollywood party these days. The rest of
the country is bound to take it up.
The bits of tissu&,are numbered and then the lip-reader
(who does not know which impressions are whose) steps up
The movie colony has run the gamut lately of palmists,
and does his reading, amid a good deal of
phrenologists, crystal gazers, numerologists,
mirth and sometimes
amid considerable
astrologers and so on — all the mystic and
The lips above are Norma
astonishment.
pseudo-scientific people who will, for a sizShearer's, which Willy Pogany,
The thing even has its practical uses, acable fee, discuss with an actor that alwaysthe artist, says "have been deliberately falsified by their
interesting subject, himself. But for all of
cording to interviews with the noted Vienowner to hide a crisp and penethose, you must have the services of an extrating
intelligence,
to
give
nese
psychologist,who
Dr. avers
M. \'ort,
touring this country,
that now
the study
pert. The fun of this newest game is that,
them a soft and clinging femiafter a little study and instruction, you can
of mouths is being used in European laboninity that is not completely
natural. A mouth with charm
ratories where selective mating is being
do the thing yourself. It's a little bit like
tested. The doctor avers that no one should
and poise." He also says these
palmistry, only more — er — intimate.
marry without first making an analysis of
lips denote "a woman who
Entering almost any gathering of picture
know^s her mind"
the tell-tale mouth of the beloved!
people these days, you are likely to be given
a piece of soft cleansing tissue and a large,
Artist Says Lips Reveal Most
extra-gooey lipstick. You are instructed to outline your
mouth with the rouge (your ow)i mouth — not the one which,
BUT it is Willy Pogany, the artist, who is in constant demand at Hollywood lip-reading parties. Mr. Pogany is in
if you are a woman, you habitually fashion for yourself!), and
Hollywood chiefly for the purpose of designing sets, but he is
then you take the tissue and blot your lips with it very, very
carefully, to make as accurate an impression as possible.
also well-known as a portrait painter, and famous people all
over the world have sat for him. Mr. Pogany says that the
Cleansing tissue is the best thing to use because it is absorbent
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^-''^:Z"c...'
Willy Pogany says that all artists, in
making portraits, concentrate on
the mouth as the surest character
index. At top, he is sketching David
Manners, whose mouth reveals him
to be almost super-sensitive

t

tions, drawn merely from a study of
one of these lip-stick impressions or,
perchance, from the lower halves of
photographs, or even from the lower
halves of actual faces which were
swathed from the noses up, that Hollywood is developing a fanatical behef in
him and is studying his methods w-ith
Hollywood's characteristic earnestness.
Here are some of the things he has
deduced from the mouths of famous
stars. You may study these, learn their
characteristics, compare them to your
own lips — and perhaps do a bit of lipreading at your own next party!
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Ha V e Yo u Lip s Li ke Movie

Stars?

Joan's Lips Show Inner Turmoil
MR.

POGANYsays that Joan Crawford possesses one of
the most interesting mouths in the entire industry.
When he looked at it first, without knowing whose it was, he
declared that it was similar to the mouth of Mussolini! (Look
up portraits of both of them and see for yourself wherein the
similarity lies.)
Joan's mouth, he says, is first of all generous. The owner
of those lips is intelligent, loves a joke, loves people, but
becomes so passionately attached to them and so intensely
interested in whatever she is doing that she will always be
unhappy. She is utterly unable to take a detached view of
anything — especially of herself. She cannot analyze. She
can only feel. There is frustration and tragedy in the droop
of those lips at the corners. She will never be satisfied with
anything — particularly with herself. Moody, sensitive, an
artist to the depths of her soul, she judges herself so relentlessly that her life is one long inward turmoil.
Isn't that an accurate portrait of Joan? Look at her picture mouth and judge for yourself how like it your own
mouth is. Or — the mouth of someone you know.
There is no mystery, he declares, in Garbo's mouth. That
quality exists only in the upper part of her face — and in
people's imaginations. It is an inscrutable and secretive
mouth, yes. But these are different matters. The Swedish
siren's mouth betrays frustration and tragedy — and a terrific
desire for escape. There is disappointment there and a determination not to let the world know how she has been hurt
by life. Her hps show that she is intellectual, rather than
analytically inteUigent; that she is strong-willed; that she is
sensitive to beauty in all forms — especially to music — and
that she is succeeding, slowly and painfully, in persuading
herself that she is sufficient unto herself.
•Her half-smile, he adds, is nearly as provocative, though
not nearly so mystic, as that of the Mona Lisa. It is her
mouth which accounts for her hold upon the imaginations of
miUions of people.

Marlene Hides Sentimentality
M.\RLENE

DIETRICH'S mouth he found to be intelligent, maybe a leetle mite selfish, and with a
tendency to melancholy. 'Tnwardh', she is a sentimentalist
— but she tries valiantly to hide it." She is extraordinarily
determined about small things, but inclined to be perhaps too
yielding about important ones. She is a trifle inchned to pose,
too, as something she is not. She might assume a pose of
decadence, but it would be a pure and dehberate pose of an
intellectual nature, it would have nothing to do with the real
woman.
"I think," he added, judicially, dissecting the imprint of
the mouth, "that this woman — whoever she is — has what I

These are the lips of (1) Ramon Novarro, (2) Maurice Chevalier,
(3) Marlene Dietrich, (4) John Barrymore, (5) Miriam Hopkins,
(6) Greta Garbo, (7) Lionel Barrymore, (8) Fredric March, (9)
Lewis Stone, (10) Sylvia Sidney, (11) Richard Arlen, (12) Wynne
Gibson, (13) Marie Dressier and (14) Gary Cooper. Somewhere
among them may be lips like your own. And in this story you
will learn what character secrets each set of lips reveals. Would
you suspect, for instance, that Chevalier and Marlene Dietrich
are both hiding sentimentality — from all but lip-readers? And
that Ramon Novarro is "afraid of ugliness"?
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should call a 'queen complex'!"
Marie Dressler's mouth, he found, showed just what you
would expect. Humor, courage, a great heart — and the
record of much suffering. "It must have been the suffering
which made her develop the humor and the courage!"
(I'U have to confess to you just here that he guessed, at
once, whose mouth it was. "There is no other like it!")
Of Claudette Colbert he said, "But this isn't her real
mouth that I see. It is the sort of mouth that this girl would
Hke to have — and you may judge a great deal about the
person from what she wants to be! This woman has a good,
strong, intelligent mouth. But she makes it up to be pretty
in a doll-like fashion. She corrects nature. She tries to hide
native inteUigence and judgment under a merely pretty outHne. Such a feminine mouth! And such a desire to please!
This mouth is sensual — a little — it is determined and brooks
no interference. It uses the most feminine wiles in the world
{Continued on page 8o)
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Leaving,
But III

Be BacF
By Leonard o. mosley
heads
jinx that hovers over the
THE
od's
jrwo
players
of Holl
of some
very close to the silken
seemed
hair of Tallulah Bankhead only a
few weeks ago. It seemed as if the thing had
come to pass which those theatregoers who
had toasted her in England vowed never could
Tallulah was reported to be leaving
happen.
the film colony, temporarily, and taking with
her none of the fame with
which movieland had tempted
her. But a few days later,
Impulsive Tallulah Bankit was reported
just when
head has packed her bags and
that her trunks and bags
has headed for New York and
were all packed, along came
further rumors that she was
London — but, just to get
dickering with a studio to
continue her film career.
the record clear, she wants

"I'm leaving, but I'll be
back," said Tallulah — and in
the tone of her vibrant voice
is the conviction that Hollywood hasn'tthe
done movies
right by offer
her,
but that

you to know that she isn't
leaving because of discouragement or gossip and that
she won't stay away very long.
In fact, she may return to pictures next Spring to make a
fresh start. She's determined
that Hollywood
her! won't beat

limitless possibilities, and the
determination to prove that a
Bankhead never raises the
white flag of surrender, even
with jinxes in hot pursuit.
Few actresses of Tallulah's
fame on the stage would feel
the way she does about the
opportunities the screen offers
— not after starring parts in six pictures had increased that
fame by hardly the fraction of an inch. But Tallulah feels
that few actresses, on the other hand, have ever had to face
such a discouraging succession of unsuitable roles, or have run
up against such bewilderment on the part of producers. She
did not pick her roles; they were picked for her. They were
not like the roles in which she dazzled London, but, like a good
trouper, she tried to make the most of them.
Another stage star, experiencing such a succession of setbacks, might believe that the camera and microphone could
never produce the same effects that can be produced on the

stage; she might beheve that they could
never catch the httle subtleties that put
across personality on the stage. Tallulah
might readily be pardoned for believing
such a thing — Tallulah of the brilliant
wit, the unique, zestful personalit\', the
sophisticated, devastating honesty, the
un-self-conscious independence, the emotional fire. But Tallulah, who became
languorous and repressed and semi-tragic
in her screen roles and to whose beauty
the camera has not even yet done justice,
does not harbor the thought.
"If at First You Don't Succeed- -"
ALLULAH has heard of the words

of Cecil B. De Mille: "A player who
doesn't register in his or her first featured
role will never be a star."
Harlow,
Dietrich, Gable and Weissmuller registered. Tallulah Bankhead didn't.
But
Tallulah doesn't believe that sealed her screen fate. For one
thing, she was a famous dramatic star long before she saw
Hollywood.
She wants to make a fresh start.

Tc

"If only the choosing of my stories had been different
before now," she saj^s, "the result of my stay in Hollywood to
date might make a happier tale. And it's difficult to fix the
blame for those stories. I didn't know, myself, what roles
would best fit me on the screen. Searching for the right role
was a sort of 'trial-and-error' business by everyone concerned
— we'd try a role,{Continued
and then on
discover
our error. But 30U
page yg)
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COAST
FLASHES
^

If

It's The

News and Gossip
Latest

Hollywood

RICHARD ARLEN gleefuUy an^ nounces that he and Jobyna Ralston expect a new arrival in March;
Richard Dix confesses he is an expectant
father; and Joe E. Brown hopes his

ALICE JOYCE and director Clarence
zV Brown are the latest center of
romance reports. It looks now as
though it may be wedding bells, when
Alice returns from Reno with her

Jimrth child won't be twins.

divorce from James Regan. "I always
marry burly Irishmen," Alice said once,
resignedly. The first copy of Motion
Picture Magazine, published twentytwo years ago, carried a picture of lovely
Alice, the Kalem Girl. And she looks
very little older now, except for her

Vivian Duncan was very blue at the
Brown Derby the other day. Not, however, because she had lost Nils Asther
for a husband, but because the newspaper pictures of her on the witness
stand were so poor. It got on her nerves,
she intimated to the judge, when Nils
and his mother would talk about her in
Swedish. Then she whispered what
Nils called her in English — and the
judge gave her a decree.

graying hair.
The big news of the month probably is
the report from Sweden that, when
Garbo returns to America, she plans to
mingle with the mob once more. She
is tired of being pursued. She stole
away from Sweden for a brief hoUday
in London and Paris, but her "disguise"
of smoked glasses, tweed clothes, heavy
shoes and heavy stockings had the detectives hot on her trail. What an act —
and isn't it getting tiresome?

JEANETTE MACDONALD is going
to France to make a picture or two
or three. She just can't settle down,
that girl. And with her travels her
enormous sheep dog, which weighs all
of a hundred and forty pounds. This
was the dog presented to Jeanette on
the wharf by the English Sheep Dog
Society on her last trip. With her, also,
will go her mother and her manager"fiance," Robert Ritchie. When will
they admit to being married? Jeanette
still defies any reporter to produce a
marriage certificate.

LAURENCE

News

You

Want,

THE
Mary
Brian-Buddy
Rogers
romance
is still
in status quo.
And
Russell Gleason is back from Europe
now to add the third angle of the triangle. Buddy and Mary have grown up
together, and that's bad for romance,
but a friend of his said recently, "He
has always been in love with Mary and
he still is, and I rather think he always
will be." Buddy is waiting to see if he
is offered a good movie part. If not, he
has a sure five or six thousand a week
waiting for him in New York, where he
truly lives up to his loathed nickname
of The Darling of the Debs.

MAKING

BIG COMEBACK

RAMON NOVARRO has had enough
of lonely independence. For five or
's hall
six
months
has stic
kept bachelor
in the
new he
moderni
house that
he
designed, himself. But now he is moving
back with his huge family of brothers,
sisters, parents, uncles and aunts.

UNDERSTANDS

GLORIA

PERFECTLY

Give Alice White a hand! Out of movies a
year, she returns in big roles in "Employees' Entrance" and "Luxury Liner"

MILDRED DAVIS LLOYD writes
Europe,
wouldn'tin
take mefrom
to the
really"Harol
livelyd places
Paris, so I made Joe Reddy (his pressEurope has taken the Lloyds to its
agent) go with me!"
heart — when it has recognized them. .\
burly attendant at Buckingham Palace
took them for ordinary American sightseers and decided to swagger a bit.
"Heverybody from Hamerica knows
me," he averred. "I 'ave shown all
your celebrities abaht. I suppose I

It's a question whether Gloria Swanson is dressed for a costume ball or is just wearing
one of the "new" styles — but it's certain that she's getting on famously with Laurence
Olivier in England in "Perfect Understanding."Michael Farmer also is in the cast
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might say I've one of the best-known
fyces in the world." He was pleased
with the effect he made on the meeklooking tourists until someone asked,
"Do you know who that was? Harold
Lloyd!" And then was his face red! It
was like a scene in a Lloyd comedy.

LATEST
BULLETINS

of the Studios

You Are Sure To Find It In Motion

7
ft

W^-^

Picture ^

LAR,
MACKEL
N
HELE
y actress,
away
walksanother
Broadwa
with one of the season's plums — the title
role of "The Goose Woman." Louise
Dresser played it in the silent version —
why not now? Also Anna Q. Nilsson had
hoped to play it for her comeback.
Why does Hollywood have such a
blind spot for its old friends? There are
Sue Carol, prettier than ever and still in
her early twenties — and Rod La Rocque,
dabbling in his laboratory, instead of
delighting the ladies on the screen, and
in the audience, too. But his wife,
Vilma Banky, is returning in "The

Eyeful

Mary Mason's legs made others famous. In seventy-two pictures,
no less, you have gazed upon them ^vhen you thought you were
seeing some less shapely star's. Now Mary gets a chance on her own

RATHRYN CARVER MENJOU was
planning to move to New York
City, and friends said she might go on
the stage. Though she was still occupying
Adolphe's house on top of a Hollywood
mountain (Adolphe was living with his
mother), she said, "I don't want the
house. It's his. I want to get away."
The first Mayfair party of the season
had its usual drama, when those attending noticed that Kathryn Carver, with
several women friends, was occupying
the table beside that at which Adolphe
sat with a party. Neither spoke the
entire evening.
Milton Cohen, famous divorce lawyer,
was representing the second Mrs. Menjou, after performing the same legal
service for the first Mrs. Menjou (Katherine Tinsley) seven years ago.
When the impending divorce first was
admitted by Adolphe, Kathryn claimed
that she didn't know what it was all
about. However, neither criticized the
other, and reconciliation followed!
Ruth Chatterton and her new husband,
George Brent, have many tastes in common. One is a taste for the conversation
of Ralph Forbes, her first husband!
Every so often, George will suggest in
the evening, "Let's have Raie over, shall
we?" Whereupon Ruth 'phones, and the
three of them sit up till dayUght, argiiing
over some weighty and abstruse question, just as Ruth and Rafe used to do
last year.

DID
Rebel." you know that Zasu Pitts — ^who,
by the way, is "Hollywood's
greatest actress," according to Erich
Von Stroheim — has six children, five of
them adopted? And that Wallace
Beery, who has adopted three, now
wants to adopt two more?
3i

LOOKING

FOR THRILLS

JEAN HARLOW is rigidly observing
the proper period of mourning for Paul
Bern, not planning to go out anywhere
in public until next March. While it is a
delicate tribute to her dead husband, it
must be a little hard on a vital, socially
inclined girl in her early twenties. She
hasn't been up later than eleven in the
evening since Paul died, she says. Sometimes she caddies for her stepfather,
Marino Bello, on the golf links — but that
is hardly an appearance in public. A
friend tried to persuade her to put on a
black wig and go to a big football game
a few weeks ago, but Jean refused. Waiting for the start of her next picture, she is
writing a novel.
Charles Farrell has reported for work
again after a vacation spent in recuperating from a long-needed sinus operation.
Cast in "The Face in the Sky," he went
to the studio heads and begged to be
given a leave of absence. "I've worked
in dreadful pain for the last two pictures,"
he told them. Spencer Tracy was moved
into his part while he was away. CharUe
will have to imdergo yet another operation, close friends report.

you note anything different
DIDabout
Alice White on the page
opposite? The famous little blonde has
a "new" nose. She did a disappearing
act a few days after signing her new contract— and when she came back, she was
even more glamourous than before.

And Fay Wray and Bruce Cabot find them
in "King Kong" — in which a giant mad
ape tries to wreck their romance

Hollywo
THE
Miriamlatest
Hopkins,
who od
was rebel
all slatedis
for stardom. But when she read the
script
of "No
Man Gable
of HerwereOwn,"
in
which she
and Clark
to play
together, she refused to play. Some
said it was because Gable was to be
billed above her; others that Dorothy
Mackaill had a scene-stealing role. But
Miriam said her role was just so-so. 37

News and gossip of the Studios
D LLOYD won't be meeting
HAROL
Douglas Fairbanks in Russia,
after all. The approach of the holidays

The Boys Take on Some Heavy Competition

changed Doug's mind about the lure of
globe-trotting and he headed for Pickfair. It's an old habit of Doug's. He
makes big, enthusiastic plans to roam
the wide world; then he begins to cable
Mary Pickford that she must rush her
picture through and meet him somewhere; then he decides that holidays are
lonesome times in foreign lands and, the
first you know, he's back.
Mary has almost finished her new picture with Leslie Howard in the long contested male role. Once called "Happy
Ending," "Shantytown"and"Yes, John,"
it is now "Secrets."

KEEPS COOL AT TENNIS

Elliott Nugent and Charles Farrell, left, swing a couple of mean tennis racquets — in
fact, they're good enough to stand up against John Van Ryn and Wilmer Allison, the
Davis Cup players, right. The net stars had a good workout

is playing the field
CLARKE
MAE now.
She has twelve beaux, she
admits. "I'm never going to tell a man
'I love you' again," says Mae. She has
"come back" with a bang after her
recent severe illness, which once threatened to end her acting career, and is in
demand at all the studios. At present
she and Neil Hamilton are keeping a
diary on the "Acquitted" set at Columbia, confessing thoughts about each other.

DANGEROUSLY

DREAMY

All the girls — including Sally Eilers — now
wear shorts for tennis. She is practising,
no doubt, for "The Giant Swing"
THE parting of the Stanley Laurels
was a surprise. Any divorce in the
English colony is always a surprise. But
having come to the step, Stan has been
more than a good sport, according to his
friends. If they have the facts straight,
he has turned over his bank account, a
$300,000 trust fund and his Beverly
Hills home to his wife. They have a
little four-year-old girl, who seems destined to be another "divided" chi.d. It
was she who answered, when asked
whose little girl she was, "Laurel and
Hardy's." Laurel is the third comedian
of late to be divorced — Cliff Edwards
and Buster Keaton having preceded him.
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THAT
Warrenthe Hymer
beauing
LorettawasYoung
other evening.
Loretta protests that even if she was
"crazy about" a certain leading man
before his marriage, it doesn't mean anything. "Men fall in and out of love often
— why not women?" Loretta asks gaily.
Helen Twelvetrees didn't get the baby
daughter she was planning on. She had
her heart set on the baby's being a girl,
and had planned the youngster's clothes
as far ahead as her marriage — but it was
an eight-pound boy the stork brought.
Bet Frank Woody didn't mind, though!
Helen went East to her old home-town,
Brooklyn, to have the baby, who has
been named Jack Bryan Woody. Off the
screen for nearly a half-year, Helen will
resume her career in January.

us aU
about
the MACD
roosterONAL
the Dothertolddaw
It
ETTE
JEAN
seems that there is a law in Beverly
Hills against roosters' living after a certain
age — the age when their crows begin to
be annoying to the neighbors. The
rooster next to Jeanette's house was 'way
over the prescribed age, with a healthy
crow at about three in the dawning.
Jeanette tried cotton in her ears, but it
was no use. So, finally, she complained

Freulich

When a fiery adventuress goes dreamy,
it's timie for the hero to beware.
Tala
Birell proves it to you in "Nagana"

to the authorities. The rooster doesn't
bother Jeanette any longer — but it isn't
dead, either. It is a children's pet, and
now it sleeps in the same room with the
small boy of the family, who hastens to
stifle any early morning crowing at the
first symptoms! Did you know that
Jeanette has struck up a friendship with
Janet Gaynor?

News and Gossip of the studios
T T THEN Harpo Marx was given an
VV invitation by the Soviets to visit
Moscow in jNIarch and show some of his
famous pantomime, it was the signal for
a barrage of wisecracks from three of the
Four Marxes. Harpo, pulling a Groucho,
said that of course he would take along

SYLVIA

GOES JAPANESE

his harp; "it will help to string along
the Russians." Groucho, himself, wisecracked that Harpo received the bid
because he bought his harp on the fiveyear plan, and added that Harpo
couldn't go to Germany because the
!Marx aren't worth much. Chico said
Harpo had heard about free love and
wanted to take steppes — and prophesied
the wolves would be at Harpo's door.
Word from a small island in the Adriatic
reports Leslie Fenton and Ann Dvorak
Fenton still rapturously happy and believing implicitly that the world (Hollywood) is well lost for love. Leslie is
working in a German picture on location
there, and Ann has learned to speak
German so well that she, too, was offered
a part in the picture, but refused it
because her argument with Warners is
still unsettled.

IRENE
F. D.
Griflin,DUNNE'S
suffered ahusband,
sudden Dr.
attack
of
appendicitis and had to undergo an
emergency operation. Irene rushed
across the country to be with him — and
her unexpected appearance in New York
started rumors she was consulting divorce lawyers. And was Irene mad!

HELEN PLAYS A CHINESE

Sylvia Sidney plays the biggest role of her
career
breaksas asad
tabu"Madame
and loves Butterfly,"
a white manwho

one was surprised when Helen
Hayes won the award of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
THE latest news about George Raft,
for the best feminine acting of the year.
the Broadway feller, is that he has
bought a chicken ranch 1 California gets
In "The Sin of INIadelon Claudet," a
'em that way. George is making his story that was none too new, she made
one of the most impressive screen debuts
ninth picture in rapid succession without
a vacation, and probabl}' the idea of of all time — changing from a young girl
to an old woman and being real all the
hanging around the coops, with nothing
to do but collect eggs when the chickens
way. Fredric March won the male
lay them, listens pretty well.
award for his triumph in " Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde" — in which he
ON EVERY SIDE ARE DANCERS
gave a brand-new interpretation ofthe infamous
Mr. Hyde. But Wallace
Beery, for his work in
"The Champ," gave him
a close race — receiving
onl}^ one less vote and
getting a special award in
consequence. The award
for the best photography
NO

of the 3'ear went to Lee
Garmes, who made
"Shanghai Express"
something to remember.
The best original screen
story of the year, in Hollywood's opinion (and
you probably won't disagree) was "The Champ,"
by Frances Marion.
Frank Borzage, director
of "Seventh Heaven,"
was hailed as the best director ofthe year for what

You usually have only one frame for a picture, but here
are four — all belonging to chorus girls. Between them
you see Ruby Keeler and Ginger Rogers dancing for
director Lloyd Bacon in "42nd Street"

Girl"—
and
again
this
"'Bad
with win
he didmay
year with "A Farewell to
Arms." And Walt Disney,
the creator of Mickey
Mouse, receiv^ed a special
award for his amusing
and
original
cartoons.

Helen Haves' eyes are slanting, too, for
her role in "The Son-Daughter." But
Helen loves a Chinese (Ramon Novarro)

MORLEY is tired out. She
KAREN
may leave Hollywood for a rest
cure soon — and make a honeymoon out
of it, for she has announced her engagement to Charles Vidor, her director in
"The Mask of Fu Manchu." Underweight at the best of times, Karen has
worked continually this last year and
while making a scene the other day
fainted and fell down a flight of stairs.
That convinced her it was about time.
Katharine Hepbiu-n has Hollywood
guessing. She lives very quietly with a
girl companion, and plays tennis in her
spare time. She rides in a HispanoSuiza (which she claims was a secondhand bargain), wears faded blue overalls (with a new patch on the seat) to
work, and sits on the curb to read her
mail. "I've spent the morning thinking
up nice lies for my studio biography," she
says with engaging frankness.

Eleanor
JR., andswimming
CARL
Holm,LAEMMLE
the little, Olympic
champ, are going places together. Mrs.
Daisy Moreno is chaperoning Eleanor,
who is very young, while she is getting
started in the movies. Miss Holm surveys the studio scene with amusement
and admits that if she doesn't make
good, it won't hurt her young life.
Meanwhile, Warners are having her
coached in dramatic technique.
{Continued on page 8j)
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Seeing "Cavalcadc" ^^ru

Top, principals in the
all-English cast: left to
right, Beryl Mercer,
Tempe Piggott, Una
O'Connor, Merle Tottenham, Billy Bevan,
Ursula Jeans, Frank
Lawton, John Warburton, Margaret
Lindsay, Clive Brook,
Diana Wynyard and
Herbert Mundin

Hollywood's Eyes
Here is your chance to get a ringside view of the making

of a milHon-dollar picture — to learn why Fox spent a for^
tune to keep the spirit of Noel Coward's great play to the
last small detail, and how they did it— and to get a closeup of the drama-behind-the-drama.
outsiders seldom have.

It's a chance that

Don't miss this "inside" story!
your
more
shall
offer

Margaret Lindsay
and John Warburton honeymoon on
the ill-fated Titanic
Hollywood sees motion pictures
through different eyes. It sees the
drama within a drama. It recognizes all
the heartbreaks attendant to film production— the vast amount of painstaking
attention devoted to tiny details. None
of the romance, the clash of many temperaments, the behind-the-scenes humor
or pathos escapes a Hollywood audience
of motion picture peers.
You, who form the greater public in
theatres throughout the world, should
learn to view pictures as Holljrwood views
them. Your enjoyment will be keener,
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appreciation of true values
acute. That this pleasure
no longer be denied you, we
the first of a new series revealing the inside stories only Hollywood knows. Come with us to
see "Cavalcade," the great play
about England that America is

giving to the screen.— Editor's No te

was expi essed in
e"
was
"Cavalcad
I England when
d
se
ican
by ean Amer
purcha
nyme.nt
pant
coremse
motion picturR
d, the author,
arE
elICT
owT
NoB
could not have been more
At top center is an actual marplace intheLondon's
East
End.ket Left,
same market
place as reconstructed in Holfor "Cavalcade"
— a
sample oflywoodthe
faithful reproduction of English scenes

Gran
Jacks t
on

roundly criticized by his countrymen, had he sold the British crown
jewels instead of a play. But, as
the London press described it,
"Cavalcade" is to Englishmen
more than a play; "it is a reliving, a reunion, a bond; it is such
sweet sorrow." And Coward for a
consideration — the consideration
being a mere hundred thousand
dollars — had sold into alien hands
a cherished sentiment embod\'ing
all the national pride of a proud
race. Thus, a patriotic issue was
at stake.
Fox studio executives met the
issue squarely. They sent director
Frank Borzage to England with a
camera
crew.
Historical back-

grounds were explored and photographed for later reference. All of
the available data was gathered
that might lend accuracy to the
transcription. Finally, a performance of the play, itself, then entering its second year at the huge
Drury Lane Theatre, was filmed
in its entirety.
All Players Had to Be British

tempting towas
accomplish
atwisely was
ATportiFox
WHtrans
ng of a section of
the
London to Hollywood. While the
theme of " Cavalcade," decrying
the utter futility of war, is international, the exact manner of its
{Continued on page g^)

Top center, the English Herbert
Mundin, Merle Tottenham, Una
O'Connor and Tempe Piggott lunch
aboard the "roast beef cart," brought
from London. Center, Merle Tottenham, Una O'Connor and Director
Frank Lloyd get homesick after a ride
in an old London cab. Left, Herbert
Mundin and Una O'Connor run a
"pub," with every bottle English
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We

Nominate for

TARDOM

Glenda

Farrell
Warners-First

Buster Crabbe
Paramount

National

SHE is part-Irish, part-German, and wholly Thespian.
and y,famil
moved to Honolulu. The son of the
agedy
Oaklfamil
Which means, in case you don't know, that she has
TWENTY-OXE years ago, an
been acting almost ever since she started breathing.
two, found the beach at Waikiki the best playShe has played all over the United States, beginning
ground possible and the warm Pacific a friend.
with Little Eva in her native Oklahoma, playing in stock in
Dressed only in scanty trunks, the boy grew up on the beach,
Los Angeles and road shows in Kansas and Oregon, and
in the water, and under the sun. Swimming was as natural
to him as walking. No wonder that in the years to come,
making a hit on Broadway, where her performance in "Life
Begins" was so outstanding that Warners lured her to
Buster Crabbe (pronounced "Crab") was to win two Olympic
Hollywood to play the same role in the screen version.
championships,
and hold five world swimming
records.
His real name (which he
Twenty-nine, blonde, vivacious, Glenda says that
loathes) is Clarence Linden
Crabbe, but the friendly
she doesn't need to diet so
"Buster" suits him better.
long as she can work. She
Twenty-two years ago this month, MOTION PICTURE disHe is six feet, one inch tall,
seldom goes above one huncovered the first screen star. And we are still in the star-discovering
business.
Glenda FarreU and Buster Crabbe are the tenth set
dred and si.xteen pounds.
weighs
one hundred and
of newcomers for whom we have predicted stardom in the last
She has an eight-year-old
ten months.
eighty-eight pounds, and is
son, Tommy, in military
Our previous Nominees for Stardom have been:
all muscle. He has just finished working his way
Gwili Andre
George Brent
Bruce
Cabot
school and, for Tommy's
Tala Birell
sake, hopes that she has
through the University of
Preston Foster
Ann Dvorak
William Gargan
given up her lifelong habit of
Southern California.
Katharine Hepburn
Dick Powell
Aline MacMahon
After Paramount had
"living in a trunk" and can
George Raft
settle down.
Lyda Roberti
vainly searched the ranks of
Randolph Scott
Gloria Stuart
Her clothes come from
Dorothy Wilson
Lyle Talbot
Robert
Young
professional actors for a Lion
Diana Wynyard
Paris, and there is more maMan for "King of the JunAll eighteen of these newcomers have shown, from the very
terial to them than to the
gle" who would be physically
first, the kind of talent that brings fame and fortune to unknowns.
clothes of other actresses
attractive and have acting
Since we nominated them for stardom, all of them have garnered
big roles in big pictures.
ability as well, they opened
with Glenda's sex-appeal.
Watch for them in coming pictures — for their names spell good
acting. And check up on our prophecy of stardom for Glenda
the competition to the pubShe doesn't find it necessary
to be daring to register her
Farrell by seeing "The Match King," "The Wax Museum" and
he.
Buster, a pal of Weiss"Grand Slam," and for Buster Crabbe by seeing "King of the
personality.
muUer, won the role.
Jungle."
More Nominees are on their way! — Editor.
We Believe in Her
We Believe in Hitn

Series

Number

Because her face is the most important part of her and she
doesn't need to show anything more. Because with one picture role, in "Life Begins," and that not a very big one, she
registered her personality with the public so that they wrote
in, begging for more of her. Because she can play any sort of
part from cuddly young sweethearts to hardened ladies of the
evening. Because Paul Muni, with whom she played in "I
Am a Fugitive from a Chain Gang," praised her work — and
Paul knows acting. Because she loses her appetite completely
while working on a new part. Because of Tommy.

10

Because, in thirty-five screen tests, his naturalness and poise
equalled those of professional actors. Because Paramount
has signed him to a seven-year contract. Because after he
was selected as the Lion Man, the studio decided to spend
much more on the production than had been planned.
Because he has strongly marked and handsome features and
a marvelous physique. Because Johnny WeissmuUer m^de a
success. Because he isn't married or in love, and hence is
quahfied to be the hero of a milHon imaginary romances.
Because he is determined not to "go Hollywood."

Motion Picture Presents the
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Comin

BUSTER CRABBE
His pal, Johnny Welssmuller, set Annerica on fire
as a jungle hero. And it looks as if Buster —
who's an Olympic swinnming champion, too, and
a handsome six-footer besides — will do likewise.
He gets his big start in "King of the Jungle"

GLENDA
FARRELL

This Oklahoma girl made such a hit in "Life Begins" — as
the actress who used a hot-water bottle for a flask and was
fated to hove twins — that she con stay in Hollywood as long
as she wishes.
Her dramatic face is worth a movie fortune

Stars —They'll Be Your Future Favorites
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CLOTHES
GOSSIP
FROM HOLLYWOOD
Who's Wearing IVhat
and How Is Revealed
in MOTION

By /)IqaJ^^

PIC-

TURE'S New Department of Advance
Fashion Tips from
the New Pictures

Nancy Corroll (left) models the dress called "Roadhouse Bum" — with the jacket as it is worn for office
and street wear and, above, without the jacket, as
an informal dinner-dance frock. For Marilyn's complete description of this dress, v/hich is destined to
become the working girls' delight, and other fashion hints, read the story on the opposite
page
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With this issue, MOTION PICTURE
MAGAZINE is starting a brand-new idea
in fashion "tips" for our readers: an
entire column of gossip and chatter
about this subject so dear to the hearts
of Miss and Mrs. America . . . clothes
. . . and the movie stars who wear them.
When Chanel was in Hollywood several
months ago, she said, "There is a story
behind every dress." We're telling you
about the dresses here— but if you want
to get the real effect, go to see them worn
on the screen by your favorite movie
star. Remember that these fashion
tips are Hollywood's own, from Hollywood's leading studio designers. Hollywood, not Paris, started the huge puffed
sleeve and the ultra-small hat, and it is
the mission of this new department
to try to spot such fashion "leaders"
from the new pictures direct to you. —
Editor.
r "hear of the "Roadevem?
DID houyou
se Bu
No, she's not a
gangster's sweetheart. It isn't
even a she; it's a dress — ^and
what a dress! Nancy Carroll wears it for
the first time on the screen in the Columbia picture, "Child of Manhattan" . . . but
already younger Hollywood has the "flare"
of it and you will see this pet model in the
smartest shops along Hollywood Boulevard.

If there is a "story behind every dress,"
then "Roadhouse Bum" is the little outfit
that starts from the house in the early
morning, goes smartly to lunch, and then
steps out to a night-club without ever
going home to change! What a dress for

And so the sweet young things won't feel neglected, we have Stetsons
for the girls, too. Watch for these two Stetson hots worn by Mae
Clarke in "Acquitted." The one at the left is a dark green shallow
sailor and the other is a saucy black tricorn. Miss Clarke's doeskin
gauntlet gloves, with the staccato stitching, are imports

For informal sports wear, Eleanor Holm
likes the jumper dress shown below with
the checkered taffeta guimpe. You also
see her wearing the jacket that converts
the cute dress into a smart traveling suit

Miss \\'ork:ing Girl, who meets the boyfriend downtown! Nancy Carroll models
if for you here, both with and without the
jacket.
F"or "daytime wear" Nancy wears the
"Roadhouse Bum" in red crepe with a
perky little red felt hat, black patentleather shoes, black patent-leather bag,
and the little box-jacket tightly looped at
the neck to carry out the "tailored" idea so
necessary in the business world.

Presto ! And It's a Gown
BUT eight hours later, when Nancy's
rich admirer, John Boles (in the picture, ofcourse), invites her out to a nightclub for dinner, she takes off the jacket
and reveals the red crepe dress "pepped
up" with a silver metal belt, a decollete
neck and no sleeves. Leave on the longerthan-wrist-length black velvet gloves and
what a cute "informal" dance frock this
is! The many-colored scarf over Nancy's
arm isn't necessary, but merely an effect.
The ensemble is just as cute without it.
"Roadhouse Bum" is this month's leading fashion news from Hollywood . . .
and if you want to see just how cute it
can be, don't miss Nancy in "Child of
Manhattan."
.Did you know that Stetson, long famed

Eleanor Holm's lounging pajama ensemble
(above) length
has a threequarter
cape
with o collar of the
gay checked material
of red, yellow, blue
and black — the same
OS that used for the
dickey-front
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for making sombreros and cowboy hats for such virile gents as
Tom Mix, Buck Jones, Hoot Gibson, et al, has been making hats
for Hollywood's most feminine lady stars, as well? In the Columbia picture, "Acquitted," Mae Clarke wears a dark green Stetson
sailor with "'whip" bands of the same material and color as the
only ornament . . . and is it cute? In the same production Mae
has an excellent opportunity to call attention to her imported
gloves, with their snappy, staccato stitching and their longish
length, as she flirts coyly with Neil Hamilton in a "close-up." Neil
apparently appreciates well-dressed girls.
Out on the First National lot the other afternoon, we ran into
Eleanor Holm, the Olympic swimming champion, who has not
yet started her first picture, but was hurrying toward a sound stage
to make a "test." The wardrobe department had just fitted out
Eleanor in the newest and trickiest little model they could find
from Magnin's Hollywood shop. The pert little model of heavy
gray crepe, cross-barred in darker gray, is a "going places" traveling suit one minute and just a cute "dress" the next. The skirt
has a single kick-pleat in the front, and the jacket, colorless,
fastens toward the side and has short 'cape sleeves. Accessories
include a polka-dot scarf of navy and white, black kid gauntlets,
felt hat and black pumps. Remove the jacket, and the highlights
of the jumper-dress are the red-and-white guimp'e of checkered
taffeta, and the cute pockets on the vest — -as well as the skirt.

You Can't Go Wrong on Checks
CHECKS and plaids are just as popular for more formal things
as they are for street wear. Notice the dressy lounging pajamas Eleanor is wearing, of rough gray crepe with the handpainted dickey-front in checks of red, blue, yellow and black.
You can't go wrong on checks, girls. Adrian, fashion wizard of
M-G-M, has made Joan Crawford some of the most adorable
handkerchiefs of checked linens in all the combinations . . . blue
and white . . . red and white . . . yellow and white. . . .
Have you ever felt like throwing a lemon meringue pie in the
face of the gentleman friend? Well, Constance Bennett did in
"Rockabye," in spite of the fact that Joel McCrea has a pretty
nice face to be treated that way.
Anyway, Connie gets all dressed up for her pie-tossing mood in
one of the cutest informal (pie-throwing is so informal, you know)
black taffeta dinner dresses we've ever seen in anybody's kitchen.
It flares in the skirt, but not too much — skirts aren't quite so full
this season, you know — and while the sleeves are modern and
puffed, they aren't as exaggerated as those Joan Crawford wore in
"Letty Lynton," which really started the big sleeve fad, thanks to
Adrian — -(no matter what Paris says).
The bouffant sleeve is

Constance Bennett (top) is seen in
the formal party gown that she
wears

in "Rockabye,"

and

(left)

Thelma Todd is wearing the "sports"
dress from "Air Hostess" in her
most alluring manner

Little Helen Mack looks charming
in fur-trimmed negligee (right), but
she calls your special attention to
the correct way to roll your- hose
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Clara Bow

Is shown

(extreme right) in the
evening gown you will
see her wearing in
"Call Her Savage,"
with Monroe Owsley
In this love scene (right)
with Clark Sable, in
"No Man of Her Own,"
Carole Lombard has
on a pearl satin evening gown with sabletrimmed, short-sleeved
jacket. Below, Lew
Cody lends Nancy
Carroll a helping hand
in "Under-Cover Man"
when her white lace
gown

is "ruined"

still good, but not quite
so bouffant ... if you
know what we mean.
Any style that starts
as a fad eventually
reaches moderation. The
pufled sleeve meets it
in the kitchen scene of
"Rockabye" when Connie Bennett lifts her
arm for the purpose of
throwing a pie just high
enough to prove that her
sleeves aren't too full!
If you want to be
fashionable after the
Hollywood
fashion,
you'll glitter just a little bit this season. Perhaps not
so much as does Constance Bennett in her formal
gown in another sequence from "Rockabye"
party
. . . and maybe not so much as does Thelma Todd in
the seduction of Jimmy Murray in "Air Hostess"
. . . but you'll glitter at least a little.

A Dress No Man Can Resist
KALLOCH, designer-in-chief of the Columbia
wardrobe, really put his mind to it when he
conceived this highly seductive and colorful "sports"
dress (believe it or not) to be worn by Thelma Todd.
Though Mr. Kalloch insists upon calling it an exaggerated sports dress, the material is of black and
gold tissue cloth. The huge sleeves start at a high
waistline, going into a very tight cufT. The soft,
draped neckline is most effective. The shoes of
black and silver match the frock. Now, we wouldn't
advise you to attend any hockey matches in this
particular "sports" dress, but what a grand idea it
presents for an informal hostess gown, or the everpopular tea gown! Such a dress as this should be
worn with "seduction" ... if you get the drift. If
not, don't miss seeing how Thelma Todd does it
with Jimmy Murray.
Paris is still strong in advocating the straight,
"girdled figure." The studio designers are not
nearly so keen about the idea. The loose, ungirdled
figure is much more to the liking of the men who
create models for Joan Crawford, Connie Bennett,
Tala Birell, Marlene Dietrich, Carole Lombard,
Lilyan Tashman and other fashionable pace-setters.
{Continued on page 86)
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Joel McCrea

would rather wear a set of swimming trunks and a coat of tan than be The Weil-

Dressed Man, and Katharine hHepbum also wears just what she likes. In other words, they don't
much care what they wear, so long as they're comfortable. But they're mighty particular about
their reading matter. . They have to be, for they are too busy as two new stars — together, as it
happens, in "Three Came Unarmed" — to have any time to waste. So when they wont to get up-todate about hlollywood, Joel and Katharine both make sure that they pick up the magazine that
tells the news, the whole news, and nothing but the news — about the new stars and the old, their
pictures and their colorful lives. Like other stars, they just naturally turn to MOTION PICTURE, the
magazine that has been glorifying the movies for twenty-two years — longer than Hollywood has
been the movie capital, and almost as long as Joel and Katharine have been alive!
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What Has

MARRIAGE
Done to

George Brent?
When he became Ruth Chatterton's second
husband, did he start to go under an ecUpse
— and head for a career as "Mr. Chatterton"? Not so you could notice! This young
Irishman may appeal to the ladies, but he's
a man's man and always will be. And here's
an up-to-date sketch of him to prove it!

By DOROTHY

MANNERS

didn't
RGE BRENT (as though you
MRS. knowGEO
who) has a Warner Brothers' contract
that calls for about $400,000 yearly. Mr.
George Brent hasn't earned that much in ten
years. Mrs. Brent has the choice of stories and directors
for her pictures. Mr. Brent can only take what is handed
him. Mrs. Brent's bungalow dressing-room could easily
pass for one of the nicer little places in Beverly Hills. Mr.
Brent has a key to a room where he "makes-up." We are
calling these little things to your attention because, in
spite of a perfect set-up for it, Mr. George Brent is most
decidedly not "his wife's husband" — and never will be.
He's Irish — and as independent as the Fourth of July.
Without being stubborn or disagreeable or moody, he is the
kind of male who would always be the head of his own home,
even if he were married to real, and not mere movie, royalty.
Someone once said that sex-appeal was the ultimate of
the feminine in Woman, and the predominance of all masculine qualities, including leadership and authority, in a
Man. Working on this definition, George Brent has plenty
of "It." Without tending to be sleek or suave after the
sheik-fashion, he exudes masculinity. Not particularly
athletic, he likes polo, tennis and swimming. But you

couldn't get him in a game of bridge even if he knew he was
going to win.

His Idea of Sex-Appeal
HE

likes women feminine — but brainy. The more opinionated, the better. He thinks women are never so interesting, or so pretty, as when they are championing a cause.
He claims intense enthusiasm is like turning on a light —
it illuminates a woman's face.
He cordially dislikes women who sprout the made-over
opinions of their bread-winners.
Coy women
nearly kill

him. Of all phrases, he most hates: "I'm sure I don't know
. . . what do you think.'"' George's ideas of women with sexappeal are Ruth Chatterton, Elsie Janis, Helen Hayes, and
others of their mental ilk. Blondes or brunettes are immaterial. He is particularly attracted to dark clothes for
women, even for evening gowns.
He can be cheerful in the morning without "singing in the
bathtub." His first gesture upon awakening is to reach
for a cigarette. If he had to eliminate any one early morning
pacifier, he could get along without even cofTee — if he could
have his cigarette. He knows he smokes too much, without
attempting to kid himself into "cutting down." He knows
he won't. On certain "nervous days" he has been known to
smoke as many as four or five packages. On just ordinary
days, he consumes about three.
Food is not particularly important in his life — just plain
cooking without any fussing is right up his street. However,
he has one table eccentricity. He doesn't use cream or
sugar or salt or pepper on anything. His greatest aversion
49
is milk. He cannot bear it even served at the same table
where he is eating.
(Continued on page 84)

Richee

Probably every schoolgirl in the civilized world has
did: hlow to get in the movies? She was in Europe at
told her that she ought to get a promoter to ballyhoo
thing: she entrusted another pretty girl, only two years

wondered what Patricia Detering-Nathan
the tinne, far from Hollywood. Somebody
her. So she did — only she did an unusual
older, with the man-sized job. And before

you could say "Patricia Detering-Nathan," the schoolgirl was Sari Marltza, a famous little screen
star. How was it done — and are the two girls still friends? You'll find the answers across the page!
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How SARI MARITZAWas
Made a Star
This is the story of the most unusual friendship in Hollywood. It's a
rare movie actress who wants a pretty and clever girl-friend, but Vivyan,
Gaye, besides being that, is also Sari's business manager— one of the
cleverest in captivity. She was the one who thought up the exotic
Viennese name — and got Sari her movie chance!
ut
t remarkable thingageabo
THESari mos
Maritza
is her man r.
Vivyan Gayse — who really acreate d
the actres Sari Maritz out
of a completely inexperienced bit of
English raw material named Patricia
Detering-Nathan — is a personable
young
blonde
of twenty-four,
only two years older than her
charge. She used to be a picture
actress, herself, and probably
could be again if she weren't
too busy making up helpful
stories about Sari and seeing
that the producers give her all
sorts of concessions in her
contract which they bitterly
regret the next day. Vivyan
is attractive enough to do
very well for herself with
Hollywood's
high-powered
sheiks, ranging all the way
from Ernst
Lubitsch
to
Randolph Scott.
Her personality is more vivid and
colorful than Maritza' s own.
This is remarkable
for
two reasons. First, because
it sets Sari apart among
actresses, as one of the few
who have the courage to be
constantly in the company of
an attractive girl. Most actresses choose to go around with
the worst models nature has
been able to put out, the better
to set off their own charms. It's
almost an infallible rule that,
whatever her spiritual graces may
be, the girl-friend of a movie star is
as homel}' as a mud fence. Throughout the annals of the theatre, actresses have always picked out the
plain and the mouse-like for their companions. Imagine what a shock it was to
Hollywood when
the IMisses Gaye
and Alaritza arBy ELISABETH
rived to shatter
!
ion
dit
GOLDBECK
tra

Secondly, it's remarkable because Sari has
never before had a girl-friend.
She dislikes women, and distrusts them.
Disillusioned About Girl-Friends
THINK
that feeling began
when
I went
to boarding

I

school in England," said Sari in
her gentle accents. "The schools
there are very strict — horrible,
like prisons.
I hated it. My
sister and I had always been
more
or less together
and
apart from other little girls.
But at this school I had one
very close friend.
For
a
whole year we were inseparable and I had a very great
affection for her, and she
pretended to be devoted to
me.
But
suddenly
she
turned against me, for no
reason at all that I knew.
It was a bitter experience
for me, and I have never
trusted a girl since then, or
allowed
friend."to
So even oneSarito beis my
amazed
find herself living in perfect
harmony with a girl of approximately her own age. They
have been together for three
j-ears now, and have only had
three quarrels, about such
trifling things
couldn't
remember
themthatthetheynext
day.
"She's the only girl I could
possibly get along with," Sari said,
"and I would have gone crazy in
Hollywood without her. We lead
our own Uves and don't interfere with
each other. \'ivyan is a good balance
for me. She's a stronger character than
I am, more reliable and firm. I'm here,
there, and everywhere, and not to be dep e n d e d
not much
. I've
page
jS)
—^^ ^,.^ on upon
{Continued
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'Motimfkture Celebrates
its

j\ irth day
Picture MagaMotion
y, 1933,
Februar
THIS month,
second
birthday. The first
its twentyzine celebrates
number, February, 191 1, three years before the
World War, was also the first issue of any screen
magazine. Indeed, it was to be a long six years before Motion
Picture Magazine had a rival on the newsstands.
At the time when we published our tirst number, the motion
picture industry was small and struggling. JMovie theatres were
stuffy stores or shooting galleries with wooden kitchen chairs for
seats. They were called "nickelodeons." .A.t intervals the tickettaker went up and down the aisles, squirting a powerful, but
reeking perfume to make the air endurable. The pictures were
blurry, one-or-two reel melodramas that flickered and fluttered
crazily. MUains with black-dyed mustaches threatened white'*=•. — klopmuslined heroines, while the handsome heroes rode
klop — to the rescue. The players, for
the most part, were unknown and nameless while the stage actors sneered at the
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'■v\"hirling pictures as a "cheap-john"
amusement
device.
The creators of ]\Iotiox Picture Magazine believed in
the new art, believed in it more than the people who were
f making the pictures, themselves. "Some day," we dared to
; affirm, "motion pictures will be charging a dollar admission
J — and getting it." People laughed at such an absurd
Iprophecy.
j Birthdays are a time for looking back, for estimating the
' worth of existence. If. in looking back on the twenty-two
I years in which we have grown up with the industrj% we
seem to boast a trifle, that is the privilege of such a ripe old
age as ours!

How

the Movies Have Changed

IX our publishing career we have seen the claptrap nickel
amusement device grow to be the country's fourth greatest industry; we have watched frightened youngsters develop into world-famous stars; we have seen movie salaries

iimf0
ot tie mobics tot entertainmen
t
^nb education, tt,c Urst maf
fa?ine
to tell tfje toorlb about t^e fascin
ate
ins b«0inf0s oi mobkmiakins,
t^e
er0t to bramatije t^t smm art
ot0
anb artte00c0, t^c titst to totege
t
tie mobies' snat future as -tf)e
aniu0fnient of tie masses."
potion mctim is proub to ftab
c
been ttfeie Utst anb olbf0t f«>nb.

change from seventy-iive dollars a week to ten thousand;
we have seen the studios move from the East Coast to the
West. And we are just a bit pepped up to feel that we ha-e
pla}-ed our part in this growth and this glamour and this
fame.
But we remember very well our bursting pride when Motion Picture Magazine became prosperous and important
enough to move from the four cramped rooms it occupied in
an old wooden office building in Brooklyn into a home of its
own on Duitield Street in the same borough. To be sure,
that home was a brownstone house converted into offices,
with the art department occupying the laundry, and the
editor's desk in an alcove that had once been a bathroom.
Across the street was a Xegro church. On days when there
was a wedding or a funeral, no one in the front rooms could
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« ■ a '"»
This is the cover of the first issue of MOTION
Picture —
which was
called "Motion
Picture Story
Magazine" until 1914. A photograph of
Thomas A.
Edison adorned
the cover

turn

M•

ine Plotion

To-day, twentytwo years later,
this is what the

PICTURE
STORY

cover
of MOTiON Picture
looks
like Young
— with
Loretta
the cover personality, and
with inviting
"coverlines"

Magazine

you inside

work for the shouts and wails that drifted into the windows.
To this new home of the Magazine came the greatest stars
of that day, such as Olga Petrova, in her famous leopard
coat, Lillian ("Dimples") Walker, Master Kenneth Casey,
the first child movie player, INIary Fuller, and Ruth Roland,
all in white with plumes on her hat and a colored maid to
carry her dog. Also JMabel Julienne Scott, confessing at
lunch in the editor's dining-room (once the kitchen) that she
"loved to suffer," Alice Joyce, Pearl White, Romaine Fielding, Anita Stewart, Clara Kimball
Young, Mary Pickford (shaking
her yellow curls), John Bunny, the
first screen comedian, Francis X.
Bushman and Beverly Bayne,
Earle Williams, .\rthur Johnson,
^W^^
James Morrison, the juvenile, and

Maurice Costello, the first movie idol, whose dimples
brought sighs to our stenographers. Later years brought the
newcomers of the day, such as Richard Barthelmess, Norma
and Constance Talmadge, Richard Dix, Ramon Novarro,
Lillian and Dorothy Gish, Marguerite Clark, Rudolph
Valentino, Jackie Coogan, and William S. Hart.

Discovered Clara Bow

^^^

IN the sanctum sanctorum of the editor-in-chief — formerly
the best bedroom — the contestants in the first
Fame and
ip
Fortune Contest came to be judged, and from them we
picked a shabby, wild-haired little Brooklyn schoolgirl,
named Clara Bow, to send into the movies and on to fame,
to be followed

in later years by X'irginia Brown
Faire,
Aileen Ray, Mary ^
Astor and
many
others whom
we . may
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truly boast we "discovered."
Autographed pictures lined our walls.
Because of our parental feelings for the stars whom we have figuratively dandled on our knee, we have chided them gently from time to
time, praised them, and stood up for them when they were in trouble.
When that first quaint, small-sized Motion Pictt're Story Magazine (the "Story" part of the name being dropped after three years)
appeared, the players of the screen had no names. They were called
simply "The Biograph Girl," "The Mutual Girl," "The Kalem Serial
Queen," "Dimples." The trademark was all that the companies of
those days considered important for the public to know, and that
appeared in every scene, hung on the walls of hovel or palace, tacked
to trees and buildings.
The creators of Motion Picture Magazine realized, even in those
days, that the public was curious about the people of the screen. To
satisfy that curiosity, we began to build up personalities. We printed
the pictures of the plaj'ers with their names; we interviewed them
primarily as to their preferences in books, sports, flowers and cookerj'
(questions about their love affairs were a later development!). We invented the Answer Man, later to be copied by every following screen
magazine, to answer the public's questions about the men and women
they saw on the screen.
What
THAT

Was in the First Issue

first Motion Picture IMagazine lies on our desk before us

<ip

m>

1-^-

now. It carries full-page pictures of Alice Joyce, "Broncho"
Billy Anderson, Clara Williams, Charles Kent (long since gone to the
reward of a courtly old-school gentleman), Florence Turner and Lottie
Briscoe. It carries iictionizations of such screen masterpieces as "The
Love of Chrysanthemum," featuring IMaurice Costello, "A Dixie
Mother" and "The Perversity of Fate." There is also a page entitled
"The Wizard of Sound and Sight" which is devoted to Thomas A.
Edison. In Musings of a Photoplay Philosopher is found the remark,
"Prurient prudes, feline fossils and sanctimonious sociologists are all
opposed to the moving picture shows." In Letters From Our Readers
in our second issue, a gentleman from Columbus, JNIississippi writes,
"I am glad to see that the one-time prejudice against the muchreviled photoplay is dying out." "We believe," says our editorial,
"that a magazine like this is needed to serve as a memorial to the
artists, as well as to the art."
The highlight of that early issue is a poem by Hunter MacCullough,
dilating on "this new invention":
"Device so simple, yet with wonder rife,
Into a picture breathe the breath of life —
The living present seize and fix for aye
The unconsidered doings of the day."
With
its small-sized,
blurred pictures, and quaint
{Continued o?i page jo)
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Where You'll Find the

*StARS at/7V<

By

DOROTHY

SERIES NUMBER

CALHOUN

7

Palm Springs: the desert resort only
three hours from Hollywood, where
they like to swim in winter, add to their
sun-tans, continue their favorite outdoor
sports, or just rest
At top, EI Mirador Hotel,
the oasis of Palm Springs,
where most of the romance rumors about the
stars start during the
winter months. Note
the vivid contrast of the
scenery — to^vering
mountains rising from
the sagebrush and cactus
of the desert

In the winter, when the
stars have those oh-to-getaway-from-it-all moods,
off they go to Palm
Springs — from which
they can return in a
hurry, if their studios
insist. This story about
this unique desert resort
is the seventh in a series
about the places nextdoor to Hollywood
where the stars go to be
just themselves, not
movie stars. — ^Editor.

Across the center
of the pages. El
Mirador's pool.
In the foreground
is Hoot Gibson,

Acme.

Mickey
Riley,
Johnny
WeissmuUer,
Georgia
Coleman
and
Eleanor
Holm — all Olympic
swimming champions — play a big dice game between events of
a swimming meet before the stars at Palm Springs
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astridethe"Broomtail,"
rubber
horse tfiat ducks
all riders. Left
Joan George
Blondell
and
Barnes, rumored
to be her husband

Palm Springs. For several days they made
their home there in a tiny rented cottage,
waiting for El Mirador Hotel to open lor the
winter season. Xow. Jobyna is installed in a
suite in the hotel, planning to sit in the sun all
winter to await the stork, while Dick flies
down from the studio for week-ends. There is
a possibility that Paramount will utilize the
grounds of El Mirador for some of the scenes
of ''Lives of a Bengal Lancer." his new picture. Certain!}- no human stage designer could
create a more colorful setting.
Behind the main hacienda of El Mirador,

O U 'R E
going to
tghoe i desert
f o r t h e
'
Charles
week-end?'
Laughton asked the
Richard Arlens in British bewilderment. "But
where is there a desert.''
Do you mean a desert
with sand and all that
sort of thing? How
jolly
But uncomfortable!"
Mrs. Laughton
(Elsa Lanchester) was
in London, getting
ready to open in a
stage play; and her
rotund husband was
two hundred pounds of
loneliness, so he went
with Dick and Jobyna,
expecting to renew his
dismal recollections of

Mt. San Jacinto rises as steeph' as a mountain
{Coaliiuicd on page 82)

. ^ .5^'t; -r.^^.-^- -

Until 4 p. m., Nancy Carroll may be in
Hollywood — but sundown often finds
her in Palm Springs, as above

Above, Gene Raymond
(dressed a la cowboy) and
Claudette Colbert are all
set to gallop over the sand
dunes. Left, Richard Arlen and his wife, Jobvna
Ralston, on an El Mirador springboard. Jobyna
is living at Palm
Springs, and Dick is commuting every week-end,
while they await their
blessed
event. Below,
Jimmy Durante gives his
schnozrle a desert sun-bath

the Sahara, sand fleas, beggars and moth-eaten
camels.
He found fountains gushing from blue vases
that Maxfield Parrish might have painted, green
lawns, mosque towers, and purple mountains.
"He simply didn't believe it!" Jobyna laughs,
"He swore it was a painted stage set that somebody would take down tomorrow. He insisted
on feeling of the cactus to make sure it was real
and not a prop I"
The Arlens have a proprietary- interest in
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The

Mayor of
Radio City

BY

Gruikshank

to New York todwonw,n
ou scoommeething
you'wll fiydnd
N
E
e
n
n
u er the sun.
WH
The sameerssun that gildsoltdheencity's
skyscrap
to smoky-g
d iridescence, as once it illumine the
m
Roman Coliseu and made the
n ore plendid.
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n
e
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h
i
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c
r
e
a
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G
P
m
s
For vying with the glory that was
Rome and rawmiitdhs, Egypt's ever,-last
ing Py
New York the
,
t
mighties of moderme Babylons has
reared a structu
that will be a
es et nborn.
Mecca for emrultitud
y u
l
l
e
Rockef
Center, first of the
Seven Wonders l of the New World,
ura
the architect
triumph of Amerr
l
e
ica, wil townt for countless agesionas
.
a monume
to our civiUzat
And the heart of the Center is
Radio City. And the soul of Radio
City is man's tribute to the motoiwo-n
picture, and to t,hat super-sh
man of the cinema Samuel Lionel
,
Rothafel just "Roxy" to you — and
ns more. And just "Roxlye"d
o
i
l
l
to mi
al
is the name of the frieze-w
n
a
,
i
e
d
l
Numi
marb
gold and bronze
and bakelite edifice in which Samuel Rothafel will give of his genius
tion
in the presenta
of motion pic.
s
e
r
tu

You won't be able to miss this
masterpiece of modernism, for the
theatre flames with five vertical
signs each towering fifty feet, while
58

on the marquee are others measuring five hundred feet in length.
The ]\Ian from Mars will witness
the illumination from another
world, for the Neon creations of
Mortimer Norden, who made
Broadway the "Great White
Way," will blaze to heaven's Milky
Way as well. The lights blend to
cover the theatre's surface with a
variety of color, and on this luminous background superimposed by
indirect lighting, is emblazoned the
beloved nickname of that Stillwater, Minnesota, lad who began
life in the Big City as a Fourteenth
Street errand boy. Samuel L.

New

York is learning about

three new R's — Rockefeller
Center, Radio City and **Roxy,"
who was born Samuel L.
Rothafel, of a poor family, and
has become the world's master
showman in the world's most
beautiful theatre. It is, in fact,
a theatre for the ages — a monument to the movies!

Rothafel—
"Roxy"!
When you
face the six miles of
light-tubes making legible the
bronze and aluminum signs, when
you pass under the satin-finished,
enameled steel marquee, when you
first envision the bronze and golden dignity of the lobbies, pause to
remem.ber that Samuel Rothafel,
whose career has made possible
this monument, began his motion
picture activity in a vacant store
fitted with chairs begged, borrowed, or stolen from the local undertaker of Forest City, ^Pennsylvania. Here's a success story in
bakelite erica!
andAnd what
marble!
Amhas Here's
been done
once, they say, can be done again.
{Continued on page yz)

In the lower left corner, you see an architect's drawing of Rockefeller Center and Radio City — a skyscraper temple to the "vocal arts."
Lower center, the foyer of the new Roxy Theatre (described in the story opposite). Lower right, the auditorium of this "monument
to the movies" — seating 3,700 with unusual comfort; also, it is the first theatre ever panelled in wood. Upper left, the Roxy's projection machines. Upper right, the Roxy's chandelier — largest in the world. Center, Merlin H. Aylesworth, head of NBC (photo
©Harris & Ewing), who will sponsor "Roxy's" broadcasts; and a view of the Roxy stage, 70 feet high
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"AllSeOver
Two years ago, Mary started a picture
called "Secrets" — and stopped all work
on it when it was only half-finished. Now
she is reviving this story she ''killed" —
making it over from the beginning. You
have to know Mary to know why she is
doing it!

Mary Tells a Secret
'

«#*°

^„-«

"All of us should listen to that still, small voice
within us more than we do. It tells us the truth. I
Ustened to it when I put 'Secrets' away. I did
NOT listen to it when I made 'Kiki.' I shall never
close my ears to it again.
"If this new production of 'Secrets' should be
half-finished and if, again, I should find that something was lacking, I would do the same thing over
again.
"You see, I knew, that other time, almost from
the beginning, that something was wrong. I couldn't
quite put my finger on it. Then I came to know
what
was wrong — the mood and the spirit were
missing.
"And so, though it broke my heart and, I am
afraid, the hearts of some of the others, I told them
we were finished. I felt, that night, that I would
never make another picture.
"When I am just beginning a picture, I am enthusiastic. About midway through the picture, I
begin
to
remark
the it.
screen
—
I wonder if it isthat
worth
And is atvery
thehard
end work
of the
picture I firmly announce my intention of immediate
and permanent retirement."

By Faith Service
PEOPLE have often wondered why Mary Pickford
stopped production on "Secrets" two years ago. Why
she called a halt when they were more than midway
through the story, when there seemed to be every
element necessary to the making of a superb production.
Barney Glazer did the script. Marshall Neilan was directing.
Kenneth MacKenna was leading man. The entire cast was
more than adequate.
Mary was photographing exquisitely.
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What was the matter? Why?
People are wondering again,
now, why Mary is making
"Secrets'" over again; why,
with all the books and plays
and stories she owned and has
to choose from, she goes back
again to the story she
"scrapped" two short year?
ago.
real secret
of "Secrets"
is The
the secret
of Mary,
herself.
It is the secret of why she is
and has always been the
World's Sweetheart, the undisputed, uncrowned Queen.
The secret is her idealistic, as
well as practical, love of her
profession. The secret is her
innate desire to give nothing,
rather than to compromise
with that still, small voice
within her.
"We aU have that inner
voice," Mary told me, "every
one of us. It is more than

woman's instinct. ]\Ien have it, too. We should, all of us,
listen to that still, small voice within us more than we^do. //
tells us the truth. I listened to it when I put 'Secrets' away.
I did NOT listen to it when I made 'Kiki.' I never liked
that story. I saw nothing in it. I never liked the character.
I even went so far as to tear the script in pieces one night.
But I allowed myself to be advised and overruled. I allowed
{Continued on page 88)
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Take a lesson in confidence
from ''those dear... but younger friends
A LITTLE hard to admit, isn't it — that you find yourself
more and more inchned to avoid those younger
friends — that your skin is fading — that you are shpping
...just a little?
Just imagine
stud}nng your
exclaim.. ."But
if you come to

This much

Olive Oil

goes into every cake
of Palmolive Soap.

the great beauty expert, Vincent, of Paris —
own case. Nine chances in ten he would
you do not clean your skin properly. Even
me for treatment — you must first wash your

skin thoroughly at home... I cannot perform miracles..."
Beauty experts— the whole world over— will tell you that
a skin thoroughly cleansed, twice daily, is the first rule of
beauty care. But — beware — all too many soaps wash away
the natural oils — leaving your skin dry, parched, a prey to
wrinkles and lines . . . while a skin cleansed with PalmoUve
is not only cleaned but protected against the ravages of time
and age. Its olive and palm oil lather has a flattering way of
putting youth into your skin, of keeping it there.
Make a simple two weeks' test of Palmolive, the soap
containing olive oil. Follow our directions and see natural
beauty return to your skin. . .and almost forgotten admiration return to the eyes that appraise you . . .
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wkick ever star

prese

notice ner marvelous/y
SCREEN STARS have such exquisite
' skin! They know their complexions
must be lovely if they are to win — and
hold — hearts by the thousand! "To keep
youthful charm you must guard complexion beauty," they declare. "We use Lux
Toilet Soap!"
Whichever star you see tonight, notice
how alluring her smooth skin is. Is your
skin as lovely — as tempting? Why don't
you try Hollywood's favorite beauty care
— use the gentle, inexpensive soap that

keeps the stars' priceless complexions always youthful!
9 out of 10 Screen Stars use it
Of the 694 important Hollywood actresses,
including all stars, actually 686 use Lux
Toilet Soap regularly.
For their convenience all the great film
studios have made it their official soap
for dressing rooms. Begin today to let
this fragrant white soap work wonders for
your complexion!
V

Lux Toilet Soap
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ivutnpil (complexion
They Know the Secret of Keeping
Youthful Charm

SIDNEY

Kay Francis, lovely Warner Brothers' star, has a complexion
so velvety smooth it actually takes your breath away! "Lovely
skin is the most endearing charm a girl can have," she says. "It's
a charm she must have, if she wants to keep her fresh youthfulness. I'm certainly enthusiastic about the way Lux Toilet
Soap keeps the skin always soft and smooth."

FOX

LORETTA YOUNG
Warner Brothers

BETTE DAVIS
Warner Brothers

ARLINE JUDGE
R. K. 0.
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Whenever Buck
Jones and "Silver"
make a personal
appearance, here's
how the youngsters surround
them

HertooTwo

Million Kids!

Buck Jones is the one and only star in movie history who has seen two and
a half million youngsters line up behind him as their idol — and put their
sentiments in writing. How does the strong-and-silent cowboy explain it?
By saying that boys are still boys — and Westerns are still the movies that
give them the adventure and romance they want!
By Janet burden
heroes of the screen, he looks
completely. He is Diamond
of the Western Plains, in the
Yet he has none of the hearty
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for delday are hell-b
struction, with a cynica
laugh on their hps and a
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To which Bucyk,
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and has his
"Pho s.
reason
Buck Jones is fortyish, grim-jawed, tightlipped.
Of all cowboy
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the part
Dick, the
bronzed
Western

most
Hero
flesh.
ways

of the regulation film cowboy. He doesn't
call you " jNIa'am," or say that he is " rarin'
to go"; he doesn't wear a handkerchief tied
about his neck, or wave his hat. He dresses
conservatively in well-fitting tailor-made
clothes, and his collar is Bond Street. He
speaks — when you can get him to speak at
all — in a soft voice, uses perfect grammar
and pronounces his "g's." And yet he is
the cowbo}' of your dreams, the shy knight
of the saddle whom Owen Wister immortalized.
Boys of my generation (which is, emphatically, not the Younger) used to hide

Buck Jones brings back the good old days

out in haymows to read of cowboys' exploits and plan to run away and ^hoot
Indians and cattle-rustlers. Now, we are
told, the gangster is the hero of the modern
schoolboy, and he dreams of becoming a
smooth underworld chieftain and riding in a
bullet-proof car . . .
{Continued on page gi)

hold

that

smile

-I'd like to sell
this one to a
toothpaste maker

Since Colgate's made my smile worth while
this picture goes to Colgate's!
Besides — they've saved me quarters on toothpaste since I was a youngster"
No tooth preparation — of any kind — at any price — with any
claims — can clean your teeth better or more safely than Colgate's
Ribbon Dental Cream. Any dentist will verify this statement.

This seal signifies that the composition of the product has been submitted to the Council and that the
claims have been found acceptable to the Council.
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The Picture
REVIEWS

OF THE NEWEST

Parade
PICTURES

CALL HER SAVAGE

THE KID FROM

Clara Bow Makes a Dazzling Comeback:
Clara Bow's return to the screen after
eighteen months is something to see — not
for the picture's sake, but for Clara's sake.
Her famous personality is still undimmed
and, in addition, she has acquired great
poise and has matured as an actress. Whatever you may think, Clara obviously
thought she was playing in a colorful
drama — and she gave it her all.
The story has to do with a fiery, impulsive half-breed girl who disco\'ers that
blood is thicker than water, after she
weathers some heartbreaks, along with
the depression — learning to appreciate
Gilbert Roland after Monroe Owsle>'
shows questionable judgment in leaving
her for Thelma Todd. The whole cast
does well — even Estelle Taylor, who is
woefully miscast as Clara's mother.
But it is Clara who makes it worth seeing— the new Clara who is not a hey-hey
girl, but magnetic, s\elte and sweet.

Cantor Scores in Zippy Musical: Without
introducing much that is original or startlingly novel this fast-mo\'ing, gorgeouslydecoratix'c musical comedy has so many
claims to your attention they are hard to
enumerate. Eddie Cantor, as the kid who
is mistaken for a famous bullfighter, and
has to live up to the honor, is funnier than
ever. In several scenes such as the one
where he gets across the border, and the
one in which he chloroforms the bull the
laughter becomes slightly hysterical.
Lyda Roberti is an eccentric with a
smashing way of putting a song across.
The Goldwyn girls li\'e up to all the adjectives ofthe hard-working press-agent —
seldom have so many really beautiful
girls been seen together on the screen.
But it is the bull-fighting scenes which
you will go away talking about. We predict a flood of bull fights on the screen
after these really blood-curdling scenes in
the ring. Genuinely amusing.

Interesting
All
the Way — Well Acted:
This story of the fantastic fortune-building of a Swedish adventurer parallels the
recent revelations of the life of Ivar
Kreuger, the late ]\Iatch King. It is a
perfect fit for the personality and talents
of Warren William, who makes the character belie\'able, and, withal, somehow
sympathetic despite his ruthless way with
friends, loves and finances.
Lili Damita, as the one sincere love of
his life, has a Garboish role of an actress
who "likes to take walks in the rain." In
clothes, hair dressing and accent she compares to the Swedish star, but comes out
ahead in vivacity, youth and gaiety. The
foreign atmosphere is cleverly created,
and the whole story smoothly and logically told. It is the best thing William has
done. And you should enjoy him and it.
Besides being helped by Lili Damita,
who has ne\er been better, he is ably aided
by Glenda Farrell and Juliette Compton.

LAWYER

CYNARA

THE IL4LF-NAKED

Fine Picture — Colman Gives Great Performance: Ronald Colman gives a badlylighted, but amazingly powerful performance as the de\'0ted husband who
finds himself, through almost inevitable
events, faced with public dishonor for
causing the suicide of a young girl and
with the wreckage of his private happiness. Indeed, it is seldom that an actor is
brave enough to display as much emotion
on the screen.
Kay Francis, as the wife, is beautiful,
but not quite believable in some of her
later scenes while Phyllis Barry, as the
shop girl, seemed to us to get across what
the faithless husband means when he

Snappy Fun Here — Lee Tracy Fine:
As
the fast-talking, nimble-witted carnival
barker who turns high-pressure pressagent, Lee Tracy rings the bell again.
There is no one just like this ner\ous and
vital chap on the screen. For a man, he is
extraordinarily graceful with his hands
and movements. Every scene in which he
appears is pitched at fast tempo. He can
make the not-so-funny lines screamingly

MAN

Put This Down as Worth Seeing: The
routine plot of an honest lawyer, who
suffers defeat from an unscrupulous rival,
and sets out to beat him at his own
shyster game, is subordinated to a delightful series of character sketches of the
various people who come to him with
their troubles. There are the chorus girl
with her soiled love letters, the beggar
and the street walker. The dialogue between the lawyer (smoothly played by
William Powell) and these waifs of life,
is delightful. Powell seems favored by
script writers with good dialogue.
The resourceful, urbane Powell is given
the support of a well-written story, and
the piquant personality of Joan Blondell.
She plays the secretary who accompanies
him, up-and-down, in his fortunes. The
director has handled a new technique
cleverly, and "Lawyer Man" should be
on the list of everyone who likes a finished picture.
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SPAIN

tells his wife, "If you'd seen her, I think
you would have understood."
Colman's
delicately
attitude toward
the two differentiated
women he loves
makes the meaning of the old title — "I
Have Been Faithful" — quite plain. A fine
picture — one quite apt to bring a tear.
{More Reviews on page 68)

THE MATCH

KING

TRUTH

funny
deli\'ery.
The by
plothiswhirls
the press-agent, a carnival dancer (Lupe \'elez) and a strong
man from a cheap road show to the stage
of "Merle Farrell's" big time revue by
sheer personality power. The dancer gets
the big head, but the press-agent gets his
revenge on her by making a star of "the
first woman he sees" — a chambermaid.
The ending holds a tear for the sentimental. It's funny, and Lee Tracy is
great. Frank Morgan does a smooth
parody of the revue producer.
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where Dr. Wilhelm Richter
holds the chair of dermatology.
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HALF- FACE

BEAUTY

TEST

The Half-face Test has recently been
carried to the capitals of Europe — with
the same astounding results as were
shown last year in the United States.
In Berlin a group of women were treated
under the supervision of Dr. Wilhelm
Richter, Professor of Dermatology at
the University of Berlin. His subjects
were of every social rank — using cosmetics of every grade. Dr. Richter said:
"The lejt side of your face you may continue to care for as you wish. The right
side you will wash every day with this
soap (Woodbury's). Then we shall have
proof, on your very cheeks, of which treatment is most healthful for your skin."
For thirty days, Dr. Richter and his
assistants recorded every change in appearance of the skin on the right and
left sides of the test faces. Many had
the typical sensitive Nordic skin, subject to dryness, wrinkles, enlarged pores.
But a number also had oily, sallow skin.

Decided Improvement Soon
The improvement on the Woodbury

Left, COUN-TESS LEXORE STEXBOCK, Berlin society woman and well-known portrait painter. Right, gerby
GORT, leading German actress of the Berlin Lustspielhaus. Both were amazed that, in the thirty-day
Half-face Test, Woodbury's

Facial Soap so quickly overcame

the subjects as they gazed at their improved Woodbury cheeks! But the other
cheeks, cleansed in the ordinary way,
remamed the same as before.

accorded to Woodbury's

were reduced; blackheads removed; pimples disappeared; scaliness vanished;
hnes and wrinkles grew fainter; acne
improved; even freckles faded! "Ich bin
erstaunt," declared Dr. Richter, "Es
freut mich" (I am surprised, delighted).
And cries of "Herrlich," "W^underbar,"
"Schon," could be heard on the lips of

Facial Soap."

YOUR skin, too, will respond to W oodbury's Facial Soap. It does more than
just cleanse; it is a tonic and corrective
beauty treatment in cake form. It will
correct blemishes, and do something even
7nore fundamental. If your skin is oily
it will check the flow of the oil. If dr\%

Dr. Richter's report says: "Even after a
short treatment, a decided improvement
in the condition of the skin took place.
The highly favorable results of the
tests have indisputably proved that
special advantageous properties must be

it will stimulate it. You will be overjoyed how quickly Woodbury's will make
your skin normal, healthy, radiant, fine.

side

of the faces amazed the doctor. Especially that such widely differing conditions as dry and oily skin responded to
the treatment. Aloreover, enlarged pores

such opposite defects as dry and oily skin.

liberal
cake coupon
of Woodbury
now fors
Send this
SAMPLE
FREE
Facial Soap FREE — enough for a week's treatments. Or send
lo cents to partly cover cost of mailing and receive charming
g
's
week-^nd new
kit Face
containin
Creams,
Powder generous
and Facia!samples
Soap. of Woodbury
John H. Woodhur>', Inc.
926Alfred Street, Cincinnati. Ohio
In Canada, John H. Woodbury, Ltd., Perth, Ontario
Narru^
StreetCily—
I 1933. John H. Woodbury, Inc.
_S(aI<-_
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The Picture
REVIEWS

OF THE NEWEST

Parade
PICTURES

(Continued ^rom page 66)

PROSPERITY

CENTRAL

Lively Action
Will Keep
You Excited:
Take a dumb, but honest cop, a wisecracking quick-lunch waitress, a paralyzed
deaf-mute and several gangsters; mix
them up with a few funny drunks, some
shooting, and a whole lot of laughs, and
you have this refreshing, but not very
important opus. Spencer Tracy, as the
waterfront cop, promoted to be a detective, handles his rough-and-ready part
with gusto, and Joan Bennett is better
than she has been for a long time while
in her role as the lunch-room girl who
engages her wits in a battle with a trio of
gangsters who have her sister in their
power.
Henry Walthall is memorable as the
paralyzed mute father of the two girls
who signals the hiding place of the escaped thief by winking his eyes. The
action and dialogue are both lively and
you won't fall asleep during the picture.
The sister is'newconier Marion Burns.

Dressier Deserves the Very ' Best: When
Marie Dressier is nominated — and justly
— two times for the highest honors the
motion picture world can give an actress,
it seems the height of absurdity, or the
depth of depravity to force her to mug
and mouth such silliness. The great
economic principle involved in the title
seems to be that prosperity will come
back if people exchange services, the shoemaker seat
patchingtothehistailor's
for a new
pants. shoes in return
The humorous highlight of the plot is
when Marie, intending to commit suicide
so that her life insurance may save a bank,
takes castor oil by mistake. If you think
the consequences of such a mistake are
funny, then you will laugh heartily at the
ending of the picture where the heroine,
appearing on a balcony to answer the
cheers of her fellow citizens, disappears
precipitately. Polly Moran, co-starring
with Marie, adds to the gayety.

Cross Section of Life in Park — Entertaining: Here we nave more Americana, utilizing every phase of the most famous
metropolitan park in the world, from the
Zoo to the Casino, from the bypaths to
the sheep meadows. Its characters, except
for a few exceptions, are merely the
patrons of the park, nursemaids, policemen, riders on the bridle paths, tramps on
the benches. Within the peaceful confines
of the park's iron fences a brutal, thrilling
and intensely metropolitan little drama is

UNDERCOVER

ROCICABYE

IF I HAD A MILLION

Connie's Latest Just Misses the Mark:
All the good theatrical devices, warranted
to tear the heartstrings, have been utilized
by the scenario writer and the director
toward making this picture click. Connie
Bennett looks resplendent and sophisticated, and Jobyna Howland is delightful
as the inebriated mother, yet somehow

Novel and Different and Worth Seeing:
This novelty in the line of cinema entertainment ischiefly praiseworthy for being
just that. Someone had a good idea, but
too many directors, stars and writers
spoiled the broth. Yet we look to see this
followed by other episodic pictures in
which the lives of many different groups
are depicted with a single fact to join
them. In this case the joining fact is the
whim of an eccentric millionaire to dispose of his fortune before he dies.
He picks at random eight strange names
from the city directory and gives each a
million dollars — a prostitute (played by
Wynne Gibson), a forger (George Raft),
an old burlesque actress, a condemned
murderer (Gene Raymond), a bookkeeper
(Charles Laughton), whose bit is the
shortest and by far the most striking, a henpecked clerk (Charles Ruggles), an old
lady in a Home (Mae Robson), and a trio
of gobs (Gary Cooper among them).

ME AND MY

GAL

MAN

Plenty of Excitement for Your Money:
Here is one of the best gangster pictures
in a year filled with them. It is a distinct
triumph for the scenario writer to have
found a new angle from which to approach
the underworld, that of the stool pigeon,
the undercover man who risks his life to
get evidence to convict the most slippery
of all criminals, the gangster.
As that unsung hero, George Raft, with
his poker face and suave manner, is
excellent. This boy can act. He is getting
better with each picture. Nancy Carroll,
as the girl who joins wits with him to get
the murderers of her brother, lifts a
routine part into a characterization. She's
on her way to stardom again.
The situations with the continual menace of the gangster's suspicion hanging
over the two is tense from beginning to
end, with continual crises and hairbreadth
escapes. You couldn't buy more excitement for your money.
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theTaken
picture
doesn't
quite jell.
apart,
it contains
exquisite scenes,
especially those involving the baby, a
beautiful and quaint little creature named
Joan Filmer. There are nice bits between
Paul Lukas, as the manager, and the
heroine. There are plenty of laughs and
several involuntary tears (the rest are
openly asked for).
Yet, taken as a whole, the grief of the
heroine at losing the child she was going
to adopt and her nobility in renouncing
the innocent young playwright (Joel
McCrea) leaves one a bit cold and a trifle
exasperated.

PARK

enacted,
a la a"Grand
A girl and
boy out Hotel."
of work, meet and
share a stolen hot dog early one morning.
Before night they have been drawn into a
gangster's
plot to
rob arrested,
a charity ball
the
Casino, have
been
and athave
fallen in love. A madman has attacked a
keeper at the zoo, a lion has escaped and
a policeman has been killed. But by
another dawn the Park goes its way as
though nothing had occurred.
Excellent.

ned chappEd
hands
made Mi4X)0

wkite In c9
boreness relieved
instantly
EVERY TIME you wash dishes, clothes, peel
vegetables, clean with harsh alkali cleansers or
put your hands in hot water, you dry out the
precious protecting oils in your skin.
The skin then roughens and if exposed to winter
weather, chaps and cracks open. Hands
then become so unsightly they seem
fairly to shout "housework!" to all
who see them. And often they're so
painful you almost want to cry.
But now, with a dainty chiffonweight cream you can instantly put
back the natural lubricating oils in
your skin — and secure immediate
relief from all pain. The moment you
apply it, your hands actually feel soft
and soothed. It's almost like magic!
And in 3 days the skin is completely healed — without a sign of those
rough, ugly cracks, those swollen knuckles,
that dry chapped scaliness.
Does not dry the skin
This dainty liquid is called Hinds Honey
and Almond Cream. It is not a weak,
thinned-out lotion. It is not a thick, gummy
jelly. Such preparations often contain excessive drying substances that coarsen and
parch the skin. Hinds is entirely different
— a delicate, chiffon-tveight cream that is
gratefully absorbed by the dry, thirsty
pores. Hinds actually leaves an invisible
"second skin" that acts as a constant protection to your hands.
Thousands of housewives, business girls,
sportsmen and outdoor playing youngsters,
from coast to coast, depend on this simple
method to keep their hands smooth and
comfortable.

ATry 7-day
bottle for
Hinds attrial
our expense.
Mail you—
coupon F'R'EE
at right
for a 7-day trial bottle. Smooth it on after any
hand -roughening task, after exposure and
always before going to bed at night. The very
first day should see hands much softer and
whiter — hardly a hint of chapping. Next day,
still lovelier. The third day, a complete transformation! And to keep this new loveliness always, just coraimue using Hinds. Regular use
is the secret ! An aid in manicuring, too. Fill out
and mail coupon now.

Lehn & Fink. Inc., Sole Distributors
Dept. HK-2, Bloomfield, New Jersey
Please send me a generous FREE trial
bottle (enough for 18 applications) of
Hinds Honey and Almond Cream.
TODAY

TOMORROW

NEXT

DAY

HINDS

NaT,
Address^
City.
.State^

lwH€i^ cmd almond
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first comedy after ten years' exile from the
screen. We playfully promoted Will Rogers
for President, and are proud of our nominee.
We are still in the business of building
stars. For the last year we have been Nominating Newcomers for Stardom.
We have always found the time to think
of the larger aspects of the industry, calling
attention
that X'alentino,
our
old friend to
and the
the fact
Greatest
Lover of them
all, was lying in a borrowed grave; bringing
to light the plight of early favorites fallen
on hard times; fighting against unjust censorship; telling what has become of the
stars who have vanished; and always
Rudolph Valentino
often used to drop in at
our office. Later we
fought for a memorial
for him

Top,

Chevalier wires
compliments.
Above and
at right,
kind words
from Florence Turner
and Ruth
Roland, two
of Yesterday's great
favorites

Florence Turner was
one of our first star
"discoveries" — being
presented in our very
first issue

Motion Picture Celebrates
Its 22nd Birthday
{Continued from page ^^)
comments on the " Pictureshow," this twentytwo-year-ago number of Motion Picture
Magazine is a far cry from the modern artistic
magazine you are reading!
Motion Picture Magazine feels that it has
played a vital part in helping to create the personalities ofthe screen and making their names,
faces, lives, known on all six continents of the
globe.
We originated the formula which all other
screen magazines have followed since, dividing
our space into a portrait gallery, gossip departments, interviews, previews and answers to correspondents. We have always tried to think just
a little ahead of developments, and to anticipate
them in the pages of the Magazine. When, after
years of orthodox publicity, the public taste
showed that it was ready for stronger fare, we
instigated the new era of Truth and Honesty in
writing of screen personalities — with the help of
John Gilbert, who eight years ago gave us his
real life-story, saying bitterly, "I'm sick of reading sentimental lies. If you use my life story,
you'll
use it as it followed
ivas."
Consternation
this rank innovation in
screen magazine material. His studio tried ta
buy up the entire edition before it was distributed
publicly. His friends warned John that he was
through. He received five thousand letters from
Jans about this story, all sympathetic.
Motion Picture Magazine rushed to demand
that "Scarface," the victim of politics, should be
released on every screen. We urged the reinstatement of Roscoe Arbuckle, who is now making his
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When the late John
Bunny left the stage to
become the first screen
comic, we, alone,
praised his step

Not everyone can remember when Gloria
Swanson looked like
this — but ^ve've known
her from the start

jealously protecting the screen's most precious gifts to a workaday world — Glamour,
Illusion, Romance.
It is a long life that we look back upon.
In these twenty-two years, the face of the
globe has changed. Thrones have been overturned. Great favorites of the screen have
risen — and disappeared. A clap-trap amusement device to catch nickels has become an
immense industry. The outward appearance of MoTiOM Picture Magazine has
changed with the fashions, but its spirit is
the same as when it started, and before it
moved from a brownstone house in Brooklyn to a suite of ofifices on Broadway.
Our eyes are just a bit misty as we read
our birthday mail. Some of the letters are
from old friends we have known for many
years, some from recent friends. We are
proud of them all. And their messages of
love and affection make us a bit proud of
ourselves, too!
Right, Lois
Wilson reminds us
how long we
have been
friends.
Belo w , Janet Gaynor
wires her
best wishes,
and Anna
has a happy
Q. Nilsson
thought

Lo^s V''i.soii

College Girls znonecut down Stocking Runs'^^
"I washed one stocking every
clay the Lux way — the other
I ruhbed with cake soap . . .

See the run in the
stocking! The Lux
like new. Nothing
our stockings from

cake-soap
stocking is
but Lux for
now on,

we girls all say."

ffO^

"Vi'E GIRLS were a-niully keen about this
test,"' says Miss Siieerin, "because it showed
us how many stocking runs you can avoid by
■washing your stockings the right way. In the
test, we each took a pair, labeled one stocking Lux, the other, cake soap.

p^

A GROUP OF COLLEGE GIRLS got together recently on a test of stocking wear.
The "One-Leg Test" they call it, because
one stocking was washed every night the
Lux way — the other rubbed with cake soap.
They reported amazing results! 75%
jewer runs in the Lux-washed stockings
than in the stockings labeled "Cake Soap."
Cake-soap rubbing destroys the elasticity
of the silk. This is the live, stretchable quality of silk which makes it wear. Lux is made
to preserve this vital elasticity. That's why
clever girls save their stockings by washing
them the 2-minute Lux way each night.

"E\TERY NIGHT we Luxed one stocking
— rubbed the other with cake soap. There
were 7o% fewer runs in the Lux stockings!

"THAT'S WHY we all use Lux now-it's
such an easy way to cut down stocking bills.
It takes only 2 minutes, and when you save
elasticity with Lux, stockings not only wear
better but fit better. Keep their color and
look smoother, too."

Mrs. H. N. Aikens
washed 468 pieces
with only one box

of LUX

48 pairs
silk stockings
51 pieces silk
lingerie
18 silk pajamas
36 children's
undies

126 pairs socks
66 pieces
table linen
120 kerchiefs
hand3 sweaters
(baby's)

IjUX Jo^^ d&CKma

QUICK, PURE SUDS
in lukev\^arm water

The Mayor of Radio
City— "Roxy"

(Continued from page sS)
Thus "Roxy," and his theatre, and Radio
City, and Rockefeller Center, should be
super-inspirational to every one of the millions who will pass through those four double
doors
on Sixth
Avenue
into the world's
finest motion
picture
theatre.

A Monument

%*

keep baby s ''undies"
soft as down
Could anything be a surer test of
soap than baby's little silk-and-wool
shirts! Washed every day, yet they
must not shrink and stiffen . . . they
must not hold any harsh irritant to
harm baby's skin! Try Ivory Snow
for baby's washing. See what beautiful pure suds you get instantly in
LUKEWARM
WATER. See how
soft and sweet and comfortable they
keep baby's clothes.
Ivory Snow is a new, improved
kind of soap for fine fabrics— made to
dissolve without hot water. You can
start with the lukewarm water that
is SAFE for silks and wools and
colors. For Ivory Snow is not cut
into flat flakes, but BLOWN fine as
drift-snow. It melts like snow, yet
each tiny particle is packed full of
rich, smooth, pure Ivory suds. You'll
have no trouble rinsing Ivory Snow
— no trouble with soap spots —
because it dissolves thoroughly. It

has no flat pieces that can stick to
fabrics.
You will like Ivory Snow for speedy
dishwashing, too. It keeps your
hands young and fair, without extravagance, for a whopping big
package costs only 15j*! At your

Makers of fine fabrics

grocer's.

praise IVORY SNOW
After thorough washing tests, Mallinson, Cheney Brothers and Truhu
call Ivory Snow "a perfect soap

IN those days Sam Rothafel never dreamed
of the solid bronze box-offices that now
ornament his theatre. Nor of mirrored,
frescoed walls. Nor of the series of terraced
le\els of yellow marble over which a fountain, masked in foliage, cascades in shimmering loveliness. And one wonders now
what thoughts were his when, for the first
time, he stood on the East side of his theatre's lobby and peered through the vast window, ceiling high, to envision the first mezzanine foyer on the first rise of the winding
staircase. And from that mezzanine looked
down on the lobby with its multiplied and
reflected panels of light, the playing fountain illumined by changing colors, the rich
walls of marble charming the eye upward
to foliated patterns of gold, and even the
floors, harmonizing with the walls in geometric patterns of black, brown and gold.
Perhaps in that flash he saw the New
York errand boy, the house-to-house book
agent, the sturdy Marine, who for seven
years wore the uniform of Uncle Sam, the
struggling showman in his vacant store filled
with undertaker's chairs. Perhaps he remembered the bitter days of privation and
hardship, of hope and heartache. If so, that
moment must have been very sweet, indeed.
But it doesn't require the seven-ton chandelier in the "Roxy," with its 104,000 watts
of electricity, its four hundred floodlights,
its four miles of wiring, to focus attention on
Samuel Rothafel. He is no New York mushroom growth, springing from Nowhere to
Broadway and back to Oblivion again in a
single night. His story is that of a slow and
steady rise, each step of which was preparation for the next.
From the lowly ladder-rung in Forest City,
he advanced to slightly loftier positions in
Minneapolis, in Milwaukee, and finally, in
1913, in New York. It was then that he
gave very definite demonstration of his theatrical genius, for he evolved the thought of
introducing the motion picture with an appropriate stage prologue, and surrounding
it with grouped divertissements. When the
Strand Theatre, then the largest film playin the world,
threw'open
its doors,
no
wonder house Sam
Rothafel
was drafted
to bring
his new idea to Broadway. Subsequently,
he moved along to the Rialto, the Rivoli and
the Capitol Theatres.

Was a Radio Pioneer

for silks." "Ideal for woolens,"

say the weavers of fine Biltmore
Handwoven Homespuns, the makers
of downy Mariposa blankets, and the
Botany Worsted Mills.

C^,

to Achievement

TEN

this month,
years
ng fromhea inaugurated radioago
broadcasti
motion

picture oftheatre,
and thereafter
"Roxy's
Gang"
aerial artists
brought happiness
to millions via the air-waves. From far
places blessings were showered upon him
for carrying song and music and laughter
where they were sorely needed. His nickname became a byword throughout the land,
and when, finally, in 1927, William Fox
called him to manage his new theatre and
gave it the name of "Roxy," he brought the
theatre a million friends. Friends that re-

99"/,,%

PURE
Copr. 1933. Procter & Gamble Co.
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main loyal
to themore
name than
of "Roxy."
This
theatre,
seating
six thousand,
was of luxurious Moorish architecture. Its
name, incidentally, will now have to be
changed, it is said — since, 'when he left it, he
took
the right
to the
So along
from those
Forest
Cityname
days,"Roxy."
and even
earlier ones, he trod the path of progress,

until now he reaches what seems to be the
zenith of his career — an epic of American
accomplishment. As "Mayor of Radio City,"
the erstwhile errand boy has under his personal direction, not only a sound cinema
that is the last, the final, the ultimate word
in motion picture theatres, but also the International Music Hall, the largest and most
perfectly appointed playhouse in the world.
Although the motion picture theatre seats
an audience of 3,700 persons, "Roxy" has
managed to maintain that homey, intimate
feeling that has always distinguished him in
his contacts with the public. And to do so,
he has again attained the unusual. For his
theatre's interior is entirely of wood — the
first time such construction has been accomplished. Somehow the soft, warm mahoganycreates the feeling that for all its three mezzanines, the guest is in "Roxy's" own drawing-room. Itis interesting to see how this
wooden construction has been accomplished,
for it seems an impossible task. The secret
is that the mahogany is cemented to a special metal and applied directly to the brick
wall. The paneling rises sixty feet.

His Tribute to Womanhood
OF" the various murals, panels, friezes and
similar decorati^•e features, one of the
most interesting is that which may be taken
as "Roxy's" gracious gesture to American
womanhood. The showman's tribute to feminine accomplishment is an illuminated glass
mural, six feet high, eighteen feet wide, representing Amelia Earhart's solo flight over
the Atlantic. Appropriately, it dominates
the Women's Lounge. The mural was created by a new method in which vari-colored
glazes are air-brushed upon clear glass, and
then fused at a temperature of 1200 degrees
Fahrenheit. On the left is shown New York's
skyline, on the right is a lighthouse on the
Irish coast. Curved and straight lines indicate the sky, and there, high above conventionalizeda waves,
flies "Lady
Almost like
cathedral,
the Lindy."
theatre boasts
other "bays." In the Grand Lounge there is
a panel entitled "Sports," in which scenes
of fishing, golfing, hunting, bathing, boating, tennis, racing, and half-dozen other American activities are skillfull}' blended in
splendid pictorial composition. This panel,
like almost everything in the theatre, was
made by a new process in mural decoration.
The most impressive of the decorati\'e
metal plaques, forming a part of the extensive ornamentation of the theatre, is the
brilliantly colored metal and enamel piece
eighteen feet wide and thirty-five feet long,
showing radio and television encompassing
the earth. Television, you'll note! One
speculates on just how long it will be before
those "motion pictures of the future" become entertainment facts within the grasp
of the multitude, as our own movies and
radio are to-day.
Meantime, it is no more possible to describe the playhouse in cold type than it
would be to conjure up the loveliness of the
rare gems piled in glamourous array among
the Crown Jewels in the Tower of London
by reading a catalog. It was Samuel Rothafel's purpose to create a theatre for the motion picture that would mark a radical departure too
from theusual.
ornateHe "palace"
become all
has been that
able has
to
create from a chaos of steel, gold, silver, mahogany, chromium, bakelite, bronze, brick
and glass, a thing of rich, warm, restful
beauty. Restrained, yet modern. Colorful,
yet simple.
Yes, surely, when you come down to New
York town, you'll find something new under
the sun. New, yet built for the ages. Rockefeller Center, wonder of the world, with Radio City for its heart, and "Roxy" for its
soul. A monument to Americanism. A success story in marble. The gift to the multitudes from Samuel Lionel Rothafel, the
Stillwater, Minnesota, boy who made good
in the Big City!

no revealing outlines . . .
but the same thickness,
the same protective area

the new

Phantom
Kotex
SANITARY

NAPKIN

(U. S. Pat. No. 1,857,854)

YOU

WANT to eliminate those telltale outlines. Yet you must have safe,
certain, sanitary protection. And that
. . . exactly that ... is what the new
Phantom Kotex gives you.
For this new design flattens and
tapers the ends of your protection so
that it fits without the tiniest revealing wrinkle, yet the protective thickness isidentically the same.
Kotex features retained
This new Phantom Kotex is in every
way as effective as the Kotex you
know. Soft, even after hours of use ;
wonderfully absorbent ; disposable.
In hospitals alone more than 24
million Kotex pads were used last year.
This improved Kotex is brought
you at no increase in price. Never in
its history has Kotex cost you so little!
Do not be confused. Other sanitary
pads calling themselves form- fitting
are in no sense the same as the
New Phantom Kotex, U. S. Pat. No.
1,857,854.
For your protection, each end of this
new Phantom Kotex is now plainly
stamped "Kotex." It is on sale at all
drug, dry goods and department stores.
Also in vending cabinets through the
West Disinfecting Company.
HOW
SHALL
I TELL
MY DAUGHTER?
Many a mother wonders. Now you simply
hand your daughter the story booklet entitled,
"Marjorie May's Twelfth Birthday." For free
copy, address Mary Pauline Callender, care of
Kotex Company, Room 2155A, 180 North
Michigan Avenue, Chicago.

Note ! Phantom Kotex has the same thickness, the same protective area with the
added advantage of tapered ends.

Copyright. 193.3. Kotex Company
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Tip-Offs On The Talkies

"CHARMING
EXCEPT FOR HER
RED DISHPAN HANDS"

What They re About — And How Good They Are
By J. E. R.
Afraid to Talk — Another high-tension expose picture— with the third degree and gangsters in politics
the subjects, and Eric Linden and Sidney Fox the
dramatic young victims of both (Univ.).

what a pity she
_

inexpensive
doesn't knowbeauty
our
treatment"

Air Mail — An aviation thriller that is a thriller,
featuring
Ralph
Bellamy
Pat their
O'Brienbattles
as a couple
of daredevil
rivals,
who and
forget
when
"the mail has to go through" (Univ.).
Amazon Head Hunters — Startlingly unusual
travelogue, jammed with action — and with a theme
that competes nobly with the best of the horror picby the(Principal).
Marquis de Wavrin's expedition up tures.
the Filmed
Amazon
The Big Broadcast — ^.\ comedy romance revolving
around Biiig Crosby, Stuart Erwin and a radio
station, where many of the radio stars of the day do
their well-known stuff. Amusing, but it drags a
bit (Par.).
Tlie Big Stampede — Warner Brothers, going in for
Westerns and developing John Wayne as a star,
present him in a good routine ranch drama, with a
spectacular stampede for its highlight (W.B.).
Blame the Woman — .\n English-made comedy,
featuring Adolphe Menjou and Claude .\llister as a
couple of smooth crooks who are outwitted at their
own game
pretty Benita Hume. Clicks at intervals by
(Principal).
Breach of Promise — Mae Clarke sues Chester
Morris, candidate for Senator, for breach of promise
—Wide).
and the developments are both unusual and dramatic, with an ending out of the ordinary (World
Cabin in the Cotton — Richard Barthelmess, still
playing
po' white
doesn't
know whether
he
wants toa become
richboy,
or not
— or whether
he wants
poor Dorothy .Jordan or wealthy Bette Davis. It
never attains suspense, somehow (F.N.).
The Conquerors — An ambitious panorama of
American life, on the order of "Cimarron," detailing
the courage of two t.\-pical Americans — Richard Dix
and Ann Harding — in a series of national crises.
Dramatic and colorful (RKO).

I was lurious
fi
at Iirst am/^e^
. . . well, my curiosity got the better
of me. I heard these women saying
that tliey did all their own work, too,
but they kept their hands daintily
white by using Lux in the dishpan!
"Of course I've always used Lux
for fine things. Next day I started
right in using it for dishes, too.
"In a few days all that dishpan
redness had disappeared ! Lux doesn't
dry my skin as ordinary soaps do. Its
quick suds get dishes clean in no time.
Since a big box of Lux does my dishes
for a month, it's the most inexpensive
beauty care I ever heard of."

Lux

for diskes
wveu/ Aofws
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Evenings for Sale — A fluffy romantic comedy about
a gigolo (Herbert Marshall) who wins cute Sari
Maritza after he gets a new job. If it weren't for
the
much clever
(Par.).Marshall and Maritza, it wouldn't be
Faithless— Tallulah Bankhead, still "The Misunderstood Wife," proves to the satisfaction of
Robert Montgomery and everyone else that she
loves him — even if there is a depression. Well-acted,
but a bit sordid (M-G-M).
False Faces — Don't have your face lifted until you
see Lowell Sherman in this deft expose of a plastic
surgeon who is working a racket on feminine vanity.
It packs a punch (World Wide).
The Girl from Calgary — Fifi Dorsay, playing a
peppy French-Canadian (which she realh' is), finds
fame as a showgirl and then learns that fame isn't
everything. Skims the surface of emotions (Monogram).
The
Westfights
— George
O'Brien,
first believing
he is Golden
an Indian,
on their
side; then,
learning
differently, he fights against them. .\u elaborate,
fast-moving Zane Grey Western (Fox).
He Learned about Women — Good, clean fun. in
which Stuart Ern-in, as a millionaire bookworm,
hires Alison Skipworth and Susan Fleming to teach
him the ways of the world. Marie Dressier had
better watch out for Alison Skipworth (Par.).
Her Mad Night — Ktx implausible melodrama on the
mother-love theme, with Irene Rich willingly heading
for the electric chair for a shooting her daughter
(Mary Carlisle) committed (Mayfair).

Kongo — Walter Huston, as a crippled, bitter madman, frightens Virginia Bruce and some cannibals,
with only Lupe Velez to cheer him. .^ would-be
horror
picture, in which there's more hokum than
horror (M-G-M).
Little Orphan Annie — ^The famous comic-strip
youngster comes to life on the screen in the person
of a platinum-haired Mitzi Green, who has cute little
Buster Phelps and crotchety May Robson to help
her. The youngsters should go for it in a big way
(RKO).
Maedchen in Uniform ("Girls in Uniform") — A
German talkie with English subtitles — -and one of
the year's best in any language. .\ tense, very real
and memorable study of young girls — particularly
one motherless girl — in a strict Prussian academy
(Krinisky-Cochran).
Magic Night — ^Jack Buchanan, who was Jeanette
MacDonald's leading man in "Monte Carlo," more
or less wastes his talents on an English-made musical
romance laid in the Vienna of 1914 (U.A.).
Man Against Woman — .Jack Holt, as a private
detective whose specialty is shadowing indiscriminate
women, meets his match in newcomer Lillian Miles.
Good melodrama (Col.).
Manhattan Tower — K tangle of melodramatic life
in a skyscraper, featuring Mary Brian, Irene Rich,
James Hall and Hale Hamilton. A faint echo of
".\merican Madness" and "Skyscraper Souls"
(Remington).
The Mask of Fu Manchu — ^.\ horror picture par
excellence, Oriental variety — with slant-eyed Myrna
Loy luring young men like Charles Starrett into
torture chambers presided over by Boris Karloff,
who wears a mask of Oriental make-up (M-G-M).
Men of America — When racketeers go a bit too far.
Bill Boyd and Chic Sale take the law in their own
hands, as the pioneers used to do. Melodrama with
a capital "M," and a healthy dash of comedy (RKO).
The Monkey's Paw — Whoever owns this sinister
paw will be granted three wishes, but each will be
accompanied by disaster. A horror tale with an
ending that lets you down, featuring Bramwell
Fletcher and C. Aubrey Smith (RKO).
Night After Night — George Raft attains stardom
in a peppy, but otherwise conmionplace gangster
picture, in which George runs a speakeasy and falls
in love with a society girl (Constance Cummings).
Newcomer Mae West almost steals the picture
(Par.).
No More Orchids — The orchidaceous Carole Lombard plays a rich girl who wants to marry a poor boy
(Lyle Talbot) instead of a prince (Jameson 'Thomas)
— and the happenings are gayer and more suspenseful than you'd expect (Col.).
The Old Dark House — .\ night in a house of horror,
presided over by a mysterious old lady and her
hideous deaf-mute butler, who happens to be Boris
Karloff. Guaranteed to raise gooseflesh (Univ.).
One-Way Passage — A fugitive murderer (William
Powell) and a society girl with heart trouble (Kay
Francis) keep death waiting while they find love.
k poignant love story, beautifully acted, and marred
only by a little too much side comedy (W.B.).
Payment Deferred — Something new in horror tales,
being a graphic insight into the horror of conscience,
with sensational Charles Laughton as the unde(M-G-M).tected murderer. A picture you'll remember
Penguin Pool Murder — Murder mystery in an
aquarium, which is solved by eccentric Edna May
Oliver and hard-boiled James Gleason. Their comedy
makes(RKO).
up for the lack of suspense in this uncanny
film

Hot Saturday — Nancy Carroll has to battle a
scandal after spending an innocent afternoon with
that man-about-town. Cary Grant. An old story is
given a new lease on life (Par.).

Rackety Rax — Gangster Victor McLaglen buys a
bankrupt college so that his gang can have a place to
sleep and play football. Deliriously rough satire of
college football, but not so delirious as the book

I Am a Fugitive from a Chain Gang — ^One of the
most powerful pictures ever produced, with Paul
Muni a victim not only of a miscarriage of justice,
but of a brutal prison system. It will put you on the
edge of your seat and wring your heart out, besides
(W.B.).

Rain
(Fox). — Sadie Thompson again meets the missionary
whose passion for religion is something else in disguise. The story, now familiar, lacks suspense, and
Joan Crawford, though vivid, just isn't Sadie, somehow. W'alter Huston steals the picture (U..\.).

Kameradschaft ("Comradeship")— A powerful
German picture with English subtitles — about a
disaster in a French mine near the German border,
and the rescue efforts by the formerly hostile Germans. The suspense is terrific, the photography
spectacular (."Vss. Cinemas).

Red Dust — Clark Gable has "menace" again as an
engineer
in Indo-China
goes Harlow
after another
man'sa
wife (Mary
.\stor), andwhoJean
steps into
boisterous role as the girl who gets in hia way. Rapid-fire comedy drama, with Jean galloping away with
the picture (M-G-M).

Scarlet Dawn — Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., a young
nobleman, marries a peasant (Nancy Carroll) and
escapes from the Soviets in a melodrama that has
suspense and a memorable ending (W.B.).
Sherlock
modernized
old
Sherlock andHolmes
made —theThey've
crimes he
solves bothgood,
modern
and high-powered, with a result that is highly satisfactory. Clive Brook is an excellent Sherlock,
Ernest Torrence an exciting villain (Fox).
The
Sign of the
Cross under
— Cecil Nero
De Mille's
version
of
the downfall
of Rome
and the
rise of
Christianity. .Melodrama on a spectacular scale,
boasting such stellar lights as Fredric March,
Claudette Colbert, Elissa Landi and Charles Laughton, who steals another picture (Par.).
Silver Dollar — Edward G. Robinson's best picture
— a colorful, vivid drama of a pioneer who found
power in the magic metal, silver, and then lost it. He
has two leading women — .\line MacMahon and Bebe
Daniels (F.N.).
Six Hours to Live — Fantastic and unusual melodrama, in which Warner Baxter, like the Biblical
Lazarus, is briefly brought back from the dead — and
straightens out some interesting tangles. Baxter is
so convincing it almost seems possible (Fox).
Speed Demon — William CoUier, Jr., takes up
speedboat racing in an action thriller that is built
along the lines of a serial. The youngsters will probably eat it up (Col.).
Sport Parade — After graduating, Joel McCrea decides to cash in on his college football fame and
touches the fringes of racketeering, even trying to
steal Marian Marsh away from his pal, William
Gargan. MUd melodrama (RKO).
Strange Interlude — Eugene O'Neills powerful
stud}' of a woman whose ideals get in the way of her
happiness loses some of its ironic force on the screen
— but it stiU is unusual. Norma Shearer and Clark
Gable are the frustrated lovers (M-G-M).
Tess of the Storm Country — The talkie version of
Mary but
Pickford's
greatwhohit,risks
with losing
Janet the
Gaynor
fiery,
sweet girl
love as
of the
the
rich man's
son (Fox).
(Charles Farrell). Good, old-fashioned romance
They Call It Sin — Loretta Young travels from a
smaU
city and
almost Alets
the city's
whirl town
cheat tohera big
of real
romance.
letdown
for
Loretta after "Life Begins" (F.N.).
Three on a Match — Three school chums — Ann
Dvorak, Joan Blondell and Bette Davis — meet
again after ten years, with Warren William the
magnet. Good melodrama, with Dvorak arousing
your emotions (F.N.).
Too Busy to Work — As Juhilo, a tramp. Will
Rogers is too busy looking for the man who stole his
wife to think of work. A homely, human comedy
drama — with Will not talking politics at all (Fox).
Trailing the Killer — The newest animal thriller — •
with an amazing wolf-dog tracking down the panthermurderer of a rancher's sheep. You won't forget
the fight between the two, or the dog's battle with
a big snake (World Wide).
Trouble in Paradise — A brilliant, scintillating
Lubitsch comedy about a romantic triangle that
consists of a suave crook (Herbert Marshall), his
pickpocket sweetheart (Miriam Hopkins), and the
wealthy widow who hires him as a secretary (Kay
Francis). Just the thing for that frivolous mood
(Par.).
The Unwritten Law — A hodge-podge of murdermystery melodrama, with Hollywood as its setting.
Hard to take seriously, even with Lew Cody, Skeets
Gallagher and Mary Brian in the cast (Majestic).
Uptown New York — A colorful little dramatic
comedy laid in New York (for no special reason), revolving around Jack Oakie as a brightly ambitious
lad who is dumb about love. Some good situations,
and some good comedy (World Wide).
Washington Merry-Go-Round — It lifts the lid
off the slightly soiled game of politics — showing the
almost futile efforts of a somewhat dumb, but honest
Congressman (Lee Tracy) to remain honest. Bitingly amusing melodrama, with Tracy plus perfect
(Col.).
With Williamson under the Sea — A
novelty in|which a famous explorer takes
to the bottom of the sea, where strange
live and battle. More educational than
(Principal).

pictorial
you down
creatures
dramatic

You Said a Mouthful — One of Joe E. Brown's
funniest — in which he is mistaken for a famous
swimmer, and is forced into a big meet, though
deathly afraid of the water. Go prepared to get
hysterical.
of "Our Gang" fame, is also a
big
help (F.N.)Farina,
.

Now $1 equals $3
in fighting colds
PEPSODENT ANTISEPTIC is 3 times as powerful
as other leading mouth antiseptics. Hence it goes 3
times as far. And whether you buy the 25cy 50c, or $1
size, you still get 3 times as much for your money.
You may be trying to save money.
But instead of saving it you're losing
it if you don't know the difference between the two kinds of mouth antiseptics
on the market. One kind must be used
full strength to be effective — that means
"if you add water, it won't kill germs."
Pepsodent CAN be diluted
But the other kind — Pepsodent Antiseptic
— is powerful enough to be diluted with
2 parts of water and still kill germs in
less than 10 seconds — yet Pepsodent is
absolutely safe when used full strength.
Pepsodent Antiseptic is at least three
times as powerful as other leading
mouth antiseptics. Hence it goes
three times as far — gives you three
times as much for your money — and
gives you extra protection against stubborn sore throat colds, unpleasant

breath, and all kinds of germ infections.
When choosing your mouth antiseptic,
be sure you choose the one that, even
when diluted with water, still kills
germs ! The other kind costs more . . .
either in money or in health. Insist on
Pepsodent Antiseptic — and be safe!

IMPURE

BREATH

(Halitosis)

The amazing result 3 of Pepsodent Antiseptic in fighting sore throat colds prove
its effectiveness in checking Bad Breath
(Halitosis).

Some of tiie SO different uses for
tfiis modern Cuts
antiseptic
and
Sore Throat Colds
Head Colds
Smoker's Throat
Bad Breath
Mouth Irritations
Irritations of the
Gums
After Extractions
After Shaving

Abrasions

Chapped Hands
Dandruff
Skin Irritations
Checks Under-Arm
Perspiration Odor
"Athlete's Foot"
Tired, Aching Feet

Pepsodent Antiseptic
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The Hollywood Frivolities of 1932
{Continued jrom page 2g)
tt

OH PROMISE ME

)»

The "engagement" rumors about James
Dunn, and the girls who shyly admitted
them.
George M. Cohan's broadside at Hollywood upon his return to New York.
The romance rumors about Prince von
und zu Lichtenstein and several screen
sirens.
The glorious folly of Arline Judge, Helen
Twelvetrees and others in interrupting
their careers to ha\'e children.

Oh, for a Good Old Divorce!
THE folly of all these friendly Renovations. This is carrying civilization
too far. We are all for a good old-fashioned
"row" with opprobrious epithets and red
recriminations and a fight that rings 'round
the world. George Bernard .Shaw once
said that to strike a child in good temper and
cold blood should be neither forgiven nor
forgotten by the offended child. We feel
that way about divorces.
The folly of Buster Keaton's giving
Natalie Talmadge a >'acht. They had a
quarrel aboard it, and she sold it and got a
divorce.
a "land
(a Buster
luxuriousKeaton
$50,000buying
bus) and
dressingyacht"
as an
admiral.
Lita Grey Chaplin's folly in attempting
to place her very small sons on the \ery

tdlceep that XjmihfuJJIm
now unfriendly is winter weatfier to your skin?
Does merciless cold and wind make it dry, chapped
and rough? These blemishes speed the advance
of age 1
Italian Balm, the original skin softener, preserves
the fresh quality of youth in skin texture and
coloring.
Invented over 30 years ago, by an internationally-known skin specialist, Italian Balm so widely
won Canadian women that it is the largest selling,
year-round skin protector in the Dominion. Offered
in the United States only a few years ago, its popularity hos spread coast-to-coast.
No Irritating bleaches; no caustic astringents.
Only S% alcohol; cannot 6ry the skin. In 35c, 60c
and $1 bottles — at drug and department stores.

skin
SKIN

soft
SOFTENER

Sparkling fresh in a green and white,
cellophane- wrapped package, Italian
Balm greets you this seoson in a fashionable new carton and bottle.

J.

TUNE IN —Monday Nights, "Fu Manchu' mystery dramas, Columbia network; Friday nights "First Nighter"
plays, N. B. C. coast-to-coast.
CAMPANA

CORPORATION,

^7j^£
2512 Lincoln Highway, Batavia, Illinois.
Gentlemen: Please send me a VANITY-SIZE bottle
of Compana's Italian Balm — FREE
Name_

ond

postpaid.

Street.
State

City_
If you live in Canada
Corporation, Ltd.,
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than a murder-mob or a ghoul's livelihood.
\\'orse than folly. I calls it. to exploit the
too-real abnormalities of the Potter's shaking hand.

Waves

THE

ITALIAN
BALM
jINal
ORIGINAL

"Scarface."
The press
Goldwyn-Colman
legal fisticuffs, if
any. Hard to determine as to where the
frivolity lies — on Sam's doorstep or Ronnie's. Probably belongs in the patio of the
publicity gentleman who let his fountain
pen elope with his good judgment.
"Freaks" — that picture that was sadder
than a funeral oration and more morbid

Those Funny Economy

QaAnhxxAvaX

THE

large screen.
WH\'?
They ha\e
their
bread
buttered
and their
kiddie-kars
bought and paid for. Let them play, not
work, says Chaplin — and the papas and
mamas of Hollywood who can afford to do
so, agree.
Yes, the folly of aU movie mothers with
little, precocious Edgars and Edwinas
bringing home the bacon.
The folly of the censors in trying to sup-

r request to Campar
onia Road, Toronto

Great Economy Wa\e which operated, in one instance, by the reduction
of stenographers' salaries by se\en cents a
week. This in one of the major studios.
The Great Economy Wave which passes
right over the follies of such producers as
the one who ordered a well-known writer to
do a script, paid him $68,000 for the job,
and then forgot to file the script or to pay
any further attention to it.
Lilyan Tashman's straw evening coat.
I mean, will they be wearing fish-scale thingumbobs next?
Lilyan Tashman's all-white house, even
the window drapes of damask tablecloth.
Rugs,
walls, chairs and plumbing fixtures —
all
white.
Garho.
Garbo's comings and goings, stayings or
returnings. Garbo's sensational "evasions"
of the Press. Evasions? No hunter, stalking big game, ever trapped a black panther
so successfully as Garbo traps the Press and
GETS HER COPY!
Mae West's folly in wearing $16,000 in
diamonds — and not hiring a bodyguard.
What if the robber had hit her over the
head?
The rumor that Marion Davies may play
the role of Elizabeth Barrett in "The Bar-

retts of Wimpole Street." Marion is a swell
trouper and has her place in the sun where
the sun spots are brightest. But oh, her
place is not on Wimpole Street nor her role
that
Barrett!of the invalid and subtle Elizabeth
While on the subject — the folly of the
producers who did not shanghai Katharine
Cornell when she was playing "The Barretts" on the stage out here and place her
forcibly upon a set.
The boobery of presenting Wally Beery
as the Great Garbo at the premiere of
"Grand Hotel." That little frivolity did a
fiim-flam in the coldest icebox of a house
I ever parked in.

Where Garbo Sought Peace!
GARBO,ers, who
supposed
detest
writthinkingis of
going totothe
Island
of
Majorca, a writers' colony, for a rest.
The ex-wife who sued Helen Hayes for
alienation
Charlie
MacArthur's
tions, after of
Helen
and Charlie
had been affecman
and wife and mother and father for four
Connie Bennett's rumored Blessed Event.
The von Sternberg attendance at a bullyears. fight in Mexico City, where the bull of the
moment was dedicated to Josef. Now, isn't
that a bully fri\-olity?
The stars who wail about the stories written about them and never raise even private
hosannas of thanks for the protection accorded them, for the picket fences of fountain pens and the moats of friendly ink.
The folly of the quarrel between James
Cagney and his bosses, which kept him off
the screen for several months.
The folly that some producer does not
team Zasu Pitts and Lucien Littlefield — two
simple, wistful souls to provoke kind
laughter.
Colleen Moore's contract at M-G-M at a
reported salary of $2,500 weekly — and nary
a camera turned on her and nary a story in
sight, so far as we know at this writing. Did
you say Depression? Or Economy? Don't
be silly — you've been reading again.
Barthelmess playing nineteen-year-olds —
still. I mean, a feller must temper the story
to the waistline, and the Barthelmess charm
and dignity of to-day must not be perpetually sacrificed to his vanished Yesterdays.
We're all in the same blighty boat. We
can't go on romping about and crying "Aw,
Maw!" forever. Richard, this for you.

Ann's Career Can Wait
marriage
to Leslie
knew
Dvorak's
of Ann She
folly Fenton.
splendid
THE
that he was, and is, an adventurer; that he
would rather sail the China Seas in a junk
than make heaps of money in Hollywood.
And now she has gone adventuring with
him, and is that a folly or is it not? You
The Panther \A'oman Contest. When you
think of some 60,000 little housewives all
over the land (there were that many photographs received at Paramount) going pantherish in their looks and probably in their
actions, you will certainly accord this folly
tell—
an And
orchestra
seat —the Lion Man Contest. A
then came
search for a jungle gentleman a la WeissmuUer to play in Paramount's " King of the
Jungle,"
soon to
filmed.
all the
little Babbitts
andbeshoe
clerksImagine
and husbands
and other downtrodden males rearing" their
manes and going leonine on us — frightening
the baby out of his wits and, possibly, the
creditors off the doorsteps. Not such a folly
at that, with consequences weighed.
The folly of John Gilbert's refusal to see
the Press, to give utterance to syllables.
Which is said to have contributed largely to

the public's sort of losing contact with
John. But John's changing to fascinating villain in "Downstairs" was no folly — 'twas
the cleverest transformation of the year.
The von Sternberg- Paramount fisticuffs
and walk-outs over the "Blonde \enus"
story —he and
statement
to the ineffect
that
wouldvon's
return
to Paramount
the
interests of Miss Dietrich's career and that
the principle of the case could be dealt with
at some later time.
The folly of even temporarily hiding the
famous Dietrich legs. . . .

^

1.

Virginia (bride of John Gilbert) Bruce's
voluntary retirement from the screen. A
professional folly but, we feel, a personal
triumph. For, though her career, so splendidly started, may be gone, her marriage
has a fifty per cent better chance of going
on.
The rumor that all is not well with the
Swanson-Farmer marriage. This sort of
thing cannot continue for indefinite husbands—

WOA' r PUT IN ANOTHER. MISERABLE EVENING
LIKE LAST NIGHT.
ALL THE OTHER GIRLS
DANCING

—

ENJOYING

HAD TO SIT AND WATCH
CORA CARTER . MAYBE

THEMSELVES

—AND

I

. . . I'LL WRITE
TO
SH£ CAN HELP ME

A Thought for Tarzan
THE Bobbe Arnst-Johnny Weissmuller
divorce. Your folly, it seems to us, Mr.
Weissmuller, beggin' your pardon, sir, for
speakin' of our minds. We mean, you know,
that genuine love does not grow on the date
palms of Hollywood any too often. Think
that over. It has a kernel of wisdom.
The intelligent frivolity of the Laemmles
in proving that Hollywood CAN laugh at
itself, by producing "Once in a Lifetime."
The folly of not making more pictures
such as "Smilin' Through" — the loveliest
weave of silver tears and golden laughter
ever shuttled and spun in a talkie studio.

4.

The Norma
pity of Shearers
it that theand
world
doesn't
have
more
Leslie
Howards
and Fredric Marchs and O. P. Heggies — as
they were in "Smilin' Through." They
made the human race seem a beautiful,
worth while thing —
The continued absence of William S.
Hart from the screen. (See Hollywood
Follies of 1930 and 1931.)
The Rudy Vallee-Fay Webb near-divorce.
The rumor that it was all for publicity — the
folks are getting just too skittish about
divorce.

IMAGINE
THAT

HER SUGGESTING
/ COULD BE

GUILTY

OF ■"B.C.'

THESE LIFEBUOY BATHS ARE SO
MUCH MORE REFRESHING. MY
COMPLEXION HAS IMPROVED, TOO.

WELL, THERE'S NO HARM
IN PLAYING SAFE. WHY

I'LL NEVER

DON'T YOU USE LIFEBUOY?
I DO, AND NEVER HAVE TO

WORRY

USE ANYTHING

ELSE

ABOUt"b.O.*

Lina Basquette's hiding her marriage to
Teddy Hayes until she got a divorce. The
rumors of Lina's "engagement" to Jack
Dempsey.
Those stars (may they bless me, I'll keep
'em nameless) who have had the corners of
their eyes slit so that their lamps may so
shine.
The producers who will not give Betty
(Queen of Sheba) Blythe a chance to spangle
again. She even offered to play the Cross in
De Mille's "The Sign of the Cross." And
we can guarantee that it would not have
been a wooden performance.
The magnanimous folly of Cecil De Mille
in making a million-dollar spectacle in a
year of depression, and giving thousands of
people work in it.
Claudette Colbert's milk bath in "Sign of
the Cross." Claudette and Norman Foster
taking separate houses to remain happily
married.
Some of the parts assigned to Clark Gable
— the roles of ministers and white-haired,
philosophical gentlemen. The mighty would
not fall if they were not knocked down by
the barbs and arrows of outrageous castingGary Cooper's wardrobe for his monkey,
"Toluca."
The tree is bare. We've picked the last
folly from the branches and the very twigs
are bare. But if we've missed a few, let 'em
hang and ripen for another year.
And remember, this is all in good, clean,
soaped and rinsed FUN.

5.

always
ringing \
Now her
telephone's

You CAN'T attract
if "B.O." offends
(body odor)

GOOD

[Lifebuou ended B.O")

looks, radiant smile, pleasing personality— they're all forgotten the minute
people
notice
about"B.O.
' ' (body
odor) 1 Play safeyou're
— bathecareless
regularlywith
Lifebuoy.
You can tell by its pleasant, quickly-vanishing,
extra-clean scent that Lifebuoy is no ordinary
toilet soap. Its rich, hygienic lather purifies
and deodorizes pores — eflfectively stops "B.O."
Great for the complexion
Lifebuoy's
bland, away
creamy lather is kind to the
skin. Cleanses
pore- deep impurities
— makes complexions
bloom with health.
Adopt Lifebuoy today.
A PRODUCT

OF LEVER BROTHERS

CO,
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How Sari Maritza Was Made a Star
{Continued jrom page 57)
character, I'm afraid. But she tries to make
up for that. She sees that I do my exercises
and stick to my diet. She diets with me, and
when I eat things I shouldn't, she makes me
feel such a weak character that I don't do it
very often."
But Sari Stays Serene
WITH
a little crooked smile that didn't
indicate any great distress. Sari contemplated her own frailties. Sari is gentle
and soft and patient and somewhat wistful.
Her quiet, delicate manner suggests someone to whom the theatrical profession is

Jgok totkeStaJiL
for hairdress perfection
WTARS of the screen
and beautiful society leaders everywhere
accept the dictates of fashionable beauty
salons where only the finest hairdress accessories are used. Here, HOLD-BOBS are
the inevitable rule! . . . because these famous bob pins will keep any coiffure more
beautiful-looking a longertime. HOLD-BOBS
have small, round heads that do not show
in the hair. ..and the flexible, tapered legs,
one side crimped, hold the hair securely
in place whether it is bobbed, long or
"in-between". . . the ends of HOLD-BOBS
are smooth and non-scratching. HOLDBOBS come in colors to match all types of
beauty. Use HOLD-BOBS, always, either the
straight style or the new curved shape
style which has so quickly won favor in
New York and Hollywood — and be assured of a more beautiful coiffure.
MAIL

COUPON

FRFF
riMit

FOR
<?IIPPI y
JUrrU/

Writetodaylorsample
card of HOLD-BOBS
(jp^^ify color) _ and
new booklet "The
Quest for
FREE..
.sendBeauty".
coupon.. .
Goldand silver Metal
Foil cards identify
HOLD-BOBS everywfiere . . . made in all
sizes to meet every
requiremen t. Also
sold under these
brand names: BOBETTES, CLIP-PERETTESandLOX-THELOCKS.

Made Only by
THE HUMP
HAIRPIN
MFG.
COMPANY
(Division of Chain Store Products Corporation)
So! H. Goldberg, President
1918-36 Prairie Avenue Dept. C-2, Chicago, III.
The Hump Hairpin Mfg. Co. oF Canada, Ltd.
St. Hyacinthe, P. Q., Canada
Straight Style HOLD-BOB

Curved Shape Style
CopyriBht 1933 by The Hump

Hairpin Mfg. Company

The Hump Hairpin Mfg. Co.
Dept M-S, Chicago, III.
Please send me free sanjple card of HOLD-BOBS
and the new booklet "The Quest for Beauty."
Name-

Address..

City

a Blonde
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D Gray

State-—

D Brunette

D Gold

very
and defined
foreign.face
X'ivyan
is forceful,
with anew
sharply
and personality,
and a worldh^ wisdom that Sari couldn't
hope to match. X'ivyan goes around at
present with no less a lady-killer than
Randolph Scott, that blue-eyed and slowmoving
X'irginian.
Once in
the they
two
girls have
double dates,
butawhile
usually
leave each other's social lives alone. Their
friendship is chiefly in the home and in
business.
N'ivyan attends to all Sari's business affairs, and is not merely a go-between, but
complete mistress of the situation. She
makes all the decisions, and Sari accepts
her judgment without question.
"I know nothing about business myself,"
Sari
protested,
"andwell
\'i\->^an
girl.1
She has
done very
for meis asosmart
far and
trust her completely. For instance, she got
me a very good contract with Paramount —
including a lot of things the studio afterwards wished they hadn't agreed upon.
"I can't bear to talk about money. \"iv>an is harder than I, and much cleverer.
And she's a very good story-teller, which I
Story-telling is one of Miss Gaye's most
am not." characteristics, for if she hadn't
important
been
a good
story-teller
Sari knows
wouldn'tby benowin
pictures
at all.
Everyone
that Sari Maritza isn't Sari's real name,
that she is English and not Hungarian, and
that far from being the experienced European actress she was painted, she was a
completely green schoolgirl who hadn't even
done much in the way of high-school
dramatics. All tales from the fertile and
probably expensive imagination of Miss
Gaye.

Bluffed Her Way to Fame
MAYBE
youanddon't
know thesister
storywereof
how Sari
her younger
languishing in the South of France one
winter when Sari — or Pat, as she then was —
began to have a yearning to be a movie star.
Since leaving her birthplace in China at the
age of twelve, she had never done anything
but go to school and travel around, and
hadn't the remotest idea what to do about
becoming a star. But in her vague little
way she began telling people about her
ambitions, and somebody suggested a girl
in London who could help her out.
That was
X'ivyan
She studios,
had been the
in
pictures
a little,
and Gaye.
knew the
producers and the press-agents — in short,
the ropes. She was intrigued with the idea
of making Sari an actress, so she cooked up
the amazing hoax that put Maritza across
as a star, in spite of the fact that she
couldn't
heard of. act, knew nobody, and was un-

First they chose a nice Hungarian name.
(They put together two of the titles of
X'iennese operettas, "Sari" and "The Countess Maritza.") Sari practised an accent to
go with it. \'ivyan selected a past for her,
including a good deal of starring experience
on the Continent, in pictures th^t couldn't
possibly be checked up.
Then she was led around to various influential persons who advised her in a
fatherly manner that if she wanted to get
anywhere in pictures she would have to
overcome that accent.
"So in a week I learned to speak perfect
English, and was considered a very clever
Proving the power of a good story, .Sari —
whose name
pronounced
"Shar-ee"
— '
became
a staris almost
at once,
in such
British and German productions as "Bed
and Breakfast," "No Lady" and "Monte
Carlo Madness." And that led to Hollywood, where she is just beginning to feel
her inexperience.

Finds Acting Isn't Easy
I'MButstudying,
trying
act.
speakingandlines
is to
so learn
hard.to You
girl."
practise them
but of
it'sthe
so
different
when with
you the
getcoach,
in front
Maritza hasn't found Hollywood a very
happy place, anyway. First they put her
microphone."
in a picture called "Forgotten Commandwhich was enough to depress any
ambitious ments,"
girl.
Then people complained that her ankles
were too thick and her figure too dumpy,
an accusation which Maritza answered by
going to Jim, Paramount's wizard masseur,
for six months and being completely remodeled to meet all requirements. If you
don't think this can be done, .compare the
Maritza of "Forgotten Commandments"
with the new Maritza of "Evenings for
Next a former landlady sued her and
\"ivyan, "most unjustly," for $1,700 damages to the furniture of an apartment they
had occupied, charging that they had
burned holes in the rugs and broken off the
legs
of chairs and generally behaved like
.Sale."
Laurel and Hardy. That was almost more
than Sari, who had never even given a
party, could bear.
"Of course, I realize it's not fair to judge
America by Hollywood," she says charitably. "Here people are not aware that
anything exists outside of pictures, and the
worst
you one
can'tplace
get away.
I've ne%'er
stayedof init isany
more than
four
months since I left China, and always in
hotels.
my first house."
PatientThisandis resigned
in her mild way is
Sari. She has her limp little Pomeranian,
which remains any way you put him with
the most accommodating affection. And
her wire-haired terrier, and her house, and
her manager, and her masseur. But though
she should be cooing with domesticity and
thrilling over every piece of furniture in her
first home, she is secretly longing to be in
some uncomfortable hotel with that temporary feeling that is the breath of life to
veteran travelers. Maybe the traveling
urge is what won her the feminine lead in
"Luxury Liner," in which George Brent
will be her leading man and the recently
returned Alice White will be her rival.

Sari Maritza is one of those exotic movie girls whose clothes are likely
to be dazzling. Sooner or later, she is bound to be mentioned in Motion
Picture's new and original feature — Marilyn's Clothes Gossip from Hollywood (the place that sets the styles these days). Keep up with Marilyn,
and you will keep up with all the newest and cleverest fashions!

'Tm Leaving, But TU
Be Back'*
(Continued
from page jj)
have to realize the circumstances under
which I came back to America to make
films.
"I am an American, but my fame was in
England. London toasted me; England
hailed me as one of its greatest stars. Vou
know that. You saw me there. I was a
popular actress in London because I always
found plays that suited my temperament,
parts in which I believed.
"Really, my journey to New York o\er
a year ago with a starring contract in my
bag was almost like the entry of an innocent
immigrant. I had not the slightest idea
just what I was going to do. I knew nothing
about films. I knew nothing of angles and
lights and retakes.
"Most tragic of all, I knew nothing of
film stories. L who could appreciate a play
at first reading, could not fathom the possibilities of a complicated scenario after
hours of study. So when I read the script
of 'Tarnished Lady,' I was powerless to
criticize. They belie\ed it was a good
story, and I had to accept their word for it.
Perhaps it was a good story, but it wasn't
the right story for me. That, I think, has
been the difficulty with all my stories.
"There were many unhappy hours during
the making of 'Tarnished Lady.' We were
working on Long Island, so, naturally, I
was living in New York. And you know
what happens when an actress with a
certain amount of glamour lives in New
York, where every other newspaperman is
a columnist.

Hampered

by Nervousness

"T WAS soon food for the gossip writers.
J. They told all manner of tales about me
— tales ranging from a romance I was supposed to be having with Gary Cooper, who
was working on the lot at that time, to
cabled courtships with peers and princes in
Europe.
"I would not have minded the gossip so
much, had I not been worried by my work.
I was horribly nervous. This new medium,
in which emotions were broken up into so
many feet of film, was proving more trying
to me than the most complicated of my
plays. L who had played before thousands
without the tiniest tremble, was finding that
a few minutes' work before a camera, a
microphone and a few people was a nervewracking ordeal. After the first day I had
all spectators banned from the set.
"Then they showed my film. I remember, I went into the theatre with some
friends one night when 'Tarnished Lady'
was being shown on Broadway. I cried
after the first reel had appeared on the
screen, and long before it was over, I crept
out of the theatre, leaving my friends.
"I saw then what I thought was wrong
with me. I was not used to the lights and
the angles. I had been photographed
wrongly. I resolved that in my next film
I should put that right. I should have resolved to put another thing right, too. I
should have resolved to have a better story
for my next film.
"Then I came out to Hollywood. Immediately, the gossips' stories broke out
afresh. A reporter rang me up to ask for
an interview, and ended the conversation by
saying he hoped I was as charming as I
sounded over the wire.
" 'Oh,' I joked, 'I'm every bit as charming. I'm divine!'
"Later his paper, without mentioning the
fact that I had said the words chaffingly
over the telephone, printed this statement:
'" I'm every bit as charming as people think
me. I'm divine," Tallulah Bankhead says.'
(Continued on page 8i)

Most tooth troubles
start in film
VUTHAT is this film that robs us of our
W teeth? A slippery, sticky coating formed
by the mucin in saliva. It stains teeth yellow. It catches bits of food which soon decay.
Yes, but
that's
not all ! Film contains millions of tiny
germs.
Some are rod-shaped, grouped in clusters.
These are decay germs. As they live they
give off enzymes that produce lactic acid.
This lactic acid dissolves tooth enamel just
as other acids eat holes in cloth. Other
germs
are with
linkedpyorrhea.
with "trench mouth"—
still others
"What must I do to fight Him 7"
To fight film use Pepsodent instead of ordinary tooth pastes. Why? Because a tooth
paste is only as good as its poHshing material; not one bit better. The new polishing material in Pepsodent is one of the
great discoveries of the day. Its power to
remove every trace of film stain is revolutionary! Its notable distinction of being
twice as soft as polishing materials in common use has gained wide recognition.
Remember, the one safe way to fight film
is to use the special film-removing tooth
paste— Pepsodent— twice every day and to
see your dentist at least twice a year.

Pepsodent-

See how rapidly film
forms on teeth
These teeth were
absolutely free of
film
m.
At
noonat — 8thea. film
detector* solution
was applied and this
is how they looked.
AtSp.m — thefilm
detector*showsstill
heavier deposits of
film. Two-thirds of
the tooth's surface
is covered.
AtlOp.m — these
same teeth were
bru shed w ith
Pepsodent. Note
howthoroughlyfilm
has been removed.
* A harmless fluid, used
by dentists, which stains
film so that the naked eye

is the special Film-removing tootli paste
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{Continued jro
tendency to be caustic. A little vain, a
to get its own way. It belongs to a naturally
little self-centered. Witty, secretive and
sincere and admirable person — a nice person
to know.
But it has a temper!"
not given to violent emotions."
He found Jean Harlow's mouth a little
John Barrymore's
mouth
"shows
Napoleonic
complex. This
mouth
belongsa
"spoiled," a little superficial, but oh, so
charming! He found it full of temperament
to an aesthete, an artist, a man who has
and not too controlled, but he found in it,
accomplished much in his chosen line. It
shows conceit and wit — and I think he is
too, a shrewd sort of determination — a
character that gets its own way sooner or
something of a Narcissist."
later. A pretty tempestuous person, on the
Lewis Stone's lips reveal "an innate
whole, but fascinating enough to make up
vanity, saved by an excellent sense of
for the storms.
humor. There is sadness in the droop of
the corners, experience in living, a lack of
Confronted with Ramon Novarro's
deep emotions. He is a stern critic of himmouth, Mr. Pogany exclaimed, "Why, it
should belong to a choir boy! It belongs to
self— and a very determined gentleman."
a pure sesthete, talented, artistic and senJanet Gaynor he found to be "a born
sitive. Its owner feels intensely, but does
mother!" A bright person, a gay and lovely
not think or judge very clearly. There is
companion. "There is sweetness here and
consideration
for other people. This is not
something remote and withdrawn about
an intellectual or even a deeply intuitive
him; he is afraid of ugliness — afraid, I
think,
of life!"
Miriam
Hopkins he found to be sad and
quiet — despite her ability' to make other
people laugh. A friendly mouth, with the
feminine characteristics not too marked.
She would not make demands upon a man,
but she would be a grand friend to him.
Gary Cooper's mouth was "almost feminine." Sensitive, artistic, somewhat superficial.
Mae Clarke's mouth is humorous, intelligent, impulsive, a little sad, strong-willed.
"This girl will go far in whatever she chooses
to do! It is a charming mouth."
Maurice Chevalier's mouth shows much
humor, artifice and an underlying sentimentality, which he hides from the world.
It is a vain and ambitious mouth and the
tenseness of the upper lip shows a tendency
to be "close" — almost selfish. "But," Mr.
Pogany concluded, "this man can make
Can he!
people like him!"

Sylvia Afraid Love Is Blind

SNAPSHOT

ENLARGED
SIZE

Have You Lips Like Movie Stars?

Dept.B-683

Chicago, III.

SYL\TA SIDNEY'S mouth was "almost
Oriental in its mystic timidity." She is
generous, a good friend, maternal and affectionate. She is, howe^'er, afraid to give of
herself too much for fear of being hurt.
Norma Shearer's mouth betrayed "a
woman who knows her mind — who goes
strongly after what she wants and who
usually attains it. These lips have been
deliberately falsified by their owner to hide
a crisp and penetrating intelligence, to give
them a soft and clinging femininity that is
not completely natural. A mouth with
charm and poise."
Lionel Barrymore's mouth he called "intelligent, sarcastic — but not as cruel as its
owner could be. He has restrained a natural

Clark Gable turned out to be "intelligent, impulsive, emotional, but self-controlled. He has a sense of humor and enjoys
a joke, even at his own expense. But he is
person."
Constance
"strong-willed,
little
sensual. Bennett
She has ismore
humor in hera
not witty."
make-up than the petulance of her mouth
would indicate. There is a little disappointment here, and there is great charm and
ability — a native sort of shrewdness that
will always help her to get her own way in
David Manners' mouth shows "a sensitiveness that amounts almost to an inferiority complex. He must fight this all his life.
He has an excellent intelligence and a deep
appreciation of what is fine — in the arts and
in people and in life in general. People with
mouths like this make the bean gestes in this
life."
Wynne Gibson's mouth, he thought, belonged to "a very nice girl. A lovable
person. She has no depth, but she tries
very successfully to please because she likes
so world!"
much to be liked."
Roland Young's mouth shows "a sly
humor — repressed, restrained amazingly.
He never laughs at life — he smiles at it
gently. He is terribly afraid of making a
fool of himself; he is an artist, and he is
extremely intelligent. The droop of one
corner betrays a little sadness, which he
So there
are. If you want to play
wants
to hideyou..."
this Hollywood game, here are the mouths
and some of the lipstick impressions of the
stars you know and follow. See how nearly
like your favorite's your own mouth is. Try
this game at your next party. It's a lot of
fun!

THE LURE OF LIVING

LIPS

The new PHANTOM RED Permanent All-Day Lipstick
with its natural color gives that appeal and charm
to the lips and face that all modern women crave.
It enhances your own loveliness and charm. You
will fall in love with its smooth spreading qualities,
its naturalness of color and the fact that it stays on
all day. Ask for It at your favorite toilet goods
counter.
Lipstick $1.00 and 50c.
Rouge 75c or
SenA 20c for Phantom Red Rouge and hipsticU that
ivill last you a month — FREE — We will send with
above a very dainty (Wafer Thin) Vanity case*
Carlyle Laboratories, 6y Fifth Ave., New York, Dept.
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'It's the old army game — this being in the movies," says Minna Gombell.
to keep fit, or you can't fight"
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"You have

,

"rm Leaving, But TU
Be Back''

(Continued from page jg)
So Hollywood immediately branded me as
conceited.

Hounded

by Rumors

"' XI HEN,
am young
and unmarried because
and not I without
beauty,
my
name was linked up with most of the eligible
young men in the film colony, from William
Haines on down the line.
"Everybody was gossiping about me, it
seemed, telling funny tales, because I did
what few of the other stars ever do — I
stayed at home. My friends saw me there.
I did not go out at night. I appeared in
none of the public places. So they said I
was having secret meetings with people in
dusky speakeasies.
"Then they attributed my 'exclusiveness'
to a grudge I was supposed to have toward
the other stars. Later, when I was seen
about with these stars and that theory
ceased to hold water, they said I was a snob,
that I wouldn't mix with the common
movie crowd, who had mostly begun in
lowly circumstances, because I was a member of an old American family and had had
such a success in London.
"Meanwhile, I had made two more films
before coming to Hollywood. First 'JNIy
Sin,' a hackneyed
story about
a Panama
entertainer
who redeemed
herself.
Then
came 'The Cheat,' in which I played the
part of a misunderstood wife. Before, I
had been merely a misunderstood woman.
"Apparently, this formula was supposed
to work like an ad\'ertising slogan — find
favor by repetition. For next in 'Thunder
Below,' I played the restless and somewhat
wearily heroic wife of a blind man. Then I
was cast as the wife of a jealous madman in
'Devil and the Deep.' My chief pleasure in
making that film — which did achieve some
suspense toward the end — was playing with
that madman. I am pleased that I appeared
in the film that gave Charles Laughton his
first real opportunity to play before the
American public."

Didn't Take Laughton's Advice
IN this connection, I might mention a
story about "Devil and the Deep" that
Laughton told me soon after the picture had
been presented in Hollywood, with consequent acclaim for himself. As soon as he
read the script, the English actor said, he
knew that he would steal the picture.
"Every actor knows," he told me, "that
a drunkard or a madman in a play or film
will always steal the applause away from
those playing straight parts. And when the
mad character is one fashioned by a playwright like Benn W. Levy, the thing is a
certainty.
"As soon as I read through the story, I
knew the film was going to be mine, and I
didn't bother in the slightest about how
my name was going to be billed. I knew
the public would find out who I was without
anybody's telling them.
"I advised Miss Bankhead — who had
been a star on the London stage when I
was still an unknown — not to take the part
of the wife in the film. She was supposed to
be the star, and I knew I would overshadow her. But, apparently, she was not
convinced by my arguments, and 'Devil and
the Deep' was made with Tallulah in the
leading role."
Paramount, seemingly convinced that
Tallulah Bankhead was the type of actress
for whom it was impossible to find "the
right story," decided to make no more
films with her after "Devil and the Deep" —
(Continued on page 8$)
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Read how this remarkable corrective
food clears the skin and keeps it young
and vibrant. . . . Note coupon below
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THEN people look
at you, what do
they see? A clear, smooth, vibrant skin?
Or a skin that's dull and muddy, marred
perhaps by ugly spots and blemishes?
New skin beauty can be yours! A remarkable corrective food is helping thousands to get and keep the charm of a lovely
skin. This food will improve your skin and
complexion too !
Skin troubles indicate a disordered condition of your system — usually constipation or a run-down nervous state. Both of
these conamon ailments are frequently
caused by the recently recognized shortage
of vitamins B and G in the average diet.
To correct this shortage you need a food
super-rich in these health-building elements.
Yeast Foam Tablets supply these precious substances in great abundance. They
are nothing but pure, scientifically pasteurized yeast— and pure yeast is the richest
known food source of the vitamins B and G.
These tablets strengthen the digestive and
intestinal organs, give tone and vigor to your
nervous system. With the true causes of your
trouble corrected, you enjoy new health and new
beauty. Eruptions and .
,- . ^
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ytA^lf".:
complexion becomes clear
and glowing. Your
skin is once more
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. These tablets contain no drugs. They
are pure, pasteurized
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form. Remember that in the average diet
the vitamins B and G are sadly deficient.
In many of our most common foods they
are entirely lacking. Yeast Foam Tablets are
so helpful because they supply these necessary vitamins in such great abundance.
You will like Yeast Foam Tablets. They
are very different from ordinary yeast. They
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pasteurized. Thus they cannot cause gas or
discomfort. They keep fresh for months and
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in no time 1
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Where You'll Find the Stars at Play
{Continued from page $/)

painted on a back drop — two sheer miles
from the flat desert floor. The hotel gardens
are a green oasis in the waste where the
horses of the movie stars leave deep hoofprints in the sand. Here are no theatres, no
shops, no night-clubs, no staring eyes, no
bright lights — and yet Hollywood flocks to
the desert from late in the autumn until
Easter.

Helen Twehetrccs, RKO

Star

ENTICING
EYES
• EVERY movie star knows this beauty
trick! Dark, heav_y lashes give your eyes
fascination — allure — appeal. Dark, heavy
lashes make eyes look larger and sparkling . . . Winx — the NEW type mascara
— gives you such lashes — easily and
naturally . . . Without smudging, smearing or smarting.
Try it today. Two forms — Liquid
Winx — absolutely waterproof — 75(i . . .
Cake Winx in a slim compact — $1.00.
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The stars' limousines and sport roadsters
unreel the miles from Hollywood in less than
three hours, while their 'planes carry Wallace Beery and Paul Lukas over the valley
orange groves and mountain tops in half the
time. Nancy Carroll finished work on
"Under-Cover Man " at three o'clock and, at
seven, in evening dress, dined in a window
alcove, overlooking a cactus garden as
exotic as that beyond the dining-room windows of -Shepherd's Hotel in Egypt. At ten
in the morning, Gary Cooper leaves the
studio and at one in the afternoon is lunching in bathing suit and beret in the open-air
grill beyond the swimming pool at El
Rlirador.
Here is one playgrgund where theatrical
people are in their element. For Charles
Laughton is right. There is something
theatrical and unbelie\able in the setting of
Palm Springs, something of the dramatic in
the blue of the sky, the purples of the mountains, and the bronzes and ambers of the
desert itself that appeals to actors. Many
motion picture people have bought land
there.
Eddie Cantor, Al Jolson and George Bancroft— to name just three — have plans
already blueprinted for soft-outlined adobe
houses that will melt into the general glow
and color. Many others make this their
permanent address for the winter months,
commuting back and forth to Hollywood in
the big passenger 'planes that land just
beyond El Mirador's golf links.

They Gather 'Round the Pool
THE heart of this great desert resort —
which, translated, means "the mirror"
— -is the swimming pool; and the most imin a suit.
visitingHere
star'sEleanor
wardrobe is portant
the garment
bathing
Holm, Olympic champion and budding picture star, does her famous backstroke under
the admiring e\es of Carl Laemmle, Jr.;
Johnny WeissmuUer pretends to teach a
buddy how to dive from the upper board,
with burlesque awkwardness that convulses
the crowd; and Hoot Gibson manages to
ride Broomtail, the rubber horse suspended
hazardoush' in mid-air over the deepest part
of the tank, for two whole minutes while his
friends cheer his struggles.
Last year, Jimmy Durante spent two
months in and on the edges of the pool,
between pictures — telling reporters he was
waiting for Garbo to send for him. Hair wet
and tousled, the famous schnozzle [glistening with oli\e oil, the entire Durante physique, except for abbre^"iated trunks, exposed to the admiration of the multitude,
Jimmy sat at the small piano that the
beneficent Warren Pinney, manager of the
hotel, installed for his benefit on the edge of
the pool and shed his sweetness on the
desert air.
Jimmy is one of those actors who simply
can't take a holiday from acting. He is the
hotel managers' delight, always ready to
brighten up a dull evening or provide a
laugh. Last New Year's Eve, however,
Mirador's
when
his head for
Jimmy
master shook
of ceremonies
the Elevening approached his table.
"No, sir," said Mr. Durante vigorously.
"Every New Year's Eve I can remember,
little Jimmy has been The Life Of The
Party, I've made up my mind that tonight

HI

I'm going to enjoy myself just looking on."
That was at ten o'clock. By ten-forty-five
Jimmy was casting restless glances toward
the orchestra. By eleven-fifteen he was
fidgeting in his onlooker's chair. And by
midnight he was at the piano, tearing off
songs as happily as the others in the room
were listening to them.
Arthur and Florence Lake also tell
an amusing story of Jimmy diving in the
pool one day, (o la Hawaii), after coins.
Finally, getting a bit fagged, he yelled,
"T'row dollars! T'row dollars!"

Marxes Stage a Free Show
WHEN
Marxsingly,
Brothers
masse, the
or even
at a
is no need for the management
other entertainment during

register
en
hotel,
there
to provide
their stay.

Though
puns and
Chico's
antics
may causeGroucho's
some dowager
to lose
a couple
of
pounds or drop her lorgnette, the Brothers
scatter several thousand dollars' worth of
high-priced clowning during a week-end
stay. Harpo, coming in from the golf links
once as some mannikins paraded through
the huge loggia of the hotel in a teatime
style show, fell into the procession, swaying
his hips, turning and posturing precisely
like the model in front of him.
"The Marxes are wonderful to handle,"
the hotel clerks say of them — which is the
highest compliment for actors in the vocabulary of hotel clerks. "All the regular troupers, the experienced actors, are easy to
handle," they add, "but sometimes, some
of the newer ones — the players who ha\e
achieved sudden success — are, well, diffiThe movie players go to Palm Springs for
three reasons. The new Hollywood celebrities go because it is The Thing To Do. The
established players go because they find
there all the sports they really enjoy.
Bessie Love and Loretta Young bic>cle in
linen shorts, George Bancroft tans his muscult."
cular torso at the pool, Gary Cooper shoots
ducks (in lieu of lions and wildebeests),
Claudette Colbert gallops over the sand and
sagebrush. Regis Toomey and Jack Oakie
golf, Joan Crawford plays tennis. The third
reason for going there is to rest and recuLucien Littlefield, the character actor, has
just
been recovering from a bad siege of flu
perate.
in the dry Palm Springs air. Richard Bennett recently convalesced there after a bout
with pneumonia. James J. Walker, then
Mayor of New York, took a rest cure at the
Palm Springs estate of Samuel Untermyer,
the lawyer, last winter. Last year, Pola
Negri spent many weeks, stretched in the
desert sunshine, which is as clear and sharp
as wine, getting back her strength from her
almost fatal illness.

Knows About All the Romances
PRINCESS NAGLEE NONABA, the
pretty little Indian woman who sells
Navajo blankets and turquoise-studded
jewelry in the hotel gift shop, persuaded
Pola to try some of the herb remedies of her
father, a famous Indian medicineman, and
the two of them became good friends.
Princess NaGlee, by the way, is the first to
know of romances among the movie guests
at the hotel — by the gifts the men stars buy.
Every year some of her customers drop in at
her little shop to purchase desert Souvenirs.
mmered
— hand-ha
the same
The presents
year
But each
chains.
and aresilver
bracelets
they buy them for different ladies!
"They get blankets, too," she says in
careful English. "Last week Ken Maynard
bought a red one with the Sun emblem, to

have a coat made for himself. Eddie Cantor
buys blankets for his wife, and dolls and
bracelets for his little daughters. Mae
Clarke chose a whole set of silver and turquoise the other day — a chain like mine
here, bracelets, rings and pins. Ben Lyon
bought a doll for his baby. Gary Cooper
came in with the Countess Frasso when her
party
here, and
he bought
bracelets,
too."
The was
Countess
Frasso,
by the
way, had
El
Mirador in an uproar when she appeared in
the long riding skirt of Continental ladies
and demanded a side-saddle. Frantic search
disclosed that the only side-saddle in Palm
Springs was on exhibit in the museum, falling apart with age. The cowboy in charge
of the stables vetoed the suggestion to send
to town for one. " No, sir," said he decisively. "My ponies' backs shan't be spoiled by
such a contraption. The lady rides right or
she don't ride."
The Countess didn't ride.
Every part of El Mirador has been immortalized in celluloid. All the newsreel
companies gather at the pool for the swimming meets held there twice a season. The
tall tower and the cool arcades served as
settings for "Follow Through," filmed entirely on the hotel grounds, and almost
every big picture personality, always excepting Garbo, has posed for art studies in
one romantic spot or the next one, which is
likely to be still more romantic.
In Hollywood, friendships are hurried
because of the strain of work — but down at
Palm Springs, where rest and quiet are to
be had in abundance, friendships have a
chance to grow. Joan Crawford and Claudette Colbert, two old friends, have just
taken advantage of the fact that they're
both "between pictures" and have had
several day's talk at the desert resort.

Become Amateur Photographers

THE movie crowd are all camera fiends,
themselves, the pool attendant reveals,
and tirelessly snap each other or any visiting
non-Hollywood celebrity who may happen
to be present. Ben Lyon was particularly
fascinated by Professor Albert Einstein, and
followed him about continually, begging
permission of the embarrassed scientist to
take his picture and, like any demon movie
fan, pleading for an autograph.
The tall tower of El Mirador was almost
grazed by Joan Bennett's privately chartered fourteen-passenger airplane on her
historic (and dramatic) flight to the desert
resort, when Johnny Considine went down
to week-end at the hotel, where Carmen
Pantages (now Mrs. Considine) was recuperating from a nervous breakdown. It was
eleven
o'clock
Mrs. Gene
Markey) roaredwhen
overJoan
the (now
mountains
and
settled down on the desert beside the hotel.
El Mirador, slumbering peacefully, awoke
with a start at the tumult of the three
motors. An hour later, after a stormy meeting with Johnny, the youngest of the Bennetts took off for Hollywood, while nightgowned, negligeed and pajamaed guests
cheered as the big 'plane just missed taking
the top off the tower as it left the ground.
It is a popular belief that the BennettConsidine romance ended in that hour at
Palm Springs — where so many romances
begin.
The El Mirador, with the contrast between its comfort and the savagery of
scenery all around, is a monument to man's
eternal war with nature. Every brilliant
blossom, every tree and spear of grass in its
lawns are separate triumphs. The water
that murmurs night and day in its pools and
fountains is a tiny paean of victory. Fertility in the midst of sand wastes, Paris
gowns and tea tables under the towering
granite mountains, the latest music mingling
with the howl of a jackal under the lowhanging stars — all this is Drama, itself.
No wonder that the motion picture
people, to whom drama is the very breath
of life, find Palm Springs congenial!

*

A Scene from "The Mask of Fu Manchu" — a Metro-Goldnuyn-Mayer Production,
featuring Boris Karloff, Karen Morley, Leavis Stone, Myrna Ley.

A

STRIKING EXAMPLE of
modern motion picture

lighting is shown above. See how
light, like a master dramatist,
deftly emphasizes the feeling of
tenseness and heightens the thrill
of this gripping situation.
Light is the thing that makes
pictures. Nowhere in the world
is the art of lighting more important

for the current they consume.
That is why so many

of the fine

pictures you see are made with the
aid of General Electric MAZDA
lamps. General Electric, through
the research and inventions of its
lighting laboratories, has led in the
development of incandescent lamps
for the "movies" just as it has led
in the development of incandescent

rnan m tne motion

lamps lortne nome.

picture studio.

Follow the example

With

millions at

stake . . . Hollywood cannot afFord
to take chances
with its lamps.
They must be efficient. They must
be dependable.
They must give
full volume of light
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of the motion picture lighting experts. Look for this
mark (^ when you
buy lamps. Then
you will be sure of
good light at low
cost. General Electric Co., Nela Park,
Cleveland,

Ohio.
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What Has Marriage Done
to {Continued
Georgefrom page
Brent?
4g)
The Brent sense of humor is not "social."
He cannot laugh merely to be polite, or
because he is expected to laugh. For this
reason, a great many would-be Hollywood
wits believe he is completely devoid of that
saving grace of humor. Which isn't true.
His humor is sincerely flattering to the
humorist because he laughs only when he is
genuinely amused.

Can't Abide Stale Sentiments
HE

No Longer . • Thanks to

NEW

TYPE LOTION

IT'S aingshame
ioryouthisto radically
endure unlovely,
hands, when
different sufferlotion
can make them soft, white and comfortable so
quickly
be amazed.
Called Chamberlain's
Lotion, you'll
it is far
more effective
than ordi?iary
preparations. It contains 13 different, imported oils, each for a specific purpose. One
clears and whitens red, discolored hands — removes even nicotine stains. Another, antiseptic,
brings quick, soothing relief from chap, soreness, windburn, skin irritations. Still another
refines coarse pores, revives dried-out skin, and
so softens skin texture even callouses disappear.
The most abused hands become velvety-smooth
and years younger-looking. Tests
prove Chamberlain's Lotion is absorbed in 37 seconds ! No bothersome massage of gummy lotions
that must be rubbed in. Try it.
Prove in 7 days you can gain soft,
white hands and skin — or ?>io>iey
back. Two sizes — at all drug and
department stores.
Chamberlain Laboratories, Oes Moines, Iowa
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POST YOURSELF!
It pays! I paid
^
. .-^ J. D. Martin, Virginia, $200 for a
^
'^^M
single copper cent. Mr. Manning, New
■* ^
York, $2,500 for one silver dollar. Mrs. G. F.
Adams $740 for a few old coins. I want all
kinds of old coins, medals, bills and stamps.
I pay big cash premiums.
WILL PAY $100 FOR DIME
1894 S. Mint; $50 for 1913 Liberty Head
Nickel (not buflfalo) and hundreds of other
amazing prices for coins. Get in touch with
me. Send 4c for Large Illustrated Coin Folder
and further particulars. It may mean much
profit to you. Write today to

NUMISMATIC

COMPANY

Dei>l354

OF TEXAS
FORT WORTH

(Largest Rare Coin Establishment in U. S.]

TEXAS

\ OU can earn good money in spare time at
home making display cards. No selling or
cfinvassing. We instruct you, Aimish complete outfit and supply you with work.
Write to-day for free booklet.
The MENHENITT COMPANY, Limited
209 Dominion Bldg., Toronto, Ont.
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FEMININE
WITHOUT
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HYOIENE
FEAR

New York and Hollywood women adopted FE-GENE
Foam suppository tablets and now enjoy complete
protection without fear. FE-GENE is harmless, stainless and clean. The antiseptic Foam does all the work.
Destroys germs instantly without water.
Be Wise— Be Safe— Use FE-GENE
$1
MAIL I
12 tablets in 4 professional vials $1
NOW! I The FE-GENE Co., 250 (E) Wesl 40lh St., New York Cily
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likes things done, if they are going to
be done at all, intimately and personally. In George Brent's mind the man
who leaves a "standing order" with a florist
to send flowers to a chosen lady is totally
lacking in true romance. Even in choosing
Christmas and greeting cards, he prefers to
select a sentiment appropriate to the person
it is intended for. In turn, he resents being
made the recipient of any old kind of greeting on his birthday or Easter that would do
for Aunt Emma "just as well."
He does, however, do his own personal
shopping for clothes, et cetera, in wholesale
lots. He hates to shop and for this reason
will purchase dozens of ties, shoes, socks and
handkerchiefs at one "buying." He is the
salesmen's delight and can be sold anything
that can be worn by a tall, dark man. He is
decidedly not a bargain-hunter. Like most
men, he believes that price has a great deal
to do with quality.
Even in his "pre-prosperity" days, when
his salary as a stock company actor barely
permitted indulgence in luxuries, he was
determined to have the best — or nothing. It
was usually nothing. He has never owned
an inexpensive car, because he would not
own any if he could not afford one of the
best. He likes the/cf/ of an expensi\'e motor
under his foot. When his bank account did
not permit such a luxury, he rode the busses
and the street-cars.
In spite of a colorful and exciting life,
which began in Dublin, Ireland, and saw
him a newspaper man, a soldier, an adventurer, a"stock" actor, and a Broadway
success before twenty-five, he is looked upon
as "bad copy" by Hollywood reporters.
(He is now twenty-eight, by the way.) It is
difficult for him to talk about himself, not
through any feeling of modesty or an inferiority complex, but because he is staunch
in his belief that his private life is his own
business. It actually makes him physically
ill to read what other stars have to say about
their "happy marriages," their "darling
babies," and their "careers." He has the
idea that such details about himself might
reasonably affect other people the same way.
From the few brief and unwilling comments that he has dropped about his first
marriage, Hollywood gathers that it was an
unhappy experience for him. This is in
direct contrast to the first marriage of Ruth
Chatterton. She and George are still much
in the company of Ralph Forbes.

Says Gable Was Wronged
THERE is one recent turn in Hollywood
publicity, however, that delights his
soul. The press has temporarily, at least,
stopped comparing him to Clark Gable!
He grinningly assures you that this was a
grave injustice to Clark — which should reassure some people who have been in doubt
about his sense of humor. Without atto be obviously "good sport-ish"
he thinks Clark has had a deabout it, tempting
servedly interesting and successful career —
not counting "Strange Interlude," of course.
Concerning his own pictures, he considers
"The Rich Are Always with Us" as his most
worthy screen appearance, and "The Pur-

chase Price" as his worst. Nor did he like
himself in "The Crash" — and even encouraging box-office reports cannot change
his mind about it. It mildly amuses him
that he expended his greatest effort for his
role in "The Purchase Price," which was his
"worst" picture. He worked like a Trojan
on this picture and encountered many
physical hardships, such as spraining his
back and burning his foot. On the other
hand, he exerted himself not at all in "The
Rich Are Always with Us" and it turned out
to be his most satisfactory appearance upon
the screen. So what?
For such reasons as this, he figures that
any actor who worries, even a little bit,
about his career is slightly demented. Success, or failure, according to the Brent calculations, are too accidental to cause any
sleepless nights. Either you are going to hit,
or you aren't going to hit. . . .
Crowds, even friendly crowds, frighten
him to the extent that he attends practically
no social functions in Hollywood such as
"first nights" and Mayfair parties. He is not
"flattered" (as most stars pretend to be) by
having fans attempt to pull buttons off his
coat or clip a piece of his necktie for a
souvenir. It thoroughly annoys him, and he
won't "grin and bear it" — as movie stars are
supposed to do in the midst of such physical
adulation.

The Attention He Prefers
HE
does, however,
the and
admiration of peopleappreciate
who calmly
sanely sit down and write him a letter. He
msists that nothing ever touched him so
much as the many letters he received from
fans while on his recent personal appearance
tour
with
Theyletters,
were
friendly
andLoretta
sincere \'oung.
and honest
many of them stating that they could not
afford to spend the money to come to see
him — but that they wished him every success and happiness. He answered personally
as many of these letters as his crowded day
would permit.
His idea of a good time in the evening is to
have five or six close friends in for dinner
and then seven or eight good hours of talk
. . . and more talk. Occasionally, he enjoys
the theatre, but not too often. Helen
Gahagan is one of his foremost stage
favorites. He never goes to the movies if
he can help it!
He regrets deeply that a serious eye
affliction has kept him from much reading
in the past few years. Even now he has been
advised that he should not put too much of a
strain on his eyes. In spite of doctors'
orders, he did read William Faulkner's
"Sanctuary." He is looking forward to the
same author's new book, "Light in August,"
hoping that it will be less gory in theme and
still retain the original charm of the author's
style. He enjoys Jim Tully's books because
he enjoys Jim, himself, so much.
The other evening, before sitting down to
his evening meal, he read in the newspapers
where he was being loaned to Paramount
for a picture with Sari Maritza to be called
"Luxury Liner." It was the first he had
known of it. Since reading the script, he ha«
decided that the picture will probably do
him more good than the last three he has
made on his home lot. He has^ also read
where he is going to be teamed with Kay
Francis
in three
And that's all he
knows about
that.pictures.
...
According to the people at the studio, his
marriage to the Queen of the lot hasn't
changed George Brent any — except in one
respect. He never chewed gum . . . until he
met Ruth Chatterton!

'Tm Leaving, But TU
Be Back''
{Continued
from page 8i)
her best picture until then. It is easy enough,
however, to see the studio's viewpoint.
After all, Tallulah was an expensive business investment, reputedly receiving more
than $100,000 a picture, and the returns
on the investment had not been sufficient
to make them optimistic about the results
of continued expenditure. The overhead
was too evenly balanced with the dividends.
They had spent a fortune in making her
known to the movie public, but, much as
they hated to admit it, Tallulah seemed to
be etched only surface deep in the consciousness of moviegoers. The fact puzzled them
— but the fact was still there.
Yet, while salary slashes were going on
around all the studios, they faced the unpleasant prospect of paying her several
thousand dollars a week until Nov'ember 7,
when her contract came up for option. What
to do? They finally negotiated a deal with
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer whereby Tallulah
was loaned out to that company to make a
film called "Faithless," co-starring with
Robert Montgomery.

She "Wanted

New-type
handkerchief
wins nation!

a Rest"

HOLLYWOOD
seethed with a rumor,
justthis
before
"Faithless"
released,
that had
film as
a final test was
for Tallulah.
If she succeeded in it, the gossips said,
M-G-M would give her a long-term contract. If she failed, she would return to
New York to do a play. Critics were divided
in their reception of the picture. A few
days later, it was reported that she was
packing her bags . . .
"Let me tell you the truth about my
dealings with M-G-M," Tallulah said. "As
soon as 'Faithless' was finished, I was
immediately offered a contract. I refused
to sign then. I wanted a rest. I wanted to
get away from Hollywood, and think things
over. I had half a notion that I'd like to
return to the stage this winter and find a
play that is a play. That same day, I was
approached by several other companies.
Hollywood was not forcing me out of the
mov'ies! — as the latest rumor had it.
"I was on the verge of leaving only
because I wanted to leave. I had no grudge
against the movies. I had had no quarrel
with any studio. I was indifferent to Hollywood's gossip that I had 'failed.' I simply
felt that,
nobody's
fault
in particular,had
I through
been the
victim of
the weakest
stories that any star of my standing has ever
had. The fact that I have come through
them, that I am still considered a good
actress by a large majority of filmgoers,
must at least say something for my perWhat sonality
willand capability."
Tallulah Bankhead do next?
See has gone to New York and may go on to
London before she returns to the films. There
are rumors that she may appear in a Broadway play before she takes up screen acting
again. This much is certain — her initial
adventure in Hollywood has been a failure.
All six of her films have failed to please
hordes of movie fans — and her return, now
scheduled for the early Spring, will be more
in the nature of a fresh start, rather than
the resumption of an established favorite.
She denies that she has yet signed up with
any studio, but there must be some sort of
understanding to allow even tentative plans.
Tallulah needs a change of scenery, as
well as a change in stories. She is more anxious to have the change in stories than the
change in scenery. And she wouldn't be a
bit surprised if she gets it. She is one star
who is convinced, "the play's the thing."
Hollywood hasn't beaten Tallulah.. She's
leaving, but she'll be back!

Disposable Tissues in pSace
of germ-carrying handlcerchiefs!
Price
now
25c
KLEENEX changed the handkerchief habits
of a nation ! Today one sees these health
tissues everywhere. A new idea, startling, revolutionary— yet thousands instantly recognized the value of a disposable handkerchief.
Kleenex actually costs less than laundering
. . . costs so little that each tissue may be used
just once, then destroyed.
Kleenex is soft — positively downy of texture! Absorbent — many times more absorbent
than cotton or linen ! Always gentle. Always
dry — for it's used but once.
Who, having tried this clean, civilized way,
could wish to return to the unsanitary hand-

A handkerchief used during colds
should be destroyed! Kleenex made this
possible. Disposable— yet amazingly inexpensive.

Two forms of Kleenex are particularly
pleasing to men — the pocket package
(containing regular size tissues) and
the extra large size tissue.

kerchief during colds? — a germ-trap that's
used over and over — stored in laundry bags
to spread infection — then must be washed.
Pocket Packet — 2 for 5c

Kleenex is available in pocket packets ; in rolls
and packages ; in extra-large tissues ; and in
the form of finished handkerchiefs known as
'Kerfs ... at drug and department stores.

KLEENEX

T ISSUES

Children's colds are likely to have serious
tioncomplications—
Kleenex gives. they need the protec85

CORNS
INSTANT,SAFE RELIEF!

Quickly Removes

Corns!

In one minute corns, callouses and bunions

stop hurting. That's how quick Dr. Scholl's
Zino-pads banish pain ! The softly padded
edge cushions and shields the sore spot, sooth,
ing and healing it; prevents blisters: makes
new or tight shoes easy on the feet; keeps
you rid of corns. Sore
toes heal overnight. No
other method does this !

Don't Cut Your
Corns or Callouses
and safely, use Dr.Scholl's
Zino-pads with the
specially Medicated Pink
Disks, included at no extra cost. Doctors recommend them because they
are so safe and sure. Get
a box today. At all drug,
shoe and dept. stores.
Write for

FRSE SAMPLE

and booklet on Care of
the Feet, to Dr. Scholl's,
Inc. Dept. 10, Chicago.

DrScholls
Zino-pads
DR.

{Continued jrom page 4 j)
However, there is one big difficulty in discarding the girdle — it does away with the
stocking supporters and makes stocking
"rolling" almost a necessity. Now, a lump
of a badly rolled stocking can ruin the line
of the loveliest frock. Kalloch uses pretty
little Helen Mack, who is appearing in "The
Yankee Bandit," as a model for correct
stocking-rolling.
His Don'ls
roll
your stocking directly
at the are:
knee, Don't
for every
time you sit down the bulge will show across
the front of your skirt. Leaving about three
or four inches abo\e the knee, roll the stocking in the neatest, flattest way possible.
A great many people belie\e that Adrian
of M-G-M does his nicest and most wearable
clothes not for extreme Joan Crawford, nor
ultra Norma Shearer, or "glamourous"
Garbo, but for such girls on the lot as Karen
Morley, and particularly Madge Evans.
Certainly in "Fast Life" opposite William
Haines and Conrad Nagel, Madge wears a
series of the sort of evening gowns that every
girl would like to have in her wardrobe "if
only. . . ."

Madge Doesn't Need Necklaces

THERE is a scene in the picture in which
Madge is trying to teach Conrad a
"lesson" by flirting with William Haines,
and for this exciting occasion Madge wears
a grand white crepe satin evening gown with
long, full sleeves and an unusually high neckline. It sounds severe for a girl as young as
Madge, but the youthful, fluffy note is supplied by a white
fox "trim,"
goes deep
o\er each
shoulder
in front which
and back.
The
high neckline for evening is very, very good
and don't wear beads or a necklace with it.
If you just can't get along without your
rhinestones, the tight-fitted sleeve at the
wrist will permit a bracelet.
A little later on, when Bill Haines comes

and risk blood-poisoning.
To remove theni quickly

Put one on — the

Clothes Gossip from Hollywood

pain is gone!

WALTER'S

to Madge's cabin on the yacht to tell her
just how much he thinks about her. she
wears a pale blue organdie with a ruffled
cape effect at the shoulder that would serve
as the perfect bridesmaid's or girl graduate's frock for Miss America.
All you girls who love lovely clothes are
going to break down and weep during that
scene in "Under-Cover Man," starring
George Raft and Nancy Carroll, in which
Nancy's beautiful little evening gown is
"ruined " (yes, they wrote it in the scenario)

when a glass of wine is spilled on it. Lew
Cody iswhich
right is
there
to help too
Nancy
save her
dress,
altogether
adorable
to '
have
go through
made
of
the tosheerest
sort ofsuch
whitea scene.
lace overIt'sa formfitting satin slip, but it is far from being
"just another white lace dress." Perhaps
its most distinctive features are the "highback neckline" and the very short, lacy
sleeves, which do nothing toward detracting
from its formal note.

Carole's Gown

Dazzled Gable

IT was a severe blow to the Paramount
wardrobe department when Miriam Hopkins decided that her role opposite Clark
Gable in "No Man of Her Own" wasn't
suitable for her particular talents. All of
Miriam's clothes were "made up and ready
to go" . . . when all of a sudden the designers got word to make up a complete new
wardrobe to fit the type and personality of
Carole Lombard.
In spite of the hurry, the designers did
themselves proud. Wait until you see the
very snappy love scene between Carole and
Clark, where Carole wears this pearl-satin
evening gown, with a short-sleeved jacket
of the same material trimmed with sable.
The jacket looks like part of the frock and
can be worn when the wearer prefers a less
formal decollete line. The jacket ties with a
large, flowing sash at just below the hipline.
W'hen Carole wore this on the set for the
first time, even Clark Gable gasped.
"Whew!" said Clark. "Whatta dress."
Coming from Whatta Man, that's no mean
compliment.
And speaking of love scenes, Monroe
Owsle)' wasn't exactly immune when Clara
Bow appeared on the "Call Her Savage"
set wearing
of are
those
evening
gownsonethat
so "girlish"
popular foreffect
the
early Spring months. The material is peach
Elizabeth crepe. The superimposed peach
blossoms on the skirt and sleeve caps are of
peach chiffon velvet with pearl centers. The
gown was designed especially for Clara by
David Cox and created in the Fox Films
wardrobe department. Next month's fashion gossip 'will take you through clothes and
clothes gossip from the most attractive new
productions in every studio. Wait until you
see what Joan Crawford is wearing in her
new one! . . .

latest REDUCING BRASSIERE
gives you that trim, youthful figure that the new styles demand;
2 to 3 Inch reduction almost immediately. Send bust measure.
HIP.' WAIST for
andmen
ABDOlillNAL
REDUCER
and wiimen.
talies care of that ugly roll above
corset. Send waist and abdominal
I measures. Laced at back
RELIEVE swelling and
$3.50
, varicose veins and reduce
your limbs
with Dr
WALTER'S
famous
rubber hose.
Worn p/f
ne.\t to the sl^in
Send
ankle
and
calf measure.
9-lnch $5.00 pair
14-inch $6.75
■
ll-inch (not covering foot) . . . .$3.75
'
All garments are made uf pure gum rubber— flesh colored.
Write
for literature.
Send checli or money order — no cash.
Dr. Jeanne M. P. Waller, 389 Fiflh Ave., N. Y.

SOHC WRITERS
Substantial Advance Royalties
are paid writers of songs found
acceptable by publishers. Send
us your best songs or poems for
free examination and advice.
Past experience unnecessary.
We compose or arrange music
and secure copyrights. Write
today for our free explanatory
booklet. Newcomer Associates,
1674 A. Broadway, New York,

A couple of well-dressed screen girls step out to the pet show in New York — and get
hairs on their nice clothes. Left, Helen Twelvetrees holds a prize Angora, and right,
Florence Lake cuddles a raccoon, of all things

This is Jean Hersholt's favorite portrait.
Jean is the proprietor of a German beer
garden in "Flesh," Wallace Beery's new
picture and above you see him guzzling a
glass of beer

News and Gossip of
the Studios

New pounds
for skinny
folks... quick!
Sensational discovery — richest
yeast known ^ imported beer yeast,
now concentrated seven times.
Gives thousands of skinny folks
S to 15 lbs, in a few short weeks!

{Continued from page ^ 9)

O'SULLIVAN may be ruMAUREEN mored
That Way about Jimmy
Dunn, but we understand it's George
O'Brien who has a lien on her affections for
the moment. That location trip for "Robbers' Roost" in the wide open spaces of
Arizona must have been becoming to
George's outdoor type of good looks.

PALM SPRINGS officially "opened" for
the season recently when the EI Mirador
Hotel threw open its doors. The town was
crowded with Hollywood folk, the women
all wearing shorts and riding bicycles around
the streets. From now on, much of the
romance news will emanate from the desert
resort.
TONY, Tom Mix's old horse, which has
carried the star through countless adventures for more than twenty years, has
been pensioned to pasture. His last act was
to fall on Tom and knock him out with a
couple of broken ribs, thus chalking up two
more to the long list of injuries that Mix has
received in his varied and exciting career.

YOUNG John Cabot Lodge, the blueblood Boston lawyer who gave up his
career to become a movie actor when the
studios spied his Gable-ish good looks during
a visit to Hollywood, may not play opposite
Mae West, after all. Still, the studio is
with
Tonk"
abandon
reluctant
contrast
cast. The
in the"Honky
the two oftothem
between their backgrounds would make
such good publicity stuff, they feel.

LOOKING on the set of "Cavalcade"
^ when the great Armistice Day celebration was filmed were Clive Brook and Boris
Karloff, Englishmen, watching with sentiment-misted eyes. The last time Boris saw
Trafalgar Square, he told us, was twentyfour years ago !
THE girls are all having their long hair
cut short. Alice White's very blonde
hair is shoulder-length. Katharine Hepburn's wild brown locks bush out about the
same length. Constance Cummings has just
cut a really spectacular head of golden hair.
{Continued on page 8g)

THIN, weak, rundown men and women by the
thousands have been astounded and delighted
at how quickly they gained 5, 10, 20 pounds — just
what they needed for normal weight and health —
with this amazing new beer yeast discovery.
"I gained 15 lbs. and my skin is so much better,"
writes Miss Ruth Farthering, Lexington, Ky. "Put
on 5 lbs.," says Mr. G. W. Wisham, Southport,
Conn. "Gained 8 lbs. and new pep," reports
Miss Bertina Roberg, Bade, la. "I am 12 lbs. heavier," says Miss Margaret Scott, Kansas City, Mo.

2 greatest body builders in one
Everybody knows that for years physicians
prescribed beer for building weight. Then
yeast was foundto be a marvelous health
builder. Now, by a sensational new process,
specially cultured, imported beer yeast — the
richest yeast ever known — has been concentrated times
7
— made 7 times more powerful.
Then to bring even quicker and more thorough results, this super-rich yeast is treated
with 3 special kinds of iron, the great
blood, strength and energy builder.

A new person — quick!
result is a marveloustonic unsurpassed

The
in transforming thin, weak, nervous,
rundown men and women into strong,
healthy, well-developed people, with
strong nerves, clear skins, tireless pep.
No need to stuff yourself with food you
hate. No messy gagging oils. No"pasty"
taste — no gas or bloating. Instead a
pleasant easy-to-take little tablet.

should build you up in a few short weeks
as it has thousands of others. If not delighted with results of very first package,
your money instantly refunded.
Only be sure you get genuine I RONI ZED
YEAST, and not some imitation which
cannot give the same results. Insist
on thetablet.
genuine, with "I.Y." stamped on
each

Skinniness a serious danger

Special FREE Ofifer!

Authorities warn that skinny, anemic,

To start you building up your hea\th.-right
away, we make this absolutely FREE offer.
Purchase a package of Ironized Yeast at
once, cut out the seal on box and mail to us
with a clipping of this paragraph. We will
send you a fascinating new book on health,
"New Facts About Your Body", by a wellknown authority. Remember, results are
guaranteed with the very first package — or
money refunded. At all druggists. Ironized
Yeast Co., Dept, iqz Atlanta, Ga.

nervous people are far more liable to serious infections and fatal wasting disease
than the strong, well-built person. So
build up quick, before it is too late.

Results guaranteed
No matter how skinny and weak you may
be, this marvelous new Ironized Yeast
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Mary Pickford Starts ''Secrets"
All Over Again
{Continued from page 66)
that still, small voice within me to be
drowned out. I shall never close my ears
Mary is a Queen who loves her realm
to it aagain
with
lo\e— so" profound that no sacrifice is
too great for her to make for it. A Queen
who is faithful to the people she loves — not
only in letter, but in spirit; not only in word,
but in deed.

LOST!
30 Ihs. of Fat
You see people all about you who have lost
their excess fat. In every circle nowadays nearly
everyone is slender.
People have found a way to reduce which is
easy and pleasant and prompt. It combats the
cause of fat formation, which usually lies in a
gland. You can see its results wherever you
look today.
That way is Marmola prescription tablets,
which for 25 years have been making fat people
thin. The delighted users have told others about
them, and the use has spread. Now people the
world over use Marmola.
You should know Marmola if you overweigh.
Style and beauty, health and fitness call for
normal figures. Excess fat has no excuse when
so many people know a way to end it.
A normal figure will mean much to you. Go
Btart Marmola now.
Marmola prescription tablets are
sold by all druftgists at SI per box.
If your druggist is out, he will get
them at once from his jobber.

MARMOLA
PRESCRIPTION

The Real Way

TABLETS

to Reduce

THE
NICOLLET HOTEL
MINNEAPOLIS
The Leading Hotel
Of the Northwest

SIX HUNDRED ROOMS
THREE RESTAURANTS
MODERATE
RATES

Gray Hair
Best Remedy
At Home

is Made

To half pint of water add one ounce bay rum, a
small box of Barbo Compound and one-fourth ounce
of glycerine. .\ny druggist can put this up or you
can mix it at home at very little cost. Apply to the
hair twice a %veek until the desired shade is obtained.
It imparts color to streaked, faded or gray hair and
makes it soft and glossy. Barbo wiU not color the
scalp, is not stickv or greasy and does not rub off.

BUNIONS
Melted Away

Pain stops almost instantly! Then lasting
relief. Faipyfootgraduall.v dissolves painful iislv bunions. Enables you to wear
sm lUer shoes. No cumbersome appli111' es Nomessvsalves. Used siiccess' tnllv on .500,000 feet. Write for
tiial treatment absolutely FREE!
^ V, ^
Farryfoot Products Co., Chicaao. III.
1223 S. Wabash Ave., Dept. 2782

Always Wants to Live There
MARY
to longer
me, "Ifhave
the anyday
comes once
whensaidI no
thing to do with pictures, and if it were
necessary, I would live in a little shack in
the Holl^'wood hills — just so I could be near
my own people, the people of the screen,
feelAnd
their
presences,
know indeed
about when,
them —those
"
Alary
did sacrifice
two years ago, she cancelled the production
of "Secrets." On the day the picture was
called off, she checked out 587,000! All in
all, that unfinished picture cost her $300,000.
Film costs. Set costs. Costume costs. Salaries— all the underlying expenses of such a
production. 8300,000 — an enormous sum at
any time, for anything. An enormous price
to pay that a still, small voice might not
speak in vain.
And Mary said to me, the other day, "If
this new production of 'Secrets' should be
half-finished and if, again, I should find that
something was lacking, / -would do the same
thing over again.
" Vou see, I knew, that other time, almost
from the beginning, that something was
wrong. Something, somewhere. At first, I
couldn't
quiteothers,
put my
on wait,
it. They
told
me, the
thatfinger
I must
that
it would be all right, that the story simply
needed editing, pointing up a bit here and
there. I listened to them — too long — and
was uncon\inced. Then I came to know
what was wrong — the mood and the spirit
were missing. Those two intangible qualities
without which any picture, however pretentious, isflat — and with which the simplest
story is forever memorable. Perhaps the
camera was not flexible enough. I felt, all
along, that we were photographing a stage
play. We were missing that greatest province of motion pictures — the compliant camera. Most of all, we simply did not have
the mood, the spirit — somehow the deed was
not infused with the dream.
"And so, though it broke my heart and,
I am afraid, the hearts of some of the others,
I called them all one night and told them
we were finished.

Felt She Was "Through"
I FELT, that night, that I would never
make another picture. I was going
through my 'retiring' phase ..." Mary
laughed. "Douglas says he can alwa^-s tell
where I am in production by my attitude
toward my work. When I am just beginning
a picture I am, literally, at the very beginning of my career. I am enthusiastic. I
hav'e no thought of anything other than
going on with my work fore^"er. About midway through the picture I begin to remark
that the screen is, after all, very hard work
— I wonder if it is worth it. And at the end
of the picture I firmly announce my intention of immediate and permanent retirement. . . . This goes on, chronically,
through every picture I make and has gone
on ever since my first stories — "
That, then, is the secret of the first "Secrets"— $300,000 of money, and hopes and
work and dreams tossed away because two
fragile things called Mood and Spirit did
not come to hand.
Then why is Mary going back to that

failure, to make it all over again? That is
just why she is going back — one reason why:
because it was a failure. Because Mary, little
and golden and serene, is of the fighting
Irish, who cannot be defeated even by defeat, who must needs wrest victory out of
surrender.
The other reason is that she loves this
story. She belie\'es in it. She believes in it
now even more, if possible, than she did two
years ago. She feels that the public pulse
is set for such romantic and tender things
as "Smilin' Through" and this "Secrets"
of hers. Of the many stories she has owned,
"Secrets" — which was once called " Forever
Yours" — is the one no money could buy
from her. She owned "The Sign of the
Cross" and sold it to Cecil B. De Mille. She
owned " Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm " and
sold that, a little reluctantly, to Fox. She
owned "Tess of the Storm Country" and
sold that, also, to Fox. -She owned others,
the titles of which I have forgotten, and was
willing to part with them. But no offers, no
entreaties could prevail upon her to part
with "Secrets," though it seemed to lie
buried under a lost fortune and broken
dreams.

A Heroine She Likes
MARY
believes
the character
of Mary
Carlton,
thatin woman
who gave
an
unswerving and life-long devotion to one
man, despite the hardships and humiliations
and infidelities to which he subjected her.
Of this same stuff of loyalty, you see, is this,
Our Mary, made.
And so, she has begun again. By the time
you read this story, the new version of
"Secrets" may be well on its way to completion, may even be completed. Mary
hoped it would be finished before Christmas
so that she could gi\e her whole heart to
the rousing, old-fashioned Christmas they
celebrate at Pickfair. Mary gives Douglas
dozens of presents. Last year she gave him
sixty-eight. She shops the whole year
through for her family, for her friends, for
the studio staffs, for her servants. Whenever
she sees anything she thinks might appeal
to Douglas, to brother Jack, or sister
Lottie, she buys it. She has a glittering,
old-fashioned tree; the Yule log blazes; turkey and burning plum pudding and hungup stockings are all a part of Pickfair
Christmas . . .
But if, midway through this new version
of "Secrets," Mary should find that mood
and spirit had again eluded her, she would
do This
again time,
what everything
she did before
but— the essential
story is changed. Frances Marion has done
the script. Frank Borzage (who just directed "A Farewell to Arms") is directing.
Adrian, of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, is designing the costumes and they are as lovely
as the character of the woman who wears
them. Not one member of the old cast, save
Mary, will appear in this one. And every
eligible leading man in Hollywood has been
considered, tried, tested, all but signed and
then reconsidered for Mary's lead. She feels
the tremendous importance of this man's

Leslie Howard

Fills the Bill

THE whole heart of the stocy depends
upon whether or not other women will
part. in this man that quality which, despite
feel
everything, makes Mary Carlton cleave to
him, unfaltering and staunch. He must be
a man who can look young and adventurous
in the first part of the picture and fortyish
and dignified in the latter part.
Mary rather wanted Gary Cooper.
She

thought of Fredric March, of Richard Dix,
of George Brent and Lyie Talbot and James
Cagney and Gary Grant and Weldon Heyburn. Weldon Heyburn, in fact, had his
fountain pen in hand to affix his signature to
the contract. She thought of LesHe Howard
— and it is Leslie Howard, finally, who will
play opposite Mary. I'm glad, if I may intrude myself. I ■wanted Alary to have Leslie
Howard all along. I know that she is glad,
too.
She said, when we were talking the other
day,
"There
two menactors,
on thetwoscreen
who
are more
than aretalented
men who
are geniuses — one is Paul Muni and the
other is Leslie Howard."
Gilbert Wilson, Elsie Janis' husband, is
to make his first appearance in this picture.
Mary will introduce him to the screen and
she believes that this introduction will be
only a prologue to a long screen career for
him.
And these are the secrets of "Secrets" —
that Mary's still, small voice said "No" to
the first version — but said "Yes" when the
fighting Irish in her could not brook defeat;
when her spirit clove to the spirit of Mary
Carlton, rejecting all other characters in all
other stories; when her belief rose above
lost sums of money and lost time and lost
hope, and her heart had faith in the spirit
and the mood.

News and Gossip of
the Studios
(Continued from page 87)
That roll-on-the-neck style was too much
work, they explain.

BEWARE HALF-CURED

COLDS!

They Expose You to a Weakened System
and to the Dangers of Serious
Complications!
DON'T temporize with a cold. Don't take remedies that merely allay the
cold instead of getting it thoroughly out of the system. A half-cured
cold is a cold never cured and a constant source of danger.
A cold calls for specific treatment — for internal treatment. There is one
remedy for a cold that meets all the
requirements of efficacious treatment
* "^%^''^^,
—that is, GROVE'S LAXATIVE
BROMO QUININE!
*' I Couldn't
The Four Things Necessary
Write a
Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine
Better
knocks a cold and knocks it quickly
Prescription because it does the four things
required.
First of all, it opens the bowels
Myself!"

King Vidor-Eleanor Boardman
THE
marriage breaks up at last. And for the
first time in recent Hollywood history
another woman is mentioned in the complaint— King's script girl on recent pictures.
In asking for separate maintenance and
custody of their two little girls, Eleanor
asked the court to restrain King from disposing of community property valued at
$1,000,000, and called the famous director
"sullen, insolent and arrogant."

gently but thoroughly, the first step
in expelling a cold.
Second, it kills the cold germs in
the system and reduces the fever.
Third, it relieves the headache
and grippy feeling.
Fourth, it tones the entire system
and fortifies against further attack.
This is the treatment a cold calls
for and anything less is only playing
with a cold.
For moreBromo
than Quinine
40 years has
Grove's
Laxative
been
the standard cold and grip tablet of
the world. Don't let anybody tell
you he has something better for a
cold. Responsible druggists never

CAN you picture the glamourous Lilyan
Tashman and the sua\e Edmund Lowe
as we saw them yesterday, perched on stools
at the corner drugstore, sipping ice cream
sodas through a straw? Eddie kept the telegraph wires hot
during
New York.
They
seemLil's
therecent
most illness
devotedin

Laxative
Bromo Quinine.
try to substitute
on Grove's

couple in Hollywood.
THE

Edmund Gouldings did three dollars' worth of damage to a black onyx
ash tray and $3.50 damage to an axe while
they lived in her house, the landlady
asserted in a damage suit. One can imagine
how damage might have been done to an
onyx
ash tray,
wondering
what Eddie
couldbut
havewe're
done still
to that
axe.
BUSTER CRABBE, this month's Nominee
for Stardom, and Johnny Weissmuller
are not only rivals as to girth and jungle
love-making, but close pals, as well. "Just
what do you mean by going Hollywood?"
Buster asked us seriously. Well, Buster, we
mean that when you find yourself powdering
your nose without being ashamed of it, and
when you discover yourself looking into the
mirror oftener than is necessary, and when
you begin to believe what the girls write you
— you've "gone Hollywood"!
OLD-TIMERS
will receive with great
rejoicing the news that that famous
old comedy, "Tillie's Punctured Romance,"
is about to be re-issued with sound effects.
In the cast were Charlie Chaplin, Marie
{Continued on page g8)

New Economy Size
Pocket Tin
In addition to the regular box
of 20 tablets for 30c, Groves
Laxative Bromo Quinine is now
packed and sold in convenient
pocket-size tins containing 40
tablets for 50c. 20 per cent more
value for your money!

GROVELS

LAXATIVE

BROMO QUININE
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Answers to Your Gossip Test
{Continued from page 6)
1. James
DunnHollywood
was Maureen
O'SullIvan's
escort
at the
bike races.
Their
romance is one of those off-again-on-again
affairs, and although Jimmie is often seen
dining and dancing with \'arious Hollywood
beauties, Maureen always seems to be his
favorite.
2. The smiling girl is Clara Bow and the
gentleman with her is Rex Bell, her husband.
They're both happy because they are bound
for Europe and this is their first trip abroad,
but they're mostly happy because Clara's
return to the screen in "Call Her Savage"
pro\es what a fine actress she is.

ecret
•ove^rrs*; ^'s^

FOR just one week, take Dr. Edwards Olive
Tablets before going to bed, and see how
your mirror flatters you— cheeks like velvet, a
lovely skin and happy, sparkling eyes.
So mild and yet so pure, countless grateful
women have come to call these wonderful
tablets the "internal cosmetic," because they
remove the imUe causes of blemishes, pimples,
headaches and that general run-down feeling.

Beauty for every woman
A gratifying substitute for calomel. Dr.
Edwards Olive Tablets act safely and gently
on the liver, relieving constipation and clearing the system of poison so perilous to beauty.
Ask at any drug store, for these olive colored tablets, compounded of vegetable ingredients, ifyou want to look and feel years
younger. 15(*, 30s*, 60j(.

SHAPE YOURNOSE
30 DAYS
New
j shapes

-^^

scientific

HOME

TRIAL

device

flesh and cartilage of nose quickly,

I safely,
painlessly — or
' your money
refunded.
New
automatic
spring
action. Unique device,
entirely different
from

plrSTIC appliance institute
Dept. 124
Sheboygan, Wise

Mercolized Wax

Keeps Skin Young

It peels off aged skin in fine particles until all defects
such as tan, freckles, oiliness and liver Bpots disappear. Skin is then soft, clear, velvety and face
looks years younger. Mercolized Wax brings out
your hidden beauty. To remove wrinkles quickly
dissolve one ounce Powdered Saxolite in one-hali
pint witch hazel and use daily. At all drug stores.

^Vloles
TO REMOVE

4. Greta Nissen and Weldon Heyburn, motion picture actor and former football star,
who were married in Tia Juana, Me.xico,
March 30, 1932, and separated after a few
months of wedded life, have been reconciled
and there will be no divorce.
5. Ian Keith, who was secretly married to
Baroness Fern Andra, German motion picture actress, filed a bankruptcy plea listing
his liabilities at about $6,700 and his assets
only Si, 950. Keith was divorced from Ethel
Clayton not very long ago.
6. Betty Hill, a motion picture script girl,
is
the girl
in\olved from
in Eleanor
Boardman's
action
for divorce
her husband.
King
\'idor, the prominent screen director.
7. Richard Arlen's wife, Jobyna Ralston,
who was Harold Lloyd's leading lady before
her marriage, has temporarily moved to
Palm Springs, where she will await the longlegged bird that is kept so busy in Hollywood these days. The Arlens were married
in 1927 and this will be their first child.
8. Because she made the trip to New York
to be with her husband, Dr. Francis Griffin,
a dentist, during his convalescence from an

/ any otfier. Small Cost. FREE
booklet
sent In plain wrapper.
' - —^
WRITE TODAY!

HOW

3. Jeanette Loff, who has been absent from
Hollywood for some time, seems to ha\e
been able to make Gilbert Roland forget all
the other girls he has been interested in since
his break with Norma Talmadge, if you care
to belie\-e the idle tongues of the cinema
city. Miss Loff is planning to go on tour
with Buddy Rogers and his band on the
West Coast and later hopes to return to the
screen.

THEM

A simple, home treatment— 25
years success in my practice.
Moles dry up and drop ofT.
Write for free Booklet.
WM. DAVIS, M.D., 124-E Grove Ave.,Woodbridge, N.J.

appendicitis
operation,
Irene
Dunne
didn't
relish what the
gossips had
to say
about
the
trip's being made for the purpose of a
divorce. Irene insists she is still very much
in love with her husband, even though their
professions separate them a good deal of the
tiine.
9. Charles Farrell asked Fox to release him
from his contract and his request was
granted; therefore, unless something unforeseen happens and Charlie returns to
Fox, you will never see your fa\orite Gaynor-Farrell team together again. Charlie
has been wanting to free-lance for a long
time so that he could pick his parts, and now
he has his wish; but old Dame Rumor, who
will always have her say, seems to think
that Farrell was unhappy at Fox because

Janet, his team-mate, received a larger
salary than he did and because he felt that
Janet's parts were always more important
than his. However, there is no ill-feeling
about the break and Charlie and Fox and
Janet are still friends.
ID. Karen Morley and Charles Vidor, the*
young motion picture director who has been
her constant escort, are reported secretly
wed. They are both connected with the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios.
11. Edwina Booth's mother recently made
it known that her daughter is still suffering
from some strange jungle illness, which she
developed shortly after her return from the
African jungle, where she had gone to play
the blonde heroine in "Trader Horn."
12. The award of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences for the best female performance of 1932 went to Helen
Hayes for her work in "The Sin of Madelon
Claudet." Fredric March was honored with
the male award for his performance in " Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde."
13. Stanley Smith leads the orchestra at the
famous Biltmore Hotel in Los Angeles,
which is a rendezvous of famous film folk,
when he is not at the studio engaged in film
work. He recently played a part in Nancy
Carroll's picture, "Hot Saturday."
1
14. Adolphe Menjou and his attractive
wife, Kathryn Carver, who were about to
be divorced, have decided it was all a mistake and they are starting over again, with
both promising they will try harder than
ever
makesucceed
a go of
it thisthey
time.
hopingto they
because
are Here's
really
very fond of each other.
15. They say Tallulah Bankhead lost her
heart to Anderson Lawlor, a newcomer to
the movies, just before she departed from ,
Hollywood, where they were seen dining and I
dancing together \ery often.
Miss Bank- ■
head
stage. is planning a return to the London
16. Katharine Hepburn's excellent performance in "A Bill of Divorcement,"
starring John Barrymore, which was her
first screen attempt, won immediate stardom for her. Miss Hepburn is under contract to RKO and will be starred in "Little
17. According to Hollywood rumors, Wynne
Gibson likes two Hollywood boys very
much, but no one can find out which of the
Women."
two is the favorite and Wynne is not \'olunteering any information. Lyle Talbot, the
screen actor, is one of the boy-friends and
the other is a young studio executive, Arthur
Lubin.
18. Louise Fazenda, popular motion picture comedienne, who is the wife of Hal
W'allis, motion picture executive, announces
that she expects the stork to pay her a visit
soon. Mr. and IMrs. Hal Wallis have been
married about five years and, like the
Arlens, are awaiting their first child.

iHd You Knoiv That —
Garbo denies she ever wrote a "signed" story about her attitude toward romance, published
a few weeks ago in a weekly magazine?

the name of a book by a suc___ fulplaywriKht— (AuthorotFlisht.
' etc.)— and Famous Director, It will be sent
on FREE for the asking. It tells how procer9 are clamoring for short stories, new
. plots, etc. .which perhaps you can write
e can help you shape and sell. One
writers (V. M J received $3.U00, We made 6 sales in
1 day recently. New York best market. Demand active
now! Try your hand! Send name for FREE Book.
DANIEL O'MALLEY CO.. INC.
9 47- D
1776 Broadway, New York City
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Theodore Dreiser, author of "An American Tragedy," who moaned so loudly over what the
movies did to his story, has just sold "Jennie Gerhardt" to the selfsame movies?
that Tallulah Bankhead may do on Broadway is "Party"— for which M-G-M owns
rights?
filmplay
theThe
Clara Bow is all signed up for at least three more pictures?

Hero to Two
Million Kids!

3 AGELESS

SECRETS

{Continued from page 64)

Boys Are Still Boys
"T)HOOEY!" says Buck Jones again, a
JT^^trifle louder. "Boys to-day like just
exactly what boys have always liked — adventure and romance. Boys are the ones
that have kept Westerns on the screen.
They're the ones whose quarters and dimes
make cowboy films pay better than the most
gorgeous sex pictures or gangster films.
Kids living in penthouses, listening to
radios, driving high-powered cars, still
dream that the West is a big plain filled
with buffalos and Indians and cowboys.
They ha\'en't changed a bit. This Younger
Generation talk is all rubbish!"
Buck should know about what kids used
to want, because, some twenty-five years or
so ago, he was one, himself, milking cows on
a Hoosier farm and dreaming of herding
cattle on the prairies. Later he attended
grammar school in Indianapwlis, with visions
of bucking broncos and round-ups between
him and the printed page. But where most
boys only dream of becoming cowboys,
Buck actually ran away and became a
humble helper on a chuck-wagon on a real
Western ranch at the age of fifteen. From
chuck-wagon, he advanced to horse-wrangling; ne.xt he brought in the "drag"
(rounded up stragglers from the herd); and
finally he became a full-fiedged top hand.
Buck Jones should know all about what
modern boys want — and modern girls, too,
for that matter. For he has two million and
a half of them enrolled as fans in the Buck
Jones Rangers Clubs. Write it in figures
to get the breath-taking numbers of them —
2,500,000 boys and girls, each wearing a
Buck Jones emblem, or arm-stripe or button, each pledged to good deeds and clean
living and high ideals, and to see all the
Buck Jones pictures that come to town!
Youngsters on the crowded sidewalks of
New York's East Side, dreaming of being
cowboys someday. Youngsters in Boston's
Back Bay section driven to the movies in
limousines. Youngsters in Kalamazoo and
Peoria and Walla Walla. Freckled kids,
snub-nosed kids, tow-headed kids, farm
boys and city boys — children of the Machine Age all of them, and all of them
crowding to see pictures of cowboys riding
horses down mountainsides to rescue ladies
in distress, all of them clamoring to wear a
celluloid button and join a Club! It has a
reassuring sound after what the alarmists
have told us. Maybe the world isn't going
to the dogs, after all !

His Own

Child Gave Him Idea

" TT makes a man feel sort of responsible,"
_L Buck admits, "having all those youngsters looking up to him, wearing badges
with his name on them. I had no idea how
my Rangers would take hold when we
started the Clubs a year and a half ago.
It was my own little girl, Maxine, who gave
me the idea. She is crazy about riding, and
it occurred to me that there were probably a
good many like her. Now, new chapters are
forming every week, and they all want me
to come on and start things off! I go, too,
whenever it's possible.
"Did you ever face a couple of thousand
kids? stersIt's
an toexperience.
young-of
are easier
handle thanBut
a crowd
grown-ups. I just call a few out of the
group, here and there, and tell them I'm
making them lieutenants. They do the rest.
Give a boy a little authority. Treat him like
a responsible human being, and you've got
the greatest potential power on earth right
at hand. Talk about man-power — it's
nothing to kid-power!"
Buck Jones, so people in his company tell

Mae Clarke, Radio Pictures' player. For e'uening, she luears this lovely velvet goivn,
in hrovjti with gold sequins. Her formal daytime suit is of cocoa-colored ostrich cloth,
lavishly trimmed with fox.
THE centuries have not changed the
desire of every woman for a good
figure, for sparkling eyes and a lovely
complexion. With modern fashions as
they are, a slender, round figure is
almost imperative.
These three secrets of charm are usually the gifts of good health. So when
reducing, diet and exercise should be
watched with care. Meals should contain adequate "bulk" to prevent faulty
elimination — the enemy of charm and
good ■
complexions.

p

Laboratory tests prove that Kellogg's
All-Bran supplies "bulk" — as well as
vitamin B and iron. This "bulk" in All-

M
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Bran is much like that of leafy vegetables.
Two tablespoonfuls daily will overcome
most types of faulty elimination. How
much better than unpleasant patent
medicines.
Kellogg's All-Bran is not fattening.
Serve as a cereal, or use in cooking. Appetizing recipes on the red-and-green
package. At all grocers. Made by Kellogg
in Battle Creek.
WRITE

FOR

FREE

BOOKLET

"CHARM"

Packed
with onvaluable
and
advice
charm beauty-hints,
and health.
With special menus for reducing
wisely. In addition, leading motionpicture actresses are shown in "fashion
close-ups," wearing the costumes that
millions of critical eyes will see on
the screen. Free upon request.
KELLOGG

I'i'a'l":,

COMPANY

Dept. E-2,
Battle Creek, Michigan
Please send me a free copy of your book■Sb9
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Namelet, "Charm."
Address -
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Miss
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"It massages

like magic" . . . writes Miss
Kay Carroll..."! reduced
my hips from 43 inches to
34'2 inches". . .writes Miss
B. Briin. Another writes
. . ."1 wouldn't be without
my
$100!"
We
now girdle
make forthis
unusual
FREE trial offer...
REDUCE YOUR WAIST
AND HIPS 3 INCHES IN
10 DAYS OR IT WILL
COST YOU NOTHING9 Worn next to the skin
with perfect safety, the tiny
perforations permitthe
skin to breathe as its gentle
massage like action reduces flabby, disfiguring
fat with every movement.
• START NOW to reduce! In 10 days you can
actually take inches off
your waist and hips.
PERFOLASTIC,
Dept.162

Inc.

41 East 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen: Without obliEation sendme FREE BOOKLET, sample of Rubber and details of your 10 DAY
FREE TRIAL OFFER J
Name •
Address •

Hair
FALLING
Does your comb show evidence of oncreeping baldness,
dandrufl, loss of vitality ot tbe hair? Then PHILODERMIN
SALBEGerman
will perforni
wonders
for you.dandruft
De\'eloped
by a great
Scientist,
it destroys
quickly,hair
restores
and ghesto save
j'our
choked
roots ahealth
chance toto the
grow.scalp
We promise
the hair you have and prevent baldness. Xo matter how
many treatments you have used In the past, send tor
PHILODERMIX SALBE today. It will amaze you.
SI. 50 C.O.D. LEIPZIG
via parcel IMPORTING
post an\w'here CO.
in the U. S.
Main & Grove Sts.
East Orange. N. J.
Dept. B-7
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YouvChest'Llne! \
Let Me Show You
Why be embarrassed by
aflat-chested, unwomanly form? Now you can
to lovely
shapeliness.
Simply apply my marvelous new Creamo
treatment at home. Send
for my tree offer and
watch your breasts grow
full, round and beautiful

Mm

1

Just Send M e Your Name
and atidrees and I will mail vou mv wonderful Creamo treatment, FREE! Merely unclose 10c for forw ard i ng c hargcB. See how
easily and quickly you can develop alluring
feminine charm. This free offer is limited, so
write today, enclosing only 10c. Your package will be mailed in plain wrapper.

MARIE DUNNE, Depl. K-2
1 22 Fourth Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
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While \bu Sleep

One Man Quieter Than Buck
'" I HE only person who can beat Buck at
JL being taciturn," says a friend of many
years, " is D. \'. Tantlinger, who was his first
foremanin when
he was One
a kid day
with the
the two
Big of
\'
outfit
Oklahoma.
them were riding the ranges. They had
tra\'eled for three hours without a word,
when Buck saw a cloud of dust on the
horizon.
it out
to D.atW him
'Cows?'
he
asked. HeThepointed
foreman
looked
with
disgust. 'Son,' said he, 'you'll never
amount to much if you chatter like that!'"
But on one subject — his Rangers — he is
not only talkative, but positively garrulous.
"Clubs like my Rangers, and Western pictures," says Buck, "are keeping a fast-disappearing phase of .'\merican life alive. The
cowboy, as a hard-working, fast-riding,
straight-shooting individual, is almost extinct to-day. The great cattle herds ha\e
been driven off the map by lack of grazing
land, and b\' competition with the cheaper
beef of the Argentine, where there are still
plenty of cowhands that the>' call gauchos.
It's only in Wyoming and .'\rizona that you
still find real range life left in .'Xmerica.
" But the old West of romance and fiction
and adventure is kept ali\e by the movies.
Cowboy pictures will always be popular, as
long as there are kids growing up who want
to believe in a Wild West where things are
different from the life they know. You talk
about the ^'ounger
Generation
beingWhy,
sophisticated and wise
nowadays!
every one of my Rangers believes that if he
could
come W"est,
he'd pistols
get off and
the train
and
see cowboys
shooting
bad men

OUT?

How to Develop
the Full, Rounded
CURVES Now all
the Vogue

me, often goes four or five days on location
without speaking a word. He answers in
monosyllables when asked about his own
likes and dislikes, personal habits or his
experiences fighting the Moros in the
Philippines, or patrolling the Mexican border in the Sixth Cavalry.
Buck was married to Ollie Osborne, a
circus bareback rider, in Madison Square
Garden in an afternoon performance of the
1 01 Ranch Show; both were on horseback.
He once owned his own herds and ranches
where his pictures were taken, and lost
them and his entire fortune when he tried
to defy the circus trust and take out his own
show three years ago. He is the real-life
hero of a hundred man-sized exploits of
daring these
and things
danger.
you won't hear
about
fromButBuck.

and stage-coach robbers! You ought to
read
the letters
they Charles
write!" (Buck) Jones
Three
years ago,
stood in full cowboy regalia on the streets of
Hollywood, broke, as he had stood ten
years before, wondering whether or not he
could
a day's
an extra.
He had
been agetstar.
He job
had asowned
two score
of
blooded horses, two ranches and a gorgeous
Spanish hacienda home. Now they were all
gone, swept away by his disastrous \enture
in taking out a small circus on his own
Buck drew a deep breath, and grinned.
"Well, anyhow," said he, " I got that circus
as far
Chicago
spiteto ofbe 'em!"
Not assuch
a bad inchap
the hero of two
and a half million kids!
Since his return to the screen, these are
the pictures he has made — the pictures that
have won him his huge and intimate following: "The Lone Rider," "Shadow Ranch,"
"Jtlen Without Law," "The Dawn Trail,"
" Desert \'engeance," "The Avenger," "The
Fighting Sheriff," "The Texas Ranger,"
"Branded." "Range Feud," "The Deadline," "Ridin' for Justice," "One-Man
Law," "High Speed" (which was about
automobile racing, not cowboys), "South of
the Rio Grande," "HelloTrouble," "McKenna of the Mounted," "White Eagle," "The
Forbidden Trail" — and now he is making
"The Sundown Rider." Even the titles of
his pictures give Young America a thrill!

Freckles, Blackheads,
Blotches. Vanish too!
Oh what a difference a lovely white skin makes!
You can have it. No matter how dark your skin
now, no matter how many other creams have
failed, this famous Golden Peacock Bleach
Cream will lighten it one shade a night ... or
your money back! Gentlest, daintiest of all
bleaches that ivork. Perfected by 30 great
specialists . . . absolutely guaranteed. More
economical, because it acts so fast . . . you use
so little. Try Golden Peacock Bleach Cream tonight. At all drugstoresand toilet goods counters.

Free for Asthma
During Winter
If you suffer with those terrible attacks of .Asthma
when it is cold and damp; if raw. Wintry winds make
you choke as if each gasp for breath was the very
last; if restful sleep is impossible because of the
struggle to breathe; if you feel the disease is slo\vly
wearing your life away, don't fail to send at once to
the Frontier .\sthma Co. for a free trial of a remarkable method. No matter where you live or
whether you have any faith in any remedy under the
Sun, send for this free trial. If you have suffered for
a lifetime and tried everything you could learn of
without relief; even if you are utterly discouraged,
do not abandon hope but send today for this free
trial. It will cost you nothing, .address
Frontier Asthitia Co. 79-S Frontier Bldg.
462 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.
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NOT
BROKEN!
HOUSEWe call him Scotty. When your guests put
cigarettes in the ash tray — and pat 8cottys head,
he'll raise his little hind leg and— PUT OUT THE
CIGARETTE! Convenient water sack inside .Scotty
is easilv venient
filled.
last turned
a canine's
inconhabit hasAt been
into a most
practical
and
extremely funny use! Scotty mounted on ash tray
— both in attractive bronze finish.
Scoay may lye had for SI. 60 postpaid. Money back if
not completely saHsfied. Remit to
onLy
HOME GADGETS
Dept. 26
200 Fifth Ave.
Nev/ York City

ea.. delivered

$1.50
Changing
Your Address?
To make sure that you will receive your copies
#

of
Motion Picture on time, just drop a card to
the Subscription Department, telling both your
oldand new addresses.

The Movie Circus
{Continued from page 12)

Health!

RADIANT

it! I rushed over to him and ^-elled that if
he didn't quit, I'd murder him. And I
would have, hmb by limb. I guess I lost
my temper. I know I've lost all taste for
that guy's singing."
AND thoughts of bigness lead us to
l\ inform you that Paramount has found
the big boy it has been seeking for the part
of The Lion Man in "King of the Jungle."
He is Buster Crabbe, the swimmer-champ,
and
Johnny
friend. and
He
is built
along W'eissmuUer's
the same linesgood
as Johnny,
is even better looking. Does thus begin the
end of a beautiful friendship?

fellow, Pat O'Brien,
THAT
laugh at the expense of one of
had hiswaggish
those fashion artists the other day. Pat
stopped the fellow on the lot and pointed
to the stripes and ball and chain which are
his clothes for the chain gang film he is
working in. "Don't you want a picture of
me?" he asked.
"A picture of you?" the fashion expert
gasped.
"Sure — to show what the badly behaved
man is wearing this season."
WILLIAM FARNUM is not averse
to repeating an experience. Eighteen
years ago Bill made screen history in his
battle with the late Tom Santschi in "The
Spoilers."
The Tom
other Mix
day he
similar brawl with
in staged
a film. a When
it was over Bill gasped, "That fight in 'The
Spoilers' started me — and this one just
about finished me!"
REMINISCING, ten years ago Marie
^ Dressier made a fur coat out of a rug
and wore it with great pride in a ^^'eber and
Fields show in New York — while her "sidekick," Polly Moran, was doing a single on
the Orpheum Circuit in one of those kiddingthe-orchestra-leader bits.
THE height of something or other is
this new game. Scavengers, which
freckled Katharine Hepburn brought back
from Paris. The hostess sends out invitations for cocktails at four, \\hen the guests
arrive, however, they are given a paper list
instead of drinks. On the list are the names
of a number of articles. The guests must
go out and get those things. If they fail — no
dinner.
The object is to make the quest as difficult
as possible. The list may include a movie
star's autograph, a paving brick, a jar of
a certain brand of apple sauce, rare flowers,
cheeses or anything out of the ordinary. I
don't know, but it sounds kinda nertsy.
These Hollywood people think up such
amazing things!

To Tell You the Truth Dept.
WALLY
BEERY once was a section
hand . . . Zasu Pitts wears a shawl and
crocheted slippers on the set, between
scenes . . . One of the Japanese girls in
"Madame Butterfly" changed her name to
Valerie O'Hara . . . Charlie Laughton has
an ambition to play the father of the
Katzenjammer kids . . . Tala Birell's name
really is spelled Bierl . . . Joan Crawford
has 600 pairs of shoes . . . John Miljan, the
heavy, raises canary birds . . . When kidded
about not going through with his planned
trip to Turkey, Groucho Marx answered
"Is my fez red?" . . . Those who have the
habit of carelessly flipping a coin up and
down are said to be "doing a George Raft"
. . . And so it goes in this place called
Hollywood.

HEALTH— Life's no fun when
you're only half-awake. If you
want to feel fine, sweep away
the poisons — and your clean
blood will give you a new pep.

rr

BEAUTY— Bright eyes, a clear •
skin, come when you are internally clean! You have sparkle,
charm. Note : Sal Hepatica is a
great help in the reducing diet.

. . , WHEN
YOU
PURIFY
YOUR
SYSTEM
THE
SAL
HEPATICA
WAY!
IT'S easy enough iot sixteen to bubble
over with high-spirits. But after that

and gently. But because it is a saline it
does more. It purifies and tones up your

first flush of youth, you can't feel exuberant and look lovely unless you keep

whole system — keeps you from getting
sick. It combats colds, headaches, acid

your system free of poisons.
Sal Hepatica will keep your entire
blood stream fresh and pure. For Sal
Hepatica is no ordinary laxative. It is
America's great saline — it contains the
same salines as do the health springs of
Wiesbaden and Carlsbad and Aix.
First of all Sal Hepatica flushes wastes
and poisons from your digestive tract —

MANY

OF THE COMMON
-^C^

system, rheumatism.
And how much lovelier you look!
Your skin is translucently clear. Your
eyes sparkle. There's new spring in your
step. You feel young and look young.
Whatever you do, you enjoy!
Just get a bottle of Sal Hepatica, and
try
road person
to health!
You'll
feel this
like saline
a different
I

ILLS OF LIFE YIELD TO SAL HEPATICA
i
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COLDS

HEADACHE

COMPLEXION

RHEUMATISM
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Seeing '^Cavalcade" thru
Hollywood's
{Continued from page Eyes
41)
fuWc
Discover
i
tonight in one
shampooing!

CONSTANCE

CUMMINGS

POPULAR

STAR

A treasure hunt— in your hair! Hidden there is
something precious! Loveliness undreamed of; a
sparkling radiance that is YOUTH — key to popularity,
romance, happiness!
You can revive this charm tonight. Just one Golden
Glint Shampoo will show you the way.
No other shampoo like Golden Glint Shampoo.
Does more than merely cleanse. It gives your hair a
"tiny- tint"— <» wee little bit— not much —hardly perceptible. But what a difference it makes in one's appear nce. 5c2 at your dealers' , or send for free sample.

FREE

J. W. KOBI CO., 631 Rainier Ave., Dept. B
Seattle, Wash. * * * * Please send a free sample.
Name
Address
State_
City
Color of my hair:
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REMEDY

FOR SAGGING
OVERDEVELOPED AND
UNDERDEVELOPED
BUSTS

THE ONLY BRASSIERE with
PATENTED BUST'SHAPING STRAPS
Now worn by over a million women
Cup-form's patented bust-shaping straps
and inner cups instantly mould a sagging
bust into its former youthful firmness. It
reduces an over-developed bust; It gives
alluring ciurves to the under- developed
hgate.For sale at all department stores, $1.00
uportvriteDept. M. P.l forillustratedbooklet.
EMPIRE STATE BLDG., NEW YORK, N. Y.
In Canada E. & S. Currie, Ltd., Toronto

Consult Yogi Alpha
About

Your Future

1933 will be one of the most critical in
world's affairs. Yogi Alpha, internationally known psycholoerist and astrologer,
who has amazed thousands by his uncanny predictions, offers a 2500 word
Giant Astrological Reading-, based on
your sign in the Zodiac, giving you predictions monthbymonth with exact days,
dates and happenings for l')33. Consult
it before making any changes in business, signing papers, love, marriage, employment, speculation, health, accidents,
lucky days, travel, etc. Send only 50c
and exact birth date for complete Astrological Forecast. Handwriting Character
Analysis included FREE. Money returned ifnot satisfied. YOGI ALPHA
Box 1411, Dept. 92.
San Diego, Calif.

If you have a friend who wishes reading, send $1 for the TWO readings.
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FREE
...HANDWRITING
CHARACTER ANALYSIS with order
for Reading.
Astrological

telling is definitely British. Any effort to
Americanize it would destroy its fabric.
Desiring to hold to the original spirit of
the work, Winfield Sheehan, production
chief of Fox, ordered a hundred per cent
English production — the cast, director, even
the production crew, must be British-born
and bred. As a result of this edict, Borzage
was replaced by Frank Lloyd in the directorial assignment, and Captain Reginald
Berkely, M. P., noted English dramatist,
was brought to Hollywood to write the
screen play.
The casting of the picture presented
greater difhculties than anticipated. Fo.x
discovered that, while there are many English accents on the screen, few are authentic.
Clive Brook, borrowed from Paramount,
was given the leading role of Robert Marryot,
but over two hundred tests were made for
the part of Jane Marryot, his wife in the
script. Ann Harding or Irene Dunne would
have been ideal, had they not been Americans. Elissa Landi, Edna Best and Fay
Compton were strongly fax'ored. The final
decision gave the much-contested role to
Diana Wynyard, a comparative newcomer
from London, whose first screen work was
with
Barrymores
"Rasputin."
Thethesearch
for otherin members
of the cast
was conducted as slowly and carefully. A
dialogue director was sent to England to
test members of the original stage company,
three of whom, Una O'Connor, Irene Browne
and Merle Tottenham were signed, the latter because of her giggle. Ursula Jeans and
Frank Lawton also came from London.

Brought London to Hollywood
MEANWHILE,
all the
ments of the studio
were other
equallydepartbusy.
Six acres on the Fox lot were laid out in sets,
including a dozen London streets, the mammoth
Trafalgar Square,
.St. Paul's
Cathedral,
the Caledonian
Market,
\ ictoria
Station and Kensington Gardens. A whole
warehouse was filled with imported "props."
Twenty-five thousand costumes, costing
more than ten times that sum in dollars,
were created. More than two hundred rare
old books were purchased to be added to
the research library.
Six months of preparation preceded the
actual filming of " Ca\'alcade." It was in
May that Borzage went to London, but not
until October was the first scene filmed. A
fifty-four-day shooting schedule was arranged and a million dollars budgeted. Director Lloyd finished the picture a day ahead
of schedule and under cost. Such is the
value of a carefully-laid foundation.
Oddly enough, the first sequence you will
see on the screen was shot the first day.
The date is December 31,1 899, and the hour
near midnight. Jane and Robert Marryot,
a young and well-to-do English couple, are
preparing a toast to the New Year and the
dawn of a new century. Bridges and Ellen,
man and wife, butler and maid to the
Marryots, are in\'ited to join the toast. W'hy
not? Marryot and Bridges will soon march
away, side by side, soldiers of the C. I. V.,
sailing for South Africa and the Boer War.
You and Hollywood will both see the same
drama in this scene. Hollywood, however,
will look at details that may escape you.
The quaint old costumes, for example, are
more than quaint or old in Hollywood's eyes.
They are the results of months of research,
carefully copied by the wardrobe department from exact models of the day. And
the room, a lovely old room furnished with
real antiques. That picture on the wall?
You can barely see it in outline. But it
came from England with several carloads

of other 1900 furnishings. That vase, too.
And the knick-knacks on the library table.
Why all this attention to detail? Simply
because things like these are small parts of
a perfect whole.

An All-Important Nightgown
STREET noises from the celebrating
throngs — you only heard them on the
stage; you see and hear them on the screen —
awakensons.
Ediuard
Joey,
small
Their and
parents
go the
to theMarryots'
nursery
to reassure them that this is only the din
of a new century.
The nursery is, likewise. 1900. And what
sort of nightgowns did little English boys
wear in that >ear? The research department was asked, but didn't know. It was
discovered that nightgowns were then made
of flannelette. This knowledge was obtained
from newspapers of the period, which reported many children burned by standing
too near open fireplaces in flannelette nightgowns. Fire-screens were invented to minimize the danger.
Though flannelette was definitely established as the material, Frances Richardson,
head of research, was no nearer the solution
of how nightgowns were made. At last, she
chanced to recall that among her acquaintances was an Englishwoman whose grown
son was a small boy in that year. A frantic
'phone call. Did the friend recall how her
son dressed for bed in 1900? Just a general
idea would do.
The friend had better than a general idea.
She had a real nightshirt, which had been
saved as a childhood memento. That shirt
was obtained, copied and returned with
many, many thanks. Remember this little
incident
you forseethe"Cavalcade."
The C. when
I. \\ sails
Boer War. Jane.
the lady, and Ellen, the maid, go to the
dockside to bid their men farewell and Godspeed. Athousand people swarm the wharf,
civilians and soldiers, wives, mothers and
sweethearts. A tremendous spectacle in
which Hollywood will note the accuracy of
costuming, the laboriously-reconstructed
ship that exactly duplicates a transport of
the time even down to its name, all discovered after many days of research. Hollywood will see a greater spectacle because it
sees all. Will you look as closely?

Hard to Find Right Children
THE
back to play
the Marryot
home scene
wheremoves
the children
at war
with the young daughter of a neighbor. The
casting of these children was one of the most
trying problems that confronted Fox executives. Originally, the plan was to import
all of the youngsters needed in the play.
Children lose their native accents more
quickly than adults and it was deemed advisable to get English children from England. After much testing, the casting was
accomplished in London, but when passports
were applied for, an old English law was
discovered that prohibited "children under
fourteen being exhibited outside the country
The search had to begin all over again,
this time in the United States. If you live
profit."
in
York, Chicago, or one of the other
forNew
large cities of this land, you may have seen
a large classified advertisement in >xiur local
paper, inviting applications from parents of
English-born children for unnamed motion
picture work. Fox investigated thousands
of answers so received, but the casting was
finally completed in Hollywood.
Then, on the first day the children appeared before the cameras. Director Lloyd
{Continued on page g6)

What the Stars are Doing
{Continued from page S)
Keeler, Ruby — recently completed 42nd Street —
First National Studios, Burbank. Cal.
Klbbee, Guy — playing in The Blue Moon Murder
Mystery — Warner Bros. Studios. Burbank, Cal.
Knapp, Evalyn — playing in A ir Hostess — Columbia Pictures Studios, 1438 Gower St.. Hollywood, Cal.
Kohler, Fred — playing in Wild Horse Mesa —
Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood, Cal.

* * *

Landi, Elissa — playing in The Masquerader — United
' .Artists Studios, 1041 N. Formosa Ave., Hollywood. Cal.
Laughton, Charles — recently completed Island
of Lost Souls — Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon
St.. Hollj-ivood. Cal.
Lombard, Carole — recently completed Xo More
(Orchids — Columbia Pictures Studios. 780 Gower St.,
Hollywood. Cal.
Lukas, Paul — recently completed Grand Slam —
Warner Bros. Studios, Burbank, Cal.
MacDonald, Jeanette — latest release Love Me
Tonight — Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon
St., Hollywood, Cal.
McHugh, Frank — recently completed Grand S/o»i
— Warner Bros. Studios, Burbank. Cal.
Mcrkel, Una — recently completed 42nd Street —
First National Studios, Burbank. Cal.
Miljan, John — recently completed Flesh — MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City. Cal.
Morley. Karen — recently completed Flesh —
Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.
Muni, Paul — latest release / -4 m a Fugitive from
a Chain Gang — Warner Brothers Studios, Burbank,
Cal.
Murray, James — playing in.4!> Hostess — Columbia Pictures Studios, 1438 Gower St., Hollywood,
Cal.
Nagel,
Conrad — playing
in Fast
Life — MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City. Cal.
Nissen, Greta — latest release Rackety Rax — Fox
Studios, 1401 N. Western Ave., Hollywood. Cal.
Nugent, Edward J. — recently completed 42nd
Street — First National Studios, Burbank, Cal.

o

akie.
Jack — playing
Tiffany Studios, 4516
Cal._

in Uptown
New
York —
Sunset Blvd., Hollywood,

O'Malley, Pat — playing in The Penal Code — •
International Studios, 4376 Sunset Dr., Holly^vood,
Cal.

^ ^^

pallette, Eugene — playing in Pig Boats — Metro■*■ Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.
Pichel, Irving — recently completed Island of Lost
Souls — Paramount Studios, 5451 Alarathon St.,
Hollywood, Cal.
■Daft, George — playing in Under-Cover Man —
•*^ Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood. Cal.
Robinson, Edward G. — latest release Silver
Dollar — First National Studios. Burbank, Cal.
Rogers, Ginger — recently completed 42nd Street —
First National Studios. Burbank. Cal.
Rogers, Will — playing in Slate Fail — Fox Studios,
1401 N. Western .\ve., Hollywood. Cal.
Ruggles, Charles — playing in Madame Butterfly —
Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood,
Cal.

***
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A^^E you flat-chested?
Is j'our form thin
/-\ and undeveloped?
Do ugh% sagging
lines rob you of your feminine charm?
It is so easy to have the full, firm bust that
fashion demands. Just the simple application
of my wonderful Xancy Lee Miracle Cream
treatment works wonders.
Just give me 30 days. Let me prove that you
can increase your chest-line and mould the
contours to firm, j'outhful shapeliness.
My
fascinatyou
gives
quickly
method
^^®^'
^^^'
INCHES
addT!}
' ing feminine curves and alluring contours.
Try IVIy Amazing Miracle Cream Method
Thousands of women praise this simple, harmless home treatment for the splendid results obtained in just a few minutes a
day, Xo matter how flat and undeveloped your bust may be
— ^o matter what else you have tried — ■
^_H ^mm
^HB ^B^^
youoweittoyourself to try thefa- ^
^Ka ^^Z
^L ^LB
Miracle Cream Treatment.
mous
^r
^^ H^L ^r

'Mail

^BeaidifuiForm

*
*

JHECX>UPON
My new illustrated book tells all about
this new easy way to de\elop the bust —
how flat or sagging contours may be
made full, firm and shapely. Special
offer NOW:
Send only SI. 00 for the

Miracle Cream treatment includine L.iree container of MIR-\CLE ICRE.iM and instructions
and Free Book.
Offer,.limited: mail coupon with
SI. 00 .\T ON'CE.

NANCY LEE
816 Broadway,

New

Dept. K-2
York, N.Y.

FEMININE
HYGIENE

NANCY

LEE, Dept. K-2

f 815 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
* I enclose only Si. 00. Send me the Miraf cle Cream treatment, including large
f container of Miracle Cream and instruc. tions with Free Book — in plain wrapper.

'I Name

*I Address
^
*

*
• Town

State

BE A JAZZ MUSIC
MASTER
Play Piano Y^y Ear
Play popular sons hits perfectly.
Hum the tune, play it by ear No
teacher—self-instruction. No tediOQS dln^-dong daily practice--ja3t
20 bnei,
entertainine leaaons,
easily
maatered.

I II m CO can
depend Compound.
on our new
LAUILO
S. p.now Relief
Use it when nature fails you. Often successfully relieves some of the most stubborn unnatural delays in 2xto 5 days.
Absolutelyvenience.
safe,
harmless, noand inconHighly *recommended
used
by thousands
•%^' of women because they are
superior quality and will assure the
most satisfaction generally. Use only
S. P. Compound and you'll never be without it. We
don't
know
of
better.
AUiorders
shipped
rushed the same anything
day received,
in plain
wrapper.
Mail
$2.00 Box; 2 for S3. 00. Double Strength. $3.00; 2 for
S5.00. \'aluable Free Hygiene Booklet. Write todav.
SNYDER PRODUCTS CO., Depl. 4 7-H. 227 W. Norfh Ave., Chicago

At Home in Your Spare Time
•Send for FREE BOOK. Learn many
etylesendings.
of bas3If 10c.
and (coin
syncopation
—
trick
or stamps)
is enclosed, vou also receive
iionderful book|.?t "Ho\c to EnUr-

Ocott, Randolph — playing in Wild Horse Mesa —
"^ Paramount Studios,i5451 Marathon St., Hollywood. Cal.
Shannon, Peggy — latest release False Faces —
Tiffany Studios. 4516 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood. Cal.
Shearer, Norma — latest release .Sm/Z;n' Through —
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City. Cal.
Sidney, Sylvia — playing in Madame Bulla-fly —
Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood,
Cal.
Stanwyck, Barbara — recently completed Ladies
They Talk About — Warner Bros. Studios, Burbank,
Cal.
Stevens, Onslow — recently completed Nagana —
Universal Studios, Universal City, Cal.
Stuart, Gloria — recently completed Laughter In
Hell — Universal Studios. Universal City, Cal.
'T'albot, Lyle — playing in The Sucker — First Na■•■ tional Studios, Burbank, Cal.
Tobin, Genevieve — playing in Infernal Machine —
Fox Studios. 1401 N. W'estern Ave., Holh-^vood. Cal.
I Todd, Thelma — playing in Air Hostess — Columbia Pictures Studios, 1438 Gower St., Hollj-wood, Cal.

Are you embarrassed by a large
flabby bust?
Do you want to reduce
the
size, lift tlie sag and restore
the
firm
shapely contour of youth? Just send your name and
IMl show you how to reduce your bust measure, quickly
and easily by my simple home method.
ON'T

TTounfi' Loretta — playing in The Sucker — First
■*■ National Studios, Burbank. Cal.
Young, Robert — playing in Pig Boats — MetroGoldwym-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.

flabby breasts

treatment banishes fat, remoulds
the form. Simple, harmless — requires
but a few minutes a day at home. Xot
"just another fat-reducer," but a
special treatment designed expres.sly
for the bust, to remove extra fullness
and restore shapely contours.

Let Me Tell You How, FREE!
Mail the coupon or write and I will send you complete information in confidence, without the
slightest cost or obligation. Don't miss this
DORIS
KENT, Dept. K-2,
|
wonderful FREE opportunity. Send name and
80 East 11th St., NewYork, N. Y.
I
address today.
I
Please send me FREE INFORM-\TION in |
confidence
about your new, easy way to reduce ,|
the bust.

Velez, Lupe — playing in Hot Pepper — Fox Studios,
1401 N. Western Ave., Hollyivood, Cal.
VX^althall, Henry B. — recently completed 42nd
^'Street — First National Studios, Burbank. Cal.
Wheeler, Bert — playing in That's Africa — Columbia Pictures Studios. 1438 Gower St., Hollynvood. Cal.
Woolsey, Robert — playing in That's Africa —
Columbia Pictures Studios, 1438 Gower St., Hollywood, Cal.
Wray, Fay — playing in The Wax Museum —
Warner Bros. Studios, Burbank, Cal.

let large,

spoil your fullness
figure! Don't
that
matronly
about allow
the chest
make you look old and settled. It is
easy to regain the slim, trim form of
My new "PRESCRIPTION-Se"

IFRIEIE«blcoijPON

DORK KENT

80 East 11th St.

New York, N.y

Town

State.
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Seeing "Cavalcade" thru
Hollywood's
Eyes
{Continued from page g^)

SKIN ERUPTIONS
NEED

NOT

WORRY

YOU

Pimples, eczema, itching, burning skin, undue redness,
minor rashes and scaly scalps are no longer necessary
when relief is so simple. Poslam will show what it will
do for you in one application. Just apply at night and
note improvement ne.vt morning.

JUST

TO PROVE

IT

we will send you a test package FREE.
Simply send your name and address to:

POSLAM

CO., Desk 4-R, 254 W. 54th St.
New York, N. Y.

You can get Poslam

at any drug store, 50c.

A BEAUTIFUL
COMPLEXION
Do you want a beautiful complexion? Without the use of
rouge?
And color that is all
liotir oun?
If you suffer from
constipation give your system
just
a tiny
calcium
wafer!
Don't take that customary pill
^.
on
Saturday
night — just let '^Ki-.
Stuart's
Calcium
Wafers,
the gentle
internal
cleansers, help Nature do its magic work lor you I
Stuart's Calcium wafers frequently clear away
all impurities resulting from constipation and
which keep the skin sallow or dull. They help to
keep pores purged and the cuticle clean. Often
you feel and see the difference from the first day
you take Stuart's Calcium Wafers.
A five-day test is sufficient to prove to you very
conclusively the system's need for Stuart's Calcium
wafers, and the decided benefit from the use of
these little sugar-coated wafers.
AT ALL

.' Enough
I
'I
I
I

CALCIUM

DRUG

STORES:

WAFERS

10c and 60c

FULL BOX FREE

for full test — ample to prove the value to you
of Stuart's Calcium Wafers — will be sent you. if jou
mail this coupon
to tlie Stuart Co., Dept. 3lC
Marsliall, JEch.
yame
Address..

EARN MONEY

'"^

AT HOME

■you can make $15 to $50 weekly in spare
or full time at home coloring photographs.
No experience needed. No canvassing. We
instruct you by our new simple Photo-Color
process and supply you with work. Write
for particulars and Free Book to-day.
The IRVING-VANCE COMPANY
Ltd.
114 Hart Building, Toronto, Can.

Reduce this Safe way
We guarantee Stay-thin O B C
T prescription to take off 5 ibs. or
more in 10 days, or refund your
money. No diet or exercise required. A sure, harmless remedy recommended by physicians. Send SI. 00 for week's treatment, or pay postman on delivery.
Gray's Drug Stores, 1490 Broadway,

New York, N. Y.

^LVIENEi-sTHMTRE

end CULTURAL eubjeota for personal development — Staae. TeaohinK;
Direoting-Drama. Staze and Coooert Danoine. Vocal. Screen. Musical
Comedy. Elocution. Stock Theatre and platform appearances while learnine. For catalog 36 apply M. P. Ely, Secy., 66 W. 85 St.. N. Y.
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librarian to King George \', acting her first
role, would not follow the director's order.
He had told her to throw a toy cannon at
one of the boys. And it was impolite to
throw things. Mama had taught her that.
Mama was found, after some delay, and
she e.xplained that it would be all right to
throw the toy, just this once. Wonderingly,
little Sheila obeyed. Vou will notice how
well when you see the picture.
The young mother hears news of the ending of the Boer War while attending a
theatre. Here, again, Hollywood will revel
in the attention given details, as a comic
opera of 1900 is presented — for Hollywood
knows that .Sammy Lee trained a cast and
chorus of sixty people for four weeks in
preparation for these few brief moments.

Some of the Famous Extras

Without Rouge

STUART'S

stumbled across a new difficulty. He had
wanted well-bred English children and he
had obtained them. Only one was too wellbred. Little Sheila MacGill, daughter of
Patrick MacGill, the Irish poet and former

THE
story moves
on. Aof \'ictorian
celebrating
the return
the C.l.\ ball
. is
depicted with all the pomp and ceremony
of the time. Among the extras and bit players who worked in the ballroom scenes were
many women of wealth, playing for the fun
of it and donating their salary checks for
the day to the Motion Picture Relief Fund.
You may recognize, if you look closely
among the mob, Helene Chadwick, star of
a former day, Mrs. Ernest Torrence and
Mrs. Montagu Love. There were several
bearers of real titles on the set, too, among
them Lady North and Lady Irene Spencer
Churchill, niece of Winston Churchill. Lady
Irene appears again later as an English war
nurse, a part she really played for four years.
The death of Queen \ ictoria, and the
mourning of a nation, are briefly touched
upon before the scene changes to a later
date. The butler and his wife have left the
service of the Marryots to open a public
barroom of their own. To furnish the barroom, a real old English "pub" was purchased and stripped, and its fixtures — bar,
posters, even bottles — shipped intact.
Joe Thompson, master of properties for
"Cavalcade." tells an amusing tale of how
the "pub" bottles came through customs.
They were ordered sent empty to be filled
with colored water in Hollywood. Imagine
Thompson's surprise, then, when he went
to check the shipment through customs, to
find every bottle filled. He admits near
heart failure when a customs inspector picked
up a fine old brandy bottle, shook its
gurgling contents and reached for a corkscrew.toFortunately
Joe, the
"liquor"
turned out
be onlyforcolored
water
which
an over-zealous purchasing agent had prepared in London. Still, the inspector continued suspicious. He insisted upon opening
every bottle in every case.
To get back to the children, they are
growing up. Fanny, daughter of Bridges and
Ellen, has become a night-club entertainer
and young Joe Marryol is more than a little
interested in her. Edward, the other Marryot
son, has already married Edith, his childhood playmate. They sail on their honeymoon— on the ill-fated Titanic. (In this
scene, even the lettering on the life preservers isduplicated exactly.)
With only Joe Marryol left, his mother
dreads the approach of war. But all her
prayers cannot stem its tide. War sweeps
over England, carrying everything with it.
Her husband enlists — and so does Joe.
The story of "Cavalcade" is more con-

cerned with the after-effects of world strife
than with the war, itself. Two full days
were devoted to filming war scenes that,
when cut, will consume only two minutes
on the screen.

A Dramatic Day Is Relived
SO we come to the Armistice. This is the
big day of the picture. A tensely dramatic scene will precede the demonstration
when you see "Cavalcade" projected in
your local theatre. This scene will show
Jane Marryot
receiving
the news
of Joe's
death
as the crowds
outside
her windows
proclaim peace.
By chance, rather than by design, the
filming of Armistice Day, 1918, fell on
Armistice Day, 1932. Twenty-fi\e hundred
extras were ordered to fill every inch of the
large set that had been constructed with
mathematical accuracy to duplicate, exactly, London's historic Trafalgar Square.
For months William Tummel, Lloyd's
able assistant, had been interviewing English men, women and children while casting
the hundred and forty speaking parts and
bits. He had wisely kept the address of
every applicant and when time came to find
twenty-five hundred people who really knew
how England celebrated its Armistice, he
had the list ready.
The day began with a three-minute silence, while the thousands stood side by
side, heads bared and bowed, facing West.
A moment later pandemonium broke loose.
The celebration was on.
Hollywood knows all the inside story of
this day, for nearly all of Hollywood turned
out to watch the spectacle being taken. The
list of visitors read like a roll-call of the
studios. Ann Harding came in the evening
to see Diana Wynyard play the big scene
that Ann, herself, wanted to play. Beside
her stood the English players, Ronald Colman and Leslie Howard. Boris Karloff and
Ernest Torrence, both Londoners, wandered
around a Trafalgar Square so nearly like the
original that they said it made them homesick. An old gateman, employee of Fox,
stood on the set, his hand caressing one of
the three ancient taxicabs brought from
London.
The quest for old taxis proved extremely
difficult. The research department discovered the fact that the first London taxi
appeared on the streets in 1903 and the
following year saw only four, while 1905
brought a total of nineteen into use. England was scoured for cabs dating back as
far as possible. And Props came proudly
home with three — a 1906 Charron, a 1910
Argyle and 1914 Unic. They all ran. Watch
for them in the picture. The total purchase
price was £38. Now, that's what I call
going some, though, knov.ing what I do of
the thoroughness with which every phase of
this production was attacked. I am surprised they did not succeed in buying the
original taxi.
There were tears in many eyes, good English tears, caused by this real bit of old
London that Fox had re-created in Hollywood. Don't talk to us about English sentiment. We have seen it displayed with no
embarrassment. Comrades were reunited
comrades
hadn't
seenlistened
in years.
Awithman,
blindedthey
in the
War,
to
friends describing the celebration of peace.
Much of this fine spirit must ha\e been
caught by the camera. You will doubtless
recognize it even without knowing why.
But isn't it more interesting to know why —
to see "Cavalcade" through Hollywood's
eyes?

No More "Nighties"
for Jeanette
{Continued from page 27)

"MURINE'S JUST
GREAT FOR TIRED,
ACHING EYES!"

SAYS A NEW YORK STENOGRAPHER

Here's Jeanette MacDonald

lolling in the luxurious boa-trimmed
in "Let's Go Native"

negligee she wore

drama in place of Lubitsch-concocted naughtiness. But it's easy to see how the casting
directors think of gaiety and Hghtness when
it comes to casting Jeanette. There's something musical-comedy about her and her
surroundings, even so far away from the
studios as Linden Drive, Beverly Hills.
In the first place, it's a gay, big house,
filled with sunlight, an enormous English
sheep dog that labors under the illusion he
is of the "lap" variety, the shrill song of a
next-door rooster that performs all hours
of the day and night, a constantly ringing
telephone, and the explosive mutterings of
a household of "international" servants,
who appear to converse in all languages,
including the Turkish. At odd moments an
amiable lady, who is officially a secretary,
appears on the scene to hurl rapid-fire and
jovial French comments at her employer.

However, between the handsome policeman's calls, the telephone, the secretary and
the activities of "Captain," I did manage
to learn that Jeanette is planning to interrupt her Hollywood career temporarily for
six months of the stage and screen in Europe. Her immediate plan is to do a musical
show in Paris first. The pink-and-whiteand-gold MacDonald is a tremendous personal favorite in the French capital and, if
the musical comedy plans fall through, she
will do several months of "personal appearances." But her real plot is far deeper than
that.

The Tumult She Lives In

picture
one character
of Germany's
greatest
and
mostopposite
dramatic
actors.
It is

TRANSLATED, these outbursts might
mean that the handsome "cop" is at
the door again to remind Miss MacDonald
that her car must not remain parked in
front of the house all night; or her gown
shop wants to know if she wants that little
"model"; or the neighborhood youngsters
are at the door again . . . will she give them
some chocolate cake? From the swinging
kitchen door comes the highly colorful comments of a male cook, who prefers to talk
to himself in Turkish, of all languages!
With considerable excitement, he arrives
to say that Mr. Bob Ritchie (Jeanette's
perennial fiance) is calling long-distance
from New York. What to do? What to do?
The doorbell rings . . . the telephone rings
... a telegram arrives . . . from upstairs
Jeanette's mother calls, "Jeanette!"
In the midst of this excitement, apparently unaware of the madhouse activity,
sits the beautiful Jeanette, who has just
had a stunning black frock ripped to pieces
by "Captain," the behemoth hound, which
took a notion he wanted to sit in her lap.
Apparenth-, even dress-ripping is nothing
unusual in the MacDonald household, for
Jeanette merely tweaks his ear fondly and
lets it go at that.

"I'm a stenographer in a Wall Street office,
where I have to work under artificial light all
day long. Often, until I discovered Murine,
I used to go home with eyes so tired and
aching that my whole evening was spoiled.
"Now, however, I simply apply a few drops of
Murine and in no time at all my eyes feel
fresh and rested again. What's more, it makes
them clearer, brighter and more attractive.
M»r!He'5 just great for tired, aching eyes!"
Thus does another add her praise to that of
millions
knowandthere's
Murine forwhoquickly
safely nothing
relieving like
eye
weariness. Formula of a veteran eye specialist, it contains 10 ingredients which act to
invigorate the eyes and to make them clear
and sparkling. Sold by all drug stores.

#
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by Good

Housekeeping
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She and Chevalier Part
THE plans are too formative to announce
at this time, but there is a strong possibility that Jeanette will make a dramatic
Jeanette's private hunch that, should this
come to pass, American movie producers
would quickly "follow the leader" and contract her for the more dramatic offerings of
American film fare.
"I hope it isn't giving away any studio
secret to let you know that it is practically
definite that Maurice Chevalier and I shall
not make any more pictures together. No,
there hasn't been any quarrel, or professional misunderstanding, between us. I admire Maurice tremendously and I value his
friendship. The real, honest-to-goodness
reason back of our professional break is the
fact that our combined salaries are too much
for one production. As a team, we cost too
It developed that Robert Ritchie was setting sail that very day for France, where he
would
much!"attend to all the little details of contract and appearances, like the good business manager he is. Jeanette was planning
to follow with her mother, the secretary,
and the international cook — not to forget
"Captain" — within the week. But say it
in as many languages as you like, and protest though you may, Jeanette is telling you
in good, old, understandable English that,
so far as she is concerned, there will be "No
more nighties!"

Personal: to Blondes
TESTS
madeto men
at a great
provethanit'sa more
thrilling
to kisscollege
a blonde
brunette or red-head. Science says this is because
blondes' light hair makes them seem more feminine, flowerlike. But dull blondes might as
well be brunettes. Don't let your hair get drab,
dark. Blondex Shampoo actually makes blonde
hair two shades lighter. Brings out all the shimmering, golden lights. Gives to dull, stringy light
hair a satiny, rippling halo of blonde loveliness.
Formerly sold only in the $1.00 size, you can now
get Blondex in the new 25(5 size. Try this inexpensive size today. At all drug and dept. stores.

NEW

PHOTOGRAPHS

of

Motion Picture Stars
25 Cents Each
5 for One Dollar
12 for Tivo Dollars
Postage Prepaid
Motion Picture Publications, Inc.
1501 Broadway
New York City
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News and Gossip
of the Studios
{Continued Jrom page 8g)
SIDNEY
FOX, toUniversal's
star,
was loaned
a foreign five-foot
film company
making an English version of Cervantes'
"Don Quixote" at Nice, France. The
length of the loan was for eighty days.
Sidney practically broke a record in getting
to Nice from Hollywood, making the trip in
twelve days. And when she got there, the
scenario writers were still in closed session
on the script! Incidentally, Sidney is in
high dramatic society. The star of the film
is Feodor Chaliapin, the famous Russian
singer. Even if she did have to rush a bit,
Hollywood figures Sidney got a real break.

modern g i ris
make
m o ri e y

in Art....
As fashion illustrators, interior decorators, fabric designers, show cord
writers, modern girls are making
good money in art. Manufacturers
of wall paper, furniture, draperies,
dress fabrics, jewelry, kitchenware —
base their success today on color
and design. Girls trained in art are
needed.
Fine incomes are possible.
Through the Federal School of
Illustrating you can learn the principles
of modern design at home. More
than fifty famous artists contribute
exclusive lessons to the Federal Course
in illustrating, cartooning, lettering,
designing, etc. Many Federal students
are now earning from $2500 to
$6000 a year — others even more.

Test Your Talent Free
Our Free Art Test finds out your
talent. From it our artists will judge
your drawing ability. Send today
for this Test Chart and our Free Book,
"A Road To Bigger Things."

FEDERAL SCHOOL
OF
ILLUSTRATING
2083 Federal Schools Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.
Federal School of Illustrating
2083 Federal Schools Building
Minneapolis, Minn.
Please send me free book,
"A Road To Bigger Things," and
Standard Art Test.
Name
Age

Address
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Occupation-

RALPH GRAVES, who writes as well as
. acts, has penned a tome called "Hollywood Bridge" — and it's supposed to be
about contract bridge. Ner\ous Hollywood
wonders if it's going to be kidded again . . .
And another Hollywood author is Lina
Basquette, who has just written her first
novel, " Flame of the Pampas," and has had
it accepted for publication . . . Charlie
Chaplin has just put the finishing touches
on his story of his world trip . . . Elissa
Landi is working on her fourth — or is it her
fifth? — novel.
CLARA BOW, for all her external changes,
is still the same big-hearted Clara.
When recently a young boy was found
prowling on her premises and arrested, he
said that all he was seeking was something
to eat. Clara believed him, said she would
refuse to appear against him, and asked
the police to let him come in her house and
have whatever he wanted to eat. Rut the
police,
no took
doubttheimpressed
by fed
Clara's
hospitality,
boy off and
him,
themselves.
He's a Clara Bow fan now.
VINCE

BARNETT, Hollywood's professional "insulter" and jokester, is
playing
a
role
in
W'ally Reery's new picture.
Hence:
"I see that Wally Beery likes roast beef!"
"Yeah?
Why?"
"I see where they have gi\'en him the
Prime
Ouch!Ribber!"
KATHARINE HEPBURN is a most disconcerting, and to many newspaper
reporters, a most irritating young woman.
She has a "cute" little habit of making up
perfectly whopping fibs about herself and
passing the information around as authentic
facts of her life. She told one reporter that
she had been married so many times she
"couldn't remember" the exact number of
husbands. To another she "confided" that
she had never even been engaged. One
moment Greta Garbo is her favorite screen
star and the next, she is quoted as saying
that Helen Hayes is her only screen idol.
One harassed young scribe dared to ask la
Hepburn if it was true that she is a very,
very rich young woman.
"Really," she answered, "I can't remember. What do you think?"
THIS is almost good enough for a
Ripley . . . but we hear that Marian
Marsh (former leading lady to John Barrymore) seriously objected to playing love
scenes with Joel McCrea ... of all people!
Not that Marian had anything personal
against the personable Mr. McCrea ... it
was just that she felt the particular love
story.
scene in question was unnecessary to the

YOUR BUST
THIS NEW EASY WAY!
1-^ Sbulging,
your bust
large? chest-line
Reduce that
matronly
to
the slender, girlish lines of youth.
Take 3 or more inches off your
bust measure.
Flabby, sagging
fat disappears swiftly.
Bust is
left small,
firm,
arched
and
lovely. No sag. No wrintles.

Formula-X

Just get big container of my
famous FORMULA-X
and
instructions. Apply treatment
at home and watch your
breasts grow slim and younglooking. Nothing else to do.
Notliing derful
elsenew discovery
to buy. Thisquickly
wonremoves the soft, flabby fat,
firms and moulds the bust to
trim shapeliness. Guaranteed
harmless— but SO EFFECTIVE!

Big
Saving
Now
Write
Today
Take advantage of special introductory offer now. Send only
SI. 05 for large container
of
FC)RMUI,A-X and complete instructions for reducing
and reshaping the bust. A $5.00 value at a saving of
over $3.00. Offer Limited — send J1.95 at once.
799 Broadway.BETTY

(Dept. K-2)
New York. N. Y.

Waut

a Big-Pay
Job in
Broadcasting?

HERE
is your opporl U7iity
get
into Broadcasting.
II youtobave
a good speaking \'0ice, if you can sing,
act, direct or sell, then tills aina-ing
new meihod — developed by Kloyd
Cibbons — will train you in tbe technique of Broadcasting and fit you for
the job you want.
If you really want a big-pay Job In
this glamorous new profession of
Broadcasting, let the Floyd CMbbons
School show you how. Vou learn at
home — in spare time. This fascinating
Course
is fully explained in our FREE
FLOYD GIBBONS
Booklet, "How to Find Your Place in
Send for your copy today. Xo obligation.

^

Broadcasting."
FLOYD GIBBONS

SCHOOL

2000-14lh Slreel. N. W.,

OF BROADCASTING

Depl. 3B39

Washinglon, D.C

LADIES
I positively guarantee

my

great

successful "Relief Compotmd."
Safely relieves some of the most
unnaturally painful and functionally delayed cases in 3 to 6 days.
FOR OVER A QUARTER
OF A CENTURY
women from all over the country have used this compound with remarkable results. Testimonials without
number. No harm, pain or interference with work.
Mail, $2. Double strength, $3, Booklet Free. Write Today.
DR. R. R. SOUTHINGTON

REfVIEDY

CO., KANSAS

CITY, MO.

M''^
12 Stories Sold Past Few

Months

for our clients to the Talking Picture Producers in
Hollywood. You may be just as capable of writing
acceptable stories. Original plots and ideas are
what is wanted. .^11 major studios in N. Y. closed
leaving HOLLYWOOD
only active market. It is
therefore to YOUR advantage to deal with a
recognized
agent. Established
ini7, we areHOLLY'WOOD
in dailv PERSON.^L
CONT.^CT since
with
STUDIOS and know market requirements. Not a
school — no courses or books to sell. Manuscripts
may be submitted in any form for revision, criticism, cop.vright. and submission to studios. Send
for FREE
BOOK
giving full details.
UNIVERSAL

But unnecessary or not, can you imagine
it? Or are you a Clark Gable fan?

DREW,

SCENARIO

COMPANY

538 Meyer Bldg.. Wesletn * Sierra Visia, Hollywood

California

CHOOSE
your
ROUGE SHADES
this new
fascinating way
forget all about "matching
j

your skin" and select shades
to match your costume
BY

PATRICIA

GORDON

Catch the spirit, the joyous freedom, of
this beautiful new fashion . . . rouge to
harmonize vnth your every costume.
The charm of it . . . the individuality . . .
and the difference that must exist when
all rouge shades match your skin —
match automatically, without your
giving a thought to it. Well you know
that usual rouge does not have this
characteristic. Instead you have memories of dire disappointment, times
when you felt "horrid" because off color
make-up spoiled the glory of your gown.

Now what has happened? . . . how can
you vary the old idea . . . and select
rouge shades to match costume, not
troubling to match j^our skin? Just
this: Princess Pat rouge does not blot out
the skin. The natural color is caused by
the blood showing through the skin —
because the skin is transparent and has
scarcely any color of its own. Princess
Pat rouge is sjTnpathetic to skin tones.
Thus whatever color your skin shows —
and everyone has some color — is retained when you use Princess Pat
rouge. To this natural color, Princess
Pat adds. Thus the beautiful tints imparted by Princess Pat rouge seem to
come from within the skin.

WHY

Different Colors of Costume Demand
Different Shades of Rouge

You have learned how all shades of
Princess Pat match every skin, why the
effect is invariably natural and beautiful.
But there is another requirement. Every
costume you wear has a certain color
value. You recognize this when you match
dress, hose, shoes, hats so that the ensemble is harmonious. It is even more
vitally important to recognize it when
you select rouge shades.
The great mistake with rouge has been
this: you had just one shade — say medium.
To secure more, or less, color you used
more, orless, rouge. But the shade remaiiied
the same. You couldn't use other shades
for only one would match your skin. So
your rouge that might have looked well
•with delicate pastel dresses, was less than
ineffectual with brilliant red costumes —
and so on through the range of color combinations ofcostume and complexion.
Marvelous New Beauty If You Follow
These Hints For Choosing Rouge

For gowns of all red shades, select
Princess Pat Vivid, or Princess Pat
Squaw. Even the palest blonde — one who

has thought she simply could not wear
bright red — is beautiful in flaming colors
through use of Vivid or Squaw to set the
right color note in the cheeks. For gowns
of purple, violet, blue, use Squaw, Theatre
or Medium. When you wear yellow,
orange, green, your cheeks are wonderful
with Princess Pat English Tint. With soft
pastel costumes, achieve the complexion note of cool, delicious serenity with
Princess Pat Medium or Theatre. For tan
effect, use Princess Pat Tan. For evening
wear, use Princess Pat Nite. This indeed
is a marvelous shade, since it responds as
gloriously to artificial light as the most
perfect daytime rouge does to sunlight.

A MAKE-UP KIT
FOR
ONLY
10c
9 TTiis famous Introductory Kit contains rouge
and lip rouge to last two weeks to a month; also
a purse size, metal box of Princess Pat face powder and book of new copyrighted beauty secrets.
The lOc is simply for postage and packing. An
extraordinary offer; made to acquaint you with
three delightful Princess Pat beauty aids.

Princess Pat Lip Rouge a new sensation —
nothing less. It does what no other lip rouge has
ever done; colors that Inside moist surface of
lips as well as outside, it is truly indelible,

y Y
PRINCESS PAT, Dept. A-2512 2709 S. Wells St.. Chicago.
Send your famous Minute Make-up Kit containing rouge,
lip rouge and lace powder. I enclose 10c in lull payment.

pernnanent. You'll love it!

PRINCESS
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PAT
CHICAGO
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THIS MONTH IT'S

onnilbeIinett.

ASK HER A QUESTION
SEE

PAGE

30

It^s hard for a rlungry citizen
to b e a

(jrooJ

ITIZEN

THE boy whose stomach is empty cannot be
expected to do good work at school. Babies
undernourished through another winter may be
handicapped by frail bodies through life. The hungry father of a hungry family is hardly the marx to
seek employment with persistence, or to do well on
the job when he gets it.
Before you can save a man s soul it is often necessary to feed his body. You have no right to expect
the civic virtues of patience, courage and honesty
from starving, freezing men and women. If they
preserve a just attitude towards the laws of the city
in which they live, it is a miracle.
This winter, as never before, it is the duty of all
who are well-clad, well-housed, and well-fed to help
the less fortunate. The fact that you gave last year,
and the year before, does not lessen your responsibility. The fact that you cannot afford a large contribution must rxot deter you. The upturn of business with a gradual improvement of economic condition^ does not remove the crisis of this moment.

How will your dollars be used? First of all, they
will feed the hungry, and relieve the absolute want
of the unemployed.
They will be used, also, to take care of the sick
and aged. They will help to maintain hospitals,
orphanages and schools. They will make possible
clinics and visiting nurses.
The dollars you give are invested in the forces of
civilization right in your community!
WELFARE

AND

RELIEF

MOBILIZATION.

1932

The We/fare and relief Mobilization [or 1932 is a cooperative
national program to reinforce local fund-raising for human
welfare and relief needs. No national fund is being raised;
each community is making provisions for its own people; each
community will have full control of the money it obtains.
Give through your established welfare and relief organiza'
tions, through your community chest, or through your local
emergency relief committee.

Emergency appropriations by the federal government amount to $300,000,000, but they meet only
half the increased national needs for human relief.
The rest is up to you!

Newton

D.

Baker.

Chairman,

National

Citizens'

Committee

This winter, as never before, support your local Community Campaign
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her
didn'ton suspect
had studio
a sensation
its handsit
until "A Bill of Divorcement"
was released — and the public
went mad about her!
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LETTERS
FROM

OUR

READERS
pictures recently appearing on
the screen.
It is really amusing for a hardworking, serious-minded college
student to go to the mo\ies and
see himself on the screen in the
role of a gin-sotted, raccoon-co\ered, football-mad numbskull
carrying a pennant in one hand
and a flask in the other while a
sweet, demure, painted little
co-ed hangs on either arm and
Is Zasu Pitts — droll, wan Zasu — reall
plan
ning to go dramatic?
Read the letter Vbelow
yells for dear old Blah-Blah.
Zasu, and reconsider!
Perhaps
it is pathetic, too.
For e\idently the general public
draws its censure of college students from the movies.
And what pic$20.00 Letter
tures they draw!
Why
do
not
some
of
the
enterprising
Please Don'tZasu
Go Dramatic,
movie companies produce a picture
showing college life as it really is and
HUNTINGDON, TENN.— News
give the poor, censured college student
that Zasu Pitts aspires to become a dramatic actress, coupled with the present
aenough
break?
isn't
thrillDoto they
a realthink
collegethere
scene?
depression, is almost too much to
Anyway, the college students are
bear. Reports that her former comedy
good sports. They enjoy the movies
ventures have spoiled her chances for a
and they go full force. They know
"heavy" career have caused her legion
of admirers to rejoice. We cannot allow
their pictures, too. That's one advantage of getting an education!
Clarence Edward Boggs.
Zasu to go "Barrymoric." We must
have someone to cheer us up these
days. Think of worrying all day about
losing your present job, then dropping
$5.00 Letter
into a movie with your last fifty-cent
Nursing Profession
piece, and seeing a "soggy" drama that
Congratulates Aline
adds to your woes. No, Zasu, we won't
let you get serious; we need someone to
PERU,
NEB.— Tonight
I saw Thea
make us laugh.
It takes more acting ability and
great
picture
—
"Life
Begins."
whole thing was exceptionally well
knowledge of human nature to keep a
done, with Aline MacRIahon
theatre full of people laughing, than it
guishing herself.
does to throw them gobs of modernized
I was so well pleased with the distin"Hamlet." The reason Zasu is not
splendid characterization of the
starred just shows that the Barnum
nurse, as played by Aline Mactheory applies to movie magnates . . .
Alahon, that I had to write about
her.
but anyway, Zasu, please don't go
"heavy." Somebody's got to help us
The nursing profession has
forget our worries.
Richard Greene.
long been disgruntled by its
interpretation on the screen, the
.00 Letter
stage, and in fiction. The nurse
is either a saint or sinner; either
The Much-Abused Screen
a soulless machine, or a chatterCollegian
ing, stupid busybody. Miss
MacMahon gives a human, true,
BLUEFIELD, W. VA.— Being a
college student, I wish to discuss a side
interpretation of the modern
of the movies that I have not yet seen
1933 nurse. Being a Registered
in the Letter Page; namely, the popular
Nurse, I ought to know.
I congratulate her.
version of a college student as portrayed by the large number of college
Ruth A hlbero

More Praise for "Smilin'
MODESTO, CAL.— From the moment the curtain rose on the first scene
Through"
of "Smilin' Through,"
I knew I was to
witness something unusual in the line
of pictures. But little did I realize the
depth of the story to be unfolded.
Ves, it is "poignant, inspiring, refreshing"— but that is putting it mildly,
indeed! I've searched in vain for suitable words with which to describe the
picture. It would take a more polished
vocabulary than mine to explain how
impressed I was.
Separated, Norma Shearer and Fredric Alarch are grand! Together — ! My
poor vocabulary again fails to express
my enthusiasm. And Leslie Howard —
I never before realized what a great
artist he is. (Move over, George Arliss,
and share your throne with another
great one.)
Though I sat through part of the
picture with "tear-dimmed eyes," (and
I'm not ashamed of it), I left the theatre
strangely rested and contented, and
none the less in a thoughtful mood.
A bouquet for Sidney Franklin ! Under his direction Jane Cowl's immortal
play takes on a power and beauty that
is destined
makenever-to-be-forgotten
"Smilin' Through"
one
of theto few
pictures of the screen.
It gives one something to think about
— I shall ne\er forget it!
{Miss) Maxine Kempe.
{Continued on page 87)

Write
A Ten
Money
Prize
Each Month' Em
MOTION And
PICTUREReap
gives Twenty,
and Five Dollar
Prizes
for the Three Best Letters of the month. Don't overlook the chance of becoming a winner. All you need to do is pick up your pen or go to work on
your ingtypewriter
and the
tell stars.
us and Ifthe
world what's
on your of
mind
the movies and
anymovie
two letters
are considered
equalconcernmerit,
the full amount of the prize will go to each writer. Try to keep within 200
words. No letter will be returned and we reserve the right to publish all or
any part of a letter submitted. Sign your full name and address. We will
use initials if requested. Address Letter Page, MOTION PICTURE, 1501
Broadway, New York City.

And let's hope producers read what a registered nurse says about Aline MacMahon as
the nurse in "Life Begins!"

ANDALLOFTHEMIN
WILL
ROGERS

JANET
GAYNOR
as"Margy Frake"
who falls in love

fathe
r of Frake"
Margy
as
"Abel

with "Pat Gilbert"
(Lew Ayres).

and
owner
of
"Blue Boy".

LEW
AYRES

SALLY
El LE RS

as "Pat Gilbert,"
reporter,
and

OS "Emily Joyce,"
a performer
at
the fair.

Margy's
sweetheart.

NORMAN
FOSTER

LOUISE
DRESSER

'Wayne Frake,'
sort of Abel, who

as"Melissa
Frake'
mother of Margy

falls for "Emily
Joyce" (Sally Ei lers).

and Wayne.

FRANK
CRAVEN

VICTOR
J O RY

the storekeeper,
a dour
country

Barker

for the

Hoopla Stand at

philosopher.

the "State Fair."

• Another sensational screen treat from

1933. Whether

FOX. Phil Stong's best seller, "State Fair"
' —the novel that millions are talking about

not, here is ONE PICTURE
ONE WILL WANT
TO

you read the book or
EVERYSEE!

— with these eight popular screen stars
in the leading roles, is already being
hailed as one of the outstanding hits of

PICTURE

A

HENRY

KING

Production

News!

y ou
Said it!

Found — a Movie
Couple
Married

-ihirtyYears!

I
1^
.'J

Just grasp the fact if you
can — a Hollywood couple
most an item
for Ripley.
wed thirty
years!
It's alIt's certainly a cause for
celebration. The Ernest
Torrences celebrated with
a costume party for their
friends,
the Who's
Who see
of
Hollywood.
Left, you
,.^

the long-time bride and
groom in their wedding
finery, trying to look as
serious as they were thirty
years ago. Below, you see
Ronald 4-Colman, Bessie
Love and her husband,
William Hawks, trying to
look comfortable in good
old 1902 style

fTS
.V3?,

Grasping Kathryn
Carver and his iron
hat, Adolphe Menjou
is "all sot" for his tintype. Right, Joan Blondell, as an old time
"burleycue" queen, is
on the lookout, no
doubt, for a "drummer"

!*^i

Left, William Powell, as a sporty lad,
kids a poor Floradora
Girl, — Carole
Lombard;
next,
Mr. and Mrs. Clive
Brook, as A Lady
and No Gent.
Right, Winslow
aFelix
crowdfinds
on a three's
settee,
when Lois Wilson
and Joan Bennett,
are all fluffed out
in 1900 style. Wonder who'll next
have a thirtieth
anniversary party?

All pliotos by Wide IVorld

Featured

Shorts

THE BEST BIG LITTLE PICTURES

OF THE MONTH

By James Edwin Reid
^^ ^°^ '"^^ nonsense and clever pantomime, and don't object to
a bit of slapstick well done, you'll have a hilarious time when
you see \V. C. Fields in this Mack Sennett number. I wouldn't be a bit surprised, personalh',
if the "W. C." in his name stood for "Whatta Clown." For his wrestling bout with a cake of
ice and his outrageous game of golf are still as funny as they e\'er were in the "Follies." And
between his absent-mindedness and his pugnacious wisecracks, he makes a screamingly funny
dentist — with two terrified girls, and a man with a forest of whiskers, as the victims of his
misdirected genius. (Paramount)
Tl_|p

Dentist

novelty.
this musical
behind
clever oridea
There's
buck
At
some a time
other,
everyone
has wondered
the
Passing
through what hands his money passed. And this tells a story of the characters who have
handled a couple of old dollar bills that are about to be destroyed. Since it is a musical picture,
you have to expect that the bills spend part of their lives among the revues of Broadway and
Harlem, but they also go abroad on a sailing sloop and e\en turn up at Monte Carlo, in both
of which settings Alexander Gra> — late of Hollywood, and now of Broadway and radio — delivers some excellent baritone singing. (X'itaphone)

Tup

Rink

^^ ^^® been sixteen years since Charlie Chaplin first cavorted in "The
Rink," but it's still good for a barrage of laughs — which may or may
not prove the theory that Chaplin's comedy would appeal to all types in all ages. It's jerky
and it's
slapstick,
it's continuously
(Charlie
go in for the
tragic
touch
in those but
days.)
First, he is a funny.
blundering
waiter didn't
in a restaurant;
thenwistful,
he shiftssemihis
blundering to a roller-skating rink — where you see him (right) with Edna Purviance. Sound
effects, newly added, heighten the comic shocks of the slapstick. And several other old Chaplin two-reelers are promised us!
(RKO)

^^'^h the horrors of the recent shopping season still
Counter
The
Q^^[^
fresh in mind, the department store addicts will
probably hail this musical novelty with cheers and shouts — not to mention huzzas. For the
idea behind it tickles the fancy. The son of a mercantile magnate, modernizing his father's
store, puts in a department where husbands may be checked while their wives battle for bargains. Itso happens that the department is in charge of a corps of dazzling chorus girls, who
put on a revue that has real Broadway rhythm, dash and class. A cheerful little earful — and
eyeful, featuring Franklyn Pangborn, Sidney Toler and Eleanor Thatcher.
(M-G-M)

high

Swing

TweK^etrees circus drama of
the Helen
the same
aBearing
few seasons
ago,title
thisas latest
chapter in the Sport Champion

series also deals with trapeze artists — and it's a thriller. If you thought Johnny Weissmuller
did some clever aerial acrobatics in "Tarzan," you should catch a glimpse of the "Flying
Codonas"
brothers
and the
\'erapeak
Bruce
theyTop,
demonstrate
the champions
the
trapeze— two
world.
Up near
of —theas Big
they spin,why
theythey're
leap, turn
somersaults,of
make dangerous catches of each other, all perfectly timed. It may remind you a bit of
"Variety."
See it and hold your breath!
(M-G-M)

^^ many times as you have seen New York on the
screen, you are likely to get a thrill out of this unusual
scenic — which shows a New York that even New Yorkers know little about. It's the New York
of the late night hours, when the Great White Way has paled, and the enchantment of night
bears down on the skyscrapers. Nicholas Cavaliere, who has an eye for beauty, takes his
camera all around Manhattan Island — showing you the skyline from the harbor, with lights
dotting the tall buildings, some of the famous streets and bridges, and the riverfront at dawn.
It puts you in a mood.
(Educational)

The

W

ONDER

'^GLADRAGS

city

To

Riches

inare realdebs
who screen
stars—
Educatlonars
fants, and no Baby
relation
to the

.who are Wampas Baby Stars — do a "baby burlesque" of movie melodramas about cabaret
night-life that will probably amuse grown-ups more than youngsters. A beautiful country girl
(all of two and a half years old) is forced by a cruel fate to sing and dance in a night-club, where
the proprietor (who must be three or four) is a vil-lun. Their lines, uttered in childish trebles,
are taken from old sin-and-repent thrillers — and the heroine even sings "Just a Bird in a
Gilded Cage."
(Educational)

the best
drafts
"^^^ screen
talent
that constantly
the stage has
to offer,
but dramatic
it seems
Yaw N
The
Came
iTHEN
wary of signing up the Broadway comedians for any length of time. Consider Ed Wynn,
W. C. Fields, George M. Cohan — and Jack Haley. Why is it? That's what you're likely to
wonder about Haley, for one, after you see him in this short comedy with the punny title.
He's obviously in the same class with Jack Oakie and Stuart Erwin. Here, troubled by a sleeping affliction that always overcomes him at the wrong moments, he gets in one scrape after
another, for a constant stream of laughs. (\'itaphone)
11

^he Movie
has come to the village,
WINTER
some of that "lous>- weather'*
with
that Tallulah was asking for; but the threering circus, rather than having its spirits
dampened, seems to be going giddier than
ever. Perhaps the most important sane
event of the month was the Academy
dinner, what with its awards, the Disney
animated Parade of the Contestants, and
general sense of giving a pat on the back to
all those who attempt something besides
just to make money out of the picture
business. We hope never to rfiiss another of
these elegant celebrations.

THIS year the speeches were short
and snapijy, a bit too snapp>- in the
estimation of some radio stations. If they
cut \ou off in the middle of Freddie March's
speech, what he said was that he thought it
a bit ironic that \Vall>- Beer\- and he — both
recent adopters of children — should be
picked as gentlemen giving the best performances ofthe year.
HELEN HAYES, in replying to her
hadn't
how she
as time
admitted
award,
her answer
since the
thrilled
been so
was "Isn't she red?" — in other words when
she got her first glimpse of her famous
"Act of God baby."
THERE was a well-known director
down at Caliente who thought he had
an award coming, too. He lost his false
teeth under the roulette table, had them
picked up by a friend and placed on a number which promptly came up! But the
house, like a lot of meanies, refused to pay
off.

Motion fidure
presents the greatest
show on earth —
the. intimate goingsBy
on of the stars at
work
and
pi ay

Frank

irritation was little, however,
compared to that of a writer in one of
the larger studios when the first draft of
one of his stories was sent around, by an
associate producer, to the other writers and
executives on the lot with this notation:
" It will be noticed that the story is incomplete and written in a slovenly manner. This
is because I have been unable to get the
writer to cooperate with me on the story,
or to devote his time to writing."
And was the scribe burned? My, my, my.
And yes, yes, yes!

morl

ey

That famous sex-appeal expert, Mae West,
is working under wraps, apparently, in
"She Done Him Wrong," which she also
wrote — but she'll find a way to take your
attention away from the showgirls!

1EE TRACY also was a bit put out,
^ the other day during the making of
"Private Jones." Lee, in a K. P. scene of
the doughboy drama, was peeling onions
when his eyes began to water vigorous!}'.
" Don't cry," the director protested, "you
aren't that mad about it."
"How can I help it?" Lee retorted, and
wouldn't play any more until they had got
him potatoes to play with.

in all Hollynothing
perhaps
people more irritation
wood causes its
than the dialogue in some of the cheap, independent productions — which they have
happened on, drawn by flashing preview
beacons, in the belief they are to see a first
showing of one of the regular companies.
We submit this bit of wordage, recently
heard in a hurried production of one
offender, as an example of why a lot of
pictures never get into theatres.
"Go
to bed," one cliaracter advised
another, "and ease your conscience."
The reply
was "Naturally."
And
they retired
Tony, the horse!
BUT

HIS

Circus
MENTION of horse sense invariably
makes one think of Allison .Skipworth, she with the infalliable excuse for
getting out of anything she doesn't relish.
This is to answer the request with: "I'm
sorry, but I'm leaving for New York on
"It's no fib," she claims. "I don't say
which
Monday, and when I go it will be
Monday."
just like that. I'll pack Saturday, rest
Sundaj' and fly Monday.
I hate trains."
Paramount lot, Mae
Uest, has
MISSthe SKIPWORTH'S
co-worker
on
solved the studio mystery : i.e., where (lark
(.able ate his lunch. Finally La West discovered the\isitingactor — borrowedfor" No
Man of Her Own" — in the middle of a gang of
carpenters at the short-order counter. He
preferred a stool with the boys to a table
w'ith the other stars, writers and directors.
That's (iable.
WE

have a mystery, too: why it
happens that the half-dozen hardlooking gu>s making the very tough derelict rum-runner picture, "Destination Unknown," happen to be ex-chorus men?
We refer to the Messrs. Pat O'Brien, Raliih
Bellam>', Russell Hopton, Alan Hale, Noel
Madison and Stanley Fields.
FOR former gentlemen of the ensemble, the\' certainly are a virile-looking lot. Particularly the last named. Fields.
Thus it must have been a very, very bad
lad who had the courage to enter his home
when the heavy was taking a nap, look upon
the stubble-bestrewn face upon the pillow,
then take a watch and ring from the night
table a few inches from it!
The topper came, however, when the
thief was caught and brought to court.
When Fields appeared to face the defendant, the Judge looked for a time at the two
men. Then he asked: "Which one is being
held for the robbery?"
THIS
business
of striking
terror
to
the hearts
of the
public has
curious
angles,
we are "To
to heed
"Monster
Mans" if
Karloff.
put Boris
it simply,"
says
Karloff, "I first scare myself. Otherwise, I
should not be able to get the feel of the part.
In a role like that of Dr. Fu Manchu it is
{Continued on page S5)
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MAGIC

NAME

BLAZES

ANEW!

Warner Bros, bring you
again THE STANWYCK
THEY TALKED ABOUT in
"Night Nurse" and "Illicii"
At last! Her radiant beauty, her
throbbing ortistrY are given the
sweep and sway deserved by
the most entrancing personality
on the screen. See her now in
all her seductive glory as a girl
who asked aU men for love — and
tricked them when they offered
it! Is she really wicked — or
just maddeningly, fatally alluring? Find out in the most
startling Stanwyck hit in years!

!>
anvatio-^

TAnilYCK
lADreS TH€Y
TALK ABOUT
r»

With Preston S. Foster, Lyle Talbot. Directed by
Howard Bretherton & William Eeighley. Add it to
"I Am A Fugitive", "Silver Dollar", "20,000 Years in
Sing Sing", and others in the amazing hst of hits from

Ki^

WARNER

II

BROS
13

Your Gossip Test
By
1. Can you name the dark-haired
beauty pictured above, and also
her companion?
2. Do you know the film cowboy
who is retiring from the screen?
3. What are the names of the
fifteen Hollywood beauties who
were picked as 1932 Baby Stars
by the Wampas?
4. Can you name the movie star
who was married at Harrison,
New York, at 5:00 A.M.?

Marion

Martone

8. Who is the very popular screen
star who has separated from her
husband?

14. With what picture will Bette
Davis become a motion picture
star?

9. Do you know the two movie
personalities who, Hollywood suspects, are secretly married?

15. Who is the blues singer who
will shortly be wed to a judge?
16. The estranged wife of what
screen actor had him held on

10. What movie actress had to
leave Holl>^'ood because of the
expiration of her United States

charges of non-support and later
was reconciled to him?

passport?

17. Do you know the blonde who
is constantly seen with the handsome Cary Grant?

5. Do you know the principals in
a soon-to-be-staged reconciliation ?

11. Can you name the Hollywood
screen star whose fiance hinted
they will be married during their
stay in France?

18. Name the noted stage and
screen star who has just recovered
from an attack of pneumonia.

6. What motion picture director
has placed a huge solitaire on Lila
Lee's finger?

12. To whom was Barbara Kent
married during December and
what are his movie connections?

19. Can you give the name of the
film comedian who was secretly
wed recently?

7. A movie
band have
to be married
union. Who

player and her husjokingly threatened
in every state in the
are thev?

13. Against what famous film
actor did the United States recently file a tax hen?

Hollywood

Kno^vs
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The

Answers

To

These

20. Who started annulment proceedings three hours after her
marriage?
(Answers to these questions on page q6)

Questions — Do

You ?

Xip-Offs On The Talkies
What They re About — A?id How

Good They Are

By J. E. R.
I Am a Fugitive from a Chain Gang — One of those
few pictures you will never forget. -A powerful
indictment
of "'man'sgreat
inhumanity
with
Paul Muni reaching
heights asto a man,"
man whose
life is wrecked by a prison sentence (W. B.).
If I Had a Million — .\ diverting picture, playing
around with the idea of what an assorted collection
of people would do if an eccentric millionaire sudgave themand
eachCharles
a million.
You'll enjoy
the
Georgedenly Raft
Laughton
incidents,
particularly (Par.).
Kameradschaft ("Comradeship") — A powerful
German picture with English subtitles — about a
disaster in a French mine near the German border,
and the rescue efforts by the formerly hostile Germans. The suspense is terrific, the photography
spectacular (.Ass. Cinemas).

Barbara Stanwyck, a prisoner of Nils
Asther in "The Bitter Tea of General
Yen," trusts him — but not Walter Connolly

Ruth Donnelly and Mary Brian (temporarily blonde) pick on James Cagney a
bit in the comedy, "Hard to Handle"

The Kid from Spain — Eddie Cantor goes irrepressibly insane in a musical comedy about bullfighting
that ought to make even your -Aunt Hattie laugh —
through her blushes. And you should see the Goldwyn
Girls! (U. A.).

The Bitter Tea of General Yen — Barbara Stanw>'ck, captured by revolutionaries, attempts some
missionary work on a romantic Chinese general (Nils
Asther) in a colorful melodrama that has an unexpected ending (Col.).

King Kong — This one will turn your spine into an
icicle. A giant ape of prehistoric proportions gets
loose in New York, kidnaps Fay Wray. and carries
her to the peak of a skyscraper. The pursuit packs a
real thrill (RKO).

No More Orchids — Carole Lombard is a rich girl
who wants to marry a poor boy (Lyle Talbot), not a
prince (Jameson Thomas) — and her difficulties are
more amusing than you might suspect (Col.).

Ladies They Talk About — They are women convicts, as portrayed by Barbara Stanwyck, who goes
blonde and defies the world to break her spirit.
Good acting in a good melodrama (W. B.).

Officer 13 — .A motorcycle cop (Monte Blue) believes
his buddy was murdered, not killed accidentally, and
sets out to prove it. .An action drama that will have
the youngsters on the edges of their seats (.Allied).

Laughter
in Hell
Tully's
version but
of chaingang life has
some— Jim
forceful
moments,
goes
sentimental.
Pat
O'Brien
and
Tom
Brown
are the
chief victims of society (Univ.).

Penguin Pool Murder — Murder mystery in an
aquarium, solved by eccentric Edna May Oliver and
hard-boiled James Gleason. Their comedy makes it
the season's lightest mystery "meller" (RKO).
The Racing Strain — The only notable thing about
this typical auto-racing yarn is the fact that young
and still immature Wallace Reid, Jr., who looks like
his
popular Dad, makes his movie bow as
the late
hero and
(Irving).

Breach of Promise — Mae Clarke sues Chester
Morris, candidate for Senator, for breach of promise
— and the developments are both unusual and dramatic, with an ending out of the ordinary (World
Wide).
Call Her Savage — Clara Bow, with new poise, new
figure and new haircut, makes a dramatic comeback
and proves herself a real actress in a sHght story
about a fiery half-breed girl in search of romance
(Fox).
Central
Parkpasture,
— .A. melodramatic
night in and
New Wallace
York's
big raidtown
with Joan Blondell
Ford
in
the
center
of
things.
It's
doubtful
if
so
could happen in one night, even in Central much
Park
(F. N.).
The Conquerors — An ambitious panorama of
American life, on the order of "Cimarron," detailing
the courage of two typical Americans — Richard Dix
and Ann Harding — in a series of national crises.
Dramatic and colorful (RKO).
Cynara — Ronald Colman becomes more emotional
than he has ever been before, in a tense love story in
which, tragically, he loves and is loved by two women
(Kay Francis and Phyllis Barry). A picture that will
stay with you (U. A.).
The Death Kiss — An entertainingly novel murder
mystery, with a movie studio for its setting, the %-ictim a screen lover, and the amateur detective
(David Manners) a writer of detective stores. Bela
Lugosi is also present (World Wide).
The
Now spot,
it's the
racket Devil
that isIsputDriving
on the— movie
with stolen-car
Edmund
Lowe and Wynne Gibson wisecracking and battling
their way to a decision over the racketeers. Good
light melodrama (Par.).
Fast Life — An uproarious satire of all the boatracing thrillers
ever some
made,good
which
hasn't a William
serious
moment
and spoofs
old hokum.
Haines takes a new lease on popularity (M-G-M).
Flesh — Wallace Beery turns in a powerful performance in a Jannings-like role, playing an honest, but
bewildered wrestler who makes the tragic error of
belieWng that he has found love (M-G-M).

Lawyer Man — As an East Side lawyer who helps the
downtrodden and takes up sharp practices in selfdefense, W'illiam Powell turns in a colorful character
study, with Joan Blondell his amusing secretary
(F. N.).
Man Against Woman — Something new in detective
stories — being a ghmpse of the life of a private
detective (Jack Holt), whose job is to shadow indiscreet women. .An interesting yarn (Col.).
Manhattan Tower — A
in a skyscraper, and a
Souls,"
Irene
Hall
and featuring
Hale Hamilton

tangle of melodramatic life
faint echo of "Skyscraper
Rich,
Mary Brian, James
(Remington).

The Mask of Fu Manchu — Boris Karloff, as a
sinister Oriental,
who tries
dreams
the yellowtortures
race's
conquering
the world,
someof diabolical
on a group of whites. Grade A horror melodrama
(M-G-M).
The Match King — Based on the life of a late financier, this lays bare the cruel cleverness of a bluffer
who talks in millions and hoodwinks whole nations.
.Another smooth portrayal by Warren William, aided
by Lili Damita (F. N.).
Me and My Gal — .An amusing little comedy melodrama about gangsters, an Irish cop (Spencer Tracy)
and a wisecracking waitress (Joan Bennett). Joan,
in a new type of role, is a big surprise (Fox).
Men of America — Bill Boyd and Chic Sale do what
the rest of us may have to do some da> — take the
law into their own hands when racketeers go a bit
too far.
Melodrama
with a capital "M" and a healthy
dash
of humor
(RKO).
Nagana — In her second American picture, Tala
Birell is an adventuress in equatorial Africa, with
sleeping sickness and Meh-yn Douglas to conquer.
Better-than-average tropical drama (Univ.).

Rockabye — Constance Bennett struggles nobly %vith
a sad and sentimental story of an actress who wants
and adopts a child, then is involved in a scandal, and
fights against
picture
(RKO). having her life wrecked. -A woman's
Secrets of the French Police — .A beautiful flower
girl (Gwili .Andre) disappears, and the French police,
headed by Frank Morgan, solve her disappearance
in a detective thriller that is not only suspenseful,
but unusual (RKO).
The larSign
— Cecil
De Mille'sunder
spectacuversion ofof the
the Cross
downfall
of paganism
Nero
and the rise of Christianity — with the spectacle less
impressive than the acting of Charles Laughton,
Claudette Colbert, Fredric March and EUssa Landi
(Par.). Dollar — Edward G. Robinson's best picture
—Silver
a vivid and colorful drama of the rise and fall of a
silver pioneer. He has able assistance from .Aline
MacMahon and Bebe Daniels (F. N.).
The Son-Daughter — Helen Hayes suffers some
tragic e.xperiences as a Chinatown girl auctioned off
to the highest bidder — though in love with Ramon
Novarro. It lacks reality, but Helen's acting may
give your emotions a wrench just the same (M-G-M).
Trailing the Killer — The best
talkies — with an amazing wolf-dog
panther-murderer of a rancher's
forget a the
two,
with
big fight
snake between
(World the
Wide).

dog picture of the
tracking down the
sheep. You won't
or the dog's battle

The Half-Naked Truth — When is Lee Tracy going
to relax the pace he's setting? Here he makes another
role as real as life, and far more amusing — playing a
ballyhoo artist who takes a carnival dancer (Lupe
Velez) and puts Broadway at her shapely feet (RKO).

Twenty Thousand Years in Sing Sing — .After
learning all about the horrors of prison life, nov/ yo'.i
learn something about the square deal that Sing
Sing prisoners
get —Spencer
and sometimes
Memorable drama, with
Tracy inabuse.
a memorable
performance as a convict (F. N.).

Hard to Handle — .And James Cagney, who is
Tracy's only competitor, also leads a harassed and
amusing life as a press-agent who knows all the
tricks of the trade. Fast-moving, like all Cagney
pictures (W. B.).

Under-Cover Man — .A fast-moving, well-knit melodrama about a gangster (George Raft) who is on the
side of the police, chiefly because of his girl-friend,
Nancy Carroll (Par.).

He Learned about Women — Good, clean fun, in
which Stuart Erwin, as a millionaire bookworm,
hires Alison Skipworth and Susan Fleming to teach
him the ways of the world. Marie Dressier had
better watch out for Alison Skipworth (Par.).

Uptown New York — There are some good situaand some good
comedy
this as
\'ina
Delmar
story, tionsrevolving
around
Jack in
Oakie
a brightly
ambitious lad who is dumb when it comes to love
(World Wide).

Hypnotized — Moran and Mack, the Two Charcoal
Crows, return to the screen in a Mack Sennett
comedy about hypnotism that starts slowly, but
warms up for a hilarious finish. Ernest Torrence, as
the hypnotist, steals the picture (World Wide).

The Warden (Arthur Byron) parts Bette
Davis and convict Spencer Tracy in
"Tw^enty Thousand Years in Sing Sing"

You Said a Mouthful — Joe E. Brown gets in some
comical difficulties as a water-shy lad who is mistaken
for a champion swimmer. Go prepared to become
hysterical. Joe also has an amusing new pal — Farina
of "Our Gang" fame (F. N.).
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Movie Star Calendar
Dating Them Up Through Past Events

March, 1933
By

SUN.

TUES.

MON.

JOSE

SCHORR

WED.

FRI.

THURS.

12
C. J. Brabin
kisses Theda
Bar A when she
returns from
Dorothy
Mackaill
born March 4

Conrad
Nagel's birthday
is March 16

Joan Crawford
born
March 23

Europe but debetrothal.nies(1921)

3

12
Al
Jolson
gives race
track credit
for restoring
his health.
Says a horse
that wins is a
tonic. (1926)

19
George Raft
and Jimmy
Dunn
are
dancing with
female customers in
lOc-a-dance
hall. (1923)

26
Corporal Buster K EATON is
seasick on the
high seas coming home from
the wars.
(1919)

16

Virginia
V A L L I and
Charles FarREL write from
their honeymoon: "Glad
you're not
here." (1931)

13
Oklahoma

Bill Powell
spends hours
with
C o IS STANCE
Cl'MMiNGs.
Have
he and Carole
Lombard
had
words? (1931)

14
is

jealous of California. Legislature isasked
to call Will
Rogers home.
(1927)

20
Charlie
Chaplin
chooses LiTA
Grey for his
leading lady.
He thinks
she's a lovely
girl. (1924)

C O N ST A N C E
T a L M A D G E
carries a flask
of milk to
clubs. She
doesn't even
trust their
milk!
(1929)

21
Gloria Swanson and the
Marquis
almost make
up
as Connie
Bennett
falls

Tom

shoots a leopard in India.
Wires Mrs.
Fairbanks not
to buy a new
coat. (1931)

they'll marry
in October.
But
marry they'll
in June.
(1929)

is

writes:
Rogers"BimoY
does
more in one
embrace than
I do in 20

unhappy in his
new house. He
sHps on the
poHshed floors.
(1927)

Dixie Lee
and B I N G
Crosby
who've been
pouting, make
up live
and happilv
decide
to

15

again. (1931)"

Eddie Cantorcome
pays
tax inon
S5,000 ceived
hefor tellreing people
he likes cigarettes. (1930)

22
Mary' Pickford weeps in
Toronto as she
sees the home
that she was
born in. (1924)

his
.T I M M ANTE
Y" turns
DURwife over to
Philadelphia
Jack OBkien
to knock 15
her.
(1930)
pounds
out of

16
LiLi Damita
turns Sidney
A . Smith
down luluin
Honoas she
did
in HoUvwood.

23

Harry Bannister be cause marriage
interferes with
his career.

stays up till 12
with Jean
Harlow,
(1931)

30
K A T H R Y N
Carver and
A D o L P H E
Menjou sail
for Paris with
Mama Carver
to be wed.
(1928)

BoBBE
brings

JMULLEH
. ^
knees

E toI S his
S at the
in less

altar
than
weeks.

three

11

I

M o R E pays
John Barrv$800
damagesa
for hitting

on his marriage
license to in'?"
—his
e (19
1 g. or
dcrit
Act
— ui<'S
30)

who on
insbarber
is t e d
shampooing
him.
(1913)

17

''If

a man

doesn't c'are
cry,'' says
for
me, Vel
I don
LuPE
't
ez.
"There's ple
nty of fish in the

(1932)

Jimmy Walker, convalescing, disobej'S
doctor.
He

Lowell
SherM"Occupation:
A !v writes:

pond."

"
(1932)
Ann Harding
divorces

Little
Arnst

(1931)

10

29
FJoan
o R D Crawand
Doug Jr. say

Mix

(1930)
broadcasts."

Crea.Joel(1931)
for
Mc-

27
Douglas
Fairbanks

4

RiiDY Vai.lee

7
Cy Bartlett
takes Alice
White home
to meet his
Mama
and
Papa. (1930)

SAT.

Girl sues Paul
L 11 K A s for
$100,000
for
not
divorcing
his wife and
marrving her.
(1929)

(1929)

24
John
Konesics
of Budapest

Bebe Daniels

calls
self
B A N K Y so

says:
"Jack
a(Dempsey)
nice boy,
butis
what do I
want with a

believe
is
people he
will
Vilma's father. (1927) •

31

(1922)

husband'?''

NETT says she
Joan
B bnmakes band
ex-huspay for
their child's
support
on
principle.
(1930)

Edmund
Lowe
born
March

2

V

yl/ma J.6id^e —yi/ew ^rlaia//icey
The moment you try Listerine Tooth Paste you will wonder
why you ever put up with costly and less efficient dentifrices. From the moment you begin using it, you will note
an improvement in the looks of your teeth; a new cleanliness, and new lustre and brilliance. It is a tribute to this
paste that more than three million women now use it in
preference to former favorites costing more. Won't you try
a tube? Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.
LlfV'EKIWE

TOOTH

l>/%§Tt

Things you can buy
with tliat ^3 you save
Cold cream, face powder, handbag, umbrella, hose, hat, gloves, underwear, kimono,
pyjamas, negligee, a good book, handkerchiefs, sweater, jewelry, knickers, bathrobe,
swimming suit, moccasins, slippers, shoes,
traveling bag, brief case, desk set, fountain
pen, a Kodak, camera filnns, napkins, towels,
tablecloth, bedspread, sheets, couch cover,
iron, toaster, tennis balls, tennis net, tennis
racket, golf balls, a golf club.
17

icaycr, . . cm Tjke

tnese creams nave guardea my skin constantly since
1 was a girj
sir!

^a-z^ S^^z^l^Z/u/ Mrs. Mc Cormick
sa^ud. o€^:m^c

girlhood on tlie ConI SPENT my
tinent ... In Chicago I learned
about extremes of climate . . . And
here in Santa Barbara I am out
in the open most of the time.
"Isn't that a test of one's beauty
INIrs. IMcCorniick has the most
methods.''"
heavenly skin you ever saw — slie
is a typical British blonde.
"Even on the other side, when I
was a girl," she says, "I always
used Pond's. I was so absolutely
sure of their purity."
Skin Soft in Harshest Weather
"But it was in Chicago, where the
winters are stinging and the summers burning, tliat I realized how
ahsoluiely necessary Pond's Two
Creams are if one's skin is to keep
its young-girl freshness.
"The Cold Cream is indisi)ensable for cleansing, and I use the
Vanishing Cream constantly for
I'rotection. It heals chapjiing and
it is the most effective powder ba,se.
"Here in California I spend most
of my time in my garden. Again,
Pond's Two Creams have proved

In 1929

jl/ /■.-(. McCnrmick. irns Mi-is
Joan Tyndale Sicrens of England, which accounts for fur

delicate English heanty. "Years ago
I started to use Pond's," she says.
HEALS CHAPPING. Pond's Vaiiisliing Cream
is famous for its healing and soothing quaHties.
To prevent your skin from drying and cracking smootli on Vanishing Cream before going
out. It keeps yourskinbeautifullysof land white.
CLEANSES— PREVENTS LINES. Use Pond's
Cold Cream for thorough daily cleansing. It
floats out every speck of grime without clogging the pores or drying the skin ! A bit left on
overnight after cleansing will keep away agetelling lines!
Leo Reisman
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Today

themselves invaluable."
See Your Own Skin Improve
Try these Creams on your own skin,
and see what wonders they accom-

Mrs. Alisler MrCnrinick's fresh beauty is
ei'en more apparent. She spends most of her
day working among rare tropical plants which

plish foryou. Pond's Creams bring
back the suppleness of young skin.

she has collected. "I rely entirely on Pond's
Two Creams to keep my skin nice," she says.

WHITENS ROUGH RED HANDS. Ponds Vanishing Cream quickly smooths roughened skin
and relieves irritation. Watch it whiten and
soften reddened hands.

Send 10^ (to cover co8t of postage
and pucking) for choice of free sampleB
Pond's Extract Company, Dept. C

Thousands of women use and praise
Pond's Two Creams.
Among them:

Please send me (check choice): Pandas New Face Powder
in attractive glass jar. Light Cream
□, Rose Cream □,
Brunette Q, Naturelle QOR Pond's Two Creams. Tissues and Fresfiener □•
City_
Name_

Lady Louis MountbatLen
Mrs. E. Wreiui duPont
Lady Violet Astor
Mrs. Reginald Vanderbilt
Miss Anne Morgan Mrs. Morgan Belmont

on Pond's, Fridays, 9:30 P.M., E. S. T. ,

Mrs. Franklin

113 Huilson Street

D. Roosevelt, wife of tlie President-Elect,

Nsi^^^ils
New York City

Coi^yrii^nl, iyjj. Pond' s Jixtract Company
Speaker . . . WEAF and ISBC I\elwork

/

^

*#

NANCY

CARROLL

What's Nancy trying to do to
us — give us Spring fever about
two nnonths ahead of tinne? Or
is she just telling us how it feels
to be back on the movie scene
again and getting the old "onto-stardom" urge once more?
For the camera isn't telling a
fib — the recently returned redhead is happy all the way
through. One of the main reasons is the title role of "Child

v

of Manhattan" — a role just her
measure! And another is her
next — "A Passage to Paradise"
Don English

IP

§
^

Hal Phyfe

She wisecracked, she wiggled, and she won a new place In the
hearts of connedy-lovers In "Me and My Gal." But now that she
has proved she could do it, Joan is putting on her best dignity
(not to nnention her best feather boo) — just to hint she is in the
mood for serious drama now. Wonder why they don't plead with
her writer-hubby, Gene Markey, to pen his Idea of a story for her?
20

JOAN

BENNETT

Russell Ball

ANITA PAGE

For a girl who takes one of the best photographs at M-G-M, it is
positively amazing how few pictures Anita mokes. And yet she
gets a staggering amount of moil. So WhIY don't we see her
more often? Wonder if looking over the wrong shoulder could
have jinxed her? But her luck's changing now. For she's bound for 25
Moiiogram, on loan, to play the title role of "Jungle Bride"!

Ernest A. Bachrach

26

Like a light in a dark room — fhat's the way that Irene attracts the
eye. More than that, she attracts the intelligence. "S. A.," to Irene,
nneans "Sensitive Always." And being idealistic about her roles
seems to pay. Hasn't she played two of the nnost memorable heroines of the talkies in "Cimarron" and "Back Street"? And now, once
again, she is a lovely heroine who ages — in "The Lady Deceived"

IRENE DUNNE

Janets ''Happy
Marriage' Ends
After three and a half years, Janet Gaynor gives up trying to play the role of a " happy "
bride and parts from Lydell Peck. And from a couple of things she said to an old

friend recently, it appears she had long debated taking the step. The parting follows closely on the heels of her separation on the screen from Charles Farrell
By

DOROTHY

IT was not news to Hollywood that Janet Gajrnor and her
husband of three and a half years, Lydell Peck, had
separated. The movie colony has watched with skeptical eyes the more-than-usually-troubled course of this
Hollywood marriage ever since its startled reception of the
news of Janet's elopement, and has heard with poUtely cynical ears her often-repeated protestations of happiness.
In announcing the separation, Janet's lawyer said that it
had been caused "entirely because of clashes of temperament
and the requirements of their profession upon their time and
abilities." He explained, "It is simply a case in which a husband and wife have looked at a situation frankly and honestly, and have determined for themselves that if the\' cannot
live happily together they should be separated."
Five times at least, according to Hollywood's reckoning,
the young Pecks have separated. Janet has fled to Palm
Springs, to her mother's apartment — once even to Honolulu
on a forlorn solitary honeymoon, soon after their runaway
marriage. On other occasions Hollywood has actually
watched their domestic difficulties, as at the time of a premiere last year when Janet and Lydell, oblivious to curious

DONNELL
ej'es, engaged in a solio voce argument, while the tears ran
down her face and dripped onto her beautiful evening gown.
So pressing did the headline-hunters become on the scent
of divorce that Janet has recently refused interviews unless
the reporters agreed not to mention her marriage, or her early
romance with Charles Farrell. It has been known to only a
few that she has been trying to find the happiness lacking in
her own life in a study of religions and philosophies.
No, Hollywood is never surprised by a divorce — and never
has been, except in the single case of Ann Harding and Harr_v
Bannister. Btit it lias been surprised that the Gayiior-Fcck
parting u\is so long delayed. Now, apparently, we can give
the reason for this delay.

The Question in Her Mind
A

FEW weeks ago, a writer went to see Janet about a
story. He had known her since her days of "extra " work
at Universal City, but even long acquaintance had not prepared him for her first breathless words.
"Tell me something. / want to ask you a question or two.
{Continued on page 76)
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Conrad NagelTcHs

with the Movies
Conrad is President of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
— a ''spokesman" for the movies. And a frank one. The depression isn't
the only thing that has emptied the theatres, he says; Hollywood and the
theatre-owners aren't satisfying the customers.
And Conrad speaks out
and tells some of the reasons why!
By Sonia Lee
confirmed optimists admit that there is something vitally wrong with the movies. Studio deficits
mount, and theatres are only half-filled. Remedies
such as all-star casts, pretentious productions, novel
story ideas and brilliant publicity campaigns have momentarily helped, but they have by no means cured the anemic
condition of the industry. The movies have not even diagnosed their ailments yet, says Conrad Nagel.
Certainly, there is no lack of talent in Hollywood. This
small town undoubtedly possesses a greater percentage of
brains than has ever been collected in a similar area. Executive ability; technical ability; dramatic ability; literary ability
— they are all gathered in Hollywood in amazing abundance.
And yet, red ink. is sprayed all over the financial books of the
studios, and the globular sums that represented huge profits
EVEN

a few years ago are not even a pleasant memory. It isn't a
situation in which just one major studio finds itself to-day.
It has spread-eagled to the most powerful and the most
astute.
Conrad Nagel, President of the .\cademy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences — a man who has represented the industry
with honor and zeal, a man keen-minded, analytical, steadyeyed — declares that public indifference will cease only when
carefully made pictures are presented in theatres built especially for the talking screen. He recommends si.x remedies:

What the Movies Need
THE

scrapping or remodeling of the present-day theatres.
The scrapping of the release-date system, which now
causes the studios to sacrifice merit to a time-clock and a
calendar.
Careful preparation of script and a rehearsal period before
any picture is begun.
A new loyalty between the various branches of the studio.
A show-must-go-on spirit among the actors, which characterizes stage thespians, but is lacking in Hollywood.
The realization that picture-making is primarily an art and
not a business.
Virtually, his recommendations involve not only practical
changes, but spiritual, if the motion picture industry is to
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recover from the doldrums it is in now.
"The motion picture executives alone,
among the industrial giants in other fields,"
declares Conrad Xagel, "refuse to recognize the fact that you can't manufacture
a new model with old machinery. Other
industries ruthlessly scrap outmoded tools.
eft'ect, theatres built for silents are
We "Inhaven't.
the outworn tools of the talking picture.
We should either tear
them down completely, or remodel them
for the talkies. But
instead of doing that,
we are resorting to
half-measures and
compromises in a desperate eft'ort to save
those huge, two-andthree-thousand-seat ;
temples of the cinema,
,:
erected for the presen-|tationnow ofobsolete
a different,
'
and
phase
of film-making.
"As they stand now,
loudspeakers have
been installed to carry
sound throughout, and
.>
it results in extraordi- iinarih' weird and bad
synchronization. It
gives the onlooker the
eerie eft'ect of seeing an
actor on the screen
and hearing him speak
somewhere in the back
of the for
house.
It doesn't
make
realism.

'

Why

the Balconies
Are Empty

"TT is this imperfect presentaJL tion that has emptied theatre balconies. The corollary to
that is an ever-increasing weekly
loss, for the balcony represents
the profit. If audiences refuse to
sit there, a theatre is all through.
Wouldn't it be better to make a
clean sweep of the theatres that
the public won't patronize, rather than to continue on an unprofitable basis indefinitely? We
might as well adjust ourselves
to the new order of things. It
will be cheaper in the long run.
"We seek palliatives for the
ills of our industry, rather than
take the courageous cure. Instead of resorting to elaborate
stage shows, we ought to present
motion pictures perfectly — for
pictures, after all, are what people pay to see.

Below, actor, director
and technician argue
ho\v a scene
ought to be
done. Why?
asks Conrad

Conrad Nagel tells producers, "There is no group of people
in the world so keen as movie audiences. They do honor
to the artistry of a George Arliss. They resent and dislike
the imperfect, the slipshod, or the almost-just-as-good . . .
even if they can't give names to them"

"Two-thousand-dollar-a-week headliners will never pave
the way toward profit on the account books. Neither will
vaudeville acts that are only good enough to open and close
an Orpheum bill. The public doesn't want three-and-a-half
hour shows, of which the picture is the smallest unit. They
come to see a screen star, a special feature — they want an
hour and a half of entertainment. Give it to them. And in
doing so, theatres will refill more often, and profit accordingly.
"Under the present-day scheme of theatre ownership,
studios must keep them open as a defensive measure, in order
that they will have outlets for their product. It immediately
begins the vicious circle of so many theatres — so many pictures to produce. A Frankenstein is created, which may
threaten to destroy its creators.
"This need for a supply of pictures to keep theatres busy
means driving, brutal haste in turning them out. When an
actor starts a picture, he kisses his wife and child goodb\e and
forgets that he has any friends for the duration of the shooting

Illustration by Everett Shinn

schedule. He reports for duty before eight o'clock in the morn{Continued on page 88)
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Connie Bennett
. . . Ask Her a Question
Last month,

MOTION

PICTURE

invited you

to "ask Gable
a question" — and
the to answer the questions j^ou
you were intromay
ask her this month
duced to Constance Benwhole world took us up! Now, we're
nett through a mutual friend,
through Reporter.
Motion
Picture's
Inquiring
Naturally,
giving you that rare, rare chance
and had an opportunity to ask
these
questions
must
be within
her a question — what one question
to get in touch with Constance
would you ask her?
the bounds of good taste — questions that you would not hesitate to
The whole world is Bennett-conBennett
—
-who
seldom
anask
her
if you should ever actually
scious and Bennett-curious.
Her picmeet her.
tures are sell-outs. Her name in headlines
swers
questions, but has
will sell any newspaper.
On the screen
.
Simply -airite your question on the couanswer
pon across the bottom of this page and jnail
or off, she arouses discussion. Her married promisecl
tO
it to the Inquiring Reporter before February
life, her feuds with the Press, her plans to
Read
YOURS.
adopt a baby, her enormous salar>% her clothes,
tenth. You will find Connie's answer to your
question in the May Motion Picture.
her health — all these, and more, are matters of
o K r» 1 1 f it and
vital interest to millions.
And now, Motion
Last month, we invited you to "ask Clark
Picture Mag.\zixe, which has told you a great
r u s
1 n
Gable a question." And how you did respond! V\t
deal about Constance Bennett in the last three years,
had originally intended to publish Clark's answers
this month, but the flood of mail made this impossible.
is happy to play "mutual friend" and give you a
chance, personally, to ask a question that Connie,
We didn't anticipate being busy, for days, just opening
your
envelopes and listing all the questions that America
personally, will answer!
In spite of all that you have read about her, perhaps there
wanted to ask ]\Ir. Gable. Fortunately, a great man}- of
ry!
is still something else that you would Hke to know. ]\Iaybe
you asked the same questions — so you will all be answered
in the April number of Motion Picture.
We are sorry to
you have wondered, for example, what advice she would give
to girls with ambitions to be actresses, or what her favorite
keep }ou waiting. Blame the delay on the popular appeal of this
opportunit}'
of each moviegoer to ask a favorite screen star a
screen role has been, or what sports, if anj', she plaj's, or what que
question, personally.
An opportunity, by the way, that costs
her favorite color in clothes is, or whether her little foster-son,
nothing except the stamp with which your question is mailed. It
Peter, calls her "Mama" or "Connie." Or other little, "human
is just another original service of Motion Picture to its readers.
interest" things that inter\aewers may have forgotten to ask
about.
Remember, you will read the answers to the Clark Gable questions in the April issue, out February 28th and the Constance
Of course, Constance Bennett is much too bus}' even to
Bennett answers in the May issue, out March 28th. And in
attempt to answer, personally, the huge volume of mail she
receives. But she has graciously promised that she will take time
both you will have opportunities to question still other stars!
SUPPOSE

inquiring
% Motion

reporter,
Picture

Magazine,

1509 North Vine Street, Hollywood, CaUfornia
T)ear Sir:
THE QUESTION

1 SHOULD

LIKE TO ASK CONSTANCE

BENNETT

PERSONALLY

IS THIS :

This question is sent in by:
Name.
Streets

City and State .
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Movie Stars Are

Land -Hungry
They re Going Back to the Soil:

/

When their days on the screen are over, where will the present stars be going? Back to the
"good earth" — to live on farms or ranches they have bought! Douglas Fairbanks and
Mary Pickford have invested a million dollars in their future home — and right on down the
line, all the stars are buying up land. Moreover, many of them are calling it "home"
already, like Clara Bow and Richard Dix and Elissa Land! and Robert Montgomery!
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go back to the "good earth." And, as far as Hollywood is
concerned, the contention is certainly true.
High in the mountains, down by the seashore, out in the
lonely desert, the stars are building homes. They are landhungry, seemingly starved for first-hand contact with nature.
Some are buying farms and ranches, actually trying to augment their screen incomes from the produce of their land.
Others are content with secluded, roomy estates in the rolling
hills that lie between Holhwood and Santa Monica Bay.
They seem obsessed by two desires: first, to escape the nerveracking clamor of the crowded districts; second, to "grow
something." Land-hunger has assumed such epidemic proportions inHollywood that the average screen celebrity now
talks as learnedly about the problems of gardening as he does
about the technique of acting.
Some twelve years ago, when I first knew the studio folk,
32

most of the stars who were "in the money"
talked longingly of retiring to the Lido, to the
Riviera, to a Paris apartment — anywhere but
to a farm — when their picture careers were
ended. In those days most of our leading luminaries lived in apartment hotels or in rented
houses. They sang the praises of the traffic
jams at Forty-second and Broadway, New
"Yahk," and spent their time between pictures
in a giddy social whirl that frayed their nerves

Top, Victor
McLaglen, who
raises ants,
pheasamong
other things, on
his La Canada
ranch. Across
the two pages, a
part of the vast
ranch of Douglas Fairbanks
and Mary Pickford near Ranch© Santa Fe.
Right, Irving
Pichel and his
La Canada
ranch house,
built by himself

By

ERIC

E N B R I

and fattened the purses of all
the resort owners from San
Francisco to Tia Juana. In
that tempestuous era, no one
ever asked, "Are you going
out tonight?" The demand
was: "Where are you stepping tonight?"
Xow, almost every plaj'er
of importance owns at least
one piece of property. Hollywood's stars have acquired
"pride of possession" — and

Above,
sholt grows
the rare
Jean
Hercherimoyer
fruit
on
his Beverly
Left,
Hills tate.es-

Above, a view
Noah aBeery's
Paradise
Troutof Club,
ranch
stocked with unusual livestock— namely, fish — for the
pleasure of California sportsmen. Left, Clark Gable at
home, where he is a horticulturist

have centered that
pride in the earth.
When they talk of
retiring, they linger
caressingly over the
''farm.''
word, The
Paris?
Riviera?
Oh, those places are
all right for an occasional pla^-da}-,
they tell you — but
just think of the
quiet happiness to
be found on a farm!
Of aU HoPvwood's

John Miljan, like Richard Dix and Fred Kohler,
ovirns a ranch in the San Fernando Valley, where
he not only lives, but cultivates unusual plants

StuaGloria
r t and
Gordon
Newell
swimming
in the Big
Sur River,
near their
land

landowners, Douglas Fairbanks and jNIary
Pickford are probably the most ambitious.
A few years ago they purchased a vast track
of land — three thousand acres in all — near
Rancho Santa Fe, about ninety miles from
Los Angeles. Doug, the dreamer and enthusiast, plans to create there a cross-section of
the colorful past — a hacienda like those that
flourished in California in the pre-Gringo
days. All of the buildings are to be colonial
Spanish in design. There will be fiestas,
clicking castanets, the gay beat of the fandango and the appetizing odor of barbecued
beeves. No guest shall ever be turned away
hungry, for El Patron will maintain open
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house. The
vision is typical
of Doug, who is
muy caballrro,
as we Californians express it.
But, woven
with the warp
of his romantic
dream, is the
woof of intense
practicality.
Every step taken in developing
the huge proper-

cannot chance so great an outlay without definite assurance of
dividends.
Doug and Mary plan to make the ranch their permanent
home and will take up residence there in the near future,
according to their intimates, even though it will mean leaving
their beloved "Pickfair."
Almost as staggering is the venture of Gary Cooper, who,
ranch-bred and land-wise, might logically be expected to turn
to the soil. He owns thousands of acres of
desert land in the Coachilla \'alley and is
operating there an experimental farm, striving to pioneer, in California, various tropical
fruits. His project is still young and to
date has not paid a profit, but the whole
plan is fundamentally sound. It is a business enterprise, not a hobby, and Gary will
make the ranch his home after the screen is
through with him. He states frankly that
he cannot be content in a city.
Walter Huston is in open rebellion
against city life. He has built his home
high in the pine-clad San Bernardino
jMountains, nearly one hundred miles from
Hollywood. There, in a clearing, he has
developed a compact little farm that yields
a wide variety of produce. He comes to
Hollywood only when his work demands his

Above, the lodge that Wallace
Beery built on an island in Silver
Lake, high in the Sierras

Above, Bobby Jones and some
fellow-golfers on the private
course on Harold Lloyd's estate.
Left, the inviting entrance to the
Beverly HillsDressier
"retreat" of Marie

Above, the ranch home of Clara Bow and Rex Bell —
where they plan to retire when their movie days are
over. Clara regained her health here
ty has been dictated by sound business judgment.
Three hundred acres are devoted to orange trees
that are just coming into bearing. A herd of pedigreed cattle roams the hills, and hundreds of acres
yield a profitable hay crop. The most modern
methods are in use. A chemist, an irrigation engineer and a horticulturist are on the payroll. A
revolutionary, overhead irrigation system has been
installed for the orange grove and the finest tractors obtainable have been purchased for the work
of cultivation. The total investment is approximately one million dollars, and even the wealthiest

presence.
You have heard of the Nevada ranch of
Clara Bow and Rex Bell. To Clara, it is
more than a ranch; it is the shrine that
miraculously brought her happiness after
Hollywood
had turned Healthy
its back living
on the in" It
girl
of the headlines.
the"

r
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building
Ann Harding achieved privacy by . Above,
her
rock
home on a rugged Hollywood hilltop,
standing on the porch, carved out of th e natural
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she's

crisp Nevada
air gave her new
vitality, and the
isolation of the
open range gave
her new perspective on life. She
anc
and Rex
Bell
have .stocked
C3.1
:hQO)with
tie and
ued on
>pacious

I Could Live

JVithout
Love,
says

Sylvia Sidney
Sylvia has just played Madame
Butterfly^ who chose death when
she lost her lover — but Sylvia says
she wouldn't do it, herself. And,
she adds, neither would YOU — and explains why!
By Faith Service
just seen Sylvia Sidney in one
Youof thehave
most romantic roles ever written —
the role of a woman who loved so greatly
that she preferred to die, rather than
live without the man she loved. But Sylvia
beUeves that there are few girls or women like
Madame Butterfly left in the
world. And she told me why she
has this belief.

Sylvia had just finished "Madame Butterfly" the night I talked
with her in her spacious, Englishtype house in Beverly Hills. The
dark, little exotic looked curiously
attractive in this, perhaps, unsuitable setting. The house has
paneled walls, with the look of
age, and a pleasing scarcity of
gew-gaws and overstuffed furniture.

of cigarettes at hand. There were
books — D. H. Lawrence and Marcel
Proust, I noted, among others — on
the solidly lined book shelves.
When I arrived, Sylvia was seated
at a very substantial desk, making
out checks — probably
substantial
also.
She
wore
maroon-colored
and very soft satin lounging pajamas.
She was without
make-up.
Her
hair hung about
her pale small
face, uncurled
and somewhat unbrushed. She had
a bandage
of
gauze on both
temples
because
of the
soreness
there
from
the
Butterfly
Likes make-up.
Only

Sylvia as Madame
Butterfly, to whom
Love Was Everything

"I loathe Spanish houses," said Sylvia. "I had one for a
while and I reached the point where I could have screamed
every time I set foot in it. I hate anything Spanish or ornate
or semi-Oriental in the way of houses or furniture."
Here, in this manorial brick place, Sylvia — who is soon
to play the title role in Dreiser's "Jennie Gerhardt," another
tragedy of a girl who loved too well — lives with her mother
and father. She dwells in the midst of solid, well-chosen
furniture and quiet colorsj There was a fire of eucalyptus
logs blazing or ti '• 1.."'° ^eaTth. There were substantial boxes

'HIS tiny
Older
Men girl
with the pale,

provocative face is one of Hollywood's real Young Intellectuals. She will dislike the term, but I can think of none better
off-hand. When she is in New York, she sees a great deal of
George Jean Nathan and other eminent men of letters and
achievements.
Men with whom she can talk.
She likes older men and only older men. She says that
she never yet has been able to feel so much as an attraction
for a man near her own age. She has never been JLin -vlove with
a youth in her life. She never had college-boy dates or went
{Continued on page Q4.)
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COAST
FLASHES
A

If

It's The

NeAvs and Gossip
Latest

Hollywood

News

You

Want,

CONSTANCE
to have givenBENNETT
up the planis reported
to adopt
"Peter," the small four-year-old who
looks so much like her. And why
shouldn't he? Doesn't Connie say that
he is the son of a cousin killed in an
accident? Hollywood is wondering if
Connie hopes that the public will get the
impression that he is hers, in spite of her
denials.
El Brendel will have his little joke. "Is
the baby son of Helen Twelvetrees and
Frank
Woodyto areports,
chip off the
the proud
old block?"
According
papa
(who is a realtor) and mama (who is now
resuming her career) have also received
inquiries about the growth of "the little
twig."in Appropriately
live
Brentwood ! enough, the Woodys

WATCHFUL

Merna Kennedy may 'oe couched in luxury, but you won't find
this little girl napping — not when a camera's around. She's too
red-headed to close her eyes to her opportunities, as you have
seen, no doubt, in "Laughter in Hell"

QUIETLY, cordially, and without
. issuing any Statements To The
Press, Charles Farrell and the Fox Studios have parted company. Charlie
asked for his release from his contract so
that he could free-lance for roles he
wanted. Continuing at Fox, he would
inevitably have been co-starred often
with Janet Gaynor — and he felt that his
roles were subordinate to hers. Janet
understood — and they parted friends,
after five and a half years of sharing success as screen sweethearts.
Did you ever go to a play or a movie, and
feel like getting married afterward?
That's how a New York play affected
Sidney Fox and Charles Beahan, playwright. The play — or maybe it was a
movie — was very sad, with the lovers
torn apart by Fate. It affected them so
that they drove out to Harrison, a suburb, and awoke a justice of the peace at
4 a. m.!

IS it possible that Ronald Colman, now
making "The Masquerader," is really
planning to leave the movies? Doesn't
seem possible when he just signed a new
contract — but an intimate English friend
of Ronnie's says he is quieth' "pulling up
stakes," selling his possessions, and preparing to quit Hollywood. For the stage.
For England. Or for the wilds he recently bought on the Big Sur coast.
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■"HIS Hepburn girl is an
eccentric. The first time
we saw her, she was seated
flat on the driveway at Radio,

t:

DUNNE
IRENE
d that wants
a shred
there is itnotdistinctly
understoo
of truth in the New York divorce rumors
about herself and Dr. F. D. Griffin.
Irene was so upset about them that even
the suspicious reporters beheved her—
and helped her deny them! 3,000 miles
haven't parted the Griffins!

HEARING

SOME

GOOD

LINES

opening
mail.
Later
we her
heardmorning's
her upbraiding
the costume department for
putting a patch of the wrong
color on the seat of the blue
denim overalls she wears to
work. "I've had them for
years," she declared, "and
they had a real shine — and
now just look at the raw newness of that patch! And they
charged me five cents for puton. too!"
Sheting itbaffles
interviewers with
the gay remark, "I can't quite
remember," when they try to
pin her down to the facts of
her life. "Oh, you must be
mixing me up with that other
Katharine Hepburn!" she
smiles, when they approach
too close to the facts. A swell
gag, by the way — invent a
"double" and hang your hisLippmnn
tory on her! Her second picOh, yes, Lyle Talbot and E — :.„i., ^L^nwyck have
ture will be "The Great Detheir minds on their scenarios, all right. In fact,
sire," with Colin ("Journey's
they're
rehearsing for "Ladies They Talk About"
End") CHve as leading man.
Then she may do either "Three
Came Unarmed" with Joel McCrea or
go?
Tallula
WHERE
ay hto Bankhe
Back to did
Broadw
star in ad
a playf
" Little Women" — or both.

of the Studios

LATEST
BULLETINS

You Are Sure To Find It In Motion
did Karen Morley happen to
HOW
reveal her marriage to Charles
Vidor, the young Hungarian director,
after keeping it secret for a month?
That's as much a mystery as the reason
for her having kept it secret in the first
place. Hollywood (and how about yourself?) is getting a bit weary of this
mystery business, especially when there's
no reason for it. As with many fihn
newlyweds, work delayed a honeymoon.

The Snow must go On

OR parts with her husJANET GAYN
band, Lydell I'eck — who gave up his
Oakland (Cal.) law practice to become afilm executive and be near her!

Menjous
Adolphe
THE
d again, (Kathryn
are just
Carver),
reconcile
too honeymoony — which is something
new for formerly estranged Hollywood

That, beyond question, is the most surprising news in many a month. For
the movie colony has always had the
idea that if Janet and Lj'dell ever did
crave to separate, no one would ever
know it — not so long as Janet was on
the screen. "Clashes of temperaments"
caused the break, says her lawyer, who

couples to be. Adolphe didn't have far
to move when he came back — he had
been living only two doors away.

adds that they simply decided that "if
they could not live happily together,
they should be separated." Now, Hollywood wonders if Charles Farrell "broke"
with Janet to save her embarrassment when her separation from her husband was announced.

Tom Mix, like his faithful old pal,
"Tony," has retired from the screen.
Recent injuries and illness dictated his
decision, as he was finishing "The
Rustler's Round-Up." After twentyfour years before the cameras, Tom says,
he needs a rest. He plans a tour of the
world. Millions will wish him Bon
Voyage !

IILLL^N ROTH, who suddenly re^ turned to the screen in "Ladies
They Talk About" and had authored a
screen story, "Stage-Door Johnny," has
as suddenly left — to retire and marry
Municipal Court Justice Shalleck of New
York!

Chevalier, a bit subdashing
dued, is back from a Paris that is
reported to be angry with its former idol.
His divorce action against Yvonne
Vallee wasn't popular, and Paris still
feels that he isn't
sharing his salary
WHEN HEPBURN
with his own country
as generously as he
should. (Maybe Parisians haven't heard
about his charities.)
A Hollywood writer
lunched recently with
Yvonne abroad and
found her disconcertingly reconciled to
the loss of the smihng
IMaurice. Yvonne is
THE

Ray Jones

The show can wait, says Gloria Stuart,
who's about to do "Private Jones." But
she doesn't need snowshoes to go places!

LUPE 'VELEZ bought a leather belt at
_/ a saddle shop the other day for
Johnny Weissmuller. "Garbo has one
just like it," said the clerk. "Yass," said
Lupe, and instantly drooped her eyehds^
set her mouth in weary lines, and then
and there became Garbo. Hollywood has
few mimics to equal Lupe. Down at
Palm Springs, teaching Lupe how to ride
a bicycle, Johnny was wearing the belt.
And speaking of Garbo, Barbara Kent
and Harry Eddington, Garbo's manager,
have just become man and wife. They
hopped over to Yuma, Arizona, for the
ceremony — and were much annoyed
when reporters discovered the fact
ahnost immediately. Harry, Uke Greta,
evidently prefers secrecy. Now, Hollywood girls are wondering how many
Garbo
secrets
Barbara
will learn.

Picture >

MEETS

SUNBURN

popular in Paris, herself, and will have no
difficult}' in re-estabUshing her career.
And guess who is
taking Jeanette MacDonald's place as
Chevalier's leading
lady in "The Way to
Love!" The coming
Carole Lombard!
stance Bennett
ed to
n
g
i
was ass
ConN
r
u
doWH
"OE
Betters,"
,
r
d
l
e
l
a
h
o
p
Joel
McCrea, was assigned
as leading man. And
h seto
cri
eryone's
murp
, hev
e begged
su
off. He says he
means it about not
wanting any more
dress-suit roles!

You guessed it. Katharine Hepburn is daring Joel McCrea to
go in for a swim, as well as a tan. But Joel's staring her down!
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News and gossip of the Studios
COLLEEN MOORE, who has been
under contract to M-G-M many
months, awaiting a comeback picture,
is now scheduled to return in "Lost."
And guess who will be Mrs. Albert
Scott's co-star!

Jackie Cooper!

From all appearances, another famous
screen association has come to an end —
that of Marlene Dietrich and Josef von
Sternberg. For Von has gone to United
Artists, while Marlene remains at
Paramount. And another favorite
Hollywood legend is exploded — the one
that her director held Marlene in a
hypnotic spell and that she would make
no picture without his guidance.
BESIDES the additions to her household that you see below, Marian
Nixon has made another very important
acquisition — an adopted baby. She and
her wealthy young husband, Edward
Hillman, Jr., quietly looked around for
an infant they would like to call their
own^and found a ten-weeks-old baby
boy.
endeth another "persistent"
divorce Sorumor.

LOOKS LIKE PUPPY LOVE

Somebody saw Wallace
■L''-'-'-^-*-'^'-'-!^!^
1 /^-\TTrcriA/f 17
A FTER

Litterly speaking, that is. Marian Nixon
calls her new pets "Berpeips."
Their
dachshund mama came from Berlin, and
their chow papa from Peiping
THERE are many people who wonder
how and when Will Rogers ever
finds time to write his daily newspaper
box. Probably many suspect that he has
a "ghost" writer. Not so. If you should
get up that earlj' some morning, you'd
see Will heading for the studio with a
portable typewriter — on which he pounds
out his "copy" when he finds a spare
moment on the set. He tries out his
comments on the stage hands before
sending them . . .
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Beery moping

around

the M-G-M lot,

he didn't
StillDressier
girls.
to meet
over wait
^"'^
cheer took
up. him
But just
till yousome
see chorus
him with
Marie
in
"Tugboat Annie" — their first reunion since "Min and Bill"!

seeing the acting of Charles

jCx. Laughton in "Devil and the Deep,"
"The Old Dark House," "Payment Deferred," "If I Had a Million" and "The
Sign of the Cross." America is going to
get a shock of disappointment when it
learns that Hollywood let him slip away
to do a play on the London stage until
Spring. He has been one of the few
genuine sensations of the past season.
Coming to the screen unheralded from
the London and New York stage, he was
immediately discovered by the public —
who are the real star-makers, in the
final analysis. It's only a matter of time,
when he returns, until he is starred
officially.
Passing through New York, the man
who satirized Nero and made you like
him revealed that Hollywood had given
him a nickname. His weight and his
English accent conspired to make Dick
Arlen hail him as "Buster" — and the
name stuck. Moreover, he enjoys it,
the way he enjoys Hollywood.

E"VERYONE
breathe
easily
now. John can
Gilbert
and more
Just-a-Wife
Virginia Bruce Gilbert have weathered
their first spat. The little misunderstanding occurred at Palm Springs, and
John burst out of their hotel bungalow at
three a.m. and rushed back to Hollywood,
leaving the Little Woman without a car
and in an "I-don't-care-if-he-nevercomes-back'' frame of mind. But a few
days later they were at the Hearst ranch
holding hands, and everything was lovely
again. If \'ou can believe their friends,
Virginia is even rehearsing lullabies and
shopping for tiny things.
When Clara Bow left for the East without Rex Bell (who was completing a picture), the gossips licked their chops and
whispered divorce rumors. Clara just
laughed — not bothered a bit. Rex
joined her in New York in two weeks,
and off they went to Europe for a belated, long honeymoon. With her, Clara
took a bothersome
case of influenza.

News and Gossip of the Studios

I

T looks like a hard winter for some of
our native stars, the way Hollywood
is filling up with famous newcomers.
From Germany come Lilian Harvey, the
lithe English girl who became Germany's
leading female star, and Wera Engels,
pretty daughter of the former commander of the Cruiser Emden. From England comes Benita Hume, Leslie Howard's leading lady in "Reserved for
Ladies." From the New York stage
come Philip jMerivale and Eugenie
Leontovich, the GrusUiskaya of Broadway's "Grand Hotel." From Czechoslovakia, via Broadway, where he has
become THE matinee idol, comes
Francis Lederer. And Henri Garat,
French star, is to be Janet Gaynor's new
screen Romeo.
The whisperers have it that Mary Pickford is banking her entire screen future
on the outcome of "Secrets." If the
picture is not an outstanding success for
Mary, both financially and personally,
her close friends say, she will retire.
Because there will never be another
star Uke Mary Pickford (no, not even
Garbo), we hope "Secrets" is the picture
of the year!
DE

MAUPASSANT might have
written this little true story, in
which, for obvious reasons, the characters must remain anonymous. A former
star, whose husband has been having an
affair with his secretary, named another
woman in her divorce complaint. And
now the ex-husband has been spurned by
the secretary, who thinks he must have
been deceiving her!

THE GIRLS

ANSWER

GOING

NATIVE

IN

THOSE

Rochelle Hudson, the Oklahoma girl with
the Follies figure, cuddles a leopard in the
title role of "The Savage Girl"

"TT'S twenty-five below zero, but we
JL expect cold weather any day now,"
postcards director William Van Dyke
from the Arctic, where he is making a
picture for Metro. Marooned in a
monotonous ice-packed waste, the restless and adventurous director is none too
happy. "But we're getting gorgeous
shots of scenery and clouds for ladies to
coo over," he writes. "They'll say,
'What an ideal spot!'" He's the man
who gave you "Trader Horn."

THOSE

COURT

SUMMONSES

HOLLYWOOD

JUNGLES

Watch
out, Weissmuller!
Here comes
Buster Crabbe, champ swimmer, as the
Lion Man in "King of the Jungle"!

T

VE put on twenty pounds since I left

letter to a friend. (Ann's husband, Leslie
Fenton, is in a London play — and Ann is
still carrying on a cable correspondence
with Warners about That Salary Raise.)
Greta Garbo also has grown "much
stouter," according to foreign newspapers. It takes Hollywood, with its
worries and rivalries, to keep a girl thin!

New York reporters claim that the
capture of Robert E. Bums, author of
"I Am a Fugitive from a Chain Gang,"
didn't take place until he started making
personal appearances with the film.
That was a bit too much for Georgia —
and they then tried to get New Jersey to
extradite him. And just when the furore
about the picture was dying down, up it
flared again!

after finishing "Rasputin and the
Empress," Ethel Barrymore immediately started rehearsals of "Encore," the
play in which she was to portray a prima
donna. Tired out, she came down with
influenza during the tryouts in New
Haven and was ordered to rest. With a

Ginger Rogers and Eleanor Holm answer
the call of the Palm Springs tennis courts
in swim suits. The pool's nearby!

English

And Claudette Colbert, wearing the new
sport shorts, is all set to play tennis, the
way she played Nero's Empress!

raging fever
and against
advice,
she returned
to herher
Newdoctor's
York
home. Pneumonia resulted, and her son,
Samuel Barrymore Colt, was summoned
from California. But by the time he
arrived she had passed the crisis and was
recovering — though far too ill to attend
the premiere of the picture in which she
acted with both her brothers for the first
time . . . Another famous actress who has
{Continued on page gi)
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Longworth

Don't miss this chance to get an "inside" look at **42nd Street," the big
picture that turns the show business inside out and shows you how
Broadway really works. This is a close-up of the drama-behind-the-drama
of the picture — a view that outsiders rarely have !
By

Jack

grant

To see a picture through Hollywood's eyes is to see the
drama within a drama, to reaUze the painstaking devotion to
tiny details, to feel the romance, the behind-the-scenes humor or pathos, the imaginative and grueUing work of acting.
Seeing a picture as Holl}rwood sees it, your enjoyment will be
keener, your appreciation of picture-making more acute. To
give you this new pleasure, MOTION PICTURE is pubhshing

that only Hollywood knows. This is the second of the series,
the "inside" story of the filming of "Cavalcade" having
started the series last month. The author not only, gives you
a hint of what "42nd Street" is all about, but tells you
intimate details of production — revealing, for instance, what
tests the chorus girls had to pass to win roles, and how one
star, who was supposed to feign stagefright, did have camera

a new series, reveaUng the "inside" stories of big pictures
40

fright.

But read for yourself !— Editor.

w

HEN you see "42nd Street,"
you will witness a backstage
drama that is authentic. You
will follow the destiny of a
musical show from the day of casting to the
night of opening and in the course of the
development of the numerous stories of its
people, there will be revealed to you many
incidents that have parallels in the real-life
annals of showdom.
It was written, directed
and played by people who know their Broadway and Forty-Second Street.
Because "42nd Street" is something in the
nature of a chapter from the biographies of
many stage-trained members of the film fraternity, Hollywood watched the picture's production with unusual interest. Actors working
on other stages on the Warner Brothers' lot
were frequently to be found
"visiting" the "42nd Street"
set. They prowled about the
wings and back-drops of the
three large theatre stages
especially constructed for the
picture, in replica of wellknown New York and Philadelphia theatres. Sentimentalists always, these prowling
{Continued on page jo)

Left, Barbara Bebe
Lvon and her nurse
visit Mama Bebe Daniels in the theatre on
the "42nd Street" set
d Ruby Keeler
and
Dick
Powell
also take time off to
entertain her

You'll read how
Busby Berkeley
(in left foreground, right)
picked
t hje
chorus girls

Right, William Powell, who
can't keep away from the
"42nd Street" set, is put out
AGAIN by the chorus girls.
Below, some of the theatre
folk working on the picture:
left to right, director Lloyd
Bacon, George Brent, Warner
Baxter, Ned Sparks, Bebe
Daniels, Allen Jenkins, Ginger Rogers, Eddie Nugent,
Guy Kibbee, Una Merkel,
Ruby Keeler, Robert McWade, George Stone and Dick
Powell
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Miriam Jordan

John Warburton
Fox

at sixteen, she was told by a man whom
WHEN,
she had just met that she was "the ideal type
of English beauty," she thought he was "fresh."
Perhaps that was the result of being educated at

Free-Lax CE

looks boyand hereveals
fringed,
ve. Inquiry
but tired
sensiti
heavily
that
eyes,and
has ish,blue
he was in the War (in the aviation corps) and
was invalided out in 1917. His English accent
has
almost
worn
off in the eight >'ears in which he has lived in
Skinner's School for Young Ladies. But the man persuaded
her parents to enter her photograph in a beauty competition,
the United States, and he has none of that aggressive superiority of Englishmen in the cartoons. He will settle down in
and her beauty won her the right to sit in a glass cage at
Wembley Exposition for twelve hours every day, while
Hollywood, the movies permitting, he says, and will become
thousands of British from all over the Empire paid a shilling to
an American citizen. "I infinitely prefer your country to
look at her. And it was well worth it. Miriam is a blonde
England," he says, without showing signs of apology.
For years he played on
with sea-blue eyes shaded
Broadway. Then a telegram
with long eyelashes, and a
took him posthaste from
pink-and-white complexion
that needs httle make-up.
Alice Brady's arms, \ou
Miriam Jordan and John Warburton join distinguished commight sa\'. He left the play
Charles Dillingham, stage
pany in becoming the eleventh set of newcomers Nominated
in which he was appearing
for Stardom by MOTION PICTURE. Glance over the list of
producer, paid her $ioo a
our previous Nominees:
week just to walk down a
Gwili Andre
with her, after the Saturday-

Series

flight of steps in "Three
Cheers" in a gorgeous evening gown. From such parts
she progressed to drama, and
was playing the small role of
the sister in " Cj^nara " in a
road company in I.os .\ngeles
last August when a Fox executive spotted her and signed
her to a contract. Since then
she has played leading lady
to Warner Baxter, John
Boles and Clive Brook.
We Believe in Her

Number

42

11

George Brent
Tala Birell
Bruce Cabot
Ann Dvorak
Buster Crabbe
Glenda Farrell
Preston Foster
William Gargan
Katharine Hepburn
Aline MacMahon
Dick Powell
Lyda Roberti
George Raft
Gloria Stuart
Randolph Scott
Dorothy Wilson
Lyle
RobertTalbot
Young
Diana Wynyard
Without exception, all of these new players have shown, from
the very first the kind of talent that brings fame and fortune
to unknowns. In nearly every case we were the first to pay
them tribute. And since we nominated them for stardom all
of them have won big roles in big pictures.
Watch for their names in casts of pictures. And check up on
our prophecy of stardom for Miriam Jordan by seeing her
opposite Warner Baxter in "Dangerously Yours" and for John
Warburton by watching him in the role of Edward Marryot in
"Cavalcade."— Editor.

Because she has managed to live down the appellation of
"beauty contest winner." Because she is an individuahst.
Because she went into important roles at once at Fox. Because
she is alread\' playing leading lady to Warner Baxter for the
second time in " Dangerousl}^ Yours." Because all the women
employees at the studio are singing her praises. Because she
is living quietlj' and not seeking publicity, or romance rumors.
Because she has six sisters, and a girl with six sisters simph'
has to succeed!

Motion

HE

night
performance,
and b.\'
Monday
was working
in
"The Silver Lining" in Hollywood. Except for a bad
siege of double pneumonia,
he has been steadih- at work
ever since. At the moment
three studios are discussing
contracts with him. He is
seen much with Estelle Taylor, but they're not engaged,
he says regretfully, yet with
still a ray of hope.
We Believe in Him

Because he says he won't quarrel about parts, but will do
anything that is given him. Because he is in demand by every
director for whom he has worked. Because he made a New
York hit in "Journey's End," and is creating a big screen
impression in "Cavalcade." Because he has a beautiful enunciation (the Oxford influence) and clean-cut features. Because
he has adult experience and a boyish face. Because he is
amazingly honest and sincere. Because John Galsworthy
approved him for the screen version of "The Apple Tree."

Picture Presents the Comin

JOHN

WARBURTON

He's tail, slender, English. But he has been in
America so long (eight years) that he talks like an
American and wants to be one. Straight -from
Broadway, where he was always busy, he invaded
the movies with a one-picture contract. Now, after
"Cavalcade,"
he's due to make
a long stay!

MIRIAM
JORDAN

She got her start in theatrical life by the familiar route of a
beauty contest. (This one was in England.) And when her
chance come, Miriam proved that she hod that even more
important asset — talent. In three pictures, she has played
opposite Warner Baxter twice.

And that's on achievement!

Stars— They'll Be Your Future

Favorites
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Clothes Gossip
From Hollywood
By
Who's Wearing What and
How Is Revealed in Motion
Picture's New Department
of Advance Fashion Tips
from the New Pictures

We believe that it is Hollywood, and not Paris, that is setting the
fashion pace these days for Miss America. And each month Motion
Picture Magazine is scouting the sets of pictures in production for
advance style tips for you. However, we can only tell you about the
fashion hints here— so don't fail to watch for the new pictures mentioned in "Clothes Gossip from Hollywood" this month, and see how
the newest styles are actually worn by your Hollywood favorites.— Editor.
Irene Dunne, above, models the very frilly
Gay Nineties evening ensenable that she wears
in "The Lady." Upper right, pictured with
Phillips Holmes, she is wearing the tea gown
that Marilyn describes as fit for the 1933 bride
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ELIEVE it or not, Miss 1933, but you are in for a severe jolt
when you see Irene Dunne in her wardrobe of the Gay Nineties
in M-G-M's "The Lady."
In the first place, though Irene's
gowns were the latest st>'les forty years back, they could easily
be adapted to what you are going to wear this Spring. Irene, herself, is so

Left, Boots
Ma 1 lory in
"Handle
With
scenes from
Care," with
James Dunn,
showing the
very unusual
neckline and
sleeves of her
new gowns.
The brownand-yellow
dress is at the
extreme left
and' the other
is the blueand-white
checkered
dress

crazy about her "forty-year-old" wardrobe that she has actually had the evening ensemble (cape and all), which you
will find among the illustrations of this
article, actually copied with only slight
modifications for her personal wardrobe!
Note carefully all the frilled pink
ruffles of this evening cape with its long
streamers of pink satin. What could be
more flattering and feminine than a garment like this to slip on over your own
favorite white Spring evening gown?
And don't be afraid of such an old-fashioned, delicate color as pink. In fact,
pink is just about going to lead this
Spring's fashion parade from Hollywood. It is especially good for evening
clothes. Take a good look at this cape
Irene wears in "The Lady" . . . and if
you want to be awfully smart and feminine and Spring-y, you won't hesitate to
step forth in its frilly billows with your
very newest gown.

Just the Thing for Early Spring
ALSO, what could be grander for the
^. early Spring bride than an exact
duplicate of a tea gown that Irene wears
in the same picture? In the photograph
of Irene with Phillips Holmes, notice
that those flimsy, but grand, full sleeves
of white chiffon, and even the long train,
are good for 1933. According to Adrian,
famed stylist for M-G-M stars, "adorable clothes" are the keynote of the advance styles and that just about describes Irene's "old-fashioned" wardrobe
in "The Lady" . . . which is so very "newfashioned" that it is about six months
ahead of the times.
However, girls, you are going to have
to do something with those large puffy
sleeves you have been wearing on your
street and afternoon gowns, because
sleeves aren't going to be so large and
puffy for daytime dresses! That's decidedly final. Of course, your sleeve and

This is the black crepe dinner gown that Ann Harding wears in "The Animal
Kingdom" and about w^hich Leslie Howard said so many complimentary things
to Ann. Don't miss what Marilyn has to say about the double waistline, and read
her complete description of this gown in the accompanying article
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Above, a close-up
of
Raquel Torres'
fox-tritntned
white
lace gown in
"That's Africa."
Right, Raquel
sets a new style
for evening scarves

neckline must be different —
the more unusual the better.
You won't find a cuter,
newer treatment of a daytime sleeve than in a certain
little dress Boots Mallory
wears in a scene with James
Dunn in "Handle With Care."
The dress is of brown-andyellow wool, with a plain
little silk collar of yellow.
But notice the way the silk is
inset, into the sleeve just below the shoulder line! Avery
simple little model to copy — •
and a grand little dress to
wear under a coat on those
nippy, office-bound
mornings.
How
much more appropriate a sleeve like
this is for undercoat wear than the
exaggerated "puffs"
of last winter's
models!
In a second scene in "Handle With Care" (again
with James Dunn), observe another very cute and
different treatment of Miss Mallory's sleeves. The
dress is blue-and-white checked wool with a flare
sleeve, cunningly trimmed with a plain ruffle of
organdie and a dozen white buttons. You can flare
your sleeves . . . you can trim them with buttons
and laces and organdies . . . but don't puff them too
much, at least not so much as on your old dresses!
When you see Boots in this picture, in her clever
wardrobe, you'll understand why she was just
elected a Baby Star. And you'll say, "Her studio
must have big plans for her to give her such a start!"
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Sally Hilars, above, displays the green
diagonal wool street dress, trimmed with
marten, which she wears in "SecondHand Wife"
and, left,
Sally in
and-white
lounging
robeher blackAnn's Dress Dazzled Even Leslie
IT ISN'T often that a Hollywood actor has
a great deal to say about the wardrobe of
the feminine stars on a picture. In the first
place, actors get used to seeing very grand

a studyArthur
in grayis
Jean

Gone are the
everything
days when
fashionable
had to come
from Paris.
Now Hollywood is fast
becoming
the fashion
center of the
world. Left
is Westlake
Park, Los
Angeles, not
farfilm
frotncitythe

in this haircloth street
Past of Mary
suit in "The

Holraies"

clothes. You can imagine the
surprise of Ann Harding,
then, when she walked on
the set of "The Animal Kingdom," wearing a black crepe
dinner gown, to have Leslie
Howard exclaim: "Ann, if
you don't beg, borrow or
steal that dress for your very
own . . . then, my girl, you do
not know your own style!"
"Do Ann,
you laughingly.
really like it?"
asked
"It's perfect," exclaimed the more or
less blase Mr. Howard.
The dress that so caught Mr. Howard's
attention is of heavy black crepe with a
small off-shoulder collar of white satin
|i
M

V
A

yj^^^^i
M^^^Kr
^^^^
^^

trimmed with rhinestones.
The sleeve
starts to puff, ever so gently, just under

the armpit and then changes its mind
^i^d So^s straight and tight right down
to the wrist. It is too bad that Ann has
to do so much sitting down in the scenes

of "The Animal Kingdom" in which she wears this gown;
otherwise it would be easier for you to see the clever double

Adrienne Ames looks striking, above, in her unusual white
rough crepe evening ensemble, the jacket of which is trimmed
with sable in a novel manner.
The center picture shows
Adrienne sporting the plaid rough wool crepe ensemble

waistline it features. It has a "natural waistline" and then
a "long waistline," which starts below the hips where the
skirt is shirred on. If you can afford only one "dress up"
garment this year, you can't beat a copy of this model, which
can "go places" or "stay home" and be equally elegant in
both settings.
Before we left the RKO studio, we drifted over to a set
{Continued on page 84)
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Here is a secret from the set of "Secrets" — a revelation of what Mary Pickford, Leslie Howard
and director Frank Borzage did with their extremely valuable time, between scenes. This picture is
something new for Our Mary — a tense love story in which neither age nor heartbreak nor hardships
can alter her devotion to the adventurer she loves. So what could be more natural than their reading, between scenes, the magazine that has been devoted to the movies for twenty-two adventurous years? MOTION PICTURE, the old friend from whom Hollywood withholds no secrets. The
magazine that told, in the issue they're reading, the secret of why Mary wanted to do "Secrets"!
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Ronald Colman Reveals

His Greatest Secret!

There's a surprise in store for you in
this unusual interview — ^when Ronald
suddenly explains why he is an actor,
hating the spotlight as he does, and
why he knows he won't miss fame
when he steps out of films!
By

GLADYS

HALL

work I do, the work on the set, but dislike, intensely, all of the
rest of it — -publicity and attention and— and — "
"And interviews," I prompted pleasantly.
"Well, all the rest of it," smiled Ronnie.
"I know," I said. "It is hard. As a matter of fact, I
really came here to ask you about your — -er — 'screen kisses."
Desperately, I took the plunge — feeling just a bit ridiculous
(as interviewers often do). "I mean, have they changed?
Do you — ah — kiss differently from the — from the way you
used
to kiss?"
Ronnie
elevated his fine brows, quizzically.
"I wonder?"
he replied. "I heard about the idea. It — 'it hardly seems to
fit me', do you think? I wouldn't have a notion what to say
about it. I suppose that the kind of kisses one gives on the
{Continued on page 86)

I MAY as well come right out in the open and be
honest with you. I can't imagine anything more fascinating than an afternoon spent with Ronald Colman,
talking of everything under the sun. And I can't
imagine anything harder to do than to interview him.
He is completely charming. He has interests that range the
world around and include reincarnation, tennis, books, dogs,
movies, real estate, farming. He loves good food and old
wines. He loves the sea and ships. He talks of all these
things with the detachment and humorous profundity of a
Galsworthy character who, most certainly, would shudder at
being interviewed.
I'll take you right into his house with me
actly what happened as I tried to get from
that would startle and intrigue the world.
His man-servant admitted me. The house
atmosphere, but is probably hybrid-Spanish
I walked down a narrow, steep flight of
white stone steps, through a paneled hall
and spacious living-room, and into a
stone-paved patio, where ivy grew over
dim white walls and a greenish image of
Pan dripped water from an ancient pipe.
The house has the look of being lived in,
and cared about. And there, in the semitwilight of an early winter's day in California, we sat and smoked and talked . . .

and tell you exRonnie a story
has an English
in architecture.

I said, after the first greetings, "We've
got to get an 'angle,' you know. One
has to have an angle when one does an
interview these days — "
He's Not a Woman -Hater Yet

RONNIE smiled and said, "It must
_ be hard. Especially when you have
interviewed an individual over and over
again, as you have me. What is there
left for me to say that I have not said?
I have told > ■> that I am not a 'womanhater' but, I hope, merely an idealist.
WTiich may or may not be huneless. I
have told you that I love the acLual
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Longwortti

Take a lengthy look at the face of Glenda Farrell — for it's the face that is launching a thousand
prophecies of stardom a day. Hollywood is raving about this newcomer's simply grand larceny
in stealing every picture that comes her way. It all started when she had the twins in "Life Begins,"
and then betrayed Paul Muni In "I Am a Fugitive." It continues in "The Match King," ' , ne Wax
Museum," "Grand Slam" and "Blue Moon Murder Case." Where did she come from, and what is
she like in real life? That's what everybody's asking. You'll find all the answers in the story opposite!
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Gay, Gifted and
Going Places
Thafs GLENDA!
If you haven't seen this blonde Farrell girl on the screen yet, you've missed one of the
talkies' biggest treats.

And if you have seen her, you won't want to miss this pen-

portrait of this vivid actress who says she'll probably "fall apart" before she ever
stops acting.

By TERRENCE

Read it and weep that you don't know her in person!

GOSTELLO

Last month, MOTION
PICTURE
nominated Glenda Farrell for stardom because "her face is the most
important part of her," because
after "Life Begins"
her studio
was deluged
with demands to
see more of her, because she is
equal to any role, because Paul
^
Mani, who knows acting, praises her highly — and because of
her small son, Tommy.
Now,
we present a close-up of this
new sensation — revealing her
past, her personaUty, and her
possibilities.
She's someone worth knowing! —
Editor.

said

about

short-lived

Broadway

No, the smell of greasepaint is scarceShe has
piece ! ly a strange one to Glenda.
been used to it ever since seven
years after her earthly appearance,
on June 30, 1904, in Enid, Oklahoma. Her debut was that
always-charming one of the ascending Little Eva in an "Uncle
Tom's
Cabin"
troupe,
and
with the exception of occasional pauses to pick up an
education, Glenda has been a
citizen of the make-beheve
world ever since.
Her father was Irish, her
mother
German,
with an
abundance of theatrical and

E

fVEN
before "Life
Begins" — the Warners' much-discussed
childbirth
opus — •
was out of the cutting room,
rumors
were passing about
Hollywood of the smash performance turned in by Glenda
Farrell, as the frowsy dame
who devoted her time in the
maternity
ward, awaiting an
unwanted pair of twins, to singing "Frankie and Johnny" and
drinking gin from a hot-water
bottle. And that "new find" business began to go around again.
Cinemania loves its discoveries
just as the careless lady in the film
came to love her twins.
Imagine the
chagrin of the dwellers in the closed-in
village upon learning that this same
Farrell was only repeating the performance
which, in the stage ^•Lriio'
{ tin? play a few
months before "
:..e few kind words

the

musical
the several
distaft"
side
of theabilit}'
familyon for
generations. The axiom that
kid troupers get a rolling
start on other entrants in
the dramatic lists is surely
borne She
out again
Glenda's
case.
played in the
road
when it was The Road.
Has "Lived in a Trunk"
'VE spent most of my life
in a trunk," she admits.
"Broadway was my first stop-

I

ping place — and I suppose it
will be my last. Just now the
engagement is in Hollj-wood, and
a very, very nice one it is, too!"
But they haven't all been very,
very nice ones. Not by a very, very
long

way.
Stock, traveling companies, flops on Broadway, leavened
by enough successes to keep up the
spirits and the finances. And if you think
that an occasional run, just for the sake of
(Continued on page pj)
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Would You Call
of Movie Stars
If a chap who
as of old, to be
days, against
movie game,
in New York.

isn't an actor marries a
an "unknown" husband?
being ''forgotten." Conhimself. Irene Dunne's
In one way or another.
By

N A N C Y

Top left, Irene Dunne and her
husband, who is NOT "Dr.
Dunne," but Dr. F. D. Griffin.
Left, Peggy Shannon and Allan
Davis, vance
who
"separated"
adhis career.
Below, toBette
Davis and Harmon O. Nelson,
Jr., whose nameat first
reporters muffed

ized, threet n pub
eted mos
tow
in lic
the world, are
INshethe
there a group of men standing
on the rim of the SpotUght of
Fame who are still as generally overlooked as President-Elect Roosevelt's famous "forgotten man"? How
about the non-acting husbands of
actress-wives . . . the men who have
given up interesting, and often very
profitable work of their own because
they love their spotlighted mates so
well that they are wiUing to submerge their own futures to live
with them and near them in the land of the movies?
Is it theirs not to reason why — theirs but to do and die of
humiliation when a reporter, carelessly and casually, refers to
one of them as "Mr. Star"? Theirs but to cringe, when the
Hollywood hostess herds the stellar wife into a seat among the
"celebrities" at a social function and places friend husband far
down at the end of the table among the nonentities, the 'necessarily invited" and the relatives? Theirs but to listen, bored
and uninterested, to the unending shop-talk of studio people?
Did you see Constance Bennett in the role of the movie star
who married the socially prominent, non-acting gentleman from
Santa Barbara in "What Price Hollywood"? Neil Hamilton,
as that yawning, bored and ignored character, interpreted the
role of "a forgotten man" with such understanding that you
couldn't help but feel that he must have known many of them!
Can Katharine Be Kidding?

JUST by way of giving you a fair example of how completely a
non-professional husband in the background can be "forgotten," consider a certain Mr. Ludlow Smith. Did you ever
hear of Mr. Smith of the New York and Philadelphia social sets?
It is a ten-to-one chance that you haven't.
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But if you have been

r^f

s

the Husbands

''Forgotten Men"?

I glamourous screen lady, is
' No, indeed! The boys
' stance Bennett's Marquis
' dentist-husband sticks to

he still fated,
fight, these
got into the
his practice

they're out to make xv2iVi\^?>{ox themselves!
IP R Y O R

Top right, Constance Bennett
and the Marquis de la Falaise,
who needs no introduction.
Right, Colleen Moore and Albert
Scott, her Silent Partner. Below,
Elissa Landi and her husband,
who is John Lawrence, Barrister,
to hordes of Londoners
Keystone

keeping up with j'oiir movies in the
last few months, you most certainly
have heard of Mrs. Ludlow Smith,
nee Katharine Hepburn. You might
ask Mrs. Smith about ]\Ir. Smith
until you are black in the face, and
here's what you might get in reply
(as baffled reporters have) : " So they
say I am married, really? To a Mr.
Smith? Well, maybe so . . . I've
Or take that other fair charmer on
quite A;r^o//f«.'"
the RKO lot, Gwili Andre. A very close friend of Gwili's in
Hollywood will vouch for the information that the beautiful
Andre had a husband a couple of years ago. But as to his name,
occupation, station in life, coloring of hair and eyes, this friend
has not the vaguest idea. Nor does she know where the gentleman resides at the present moment. "It was really the vaguest
sort of a marriage," is her only comment. "I can't seem to
remember anj-thing about him."
These, of course, are extreme cases — not typical, e.xactl\-, of
the almost legendary husbands who are very much in Hollywood, but very little of it. Consider the Strange Case of ]Mr.
Charles Bennett, who is known in Hollywood, much to his
annoyance, as "the husband of Boots Mallory."
\\'hen Boots married Charles Bennett a year or so ago in
New York, Bennett was equally as well known along Broadway
as his attractive little dancer-wife. He was a jazz band musician
who alternated between conducting his own orchestras and making solo appearances with some of the finest bands in the
country. But Boots would not come to Hollywood unless
Charhe came with her, and, rather than see his wife lose out on
an extraordinary opportunity for advancement in her work, he
accompanied her to the Coast. Imagine his embarrassment to
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Stars at Play

SERIES NUMBER 8
Yosemite National Park
and Lake Arrowhead :
where, in summer or winter,
they can hold communion
with good old Mother Nature, breathe tonic air,
relax, or go in for sports
and, maybe, romance

Doro

CAL

th

y
H OUN

Summer or winter, when stars really
want to get away for a good rest, which
usually means to get away from crowds,
they go "back
to Nature" — to such
nearby beauty spots as Lake Arrowhead
and Yosemite National Park.
This story
about
these two resorts is the eighth
in Motion
Picture's
series
about
"where
you'll find the stars —Editor.
at play."

Ruth Hall, one of the
1932 Baby Stars, goes
up tohead to Lake
Arrowtoboggan.
(P.
S. And to reveal the
latest sport togs.) In
oval, Wynne Gibson
and Cary Grant exploringinLakeautumn
Arrowhead trails

When Warren
William
(left)
tain-climbing
and
he
goes skiing,
mounfor
goes rough
dressed
weather and
rough spills.
Farta left,
Page atAnithe
Arrowhead,
Lodge at Lake
one of her
favorite spots
Lippmnnn

tures— in any
between
picseason
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wahneetheHotel
Left,
Ahin Yo Semite
National Park,
with Half
Dometain for its
Mounback
drop.
This
becoming isa
favorite honeymoon spot of
the stars

Below, the
living room
of the cottage
on
the
Ahwahnee
grounds at
Yosemite in
which Alan
Crosland and
Natalie Moorhead were
married

Such stars as Reginald
Denny, Walter Huston, Warner
Baxter,
George Hill and the
La Rocques
(Vilma
Banky),
actually own ranch houses or
cabins on theRim-of-the-World Drive
or in the High Sierras, find them'HEN the first snow flies in
the mountains, the publicity boys in every studio
have a brilliant idea and
fare forth with cameramen and screen
cuties dressed in the sort of winter sports
costumes seen in the St. Moritz number

selves suddenly popular,
\^'hile the
smart hotels, such as the Ahwahnee
in the Yosemite and the Lodge at
Lake Arrowhead, open their winter
seasons, counting among their guests
a generous sprinkling of famous movie
noses, slightly reddened by the cold
(which makes no distinction between

the nose of a John Barr\'more and
of a musical comedy — fur caps, furthat of a plain John Smith).
topped boots, fur jackets and bare legs.
The first snowfall in the California
The ensuing pictures of pretty girls being
mountains
usually coincides with the
coy with snowmen, spilling becomingly
Christmas holiday's, and to Eastern
into drifts and pelting each other with
ej'es (and most of the picture people
snowballs appear in due time in the rotoare Easterners) palm trees and rose
gravure sections of Eastern
Sunday
gardens suddenly lose their appeal.
papers. And ever3bod>' — especially the
Homesickness for snowdrifts, for everpublicity boys — is happy.
greens loaded with feathery white,
In reaUty, however, the stouter souls
Above, Thelma Todd proves that she can
make even a deer eat out of her hand.
and for sleigh bells sends the stars
of Hollywood, such as Warren \\illiam,
This
all happened
last autumn
at
set out for winter sports in all the hidescurrying, with chains on their limouYosemite
sines, to the nearest spot where the
ousness of knitted toboggan caps, heavy
army sweaters, old leather coats, woolen
temperature
is below
zero.
The
mittens and woolen knickers. These comfortable denizens of the
Arhsses ate their 1932 Christmas dinner "as Christmas dinners
should be eaten,
sun hail the snows in the nearby mountain resorts as joyously as
looking out of their hotel window onto a swirl{Conlinucd on page 72)
youngsters with new sleds.
ing snowstorm.
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"Mama, ^/^^r^ DoWampas
BABY STARS Come From?"
It's a question that little Fanette was bound to ask sooner or later of Mother Hollywood.
And, perhaps, the tot is old enough now to be told. So here is an attempted explanation
— which also answers the question: And Where Do Baby Stars GO.'' Some may become
Joan Crawfords and Janet Gaynors — but what of the others.^
By

DOROTHY

AFTER a complete cessation of prophecies in 1930,
/\
and a very lukewarm bestowal of honors in 193 1
r — % (no big banquet, no bows from the local stages, no
-X> JL dance shindig at five dollars per ticket), the Wampas have broken out with a fresh batch of Baby Stars — if not
bigger and better than ever, at least a larger and longer list.

MANNERS
Bennetts. Ruth Chattertons and, maybe, Greta Garbos.
Though the names of several of the group may fall with unfamiliar sound upon }our eardrums, the entire press-agent
body of the studios assures you that, of all the new charmers
to be found among the various lots, these are the most promising! The fact that such ladies as Katharine Hepburn,
Phyllis Barry, Tala Birell, Bette Davis and a few others of
that ilk (commonly

With ten years' experience in sighting interesting new star
dust in the Hollywood
heavens, the pressagent bo\'s now predict future glory for
such new twinklers as:
Lona Andre (Paramount), Lilian Bond
(Free-lance), Mary
Carlisle (M-G-M),
June Clyde (Freelance), Patricia Ellis
(Warner Brothers),
Ruth Hall (Gold wyn),
Eleanor Holm (First
National), Evalyn
Knapp (Free-lance),
Dorothy Lay ton
(Free-lance), Boots
Dfjar
Mallory (Fox), Toshia
Above, you see eight of the thirteen Baby Stars of 1928, when dresses were
Mori (Columbia),
short and figures counted more than to-day. How many do you recognize?
Ginger Rogers (FreeLeft to right, they are: Gwen Lee, Molly O'Day, Sally Eilers, Sue Carol,
lance), Marion ShockJune Collyer, Dorothy Gulliver, Alice Day and Audrey Ferris
ley (Educational),
Gloria Stuart (Universal) and Dorothy
Wilson (RKO).
There are fifteen —
the largest number in
Baby Star history ; one
each from each major
studio, and five who
are unattached.
These, say the boys
who are better known
as the Wampas than
as the Western Association of Motion Picture Advertisers, are
likely to be your fuThese are the Wampas Baby Stars of 1931. Seated, left to right: Anita
ture Joan Crawfords,
Louise, Joan Marsh, Sidney Fox, Rochelle Hudson and Judith Wood.
Norma Shearers, Jean
Kneeling, left to right, Joan Blondell, Constance Cummings, Frances
Harlows, Marlene
Dade, Frances Dee, Karen Morley, Marion Shilling, Marian Marsh and
Barbara Weeks
Dietrichs,
Constance
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expected by critics and
public to be stars very
soon) are very much
in circulation throughout the studios has,
apparently, had little
inlluence on the selections of the Wampas.
An Inevitable
Question
that little Fanette, the demon movien
goer, might uwellwond
turer
llywood
toDO
Mama yoHo
with the question in
her eyes, and the
words on her lips:
"Mama, where d o
Wampas

Baby Stars

Even supposing
that
is too
?"
fromchild
come the
young to know about
such professional
Facts of Hollywood
Life, let's look back
over the ten years of
Wampas Baby Star
selections and try to
explain to the kiddie,
not only where the
Little Ones came from,
but also where many
of them have gone!
Although
^ twoBaby
or
three
of the new
Stars have not yet
actually been seen by
the public, the oflicial
announcement of the

And this is the latest — and largest — collection of Baby Stars, fifteen in all. Seated, left
to right, June Clyde, Dorothy Wilson, Mary Carlisle, Lona Andre, Eleanor Holm and
Dorothy Layton. Standing, left to right, Toshia Mori, Boots Mallory, Ruth Hall, Gloria
Stuart, Patricia Ellis, Ginger Rogers, Lilian Bond, Evalyn Knapp and Marion Shockley.
Is Fame ahead for all fifteen?

Wampas assures us that all fifteen "have either been under
.contract or in training for more than three months" — which,
apparently, is one of the biggest requirements. Color of hair
and ejes is not so important. Eight of the 1932 Baby Stars
are blondes, si.x are brunettes, and one is a redhead. The section of the country where they were born is immaterial — since
they come from such widely scattered places as Boston, New
Orleans', Minneapolis, New York, Florida and California.
Only four have gone to college; only a few have had stage
experience. The j^oungest is sixteen; their average age is
twenty-two. What, then, makes a newcomer a Baby Star?
The official announcement sa3's: "Wampas members have
relied on their personal knowledge of what constitutes the
basic requirements of screen success — personality, beauty,
youth and flexible talent."
Over a period of ten years, exactly one hundred and thirtytwo young actresses have been selected as Baby Stars. Out
of that group, between thirty-five and forty have actually
achieved either authentic stardom or have rated "featured"
billing. Let's see — that gives the AVampas boys an average
of being right about thirty-three and one-third per cent of the
time. In other words, they have picked 'em one in three!
They have called the turn on such winners as Joan Crawford,
Janet Gaynor, Clarar Bow, Eleanor Boardman, Dolores Cos-

tello, Dolores Del
Rio, Lupe Velez,
Mary leenAstor,
ColMoore, Sally
Eilers, Helen
Twelvetrees, Joan
Blondell, and many
others.
They Discover
"Discoveries"

A ulTey

When Janet Gaynor became a
Baby Star, her days as an
unknown were over. But if it
hadn't been for a reporter pal,
she might not have been elected!

be a staggering record if the bo\'s had recruited the
Baby Stars off the corners of Hollywood streets or found them
.
in high-school cl
t ooms But when you stop to remember
ghsr
mias
Hys we
re not put to so much trouble, and had the
at HthIe Cbo
thW
advantage of selecting the cream of the crop already scouted,
der contract to the studios, it doesn't seem
if not actually unin
like such an amaz g quota of good guesses.
What, then, could enter into the selection of a Wampas
Baby Star besides a good guess?
It isn't fair to mention names, nor is it particularly important to the point of this little true story, as the girl has long
{Continued on page 74)
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BULLFIGHTING

It's an Old Spanish Custom,
But a New Hollywood

Craze!

The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals insisted on
watching the filming of the bullfighting scenes for "The Kid from
Spain" — to make sure that no harm befell the bull. But Sidney Franklin, the matador who faced that bull, says Americans aren't horrified
by these combats; they are interested in them. Anyway, every
studio is planning a big bullfight picture!
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sequences in "BenHur," in which several hundred horses
were used. More
recently, the same
society has played
the role of movie censor by being on hand
when the bull-

^
Above,to Eddie
can't
bear
face Cantor
the bull
in

fighting scenes in "The
"The Kid from Spain" —
Kid made.
from And
Spain"
which helped to start the
were
with
bullfight craze
several bullfight
dramas now scheduled, does this mean that the S. P. C. A. had better set up headquarters in Hollywood?
To the Spanish and Latin-American enthusiasts, the
American attitude toward bullfighting is difficult to
understand. They cannot figure out how American
humane societies can wax indignant at the imagined
cruelties of the bull ring in other countries, and, at the
same time, condone and indulge m- the cruelest of all
sports, that of angling.

By Fernando rondon
Further, the Latin has difficulty in understanding
the hesitancy of some Hollywood studios in portraying the activities of a corrida (bullfight) when they
leap at the opportunity^ to reproduce human suffering in its most excruciating moments. Writers, producers, actors, and all other dispensers of canned
tears of humans, he believes, should be censured as
soon as those who depict the discomfiture of brutes.
There may be members of humane societies who do
not approve the sufferings of an orphan as shown in
"The Champ," or a man's mental agony in "Two
Seconds," or "House of Pain" episodes of "The Island of Lost Souls," or the physical tortures of "The
Mask of Fu Manchu" and "Wax Museum" — but
they have not been heard from yet. Beasts may not
seem to suffer on the screen — but men (and women)
may. How come?

great— Valentino
movie mata-in
f
dor
"Blood
and
Sand."
Above,
a
bullfight
crowd in Seville

S«

Cruelty a Matter of Geography?

makes the matter all
WHAT
the more confusing to the
Latin is the fact that Americans
display no hesitancy in lending their
patronage to bullfights when they
are away from their native shores.
Ernest Hemingway's recent bestseller, "Death in the Afternoon,"
bought by Radio for picture purposes, illustrates the delight of
American tourists in the most
bloody events of the corrida. The
author of this book, himself, happens to be an ardent admirer of
\'icente Barrera and Marcial Lalanda, famous toreros. It would
seem, then, that cruelty is a matter
of geography. When Paramount
filmed "Blood and Sand" with
Rudolph \'alentino a few years ago
there were no protests — because
the bullfighting scenes were made

in Mexico, where bullfighting is legal.
But when these Mexican bulls crossed the
American border, they found a society
anxious to protect them — that is, unless
they were bound for the slaughter house.
When Eddie Cantor was filming "The Kid
from Spain," a delegation of forty mercyminded individuals proceeded to the studio
to make sure that the imported bulls were
assured of life, a certain amount of liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness and whoever happened to be in the way. They
served notice on Samuel Goldwyn that the bullfight scenes were
to be made under their supervision.
The animals were brought across the Mexican border from
Piedras Negras, a famous farm devoted to the breeding of bulls
for the ring. It was necessary to make this importation because
not all male members of the bovine family are suitable for an
appearance in the corrida. Sidney Franklin, the matador employed especially for this occasion, insisted upon working with
orthodox animals, not with slow-moving, bellowing lords of
creamery herds.
For this production a real bull ring was built on the studio
lot, which, though not as large as the amphitheatres of Spain
and Latin America, nevertheless was a huge set. In this was
to be performed the first corrida in the Lnited States.
On the day that the bullfight was to be filmed the bleachers
of the arena were filled with a variety of spectators, not all of
whom were paid "atmosphere." Many film notables were
there to watch this unique
_ Acme
performance. Harold
©The Times
Lloyd, Douglas Fairbanks, and Samuel
(Continued on page q~)
A

Left, Sidney Franklin, America's
only real matador — before he underwent plastic surgery to be a movie
hero
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Meet the J^ew
Alice White !
She says, "I don't feel that I am staging a 'comeback' — I feel that a new girl has begun
to work in pictures, from the bottom up. Her name just happens to be Alice White."
And that gives you the tip-off that the hot-cha little girl who left Hollywood a year ago
is now a different Alice — even to a brand-new nose!
L L
ALICE
WHITE
went
away
from
/\
Hollywood some months ago to
/— %
make a tour of the country and

jL.

jL — that

Alice

White

never

came back. It's a brand-new Alice you
are seeing to-day.
With that bygone little Alice went
the one-time hot-cha methods and
mannerism s,the"Naughty
Baby-isms,"
the
GentlemenPrefer-Blondes line, the frivolity and what-not that caused
starch-spined
ladies to elevate their lorgnettes
and
threaten To Do Things
About It. No, never again
will your eyes behold the
brief, blonde
Alice (born
Alva), posing in abbreviated, black lace thingumbobs
or shimmery shorts.
That
blonde
and
naughty-baby
Alice has vanished forever.
Gone,
too, is the ladylike
Alice, languidly posing, affecting airs and graces and the gentle
sorrow of one who is misunderstood
by a hard-boiled
Hollywood.
1. he
Alice who leaned head on hand and confided to you that she spent her free hours
weeping and shrinking from the barbs and arrows of outrageous fortune.
The old, restless Alice is gone, too. That fevered
little filament of a girl who, somehow,
seemed
destined for tragedy — a little girl dancing in a
huge, dark room, crying over the bumps
and
bruises . . .
Weep no more, my ladies . . . park your
lorgnettes . . . and let your upright, reformbent souls relax . . . For now there is an Alice
White who is a well-balanced, quiet-voiced
young woman
of twenty-two, with a
matter-of-fact manner, a great deal of
common
sense, considerable poise
and — a new nose.
After you have
talked with Alice for five minutes,
you realize that the new nose is the
least of the alterations.
The one thing about this strange new
60

girl that bears any resemblance to the girl who went
awaj' from Hollywood is— her heart. That eager and
loyal little organ has remained in the same place.
"Cy" Bartlett is still, and permanently, it
would seem, her boy-friend, as well as
her manager.
She has been faithful
to him, Cynara,
after a fashion
never
to be the late
Whitesupposed
way.
She said, this blonde young
stranger, wrapped richly in
her voluminous mink coat,
carrying
a round
little
mink muff, "I never came
back to Hollywood. Funisn't it? White
There isn't
any ny, Alice
any
more — not
as
people
used to know
her.
I
even toyed with the notion of acquiring a brandnew name, a Russian accent and background, and
arriving as the nezvcomer I
am. would
"It
have been fairly
easy.
Cy and I went to the
movies the other night. We met a
boy I had once gone around with.
Cy knew him, too, though not as well as
I had. The three of us stood in the lobby,
talking for twenty minutes or more. As we
started to go into the theatre, this boy drew
Cy back with him and said, 'Who is the girl
you're with?
You
didn't introduce
me.'
Cy said, 'Why, Alice, of course — who else
would it be?'
And when
I looked back,
that boy was standing there, his mouth wide
open, staring after us.
"But it's not only my nose. That's the
least part of it. And the nose was done, or,
I should say, re-done, on the spur of the
moment. There was nothing planned
about it. Dr. Ginsberg is a friend x)f mine.
I just happened to be in his office one day,
and I was looking at the pictures of some
girls I know, for whom he has made newnoses-for-old.
I thought,
then
{Continued
on pagesuddenly,
77)

To make your skin and you lovely— try
this 30-day treatment experts prescribe
OLIVE OIL helps to avoid aging skin. Olive oil has a
flattering way of putting youth into your skin, of
keeping it there.
That is exactly why over 20,000 beauty specialists advise
Palmolive Soap — because Palmolive is the soap made with

Actual photoamount
of
graph ofthat
the
olive oil
each
goes cake
intoof
Palmolive.

olive oil. They say the lather of this beauty soap puts youth's
elasticity and firmness back into the skin.
Do this for 30 days : night and morning, work up a fine,
rich lather and give the pores of your whole body (not
merely your face and throat) a deep, refreshing cleansing.

There's a challenge to age, all right! Tingling vitality
underneath and smooth, delicate, surface
softness — a combination that makes your skin, and you, lovely, desirable!

\\JUl^ iJkxJh SckxnA^i\t ©jm^aJ2c/;6«ahrv/
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COdt.

W^i/L

f/^^^ will want to share the screen
i/'''^^ stars' secret of winning— and
holding— admiration! It is so vitally important to a woman's happiness to know
she is truly attractive. Read what the
exquisitely lovely Claire Windsor has to
say. She tells you how to have the most
important feminine charm of all— and
how to keep it in spite of birthdays.

jtlere's one secret
jou JyiUST know

CLAIRE WINDSOR
"T WANT your advice," thousands
JL of women write to Claire Windsor. "How can I become truly attractive? How can I win admiration —
and how can I hold it?"
"You can be attractive at any age.
Birthdays haven't a thing to do with
it," Claire Windsor replies. "Provided, of course, you are careful to
guard complexion beauty!
"A fresh, youthful skin is quite
the most compelling charm a woman
can have . . . Screen and stage stars
know the secret — and keep this
youthful charm right through the
years."
Claire Windsor, like so many other
fascinating stars, actually grows
lovelier as years pass by!
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rep/ies

How does this charming star keep
her skin so glamorous?
"I use a very simple care, but I
use it regularly," she says. "Lux
Toilet Soap keeps my skin in wonderful condition."

Have YOU tried the
Beauty Soap of the Stars?
Holljrwood's
beautiful
found fragrant, white

stars have
Lux Toilet

Soap the very finest complexion
care. Of the 694 important actresses,
including all stars, 686 use this luxurious soap regularly . This overwhelming verdict has made it the
official soap in all the big film
studios.
Naturally you will want to try it.
Buy a few cakes today, use it regularly. The beauty soap of the stars
is sure to make your skin glamorously smooth and fine!

g out of 10 Screen Stars use

Lux Toilet Soap

ff

9
women write tnis
lamous star
CLAIRE

WINDSOR

'I'his fascinating screen star declares any
woman can win admiration— and hold it,
too— if she knows how! "A fresh, youthful
skin is quite the most compelling charm
a woman can have," she says.
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The NEW
BUDDY
Wants a

''New Dear

Buddy Rogers has been off the screen a year, but he
hasn't become "the forgotten star." Studios are eager
to sign him up. Buddy, however, has grown up, grown
independent, and grown particular. He doesn't want
any more of "that young-boy stuff." As he says, "I'm
nearly thirty, look it, and feel it." And if he doesn't
get the roles he wants, back to New York he'll go with
his band!

By Robert Fender

A FTER a year away from Holl5rwood, Buddy Rogers
/\
is back. And what has this year in New York done
r— %
to him? How has he changed?
-A^
A^
He wasn't the most popular guy in the world when
he left Hollywood, this Buddy Rogers. The town didn't have a
passion for Buddy, and he wasn't overly fond of the town.
I saw him up at Del Monte when he stopped for a round of
golf on his way to the Stanford-U. S. C. game a year ago. He
was just on his way East then. He had signed with Ziegfeld to
appear in "Hot-Cha," had
arranged to lead an orchestra at the Hotel Pennsylvania, and was all dated up
to make radio broadcasts,
at a neat aggregate each
week.
"I'm delighted to get
out," he said. "It's going to
be a swell experience. Got
my band all lined up and

fond of clothes and sixteen-cylindered motors and open-throated
portraits. Too 'Darling of the Debs.' Too — Buddy!"
Buddy knew all this, but kept right on with it. He was fond
of clothes, and saw no reason for hiding this fondness. If he
wanted to wear an overcoat that a horse would envy, that was
his affair. He did like fast cars, and if his pubhcity man saw fit
to ballyhoo him as the young lover, he complied with his wishes.
.\fler all, press-agentry wasn't his line. He was simply a hired
man and was wiUing to take orders. If those orders meant being
Buddy
Rogers, toit kick
wasn't—
his
business
not ■while
he was in films.
Buddy played the game
in Hollywood, the Hollywood that made him
rich for playing it. He
-^«
?
-.

Pride Brought

everything."
"Coming back to Hollywood some day?" I asked.
"Not unless they change
my pictures," answered
Buddy firmly. "They're killing me as fast as they can
with milk-toast roles. I'm
going East to save the
pieces."
Hollywood had several
charges against Buddy when
he shipped for the East.
"Too pretty," it said. "Too
64

was the
who
was wide-eyed
alwaj's kid
invice.
genuously asking adHim Back
I UT when the show
was over and he
was headed East, Buddy told a few of us why
it couldn't go on. He
was
little"trying
smarterto
than athose

I

^

Here are Buddy Rogers and his California Cavaliers. He says: "I've
got my band, niy radio %vork and personal appearances, and the executives out this way don't bother me any more. But I want to make a
good picture, one good picture before I quit the game"

guide his destinies. If
Hollywood thought he
{Continued on
page 92)

YEARS ALOME
DATE YOUR

DO MOT
FACE . . .

but Dky Skin does

• "Even Tvith your mask on, I knew you," he cried. Vu„r lovely complexion gave you
away!" Only when the oil glands are functioning actively can you hope to keep the skin that
thrills the touch— the skin of velvety texture, luscious freshness, firm, unlined contours!

New ingredient in Woodbury's
Cold Cream supplies vital element

penetrates your skin, vitalizes it,
rouses it to vigorous, healthy action.

that keeps your skin supple, luscious, young.

Now your use of Woodbury's Cold
Cream proves doubly effective. It
clears the pores more effectually of
dirt, frees them of blackheads and
blemishes. More than these, it rouses

Few are the women in America today
between sixteen and sixty years who
do not have to combat skin dryness.
Nearly every influence of our hurried
civihzation contributes to the drying
up of the oil glands that lie close
under the skin. And yet the energetic
fvinctioning of these little glands is the
one essential to skin youth. If they
slow up, become inactive, the skin
grows old, fades.
Now Woodbury's skin specialists have
developed a new element, which keeps
the little oil glands always active, functioning normally. This new Element
576, never before used in anyface cream,
now comes in Woodbury's famous Cold
Cream.
The principle of this ingredient is the
same as that of the vitamins which
come to your body in certain of the
foods you eat. Now this principle acts
directly on your skin. With the new
Element 576, Woodbury's Cold Cream

the sluggish oil glands to greater action, preventing dryness, fading, premature skin age.
Begin today to use Woodbury's Cold
Cream (night and morning and after
exposure) for cleansing your skin, and
renewing the life-giving action of your
oil glands, for keeping your skin lusciously fresh, unlined and young! 50ji
in big jars, 25^ in convenient tubes.
At all drug and department stores.

OTHER

WOODBURY

BEAUTY

AIDS

WOODBURYS FACIAL CREAM ... a fine
finishing cream for use as powder base and
as protection from winds and dust. 50^ in
jars — 25c in tubes.
WOODBURYS

CLEANSING

CREAM... a

very light, quick-melting cream for cleansing only. Excellent to flush out pore-deep
dirt. 50C in jars — 25^ in tubes.
WOODBURY'S TISSUE CREAM .. .a high
fat cream for upbuilding thin undernourished tissues of face and throat, for extreme
dryness, wrinkles, lines. 50(f ajar.
WOODBURY'S FACIAL FRESHENER. .. a
refreshing liauid to remove excess cream,
refine texture, tone up skin. 75f^ a bottle.
WOODBURY'S FACIAL POWDER ... exquisite inperfume, fine in texture — carefully
blended shades. Spreads evenly, stays on,
does not clog pores. SOjf and $ 1 .00 the box.

TT'RJ^'F S A-lVrPLE Use this coupon now for a
trialtreatments.
tube of Woodbury'a
Cold Cream free — enough for several
Or send 10
cents (to partly cover cost of mailing) and receive cbarminf
week-end kit containing generous samples of Woodbury's
Creams, new Face Powder and Facial Soap.
John H. Woodbury, Inc. .6327 Alfred St., Cincinnati, O.
In Canada, John H. Woodbury, Ltd., Pertli. Ontario

^ddresi^

© 193), John H. Woodbury, Inc.
MORTON DOWNEY— DONALD NOVIS — and LEON
BELASCO and bis Orchestra — on Woodbury's new radio
program over station WJZ and N. B. C. network every
Wednesda7 evening at 9:30 E. S. T,
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THE ANIMAL

KINGDOM

Grand ETitertninment In Every W av: This
beautifull\'-vvrought story and perfect performance by the entire cast will give you
an hour of pure delight if you enjoy
quality. And who doesn't? Outwardly,
nothing much happens to the young
publisher of fine books, played with
simplicity and clarity by Leslie Howard;
his former mistress, richly portrayed by
Ann Harding, and his present wife which
is the best characterization Myrna Loy
has ever done.
But there is tremendous elemental
drama in the unseen clash of personalities,
the silent battle of minds, the contest
between the spiritual and ph\'sical appeal
of the two women w hich makes the >oung
publisher's final cryptic
going — to my wife" quite
Gargan, as the butler who
than a servant, does fine

remark, "I'm
clear. William
is more of a pal
work, and the

direction is leisurel)' and fastidious. It's
grand entertainment, any way you look
at it.

NO MAN

OF HER 0\^ N

Gable and Lomlinrd Put It Over: The virile
Mr. Gable, loaned as a foil for the blonde
Miss Lombard, swaggers through this
story of a big-town gambler who carelessly
wins a small-town girl, his dimples in
evidence practically all the time. The
story follows routine paths in which
Gable and his pals mulct suckers at cards
■in expensive metropolitan surroundings,
and the heroine appears in a new and
gorgeous
gown in ever>'in scene.
The denouement,
which the hero,
voluntarily, has himself sent to Blackwell's Island to expiate his past misdeeds
in preparation — one supposes — for a moral
life in the future, is a bit far-fetched, but
deft handling and smart dialogue ease one
over improbabilities. With the excellent
Grant Mitchell furnishing a laugh, now
and then, and the ornamental Clark and
Carole furnishing the romance, what more
can any fan desire? And, too, there's
Dorothy Mackaill, who' almost steals the
picture.
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A FAREWELL

TO ARMS
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FRISCO JENNY

Aloving and Sensitive — Beaiitifiillv Done!
The late war had its sexy side, as Helen
Hayes, in the role of the war nurse, and
Gary Cooper, as the ambulance driver,
prove beyond the shadow of a doubt a
dozen times in this well-directed, welladapted and splendidly-acted picture.
Seldom ha\'e we seen scenes in which the
biological urge is represented so faithfulK-,
and yet the picture ne\er quite steps
be>'ond good taste, though one expects
(hopefully) that it is going to at any
moment.
Helen Hayes /.^ the gallant, disillusioned
and gay little nurse who pa>s the supreme
price of stolen hours of love, gasping, "1 —
am a — bra\e — girl" at the end. Gary
Cooper has ne\er done better work than
he does in the latter scenes, but his ambulance driver is a bit refined and cleaned
up for a Hemingway hero. An escape
sctjuence, treated in the arty manner,
is eftectixe. Not to be missed, no matter
how much
the Depression
has hit you.

Chatterton Makes It Worth Seeing: The
.San Francisco earthquake shook the heroine out of a life of ease into another world.
Her father and her fiance killed b>- the
shock — a somewhat movie-made, though
spectacular cataclysm — Jenny is faced
with the realization that she is responsible
for another life besides her own. When
her child is born she places him with a
family to be brought up and turns to the
only method of earning a living for herself
and him that she can find.
The scenario writer evidently felt that
mother-love justifies the transformation
of
the heroine
"Frisco Jenny,"
famousin
woman
of the into
underworld,
who traffics
vice, and secretly weeps over a growing

e:mployees'
entrance
Sliould Make A Hit Evervivhere:

THE MUMMY

The
romances, rix'alries and politics of a great
department store form the background for
this pleasant story in which Warren William, as the manager of the store, plays
dens ex machind to clerks, models, and
floorwalkers.
Committed to the policy that sentiment is out of place in business, the ruthless manager discharges old employees,
tries to pre\"ent one of the models (Loretta
Young) from marrying and connives to
ha\e another njodel, peppily and very
cleverly pla\ed by Alice White, \amp a
crusty old trustee of the store into yielding
to his policies.
How he discovers the dollars-and-cents
value of sentiment the picture tells without any especial surprises or plot twists.
Alice White's performance is very good —
there is a definite place for her on the
screen. - It's entertaining and should
make a hit everywhere — especially in the
Alice White precincts.
{More Reviezi's on page 6<S)

scrap-book of her son's doings. The ending is "Madame X" with variations, and
is brutally heartrending. Despite the
quaint clothes of the early century and
the new background, the heroine is undeniably the cultured JVIiss Chatterton,
worth both your time and money.

KarlofJ In Something Different: As usual
Boris KarlolT's abilities as an actor are
somewhat concealed under putty and false
skin. The scenario writer, searching for
horrors, has presented him to us as the
mummy of an ancient Egyptian priest
who found death centuries ago after impiously daring to love a temple virgin.
.Restored to life when a young Egyptologist happens to read aloud the magic
formula from the newly excavated Scroll
of Truth, the mummy takes up his life and
love where death cut it short centuries
ago. while the young scientist goes mad
at the transformation — a difficult scene
very effectively portrayed by Brannvell
Fletcher.
The tempo of the picture is that of the
blood-and-thunder serials of an earhmovie day, with the rescuers arri\ing
just as the reincarnated priestess (Zita
Johann) is about to be claimed by an incredibly-shrivelled Karlofif. Weird, and
di^erent bat a trifle too fantastic.

re-designed to end revealing
outlines without sacrificing
needed protection

the new
Phantom
Kotex
SANITARY
<U. S. Pat. No.

NAPKIN
1,857,854)

A NEW KOTEX ... a self-concealing Kotex
. . . re-designed to conform perfectly with
the demands of the closest-fitting dress . . .
yet . . . (and this is so important to you)
every bit of thickness, of needed protection,
is retained. This New Phantom Kotex, so
skilfully constructed, contains identically
the same layers of filler, hut you don't realize
it! Because the ends are flattened and
shaped, you are scarcely aware of the presence of protection.
Do not be confused. Other sanitary pads
calling themselves form -fitting are in no
sense the same as the New Phantom Kotex,
U. S. Patent No. 1,857,854.
Softness . . . safety -plus!
That wonderful absorbency . . . that softness
. . . that delicacy so characteristic of Kotex
are exactly the same in the New Phantom
Kotex. It gives you supreme safety. Disposable, of course. Hospitals alone last
year used more than 24 million Kotex pads.
This improved Kotex is brought you at
no increase in price. Never in its history
has Kotex cost you so little. Make sure,
when buying Kotex wrapped, that you get
the genuine. For your protection, each
tapered end of the New Phantom* Kotex
is plainly stamped "Kotex." On sale at all
drug, dry goods, and department stores.
Also in vending cabinets through the West
Disinfecting Company.
Kotex Company, Chicago.
Note ! Phantom Kotex has the same thickness,
the same protective area with the added advarf
tage of tapered ends.

lo ease
the task of
enlightenment
This message is sent to
parents and guardians,
in a spirit of constructive helpfulness.

million young girls between the ages of 10 and 14
THIS year — some five
vrill face one of the most trying situations in all the years
of 5'oung womanhood.
Thislionyear
— some
five milmothers
will face
the
most difficult taskof motherhood.
Thousands of these mothers will sit down in quiet
rooms, and from that intimacy so characteristic of
today' s motheranddaughter,
there will result that understanding so vital to the
daughter of today, the wife
and mother of tomorrow.
There will be other thousands of mothers, courageous, intimate in all things
but this. There will be thousands too timid to meet this

problem — and it will pass —
but with what possible unhappiness breaking
. . experience.
. what heartTo free this task of enlightenment from the slightest embarrassment, the
Kotex Company has had
prepared
an intimate
chat between
mother little
and
daughter. It is called "Marjorie May's Twelfth BirthIn this book, the subject
has been coveredcompletely
... able
in form.
simple,
understandIt is accompanied
by a simple plan affording
the child complete privacy.
To secure a copy ^without
cost or slightest obligation
parents
or guardians may fill
day."
in
and mail the coupon belonv.
en-velope.
It nuill come to you in a plain

Mary Pauline CaUendcr
c/o Kotex Company. Room 2175A,
ISO N. Michigan Avenue, Cbicafo, III.
Please send me copy of
Marjorie
May's Twelfth Birthday."
Signed .
Street
City..
State
Copyright 1933. Kotex Company
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HANDLE

WITH

CARE

MADAME

BUTTERFLY

THE PARACHUTE

JUMPER

though
they won't Itbeis seeing
anything
out
of
the ordinary.
a question
whether
any amount of re-making can do much for
the trite story of New York tenement life.
Too much responsibility is laid on the
small shoulders of Buster Phelps as the
nephew of the department store nursery
entertainer (Boots Mallory), who's in love
with the assistant district attorney,
who's an enemy of gangsters.
Jimmy Dunn has little to do except look
amiable (he is growing stout, by the way)
and El Brendel, excellent comedian that
he is, cannot be funny with the ancient
wheezes and gags allotted to him, as the
slum music teacher.
Whenever the picture showed signs of
dying on its feet a nightmare sequence, a
chase or a thrill has been inserted to save
it. Boots is young and cute, and with
careful direction should go places.

blues song about "My Flower of Old
Japan"
trying to a\oid
Flower's
towering while
hair structure,
will be his
eliminated.
In all a decorative and charming picture
which ends, like the opera, on a tragic
note.

Plenty of Punch. Not a Dull Moment:
Done in the light-hearted manner so becoming to Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., this
fast-moving tale of two navy fliers discharged from the ser\ice for joy-riding
with government planes is filled with excitement from first to last. The dialogue
is as snappy as modern youth.
The action varies from stunt flying and
dope-running across the Mexican border,
to air fighting between gangster planes and
border patrols. Through it all Doug is
equal to all emergencies and the scenes
with his pal, Frank McHugh, and his girl
(Bette Davis) are extremely amusing.
Hired as a chauffeur on the strength of
his profile, the hero finds himself an unwilling participant in the schemes of dope
smugglers.
How he escapes from their clutches, the
story reveals with several authentic thrills
and with Doug living up to the title.
Not a dull moment.

THE WAX

NO OTHER

THE ISLAND OF LOST SOULS

Sentimental Romance — for Youngsters:
This picture should please average fans,

MUSEUM

Thrilling All the JTay.
Dont Miss It:
This picture, done in color, tops the horrors of the year. It is so well-conceived,
mounted and acted that its horrors become plausible. Grown-ups, as well as
children, will have their dreams filled with
hideously mutilated faces, seared claws of
hands, and stark staring figures for a long
while face
afterwhich
seeinghe Lionel
immobile,
wax
makes,Atwill's
as the maddened
artist, to cover his own fire-distorted features.
The interior of a wax works museum is
not only a novel locale for a picture, but
one ideally fitted for the use of Technicolor,
which adds much beauty and life to the
scenes. It wou'd be unfair to take away
any of your thrills by touching on the
story, which is enacted only too well for
your peace of mind. See it by all means —
but don't take the kids.
This makes two horror hits for Atwill
— his first having been "Doctor X."

Charming — You'll Love It: Another allOccidental cast in an all-Oriental setting.
Adhesive tape that slants -Sylvia Sidney's
eyes does not quite transform her into the
incredibly innocent little Japanese wife
who waits trustingly for her naval officerhusband to return to her " when the robins
nest again." However, once you stop
thinking about the tape. Miss Sidney's
performance is quaint and touching.
The technical difficulties of language are
cleverly surmounted, and the settings are
nahe and charming. Cary Grant looks
the part of the handsome na\y man, playing a delightful love game without too
much seriousness, but it is to be hoped
that the scene in which he drones an inane

WOMAN

Well Worth Seeing. Finely Acted: When
one sees Charles Bickford's artless grin on
the screen, one knows he is a strong, simple
man who will stray from the straight-andnarrow way but will return to it. When one
sees Irene Dunne, one foresees that she
will be a loving and neglected wife who
will end.
triumph ov'er the Other Woman in
the
It is so in this story of the steel mill
worker whose wife's ambition lifts them
out
the grimy
cottage
into of
wealth,
only to workingman's
leave them at the
end
where they started. Amid little suspense,
these two good players make the husband
and wife true human beings whose experiences are vitally enthralling. An ugly
trial scene sounds a new note in the eternal
triangle.
holdtoover
the husband is aGwili
trifleAndre's
difficult
sympathize
with. Well worth seeing.
It isn't as melodramatic as most Bickford pictures — and is more life-like.

Thriller Is Too Fantastic: There comes a
time when fantasy becomes too fantastic.
If this picture of the mad doctor who converts animals into the semblance of human
beings,under
according
to their natures,
come
this criticism,
it is close doesn't
to the
border line between astonishment and
absurdity. The early scenes do not build
up enough suspense and expectation, and
the onlooker finds it hard to get into the
spirit of things immediately.
Charles Laughton is, of course, excellent
as the suave and sinister doctor, all other
members of the cast having rubber stamp
parts except the prize-winning Panther
Woman, who, we thought, was wild and
shy and charming in her strange role. The
make-up man ran amuck with the droves
of hideous, half-human creatures who
snarl and gibber at the mention of the
House of Pain where they were created.
Their revenge on their creator is quite too
horrible. Richard Arlen is the hero.

^•l

^mtmatL
After one dance they pass her np.
They forget that rose-petal skin.
those dreamy
manner,

eyes, her agreeable

her grace on the dance

floor. ..She has ^^IT," all right
^but not what you thinh!

HOW can this beautiful girl, with
breeding and sweetness, ruin
her great charm by this undesirable
"it" . . . perspiration odor from lingerie that isn't scrupulously fresh.
Of course, she doesn't realize that
she's offending. Perhaps she thinks
she doesn't perspire. But we all do,
even though we don't jeel sticky.
Frequently over a quart a day, doctors say.
Underthings are always absorbing
this perspiration, and the odor is
bound to cling. Others notice it, even

MILLIONS
of ■women

find

Lux in the dishpan the -world's
most i nexpensive beauty care
for hands. Costs
less than Ic a day ■

when we aren't aware of
it ourselves. Second-day
underthings are never safe.
Fastidious women don't risk offending inthis way. They Lux underevery wearing . . . it's so
things aftereasy!
quick and
Lux is made to take out perspiration completely and safely. It removes all odor, and saves color, protects delicate fabrics.
As everybody knows, perspiration
contains substances harmful to silk.
By Luxing underthings — stockings.

for imdeithings

too — after each wearing, you keep
them new longer. This dainty habit
takes only 4 minutes!
AVOID

OFFENDING

Underthings absorb perspiration
odor. Protect daintiness this tvay
Wash after each tvearing. One tablespoon of Lux does one day's undies . . .
stockings, too! Use lukewarm water —
Lux dissolves instantly in it. Squeeze suds
through fabric, rinse twice.
Avoid ordinary soaps — cakes, powders,
chips. These often contain harmful alkali
which weakens threads, fades color. Lux
has no harmful alkali. Anything safe in
water alone is safe in Lux.
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Seeing "4^2''^ Street" through Hollywood's
{Continued from page 41)

brief appearances,
and from these four

actors, when accosted, would nevertheless attempt to
belittle their emotional attraction to old haunts. "Just
getting the feel of a stage again," they would explain,
half-shamefacedly.

hundred,
one would
hundred dancers
be chosen. A special photographic
crew headed by
Maxwell Arnow,
executive casting
director, toured the
Pacific coast from
San Francisco to
Coronado and a
second crew visited
bathing resorts on
the Atlantic coast
from Maine to
Florida. That their
search was not in
vain is attested by
the fact that twelve
girls were given
long-term Warner
contracts
as thework
result of their
in the picture.

l.ightniri' s Son the Director
DIRECTOR Lloyd Bacon certainly did not lack technical advisers on behind-the-scenes procedure. Not
that he needed advice, for his own training served him in
good stead. The son of the late beloved Frank Bacon of
"Lightnin'" fame, Lloyd was raised in the theatre.
Then, too, every member of the large cast has had stage
experience.
Warners originally announced that the production of
"42nd feature
Street an' '
would
all-star cast comprising Warren William, Kay Francis,
Joan B londell,
George Brent,
Ruby Keeler, Dick
Powell, Guy Kibbee, Glenda Farrell
and Frank McHugh. Conflicting
schedules, however,
compelled five substitutions among
the nine principals
named. Warner
Baxter was borrowed from Fox to
replace Warren
William as the
hard-boiled stage
director, a r61e that
Baxter once played
in real life. Some
years ago, while he
was acting in a Dallas, Texas, stock
company, the illness of a director
forced Baxter to
assume the directorial duties. For
several months, he
staged a new show
each week.
Bebe Daniels was
called for the prima
donna part that
Kay Francis could
not accept (since
she was playing in
"Cynara") and
Ginger Rogers was
given the smartcracking chorus girl
role intended for
Joan Blondell. Una
Merkel substituted
for Glenda Farrell
and Allen Jenkins
for Frank McHugh.
Jenkins, whom you
remember as the intimidated gangster
in "Blessed Event,"
drew the assistant
stage manager assignment and
smiled. He stepped
out of just such a
job a few years ago
to become an actor.
While the leads
for "42nd Street"
were being shuffled
about, the search
for beautiful chorus
girls began. More
than four hundred
-were needed for
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Eyes

How Chorus
Girls Are
Chosen
LEY, who has
created and staged
the dances not
Y BERKEBUSBfo
d
2nall
r "4
on
eet," but
for
Strly
of the Eddie Cantor pictures and
"Flying High," as
wellassome twentyay muodd Broadwls,
sica estimates
that he interviewed
e
niorethanfiv
girls bethousand
fore making a final
The manchoice.
^II^^^^H
^Im
^M ^^E
J^^^^^H
'^^ thous
selection
^^^^^^ ^^^-pj^g
andsis
^^^^^^^^^1
interesting.
were reduced to as
man\- hundreds
upon facial beauty
alone.
five
hundredFrom
pretty

■|AM
^^
^H|
^^B
Tm.

. ^^^1^
. ^^J^Bh

faces,
Berkeleyupon
concentrated
pretty ankles and
selected dred.
three
hunThis group
he arranged according to height.
he went
alongThen
the
line and picked out
one hundred of the
prettiest The
setsgirl
of
knees.
with homely knees
did not stand a
chance. You will see an identical procedure on a smaller
scale in the picture itself, with Warner Baxter enacting
the part that Berkeley actually played.
The opening sequence of "42nd Street," as a matter
of fact, is a duplication of the spectacle that Hollywood
witnessed when the production was first announced.
"Jones and Barry are doing a show" is the report that,
on the screen, is whispered by chorus girls from the
Battery to the Bronx. "Warners are doing a musical"
was the Hollywood counterpart that brought thousands
of dancing darlings to the studio gates.
With the signing of Julian (Warner Baxter) to stage
"Pretty Lady," the Jones and Barry show, and Dorothy
Brock (Bebe Daniels)
to sing
{Continued
on the
page lead,
82) the screen story

CALENDAR
THE

FEAR

THAT

ACTS

IOOK back on your own marital ex-J perience, or drop into your doctor's
office, and you will soon learn that
"calendar fear" often acts on the
feminine system like a poison.
If you don't know, a doctor will tell you
that FEAR alone can upset the delicate
feminine mechanism , . . fear alone
can magnify a minor feminine irregularity
until it seems like a physical crisis . . .
fear alone can, and does, upset a

LIKE

A

POISON

FEAR
ON

free caustic alkali which sears delicate
membranes and deadens live, sensitive
tissues.
The dependable effectiveness secured by
"Lysol" cannot be approached by certain chlorine compounds. They lose 95%
of their power to destroy germ-life when
in active contact with organic matter . . .
"Lysol" under such practical conditions
maintains its potency.

woman's nerves until her very health
is menaced.

BEAUTY

ing marriage happiness. Use "Lysol".
Your druggist has it . . . Your doctor
recommends it . . . And while this vital
subject is uppermost in your mind, write
for a copy of the ntvf,free "Lysol" booklet, "Marriage Hygiene — the important
part it plays in the ideal marriage". . .
The coupon herewith will-bring it to you
in a few days.
WOMAN'S

OLDEST

PROBLEM

A new feminine health-booklet prepared exclusively bywomen for women . . . Worldfamous gynecologists offer their professional
and personal advice in simple, frank English.
Send for free booklet, "Marriage Hygiene."
Lehn & FiNK,Inc.,Bloomfield,NJ.D(/./.iir-.?

advice of the world's great physicians,
hospitals and clinics! . . . For over forty
years they have recommended to womankind the regular and unfailing use of

Sole distributors of "Lysol" disinfectant
Please send me free, postpaid, a copy of
"Marriage Hygiene."

"Lysol" for complete feminine antisepsis
and cleanliness.

"Lysol" cannot be approached by certain
chlorine-type antiseptics. They release

AND

The clean, safe, refreshing administrations of "Lysol" go a long way toward
preserving feminine health and protect-

FACING

Yet how easy it is to banish this fear! . . .
How simple to replace the failings of
questionable feminine antisepsis with
the blessings of approved marriage hygiene! How wise to follow the authoritative

The gentle, soothing results secured by

HEALTH

Nai
"Lysol" is economical ... a treatment costs less than
one cent. "Lysol'* is safe ... it contains no free
caustic alkali. "Lysol" is effective ... it destroys
hidden germ-life. "Lysol" has enjoyed the full confidence of the medical profession for over 40 years.

Street
City— .
.Stale.
1933, Lchn & Fink, Inc.
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Where You'll Find the Stars at Play
{Continued from page 55)

Where Elissa Writes in Peace
YOSEMITE

National Park lies within a

day's driving distance of Hollywood.
It haswhobeen
by a coterie
stars
have"discovered"
a taste for Mother
Nature,of
rather than human nature. There, when
late autumn filled the deep bowl of the
valley with lazy sunshine and crimson
leaves, Elissa Landi sat on the loggia of the
Ahwahnee, writing the last chapters of her
fourth novel, safe from the distractions of
the screen colony. She drove her highgeared roadster herself, across the Moja\e
Desert and up the winding mountain roads
of the three-hundred-mile trip, with her
secretary as passenger. Every day, after
her work, the two of them set out for a
canter across the \alley floor up the steep
trail to Glacier Point on the very rim, where
they could look straight down a mile to the
winding river and the autumn-colored
trees.
While Elissa was in the Yosemite, a dear
friend of hers committed suicide. "But
surely if he had known this place," Elissa
said, "he would never have wanted to leave
the world."
Winter is the time when Dorothy Mackaill and her singer-husband, Neil Miller,
visit the Valley. Being English, Dorothy
doesn't object to cold and by perse\erance
has perfected her stance on snowshoes, ski is
and skates. The Millers are speed fiends on
the ice-lined toboggan slides, and adepts
at driving Eskimo dog teams, kept in real

Right, Richard Arlen,
Robert Riskin, and
Zeppo Marx relax in
the lounge of Arrowhead Lodge after a
day of skiing on the
slopes above Lake
Arrowhead where
they spent the holidays. Below, for contrast, you see Lilian
Bond relaxing at Lake
Arrowhead in the
good old summertime

wide Worm

igloos, across the level X'alley trails.
For thePowell
New and
Year's
holiday
this year,
William
Carole
Lombard
took
part in the traditional Ahwahnee celebration of Earth's Birthday Party. Paul and
Daisy Lukas were there, too, and Joan
Bennett with her new husband. Gene
Markey, and her baby daughter, "who
isn't going to grow up without knowing
what snow is," Joan declares.

Bennett an Amateur Explorer

PAPA

Richard Bennett, however, prefers the Yosemite in summer. Last July
he and his wife, with saddle train, a cook
and a guide, went off on a ten-day pack
trip into the High Sierras beyond the
Valley, exploring glaciers, peaks and canyons that few tourists ever see.
Some of the most recent movie visitors
have been Buster Keaton, Lew Cody and a
party of guests cruising in Buster's
gay
land yacht. His enormous hotel-on-wheels
climbed the twisting, almost perpendicular
mountain trail to Glacier Point without
trouble, with Buster in the uniform of an
admiral, striking a majestic attitude on the
rear platform!
Snow is only one attraction of the
Yosemite to motion picture people. It also
offers seclusion, uninfested with the bane of
all stars — reporters. During his contract
quarrel with Warner Brothers, James Cagney disappeared. Rumors had him on his
way to England, bound for the South Seas,
headed toward a medical college, while
Jimmy was really enjoying himself, for part
of
the same
time, seclusion
in "Nature's
This
makesownthesanctuary."
Yosemite
and the Ahwahnee favorite spots for honeymoons. The Alan Croslands (Natalie
Moorhead) were married at Yosemite
Lodge. And thither went Bette Davis with
her new husband, Harmon O. Nelson, Jr.,
and Kay Francis and Kenneth MacKenna,
on their respective wedding trips.
The Yosemite is full of memories for
movie people. Perhaps that is why Grace
Tibbett returns there so often. Once it was
Grace
and Lawrence
who
came,
while
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Lawrence let loose that gorgeous voice of
his among the great cliffs, drowning the
waterfalls at \ illage "get togethers," while
the three hundred "natives" listened awestruck.

Even Garbo Had to Obey Rules
OF

course. Garbo, the lover of seclusion,
has been to the \ osemite — and almost
escaped discovery, in her small cheap tourist
cabin in Camp Curry among the \acationing clerks and students and families. But
she attracted attention when she demanded
that they allow her to break the Yosemite's
iron-clad rule of "no riding alone."
Taking her favorite mount, "Stella," she
packed a lunch, and riding an English sidesaddle, set out for Glacier Point, refusing
all guides. After she had gone, the camp was
roused to hunt for her. She was "lost" for
hours. Then hotel employees found her
serenely lunching on the very tip of Glacier
Point — from which the "fire falls" descend
every evening in tourist seasons. And the
most startling part of the affair was that
she was not lunching alone! With her was
a handsome Englishman registered at the
hotel by the obviously fictitious name of
"John
Smith."of taking away her horse, they
On threat
finally forced her — sulking and storming —
to accompany the party down the trail.
After that she was watched closely, and
was seen to keep numerous trysts with her
mysterious Englishman, whose identity
has never been discovered. The strongminded guide who had the distinction of

making Greta Garbo do something she
didn't want to do is still pointed out to
admiring tourists in the Yosemite!
The immense cliffs, piled peaks and
waterfalls of the Yosemite have doubled in
the mo\ies for the Alps, the Yukon, the
Rockies, and the Adirondacks. "Private
Lives" was shot in the N'alley; "The Last
of
"The settings.
Easiest Way"
alsothehadMohicans"
Yosemite and
for their
Tom
Mi.\ has made three pictures there, and
Lenore Ulric made an Alaskan feature for
Fox in its wilds.

The Nearest Mountain Playground
ONLY two hours from the rose gardens
of Beverly Hills to the deepest snowdrifts, Lake Arrowhead resorts call the stars
between pictures. At the North Shore
Tavern in the summertime, Miriam Hopkins plays tennis; Al Jolson goes to the Lake
to fish; and Anita Page takes her family
there for speed boating and canoeing.
Reginald Denny, using the breast stroke,
swam the entire three-mile length of Lake
Arrowhead last summer — the only one ever
to perform this feat.
But it is only within the last three years
that winter sports have been developed in
the Arrowhead regions. Recently an enthusiastic crowd of picture people attended
the opening
the great
new and
ski^ anjump.
There
are two oftoboggan
slides,
iceskating rink as well.
In one of the cabins of the Lodge, Helen
Hayes rested after the finish of "A Farewell
to Arms," and studied the script of "The

Son-Daughter." The most recent fihn
honeymooners to seek out Arrowhead are
Harold Lloyd's father and his bride, who
strolled about the Lake taking motion pictures of each other. The unwearied Charles
Laughtons, who saw more of Southern
California beauty spots in their six months'
stay in Hollywood than most natives, have
been familiar figures — and what a figure
Charlie
is, to be sure!
In a lonely cabin on Lake Arrowhead,
legend has it, the mysterious Garbo once
immured herself. Discovering her presence,
a dozen youths from a college in the Valley
turned up at midnight under her windows,
to serenade her. But the great Garbo was
evidently unaccustomed to such attentions
for she screamed and fled out of the back
door, to seek refuge with a neighbor.

Ch arming

VIVIDLY

I

Where Film Society Plays
HOT

Saturday" was taken at Arrowhead, the company staying at the
Lodge. Since Nancy Carroll was the only
woman among ten men, she was never
allowed to dance more than five feet with
any one of them before another cut in.
Gary Cooper made a snow picture there
two years ago, and its wood paths, hills,
ravines and water views have been the
scenes of many screen wooings, fights,
rescues, and adventures.
It is interesting to notice that since
Leatrice Joy's marriage to the wealthy
William Hook, Jr., and since the ad\ent of
Park Avenue personalities, such as Adrienne
Ames, into the movies, pictures of screen
players are now appearing in the Society
Sections of the local papers. This was
evidenced recently when an impressed Hollywood read, under the picture of Ex-Movie
Star, stretched in a deck chair on a terrace
overlooking the Lake, "Mrs. William Hook,
Jr., of the Younger Social Set, enjoying the
winter's sun at Lake Arrowhead." Was
Hollywood set up!
Motion picture stars have earned the
reputation of being hot-house creatures,
pampered, and silken. But the sight of
Cary Grant and Wynne Gibson galloping
Western ponies along the Arrowhead trails,
of Warren William, prone on his stomach,
guiding a toboggan down the twisting
mountainside, of Eddie Cantor and his fi\e
girls pelting each other with snowballs,
should go far toward giving the lie to such
an impression. Maybe those publicity boys
have the right idea when they go out
"shooting snow stuff"!
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WTOULDN'T jo« like to be so healthy
^^ and fresh-looking that you'd have
a grand time wherever you went?
Then cleanse your system of poisons —
the Sal Hepatica way!
Sal Hepatica first flushes wastes and poisons froHi your digestive tract. But because
it is not an ordinary laxative, but a saline,
it frees your blood stream, too, of poisons!
It cleanses and purifies your entire system!
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Harold Lloyd, who learned his skiing at
California
mountain
resorts,
tries his
skill at St. Moritz, Switzerland

as do the health springs of Wiesbaden and
Aix. It is America's great saline.
For this reason, it combats colds, headaches, and rheumatism. It freshens and
clears your skin. It not only gives sparkle
to your eyes and new zest to your step —
but you feel splendid and really get some
fun out of life! Try this saline road to vivid
health — beginning tomorrow morning
— and your whole point of view will
brighten up!
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"Mama, Where Do Wampas Baby Stars
Come From?"
{Continued from page S/)

since departed from the Hollywood scene,
but the following might give you a fair idea
of how one girl was promoted as a Baby Star:
A certain unmarried executive in a Hollywood studio was giving a certain very pretty
and ambitious little girl a romantic rush just
about the time the Wampas was to make its
Baby Star selections of that particular year.
So he called his own particular press-agent
into his private sanctum and said, "Either
you get Miss Blank elected in that Baby
Star group this year — or maybe somebody
else will be turning out publicity for us next
month."
What was the poor lad to do? Obviously,
nothing short of "campaigning" among his
fellow press-agents for the lady, explaining
his job plight and promising on his word of
honor to cast one of the thirteen votes allotted to him for their prospective candidates.

Don't get the idea, however, that all
Wampas Baby Stars are selected through
executive favoritism. That is, in fact, the
exception rather than the rule. Last year,
the Wampas ignored one big studio entirely
in their balloting — and this year, no less
than one-third of the Baby Stars are not
tied up with any studios. In fact, the freelance players were so popular that three of
them were tied in the balloting — which explains why there were fifteen Baby Stars.

Girls Introduced Themselves
when W'ampas
early
in thewas
BACK
more highly coveted
far 1920's,
selection
than it is to-day, or has been in the four
years of the talkies (whose demands are
more severe than those of silent pictures),
ambitious girls, themselves, very often conducted their own "campaigns" and did
their own plugging without any help at all
from the Front Office.
Back in one of the early years of the
Baby Stars, a pretty younger sister of a star
was very ambitious to follow- her famous
sister's footsteps — and so greatly did she
desire to be listed as a coming starlet by the
Wampas that she staged a "campaign" in
the best electioneering tradition. Or, at
least, her press-agent staged it for her.
Beautiful and expensive photographs of
the little newcomer, in every pose and mood,
were put on exhibition at all the pre-selection meetings of the Wampas for a month
in advance. Many friendly and chatty letters were mailed to individual members of
the press-agent body. Certain "influential "
members were contacted by telephone by
one of her ambassadors. In fact, it has been
estimated that her Wampas campaigning
must have cost her somewhere around one
thousand dollars of her own hard-earned
cash! The outlay on photographs and a
press-agent might easily have cost that much.
Another hopeful candidate of the same
year liked the idea so well that she went it
one better. This lady had large three-sheet
displays of herself made up and exhibited in
the corridors leading to the Wampas voting
rooms! A great many readers may consider
these very high-pressure methods and unfair competition — since many other candidates probably could not afford such "campaigns." But if girls were ruled out for
ambition in Hollywood, believe you me, few
of the starring ladies whom you so deeply
admire would now be casting their glamourous shadows on the silver screen! If "all is
fair in love and war," that goes double for
the difficult job of getting oneself recognized
in Hollywood, which acquaints itself only
with advertised products!
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How Janet Became a Baby Star

ONE of the most successful Baby Stars
and, at the same time, one of the most
difficult girls to "sell " to the Wampas body
was Janet Gaynor. At the time Janet was
selected as a Wampas Baby Star, she was
one of the least-known young ladies in
Hollywood. It is true that she had done a
picture or two, but no one in particular had
ever heard of her, and those few who had
were nc-t predicting any dazzlingly brilliant
future for her. There was, howe\er, one
young newspaper man who believed in Janet
as the whole world has come to believe in
her since.
His name was Herbert Moulton, and,
according to all the reports, he was deeply
in love with the little ingenue redhead.
Through his newspaper connections, he was
well acquainted with all the press-agents
who made up the Wampas membership.
Never did any self-appointed manager try
so hard to put over a protegee as Herb
Moulton attempted to "sell" Janet Gaynor
to the Wampas. Finally, because everybody
liked Herb and because, after all, she was a
cute little thing, Janet awoke one morning
to find her name among the honored! The
listing as a Baby Star was Janet's first big
break in the line of publicitj-. It was the
ending of her days as an inconspicuous
actress in Hollywood.
In 1926, the year Janet was elected, the
Wampas boys reached their greatest heights
as star-pickers. Consider the entire 1926
list: Mary Astor, Mary Brian, Joyce Compton, Dolores Costello, Joan Crawford, Marceline Day, Dolores Del Rio, Janet Gaynor,
Sally Long, Edna Marion, Sally O'Neil,
\'era
Reynolds
Fay WVay!
In view
of theandsuccessful
careers of more
than eighty per cent of these girls, is it any
wonder that in the next few years most of
the ambitious new actresses of Hollywood
wanted to get on that desirable listing as a
Wampas Baby Star? Only one girl (who
has also disappeared from the Hollywood
scene in recent years) tried too hard — and
defeated her own purpose. She made the
mistake of renting an expensive suite in a
hotel, giving lavish cocktail parties, and
trying to make the boys feel ungrateful if
they
didn't
her.howHerclever
effort she
was was,
a flatit
failure.
No elect
matter
looked like a risk to name her as one of the
honored.
A far more successful way of gaining
Wampas recognition has been down the
altar-bound path, bedecked with orange
blossoms. Kathryn McGuire married a
Hollywood press-agent. So did Caryl
Lincoln. And Maryon Aye.
And now that you have a pretty fair idea
of where at least a few of the Wampas Baby
Stars have come from, let's get out our old
lists and see where many of them have gone
since the fateful year they were elected :

1922
Maryon Aye — divorced from Harry Wilson,
press-agent, and retired.
Helen Ferguson — widow of William Russell; now married to Richard Hargreaves,
banker, and retired.
Lila Lee — making screen comeback after
long illness; prominent free-lance featured
player, engaged to George Hill, director.
Jacqueline Logan — has been starring in and
directing English films.
Louise Lorraine — was a serial queen for a
time; last seen in independent pictures.
Bessie Love — now married to William
Hawks, and retired.

Kathryn McGuire — married to George
Landy, sional
press-agent,
and plays in an occapicture.

Patsy Ruth Miller — married to Tay Garnett, director, and seldom acts.
Colleen Moore — now staging screen "comeback" at M-G-M.
Mary Philbin — retired.
Pauline Starke — recently on stage; now
attempting screen comeback.
Lois Wilson — prominent free-lance leading
lady to-day.
Claire Windsor — recently in vaudeville;
now attempting screen comeback.

1923
Eleanor Boardman — expects to return to
screen after di\'orce from King N'idor.
Evelyn Brent — prominent free-lance dramatic actress to-day.
Dorothy Devore — married and retired.
\ irginia Brown Faire — married and a recent
mother; plays in occasional independent
picture.
Betty
Francisco — free-lance player of supporting roles.
Pauline Garon — playing in Duffy stock
companies.
Kathleen Key— living in Europe.
Laura La Plante — married to William
Seiter, director; acti\"e on stage of late.
Margaret Leahy — returned to England after
unusually brief Hollywood career.
Helen Lynch — retired.
Derelys Perdue — playing in vaudeville.
Jobyna
Ralston — married to Richard Arlen,
and retired.
Ethel Shannon — widow of Joe Jackson,
writer and press-agent.
1924
Clara Bow — before talkies, the biggest boxoffice draw in the movies. Since marrying
Rex Bell, has made successful comeback.
Elinor Fair — divorced from Bill Boyd, and
plays in occasional independent picture.
Carmelita Geraghty — fiancee of scenarist,
Carey Wilson. Plays small parts.
Gloria Grey — free-lancing.
Ruth Hiatt — playing in short comedies.
Julanne Johnston — dancing in Hollywood
night-clubs.
Hazel Keener — whereabouts unknown.
Dorothy Alackaill — married to Neil Miller,
and still prominent in films.
Blanche Mehaft'ey — playing in stock comMargaret
Morris — playing in Westerns.
Marian
— retired when she married
panies. Ni.xon
Edward
Hillman, Jr. Now making big
screen comeback at Fox.
Lucille Ricksen — died at height of career.
Alberta Vaughn — playing small parts in
current pictures.

1925

Betty Arlen — playing in independents.
X'iolet Avon — whereabouts unknown.
Olive Borden — has been in vaudeville; now
in Europe.
Ann Cornwall — married and retired.
Ena Gregory — married to director Al
Rogell. Hurlock — married to Marc ConMadeline
nelly, dramatist, and retired.
Natalie Joyce — free-lancing in pictures.
Joan Meredith — married and retired.
June Marlowe — playing in stock companies.
Evelyn Pierce — has been playing in independent pictures.
Dorothy Revier — prominent free-lance leading woman.
Duane Thompson — married and retired.
Lola Todd — free-lancing.

1926
Mary Astor — prominent free-lance player
to-day.
Mary Brian — ditto.
Joyce Compton — also doing well.
Dolores Costello — married to John Barrymore, and retired.
Joan Crawford — M-G-M star of the first
rank.
Marceline Day — alternates between stage
and independent pictures.
Dolores Del Rio — a free-lance star to-day;
has been severely ill.
Janet Gaynor — Fo.\ star; voted most popular girl star of screen.
Sally Long — has done few pictures in recent
years.
Edna Marion — free-lancing.
Sally O'Neil — now making personal appearances throughout country.
Vera Reynolds — well-known free-lance
player.
Fay Wray — prominent free-lance leading
lady.

1927
Patricia Avery — whereabouts unknown.
Rita Carewe — retired.
Helene Costello — divorced from Lowell
Sherman, and retired.
Barbara Kent — free-lance ingenue; recently
married Harry Eddington, Garbo's manager.
Natalie Kingston — free-lancing to-day.
Frances Lee — free-lancing.
Mary McAllister — married, but plays occasional screen role.
Gladys McConnell — married to Hollywood
lawyer, and makes occasional independent
picture.
Sally Phipps — went to New York stage and
married Philadelphia millionaire; now
divorced.
Sally Rand — playing in vaudeville.
Iris Stuart — whereabouts unknown.
Martha Sleeper — does small parts at
M-G-]VL
Adamae

\'aughn
has been
playing
in occasional—independent
picture;
sister
of

Alberta \'aughn.

1928
Lina Basquette — alternates between vaudeville and pictures.
Flora Bramley — whereabouts
unknown.
Sue Carol — making personal appearance
tour with husband, Nick Stuart.
Ann Christy — free-lancing.
June Collyer — married to Stuart Erwin and
retired.
Alice Day — married, but plays in occasional
independent picture.
Sally Eilers — prominent Fox star; married
to Hoot Gibson.
Audrey Ferris — plays in short comedies.
Dorothy Gulliver — free-lancing.
Gwen Lee — plays in occasional independent
picture.
Molly O'Day— sister of Sally O'Neil; playing in vaudeville.
Ruth Taylor — married and living in New
York.
Lupe \'elez — prominent free-lance featured
player.

1929
Jean Arthur — successful on Broadway last
season; recently returned to screen.
Sally Blane — prominent free-lance player;
sister of Loretta Young.
Betty Boyd — playing in short comedies.
Ethlyne
Claire — married and retired.
Doris Dawson — married
to Pat Rooney,
III, and retired.
Josephine Dunn — on New York stage.
(Contimced on page yS)

Fight winter colds!
IVIake $1 equal $3
PEPSODENT ANTISEPTIC is 3 times as powerful as
other leading mouth antiseptics. Hence it goes 3 times
as far. And whether you buy the 25c, 50c, or $1
size, you still get 3 times as much for your money.
PLEASE stop a minute and ask yourself a question. The right answer
saves you $2 out of every $3. What
kind of antiseptic do you use when
fighting sore throat colds — infection.?
Two kinds of antiseptics
There are only two — no more, no less.
In one group you have the mouth antiseptic that kills germs only when it is
used full strength. In the other group
you have Pepsodent Antiseptic — utterly safe when it is used full strength,
yet powerful enough even when it is
diluted with 2 parts of water to kill
germs in 10 seconds. Pepsodent Antiseptic isat least 3 times as powerful
as other leading antiseptics. Hence,
it goes three times as far — gives you
three times as much for your money —
and gives you greater protection
against sore throat colds.
Instead of paying $3 for three bottles

of old-fashioned antiseptics, you pay
$1 for one bottle of Pepsodent Antiseptic— and make it go as far as three.
For years 3 people in 4 diluted the
old-style mouth antiseptics. But they
weren't killing germs. So when choosing your antiseptic, choosq the one
that kills the germs even when it is diluted. Insist on Pepsodent Antiseptic
and be safe.
IMPURE

BREATH
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The amazing results of Pepsodent Antiseptic in figiiting sore throat colds prove
its effectiveness in checking Bad Breath
(Halitosis),
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this modern antiseptic
Sore Throat Colds
Head Colds
Smoker's Throat
Bad Breath
Mouth Irritations
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Gums
After
After Extractions
Shaving
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Chapped Hands
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Checks Under-Arm
Perspiration
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Foot"Odor
Tired, Aching Feet
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Janet's ''Happy
Marriage" Ends
{Continued from page 27)
Do you think that divorce would hurt my
career? Do you think that because of the
roles I have always played, the public
would
resent abruptly,
it?"
She spoke
as though the words
were forced from her. The poised, enigmatic
Janet, so familiar to Hollywood, was gone.
She was a harassed and worried girl who
asked a question over which she had been
brooding for a long while — perhaps for
years. And she followed it up with another

HANDED

question.
"Do you think — if I should ever get a
divorce — that people would bring up the
old story and drag in poor Charlie, now
that he has left Fox? Do you think people
would
talk?first
" time in many months that
It is— the
Janet has given an interviewer a glimpse of
her heart. Recently, she has delivered

ll^^M
COLO WINTER WEATHER, household duties and
office work quickly rub away the smooth,
silken surface of a pretty skin . . . and before you
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trace of rough, red, dry and chapped skin quicker
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cellophane -wrapjted package, Italian
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The Parting Came Suddenly
IT seems unlikely that Janet had long
planned the sudden separation from the
handsome boy she always addressed affectionately as "Peck\-." .\ month before
their parting, Lydell confided that he and
Janet were going to Europe for a short trip
when most
she finished
to Nan
join
their
intimate "State
friends. Fair."
Bill and
Howard.

(Ba/m/ia/ytaA

THE

pleasant platitudes on "her career," "success," "fame" and "the demands of the
screen." Now, in a moment, the secret was
out. No one could help guessing that Janet
Gaynor had been making the best of a mistaken marriage for the sake of her screen
career, and possibly in order not to embarrass one of her most cherished friends, the
man who has played her picture-lover so
often, Charles Farrell!
Perhaps the fact that Charlie had left
Fox, which meant parting professionally
from Janet, hastened the C.aynor-Peck
separation. She and Charlie would not be
appearing together again; the rumors of a
possible romance between them would die a
natural death. .Moreover, had not Charlie
publicly said that he felt that in their costarring ventures he had always placed the
lesser role and, for the sake of his own
screen future, was seeking independent
stardom? He had gi\en the impression that
she had appreciated his viewpoint, and that
they were still good friends — but would
probably see each other only infrequently,
now that their paths would no longer cross.

On the \ery e\ening when they

separated, they had attended " Maedchen in
Uniform"
though
it wasof
almost
two together.
weeks later.'\nd
when
the news
their separation broke, her own studio had
had no inkling of her intentions!
The story of the Lydell Peck-Janet Gaynor romance is so interw'oven with that of
the Charlie Farrell-Janet Gaynor romance
that
rately.it is impossible to speak of them sepaA rising young San Francisco lawyer and
a member of a socially prominent Oakland
family, Lydell Peck was no stranger to
Hollywood when he eloped with Janet. For
many moons he had been a guest at movie
parties and an escort of lo\ely screen stars,
among them Fay Wray, Claire Windsor and
many others. It was generally rumored
that the young attorney was "movieMeeting him in San Francisco, William
Howard,
struck." the director, invited him to his
home when he next visited Los Angeles.
Lydellis that
accepted
"on one
and
that
you invite
Janetcondition
Gaynor, — also.
She is the one Hollywood star I have
always
to meet."
At thewanted
Howards'
charming home, Janet
and Lydell met — but their acquaintance
was so inconspicuous that Hollyw-ood gasped
when it heard of their marriage. It was gen-

erally believed that Janet and Charlie were
engaged, and a whirlwind of rumors immediately began blowing fantastic tales of a
lovers'
quarrel and a "spite marriage"
around Hollywood.
The story that was told in those days —
told over and o\'er again, with variations, in
the Brown Derby, at Malibu, over the tables
of the Mayfair, and on studio sets — was as
dramatic and unreal as a scenario for a
screen melodrama. Its truth, of course,
only two people know surely.

How Romance

Was Wrecked ?

J.\NET
and But
Charlie
— the still
storysaw
ran a— good
were
engaged.
Charlie
deal of a screen actress whom he had
known and admired for years. Janet, the
tale went, finally got him to promise to
break off this old friendship. A few days
later, Charlie and two friends were setting
off for a trip in his yacht when his telephone rang. It was the other woman calling. Feeling that there was no time like
the present to burn his bridges, Charlie
asked her to meet him at the boat for a
few minutes, as there was something he
wanted to talk to her about. One of the
men, whom Charlie supposed to be his
friend, excused himself, stepped to another
telephone, and called up Janet to say that
Charlie was planning to meet this actress
on his yacht. The next day, an amazed
town heard
of Janet
Gaynor's
runaway marriage
to Lydell
Peck,sudden
the young
.San Francisco lawyer, who was soon to
give up his law practice to become a film
executive and be near his wife.
"Which is-all ridiculous," Charlie told us
a few weeks ago. "Certainly, Janet and I
were in love — and out of love — lots of times!
But I think we both knew that marriage
simply wouldn't do for us. I've always felt
herWhatever
marriage the
was truth
a real may
love have
matchbeen
— " regarding Janet's
doubt about
whatmarriage,
her fans there
thoughtwasof no
it!
Almost at once the letters began to piour in,
lamenting the broken romance of their beloved screen sweethearts, indignantly denouncing her for disappointing them, pitying Charlie for his supposedly broken heart,
which — newspaper sob-sisters assured them
in print — was the reason for his suddenly
departing on a yacht trip.
And when Charlie, himself, married suddenly— more than a year after Janet's wedding— other melodramatically romantic ruflew about.
He had gone
to New While
\'ork
to sailmorsfor
a long holiday
in Europe.
waiting
telephoned
\'alli,
playing there,
on thehe stage
on the \'irginia
West Coast,
proposed by long-distance, and she rushed
across the country to meet him, marry him,
and make his European trip a honeymoon.
Rumor had it that he did not tell Janet of
his plans until the wedding was all over, and
that she burst into tears when she received
the news. Rumor had it that Charlie,
broken-hearted when Janet so suddenly
wed, had married just as suddenly and impulsively to show her that the situation
could work both ways. To all appearances,
Charlie and X'irginia are very happy to-day.

Hard to Make the Break

THERE never has been a romance so
dear to the hearts of the public as the
one it has liked to imagine between Chico
and his little Diane in their "Seventh
Heaven." For a while after her marriage, it
seemed that But
Janet's
career was
n^lly
threatened.
she enacted
the happy
bride to perfection, perhaps quite honestly,
and, reluctantly, her fans decided that they
had been mistaken about a Gaynor-Farrell
romance. No wonder she has hesitated to
risk their displeasure a second time!

Only one who knows Janet intimately
can understand what it must have meant
to her to make this break. Since the day
when she first stepped onto a studio lot, a
shy, shabby little "extra," she has lived for
one thing — her career. For it she has sacrificed much. The j-oung newspaper man
who adored her and got Janet her start in
pictures was left behind as she toiled upward to the heights. There was no time for
close friendships, girlish confidences, parties, thoughts of early marriage, or for anything but work.
"I have lost some illusions and been
deeply hurt by certain things," she told us
recently, "but I am completely engrossed
in my job. That should be recompense
enough for anyone who has passed the stage
of adolescent dreams."
Those who li\e in close touch with Janet
have known for a long time that the break
was coming. And it will be a real break,
they say. Finishing "State Fair," her latest picture, Janet has gone to Honolulu
with her mother, for a long ^•acation.
Honolulu is crowded with memories, being
the scene of their honej'moon, but there
seems little doubt that she will seek a
divorce.

GERMS
fill handkerchiefs
during colds

"I'm going to keep my head level through
this," she says. She looks happier, more
peaceful, than she has looked for a long
time. Already speculation is rife as to
Janet's future plans. Perhaps she has come
to the conclusion that "she travels fastest
who travels alone."

Meet the New Alice
White!
{Co7itinued from page 6o)
and there, 'I'll have mine done!' I mentioned itto Dr. Ginsberg and he told me he
had often wanted to suggest it to me, but
hadn't liked to because we n'ere friends.
"I didn't tell a soul about it. I didn't
even tell Cy. I knew that he would have
'tried to dissuade me. He liked me well
enough as I was. I went alone. I had always been annoyed by my nose. I had
always been conscious of it. It had helped
to give me the terrible inferiority complex
I had. There were certain camera angles
where it was very bad. And so, I had it
done . . . Cy knew nothing about it until he
saw me, bandaged and somewhat in pain.
He felt so sorry for me that he forgot why
he was feeling sorry. And the only comment
he has ever made is to say that he hopes
I won't go high-hat on him now that I have
a high-hat nose. Which means that he approves.

Having Voice Altered, Too
I'M having my voice altered, too.
Lowered. It has always been too childish. Now I'm having a little voice surgery
done, too, and — who knows? — I may emerge
with the larynx of a Bernhardt.
"It's funny — to disappear and then reappear as a new person. It's like experiencing reincarnation, and being conscious of it.
It's awfully funny and exciting to have a
brand-new Self. You know how you feel
when you get a new dress, especially one
you like a lot and that gives you the qualities you like to think you have. Well,
imagine what it must feel like to have a new
face, a new soul, a new SELF. Imagine
talking to very old friends and being unrecognized. Imagine having a new point of
view about all of life, about people. Imagine
having a new start in life, a new philosophy
in place of an old restlessness and the feeling
that you don't know what you want or how
to get it.
"I don't feel that I am staging a 'comeback,' as some writers have said. I feel that
a new girl has begun to work in pictures,
{Conihiued on page yg)

Avoid self-infection and
infecting otiiers . . . use

KLEENEX
disposable tissues
Regular price now only

in a single
of germs
MILLIONS
ef! Scient
ific
handkerchi
tests show this condition actually
exists during colds.
And further : These germs are easily
spread. Cotton and linen fibers hold
them but loosely. Your hands are infected. Your clothing is infected. You
pass germs to others. You carry germs
back to your own face every time you
use your handkerchief again.
Kleenex prevents this danger

A new era of handkerchief hygiene was
introduced by Kleenex! Handkerchiefs
of disposable tissue — to use and destroy!
No laundering ... no self-infection . . .
no irritation from damp, unsanitary
handkerchiefs.
Kleenex Tissues are handkerchief-size

KLEENEX

^

one of the many varieties of dangerous
germs found Inhandkerchiefs used during
colds. A noted scientist proved germs are
readily separated from handkerchief
fibers; while Kleenex clutches germs so
tightly that is is almost impossible to
dislodge them.

squares, made from rayon-cellulose. They
are soft and soothing, gentle, absorbent.
And /'w.?9)f«j'/w. It costs less to use Kleenex
than to have handkerchiefs laundered.
Many ways to buy Kleenex

Kleenex is now put up in handy rolls
and packages, containing generous quantities, at 25c. In addition, an extra-size
Kleenex is made, the tissues three times
kerchief.
the usual size, as large as a man's handKleenex is sold at all drug, dry
goods and department stores.
Ask to see 'Kerfs, too. They are real,
bordered handkerchiefs of downy tissue
— disposable, like Kleenex, though the
texture is firm and cloth-like.
■.o-ekArCe.
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Mama, Where Do Wampas Baby Stars
page 75)

Helen
tures. Foster — plays

{Continued fro
From?"
Come
tutored by a dramatic
in independent pic-

Doris Hill — under contract to Monogram as
featured player.
Caryl Lincoln — has been playing in serials
and Westerns.
Anita Page — popular M-G-M featured player.
Mona Rico — free-lancing.
Helen TweKetrees — prominent RKO star.
Loretta Young — soon to be starred by
Warners.

1930
There were no

Then HER OWN LIPS
told her • • •
vfhat >vas Wrong!
AFTER men knew her, they liked her. But
. even then, they complained. "Too much
make-up ... she ought to know better!" So
she experimented. She tried different lipsticks on her own lips. She learned she was
using not only "too much" . . . but the ivroHg
kind. And more than that — she discovered
the one lipstick that gives natural color . . .
without the usual painted look!
Blame ordinary lipsticks!
Look at jour own lips. Are they caked.'
Conspicuous with paint.' Then switch to
Tangee! For Tangee isn't paint. It actually
brings out the natural color hidden in your
own lips!
In the stick, Tangee is orange. On your
lips, your shade of blush rose! The minute
you put it on, Tangee changes to the perfect
color for your complexion!
Use Tangee for lovable lips . . . glowing
with natural color all day long! Costs no
more than ordinary lipsticks. At drug stores
and cosmetic counters.
Clip Coupon

for Tangee

Make-up Set
Easy to try Tangee! Mail
coupon with 10c (stamps
or coin) for Miracle Makeup Set containing trial-size
TangeeLips tick and Rouge
Compact. Tangee Rouge
sold at stores in economical refillable compact.
Keller, Sargent & Ross !
A Personality Trio that
tickled the high-hats of i
Europe I Tues. and Thurs.
7:30 P. M. (E. S. T.)
Columbia Network

1930 selections.
-recently
1931
starred
by
Joan
Blondell
Warners.
to
Constance Cummings
prominent
Columbia featured player.
Frances
Dade — free-lancing;
engaged
marry wealthy Eastern youth.
Frances Dee — rising romantic ingenue at
Paramount.
Sidney Fox — recently married Charles
Beahan, playwright, but likely to continue
career — perhaps on Broadway.
Rochelle Hudson — free-lancing.
Anita Louise — appearing with Billie Burke
on stage, between RKO pictures.
Joan Marsh — prominent
i\l-G-M
ingenue.
Marian Marsh — prominent free-lance leading woman.
Karen Motley — prominent M-G-M player.
Marion Shilling — free-lancing.
Barbara Weeks — Columbia featured player.
Judith Wood — screen career interrupted by
injury; now on Broadway stage.

1932
And now for the new Wampas selections
of I9,i2. Wonder what comment will be put
after tiieir names ten years from now?
Lona Andre . . . 18-year-old Nashville
brunette beauty . . . one of the candidates
for the role of the Panther Woman in "Island of Lost Souls," won by Kathleen
Burke . . . Lona so impressed Paramount
that they put her under contract.
Lilian Bond . . . red-headed and famous
for her figure . . . already a well-known featured player . . . was born in London, England, and has appeared on stage . . . latest
picture, "Hot
Pepper "... free-lance.
Mary Carlisle . . . cute blonde youngster
of M-G-M pictures . . . born in Boston . . .
developed into ingenue player from child
roles in Hollywood studios . . . started
"grown up" roles in the Collegian Comedies, and was the shy bride in "Grand
Hotel"...
June Clyde . . . blonde . . . born in St.
Joseph, Alissouri . . . young vaudeville
player brought to Hollywood two years ago
under contract to RKO . . . most recent picture was "Tess of the Storm Country" . . .
one of the best-known of this year's ^^'ampas crop, and now a free-lance player.
Patricia Ellis . . . 16-year-old blonde New
Yorker and not long out of finishing school
. . . appeared in stage version of "The Royal
Family," where a Warner scout discovered
her for pictures . . . latest appearance in
"The
George . Arliss.
RuthKing's
Hall X'acation,"
. . . Floridawith
brunette
. . had

y ONLY

10c! FOR

MIRACLE
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ck II
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very little theatrical experience before coming to Hollywood . . . her excellent work in
"The Kid from Spain" earned her a contract with Samuel Goldwyn.
Eleanor Holm . . . Olympic backstroke
swimming champion . . . brunette . . . born
in Brooklyn . . . first attracted attention as
the most beautiful champion swimmer in the
United States . . . went to Los Angeles for
Olympic Games, and was signed by Warner
Brothers as a movie player . . . now being

coach and will be
featured — in non-swimming roles.
Evalyn Knapp . . . blonde . . . born in
Kansas City . . . had stage experience before
invading Hollywood . . . now free-lancing
and doing very well . . . injury to back interrupted career for a time . . . latest picture, "State Trooper."
Dorothy Layton ... a blonde from Cinway ofsmall
X'irginiaroles
Beachunder
and
Baltimorecinnati,. Ohio,
. . by
played
lr\ing Pichel's direction at -Santa Barbara
Playhouse and later with Be\erly Hills
Community Players . . . was signed by Hal
Roach for comedies, but when elected, was
a free-lance player . . . now signed with
Roach again.
Boots Mallory . . . New Orleans blonde
who first attracted attention on New York

stage
as chorus
girl in Ziegfeld's
" Hot-Cha''
. . . signed
long-term
Fox contract
only
when musician-husband, Charles Bennett,
agreed to accompany her to Hollywood . . .
Considered a real screen bet in first two pictures, "Walking Down Broadway" and
"Handle With Care."
Toshia Mori . . . born in Japan, but educated in Los Angeles . . . replaced Lillian
Miles, platinum
Columbia's
candidate for Baby blonde,
Stardom as when
Miss Miles
returned to New \'ork stage . . . expected to
be another Anna May Wong after performance in "The Bitter Tea of General \'en."
Ginger Rogers . . . born in Texas, where
she first attracted attention as the state's
champion Charleston dancer . . . first professional work was in a stage show with
Paul Whiteman . . . well-known on Broadway . . . has reddish-brown hair . . . latest
picture, "Broadway

Bad."

Marion Shockley . . . pretty Kansas City
blonde with amateur theatrical experience
from recent school days at the L'niversity
of Missouri . . . first film role was in ".Sweethearts on Parade" . . . Educational Studio
scout discovered her playing in Denver
stock
company.
Marion Californian,
above.)
Gloria
Stuart (That's
. . . blonde
and one of the intelligentsia . . . Universal scout discovered her appearing with the
Pasadena Community Players and signed
her for his company . . . married to young
artist, Gordon Blair Newell . . . latest picture, "Private Jones," with Lee Tracy.
Dorothy Wilson . . . born in Minneapolis
. . . former RKO stenographer who was
tested
for role
in "The
Agewas
of Consent"
as
a publicity
stunt
. . . test
so good she
won the role, and performance was so good
that she was made an RKO featured player
. . . scheduled to play in "Little Women."

Meet the New
White!

Alice

(Continued from page yf)
from the bottom up, that's all. Her name
just happens to be Alice White.
"I feel that that poor, little gone-away
Alice White never did anything, anyway.
Not one thing to which she could point, if
she were here, with pride. I remember how
heart-broken she was when she wanted to do
' Bad Girl' — and oh. she wanted to play that
part that Sally Eilers played more than she
ever wanted anything in her life! — and I remember too well how she felt when she
didn't get it.
" I remember how discouraged that girl
called Alice used to feel. Discouraged about
everything. Even about her size. Now I,
new-born, think of girls like Helen Hayes
and Sylvia Sidney and of the magnificent
and dramatic things they do, and I realize
that exterior size has nothing whatever to
do
it's the size and depth of the
heartwith
thatit —matters.
"I think of Joan Crawford and of the
splendid way in which she, too, has been
born again, from her old type of work to
the heavy dramatic part in ' Rain ' and I
know that if she could do it, I can do it,
too . . .

Her Wounds Not Yet Healed
" /'"^F
course,feltthat
poor, unhappy
poor, little,
restless
V-/ Alice
pretty
when
she
left Hollywood. Being unwanted hurt like a
violent toothache. She went away with
wounds that, even now, are scars that ache.
Even now, I, a stranger, dread going to
parties, dread being seen in public places,
hate to mix with people. Cy constantly
berates me for this feeling, tells me it is
wrong, that it is bad for me. But I can't do
it. I still have the left-over feeling that
people here in Hollywood may be cruel to
me, may be hard and uncaring.
"My tour helped me a lot, of course. It
was my tour that killed the old Alice and
brought forth the new. I found out that
people loved me, and love has the power to
annihilate and to resurrect. I found out
that they did want to see me, that they
were, and would continue to be, loyal to me.
It gave me a pride in myself that I had never
had, a pride not so much in what I had been,
as in what I could and would be.

HOW IS YOUR FIGURE
?
ma mo. (MUfl otmti

Current styles emphasize gentle curves.
Women whose measurements are a bit
generous are sharply restricted in the
things they can select.
So, many of us hasten to reduce. Diet
and exercise are both necessary. Meals
should contain adequate "bulk" to prevent faulty elimination. Otherwise eyes

Two

tablespoonfuls of All-Br.an

daily are usually sufficient. Isn't this
much pleasanter, much safer than taking
patent medicines?
Kellogg's All-Bran is not fattening.
Recommended by dietitians. Sold by all
grocers in the red-and-green package.
Made by Kellogg in Battle Creek.

may lose their sparkle. Skins become sallow. Wrinkles appear.

WRITE

Laboratory tests show that Kellogg's
All-Bran supplies "bulk" — as well as
vitamin B and food-iron. This "bulk" is
similar to that of leafy vegetables.

Filled with valuable beauty -hints,
and advice on charm and health. With
special menus for reducing wisely. In
addition, leading motion-picture actresses are shown in "fashion closeups," wearing the costumes that
millions of critical eyes will see on
the screen. Free upon request.

FOR

FREE
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"CHARM"

KELLOGG COMPANY
Dept. E-3, Battle Creek, Michigan
Please send me a free copy of your bookNamelet, "Charm."
Address

—

"I'm proud of the Alice White Fan Club.
I'm proud of the fact that the girl who is the
President drove more than eighty miles to
see me when I was playing in" — (Minnesota, I think Alice said) — "over rough
roads, through a blizzard. She cared enough
for that . . .
" People ask me how I feel about working
in pictures like 'Employees' Entrance' and
'Luxury Liner,' and not being the star. But
I never was a star, not really. I had never
deserved to be one. I had never earned it. I
had never had the proper build-up or background. Inever wanted to be a star then.
I don't want to be one now — not yet — not
for a long while.
"I w-ant to matter in the profession, of
course. And do you want to know why?
Not for money. Not for fame and recognition. No— for my mother. In memory of
my mother. She was, as you know, one of
the first blues singers in this country. She
had tremendous ambition. She died very
young — before the happy things happened
to her. I want to succeed for her.
" I want to marry — oh, Cy, of course — I
want to have two children, a boy and a girl.
I want to have my own home and I want to
be able to travel and have time to read and
learn
and for
know
about the things I've never
had time
before.
"People so often say, 'Oh, if I only knew
then what I know now — if I only could
begin again — ' I do know. I am beginning
again. Isn't it marvelous?"

LuPE VEtEZ, fiery little screen :.jr. .j itiinning in
these entirely different costumes: silver jox, most
precious oj jicrs, on an afternoon ensemble; and the
severest of tailleurs for country or morning in town.

FEMININE
HYGIENE
MADE EASY

Would You Call the Husbands of
from page jj)
Movie Stars — ''Forgotten
Men?"
{Co7ilinued
find that it was impossible for him to continue in his work for at least six months —
due to a protective labor law that prevents
any invading musician from competing
with local musicians until he has li\ed in
California a half-year.

Boots' Hubby Is "Miserable"

"/''^H.'^RLIE is just too miserable for
V — J words," explains the rapidly-advancing Boots. "I've never seen anybody so
unhappy! No one knows him, or knows
what he has done, and he resents like
the dickens being looked upon as 'just a
movie star's husband'. But I couldn't stand
it if he didn't stay with me. I need some one

Womenwho dread uncertainty in personal hygiene, welcome Norforms.
Norforms are the tested formula of
a nationally known pharmaceutical
house . . . makers of such famous products as Unguentine and Atnoliti.
Their use requires no mixing of
strong chemicals— no awkward or
embarrassing apparatus for application— no unpleasant after-odors.
Norforms are slim, convenient
suppositories, ready for use. They
contain Parahydrecin, a positive antiseptic with the unique feature of being soothing to delicate inner membranes. Norforms are the simple,
safe, easy way to feminine hygiene.
IVorformscome 12 in a package. Ask your druggist. Or,
if you wish to know more
about Norforms, fill in and
mail coupon below at once.

NORFORmS
THE

NEW

WAY

^\% "^^^^^^
M.W.STOFER,
iBkSi ^'Dr.
TheNorwichPharmacalCo.,
Dept. 93, Norwich, N. Y.
Please send me booklet, "The New Way." I want
to know more about the safe, easy Norform way to
personal hygiene.
NameAddress —
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to Perhaps
baby me."the following will give you a
vague idea 'of what Mr. Bennett is going
through for the privilege of 'babying' his
wife: A reporter called a publicit>- office the
other day, attempting to obtain biographical data on Boots IMallory, and asked the
name of her husband. "Oh, dear," said the
lad}" who usually gives out such information, "I've forgotten. No one around here
seems to know.
Is it really important?"
If there is any truth in the old saw that
misery loves company, Mr. Bennett will
probably take comfort from a newspaper
statement concerning another jazz band
colleague of his from the East who was recently wed to Bette Davis. To quote from
the paper: "Bette Davis, celebrated mo\ie
star, was married this morning to Nelson O.
Harmon, said to be a musical conductor of
Boston symphonies." Now, considering that
the gentleman's name is Harmon (). Ne!so)t,
Jr.. and that his profession is jazz and not
s>-mphonies, you can gather what a "forgotten" comment that was.
Elissa Landi has had frequent cause to
chuckle o\ er the fact that her very prominent barrister-husband of London, England,
Mr. John Lawrence by name, seems to be
known to Hollywood only by a phrase. .And
because the well-known Air. Lawrence is
only an infrequent visitor to the Malibu
shores of Holhwood, he, too, looks on it all
as a good joke. With the exception of a few
of Elissa's close Hollywood friends, Mr.
Lawrence is known to the entire colony
merely as "the English barrister-husband of
Elissa Landi."

The Dilemma

of Peggy and Allan

ON

the other hand, Allan Davis, husband
of Peggy Shannon, has ne\er been
able to "laugh off" Hollywood's polite indifference to his attempts to make a name
for himself on the screen just as his wife has
done. Davis is a handsome youth with
several years of stage experience behind him.
It is highly possible that if he had not first
come to the movies as a "Hollywood husband," he would have rated a screen opportunity of his own.
Allan and Peggy did everything at their
command to right this "reflected glory"
angle that seemed to be holding Allan back.
They even went so far as to separate legally
. . . though they remained deeply in lo\e.
But so far, he has not been able to get the
hoped-for big chance, in spite of the separation. To most of the casting directors about
the studios Allan merely remains "the husPeggy
Backband ofin
1929,Shannon."
when Lydell Peck married
the Biggest Box-Office Attraction In Pictures, Janet Gaynor, he was in a perfect spot
to join the group of Hollywood's "unknown
husbands." In fact, in the first six months of
their marriage, the press so completely
"forgot" him as to insist that Janet and
Charles Farrell were "still in love with
each other" — and Lydell and his marriage

license did not appear to matter at all.
But Lydell had his own way of beating
this Hollywood game. He made up his mind
to
give law
up and
his "non-professional"
of the
to enter the sacred profession
portals of
the movies, himself, in the guise of a Supervisor. To-day, as one of the most important
young executi\es on the Fox lot, he can talk
box-oftice and production costs and casting
with anyone in Hollywood. And when
Janet recently parted from her husband,
exerybody knew who her husband was!

Has Escaped Being "Dr. Dunne"

ANOTHER husband who has successfully
. escaped
the legion
Hollj'wood's
"ignored"
husbands,
is Dr. of
Francis
Griffin,
husband of Irene Dunne — but he has been
forced to remain three thousand miles away
in New York to do it. When Irene first
"went into the movies," Dr. Griffin was
seriously considering abandoning his professional practice in New York to settle himself and his business on the Coast. But a
brief visit to his stellar wife con\inced him
that
it was
Irene
says "no
her go."
husband learned just what
being the mate of a nio\ ie star meant when
someone left a telephone message for her
with him, and remarked in conclusion,
"Thank you. Dr. Dn>ine"l Of course, having a husband three thousand miles away
makes Irene practically "unmarried," so far
as Hollywood is concerned. She has even,
baselessly, been rumored engaged to eligible
Hollywood gentlemen. But Irene and Dr.
Griffin know better, and she is just as happy
as is her husband that in New \'ork he is
decidedly Dr. Griffin . . . and not Dr.
D II tine!
Colleen Moore's second husband, Albert
.Scott, young New York broker, is less well
known to Hollywood than her first, director
John McCormick — but Hollywood knows
him, right enough. It was at a Hollywood
party a couple of years ago that he first met
her, and Hollywood is perfectly well aware
that he is the .Silent Partner in her return to
the screen. Colleen doesn't gi\e an inter\iew without telling how he urged her to return and satisfy her one unsatisfied desire —
to be a success in talkies. He, himself, is
colony.
classified as a big social success by the film
There are a few other examples of husbands who ha\e managed to register as
personalities to the movie colony even withit. out the extreme measures of either joining it
or staying three thousand miles away from
Frank Woody, husband of Helen Twelvetrees, was a well-known young man about
town for several years before he stepped
altarward with Helen. His real estate activities had made him many friends in the
movie colony and at no time during their
married life has Frank been relegated to the
background
of Helen's
life. young
He is
known as a witty,
clever,social
successful
man — -even though his success does lie outside the exclusive boundary lines of the
movie studios.

Three Headline Husbands
THE
might Townsend
be said forNetcher
those two
scionssame
of wealth,
and
Edward Hillman, Jr., who married Constance Talmadge and Marian Nixon, respectively. These young men and their
millions were good "front-page copy"^ long
before they took up residence in Hollywood
as the mates of well-known movie ladies.
As for the Marquis de la Falaise, husband
of Constance Bennett, his title, a former
sensational marriage to Gloria Swanson, and
the famous tug-of-war between Gloria and

Constance Bennett for his affections hag
most certainly lifted "Hank" out of the
category of "forgotten men." He, too, has
joined the studio world in the capacity of
supervisor of foreign versions, and the genial
Marquis
definitely
social
life isentirely
on ahispart
own.of Hollywood's
Neither has Bolton Mallory ever had his
feelings hurt by being referred to vaguely as
the husband of Xancy Carroll. Even the
press boys always seem to remember to add
"publisher and editor" after the name of
Mallory, when they mention him in print.
Naturally, the playwright, director, executive and novelist husbands of mo\'ie stars
stand equally on their own merits — and such
ladies as Norma Shearer (Mrs. Ir\ing Thalberg), Helen Hayes (Mrs. Charles MacArthur), Arline Judge (Mrs. Wesley Ruggles) and many others are as well known by
their married names as by their professional
ones. Which reminds us of a little story
along this line, concerning Helen Hayes and
Charles JXIacArthur:

Charlie's Comeback

to Helen

CERTAINLY, no one in his, or her, right
mind could ever think of referring to
Charles MacArthur of Broadway playwriting fame as merely the husband of Helen
Hayes. But Charlie is a great jokester and
sometimes his highly funny, but often undignified antics upset Helen just a little (so
the story goes), though she usually manages
to "laugh them off." Howe\er, after one of
Charlie's most outlandish bits of clowning,
'tis said that Helen remarked to him: "I do
wish, dear, you would be more careful about
the things you do and sa>' in public. Of
course, I know you are only joking, but then
other people might not understand. Possibly, people e.xpect a little more dignity from
you because you are my husband ..."
Whereupon Mr. MacArthur grinned his
famous MacArthur grin, patted his diminutive wife on the head and said : ' 'That 's where
you have it all wrong, my pet. To the contrary, you can do all the crazy things you
want to do — because you are my wife . . ."
We wonder how many of the "unknown
husbands" of Hollywood would love to be
able truthfully to make that same remark to
their spotlighted wives . . . ? But, all in all,
Hollywood's husbands aren't as "unknown"
and "forgotten" as they used to be in the
old days!
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INSTANTLY!

SAFE

METHOD

1. Soak foot for ten minutes inhot water, wipe dry.
2. Apply Blue -Jay, centering pad directly over
the corn.
HOWBLUE-JAY

WORKS:

A is the B & B medication that gently undermines the corn.
B is the felt pad that relieves the pressure, stops
pain at once.
C is the adhesive strip
that holds pad in place,
prevents slipping.
3. After three days, corn
is gone. Remove plaster,
soak foot ten minutes
in hot water, lift out
the corn. (Old, tough
corns may need a second
application, because
Blue-Jay is mild and
gentle in its action.)

And here are Mr. and Mrs. Charles MacArthur — Mrs. MacArthur sometimes being known as Helen Hayes. He wrote the
scenario for "The Sin of Madelon
Claudet," which won her the 1932 "best
actress" award

BLUE -JAY

"Z used to cut my corns — before I fully
realized the grave danger of infection. Then
I discovered Blue-Jay, made by Bauer &
Black — and my corn troubles were over."
Yours, too, will be over once you have
tried Blue-Jay, the safe, scientific corn
remover. You will learn why millions of
corn sufferers for 35 years have used BlueJay with supreme satisfaction. Blue-Jay
stops the ache and pain instantly — removes the corn in 3 days, only occasionally
needing a second application.
Blue-Jay is safe, tried and proven —
gentle in its action. It is the invention of
a noted scientist — made for you by Bauer
& Black, the surgical dressing house whose
scientific products are used by doctors and
hospitals the world over.
Don't tolerate unsightly, painful corns.
Don't risk cutting or paring them, and
don't risk harsh, unscientific methods of
removal. Be kind to your feet. When a corn
appears, remove it at once with Blue-Jay.
25c at all druggists. Special sizes for bimions and calluses

FREE

BOOKLET

"For Better Feet" — Contains lielpful information for foot
sufferers. .\lso valuable exercises for foot health and beauty.
Address Bauer & Black, 4,500 S. DearbornSt., Chicago. {Pasting this coupon on a ijovernment postcard u ill save postaije.)

BAUER & BLACKS SCIENTIFIC

CORN

REMOVER

NameStreel City
In Canada, address 9G Spadina Avenue, Toronto
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Seeing "42nd Street" Through
Hollywood's Eyes
{Continued from page /'o)

moves on. You learn that a wealthy "kiddie
kar" manufacturer, played by Guy Kibbee,
is financing the musical because of his interest in the prima donna. Bebe, however, can
only simulate an affection in return, for she
still loves her less successful dancing partner
of vaudeville days, George Brent. She is,
nevertheless, wise enough in the ways of

didn't screen just right. So Orry-Kelly was
called in to devise more effective garments
that would still look natural.
Rehearsals in the film story go on, with
Baxter driving, dri\'ing, relentlessly, unmercifully. Three weeks pass and his threat
to
dance
themto until
they can'tThestand
up
seems
about
materialize.
fourth

show business not to snub an "angel."

week drags on and the fifth. It seems impossible that human flesh can endure the
strain.
You may ask yourself if these sequences
are overdrawn — if staging a musical show
means such tortures. The answer is that
what you see on the screen is true in ninetynine cases out of a hundred. The business
of entertaining the public has never been
child's play. It means hardships.

Ruby Keeler's Camera-Fright
AMONG the many chorus applicants are
. Ginger Rogers and Una Merkel, "oldtimers" at the game, and Ruby Keeler, a
newcomer fresh from .Sioux Cit}', trying out
for her first show. She confides to the juvenile, Dick Powell, " I was so scared, I walked
around the block four times before I had
courage enough to even come and apply

And the president signs for the million dollar order! You feel equal to
anything when your digestion is good.
But often it isn't quite perfect — yet
you don't know just what's wrong.
Just something cramping your style.
That's why so many chew Beeman's
regularly. It helps prevent that bit of
indigestion which may ruin your day,
and the flavor is delicious.

Chew
BEEMANS
PEPSIN

GUM

Hollywood will relish that speech. For
for
a job." knows that Ruby Keeler actually
Hollywood
walked around the studio stage at least four
times, attempting to summon the courage
to face the cameras for her first scene. Despite the fact that she is the wife of Al
Jolson and is acknowledged the premier tapdancer on the American stage. Ruby e.xperienced a bad case of camera-fright, from
which she had a slow recovery. Jolson
would frequently sneak in to watch her
work, only to dodge behind something if she
glanced his way. One day she caught him
and wouldn't go on until he left. Toward
the end of the picture, however, Al accompanied her to the set e\ery day and sat
quietly by while she played her scenes.
Ruby
exercised
the "no was
^■isitors"
ukase
only
where
her husband
concerned.
When her two kid sisters, Gertrude and
Helen, arrived from Long Island, she brought
them to the studio. Standing in the orchestra pit watching the rehearsal on the stage,
the two girls were observed by Director
Lloyd Bacon.
"Hey, you!" he shouted. "Come up here
and take your places. Don't you know that
theToo
call surprised
was for nine
to o'clock?"
protest, they allowed
themselves to be sho\ed into the mob of
chorines. There they were discovered by
Ruby, who identified them and performed
introductions all around. Enjoying the joke
upon himself, Bacon offered the embarrassed
youngsters jobs in the picture. If you look
closely, you will find them dancing third and
fourth from the right in the finale.

Baxter Makes Them

Slave

IN the second sequence of the picture,
Baxter finishes the selection of the
"Pretty Lady" chorus and, facing the
assembled girls, addresses them. "Tomorrow morning, we're going to start a show.
We're going to rehearse for six weeks.
You're going to work days, and you're going
to
work times.
nights, When
and you're
work
between
I thinkgoing
you to
need
it,
you're going to dance until your feet fall off
and you aren't able to stand up. But six
weeks from now, we're going to have a sho7i<.
That's all. Tomorrow morning in rehearsal
Strangely enough, rehearsal clothes offered a problem, the toughest problem of
clothes."
costuming in the entire picture, according

fl^^^^^PECIALLY MADE
^^
TO AID DIGESTION
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to Orry-Kelly, Warners' modiste. It was
simple enough to do lovely gowns for Bebe
Daniels, or to design a startling group of
ensemble costumes comprising four whole
white fox skins for each chorus girl and
nothing else but a bit of netting. But rehearsal clothes were something else again.
Most girls wear either rompers or bathing
suits for real rehearsals. But somehow they

How the Girls Kept Fit
ATYPICAL football training schedule is
no more stringent than the training
rules Berkeley enforced upon his girls. Here
is the day's schedule:
Arise at seven. Perform strenuous settingup exercises and ten high kicks to start circulation. Follow with a cold shower.
Breakfast — orange or grapefruit juice, crisp
bacon or one egg or small bowl of unsweetened cooked breakfast food with milk, four
large prunes, one cup of coffee or tea.
Lunch at training table — soup, salad
(either fruit or vegetable), dry toast, tea.
No dessert.
Dinner at training table — soup, small
serving of rare roast beef or one lamb chop,
two fresh vegetables, not more than one
small potato, salad, hot drink and only
fruit, preferably prunes for dessert.
Retire at ten if not working, for nine full
hours of sleep.
And if you don't believe the girls observed
the
know Berkeley.
ate
with diet,
themyouat don't
the training
table everyHe day.
He took precautions to shut off any supply
of sweets at the studio. He exercised them
if work was slack. He had special buses take
them home and call for them in the morning.
Finally, he toured the local night-clubs and
cafes each evening to make sure that the
girls were not among the revelers.
healthy had
wereno Berkeley's
chorines
theSodirector
difficulty in
taking that
out
health insurance for the entire hundred when
the "flu" epidemic broke out in Hollywood.
Production was halted by the illness of
Richard Barthelmess and Sally Eilers on a
neighboring stage. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
came down with "flu," as did dozens of
others. But not one of Berkeley's girls even
sniffled.
No, Berkeley did his job well and apparently did not lose popularity in enforcing
strict discipline. His birthday was celebrated during the filming of the picture, and
a handsome wrist-watch that would be the
pride of a leading man was presented to
him by his chorines. It must be reported
that the director swallowed hard a couple
of times before responding to the presentation speech.
back isto now
the story
"42ndprocess
Street."of
TheButshow
in theof final
pruning.
"It out
Must
June,"
is very badOneandnumber,
is thrown
by Be
Baxter.

He Fooled His Dancers
IN staging the routine, Berkeley was guilty
of that
a deception.
didn't toletbe his
girls
know
they were He
supposed
ragged.
He simply rehearsed them insufficiently and
allowed all the kinks to remain. Hollywood
will find this number one of the most amusing in the picture.
Hollywood will also enjoy an inside laugh

at the characters of the two song-writers
who protest the elimination of their brainchild. These roles are placed by Al Dubin
and Harry Warren, a pair of real-life songwriters who are responsible for such hits as
"Among My Souvenirs," "Million-Dollar
Baby in a Five-and-Ten-Cent Store,"
"You're My Everything" and many others,
including all the music for "42nd Street."
They drew a pair of S7.50 checks for their
day's "acting," — and look their parts.
Note, too, the little chap playing the tinny
rehearsal piano. He is Harr>- Akst, author
of so many song successes that he can't remember all of them, himself. And take another glance at the leader of the theatre
orchestra, Leo F. Forbstein, head of the

FIVE YEARS
BUT, SIS, WHY
AREN'T

YOU

ENGAGED?
LIKE MY

LATER

SO SERIOUS?
GLAD

DON'T
PHIL ?

I'M
YOU
OF COURSE

\'itaphone
musicplayed
department,
doublmg
for
himself.
Both
their roles
as larks.
Sitting in the "bald-headed row" from
time to time during the production were
more famous personages than can be identified. William Powell was a frequent \isitor,
as were young Doug Fairbanks and Jimmy
Cagney. Ruth Chatterton came o\er a few
times and Miss Barbara Bebe Lyon came
to see Mama every day or so.
And so "Pretty Lady" is whipped into
shape at last. It is to open in Philadelphia,
before invading New ^'ork. A final dress
rehearsal and a day's rest. Then on the
eve of opening, the star fractures her ankle.
Someone must replace her or the show can't
go on. Out of the line, Baxter is forced to
choose the greenest of the lot, the little girl
from Siou.K City, Ruby Keeler.
Don't say this is far-fetched or you will
reveal an ignorance of theatrical history.
Such breaks have come to dozens of youngsters. Some have made good — more have
failed.
Baxter works all day with his substitute
lead. He dri\'es her to the point of utter
exhaustion and leaves her with but a single
kindly word. "You'll do," he says.
How well she does, you will know when
j'ou see the picture — when you see "42nd
Street" through Hollywood's eyes.
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JOKING!
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HOPE
BABS
AND
BE AS

MY BABY SISTER GIVING
ME GOOD ADVICE ! BUT
I'LL DO IT, DARLING.
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FOR
ME
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to do about "B.O"?

MY WIFE!

PHIL WILL
AS WE ARE

SO SOON.. LOOK AT
TED AND ME

_ BATHE
WITH

"B.O."

— roma/jce returns !

SO
WHAT

AT TIMES.

OH, BABS, SURELY
NOT THAT I

"B.O." GONE

BE

EXPECTS. .ROMANCE

FADES

SIS, IT'S PARTLY YOUR
FAULT.
HAS CHANGED
BECAUSE YOU

I DO. BUT

MARRIAGE

HAPPY

TAKE
CHANCES.'
Trust to
luckodor)
you is
won't
offend?
NO! "B.O."
(body
too
serious to trifle with. Play safe — bathe regularly with Lifebuoy. Its clean, refreshing,
quickly-vanishing scent tells you Lifebuoy is
different from ordinary toilet soaps. Its rich,
penetrating lather purifies and deodorizes the
pores — effectively stops "B.O."
Complexions freshen
Lifebuoy has helped thousands win new
complexion beauty — and keep it! Its creamy,
gentle, deep-cleansing
lather washes away

Boots Mallory — whose real name is
Patricia — earned her present name by
wearing her stepfather's boots as a youngster. Here she's in Erich von Stroheim's —
and that's his monocle, too
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Clothes Gossip from Hollywood
{Continued from page 47)
of "The Past of Mary Holmes," featuring
Jean Arthur, who has recently returned for
a new career in pictures after a successful
season on the New \'ork stage. We are sure
that if the newspaper boys could ha\-e seen
Jean in the ducky little gray street suit she
was wearing this day, they would have

MASSAGES
like magic". . . writes Miss
Kay Carroll. "The fat seems
have Mrs.
melted
away"
—to writes
McSorley.
!© So many of our customers
are delighted with the wonderful results obtained with
this Perforated Rubber Reducing Girdle that we want
you to try it for 10 days at
our expense!
REDUCE YOUR WAIST
AND HIPS 3 INCHES IN
10 DAYS OR IT WILL
COST YOU NOTHING—
• Worn next to the skin
with perfect safety, the tiny
perforations permit the
skin to breathe as its gentle
massage-like action reduces flabby, disfiguring fat
with every movement!
SEND

for FREE

Booklet

Sample
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Rubber
and fulldetailsofour
10-DAY TRIAL
OFFER!
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Without obligation eend FREE Booklet eample of
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Consult Yogi Alpha
About

Ifyouhavea friend Who wish esreading, send $2 for the TWO readings.

the
Note Jean's
scarf,
whichcollar
is of and
the lapels.
same material
and color
as
her jacket; and note particularly the hat
she is wearing. The angle . . . the soft
brim . . . everything about it is brand-new!

Scarves Are the Newest Fad
SPEAKING of scarves, they are wearing
them gay and beaded and brilliant with
evening ensembles this Spring! Yes, you
knot them and tuck them into the blouse of
\our e\ening jacket as casually and as
"sport-like" as though you were in your
fa\-orite sports model!
Raquel Torres introduces this novel little
style in the Columbia picture, "That's
-Africa," and, belie\e it or not, the idea of it
spread so rapidly about Hollywood that
another famous star from another studio
utilized it in her eA'ening ensemble at a
recent opening. No wonder the studio
stylists like to keep their newest ideas a
secret until the picture is released!
Raquel's dress, with which she wears her
e\-ening scarf, is of black chiffon, hea\ily
beaded with jet-black beads. It is very formfitting and completel\- backless. And the
scarf is scarlet red, heavily beaded with red
beads! Repeat the red color in your satin
shoes and try that among your clothes
sensations! This ensemble and color scheme

Your Future

1933 will be one of the most critical in
world's affairs. Yogi Alpha, internatiunaily known psychologist and astrologer,
who has amazed thousands by his uncanny predictions, offers a 20- page
Super Astrolofc'ical Reading, based on
your sign in the Zodiac, giving you predictions month bymonth with exact days,
dates and happenings for 1933. Consult
it before making any changes in business, signing papers, love, marriage, employment, speculation, health, accidents,
lucky days, travel, etc. Send only $1
and exact birth date for complete Astrological Forecast. 3 personal questions
answered FREE. Money returned if
not satisfied. YOGI ALPHA
Box 1411, Dept. 93
San Diego. Calif.

forgiven her for "sneaking into town" in
such a mysterious manner. Nobod\' knows
just why Jean wanted to dodge the Holhwood reporters; but she did . . . and the boys
got mad . . . and, temporarily, that is that!
Certainly, if Jean had been wearing this
particular little gray suit when she alighted
from the train via the baggage car, she
would have relented and consented to pose
for the boys. Because this was a suit that
not even a movie star bent on seclusion
would want to hide from the public. The
material of light gray hair-cloth is used for
both the dress and hat, and a darker gra>'
for the jacket. Suede shoes, bag and gloves
complete the ensemble. Krimmer fur trims

are particularly etfecti\-e for decided brunettes like Raquel.

FREE
....-! PER.SONAL
QUESTIONS ANSWERED K REE
with order for Astrological Reading-

Improve your

FIGURE!

Just Give Me
10 MINUTES a DAY
Are you dissatisfied ^vith your
figure? Are you flat chested or
thin? Or. is your form too full
and embarrassing? Cremc
Treatment No. 1 and instructions aid in filling out hollowness and developing round, graceful curves where needed.
Creme Treatment No. 2 and instructions help to reduce
surplus fiesh and is used to develop a youthful figure.
Fashion demands naturally proportioned
neck, chest, arms, legs and hips. Send
name and address for sample and directions. Mention Creme Treatment
Number desired. Enclose lOciacoia,

MmtMuJicmiit

3284 N. Gteen Bay Ave., Dept. 26-C
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

And when you see Raquel in "That's
Africa," your attention will probably be
caught by the beautiful jewelry she wears
with her white lace evening gown trimmed
with white fox. It's real . . . no, not the
fox . . . the jewelry! What's more, it is
Raquel's own — and when she isn't wearing
it, it's in a good, safe place. The perfectly
gorgeous earrings are fashioned in diamond
clusters. The ring is a large emerald-cut
diamond solitaire. And those bracelets are
a combination of diamonds and emeralds!
Be sure to watch for the scenes in this
Wheeler and Woolsey comedy in which
Raquel wears the white evening gown.

Sally's Smart New Wardrobe
other day a Hollywood woman who
THE
know^s her styles said. "I hear that the
clothes Sally Eilers wears in 'Second-Hand
Wife' arej quite the swankiest clothes ever
worn in a Fox picture." That gave us the
idea of dropping in on Sally on the set of
"Second-Hand Wife" just to see what the
t clothes."
lady
meant
"swankies
After
Sallyby proudly
escorted
me to her
dressing-room to see some of these garments,
I'm almost inclined to agree that they are
the smartest I have seen this month. They
aren't exaggerated . . . they aren't extreme
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. . . but they are the kind of clothes you
would give your right arm to find hanging
in your own wardrobe. They're "society
style" not "movie-starrish" clothes, if you
know what we mean.
Take

the \ery smart, ultra-fashionable

lounging robe that Sally wears in "SecondHand Wife." It is of heavy silk . . . black
and white pin-stripes . . . trimmed with a
collar of white, with black pin-stripes. Yes,
Sally even wears a scarf that matches the
lapels of her lounging robe. It begins to
look as though Hollywood were going to
wear scarves to bed this season . . . that's
how important they are! Two steel buttons
hold the lapels in place and also decorate the
cuffs. And though you can't see it in the
illustrating
picture
because
cover
it, there
is a large
steel Sally's
buckle arms
that
belts-in the robe at the natural waistline.
Nothing could be smarter for the college
girl, the traveling girl, the working girl or
the society girl (not to mention the movie
star) than this practical, yet very modish,
lounging robe of Sally's.
In fact, all of Sally's clothes are grand in
this picture, but we want you to notice
particularly the wool street dress she wears
in the Fifth Avenue scenes. The material is
green diagonal wool; and the collar of Marten furs is attached to a short cape-like
wrap of the wool, the combination forming
the attracti\e scarf, which is detachable.
The model is plain and tailored, the only
obvious trimming being the wool fabric
buttons running the length of the sleeve. A
black beret, black suede gloxes and slippers
and a black suede bag are the clever accessories of one of the smartest outfits you will
see on the screen this season.

Adrienne's Unusual Gown
0\"ER
Paramount
we who
happened
to run
into at
Adrienne
Ames,
was on
her
way to the portrait gallery to make "fashion
pictures." "Tra\is Banton clothes?" we
incjuired, and when Adrienne gaily nodded
in assent, we trailed along with her to
find out the newest ideas of this cle\er studio designer, who makes Marlene Dietrich.
Carole Lombard and Adrienne, of course,
the smartly gowned screen women they
are.
What a dream of an evening gown
Adrienne donned first! The material was
rough, dull white crepe with the most unusual treatment of the collar of the jacket —
which was nothing less than sable twisted
around a rolled effect of the white crepe!
-'Adrienne is crazy about the unusual dress
and wants to buy it for her very own. But
Traxis Banton says the idea must be used
on the screen first and then Adrienne can go
right ahead and do likewise if she so desires!
Another clever outfit modeled by the
stylish little New York actress was a skirt,
blouse and jacket effect of rough wool crepe,
the blouse being featured by its enormous
design of brown, tan and white plaids!
Travis says Paramount stars will go in
heavily for large plaids in their street and
sports clothes for the screen . . . the bigger
the plaid, the newer!
/'// have more clothes gossip from Hollywood for you next month. And I hope to he
able
new
you
has

by
then to—tell
yon about
Joan Crawford's
wardrobe
which
I originally
promised
for this month. But at this writing Joan
not yet started her new picture. A nd, as I

believe I have hinted, studios don't believe in
giving
out news until
and aphotographs
of their
stars'
new fashions
picture is so
well along
that no rival could copy them and get to the
screen first with them. For all the studios like
that thrill of springing some fashion news on
the women folks in every new picture!

The Movie Circus
(Conlimied from page 12)
impossible, for me at least, to approach it
from the outside. I have to get inside it—
penetrate not only the far reaches of the
man himself, but range back through centuries of Chinese tradition."
That's all, to put it simply. Now you
try it.

Uz^
C^/<>~tc

COyPz

A NOTHER Adviser on Screen Success
l\ is Warren Doane, the veteran producer
of comedies. "If you want to be a good
screen comedian," according to Warren,
"learn to look dumb. Every great comedian
knows that stupidity, thick-headedness and
mental mistakes on the part of his character
are essential to start and maintain selfsatisfied chuckles in an audience. They
must sense at once his slow brain and be
several jumps ahead of him all the time.
They must see how he could avoid his scrapes
and predicaments and secretly gloat o\er the
fact that they would never make the same
errors in judgment or thinking. If they
placed him on their own mental plane, then
his troubles would no longer be comic to
them — they would be tragic."
comical Career.
advice. So you're
all There's
set for ayour
Cinematic
THIS service is offered to assist film
people too busy to take care of requests
for advice addressed to them. Hut we don't
know exactly how to help in cases such as
happen to V'ince Barnett, the professional
insulter. \"ince has received a letter from a
college student asking him to help get
started as a "ribber."
The student mentioned that he had had
"considerable success at the University insulting people," and had been "studying it
thoroughly," so he now felt qualified to
start practising!
WE

wonder what started that fellow
at R-K-0 on his life work? We refer
to a broadsheet from the studio: "Punning
may be the lowest form of comedy, but
nevertheless there's one man in Hollywood
making a good living at it. He's Charlie
Sa.\ton, title-writing specialist. He gets a
good salary for producing such as the
following:
"'Shampoo, the Magician,' 'The Gay
Nighties,' 'Through Thin and Thicket or
\\'ho's Zoo in Africa,' 'Trouble from a
Broad,' and 'Aunts in the Pants.'''
A WRITER whose company we think
we would enjoy a whole lot more is
Gene Fowler, who recently turned down
a vSi200 a week contract from the same
studio — because it contained a morality
clause.
".*\t my age — and with my liver," Fowler
wrote in sending back the document, "morality isa luxury. I like to write about immoral guys, and after all if I 'm writing about
them I like to get the proper atmosphere.
First, last, and always, I'm a newspaper
man, and you know how newspaper men are
characterized in pictures . . . and who am I
to make a bum out of pictures?"

. . . Ihe news that you're attractive!
And that sort of message carries a

hances your Fate-given individuality.
If you cherish a personol type of

thrill. It lends sparkle to conversation,- gives a girl the right degree
of assurance! All these lead to a

charm, you will insist on Coty's
cleverly blended skin tones! There

true popularity.
As girls who have the happiest
times l<now so well, the sure way
to look one's best is to use Coty
Face Powder. For here is a Powder which doesn't claim that one tone
is good enough for every woman!
Coty is too much the artist to ask
you to believe that! Instead Coty en-

is one — there may be several — which
will give your complexion a clear,
new look of loveliness.
And then, there's the absolute
safety of Coty Powder! Purity so
dependable that girls with the most
delicate skin make a point of using
it exclusively.
Ask your favorite store for Coty
Face Pov/der, modestly priced.

To Tell You The Truth Dept. :
ZEPPO MARX just took 17 grand out
of Palm Springs . . . the ban against
showing kisses on the screen has been lifted
in Japan . . . Clark Gable and Carole Lombard
recently hung up a record for the screen's
longest kiss — according to a speedometer, a
mile and a quarter . . . Helen Twelvetrees'
Xmas card was the name"Helen''surrounded
by twelve little trees . . . those beer barrels
used in "Flesh" were real ones .... ah
there, Congress! -

Glorious, beauly-inciling, are the powder nuances:Severose, Rachel-Nocre, Mouve, Ocre-Rose
— which only Co(y blends. Favorites frequently chosen ere Roche/ I, Rachel 2, end Naluretle,
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Ronald Coltnan Reveals
His Greatest Secret !
{Continued from page 40)
screen depend upon the kind of situation
one finds one's self in, the type of woman
with whom one is making love, the emotion
that is ev^oked by that situation and by
that woman. That's all I could say about
it. It's honest. I am not conscious of any
change in my kisses, or in myself . . . . "
"Well, so much for that," I said, figuring,
mentally, that I had one paragraph to work
with, anyway.

BEAUTY
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powder-shade! It's a marvelous
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ivory — that brings a fresh, satio'smooth beauty to
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Won't Talk of War or Romance

"/'^H, some weird experience you once had,
V_v
duringshadow
the War,
perhaps?"
A slight
crossed
his face. He
said, easily, "Then if I told >ou, it wouldn't
be There
a hidden
was chapter,
silence. would
I did it?"
not risk breaking it that way again.
I said, "Vour first love affair? Never
before
"Dickrevealed?"
Barthelmess tells a story on himself," Ronnie smiled, "of his first sweetheart. She was a minister's daughter, I
believe.
He ga\e her the wnmps."
-Sidetracked!
I suggested. "Perhaps you have done
something madly dramatic for love, or some
lo\e]y, lost lady has committed suicide over
Ronnie, still smiling, shook his head. He
you, as in 'Cynara'?"
said, "If I told you a hidden chapter, it
wouldn't be hidden, would it?"
And, I ask you, where would you have
gone in the face of that?
Then I plunged again. "Perhaps," I
said, "you might talk about where jou will
go from here? What do you want now?
What
there stars
for you
want?"
"We ismo\ie
all doto ha\e
too much of
everything,"
Ronnie difficult.
admitted.I want
"And what
too
much
makes choice
I have never had — " And then he said,
"I want to marry. I want to find the woman
who will be for me. I want to retire. I
want to have a farm somewhere and raise
pigs and do some truck gardening and have
children. It's the old answer, isn't it? But
it's the only life that means satisfaction."
"You won't do it," I baited him. "No
one ever does. And you would miss all this
excitement and attention and glamour ..."

Knows He Won't Miss Fame

To half pint of water add one ounce bay rum, a
small box of Barbo Compound and one-fourth ounce
of glycerine, kay druggist can put this up or you
can mix it at home at very little cost, .\pply to the
hair twice a week until the desired shade is obtained.
It imparts color to streaked. f.aded or gray hair and
makes it soft and glossy. Barbo will not color the
scalp, is not sticky or greasy and does not rub off.

USE

"I know!" I continued, then. "Haven't
you some hidden chapter in your life, somewhere? Can't you imagine the story?
Can't you see the title — 'Ronald Colman
Bares Hidden Chapter in His Life'?"
"By which you mean — ?"

COLOR
DAY
Rouge
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"T NE\'ER like to make prophecies,"
JL Ronnie said. "I dislike to say anything until the time has come for ine to act
upon what I say. But I shall do it one of
these days. I may not find the woman I
want to marry, the woman who will want
to marry me. I may not have the children.
I hope I do, but that, after all, is in the lap
of the gods. However, I shall retire, and
there are a great many things I want to do
"
done —know,"
I have
that
"But
hownever
do you
I persisted,
"how do you know you will not miss the
excitement, the pace, the work, all that
goes"I with
it, good
bad?" "because, you
know,"
saidandRonnie,
see, I have had these things before."
Something inside of me clicked. I was
on the trail — whether he would or no;
that Something Never Told Before was being
told, a secret was about to be revealed.
"Before?" I asked. "You mean — you
mean that you believe in reincarnation?"
"It's logical, isn't it?" Ronnie asked.
"Yes, I believe in reincarnation.
/ am an

old soul, yon see. I have been here before,
on earth, doing somewhat the same sort of
thing that I am doing now, in this life. I
knew it, first, when I stood on the stage of
the old Haymarket Theatre in London. I
had had an appointment there to meet the
manager. As I stood on the lighted, fully
dressed stage, when they asked me to recite
something and then offered me a part — /
kneii' that I had been there before.
"I went home and I thought of those
famous Colmans, father and son, of one
hundred and fifty years ago. Theatrical
producers and writers, they had made
theatre history in London in their time.
And they had owned the old Haymarket.
"I began to do some searching back on the
family tree of the Colmans. I found that
I could establish, almost without any
doubt, the fact that I was descended from
those long-ago Colmans. Then I knew. I
knew — and I wondered if it might not be
a matter of more than blood descent?
Could it be that one of them, or some essential part of one of them, his intrinsic
love of the theatre, perhaps, had come back
to earth again in me?

Cleared Up Many Puzzles
IT SEEMED to me that a great many
things were clearer to me than they
had ever been before. No one in my immediate family, for instance, had ever been
even remotely interested in things theatrical. They could not understand it in me.
I could scarcely understand it in myself,
feeling as I did (and still do) about most
of the concomitants of being a public
character. No one in the generation preceding me had had any flair for the stage
or anything to do with it. Why? This,
perhaps, was why.
"It explained other things to me — the
fact that you can meet a man who has had,
in this life, all and more of the same advantages you have had, and yet not know
him. Perhaps he has been to the same
schools, been through the War, lived in the
same environment — and yet there will be
nothing in common between you. There
will be nothing to talk about. Nothing of
communication. Because, you see, that
man is a new soul. The richness of the residue of other
is notI saw
his." a great many
I said
that lives
I saw.
things. I felt that this might explain more
about Ronald Colman than even he, perhaps, realized.
"Old souls," I said, "those of us who have
been here before — isn't it said that we
never find our rightful mate until we find
the"Yes."
one we loved those other lives ago?"
"Then — you told me once, as we have
mentioned, that you are not a womanhater. On the contrary. You told me that
you are, perhaps, just an idealist, waiting,
hoping
rightyou
woman
— " not?
"Will that
cometheback,
mean?willWhy
But really — " Ronnie smiled again, that
sudden, amazingly genuine smile of his,
"aren't we getting into very deep water?"
I thought, "No, not getting — we have
beeii in very deep water. And the story is
done. The untold story has come to light,
hasAnd
opened.
this isThe
the secret
way is
it out."
happened. You
have been with me while I inter\'iewed Ronald Colman. And you have followed the
method of casting a net here and there in
deep waters, hoping to ensnare an old love
affair, a weird adventure, a secret — and you
have seen how, as night fell, Ronald Colman's belief that he has lived before fell
into that net.

Letters From Our
Readers
(Continued from page 6)

The Big Four
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.— After seeing
Mr. Paul Muni, Mr. George Arliss, Mr.
Lionel Barryniore and Mr. Ed. G. Robinson
a few times, it is beyond my meagre comprehension how people can claim this and this
actor or actress to be one of the greatest of
his profession ever, other than one of these
four men. To appreciate the true art of
acting one must witness these men.
It is my belief that it is the actor, not the
story, which makes a good picture. Give
any one of these men the poorest story one
can unearth and lo! and behold! it is a
great drama, a heart-rending story, a picture
worth viewing I Thai is why these men are
men who top the pinnacle of their profession. From Disraeli to a merciless, cowardly,
scarfaced gangster; from a great but drinkcrazed lawyer to a man who has but two
seconds to live; they live their roles, they
are these men they portray, heart and soul
and their audience li\es their parts with
them.
H. S. S.

Posed by professional models

Ne\v discovery
adds pounds
quicker than BEER

Garbo and Dietrich No Warblers
CORONA, _L. I., N. v.— The producers
ha\e a \'ery irritating trick of throwing a
star'sarevoice
at our to
heads
and telling
us that
we
listening
something
wonderful.
The particular case I ha\e in mind is Marlene Dietrich's singing in "Blonde \ enus."
We are shown view after \iew of the spellbound audiences held [enthralled b)' her
weak and unmusical singing.
"As with
Vou Greta
DesireGarbo.
Me" the
wasIn done
but same
it was thing
done

How About Full-Length
Animated Cartoons?
ATLANTA, GA. — Many persons consider that the animated cartoon is the
brightest spot on the movie horizon today.
Alickey Mouse, the Silly Symphonies. Betty
Boop and others attract countless cinema
addicts who care little for Garbo and Gable.
\\ hat is the future of these dancing, everchanging pen-and-ink lines? The months
and years to come will surely add much to
the appeal of the movie cartoon. Color has
already come to the Silly Symphonies;
speech has taken the place of gurgling.
Isn't cartoon?
the time Not
ripe
a full thrown
length,
feature
one for
hurriedly
together, but a carefully planned and drawn
picture, with a real plot, as well as that
humor which can only be portrayed in the
exaggerations of the artist. The leading
characters should, preferably, be synthetic
humans, and not childish animals, but
animals should have minor roles.
I would welcome such a screen novelty.
And I am just an average mo\ie fan; I am
in every city and village, millions of me.
The line forms at the box office!
Win ship Leonard.

"I had been thin,

weak and rundown, my comSince taking
plexion bad.
Ironized Yeast I
havein gained
lbs.
4 weeks,15

PHYSICIANS know well that skinny, anemic,
run-down men and women are far more
liable toseriousin feet ionsand fatal wastingdiseases. For years doctors prescribed beer to put
flesh on these scrawny, weak, nervous people.

in an even more flagrant manner. Marlene
Dietrich at least sang her own songs and
couldn't
it if she(and
had with
no ability;
Greta
Garbo hadhelp
a double
all the talent
of Hollywood at their disposal they had to
pick a singer who was actually worse than
Dietrich) and we were treated to the spectacle of a presumably intelligent audience
goggling in awe at the soul-stirring singing
of Garbo's double.
Perhaps we were expected to belie\e that
the audiences were attracted by the beauty
of the stars or by the sex appeal in their
\oices, but I find it hard to belie\e that the
women (who were as enthusiastic as the
men) could ever be attracted by any such
thing.
Sidney Goldberg.

GAINS 15 LBS.,
NEW HEALTH

Astonishing gains with sensational double tonic. Richest
imported beer yeast now concentrated 7times and combined with energizing iron.
A dds 5 to 15 lbs. in few weeks.

COMPARE YOUR
MEASUREMENTS
WITH THIS GIRL'S

Selected as having
the best figure in the
U. S. for her height,
according closely to
measurements favored by a famous
theatrical producer
and a great artist.
Height
- 118
lbs.
S'nn.
Weight
■Waist - 5 ft.,
- 34 in.
Bust
- 25 in.
- 36 in.
- 21 in.
Hips
- 13,' 4 in.
Thigh Calf
-

But now, thanks to a new scientific discovery, you can get even better results — put on
firmer, healthier flesh than with heer— and in
half the time. Thousands are gaining pounds of
solid flesh in a few weeks, clear skin , new energy.

8 LBS. HUSKIER

Lois S. Burkwonderf
uSan
1. "
hardt,
Pedro, Calif.

Concentrated 7 times
This amazing new product, called Ironized
Yeast, is in pleasant tablets. It is made from
specially cultured, imported beer yeast, the richest yeast known, which by a new process is
concentrated 7 times — 7nade 7 times more poiverfiil. This super-rich yeast is then ironized
with 3 kinds of strengthening iron.
Day after day, with Ironized Yeast, watch
skinny bones and flat chest round out, complexion clear, stomach and bowel troubles vanish.

Results guaranteed
No matter how skinny and weak you may be,
Ironized Yeast should build you up in a few weeks
as it has thousands. If not delighted
with the results of the very first
package, money instantly refunded.
Only be sure you get jrewMine Ironized 'Yeast, and not some imitation
that cannot give you the same results. Insist on the genuine, with
"FY" stamped on each tablet.

Special FREE
"I have gained 8 lbs
taking Ironized Yeast.
All my pimples are
gone. I can sleep fine
now where before I
couldn't, and always
get up feeling refreshed." Olaf C.
Hanson, Carlsbad,
California.

my skin
ing andis Iclearfeel

GAINS 15 LBS.

LOVELY
SKIN
"I
had indigest i o n and a
blotched face. I
took Ironized
Yeast, gained 15
lbs. and my complexion is now
admired."
Miss
S.
Ryan, New
York, N. Y.

offer!

To start you building up your health
right away, we make this FREE
offer. Purchase a package of Ironized Yeast at once, cut out the seal
on the box and mail to us with a
clipping of this paragraph. We will
send you a fascinating new book on
health, "New Facts About Your
Body." Remember, results are guaranteed with the very first package
— or money refunded. At all druggists. Ironized Yeast Co., Dept.
1 9:5, Atlanta, Ga.

NO LONGER RUN-DOWN,
GAINS 14 LBS.

"I had a run-down system, so I
tried Ironized Yeast. With 3
packages I gained 14 pounds.
My friends are surprised at
how good I look." Helen
Rogers, Philadelphia, Pa.

CORNS

Conrad Nagel
TellsMovies
What's Wrong
with the
{Continued from page 2g)

Stops Pain Instantly
The feet are easily in
fected. Be careful. Oldtime ways are dangerous;
ignore the cause; can't
Erevent corns coming
Don't cut your
acis. Treat them the
corns and risk
blood-poisoning!
medically safe, painless
way — with Dr. SchoU's
Zino-pads. You'll have instant relief and
quicisly loosen and remove your corns or
callouses with constant peace of mind.
These thin, soothing, healing, medicated
pads stop shoe friction and pressure; keep
you rid of corns; avoid blisters; make new
or tight shoes easy on the feet.

BunionS/ Callouses, Soft Corns
Dr. SchoU's Zino-pads are also made in
special sizes and shapes for Callouses, Bunions and soft Corns between the toes. Get
a box today— only 35 j.'. At all drug, dept. and
shoe stores. Made in the largest institution
in the world devoted exclusively to the feet.

DrScholls
Zino-pads -

Dr. SCROLL'S, 213 V. Schiller St., Chicago, III.
Please mail eample of Dr. SchoU Zino-pads and Dr.
Schoire booklet "The Feet and Their
Care"
to
Name ...,
Address
City

State

D-12

REMOVE FAT

From arm part you icish re
dufed.
Xo equipment necessary ^ satisfact ion
or
money hack.

ASAFEandSUREWAY

HEI \-RL\ Cream and METH(ijl Mill iiiiK'l^ly and safely reduce
t\( e---- t.ir f I oin double chin, arms,
tm-t liip- let's and other parts of
l)orl> Over io, 000 satisfied users.
I a rue j ir
/^Kll V <M Complete Treatment
\Jlt I- T ^ /
vvith Instructions
NOTHING MORE TO BUY
^..Send$i 00 or Mail Coupon __

RETA-REA,

Dept. X

1851 Washington Ave., New York, N. T.
Pi i^c p nd p.-tpaid complete treutinenf
witu airections. I agree to pay postman
SI. 00 plug feiv cents postage. My money
to be refunded if I am not pleased.
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Drice and easy terms.
4-row keyboard—
Standard
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Send No Money, 10 DayTriffll
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Send for now literalure and easy pa? plan— onljSl 00 down, then lOo
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ing, and he is lucky if he is through by eight
that night. Twelve hours a day. It saps
the vitality and whatever creative ability
the actor possesses.
"Any artist must constantly have a fresh
viewpoint, and you can't have it under
pressure of this sort. The depression is
given as an excuse for the limited time
assigned to a picture, so that expenses can
be cut down. And the actor comes to the
set in the morning worn out, weary, jaded
and nerve-racked. Under such conditions,
you can't have that fine frenzy of creative
interest which an actor must bring to his
role. It emasculates your body and your
soul.
"Fairbanks, Lloyd, Chaplin — none of
them ever made a good picture by punching
a time-clock. Yet tfie studios, out of
necessity, rush their pictures through on an
iron-bound schedule to meet release dates.
"Studios to-day don't e\"en wait for perfected scripts. In the last year I have made
three pictures that did not have a story
ready when they were begun. I ha\e come
on the set with the dialogue writer and the
director, and written the stuff which we had
to shoot two hours later. It's humanly
impossible to turn out a work of art in that
manner.
"In one picture, I had a scene that ran
ten and a half minutes — the longest scene it
is possible to make. We agreed on the
dialogue at nine-thirty in the morning and
shot it at eleven. It should have taken us a
day for rehearsal and a day for shooting.
But we had to finish it in an hour. The
director, one of the best in the business,
knew that it couldn't possibly be a fine performance, but he was under pressure of a
release date and he had no choice.

No Time to Live Their Roles
"T EARNING
lines is the least of an
1 J actor's job. He must get the feel of
the story. He must project himself into a
character, construct it and develop it.
There isn't one scene out of ten that doesn't
disclose that dri\en, haggard, my-Godwhat'll-I-say-next look in the eyes of some
actor. The resultant picture is a stock performance, rather than a polished Broadway
production. And you can't gWe people a
fifty-cent ofshow,
wouldn't
extend and
the
abilities
their which
local stock
company,
expect to keep them coming into motion
picture houses.
"Broadway productions take weeks for
rehearsals and trj-outs before they consider
themselves ready. The words become automatic, and then for day on day the actors
concentrate on the tempo of the play — the
only thing that makes it real and vital.
Certainly,
actorsof aren't
superior
to
the mostHollywood
skillful stars
the legitimate
stage. Why, then, do motion picture producers expect them to give a finished characterization when they've been introduced
to parts of their roles possibly an hour or
two beforehand?
"The public doesn't overlook these deficiencies. There is no group of people in the
world so keen as movie or old-time vaude\ille audiences. They do honor to the
artistry of a George Arliss. They turn
thumbs-down on an actor who is unsure of
himself or of his speech. In both cases, it
isn't open-eyed analysis. It is rather an
instinctive reaction. They resent and dislike
the imperfect, the slipshod, or the almostjust-as-good. They automatically recognize
unsureness and errors, even if they can't
give names to them.
"And this failure to get the script and
dialogue to actors early enough and without

hurrying the writers, so that they may be
memorized correctly andproperly rehearsed,
is a fundamental wrong in the movies.

Players Are to Blame, Too
"T) UT the motion picture actor is at fault,
O too. He has little sense of responsibility or of self-reliance. On the stage, an
artist must stand on his own two feet. He
walks out in front and either makes good or
flops. But the screen actor relies on the
director to compensate for his own shortcomings. Ihave witnessed one scene shot
thirty-seven times. If the actor hadn't gone
into that bit with the feeling, 'Well, if that
take isn't any good, we'll do it again,' it
couldn't have happened.
"Hollywood lacks that show-must-go-on
spirit. That trouper attitude. I was once
in a stage play with a comedian who, a
second before his cue came, received a telegram that his wife had died suddenly. Their
devotion to each other was a saga of the
theatre. Yet he went on, played his comedy
part to the hilt with the tears streaming
down his face. I've ne\er seen such a display
of courage among movie actors. The show
must go on! A grand tradition! The screen
would benefit if it assimilated a portion of it.
"It takes five groups to make a picture —
the producer, the director, the writer, the
actor and the technician. There is dissension
and jealousy between these units now. The
producer wants no advice from the director,
the writer, the actor or the technician. The
director, the writer, the actor and the technician danm the others. No one cares for
anyone but himself. If Hollywood had a
spark of that loyalty to the screen which
stage actors give to their play, it would knit
them all together. Personal animosities and
reactions would be forgotten in their labors
toward a common achievement.

The Secret of Chaplin's Success
"' I HE whole industry has become topJL heav>-. I look to the near future to
mark its break-up into units. Then art can
once again become the dominating factor in
picture-making. You can't reconcile art and
industry. That attempt has brought conflict and failure to a thriving business. We
can again cite Chaplin, Fairbanks and
Lloyd as successful proponents of the theory
that art can be made profitable. They ha\e
done it with their leisurely schedules of picture-making. They make no sacrifice to a
time-clock or to the calendar. Their scripts
are as perfect as they can be made before a
camera turns. Every actor knows his job
thoroughly before he is called on for his part.
"Some day soon, Hollywood will find the
brilliant leader it so desperately needs, and
then it will emerge from the morass of
bewildering theory and haphazard effort.
Actors will be jolted out of their smugness,
their indifference. They'll take picturemaking seriously — with fear and trembling
and consecration in their hearts — the proper
approach to artistic accomplishment.
"When that time comes — and if theatres
do their share by facing squarely their own
issues — then the industry will find that the
present critical condition is a thing of the
And

thus Conrad

Nagel answers the

query, "What's Wrong with the Movies?"
From time to time, Motion Picture plans
to invite other film notables to present constructive criticisms of motion pictures, as a
whole. Watch for them. In the meantime,
think over what Conrad Nagel has said. He
would like to know if you agree or disagree.
past."

♦
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What the Stars Are Doing
{Continued from page id)
McCoy, Tim — playing in The Brand Inspector — •
Columbia Pictures Studios, 1438 Gower St., Hollywood, Cal.
JVlcHugh, Frank — recently completed G^-aMrf Slam
— Warner Bros. Studios, Burbank, Cal.
Merkel, Una — playing in M'hisllins In The Dark —
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City. Cal.
.Mlljan, John — playing in Whistling In The Dark
— Metro-Goldwyn-Wayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.
Morley, Karen — recently completed Flesh — ■
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City. Cal.
Muni, Paul — latest release / Am a Fugitive from
a Chain Gang — Warner Brothers Studios, Burbank,
Cal.
Murray, James — playing in Central Airport —
First National Studios, Burbank, Cal.
Conrad — playing in Auction In Souls —
Tiffany Studios, 4516 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood,
Cal.
Nugent, Edward J. — recently completed /find
Street — First National Studios, Burbank, Cal.
/~|akle.
— recently
completed
Uptcnon Blvd..
New
^-^ York —Jack
Tiffany
Studios,
4516 Sunset
Hollywood, Cal.
O'Brien, George — playing in Smoke Lightning —
Fox Studios, 1401 N. \\'estern Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
O'Malley, Pat — recently completed The Penal
Code — International Studios, 4376 Sunset Dr.,
Hollywood, Cal.
Owen, Reginald — playing in .1 Study In Scarlet —
Tiffany Studios, 4516 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
pallette, Eugene — playing in Pig Boats — Metro■'• Goldwyn-Mayer Studios. Culver City, Cal.
Pichel, Irving — playing in King of the Jungle —
Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood,
Cal.
Pickford, Mary — playing in Secrets — United
Artists Studios, 1041 No. Formosa Ave., Hollywood,
Cal.
3^

:!c ^

naft, George — recently completed L'nder-Cover
'^ Man — Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St.,
Hollywood. Cal.
Raymond, Gene — playing in Ex-Lady — Warner
Bros. Studios, Burbank, Cal.
Robinson, Edward G. — latest release Silver
Dollar — First National Studios. Burbank, Cal.
Rogers, Ginger — recently completed 42nd Street —
First National Studios, Burbank, Cal.
Rogers, Will — recently completed State Fair — Fo.x
Studios, 1401 N. Western .Ave.. Hollywood, Cal.
Roland, Gilbert — playing in Our Betters — Radio
Pictures Studios, 780 Gower St., Hollywood. Cal.
Ruggles, Charles — playing in Murder at the Zoo —
Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., HoUvwood.
Cal.

..li kw Irlotm/u!

***

Ccott, Randolph — recently completed Hello,
'^ Everybody'. — Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon
St., Hollywood, Cal.
Shannon, Peggy — recently completed The Blue
Moon Murder Case — Warner Bros. Studios, Burbank,
Cal.
Shearer, Norma — latest release .S )«.///«' Through —
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.
Sidney, Sylvia — playing in Jennie Gerhardt —
Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood,
Cal.
Stanwyck, Barbara — playing in Baby Face —
Warner Bros. Studios, Burbank, Cal.
Stevens, Onslow — recently completed Nagana —
Universal Studios. Universal City, Cal.
Stuart, Gloria — playing in Private Jones —
Universal Studios, Universal City, Cal.

***

'T'albot, Lyle — playing in She Had to Say Yes —
■*■ First National Studios, Burbank, Cal.
Tobin, Genevieve — playing in Infernal Machine — ■
Fox Studios. 1401 N. Western Ave.. Hollywood. Cal.
Todd, Thelma — recently completed .4 /)• Hostess
— Columbia Pictures Studios, 1438 Gower St.,
Hollywood. Cal.
Toomey, Regis — playingin.S/!e Had To Say Yes —
First National Studios. Burbank, Cal.
Toomey, Regis — playing in State Trooper —
Columbia Pictures Studios, 1438 Gower St., Hollywood, Cal.
Tracy, Lee — playing in Private Jones — Universal
Studios, Universal City, Cal.
\7'elez,
Lupe
— recently
completed
Hoi Pepper Cal.
— Fox
Studios,
1401
N. Western
Ave., Hollywood,

***

Walthall, Henry B. — recently completed 4?nd
Street — First National Studios, Burbank, Cal.
West, Mae — recently completed She Done Him
Wrong — Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St.,
Hollywood, Cal.
White, Alice — playing in Picture Snatcher —
Warner Bros. Studios, Burbank, Cal.
Windsor, Claire — playing in .Auction In Souls —
Tiffany Studios, 4516 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
Wray, Fay — recently completed The Wa.K Museum
— Warner Bros. Studios, Burbank, Cal.
Wynyard, Diana — playing in Men Must Fight —
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.

***

VT'o^tig, Loretta — playing in She Had to Say Yes —
•*■ First National Studios, Burbank, Cal.
Young, Robert — playing in Turn About — MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.

•THEY'RE great friends, these
^ two — doing everything, going everywhere together. People
think they're sisters — for mother
has wisely safeguarded her youth.
She has never let gray hair set
her apart from her daughter —
make her a member of the "older
generation."
Today there's no need to tolerate gray hair, that makes you old
and faded before your time.
Notox, the new scientific hair coloring protects you from dreaded
Heartbreak Age. Notox is undetectable— totally different from
those antiquated "hair dyes" that
were rightly considered objectionable.
Instead

of crusting

the hair

with a surface plate of dye, Notox
gently penetrates the hair and
colors it inside the shaft where
nature does. Your hair remains
beautifully soft, fine and lustrous.
Wash it, wave it, expose it to the
sun all you like — Notoxed hair retains its natural, even shade as
permanently as nature's own
color!
Better hairdressers always apply Inecto Rapid Notox. Resent a
substitute — a like product does not
exist. Buy it at smart shops
everywhere.
• • Send for Jree copy oj the Jaschiatlng
booklet "IlE/lRTBREAK AGE"— and
a\>oidtlie
thataddress
tiiihap py
It 'e willgk'elocated
i/ou,
too,
oj limcl
a conveniently
beauty shop where yott may have yotir hair
recolored with A otox. Write Depl. 39,
SalesAjJiliates, Inc., JJ W. 46th St., N. Y.

NOTOX
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Movie Stars Are Land-Hungry —
They're Going Back to the Soil!
{Coiitimied from page j 4)

ultra-modern house. She told me, not long
ago, that irrespective of her future screen
career, the ranch will always be her permanent home. She is committed to the
"good earth" — and there's a strange contradiction inher case, for she was born and
raised in the tenements of Brookljn.

Miriam Becomes a Farmerette

Shampoo
LOVELIGHTS
into your hair!
Virginia
make your
ing, ifyou
Just one
way! In
"tiny-tint"

Valli is fortunate, you think — yet you can
hair as lovely as hers in a single shampooknow this secret.
Golden Glint Shampoo will show you the
addition to cleansing, it gives your hair a
— <» "wee little hit — not much — hardly perceptible. But how it brings out hidden beauty ! You'd
never dream such a simple little "touch" could make
so much difference in your appearance. 25c at your
dealers', or send for free sample.

FREE

J. W. KOBI CO., 631 Rainier Ave., Dept. C
Seattle, Wash.
* . » . Please send a free sample.
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^
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strange city. You need quick action. You have no time to answer
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yourself. Why chance finding yourself in a complicated position when
you come to Chicago?
Write us on your letterhead. Ask
for a Knickerbocker PREFERRED
GUEST CARD, You become a
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us now!
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AS a matter of fact, this contagious desire
. for land seems to take no account of
individual backgrounds. Miriam Hopkins,
city-bred and socially inclined, recently became the owner of a model farm in Connecticut, promptly fell in love with rural
life, and won a clause in her new Paramount contract that guaranteed her three
months each year on her farm.
Gloria Stuart is counting the days until
she can fulfill her "back-to-nature" dream.
She and her artist-husband, Gordon Blair
Newell, own twenty acres of redwood forest
in the Big Sur country, South of Carmel,
the famous artists' colony. It is completely
isolated and as beautiful as an Eden. They
plan to create there a new artists' colony,
consisting of not more than five families,
and live as close to nature as possible.
Gloria has no compunctions about admitting that the screen, to her, is merely a
temporary source of money and self-satisfaction. Her real ambitions are literary.
Richard Dix, John Miljan and Fred
Kohler have bought ranches in the San
Fernando
X'alley and
live raises
permanently
on
their
properties.
Kohler
chickens;
Miljan has become a horticulturist of note;
and Dix raises — Allah alone knows what.
He has kept his ranch a profound mystery;
no one in the studio even knows its location.
Wallace Beery, another courtier of Nature, has bought an island in Silver Lake,
high in the Sierras, and spends practically
all of his spare time there, fishing and hunting and loafing the days away. His brother,
Noah, owns a much-publicized fishing resort
in the .San Gabriel Alountains and lives on
a small ranch in San Fernando \'alley.

Picture Lewis Stone in Overalls

LEWIS STONE bought an orange ranch
_, several years ago and plunged headover-heels into the study of citrus culture.
At Jirst, he intended to make his property
nothing more than a profitable hobby. It is
now of equal importance to his screen
career. He built an elaborate ranch-house
and lives, the year around, close to the
earth. Between pictures, he is to be found
in overalls, at work about his orange trees.
Even Buster Keaton, as much a stage
product as a back-drop, has fallen victim to
the land fever. He owns a huge tract in
Mexico, near the city of Monterey, and,
in normal times, reaps a very neat profit.
He spends much of his time on the property
and plans to spend even more in the future.
Robert Montgomery — have you ever
thought of him as a farmer? Well, he is one.
He owns a small farm in Westchester
County, New York, and talks about his hay
and apple crops. He plans to live there after
he retires.
Irving Pichel and \'ictor McLaglen are
gentlemen farmers at La Canada, a beautiful foothill district some fifteen miles from
Hollywood. Pichel did much of the construction work on his house, and McLaglen
is constantly at work on his se\'en-acre
tract, where he raises citrus fruits, avocados,
fine poultry and rabbits.
Hoot Gibson's (and Sally Eilers') ranch
is too well publicized to need mention here;
furthermore, there is nothing surprising in

Hoot, a cowboy star, owning a ranch. Tom
Mix and Will Rogers also are landowners, as
might be expected. Rogers, m fact, owns
several California ranches, as well as his
large farm in Oklahoma.

Where Chevalier and Arliss Rest
sl E\'ERAL of our foreign-born stars have
O purchased land in their native countries
and made homes there to which they plan
to retire some day. Maurice Chevalier, a
product of the Paris slums, owns a farm in
the .South of France and spends a goodly
portion of each year there. George Arliss
returns for at least three months each year
to his "country place" in England and
grows prize tomatoes. Tala Birell, who is a
self-confessed devotee of the soil, plans to
buy a farm in her native Roumania.
Ronald Colman, a typical cosmopolite,
has rebelled against big-city din. Last
autumn he bought a huge tract, comprising
three thousand acres, of virgin beach and
forest land in the Big Sur country and now
plans to build a home there, where he can
achieve isolation and quiet. Being a canny
business man, he also plans to sell parcels
of his property when prices return to normal.
Without having actually turned farmerette, Elissa Landi has made a noteworthy
concession to the all-prevalent land-hunger
by buying a beautiful, secluded estate in the
Santa Monica Hills. Her property includes
se\"eral acres planted to citrus fruits, and
Elissa's principal pride and joy is a single
tree that yields oranges, grapefruit, lemons
and limes. Harold Llo>d has a much larger
estate
— butpark.
you've all
heard ofinthatBeverly
privatelyHills
owned

They're All Doing It
ITarticle
would the
be impossible
to list in celebrities
one short
host of filmland
who have acquired property in the past
few years. I have only noted a few of the
more outstanding landlords. The significant
thing is the trend itself — the overwhelming
urge to return to the land.
Spencer Tracy is looking for an Arizona
cattle ranch that will meet his specifications.
Ramon Novarro is scouting the little-de\eloped country between Los Angeles and
San Francisco for acreage that will yield
both isolation and good crops. Alexander
Kirkland confesses to an irresistible urge to
pay agricultural taxes, and George Raft — of
all people — has bought a chicken ranch.
Kenneth MacKenna and Kay Francis own
a genuine old Colonial farmhouse on Cape
Cod, which is waiting for their "permanent
honeymoon." Returning to the Coast,
Helen Hayes and Charles MacArthur regretfully left their newly-acquired, oldfashioned New Jersey farm.
Marie Dressier, who, by the way, recently purchased a roomy estate in Beverly
Hills, tells of her plan to buy a much larger
property near Santa Barbara.
"There," she says, "I want to retire and
live as simply
the earth
Lord will
traveled
all overas the
and permit.
seen mostI've
of
its famous beauty spots. But I want to die
in my own garden, in California."
Land-hunger! It's sweeping the world,
according to the psychologists, who use
multi-syllable words to explain just why
jaded humanity is turning back to the
elementals. And these HoUywoodites have
become so surfeited with artificialities in
their stage and screen careers that they fall
easy victims to the epidemic.
Incidentally, I wonder if Garbo the Great
actually bought that island from the Ivar
Krueger estate?

News and Gossip of the
Studios
{Continued Jro in page ^g)
been dangerously ill is Zasu Pitts, who
underwent an emergency appendicitis operation and also passed through a crisis. She
will be out of pictures for about three
months . . . Elissa Landi, seriously ill with
influenza, held up production for se\eral
weeks on "The Masquerader," in which she
is RonaldVonColman's
leading lady
. . .
Theodore
Eltz is recovering
from se\ere
injuries incurred when he was run down by
a hit-run driver . . . Albert (".ran, famous
old character actor (who played the taxidriver in "Seventh Heaven"), was killed
recently when struck by a motorist.
" QHE may look like a balloon smuggler, but
w3 she can dance like any Baby Star,"
said Glenn Tryon, watching Kate Smith,
the hefty radio songstress, now become a
picture songstress (and star) in "Hello,
Everybody." In spite of her weight, she
was the most graceful figure on the floor at
the Cocoanut Grove the other evening.
GOING to the boat to see Mrs. Alan
Dwan, wife of the director, off on a
trip to Europe, Marilyn Miller and Don
Alvarado were carried ofT to Europe, technically "stowaways." France would not
permit them to land there without passports— though Marilyn was anxious to get
to Paris to visit her former husband. Jack
Pickford, who was very ill in the American
Hospital there. The "stowaways" went on
to England, and England permitted them to
land until their boat headed back for New
York (a matter of a few days). In the
meantime, however, Marilyn fell ill in a
London hotel and was forced to postpone
her return trip. She denied to British news
sleuths that she and Alvarado were married
and considered the enforced trip a honeymoon— but said they were planning to wed
shortly.
A LL sorts of hardy characters are workl\ ing in Hollywood now. One of them is
Richard ("Royal Road to Romance") Halliburton, the chap who swam in the Taj
Mahal lily pool (though someone who has
been there insists that it would be hard even
towade in it). He has just flown around the
world, taking pictures, and has brought his
film to Hollywood to be used in a movie.
And Aloha Wanderwell, whose dashing husband was recently murdered on their ship,
has been making public appearances locally
with a travel film they made last year.
Then
there iswild
Clyde
Beatty,
the world's
most famous
animal
trainer,
who is

^ HotpfJier Yow
W HEN you read fiction, some one else is the chief
figure in the story. You see her; know what she
looks like, how she thinks — but she is not you.
But, when you read advertisements — then you are
the chief figure in the drama. You are the one
smoothing this fluff of powder on your cheek,
wearing these bright pajam^as, serving these peppery white sandwiches, traveling in this luxurious
car.
You may not be able, at once, to act out all the
little dramas that advertisements suggest; but because of them you know these desirable things exist,
and that some time they can be yours.
Advertisements introduce you to a happier You.
Your supple mind applies what you read to your
own needs. You spend wisely — with self-assurance,
getting your money's full worth.
Suppose you have in mind a new facial cream.
An advertisement steers you away from the unsponsored one you thought you miight buy, to
another, more fragrant kind, finer for your skin,
supported by the name of its maker. Suppose you
have never even thought of a new easeful shoe. An

being starred by Universal in "The Big
Cage," the story of his life. And Roscoe
Turner, record-holding aviator, has just
worked with Richard Barthelmess in

advertisement tells you of an unlined kind that is
like velvet on your feet.

"Central Airport."
ALICE WHITE is as tickled as a kid with

With advertisements, you never need buy a

l\ a new toy o\-er her contract with
Paramount for "Luxury Liner." A long
time ago, when Clara Bow was queen of
Paramount, little Alice used to hang
around that studio, just hoping and praying
for a break. Now she is going in as a fullfledged feature player opposite George
Brent in the story of the high-powered ships
that travel between the United States and
Europe.
VOICE:

"May I speak with Mr. Buddy

Rogers?"
Mrs.
Rogers (his mother): "I wonder if
you would call around 10:30? Charles
didn't get in until nearly midnight last
night and I want him to sleep a little
longer."

product first to know it. They intimately describe
its unseen merits. You know what it will do for
you; you see its Future as well as its Now. What is
not advertised may be worth buying. What is,
must be!
Advertisements give you gloiving truthful pictures
of products that please

{Continued on page p5)
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needed changing, so did Buddy. He went
away, and stayed away for a year, making
his hobby — music — his new liveHhood. Now
he's back, and he's an interesting Buddy.
"New York's everything," he told me
earnestly. "I'd go back in a minute."
"Why not, then?" I asked. "It's still

REDUCE
YOUR FORM
THIS NEW EASY WAY!
"IS your bust large? Reduce that
■^ bulging, matronly chest-line to
the slender, girlish lines of youth
Take 3 or more inches off your
bust measure.
Flabby, sagging
fat disapuears swiftly.
Bust is
left small,
fi rm,
arched
and
lovely. No sag. No wrinkles.

"I am going back," he continued, "as soon
asthere."
I make a picture or two. I wasn't bad
there, you know. And I'm back here to remind them There
I wasn't.
a matter
with me.
haveIt'sbeen
cracks ofinpride
the
papers. Writing about certain promising
youngsters in the films, the newspaper boys
have finished with this tag line: '. . . let's
hope they don't do a nose dive like Buddy
Rogers!' I didn't do a nose dive. I just got
lousy
stories,— that's
all."
("Lousy"
from Buddy!
My word!)
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DAVIS,

"A couple of the biggest executi\es in the
business think I'xe got something that ni)'
old pictures didn't bring out. I expect to
sign with them. I took tests yesterday, but
wasn't particularly thrilled with the part
they had for me. Some more of that youngboy stufT. I'm not a dewy-eyed boy any
more. I'm nearly thirty, look it, and feel it."
"What if you don't like your first pic"Back to New York. I turned down sixteen weeks on the road at six thousand
dollars a week just to show 'em I can make
a ture?"
good picture. I don't have to worry about
Hollywood. I've got my band, radio work
and personal appearances and the little selfimportant
executives
out I this
don'ta
bother
me any
more. But
want way
to make
good picture, one good picture before I quit
the game. I recei\ed one thousand letters a
week from radio fans, and ninety per cent of
them asked, 'When are you going to make a
picture?' They wanted me to sign up for
five years with the first option at one year,
but I didn't like that. If nothing much hapafter sixthat
months,
I'm read\'
to sho\e.
I toldpensthem
six months
would
decide

M.D., 124-E Grove Avc.Woodbridge, N.J.

"Oh, those," from Buddy. "They weren't
servants. Just a few Spanish lads out of
work, who did odd jobs now and then for
dust.)
(Andmoney."
so another Rogers legend bit the
lunch

Will Stick to the "Buddy"
are you now — 'Buddy' or
WHAT
'Charles'?"
He smiled
wryly. "I've wondered about
that," he admitted. "I don't like 'Buddy'
any more than the next one, but I've always
been 'Buddy.' To change it to 'Chaiules'"
(he put it on thick) "would be an affectation.
After all, it's 'Babe' Ruth, and no one thinks
much about that. Why not 'Buddy'?"
And, indeed, I didn't know why not.
He got back to his pet subject. "And anthing mind
abouttheir
Newown^'ork
is the What
way
people other
there
business.
you do is your concern and yours alone. If
\-ou take a girl dancing, you're simply taking
a girl dancing, that's all. It isn't the signal
for a crop of rumors to spring up."
"You mean they left you and your girls
"Sure they did. Of course, a couple of
them had me down as pretty fond of Harriette
Lake, who was doing musical comedy there
then, but they didn't rub it in. I saw a lot of
Harriette and of Mary Brian when she was
alone?"
there
for the
personal
We'djaunts
ride
out into
countryappearances.
and take short
in the yacht I chartered from Larrj- Schwab,
but nobody tried to make anything of it. In
New York they're big. People there are too
busy doing things to sit around gossiping."
.^s \-ou sit and talk to Buddy, these
thoughts
mind: vehemently
If the lad's say,
not
changed, come
as histo friends
Buddy at least has learned to call the bluff.
Buddy is talking out in meeting to-day for
the first time. He ma)' be satisfied to have
his name remain "Buddy," but not his character.

Wants to Act, Not Darzle 'Em
He's Sold on New

York

things."
NOW,
frankly,
didn't expect
all this.
thought
ours I would
be a nice
round- I
about conversation, with my chief job that
of steering Buddy away from Home and
Mother topics. But Buddy wanted to say
things.
For instance: "New York is a square
town. One bad show doesn't wash you up
there. Folks know there'll be a good one
along
soon.the\Theyhave
don't
for thepretty
bad lines
to blame
mouth.actors
Out
here they tag you the first day, and that tag
sticks. My tag was 'cute' and that was my
tough luck. I'm going out to beat that 'cute'
gag. Or get out.
"New York does things to you," Buddy
went on. "You meet people who can talk
about music and art and current e\'ents and
about food. They're civilized, and so is the

ready say
to belie\e
THE\'
Buddy it.
hasBecause
grown Buddy
up. I'mis
facing Hollywood in a decidedly adult manner. He's making the most of some pretty
tough circumstances. What are they? Simply those of a lad who has been lionized
before his time and is now trying to fight off
the ill effects of his phoney glory.
Buddy's former fame is nothing more than
a bad hangover to him. I know this becaure I watched him mull through a pack
of photographs showing him in the center
of Rogers-crazy crowds all over the globe.
"Look at 'em!" he said derisively. "Isn't
that the damnedest thing ? Can you figure
He's willing to trade all that unstable
popularity, based on nothing except hysteria,

laughed. "I haven't any butler.
have?"
to Buddy
That's
just another phoney story about me.
Mother and Dad and I live here with just a
Filipino boy to help out. He cooks, drives,
takes care of the garden, waits on table and

for
one grown-up
good performance.
He's
financially
and otherwise
able to jump either
it out?"
way
at the conclusion of the present experiment. Ifthey treat him well — give him roles
he can get his teeth into — he'll be a different,
if not a new Buddy Rogers. If they don't,
he'll pick up with his band work where he
left off.
Since I talked with him, it has been reported over the Hollywood grapevine that
the tentative "new deal" has fallen through.
He and the executives had come to an agreement about contract, salary and roles — and
then it was disco\ered that his radio contracts would interfere with a pictura conup.
tract. But he wants to do a picture so badly
that maybe that little tangle can be cleared

would rock the baby if we had one."
"But didn't you always have a flock of
gents hanging around — a masseuse, driver,
valet and so forth?"

Meanwhile,
you the
know
what Why
he's like
a year
away from
screen.
not after
keep
an eye on the lad?

"How about New York food, Buddy?"
"It's best in the speakeasies. We'd make
for a speak as soon as the show was over and
have
East."sandwiches and beer. I drank beer

MONEY

napshut
(any
m;iil photo
nil
and withit
_,
utifullife-likeenlarprement. KUJiranteed fadeless. Pay postman 89c plus postag-e or send 91c
with <)rder and we pay postage.
FS?FF
With each enlargement we w
r li»fcl& miniature reproduction of pho,„ „
of this amazlni? offer— send your photo today
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COMPANY,

The New Buddy
Wants a ''New Deal"
{Continued from page 64)

because I wanted to put on weight."
"How'd you happen to open the door when
I called? Where's the butler you're supposed

Gay, Gifted and Going Places —
That's from
Glenda!
page 5/)

{Continued
bolstering both these items, isn't an absolute necessity — for even so unworried a
young woman as Glenda — you probably
also think that people in plays are making
up their lines as they go along!
Glenda is no stranger to the Coast.
Early in her career she was a member of
the Brissac Stock Company in San Diego,
the Morosco in Los Angeles, and the Alcazar in San Francisco. She got as near
to apoplexy as is possible for such a goodnatured girl when the local rave notices on
"Life Begins" began to appear, and she
was referred to as a "former Los Angeles
stock actress" by one widely-read critic.
"After all I had done since," she cries,
"to have the memory of those gaga ingenue
days one
dragged
It's like that
havinghe someremind H.back!
L. Mencken
once
wrote such a silly little book as '\'entures
Into \'erse'!"

Bemoans

First Screen Effort

GLEN DA'S aversion to gaga ingenues is
heavily-inflamed. As a matter of fact,
her film career nearly never existed because
of one of them. Out here once before, she
was given the role of a simpering blonde
miss in "Little Caesar." She took one look
at the completed film and caught a train
back to New York.
"Was I terrible!" she moans. "Imagine
a character woman like me skipping around
in organdie and a wide-eyed expression.
Lord! For da}'S I was ready to spit in the
eye of anyone who said 'pictures' to me!"
Back on Broadway, Glenda was far more
at home. In fact, it is her home. She loves
it, loves the life, the people, the tempo.
She likes hotels and speakeasies and the
hustle and life of vivid crowds. Intensely
gregarious, she likes the ancient custom of
gathering after the show for a couple of
lunches and a lot of chatter and laughs.
"That's the thing I miss so in Hollywood," she complains. "It seems so difficult for people to get together out here.
The place is so sprawled out, and what with
long, hard hours of work and early calls,
we all seem to be so tired at night that bed
usually looks a whole lot more inviting than
parties.
"Thenwhich
there soismuch
the lack
speakeasies
—
around
life of
revolves
in New
York. I drink very little, personally, but
I'm not blind to the fact of what a swell
social agency speakeasies are. Dressing up
and attending an arranged function always
is a bit of a task, whereas places where one
may drop in for a few minutes, say hello
to friends, and leave — fine. I love people.
I like to be with them. I miss the 'gang'
that's always to be found, no matter what
time it is, in New York."

Broadway Calls Her "Glenda"
GLENDA

is immensely popular on Broadway. One of the best-liked people on
the Main Stem, she also is well-approved
professionally. Successful in such productions as "Divided Honors," in which she
had the stellar role, "Love, Honor and
Betray," with Alice Brady, Clark Gable
and George Brent, "The Rear Car,"
"Skidding" and "Life Begins," she has a
warm place in the regard of the theatregoing public.
To repeat her role in the celluloid version
of this last play, she returned West to the
Warners. She has no preference — given the
proper roles — between the stage and the
screen. Both interest her enormously, and
she would just as soon be tops in one
medium as the other. Her present ambition
is to win an assured place on the screen. To
effect that end, no amount of work is too

hard for her — as may be judged from the
way she has jumped from "Life Begins" to
Muni's "I Am a Fugitive" to William's
"The Match King" to Atwill's "Wax
Museum" to Lukas' "Grand Slam" to
Lyon's
"Blue Moon
Case."
Yet Glenda
is not Murder
all actress,
not by a
long way. She paints a little, and plays a
little, and is a whole lot of mother to her
eight->'ear-old son, Tonmiy, now a young
cadet in a Hollywood military academy.
Tommy
is theforapple
of Glenda's
— her
major reason
wishing
success. eye
Tommy,
and the fact that with success she can go
on working.

Will Probably Always Act
" T OFTEN think how swell it would be to
_L marry again and quit — to have a
husband to depend on, someone to take
o\er all the bother of money and such.
But that's only on the dark days. Basically,
I know I wouldn't be able to get along without my work.
too Glenda
much a probably
part of me."
Another
reasonIt'swhy
will
go on entertaining you until she "drops
apart" is her consistent extravagance.
She may have some sense of economics,
but, if so, she carefully hides it. Characteristically, she lives in one of Hollywood's
most expensive apartment houses. Her one
ambition is for protracted stays in Paris
and London, and her single grief is that her
salary goes so fast she cannot afford a
chauffeur.
Thus driving is her one form of athletics.
She has no others. She does, however, have
all the forms of superstition, with the
exception of a fear of broken mirrors.
"I've smashed too many of them, and had
too many years of good luck, to be worried
by And
that then
one. there
But asis for
othersof— clothes.
!"
the the
matter
Strangely enough, Glenda, who gets few
chances to wear smart clothes on the
screen, is one of the most smartly dressed
women in the colony. She prefers simple
clothes, usually in brown or white, but she
avoids the tailored look. She has no use for
mannish attire.

Her Likes and Dislikes
SHE also detests loud, noisy people,
bridge and golf. She can't understand
why ice cream is so popular — but has no
difficulty in appreciating the great American interest in sports. She is an ardent fan
at polo, tennis, football or baseball events.
She shudders, however, to think of herself
as an active player in any of them. She
professes to be the laziest person alive.
Glenda has no special ways of keeping fit.
She doesn't care for rich foods or pastries
and rarely varies from her 1 15-pound-weight
average. When she is working, she burns
up so much energy that she might eat
twice as much as she does, and still remain
slender. In the theatre, she loses her appetite almost completely
during rehearsals.
Neither does she read much, preferring
people to printed pages. But she does like
the work of Joseph Conrad and Ernest
Hemingway, and rarely misses a story by
C. B. Kelland. In spite of the fact that she
finds herself cast in crime stories and mystery and horror dramas, she never reads
them. She finds them too hard on the sleep.
Otherwise, Glenda's hours of rest are
untroubled these da^s. Their one menace
is the crowds of friends appreciative of her
humorous face, gay wit and hot-cha manner.
Ace-high with her studio, and her screen
public growing by those well-known leaps
and bounds, she's another of those favored
children that Broadway has so generously
lavished on Hollywood!
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Let Me Show You
How to Develop
the Full, Rounded
CURVES
Now oil
the Vogue

Why be embarrassed by
a flat-chested, unwomanly lorm? Now you can
actually fill out your bust
to lovely
shapeliness.
\Simply
elou s apply
new Cmyr eamarmo
treatment at home. Send
for my free otter and
watch your breasts grow
full, round and beautiful.
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Just Send Me

Your Name

and address and I will mail you my
trial Creamotreatnient, FREE! Merely enclose 10c tor forwardinglcharges.
This free ofler is limited so. write today, enclosirtg
only inIfjc.
pacivage will
be mailed
plain \our
wrapper.
MARIE
DUNNE,Avenue,
Dept. K-3
122 Fourth
New york, N. y.

SONG WRITERS
, REOUmEMEHTS

of

Substantial Advance Royalties
are paid writers of songs found
acceptable by publishers. Send
us your best songs or poems for
free examination and advice.
Past experience unnecessary.
We compose or arrange music
and secure copyrights. Write
today for our free explanatory
booklet. Newcomer Associates,
1674 A. Broadway. New York.
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y OU can earn good money in spare time at
home making display cards. No selling or
c£invassing. We instruct you, furnisli complete outfit and supply you with work.
Write to-day for free booklet.
The MENHENITT COMPANY, Limited
209 Dominion Bldg., Toronto, Ont
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THE FRENCH

SAY:—

En Pension
meaning inclusive rates from New York,
Railroad, Hotel, Golf, (eight days)

$110
PINEHURST, N. C. the health resort
for shattered nerves, aching parts of the
overworked human system — all fortified
by the wholesome balsam climate of this
exclusive resort.
All information at our New York Office,
St. Regis Hotel or writing General Office,
Pinehurst, N. C.

I Could Live Without Love,
Says{Continued
Sylvia
Sidney
from page ^s)
to proms. She hasn't ever been young, as
Young America rates things.
"If a man ever says a dumb thing to me,"
said Sylvia, "I feel like kicking him. If I
were married to a man like that, I probably
loould. Or e\'en if a man says something
that makes me know that I am cleverer
than he, know more, think more, I feel
repulsed.
"Women do not like 'under dogs,'
sentimentalists to the contrary. Women
like the Mussolinis of the world. I could
be very cruel to a man who was my inferior
in any way. I would loathe him. I suppose
that I have a 'father complex' — or Freud
would say so. Perhaps I have. Dad has
always been so tender, so thoughtful, so
■wise for me that I am used to that sort
of thing and that sort of man.
"If, for instance, a man should ever tell
me that I could go ahead and do anything
I liked, have my own way, I would go
ahead and have it, perhaps, but he would
have seen the last of me. I am meaning, you
see, that I want a master in the man I
marry. A Dictator. I simply have to
respect a man or I cannot lo\e him. I ha\e
to be able to look up to him, to know that
he is wiser and stronger than I and can
exercise that wisdom and that strength.

No Flaming Youth for Her

Lustrous Color for

FADED
HAIR
/ Test Bottle \

I,F R E E /
Have ever-youthful looking hair this
SAFE way. Clear liquid is combed through
hair. Gray goes — streaks disappear. Color
wanted comes: black, brown, auburn,
blonde. Nothing to wash or rub off on
clothing. Hair stays fluffy — takes wave or
curl. Get full-sized bottle from druggist
on money-back guarantee. Or mail coupon for Free Test.
FRE E TE ST ~ We send complete Test
Package Free. Snip off a lock of hair. Test i t first
this safe way. No risk. No expense. 3,000,000
women have received this test. Mail coupon.
GoldmanT. Bldg.,
St. Paul,
Minn. — '
MANGOLD
MARY
Ij— 3322
r Name .
I Street ,
State.

City.
I Colot of your hair?
I

^New

Perfume

The most exquisite perfume in the world!
Sells at $12 an ounce — $2.50 for bottle
containing 30 drops.
Rieger's
Flower Drops
refinedof
of all perfumes.
Made are
fromthethemost
essence
flowers, without alcohol.

ROMANIA

{The arisfocrat of perfumes)
A single drop lasts a week. Hence very economical. Never anything like this before!

FREE TRIAL BOTTLE
Sand 20c silver or 21c stamps for postage, etc.
Paul

Rieger
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"T'M afraid I don't like young sort of
i things at all. I dislike parties. I dislike shopping expeditions. I dislike girlgossip. I almost ne\"er go out, dancing. I
hate it. When you ask me what I do with
myself on the nights when I'm not working,
I can only say that as you see me tonight
so you would see me almost any and every
night.
"Perhaps, because I knew so much unhappiness as a child and saw so much
unhappiness, happiness has been hidden
away from me. I mean, the gay and carefree happiness. It is not my kind, that's all."
I said, "Sylvia, you have played Butterfly
— a tragic woman who wanted to die when
the man she loved went away. Tell me. do
you think any modern girl or woman
would feel like that? Are the girls of to-day
capable of such depth of emotion, such
stark
desperation?"
"No,"
said SyK'ia. "There are no love
heroines to-day. There are no such women
and no such loves as Butterfly's, as Elaine's,
as Juliet's. One can only speak for one's
self, really. I know that I would not be
capable of such a thing.
"\'ou see, I have, we all have, to-day,
too much to do. We do love, after all, in
the Machine Age. Automobiles. Radios.
Movies. Tele\-is!on. Airplanes. Things
moving — moving — at a great rate of speed —
'round us and above us and beneath us.
Things that are like steam-rollers, flattening
out the deep-running strata of passion.
Things like electric fans, whirring, cooling
off the fires.
"This woman. Butterfly, had one thing
and only one in her life — that man. He was,
with her, the first man in every respect.
The first one. The only one. She loved
him. She lived for him. He replaced for
her everything that had made up her life.
He even replaced her gods. She took their
little figurines down and put his pictures in
their places.

"Well, we, to-day, have no gods to be
replaced.

Love Isn't ALL Any More

IT WAS frustration with Butterfly. It
was the frustration, not of one thing
in her life, but of everything. All she had.
All she had ever had. All she ever would
have. She had become obsessed with one
overwhelming idea and when she met
frustration. Death was the only door by
Life.
which she could leave the emptied room of
"I would always have something left, you
see. So would you. So would Mary and
.Anne and Sally ....
"When a girl like this poor Peg Entwistle,
the former Theatre Guild actress, committed suicide, there was more than one
motive, one reason. They say there was a
man in the case, an unfortunate lo\e affair.
But there was, also, her work about which
she had become discouraged.
".And I, for instance, might be deeply in
love with a man tonight. I won't say that
I am and I won't deny it. Only time will
tell this story. I know what the papers
ha\e said. I'm not blind and neither is the
rest of the reading public. But he is not
free and I am not speaking — 3'et. However, Imight be in love tonight and tomorrow night I might be told that that man
had gone out of my life forever, never to
return.
"I would, undoubtedly, think at once of
killing myself. I would luant to kill myself.
For a moment. For an hour. Love would
be that important to me. I might e\en
get down to cases and try to figure out the
easiest way — poison, gun or hari-kari. Or a
leap from a skyscraper.

What Would Prevent Suicide
I WOULD probably jot down a few
heart-rending farewell notes. Then —
then I would stop suddenly and say, 'But
I can't do this! I can't kill myself tonight!
1 forgot — I am working. I have a call for the
morning. There is that big scene to shoot.
The extras are all called, too. If I fail to
appear, the rest of the cast will suffer. There
are those among them who may lose their
jobs. The production is scheduled and it
will mean a great loss to the studio. Dear,
dear, I really cannot kill myself tonight!'
"And just as I would pause and consider
these things, so would all the Marys and
the Sallys and the Annes, ev-erywhere.
Not unless all their world fell around their ears
would they choose death.
"The love of a man would not, to-day,
be sufficient moti\-e. Not for a normally
well-balanced girl or woman. There would
still remain too many other things in their
lives. Their jobs and keeping faith with
the people they work with. Their hobbies,
so many. That nice young flier who had
promised to take them up on Saturday. The
opening of that grand new play. The new
gown being made for the opening. The
chance of that secretarial position with
Europe thrown in. Their families. Their
friends.
"So many doors are open to the girls of
to-day that to close one door is no longer
fatal. There are no love-heroines to-day.
There are only girls and women who are in
love with Life."

Did Yoii Know That—
Theodore Dreiser, who was so indignant about the screen version of "An American Tragedy,"
explains his selling "Jennie Gerhardt" to the movies by saying, "This is going to be different.
Sylvia Sidney (who will play the title role) is charming, and I have confidence in Marion Gering
(who will direct)"?

News and Gossip of the
Studios
(Continued from page gi)
WHEN

we looked in on Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., the other day, he had a
black eye — credit of Ernie Westmorc,
make-up man. "And I have to do a prizefijjht scene all day and it's my birthday,"
he gloomed. "Want to see what Joan sent
over?" A huge cake, all roses and birthday
good wishes and festoons of whipped cream!
The Junior Fairbankses seem to ha\e reached
a really good understanding. If both step
out occasionally with other people, it
doesn't
fidence. mean di\orce — just mutual conDOUG and Joan have more fun just
Ii\ing than most mo\ie couples. At
Christmastime, Doug re\"eals, he had a job
trying to get Joan to leave her presents unopened till Christmas morning. "So I
fooled her," he grins. "I stole three or four
packages out of her pile and hid them.
Then when I opened my things in the
morning, she had some surprises left, too."
KATHARINE HEPBURN won a college
reputation as an actress while at
Bryn Mawr. And yet, according to some of
the reporters, she still persists in denying
that she even went to college! Maybe it's
part of her campaign to be baffling. There
are also rumors that there has been a dark
tragedy in her life, which she is trying to
conceal by mystification. But what chance
has a girl born and brought up in Hartford,
Connecticut, to be mysterious? E\en Greta,
of distant Sweden, has had almost e\-ery
event of her life industriously dragged to
light by the news hawks.

Lose Fat You
Don't Want
If you are over-fat, you should learn the way to lose it.
The modern scientific way, easy, pleasant, prompt.
Millions know about it. In every circle you see the
results in figures you envy, perhaps. Excess fat is not onetenth so common as it was. Today it has no excuse.
The new-day method of reduction is Marmola prescription tablets, used for 25 years. Delighted users told others
about them, and the use spread far and wide. It has grown
and grown until people the world over now use Marmola.
That is why trim, slender figures are so common nowadays.

The way is easy
No abnormal exercise or diet is required. Simply take four
A'larmola tablets daily. Watch the excess fat disappear
without sacrifice or effort. You will be delighted.
Style and beauty, health and fitness call for normal
weight. You owe it to yourself, to those you like to
please. You will never suffer such a blight when you learn
what Marmola does.
A book in each box gives the full working formula. So
you know just what you are taking . . . How and why
they act.
Go try it now.

ARMOLA
THIS NEW

MAE

CLARKE is seriously thinking of
starting out on a vaudeville tour with
none other than ex-hubby, Lew Brice, as a
partner! This is a real reconciliation for
these two to get together again, for, at the
time of the separation bitter feeling ran
high ... at least on Mae's part. It must be
something in the Hollywood air . . . they
just can't stay mad!
ERMINE seems to be the evening wear
these days. At the Lionel Atwills'
party.
had had
ermine
sleeves,Colleen
while Moore's
Countess frock
Frasso
an
erm'-ie bodice on her gown.

MAGICAL
MAKES

IT is reported that Garbo is denying the
authorship of a story recently published
in a magazine under her "by"-line. In this
story she was purported to give the reasons
why she didn't marry — the main "reason"
being that she didn't want her husband to
be "Mr. Greta Garbo." It is said that she is
about to start suit, claiming that she did
not write any such article. And Gary
Cooper, who had his picture taken drinking
a glass of good California milk, objects to
having it used by a New York milk concern
as an advertisement, and is suing. It looks
like a couple of cases of movie stars' names
having been taken in vain.
BETTY BLYTHE, even prettier than she
was in her "Queen of Sheba" days, has
been working in "The King's Vacation."
with George Arliss. "George is a darling,"
says Betty. "He glanced about him at the
dozens of extra ladies one morning. 'Dear,
dear,' he said, mildly, 'such an array of
beauty.' He's the most charming person to
work with in the world. And his gallantry
and attentions to his wife are lovely!" But
George won't allow any interviewer near
Mrs. Arliss (vvho is also with him in "The
King's Vacation"). He just won't have her
worried.

Marmola prelets are sold by
scription taball druggists
at $1 per box.
If your druggist is out, he
will get them
at once from
his jobber.

YOUNG

BRASSIERE
WOMEN

IN BUST BEAUTY!

Over a million women now wear it to remedy a
Sagging, over-developed or under-developed bust.
New, diflferent, unlike any brassiere you have
ever seen before! This magical Cup-form
brassiere has patented bust-shaping straps
and silken inner cups which mould a drooping bust to its former, natural, youthful firmness./«rf/Azw^, it reduces the size of an over-developed bust. It gives charm and appeal to the
under-developed figure. What costly beauty
treatments do for some women, this brassiere
does instantly for as little as one dollar.
Endorsed by physicians. Made in inch sizes,
32 to 48. For sale by all stores. $1.00 up or write
Dept. M, P.2for illustrated style booklet Jree.

PATENTED

THE ONLY BRASSIERE with
BUST-SHAPING STRAPS

EMPIRE STATE BLDG., NEW
YORK.
In Canada E. & S. Currie, Ltd., Toronto

N. Y.
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Answers to Your Gossip Test
{Continued from page 14)
1. Lupe \'elez, the fiery Mexican beauty, is
pictured on page 14 with Johnny {Tarzan)
VVeissmuller, recently divorced from Bobbe
Arnst. They were photographed while
spending the holidays at Palm Springs. It
made Lupe furious when her name was
mentioned as the cause of the Weissmuller
break at the time of the di\'orce, but they
are seen together pretty regularly these
days
knows and
it. Lupe doesn't seem to care who
2. .After more than twenty years as a cowbo>' movie actor, Tom Mix is retiring from
motion picture work. He is planning to tour
the world at his leisure with his wife, Mabel
Ward, circus aerialist, and confine himself to
rodeo and circus life. Not many months
ago. Mix retired his horse, Tony, which had
appeared in every picture with him since his
early screen days.

YOU cannot realize how much better you
will feel and look until you try Dr.Edwards
Olive Tablets. For instead of rouge and
powder, many women need internal cleansing
to remove the cause of blemishes, pimples,
headaches, and that dull lifeless feeling.

The Internal Cosmetic
That is why countless grateful people today
think of Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets as the
"internal cosmetic." A safe, efficient substitute
for calomel, much easier to take — they gently
regulate the liver and intestines and nature
clears the way for a lovely skin and the alluring glow of youth.
Take these wonderful tablets every day, if
you want to banish the "looks" and feeling
of age, and win back buoyant health. Compounded ofvegetable ingredients, used by millions for 20 years, you'll know them by their
olive color. At all drug stores, 15f5, 30^, 60^.

3. These girls were named as having the
brightest screen futures h\ the Wampas:
Lona .Andre, Lilian Bond, Mary Carlisle.
June Clyde, Patricia Ellis. Ruth Hall,
Eleanor Holm, E\alyn Knapp, Dorothy
Layton, Boots Mallory, Toshia Mori, Ginger Rogers, Marion .Shockle>', Gloria
Stuart, Dorothy Wilson.
4. It was Sidnej- Fox who was married to
Charles Beahan, production manager for
L^niversal Pictures, at that early morning
hour at Harrison, N. ^'. This is Sidne\ 's
first matrimonial \enture and Beahan 's
second.
5. From the time -Ann Harding and Harry
Bannister were di\orced about a \ear ago,
Hollywood has felt that there would be a
reconciliation and that seems to be just
what is happening now. RecentK . .Ann and
Harry (who was in the East) kept the wires
between Hollywood and New 'S'ork busy,
not caring into how many hundreds of dollars the telephone bills ran. Here's hopingi
6. The huge solitaire on Lila Lee's finger
means that she and George Hill, MetroGoldwyn-Mayer director, are engaged and
that they will be wed in the ver>- near future.
Lila was di\orced from James Kirkwood in
19307. Lina Basquette and Teddy Hayes, her
husband and manager, who were married
in New Jersey last year, were again married
in Washington, D. C. in December. Ha\es
recently received his Mexican divorce from
his first wife and wanted to be sure their
marriage was legal. Lina is the widow of the
late Sam W^arner and the divorced wife of
Peverill Marley, photographer.

"I LOVE

YOU"

,,,he told this blonde

THOtJGH men fall in love more easily with
blondes than with brunettes, tests show that
blondes who have dull, faded-looking hairdo not
appeal to men nearly as much as when the hair
is radiant, golden and young-looking. Blondex,
an amazing special shampoo, gives streaky,
lifeless hair the lustrous, golden sheen men
adore and other women envy. Safe — Blondex
contains no dye, no harmful chemicals. Is remarkably beneficial to both hair and scalp. See
how much lovelier it makes your hair with wavy,
silky softness and radiant golden lights! And
here's good news! Blondex is now on sale in the
new size package for only 25i. Formerly sold
only in the $1.00 package. Get Blondex today
.— see how glamorous and beautiful it will make
your hair. At all drug and department stores.
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8. Janet Gaynor has separated from her
husband, Lydell Peck, and is planning to
divorce him. It didn't exactly come as a
surprise to Hollywood inasmuch as when
Janet married Lydell, the rumors in that
town were that she married him only because she and Charles Farrell had had a
misunderstanding. Farrell and Janet had
been co-starred as a love team, and everybody took it for granted that they; were
lo\'ers off the screen as well. Farrell is now
married to \'irginia \'alli. Did you read the
story on page 27 about Janet?

MaureenthatO'SuUivan
and rumors
Dunn
9. Jimmy
are
kept busy
denying
they are
secretly wed and they are having a hard
time convincing their Hollywood friends
that they haven't taken the step.
10. When Uncle Sam barred Tala Birell
from the United States because her passport

had expired, she went to li\'e in Mexicali,
Mexico, until she was advised by immigration authorities that Roumania had included her in its new quota.
11. Robert Ritchie, Jeanette Macdonald's
boy-friend, announced in France, when he
arrived there to join her, that he and Jeanette were engaged to wed, which was taken
as a hint that they would be married shortly.
However, their friends in the L'nited States
have suspected for a long time that they are
already married.
12. Barbara Kent, screen player, was married to Harry Eddington in Yuma, Arizona,
on December 16. Eddington is the Hollywood press-agent who lists Greta Garbo
among his famous clients.
13. Maurice Chevalier was sued by the
United States government for the amount
of S475, which it claims is still due the
Revenue office on his 1930 income ta.x.
14. "Ex-Lady" is the title of the picture
in which Bette Da\is, until now a popular
featured player, will realize her greatest ambition— that of becoming a screen star. In
the film in which the blonde Bette will ha\e
her first starring role, she will ha\e Gene
Raymond as her leading man.
15. Lillian Roth's engagement and forthcoming wedding to Municipal Court Justice
.Shalleck of New York has been announced.
Miss Roth di\orced William C. Stout in
Mexico, not xery long ago.
16. After his estranged wife, Irene Brown,
had James Hall turned o\er to the authorities for extradition from California to Connecticut on a non-support charge, they were
reconciled and she dropped the charges.
Mrs. Hall took the action because she was
destitute and Hall admitted that his failure
to pa>- his wife the S50.00 a week agreed
upon when they separated was due to the
fact that he has not worked for some time.
17. Cary Grant seems to have time for no
other
than
days
and itgirl
looks
very\'irginia
much Cherrill
like the these
real thing.
Cary gave \ irginia a beautiful diamond ring
for Christmas. Virginia is the attractive
blonde who was at one time reported ento marry the
lander gagedStewart,
Jr. wealthy William Rhine18. Ethel Barrymore is the star who is now
well on the road to recovery after a severe
attack of pneumonia. The opening of Miss
Barrymore's
new stage
"Encore,"
was
delayed because
of herplay,
illness,
but will
shortly get under way again, "Rasputin
and the Empress," the picture in which the
three Barrymores, Ethel, Lionel and John,
appear on the screen together for the first
time, has embarked upon a long New York
run.
19. Charles Butterworth, the popular and
droll screen comedian, who was married to
Ethel Kenyon, did not make his marriage
known until he was honeymoon-bound for
Miami. His bride is the ex-wife of director
Eddie Sutherland.
20. Three hours after Eleanor Fair married
Thomas W. Daniel, a flier, she was seeking
to have the marriage annulled. Prank
Clark, a movie stunt flier, announced that
Miss Fair was to have married him and that
her marriage to Daniel was only a spite
marriage and all "a mistake" and that it
was brought on by a quarrel that be and
Miss Fair had.

Bullfighting— It's an Old
Spanish Custom, But a
New Hollywood Craze
{Continued from page 5 g)
Goldwyn were numbered among the movie
folk present to watch the renaissance of a
sport that had not been seen on California
soil since the Americans took dominion o\ er
it. Also present was the watchful delegation
from the S. P. C. A. This group was on
hand to see that the picture v\as kept within
the law and that the bull was killed only by
inference, which would be satisfactor>' to
everybody concerned, particularly- the bull.
The animal was to be manipulated by
toreros handling nothing more lethal than
the traditional capes.
After a preliminary trumpet blast, the
toreros marched on the field in splendid
array to the strains of a stirring march. A
circle of the arena was cleared to be left to
Sidney Franklin — and a bull. The Brooklyn
matador greeted the animal with a deft
handling of his cape, but el toro decidedly
was not satisfactory, having gone temperamental in emulation of many other featured
performers. Nevertheless, by consunmiate
skill in handling, the American torero
managed to extract a creditable performance
from the indifferent animal.
Came the time for the synthetic assassination of the bull, which necessitated some of
the most intimate convolutions between
man and animal. As Franklin played his
now-angry antagonist ever closer and closer,
there came genuine cries from the bleacherites, not for the safety and welfare of the
bull, but for the safety of the man. When
Franklin heard tnis e.xpression of fear for
his welfare, he was amused at the existence
of such concern. Never before in his experience had an audience expressed any regard
for the wholeness of his skin. Twice he
worked the animal into a position to deliver
the imitation coup de grace while the cameras spun their celluloid record of the e\'ent.
The unscheduled fainting of one of the
women spectators marked the closing of the
scene.

Franklin Will Be Busy
WHEN
it was all over, there was an
opportunity to interview this one
American who has left his footprints in the
sands of the bull ring. At the moment he
seemed most delighted by the fact that,
included in his group of toreros, was Eddie
Cantor, probably the world's funniest bullfighter.
Franklin is sure that such pictures as
" The Kid from Spain " and others to follow
will present to the American audience a
true portrayal of the Latin sport in its
purest form, the only difference from reality
being that no bulls will shed blood.
"From Mexico," said Franklin, "the
best specimens of bulls can be purchased,
and if they are young, there will be no necessity of using the sharp pica to goad them on
to their greatest efforts.
"I have received several proposals from
various studios to star in pictures with a
bullfighting background. After finishing
'The Kid From Spain' I will submit to a
facial operation" — this has since taken
place — "to remove a few of the marks left
there as a result of my profession. I regret
that my profile, without a plastic rebuilding,
would not be able to stand the revelations of
a close-up. If I am not Xalentino's image
after the operation, at least I hope nobody
will find my nose so long that it will spoil
the romance of a kiss.
"I or
probably
will advisor,
work in a pictures
as the
an
actor
a technical
teacher of
science of tauromaqiiia. Two pictures concerning bullfighting already are being prepared, one for Samuel Goldwyn and one for
RKO, which for two years has been con-
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Spanish background."

How He Became a Torero

ON

being asked how he happened to take
up such an unusual livelihood he replied, "There is not much of a story. I started
bullfighting professionally eight years ago.
I was born in Brooklyn, a son of a street-car
conductor. I was taken to the Southern
states when very young, and from there I
went to Mexico to teach. Instead, I became
interested in the corrida, as does every
young man there. After 1924 I spent as
much time as possible on bull farms, participating inthose fights in which becerradus
— calves — are used. My debut into bigleague bullfighting took place in Spain in
1930, after I had made a fairly successful
tour of many South American plazas.
"Bullfighting in Spain is a most difficult
art. Every day it demands the most dangerous risks, as well as the greatest artistic
de\elopment. If the retired Juan Belmonte,
still the king of matadors in the popular
fancy, returned to the ring with all his
former ability, his audiences probably would
be disappointed in him. He scarcely could
endure comparison with the famous toreros
of to-day — Marcial Lalanda, for instance,
whom I consider the best of all."
Sidney Franklin belie\es sincerely that
Hollywood is justified in presenting the
spectacle of bullfighting as one of the newest
of movie attractions. He is confident that
nothing objectionable will be found in the
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portrayal.
"I do not believe," he continued, "that
pictures in which the corrida is shown or
exploited should justify the wrath of the
S. P. C. A. This afternoon the good ladies
of that organization showed more concern
o\er my person than that of the bull. The
playing of the cape, which is the game I
performed to-day, does not harass the
animal, but ser\es as an incenti\e to him to
perform to greater heights.

Says Americans Are Interested
AND after all," concluded Franklin,
. "these pictures can be made in
Mexico without interruption at the expenditure of a very few more dollars. \\ hen the
producers realize the enormous interest of
the American people in this latest di\ersion,
they will not hesitate longer. I am confident
that if bullfighting is a horrible and demoralizing spectacle, the enormous success predicted for 'The Kid from Spain' — which
cost almost a million dollars — would ne\"er
be realized. Hollywood, at least, has always
been interested in a minor way in things pertaining to bullfighting, as witness its enapprovalwhich
of Charlie
Chaplin's
pantomime thusiastic
bullfight
he has performed
on After
rare, Franklin
but memorable
emergedoccasions."
from the Cedars
of Lebanon Hospital with new facial contours, the matter of his being used in other
bullfighting pictures was brought up. He
failed to come to terms with Universal,
which studio has since imported a Mexican
matador for its own use. Paramount plans
to use him in a picture, "The Trumpet
Blows." \'aIentino's famous vehicle, "Blood
and Sand," was considered and then discarded in fa\'or of the other. Incidentally,
\'alentino's modern counterpart, George
Raft, may be starred in the new picture.
Radio has purchased "Death in the
Afternoon" and two other stories with bullfighting sequences — "The Sun Also Rises,"

Bid You Know

Thai—

also by Hemingway, and "The Kingdom of
God," in which play Ethel Barrymore
starred on Broadway some years ago.
Sidney Franklin says that he will play with
Constance Bennett in one of these two
It would appear that the S. P. C. A. is
pictures.
going to be in for several very active afternoons, particularly since many of the members, according to Franklin, are interested
in seeing the inner workings of a motion
picture studio. Howe\er, when Universal
started the production of "Men Without
Fear," that studio sent a cameraman to
Spain and Mexico to photograph the action
in some of the real corridas. The original
star assigned to this picture was found to be
unsuitable, so the spot was given to George
Lewis, a screen juvenile of four years ago,
seen in the College Boy series. Ramon
No\arro
is also to play a bullfighter in the
near
future.

In Favor of Screen Bullfights
NORMAN
TAUROG, director and
Academy prize winner, has the following to say of bullfighting pictures:
"Of course, I belie\e that these pictures
can be filmed in a manner harmless to both
the bulls and the public. The sport interprets aform of reality- and carries with it
enough artistry to make it uni\ersalhappealing. I see no reason why Hollywood
should not take advantage of it for picturemaking purposes. We must express on the
screen life as it is, not life as it might be or
should be. Personally, I think that the
Spanish fiesta of the bulls constitutes an
excellent
for screenthestories."
Fredricbackground
March, awarded
Academy
prize for the best performance of 19,^2,
says, "If I were a bull, I would rather be
gi\en an e\en break in the bull ring than a
broken neck in a slaughter house. But,
then, who would want to be a bull?"
Dorothy Mackaill enthusiastically indorses the corrida. Says she, "The magnificent spectacle of such bullfights as I ha\e
seen in Spain are sights ne\er to be forgotten. -Sureh', there can be nothing wrong in
such
a
display."
As a mar\elous
matter of fact,
every studio worker
in Hollywood who has been fortunate
enough to see a corrida performed, either for
the screen or in actualit>-, has only words of
praise for the traditional spectacle. That
is, with the possible exception of one stout
directorial assistant. This gentleman was
unfortunate enough to attract the attention
of the bull during the filming of "The Kid
from Spain " on an occasion when the animal
in question was wandering around the
arena free from leash or bonds of any
description. Although the incident was
fraught with possibilities, the efforts of the
stout
one tothan
escape
thrust were
more comic
tragica tohorn's
witness.
Bullfighting has come to Hollywood with
a \-engeance. Stars who used to intersperse
their conversation with such terms as
"chukker," "foot-faults," ''approach
shots," "double wing-back formations,"
"air pockets," and " three-gaited horses"
now speak as authoritatively of suerte de
capa, espanlas, corniveletos, toreros, and
veronicas. The true bullfight fan has learned,
among other things, that notwithstanding
the famous aria in "Carmen," there is no
such thing as a toreador in Spanish-speaking
countries. Men of the bull ring are all
toreros, whether they are capeadores, banderilleros, picadores, or matadores.

Spain has an Animal Protective Association, modeled along much the sSme
lines as the S. P. C. A. in this country, and that it is striving for the same thing —
namely, to have bloodless bullfights, if there must be bullfights? And that the
number
of bulls killed in Spanish bull rings has decreased thirty-five per cent
since 1930?
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The Music ends — softly. A momentary hush. A throng; but you
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Are your teeth dull— or bright?
Are your gums firm — or flabby?
If your gums bleed easily — if
you have "pink tooth brush" —
the soundness of your gums, the
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IT HAS never dawned upon this
girl that lipstick draws attention to her dull, dingy -looking
teeth — or she would take better
care of her teeth and gums.

SHE

be in danger.
"Pink tooth brush" may lead
to gum troubles as serious as gingivitis, Vincent's disease, or even
pyorrhea. It is a threat to the
good -looks of your teeth — and
sometimes to the teeth themselves .
Try the Ipana method of keeping
your teeth sparkling, and your
gums firm and healthy.

Soft modern foods rob your gums
of the stimulation they need. To
give them this necessary stimulation, massage a little extra Ipana
into your gums each time you clean
your
teeth.immediately your teeth
Almost
will brighten. Soon, you'll see an
improvement in your gums. Continue with Ipana and massage, and
you needn't be bothered about
"pink tooth brush."
BRISTOL-MYERS CO., Dept.HH-43
73 West Street, New York, N. Y.
Kindly send me a trial tube of IPANA TOOTH
PASTE. Enclosed is a three-cent stamp to cover
partly the cost of packing and mailing.
Name
Street ,
. State.
City..

A Good Tooth Paste, Like a Good Dentist, Is Never a Luxury
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On March 3, Jean celebrates
her twenty-second birthday.
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year that brought her stardom
— and a year that brought her
tragedy. The long road of the
future lies ahead, and Jean is
facing it without misgiving —
now.
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what she hopes the future will
bring her.
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those hopes, and answers
all the questions you have
been asking about her in
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MONTH

Reid

So 3'ou don't think Hollywood
appreciates any kind of music but
jazz? See "A Brahmin's Daughter" and think again! You couldn't do better if you stayed
at home and listened to a broadcast of the opera, "Lakme." In fact, you couldn't do as
well. For here you not only hear a condensed \'ersion of Leo Delibes' opera; you see it, as
well. And it is a rare treat for both eye and ear. An Englishman enters a Hindu High
Priest's sacred garden, and there falls in love with the High Priest's daughter, La^w/e; but
the price of his adventure is death, and Lakme kills herself in grief. Esther Coombs is a
memorable Lakme.
(Educational)

A

SUNK!
^

BRAHMIN'S

DAUGHTER

someone must be making a good living by
Nighties
Gay
J|_|^
thinking up punny titles for short comedies —
there are that many of them. And Clark and McCullough, Broadway's most comical team,
must be making a good living by playing in some of the punniest (and funniest) ones. For,
certainly, they have the knack of making an audience smile, snicker and crackle with
laughter. Their latest nonsense has Clark as a politician, and McCullough as his manager
— who gets the idea of dressing like a female and vamping their rival to his ruin. A sleepwalking beauty and a gang war in a hotel complicate matters — but not a bit seriously, it is
needless to add. (RKO)

MONTHLY

OCCURRENCE

Ailing Alice ! A martyr every
month. And there's an absolute
antidote for such pain! Midol lets
any woman menstruate in comfort.
Without any pain. Not one twinge

^ |_j A I 1/ Up
After you Maybe
see this you
short,
you'll itprobably
reviseButyour
opinionthat
of
billiards.
thought
was a game.
it seems
sometimes it is one of the fine arts. As when Willie Hoppe, long the world's champion billiard
player takes his cue and starts to make those balls go places, very special places, just the
places where he wants them to go. Even if you never played billiards in your life, you can
see that some of the shots he aims to make are impossible — until he makes them. It's
uncanny, the way he never misses. And watching him is like watching a magician at
work. You are fascinated by the man's dexterity. Here's a real novelty. (M-G-M)

you'd
so innocent
Langdon himlooks
Harry
never suspect
of making
anyone that
hysterical.
HiTCH-HlKER
T|_|C
Which only proves how looks can fool you. For his face is practically all that he uses to
make this one of the most hilarious comedies that ever glorified his inimitable pantomime.
In this, he contracts a terrific cold — in Holh wood, of all places — and tries to Get Away
From It All by the hitch-hike route. Through an error, he gets aboard a big airplane,
where his sniffles, sneezes and coughs drive his fellow-passengers into a frenzy, make his
face perform
of the world's funniest contortions, and give audiences hysteria. Harry's
back
to stay! some
(Educational)

during entire period. A miracle?

but blocks all possibility of that

Moran'^ and
Mack,two-reel
the Two
Blackmade
Crows,
by
comedy
*^^ ^^^^
"^^'^
Fly
Crows
THE
As
lat
they're
funnier
in
two
reels
than
in
five
or six.
And after a look at this sample, I'd say ths
They don't run the danger of overworkingTg their brand of comedy — which can be overworked very easily, depending, as it does, on
( ivory-headedness and on maltreatment of the
English language.
Mack, who has the yen to be an aviator, goes for a ride in a radio-conidea that he is a pilot. So he and his pal get a
trolled 'plane, and comes down with the
'plane from a mail-order house to make a non-stop flight to Africa. Their first and only
flight is funny. (Educational)

unnatural, unnecessary pain. Midol

MY

No; it's just science. Midol is the
discovery of specialists. It does not
interfere with the natural process,

makes the menstrual period just an
incident. No need to suffer; no
need to be inactive. Take a Midol
tablet — and be yourself. Ten tiny
tablets, in a slim little box that
tucks in purse or pocket. Simply
ask for Midol at any drug store.
It is not a narcotic.

OPERATION

This is a hilarious take-off of gangster pictures — and
it features \'ince Barnett, who made a name for himself
as
the
tragi-comic
"secretary"
of
the togang
leader,jokers
in "Scarface."
to now,
be a
professional prankster, who hired out
practical
to embarrass \'ince
their used
friends;
on the screen, Vince is always the one embarrassed. Here, for instance, as a thick-headed
gardener for a surgeon (Walter Catlett) he puts on the doctor's white coat to see if he
can't impress nurse June Clyde — and gets kidnaped by gangsters to operate on their
leader.
It's a question which suffers more — \ince or the perforated racketeer. (Universal)

riding
motorcycle
trick
You've seenuntil
Mania
news-reels
you're
as fed up
withinitthe
as
jyl Q J Q D ^ Y C L E
you are with those shots of horse races. But don't get up and start walking when this
little comedy-thriller flashes on the screen — or you'll miss some healthy chuckles and
some really exciting stunts. You'll see a cyclist play circus rider ori his machine; you'll
see a rider play cowboy and do a shooting stunt at high speed; you'll see a cyclist race toward the end of a high pier, supposedly for a dive, and change his mind right on the brink
— and then repeat his act in slow motion for a real thrill, while Pete Smith, unseen, wisecracks him on his way. (M-G-M)
title and a pair of gifted
punny
with a and
comedy Gribbon
Another Harry
Two
[-J£^Y^
comics.
Harry Sweet, both big Jieavy
boys, combine their weights and their talents and turn out one of the lightest and most
hilarious comedies that ever made theatres rock on their foundations. They're a threat to
Laurel and Hardy if they can keep up the pace, and no doubt about it. In this little
effort, they are two American sailors on the loose in a Havana cafe. On the verge of crying into their beer over the entertainment provided, they decide to liven up things. So they
put on a show all their own, which practically brings down the house — especially with Gribbon singing. (RKO)

I

Tip-Offs On The Talkies
What They're About — Ajtd How

Good They Are

By J. E. R.
Air Hostess — A Western in disguise — with the hero
and villain as fliers, instead of cowboys, and using
airplanes instead of horses. Evalyn Knapp and
James Murray have the principal r61es (Col.)-

The Parachute Jumper — Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
plays an ex-stunt flier who can't find work except
with a gangster. .\ bit far-fetched, but amusing
comedy-melodrama just the same (W. B.).

The Animal Kingdom — Intelligent comedy, intelligently acted by Leslie Howard, Ann Harding,
Myrna Loy and William Gargan. All about a chap
who married the wrong girl and did something about
it (RKO).

Rasputin and the Empress— Lionel Barryniore as
the Mai Monk, Ethel Barrymore as the Czarina,
and John Barrymore as Prince Paul, the royal
avenger,
give you melodrama
your money'sabout
worth'the
of acting
vivid, crowded
rise ofin a
peasant and the downfall of a czar (M-G-M).

The Big Drive — A pictorial record from the official
archives, telling for the first time the real story
about what the late War was like. Will appeal more
to men than to women (First Division).

Rome
board a
Conrad
realistic
On
the

The Billion-Dollar Scandal— A sly Wall Streeter
makes a pal out of an ex-convict (Robert Armstrong),
and the ex-convict later tells on him. A comedy that
starts well, but sags toward the end (Par.).
The Bitter Tea of General Yen — Barbara Stanwyck, captured by revolutionaries, attempts some
missionary work on a romantic Chinese general
(Nils Asther) in a melodrama that is colorful, but
slow (Col.).
Cynara — Ronald Colman, who loves his wife (Kay
'Francis), discovers, tragically, that it is all too
possible to love another girl (Phyllis Barry), too. A
tense love story, beautifully acted (U. A.).
The Death Kiss — Murder mystery in a movie
studio, worked out briskly and excitingly. The cast
includes David Manners, Bela Lugosi and Adrienne
Ames (World Wide).
Entrance
runs
aEmployees'
big department
store,— Warren
also triesWilliam,
to run who
the lives
of employees Loretta Young, Wallace Ford and
Alice White. Some more suave villainy by William,
with less of a story this time (F. N.).
Aironical
Farewell
— Ernest becomes
Hemingway's
study toof Arms
war emotions
a love semisaga
on the screen, with Helen Hayes and Gary Cooper as
the tragic, war-weary lovers. Fine acting makes it
memorable, with only a hokumish ending to mar it
(Par.).

Fredric March and Claudette Colbert
play a little game of Pierrot and Pierrette in the fantasy, "Tonight Is Ours"
and then Ernest Torrence, as the hypnotist, suppUes most of the hilarity (World Wide).
The Island of Lost Souls — One of the best of the
new horror tales — a tale of animals that have been
turned into half-humans by a mad doctor (Charles
Laughton). Chief of them is a Panther Woman
(Kathleen Burke), who makes life exciting for shipwrecked Richard Arlen (Par.).
The Kid from Spain — Eddie Cantor brings musical
comedy back to the screen — playing an insanely,
musically
comic
as those
amusingGoldwyn
as the
law
allows.
.Andbullfighter.
you shouldIt'ssee
Girls! (U. A.).

Handle With Care — Romance in the tenements,
involving James Dunn and Boots Mallory, who are
taking care of an orphan. The orphan (Buster
Phelps) runs off with the picture, which is sentimental to the saturation point (Fox).

Lucky Devils — A melodrama about Hollywood's
"stunt" men, who dodge death for a living. Bill
Boyd also tries to dodge romance. A good yarn, and
it has some breath-taking scenes (RKO).

H>'pnotized — Moran and Mack, the Two Black
Crows, return to the screen in a comedy about
hypnotism that takes a long time to get hilarious — •

Madame Butterfly — The famous romance of the
little Japanese girl and the .American naval officer
again comes to its tragic ending, in an excellent production— with Sylvia Sidney and Cary Grant as the
lovers (Par.).
The Match King — A fast-paced expos6 of the cruel
cleverness of a bluffer who talked in millions and
hoodwinked whole nations. .Another smooth portrayal by Warren William, aided by Lili Damita
(F. N.).
The Monkey's Paw — ^Whoever owns this talisman
will be granted three wishes, but each will be accompanied by disaster. A horror tale that shapes up
well, except for an ending that lets you down. It
features Bramwell Fletcher and C. Aubrey Smith
(RKO).
The Mummy — Boris Karloff, in one of his weirdest
make-ups, rises from an Egyptian tomb and seeks
the reincarnation of the girl for whom he died, ages
ago. More romantic and less chilling than the usual
Karloff epic (Univ.).

Once pals, a crook and a star — played
by Hugh Williams and Esther Ralston
— cross paths again in "Rome Express"

Second-Hand Wife — Ralph Bellamy divorces his
wife to marrj- Sally Filers, and Sally has a bit of
difficulty
wife's
plots to (Fox).
get him
back. Justfoiling
skims the
the first
surface
of emotions
The Sign of the Cross — Cecil De Mille goes spectacular again, and retells the story of the downfall
of Rome and the rise of Christianity — with notable
help from Charles Laughton, Claudette Colbert,
Fredric March and Elissa Landi. Worth your time
(Par.).
The Son-Daughter — Helen Hayes again runs into
tragedy as a Chinatown belle auctioned off to the
highest bidder, though in love with Ramon Novarro.
It lacks reality, but Helen may stir up your emotions despite that (M-G-M).

Laughter in Hell — Jim Tully's version of chaingang life has some forceful moments, but goes senand Tom Brown are the
chief victimstimental.ofPat O'Brien
society (Univ.).
Lawyer Man — ^William Powell turns in a colorful
character study as an East Side lawyer who helps
the downtrodden and takes up sharp practices in
self-defense. Joan Blondell is his amusing secretary
(F. N.).

Hot Pepper — Vla%g and Quirl (Victor McLaglen
and Edmund Lowe) again are battling, but their
rivalry, which once expressed something, has fallen
into sexy, slapstick ways. Each is trying to steal
Lupe Velez this time — and Lupe, without trying,
steals the picture (Fox).

The Savage Girl — Rochelle Hudson gives a feminine
version of Tarzan, with Walter Byron as the explorer who teaches her love. Not much (Monogram).

Ladies They Talk About — They are women convicts, as portrayed by Barbara Stanwyck, who goes
blonde and defies the world to break her spirit.
Another good Stanwj'ck picture (W. B.).

Frisco Jenny — Ruth Chatterton again plays an
unmarried mother who has to make sin pay, has to
give up her child, and, in later years, finds him the
agent of her doom. Hardly a new story, but Ruth
is convincing (F. N.).

Hard to Handle — As a press-agent who can talk
fast, make money fast, and get into trouble fast,
James Cagney will make everybody cheer that his
movie rebellion is all over (W. B.).

Express — Some suspenseful happenings
train bound from Paris to Rome, involving
Veidt and Esther Ralston, among others.
(Univ.).
order of "Shanghai Express," but more

Lionel, John and Ethel Barrymore
make "Rasputin
and the Empress"
a melodrama that you'll remember
So This Is Africa — Wheeler and Woolsey invade
the Dark Continent and, figuratively, kid the knee
pants right off the dude explorers. Raquel Torres replaces Dorothy Lee as their girl-friend. Bursting
with wisecracks — if you like wisecracks (Col.).
Strange Interlude — An abbreviated version of
Eugene O'Neill's lengthy study of an idealist who let
life cheat her of real happiness — with Norma
Shearer and Clark Gable as the frustrated lovers.
Told slowly, but in novel fashion (M-G-M).
They Just Had to Get Married — Zasu Pitts is
starred at last, in a feature-length comedy with
Slim Summerville, who's another excellent comic.
It's a little silly, yet they'll probably make you
laugh (Univ.).
Tonight Is Ours — Claudette Colbert, as a gay
Princess, and Fredric March, as a romantic commoner, do their best by a light and frothy fantasy.
A sparkling team in a trifling story (Par.).

The Mystery of the Wax Museum — A dead girl
disappears, and later her image is seen in a wax
museum owned by a hideous madman (Lionel
Atwill). Then a live girl vanishes — and, well, you
come out of the theatre with a spine like an icicle
(W. B.).
No Man of Her Own — Clark Gable, as a suave city
gambler, retreats to the country, where he surprises
himself by falling in love with the small-town belle
(Carole Lombard).
.Amusing and warmish (Par.).

20,000 "Vears in Sing Sing — Now you learn about
the other side of prison life — the square deal that
Sing Sing prisoners get, and sometimes abuse. Persuasive melodrama, with Spencer Tracy memorable
as a convict (F. N.).

No Other Woman — When wealth comes
Charles Bickford thinks he wants to marry
Andre, but Irene Dunne refuses to divorce
and,
in the end,
Little suspense, but
performance
by he's
Ireneglad.
(RKO).

Whistling in the Dark — .A hilarious comedythriller, in which Ernest Truex, newcomer from
Broadway, is a writer of mystery stories and is
kidnaped by gangsters to think up "the perfect
crime" for them. A refreshing novelty (M-G-M).

along,
Gwili
him —
a fine

The Vampire Bat — Mysterious murders in a German village, which the villagers believe were committed by a vampire bat, provide considerable
suspense — well-executed by Lionel -Atwill, Fay Wray
and Melvyn Douglas (Majestic).

What the STARS
AND WHERE

THEY

By MARION
\rlen, Richard — playing in / Cover the Waterfront
■'*• — United Artists Studios. 1041 N. Formosa Ave.,
Hollywood, Cal.
Arliss, George — playing in The Adopted Father —
Warner Bros. Studios, Burbank. Cal.
Armstrong, Robert — recently completed King
Kong — Radio Pictures Studios, 780 Gower St.,
Hollywood. Cal.
Astor, Mary — playing in The Little Giant — First
National Studios. Burbank. Cal.
Ayres, Lew — latest release State Fair — Fox Studios, 1401 N. Western .A.ve., Hollywood, Cal.

***

MAY

are Doing
BE FOUND

MARTONE

Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood,
Cal.
Crawford,
Joan — playing in Today We Live —
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.
■'-'
First National
Studios.
Burbank,
■pjamita,
Lili — latest
release
The Cal.
Match King —
Daniels, Bebe — playing in Hard Times Square —
First National Studios, Burbank; Cal.
Davis, Bette — playing in The Adopted Father —
Warner Bros. Studios. Burbank. Cal.
Dix, Richard — playing in Thf Great Jasper — Radio Pictures Studios. 780 Gower St.. Hollywood. Cal.
I Douglas, Melvyn — recently completed Nagana —
Universal Studios, Universal City, Cal.

^

Farrell, Charles — latest release Tess of the Storm
Country — Fox Studios. 1401 N. Western .Ave.. Hollywood. Cal.
Farrell, Glenda — playing in The Mayor of Hell —
Warner Bros. Studios, Burbank, Cal.
Foster, Norman — latest release Stale Fair — Fox
Studios, 1401 N. Western .Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Francis, Kay — recently completed The Keyhole —
Warner Bros. Studios, Burbank.
* * * Cal.
/^able,
Clark— playing
in The
While Sistei —
^-^ Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios. Culver City. Cal.
Gaynor,
Janet — playing
in Adorable — Fox
Studios, 1401 N. Western .Ave., Hollywood. Cal.
Gilbert, John — playing in Rivets — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City,

■Darrymore, Ethel — latest release Rasputin and the
■'-' Empress — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios. Culver City. Cal.
Barrymore, John — playing in
Reunion in Vienna.
Cal.Grant, Gary — playing in The
Woman .Accused — Paramount StuBarrymore, Lionel — playing in
dios.
Sweepings — Radio Pictures Stuwood, Cal.5451 Marathon St., Hollydios. 780 Gower St., Hollywood,
Cal.
Grant, Lawrence — recently
Barthelmess, Richard — recompleted Clear All Wires — MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver
cently completed Central Airport —
First National Studios, Burbank,
City, Cal.
Cal.
***
Baxter, Warner — recently comTJaines,
William
— latest release
pleted Dangerously Yours — Fox
■*-'■
Fast Lije
— Metro-GoldwynStudios. 1401 N. Western .-^ve.,
Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.
Hollywood.
Cal.
Hamilton, Neil — playing in
Beatty, Clyde — recently comThe Sill; Express — Warner Bros.
pleted The Big Cage — Universal
Studios. Burbank, Cal.
Studios. Universal City. Cal.
Harding, Ann^ — playing in DeBeery, Noah — recently comclasse— Radio Pictures Studios, 780
pleted-SV;^; Done Him Wrong — ParaGower St.. Hollywood. Cal.
mount Studios. 5451 Marathon
St., Hollywood. Cal.
Harlow, Jean — playing inBomljshell — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer StuBeery, Wallace — playing in
dios. Culver City. Cal.
Soviet — Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer
Studios. Culver City. Cal.
Hayes, Helen — playing in The
While Sister — Metro - Goldwyn Bellamy, Ralph — playing in
Mayer Studios. Culver City. Cal.
Beneath the Sea — Columbia Pictures Studios. 1438 Gower St.,
Hepburn, Katharine — playing
in The Great Desire — Radio Pictures
Hollywood, Cal.
Studios, 780 Gower St.. Hollywood,
Bennett, Constance — recently
completed Our Betters — Radio Pictures Studios. 780 Gower St., HolHersholt, Jean — recently comlywood. Cal.
pleted The Studios.
Crime of5451
the Century
—
Paramount
Marathon
Cal.
Bennett, Joan — latest release
St.. Hollywood. Cal.
Me and My Cal — Fox Studios. 1401
N. Western .Ave.. Hollywood. Cal.
Holmes, Phillips — recently
Birell, Tala — recently comcompleted
What Women Studios.
Give —
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
pleted Nagana — Universal Studios.
Culver City. Cal.
Universal City. Cal.
Blondell, Joan — recently comHolt, Jack
— playing
in Fet'er
—
Columbia
Pictures
Studios.
1438
pleted Broadway Bad — Fox Studios.
Gower St., Hollywood, Cal.
1401 N. Western Ave.. Hollywood,
Cal.
Hopkins, Miriam — playing in
Boles, John — playing in My
The Story
of Temple
Drake — Paramount Studios.
5451 Marathon
St..
Lips Betray — Fox Studios. 1401 N.
Western Ave.. Hollywood. Cal.
Hollywood. Cal.
Bow, Clara — latest release Call
Howard, Leslie — recently comHer Savage — Fox Studios. 1401 N.
pleted .'Secrets — United .Artists StuWestern -Ave.. Hollywood. Cal.
dios. 1041 N. Formosa Ave., Hollywood. Cal.
Brent, George — playing in Lilly
Huston, Walter — playing in
Turnei — Warner Bros. Studios,
Burbank, Cal.
Gabriel Over the White House — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, CulBrian, Mary — recently comver City, Cal.
pleted Girl Missing — Warner Bros.
Studios. Burbank, Cal.
Hyams, Leila — recently comBrook, Clive — latest release
pleted .iuction In Souls — Tiffany
Studios. 4516 Sunset Blvd., HollyCavalcade — Fox Studios, 1401 N.
Western .Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
wood. Cal.
't
worry!
—
Clark Gable and Helen Hayes, who co-star in "The Wh
Brown, Joe E. — playing in
Elmer, the Great — First National
went to the opening of "Cavalcade" together. But — don ite Sister,"
Studios. Burbank. Cal.
Mrs. Gable and Helen's hubby, Chas. MacArthur, went along, too!
Jolson,
Al — recently
completed
Brown, Tom — recently comHallelujah,
a Bum
United
Artists
Studios.Vm1041
N. —Formosa
pleted Destination Unknown — UniAve., Hollywood, Cal.
versal Studios, Universal City, Cal.
Dressier, Marie — playing in Tugboat Annie —
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios. Culver City. Cal.
Dunn, James — playing in Sailors Luck — Fox
/^agney, James — playing in The Mayor of Hell —
Karloft,
BorisStudios.
— playing
in TheCity.
Invisible
Universal
Universal
Cal. Man —
Studios. 1401 N. Western Ave.. Hollywood, Cal.
^-^ Warner Bros. Studios. Burbank, Cal.
Kennedy, Merna — recently completed Laughter
Chatterton, Ruth — playing in Lilly Turner —
Dunne, Irene — playing in NoGieotei'Lcrve — Radio
Warner Bros. Studios. Burbank, Cal.
Pictures Studios. 780 Gower St.. Hollywood. Cal.
In Hell — Universal Studios. Universal City. Cal.
Chevalier, Maurice — playing in .4 Bedtime Story —
Durante, Jimmy — playing in What! No Beer? —
Keeler,
RubyStudios.
— recently
completed
First
National
Burbank.
Cal. ilnd Street —
Paramount Studios. 5451 Marathon St., HoUywd, Cal.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.
Clarke, Mae — playing, in Parole Girl — Columbia
Kibbee,
Guy
—
playing
in
The
Warner Bros. Studios, Burbank, Cal. Silk Express —
Pictures Studios. 1438 Gower St., Hollywood, Cal.
Colbert, Claudette — playing in / Cover the WatcrKnapp, Evalyn — -recently completed Slate TroopEilers, Sally
— playing
Sailors
Luck — Foxl
dios. 1401 N.
Western in.Ave..
Hollywood.
Cal. Stuei — Columbia Picture Studios, 1438 Gower St.,
fronl — United -Artists Studios, 1041 N. Formosa Ave.,
Hollywood. Cal.
Erwin, Stuart — recently completed The Crime of
Hollywood, Cal.
Colman, Ronald — recently completed The Masthe Century — Paramount Studios. 5451 Marathon St.,
Keaton, Buster — playing in What! No Beer? —
Hollywood. Cal.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.
querader — United Artists Studios, 1041 N. Formosa
.Ave.. Hollywood, Cal.
Evans, Madge — recently completed Pig Boats —
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios. Culver City, Cal.
Cooper, Gary — playing in Today WeLive — MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.
Landi,
completed
ader — Elissa
United— recently
Artists Studios.
1041The"
N. MasqiierFormosa
Cooper, Jackie — playing in Lost — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios. Culver City, Cal.
Ave.. Hollywood. Cal.
Fairbanks,
Douglas,
Jr. — playing
in Narrow
(Continued-on page is)
Corner — First National Studios, ISurbank, Cal.
Cortez, Ricardo — playing in Dead Reckoning —

♦
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Letters to your favorites may be sent to the studio addresses given here
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You against the Rest of Womankind
your Beauty • • your Charm • • your Skin!
Alone, your looks may not seem so
important to you. But when you must
hold your own, in competition with
other women, you realize that life is
a Beauty Contest. Someone's eyes are
forever searching your face, comparing you with other women, judging
the beauty of your skin.

• To have a skin of clear, natural loveliness, apply a lather of Camay and
warm water to your face twice a day.
Rinse thoroughly with cold water.

Of course, you can mask your thoughts, your
feehngs. But you cannot mask your skin. It
is there for all to see ... to flatter or criticize,
to admire or deplore. In the Beauty Contest
of life, in keen rivalry with other women,
it's the girl with flawless skin who wins.
THE SOAP OF BEAUTIFUL WOMEN
Your complexion at its radiant best is a
glorious weapon that can help you conquer.
And Camay, the Soap of Beautiful Women,

is your skin's best friend. Camay is mild,
pure, safe. Made of delicate oils for delicate
skins. And what a rich, copious lather it
gives, even in hard water!
THE PRICE IS DOWN
Camay, in its gay new
standing beauty value of
men are flocking to buy.
so fine sold at a price so
cakes today!

THE

SOAP

dress, is the outthe hour that woNever has a soap
low! Get a dozen

OF

• Pure, creamy-white Camay is the
safe beauty soap for the feminine skin.
You'll find Camay's rich, luxuriant
lather delightful in your bath, as we 111
Copr. 1933, Procter & Gamble Co.

CAMAY

BEAUTIFUL

WOMEN
11

Mov

Circus
Frank

Morley

«»#"^

Motion Picture presents the greatest show on earth—
the intimate goings-on of the stars at work and play
FIRST place this month we award to
none other than Mickey Mouse. Sweepingly, the Mick has ended all this discussion
as to the ten most beautiful words in the

inquired
what
was
making
the
noise.
"Just a new note in footwear,"
Lee
Tracyed him.

English language. "Those ten words are,"
according
to M. Mouse,
"as follows:
fort, Tillamock,
Cheddar,
Stilton, RoqueEdam,
Limburger, Camembert, Brie, Liederkranz
and Gorgonzola."

TRACY was a bit of a trial to Mack.
Arriving
"No-Man's-Land"
set,
he looked
overonthethelong
line of trenches with

CLOSE upon the tail of our rodent
friend, however, comes the selection of
the silent master, Harpo Marx. Harpo
breaks his quiet with these ten as his preference: hello, loco, studio, scenario, lingo,
presto, ego, gusto, hero and blotto.
HARPO'S
Jimmy Durante,
has wea
streak ofpal,
sentimentality,
of which
think you should know. Witness the sustaining note he sent to Norman Taurog upon
that worthy's being given the assignment to
direct the new Chevalier film. Taurog's last
job, it will be recalled, w'as handling Jimmy
in "The Phantom President."
Jimmy's note ran: "Sorry to hear that
you are going to direct Chevalier. It's an
awful drop — from Durante to Chevalier.
Well, you can't stay up all the time. Yours
in regret. Mr. Jimmy Durante."

JIMMY has been having troubles of his
own, how'ever. The first day he worked
in his new comedy with Buster Keaton, he
had to stuff a salt fish in a taxidermist shop.
"And now wherever I go, I smell of herring!"
he screams. "It has destroyed my social
prestige somethin' awful, because nothin'
has less social prestige than a herring."
ANOTHER comedian we like lots is
l\ Mrs. Tracy's boy, Lee. Lee has just
done a war picture "Private Jones," and
it so happened that a part of the costume
issued him was a pair of creaky Army shoes.
Noting the squeaks whenever Lee walked
across the scene. Director
Russell Mack
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a dubious expression. "Are these left over
from 'All Quiet'?" he wanted to know.
"Oh no — all these were re-made for our
"I
get looked
it ... apuzzled.
depression set, eh?"
Mack
picture."
"Retrenchment," Tracy explained, and
wisely ducked for safety.
MAYBE
it's the
thing, but e\ en
ting that way about
out to the studio, he

new year or someJackie Cooper is getpuns. During a ride
noticed an office sign

reading "Real Estate Broker."
"\\^hat's a broker, Mumsy?" he asked.
"A man who buys and sells things," Mrs.
Cooper explained.
"Oh," remarked Jackie, "I thought mayhe was
guy who
made my
people
broke."
Out be of
the amouths
of babes,
fellows!
YOUNG
Mr. Robert Young, like
young Mr. Cooper, it would seem, keeps
up with the times. Bob found his new car
using too much gas. Asked why he had
ceased to use it, the depression-wise youth
answered: "I left it at the garage to get
weaned."
folk are far
the picture
MOST
more ofcareful
financially than they
used to be. Naturally, there will always be
exceptions — such as the open-hearted and
Jeanette MacDonald writes from abroad,
"Captain likes the Riviera" — Captain being her huge sheep dog. And so does
Jeanette, who's staying in Europe to make
a concert tour and then a movie or two

©Keystone

free-handed IMarie Dressier. Returning from
N-ew York, Marie made a remark that does
much to explain why she spends as much
money as she does. "This time I went there
with a retinue — anyway, a secretary and a
maid. Ev^ery other time I arrived in New
York, all I had w'as a cinder in my eye."
MARIE
may be careless with her
cash, but there is one man in Hollywood who is a whole lot more careless with
his life — and that's the wild-animal trainer,
Clyde Beatt>-, who is making animal pictures for Uni\'ersal.
Beatty has been attacked many times by
the forty-four animals in his troupe, so we
got a laugh the other evening at a party
where a bufTet supper w'as being served in
the dining room. The host approached
Clyde soon after he appeared and said:
"Clyde, go in the next room and have a
AND a little later, to show you that
1\ Hollywood does things in its own cute
way, this fearless handler of savage beasts,
this skilled trainer of ferocious lions 'n'
tigers, went home with a long gash in his
bite."from Scottie
thumb
the teeth
of the host's eightmonths-old
puppy!
BUT Beatty
isn't the
manthewho
is do-of
ing the crabbing
during
making
his "The Big Cage." The fellow with the
squawk is Bob Murdock, Universal's property man. "How is it," Bob demands hotly,
"that when an elephant is satisfied with a
peanut, I have to spend the da>' chopping
750 pounds of meat for a bunch of growling

MR. MURDOCK should remember
that you can't tell much from size.
Do you know who it is that Hollywood considers among the top flight of its ]\Ien-Mostul-Among-the-Lad
ed on ies?
Successf
No, it's not a
page g>4)
cats?" {Continu

Inaugurating^ NEW DEAL in ENTERTAINMENT! . . . .
WARNER

-^i

BROS, set the pace with the ENTERTAINMENT MIRACLE of 1933 -"42nd Street". . .
Super-drama — super-spectaclel Two mighty
shows in onel . . .Gripping story of playgirls and
payboys . . . Packed with love-thrills and wonderful music . . . Gorgeous pageant of beauty
- pulsating with passionate rhythm . . . Filled
with surprises! . . . The Greatest Show of 19331

iV.

14 STARS
WARNER BAXTER

I

WARNER

BROSL

Sensational Musical Hit!

Coming to your theatre soon . . . Don't miss it— it's going to be the most lalked-about picture of the year

BEBE BANIELS
GEORGE BRENT
RUBYKEELER
UNA MERKEL
DICK POWELL
GINGER ROGERS
GUY KIBBEE
NED SPARKS
GEORGE E.STONE
EDDIE NUGENT
ALLEN JENKINS
ROBERT McWABE
H. B. WALTHALL
and

200 GIRLS

Directed by LLOYD BACON
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Your Gossip Test

By

Marion

Martone

I. How good are you at identifying 8. Who is the iilm star whose jewels,
the two movie personahties pic- which were daringly taken from her
tured above?
in her own home, were returned to
her?
2. Can you name the movie actor
whose recent marriage lasted less
than three months?
3. Who is to be credited with having started the new Hollywood fad
of women

wearing men's clothes?

4. What well-known blues singer
was wed to a Municipal Court Justice recently?
5. The once-famous brother of
which motion picture star died recently?

9. Do you know why Thelma
Todd's name was removed from the
cast of "Love Birds," the Slim
Summerville-Zasu Pitts comedy?
10. Why was Mitzi Green's father
fined $50.00 for permitting his
daughter to appear on the vaudeville
stage?
11. Can you name the retired motion picture actress who filed a
bankruptcy plea recently?
12. How was the divorce of a certain screen comedian settled, in view

14. Did you hear about how the
baby for Maurice Chevalier's new
picture, "A Bedtime Story," was
selected?
15. Do you know the motion picture executive who has been seriously
ill?
16. Has Anita Page's screen contract been renewed by Metro-Goldwyn-]Mayer?
17. Now that the romance between
Dorothy Jordan and Don Dilloway
is definitely over, who has taken
Don's place?
18. Who has earned for herself the
title of "Hollywood's Most Beautiful Pinch Hitter"?

of the fact that both parties demanded the divorce?

19. One of Hollywood's prettiest
blondes wore a red wig when she
made her marital vows. Who is she?

13. W'ho are the two motion picture
7. Do you know what movie mar- stars who have been busy denying
riage, once said to be a real love divorce rumors circulated about
match, has hit the rocks?
them?

20. Are you familiar with the popular screen star who is planning to
appear on the concert stage shortly?

6. Who are the latest Hollywood
couple to be visited by the stork?

Hollywood
14

Knows

The Answers

{Answers to these questions on page pj)

To These Questions — Do

You?

What the Stars Are Doing

"SCRAP

OLD

IDEAS

ABOUT

DIETING

(Continncd from page lo)
Laughton, Charles — latest release Island of Losl
Souls — Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St.,
Hollywood. Cal.
Lightner, Winnie — recently completed She Had
To Say Yes — First National Studios. Burbank. Cal.
Lombard, Carole — playing in From Hell to
Heaven — Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St.,
Hollywood, Cal.
Loy, Myrna — playin? in Man on the Nile —
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios. Culver City, Cal.
Lukas, Paul — playing in The Kiss Before the
Mirror — Universal Studios. Universal City, Cal.

reduce!"
sugar helps you
SYLVIA
SAYS

World's joremost authority on
the care of the feminine figure

IV/farch, Fredric — playing in The Eagle and the
-'■'•'■ Hawk — Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon
St.. Hollywood, Cal.
Merkel, Una — playing in Clear All Wires — MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studios. Culver City, Cal.
Mjljan, John — playing in What! \o 'Beer? —
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios. Culver City, Cal.
Moore, Colleen — playing in Lost — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios. Culver City. Cal.
Morley, Karen — playing inCahriel Over the While
House — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City,
Cal.
"VTagel, Conrad — recently completed Auclion In
-^^ Souls — Tiffany Studios, 4516 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood, Cal.
Nixon, Marion — playing in 5 Cents a Glass — Fo.x
Studios. 1401 N. Western Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Novarro, Ramon — playing in Man on the Nile —
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios. Culver City. Cal.
Nugent, Edward J. — recently completed 42nd
Street — First National Studios, Burbank, Cal.
Oakie, Jack — playing in From Hell lo Heaven —
Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood, Cal.

***

"pichel,
Irving Studios,
— playing5451
in The
Woman St.,
Accused
—
-^ Paramount
Marathon
Hollywood. Cal.
Pickford, Mary — recently completed Secrets —
United Artists Studios, 1041 No. Formosa Ave.,
Hollywood, Cal.
Powell, William — playing in Private Detective —
Warner Bros. Studios. Burbank. Cal.
Prevost, Marie — playing in Parole Girl — Columbia
Pictures Studio, 1438 Gower St., Hollywood, Cal.
Raft, George — playing in Pick Up — Paramount
Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood, Cal.
Raymond, Gene — playing in Zoo In Budapest —
Fox Studios, 1401 N. VVestern .'\ve., Hollywood, Cal.
Robinson, Edward G. — playing in Big Shot —
First National Studios. Burbank. Cal.
Rogers, Will — latest release Stale Fair — Fox
Studios. 1401 N. Western Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Ruggles, Charles — playing in Murder at IheZoo —
Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood,
Cal.
Ocott, Randolph — playing in Murders at the Zoo —
^ Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood. Cal.
Shannon, Peggy — recently completed Girl Missing— Warner Bros. Studios. Burbank, Cal.
Shearer, Norma — latest release .Sm/V/n' Through —
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.
Sidney, Sylvia — playing in Pick Up — Paramount
Studios. 5451 Marathon St.. Hollywood. Cal.
Stanwyck, Barbara — recently completed Baby
Face — Warner Bros. Studios. Burbank. Cal.
Stone, Lewis — playing in The While Sister —
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.
Stuart, Gloria — playing in The Kiss Before the
Mirror — Universal Studios, Universal City, Cal.
'T'albot, Lyle — recently completed She Had to Say
*■ Yes — First National Studios. Burbank, Cal.
Toomey, Regis — recently completed She Had To
Say Yes — First National Studios. Burbank, Cal.
Tracy, Lee — playing in Clear All Wires — MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studios. Culver City, Cal.
Twelvetrees, Helen — playing in A Bedtime Story —
Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood,
Cal.
J'elez,
release
Pepper Cal.
— Fox
Studios,Lupe
1401 — N,latest
Western
Ave., Hot
Hollywood,
ATyaithall, Henry B. — recently completed 42nd
^^ Street — First National Studios, Burbank, Cal.
West, Mae — recently completed 5/;^ Done Him
Wrong — Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St.,
Hollywood, Cal.
White, Alice — recently completed Picture Snatcher — Warner Bros. Studios. Burbank, Cal.
Wray, Fay — playing in Beneath the Sea — Columbia
Pictures Studios. 1438 Gower St., Hollywood, Cal.
Wynyard, Diana — playing in Reunion In Vienna
^Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City. Cal.
Voung,
Loretta — playing in Zoo In Budapest —
■*■ Fox Studios. 1401 N. Western Ave., Hollywood.Cal.
Young,
Robert — playing in Today We Live—
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.

MME.

I prescribe Life Savers to all
my clients, because they are the
purposeful candy for reducing.
In the first place, Life Savers
give quickly assimilated sugar
energy— without a lot of fatbuilding bulk. Being hard, they
dissolve slowly and dehciously
on the tongue, thoroughly satisfying the normal hunger for
sugar. Slip one on your tongue
as often as you have that sweets
hunger— aMd don't worry about
putting on weight!

SYLVl.V

'nee in a great while I find it
harder to rid a Hollywood star
of a silly idea than to banish a
brace of extra chins. And the
silliest idea of them all is the
idea that sugar has no place in
a reducing diet.

Or

But thank goodness, my clients
usually listen to me when I tell
them that there is a certain
"sugar secret" which %vill actually help them reduce faster. I

Let's Not Fiddle Around!
I'm in earnest about this reducing business . . . Prove that you

am going to give you thaf'sugar
secret" here. But first I want
you to read my three simple
slenderizing commandments.

are, and I'll make you a wonderful gift. This gift is a booklet that sums up information I
usually get hundreds of dollars
for. Buy two packages of Life
Savers and send me the two
wrappers with the coupon below . . . and my book comes to

first: Get sufficient exercise.
Walk at least two miles a day
in the open air.
second: Shun fat, rich foods,
gravies or sauces— and iy all
means liquor!

you free.

'IC-

third: Now get this right —
don't starve yourself on sugar!
There are many enticing kinds
of Life Savers . . . the new
Spear-0-mint . . . Pep-0-mint
. . . Wint-0-green . . . Cryst-0mint . . . Cl-O-ve . . . Lic-0-rice
. . . Cinn-0-mon . . . Vi-O-let
. . . and the fruit drops . . .
Lemon, Orange, Lime aiid Grape.

Why you reduce FASTER
with my "sugar secret"
Sugar is the one food element
that most quickly and safely
melts away body fats. Why?
Because fats are fuel . . . sugar
is the flame. Late dietetic discoveries prove that. You actually lose that excess poundage
faster with the right sweet at
the right time . . . But
what is the best sweet

Claudette Colbert,
Beautiful Paramount
star now featured in
"The Sign of the Cross."

for slenderizing?
That's
the
secret . . . and
its
name is "Life Savers."

IF YOU

MEAN

BUSINESS

SEND

MADAME SYLVIA, c/o Life Savers, Inc.
Dept. MP-4-33, Port Chester, N. Y.
Certainly I mean business. Attached are wrappers
from two packages of Life Savers. Please mail me
your booklet of diet and exercise instructions. (If
you live outside the U. S. A. and possessions, or
Canada, include 10^ to cover mailing.) This offer
expires December 31, 1933.

THIS COUPON
IF YOU

DON'T;

Don't!

Nan
Address^
City.

.State.

All candy products having the distinctive shape of Life Savers are manufactured by Life Savers, Inc.
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Movie Star Calendar
Dating Them Up Through Past Events

April, 1933
By

SUN.

n

MON.

TUES.

JOSE

SCHORR

WED.

THURS.

FRI.

SAT.

1

■"•A..

"

-as**.

_ f

mer thinks
he
Michael
Farwill marry
Marilyn
Mi ller, but
Spencer
Tracy's birthday is April 5

Virginia Cherrill was bom
April 12

2

3

The New York
courts decide
it was no libel
to call Doris
Deane "Fatty Arbuckle's
latest
1a d V

Lillian Gish
and George
.Jean Nathan
announce that

love."

(1925)

they will marry soon ; but
soon never
comes.
(1925)

10
M

A R L E N E

Dietrich
brings her
trained legs to
America.
(1930)

16
Joan

Crawford is in a
convent. (1914)

Grey

C H A P L

I n

wants $1,000,000
alimony
(1927)

16

Paris
or she'll
divorce
him.
(1928)

4
Natalie Tal-

MADGE

Ke.ATON

arrests Buster
for taking the
children up in
an airplane.
(1932)

11
Ina Claire is
off to Hollywood where
she'll marry
John Gilbert
though she
doesn't know
it yet. (1929)

Will Rogers
speaks to West
Indian diplomats; says soft
shirts are more
comfortable
for evening
wear. (1931)

Connie nettBenwires
Phil Plant he
needn't come
having
to Paris a— grand
she's
time. (1928)

24

Sue Carol
faints in police
station as she
tells of .S30,000
jewel theft.
Police are convinced. (1931)

Wallace
Beery's birthday is April 1

call him "Sal(1925) mon eggs."

April 20

he hasn't met
son yet. Swan(1930)
Gloria

5
Jury orders
A d a m to
- B 1pa
a c yk
Co.

(1930)

his picture on
their handkerchiefs. (1925)

12
Norma
Talma dge beats
Fannie Hurst
by
She
andtwo.
hubby
live in/oMT separate
ments.apart(1928j

.Jackie
6c forCooGAN
using

13
J E A N E T T E
M ACDONALD

plans
save
commi tossions
and wed manaI E
gI{ e1 rT ,c HBob
(1931)

(1929)

Phyllis
Haver is leavto marry
a big
ing the movies
food
man. and
(1929)can

.

20
Dot M and
a c KAiLL
Neil Miller

being a grass
widow. The
next man gets

get
license but
in
IlonoUilu
do not marry
for months.

(1928)
me
for keeps."

(1931)

bo's
Gretafriend,
GarBill Sorenson,
hears rumor
she will marry
him; gets
nervous down.
break(1932)

Betty
Janea
Young takes
cut. Changes
her name to
Sally Blane.

14

Connie
Tal-of
madge
says:
"I'm tired

26
Ramonchanges
Novarro
his name from
Samaniegos
because people

birthday
is
Harold Lloyd's

ford's birthday
Mary
Pickis April 8

Bert
Lytell
stocks up on
more sex apHas his
nose peal.
lifted.

19

17

Betty
CompsoN and James
Cruze separate because
he likes his
home so much
he never takes
her out. (1929)

Lita

Connie Bennett wires
Phil Plant to
stop playing
and come to

Walter Huston's birthday
is April 6

27
Doug banks
FairJr. enters the movies, but insists
he won't kiss
too often because he's "got
a girl." (1923)

21
Dolores Del
Rio asks for
divorce.
"I am
only excess
plains Air. Del .
Rio sadly
baggage," ex(1928)

Tom

fuses -to pay
Mix
re-

$3500 for his
there
can't becausethat
portrait beit.
(1932;
much
paint in

15
BebeDaniels
agrees to go to
jail for ten
days for speeding. Her pressagent (1921)
gets a
raise.

22
West Coast
editor goes to
jail for writing
ungentlemanly
things about
Clara Bow.
(1931)

2
join
Dick in
hospital.

Mile. Mistinguette^ begs
KingAlphonso
to
get her
Chevalier
out of German
prison camp.

(1921j

(1916)

Doting Mary
Hay
B a der thelmess
tis so she
can
velops tonsilli-

HAVE you HEARD
4^ OUR OPERATION?
Read the March number of COLLEGE

HUMOR

and Sense

and see this old friend with its face hfted . . . smarter, zippier, funnier than ever.

But also with a touch of new

so-

briety, hot-topic campus thrills from the pens and brushes of
such famous writers and artists as these:

FREDERIC ARNOLD

KUMMER

LOWELL

THOMAS

O. O. MclNTYRE
RUSSELL PATTERSON
JOHN
and others. And

...

HELD, Jr.

in keeping with the times . . . this

big package of fun, fiction and fact, for only fifteen cents.
Yes, that's it! A sensational new price for a magazine wellestablished in the curriculum of youth ... a price for every
pocket-book whether

Sister Sally's or the Absent-Minded

Professor's. Costs no more than a package of cigarettes,
three packages of gum or coffee and sinkers.
College hHumor and Sense in its new spick and span tailoring,
now

more than ever reflects Young

America, its gaiety, its

problems, its sports and its fashions.

The Editors.

With
the New

March

Issue
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Hows
YOUR
TODAY?

BREATH

If it's had, you won't
be welcome . . . Play
safe. . . use Listerine
• How's your breath today? If
it is bad, it will keep you out
of things ... it may mar friendship .. . kill off a romance . . .
or jeopardize a business chance.
Don t let it do any of these things.
Play safe . . . use Listerine,
every morning and night and
before social or business contacts. Listerine instantly renders your breath
sweet, wholesome, and agree^ible to others. It
is the one reliable remedy for halitosis (unpleasant breath).
Everybody Has It
Fastidious as you may be, do not make the mistake of thinking that your breath is never bad.
Halitosis spares no one, because it springs from
such common causes as tiny bits of fermenting
food particles on the teeth, unhealthy teeth or
gums, and temporary or chronic infections of
the nose, throat, and mouth. The insidious
thing about it is that you yourself never realize
when you have it.
Only Listerine Succeeds
Only by using Listerine can you be certain that your
breath will not offend others. Cheap, ordinary mouth
washes fail in 12 hours to conquer odors which
Listerine gets rid of instantly. That has been shown
again and again by strict laboratory and clinical tests.

Keep Listerine handy in home and office.
Rinse the mouth with it before social and business engagements. It cleanses and invigorates
the entire oral cavity and leaves you with a feeling of confidence and assurance. You know your
breath is right. Lambert Pharmacal Company,
St. Louis, Missouri.

LISTERINE
INSTANTLY
18

ENDS

WKUI OS\% ... (BAD

BREATH)
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Here is a portrait to prove that Joan is just as natural on the
screen, as she is off it. For this is the way she greets the newsDoper photographers in "Broadway Bad." And if you've been
ceeping up with the papers lately, you've seen pictures of Joan
ooking like this in real life. Only, seeing that she is on her honeymoon, George Barnes has been appearing in them with her!
20

JOAN

BLONDELL

Lon^woTth

JAMES

CAGNEY

With a jab of his thumb over his shoulder, Jimmy points out, "She
used to be my screen sweetie." As if you could forget! But it
doesn't look as if they'll be teamed again right away. Sure, they
still get along — but it has been decided that they're both too pert
to contrast with each other. Right now, Jimmy Is making "Picture
Snatcher" — which title fits him like a bantamweight boxing glove!
21

C. S. Bull

"Buy British" Is John Bull's new
think it's bully. For the studios
that England still has. One of
Benita — who is not exactly a

slogan — and Hollywood seenns to
are buying up all the best players
the latest to arrive is bright-eyed
stranger, having played opposite
Leslie Howard in "Reserved for Ladies" (filmed abroad). Just
off the train, she steps into "Clear All Wires," with Lee Tracy
22

BENITA HUME

MAE WEST

And while Broadway gets the hotcha Velez girl, Hollywood gets Mae
West, who is Broadway's idea of a
daring damsel. The movies really
captured her first for "Night After
Night," to ploy a wisecracking
night-club hostess (left) — but when
she stole the picture from George
Raft, they wouldn't let her go. For
she's that rare kind of "find" — and
exotic with a devastating sense of
humor. So now she's playing Lady
Lou (above) in "She Done Him
Wrong" — with Cory Grant the
not-altogether-unfortunate

^:^.

f

"Him"

Bachrach

Ever since "Bird of Paradise," they've had a hard time getting Joel
into What-the-Well-Dressed-Man-Will-Wear. They did manage to
get a sport suit on him here — but he vetoed the idea of a shirt and
dived into a turtle-neck sweater. He also vetoed the idea of playing
opposite Connie Bennett in "Our Betters" — because it meant "dressing up again."
He wants an outdoor story. (P. S. With La Hepburn!)
26

JOEL MCCREA

Only a friend could ask a
young widow if she thought
she would ever marry again
— and only with a friend
could she be as frank and
honest as Jean is in this
interview. Marriage has no
place in her immediate
plans — but she hopes that
some day she will again
find romance. Meanwhile,
the screen has all her
affection and attention

cc

/ l^hall J\/[arry Jigain^''

Says Jean Harlow
By

James

Wi

'ILL you
marryto again?"
It was a awidow
cruel of
question to put
Jean Harlow,
six
months— as cruel as the frost that kUls early
flowers, as cruel as sorrow. But, nevertheless, a question that her millions of followers wish answered— a question that Jean Harlow is glad was asked,
that she might answer.
"Yes. I shall marry again."
As briefly as that, Jean stilled the tongues that have whispered that her two disappointments in marriage have disillusioned her with love.

"Of course, I can only voice a hope; I cannot be certain that
I shall ever marry again," she supplemented. "No human
being can be sure of what the future holds. However, I am a
perfectly sane, normal woman. I possess all the natural
feminine desires and ambitions. I want a home. I want a
husband. I want children — at least two, a boy and a girl in
that order.
"At present, I am wrapped up in my motion picture career.

Fidler
In that, I have more than a selfish interest; I want to be
wealthy, but not alone for my own comfort. I am accumulating
money in order to provide for my children, when I have them.
"And something you may remember, and expect : When I do
marry and children come, I shall place my home-life before my
career. I do not mean that I shall discontinue my work in
motion pictures; even if I should, I would find something else.
I think every woman, married or single, should have an
interest outside her home. [But nothing I may do after my
babies are born will precede them in importance."
What Will He Be Like?
WHAT
t3'pe of man will Jean wed? Will he be like her
first husband, Charles F. McGrew, II, the wealthy
young Chicago broker for whom she has only kind words?
Probably not; Jean married him when she was only sixteen
years old. "It was a hastily-agreed-upon, hastily-arranged,
hastily-consummated marriage," she said.
27
[Continued on page S<S)

Five Big Stars
Are Retiring in 1933
Ramon

Novarro is going abroad for the next three years — to study music and make a con-

cert tour. Ronald
Brook, who would
and George Brent
they have enough

c

Colman feels the need of a two-year "breathing spell." So does Clive
like to return to writing — perhaps for the rest of his life. Ruth Chatterton
feel that they would be "foolish" not to retire and enjoy life, now that
to do so. And Constance Bennett, planning for 1934, feels the same way!
BY DOROTHY

ON STANCE
BENNETT,
who has
denied so

"positively their final appearance" or "this is the farewell tour of the great artist." How often have j'ou heard
those phrases and laughed over them? For years, great
names of the theatre, the musical world and the movies

many
"retirement"
rumors, now announces that it won't
be long until she
makes her last motion picture! There
are no "if' s," "but's"
or "maybe's" about
it. There are no loopholes whereby she
will allow herself

ha\e announced" farewell appearances"
that have really
amounted
to a
series of them, all
highly lucrative at
the box-office. Are
any of these new
announcements
of
this type?
Many Do
Plan to
Quit, Yet Never

"one or two pictures
a year if I feel like
doing them." Connie
is quitting; she will
be completely
finished
with the
Ronald Colman (above)
movies at the comcraves a rest — and perhaps
pletion of her present RKO
a return to the stage. Clive
contract ! Officially,
the
Brook (right) wants not
contract
ends
in June,
only to rest, but to write.
Ramon Novarro (below)
1934. But with Connie anwants to sing
nouncing her retirement
plans so early, Holljrwood
gloomily feels that she may be preparing everybody for an earlier departure, like five other stars !
"The Masqucrader" is the last picture
starring Ronald Colman that you will see
for two years — or longer!
Clive Brook is leaving the screen for a
period
as long as Colman' s — and
never return!
The end of her contract with
Brothers will see Ruth Cliattcrton
tlie screen, and, according to a

I

SAW
Sarah
Bernhardt in two
of her last three
"farewell tours."
Mary Pickford told
me eight years ago
that she was retiring
from
the screen
with the completion
of the picture she
was then making.
Gloria
Swanson
announced
at the
height of her De
]\lille fame that she
was going to quit
when she reached "the pinnacle of her
film career." There have been others
who have said it . . . and have never

lie may

done it. But a peculiar set of conditions in the movies right now makes

Warner
leaving
remark

these newest and of latest
"retirement"
announcements
at least
five of

made to a close friend of Ruth's, George
Brent is leaving with her!
Ramon Novarro will be departi)ig any
day now . . . his screen career completed . ..
his whole ambition turned toward Spain
and Italy, where he will devote his whole
time to music for the next tliree years!
I know it all sounds like something
out of a press-agent's handbook — like
?):

MANNERS

Hollywood's biggest stars carry an
authenticity
that the "wolf cry" has
never
had before.
Have you heard the latest Hollywood prophecy that the day of the
gilded Star-of-Stars is over in the
movies? . . . and that the next era of
Plolly wood will see the studios as giant
stock companies, among which players
will be traded back and forth? . . . and

half of the old figure, with none of its privileges . . .
any of these wiglit be the authentic reason back of
several of these new announcements of retirement

Connie Has the Travel Urge

plans.
BUT in the case of Constance Bennett, as she
explained it to me, herself, none of these things
lies back of her decision. At first it was diliicult for
me to believe her when she announced so casuall\over a luncheon table that she was quitting the
screen at the end of her present contract. "Why
should I say it if it isn't so?" inquired Connie. "It
isn't a habit of mine to make statements that I
don't mean. And I do mean it when I say that I
am quitting!
"No, it isn't that I am not happy with my contract or that I have any fears of any other contract
{Continued on page 8i)

that salaries will be about one-tenth
of what they are at the present
moment?
There is talk that the day of the
privileged star player, with all its
glory and trappings, is rapidly becoming athing of the past. There is
also talk that Hollywood producers
are merely biding their time for
"high-salaried contracts" to expire
and that already they are grooming
new stage and foreign talent to take
the places of the former golden film
names — the idea being that plays,
and not players, will soon be the
thing. Already several studios have
discovered that the one-time "big
names" do not draw crowds as they
once did and that it is now necessary
to co-star two or more of them to
fill theatres as one of them used to
do in "the good old daj's."
To many big stars of the old
regime, such a comedown from the
caliber of stardom that they have
known would be unbearable. Already there have been arguments
and debates over this "star-trading"
from studio to studio to "bolster up"
picture casts.
Dissatisfaction over roles and
billing . . . competition from newcomers ... a feeling that "I have
made mine while the making was
good — and why should I remain
when conditions are no longer so
happy?" ... a new contract at one-

Ruth Chatterton (top), who set new standards of acting for the screen, says that, having
won financial freedom, she now ^vants to enjoy it. (And that goes for George Brent, too!)
Constance Bennett (above), though happy on the screen, thinks she (and the Marquis)
29
would be even happier in "the sunny South of France"

Now! It's Maurice
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CHEVALIER
Ask Him a Question
So
there
something

is
you

BEFORE MARCH 20. Remember this dale.
MAURICE CHEVALIER has such a gay,
We have to set this deadline to have ample time
friendly personahty
that you feel
that 3'ou really know him and know just
k-i
to sort the hundreds and thousands of questne gayest
tlons, and then go to Chevalier for his
how he would wink if asked, "Maurice,
are you realh' the gaj' Don Juan that
answers.
answers You
in ■will
the find
June Maurice's
Motion
screen lover of them all? Well,
you seem on the screen?" Not, of
Picture.
course, that you would ask him
such a question!
has promised to
chevaiier
here and now, Motion Picture
right
^
But there is some ques
answer any and all quesany and all question that you would like
tions — except about
his marriage or recent
to ask him— and Mogives you the chance of a lifetime! He'd
divorce.
Naturally, he
tion Picture is giving
feels that these matters are
you the chance to do so, and
your mind
what'sj on
to know
like ,
his own
private
concern.
have him answer, personalty,
, .
1 '11 1 J1
Certain
other
questions
are
barred
in our pages. It may be some
about
him — and
hell
gladly
question you have had in mind ever
relatquestions
—
pohcy
studio
by
.
.
.VOUr CUriOSltV.
since you first saw that rakish straw
SatlSlV
K-Cad
ing to his salary, his own preferences
hat and debonair grin of his on the screen
in fellow-players, and other studio "sein
"Innocents
of
Paris."
Maybe
you
would
aOOUt
it
and
rUsh
crets."
Also, of course, your questions
like to know if he buys those hats by the gross.
must be within the bounds of good taste —
Or how he, himself, pronounces his name. Or if
questions that you would not hesitate to ask him
m
if you should ever actually meet him.
he studied singing, or if singing just "came natuOn pages 56 and 57 of this issue, you will find Clark
rally" to him. Or if he exaggerates his provocative
lower lip for screen purposes. Or your curiosity about
Gable's
answers to the questions asked him by readers
y! of the February
Motion Picture. Read them to the end
him — still unsatisfied, despite all the Chevalier stories you que*r
urdiscover how much they reveal about Clark. Next month,
yoand
have read — may be centered on some "human interest" angle
Constance Bennett will answer the questions that readers of the
that interviewers have not yet touched upon.
To ask Chevalier your question and to have him answer it, simply
March Motion Picture have asked her. (And how the questions have been rolling in!) And next month, also, you wiU have
write your query on the coupon at the bottom of the page and mail it
still another chance to have a famous star answer your question.
to the address indicated — making sure that it will reach us ON OR

INQUIRING

REPORTER,

^/b Motion

Picture

Magazine,

THE QUESTION

I SHOULD

1509 North Vine Street, Hollywood, California

T)ear Sir:
LIKE TO ASK MAURICE

CHEVALIER

PERSONALLY

IS THIS :

This question is sent in hy.
Name.
Street_
City and State .
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Will Ann Harding

Kemarry

^
^ ^st!^

Harry

Bannister?
By

Harry Bannister is now a stage producer

For several months, Aim Harding has declined all interviews and has refused to see all writers, with the exception
of one or two whom she meets as friends, not as interviewers. Jack Grant, the author of this story, has long been
honored by Ann's friendship.
In quoting her here, he seeks to refute the constantly circulated reports that she and Harry Bannister are planning
to marry again. In January, Ann told him, "I haven't the
remotest idea at the moment that Harry and I will remarry."
We publish what Ann Harding said at
that time, even in the face of the contingency that she may change her mind.
We publish it because it is at least her last
word ; and, certainly, it gives an accurate
picture of the life she has led during her
months of silence. — Editor.

^ •

. r

JACK

a right to its belief.

And we have a right to conduct our affairs

as There,
we see fit."
I've done it — quoted Ann Harding for publication.
During the past several months that Ann has refused all requests for interviews, I have respected her wish to keep out of
public print. Upon several occasions, she has told me things
that would have made excellent copy. But, deferring to her
desire not to be quoted, the stories were never written.
In the present case, however, I feel that her silence must be
broken. Her hecklers must
be answered if she is ever to
be free of them. And only
she can answer them properly, however loath she is to
do so.
Unless you live in Holl_\wood, you have no conception
of the life that Ann Harding
has led since her divorce
from Harry Bannister. She
has been hterally a prisoner
in her house on the top of a
hill — the house she andHarry

Wi

'HY can't Harry Bannister
and I just be friends?" Ann
Harding asked me. "Why
must the rumor persist that
we plan to marry again? Why is it impossible for us to behave like normal human beings in a friendly relationship -without having
a thousand tongues start wagging?
"Of course, we are friends, and we hope to
retain our friendship. We correspond with
one another, and even talk by long-distance
telephone when occasion arises. A man and
a woman who have enjoyed such a happy
marriage as Harry and I enjoyed have no
reason to become enemies merely because of
a divorce decree. We were divorced to preserve our friendship, and I shall do all in my
power to preserve it.
Marriage a Different Matter
'ARRIAGE

is another matter entirely. Ifthe world prefers to believe that we plan to remarry, the world has
32
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Grant

built, once known as "the
happiest home in Hollywood." Itcould not be more
of a jail to her now if every
window were barred and the
armed guards who stand by
the gates were there to keep
her in, rather than for the
purpose
of keeping
unwelcome visitors
out.
Ann has been held prisoner

Long worth

When this photo was taken, Harry Bannister
and Ann Harding had just built their home
where Ann now lives with their little girl

by gossip. Her crime against
society has been the crime of
e.xhibiting good taste and
avoiding publicity.
She and her husband came
to a parting of the ways. The
separation
was announced

This .is the first time since
last May, when she and Harry
were divorced "for the sake
of his career," that Ann has
been quoted about what she
thinks of the rumors that
have toyed with their names.
It is her answer to the gossips.
She talked with the writer in
January, and she was then in
a mood to ask, "Why can't
Harry and I just be friends?
Why must the rumor persist
that we plan to marry again ?"

with dignity in the manner of wellmannered people. But Hollywood refused to accept the dignified announcement, that they were parting only because, as "Ann Harding's husband,"
Harry was hampered in his career. To
accept this explanation was to be
cheated of a sensation — a Roman holiday.And Hollywood, sensation-mad Hollywood, will not easily be turned aside.

Two Versions
of Break-Up
ELY,
IMMEDIAT
the town was divided into two opposing camps.
Those who believed
the separation temporary and the participants extremely
foolish children,
really deeply in love
but willing to sacrifice love to an ideal,
allied themselves
against another
and larger group,
who were equall}'
positive that ALL
had not been told
and that there
were more contributing causes to the
divorce than appeared on the surface. These secrets,
of course, must be
unearthed. No one
has right to even
the tiniest secret
in Hollywood. The
stories, suppositions, rumors flew

Gossips anticipate that Ann Harding and Harry Bannister are on the verge of again becoming "Hollywood's
happiest couple" (as they were at the left). But Ann
says that they want to remain "just friends"

thick and fast — in print, by radio, by word-of-mouth.
Something that had once been simple and sane
suddenly became complex and insane to Ann and
Harry. They had no recourse against the gossipers.
To fight back was an obvious absurdity, the odds
being so overwhelmingly against them. They could
only retire from the fray to await a time when the
Roman holiday might end.
So Harry went away, first to London to buy a
play, then back to New York to produce it. Ann
remained behind, held by a studio contract that she
could not honorably break. She sought a haven of
solitude in her own home. "Let me remain alone,"
she requested, "until they forget about me."
For almost a year now, she has kept to herself,
waiting for the tumult to subside. But it hasn't
subsided. They haven't forgotten her. To-day
Ann's every movement is as closely scrutinized as
ever. Ulterior motives are attributed to ever\thing
she is known to do and many things that she is supposed to have done. She cannot be seen talking to a
{Continued on page 82)
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In any movie audience, you'll
find all types of people. Some
are there just to be entertained.
Others are there because, in
one ^vay or another, the star
expresses their secret ideals!

Th e

Studios

Know Your
Secrets By The

Favorites You Pick
Marie Dressier appeals to practically everybody — but she's an exception.
Most stars appeal to very definite types, and YOU are one of those types.
If your idol is Garbo, for instance, producers can make a pretty good guess
as to your sex, age and secret ambitions. And the same is true about your
preference for any star. The mail they get has given studios the tip-oif
about what kinds of people like which stars. Read this story and see if
they're guessing right about YOU!
IF Joan Crawford is your favorite actress and you never
miss one of her pictures — then the studios know
what kind of person you are. If you write letters to
Gary Cooper or send little presents to Ramon Novarro
— then important studio executives are paid a half-million
dollars each year to know how your mind works and whether or not you are a happy person. They can even tell your
sex and your approximate age ! They know whether or not
you have been disappointed in love, how old your children
are, what kind of clubs attract you and whether or not you
are interested in the Higher Things in life. (If you are, I
34

might add, their
interest in you is
pretty languid bedo much causeforyou them
don't
at the boxofl&ce.)

Each actor, you see, has his own personal audience and he is
paid in direct proportion to its numbers and its enthusiasm.
Whose audience, now, are youl And are the studios guessing
right about your reasons?
Had Jean Harlow's public been a different one, the tragic
death of Paul Bern might have had a devastating effect upon
her career. But Jean's audience is made up of the people who
enjoyed her in "Hell's Angels" and "Red-Headed Woman."
They are neither surprised nor shocked if Jean, herself, has a
tempestuous time of it in life. They are accustomed to thinking
of her as that sort of person.

By

Helen Louise Walker
Illustration by Oscar Howard
something cosmic,
as well as comic,
about him, an undertone of pathos.
Once an actor
achieves that
cosmic qualit}-,
nothing' can hurt
him. Like Chaplin,
and you show a
sense of humor ; rave
about him, and you
are a sophisticate.
They Put Ann
on a Pedestal

K

N N

HARDING was not

so fortunate as either Chaplin or Jean
following
pretty
Harlow.was Ann's
sedate and set in its
ways. Ann was the
darling men's
of Clubs.
the WoShe
was probably invited to be guestspeaker at more
gatherings of
feminine cultureseekers than any
other actress in pictures. Her following knew all about
the idealistic Hedgerow Theatre, to
which Ann devoted
her youthful

T

Women

Secretly Envy Jean

'HEY are, for the most part, repressed
women who would enjoy a little tempest
from time to time in their own lives — and to
whom tempests have been denied. They are
also men in drab jobs, with drab responsibilities — the sort of
men who thrill a little now and then to the adventure of sneaking off with boon companions of their own type to see a burlesque show. There are also in Jean's audience intelligent — and
therefore tolerant — people, who admire her in an impersonal
fashion for one or two excellent performances. Nothing that
could happen to Jean in her private life could affect the attitude
of that portion of her audience. So long as she gives an excellent performance, those people do not care, probably do not
bother to know, about her private life. Jean is fortunate!
When Lita Grey Chaplin sued Charlie Chaplin for divorce
some years ago, amid much gossip in the headlines, the wise
boys said, "This will finish Chaplin in pictures!" But they
reckoned without Chaplin's intelligentsia following. And the
following of that following, if you know what I mean. It had
been thoroughly proved and established by that time by the
literary lights that Charlie was an Artist, even a Genius. What
was more, he was "poignant" even in the most utter of slapstick
situations. He could fall down in a sitting position, lose his
pants at an Ambassadors' ball, be the bewildered recipient of
all sorts of sticky^food in the face — and there would still be

energy and enthusiasm. Her following was the kind that would like to start Little Theatre movements in its own fair cities. It used to call up its best friend
and say, "My dear — I'm afraid we can't play bridge with you
this evening. That dear Ann Harding is playing down at the
Bijou. Of course, we don't patronize the movies as a regular
thing — but an actress like that who stands for something . . .
who shows such lovely ideals both in her work and in her life. . ."
Well, when "dear" Ann Harding's much-publicized domestic
bliss suddenly exploded in their faces — and for what looked like
pretty commercial reasons, too — those staid patrons and
patronesses of the arts were hurt. They were downright hurt
and disappointed, although numbers of them blamed it all on
that awful Hollywood and retained their loyalty. "It just goes
to show that you never can tell," they sighed to one another.
"She looks like such a sweet thing — and so good. But . . .
divorce
. . . oh, has
dear!"
Irene Dunne
much the same type of audience. And Irene
had
way! better continue on her wholesome, golf-playing, artistic
The Women

That Garbo Dazzles

GARBO, despite her much-vaunted sex appeal, is exciting
mainly to women. Even in New York, which is "a Garbo
town" in exhibitors' parlance, it is mainly women who fill the
theatres for a Garbo picture. Women whose lives lack glamour,
(Continued on page 86)
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COAST
FLASHES
^

If

Ne\vs and Gossip

It's The

Latest

When

Franklin D. Roosevelt is inaugurated as President on March 4, a carload
of stars will be on hand to cheer — namely,
James Cagney, Joe E. Brown, William
Powell, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., George
Brent, Warren William, Bette Davis,
Joan Blondell and Bebe Daniels, among
others. They'll accompany their boss.
Jack L. Warner, friend of Roosevelt.

AND Hollywood is wondering just
Jr\. how the change in administration
will affect the investigation of foreigners
in the film colony, recently started by
Murray W. Garsson, special assistant to
Secretary of Labor Doak. Will the successor of Mr. Doak continue the inquiry?
The investigation is part of the new
Federal drive to deport aliens who are in
the United States illegally — and was
given impetus by the recent conviction
of Duncan Renaldo, the young lover of
''Trader Horn," on charges of falsely
claiming citizenship — the government
contending that he is a Roumanian. It is
estimated that there are five hundred
aliens — players, directors and writers — in
Hollywood. Most of the better-known
ones have permanent residence permits,
but many others have only visitors' permits, which expire every six months and
may not have been renewed.

MARY

Hollywood

will the Roosevelt administration recognize Russia? If it does,
you will see an avalanche of movies with
Russian settings. Just to be prepared,
M-G-M is now concocting one to co-star
Wallace Beery and Clark Gable.
AND

Helen Twelvetrees, back from her old
home-town, Brooklyn, with her new baby,
has signed up with Paramount — and will
play opposite Chevalier in "A Bedtime
Story." Helen says, "Certainly, I'm not
going to refuse to have my baby photographed. He's so beautiful, I want him
photographed all the time." She even had
him tested for the baby-role in the picture !

News

You

Want,

d her
announce
Marlene
YES,
d
intention
of has
quitting
Hollywoo
with the completion of "The Song of
Songs," which she refused to make until
her studio started suit for $185,000. This
climaxed a long series of quarrels over
stories, casts and directors — and Marlene
professes to be Tired Of It All. One
rumor has it that she and Josef von
Sternberg will make films together in
Germany.

But it's just a rumor.

STARTS NEWFILM

CYCLE

CHEVALIER won his
MAURICE
but
\'allOe,
from
divorce
divorce
won her
at the same time sheYvonne
.
from Maurice Both had sued in Paris for
the decree— and, after due deliberation,
the Paris tribunal decided that both had
grounds for divorce. Maurice claimed
that Yvonne was "extremely jealous,"
and Yvonne testified that Maurice "refused to live with her after his return
from Hollywood." INIean while, JNIaurice
is playing guardian to Marlene Dietrich
during the few remaining weeks of her
stay in America — with the official approval of her husband, Rudolph Sieber.

KEEPS TO HERSELF, IN A GREAT BIG WAY
Bill Boyd is making Hollywood daredevilconscious in "Lucky Devils," a thriller
about "stunt" men in Hollywood

L players are following the
SEVERA
lead of Marlene and Tallulah Bankhead in departing from the Hollywood
scene, at least temporarily. Melvyn
Douglas is embarking on a world cruise
with his stage-famous wife, Helen Gahagan. Lupe \'elez has responded to the
lure of Broadway's bright lights again to
play in the revue, "Strike Me Pink,"
starring Jimmy Durante, who's plain
homesick for his old stamping ground.
Diana Wj'nyard, following the example
of Charles Laughton, is briefly returning
to London for a stage play. Herbert
Marshall, who left Hollywood last December with the same motive, is remaining abroad to co-star in an English picture
with Jeanette MacDonald, who ig. now

In "Secrets," Mary Pickford wears a gown that covers not only the ever-youthful
Pickford figure, but the bench on which she is sitting, as well — allowing no room for
even Leslie Howard.
It's the new year's "biggest" fashion note (to date)
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making a European concert tour. Producers are trying to interest Ronald Colman in a Broadway play. And Helen
Hayes, the one and only, is said to have
an attack of footlight fever, too!

of the Studios

LATEST
BULLETINS

You Are Sure To Find It In Motion
THE parting of Janet Gaynor and
Lydell Peck was announced as she
right upon
finished "State Fair." And ment
came
the heels of this announce
Lola Lane's admission that she and Lew
Ayres (Janet's lover in the picture) had
decided on divorce. But there is no connection between the two divorces, except
that both \Yere caused by "differences in
temperament." There hasn't been even
a whisper of an off-screen romance between Janet and Lew — and, besides, the
Ayreses date their rift from last November 5. Lola, in filing suit, claimed that
Lew no longer cared for her and considered marriage "a millstone around his
neck." And it was only a few weeks ago,
when Lola was in the East, that they
kept the telephone wires humming —
talking about a reconciliation!

COUPLE

MATCH

NOTES

Picture ^

ship of Evalyn
iend
frna
lo
p
ldap
dng Do
E
Kn
an
H
T
Cook has almost
passed from Hollywood's mind lately.
Rumor had it that it
was "off." But it's
very much "on." Indeed, they now announce that they're
engaged. At this rate,
they may get married
one of these days.
Susan Fleming is
wearing a huge diamond on the proper
,
er
ng
fi
and everyone
is wondering if Harpo
Marx put it there.
Mae Clarke ditto,
with Leon Waycoff
being the gentleman
in question. Lila Lee
is wearing an even
more blinding sparkler— put there by director George Hill.
Lila insists that she is
leaving the screen
permanently, when
she starts on her honeymoon. And John
Wayne is all ready to
POISED
enter into the sea of
y
on
matrim
with
Josephine Saenz, pretty daughter of a
South American diplomat.

ISJIMMY"M0RTIFIED"?

That's
Betty
McMahon,
passing
her
camera test with A plus, and winning an
Educational contract

was
Pickford
Jack rare
of those
THE
held funeral
in one of
Southern
California torrential rainstorms. But despite the downpour, his old friends were
all on hand to pay homage to the memory
of Mary's younger brother, who was a
star in silent days. He died at 36, of
multiple neuritis, in Paris — in the same
hospital where his first wife, beautiful
Olive Thomas, died in 1920, from the
effects of poison taken by mistake. He
had been married and divorced twice
since then — Marilyn Miller being his second wife, Mary Mulhern his third. Oldtime moviegoers will remember him in the

Robert Young and Diana Wynyard — both
recently Nominated for Stardom by
Motion Picture — compare reactions between scenes of "Men Must Fight"

Joan Blondell and George
WHEN
Barnes eloped, the first reports
erroneously had it that Mr. Barnes was
the one who wore the red wig for disguise!
Besides the crimson thatch, Joan also
wore black glasses. No wonder they were
spotted! George, in e.xplaining why they
ended the suspense just when they did,
said, "We were going to New York, and
passed through Phoenix. It looked like
a good place to get married in, so we got
off the train and were married!"

silent version of "Torn Sawyer."
Maureen O'SuUivan, suddenly homesick,
was credited with the desire to leave the
screen and return to Ireland "to lead a
normal life once more." The announcement followed closely the report that

Jimmycomedy
Durantewhose
meets schnozzle
a "boid" dwarfs
in his new
beer
his
own. Both, as you see, are speechless!

she and James Dunn had "broken up"
— again. Then came a report that she
faced deportation as an alien who had
overstayed her permit. But reporters
guessed wrong twice. Maureen is staying, break-up or no break-up I
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News and Gossip of the Studios
IN "A Bill of Divorcement," Katharine Hepburn supported Billie Burke.
Now, in "The Great Desire," Billie supports Katharine. That's Hollywood!

They've just arrived

Well, and doesn't it seem good to have
Garbo back again — even if no one knows
just what her plans are? First, you hear
that she is signed up for years ; then you
hear that she is still biding her time
about a contract. There's also a rumor
that she is planning other surprises
besides talking for publication. We'll
have a surprise story about her next
month.
It's a promise.

LILIAN
HARVEY,
who'sat the
gazing
^ the New
York skyline
left, at
is
the most important European capture
that Hollywood has made in some time.
Here is a girl who is a star in three languages— English, German and French.
Born in England, she grew up in Germany
and became Germany's foremost screen
charmer. She has one of those gilt-edged
contracts — three pictures a year, with a
guarantee of three months' vacation. She
will make her own foreign versions of her
Fox pictures, which, she hopes, will be
musical and gay, like "Congress Dances,"
which brought her those big offers.
Among her many accomplishments is the
art of walking a tight rope. There's one
thing that Garbo can't do!
Still another newcomer from Germany
who is likely to add glamour to the

Lilian Harvey, Europe's best-known
woman star, has just arrived to start her
Hollywood
career in "My Lips Betray"

Hollywood scene is Dorothea AA'ieck, who
pla^-ed the lone sensitive teacher in
"Maedchen in Uniform." Paramount is
the studio that won
her — and they're hoping she'll make them
dry their tears at
Dietrich's departure.
An English newcomer with charm
and a fascinating
name is Heather

ACCORDING to their close friends,
^ the Bing Crosbys (Dixie Lee) will
have a silver spoon to buy early this
summer. Edward G. Robinson is rushing
work on "The Little Giant" so that he
can get back East in time to be with Mrs.
Robinson (Gladys Lloyd) when old Dr.
Stork leaves his Precious Package. The
Herbert Marshalls (Edna Best), over in
London, are shopping for Tiny Things.
And all the movie couples who aren't
"expecting" seem to be adopting.

Some Hollywood marriages end in a
hurry, but that of Elinor Fair (former
wife of Bill Boyd) and John Daniels,
young broker, shattered all records.
They parted a few hours after their
elopement, and just three weeks later a
Mexican court set Elinor free again. "It
was all a mistake." She was to have wed
Frank Daniels, film stunt flier, but they
had quarreled.

AND Alice Joyce used originality
L suing James B. Regan, Jr., for
vorce in Reno — craving her freedom
cause her husband wasn't more like
late father, the famous host of the

in
dibehis
old

Hotel Knickerbocker in New York. "If
Jim had been as ambitious, how different
things would be!"

TOM MIX AND TONY, JR., DEPART

Angel, who is a good
friend of Joan Crawford and Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr. She
has her work all laid
out for her at Fox for
several pictures, the
first to be "House of
And last, but not
Refuge."
least, another newcomer to the talkie
scene is Peggy Hopkins Joyce, America's
most famous offLona Andre, runner-up in the Panther
Woman contest and new Baby Star, starts
her career in "The Mysterious
Rider"

VICTOR McLAGLEN has just taken
out his final American citizenship
papers. Ivan Lebedeff has just taken out
his first. Fifi Dorsay is now an American.
John Warburton has announced his intention of becoming one. The new slogan,
besides "Buy American," is "Go Amer-
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screen siren. She's to
be in "International
House" at Paramount. Peggy confesses that her biggest
worry about appearing on a sound stage
is that she may find
it a drafty place. She
claims she isn't looking forward to any
new romance rumors.

Tom Mix has "sawdust fever" again, and is leaving the screen
for the circus. Ken Maynard will replace hitn at Universal

News and Gossip of the Studios
L admits that
GOMBEL
A doesn't
MINN
she
know much about the
more expensive kinds of fur coats. Just
before she went to New York recently,
she indulged the ambition of a lifetime
and bought a mink coat. She was perfectly happy until she dropped into a
famous Fifth Avenue fur shop to look at
a white ermine evening wrap.
The furrier gazed coldly at the coat she
was wearing, felt it between his fingers
and snorted, "Hm — weasel!" JNlinna,
who
wrap. had paid mink prices for the coat,
was indignant. She bought the ermine
\\'hen she returned to Holh'wood, her
local furrier called her up. "How about
the evening wrap you vere talking about
before j'ou vent avay?" he asked. INIinna
e.xplained that she had bought one in
New York and would bring it in to him
to be shortened. When she did so, she
displayed her Fifth Avenue ermine wrap
with a flourish. The Hollywood furrier
sniffed, fingered a corner, and grunted,
"Ach! — veasel!"
J§UN~
T7" Too-r>T-v
JvISSED

Mozelle Britton, the studio stenographer who got a screen chance,
^^^ '* keeping her old job, too, acquires a very private sun-tan in one
of the ultra-violet ray cabinets at the El Mirador Hotel Palm Springs

THESE Hollywood jewel robberies
are certainly a new departure in
crime. Betty Compson, after calling in
the police when a gentleman variously
described as "dressed in a messenger's
uniform" and "wearing a dark gray coat
and hat" took some $35,000 worth of
jewelry, changed her mind and decided
not to press the investigation. ' 'I am told
that if I don't talk, I'll get my jewels
back," said Betty evasively. The gag is
that if stars who are robbed will paj' in
cash a fifth of the value of the stolen
goods, their property will be restored.
But the Compson case grows "mysteriouser and mysteriouser," as Alice said in
Wonderland. She got back her jewels
after receiving an illiterate letter, sa3ing,
"If you want your jewels, call at the S. P
station with the enclosed check." Now,
the police would like to know if Betty
paid anything to recover them.
And the Compson case has given at
least a dozen scenario writers the idea of
a movie about a screen star who was
reaUy robbed, with police thinking it a
pubHcity stunt.
George Raft, too, has just been robbed
— of $1,000 worth of clothes.
Mary Pickford beUeves that players who
have given most of their lives to the
movies shouldn't be forgotten by producers as the years take them out of the
leading-role class. And, in producing
"Secrets," she has practised her beUef —
for in the cast are such old-time favorites
as Bessie Barriscale, Ella Hall, Flora
Bramley, Ethel Clayton and Huntly
Gordon.

Teamed FOR FIRST Time

TWELVE years ago, according to a
startling newspaper article in a Boston Sunday paper, a 3^oung American
actor told an interviewer that, since
Americans wanted foreign stuff, he was
going to give it to them. The article
names a well-known foreign actor as
having fooled Hollywood for years. Pictures of the two show a certain resemblance. But if any American had been
able to give as consistent a performance
as a foreign aristocrat as that, he would
be the greatest actor who had ever hit
Hollywood. You can fool some of Hollywood all of the time, and all of Hollywood
part of the time, but not all of Hollj^wood
all of the [time. (Who was it that first
discovered that, anyway?)
Edwina Booth, who had the chance of a
lifetime as the heroine of "Trader
Horn," but has been a semi-invalid ever
since, has just had a serious relapse.
She is suffering from a condition brought
on by exposure to the fierce tropical sun,
according to doctors familiar with tropical diseases. Her return to the screen
is problematical.

girl who was once serianother
ously ill and whose return to the
screen was problematical is now healthy
and making rapid strides in her comeback.
We mean Mae Clarke. She's in "As the
Devil Commands" and in the title role of
"Parole Girl" — and now she's scheduled
BUT

to play opposite John Gilbert in "Rivets."
Her
take chances
them all.are coming so fast she can't

Joan Blondell has not only a new
husLongwonh
band (George Barnes), but a new co-star
in "Blondie ■ Johnson" — Chester Morris

DietMarlene
she departs,
BEFORE rich is giving
something
Hollywood
to remember her by — namely, her masculine wardrobe. At Palm Springs recently,
before her husband (Rudolph Sieber)
returned to Germany, she put on a free
show for the guests of the biggest hotel.
She lounged on the edge of the pool in
mascuhne attire, with eyelashes several
inches long, it seemed, combing out her
hair, rubbing her husband with oil, chatting with Maurice ChevaHer, and being
{Continued on page 8j)
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Sweepings

??

thru Hollywood's
This story takes you behind the scenes of Lionel Barrymore's new
picture, in which he first appears as a youth in his twenties !
It gives you a close-up of Lionel at work and a panorama of a big

picture in production— **inside" glimpses that outsiders rarely have !
Jack

Grant

To see a picture like "Sweepings" through Hollywood's
eyes is to see the drama within a drama, to realize the painstaking devotion to tiny details, to feel the romance, the
behind-the-scenes humor
and pathos, the imaginative,
tense and grueling work of acting.
Seeing a picture as
Hollywood sees it, you will find that your enjoyment will be
keener, your appreciation of picture-making more acute.
To give you this new pleasure, MOTION PICTURE is publishing a new series, revealing the "inside" stories
of big pictures in production. This is the
third
of the
series —
"Cavalcade" and "42nd
Street" having preceded
it.— Editor.

M

ANY

eminent authors
mutter
unprintably under their
breath when the name of
Hollywood is mentioned.
Their brain children, they
say, their precious brain
children have been
murdered, simply
murdered,
by the
Above, John
Cromwell directs
dread scourge of the
Gregory Ratoff in
movies. Why, look
a rehearsal while
what was done to . . .
the camera crew
No such charge
gets set for action
can be hurled at
Hollywood by
Lester Cohen, author of "Sweepings."
For here is one gentleman from the
ranks of best-selling novelists who has
written his own screen treatment for his
own book. If he quarrels with the completed picture, he quarrels with himself.
The theme that was to become
"Sweepings" was suggested to Cohen
when he read an old will. He was an
editorial writer at the time and, for the
next four years, he mulled the idea over
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Lionel Barrymore (standing in rear, above) has four
children in "Sweepings," and all of them disappoint
his hopes.
Left to right, they are:
William Gargan,
Gloria Stuart, George Meeker and Eric Linden

in his mind. He had no
time during this period
to write the novel; so
finally, despairing of the
possibility of fincj^ing
time, he resigned his
position to shut himself
up in a hotel room where
he labored for two full
years on his manuscript.

Seen

An artist of 1871 made
this charcoal sketch of
Chicago after the big
fire. Directly beneath
it, the same scene as
reproduced in "Sweep-

ings"

Below, the story comes down to
the present day, and Y)aniel Pardxcay's oldest son (William Gargan),
finding life easy, goes the easy way
of wine, women and song. At
bottom, Daniel and his wife (Nan
Sunderland) are welcomed to Chicago in 1871 Dinehart)
by his brother (Alan

unusualness
of this
situation isapparent
when you recalldredstheof tests
hunthat preceded
the casting of
Irene Dunne
in "Cimarron,"
Diana
}-■ a r dWynin
"Cavalcade"

ift
HT^ ^^^R

A milling mob
storms
the
Pardicay store
for the big sale
after the Chicago
fire — and starts the
Pardtfay
fortune.
Many socks vanished during the filming of this scene

That his work was well done is attested by the fact that his
novel attained immediate popularity. It is fortunate that it
did, for every cent of Cohen's savings had been gambled on the
venture. RKO Studios purchased "Sweepings" and engaged its
author to adapt it to the screen. Two months later, Cohen
completed the script.
JNIeanwhile, the numerous roles were being cast. Rarely has
so large a production offered so few casting problems, although
several loans from other studios had to be negotiated. In
nearly every case,-one screen test sufficed for each part. The

W

N
1 -^

i^^ftLmMi^^H^Ha

and other actresses in similar dramas
that
had to do with
a span of years.
Nan Sunderland, in private
life the bride of
Walter Huston,
was the first to
be tested for
the role of Abigail Pardway.
She woD the
unanimous

Mi

approval of
tives and,
RKO
execu-of
course, there
were no further
tests, much to the disappointment of a score of candidates.
Lionel Barrymore, borrowed from M-G-jM, was assigned the
starring role of Daniel Pardu-ay. The part of his brother. Thane,
fell to the capable hands of Alan Dinehart. The four Pardivay
children are played b}' Eric Linden, ^^'illiam Gargan, George
Meeker and Gloria Stuart, the latter on loan from Universal.
Gregory Ratoff, as Ahe Ulljuaii, Lucien Littlefield as Crimson,
Helen Mack as Mamie, and Ivan Lebedeft" as Prince Nikolaz
completed the casting of major parts. Borrowing John Cromwell
{Continued on page g6)
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yVe ^]\(b7ninate

tardom
for

Ruby Keeler

^

Tom Brown
UNIVERSAL

Warners-First Na tional
s wife in private
Al Jolson'
R butmay
RUBYlife KEELE
to be Somebody on the
is going
she be
(and is),
screen on her own account. Wait and see! She may

Gene edRay(and receiv
his
mond, Anita
KeelerRoth),
RubyLillian
like and
N,Louise
BROW
TOM
first dramatic training at the Professional Children's
School. Tom gives his age as twenty, but — hist! — we
hear on very good authority that he has added on a few years!
We are usually a bit shy of these precocious youngsters. We

<^ have been the star of six of New York's biggest
musical comedy hits (and was), but she's going to be an even
greater hit in pictures, the Warner Brothers think. And after
have to be sold on them. But after seeing his work in "The
seeing that piquant personality of hers in "42nd Street," we are
inclined to agree with them.
Famous Ferguson Case," "Fast Companions," "Tom Brown of
Counting a year to each show that Ruby has appeared in
Culver," "Hell's Highway," "Laughter in Hell" and "Destinasince she left the Professional Children's School in New York
tion Unknown," who wouldn't be wiUing to risk a reputation
at thirteen, and then allowing
as a good prophet on Tom?
He has been on the stage
four years of retirement as
since he was eighteen months
Mrs. Jolson, you will figure
old. When he was ten, he
her to be about twentythree. She has enormous
In making these prophecies about Ruby Keeler and
with the Gleasons
Irish eyes and a pointed,
appeared
in "Is and
Zatstayed
So?"
Tom Brown, MOTION PICTURE rounds out a full year
elfin face. And can she
in the part for three years.
of nominating newcomers for stardom.
dance?
Between times, he rescued a
Our previous Nominees, in order of selection, have
few people from drowning,
Darryl Zanuck met her at
been: Tala Birell and George Brent; Ann Dvorak and
Randolph Scott; Gwili Andre and Bruce Cabot; Lyda
the fights with Al, and his
went to school, and broadRobert! and Robert Young; Gloria Stuart and George
cast over the radio.
second remark to her, right
Raft; Dorothy Wilson and Dick Powell; Aline MacMahon
He has freckles and a good
after "How do you do?" was
and William Gargan; Katharine Hepburn and Lyle Talbot; Diana Wynyard and Preston Foster; Glenda Farrell
"Don't you want to go in a
grin. He's at the in-between
and Buster Crabbe.
picture?" Joseph Schenck
Several
of
these
have
already
fulfilled
our
prophecies
age
— too
"kid"to
had already asked her that,
parts
and big
net to
big play
enough
of stardom for them. (The only new stars of the past
but Ruby figured that to
year have come from this group.) The others are on their
play young lovers. Even so,
start her screen career in her
way in increasingly big roles.
the}' are writing in parts
Watch for their names in the casts of coming pictures.
especially
for him. He Hkes
husband's picture wouldn't
And check up on our prediction of stardom for Ruby
be so good. This was differthe
girls,
but
cannot underKeeler by seeing her in the backstage drama, "42nd
stand why he cannot stay
ent. So Ruby became a movie
Street"; and for Tom Brown by watching him in the rumin love for more than two
fieet drama, "Destination Unknown." — Editor.
player — a bit frightened "beweeks at a time.
cause nobody knows me."'
We Believe in Her
We Believe in Him

Series

Number

Because not only is she a great little dancer, but she can ACT.
Because she is not just a pretty girl — she is, photographically,
a find. Because she was a Ziegfeld star — and Ziegfeld could pick
'em. Because, after six years on Broadway, she was selfconscious before movie stars when she started "42nd Street."
Because she stole the picture. Because she would sign for only
one picture, until Warners saw how they liked her — and now
they have her tied up for seven years!

Motion
42

12

Because his mother is a former actress and has taught Tom
"the ropes." Because whenever he has shown a sign of egotism,
she has known what to do. Because other studios are constantly trying to borrow him. Because, at his age, he has a
formidable list of both stage and screen roles to his credit.
Because he has few of the juvenile mannerisms that have
annoyed audiences in the past. Because boys of his own age
say

that

he is "regular" — a high

compliment

from

them.

Picture Presents the Coming

TOM

BROWN

At 20, he Is the only screen hero who has had a
picture named after him — namely, "Tom Brown
of Culver." And with eighteen and a half years
of stage experience behind him, he knows his
acting.

RUBY
KEELER

Still growing, he's attaining star stature!

She doesn't look as if she'd ever have camera-fright, does
she? But Ruby did— when she started "42nd Street." And
then stole the picture! She attended the same school that
Tom Brown did and, like him, was a Broadway prodigy. At 20,
she was Ziegfeld's star dancer. And Mrs. Jolson can also act!
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Stars — They'll Be Your Future Favorites

CLOTHES
GOSSIP
from

HOLLYWOOD

Here's the sassy little henna
hot that Clauaette Colbert
wears in "Tonight Is Ours"

Who's Wearing What and How Is Revealed in Motion Picture's
New
Department of Advance Fashion Tips from the New Films

By
For the third
month, Marilyn is telling
you, through
MOTION PICTURE, the
"inside story"
of what new
styles the new
pictures are
setting — and,
like these new
pictures, she
has some fashion surprises
for you. Not
only this
month, but
every month.
Keep up with
Marilyn, and
then watch for
the pictures
she has seen
in production
— and you
won't miss a
thing in the fashion line from Hollywo—d ! Editor.

" W
I

Hats have been perky, and just a bit silly for
more than a year now. But if you can believe what
you will see in the new pictures of Joan Crawford,
Constance Bennett, Claudette Colbert, Nancy
Carroll, et al, hats are going to be almost ridiculous
in their cuteness this Spring! "Perky" is no longer
the correct adjective to describe Hollywood's fashionable headgear. They're sassy . . . they're impudent .. . they're downright fresh, the way they cling
to the side of Milady's head, if they are small. And
they're exaggerated into the most adorable turns
and twists if they are large!
There are no "in between" hats to be glimpsed in
the movies they are making right now. They are
either perfectly enormous, or so small that they can
be pushed
down
into a
coat pocket.
Wait until
you see Joan
Sherlock
Holmes
cap
Crawford's
from the sports
"To-dayin We
sequence
her
new picture,
Live"! Adrian
designed this
for Joan as
the latest possible model in
It
is
a sportsgray
Tiat.

N the Spring a lady's fancy turns
covetously to the thoughts of a

I
JL

NEWoneHAT.
Andwho
if you
are
of the..."
millions
are

guided by Hollywood's
preferences in
hats, what a HAT you will be wearing
this Spring!
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The

ever-popular
black-and-white
connbination
is featured in "A Lady's Profession," by Sari Maritza (upper
left), and
by Kathleen
Burke
(above)
in a scene
in
"Murders in the Zoo"

tweed, the
same material
as Joan's suit,
with an enor-

The angle of Sari Maritza's black corded silk skull-cap is
very important. Next to her is Nancy Carroll in a less
extrenne model of the small hat in blue silk crepe. Next
in line is Adrienne Ames with her Leghorn hot, which goes
to the other extreme in size, as does Maureen O'SullIvan's,
which is made of Baku straw and rick-rock braiding

mous "visor" that completely obscures one of the Crawford
eyes, so that the left eye never knows what the right eye is
doing. It's extreme, but also extremely attractive.
Will Use It for a Sunshade

r

T'S swell for those sunny
days," laughed Joan when
she first tried on the amazing
chapeau. "I can, at least, keep
one side of my face shaded!"
When Howard Hawks, the director of the picture, saw THE hat,
he said, "I can't tell whether I
think it is the most ridiculous
hat I ever saw — or
It may be either ...
but something tells
going to start a new

the cutest."
or both . . .
us that it is
fad in hats,

just as Joan's attire in "Letty
Lynton" started a new sleeve fad.
Travis Banton, the Paramount
designer, got his inspiration for
the fresh little hat worn by Claudette Colbert in "Tonight Is
Ours" from our old friend, the
Overseas Cap of the late World
War. Just how it manages to
cling to the side of Claudette's
slick coiffure is another one of
those fashion mysteries. Maybe
the material has something to do
with it— the hat is of henna crepe
with a henna cock - feather
perched impudently right on the
top of the crown !
But Banton's pride and joy among
the latest millinery that he has designed is a brimless black silk skullcap, heavily corded, which is worn by
Sari Maritza in "A Lady's Profession." The hat, itself, is a mere
handful of material no bigger than a
handkerchief, but the smartness lies
in the way it is worn. You've heard
of hats coming far down over one
eye — well, this one comes so far over
the eye that it completely obscures
one eyebrowl

The gray tweed sports hat d la Sherlock
Holmes, worn by Joan Crawford (above)
in "To-day We Live," is made of the
same material as her suit. Left, Joan
in the stunning black-and-white outfit of
quilted angel-skin from her own wardrobe

Far less exaggerated is the almost-normal-sized
little silk crepe hat of blue with a self-material bow
in the back, worn by Nancy Carroll in "The Woman
Accused." In case you just can't wear the exaggerated models worn by Joan, Claudette or Sari, you may
be equally modish in the hat that Nancy wears in so
many close-ups with Cary Grant.
Big Hats Still Flattering
AND here's a little tip: Don't let these funny little
hats frighten you away from at least one very
large hat for your late Spring or early summer millinery! Say what they will about the staccato fashion
charm of these pee-wee hats, there is nothing more
flattering to a woman's face than the large-brimmed
hat! You may not look so smart, but you will look a
45
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Two of the gowns that
Claudette Colbert wears
in "Tonight Is Ours" go
from one extreme to the
other. Above, you see

fu

Constance Bennett

the very girlish ruffled dress
and, below, the slinky and
more sophisticated one of
the two. Katharine hlepburn and Helen Chandler

i^

(above) shows the
striking white corduroy and brown
wool sports costume that she

(left) in
sire,""The
KatharineGreat
wearingDe-a
smart riding habit and
Helen a mannish suit

wears In "Our
Betters." Her
kerchief is white
and

brown,

too"

^

/i ^^M
^

f

iS.

>v^
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X

Brown and white are again
combined in the checked
bathing suit worn by Madge

y

Evans (above). The cute little
one-sided white ermine cape
that Helen Chandler wears

^-^^

in "The Great Desire" is pictured at the left

V
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great deal prettier in the model worn by Adrienne
Ames. Notice the stunning eye-dip that Banton
has given this untrimmed natural Leghorn straw.
Another girl who prefers a large hat for her
newest is Maureen O'Sullivan, who models her latest purchase for her personal wardrobe. Maureen's
hat is a Borel model of rick-rack braiding on
large-brimmed Baku straw. The colors are
natural straw and brown. The bow gives a youthful effect, which makes this an adorable model for
the girl in her teens.
Getting away from the fascinating subjects of
hats for a moment, let's stop and consider what
Hollywood is doing with color combinations in
the latest pictures. As usual, the most effective
combination for the camera (so far as photography
goes) is that old stand-by, black-and-white!
Hollywood isn't going to get in any argument
about whether black and white are the very latest
combination, or not. The Paris designers may
have thought up something a little more novel
for this Spring — but Hollywood is sticking to her
story for effectiveness . . . black and white forever!

Joan's "Angel-Skin"

Outfit

HAVE you ever seen any Spring ensemble
more effective than the costume worn by Joan Crawford the
day she reported to the studio to
have make-up tests for "To-day
We Live". -• The Basque blouse is
of quilted angel -skin (yes, it is
something new), with ruffled
edges and four shiny, black buttons as the only trimming. Joan's
tailored black skirt is of the same
material — angel-skin; her pumps
and bag are of patent leather;
and the smart black hat is velvet.
Adrian liked Joan's outfit so well
that he begged her to wear it for
a certain street scene in "To-day
We Live," in which, by the way,
Gary Cooper is her co-star. Perhaps she will — but we got a picture of it anyway, just in case
something comes up to make her
change her mind. We just had to
let you see this stunning blackand-white combination.
Another effective use of black
and white is shown in "Murders
in the Zoo," when Kathleen
Burke appears in her black crepe
gown, most startlingly collaredand-cuffed in rough white crepe,
which has been heavily braided.
And still another black-and-white
dream of a dress is worn by Sari
Maritza in "A Lady's Profession." When you see Sari's black
crepe gown in the picture, don't
mistake the white satin covering,
which extends from the elbow to
the wrist, for something new in
long gloves. Those, if you please,
are the sleeves. And how do you
like that large black stripe down
thecenterof the white collar? Do
you
wonder
that
Hollywood

The scene above is from "To-day We Live" with Joan
Crawford and Robert Young, in which Joan wears the
adorable white mousseline-de-soie dress. Left, Constance
Bennett gives you a glimpse of the gown with the train
that she wears in "Our Betters"

cameramen clamor for more combinations of black and
white from the studio fashion designers?
If it's sport clothes you're waiting to glimpse in the
new pictures, you are going to hail with delight the stunning sports outfit worn by Constance Bennett in the
garden scenes of "Our Betters." The knee-length coat
and the skirt of the ensemble are of white corduroy, and
the sweater is of dark brown wool.
Connie

Brings Back Socks

NOTICE in particular the enormous white buttons
that are "piped" in brown. And the handkerchief
that dangles so effectively out of Connie's pocket is brown
and white silk. You don't have to wear the metal belt
with the sweater, but Connie likes it that way. Somebody said not so long ago that socks were pass6. But
Connie, in portraying an American girl married to a title
in "Our Betters," has elected to wear socks with her
{Continued on page 80)
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CAROLE

LOMBARD

You get the impression that
Carole has cleared away a mist
from before her eyes and sees
clearly at last just what she
ought to do — and will certainly
do it. Once content to be one
of the screen's best-dressed women, she must be on the move
now — and go places in an acting
way. That's what it does to
a girl to play opposite Clark
Gable, as Carole did in "No
Man of Her Own"! And she
may bridge the gap to stardom
as quickly as she goes "From
Hell to Heaven"
in her next!
Dyar

\

^Td Make a Terrible

Hush an dr Says

Lee Tracy

By Gladys Hall

.\ while back I drove out
here from New York, all by
my itty self. People said to
me, 'Drove across the continent alone? Why, you

y as was a
.d aI dainterviewed
ayha
IVdE
Maurice Chevalier at
eleven, and at noon I
met Lee Tracy on the Matro
lot and lunched with him,
while he told me about the
armor he's wearing against
Dan Cupid's well - known
arrows.

I said, "I'm still under
the French influence — I've
just left Chevalier."
Said Lee, "How'd you
get here so fast — bounce off
his lower lip?"
And that's that boy from
Atlanta, Georgia, for you.
As breezy, as snappy, as
quick on the comeback off
the screen as ever you have
seen him on. More than a
little tired, withal, having
made nine pictures in an incredibly brief span of time,
one following on the heels
of the other so rapidly that
he has occasionally found
himself calling the character
of one picture by the name
of the character in the picture before. Of them all,
"Blessed Event" is his
favorite to date. Recently,
he signed a gilt-edged, longterm contract with MetroGoldwyn-Mayer and plunged immediately into the

must be nuts! What's the

No Wife, No Strife
HE idea is that I have
a swell time when I
I am enjoying my own
idea?'
company.
I never get into
arguments with myself. I
am so self-sufficient that I

t:

even enjoy my own conversation. And every stop
I made on the way out, I
took time off and patted
myself on the back because
I didn't have a wife with me.
I couldI go
hotel
had toa any
mindlittle
to, ol'
in
any town, at any time. If
I'd had a Missus Tracy
with me, she would certainly have said, 'Oooh, do
we have to stay at this

Bachrach

awful little hole? Can't we
go on to the next town?
I'm sure I won't like the
rooms or the bed-linen or
the carpet on the floor or
the way they scramble their

eggs.' Things like that.
You know . . . don't pretend
In other words, Lee is trying to
that"Alone,
you don't
. . . eat anyI could
squelch that rumor that he is one of
where I liked, as well as
sleep anywhere I liked.
I
the screen's most eHgible bachelors.
could drive all night if I
Not kidding a bit, he says he doesn't
was night-minded, or I could
production of "Clear All
sleep all day and what the
need a wife, doesn't long for a home
Wires," the comedy-melohell. I could stop along the
drama about American
of his own, and doesn't crave a little
way whenever
I felt the
newspaper correspondents
Lee Tracy, Jr. — and gives his reaabroad. He feels that he has
urge and talk to hoboes or
skimmed the cream off the
the cattle on the ranges, if
sons. Don't miss them!
I felt we had anything in
free-lance field and is glad
common, which I frequently
for a "steady place."
did.
I could burn up the road, and there was no back"I'd make a terrible husband," Lee told me, at the luncheon
seat driver to remind me, hysterically, that Eternity might
table. "The way I work alone is enough to class me with
the perennial bachelors. And then, I have a sort of passion
be just around
the corner — ^and was I ready for it?
{ConUnued on page 84)
for being by myself.
We're on good terms, me and myself.
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When Ramon Novarro wood
leaves
Hollyin the Spring,

■'ihl

"there's
he
nnay no
findplace
that

f=^-

like
home."
Ramon
drew
'iii-'^'r

nr..

1

.^*

'#^

plans for his
new
modernistic
home,
himself. Left, you
see him
breakfast

'fM.

For
the

on the
porch

4-%.A

All photos by Clarence Sinclair Bull
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Ramon

built a

homeselffor
becausehimhe
wanted to be
able to play the
piano
whenever
the mood
struck
him. Above,
from an unusual
Ramon is sending a younger brother
through college to be an architect — to
be, in others words, what Ramon, himself,
might well have been. He designed his
new home for privacy, as well as modernistic beauty. Above, the entrance —
against which all visitors are silhouetted

angle,
see
a corneryou
of the
music room.
Left, the music
room
terrace —
with Ramoh
on

^

the breakfast
porch above
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it

"I'll Never Fall ^fP^?^
Predicts Ramon
About to leave the screen "for at least three years,"
Ramon says, "There will never be an Only Girl for
me. I shall never marry. I never will be in love."
Sounds like a drastic prophec}'', doesn't it.^ But the
secret is that Ramon, who hasn't had time for
romance In Hollywood, expects to have even less
time when he takes up music in a serious way!

BY

FAITH

RRO, now
NOVA
Nt to
abou
give up the
RAMO
screen, has changed.
<. Within the space of one
year, he has become an entirely
different sort of person. He now
believes absolutely that he will
never fall in love and will never
marry.
One year ago he was living with his
family and would have vehemently
rejected the idea that he would ever
live apart from them. To-day, he is
H\dng apart from them, alone, in a
house of his own.
A year ago, Ramon was very young,
an idealist, a visionary. To-day he is
not so young. He is tired. He is less
the visionary idealist and more the
practical business man, somewhat overburdened with cares, worried about his work,
harassed with responsibilities.
Even as recently as a year ago, credence
was still given the familiar story that he
planned, some day, to enter a monastery, to
lead the monastic hfe. Ramon says, now,
very emphatically, that he does NOT plan
to enter a monaster}' — that the largest part
of that story was "colorful publicity."
"This doesn't mean," he says, "that I have
lost any part of my religion. It means more
to me now than it ever has. I feel that we
need God in the world now as we have never

SERVICE

Ramon Novarro has built a new
home to have privacy. And he
dodges romiance to keep that
privacy

needed Him before."
The other stories written about Ramon
a year ago had to do with his love and selfsacrifice for his family — his mother and father, his eleven
brothers and sisters. And, occasionally, a semi-romantic story
would appear, describing the Ideal Girl that Ramon hoped to
meet and marry some fair day.
Ramon's devotion to his family is as fervent and faithful as
it ever was.
But he has found that he must have privacy.

seclusion, a place where he can be by himself, lead his own life,
with his own thoughts. He found that he could no longer go
on under the pressure of so many other lives being lived, so
many other problems being faced, so much activity about him.
It was for this reason and no other that he bought his own
{Continued on page jS)
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How

Would

ECHNOCRACY
Change

Hollywood ?

The Technocrats predict that, in ten more
years, the science of Energy will remake the
world. Machinery will do most of the work,
people will have time to enjoy life, and wealth
won't be measured by money. And if this
happens, what will Hollywood be like in 1943.^
James Cagney, Edmund Lowe, Fredric March,
Douglas Fairbanks, Boris Karloff, Robert Armstrong and Lilyan Tashman give you a composite picture from their imaginations!
By

JOHN

L.

HADDON

.
THIS is the year 1943. Technocracy reigns supreme
Super-machines, directed and controlled by mechanical men or robots, are performing the world's
toil. Man stands emancipated, free from the driving necessity of hoarding wealth, ready to divert his energy
to the gaining of culture, health, and happiness.
An impossible Utopia? Perhaps. A dream more fantastic
than the futuristic cities of "Just Imagine"? Yes, certainly.
This story does not attempt to argue for Technocracy —
that plan, to date, is too nebulous, too much inclined to
overlook the difficulties that lie in its path. This story
merely supposes that Technocracy is actually perfected
and in operation, and asks: WHAT WOULD HOLLYWOOD BE LIKE UNDER SUCH A SYSTEM?
Remember that this Hollywood of ours has been moneymad — a city of show and bluff, boastful of its million-dollar
salaries, its million-dollar production costs and the fabulous
luxuries of the stars. Remember that it has been dominated
by one of the most rigid caste systems ever known, with an
aristocracy based on salaries.

pictures employ every branch of art — architecture, music,
literature, photography, acting, and even sculpture and paintnocracy.ing. It would attract still more under the reign of Tech-

But this is the year 1943. The "Price System" has been
abolished. Debts and profits are out of date. Every person in
Hollywood, from "extra" to star, has been guaranteed a

"These artists would be free from all money worries, for the
government would guarantee each worker's income.
They
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spending power equal to twenty thousand dollars a year, a
chance to show his worth, and about nine months of leisure.
WHAT WOULD HOLLYWOOD BE LIKE?
I asked James Cagney that question and found him dubious
at first, unable to disregard the impediments that lie between
the proposal of so revolutionary a plan and actually putting it
into eff'ect.
" Forget the obstacles," I prompted. " We're supposing that
they've all been met and overcome. Technocracy is in force."
He began to warm to the subject. . . .
Cagney Foresees an Art Center

THEN I see a startHng new Hollywood," he said. "Instead of considering machines a natural enemy of 'art,'
we would welcome new and highly-developed mechanical aides.
Hollywood is already a center of artistic activity. It has
attracted a tremendous number of artists because motion

Left, Hollywood in the
Technocracy Era — with
space ships sailing the
skies, speed cars roaring
along the streets, actors
seldom working but
never poor, stars and
plumbers living alike
in charge of the government would completely rev^olutionize
the studios.
Sets
would be replaced by
natural backgrounds,
projected mensions
in onthree
dia gigantic screen before which
the actors would
work. Stenographers,
transportation
crews, carpenters,
electricians, bookkeepers and gatemen
would be replaced by
machines. Some of
them would become
movie
stars.
"Eve
ryone, of

course, would have a
vast amount of leisure in which to follow his own desires,
and I think that the
majority
beingwood's of
workers,Holly
naturally creative,
would soon tire of
aimless pleasure.
With thousands of
artists gathered in one
colony, the social
changes in Hollywood
would be greater even
than the industrial.
"People would be

would think of the merit of their work, rather than its price.
Hollywood would become one of the few great art centers of
the world, just as Pittsburgh, with its steel mills and nearby
coal fields, would continue to be an industrial hub.
"Here in Hollywood, we would have one of the world's great
television broadcasting stations. Probably it would be located
somewhere in the San Fernando \'alley. It would broadcast
pictures in both sound and color, and its programs would feature

judged acterbyand ability,
their charinstead of by money standards as now. It would no longer be
hard to 'get into the movies' and a new crop of actors would
spring into the spotlight. There would be room for thousands
more actors because each would work only eight hours a week."
Edmund Lowe, while admitting that he has not the faintest
idea how the Utopia pictured by the Technocrats
could
be reached, drew a fantastic picture of Hollywood under its
regime and sought to imagine what part he would play in it.
Lowe

the world's greatest musicians, actors and
writers. Because profits would be outlawed,
the consideration would be to produce the
finest entertainment possible. There would
be no gang pictures or sex picture cycles, no

"TUST
to be radical," he said,
I "let's suppose that a governing
"^ councilsaidtome:'EdmundLowe,
as an actor you're not an energy producer; consequently, your work has
no place in the fundamental program

sensational exploitation gags, and no 'star
system.' Dramas would be cast without
reference to an actor's 'fan following' — for
the only important point would be: 'Does he
fit the role and is he capable of playing it?'
Possible Revolutions in Studios
TELEVISION
would never entirely
replace the screen, but the development of scientific marvels by the engineers

Sees More Leisure,
More Art

Technocracy's cocktails would be
shaken by robot servants, who would
never, never testify in divorce suits

of a mechanized world.
You're to
drive a tractor, grow oranges and
produce energy. Entertainment will
be subsidized by the government. If,
in your leisure, you wish to act,
{Continued on page go)
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Marlene

Dietrich Tells

No, she says, she doesn't wear them to be sensationah And she isn't trying to start a revolution in feminine attire — though she says that if
other women tried them, they'd never go back
to skirts. Marlene says she just followed the
pajama-and-slacks

idea to its logical conclusion

— and adds that she has never been more comfortable orfelt better-dressed in her life!

says: "The public is
DIET
Es gettin
MARLEN
g RICH
excited over something, anyalway
way. First, I uncovered my legs, and people
were excited over that. Now I cover my legs,
and that excites them, too ... I am sincere in my preference for men's clothes — I do not wear them to be sensational ... I think I am much more alluring in these clothes.
...Wearing
such clothes,
too, there is a
sense of perfect freedom
and comfort. I
never was comfortable in one
single dress

I /Iter national

Mannish clothes aren't anything new for Marlene.
A year
ago, for instance, she was wearing shirts, ties and mannish
coats, as at left. In "Blonde Venus," far left, she wore a white
dress suit. Above, how she goes to work to-day

that I have worn in all my life. . . . Women's
clothes take too much time — it is exhausting, shopping for them. Men's clothes do
not change; I can wear them as long as I
like. ... I only hope other women try them
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and find the comfort I enjoy in them, free from all the constrictions ofthe conventional women's wear."
These are a few of the highlights gleaned from the first interview given to a screen magazine by Marlene Dietrich since she
first startled Hollywood, and the world, with pictures of herself
in men's clothes, with appearances at places about town in

Why She Wears Men's Clothes!
By

ROSALIND

Shaffer

dress suit — a white one, however, trimmed with stripes of brilhants. Now she's wearing mannish attire off the screen, and
onto the very streets of Los Angeles. Since Marlene is fortunate enough to have a limousine and a chauffeur, she is spared
the mobs that would greet an ordinary woman in such extraordinary garb — but even so, she causes a furore on every appearance.
Will She Remake

Woman's

World?

ARE the struggHng women of the world to have a Joan of
L Arc come out of Hollywood in the person of Marlene
Dietrich? Are the fashion-creators of Paris to be defeated by
the lovely Marlene in her one-woman Battle of the Century?
Is Marlene's fashion ultimatum going to be the "shot heard
round the world" and are Marlene's breeches a new banner of
freedom for the women who spend their lives and their money,
trying to keep abreast of the styles, which change every three
months?
These are some of the questions that thinking people in Hollywood have been asking themselves of recent weeks, since Marlene Dietrich has
gone
Garbo by
one
better
appearing at
shops, cafes, and
even premieres,
clad in men's
garments
— daintily tailored
to

June Eslep

Above, the Dietrich of the
the screen). On her last visit
sers to pose as "Blue Boy"
trouser suits. Right, how

famous legs (now hidden off
to Germany, she donned trou(far right). Novi^ she has ten
she dresses for a premiere

Kei/.slone

men's clothing, appearing nonchalant and looking comfortable.
Marlene caused something of a sensation, when she did her
first American-made film, "Morocco," by appearing as an entertainer ina cafe, in a full-dress suit and top hat. People
gasped, said "How continental!", and let it pass. Then came
her latest film, "Blonde Venus," and again Dietrich was in a

show the prc^vocative Dietrich curves, but
men's garments, nevertheless.
Marlene has a wardrobe of ten tailored
suits, with trousers, in her very modernistic
{Continued on page ■jo)
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Gable
Answers Your Questions!
The February Motion

Picture gave everybody a chance to ask Clark a

question — and practically everybody grasped at the opportunity! And Clark's
answers tell more about him than any story ever has!

By

MOTION
ERIC

PICTURE'S
Inquiring
Reporter,
L.
ERGENBRIGHT

What books do you enjoy
AS
your Inquiring
Remost,
and iv/ic are your favorite
porter, his voice a
/\
authors? I like detective and
/ % mere whisper of its
adventure stories best, I think.
^
Jl former self, fired the
Arthur Conan Doyle, S. S.
last one of your questions at
Van Dine and Jack London are
Clark Gable, he filled his beloved pipe for the twentieth
among my favorite authors.
117/0 is your favorite poet?
time and sighed with relief.
Robert W. Service.
"Now," said Clark, deciDid you graduate frojn college
sively, "I know what it feels
or
university? No, I'm sorry to
like to be put on the spot!"
The mountainous pile of
say, I didn't. I attended Akron
University night school for
questions that I received from
about a year.
Gable followers — after they
read, in the February Motion
What would you like to do if
Questions, questions, questions. Bagful after
Picture, of the chance to ask
you were not in the movies? I
bagful of them. Thousands upon thousands of them.
As we began the tremendous task of sorting them,
him a question — covered his
would try to become a mechanit began to look as if EVERYBODY had a question
past, present and future, sought
ical engineer, for I like anyhis opinion on every subject
to ask Clark Gable. And Clark thought so, too,
thing connected with machinwhen he started to answer them. But our work and
under the sun, and left him
ery and I think that profession
gasping for breath.
has a mighty fine future.
Clark's work, we feel, was well worth the effort.
Fortunately, many of the
You will KNOW what Clark Gable is really like
117/0 do you think is the pretquestions were duplications. A
after reading all the questions and his answers.
tiest woman movie star in HollyYou will know him as you never have before.
great number of you wanted to
wood? Really, I can't answer
that question. Holl3rwood has
Last month, we gave you the chance to ask Conknow "how to get into the
stance Beimett a question. This month (on page 31)
so many beautiful women, it
movies." In the question of
would be impossible to make a
duplication of questions, one
we offer you the opportimity to quiz Maurice Chevaanswer will serve for all.
fair decision.
lier. In the May Motion Picture, you will read
Unfortunately, there were
Connie's answers. (And what a deluge of Bennett
// you ever visit France, will
questions has flown into our Hollywood office!) In
some questions that studio
you go to Biarritz? One of my
keenest ambitions is to travel.
rules prevented Clark from
the June Motion Picture, you will read Chevalier's
I've never had the opportunity,
answering. A few were beyond
answers. Hurry along your Chevalier question before
March
20,
to
be
sure
it
will
reach
us
in
time
to
the bounds of good taste — but
you know. If I visit France —
have Maurice answer it!
very few. And there were literand I certainly want to — I'll not
ally hundreds of queries that
overlook Biarritz.
TI'7/u; story would you like best
requested a personally auto^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
to make into a picture? A stage
^^■■■■I^^^^^^H
graphed picture of the star.
Such requests should be adplay,
titled
"Blind
Windows."
It
would
make
a great
picture.
dressed to the Metro- Gold wynWere you, on July 4, ig2j, measuring timber in Clinton,
Mayer Studios, not to the Inquiring Reporter. Also, a numMontana, with a group of boys from St. Paul? I have two snapber of you applied for a job as Clark's chauiJeur. Several
hundred questions were received too late to qualify, and beshots ofthe boys and one is like you in every detail. I'm sorry,
cause of that I urge you to send in your future questions
but I couldn't have been in your snapshots. I was in Los
promptly, so that they will be received on or before the
Angeles at that time.
twentieth of the month.
For a young actor wishing to gain experience, which would
So here goes! William Clark Gable is on the witness stand,
you advise — the stage, stock or "extra" work in Hollywood? A
giving a complete, revealing account of himself! Your questions
good stock company. It will give you wider experience and
more
versatility.
are in light italics; his answers are in heavy Roman type:

Watch For THEIR Answers!
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// you were making a personal appearance tour, would you consider coming to
PaLerson, New Jersey^ (There were many
questions like this, and in answering one,
Chirk replies to all.) When an actor is on
a personal appearance tour, his route and
theatre appearances are arranged by the
studio and the exhibitors.
You like the wild life very much, don't
you? If you mean life in the wilds, yes.
Hunting is one of my favorite recreations.
Is it true that your parents were Pennsylvania Dutch? Yes, my name is an
Americanization of Goebel, and my
mother, who was bom in Pennsylvania,
was named Hershelmann,
Is it true that you sticii your ears to your
head with adhesive tape while being photographed? No, that isn't true.
Why is it that you never wear a ring in
your pictures? I don't hke jewelry, either
on the screen or in real life.
Do you speak any foreign languages?
No, I'm sorry to say.
What is your real name and what year
and tnonth were you born in? William
Clark Gable. I was bom on February the
first. (The studio prohibits its contract
players from giving their ages.)
Are the articles written about you in the
different magazines authentic and true?
With a few exceptions, all I've read have
been very accurate when quoting me.
Why do your kisses take so long? (Now
there IS a question!) I guess I'll have to
give the director the credit for that.
Did you ever, as a youth, live in New
York City? No.
Do you remember going to school with
Jake Stahl? I certainly do. Please ask
him to drop me a line in care of the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver
City, California. I'd like to hear from
him.
Don't you believe that solitude sometimes
is one of the greatest things a person can
have? Yes, most decidedly. Everyone
needs solitude now and then for the purpose of self-analysis.
Don't you think that you owe much of
your success to Greta Garbo? Your part
in "The Painted Desert" was very small
and you were fading. Then came "Susan
Lenox." Of course, I'm grateful to Miss
Garbo and I'U frankly admit that she
helped me greatly in "Susan Lenox."
But "The Painted Desert" was my first
real picture and between it and "Susan Lenox," I played in
"Dance, Fools, Dance," "The Secret Six," "A Free Soul" and
"Night Nurse."
What are your favorite sports? Golf and hunting. It would
be hard to choose between them.
Would you rather play opposite a young girl like Dorothy
Jordan, or an older woman, such as Norma Shearer? That depends entirely on the picture and which is more suited to the
leading feminine role. Personally, I have no choice.
Do you play bridge? Not very well, but I try to, occasionally.
A man of your apparent intelligence would not continue in
pictures if he were not working towards a definite goal. What

When
you see the
number of questions
Clark Gable has answered, you'll appreciate his remark, "Now, I know what it feels
like to be put on the spot!"
is that goal? Financial security and all it means, primarily.
How often do you make pictures and how long do you work
on each picture? The actual shooting time averages about six
weeks on each picture, but that does not include the time
spent on rehearsals or possible added scenes. I played in
nine pictures during my first year on the screen, but now I'm
expected to make only four or five pictures a year.
What is the most difficult role you have ever played in pictures? The doctor in "Strange Interlude," because of the age
transition.
Did you work at the Firestone and Miller Rubber Company
plant in Akron, Ohio? Yes, about 1916.
{Continued on page J2)
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Offgiana-Mitchell

A close-up of Richard Halliburton

World-Explorer
Discovers
HOLLYWOOD
Richard Halliburton, who has made a fortune by seeking the
unusual, doing the unusual, and then writing about them,
finally is tempted to Hollywood — and discovers that it is "a

amed the
hadd sero
d,u ha
yo
en most of
IFworl
tremendous experience." There is no other place like it under
the places worth seeing,
the
sun, he says. And he also discovers that acting is like exhad had all sorts of unusual experiences, and then had
ploring— "hard work, but swell fun." The hard work part was
landed in Hollywood, what
news to him!
would you think of the movie
colony? Richard Halliburton,
world-famous young author-exseat in a movie theatre with an Amuse me, damn you! attitude,
plorer, who has done just that, says, "Holl)rwood is unique.
just how much grueling hard work the making of a picture cost.
You really can't make comparisons. They're not fair."
I thought innocently that they enjoyed it as much as I enjoyed
He goes on to explain: "Hollywood is too glamourous for
comparisons. It has a special charm and deserves special adwatching them! But he who plays on the screen The
must young
also work.
chap"
jectives. Itis a place of amazing contradictions. A movie premiere is like no other
who broke
lines afew into
yearsheadago
spectacle in the world — with the parade of
when
he
swam
the
stars, the blinding lights, the crowd that has
Hellespont, and
waited from early morning to see its idols.
later the Panama
On the other hand, Hollywood Boulevard
Canal, is something
resembles the Main Street of any small
of a contradiction,
town in America!
himself. Other
".\gain, at a party the other night, I met
an erudite psychologist, possessor of several
young
men fresh
out of college
have
university degrees. Sitting beside him was a
"bummed"
their
famous actress whose schooling was received
way around the
in a Broadway chorus.
They were talking
world, but few have
about Technocracy, and she seemed the
more intelligent on the subject, certainly
made a fortune doing it! As he did,
the more amusing. The profeswhen he pubHshed
sor, incidentally, has worked, to
his first travel book,
his intense delight, in several
"The Royal Road
films.

"There are manj' other contradictions. An actor-friend of
mine took a day's vacation in
the hills last week and told of
throwing snowballs, in sub-zero
weather. That same week-end
another friend left for her ranch
in the desert, within a few miles
of Hollywood, to sun-bathe beside the swimming pool in subtropical weather. Another chap
and his wife went yachting.
There isn't another spot in the
world where such a variety of
amusements would be possible!
"I've been lucky enough to
meet many of the stars. Close
contact did bring some disillusion. Inever stopped to realize,
when I sat in my comfortable

Above, the explorer invites
Ramon Novarro
for a flight in
"The Flying Carpet"— ^just as he
invited a Borneo
head-hunter.
The chief, very
grateful, gave
him the human

He has boundless
to Romance."
enthusiasm.
Among people who
haven't read his books, he has
raised a storm of arguments and
criticisms.
Slender, boyish, he
seems to possess no great physical
endurance.
Yet he chmbed Mt.

Fujiyama
in mid-winter
when
even the guides refused to risk it,
and snapped a picture of the
heads that he's
crater, with snow clinging to the
holding
arm'slength atat the
left
rim, to prove his feat to the skeptical. A Hollywood press-agent
tried to persuade him to compare a location trip to
this climb up Mt. Fujiyama. Halliburton laughingly
coined an epigram:

" No actor lives up to his press-

In Hollywood (where he is assembling reels of
travel film into a feature-length picture), he wore
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agent!"

By Mark

dowling

tion — it annoys him — of being a women's-club speaker. Actually, he hasn't
addressed one in four years.

Knows All of "The Big Three"
rison
compa
I'll Gbreak
now
ord—
Pickf
Marythat
MEETIN
rule — was one of my happiest experiences," herelates. "Just as e.xciting
as when I met the Queen of Persia or
the Empress of China. Not because
Mary is a movie star, but because she's
a woman with a great mind, heart and
character.
" Charhe ChapHn delighted me with
his easy friendliness. We had met before in Singapore, on our respective
travels around the world, he by steamer
and I by airplane. His arrival in Singapore caused the biggest excitement of
the year.
"At a party at Gary Cooper's the
other night, Charlie, Doug Fairbanks,
and I had a three-sided discussion
about our voyages and adventures."
(These hardened explorers agreed, in
case you're planning a trip, that the

Halliburton first saw Hollywood from the air, as
at right. And in Hollywood, he was amazed to
find a double for a Hindu girl he had miet in the
Shalimar Gardens (above). She acts with him in
"India Speaks"

rough corduroy trousers
during the day and at
night attended some of
the colony's swankiest
parties.
He has a cultured voice and manner
— from an explorer, one
might expect a contradiction of accents — but
a hard handshake.
His
books have sold more
copies, publishers
estimate, than any
other non-fiction
material of
this century
— and
he
isn't
yet
thirty.
He
has a reputa-

Slience Airplane Photos

far-off island of Bali is the most beautiful and

Left,

burton

romantic place in the world.) " Doug and I, by the
way, have followed in each other's travel paths for
a number of years.
"A funny incident occurred last year.
Halli- while I was the guest of Dick Barthelmess
with a
i i •
i
■
-r • r^i

wife m bmgapore, when
^"^^ "^^ charmmg
a headyoungsterin jvho'll
hunter
Borneo be some
day
{Continued on page 8y)
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The Stranee Case of
UNCAN
ENALDO
The young lover of "Trader Horn" is
Hollywood's "man without a country."
Just convicted of falsely swearing to American citizenship, he faces deportation to
Roumania. That country, however, says
he was not born there. He claims Camden,
New Jersey, as his birthplace — but has
written proof. The government claims
is Roumanian — but he contends there is
proof of that, either. What will happen

no
he
no
to

him if his appeal fails.''
And now the United States Government has charged him with giving false information in applying
for that passport, he has been convicted inFederal Court, and he has
been sentenced to pay a fine of
$2,000 and serve two years in a Federal penitentiary. His opportunity
in "Trader Horn" brought him
movie fame — and personal ruin.
Although Renaldo is convinced
that he was born in Camden, New
Jersey, on April 23, 1004, and has
been accepted as a United States
citizen by the National Guard, the
civic authorities of Camden, and
the Roumanian Government, the
United States Immigration authorities declare that he was born
in Roumania.
"A Man Without a
inly
den
sud
e
eon
SUPPOSE formedsom
you tha
t you were to be
UT Renaldo is in a peculiar
ed
part in a milliongiven a featur
Top, Duncan Renaldo to-day, worried
about what will happen if his appeal
Country"
dollar motion picture at a salary you
position,
for the Roumanian
fails. Center, as a private in the
Government declares he is not a
never dreamed of, and added that you
National
Guard
in
1923.
Above,
he
is
would have to leave for Africa within
citizen of that country and was not
second from the left in a group of
born there. Out on bail, pending
privates at the same training camp
seventy-two hours. Could you prove in
that time that you had been born in the
an appeal, he wanders about the
United States, so that you could get a passstreets of Hollywood, a man without a country. He cannot prove where he was born; he cannot
port? And if you could not prove it, but were convinced
even prove what his name is, for he says he is Renault Duncan,
that you were a citizen — what would you do?
That is the situation in which Duncan Renaldo found himself
while the American Government declares he is really "V'^silie
when Metro executives informed him that he was to go to Africa
Dumitreu Cucghianaes."
Roumania refuses to allow him to be deported to that counto play the young lover in "Trader Horn." He had to have a
passport, and as he could not produce proof of citizenship, he
try'; America refuses to allow him to remain here.
took the oath of allegiance, secured an affidavit from a friend
I asked him, "If you should lose your appeal and have to
who had known him for years, and declared he was a citizen.
{Continued on page "jf)
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Palmolive now at
lowest prices in liistory
Nothing is changed but the price. The same

amount of olive

oil goes into every cake . . . the same generous-size cake
. . . the same true cosmetic effect that has made Palmolive
the voluntary choice of more than 20,000 beauty experts

WITH
beauty at stake — you must choose soap bargains carefully.
Beware — lest you pay too dearly for so-called bargain soaps
which dry, irritate, age the skin. You — and millions — who know
Palmolive quality — Palmolive reputation — Palmolive results — will recognize in these new-day prices a genuine, worthwhile beauty bargain.
To be sure there are cheaper soaps — but what are they made from?
Do you dare use them on your skin? You know what Palmolive is
made from. Below we show you the generous quantity of olive oil we
put into every cake. We show you the reason why Palmolive is not just
another soap — but a genuine, provable beauty treatment.
A real complexion soap bargain
Palmolive is not an all-purpose household soap. Palmolive makes
no claims for laundry purposes. The Palmolive formula embodying time-tested cosmetic oils is too valuable for that. Palmolive
is a skin soap — a complexion soap —
made to preserve youth — to foster and
promote true natural skin beauty. It
is the only leading soap that reveals its
ingredients.
Now — supply your household with
Palmolive generously! Use this fine
beauty aid for
bath — for the
low prices you
but Palmolive

face — for shampoo — for
whole family. At these
need never let any soap
touch your skin.
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O famous Stars

omniexions
that
fascinate even
Why don't YOU try
Hollywood's Beauty Care
THE Hollywood screen stars are
lovely aiw ays. Even a snapshot
shows them radiantly fresh — youthful!
Snapshots are not kind — every
woman knows that. But the stars
face even this test fearlessly! How
charming is the trio above— Lor etta
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Young, Polly Ann Young, Sally
Blane — snapped by John Boles in
an informal moment at the popular
Cocoanut Grove!
How alluring they are — these beautiful stars! What is the secret of
their matchless charm?
"Above everything else," says
lovely Sally Blane, "we take exquisite care of our complexions. I started
using Lux Toilet Soap my first day
in the studio, and find it helps

in a snapshot
keep my skin smooth and glowing."
Loretta Young, and Polly Ann,
too, like scores of other fascinating
stars, use this gentle care to keep
their skin always youthfully alluring.
9 out of 10 Screen Stars use it
Of the 694 important actresses
in Hollywood, including all stars,
686 use this fragrant white soap
regularly!
Not only at home in their own

Lux Toilet

enlargement
luxurious dressing rooms, but in their
studio dressing rooms as well. Because

Snapped by
JOHN BOLES
at the
Cocoanut Grove
in Hollywood

the stars' preference is so well known,
this fragrant white soap has been made
official by all the big film studios.
Why don't you try the Beauty Soap
of the Stars — guard your complexion
as the world's most beautiful women
dp? Buy several cakes of this gentle
soap. Begin at once to give your skin
the care that will keep it always temptingly smooth and fresh.

Soap

— The Beauty SoapOj
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Lee l\Iiller

Germany Sends Us
Another BlONDE VeNUs!
Ten thousand Germans wept when LiHan Harve}' left BerHn for Holh-^vood. This 23year-old blonde \''enus was a movie queen in three languages abroad; she was at the top
of the heap. But, once she reached the top, there wasn't an}'where to go — except "to a
new country, to start a new career." So here she is, all ready to say "It" Avith music!
By

CRUIKSHANK

left Berhn
wepts when she a.
queenprinces
EUROPE'S
to becomemovie
a movie
in Americ
In fact,
take Ernst Lubitsch's word for it, the pavement of
the station was wet with her tears and those of
the myriad followers who journeyed from far places to bid
her "Auf Weidersehen." For LiUan Harvey, with Europe
at her dancing feet, was starting on a new adventure, and
the world that was to be conquered was a strange one,
different in modes and manners from both Continent and
Isles. It was a big step, a daring one, a sad one for a fivefoot-three, hundred-pound damsel. And it's no wonder
that she sobbed into microphones a final plea for the affections of the Vaterland.
"Please do not forget me!" she whispered, and, take
Herr Lubitsch's word for it, ten thousand of the faithful
pledged tearful allegiance.
But when Lilian Harvey arrived in Hollywood, she greeted
the climate with a smile that warmed all hearts. It was a happy
64

landing, and a regal one. For Lilian's entrance was that of a
real movie star. There were the forty trunks— well, twenty
anyway — the French maid; the low, rakish, specially built,
glistening white foreign racer; the smartly uniformed chauffeur;
and Josef Strassner, designer-by-appointment-to-Milady, who
creates all that she wears from shoes to hats.
Lilian is sufficiently the star to regard such an entourage as
all-in-the-day's-work. There's no swank about it. She has
been a Grade h. celebrity too long, despite her scant twentythree years. Years, incidentally, that she doesn't look.
For Lilian has poise, but no pose. She is utterl}- natural, yet
in odd contradiction to her seeming self-sureness, she possesses
an ingenuous quality of wide-e\'ed innocence and surprise.
Those wide eyes, by the way, are set at the slight suspicion of
angle, which might suggest Garbo, except for the piquant oval
of her face. Her eyes are a clear, corn-flower blue, and the
special blondeness of her fluffy hair is a natural blondeness.
{Continued on page g2)

COLGATE DOLLAR

VALUE

ALL FOR

This tooth brush guaranteed
the finest bristles, the best
handle material that can be
put into a tooth brush . . .
equal in value to any 50cent tooth brush on themarket. Your choice of 5 pastel
shades. Colgate's reputation
is back of this guarantee.

This is how this bargain comes
to you-in a sanitary, Cellophanewrapped package.
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42nd STREET

CAVALCADE

THE KING'S VACATION

Real Hit — Ruby Keeler Scores: Once in a
blue moon we get a screen picture of a
theatrical performance which is not only a
good picture, but a good theatrical performance. The chorus numbers and songs,
especially the honeymoon pullman car set,
would be a hit in any Broadway musical
show, and Ruby Keeler's dancing has
already been proven on Mazda Lane.
The story itself, built around the backstage lives of the principals in the show, is
filled with incidents and excitement, and
the suspense when, at the last possible
moment, the unknown and shy little
chorus girl is pushed into the place of the
leading lady (Bebe Daniels) is real and
gripping.
Warner Baxter does a superb piece of
work as the sick director, flogging himself
and his cast mercilessly to put the show
across but it is to little Ruby Keeler of the
miraculous feet and shining eyes that the

To See It Is A Memorable Experience:
"Cavalcade" is the talkies' greatest
achievement. It is THE ONE picture
that anyone who sees it will never forget,
no matter what his nationality.
It is British in characters and settings,
but it tells a universal story: a story of a
sensitive, strongly-knit family whose lives,
for better or for worse, are bound up with
their country's life — in war, in peace, in
happy times, in sad times. It unfolds
against a vi\-id pageant of English history
since New ^'ear's Eve, 1899. It contains
every mood, every emotion; it creates
moods and emotions. It tears at the heart
with its beauty.
From beginning to end, the large cast is
British; and. from beginning to end, they
live their roles. Chief of them all are Clive
Brook as Robert Marryot, and Diana Wynyard as his wife, Jane, both of whom age
gradually o\er the thirty years that the
story covers. Miss Wynyard, in particular,
inspires with an inspired performance.

Fine
Picture — Human
and
Appealing:
Witty and elegant is this latest Arliss opus,
though hardly calling upon the artistic
abilities of the star. A king, who did not
expect and has never enjoyed his kingship,
is convinced that his people would be
better off under a republican rule. He abdicates joyfully, is divorced by his understanding queen and returns to the romance
he was forced to renounce eighteen years
before.
What he discovers about the effect Time
has on romance, and about his own heart,
the picture proceeds to tell in charmingly
sentimental episodes that have both
smiles and tears.
Mrs. Arliss does a beautiful piece of
work as the woman who, through eighteen

THE SECRET
BLANCHE

BLONDIE

big hand goes. We'll be seein' ya Ruby!
Guy Kibbee amuses as the show's "angel."

NAGANA
. Fantastic — But Has Thrills: A crazy quilt
but, oddly enough, good entertainment.
The story of the beautiful and silken
woman who follows Love into the African
jungles is so incredible that it verges on
the ridiculous at times. Causing the
suicide of one lover, the death of a native
king, and a stampede of wnld animals, the
heroine — played decoratively by Tala
Birell — is finally rescued from the crocodiles by the doctor, who has risked his life
in the wilds to discover a cure for Nagana
(sleeping sickness).
The plot risks comparison with a recent
picture
built The
around
physician's
sacrifice
for science.
wilda animals
furnish
the
thrills, not the human actors. Before our
very eyes a lion is killed, a puma speared,
two crocodiles engage in mortal combat,
leopards fight and beasts leap on men.
Theatrical — and not very good theatre —
still it will hold you.
Melvyn Douglas helps Tala to prove
that she has considerable promise.
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OF MADAME

Old-Fashioned — Maybe You'll Go For It:
As old-fashioned as the 1890 costumes that
she wears, is the plot of this drama, which
furnishes a new excuse for the muchabused Irene Dunne to suffer through
seven reels of trouble. Its greatest virtue
is the revelation (in the scenes where the
heroine is an actress) that Irene has a
glorious voice, heretofore hidden.
As for the plot, it is filled with cruel
parents, secret marriages, a betrayed girl
and a chee-ild without a father. Even
though she wears bustles, puffed sleeves
and Merry Widow hats, we know that the
heroine as she stands in the prisoner's
dock, self-accused of murder to shield the
son who
recognize
her, X.
is none
other
than doesn't
our old friend
Madame
But the director has managed to photograph more than the outworn behaviorism
of a bygone day. He has also photographed
the prejudices and priggishness, and the
social standards of only a few years ago.
{More Reviews on page 68)

years
court
ceremonials
anddo a her
queen's
duties,ofhad
always
longed to
own
shopping and pour tea at a quiet fireside.
It is a delightful picture of charming
people. But why not give Arliss, who
is a great actor, some acting to do?

JOHNSON

Gangster Storv OJ Gal Bandit Has Its
Moments: We had thought that every
variation of the gangster theme had been
worked, but here is a new one. a female
Capone who bosses her gang of masculine
and feminine racketeers with a surprising
flow of language and a toss of a blonde
head. Joan Blondell keeps things alive
while she is on the screen, but without her
the action drags.
Chester Morris, as the boy-friend who
tries to doublecross the lady gangster and
is coolly put on the spot by her, has a
familiar role, and Allen Jenkins is funnier
in every picture.
Butjellthe
doesn't
quite
into promising
a convincingsituation
story. Perhaps
it is because, despite the novelty of a^girl
gangster, the machine guns, pent-house
rendezvous and patter are all vaguely
familiar, so that one often has the sense of
having seen the picture before.
Wonder if they're trying to make Joan
into a feminine version of Cagne>?

C,0£n the Jopkt^tlcated 1)
WON

A

LOVELIEK

u 'i '
COMPLEXION

HALF-FACE

prominent

dermatologist

of Paris, declared

THKOUCH

BEAUTY TEST

of

Woodbury's Facial Soap ; "It achieved improvement in every cose, frequently a complete cure
of all the faults of the skin."

Since the days of the Roi Soleil, the
genius of France has been at the service
of the Parisienne, devising seductive
soaps, creams, lotions, laits de beaute, to
enhance her loveliness!
Yet even sophisticated Parisiennes experienced a shock of delight, a coup de
foudre, when recently they came from all
parts of Paris and from many different
social groups and occupations at the call
of the eminent skin specialist. Dr. Joseph
Pierron. For thirty days they made the
Half-face Beauty Test, using what they
ordinarily employed to cleanse and care
for the left half of their faces, Woodbury's Facial Soap for the right half.
Only one was free of every blemish.
Blackheads, large pores, dry skin, excessive oiliness, sallowness — these were
the main faults which 8 different brands
of French soap and 17 creams had utterly
failed to correct.
When the test was over, the Woodbury
sides of those faces bloomed, were freshened, cleared — relieved of sluggish sallow
tones, blackheads, pimples, coarse pores.
Dry skin grew supple and fresh. Oily skin
lost its disenchanting shine. "Fabuleux!"
cried the doctors. "A merveille!" echoed
the subjects.
Dr. Pierron's report, among other words
of praise for Woodbury's, said: "Acne
and blackheadswere uniformly improved,
oiliness of the face and scalp ultimately
yielded to the treatment. Woodbury's
Facial Soap tones not only the epidermis
but the tissues beneath the surface of
the skin. Causing no irritation, it is
the ideal product for the care of healthy

Jeunes filles.temmes de families, femmes de commerce, femmes du monde— took the Half-face Beauty Test
under the supervision of Dr. Joseph Pierron, of Paris, who reported: "All the women subject to my supervision
expressed such opinions as the following: ' Woodbury's Facial Soap makes the skin very soft and smooth',"

skins, the best remedy for skin ailments."
So, even to the sophisticated Parisienne,
Woodbury's Facial Soap brought a
lovelier, clearer, smoother complexion
than all the cosmetics of the Rue de la
Paix and the Faubourg St. Honore!

What

The Figures Told!

Of all the troublesome conditions found,
15% were entirely cured, eliminated; 75%
zvere improved or helped; only 10% — and
most of these were cases of extremely deep
■wrinkles—failed to respond at all to Wood-

Woodbury's Facial Soap is not just a
complete cleanser for keeping the normal
skin in good condition. It is also a healer
and corrector of habitual skin defects.
Give both halves of your face the benefit
of this simple, bland, invigorating care!
The cake lasts so well that its daily
use will cost you less than a penny a day!

bury's Facial Soap. Cases of blackheads,
48% helped, 41% greatly improved, 11%)
cured; of large pores, 56% helped, 25%
greatly improved, 13%, cured; of wrinkles,
33%Q helped, 27% greatly improved; of
sallowness, 25% helped, 37%q greatly improved, 37% cured; dry skin, 30%o helped,
^0% greatly improved, 40%o cured; oily
skin, 100% cured!

now tor liberal cake
this coupon
send
PLE
E y's SAM
FRE
of
Woodbur
Facial Soap
FREE. Or
send lo cenrs to
partly cover cost of mailing and receive charming weekend kit containing generous samples of Woodbury's
Creams, new Face Powder and Facial Soap.
John H. Woodbury, Inc. ,928 Alfred St., Cincinnati, O,
In Canada, John H. Woodbury, Ltd., Perth, Ont.
CUy_
_Strc-et_
Nami
MORTON

^Siate_
© i933t John H. Woodbury, Inc.
DOWNEY — DONALD NOVIS — and

LEON BELASCO and his Orchestra— on Woodbury's
new radio program over station WJZ and N. B. C.
network every Wednesday evening at 9:30 E. S. T.
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GRAND

SLAM

Novelty Should Appeal To BruJjie Fans:
It was probably because we ourselves do
not play bridge that we found this Httle
comedy only mildly amusing. Talk of
"systems" and "bids" and the spectacle of
two experts battling with clubs and spades
while a radio broadcasts the championship
battle to a breathless world will undoubtedly appeal to bridge players — and therefore to most audiences.
Advertised as the ".Sweethearts of Contract Bridge,"
^'oung,
and the
hero, the
Paulheroine,
Lukas, Loretta
are obviously
patterned after a certain famous bridgeplaying couple in real life. The husband,
knowing nothing about the rules of bridge,
invents a system of his own which works
with amazing success — until it almost
loses him his wife. Then he confesses himself as a fake to the world — and runs away
from Bridge with her to the Arctic, where
they are about to start a game of contract
as the picture ends. Pleasant, if unimportant.

LUXURY

LINER

Worth Your While — See It: Against the
background of a luxurious steamship the
tangled loves of two men and two women
work themselves out in the words and actions of pure melodrama. George Brent
makes a gallant effort to make the doctor
who follows his runaway wife aboard plausible, and Zita Johann is effective as the
nurse fleeing from the memory of great
tragedy, but inept dialogue and lurid
situations bring them perilously close to
the ludicrous at times.
Far better are the secondary characters
— C. Aubrey Smith as the ex-millionaire
and Alice White, as the little gold-digger,
who coaxes and cajoles her way from
tourist third to first class only to find that
she belongs down below after all. This
White girl is a nugget. Her cuteness and
tricks, and the always glamourous background of life aboard a luxurious liner
make the picture worth while.
Zita Johann, one of the screen's few
brunettes, is a striking new personality.
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SHE DONE

HIM WRONG

Mae
West — And A Vivid Picture:
Sex
that makes all other sex pictures seem
puny
and pale!
Mae West's
performance
of a mistress
of the unabashed
Nineties is
one of the most startling characterizations
seen on the screen this year. She does not
play a lady of dubious morals. There is
not the slightest doubt about the morals of
Diamond Lil, who lives in a bedizened
apartment over a saloon, and has a nude
painting of herself hung above the bar
below. She sings frank songs in the beer
garden re\ue, and nearly e\ery line she
speaks has a double meaning. Vet with
all the bra%ado there is something honest
and vital about this picture which robs it
of offense. And whatever you may think
of the sensational career of the heroine
with her gowns, parasols, jewels and drooping glances you will cheer the presence of
Mae
movies.West's colorful personality in the
Gary
Grant,
Gilbert
Roland,
Owen
Moore and Noah Beery all help nobly.

THE PAST OF MARY

HOLMES

Well Acted — W orth Seeing: Hampered at
the start by competition with "The
Goose Woman," this newer version may
not receive credit for being as good a picture as it is. Beglamoured recollections of
Louise Dresser as the degraded ex-opera
star, and Jack Pickford as her son will
probably obscure the excellent work of
Helen MacKellar and Eric Linden.
The distressing squalor, which forms the
background for most of the scenes, persists
in the onlooker's mind in spite of a rather
hasty and unconvincing happy ending.
While the transition of the dirty, slatternly
goose woman into the radiant likeness of
her former self, under the stimulus of
publicity, is a trifle unconvincing, yet the
picture sustains the interest throughout.
Miss MacKellar is definitely a screen
find, though the question inevitably rises,
why send to Broadway when we still have
Louise Dresser?
In this picture, Jean Arthur makes a
notable return to the screen.

STATE FAIR
Colorful Comedv-Drama, With All-Star
Cast: ".State Fair" is the talkies' first big
attempt to paint the rural American scene
of to-daj'. And to see it is like going back
to the soil for a rest. That's how refreshing it is to get away (at least briefly) from
skyscrapers and underworlds, underdressed
sirens and overdressed racketeers. It
is amusing, colorful and restful.
What you do is to follow the fortunes of
Ahel Frake (Will Rogers) and his family
(wife Louise Dresser, daughter Janet Gaynor and son Norman Foster), when they
go to the big Iowa fair to exhibit a prize
hog. At the fair, Janet meets Lew Ayres;
Norman meets Sally Filers — and there,
in short order, Romance looms up. And
then
return
home, has
to which
Will's
crony they
(Frank
Craven)
wagered
at
least one of them will come back unhappy.
Rogers, Craven and Blue Boy (the hog)
are bound to get laughs. And the GaynorAyres
Farrell romance
standards.measures up to Gaynor-

HELLO, EVERYBODY
For Kate Smith Fans Only: This simple
tale of the farm girl whom everybody loves
for her goodness of heart was woven to fit
the plump personality and talents of the
radio songbird, Kate Smith, by that expert
in heart throbs, Fannie Hurst.
But Fannie must have written it on one
of her off-days, because it doesn't do much
for Kate except to gi\"e her a chance to
sing and be good-natured.
The Pride of the X'illage fights a power
trust which wishes to buy up her home
valley and submerge its farms and homes
under a huge dam. Discovering that her
voice, which has been heard by a radio
scout at a rural picnic, is worth money,
Kate goes off
to the
city and
and sings'^
the
mortgage
the great
old farm
licks the
power trust. Randolph Scott and Sally
Blane carry the romance — Kate having
to struggle along without a love-life.
Her jo\'iality is contagious and she can
certainly
But Smith,
she doesn't
act. She's
just
herselfsing.
— Kate
in person.
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3

DAYS

Red, rough

hands

muae so/l, wmie,
a/lurUm...

\

Painful chapping relieved instantly
"nn hat's the girl I've been looking for all my life!"
X he thought as she entered the room — beautiful,
poised, exquisitely gowned . . .
A murmured introduction ... he asked her to dance.
Quickly he glanced at her hands to see if she wore
a wedding ring. What a shock! Coarse, red hands
that cried "Scrubwoman" — not "Romance." He finished the dance — interest gone.
It's tragic, when only 3 days of Hinds care would
make those hands soft, white, baby smooth . . . the
kind of hands men love.
Why hands get rough, coarse
Housework means putting hands in and out of hot
water, using harsh alkali cleansers. This dries out the
natural skin oils. Then cold weather roughens, chaps
and cracks Open skin. Hinds puts back these precious
oils. And thus ends chapping pain . . .restores youth.ful softness and smoothness.

TODAY

Hinds is not a weak, thinnedout lotion. Not a thick, gummy
jelly that just goes over the top
of the sldn. Hinds is an ultrapenetrating lotion. Thus is absorbed more thoroughly. That is
why it can do in 3 days what
other creams may do in weeks.
What the "second skin" is
And then. Hinds leaves an invisible "second skin" that protects
hands from chapping. This "second skin" is a fine layer of Hinds
Cream that has penetrated so

real beauty
news Here's
!
Women!

deeply through the rough
skin that water won't wash
it off. There it stays, softening, whitening, protecting.
Use Hinds after exposure. After hands have
been in water, and ahvays at night.
A 7-day trial bottle for you— FREE
(Also special trial sizes of the new Hinds Cleansing
Cream and Hinds Texture Cream)

Now! A new expensive-type liquefying cleansing
cream for only 40c
the small jar — 65c
the large ! The
kind of cleansing
cream
were gladwomen
to pay
S2.00 for in good
times! Ask for
Hinds Cleansing

Cream.
Coupon below brings you a generous trial bottle
of Hinds by return mail. The minute the postman
hands you your bottle of
Hinds open it, smooth this
Lehn & Fink, Inc., Sole Distributors,
famous lotion on your hands
Dept. HK-4, Bloomfield. New Jersey
— your
hands.
Please send me a generous FREE trial
See
how children's
it heals chapping
bottle (enough for 18 or 20 applications) of
. . . how soft and lovely it
Hinds Honey and Almond Cream. Also
new Hinds Creams.
makes hands. Fill out and
mail coupon NOW!
Nar,
Copyright, Lehn & Fink, Inc., 1933

HINDSt'iS'CREAM

Address _
City

-Slate-
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Marlene Dietrich Tells Why She Wears
Men's Clothes
{Continued from page 5s)

cedar closets. She has street suits, tuxedos,
as well, and a dinner coat for special occasions. These suits are no cheap jersey or
flannel slacks, no flannel sports coats made
to look mannish. They are expensively

"Are you aware of the gossip going
around, concerning your wearing of men's
clothes?" I popped, waiting for the Olympian frown and the lightning bolt, with
what stoicism I could summon.

tailored, padded-shouldered, men's-wear
suits, with only this difference — the coats
are fitted to Marlene's feminine curves, and
the trousers are closed to one side, as a
tailored skirt would close. Otherwise, in

"I do not hear gossip, so you see it is
easy for me to ignore it. I go about very
little — always with a few friends, who are
used to my clothes. I have been to four
parties in the last three years. Yes, I know
there have been some articles in the papers.
The public is always excited over something,
anyway. First, I uncovered my legs, and
people were excited over that. Now I cover
them, and that excites them, too."

every detail, they are men's suits.

What's Astonishing About It All
THE most astonishing thing about this
one-woman dress reform movement is
that it should have originated with a beautiful film star, famous for her femininity, and
especially for her beautiful legs, which she
now conceals with the wide, long trousers of
the male mode. If it had been launched by
some homely or aging freak, some reformer,
some feminist seeking to claim all men's
rights, or some girl-athlete, long on muscle,
but short on sex appeal, it would not have
been so unexpected.
But for such a movement to be started by
the lovely, languishing Dietrich — the oldfashioned mother Dietrich, who had to have
her little girl with her before she could begin
to be happy in Hollywood — the wife Dietrich, who loves to cook for Herr Sieber those
delectable German dishes, the concocting of
which is the pride of the German hausfraii —
the Dietrich who can take a yard of feathers
and look like the most ravishing Lorelei ever
put much.
on the jumping celluloid — well, it's just
too
There has been a storm of gossip, not all of
it nice, that has surged about those trousers
of Marlene's. When Marlene appeared at
the premiere of "The Sign of the Cross" in
regulation tuxedo suit, with a man's felt
hat with a wide brim pulled over one eye,
and a long black topcoat, gloves in hand,
also mannish, and accompanied by Maurice
Che\'alier, Hollywood's breath stopped entirely for a few seconds.
As the couple went to their seats, there
was some discussion between them as to
whether Marlene would occupy the seat on
the aisle, the man's seat. Chevalier insisted
that she take the inside seat. At intermission, Marlene, nothing abashed, went into
the foyer, and graciously posed for the
photographers, even doing a few high, wide
and handsome kicks in the spirit of fun, to
demonstrate the freedom of the knees bestowed by the trousers she was wearing.

Close-Up of New

Dietrich

IT was a most feminine and disconcertingly
charming Dietrich that greeted me the
following day in her dressing-room at the
studio, where she was preparing for "Song
of Songs," her first venture in films without
the direction of her mentor, Josef von
Sternberg. The large, beautifully-formed
eyes were accented by long sweeping lashes,
plentifully mascara-laden, and shadowed.
The mobile lips were carefully rouged. Long
fingernails, carefully kept, were carmined,
accenting the graceful droop of the soft
white hands. Blonde hair, carefully waved,
snug to the head, disappeared under a neat
black tam worn over one eye.
All utterly feminine — and then, for contrast, the square, padded-shouldered masculine suit, the white wool sox, worn like a
man's, with high tops, and soft kid, squaretoed oxfords, with a small flat heel and entirely bereft of feminine embellishments. A
man's shirt, four-in-hand tie — and that was
Dietrich.
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Director and Husband

Approve

" TT has been said and printed that MrJ. von Sternberg, your director, has quarreled with you because of your wearing
trousers. Is this true? Does he disappro\'e
"This is very silly. It is not true. Mr.
\on
Sternberg adores them. He thinks
of them?"
them more feminine on me than dresses.
\'on knows I am sincere in my preference for
men's clothes, that I do not wear them to be
sensational."
"And Herr Sieber — how does he feel with
two pairs of trousers in the family?"
"Of course, he likes my clothes. After
all, we ha\e been married for nine years, and
he knows that I ha\e always preferred such
clothes. In Europe this is not unusual —
there are man\- tailors there who specialize
in such clothes for women. I have worn fulldress suits to parties before now."
"You are such a feminine type of woman
— do soft, rich fabrics, and furs, ha\"e no
lure"No,
for you?
" liked such things. I must
I ne\'er
wear them on the screen — but even my
negligees have always been tailored, for my
' " Do you — er, if we may be so personal —
own use."
don't you ever wear fussy underthings — you
know, with lace and things on them?"
"With these suits, I wear no underwear
but tailored, mannish silk shorts. That is
one of the wonderful things about wearing
•such clothes, too — there is a sense of perfect
freedom and comfort. I never was comfortable inone single dress that I have worn
in all my life. If you should ever wear these
clothes, you would always prefer them for
the comfort they give. Your movements
are freer in them, you are fully clothed in
any posture, without fear of having to pull
down inyour
or of
having aa feeling
'run '
start
your skirts,
stocking.
It bestows
of poise, of well-being. You are not conscious of clothing."
" In your life, do you feel that there is any
time or place for feminine garments?"
"No — except on the screen."

Finds Trousers "More Alluring"
""T^ON'T
you feel
urge to be in
alluring,
J^V to dress
up thesometimes
flufTy
"I think I am much more alluring in
these
clothes." Here Miss Dietrich pulled
ruffles?"
out a snapshot of herself in her mannish
garb. " I never can look like that in women's clothes," she said, eyeing the snap
fondly. " Here is another one — they tell me
this is I, but I am sure I can never look like
that," she said, laughing, as she held out a
most unflattering newsprint purporting to
be of herself, in men's clothes.
"Women's clothes take too much time —
it is exhausting, shopping for them. Then
there are hats, there are shoes to match,

there are handbags, gloves, scarves, coats,
all those accessories." She shrugged her
dainty,findbutthe padded
never
time nor shoulders.
the interest "I
for could
all of
that. Those things require so much study,
such discriminating selection, with all that
matching that is required — no, for me it is
impossible.
"Then the styles change — and it must all
be done over again, every few months. It
is very extravagant to dress as most women
do. Men's clothes do not change; I can
wear them as long as I like. People say that
it is because I am economical that I buy
these things. That is not exactly true. I
like to be extravagant sometimes. If I want
something, I have it. But I do not like to
have so much of my time and energy taken
up with something in which I have so little
interest, as clothes. These clothes that 1
wear just suit me. I have a fanatical love
for modern things. I will only live among
modern things in my home.
"Yes, it is true that I have similar suits
made for Maria, my daughter. I find that
at the beach, and in fact anywhere that she
is playing outdoors, she is so much better
protected
in trousers
than of
in sweaters,
skirts, ^^'ith
dresses, there
is the worry
and
coats and all the rest of it. Her bare legs are
likely to chill. In trousers, she is free and
protected. Of course, she enjoys them —
and she has a child's delight in dressing like
mama. She also has other clothes — conwishes them. ventional little-girl clothes — when she

Trousers a Sequel to Pajamas
I HAD no idea when I started wearing my
tailored trousers that I was starting
anything for other people. Many women
have been wearing slacks, and before that,
pajamas, so it seems to me that my clothes
are a logical conclusion to these. I started
wearing these clothes for my own satisfaction. Ido not believe that they suit every
woman. I think that a woman must be the
feminine type, and she must be tall, preferably with square shoulders and narrow hips,
to Whether
wear men'sFrau
clothes
well."
Sieber
thought she was
starting something or not, the fact remains
that she has. The smartest women's shops
are now featuring just such suits for Spring
wear. The suits come with both trousers
and tailored skirts; sometimes with a mannish topcoat as well. Mannish shirts and
ties are worn with these suits; also, sweaters.
Dietrich's own wardrobe includes a tailored skirt for every trouser suit, just in
case. Some of them are divided skirts, some
simply the conventional tailored skirt. Her
preferences lean to grays in hard-finished
serges and herringbone weaves.
"I started wearing these men's suits in
public places last summer," said Marlene.
" It was purely a matter of convenience. I
live at the beach and would dress in them
for the day. After dinner, often my husband and Mr. von Sternberg would wish to
go up to the Boulevard to see a show or a
picture. I would be tired, and plead that I
did not wish to go, because I would have to
change all my clothes and dress and be uncomfortable. They urged me to come as I
was — and so it began. Well, the public is
always excited about something, always
seeking
discuss.tryI them
don't
mind. Isomething
only hope new
otherto women
and find the comfort I enjoy in them, free
from all the constrictions of the conventional women's wear. I know they'll never
go back to skirts."

ompromtse i
..NEVER!
Nor did she need to
• Among the three million users of
Listerine Tooth Paste are thousands
upon thousands of women of this type
— well educated, well informed, critical
of values, and with ample means to fulfill theirwants. Such women would never
compromise with quality for the mere
sake of economy. Clearly, their rejection
of older and costlier favorites for Listerine Tooth Paste was based, not upon
the latter's price, but upon the brilliant
and satisfying results it gave them.
If you have not tried this remarkable
new dentifrice, made by the makers of
Listerine, do so now. Buy a tube. Try it
for a week or more and then note the
improvement in your teeth.
See how clean they are — how clean
they feel, both in front and in back.
Note the absence of repellent tartar
and the unsightly stains of food and
tobacco.
Observe the flash and brilliance that
this tooth paste gives to teeth.
They are due to those swift-acting,
fine-textured, cleansing and polishing
agents that make Listerine Tooth Paste
outstanding.
Look for the delightful feeling
of freshness and invigoration that
follows the use of this paste —
the taste you associate with Listerine itself. And of course you
know it makes your breath
sweeter.
In case you're interested, the
price of 25 p saves you about
$3.00 a year over tooth pastes
in the 50c class. Not a staggering sum, but a welcome one in
these times. Lambert Pharmacal
Co., St. Louis, Mo.
The makers of Listerine Tooth Paste
recommend
Pro-phy-lac-tic Tooth

LISTERIN

E

. . it makes the breath sweeter

TOOTH
PASTE

Brushes
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Wise

35

saved

her

ma ny a friend
many

a

dress

Time was when she wasn't so wise! Perspiration-ruined dresses were common to her
wardrobe. And jor?mr friends sometimes
whispered about underarm odor.
But }iow she uses Odorono. She saves
doHars and dollars on her dress bill. And
underarm odor is banished . . . completely.
You can only prevent stained dresses and
offensive underarm odor by preventing the
perspiration itself. Odorono is a doctor's prescription— used and recommended by nurses
and doctors — that does prevent it, harmlessly and surely.
Greasy creams, temporary powders,
soaps, perfumes, cannot save you. For if
this perspiration goes on, odor will surely
follow. You still need Odorono — to protect your dresses, to protect your charm.

ODO-RO-NO

REGULAR

for use before retiring —
gives
3 to 7 days'
protection.
35^, complete
60f5, $1
- — with the original enclosed sanitary applicator.

INSTANT

ODO-RO-NO

is for quick use — while
dressing or at any time.
1 to 3 days' protection.
35^, 60<t, $1 — with
applicator.

ODORONO

Where did you find such a charming wife?
Mrs. Gable and I met in New York City
and were married there.
To what do you attribute your success in
motion pictures? Largely to lucky breaks.
Do you ever read movie magazines? Yes,
I read almost all of them.
What do you plan to do after your life of
ten years as a movie star is over? Do you plan
to go into any other type of work? Yes. I
don't think I could be happy as a loafer.
The kind of work I take up will depend on
my age, the amount of money I've been
able to save, and business conditions at the
time.
11-7/0/ feeling do you experience ivhen you
see yourself on the screen? The sensation is
very strange. I feel detached, as though I
were watching another person.
What is your favorite pet? A dog. I own
an Irish setter named Queenie.
Do you make a hobby of collecting anything? Yes. I have so many pipes, of all
kinds, that they clutter up the house.
IIo7i' long do you plan to stay in movie
work? Just as long as there is a demand for
my services. I don't know of anything that
will pay me as much money or give me as
much real enjoyment.
Do xou have a secretary to open your mail?
Yes.
What do you think personally of some of
the things the reporters and publicity men say
about you — "Hot-Cha Gable," "What-aMan Gable." etc? Sometimes I'm amused,
sometimes I'm amazed.
]\'hat kind of rifie do you prefer for deer
shooting? A .30-caliber rifle with high velocity and great shocking power, because I
think any real sportsman should try to avoid
the chance of wounding game and leaving it
to die of starvation. A .250-. 300 or some of
the .270-calibers are also very satisfactory.
Why do you wear those turtle-neck .sweaters?
Don't you know they're frightfully unbecoming to you? Perhaps they are, but I think
comfort is more important than appearance.
What color clothes do you like? Grays and
blues.
Do you really enjoy the love scenes you
enact, or would you rather take an active heman's part without any love-making? Lovemaking is a normal part of an active heman's life, isn't it?
Of all the pictures you have made so far,
which did you enjoy working in the most?
"Hell Divers." One of the most interesting
experiences of my life was working with the
naval fliers at North Island.

Joan Crawford picture? The studio has no
definite plans for one just now.
Is it true that Airs. Gable lias a grandNo.
daughter old enough to be a college student?
Who was your first wife, and when were you
married? Josephine Dillon. We were married soon after I went on the stage.
Hoia do you like California? California
would be an Eden if a person had time
enough to enjoy it.
One so often hears the saying, 'It gave me
the biggest thrill of my life' — and I want to ask
you what incident gave you the biggest thrill
in REAL life, as compared to your biggest
thrill in REEL life. The biggest thrill of
my REEL life was an explosion that occurred during the making of "The Painted
Desert" when a whole mountainside was
dynamited and the entire picture troupe
escaped only by a miracle. The biggest
thrill of my REAL life, I believe, was the
day not long ago when I shot my first deer.
Always before, I had stood by amateurishly
while others bagged the game, but on this
day, in the mountains South of Los Angeles,
I brought down a fine buck.
Wliat is your idea of "It"? It's a certain
indefinable personal magnetism. And it
doesn't depend on beauty, either.
Did you fall in love with Jean Harlow
while making "Red Dust"? No. I admire
Miss Harlow, but I didn't fall in love with
her.What is your conception of a good stock
company to join? One that has a wide repertoire and presents a new play every week or
so.

]'\'hat type of role would you like to play and
what kind would completely satisfy you? I'm
especially anxious to do a light comedy role.
No one role would 'completely satisfy' me
for I want diversity.
Which is the best picture you've ever played
in? In my opinion, it's a toss-up between
"The Secret Six," "A Free Soul" and "PosHoiv much does Joan Crawford weigh and
sessed."
what
are her measurements? I guess Miss
Crawford will have to answer that one.
If a young felloiv came to you and asked for
advice, meaning life in general, what are the
points you would particularly stress? A
strong will, ambition and plenty of courage.
M'ere you ever o)i Broadway? Do you like
it? Yesj I played in "Machinal," "Hawk
Island," "Gambling" and "Blind Windows"
on the New York stage. I like New York.
Did you enjoy playing opposite Joan Crawford in "Possessed"? I certainly did. I
think Miss Crawford is one of the screen's
finest dramatic actresses.
What is the real color of your hair? Your
eyes? My hair is dark brown. My eyes are
gray
When will we have another Clark Gable-

Harry
Cooper,
famous
golf pro, gives
Clark Gable sonne pointers.
Clark is in
his uniform for "The White Sister"
Are all the actors and actresses of the screen
highly educated? No. We have our quota of
college graduates, but most of us have only
the most ordinary educations.
What is the easiest and quickest way for a
girl to get into the moviesl Via the stage.
Motion picture scouts are always watching
the legitimate theatres for new talent.
How did you become an actor? I had a job
as call boy in an Akron theatre and the director gave me a chance to play a bit.
Who is your closest friend? I consider Joe
Sherman,' of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, my
closest friend.
Are you eager to welcome old acquaintances— those whom you knew before you became famous?
Always.on Some
of the happi{Continued
page 74)

Madeleine Ingalls, above,
tells the story of her discovery about stocking ivear.

36
38
38
40

All these 445 items washed with one box
of Lux," says Mrs. Robert Hughes:
pairs silk stockings
pairs children's socks
pieces silk lingerie
children's dresses

173
60
20
40

children's undies
toM'els and ^vashcloths
children's sheets
diapers

IT TAKES ONLY
2 MINUTES
to Lux your stockings each night!
You'll find that it more than doubles
their wear. Keeps them so elastic they
fit better, too. And Lux protects
the color as well. Many girls say it's
the best stocking economy known!

IjUX
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"Hold back the crowds". That's Avliat
you almost expect. You feel so radiant
— so beautiful. You have so much
pep when your digestion is good.
But lots of people have a little indigestion without knowing it. They
don't realize what makes them feel
tired and restless. That's why so
many chew Beeman's regularly. It's
a delicious chewing gum that helps
keep your digestion "just perfect".
Chew it every day.

Chew

'S
EEMANGUM
B
PEPSIN

est moments of my life have been spent
renewing old friendships.
Did you knoiv Gladys Bozlee, the dancer?
No, I don't believe I've ever met Miss
Bozlee.
What do you think of the publicity given
Marjorie Miller Sharpe as your first siueetheart? I think it is fine and I'm glad and
proud that Marjorie remembers me.
Hoiu do you spend your week-ends? When
I'm not working, I usually play golf or go to
the desert or the mountains.
Why is it that you are the only tnan in the
world I have any desire to kiss or to be kissed
by? Well, really ....
Is married life happier than a single one?
Yes, certainly. Although I guess there are
exceptions to that rule.
Wlw was "Poppy" that played opposite
you in " Shangliai Gesture" in Chicago? I
never played "Shanghai Gesture" in Chicago.
How would you like to put on the old logs
and sneak up on a big, scrappy trout at
Buck's Lake? That sounds mighty good to
me.
Who are your friends, off the screen? Mrs.
Gable and 1 are very friendly with Mr. and
Mrs. W. G. Taylor, Dr. and Mrs. E. C.
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Sherman and
Howard Strickling.
Do you remember me? (This query is
signed by Mary Culver of Hondo, California.) Of course, I do.
Do you remember Wilson and Ray Hoover
and Zeke and Bill Wenner, whom you knew
when you lived at Hopedale, Ohio? Yes, I remember them very well, but as I remember, Wilson and Ray were named Hoopler,
not Hoover.
Do you get a kick out of kissing a movie
actress playing opposite you? No, I can't say
I do. After all, an actor is working when he
is in front of the camera, you know.
Why stance
don'tBennett?
you Miss
play Bennett
in a picture
with Conis under
contract to Radio Pictures, while I'm under
contract to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, an entirely different studio.
/ read in a magazine that you do not like
pictures in which you have to wear evening
clothes — is that a fact? Not necessarily. I
don't object to evening clothes now and
then, but I don't want to be typed as a
drawing-room actor.
Really, Clark, do you have to be pretty to
get into the movies and is it hard to get in?
It is difficult to break into pictures, but
beauty is not a necessity. Few great stars
have been perfect beauties and there are
all sorts of parts, you know.
Do you see the pictures you play in and do
you go to many picture shoivs? I see all my
pictures, and I never miss an outstanding
movie. I enjoy pictures and I can always
learn by watching my own mistakes and
other actors' work.
Do you play the pipe organ? No.
Do you remember Mr. and Mrs. Runyon,
Andy Means and his mother, Dr. Parkhill,
Frank White, the Laceys, the Williamsons
and Charles Smith? We all lived on Getz
Street in Akron. (Signed by Mrs. Mary
Runyon, withOf the
note Ithat
she was you
Clark's
landlady.)
course,
remember
and
I hope that some day we can have a grand
reunion — in Hollywood, if not in Akron.
Do you remember a druggist from Akron
7tamed Louie Grether, the one you left your
mother's pictures with? Certainly, I remember Lome. Please tell him I'm writing to
him immediately.
Did you ever work on Carl Stieiver's farm
near Salem, Oregon? Yes, I worked there
about nine years ago.
What is your favorite color? Wine red.
Have you any objectioti to playing roles in
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costume? No, but I wouldn't want them as a
steady diet.
When taking the part of a lover in your
pictures, does it have any effect on your personal emotions? No.
Why do you prefer your pipe and working
around your car to social activities? I'm just
not socially inclined, I suppose. Even as a
boyDoin they
school,
wasn't.
give I you
much time for rehearsal
before starting a picture? No, imfortunately.
They do whenever possible, but things
move so fast in Hollywood that sometimes
I learn from the papers on Friday that I'm
to start a new picture the next week.
II7;/(7( do you like best — blondes, redheads
or brunettes? Each type has its own fascinations.
Why don't you answer your fan-mail personally— no alibis but the straight truth? It
would be a human impossibility. I receive
an average of at least one thousand letters
a week. Even if I devoted all of my time to
it, I could not read and answer that many
letters.
Do you that
readquestion.
all your fan mail? I've
answered
Do you have the privilege of choosing the
pictures you play in? No, the studio executives decide that question.
What do you do at a Hollywood party?
Just about the same things you do at your
parties. Hollywood parties are not very
different from those anywhere else.
Are you really a cave man or are you a
quiet husband who likes to stay home of
evenings with your wife? I spend most of my
evenings at home — in my own cave.
Do you really enjoy playing roles such as
you
played both
in "Red
Dust"parts.
and "Possessed"?
i enjoyed
of those
Did you have a motorcycle 'way back in
191 5 or igi6 in Hopedale? One day we had
a blowout at the triangle in Hopedale (my
home is in Steubenville) and I think it was
you that the hoys called "Gable." Even after
all these years I still remember that blowout in Hopedale, when we all tried to help.
That motorcycle was the pride and joy of
you brush your teeth three times a day
my Doheart.
and see the dentist twice a year? I brush my
teeth more than three times a day and see
the dentist more than twice a year.
Why do you wear Jodhpurs? — / thought
they
only for girls. Really, I'll have to
look were
into this.
What is your personal idea of Greta Garbo?
I think Miss Garbo is one of the great
actresses and a very magnetic personality.
Personally, she is charming.
Is it necessary that your most intimate
feelings and the most trivial things about your
personal life be dragged into publicity? I
don't think so. But I'm grateful for the
interest that prompts such publicity and I
try to cooperate.
When and how did you learn to swim and
dive? When I was a boy on the farm near
Hopedale.
In the "old
hole."type
// your stepsons
wereswimmin'
girls, which
woidd you want them to be — quiet or full of
pep? I would want them to be normal — in
other and
words,
ness
pep. a combination of thoughtfulHave you been chosen to play the lead in
" The White Sister"? Do yoti think you're the
type to play the gentle Italian officer? Yes,
I'm playing the part. I think I am, as I'm
assigned. I feel the part keenly and^hope
that I won't seem miscast.
Do you feel that you're rewarded for all the
effort
you put reward
into your
pictures?
/ don't
mean financial
entirely.
Yes.— Putting
aside all financial consideration, I've been
richly paid.(Continued
I like my ontaste
success.
pageof jO)
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Face
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JVl AKE-UP in Color Harmony
is Hollywood's Secret of udttraction
and the charm of various types of blondes
t^ny girl can now double her beauty
brunettes, brownettes and redheads.
■with make-up in color harmony. . .face
powder, rouge and lipstick, created by
The amazing diiFerence will be instantly
<J\fax Factor to beautify each type of apparent to you. Created to screen star types,
blonde, brunette, brownette, redhead.
each shade efface powder is a color harmony
tone blended of chromatic colors in scientific
In Hollywood, we've
found that the magic secret of attractive
beauty lies in make-up. . .a new kind of
make-up created for the stars of the screen by
Max Factor, Hollywood's make-up genius.
Face powder, rouge and lipstick are now
■-Mf
harmonized in color to accent the personality
.

balance. You will note how this perfect face
powder, even and soft in color tone, actually
enlivens the beauty of the skin, indetectably
creating new loveliness.
It imparts that satin -smooth make-up
»«^s
which you've so admired on the screen . . .
and clings for hours, too, for screen stars

%i

'W

*H.z.
to Make Up
Last all Day
Wynne

Max Factor's Rouge, fifty cents; SuperIndelible Lipstick, one dollar. Featured by
leading stores. Discover now what

A.<ike a screen star, have your

.^

K^

Gibson in Paramount' s "Crime of the Century."

^

Now the luxury of Max Factor's Face
Powder, originally created for the screen
stars, is available to you at the nominal price
ofone dollar. To complete your color harmony,

Hollywood's make-up secret holds
for you.

^

1. Dry the lips. Make up the upper lip firit. With Max Factor's Super-Indelible
Lipstick follo-w the contour of the lip and Jill in by blending -with the lipstick or finger.
2. Trace this lip contour on the lower Up by simply compressing the lips together.
3» Fill in and blend lipstick on loiuer Up. Noiv moisten the lips . . . and your lip
make-up ivill remain perfect all day, permanent
in color -value, smooth in texture.
■

Remember, screen stars prove it perfect
daily under motion picture lights and reveal its
magic in every picture released from Hollywo d. . so that you know your make-up will
appear beautiful under any close-up test.

^rZ

tf-p- M
ii^w

Your Lips to

will entrust their beauty only to a powder
that adheres perfectly.

© ^Q3J

^^*

Factor

r *

complexion analyzed and your makeup color harmony chart suggested for
you by Max Factor, Hollywood's
genius of make-up. Mail Coupon.

i^urse-Size
"Box ofTowder...FREE
MAX
FACTOR— Max Factor' t .Makc-Vp Sludlo. Hollyu-oo/i, California.
,ir

"KKJithout rjbtizatiou send my complexion analysis and make-up color harmony
VV chart; also 48-page illustrated book, "Tht New Art 0/ Somly Mate-Up."
1 enclose 10c to cover the cost of postage and handling. Include Purse-Size
SKIM
Box of Powder in my color harmony shade.
Fifl in ihe c/iart Irkw with
^
COMPIEXION
FAIR
_.
NAME
CREAMY

Max

TACTOR'S

Society MaKE-UP

Cosmetics of the Stars -^r-^c HOLLYWOOD
Face Powder.- . Rouge . . . Super-Indelible Lipstick ... in Color Harmony
96% of All Make-Up

used by Hollywood's Screen Srirs and Studios is Max Factor's {Lai AngeUi Chamber of Commerce Statittia)
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RUDDY
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CUT
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LIGHT..
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BLONDE
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LIPS
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BROWNETTE
LIGHT
DARK_
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Gable Answers Your
Girl's figure carved out of Ivory SoapJlvory Snov^
is pure Ivory Soap iiii its quickest disaplving form

Questions !
{Continued from page 74)
What is the name of your horse? I don't
own a horse just now. The one I usually
take from the rental stables is named
"Thunder."
that youwish
haveformoney
fame,
youNow
sometimes
a lifeand
away
fromdon't
the
crowds? I've not yet reached the degree of
money or fame which would be stifling or
monotonous. I'm anything but bored.
Do you take in the night-life of Hollywood?
Only occasionally.
Which kind of part do you prefer — that of a
gentleman or a roughneck? I like as wide a
variety of parts as possible.
What else have you done besides work in
pictures? I've been timekeeper in a factory,
an oil field laborer, a lumberjack, a stage
actor, and a farm hand.
Are you ever coming back here where you
used to live as a boy? I hope to visit there as
soon as I have an opportunity.
Where do you. spend your summer vacations? Idon't have a regular summer vacation, but I usually spend my leisure between
pictures fishing, playing golf or hunting.

•^i-'^'V

Would you like to play the part of "The
Sheik" that made Rudolph Valentino famous?
No, I don't think I'm the type, and there
can never be another Valentino.

Keeps silk stockings
spruce and sprightly
If you want your silk stockings to do
their best for you, use Ivory Snow
suds. Ivory Snow is the speedy dissolving form of Ivory Soap. Silk stockings couldn't ask a nicer bath than
Ivory— the pure soap doctors advise
for bathing little babies!

the most modern way— not cut into
sharp, flat flakes, but BLOWN. Its
soft round bits turn to suds at the
touch of lukewarm water. Not a flat
particle anywhere to flatten onto
stocking mesh in an undissolved soap

Dissolves completely without
hot water. Ivory Snow is made in

spot!
Ideal for all silks and wool-

<S;

4y.Oj

ens. Washing tests made by manufacturers ofsilks and woolens have
convinced them of the safety of Ivory
Snow. "A perfect soap for silks" say
Mallinson, Cheney Brothers, and
Truhu, and "ideal for woolens" agree
the weavers of fine Biltmore Handwoven Homespuns, the makers of
downy Mariposa Blankets, and the
Botany Worsted Mills. There's this
happy point to remember, too— the
BIG box of Ivory Snow costs only
15c!
Copr. 1933. Procter & Gamble Co.
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PURE

IIow can I sell a scenario I've just written?
I can't advise you on that. The studios do
do not read unsolicited scenarios.
How did you happen to get the idea to
become a movie star? I was on the stage —
naturally, pictures seemed a logical step as
they offered more money and wider opportunities.
Where did yon spend your boyhood? Most
of it was spent in Hopedale, Ohio.
Do you find motion picture work a nervous
strain? Yes. When we work, we are on a
terrific tension.
How does it feel to be famous? I have no
real fame as yet, and what I have is too
recent to give me enough perspective to
answer such a question.
II'Aa^ effect do you think television will have
on the screen? I'm not qualified to answer
that one, but it's my opinion that it will be
used in cooperation with pictures and will
never entirely replace them.
How did you get into the movies? I was
playing on the Los Angeles stage in "The
Last Mile" in 1930 and was offered a screen
test and a small part in "The Painted
How does Mrs. Gable feel about it all? I
trust that she feels as any good wife would
—Desert."
anxious for her husband to succeed and
overjoyed
whenever he takes a step forward.
It7;_v have the singing films gone? They
haven't gone, entirely. When talkies first
came in, they were overdone and the pubUc
tired of them.
Do you remember Harvey and Merle
Parks, the boys you used to go hunting with
and play basketball with when they were kids
in Hopedale, Ohio? I'm certainly glad to
hear indirectly from Harvey and Merle. If
you have time, I'd be happy for further
news about the boys.
And there you are. If there is anything
left to be known about Clark Gable, it's
just an oversight. What a third degree!
YouT Inquiring Reporter felt like a Father
Inquisitor before he was through firing question marks at his hapless victim. But Clark
seemed to enjoy it, which all goes to prove
that his pals are right when they talk about
his golf game and call him a glutton for
punishment.
Remember, next month it's Connie Bennett who's on the spot. And her replies
ought to make very interesting reading.

The Strange Case of
Duncan Renaldo
{Continued from page 60)
ser\e the two-year sentence, where can you
"
afterward?
go Renaldo
flung out his hands, desperation
in the gesture: " I ask you ! "
Heading for possible stardom, when he
found the law weaving a net around him, he
is penniless to-day. And if his appeal fails
in May, he faces prison and deportation —
and a new start far from the studios where
he has worked so hard to succeed. How did
he get in his difficulties? What is his story?
"I was born in Camden, New Jersey,
April
1904," Renaldo
says. "My
father
was a 23,
Scotchman
named Francis
Duncan,
in

NOW

the produce business. My mother was a
Roumanian. I do not remember her. and
my father is a blurred figure as I look back.
The first I recall is living in a little village in
Roumania with a family named Couyanos.

Says He Was Called "American"
"A /TV earliest memory is of wandering
JLVJ. around the village, trying to talk
to the other children. They called me
'The Little American.' I cried when
they jeered at me in a strange tongue. The
members of the Couyanos family explained
to me that they had brought me from
America at the age of five after my parents'
death. They told me where I was born and
who my parents were. But they did not
have a birth certificate for me.
"And then war broke out between Roumania and Bulgaria and our village was
under fire. The villagers fled in confusion.
I found myself separated from the Couyanos
family and became an apprentice shoemaker
in the village of Galatz.
"In 191 7 I decided I was coming back to
my own country — America. I managed to
get to the port of Constantaza and stowed
away on a boat to Constantinople. From
there I stowed on other boats and finally
worked as a coal loader, hoping to earn
enough to get to the United States. Not
until 192 1 did I reach America.
" I applied for permission to land as a
native of the United States," says Renaldo.
"The certificate.
Immigration I authorities
for myin
birth
told them Iasked
was born
Camden, but had no certificate. They refused to let me land as a citizen. So I
landed as an alien. Surely, as soon as I
went to my birthplace, I could prove
my citizenry. So I called myself a Greek
and was given a sixty-day landing permit as Basil Duncan Couyanos. I was
back on my native soil again — and I headed
at once for Camden to try and find proof of
my birth. I found the house in which I was
born at 217 Federal Street. But the Court
House had burned down and if there was a
record of my birth, it must have burned
with it. So I started hunting people who
might have known my family.
" My money was soon gone and I went to
New York to get a job. I could paint, so I
applied at a picture studio for a job as scene
painter. And there I met Tommy Atkins,
now an assistant director at RKO Studios in

Bui
how
ordinary
oj te n
p o w d e r

Leaves the nose
looking like this
after half an hour

Of course you're lovely when you leave
your dressing table! But how long do you
stay that way? How many times in an evening do you have to look in a mirror to be
sure that you're even presentable?
For certainly few things are more disconcerting than a nose that has shed its
powder, and stands out from a beautiful
face like an unkind and ugly beacon light.
Can you even count the number of times
you have to powder during the day?
All that is over now. Pompeian has created a powder that will cling, not for

your beauty for hours.
It comes in a variety of flattering skin
tones, expressly created to complement
and enhance every complexion type. It
has a refreshing and very feminine perfume. And a box you'll be proud to have
on your dressing table.
AT

TODAY'S

REASONABLE

PRICE

We are proud of the price for which wc
can sell Pompeian powder. All that wc
can save in manufacturing costs by long
experience and present economies we pass

Hollywood. Tommy had known my father."
Renaldo was a good-looking chap and
soon found his way into the acting profession. Hope Hampton gave him a part in
one of her pictures in 1923. Before long he
was directing short subjects for Colorart
Productions, and was well on the way to
success. And then he met an actress named
Beth \'arden, and in 1925 they were married. And that led to Renaldo's making
another error. In applying for a marriage
license he said that he was a Roumanian.
He was young and in love; to have come
from a far-off place, even though not born
there, seemed romantic, he explains.
{Continued on page jg)

minutes, but for hours! It doesn't coat the
face, as old-fashioned "clinging" powders
do. Soft and fine, it gives the skin a smooth,
even perfection
No more stolen glances
in passing mirrors . With this new Pompeia n
powder you can be serene and confident of

on to you. Which is the reason this remarkably fine powder can be bought for
so little! Pompeian products can be purchased at stores everywhere.
The Pompeian Company, Bloomfield, N. J.
Sales Representatives: Harold F. Ritchie & Co., Inc.,
40 E. 34th St., New York, N. Y.
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I'll Never Fall in Love," Predicts
Ramon Novarro
(Continued from page ji)

home in the Hollywood hills, furnished it
himself in the most modern fashion, and
now lives there alone, with a couple to serve
him.
There has been no breach between Ramon
and his family because of his departure from
the family roof-tree. His mother, he told
me, is the rare type who asks no questions,
of her children, who does not feel or exercise
the awful possessiveness of the Siher Cord.
And when Ramon moved away from her
home, for the first time in his life, he knew
that siie understood his need for pri\'acy, for
space to think and breathe. And it is because of his family and his lox^e and care
for them that Ramon will ne\er marry.
"There have been stories," he told me, in
his sadly tired voice, "to the effect that
when I meet the Only Girl, I shall marry.
But there will never be an Only Girl for nie.
/ shall never marry.
"I have never been in love. I never will be
in love. I might not have presumed to make
such a statement fi\'e >ears ago. There is a
time in life when we are emotionally insecure, when it is not safe, or possible, to
predict what we shall feel or do tomorrow.
That time, for me, is gone. I am adult
enough now to hear the warning approach
of the amorous god. And if ever I hear him
coming — as I nia\' — I shall run. E\en if I
ha\e to run half-way around the world.

Would Have No Other Choice

Life just can't he
dull — unexcitiug —
lor tnose AvKo Avear
tne fragrance
Oeventeen 1

ol

It lifts you up — it carries
yotl aM^ay — — across years and
years — to tnat gayer, tJirillineer ■w^orla ^ve all lived in at
seventeen
Give tins pleasure to yourself and tnose around you !
vV ear oeventeen — respond
to Its subtle invitation to te
young — glamorous— and carefre 1
Wear iSeventeen s fragrance
in Perfume . . .Xoilet vVater. ..
iSacket and a complete Ensemfcle of Scented Toiletries.

MAISON

JEURELLE

247 Paris Avenue, T*^e-w York
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"TT IS, you see, the only fair thing I could
J_ do. I ha\e eleven people to support —
eleven people of whom I am the sole support.
My mother and father, my five brothers and
four sisters. Financially speaking, alone,
marriage would be impossible for me. My
two younger brothers are just completing
their educations. One has just finished college. The other finishes in June. They are
my 'children,' and my pride is in them.
".My youngest brother wants to be an
architect. I ha\e a great belief in him and
in his ability. I plan to take him abroad
with me when I go in the .Spring — after my
next and, for a time at any rate, my last
picture. It will be of great benefit for him
to see the beautiful buildings of Europe.
Then, when he returns, I hope to form a
small company for him, equip ofhces, see to
it that he is started.
"/ ivas never intended to marry. That is
my belief. That has always been my belief.
If God had intended me to marry and ha\e
children of my own. He would not have
given
would me
not these
have read\'-made
placed me in'children.'
a position He
of
so much responsibility.
"Nor is it only for financial reasons that
marriage is impossible for me. It is, even
more, the moral and emotional responsibility of so many lives depending upon me. An
individual has only so much of himself to
give. I give all that I have to give to my
people. I feel no sense of self-sacrifice about
this; please do not misunderstand me. On
the contrary, I feel a great joy that I was
called to do what I have done and that I
was given the power to do it. But I have
nothing left to give to others.

Has Never Had Time for Love
"'~V^HA T is why I have never fallen in love.
X. I know there has been some comment
and conjecture about this. It seems curious
to the majority of people that a young man,
placed so advantageously among so many
young and beautiful women, does not fall
violently in love once, if not oftener. It
seems curious for a young man never to
become engaged to be married, never to

marry. But I haven't the time or the
energy. And love requires energy and the
power of concentration. I know enough
about the
it totime
knowor that.
I simply
haven't had
either
the power
of concentration.
"From my earliest recollection, I have
been absorbed in some interest or some compelling necessity every single instant of my
time. The necessity to earn money came
first. Which meant my work in pictures.
Then there was m\- little theatre, my family
my music, my boo.vs. There has been no
space in such a life as mine for romance.
"I have met girls I have thought I could
care for, of course. But before I had time
to draw the second breath, something has
come along to take up every bit of time and
energy I had to give. And the thought has
quickly died.
"Of course, I am exceptionally tired now.
I feel empty and, in a sense, discouraged.
Not about my picture work as a whole, but
about the pictures I have had to make this
past football
>ear or two.
I couldn't
see nijself
the
picture,
for instance.
I amin
weary of the stereotyped young Galahads I
have had to play. I enjoyed doing 'SonDaughter' with Helen Hayes and under the
direction of Clarence Brown more than any
picture I have done in a very long while.
Playing the part of the Chinese youth gave
me something to do, something to work
with. It wasn't a terrifically important part,
but it satisfied me.
"I ha\e one more picture to make, in the
early Spring. I believe the title is 'Man of
the Nile.' It sounds interesting. After that,
I am going immediately to Europe and
begin my concert tour. It will be a longdreamt dream come true — and I am in the
mood right now when fulfilled dreams are an
imperative necessity'. I feel that I have,
perhaps,
need new
fields. I 'been
need around'
to drink too
at long.
fresh Isprings.
"I am working on my concert program
e\ery spare minute of my time. I hope to
be gone for at least three years. My voice
may not warrant such long engagements,
but it is possible that curiosity about a picture star will be sufficient to attract a sufficient number of people.

Feels an Urge for Escape Now
Away From
to Getdescended
THE
neverurgebefore
uponIt All
me.hasI
have heard others talk about it and do
things about it, and I ha\-e always felt that
they were being a bit hysterical. I know
better now. I had to get awa^' from home,
to li\'e alone in a house of my own. I had to
cater to whims and notions of my own that
would be impossible for others to live with.
"For instance, I am frequently seized
with a sudden desire to play my piano when
I am somewhere en route between my bath
and my bedroom, clad as God made me.
Now, living alone, I can gratify this desire.
"I like to eat and to sleep when I feel like
eating and sleeping. And well-organized,
large families must eat and sleep on some
sort of schedule. I eat and sleep, now, when
and where I feel inchned. I am frequently
disinclined to talk, to say an^^thing. A mute
individual is not a very courteous member
of a family. The four quiet walls of my own
house do not care whether I speak or keep
silent. ...
"And so, it is better for me to go it alone,
you see. It was better for me to move away
from my family for the time, at any rate.
It is better for me to go to Europe for a few
years. It is infinitely better for me to go
through life alone — my family for my 'children' and my music for my 'wife.' "

The Strange Case of
Duncan Renaldo
(Continued fro»i page yy)
Renaldo then went to Hollywood, where
he was given a big role in "The Bridge of
San Luis Rey." Immediately, he was a hit
and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer executi\es decided on him for "Trader Horn." They told
Renaldo to get ready to leave for Africa in
three days' time.

How

His Difficulties Began

"HPHEN came confusion and the start of
JL my troubles," sajs Renaldo. "I had
to get my clothes, sign my contracts, as well
as make some retakes on another picture,
and be inoculated against African diseases.
"At the same time, I was seeking passports. Iasked Bob Roberts at the studio
how to do it. He told me to secure an affida\!t
from Tommy Atkins, who had known my
father. I took the oath of allegiance, the
studio officials ga\e the necessary information on the application.
"As soon as I came back from Africa, I
dashed to Camden again. I had been spending most of my earnings on a detect i\e
firm, who promised to trace my people and
did not. This time I found a ninety-yearold woman, a Mrs. Riceman, who knew my
family, but I had to rush back to Hollywood and could not go on with my hunt.
"Three days before 'Trader Horn' had
its premiere — which I had hoped would
mean so much to me — I was arrested by the
Federal authorities. They wanted to deport me to Roumania. I went to Washington and appeared before a board of re\-iew
of the Department of Labor. There seven
judges of the board decided that I was born
in Camden and was entitled, as a United
States citizen, to stay in America. That
was in 1 931.
"My troubles seemed ended," says
Renaldo. " I was about to start a picture
and had a contract. And then — I was arrested by the Immigration authorities on
the charge of perjury —

Gives His Version of Case
" ALL my mistakes of the past were
/V dragged out. Then a birth certificate
was
produced, was
saying
Dumitreu
Cucghianaes
bornthat
in X'asilie
Roumania.
But
they did not produce anyone to prove that I
was Cucghianaes. They brought a witness
on from New York to identify me as his
nephew. He testified, instead, that he was
not my uncle and did not know me. Yet
the jury found me guilty of making false
statements in my passport application. For
that I was sentenced to serve two years in
prison. And I was fined two thousand dollars for calling myself a citizen of the country in which I was born.
"When I was living in New York in 1923,
I joined the National Guard, the SeventyFirst Regiment, and was assigned to Company L They accepted me as a citizen. I
wore the uniform of this country two years.
I have an honorable discharge from the
U. S. Army. The Department of Labor accepted me as a citizen. But twelve men on
a jury wouldn't accept me.
"After I was sentenced, an application
was made to the Roumanian Consul to deport me. Speaking for his government, he
refused, saying that his government had no
proof that I was born in Roumania. So
there I am. I have no country. I have
spent my life and all the money I have ever
earned in trying to prove my birthplace.
Now my freedom and my future both go.
I am li\'ing on the charity of friends, with
only prison walls ahead — and when I have
served my sentence, if I have to serve it,
where can I go? Roumania won't have me.
America says I don't belong here. Where do
I belong?"

Caution: To save lovely
teeth — fight film
FILM . . . what is it? A soft, sticky mass
that stains teeth an ugly yellow. Food particles cling to it. The mineral salts in saliva
combine with film and form hard, irritating
tartar that makes gums bleed.
Film's greatest damage is done through
tooth decay. In film are tiny, rod -shaped
germs . . . Lactobacilli. These germs produce
strong acid. This acid eats away the tooth
enamel just as other acids eat into cloth or
wood. Deeper and deeper goes the acid until
the nerve is reached . . . the root canal
infected . . . and unless repaired, results may
well prove tragic.
"What

can I do to fight decay?"

To fight film use Pepsodent instead of ordinary tooth pastes. Why? Because Pepsodent
contains a special film- removing substance
that is one of the great discoveries of the
day. Its power to remove every trace of filmstain is revolutionary! Its notable distinction
of being twice as soft as other materials in
common use has gained wide recognition.
And so, when tempted to try cheap and
ineffective tooth pastes, remember the one
safe way to fight film is to use the special
film-removing tooth paste— Pepsodent. Use
Pepsodent twice a day and see your dentist
at least twice every year.

Pepsodent-

See how rapidly film
forms on teeth
These teeth were
absolutely free of
filmnoon—
at 8 thea. film
m.
At
detector* solution
wasapplied and this
is how they looked.
AtSp.m — thefilm
detector*showsstill
heavier deposits of
film. Two-thirds of
the tooth's surface
is covered.
AtlOp.m
these
same teeth were
brushed with
Pepsodent.
Note
how
thoroughlyfilm
has been removed.
* A harmless fluid, used
by dentisfci,
which
film
so that the
nakedstains
eye
can see it.

is the special film-removing tooth paste

Clothes Gossip from
Hollywood
{Continued from page 4.7)
sports outfit — and plenty of people are going
to like it.
Before we left RKO the day we saw Connie in her grand sports idea, we were invited onto "The Great Desire" set, where
Katharine Hepburn and Helen Chandler
were engaged in a close-up, wearing two of
the cutest sports outfits you'll be seeing on
the screen
Spring.gray
Helen's
verybutmannish suit isthis
of heavy
tweed,
the
effective note of the entire ensemble is the
red patent-leather scarf that she wears in
place of a blouse and tie. There was very
little dialogue in this particular close-up. In
fact, the girls appeared to be merely glaring
at one another o\er something or somebody.
It couldn't have been an argument as to
which looked the "sportiest," we hope?
La Hepburn had an unfair advantage because she was wearing a riding outfit with
long tan flannel trousers, an enormous
leather belt, a brown beret, and very slick
and shiny boots. Which, put together, is
just too much "sportiness" for any one suit
to compete with !
Brown and white, and brown and tan are
still the most popular color combinations for
sports. Madge E\ans is even sporting a
brown-and-white checked bathing suit of
knit wool, especially designed for her!

Some

Girls Can Be "Trained"

IF you
you wear
are the
that a is,
the "clothes
e.xtreme type"
things —with
cer-if
tain flare — what a grand time you are going
to have with the graceful trailing trains that
are featured on the evening gowns worn by

Dictated
. . . soft,

by

Constance Bennett in "Our Betters" and by
Claudette Colbert in "Tonight Is Ours."
These are real honest-to-goodness trains — not just the train-illusion that was partial y a vogue for evening gowns last season.
Connie, for instance, wears a stunning
e\'ening gown of white unfinished crepe,
with the entire neckline, both front and
back, outlined in sable; and the train, if
you please, starts at the natural waistline
and falls in graceful fullness far out upon the
floor. The train of Claudette's white satin
gown, sleeved with silver fox, is a slightly
different idea. About Claudette's waist is
wrapped a sash — and the long streamers of
this satin sash are what form the divided
train effect of this beautiful formal gown.
However, in appropriating these ideas for
your own wardrobe, Claudette is por-

Fashion

rolling

waxes

abundant, lasting curls
This year, your hats make demands of your hair and your hair makes demand
of a wave — that only Eugene can satisfy. For only the Eugene Permanent Wave
can give your hair the rolling, natural undulations and the flattering face-andneck curls of the mode.
Don't think that all permanents are alike. They're not. Don't think that any permanent wave will do. It won't. This year, your wave must he perfect and its
frame of curls for the nape of your neck must he permanent. You have that assurance when your hairdresser uses the internationally famous Eugene Method and
genuine Eugene Sachets. Make sure that the Eugene Trade Mark figure, "the
goddess of the wave," appears on each sachet or waving wrapper. Make sure for
the best of all possible reasons: — The beauty and the safety of your hair!
Eugene, Ltd.
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traying aQueen in "Tonight Is Ours" and
Connie
titledgirlish
lady and
in "Our
Betters."
A far amore
youthful
model is
worn by Claudette in the romantic garden
scenes of the same picture. It is an adorable
blue organdie with a ruffled skirt of blue
maline crusted with brilliants and pearls.
If you're looking for tips for a bridesmaid's dress or something very youthful and
charming
for adorable
graduation,white
you mousseline-decan't afiford to
overlook the
soie frock with its fluted ruffles worn by Joan
Crawford in "To-day We Live." Watch for
that scene in which Joan bids her childhood
sweetheart
(Robert
Young)on "goodbye"
when
he is called
for service
the North
Sea. The sash is of brown velvet, and so is
the little bow at Joan's throat.
One of the most "different" evening
wraps of the new pictures is worn by Helen
Chandler in "The Great Desire." Worn
over a dress of blue unfinished crepe, the
flaring ermine cape covers one shoulder
completely and fastens with a large ornament
about the other, which is partially covered.
Next month, Marilyn of Hollywood tvill
continue her "inside story" of the fashion
hints in the new pictures, including an account ofthe newest and most startling things
worn by Norma Shearer in her new picture.

Five Big Stars Are
Retiring In 1933
{Continued from page 2g)
that might be offered me. It is a purely
personal reason. You see, the movies have
never been my entire life, as they have been
to many other women on the screen. I
have proved through actual experience that
I can be very happy away from work — even
the fame-bearing work of Hollywood. I
believe I did prove it when I quit the screen
for four years during my marriage to Phil
Plant.
"In the first place, I have made a good
deal of money out of my stardom. I no
longer have that financial incenti\e to keep
on. On the other hand, I adore tra\el and
a life of calm leisure. I enjoy ha\ing time
to devote to my friends, which a career
before the camera does not permit. Why,
then, should I hang on to the hard work of
being a movie star, when I am in a position
to lead the sort of life I want to lead?
"At the completion of my contract, Henri
(the Marquis de la Falaise) and Peter (their
small adopted son) and I are going to the
South of France to live. I know that it
would be impossible for me to remain in
Hollywood and not want to work in the
movies. I do not even know if I could continue to live in America and not work.
"I suppose, at first, that I shall miss it.
Habit can be a strong tie. But I know that,
once I have broken all ties here, nothing
shall tempt me to return to a career. I'm
not even leaving a mental loophole and
thinking that, perhaps, I might make just
one or two pictures a year! When I leave at
the completion of my contract, I am not
coming back to Hollywood or the movies!"

Ronald Wants "a Breathing Spell'*

RONALD COLMAN is not nearly so
^ definite in his retirement plans as
Connie. His announced two-year vacation,
as Ronnie explained it to a friend, is merely
"a breathing spell, a chance to catch my
breath after years and years of the movies."
Like the glamourous Miss Bennett, Ronald
Colman, too, wants a rest. But the gossips
will tell you that this is not entirely the
reason why Ronnie is leaving Hollywood
for so long a time.
One very popular guess is that he may
be planning to "sit out" the duration of his
contract with Samuel Goldwyn. It is no
particular secret that Colman and his producer have not been on the best of terms
for the past year. In fact, it has been
proved that Ronnie's two-million-dollar
suit against Goldwyn, for a publicity statement which, he claimed "reflected on his
character," was not a press-agent stunt at
all (as first suspected by Hollywood), but
an authentic peeve between star and producer. There is every indication at the present that Colman is going through with
this contemplated suit.
Hollywood damage suits have been known
to^ drag out over very long periods. Can
it be that Ronnie is merely seizing this expected "hold up" of his screen activities
as a most opportune occasion for a vacation? Besides seeking a "rest," it is entirely
possible that he will return to the stage for
a time.
Clive Brook is abandoning his motion
picture career at the completion of his present
contract for several good reasons, at least
to the British Mr. Brook. To an interviewer, he recently said: "In the first place,
I never intended to remain in Hollywood
as long as I have. To be frank, I was
tempted here by movie gold. I figured that
when I had enough of it to live comfortably
in leisure for the rest of my life, I would
quit my acting career and devote myself to
several other hobbies in which I am equally
{Continued on page 8j)
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• Light sets the stage in
Hollywood. Cleverly it plays on
the star and brings out all her
beauty. Nowhere

in the world is

light more important than in the
motion picture studio.
That is why General Electric
Mazda
lamps are favorites in
Hollywood. The lighting experts
of the studios know that General
Electric MAZDA lamps give as
good and as economical light as
scientific research can devise.
You

can have the same

good,

economical

light in your home

. . . if you

choose

that Hollywood
the mark

(^

the lamps

uses. Look
on

for

every lamp

you buy. Then you will be sure
to get good light at low cost.
Ruth Chatterion
"Once a Lady"
in Paramount' s
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Will Ann Harding Remarry
Harry
Bannister?
{Continued from page jj)
man but that talk starts. "Who is the man
Ann
ask. Harding is interested in? " the gossipers
You see, Ann, your plan has failed.
Avoiding publicity has only whetted
curiosity. Perhaps you will forgive me,
after
all,soformuch
breaking
silence,
told me
about your
yourself
when ^'ou
we
last met — things that your admirers who
read this story will really be eager to know.
All of the people who are interested in what
you do are not seeking scandal.

Longed to "Get Away"

Jjemu^Semeil

cvuAeciJelncr icnm/i!
LwVERy clever woman
now knows what the stars of the stage and
screen have known for years . . . that a
beautifully-kept hairdress is the most important aid to perfect feminine beauty! That
Is why HOLD-BOBS are the inevitable rule
in boudoirs and dressing rooms of wellgroomed women. These famous bob pins
are not only convenient, but they keep a
perfect hairdress perfect!
HOLD-BOBS have small, round heads that
do not show in the hair, and smooth,
round points that cannot scratch the scalp.
The flexible legs are tapered, one side is
crimped to hold the hairsecurely in place.
HOLD-BOBS are available in colors to match
every type of hair. Use HOLD-BOBS always
. . . either the straight style or the curved
shape style to attain a flawless hairdress and
to keep it that way! Send for FREE Sample!
MAIL COUPON

FOR

FREE SUPPLY

Write today for sample
card of HOLD-BOBS
(specifycolor)and new
booklet,"Tfie Quest for
Beauty"... FREE.. .send
coupon.
Gold and Silver Metal
Foil cards identify
HOLD-BOBS everywhere . . . made in all
sizes to meet every requirement. Also sold
under tFiese brand
names: BOB-ETTES,
CLIP-PER-ETTES and
LOX-THE-LOCKS.

Made Only by
THE
HUMP
HAIRPIN
MFG. COMPANY
(Division of Cfiain Store Products Corporation)
Sol H. Goldberg, President
1918-36 Prairie Avenue, Dept. M-4, Chicago, III.
The

Hump

Hairpin Mfg. Co. of Canada,
St. Hyacinttie, P. Q., Canada

Ltd.

Stroigtit Style HOLD-BOB

I9r

Curved Sfiape Style
Copyright 1933 by The Hump

HairpiD Mfg. Co.

The Hump Hairpin Mfj. Co.
Dept. M-4, Chicago, HI.
Please send me free sample card of HOLD-BOBS
and tfie new booklet "The Quest for Beauty."
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ET'.S
at up
the the
beginning
fromhome
the
timebegin
I droxe
hil! to your
and saw you through the window. You
were knitting, if you remember.
"It's a hug-me-tight," you explained,
holding up the woolen shawl, "(jrand for
reading in bed these cold nights. I'm taking
orders.
Do youknow
wantwhat
one?problem
"
"I'd rather
you were
frowning over just now."
^ our tone grew slightly more serious. "I
was wondering when I am to have a parole.
E\er since we finished '.Animal Kingdom,'
I ha\e been trying to get out of town for a
rest. Twice the studio has promised me two
weeks, then story conferences ha\e interfered. Ifthe studio could only decide what
I am to do ne.xt, I could go away for a little
while. I think I deserve a parole, don't
you? fore,
I'veshould
beenhave
a model
some prisoner
time offand.
for theregood
It was your calling yourself a prisoner
behaxior."
that made me realize just how much of a
prisoner you ha\e been.
"The hours hang hea\ily on my hands
when I'm not working," you continued.
"Jane, of course, takes up most of my days,
bless her. A growing daughter demands
more than a little time.
"The evenings, though, are sometimes a
problem. I read a good deal — all the new
plays and novels that might ha\e a picture
somewhere in their contents. I don't see
very many people. The few really intimate
friends I ha\'e !i\'e quite far away. OccasionalK'. they tlrop in for a while and we
ha\e a game of chess. I've taken up the
game, you know.
"Then there are other games — anagrams,
I)ing-pong and jig-saw puzzles. Bridge,
however, is barred. People are too serious
about bridge. It is an occupation, not a
recreation. .'\nd it makes bad blood. I have
enough enemies in Hollywood, if the stories
that are circulated about me are any criterion, not to want to make more by becoming a bridge addict.

Knows All About the Gossip
""DEFORE you ask. I'll answer. Yes, I
D hear almost all of the gossip that goes
on about me. Folks at the studio seem to
take keen delight in retaihng to me the very
latest about Harding. If they don't tell
me, they show me wha': has been printed,
apparently carrying the clippings for weeks
for the sole purpose of bringing gossip to
my attention.
"Sometimes these reports are amusing.
The story about my huge telephone bill is
the latest. It seems that I run up a monthly
bill of between seven and eight hundred dollars for long-distance calls to Harry in New
York. 'It would be cheaper to remarry,'
advised the columnist who published these
figures.
"Just how that columnist obtained accurate information about my bills remains
slightly obscure. Less than a dozen people
know my private telephone number.
I have

it changed every month, at least. Not even
the studio has it. When they want to communicate with me, they telegraph. The
'phone isn't in my own name and I, personally, pay all bills. So how anyone can
pretend to know the amount of my longdistance charges is beyond my understanding. Needless to say, the rumor is a gross
exaggeration.
"I do telephone Harry and he calls me,
sometimes for no other reason than to talk
to Jane, who is, you must remember, as
much his daughter as mine. I 'phoned him
on New Year's Day, for example, to ask
how the
he was
producing
in Newto ^'ork
had
goneplay
ov-er.
It was
scheduled
open
New Year's Eve, but Harry postponed the
opening in order to polish it up a bit.
" Naturally, I was interested to know the
reception afforded his initial production.
That was the reason I called. To my mind,
there is nothing unusual about such interest. Iwould feel the same way about any
dear friend, anxious regarding his success.
It is a normal attitude and I can't understand how it points to the pursuit of a man.
Certainly, I have no intention of pursuing
anyone.

Must She Avoid New

York?

UNDOUBTEDLY,
maidenly
pride
should cause me toffattempt
to avoid
the reputation of chasing after Harry, I
must
neverto take
a trip toyou
Newknow,
''i'ork.
intended
go recently,
andI had
had
e\'en booked transportation on an air line.
My plans were changed when the studio
called a story conference. But the news of
my trip was broadcast just the same.
"One obliging writer sent me romantically
flying to Harry's side. Then, possibly discovering that I hadn't really gone, the same
writer found an easy way of repudiating her
own false report. She simply wrote of an
imaginary return trip. Nice of her to bring
me " home
again,
wasn'tto it?
It seems
a shame
destroy the romantic illusions so many gossipers hold for us.
I ha\en't, howe\er, the remotest idea at the
moment that Harry and I will remarry. I
belie\e it will be better to remain just good
Since the day that Ann said this, she has
been able to "get away" before starting
work on "Declassee," and has visited her
old
friends at the little Hedgerow Theatre
friends."
(one hundred and sixty seats) in Media,
Pennsylvania, a suburb of Philadelphia. It
was there, under the director of Jasper
Deeter. that .Ann made her theatrical debut
just
twelve yearsIn ago
in of
Susan
"Inheritance."
honor
her Glaspell's
visit this
time, the Hedgerow Players again put on
the play, with Ann in her old role — and this
event increased Ann's desire to return there
when she leaves the screen, to live and "to
actHer
in plays
that inreally
matter."
presence
the East,
so near Harry
Bannister, led columnists to "play a
hunch" and predict that they will remarry
"at any moment." Against these prophecies you have Ann's own statement. Also,
some of the couple's close friends point out,
you have a contradiction in the fact that
Harry's post-divorce effort to be successful
in his own right has been temporarily frustrated— his play having closed after one
disheartening week. From a romantic viewpoint, this would hardly be an auspicious
moment for remarriage. But let Harry produce one hit or star in one hit, which would
"justify" their divorce — and then Ann
might quickly claim "a woman's prerogative
to change her mind" about their being
"just friends."

'//r
Five Big Stars Are
Retiring In 1933
{Continued from page 8i)
interested. Writing, for instance. I was a
journalist and short-story writer for years
before I became an actor.
"Several years ago, I achieved that nestegg figure I had set for myself as a tidy sum
to keep the wolf from the Brook door. But
I did not quit. I signed another contract
and kept on, in spite of the fact that I was
no longer deeply interested in my work.
Perhaps I have only grown stale. Perhaps
I am just plain tired, and a rest of a year
or two will see me anxious to resume my
screen work. But at the present moment I
feel that I can remain away indefinitely.
The only way, really, to find out is to take
a long vacation from Hollywood. Two
years or more — it will need that much time
to launch myself in any other line of work
I may decide upon."
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SHE

THINKS

I2/ ^y^/ ^''

:

WHAT A GOOD-LOOKING
MAN. ..NICE EYES. WISH
I KNEW

HIM_W///,

/DO.'

HE THINKS ■•

THAT GIRL WENT TO HIGH
SCHOOL WITH ME ....HOW
PRETTY

SHE'S GROWN.

it! THEY

HANG

WON'T
US
TALKLETHERE

Ruth Wants "a Calm, Sane Life"
RUTH CHATTERTON'S ideas about
^ leaving the screen are very similar to
those
of Constance
Bennett.
Ruth's
contract
with Warner
Brothers
over biga
period of three years will earn her more
than enough to permit her to live without
financial worry for the rest of her life. Like
Connie, she has many friends and associates
outside the mo\ies. Just before Ruth
sailed for Europe last year, she said to me:
"I am departing for just a short vacation
this time, but not so far away will come the
day when I shall be leaving Hollywood for
a long, long time. I can hardly wait to get
to England. It will be heavenly to meet
and talk with old friends again — people
who have heard little and care even less
about the mo^•ies. Don't misunderstand.
I am really grateful for the success I have
been permitted to make on the screen and
I deeply appreciate all the friends a screen
career has made me, but my real love
always has been, and always will be, the
stage!"
Lately, however, as the Chatterton contract has only a picture or two more to go,
Ruth's retirement plans have also included
the screen departure of George Brent, who
married Ruth last August. "Both of us
have worked for the privilege of enjoying
life calmly and sanely for so long," she
remarks, "wouldn't we be foolish not to
take advantage of the opportunity?"
For years Ramon Novarro has made no
secret of the fact that the movies have
taken a bad second place to a musical career
in his interests. A year and a half ago, at
the completion of his eight-year contract
with M-G-M (the longest contract any star
has had with any one studio), Ramon announced that he was leaving immediately
for Europe to prepare himself for the concert stage and perhaps grand opera.

Ramon

Wants to Sing

BUT at the last minute he decided to
remain in Hollywood under contract
to M-G-AI for one more }"ear. His close
friends believe that Ramon was guided
chiefly by the money involved, and that he
was anxious to secure the financial independence of his family, as well as himself,
before he definitely abandoned the movies.
Now that year is up and Ramon has
announced that, after finishing "The Man
of the Nile," he is leaving for Europe.
There he will devote himself to the study
of music until he is ready to appear before
the public in a new medium, as a star of
the concert and opera stage. Ramon's days
of being a movie star are definitely over!
"I have had a delightful career," he remarks. "I am looking forward to a new
love, which I can only hope will make me
{Continued on page 85)

TWO

WEEKS

THE WEEK

LATER

AFTER

auntie's a DEARwarning me
LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT, AUNTIE ? I BELIEVED
IN n..TWO WEBKS AGO! HAD LUNCH WITH
THE MAN,

AN OLD

PROMISED

TO PHONE

SCHOOL
BUT

FRIEND_HE

in such a sweet
about"B.O."
way,
then giving
me a party,
inviting jack

HASN'T

LIFEBUOY'S GRAND.
NO CHANCE OF
OFFENDING
AFTER THIS

HERE'S AN IDEA. .BUT
YOU MUSTN'T

BE HURT

IF I'M VERY FRANK

/''^-^

'B.O." ENDED-

It's a lonesome world
for f''B.O."
offenders
body odor)

JACK'S FALLING HARD!
YOU'RE LOOKING SIMPLY SWELL TONIGHT
HOW SOON CAN I SEE YOU AGAIN ?

!

'TpHEY just can't seem to make friends.
-^ And the pity of it is they seldom
suspect the reason— "B.O." {body odor).
Play safe — batheregularly with Lifebuoy.
Its pleasant, quickly- vanishing, hygienic
scent tells you Lifebuoy is different izora
ordinary toilet soaps — gives extra protection. Its gentle, purifying lather deodorizes pores — stops "B.O."
Complexions aided, too
Lifebuoy's
rich,of abundant lather deepcleanses
pores
ties. Makes
dull,
clogged
impurisallow complexions freshen —
glow with health.
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THE NEW MASCARA
THAT IS
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NON-SMARTING
TEAR-PROOF
AND ABSOLUTELY
HARMLESS
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YES, WE Know— you've read many
claims advertising eyelash darkeners — only
to have an evening ruined because a tear
smudged your mascara and the resultant
smarting spoiled your make-up — one of 1 ife 's
little tragedies! But it need never have hapNEW

pened! Itcan't happen when you use our
improved MAYBELLINE mascara.

Quickly and easily applied, it instantly
makes your lashes appear longer, darker and
more luxuriant — and it keeps them soft and
silky, too! MAYBELLINE gives that muchto-be-desired natural appearance of eye
beauty — the color, depth, and expression of
the eyes are intensified by the soft ,dark fringe
of lustrous lashes. These are the reasons
that millions of women
MAYBELLINE

are using the NEW

regularly with most gratify-

ingresults. Try it today, you'll be delighted!
Black or Brown
75c at all toilet goods counters

EYELASH

DARKENER

MAYBELLINE CO.
CHICAGO
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"I'd Make a Terrible Husband!"
Says Lee Tracy
{Continued from page 4g)
"I must have a phobia on the subject.
Perhaps it comes from being an only child
with no dear little brothers or sisters to 'give
in to' or to share my all-day suckers with, or
to scrap with. I never got the taste for a
family scrap, I take it.
"D'you know, back in New York, whenever Ifelt low or depressed, I used to get on
the subway and go down to the Long Island
station and watch the commuting husbands,
with that strained and anxious /?;<56a?zrf look
in their eyes. And then I'd feel better, all
pepped up and elated and pleased with myself and everything. I'd go back to where
I'd come from, a happy man."
I said, "But don't you want children?"
And Lee snapped back, "What for?"

His Idea of Paternal Pride

HE
added, "Men want children — sons,
preferably — because they think they
are pretty damn good guys, themsehes, and
they know they have to die someday, and
they think that when they die their sons will
carry on their name and, if blessed by the
gods, something of their looks — and so the
world will not have a good chance to forget
them. They figure that, being pretty good
themselves, their sons, being their sons, will
be even better.
"Of course, there must be something to
it — I admit that. I know a whale of a lot of
married men, with children, and they do
seem to get more pride and joy out of them
than can be described in words. I have seen
the wildest Indian that ever scouted Broadway turn into a church deacon with the
birth of his first son. Yeah, there must be
something to it — but I doubt that I shall
e\er know, from personal e.xperience, what
that something is.
"I suppose, as I've mentioned, I feel the
way I do partly because I was an only child
and partly because being an only child made
me almost completely self-sufficient. And I
figure that self-sufficiency, if it isn't carried
too far — to the point where a man is obli\uous to the needs and feelings of others — is
about the greatest asset a human being can
have.
"Then, there is my mother. And she is
perfect. Perfect, with all of its connotations,
is the only descriptive word. She understands me. She sympathizes with me. She
loves me. I don't know where, in what wife,
I could find the equal of what she gives me —
or why I should want to start a search.
"Funny little thing, here recently, on a
Thursday afternoon, my picture 'Washington Merry-Go-Round', opened in WilkesBarre, Pennsylvania, where my mother is
living now. And she wrote me that she had
missed the matinee but had gone Thursday
night, Friday night, Saturday afternoon and
evening, and Sunday night and that she was
'taking some of the ladies' to see it on Monday night. Can you beat that?

His Parents Couldn't Object
" A ^^I-*' at 'that, neither my father nor my
l\ mother cared much about their only
son becoming an actor. I can understand
that to have your only son announce that he
is about to put greasepaint on his face would
not exactly swell the parental chests with
pride. But they didn't raise any objections
— they couldn't. And they couldn't because
they had told me, all my life, that when the
time came, I should be whatever I wanted to
be and they would never interfere.
"My father had hoped that I would follow
in his electrical engineering footsteps. My
mother hoped for one of the professions
carrying the dignity of letters after the

Tracy name. I had my eye on an M.D. —
but having flunked every exam I ever took
in German and finding that German was a
mighty important part of a medical course,
I decided that the writing of prescriptions
was not for ol' Doc Tracy.
"And I am glad I am an actor. I am proud
of it. I have none of those Olympian yearnings to do Other Things. This is an odd
growth to come out of my bean, perhaps, but
I believe that every person should have a
Mission in life. And an actor has one — he
lightens the weight of woe in the World.
He has as good a mission in life as the doctor,
the preacher in the pulpit, the lawyer.
"Apart from the mission angle, actors are
happy people. Vou take the most hopeless
down-and-outer of an actor and give him
just one skinny, anemic ray of hope, one
tiny
break,
and it's
enough
to put
Seventh
Heaven,
enough
to keep
him him
happyin
for days. It takes so little to make an actor,
any
happy.
That's tothebereason
manyactor,
actors
are liable
poor, why
neverso
know the meaning of saving. For them,
there is no Tomorrow because To-day, any
old rainy To-day is enough."

Will Never Be Homesick

"T)UT
about this husband business,"
I
1) said, dragging this particular, hardworking young actor back to a contemplaof the altar
which ahe home
shies. of"Don't
you tionever
want from
a home,
your
"God, NO!" Lee exploded. "I'd never
live in anything but hotels and rented apartments, even if I married triplets. I always
live in hotels or in furnished apartments and
the more transient I feel in 'em, the better I
like 'em. I wouldn't own a stick of furniture, not even an ash-tray — and that is
own?"
probably a relic of my childhood, too. My
father's being an engineer meant that we
were on the road pretty much of the time
and my roots never had time to dig down,
persisted, "suppose you should
and"But,"
never Iwill."
fall — as men do — very deeply in lo\'e.
"Then," said Lee, "I should hope to have
the
good
fortune of falling in love with a
then?"
What
very modern young lady. A young lady
modern enough to believe that she could
go on living happily without children, at
least, being indispensable to her happiness.
I realize the difficulty of this. There are so
many modern young women to whom children are indispensable, while a husband is
not. But I might find the combination.
And if I did not, if this thing called Love
actually caught me by the coat-tails, I suppose I would do what others of my freeminded brethren have done before me. But
it will never be fast enough to catch up with
me — and even if it does, I'll still make a
terrible husband!
"I think there's too much importance attached to sex, anyhow. Especially, here in
Hollywood. It's the most se.x-conscious
spot I ever hit. Sex has its place, of course,
but every time a man looks at a woman, he
doesn't have to forget that she may have a
"When you are old," I said, "when you
brain,fiftyish
too." — sixtyish — when the fever of
are
fame has gone and you are alone — wonM; you
wish then, that you had married, had a
"I'vehad
toldchildren?"
you that there is no Tomorrow
home,
for an actor," Lee reminded me. "Besides,
what's the matter with the fireplace and the
old carpet slippers?" — and then the director
called him to "Clear All Wires."

Five Big Stars Are
Retiring In 1933
(Continued from page Sj)
as many friends and well-wishers!"
Tom Mix chose Christmas Day of 1932
to announce his permanent retirement from
the movies. "I haven't any fancy reasons,"
explained
Tom. stars
"Afterforever.
all, none There
of us can
remain movie
are
always newer and younger attractions comup. It's
onlyroom
right for
thatthem!
we should
move I
out ing
and
make
Besides,

b^zV/ JjiII and muddy?
Pimples and blemishes ?
Headaches ?
Fatigue? Losih

have a sneaking hunch I'm really just an
old circus horse. I've got the smell of the
sawdust in my nostrils again."
Lila Lee is retiring from the screen in
marrying George Hill, the director, and
plans to keep in touch with the movies
"only second-hand." Lila's reason is that
she aches for a vacation that won't end
until she wants it to end. "You see," says
Lila, "I have been working since I was a
child."
Marlene Dietrich is abandoning her
Hollywood screen career in the Spring, as
soon as she finishes "The Song of Songs."
She is returning to her native Germany,
where her husband, Rudolph Sieber, is a
director, and where, she has often said, she
wants her little girl to be educated. She
will make her future pictures in Germany —
under the guidance of either Josef von
Sternberg, her discoverer, or of her husband. In Marlene's case, her decision to
leave Hollywood is dictated by homesickness and by a long series of disputes during
her American stardom over stories, leading
men and directors. There is talk, however,
that Marlene will return to Hollywood
under contract to another studio, after a
brief vacation in Europe.
And if George Arliss is knighted by King
George this year, as it is reliably reported
he may be, "the grandest actor of them
all" will very likely go back to his little
country place in England for the rest of
his days, with every ambition fulfilled.
Now, indeed, "the old order changeth". . .

News and Gossip of
the Studios
(Continued from page 3 g)
very maternal with Maria. (.She poses for
news photographers in trousers of various
hues.) However, at the dinner dance at
the desert hotel, her costume was a tight
black skirt, very short, with the regulation
masculine tuxedo coat and shirt. Well, the
newspapers say that women's styles for
Spring "show a distinctly masculine trend!"
And Carole Lombard, who has the reputation of being one of Hollywood's bestdressed women, is taking to trousers, herself.
AT the opening of "Cavalcade," Will
. Rogers announced that he wasn't going
to pull any boners as he did at "Grand
Hotel," when he hinted that a great Swedish
star would appear — and then introduced
Wallace Beery, garbed as a Swedish maid,
who fluttered, "I tank I go home now."
Drawled Will: "I've only got one unexpected guest to introduce tonight — the
Prince of Wales."
HOLLYWOOD'S newest game is to collect Marquee-grams — funny combinations of names of pictures and stars on the
marquees of motion picture theatres. For
instance, here's a honey: "Two Kinds of
Women" — Phillips Holmes and Miriam
Hopkins. Here's another: Two Superb
Features — Jean Harlow. And another:
To-day Connie Bennett and Mickey Mouse.

CHECK Constipation
THIS SAFE, SIMPLE,

PLEASANT

WAY

How pure pasteurized yeast strengthens
intestinal nerves and muscles —restores normal
elimination without drugs or medicines
DULL SKIN, pimples and blotches, headaches, thatare"always
feeling — !
how often these
caused tired"
by constipation
This enemy of good health and charm causes
an endless string of common ills.
Drugs and harsh laxatives can give you
only temporary relief from constipation.
They merely irritate the intestines and cause
a violent flushing action.
Vitamin Shortage — True Cause of
Countless Cases of Constipation
To get out of that evil laxative habit, you
must strengthen the stomach and intestines.
Make them function normally once more.
Doctors now know that in countless cases
the real cause of constipation is lack of sufficient vitamin B. If your constipation has
become a habit, and fails to respond to ordinary treatment, it is likely that a shortage
of vitamin B is the cause of your trouble.
Supply this factor in adequate amounts and elimination becomes easy and
regular and complete!
Yeast Foam Tablets
furnish vitamin B in
great abundance. They
are pure, pasteurized
yeast— the richest known
food source of the vitamins Band G. These elements in yeast tone up
the entire digestive and
intestinal system.
They nourish
ened musclesweakand

nerves. Thus they promote normal intestinal
action in a natural, healthful way. Energy
revives. Headaches go. The skin clears up.
You really live again!
Yeast That's Good to Eat
You will like Yeast Foam Tablets. They
have a pleasing, nut-like taste and they are
scientifically pasteurized. Thus they cannot
cause gas or discomfort. Remember, this
yeast is used by various laboratories of the
United States Government and by many
leading
American universities in their vitamin research.
Any druggist will supply you with Yeast
Foam Tablets. The 10-day bottle costs only
50c. Five cents a day! Get one today.
Enjoy the health that comes when you correct constipation in this scientific way!

•

Gets quick
relief.
" Yeast FoamI ivant
Tabletsto thank
have given
me
quick
relief from
constipation.
you for
your wonderful easy-to-eat yeast." Beaumont, Texas

YEAST FOAM TABLETS
FREE: MAIL

THSS COUPON

TODAY

NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO.,
MP-4
1750 North Ashland Ave., Chicago, III.
Please send trial package and circular telling more about
the benefits I will get from eating Yeast Foam Tablets.
Name
Address
City

_
_

_

_

_
_

State

_
_

SHE

The Studios Know Your Secrets
by the Favorites You Pick

BUYS HER CLOTHES
IN PARIS

{Continued from page j^)

BUT

SHE SWEARS
BY THIS
50c FACE-POWDER

Nothing is too much trouble for her (nor too expensive) where beauty is concerned. Yet she has
found that Luxor is the finest powder she can buy.
Its dehcate silk-sifted texture gives an even perfection toher skin. Its purity safeguards her complexion. She loves its delicate flower fragrance,
La Richesse. (She buys it for her personal perfume,
at $i6 an ounce.) And among the perfect Luxor
shades she found just the one to bring out her
most radiant loveliness. Are you one of thousands
who have discovered the greater beauty Luxor
brings? You can get it at the nearest beauty counter.

Luxor Ormjoh^l ucnxj
FIFTY CENTS
but

we

couldn't

CLIP
LUXOR,
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Keeps Skin Young
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your hidden beauty. To remove wrinkles quickly
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Older women are not included in Clark's
public. When a woman matures, she looks
a little for safety, tenderness, comfort. And
the Gable we see on the screen would insure
a lady of none of those things. He is a creature of emotional uphea\-als. Men ha\-e
never resented Gable as they have the other
Great Lovers of the screen. There is something honest and unassuming about him,
something primitively masculine, that men
admire.

OLDER people, especially women, love
Marie Dressier, because she gives them
hope. Her courage and the fact that she
achieved spectacular success at an age when
most women are folding their hands — these
things are inspiring to mature people. Her
hearty comedy endears her to the younger
fry, of course. But her fanatical fans are
among people of her own age, people who
used to see and love her years ago in musical
comedy and vaudeville, when they and she,
alike, were younger and spryer.
Sometimes actors outgrow their audiences
and must make efforts to acquire new ones.

You can prove it yourself on a single lock
snipped from hair. You don't pay a penny.
You don't risk a thing. We send Complete
Test Package Free. Simply comb on clear,
water-white liquid. Gray goes. Lustrous
color comes: black, brown, auburn, blonde.
Hair stays soft — takes wave or
curl. Nothing to wash or rub
off on clothing. Entirely SAFE.

City . .

thought he was "simply too marvelous," but
they were also women between twenty-five
and thirty-fi\e — women, perhaps, who were
old enough to be a trifle discontented with
the docile, commuting, polite, average
American male.

Both Young and Old Love Marie

/ Test Bottle \

r— MARY

women who want adventure and love and
mystery, women who copy her eyebrows,
her clothes, who mimic her slow, significant
drawl — these are the women whose imaginations are stirred by Garbo. There is a sureness of allure about her that any woman
would give her all to possess.
Dietrich, on the other hand, is a man's
woman — soft, deliberately provocative, utterly feminine. Yet girls in high school
"adore" her, sensing not only her beauty,
but the things they can learn from her about
clothes, about posture — about men, for
goodness' sake! Young, feminine America
knows where to look — to learn !
Clark Gable is an audience-made player.
He did not create a public. His public
created him. His sudden, spectacular rise
was due to one of those strange and unpredictable bursts of mass emotion. Suddenly,
overnight, a million women discovered that
he was what they had been looking for all
their lives. Strangely enough, these women
were not only hysterical adolescents, who

Colleen Moore was the flappers' dream of
something or other a few years ago — and a
tidy sum of money that audience earned
her, too. Buddy Rogers was adored by the
immature, and by old ladies who thought he
was a dear boy and who used to knit washcloths for him. Both of them, growing a
little older (and showing it in their two
faces), must reach for a new audience now.
A more mature and more acute audience,
expecting them to be more mature and acute.
Colleen says that Jean Harlow inherited
some of her audience — flappers grown a
little older — and Colleen wants it back!
(Colleen, you know, almost got the part in
"Red-Headed Woman." Wonder what that
would have done for her?) Buddy thinks
that his new-found friends of radio land will
help him in pictures. We shall see . . .
Mary Pickford passed through the same
phase when she bobbed her hair, ceased to
be "America's Sweetheart" and made
"Coquette" — bidding for a mature and
sophisticated
for Mary . . . audience. It hasn't been easy
Clara Bow was always the darling of the
high-school youngsters, as the flaming, captious redhead who "got away with things."

Clara is acquiring a new
And is she wholesome!

audience

now.

Joan Changing Her Public, Too
a tran-a
sition, too. Joan
attemptin
alwaysg been
RD ishas
JOAN CRAWFO
perfect "date" for an evening for any two
young people in search of entertainment.
Young men were thrilled with her, wishing
that their girls were a little more starved
and big-eyed and vital. Girls liked her, too,
taking a friendly and somehow un-jealous
interest in her clothes, her figure and her
dealing-with-men technique. But Joan is
growing up. She has essayed some dramatic
and important roles in the past year and a
half, arousing the interest of the critics,
who may or may not establish her in the
ranks of those who are interesting because
they act.
That audience, if she achieves it, will be
smaller than the one she has enjoyed until
now. Remember Alfred Lunt and Lynn
Fontanne in "The Guardsman"? Well — in
a certain, fair-sized, fairly-sophisticated
middle-Western city, exhibitors refused to
show that
the
critics
said picture.
that it wasThey
one didn't
of the care
finestif bits
of work released in years. They were convinced that they could not fill a theatre for
one night — much less two! — with all the
Lunts and Fontannes and the entire Theatre Guild thrown in free.
The Lunt and Fontanne audience, however, was not to be frustrated so easily.
They rented a small, outlying house, rented
the film, and turned out en masse to applaud
their idols. That picture was considered by
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences for its annual award of merit. But
it didn't make much money! Most of the
pictures that come "up" for artistry awards
don't. Which is significant, I suppose, of
something or other.
To get back to audiences, Ramon Novarro
tells me that he recei\-es almost no fan
letters from lo\-e-sick maidens. Most of his
mail is from older women, women who
say, "I should like to have a son like you!"
One old lady wrote to him once a week from
the time he first started to work in pictures.
At last Ramon became so interested in her
that he sent for her to come and visit him.
He paid her expenses from her New England
village to Hollywood and invited her to be
his guest in his home for a week. Entertaining his public!
There is something sinister about the dark
good looks of George Raft that appeals to
romantic maidens who long for a little
danger in their lives — maidens who would
be "just too thrilled for words" if they could
meet a real gangster. George typifies, to
them, the romantic, schoolgirl conception of
the modern bad man.
Paul Lukas is dangerous, too. He was
typed in a dozen pictures as a home- wrecker,
the understanding friend of misunderstood
wives. At one time Paul was actually much
upset over his fan mail, which came mostly
from resentful males who called him names
because, they thought, he was a menace to
peaceful homes! Those who like Paul are
women past the first excitement of youth,
whose children are old enough to be "out of
the way" and who feel that life still owes
them a thrill or two. They thrill to Paul's
way of kissing a lady's hand, his soft accent
and his suave, flattering manner.
Will Their
Rogersbest
and audiences
Wallace Beery
are fnen's
stars.
are mature
men
— in business — with homely ideals and worka-day notions about the primitive virtues
and the elemental idea of masculinity, men
who,

on occasion,

"talk politics"

in loud

voices, laugh heartily, and sometimes bore
their plump wives! Nice, solid public!

The Marxes Baffle the Girls

OPEN

^ Remarkable

me, do not apprecithey tell
WOMEN,
Marx Brothers as men
ate the Four
do. There is something about that mad
humor that is too much for the average,
prosaic lady to comprehend. The Marxes
are called "a mental vacation." Maybe
most women don't need one!
An audience made up of children is, perhaps, the most profitable of all. Certainly
the most enthusiastic. When Tom Mix was
ill some time ago, one hundred thousand
small boys sent him letters and telegrams,
begging him to get well — for their sakes.
Money or no money, that warms an actor's
heart!
Johnny Weissmuller is a boy's idol, too.
Older boys than those in Tom's audience,
boys who are just becoming conscious of the
possibility of spectacular physical development, boys who are interested in muscle and
agility and physical strength — these are
Johnny's following. Women may rave
about his physique, but it's the young boys
who will keep him going!
Conrad Nagel is beloved of solid, civicminded family groups. Anita Page, Lois
Moran and Mary Brian are "prom girls" —
admired by college boys. Karen Morley,
the acid, young sophisticate, is the idol of a
certain section of modern young people.
Bela Lugosi and Boris Karloff, strangely
enough, are idolized chiefly by children —
since it is the childish mind that derives the
most pleasure from "being scared." Gary
Cooper and Ronald Colman arouse the
maternal instinct in a certain type of women
— both old and young. Their public would
like to pat them on the head and coo over
them a little.
Well — whose audience are you?

ou will surely want at least one of these
neat little perfume containers for your own
use. And... they are so attractive and useful
that you will want more. ..to serve as ideal
gifts for your friends. These non-leakable
containers may be had in six popular colors
... Get yours now . . .keep it in your purse . . .
CLOSED
and you will always have a ready means
of applying a dab of your favorite scent.
Just send your name and address with the top of a linit
package and 10c (to cover cost of wrapping and postage) for
EACH perfume container wanted. Use the handy coupon below.

To have a Soft, Smooth Skin

World-Explorer Discovers
Hollywood

INSTANTLY/

{Continued ^rom page jg)

A Linit Beauty Bath is sensational in immediate results . . .
delightful ... no waiting . . . and at trifling expense!
Merely^»s«dissolve half a package or more of linit in your
e4.
tub... bathe in the usual way, using your favorite soap... and

they were on their world tour. The three of
us took photographs of each other in rickshas. I was highly amused, when the
prints were developed, to find that Dick,
for years one of the brightest stars of an
industry based on photography, had taken
excellent snaps of his wife and myself — with
the trifling error of leaving off our heads!"

then feel your skin! In texture* it will be
soft and smooth as velvet... as well as perfect in elasticity and suppleness.

How Hollywood Tempted Him
MORE
seriously, he says, " Hollywood is
a tremendous experience. That's why
I came. That and — I'll be honest — because
of the money that producers offered me.
But I think I'd have done it for nothing.
My life creed has been to seek a variety of
experiences. And Hollywood certainly
offers them I
" I had never been an actor before. I
don't count the reels of film I have taken
with my portable camera all over the world.
That wasn't real studio acting. Hollywood
has been hard work — but swell fun!"
Modest!}', he fails to mention the most
startling points about his visit. For one,
he's a famous author — one of the few whose
every single book has reached the top of the
national best-seller list and the very first,
undoubtedly, to attempt the very different
art of acting before the camera. That's a
news angle! In a film, moreover, that was
written, directed, and acted by himself.
He has climbed
the Matterhorn — not
particularly proud of it, since other tourists
have done the same feat; has visited the
penal colony at Devil's Island; has made his
{Continued on page 8g)

Mmm^
Sk
Perfumed linit is sold by grocery stores,
•wf ^ JP drug and department stores. Unscented
linit in the familiar blue package is sold

0

only by grocers. Try a Linit Beauty Bath tonight—you will be delighted with the results.
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"I Shall Marry {Continued
Again,"
Says Jean Harlow
from page 27)
Will he be like Paul Bern, motion picture executive, whom she wed last summer
and lost a few months afterward to Death?
Perhaps; Jean says her ne.xt marriage will
be based on friendship and comradeship, as
well as love.
"I really have no idea what my future
husband
like," she
declared.
"I
have
been will
twicebe married
to men
who were

Make your E T E S

ENTICING
• MAKE them glamorous! Dark, heavy
lashes do this — they bring out all the
sparkle and fascination of eyes. They
make eyes appear larger and deeper.
Winx — the NEW type mascara — makes
lashes look dark, heavy and silken-soft.
It transforms even skimpy lashes into a
luxurious fringe. And the effect is alwai/s
natural. Winx doesn't smudge, smear or
fleck off. It can't smart.
The beauty editors of the best magazines recommend "Win.x — for the eyes."
Try it. Two forms — Liquid Win.x, waterpro f. . Cake Winx in a metal compact.
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I do not care from what cause or how severe your Asthma
or Bronchitis, or wiiat treatment you may have used.
ASTHMA KAPSULS will bring you instant and positive
relief or the 15-day treatment is FREE. Mrs. A. B. Benson
of Portland, Oregon, writes, "ASTHMA KAPSULS saved
my husband's life after everything else failed." Send name
and address for FBEE booltlet and full 15-day trial offer.
ASTHMA KAPSUIi CO., 1077 Bust Bldg., Tacoma, Wash.

ev€ Perfume
The most exquisite perfume in the world!
Sells at $12 an ounce — $2.50 for bottle
containing 30 drops.
Rieget's Flower Drops are the most refined of all perfumes. Made from the essence
of flowers, without alcohol.

California

Orange

Blossom

A single drop lasts a week. Hence very economical. Never anything like this before!

Free Trial Bottle

Send 20e silver or 21c stamps for postage, etc.
Pad RIeger & Co.
169 First St., San Francisco

as different as yesterday and tomorrow. I
have no dream image, no little-girl-pictured
Prince Charming.
"In fact, I have had little opportunity to
discover what is romance. I was married
at the age of sixteen. Immediately after
my divorce, I turned to motion pictures
because I had to work or starve. Ever since,
I have been too busy to experiment here
and there with love. To be honest, I am not
the experimental type; I could not be happy
if I devoted myself to many men simultaneously. Mr. Bern and I were married
after a companionship that existed for
longer
threesoon?
years."
Will than
she wed

Ambition Will Delay Romance
"T DO not believe I will," she answered.
J. "One reason is that I have a singleness
of purpose; I like to accomplish things 1 set
out to do. In a glass-topped case in my bedroom rests an unfinished handkerchief — •
the only thing I e\"er began and did not
finish. I keep it in plain view to caution me
against quitting a job before it is done.
At present I am a motion picture actress,
and I am aiming at great stardom and
wealth. I will not permit anything to interfere withifmysheprogress."
Ergo,
will not play, she will not
meet playboys. From this may be deduced
the fact that if she marries in the near
future, her husband will be a man whom
she knows or will meet in her own business
world. Was this not true of Bern?
"Yes," admitted Miss Harlow. "Paul
and I took our problems to each other for
years before we became such fine friends,
andDoes
long Jean
before
love the
camelackto of
us."youthful, or
regret
schoolgirl, romance in her life?
"Yes," slowly, thoughtfully spoken, "I
think I do. Not having known it, I cannot
be sure. I cannot say I like chocolate cake
if I have never tasted it."
Will her own children be given more
opportunity to know the world?
"Emphatically, yes!" There was no
hesitation
preceding
answer.
"Andto
there
is another
thingthis
I will
endeavor
bring into my children's lives that was not
included in my own. As a child, I was
always provided for; I never had to do anything for myself. My children, whether
they are girls or boys, will go to work w'hen
they reach the age of seventeen or eighteen.
"Of course, should they wish to pursue
professional careers requiring further study,
they may do so. But I do not intend that
they shall, after they finish school, have
idleness suddenly thrust upon them at an
age when idleness may misshape their
young lives. I want them to have purposes
in life, and I think purposes may be lost
too easily in Good Times Land."
Must Jean's next husband be rich and
successful?
"When I fall in love again, such things
will not matter. I believe I will be more
likely to be attracted to a successful — but
not necessarily wealthy — man. I make this
statement because, being ambitious myself,
I have great admiration for men who accomplish things. I do not connect money
with accomplishment — a penniless artist

whose paintings may become immortal is
at least as successful as the millionaire who
leaves only money to posterity."
W'hat of his physical attractions?

He Will Have Brilliant Mind
IHAX'E no physical specifications as to
my future husband's coloring, size or
nationality," Jean said. "The two men I
have married were very dissimilar. I will
seek, above all, brilliant mentality; I do not
believe I can be attracted to a man otherwise. If I marry within two or three years, I
hope he will not be an actor, because I fear
our careers might conflict and bring unhappiness. Otherwise, I will not care what his
business
People interests
who knowmay
Jeanbe."
Harlow intimately
realize that she does not choose her friends,
nor her husbands, for what they may be
able to accomplish in her behalf.
Following both her marriages, people who
do not know her gossiped that she had bettered her position. AIcGrew, they pointed
out after her first wedding, was very
wealthy. But when Jean separated from
her first husband, she did not ask for or receive a penny of alimony. That was why
she had to go to work, and she chose motion
After her marriage to Bern, a producer
and executive, there were cruel rumors that
pictures.
■ bettered her screen position."
"Jean had
-She was wise enough and inherently refined
enough to ignore such gossip, to treat it with
the quiet contempt it deserved. Long before Bern's death, Hollywood understood
that she married him because she loved, admired and respected him; and that she
might have married a far wealthier, far
more powerful motion picture executive.
And her present friends?

Her Friends To-day
"T KNOW only a few men intimately,"
I she answered, and then enumerated:
"A studio publicity director, the West
Coast head of a national advertising company, two motion picture magazine writers,
and one or two other charming gentlemen.
In these friends I have found boon comNot until panionship,
verynot toorecently
has she appeared
serious."
publicly. She is perhaps the only case of a
Hollywood widow who kept mourning for
her deceased husband, during which period
she remained at home and saw no other
men, except at quiet dinners around her own
table. During the several months of her
mourning, she devoted herself to the building of her comfortable new home. It is a
house of many rooms — sufficient to provide
room for a man and wife and children.
Might she not marry one of her present
friends?
" Perhaps, if we fell in love, and he asked
me," Jean answered, laughing.
But would she wed one of these comparatively unimportant men, if she were privileged to choose between him and a powerful,
rich motion picture producer?
Again she answered, " Yes. It will be the
man, and not the money or position, I
marry. But there is no one man now. I
have no romance at this moment. And because Ihave a steadier head on my shoulders, thanks to experience, I am not likely
to repeat my sixteen-year-old, hasty marriage of five years ago. I expect I will remain single for at least a few years to^come.
"Not for much longer than that. I am as
emphatic about marrying again as a person
can be, while not believing that humans
may forecast the future. But if my hopes
count for anything: I shall marry again."

World-Explorer Discovers
Hollywood
{Continued from page 87)
living for a month in a foreign land with the
help of a trained monkey and a hurdygurdy — and reported his exploits in a fresh
and novel literary style. They assign his
books in schools for required reading — and
that's fame! His "Royal Road to Romance"
was first published seven years ago, when he
was barely twenty-one. Fox has purchased
the screen rights to it. For, if Halliburton
has disco\'ered Hollywood, he has also been
disco\ered.
Recently, he published "The Flying Carpet," a record
his flight
in around
a 'plane Mt.
of
that name
from ofFrance
to and
Everest, Borneo, Timbuctoo — points he
\isited for no saner reason than that they
sounded far away and mysterious. Then a
producer suggested making a picture of the
reels of travel film he had accumulated.
"India Speaks" is a composite of his
own film, with added scenes to give continuity and dramatic form. It is one of the
few times, incidentally, that a fledgling
actor has been permitted to play the role
of his own life history!
"A swell break," Halliburton calls it.
" I've heard actor-friends on all sides wailing
about miscasting. At least, I can't comof that!
He plainwas
the" first man ever to swim the
Panama Canal, with the great locks lifting
tons of water for the lone swimmer just as
they would have for the biggest ship. He
doesn't take himself too seriously. He swam
the fifty miles in daily stages. He laughs
over the small number of miles he accomplished each day. (And emphasizes the fact
in his books.) But for the skeptical who call
him a tea-party adventurer, it is on the
record that he did swim thirteen miles in
one day. He wishes some of his critics would
try it!
And adds that he never pretended to any
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New discovery! Fills
out skinny figures
quicker than BEER
Astonishing gains in a few weeks
with sensational new double tonic.
Imported beer yeast, richest yeast
known, now concentrated seven times
and combined with energizing iron.
Adds 5 to IS lbs. — quick!

great physical endurance, anyway. That's
one of the criticisms that annoy him. "I'm
no flagpole-sitter," he protests.

Reel Adventures vs. Real Ones
WORKIXG
in pictures, however, is as
difficult as anj'thing he ever tried. In
Kashmir, for instance, had occurred an
episode with a beautiful Kashmiri maiden.
Halliburton spoke no Hindustani and the
girl no English. They sought a means of
communication — oblivious to everj'thing but
each other — when a sudden rainstorm
drenched the romantic Shalimar gardens
where they stood.
Naturally, his camera had been absent on
this occasion. When they repeated it, in
Hollywood, for inclusion in " India Speaks"
(he already had shots of the maiden, the
garden, everything but the rainstorm), they
used a length of hose and the local water
system. The original \-ersion took fi\'e
minutes. The Hollywood repetition, with
retakes, lasted all afternoon. The intrepid
explorer retired immediately afterward to a
Hollywood hospital with the "flu."
That's a story he tells on himself. (It's
a nice commentary on our versatile town
that a perfect double for the Kashmiri girl
was discovered with ease!) What he fails to
mention is that he got up out of bed a few
days later to go to Yosemite, in ten-belowzero weather, to make additional shots.
That's the sort of thing he means when he
says that you get so darned interested doing
things that you forget the hardships. That's
how he accomplished deeds that people
would consider impossible. That's why it is
now, at boys' schools and colleges, rather
than women's clubs, that he is a favorite
speaker. And that's why you'll enjoy getting a glimpse of him on the screen !

lATvrould yoii
yourself give
to put on pounds of
firm, attractive flesh in a few short weeks?
Thousands have already done it — inexpensively— with this new discovery.
As you know, doctors for years prescribed beer to build up skinny, rundown
men and women. But now this new discovery gives you even better results —
puts on firmer, healthier flesh than beer
— a7id in a much shorter time. And brings
other benefits, too. Blemished skin
changes to a fresh, glowing, radiantly
clear complexion. Constipation, poor appetite, lack of pep and energy vanish.
Life becomes a thrilling adventure.

Concentrated 7 times

see ugly angles fill out, hollow chest
develop, arms and legs round out pleasingly. Complexion becomes lovely, indigestion disappears — new vitality comes.

Danger in skinny body

Authorities warn that skinnj', anemic,
nervous people are far more liable to
serious infections and fatal wasting diseases. So begin at once to get back the
rich blood and healthy flesh you need. Do
it before it is too late.

Results guaranteed

No matter how skinny and weak you may be,
this marvelous new Ironized Yeast is gruaranteed to build you up in a few short weeks
as it has thousands of others. If not delighted
with the results of the very first package,
your money instantly refunded.
Only be sure you get gewKzne Ironized Yeast
and not some imitation that cannot give the
same results. Insist on the genuine, with
"lY" stamped on each tablet.

This amazing new product, Ironized
Yeast, is in pleasant tablet form. It is
made from specially cultured, imported
heer yeast — the richest yeast ever known
— which through a new
process has been concen8 Lbs. in 3 Weeks
trated 7times — made 7
times more powerful.
"In one week I gained 4 lbs., in
3 weeks S lbs. with Ironized
But that is not all! This
Yeast. Tired feeling and constimarvelous, health -buildare gone, too.''
Tinney, pationOklahoma
City, Roy
Okla.H.
ing yeast concentrate is
11
Lbs.
in
3
Weeks
then irojtized — scientifiAfter taking Ironized Yeast for
cally combined with three
3 weeks I gained 1 1 lbs. and new
special kinds of iron which
pep." City,
Mrs.Calif.
H. J, Froreich,
National
strengthen and enrich the
blood — add abounding
15 Lbs. in Month
new energy and pep.
"I gained 15 lbs. in a month with
IronizedPoint,
Yeast."
Louise Adams,
Day after day, as you
Friars
Miss.
take Ironized Yeast, you'll

Special
FREE offer!
To startyoubuildingupyour
health right away, we make
this absolutely FREE offer.
Purchase a package of Ironized Yeast at once, cut out
the seal on the box and mail
it to us with a clipping of this
paragraph. We will send you
a fascinating new book on
health, "New Facts About
Your Body",byawell-known
authority. Remember.results
are guaranteed with the very
first package — or money refunded. At all druggists.
Ironized Yeast Co., Dept. 1 94
Atlanta, Ga.

How Would Technocracy Change
- Hollywood?
(Continued from page 5j)
that's your privilege — but you'll be paid
only in public acclaim and self-satisfaction.
And if the producers want to produce,
they'll be paid in the same fashion.' Let's
"Well,"theyI urged
suppose
said . that to every actor ..."
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FACE,
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symPHoni€
18 a new product ... a new principle in face
powder! It's much more than any one
"shade" because it's all shades ... it's
transparent and just forms a finish for your
own lovely tones. And note how it goes on
"light" but stays on like a heavy powder . . .
clings and clings. And you can't make it cake!

OAtd (hCAXxhjThis free offer: Send us the sHp from the regular $1
Symphonie package (all good beauty-counters have
this powder), writing on the sHp your name and address and name of this magazine. We'll post you the
complete Miracle Make-up Box, free. The Arraand
Company, Dee Moines, la.
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Destroys

Hair

"Why," said Eddie, thoughtfully, "of
course, I'd act — and so would nine-tenths of
all the actors I know. And perhaps we'd be
better actors, too. A pay-check has its
charms, but it doesn't always make for good
work. I never worked harder in my life than
I did to win my letter in college, and all it
ever paid me was a broken leg and a little
glory.
"Hollywood would be one of the world's
most beautiful cities, a Capital of Art. If
our architects were freed from financial
worries, they would produce here an art
center distinguished by an ideal civic
planning system, ultra-beautiful public and
private buildings. Almost all actors are
luxury-loving but informal, so we would
have the most modernistic homes, equipped
with every possible labor-saving device.
We wouW have automatic temperature controls, and sliding panels that would change
the floor plan to suit the needs of the occasion; and mechanical servants would
replace our butlers to pass the hors-d'oeuvres,
and take care of our guests' needs at our
dinner parties. Every home, of course,
would have its television screen."

March Visions Screen as Teacher
JTREDRIC AT ARCH objects to actors
jL being shunted aside as non-producers.
" Under Technocracy," he suggests, " Hollywood's actors would be recognized as
teachers and justly so, because motion pictures, if produced on a profitless basis,
would
rapidlythey
become
I don't
mean that
wouldeducational.
be made dry
and
uninteresting. Entertainment would never
be sacrificed, but a conscientious effort
would be made to show social problems and
depict an ideal in living.
" Hollywood would continue to be a nerve
center of dramatic art. The studio doors
would be open to anyone who wished to try
his hand at acting. Maybe a machine
would be invented to test for talent scientifically. Much of the glamour surrounding
to-day's stars is based on their salaries — and
that glamour, of course, would disappear.
"Hollywood's caste system, which is
based on money and authority, would be
abolished and in its place would be another
caste system based entirely on merit. .'\nd
there would be no line drawn between a
star, a 'bit' player and an 'extra.' A person's standing in the community would
depend entirely upon his skill as an actor,
not on how many imported cars he drove or
how many
bathrooms
he had.
"We would have great universities in
Hollywood, devoted to the drama and all
the other arts. Many of the faculty members would be retired actors. Instead of
being 'down and out' when the screen was
through with them, they would take their
places as teachers and continue work.
Leisure and financial security would produce a nation of discriminating theatre-

Douggoers ..."
Sees End of Weak Films
" AND leisure would change many condil\ tions in the industry itself," argues
Douglas
" I seebea subsidized
Hollywood by
in
which theFairbanks.
studios would
the government. Great pictures would be
the rule, instead of the exception — but there

would be fewer pictures made. Original
ideas do not come from even the most
creative brains as water comes from a
faucet, merely by turning a tap. Hollywood
would produce only great pictures. Any
others would be carted off with the other
trash by robot garbage collectors.
"Actors could not work as the rest of the
world might be expected to work under
Technocracy. The human element is too
strong in the production of a picture. The
factory worker would labor only eight hours
a week. The actor would not work more
hours during the year, but his work would
have to be concentrated into one given
period of fifty-two days — about two months.
"During the rest of the year, he would
travel, observe conditions, broaden his
mind. With the development in air transportation, probably the use of 'space
ships,' the whole world would be his home.
".And if reduced production costs were no
longer important, the entire face of the
earth would become the movie-makers'
backyard. Why accept anything but the
genuine article when a location trip is

Fear Would Vanish, Says KarlofF
scheduled?"
T)ORIS KARLOFF, on the other hand,
jD sees Hollywood as the city of tranquil,
artistic endeavor.
"No one would be afraid of a rainy tomorrow; consequently, the greed would
disappear. 'Extras' and stars would find
that their twenty thousand energy units
would provide everything they needed or
wanted, for the development of machinery
would speed up production and make
luxuries commonplace. The home of the
electrician or the studio carpenter would be
just as comfortable as the home of the star
or producer. The only difference would be
dictated by individual taste. There would
be no servant problem, for the only servants would be robots developed for every
purpose by Technocracy's engineers.
"There would be no temperamental displays in the studio, for such tactics would
not result in increasing the pay-check. As
far as that's concerned, there would be no
displays of wealth. If everyone could wear
diamond bracelets and mink coats, there
would be no point in owning them. Those
who wanted to wear jewelry would wear it,
but not in an effort to impress someone with
less money. Probably we would buy only
the things we actually needed.
^ "There would be no long-term contracts
and no studio walkouts. Every actor would
know that his future would be secure. He
would give his best while he worked, without any effort to amass a fortune for his
'retirement.'
"Styles in clothing, in cars, and in all the
appurtenances of life would tend to become
standardized. If the 'extra' had as much
buying power as the star, utility instead of
style would become the goal of both."

No More Stars, Predicts Bob
" AND because quality, instead of price,
/\. would rule, you could expect to see
lunch counters replaced by the last word in
restaurants," Robert Armstrong points out.
"There would be no crowd of autographhunters in front of The Brown Derby, for
stars would lose their glamour and -there
would be no 'fans.' A Hollywood premiere
would offer no surging mob held back by
ropes while the stars went inside to their
seats. Probably there would be no formal
premieres. First showings would be quietly

attended by those who were interested in
the picture, and their cars as they drove up
to the theatre would be no different from
the cars of all the passers-by.
Becauseto no
one more
actor than
would a befewpermitted
or "forced
work
hours a
week, thousands of new faces would be seen
on the screen — and Technocracy would see
that the right person was given the right
job. No more square pegs in round holes,
for only the people who wanted to work in
pictures would be present, and they would
be placed according to their ability.
"With the attention of thousands of
Technologists fixed on the perfection of
everything mechanical, great changes would
take place in motion pictures. Third
dimension, natural color, odor and even
stimuli to the sense of touch would be
offered by the screen. Each picture would
offer the audiences new life experiences.
"And would
in our work
private
lives, labor-saving
devices
wonders.
We would
have too much leisure to spend it in pleasurehunting, and we would turn to study and
the pursuit of perfect health.
"Without a money incentive, and with
the price of education reduced to zero,
crime would sink to the point of disappearance. Technocratic Hollywood would need
no police courts or police. Crimes of passion
would continue, perhaps, but the mess of
petty robberies, rackets, defalcations and
'gyp' schemes would be wiped out. More
leisure might, at first, cause many of our
people to get into mischief, but their sins
would be private, not public. There would
be no occasion for moral clauses in contracts, and no occasion for the contracts,
themselves."

Lilyan Foresees Fewer Divorces
AND last but far from least, how about the
. feminine viewpoint? I asked Lilyan
Tashman, reputed to be Hollywood's bestdressed woman, how Technocracy would
affect the Hollywood divorce problem.
"Probably not at all," is Mrs. Edmund
Lowe's opinion. " Instead of seeing one
another too seldom, we married couples
would see one another too often, and one
evil is as bad as the other. Of course, there
would be no marriages for money and no
divorces for alimony. If there were any
difference, it would probably be fewer
divorces."
"How would it affect clothes?" I queried.
"Well, clothes have always been made a
symbol of wealth and position. I understand
that the Technologists have developed a new
cloth and a new leather that are practically
indestructible. I suppose, if everyone had
enough buying power to afford the best,
that utility would become about the only
thing to consider. There would be style
changes, but they would be in the line of
comfort and they wouldn't come so rapidly.
The 'extra' girl, of course, would adopt
them just as soon as the star. Probably we
would all dress much alike, though not in
uniforms, since people never can agree on
color."
And there you have it— Hollywood in
1943. Utopia. Robots doing the manual
labor, everyone concerned only with art, a
caste system based on merit, and no
"fans." The producers assured of plenty,
but stripped of profits; the "extra" driving
the same super-automobile as the star.
Great television stations, modernistic homes,
universities of the drama. Space ships
carrying student actors in search of an idea
to the far places of the earth at dizzy speed,
and our theatres offering us a San Francisco
fire so real that we will be singed by the heat.
Premieres without masters of ceremonies, no
temperamental stars, and Lilyan Tashman
and Judy O'Grady dressed alike.
Allah Akbar, if only I can keep that wolf
from devouring me for another ten years!
Paradise looms just ahead.
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CLAUDIA

Germany Sends Us
Another Blonde Venus

DELL

POPULAR

STAR

{Continued from page 64)

A Close-Up of the Newcomer
HER

mouth is properly petite, and improperly provocative. The curve of
her lips is merely accentuated by a delicate
rouge, and doesn't depend upon artful lipstick work for its being. When she smiles,

SlJNBEAjVIS
in ijour hair/

Keep them there ^- or bring
them back^-this simple -way!
Youthfulness — that charm that brings popularity,
romance, happiness — now you can keep it always, in
your hair! Just one Golden Glint Shampoo will show
you the way! Rich generous lather cleanses your hair.
You rinse— remove all trace of soap. Then you apply
the extra touch — the "plus" that makes this shampoo
different! Instantly— new gloss— new finish ! All trace
of dullness gone! Now your hair is worthy of the face
it frames ! Millions use regularly ! Nothing to bleach
or change nanual color of your hair. Just a wonderful shampoo— plus! Only 25c at your dealers', or send
for a free sample.

FREE

J. W. KOBI
Seattle, Wash.
Name
Address

CO., 631 Rainier Ave., Dept. D
* * * ^^ Please send a free sample.

City

.State-

Color of my hair .

BARN MONEY

^"^

AT HOME

YOU can make $15 to $50 weekly in spare
or full time at home coloring photographs.
No experience needed. No canvassing. We
instruct you by our new simple Photo-Color
process and supply you with work. Write
for particulars and Free Book to-day.
The IRVING-VANCE COMPANY Ltd.
114 Hart Building, Toronto, Can.

even rows of "baby" teeth gleam like
matched pearls — tiny seed pearls. And
somehow dimples are suggested, although
none is present. Perhaps her distinguishing
characteristic is an ethereal grace — the
grace of a field of flaxen-topped wheat bowing, yielding, before some vagrant summer
breeze.
This gracefulness is even more pronounced
in her daintily slender hands (unornamented,
by the way), which she uses most expressively; and likewise in her slim, well-shod feet
and the delicate turn of her ankle. Her
svelte figure, her manner, her entire being
all personify grace — the light-hearted kind.
Yet her mien is serious and wistful, rather
than buoyant. In repose, her face betrays a
melancholy, belied by the vivacity of her
smile in animation. She gives the impression
of being a girl with memories. And she is
most decidedly, just that. Here is how it all
happened:
'Way back yonder before the War, on a
certain foggy January 19, the Harvey family,
dwellers in Hornsey, a London suburb, was
blessed with an event. And the event was
the worldly debut of Lilian Muriel Helen
Harvey. V\'hen she was five, which was
early in 1914, the Harveys trekked to Berlin
for a sojourn with relatives of her father.
Lilian, of course, toddled along with Mama
and Papa and sister and brother. Then, all
of a sudden, someone kicked the props from
under civilization, and the Harveys found
themselves aliens in a land at grim and
bitter war with their own country. Return
to England was impossible. And so, in the
course of time, it turned out that a bullet
fired at an Archduke was destined to shoot
this British baby into international fame as
a German screen star!
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She Got Her Start

LITTLE Lilian was sent to school at the
J .Schoeneberg Lyceum. There she
acquired a nati\e's knowledge of German,
and a smattering of French. And there,
too, she learned to trip a light fantastic that
e\'entualiy took her waltzing to X'ienna as
one of the merry-merry members of Mary
Zimmerman's dancing troupe. The legend
is that Lilian tumbled into the movies when,
at a rehearsal of the Emil Schwarz Revue,
she fell from the stage and bounced from
the big bass-drum into the arms of director
Robert Lord. But such things seldom
occur, and the truth makes equally interesting reading.
The fact was, says Lilian in her cleanclipped, ever-so-faintly accented English,
that the director was wandering about the
\iennese Rialto, and happened to loiter
before the theatre displaying stills of the
Revue beauties in its lobby. He saw the
piquant, oval face, the slender shapeliness
of figure, the poised grace, the filmable loveof this directors,
youthful, dancing
\'enus. with
And,a
like alllinessgood
being obsessed
passion for "discoveries," he visited the girl
backstage and became Lilian's " Columbus."
Her first picture was called "The Curse,"
and that's just what Lilian thought when
she saw herself on the screen. There are
tricks of the trade — tricks of costume, tricks
of make-up, tricks of posture before the
camera — and Lilian didn't know them. The
result was, she says, that she looked "terrible." And when she viewed that " Curse,"
{Continued on page g^)
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Keeps Age A Secret
Brushes Away Gray Hair
Now you can really look years younger. With an ordinarj" small brush you just tint those streaks or patches of
gray back to your natural shade — whether blonde, brown
or black. It is so easy to do — at home — with Urownatone.
Over 2iJ years success. Guaranteed hr.rraless. Active coloring ayent is purely vegetable. Does not coat the surface —
actually penetrates the hair. Defies detection. No telltale, flat "dyed" look. Cannot affect waving of hair.
No need to guess. Cut a lock of hair from your head
and apply this famous tint. If Brownatone does not give
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youth and luster, your money back. Only 50c. All druggists.

KNOWrSNOVIESTAI^C
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Answers to Your Gossip Test

BRIGHT EYES LIKE
THOSE IN MOVIES

{Continited from page 14)
1. James Dunn and Maureen O'Sullivan,
both well-known motion picture players,
make up the pair pictured on page 14.
Jimmy Dunn, who at one time had a
reputation for ha\ing a new sweetie every
week, has settled down to one girl — Maureen. They are reported engaged to be married very soon and some rumors, although
denied by both parties, would have us
believe they ha\e already taken the step.
2. Norman Kerry and his wife, the former
Helen Mary Wells, who were married
No\ember 2, 1932, came to the parting of
the ways less than three months after they
were wed. That beats some sort of a record
for short marriages, doesn't it? Kerry was
divorced in 1929 from Rozene Kaiser.
3. Marlene Dietrich, of all people, started
wearing men's clothes and now all the
Hollywood beauties are taking up the fad.
We say "of all people" because, if you recall, Marlene showed her shapely legs to
such good advantage that she was called
"Legs" Dietrich — and to think that she is
now hiding
famous
trousers!
Did those
you read
the legs
story inon men's
page
54 about this latest fashion craze?

her only assets. Shortly after becoming
Mrs. Searles Barclay in 1929 she retired
from the screen.

13. Rumors to the effect that all is not well
in the Joan Crawford-Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr. household ha\e been so persistent of late
that they ha\e upset Joan and Doug very
much. Joan calls it idle gossip and Doug
says such talk is ridiculous. Every so often,
new divorce rumors spring up about these
two, but Joan and Doug go right on being
Mr. and Mrs. despite the gossips.
14. When Maurice Chevalier sent out a
call for a baby to play a part in "A Bedtime
Story," his next starring picture, the one
requirement was that the baby have a
Hapsburg lower lip resembling his. Leroy
Weinbrener, eight-months-old baby, whose
destitute and widowed mother found it
necessary to place him in an orphanage,
was selected from a group of hundreds of
babies who were tested. In addition to the

4. Lillian Roth, blues singer of stage and
screen, was married to Justice Benjamin
Shalleck on January 29 of this year. Last
May, Lillian was di\"orced from William
Scott, son of a Pittsburgh lumber man, to
whom she had been married about one year.

actual ceivesalary
that Leroy's
will will
refor his services,
a trustmother
fund that
assure him of $2,000 when he is fifteen
years of age has been taken out for him.

5. On January 3, Jack Pickford, former
motion picture actor and brother of Mary
Pickford, died in Paris. Death was caused
by multiple neuritis, according to Dr. Gros,
who attended him during his illness. Jack's
body was brought to California.

15. Irving Thalberg, Metro-GoldwynMayer executive and husband of Norma
Shearer, is now on the road to recovery after
a very serious illness caused by a run-down
condition and severe heart attacks. Norma
has been in constant attendance and her picture work has been postponed.

6. Richard Dix's lovely blonde wife, who is
the former Winifred Coe, a society girl, presented him with a seven-pound-ten-ounce
baby daughter on January 25. You may be
sure that there has never been a prouder
parent than Rich, who had e\-erybody
thinking he was a confirmed bachelor before
his secret marriage on October 20, 1931.

16. Anita Page's contract has not been
renewed. .Although Anita got off to a good
start on the screen in 1928 and has been
under contract to Metro since that time,
she has always played somewhat unimportant featured roles and has never risen to
stardom. If Miss Page is fortunate enough
to make other motion picture connections,
we hope she will have better luck next time.

7. Lew Ayres and his attractive wife, Lola
Lane, have decided to join Hollywood's vast
army of Ex's — and Lola has just won her
divorce. Temperament and incompatibility
were given as the causes of the break. Lola
retired when she married Ayres in Las
\'egas,
may nowNevada,
resume September
her career. 15, 1931, but she
8. Betty Compson was the victim who
was daringly robbed in her own home of
about $40,000 worth of gems, but finally
got the jewels back by following instructions
received by mail. A claim check was sent
to her with directions to present it at the
checking desk of a nearby railroad station
and get a handbag containing her jewelry.
9. Because Thelma Todd sustained serious
injuries in an auto accident when the car
in which she was riding skidded and crashed
into a tree, Shirley Grey was substituted in
the role originally intended for Thelma.
10. By allowing his daughter Mitzi Green,
the little star of stage and screen who is only
twelve years old, to appear in a vaudeville
act in Cleveland, Joseph Green violated the
Ohio Child Labor Law, which forbids the
exploiting of minors, and was fined $50.00.
11. Nita Naldi, screen vamp of silentpicture days, filed a petition of bankruptcy a
short time ago under the name of Nita
Barclay, claiming that her wearing apparel
and a few pieces of personal jewelry were

Can Be Yours If You Do
As Film Directors Advise

12. Maurice Chevalier and his wife, Vv^onne
Vallee, were gi\en an even break and
granted a mutual divorce by the French
courts. The decree was granted to the two
of them because both demanded the divorce
and neither would take the blame for the
broken romance.

Francis
— Kay
a Warner
slar,
soon to appear in
" The Keyhole"

Here's a quick, safe way to gain clear,
sparkling eyes like those you admire on
the screen. Just apply Murine daily as
advised by directors of Warner Bros.
Pictures, who keep it constantly in the
studios for use by Kay Francis, Bebe
Daniels, Joan Blondell , Barbara Stanwyck
Loretta Young and other famous stars.
An eye tainsspecialist's
formula.
Murine con10 ingredients
(no belladonna)
which act remarkably to brighten the eyes
and clear up any bloodshot condition. Get
a 60c bottle from your druggist and apply
a few drops each night and morning.
You'll note an immediaie improvement
in the way your eyes look and feel!
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17. Dorothy Jordan's new boy-friend is
Merian C. Cooper, who directed "King
Kong" and all signs point to an early wedding. When
Don Dilloway
was when
Dorothy's
beau, she
became
very angry
their
names were romantically linked, but times
have changed and Dorothy is so very much

excess
fat
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embarthat hangs in shapeless, un
lightly masses ? Do you want to
reduce your bust, lift the sag. and
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youth ? Let me tell you how FREE,

in
with itCooper
she goes
doesn't
care
wholove
knows
and thethat
same
for him.
18. Mozelle Britton, who is secretary to a
casting director of a Hollywood studio, is
often referred to as "Hollywood's Most
Beautiful Pinch Hitter" because when a
director puts in a rush call for a girl of her
type. Miss Britton puts her secretarial
work aside and steps into the role. Being
young, beautiful and red-headed helps, of
course. Mozelle has no intentions of giving
up her secretarial position.
19. Joan Blondell was rumored married to
cameraman George Barnes so many times
before they really took the step that when
they finally said "I Do," they made an
effort to keep it a secret. So Joan wore a
red wig and Barnes wore smoked glasses.
20. Ramon Novarro is giving up his screen
work temporarily in order to go to London
to make a name for himself in the musical
world and he plans to have Jeanette MacDonald's fiance, Robert Ritchie, as his
concert manager. As soon as "Man of the
Nile" is completed Novarro will be going.
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The Movie Circus
{Continued from page ij)

Yeah, Eddie certainly gets around. "I don't
know who your girl is," says Norman Krasna, the writer feller, "but she is sure to have
been Eddie's girl first."
IT WAS this Krasna, by the way, who
wrote "Louder, Please," the stage play
satirizing Hollywood, and who is still at it.
Just the other day he made a certain executive who did not dally long with schoolbooks
a present of an X stamp — in order that the
gentleman might sign his name.
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You look and feel years younger. In your
face, in your heart, you have beauty and
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BUT speaking of presents, did you
hear of those exchanged by Carole
Lombard and Clark Gable upon the completion of their picture, "No Man of Her
Own"? Carole gave Clark a large ham with
his picture attached, and he retaliated with
a mammoth pair of shoes. Just in fun, of
course — of course!
A

SMART one, that Lombard, but
not so smart as we gave Mae West
credit for being, the other evening. Coming

and wise enough to save herself — "
"Good Lord, I'll bet she's furious," Connie cut in. "Got into the wrong theatre!"
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a city of contrasts, this Hollywood! Ninety-five per cent of the
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Dorothy Mackaill was once a chorine in a
musical show in Paris that starred Maurice
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"What a wise woman," I mused, pointing
her out to Miss Cummings. "Wise enough
to appreciate what an ordeal a preview is,

maybe Miss West was just indifferent. Maybe she was being a bit
Hepburn. Certainly that Kate girl seems to
care little what happens in Hollywood, or
what people think of her. Her new stunt is
one that scarcely endears her to the caddies
where she shoots such excellent golf. She
has actualK' trained her Scottie dog to run
to the ball and stay there until she arrives
for the next shot. And the boys around the
course who used to scrap about serving her

"C'VERY blonde takes secret delight in the
strange power she has over men's emotions.
That is -why it is such a tragedy when lovely
blonde hair is allowed to fade, darken or become
streaky. BLONDEX, an amazing special
shampoo, brings back a lustrous golden sheen
to darkened blonde hair. Stringy, unmanageable hair becomes silky-soft and wavy, shimmering with thrilling golden lights. No dye.
ISTo harmful chemicals. Amazmgly beneficial to
both hair and scalp. Try it yourself, and see the
wonderful new beauty it will give your hair in
ten min,utcs! It costs so little — onlj' a few cents
a shampoo! BLONDEX comes in two sizes
now — the economical $1.00 bottle and the new
inexpensive 25c package. Get one of the 25c packages today at any drug or department store.
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from a preview of one of Mae's pictures with
Connie Cummings, we were held up by a
change of traffic lights in front of a theatre
a block from the one we just had left. And
from one of its exits, suddenly and jauntily,
La West emerged.
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Enlightening

Germany Sends Us
Another Blonde Venus
(Conlinued from page gz)
she vowed that her first film should likewise
be her last. But this, you know from the
history of many a star, is a vow made to be
broken. Luckily for Lilian, and luckily,
too, for us, this particular renunciation was
not the exception to the rule.
The industry still was in its days of golden
silence, and Richard Eichberg signed Lord's
"discovery" for a series of pictures. After
the usual struggle, she finally clicked in a
big way in a piece titled "The Wild Lola."
It was so good that it was sent abroad, and
Lilian went back to England to witness the
London premiere of her picture. What a
triumphal return it was! Never such a
home-coming! In the London gardens,
where short years before she had tumbled
into the lily-pond to be dragged out dripping wet and properly spanked, she was
entertained by lords and ladies, and hailed
by England's hosts as Europe's most glamourous daughter. So great was the demand
that Ufa permitted her to remain in Britain
for one film. It was "One Night in London,"
and it accomplished the purpose of establishing Lilian as an international trouper, an
Anglo-Teutonic celebrity.

Then

America "Discovered" Her

HER

fame increased with each succeeding picture. "The Dark Point," "A
Love Waltz,"
"\'irtuous
Susanne"
and
others
were shown
throughout
the world.
And finally came "Congress Dances,"
which so impressed New York that Hollywood, personified by that twinkling, gray
Fox, Win field R. Sheehan, scampered East,
over continent and ocean, with a dotted line
affixed to a contract. Perhaps Lilian wasn't
entirely unaware of the furore she had occasioned in the Land of the Free, but the fact
remains that she continued her labors in
the Ufa vineyard, and knew nothing of her
Westward-ho destiny until her lawyer
rushed on the set of " Happy Ever After" to
announce that Lilian was a Fox star, with a
two-year contract at hundreds of thousands
of marks, and a two-year option calling for
tens of thousands more. So, you see, although Lilian wept when she left Berlin,
there was reason for her to smile upon her
arrival in Hollj'wood!
Many a fluffy-ruffles reaches stardom by a
remote and devious route. But in the case
of Lilian Harvey, the old success recipe of
hard work seems responsible. According
to her own statement, the girl had enjoyed
just fourteen days without studio make-up
during the past two years, prior to her overseas journey. "Not two weeks," she explains, "but fourteen separate days — one at
a time!" She continues:
"Surely, we worked on Sundays, and
other holidays as well. Frequently, after a
day inthere
the studio,
and
rehearsewe'd
the adjourn
scenes to
formythehouse,
next
day. It wasn't easy — but it was necessary.
Naturally, because of my odd childhood, I
am fluent in both English and German —
they both are my native languages. And by
following up my French education by insisting on French conversation with my
French maid, I have managed an additional
language.
"So I am able to make talking pictures in
three different tongues. At Ufa we would
first make our picture, scene by scene of
course, in German. When a scene was complete, French actors would replace the
German cast, and a French director would
come on the set. Then we'd do it all over in
French, and after that we'd do the same
routine with English players and an English
director. In every picture I played every
scene three times. And, incidentally, learned
{Continued on page g8)
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Sweepings" — Seen Thru
Hollywood's
Eyes
[Continued from page 41)

from Paramount to direct, the production
was ready to start.
But the illness of Lionel Barrymore delayed actual shooting for several weeks.
Worn out by his long and exacting work in
"Rasputin and the Empress," Lionel was
ordered to bed by his physician for a long
rest. Impatient to get back into harness, he
disregarded doctor's orders and, as soon as
he dared, put in an appearance at the studio.

Barrymore Disguises Illness

"^

•
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let your
skin get blotchy — don't
let headaches dull your eyes and fill your
forehead with wrinkles. This very night, give
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets a trial. For 20
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THE elder Barrymore is like that. There
are few people of the theatre who would
not ha\'e retired permanently with half the
ill health that Lionel suffers. When he
believes that he is unobserved, he occasionally gives evidences of his ailments.
But if he feels the eyes of his co-workers
upon him, he simulates a blitheness and
gaiety that belies any physical suffering.
This constitutes his greatest performance in
a lifetime of great performances.
Barr>more, on the set. is one of Hollywood's most amazing figures. He seems to
delight in fuming and fussing about trivialities, refusing to be bothered with them. He
will grumble about doing something, moving the while to do it. Vet should anyone
attempt to pamper him, he rises to fiery
wrath.
"Am I to be treated like a baby?"
he
demands.
His vocabulary includes some choice and
colorful phraseology. He can gi\e cards and
spades to anyone in Hollywood and win
without effort in the game of plain or fancy
cussing. His cultural achievements, however, are equally remarkable, for besides
being a dean of actors, Lionel is a painter,
an etcher, a writer, a director, a pianist, a
composer and a scholar.
Early in the filming of "Sweepings,"
Lionel displayed his amazing range of
talents and temperaments. There is no
gainsaying that the mechanical crew stood
in awe of him. They wanted to like him
(they later grew to love him), but they were
not sure just how to approach him. His
quickly changing moods baffled them. He
was, after all, a Barrymore.
When the "flu" epidemic spread over
Hollywood, there were iew absentees from
the ".Sweepings" set. Several were taken
ill, but refused to quit work. Was not
Barrymore working? Lionel's temperature
ran to 103 and his personal physician was in
constant attendance. The other "flu" victims avowed that if Barrymore could carry
on, so could they. They forgot their own
sickness in watching his courageous fight
against the epidemic.
Lionel carries a gift home for Mrs. Barrymore, the former Irene Fenwick, every
evening. It may be only a trinket costing a
few cents. But it isn't the intrinsic worth of
the present. It is the thoughtfulness displayed. And it is a nightly ritual. Barrymore is very secretive about this sentimentality, but the gang soon learned his
secret.
They were dumbfounded, therefore, when
he begged to work one Sunday. The only
reason he would give was that he didn't
want to go home. It was difficult to reconcile the devotion he displayed for Mrs.
Barrymore with his wish to remain away
from her on the weekly holiday. Then the
truth was revealed. She was giving a
Sunday afternoon tea that Lionel had no
desire to attend.
All of these little incidents Hollywood
will
recall
while seeing
on the
screen.
Anecdotes
about "Sweepings"
the Barrymores
are
all too rare and Hollywood cherishes each
and every one.

Collected an Old Train
THE opening sequence of the picture you
and Hollywood will see shows the origin
of the great Chicago fire in 1871, just as
Mrs. O'Leary's famous cow started it. The
lantern, if you care to note, is an exact
replica of the original one. It was copied
from photographs of the real lantern found
in the smoking ruins.
Twenty-odd unsuccessful attempts were
made before the cow in the picture could be
made to duplicate satisfactorily the action
of its illustrious ancestor. If the fire in
Chicago had been as hard to start as it was
sixty-four years later in Hollywood, the city
would never have been laid in ruins.
Building these ruins presented an interesting problem. It was first decided to construct sets for the purpose of burning them,
but the discovery of a number of photographs and etchings of the period caused
that decision to be changed. Truckload
after truckload of salvaged junk from local
junk dealers was hauled to the RKO ranch.
Working with burned wood, charred bricks,
pipe and machinery,
a section
of Chicago's
downtown
district in 1871
was copied
exactly to scale.
Chicago's ashes appear on the screen
merely as a background. But if you see
through
Hollywood's eyes, the background
is important.
To return to the story, Thane Pardivay is
awaiting the arrival by train of his brother
Daniel and Daniel's wife, Abigail. Acting
upon Daniel's telegraphic orders. Thane has
purchased a hay and grain store on the
corner of State and Madison, where, he explains, the cars from North. South and West
must eventually "go 'round and 'round."

Show the Real Relics

THE
at theinterest
railwayin station
will
arousescene
unusual
Hollywood,
for
it is known
what lengths
\'an went
Nest
Polglase,
the art to
director,
and his staff
to obtain historical accuracy. Many of the
relics being sold by hawkers on the screen
are real relics of the fire purchased by the
prop men, headed by John -Sherwood, master of properties, who combed Illinois for
such objects.
The engine that puffs into the station is
also a relic, ha\'ing been discovered after a
national search and towed to Hollywood
from Seattle. Two of the railway coaches it
pulls were found on side-tracks, where they
had been abandoned for thirty years. A
third coach came from a Texas town, Vk'here
it had been converted into a lunch wagon.
Historical research unearthed a great
many facts that proved vital to an intelliof Chicago
theexample,
iSyo's.
Habits gent
of depiction
dress among
the men,in for
w-ere revealed to have been fairly well
standardized. But women's fashions were
another question. The matter of hairdress
covered a wider range than it does to-day.
The "Pompadour" was favored by many,
but those who wore "rats" and "switches"
had distinctly individual manners of wearing them. As a result, you Will see at least
forty different examples of coiffures.

The Secret of Wearing Bustles
THE
was fashionable
in the ordered
1870's,
and bustle
fi\'e hundred
bustles were
for film costumes. Vet even though care was
exercised to choose girls with curves to wear
them, somehow the modern maids did not
look just right. This difficulty was solved
by a particularly observant research worker.
She noted that women wearing bustles were
apparently in the habit of hunching their
shoulders forward.
This must have been a

forerunner of the recently popular "debutante slouch." Another style we have lately
resurrected from the period with which
"Sweepings" deals is the Eugenie hat.
When Lionel Barrymore descends from
the train in his character of Daniel Pardivay,
you will see him as a man in his twenties.
There isn't a line in his face. Hollywood will
scrutinfte his make-up more closely than
will you, for Hollywood will be searching for
the secret that enabled Ernie Westmore and
Mel Burns, the make-up artists, to attain
this amazing result. Their later achie\'ement in aging Barrymore bit by bit over
sixty-four years is equally noteworthy.
Taking over the hay and grain store,
Daniel begins his job of remodeling the
establishment into a mercantile business.
The day of his sale arrives. He offers socks
to Chicago at five cents a pair. Such a sale
actually took place. And it was in reality
the foundation of a great business, just as it
is depicted in the story.
Seeing the sale on the screen, you will
probably be struck by the absence of coins.
You may deem this remarkable, perhaps an
oversight. As a matter of fact, U. S. Government statistics revealed that from 1862 to
1875, gold and silver were not in circulation
in the United States, except on the Pacific
Coast. The painstaking historical accuracy
of picture-making again scores.

"Extras" Got Some Free Socks
SUPPLYING the socks to be sold in the
scene, John Sherwood purchased cheap
cotton hose. This was in the spirit of the
drama. Even so, the prop man bargained
without the five hundred "extras" who
made up the milling mob at the sale.
"Extras" seem to regard the taking of small
souvenirs from sets as part of the living the
movies owe them. And three dozen pair of
hose
vanished
"Sweepings"
set.
But there
werefrom
morethethan
eleven dozen
substitutions — the "extras" having exchanged the old socks they were wearing for
new ones from the pile, and throwing their
worn hose back on the bargain table. In
this way the pile did not appear depleted.
From the start that his first bargain sale
gives him in the drama, Dajiiel Pardway
builds a great fortune. Four children are
born to him and he celebrates each birth by
adding a new wing to the store. "The
Bazaar" rises from the ashes of Chicago to
become
one of the city's great mercantile
establishments.
Daniel plans the futures of his children in
the hope that they will succeed him in the
management of the store. One by one, they
disappoint him. The decadence of a less
hardy age takes its toll. But you must see
the picture to learn how the brilliant old
gentleman meets the situation.
Hollywood, seeing it with you, will recognize small points of interest, little fidelities
to detail that speak of intelligence in writing, directing and acting. Hollywood will
know that seventy-five men labored two
weeks to build an effect of a city at night, a
scene that lasts but fifteen seconds on the
screen. The film fraternity will recall the
story of truckmg twenty tons of real snow
from mountains fifty miles away for use in
another scene. This is one of the few times
the actual article has ever been used in the
studios. It was made possible only by a
spell of "unusual weather" and proved
cheaper than corn-flakes, the established
substitute for snow.
Although Hollywood will find enjoyment
in looking behind the scenes and relishing
the drama-within-the-drama, its attention
will be centered upon the acting of Lionel
Barrymore, the grand old man every actor
is proud to honor. They will watch his every
gesture as they watch few of their contemporaries. For Barrymore can teach them
much about their art.
You may learn, too, when you see
"Sweepings" through Hollywood's eyes.

If Men LookGET AwayRID OF
FAT!
The birthright of every woman

is a slim, youthful

figure. "1 o achieve true happiness, get rid of the
mask of ugly fat that is hiding your beauty.
Thousands of women have discovered a new
world in a simple, practical way to get rid of fat.
Doctors know that when food is taken into the
body, it is either transformed into energy, or it is
stored in the form of fat. The proper reducing
treatment helps the body turn food into energy.

'<^ii

MARMOLA
20 MILLION
SOLD
SINCE

BOXES
1907

That's the way Marmola works. It supplies the
normal element that the body itself uses.
With Marmola, more food is used for energy,
less is unused to form fat. That's why most
people who take it will usually say they feel better
than they ever felt before in their lives. And they
can hardly believe their eyes as they see that
hated fat go.
Try Marmola today. Moderation helps, of
course, but starvation diets or strenuous exercises
are not necessary. A booklet in every package
gives full details. Just see your druggist.
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AreYouFlat Chested?
Is your bust small and undeveloped? Do ugly
sagging lines rob you of your feminine charm? It is
SO easy to have the full, firm bust that fashion
demands. Just the simple application of my
wonderful Nancy Lee Miracle Cream treatment
will work wonders.

ADD

1 to 3 INCHES

Just give me 30 days. Let me prove that you
crease your chest-line and mould the contours
youthful shapeliness. My new easy method
gives you fascinating feminine curves and
contours. Thousands of women praise this
harmless home treatment.

can into firm,
quickly
alluring
simple,
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My new illustrated book tells all about this new easy
,♦ 816 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
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816 Broadway
Town
State.
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that nothing will remove

Would you like a lovely skin?
A complexion that won't come
ofif — a radiant color all your
own? If constipation is tlie
cause of your troubles give
your system the little calcium
that it needs — and note the
immediate improvement.
_ Stuart's
Calciurri
Wafers help
to quickly
rid
the system
of impurities
and Nature
poisonous
wastes
that cause pimples, blotches, acne and other skin
blemishes. A week-end's use will frequently work
a wondrous change. From the very first day you
should see and feel the difference.
Bright, sparkling eyes ! Clear, satin-smooth skin
free from faults ! Nails and hair alive and glossy
•with sound growth ! And a warm flush of natural
color radiating from within — refreshingly lovely
color that no rouge can imitate, and nothing can
remove.
Try them this week-end.

STUART'S CALCIUM
AT ALL DRUG

! Enough

WAFERS

STORES: 1 0c and 60c

FULL BOX FREE-^

for full test — armple to prove the value to you
I of Stuart's Calcium Wafers — will be sent you. if you
I mail this coupon to the Stuart Co., Dept. 31-E
I Marshall, Mich.
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three different sets of dialogue, for there
would be differences in each script."
Fraulein — Mademoiselle — Miss Harvey
knows she'll like her new adventure.
"To progress in my career," she explains,
"it was needful to come here. In Europe
there was little left. They had been liberal
to me there in giving me their best roles,
their finest productions, their most talented
directors. They told me I had reached the
top, and when one is at the top there is no
place to go. So I am glad to begin all over
again, to make a new name in a new country, to begin a new career, which I hope may
make me as many friends in America as I
hope I have in Europe. It sounds difficult.
Perhaps it will be. But I shall love it."
As for Hollywood, Lilian says she is prepared to love it, too. She requires a warm
climate, which accounts for the villa in
Cannes, near Chevalier's home, where she
was able to spend brief interludes while
making
location scenes on the Riviera.
When Mother Harvey joins her daughter,
it may be that she will bring with her the
other inhabitants of the Cap D'Antibes
home — the pair of Sealyhams, the black
Peke, and a variety of birds now disporting
themselves brilliantly in Lilian's private
aviary. There is also another expected
arrival in which Lilian may be interested,
for Henri Garat is reported due shortly in
Hollywood.

Romance

Rumor

About Her

HENRI oushas
beenandLilian's
hero she
in numerpictures,
although
was at
one time betrothed to Willy Fritsch, also
her leading man, latest rumors indicate that
Henri comes close to being head-man in
Lilian's heart. Oddly enough, he will be on
the Fox lot, too. And while Lilian is working
with John Boles as her prince in "My Lips
Betray," Henri will be playing prince to
Janet Gaynor in "Princess at Your Order."
That should be a situation worth watching!
There are some significant side-lights on
Lilian's arrival. She is a dancing, singing
star. And her two-year contract indicates
that on the Fox lot, at least, there will be a
return of musical movies — a return that will
be followed by other producers. There'll be
music and dancing in "My Lips Betray."
Another interesting item is the interest of
director Ernst Lubitsch in the AngloGerman-American star. Ernst was on the
train that carried her from Berlin to Hamburg, on the steamer that conveyed her
from Hamburg to New York, on the train
that took her from New York to Hollywood.
And in between times it was Ernst who escorted her to Manhattan's "Mayfair," and
asked via 'phone how she was "getting over"
at the elaborate press luncheon at the Waldorf-Astoria, with which Fox celebrated her
arrival. Back in the recesses of his keen
mind he has a thought that one day Lilian
Harvey will be directed by Ernst Lubitsch.
Then from far-off Neubabelsberg, where
Ufa makes its films, come rumors that Erich
Pommer, who has just completed Lilian's
last German film, will be Hollywood-bound
ere long, as will Eberhard Klagemann, the
producer's "right hand," and Paul Martin,
Lilian's director in "Happy Ever After."
It looks as though when Winfield Sheehan
discovered Miss Harvey in "Congress
Dances," a chain of events was started that
will involve many destinies. Even that of
Willy Fritsch, who was recently Clara
Bow's guest at a Berlin party.
Meantime, Lilian Muriel Helen Harvey
thinks America is "kolossal." (Ah there.
Jack Gilbert.) And America thinks the
same of her. Here's hoping neither opinion
may be changed !
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new Creamo
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wonderf^ll Creamo treatment, in plain wrapper. Just
follow simple directions for a few minutes adayand
watch your bust fill out to lovely shapeliness. This
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Visible Ugly Blemishes Disappear!

GET

THIS FREE

— and learn that what was considered impossible before — the removal of
pimples, blackheads, freckles. Uin. oily skin, large pores, wrinkles and
other defects in the outer akin — can now be done hnrmleasly .-ind economically at home in three days' time in many instances as stated by
lecione of men and women, voung and old.
It is all explained in a new treatise called

"BEAUTIFUL

NEW

SKIN

IN

3

DAYS"

which is being mailed absolutely free to readers of this magazine. So.
worry no more over your humiliatinR skin and complexion or signs of
BKinc if your outer skin looks soiled and worn. Simply send your name and
nddre.^is and name the skin blemishes which trouble you moat to MARVO
BE.VCTY LABOR.\T0RIES. Dept. D32. No. 1700 Broadway. New
"i'ork, N. Y.. and you will receive thin amazing new treatise by return
itijiil in about
plain wrapper,
postpaid and ab.-olutely free. If pleased, tell your
frjr-iids
it.

Gray Hair
Best Remedy
At Home

is Made

To half pint of water add one ounce bay rum, a
small box of Barbo Compound and one-fourth ounce
of glycerine. .\ny druggist can put this up or you
can mix it at home at very little cost. Apply to the
hair twice a week until the desired shade is obtained.
It imparts color to streaked, faded or gray hair and
makes it soft and glossy. Barbo will not color the
scalp, is not stick}' or greasy and does not rub off.

KILL

TH£

HAIR.

ROOT

My method positively prevents hair from growingtely,again.
Safe,Brings
easy, relief,
permanent.
Use comfort,
it privaat home.
happiness,
freedom of mind. We teach Beauty Culture.
Send 6c in stamps
TODAY for Booklet.
D. J. IVIAHLER CO., Depu 190 Providence, R. I.

New Freedom for
Modern Womanhood
SCIENCE MEETS
DEMAND
FOR COMPLETE PROTECTION
German scientists have developed
as H.
y. G.formula
TABLETS.
safe, ^^^^
an
amazing
now Pure,
presented

y^

convenient and a reliable antiseptic for feminine hysiene, they
provide the necessary protection
to womanhood. Removes fear and
uncertainty. Antiseptic vapor liberated by these tablets, destroys
germs without harming delicate
membranes. Dry, greaseiess, nonpoisonous, non-irritatingand stainless. No water, liquid antiseptic
orcumbersome accessories needed.
Comes in a small, compact package
which can be conveniently and
easily carried.

MAIL Ip4 AND

THIS Cdui»pN

Progressive
Laboratories,
Dept.III.D-6
228 S. Franklin
St., Chicago,
Please send me sample of H. Y. G. Tablets,
Directions and Valuable Booklet. I enclose lOe.
Name
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Address
^j,y
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if you really knew about Princess Pat powder
■ ■ ■ YOU'D SURELY TRY IT

• here we shall try to give
the facts— read carefully
In the first place, Princess Pat is the only face powder
that contains almond. Your accustomed powders
likely have a base of starch. This change of the
base in Princess Pat makes

it a completely

different powder. Almond makes a more clinging
powder than can possibly be obtained with starch
as a base. So point one in favor of Princess Pat
face powder is that it stays on longer. Every
woman

will appreciate this advantage.

Almond makes Princess Pat a softer powder than can be
made with any other base. The softer a powder, the better
its application.
So point two in favor of Princess Pat is that it can be applied
more smoothly, assuring the peculiarly soft, velvety tone
and texture which definitely establishes Princess Pat as
the choice of ultra fashionable women everywhere.
A deciding factor in choosing powder is perfume. Will you
like Princess Pat — an original fragrance? Yes. For it
steals upon the senses subtly, elusively. Its appeal is to
delicacy, to the appreciation every woman has of finer
things. It is sheer beauty, haunting wistfulness expressed
in perfume.
So point three in favor of Princess Pat is perfume of such
universal charm that every woman is enraptured.
Even beyond all these advantages. Princess Pat possesses
a special virtue which should make every woman choose
Princess Pat as her onhj powder.
For Princess Pat powder is good for the skin. Not merely

PRINCESS

PAT ICE ASTRINGENT

harmless, mind you, but beneficial! And once again the
almond in Princess Pat is to be credited — the almond
found in no other face powder. You know how confidently
you depend upon almond in lotions and creams, how it
soothes and beautifies, keeping the skin soft, pliant and
naturally lovely.
Almond in Princess Pat face powder has the selfsame
properties. Fancy that! Instead of drying out your skin
when you powder, you actually improve it. Constant use
of Princess Pat powder is one of the very best ways to
correct and prevent coarse pores, blackheads and roughened skin texture.
Princess Pat has been called "the powder your skin loves
to feel." It is a most apt description; for the soft, velvety texture of Princess Pat is delightful — and different.
And now, if you have read carefully, learned the unusual
advantages of Princess Pat you will surely want to try it.

A MAKE-UP

KIT FOR ONLY 10c
0 9 Ttils famous Introductory Kit contains rouge and
lip rouge to last two weeks to a month; also a purse size,
metal box of Princess Pat face powder and book of new
copyrighted beauty secrets. The 10c is simply for postage
and packing. An extraordinary offer; made to acquaint
you with three delightful Princess Pat beauty aids.

acts like ice to close

and refine tlie pores. It is ideal as the powder base — cool,
pleasant, refreshing as ice. Prevents and corrects
coarse pores. Liquid or cream. Always use before powder.

PRINCESS PAT, Di;lJL.,A-2514,2709 S. Wells St., Chicago.
Send your famous Minute Make-up Kit containing rouge,
lip rouge and face powder. I enclose 10c in full payment.
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Ibe told/

HOW WOMEN

^1 —
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STARSXCAN LOOK EIGHTEEN

• The burden of their complaint is:
"We're sick and tired of seeing nothing but Avomen in your ads about bad
breath. It isn't fair, because men are
really the worst offenders. Why don't
you quit picking on the women and
write a few ads that \vi\\ urge men
to be more fastidious about their
breath?"
When these requests, coming from
dancing teachers, casliiers, club women and housewives, began to get over
the thousand mark, we thought it
about time to do something about it.
This advertisement is the result.

How^s your breath today?

Wliether it is because men

are too

busy to take proper care of their
mouth and teeth, or because they
smoke more than women, or eat and
LISTERINE

ENDS

HALITO

drink unwsely, the fact remains that
men are the worst offenders when
it comes
breath).

to halitosis (unpleasant

Your common sense tells you that
halitosis is the unforgivable faidt in
the business or social world. It is unforgivable because it is inexcusable.
The one way to make sure that your
breath is beyond reproach is to gargle
with Listerine every morning
and

S IS — INST AN TL Y

ATTACKS

ODORS

ORDINARY

MOUTH

night, and between times before meeting others. Don't waste your time and
effort on questionable mouth washes
wth little or no deodorant effect.
Tests show that Listerine instantly
conquers mouth odors that ordinary
antiseptics caimot hide in 12 hours.
It attacks the source of odors (fermentation oftiny food particles in the
mouth) and destroys the odorS^ themselves. Lambert Pharmacal Company.
WASHES

CANNOT

HIDE

IN

12

HOURS

WHAT

FOOL

A

SHE

IS!

SHE insists on silk stockings to set off

■'Pink tooth brush" may lead to Restore to your gums the stimulagum troubles as serious as gingivitis, tion they need, and of which they are

her shapely ankles. She couldn't
imagine doing without them. But to

Vincent's disease or even pyorrhea. It
j^ ^j^ ever-present threat to the

robbed by the soft, modern foods that
give them so little natural work. Each

the glamour and loveliness of her smile
brightness and even the soundness of
— to the health of her teeth and gums
,
— she never gives a second thought.
You 7K7^j-/^ take care ofyour teeth and
Ipana and Massage

"™^ >'°1^ ^^^^" J'^""^ ^^^^^'^ ^"^^^ Ip^°^'
rub a little more Ipana directly on
your gums, massaging gently with
your finger or the tooth brush,

gums.
If you iffind
upon easily
your
Defeat "Pink Tooth Brush"
tooth brush,
your"pink"
gums bleed
— then the health of your gums, the Keep your gums firm and healthy—
brightness of your teeth, the attrac- and your teeth clean and bright with
tiveness of your smile, are in danger.
Ipana and massage.

Start
in 100
tomorrow.
Buy Follow
a full-size
tube
(over
brushings).
the
Ipanamethodandyourteethwillshine
brighter, your gums will be firmer
. . . "Pink tooth brush" will depart.
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BRISTOL-MYERS CO., Dept. HH-53
'^^ "'^"t Street. New York, N. Y.
Kindly send me a trial tube of IPANA TOOTH
PASTE. Enclosed is a three-cent stamp to cover partly
the cost of packing and mailing.

Name
Street
City

State

A Good Tooth Paste, Like a Good Dentist, Is Never a Luxury
3

THEN Jtlwur LE BABY

^ ^gj arrived/

Once upon a time there was a gay young
man who loved to play about Paris. One
day just about

playtime, he found the

cutest little baby ... so cute that he forgot
about playing and took the little baby
right straight home . . . for the baby looked
exactly like him . . , But the gay young man
was

not supposed

to have a little baby

at home, for he was about to be married.
So he got the baby a pretty nurse . . .
. , , and what do you think happened

?
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THE BEST BIG LITTLE PICTURES

OF THE MONTH

By James Edwin Reid
and
Knowit'sEverybody
is: "I and
complete title
'^^^
everybody
Know
I
Everybody's
Racket,"
a nifty little
comedy starring Walter Winchell, the fast -talking columnist who's wise to Broadway. And
in case you wouldn't think so, Walter knows his acting. (Weren't you aware he was on the
stage for years — as a hoofer?) A sweet young thing, supposedly from the sticks, persuades
Walter to introduce her to some celebrities — which Walter does, impressing upon her that
he "knows everybody and everybody's racket." And the sweet young thing is working a
racket right under his nose! Winchell does a grand job of kidding himself. (Universal)

into punny
difficulties
some that
pretty
But
Clyde gets
Andymodels.
suggests
title with
'^^^
M U D D L E S
A R T IS T * S
such is not the case — except briefly. That idea has been done over and o\er, and Andy likes
to spring new ideas. That is the way he has built up (and kept) his tremendous following,
which also appreciates clever pantomime. Always the essence of kind-heartedness, he's
always landing in some new predicament. This time he saves a discouraged artist from
suicide, tries to help him out by making a drawing, himself, has his canvas splotched by a
monkey on a spree, and is hailed as a genius — until something else happens.
(Educational)

WRONGORILLA

This is one of those comedies that make you encouraged
about the movies. This is one of those comedies that happen

to be worthy of the comics who adorn them. The movies don't always do right by a good
I^roadway comedian when they get one — but this two-reeler does nobly by Jack Haley, who
returns
the nofavor.
haven'tsurround
heard, makes
a specialty
blissful
blankness,
matterJack,
whatin case
insaneyouhazards
him. In
this one of
he registering
finds himself
in a
carni\al show as a knife-thrower's assistant and then as a hypnotist, who runs up against
a gorilla that doesn't look real and he suspects (wrongly) isn't real. (N'itaphone)

crooner, like Bing Crosby,
Anotherintoradio
Harris
Is
This
Cq
breaks
the movies by the short-comedy
route. And this particular comedy — which happens to be a three-reeler, instead of a tworeeler — has even more breeze than the comedies that first put Bing across as a screen personality. Bing may have led the wa>'; but Phil Harris impro\'es upon it. Like Bing, Harris
hails from the Cocoanut Grove and he plays himself. Walter Catlett, a candidate for insanity
because of the way his wife raves about Harris, goes off to play some golf — and encounters
Harris without knowing him, until after a series of hilarious episodes. (RKO)

^® ^^^ ^''•'^ wouW indicate, this has something to do with
college as the movies see it. But don't let that keep you away.
For if you miss it, you'll miss one of America's classiest dance orchestras — namely, Waring's
Pennsylvanians. They're smooth, and they know their nove'ty stunts. Here they parade
several, against an alleged college background, with campus lads indulging in group singing,
with co-eds going in for group dancing, and with one hot-cha co-ed doing a sizzling dance
solo. College was never like this, but you will be tempted to let that pass, as you find yourself
Alma

Martyr

going rhythmic along with those Pennsylvanians.

(X'itaphone)

This is Fatty Arbuckle's newest comedy, in his
much-heralded comeback — and it's a considerable
improvement over his first. It has action, for one thing. It has little dialogue, for another
thing — the laughs depending almost entirely on pantomime. And those are the things the
youngsters like. For — make no mistake about it — Fatty is wooing the youngsters, now as
always. This time he plays a country bumpkin who thinks he has discovered a way to make
unbreakable china, and goes off to the city to peddle the idea. But on the way he swallows

BUZZIN"

AROUND

a bumblebee — and his troubles become uproarious.

(X'itaphone)

with an
and thin,a character
Howard
To^
trapper
uncanny
abilityis tolongburlesque
mouse
The
who has a one-track mind. And he can do a complete job of it in less than ten minutes, as
he proves in this little number, which is as original as it is amusing. Imagine, if you will, a
night-watchman who has a decided distaste for the mice he meets on his nightly rounds.
He even breaks in on his boss, while "in conference" with his stenographer, to state his
grievances. And when some cracksmen come along, he helps them — just to take his mind off
the mice. Just by accident, in trapping a mouse, he also traps the robbers. (Educational)
Comedies poking fun at
jungle pictures have been
all the rage ever since "Trader Horn." But few of them have reached the zenith of shger
nonsense and burlesque that this attains. Perhaps that's because this happens to have been
made by the Masquers Club, the film actors' fraternity, which takes a fiendish delight in
burlesquing some of the roles that actors sometimes have to play seriously. A busload of
tourists, no less, invades Darkest Africa — led by an absent-minded professor (Jimmy Finlayson) and a Tarzan-hunting society woman (Grayce Hampton).
It's daffy. (RKO)

THROUGH

THIN

AND

THICKET

HAUNTINGLY
BEAUTIFUL
LOVE

STORY

A love that suffered and rose triumphant
above the crushing events of this modern age . . . Strong in tenderness ... inspiring in loyalty , , . it will remain in
your heart forever!

Now YOU can see the Picture the whole
world acclaims as the Greatest Ever!
LOUELLA

PARSONS:

Greater even

than "Birth of a Nation." Drama
beautifully real and splendidly told.
Truly magnificent.
PHILADELPHIA

Public

Ledger: If

your budget calls for but one film a
year I recommend "Cavalcade."
ST. LOUIS Post Dispatch: The cinema

supremely above criticism. A capacity audience sat spellbound.
NEW

YORK

Herald

Tribune:

The

finest photoplay that has yet been
made in the English language.
BOSTON Herald: It is, without fear
of contradiction or dispute, the
greatest film production since speech

triumph of modern talkies ... a tremendous and magnificent picture.

was given to the screen.

By all means

CHICAGO Tribune: "Cavalcade" IS,
unquestionably, one of the screen

ATLANTA

see it.
Constitution:

It stands

FOX

wonders ofthe age-it has everything.
"Cavalcade"will be shown inyour
city soon. Your Theater Manager
will be glad to tell you when.

What the STARS
AND

WHERE

THEY

By MARION
Arlen, Richard — playing in The Beer Baron — Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood,
Cal.
Arliss, George — recently completed The Adopted
Father — Warner Bros. Studios, Burbank, Cal.
Armstrong, Robert — playing in Fast Workers —
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.
Ayres, Lew — latest release State Fair — Fox Studios, 1401 N. Western Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

MAY

are Doing
BE FOUND

MARTONE

— United .\rtists Studios, 1041 N. Formosa

.^ve.,

Hollywood, Cal.
*
Cooper, Gary — recently completed Today We
Live — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City,
Cal.
Crawford, Joan — recently completed Today ]Ve
Live — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City,
Cal.
:^ H« 4=
Daniels,
— latest
release Cal.
42nd
NationalBebe
Studios.
Burbank,

Street — First

Barrymore, John — playing in Reunion in Vienna
Davies, Marion — playing in Peg o' My Heart —
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.
— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City,
Cal.
Davis, Bette — playing in Easy to Love — Warner
Bros.
Studios, Burbank, Cal.
Barrymore, Lionel — playing in Service — MetroDietrich, Marlene — playing in The Song of Songs
Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.
— Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., HollyBarthelmess, Richard — playing in Breadline —
wood, Cal.
First National Studios, Burbank, Cal.
Baxter, Warner —
latest release Dangerously Yours — Fox
Studios, 1401 N.
Western Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Beatty, Clyde —
latest release The Big
Cage — Universal Studios, Universal City,
Cal.
Beery, Wallace —
playing in Soviet —
Metro-GoldwynMayer Studios, Culver City. Cal.
Bellamy, Ralph —
playing in The Octopus
— Columbia Pictures
Studios, 1438 Gower
St., Hollywood,
Cal.
Bennett, Constance— latest release
Our Belters — Radio
Pictures Studios, 780
Gower' St., Hollywood, Cal.
Bickford, Charles
— playing in The Beer
Baron — Paramount
Studios. 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood,
Cal.
Birell, Tala— latest release Nagana —
Universal Studios,
Universal City, Cal.
Blondell, Joanplaying in Gold Diggers of 2.93.5— First
National Studios,
Talk about publicity stunts —
Burbank, Cal.
Boles, John —
here's the last word! It's the
playing in My Lips
"42nd Street" special — the
Betray — Fo.x Studios.
silvery
train that took stars to
1401 N. Western .-Xve..
Hollywood. Cal.
the inauguration (ballyhooBow, Clara — latest
ing the picture en route).
release Call Her SavAboard it, above (left to
age— Fox Studios,
1401 N. Western Ave.,
right), are Lyle Talbot, Bette
Hollywood, Cal.
Davis, Claire Dodd, Eleanor
Boyd, Bill— playHolm, Preston Foster, Leo
ing in Power Man —
Carrillo and Laura La Plante
Radio Pictures Studios. 780 Gower St..
Hollywood, Cal.
Brent,
George —
National
Studios,
playing
in Lilly Turner- -First
Dlx, Richard — recently completed The Great
Burbank, Cal.
J as pel — Radio Pictures Studios, 780 Gower St.,
Hollywood, Cal.
Brian, Mary — playing in The Beer Baron — Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St.. Hollywood, Cal.
Douglas, Melvyn — latest release Nagana — UniBrook, Clive — latest release Cavalcade — Fox Stuversal Studios, Universal City, Cal.
dios. 1401 N. Western .^ve., Hollywood, Cal.
Dunn, James — playing in Husbands Cost Monev
Brown, Joe E. — recently completed Elmer, the
Great — First National Studios, Burbank, Cal.
—
Cal.Fox Studios, 1401 N. Western Ave., Hollywood',
Brown,
Tom — recently
completed
Destination
Unknown — Universal Studios, Universal City, Cal.
Dunne, Irene — playing in The Tie That Binds —
Radio Pictures Studios. 780 Gower St.. Hollywood.

***

/^agney, James — playing in The Mayor of Hell —
*-' Warner Bros. Studios, Burbank, Cal.
Chatterton, Ruth — playing in Lilly Turner —
First National Studios, Burbank, Cal.
Chevaliei , Maurice — playing in .1 BedlimeStory —
Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood,
Cal.
Clarke, Mae — playing in Fast Workers — MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.
Colbert, Claudette — playing in / Cover the Waterfront— United Artists Studios, 1041 N. Formosa Ave.,
Hollywood, Cal.
Colman, Ronald — latest release The Masguerader

♦

Cal.
Eilers,
Sally — playing
Husbands
Cost
Money —
Fox Studios,
1401 N. inWestern
Ave.,
Hollywood,
Cal.
Engels, Wera — playing in Maiden Cruise — Radio
Pictures Studios, 780 Gower St., Hollywood, Cal.
Erwin, Stuart — playing in Under the Tonto Rim —
Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St.. Hollywood,
Cal.
Evans, Madge — playing in Made on Broadway —
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.

Tj^airbanks,
Douglas,
— playing
in The Cal.
Narrcnu
'■Cornel
— VVarner
Bros. Jr.
Studios,
Burbank,
Farrell, Charles — latest release Tess of the Storm
Country — Fox Studios, 1401 N. Western Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Farrell, Glenda — latest release The Keyhole —
Warner Bros. Studios. Burbank. Cal.
Foster, Norman — playing in Pilgrimage — Fox
Studios, 1401 N. Western Ave., Hollywood, Cal,
Francis, Kay — latest release The Keyhole —
Warner Bros. Studios. Burbank, Cal.
/""able, Clark — recently completed The White Sister
^J — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City,
Cal.Gaynor, Janet — playing in Adorable — Fox Studios, 1401 N. Western .Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Gilbert, John Studios,
— playingCulver
in FastCity,
Worka-s
Goldwyn-Mayer
Cal. — MetroGrant, Cary — playing in The Woman Accused —
Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood,
Cal.
TTamllton,
Neil — playing
in Terror St.,
Aboard
— Para■'■•'■
mount Studios,
5451 Marathon
Hollywood,
Cal.
Harding, Ann — playing in Declasse — Radio Pictures Studios, 780 Gower St., Hollywood. Cal.
Harvey, Lilian — playing in My Lips Betray — Fox
Studios. 1401 N. Western .\ve.. Hollywood. Cal.
Hayes, Helen — recently completed The White
Sister — Aletro-Goldwvn-Mayer Studios, Culver City,
Cal.
Hepburn, Katharine — playing in Morning Glory
— Radio Pictures Studios, 780 Gower St., Hollywood,
Cal.Hersholt, Jean — playing in The Beer Baron —
Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood,
Cal.Holt, Jack — playing in When Strangers Marry —
Columbia Pictures Studios, 1438 Gower St., Hollywood, Cal.
playing
in TheMiriam
Story —of
Hopkins,
Temple Drake — Paramount
Studios,
5451
Marathon St., Hollywood,
Cal.
Leslie
— recompleted
Secrets
— Howard,
Unitedcently
.Artists
Studios,
1041 N. Formosa Ave.,
Hollywood, Cal.
Huston,
Walter
—
playing
in Gabriel
Over the
While House — MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studios,
Culver City, Cal.
cently Leila
completed— The
Hyams,
reConstant Woman — Tiffany
Studios. 4516 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood. Cal.

Studios. 5451

Marathon

Fox
Studios,
1401 N.
Jordan,
—
playing
inDorothy
Bondage
Western .\ve.. Hollywood. Cal.
Joyce,
Peggy
Hopkins— playing in Inlernalional House — Paramount
St.. Hollywood. Cal.

***

■[/"arloff,
Boris
— playing
in The
Invisible
Man —
•"Universal
Studios,
Universal
City.
Cal.
Kennedy, Mema — recently completed Laughter
In Hell — Universal Studios. Universal City, Cal.
Keeler, Ruby — playing in Gold Diggers of 19S3 —
First National Studios, Burbank, Cal.
Kibbee, Guy — playing in Lilly Turner — First
National Studios, Burbank, Cal.

Landi,
— playing
Warrior's
—Fox Elissa
Studios,
1401 in
N. The
Western
Ave.,Husband
Hollywood. Cal.
Laughton, Charles — latest release Island of Lost
Souls — Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St..
Hollywood, Cal,
Linden, Eric — playing in The Tie That Binds —
Radio Pictures Studios. 780 Gower St., Hollywood,
Cal.Lombard,

Carole — latest release From
{Continui'd on page 95)

Letters to your favorites may be sent to the studio addresses given here

Hell to

♦

JOAN: "I. love my role m 'today we
LIVE'. No part ever thrilled me
so deeply, touched my heart
so keenly. Do you think the
public will like me in it, Leo?"
LEO: "My child, the public always
appreciates genius. It's a great
emotional part. You are perfect in 'Today We Live'."
Joan : "If that's so, then we must
thank Howard Hawks' marvelous direction for his greatest
picture since 'Hell's Angels',
and * the inspired playing of
Gary Cooper "

The finest picture Joan Crawford has yet made. Gary Cooper shares the stellar hon-^
ors. The scene at her home, where the sweetheart she believed dead returns and
finds her the mistress of another— is as powerful an emotional scene as the screen
has ever witnessed. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

is very proud of "Today We Live"!

With Robert Young, froncho/ Tone, Roscoe ^orns. Story and dialogue by Williom foulkner. Screen play by Edith Fitzgerotd and Dwight Taylor.

SEE, JOHN... Wc CAN
LEAVE ANY DAY OF THE
W££K,STAYAS

LONG AS

WE LIKE.ANDSAVE

^14

LETTERS
FROM

OUR

READERS
$20.00 Letter
Via the Screen

Greyhound savings
are effective ....

'Not for
just a day'
but ever/day, every schedule

How often have you set your heart on
a trip — only to find that the enticing
low fares were only effective on inconvenient days — that you must cut your
visit short to keep within round trip limits?
Now

compare the everyday fares of Greyhound Bus Lines with both regular and excursion rates offered by other travel ways.
Far lower, in almost every case.
Remember, there are no awkward strings
tied to Greyhound's basic fares — they are
effective every day, every schedule, on the
most modern first class coaches. Make your
next trip this way. We promise a big saving
and a pleasant journey.

Information

Offices:

CLEVELAND, OHIO . . . Eost 9th and Superior
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF
9 Main Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA. . . Broad Street Station
KANSAS
CITY, MO
917 McGee Street
MINNEAPOLIS,
MINN. . 509 6th Ave., North
SAN ANTONIO, TEX. . . Pecan & Navarro Sts.
NEW YORK CITY
Nelson Tower
CHARLESTON, W. VA. . . . 601 Virginia Street
LEXINGTON, KY
801 N. Limestone
CINCINNATI, OHIO ...
109 East 7th Street
MEMPHIS, TENN
146 Union Avenue
RICHMOND,
VA
412 East Broad Street
NEV/ ORLEANS, LA. . . 400 N. Rampart Street
WINDSOR, ONTARIO . 1004 Security Building

GREYHOUND
Exposition Booklet, Information^Free
V/e have a pictorial, informational booklet about the
Chicago World's Fair . , . yours for the asking. Just clip
and moil this coupon to the neorest Greyhound office
listed above. Also jot down here any other trips in which
you are interested, and we'll send full information.

Name.
Address -
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HOLLYWOOD, CAL.— I have just
returned from a fifteen-minute journey
through Bali, that island of flowers and
exotic loveliness — and perhaps tomorrow Ishall stride down Broadway,
Bond Street or even the \'ia Dolorosa.
My "life" is so varied, you know.
Before this, I vacationed on the
island of Capri where houses are skyblue and sails shade from rust to flame
... 1 have also lingered on the soft,
jewel-like sands of Tahiti ... I have
taken an over-night train from Brussels to Paris ... I gambled a bit at
Monte Carlo and have witnessed many
a fight in a certain Harlem speakeasy
. . . I've dined at a X'enetian palazzo
and while there, spied on a most indiscreet love-affair ... I tramped a bit
with the Foreign Legion under a blazing iVloroccan sun and have been invited to a score of pent-house parties
... I have been introduced to marvelous men and women whom I meet again
and
"freedom"
allows and
me
this. again.
1 have My
acquired
an education
have seen the world — from
screen.
JacktheHenry.

$10.00 Letter
Hepburn Unaffected
McGRAW, N. Y.— Thank heaven
for Katharine Hepburn. She's the
most refreshing personality the films
have given us in many a moon. Her
amazing talent broke upon even the
keen Holiywoodites before they had
time to make her into a "mysterious
lady," or a "platinum lady," or a
"sophisticate." She isn't typed. She
can be anything she wants.
And why must people insist that
everything she does is a publicity
stunt? Why shouldn't she rent a
monkey, or wear overalls, or turn cartwheels? She's young, vibrant, unaffected. She does the things she feels
like doing.
-Sophistication in its true beauty
does not start at the age of eighteen or
twenty as so many girls endeavor to
make it. Miss Hepburn is remaining
her natural self in spite of an almost
overnight success in pictures, and the
inevitable publicity.
May no manager place a ban on
monkeys or cartwheels when Miss
Hepburn signs her long-term
Mrs. contract.
E. V.

$5.00 Letter
Films Show Progress
CHARLOTTE, N. C— Every day
and in every way the movies are getting better and better. The trend is
towards the plain, unvarnished truth,
abolishing old, moss-covered traditions
and portraying conditions as they
really exist. And that is just as it
should be, for the screen is truly the
mirror of life.
This thought was brought to me
quite forcibly by several recent productions such as "Street Scene," "No
Greater Love" and "Symphony of Six
Million," portraying the true characteristics ofthe typical Jew. His tender
heart which beats for all humanity; his
deep reverence for parents; his allenveloping love for his children; his
tolerance, sobriety and high intelliTime was when the only screen characterization ofthe Jew was of a penugence. rious immigrant with a derby over his
ears, speaking in broken accents; leaving an entirely wrong impression with
people who had no opportunity of
learning otherwise. This is truly a
fine, progressive step.
Better than a thousand sermons, the
movies have bared the farce of prohibition; the evils of government corruption; the power of the underworld and
have corrected many other mistaken
impressions. May they continue to be
a pillar of truth and source of enlightenment to all. Mrs. Joe Miller.

Praise for
"Cynara"
ATLANTA,
GA.—
Seldom have I
enjoyed a picture as much as I did
"Cynara," featuring Ronald Colman
and Kay Francis.
The theme of the story was one from
everyday life and not something unreal
and fantastic. Mr. Colman certainly
lived his part from beginning to end,
and the ever-beautiful Kay Francis
was the perfect type for the trusting
wife.
This man lov^ed too well. However,
his wife remembered that — "To err is
human;
forgivein divine."
was
practicedto more
the lives Ifof this
people,
the world would be a better and happier place to live in.
My thanks are extended to the producer of this masterpiece, as well as to
the entire cast of actors and actresses
who made "Cynara." Mary McClone.

Write ^ Em And Reap A Money Prize

Each Month MOTION PICTURE gives Twenty, Ten and Five Dollar Prizes for the
Three Best Letters of the month. Don't overlook the chance of becoming a winher.
All you need to do is pick up your pen or go to work on your typewriter and tell us and
the movie world what's on your mind concerning the movies and the stars. If any two
letters are considered of equal merit, the full amount of the prize will go to each writer.
Try to keep within 200 words. No letter will be returned and we reserve the right to
publish all or any part of a letter submitted. Sign your full name and address. We
will use initials if requested. Address Letter Page, MOTION PICTURE, 1501 Broadway, New York City.
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^he Movie

Circus

A movie circus that's equal to the real thing — that's what Clyde Beatty, straight from Ringling Brothers-Barnum
and Bailey, shows you in "The Big Cage."
Here he's trying the dangerous experiment of staring down a big
lion named Nero — fiddling, as it were, while Nero "burns"
IF the month has done nothing else,
it has brought out into the open the
World's Most Particular Guy. Here is
the girl he is looking for. She must have
"the walk of Kay Francis, the legs of
Marlene Dietrich, Wynne Gibson's knees,
the chest and shoulders of Miriam Hopkins,
the hips of Carole Lombard, the hands of
Sylvia Sidney, Mae West's gorgeous teeth,
the lips of Helen Twelvetrees and the stately
carriage of Elissa Landi. Assemble those,"
he concludes, "and you'll ha\e a really
attractive woman."
You're telling us, fella?
T'HOSE searchers for composite girls
always annoy us just a trifle. But then,
our annoyance quota isn't all used up.
You see, we don't know Vince Barnett, the
professional ribber, and perhaps the world's
most annoying man.
Vince works at it after office hours, too.
Just now he has a brand-new way to get
reinvited to homes. Leaving, he w'ill
remove, if possible, the sign from the apartment house. And the only way the harassed
host can get it back is to ask Vince to his
next soiree.
WE

wonder what might happen if
Vince ever started to rib Lionel
Barrymore, long considered one of Hollywood's most testy gentlemen. Lionel
always seems to have an answer. The other
day he dropped into the studio postofifice.
"Any mail?" he demanded. There was
none. "Any wires?" Ditto. "Just like
'Grand Hotel' — nothing ever happens," he
snapped, and started homeward.
AMONG
those also quick on the
. comeback must be listed Miss Dolores
Adell Tuma, age four, whom you saw in
"Luxury Liner." In a recent film the director was trying to get the young lady into
the mood with stories: " — and the bad man
U

up

scenes. "It tells here of an eighty-year-old
scoutmaster in St. Louis who has just

But the young lady promptly cut that
sort
of thing short with: "You can't scare
in jail."
me. My daddy's a lawyer."

been
awarded
the silver
beagle."
"Gee,"
answered
the sweet
young thing,
"that's pretty old to get in the dog house!"

will get you and he'll lock your mama

DAY in and day out, however, the
Chief Comebacker remains our skeptical friend, Will Rogers, who rises to point
out that another guy we don't hear about

Mytimficture
presents the greatest
show on e art h—
the intimate goingsBy
on of the stars at
work
and pi ay

Frank

Morl

ey

any more is the chap who couldn't stand
prosperity.
The other day one of those questioners
was asking Will what class of people did he
think would wear the biggest crowns in
heaven.
"It won't be actors," Rogers declared
unhesitatingly. "It'd be impossible to find
crowns big enough to fit them."
BUT there's always a Waterloo for the
bright boys, and Will met his while
reading a paper to a screen ingenue between

THAT
crack the
sort well-known
of goes with
the
one about
director
who was anxious to cast a certain characterman for the role of an Indian in a picture
he was about to make. An assistant was
sent to interview him with instructions to
get the thespian to name a modest figure.
An
hour later the director's telephone
buzzed.
"He wants fifty dollars a day," reported
the assistant.
"Explain to him that he's to play the
role of a half-breed and ofTer him twentyfive," rapped back the director.
AND that one in turn goes with Stu
l\ Erwin's about the fellow with the
long beard who, wanting $15 a day, folded
his beaver in half and took the $7. 50!

SOMETIMES
think too
thisfar.hard
times stuff canwebe carried
But
such was not the feeling of the envious
extra girl, looking on the four lovers allotted
to Genevieve Tobin in "Pleasure Cruise."
"And," snapped
the young miss tartly,
"they call these depression days!''
THERE certainly is no doubt about
it in the mind of one "extra" boy of our
acquaintance. He observes that the custom
of striking matches on the soles of the shoes
has almost gone out among his friends. It
seems that for most of them the soles have
worn so thin that the operation tickles the
feet . . . And you'd be surprised at all the
corn-cob pipes you can see in handsome
mouths these days in Hollywood!
{Continued on page g8)

WE DON'T DARE TELLYOU HOW DARING IT IS!
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Hollywood

Knows

Your

The Answers

To These Questions — Do

Gossip Test
12. The arrival in the movie

1. What does Hollywood sus-

colony of what noted beauty is

pect Zasu Pitts and Tom Gallery will do when their divorce
becomes final?

responsible for Jack Oakie's
giving up his famous sweat
shirts and becoming a WellDressed Man?

2. To whom was the girl who
is known on the screen as the
Panther Woman
cently?

You?

married re-

13. Why is Esther Ralston
disposing of her Hollywood
home and its furnishings?

3. Do you know the comedienne who is giving up her

14. Who has been cutting in

screen career — and what the
reason for it is?

on Buddy Rogers' dates with
cute little Mary Brian?
15. Who are the film beauties

4. Who is the comedian, connected with the screen since
its pioneer days, whose death
has been reported?

between whom Maurice Chevalier isdividing his time since
his divorce?

5. Can you name the screen
mother who, with her family,

16. Do you know the screen
villain who has just married an

is facing poverty?

20. Do you know who these two girls are
and where this meeting took place?

6. What motion picture player

attractive 21 -year old girl?

and director became the parents of
a baby boy on February 4th?

Chatterton's picture,
er," held up?

"Lilly Turn-

17. W^hat gossip that has been
circulating about Boots Mallory
has come true?

7. Which one of the screen newcomers has denied the rumors that

10. What is going to become of the

18. Can you name the pair who may

boy adopted by Alarian Nixon and

be separa,ted by the time you read
this?

she is married?

her husband, now that they are divorcing?

8. In whom has Janet Gaynor's
estranged husband been showing a

11. Do you know

the comedian

great deal of interest?

who was married January 8th, although his divorce from his first

9. Why was the production of Ruth

wife wasn't final yet?

By
14

Marion

Martone

19. Who

is playing the role of

Achilles in "The Warrior's Husband," the new Fox production?
{Answers to these Questions on page go)

Movie Star Calendar
Dating Them Up Through Past Events

May, 1933
By

SUN.

MON.

1
Virginia

Billie Dove's
birthday
is
May 10

Bmother
R u c asks
E ' s
John Gilbert
if his intentions are honorable. (1932;

TUES.

14
PoLA Negri
becomes a
Princess.
(1927)

21
Victor Mc
L A G L E N is
sleeping with
two detectives
because gangsters threatened his life.
(1932)

Daniels goes out
with her first
beau, Harold
Lloyd, Ijut she
is too young
and he is too
poor. (1915)

WED.

THURS.

FRI.

SAT.

2

3

4

Prince Louis
Ferdinand
rents a home
next
to Lily
Damita.
He
still hopes
she'll marry

Lii.yan
TashMAN beats
up

Busterton breaks
K bahis ankle to

Ann Harding
Bannister
kisses
Harryto

a girl in Eddressing room
mund Lowe's
— but it's
all a
mistake.

get hisleave
to
see
fiancee,

hearten him as
he leaves to

MADGE,
New
Nataliein TalYork. (1921J

file their
divorce suit.

(1931)

Constance
T A L M A d G E
marries her
third husband.
Saj's this time
it's for keeps.
(1929)

15
Mrs. D'Arcy
divorces Roy
for the second
time because
he throws coffee cups on the
floor. (1930)

22

Sally Eilers
and Hoot
Gibson part
but in a week
they'll be back
together again.
(1932)

16
The Menjous
are married by
same Mayor
who
married
Gloria and
Marquis— but
it takes better.
(1928)

23

Cooper's parents
rejoice to hear

Fox orders
Janet
y NOR G ato

their son won't
marry Miss
popocatapetl (lupe
Velez). (1931)

straighten her
teeth. (1926)

Gary

29
Bebe

SCHORR

ViLMA BaNKY
leaves the
screen to become a housewife. (1930)

9
Tom
Mix
finds Europe
too friendly.
Returns with
lame mitt, sore
from handshaking.
(1925)

JOSE

Ruby Keeler's screams
scaretrain robber, but softvoicedMARioN
Nixon loses
$10,000 jewels.
(1930)

30
Agnes Ayres
is in Paris divorci ng her
husband because he
"cramps" her
style. (1927)

10

him.

(1929) "

Lowellman divorces
SherIIelenebecause
CosTELLO
she called him
a ham actor
and a fat old
man. (1932)

11
Rudy Vallee
marries Leonie
CauchoisMcCoY
but
he
won't love her
in August as
he does in May.
(1928)

12

13

(1932)

Tax ogres
laugh
at
son's attempt
Gloria Swanto exempt

Colleen
Moore divorces John
McCoRMICK
because
stands
her he
up

jewels as a
business expense. (1926j

at dinner
dates. (1930)

19

17

20

Doug becomes
Fairbanks

Claudette
Colbert and

Mervyn Le
Roy is impa-

soN divorces
Betty
Comp-

so engrossed

Norman Foster take sep-

tiently awaiting his decree.
wants
to

James Cruze
because he
gave so many

in golf
London
he inforgets
boat. Denies
to meet Mary's
divorce.
(1931)

24
Douglas
Fairbanks Jr.
signs 3 year
contract. Says
he does not intend to crowd
out his father.
(1923)

arate to
apartments
make
heart grow
fonder. (1932)

25
Maurice
Chevalier is
learning English in a German prison
camp,
right
now! (1916)

He

Rogers.
marry
Ginger
(1932)

26

parties
at
home,
it was
cruel. (1930)

27

Mr. Hopkins

Clara

and
Joyceit
won'tMr.know
for years but
Peggy
was
born todav.

gets her first
,S50. (1922)

Bow

pay check. —

(1900)

31
is doing
Joan fordCrawhigh kicks in
Milwaukee
under the
name
Mary
Wentz.of (1921)

May 7
birthday
Gary
Cooper'sis

Maureen
Sullivan was
born May 17

birthday
is
May 1
James Dunn's
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Tip-Offs On The Talkies

We Want

you

TO TRY THE
PERFOLASTIC
GIRDLE
FOR 10 DAYS
AT OUR EXPENSE

YOU

DO

NOT

REDUCE

WAIST AMP HIPt

. . it won't cost
you one penny!

<:<:

REDUCED MY HIPS
9 INCHES WITH THEI*

PERFOLASTIC

GIRDLE

. -writes Miss Jean Healy.

PVhat They're About —
And How Good They Are
By J. E. R.
Blondle Johnson — The old gangster theme, given
a new touch by having a girl as the gang leader. Joan
Blondell does a good job as the witty, cool underworld queen — but it's still just a gangster picture
(F. N.).
Cavalcade — The best talkie yet made. It has every
mood and emotion — and great beauty. It is a saga
of time marching on, carrj'ing with it a small British
family,
whose
lives arein bound
up with
theirClive
country's
life, in war
or peace,
sad or gay
times.
Brook
and particularly Diana Wynyard are unforgettable
(Fox).
Child of Manhattan — .\ variation of the familiar
story about the showgirl who marries the millionaire
playboy for love, not money — and finally proves it.
Nancy Carroll and John Boles deseri'e better (Col.).
The Crime of the Century — One baffling murder
is followed by a second — and then the picture stops
for one minute, to ask you if you can solve the
mystery.
good, if(Par.).
you can. Stuart Erwin
stumbles onYou're
the solution
Dangerously Yours — Warner Baxter, an amusing
Raffles, is pursued by a woman detective (Miriam
Jordan) in a clever mix-up of larceny, mystery,
romance and comedy, with the comedy on top (Fox).
Destination Unknown — Perhaps the most unusual talkie of the year — a modern parable of Christ.
-Aboard a crippled ship, whose crew is half-crazed
with thirst, appears a Stowaway (Ralph Bellamy),
who miraculously heals the sick and guides the ship
to harbor. Impressive (Univ.).

Ex-Lady — Bette Davis attains stardom as a fiery
girl who tries companionate marriage with Gene
Raymond
findsring,
thatbutit Bettejclicks
doesn't work.
The
story
has —a and
familiar
as usual

Ladies They Talk About — They are women convicts, as portrayed by Barbara Stanwyck, who goes
blonde and goes after the reformer who put her behind the bars, it has some good moments (W. B.).

(F. N.).
Face in the Sky — A quiet little romance about a
cocky sign-painter (Spencer Tracy) and the girl
whose face is always before him (Marian Xixon).
Stuart Erwin helps out Tracy with the comedy (Fox).

A Lady's Profession — A nonsensical, but diverting
comedy about a dowager (Alison Skipworth) who
helps a befuddled English Lord (Roland Young)
operate an .\merican speakeasy. This Skipworth
person bears w-atching, Marie Dressier! (Par.).

42nd Street — For once, you see backstage life as it
really is — and see the drama of a Broadway show in
the making.
It's colorful
(and Baxter,
tuneful),IJebe
with Daniels
a topnotch
cast, headed
bv Warner
and Ruby Keeler (W. B.).

Lucky Devils — A melodrama about Hollywood's
"stunt" men, who dodge death for a living. Bill
Boyd also tries to dodge romance. A good yarn, and
it has some breath-taking moments (RKO).

FOR

FREE 10

DAY

TRIAL

Dept. 165

OFFER

Inc.

41 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

Without obligation send FREE Booklet, sample of
rubber and details of 10-Day FREE Trial Offer !
Name
Address.
Use Coupon or Send Penny Post-card.
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Luxury Liner — George Brent, Vivienne Osborne
and Zita Johann run into some melodrama aboard a
de luxe ocean liner — some melodrama that never
gets exciting, somehow, and lacks reality (Par.).
The Man Who "Won — All about
nobleman, who wastes his wealth,
land and finds not only himself,
lacks suspense, but has Heather
talented eyeful (Powers).

a young English
goes back to the
but romance. It
Angel, who is a

Murders in the Zoo — Lionel Atwill, insanely jealous
of his wife (Kathleen Burke), finds a novel way to
get rid of a couple of people in a zoo. It may send
your blood pressure up a point or two (Par.).

REDUCE YOUR WAIST AND HIPS
3 INCHES IN 10 DAYS

SEND

Hallelujah, I'm a Bum — Al Jolson, who has said
goodbye to sob songs, goes in for a musical comedy
about the mayor of Central Park's hobos, his pals
(Harry Langdon and Frank Morgan), and his nearromance with Madge Evans. Rhythmic dialogue
makes it a novelty. Entertaining, but a bit slow
(U. A.).
Hello, Everybody — Kate Smith sings the mortgage
off the old homestead — wluch is a new way of getting
around
that familiar
Kate's singing
(Par.). difficulty. It's just a prop for
The King's Vacation — George Arliss, as a king
with the tastes of a commoner, has some good fun at
the expense of those stories of romance in mythical
kingdoms.
Mrs. Arliss helps (W.B.).

"It massages

PERFOLASTIC,

the problem-drama, "Ex-Lady"

Employees' Entrance — Warren William, who runs
a big department store, also tries to run the lives of
employees Loretta Young, Wallace Ford and Alice
White. Some more suave villainy by William, with
less of a story this time (F. N.).

like magic" . . writes Miss Kay Carroll.
"The fat seems to have melted away" . . .
writes Mrs. McSorley.
% So many of our customers are delighted
with the wonderful results obtained with
this Perforated Rubber Reducing Girdle
that w^e want you to try it for 10 days at our
expense —
... or it will cost you nothing!
9 Worn next to the body with perfect
safety, the tiny perforations permit the
skin to breathe as its gentle massage-like
action reduces flabby, disfiguring fat with
every movement.
• In TEN Short Days You Can Be Your Slimmer Self . . . without Dieting, Drugs or Exercise.

Bette Davis rises to the star division as the
companionate bride of Gene Raymond in

Mystery of the Wax Museum — And in this little
number, Lionel .Atwill is a mutilated madman who
likes to make wax statues — from dead models. A bit
preposterous, but it has its gruesome moments for
those that like 'em (W. B.).

In her newest picture, Constance Bennett
does a grand job of exposing those who
consider themselves "Our Betters"

Nagana — Melvyn Douglas, seeking a serum for
sleeping sickness, invades Darkest Africa, with Tala
Birell in romantic pursuit — and one thmg after
another
befalls them. It's far-fetched and verges on
hokum (Univ.).

The Ghost Train — .An English-made thriller about
a mystery train that sometimes roars through the
night.
started,
but the P'lfenty
English exciting
accents after
are a it
bit really
heavy gets
(Gaumont).

Oliver Twist — Dickens' great yarn about a workhouse orphan turns up in the talkies, with Dickie
Moore tearing your heart out in the title role.
Irving Pichel is the crafty Fagin, William (Stage)
Boyd the brutal Sykes (Monogram).

Grand Slam — A grand slam at the so-called bridge
experts — with Paul Lukas faking his way to fame as
one and with Loretta Young as his wife and partner.
And — you guessed it — bridge almost wrecks their
happy home! (F. N.).

Our Betters — Constance Bennett marries an English nobleman for love, only to find that Sie married
her for money. So Connie goes heartless — in a
comedy whose wit is barbed — and does some of the
best acting of her career (RKO).

The Great Jasper — Richard Dix turns in one of the
best performances of his career as a fortune-teUing
yogi, who has a wink that is irresistible and who is
unrepentant right to the end. Clever — nay, brilliant—fun (RKO).

The Past of Mary Holmes — The talkie version of
"The Goose Woman, " with Helen MacKellar, from
Broadway, making an impressive screen debut as the
woman who touches the depths, but rises to the
heights again (RKO).

Just a little

Perfect Understanding — When Gloria Swanson
and Laurence Olivier marr>-. ihey vow that each will
keep his freedom — but jealousy spoils their plans. A
surprisingly trite Swanson picture (U. A.).
Rasputin and the Empress — Lionel Barr>'more as
the Mad Monk, Ethel Barrymore as the Empress,
and John Barrymore as Prince Paul, the royal
avenger,
give you
your money's
in a
vivid, crowded
melodrama
about worth
the riseofofacting
a peasant
and the downfall of a czar (M-G-M).
Rome Express — Some suspenseful happenings
aboard a train bound from Paris to Rome, involving
Conrad \'eidt and Esther Ralston, among others.
On the (Univ.).
order of "Shanghai Express," but more
realistic

piece of chocolate

Sailor, Be Good — .\s a sailor-boxer, JackOakie gets
out of the hands of his manager when he spots
\'i\nenne Osborne, but she puts him back in training.
Not as funny as it should be (RKO).
Sailor's Luck — James Dunn and Sally Eilers are
reunited at last in a spicy romance about a gob and
a girl who's out of work and wants to be bad, but
can't.
Some good comedy, and a good all-around
show (Fox).
Scarlet
Rivermakes
— Here's
a novelty
— a lads
yarn the
about
studio that
Westerns,
which
good,a
old hero-and-Wllain epics (and does a good job of it).
Tom Keene and Dorothy Wilson are featured (RKO).
The Secret of Madame Blanche — Xo matter how
you
look at
it's tostill
"Madame
— themeets
storyhimof
a mother
whoit. has
forfeit
her babyX" and
years later. Pretty hea\T and gloomy, but Irene
Dunne lives her role (M-G-M).
She Done Him Wrong — Here's a picture that is a
picture! .\nd Mae West is a personality who'll slay
you — as a Belle of the Bowery in those Gay, Xaughty
Nineties. It's funny, it's frank, it's novel, it's for
grown-ups with a sense of humor (Par.).
The Sign of the Cross — Cecil De Mille goes spectacular again, and retells the story of the downfall
of Rome under Xero and the rise of Christianit\ —
with notable help from Charles Laughton, Claudette
Colbert, Fredric March and Elissa Landi (Par.).
So This Is Africa — ^Wheeler and Woolsey burlesque
all the .\frican pictures, in the daffiest way possible.
Wisecracks crackle constantly — if you dote on wisecracks. Raquel Torres replaces Dorothy Lee as
their girl-friend (Col.).
State Fair — Rural -A.merica comes into its own at
last in this colorful, amusing, true-to-life story about
an Iowa family who go to the State Fair. Will
Rogers, doing his best work to date, heads the allstar cast, wWch includes Janet Gaynor, Lew .\yres,
Sally
Eilers.
N'orraan
Louise Dresser and
Blue Boy,
a very
funny Foster,
hog (Fox).
Topaze — John Barrymore, forsaking both romance
and melodrama, goes in for a character sketch of a
bewildered professor who tries to be honest, but
can't.
Here is a Myrna
classic, Loy
sly piece
in a sly,
clever comedy.
wins ofnewacting,
attention
as
his attractive helper (RKO).
20,000 Years In Sing Sing — Xow you learn about
the other side of prison life — the square deal that
Sing Sing prisoners get. and sometimes abuse. Persuasive melodrama, with Spencer Trac>- memorable
as a convict (F. N.).
What! No Beer? — ConWnced that .America is going
to have beer because it voted wet last X'ovember,
Jimmy Durante and Buster Keaton go in the brewery business — and have both Federal agents and
racketeers
their trail. Jimmv's comedy causes
mild
hysteriaon (M-G-M).
The cause,
WomankillsAccused
— .\fterhis X'ancy
Carroll,
with
just
a racketeer,
pal (John
Halliday)
pursues her and tries to trap her into a confession.
The story was written by twelve (no less) wellknown authors.
suspense?
(Par.). Wonder why it doesn't have more

YET

It looks like chocolate. It tastes like
chocolate. Yet millions have found
it such a hig thing in keeping healthy.
A little thing for a hig purpose —
to keep "regular" — ^that's Ex-Lax!
Ex-Lax checks on every point you
should look for in a laxative:
Ex-Lax contains a laxative ingredient approved by doctors everywhere.
It tastes like the most delicious
chocolate you ever ate.
It does not gripe or
disturb the stomach.
Causes no disagreeable
after-effects.
It is not habit-forming.
It is a laxative scientifically timed to act thoroughly, gently and safely.

<e^^
.e^
Betty Compson and Pat O'Brien are two
of the passengers who see The Stowaway
guide them to a "Destination Unknown"

what a big part it plays
in the health of millions

THE

\or:

Wl

th

Ex-Lax has stood the test of time.
In the 27 years that Ex-Lax has been
a household favorite, many laxatives
have come and gone. Yet Ex-Lax is
still the leader, holding old friends
and winning hosts of new ones
every year.

There's only one Ex-Lax!
Success breeds envy. Beware of imitations ofEx-Lax! The names of some
imitations sound like
Ex-Lax. But there is only
one genuine Ex-Lax. See
the exact spelling when
you buy. Insist on getting
Ex-Lax to make sure of
getting Ex-Lax results!
Get Ex-Lax at any drug
store — in 10c and 25c sizes.

EX- LAX

CHOCOLATED

LAXATIVE
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Pay less for your Tooth Paste
and get better results
Let's be fair. There are a number of good
tooth pastes — all made by reputable manufacturers, who feel a responsibility to the
public as well as to their own pockets.
But these first-rate dentifrices commonly
cost 40 or 50 cents a tube. There is, however,
one — Listerine Tooth Paste — that is regularly
priced at 25 cents for the large size.
We don't pretend that you will suffer from
pyorrhea, gingivitis, or trench mouth if you
go on using a tooth paste in the half-dollar
class. But you will be throwing away about
$3 a year. And you'll also be missing a chance
to have a brighter, more engaging smile,
with cleaner teeth and healthier gums!
Since improved methods of manufacture
and a huge demand give you Listerine Tooth
Paste at a quarter a tube — and since a new
polishing agent makes it do a better job than
costlier pastes — isn't it just plain common
sense to give it a trial?

TOOTH
18

You will not be disappointed. People tell
us that Listerine Tooth Paste makes dingy,
lusterless teeth white and sparkling in two or
three brushings — that it firms the gums wonderfully, and leaves a pleasant, invigorating
after-taste in the mouth.
Those are just the results we meant it to
give, regardless of what it would have to cost.
That's why we put into it a cleansing and
polishing agent so fine that it cannot scratch
the softest enamel, yet hard enough to remove
tartar, discoloration, and tobacco stains in
record time.
Disregard that three-dollar saving, if you
like, and judge Listerine Tooth Paste on results alone. We know what your decision will
be! Lambert Pharmacal Co., S^ Louis,
Missouri.

LISTERINE

PASTE- 25

yourself
Buy
HANDKERCHIEFS
HOSE

HAT
SWEATER
GLOVES
KNICKERS
PYJAMAS
UNDERWEAR
BATHROBE
SWIMMING SUIT
MUFFLER
RAINCOAT
SNEAKERS
MOCCASINS
SLIPPERS
SHOES
RUBBERS
UMBRELLA
SUITCASE
TRAVELING BAG
OR A BOOK

with that $3
you save

ADRIENNE AMES
Just a bit like Joan Crawford, but oh, how wistful! —
that's Adrienne, from Park
Avenue. And, in case you
haven't heard, it's something
new for the well-dressed
Other Girl to be wistful. She
gives Carole Lombard plenty
of competition in "From Hell
to Heaven." And she intrigues Chevalier in "A Bedtime Story," around.
even with More
Helen
Twelvetrees
power to her!

C. S. Ball

'Fess up! Haven't you always thoughf of Clark as "a typical
American"? But you're going to have to change your mind now.
Just see, for instance, what a foreign uniform and a "foreign"
mustache have done for him in "The White Sister," with Helen
Hayes. For his greatest romance, the Great Lover has become
an

Italian!
20

And next he'll be a Russian,

with

Wallace

Beery!

CLARK

GABLE

C. S. Bull

MADGE

EVANS

There must be a reason for Madge's looking so serious! Wonder
if there's anything to that runnor that she is seriously debating
whether or not she could connbine marriage and a career? Or
might she just be wondering when she'll get a vacation? For,
really, her work is getting a bit "hellish" — what with rushing from
21
"Hell Below" into "The Mayor of hiell" with James Cagney!

>ome /Are
No Sir! Pajamas are not going out
— they are coming in stronger than
ever, and Fay Wray says to be sure
to include a jersey pair when you
are doing your Spring and Summer
shopping. The trousers of the one
Fay is wearing (right) reach well
above the waistline to meet the
striped top

Ar
Skirts
re

)ome

A

rs—
Trouse
But All Are
Just the
Thing For
Summer
Be Long
Now!)
(It Won't

Those early Summer days will find Fay
Wray in this very practical white crepe
sports dress (above) with its matching
small hat. The elbow-length cope (you'll
be seeing plenty of these, too) ties with
a short scarf, which is of the same material and color as the belt of the dress.
Would you say that Fay Wray was
scarving her way to fame if you saw her
wearing the creation at the right? We
don't know what you'd say, but we have
a hunch you'd start collecting gay scarves
and make yourself one of these long
lounging dresses for the beach. Be sure
to notice the one Peggy tHopkins Joyce
is showing on page 44
22

Fay Wray
Gives
On

Some
How

the

Tips

to Rush
Fay Wray
says too.
you'llShe
be
wearing
them,
means the dresses with the

Season

dark tops. One she Is keen
about is shown at the left.
It gives the effect of a twopiece dress, but the gay patterned top is joined to the
white
And here's
to
lookskirt.
as attractive
on how
the
beach as on a dance floor
(below). Assemble together
a pair of white flannel
trousers, a crisp cotton
blouse,
blue purser's and
jacketa
of
fine a whipcord,
knitted blue-and-white cap.
It Is very effective

And wouldn't you like a ribbed
jersey spor+ suit, which boasts of
a wrap-around skirt, as well as
a pair of slacks? The picture
above shows Fay wearing the
slacks. Her beach shoes have

™'

gay crocheted toes. Right, a
close-up of the hot Fay is wearing in the upper picture. The
crown of the tiny white hat is
of crepe, and the binding, which
serves as a brim, is of pique.
Just the thing to wear with those
bangs that are all to one side

mwi^imvi^i
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It's an old habit of Dick's — ringing the bell in a movie way.
But pulling the rope on a real bell is something new — like his
home at Malibu, where he hid out for a holiday after "Central
Airport." And, as luck would have it, it's a dinner bell — which
reminds us that he's now in "The Bread Line," playing a Forgotten Man. As if anybody could forget a Barthelmess!
24

RICHARD
TAKES

BARTHELMESS

UP BELL-RINGING

Lippman

Funny, the Ideas people get! Hollywood, reading the head-

PEGGY HOPKINS JOYCE

lines, had the notion that Peggy was the "hot-house flower"
type of beauty. And then she arrived on the scene to make

TAKES UP GOLF

"International hlouse" — and promptly went forth in sporty
garb to take golf tips from Leo Diegel, famous Agua Caliente
pro. Back on page 64, you'll get another new slant at Peggy!
25

With linked arms and "happy" smiles — that's how Joan Crawford
and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., hove been greeting Hollywood at
recent premieres. Not a hint of misunderstanding. Not a hint
that "Billie Girl" and "Dodo" were nearing the end of the road
they took on June 3, 1929. Here has been a real romance — a romonoe-too memorable to end in divorce.
They will only separate
26

JOAN AND DOUG
—PARTING PALS

Joan and Doug
Reach Parting
of the Ways
when beauty of any sort
dies, and youth grows sad
and the Spring passes.
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"If Joan and Doug do
get a divorce, the chatter
writers will be responsible," Walter Winchell
said recently over the air.
It was a serious accusation.
Motion Picture
Magazine has never
joined in the discussion of
the marital difficulties of
the young Fairbankses,
because we have believed,
Hking them both, that
these youngsters would
be able to make a "go"
of it, in spite of gossip
and the wear and tear of
Hollywood. Regretfully,
we are forced to say that
we were mistaken — not in
Joan and Doug themselves, but in the power
of human love to weather
the obstacles thej' have
encountered. And they
were in love — don't make
any mistake about that.
IdyUicaUy, romantically
in love. Youthfully, terribly in love.
But happiness, for
them, just was not in the
cards. By April first you
will hear them annoimce

Joan tried — passionately, to be domestic, to
hook rugs
hem Doug
curtains.and
She and
played together Uke
dren, with absurd
prises and a secret
own. . .guage, of love all

chilsurlantheir

And now it is over, and

love story. They have been gloriously

we are writing the semifinal chapter in the love
story of Joan and Doug.
We have seen it happen
so often before in our long
life among the movie
people, those brilliant,
lovable, willful, spoiled
children of destiny — first
the romance stor}', then
the happy marriage stor\-,
and lastly, the separation
stor}'. But we have never
written of the ending of
an}' other romance with
so much reluctance as we
write of this.
Word of the plans of
Joan and Doug reached
us just as the presses were
about to turn on this issue.ready
This filled.
spaceOnly
was by
al-

happy; they have found fame together.

crowding out the story
that was here, and by

It's hard to believe— that Joan Crawford and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., are
writing the last chapter in their great

Has fame, perhaps, killed happiness?
For they have decided to separate !

on divorce,
divorce, but
but on separation.
that they have decided — -not
not on
"I can outsit any gossipers or reporters," Joan says, fiercely.
"We win not be forced into this thing. We wiU do what we
think best whenever we decide to do it."
But Joan is tired of sitting. And we are sorrv'. Sorrj' that
these pages will not carry pictures hereafter of these two, cheek
to cheek, holding hands, looking into each other's eyes — as they
were proud to pose for us in those first lyric days. We are sorry

ha\-ing the printers work
overtime, could we find
room at the last minute
for even this brief account
of their decision. There
was neither time nor room

for an}' explanations, or any details of their plans.
The detailed story will have to wait for the May Mo\lE
Classic, which has a later publishing date. It will be in Joan's
own words. It will be, we beheve, her first — and possibly her
only — full statement upon the subject of the separation.
When Joan and Doug were married in New York on June
3, 1929, neither was yet a star. After their marriage, both
rose to the heights.
Has fame cost them their happiness?

GARBO
—^A^w

It Can Be Told!

exacting roles ever created — roles written by the dour, morit can be told. Greta Garbo is torn between
two great desires. One is to act on the screen
bid, compeUing Henrik Ibsen. She would like to interpret
just long enough to insure the purchase and upevery drama, every tragedy he wrote. The famed Norkeep of an estate — probably on the Riviera —
wegian's Iledda Gahler is a character that Garbo is particularly keen to portray, as well as the human, rebellious Nora
where she would be certain of privacy for the rest of her life.
The other is to go on
in "A Doll's House," the
the stage. The two
tragic, mystic heroine of "The
desires are in direct
Wild Duck," and others in the
conflict.
repertoire of plays written by
Her desire to go on
the great dramatist of the
the stage is intense.
North.
It may overshadow
Why She Likes Ibsen
the other. If the right
HE has long had the dream
opportunity presented
itself, the glamourous
of being a vivid Ibsen
heroine. Her long holiday in
Swede would willingly
her homeland has heightened
sacrifice a huge income
on the screen to estabher ambition. Being a Scandinavian, herself, she feels
lish herself as a poputhat she would be able to
lar stage actress. Any
catch the spirit of the Ibsen
sum she might make
on the stage would not
plays, as perhaps no other
even approach the foractress could. Her temperatune she has received
ment, her mystery, her moods
are ideal for Ibsen heroines.
or could receive in the
movies. But the stage
But, to play them, she would
have to go on the stage.
offers her something
that the screen does
Ibsen cannot be interpreted
on the screen. Movie patrons
not. For Garbo, there
seek entertainment of a more
are no more worlds to
conquer via the screen.
jovial blend. Ibsen photoThe whole world has
graphs the minds of his charbecome acquainted
acters— and thought is not
with her voice since
easy to translate into terms of
cinematic action. Garbo likes
the advent of talkies.
Here you see Garbo as she
Therefore, she has no
to attempt the difficult. Ibsen
was in her early days in
Sweden. Across the page,
— and the stage — offer it.
particular worry over
you see how Hollywood has
the acceptance of her
She has played in romantic
made her Glamourous Greta!
pictures only because
they
low, throaty voice on
were what she was paid to
the legitimate stage.
make. Her own tastes do not run to the romantic, but to the
Moreover — though she has long avoided people in her private
intellectual. That is another reason for her fondness for Ibsen.
life — she would like intimate contact with her audience. She
would like the thrill that all stage stars have when they sway
He led the rebellion against romanticism and sentimentality
in modern drama; he gave the theatre reahsm.
He gave the
visible audiences. She would like this further triumph. She
has been called the Eleanora Duse and the Sarah Bernhardt of
mind some food. And Garbo, being a realist, herself, is in
tune with realism. After Ibsen, the playwright whose dramas
the screen. But she would like to triumph where they triumphed— on the stage.
most appeal to her is August StrindGarbo not only wants to go on the
berg — also a Scandinavian,
also a
realist. She would hke to do his play,
stage; she also wants to play the most
By
SVEN
N ORDSTROM

NOW
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Red

Here is a real surprise for you — an inkling of Garbo*s
future plans, a tip-off about how her long holiday in
Sweden has changed her. She is torn between two
great desires — to say goodbye to acting and to find
new acting worlds to conquer. Further appearances
on the screen do not figure in her plans, except to
help her achieve one or the other of these ambitions.
For, in achieving either of them, she would soon be
leaving the movies !

Room."
Garbo is returning to America
with a great temptation to try the
stage, to adapt
her personality to
its demands. She
has a tentative
agreement
to
meet George Abbott and Philip Dunning, producers of the
current Broadway hit, " 20th Centur}'," to talk over the possibility. Whether or not she wiU actually desert the screen for
the stage remains to be seen. Certainlj', she is seriously —
very seriously — considering it.

by
Stone

Has she signed
a new tract?film
Ifshe conhas,
lucky
company
why
hasn't
the
shouted the fact
from thetops? houseCertainly,

Garbo's name on
a dotted line is
something
to
shout about! Can it be possible that she is not yet signed up
^or that, if she is, she has signed for only one or two pictures, with no intention of staying in Hollywood?
There is
every indication that this possibility is a probability.
{Continued on page 80)
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How Women Stars
Can Look

Eighteen

As Ruth Chatterton says, an actress should be able to look any age — from eighteen to
eighty. But how do so many of the old-time favorites keep so firm a grip on youth — not
only on the screen, but in person? Mary Pickford, Ruth Chatterton, Claire Windsor and
Billie Burke don't mind telling you. their secrets! It's their mental attitudes — not beauty
treatments — that keep them "always eighteen!"

By
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she do it?"
When anyone asks her that question, Mary immediately
laughs and says, "I believe in washing my face — and being
happy!" Then she adds, 'T think it is important to live to-day

Gloria Swanson

and not worry about yesterday or tomorrow. Nothing good
can come of dwelling too much in the past, especially the
mistakes of the past. Nor is anything to be gained by anticipating too much of the future. Age, after all, is not important. Only the present is important — so live only in the
present.
"Somebody once said, 'You're only as old as you think you
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d o w l in g

are!' I never think of it at all.
That, I believe, is a good plan
to adopt as a rule. In the last
scenes in 'Secrets' I felt like a real human antique, for I was
supposed to be more than seventy years old. I felt every day

of it — and I'm glad the role was short!"
People who refuse to believe that her secret can be so
simple fail to understand the Pickford philosophy. Mary
believes, as do all the actresses whom Motion Picture
approached on the subject, that the appearance of youth
depends on mental viewpoint rather than physical attributes.
Being Happy

Is One Secret

THE camera can be cruel, and it's a problem for every
star to maintain his or her place in the cinema sun. "If I

Mary Pickford

have escaped ill effects," Mary explains, "it is because I am so
truly grateful for what I have succeeded in. If something
goes wrong, I find out what it is and do my best to straighten
it out.
"Another thing — I love my work. I am happy in Hollywood. Happiness is one great secret of keeping young, and
ready for your battles. Recently I have noticed actresses who

Does Claire Windsor (left)
look like the mother of a
14-year-old boy? She says
her son has helped her stay
young!
often take their setbacks
in the wrong spirit. Discouragement will show in
their faces. I prefer to
regard setbacks as criticisms— and to fight to
right
the
trouble.
"^Meeting
new people
and getting a fresh viewpoint on life help to keep
one in condition, too.
Douglas is making me
leave Hollywood as soon
as 'Secrets' is finished,
and join him abroad for
a rest
and you
a change."
Mary,
probably
know, uses only the ordinary amount of make-up
and
beauty
"My
feeling is that aids.
any beauty
comes from within," she
saj's. She believes in only
the normal consideration
of skin, hair, and other
physical
She
has
been,attributes.
by the way,
gifted by nature with a
certain teristic
physical
that adds characto her
youthful appearance.
"I used to want to be
tall, buttomednow
accus-a
myself I've
to being
small person. Everyone
seems to protect and guard

Billie Burke
one who is small. I think
being little has softened
the ups
I've
had.
It's and
one ofdowns
the things
that have held the public's
interest
in me!"
{Continued
on page "jd)
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As Lady Low
in "She Done
Him
(both Wrong"
left and
right), Mae
West brought
back the Gay
Nineties. But
she
"What asks:
d'you

mean — I'm
old-fashioned?"

ace
that fiGeracerstbo menand
HollyDietrich,
wood's choicest
exotics, have met thus far is
none other than the swivelWest.
hipped, billowy Mae
She is the lady who threw
Hollywood into a panic, the
her
swayed
she
first time
a
hips underneath
luxuriant
naughty
gay,
of the
corset
Nineties and drawled her potent
"He can be, had!"
observation,
za
"She
in that wild extravagan
er
Done Him Wrong." For all Amon
to
ica is taking up her sly invitati
"
"come 'n' see me sometime!
Mae West is the first and real Waterloo
of the Garbo and Dietrich schools of sultry,
languorous, erotic emotions.
Because she has
made them appear slightly foolish — as if they
didn't know how to get a "kick" out of life. And
whether the vivid and voluptuous, electric and elegant
Mae is aware of it or not — and I, for one, think she is —
her healthy, Amazonian, audacious presentation of
the ancient appeal known as sex has made the
world-weary,
secretive charm
of Greta and
Marlene
appear
feeble by
comparison. Women may go
for Garbo, but how the men
go for the bountiful West —
her lureful lips, her bold, insinuating eyes, her lusty.
THE
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gusty, wholesome femininity!
Any
red-blooded
he-man
can understand
Mae.
She
speaks his language and her
figure speaks for itself. He
becomes her man, but he can
do her no wrong.
His lush,
full-blooded sister understands her, too — and
likewise becomes her pal. That's
why America is flocking to see
Mae on the screen. The movie
audiences have become curvesconscious again — and Mae is leading the way. What a woman!
There will have to be a franker,
livelier display of sex emanating from
the screen in the future if Mae West
stays around Hollywood for any length
of time — because she spells absolute doom
to the hollow-eyed, sunken-cheeked, flatchested, hipless exponents of the neurotic.
A woman has to have what our grandmothers (who rode the bicycles built for
two) termed "a beautiful physique" to
compete with the eft'ulgent Mae, in the
first place, and a wit and
quick mind that are as broad
as the world and as encompassing. Because Mae sjays
'em, on and off the screen,
with her unmatchable line of
wisecracks, released with a
bit of nasal tone through a

the handle. That, I learned, was
Timmony — her manager for many
years, and a character as picturesque
and colorful as the Diamond Lil she
has written into books, plays and
screen dramas.
Midway between Timmony and
Mae tripped and swung Boogey, her
little gray-furred pet monkey, who on
a later day lovingly entwined his
endless tail around my neck and nearly
choked me to death. He was no
doubt trying to tell me, "I've been
savin' some time for you!"
There never was a manager who
shared greater enthusiasm for his
client than Timmony does for Mae
West. To him she is the beginning
and the end of everything. Mae is
"all there is, there isn't any more."
"Who first said, 'What a man!'?"
he inquires, with threatening emphasis.
You wouldn't dare deny that Mae
was the original creator of the slogan,
for"Who
fear of taught
your life.
did." babies
all "5^e
of these
how to shoot slang? Why, she did.
"Who wrote the greatest sex play
of all time? Why, 5/?e did."
Some Other Things She Can Do
A ND so it goes with Timmony.
He
jTv asks the questions in one breath,
and answers them in the next. And furthermore, he never calls Mae by name. His sole
reference to her is "5/?e." She is the only woman
voluptuous mouth that half parts in a slow smile to reveal
he ever talks about. Her prowess in athletic achievement also
white, glistening teeth.
comes in for eulogy from Timmony.
I shall never forget the first time I beheld Mae West at the
"She has the most beautiful and strongest feminine body in
Paramount studio. In this town of strange sights, the memthe world," he proudly asserts. "She can tap-dance, she can
ory of that picture remains one of
sing torch songs like
the outstanding. She was walk- ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
the music
she writes
words
else,and
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ nobody
ing across the beautiful tree-lined ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
for all of her songs,
square enclosing the "star"
she writes plays, books,
bungalows and offices of scenario
"Go West, young man, go West," counwriters on the lot.
in fact, everything. And
seled good old Horace Greeley. And if he here's something else —
Picture of Mae in Person
she can do any strongman act that you see
were alive to-day, he'd have a hard time
heels were spiked so
HER
in vaudeville. Go on
high that her walk became
trying to get them to do anything else.
a shuffling toddle. Her hands
and get three Arabians
— five Arabians — and
were covered with diamonds,
For
they're
avll
going
for
lusty,
gusty
Mae
watch her balance
great big fellows. Her skin was
as white as the driven snow and
West — who's now ''going to town" and
them, all at one time.
as smooth as satin — a rarity in
doing plenty of damage to Garbo and
itself in HoUywood. She was
I tell you she's wonDietrich on the way. And how does Mae,
saluting everyone who passed by
The immediate reaction of enthusiasm of
with wisecracks that dropped imherself,
explain
the
hit
she
has
made?
pudently out of the corner of her
the public to Mae
mouth.
West
in her first screen
derful."
Read this interview and be surprised!
Following her, at a respectful
part, really nothing
distance, was a taU, heavy-set,
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
more than a generous
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^—
middle-aged man with a large,
bit, in "Night After
ilorescent face, whose walk was
Night," with George
a swaying counterpart of her own. His overcoat was of the light
Raft, Constance Cummings and Alison Skipworth, was retan early-Mackintosh style; his open coat revealed an expanmarkable. And her first starring feature, "She Done Him
sive bright-hued waistcoat; his suit was a loud black-and-gray
Wrong," based on her sensational stage success, "Diamond
checkered pattern; he wore a wing collar and a puffed Ascot
Lil," has been an unusual hit, particularly in the larger cities,
during a season of indifferent theatre attendance.
tie, in which a diamond horseshoe tie-pin flashilj'^ reposed; his
{Continued on page 84)
hat was a derby, and his cane had an elk's tooth imbedded in
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The Inside Story about
Katharine Hepburn's

"Mystery''
By

Sonia

a graduate of Bryn Mawr; others, that she
never went to college. Some say that she has
sixteen million dollars; others, that she Uves

^IX T'ATHARINE
HEPBURN,
I^W with only
-JL ak. two film
roles to her credit,
has accomphshed an
incredible feat in estabUshing herself as
an elusive, mysterious,
daring and exciting
personality. Her attitude of evasiveness,
her denials, affirmations and contradictions, her fantastic
and wily answers have
substituted a background of glamour for
this average American
girl, of an average
American family, with
all the average unimportances in her Ufe!
Hers has been an
amazing campaign.
Other newcomers answer insigniftcant personal questions, and
their history becomes
incidental to their
achievements on the
screen. But Katharine

on her salary. Katharine doesn't do anything to straighten out the jig-saw puzzle of
statements and fit the right ones together.
Being argued about is more exciting.
Here is a fascinating, astonishing, dazzling
personalit}' — in no need of an artificial and
llimsy bridge to greatness. She doesn't need
Clarbo's m\stery, or Dietrich's trousers, or
even Marco's millions, to impress herself on
the consciousness of her beholders.
Essentially, she is a forthright person —
frank to the point of embarrassment; spontaneous to the point of rudeness; willful to
the point of eccentricity. She thinks nothing
of sitting down in the middle of a studio

H e p b u r n — through
that very unwillingness to deal with realities about herself — has
obscured her talent and her art.
She served notice of her intentions — shortly after "A Bill of
Divorcement" had made her a sensation — when she declared: "I
am not beautiful. As yet, I am not a great actress. I must, therefore, attract attention as an exciting person — and exciting people
don't tell everything about themselves. Garbo is an exciting person. So is John Barrymore. You don't know every detail of
their lives."
So, for every impression she has created, she has deliberately
encouraged a contrary impression. She has parried inconsequential questions about her birthplace, her social position, and her
early life. She has played an astute cat-and-mouse game with the
frankly helpless press, and the reporters' bewilderment is shown
in the host of contradictions about her that have found their way
into print.
Some say she is married and has children in the East; others,
that she isn't married and has no children.
34
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Some say that she is

street to read her mail. She grabs a waiter's
apron and proceeds to take diners' orders in
the RKO commissary. For weeks she appeared around Hollywood in patched overalls, with a monkey perched on her shoulder.
She nonchalantly violates standards of behavior, which belies her good breeding. But
her precocities are reflections and expressions
of herself as she really is— ruthlessly honest,
passionately individual, abashingly direct.
This novel, dynamic, thrillingly strange
Katharine Hepburn does not need baseless
legends to stimulate speculation. She can
well depend on her innate qualities to arrest
attention. It is therefore essential that, once
and for all, every bit of her personal history — which, by its very
indefiniteness, has eclipsed the appraisement of this girl as an impressive new star — should be marshalled together and revealed.
Let's dispose of this Katharine Hepburn mjstery, let's end this
"whispering campaign" that is going on about her — so that we
can think about her as an actress and a personality, not a mystery! She can well afford to stand or fall by her work on the
screen, without the false support of intriguing myths or manufactured idiosyncrasies. !. ■

Her Family and Her Childhood
KATHARINE HOUGHTON HEPBURN was born in Hartford, Connecticut, the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Thomas N.
Hepburn. Her father is a specialist in kidney ailments, ranks
high in his profession, and is well-to-do, but not wealthy. Her
mother is active in society, and is well-known for her work in behalf of the women's sufi'rage movement a few years ago and, more
recently, for her work in behalf of birth control legislation.

She's the most exciting person of the
year — the girl that everybody wants to
know about. But Katharine is keeping

Get the picture,
Katharine is one of
six children, five of
if you will — a
them li\'ing. She
freckled
auburnhaired
youngster,
everybody guessing. Why? To make
has two younger
brothers, Robert
typically American
and Richard, both
people talk.^ They would talk about
and a bit tomboyish, romping around
now at Har\'ard, and
r, auA'way, even if she didn't wrap
the spacious yard of
two j'ounger sisters,
an old New England
Marion (15) and
herself up in "mystery" — because she's
Peggy (13). All of
mansion, "acting"
them have the midglamourous and vivid and talented. If
with
her brothers.
in
childhood.
'"plays"
dle name of HoughIn
the
summertime,
Katharine
told
ALL,
this
is
what
she
ton— their mother's
when the family
maiden name.
Nowadays, the
would tell. Read it and see if she isn't
went to the seashore at Fenwick,
Hepbums live in an
even MORE interesting after you know
she formed regidar
attractive Englishtype house on
"stock companies"
all about the "secrets" she has been
Bloomfield Avenue
of the other children
in suburban Hartat the resort and
keeping to herself!
ford — an xmusual
house, in that its
put on "plays" for
a penny admission.
back is to the street,
Too, she
was mo\aes.
an a\'id
like the home of Alark Twain, who also was a Hartfordite. But
reader of screen magazines and a rabid follower
of the
when Katharine was a child, the family lived in the mansion that
The thought of acting dominated her life early — as it does the
once belonged to Charles Dudley Warner, who wTote "JMy Sumlives of most imaginative young Americans. But it wasn't35the
{Conihiued on page 88)
mer in a Garden." The garden was her playground.
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It's The

NeAVS and Gossip
Latest

Don't be surprised if you have seen the
last of the "mystery antics" of Greta
Garbo. In Stockholm, she has been going to cafes, undisguised — and the tipoff is that she has been getting in trim
for her return to Hollywood. The latest
report is that she wouldn't mind at all
if Gary Cooper were her co-star in her
next picture. Surprised?

DIETRICH adopts a
MARLENE
puzzled air — whj' all this excitement because she has gone into trousers? "I used to wear them in Germany,
and no one noticed me," she shrugs.
Here, it is said, her trousers have won
Marlene more newspaper space than
Garbo has won bj' her "mystery." But
at the Mayfair the other evening, she
wore a tight black skirt with her tuxedo
coat. It is rumored that she is now plotting to wear a straw hat a la Chevalier
on late Spring evenings. (Amusingly
enough, her role in "The Song of Songs "'
requires her to wear six pclticoats at
once!) And she may not make her future films in Germany at all. She may
co-star with Chevalier next, instead.
Surprised again?

FLOYD CAN TELL HER

Hollywood

News

You

Want,

the town is
eIquLesEdivided on th
Hnt
, Or
n: ToWPa
MEAtioN
Not to Pant? The
Four Marx Brotd hers have starte a
en
camSkirts-for-M
r
i
e
idea
paign— th
being a sort of
Scotch kilt. Wheeler and Woolsey app e ar e d at the
Brown Derby recently in natty
men's coats and
neatly tailored
skirts to match, to
the intense delight
of the cr o w d.
"What was good
enough for my
ther
is
grandmo
d
enough for
goo
me," said Bert.
" -A. n d my wife
won't be able to go
through my pockghts," added
Bob. ets ni

Most of the studios are turning
thumbs down on

Llppman

Lorena Layson is the name — and she was one

looks
■^ ^ ■'-'
''
and^^^her"finds"
work for
have"42nd
won her
a long Her
contract!
Street."
'^^
P* \T\7
^^
photographs of
their feminine stars
in male attire. They say they are
SPEAKING
of operations,
which everyone in Hollywood
is doing,
movie
shocked, but good old Hollywood wonplayers
have
been
going
in
for
them
by
ders if it isn't because Marlene isn't
the wholesale. Marie Dressier has been
one of their players. Marlene's tailor
East for a minor operation. Claudette
is getting orders for trousers-for-women
Colbert has been East to have a surgeon
from all over the country. June Clj'de's
relieve her sinus trouble. Benita Hume,
husband, director Thornton Freeland,
had a suit like his made for June.
English newcomer, has just had an
appendectomy. Katharine Hepburn
has had a minor operation. So has
The Lew Ayres-Lola Lane divorce went
Cary Grant. Thelma Todd had her
through without gossip. "Lew is an
appendix out, and then landed back in
artist — he wanted to be free," Lola told
the hospital a few weeks later after an
a friend. "I wanted a home and babies."
auto crash. And the story goes that
That's as near to an explanation as Hollywood islikely to get. Meanwhile, Lola
Buster Crabbe was supposed to have an
is letting her hair go back to its natural
appendicitis operation, but they were
brown and is looking for a job. A screen
afraid the scar would show in "King of
Claudette Colbert, playing in the newspaper drama, "I Cover the Waterfront,"
gets some tips from Floyd Gibbons, the
fast-talking "headline-hunter"

CHEVALIER, by the way, has suddenly blossomed out as a gay
^)achelor — sending flowers to Lilian
Harvey. However, it was Marlene who
persuaded him to pluck his eyebrows!
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A ND what did Clara Bow and Rex Bell
job.
±\. see on their recent (and first) trip
to Europe? All the places that the tourists see — in London, Paris, Berlin and
St. Moritz. Clara liked St. Moritz best,
because of the sports. Everywhere she
went, she ran into Counts and Dukes,
whose names she couldn't remember.
And even with all the footwork of sightseeing, she gained seventeen pounds!

the Jungle"!!
Hollywood was stunned by the tragedy
that overtook Antonio Moreno. On a
Friday, his wife, the former Daisy Danziger, announced that they had had
temperamental differences and had
parted — but only temporarily. Early in
the morning of the following Wednesday, she was fatally injured in an automobile accident. Moreno collapsed
when told.

of the Studios

LATEST
BULLETINS

You Are Sure To Find It In Motion
WEST looks like the only
serious rival that jig-saw puzzles
have yet had. When "She Done Him
Wrong" opened on Broadway, with
Mae in person on the same program,
New Yorkers left home en masse to see
her; the whole show had to be held over.
Reporters (who dug up the amazing
information that she was born on
August 17, 1900) rushed to interview
her — to find out what she thought
about Hollywood. She told them that
Peter, the Hermit — a 70-year-old recluse— was "the only man out there
that interested me." She confessed
that she was surprised to be robbed of
her jewels there, and surprised Hollywood by neither drinking nor smoking.
And what about women wearing trousers? "They don't have any shame!
You'll never catch me in pants. I take
that fashion as a personal insult!"
MAE

SHE'S Almost ready

Picture

^

PICKFORD is now abroad
MARY
with Douglas Fairbanks, en
route around the world. On her way
East to sail, she ran into a 24-year-old
mother of four children in Kansas City,
who was going — thanks to charity — by
day coach to Oklahoma. Mary put the
family aboard a Pullman, gave them
some money. "I was poor once myself," was Mary's reason.
Lewis Stone has discovered a new hazard in being a movie actor. He was recently summoned to the office of District
Attorney Buron Fitts — there to be confronted bya woman who claimed he was
the husband who deserted her sixteen
years ago. But after one close look, she
said she had been mistaken. He politely bowed and left, musing on the
ironies of screen fame.

HOLLYWOOD seems to be decidedly in the market for English
players — but England is returning the
compliment, and tempting American
actresses. The success of Esther Ralston
in "Rome Express" — one of the best
English talkies to date — has given
impetus to the movement. They're
asking Esther for an encore now — and
she is obliging. And Constance Cummings has gone over to do a picture.

Kon>ma.n

As you can see, Maurice Chevalier has his
hands full in "A Bedtime Story" — learning baby-talk in English!

sh player, arrived
newest Engli
Elizabeth Allan, M-G-M's
N
WHE
at
Ellis Island, immigration authorities
held her to find if she was just a beginner
or a star. She was so modest, she
couldn't say. But her writer-husband,
W. J. O'Bryen, told them!

Getting warmed Up Again After That Chiller

R. H. Louise

Anna Sten, star Russian newcomer, has
learned English so fast that it's Sten-to-one
she'll soon make her Hollywood debut!
WITH "King Kong" giving America
a new kind of thrill, maybe you'd
like to know something about the man
who was responsible for it — Merian C.
Cooper. He helped pursue Pancho Villa
in Mexico, served in the Air Corps in
France, and was a flier in the brief
Polish-Soviet conflict. There he met
Ernest B. Schoedsack, and they teamed
up to search for adventure and film
"Grass" and "Chang." Cooper is now
RKO production chief, and he and
Dorothy Jordan have wedding plans.

After doing the hero act against a villain as big a^ a nioiimain in "King Kong," Bruce
Cabot is all set to do a little relaxing and some "warming up" exercises. The exercises
consist of rising on his elbows when anybody pages him. Spring fever again!
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News and Gossip of the Studios
HER HARSHEST

CRITIC

Brown Derby, long a favorite
THE
lunchtime rendezvous of the stars,
is now the center of a social war. It
seems that the management had the
brilliant idea of getting a caricaturist to
make sketches of all its famous patrons
— and the artist was busy for three
months, making three hundred caricatures in all, which were hung on the
walls. But now some of the stars are

BEBE DANIELS and Ben Lyon gave
the newlyweds, Audrey Henderson
and director Eddie Sutherland, a grand
wedding present — even if it didn't come
all wrapped up in tissue paper and blue
ribbons. Bebe and Ben handed the
bride a perfectly plain door-key, to
which a simple card was attached, reading, "Make yourselves at home at our
beach house for the next four months!"
And it is there that Eddie and Audrey
are honeymooning — far from crowds.

"burning up" about the places where
their famous faces hang — since their
rivals are more prominently on view. The idea The NEWEST
came from Sardi's Restaurant in New York.
Which reminds us that

Doll in pictures

Hollywood's newest cafe
is called "Sardi's." It's
all chromium plate, silver and black enamel.

Wera
along
Only
after

Engels, from Germany, brought
a doll that gives a Bronx cheer.
a donkey would do such a thing,
seeing her in "The Great Jasper"

IN case you're looking for someone
new to rave about, you might take a
look at Franchot Tone, who plays Joan
Crawford's brother in "To-day We
Live." M-G-M is all excited about this
young Broadway actor, who is only six
years out of college. He went to Cornell,
finished in three and a half years, and
won a Phi Beta Kappa key. His pals
called him "Tony." He majored in
Romance languages, was an instructor
for a time, and then went on the stage
to speak the language of romance.
Watch "Tony"!

GABLE'S NEW WORRY?

IfShearer
you don't
see Norma
on the
screen
in the next few months,
don't get worried. She
isn't retiring. She has
just gone abroad with
her husband, Irving
Thalberg, who was recently critically Ul from
heart trouble and has
been ordered to take a
four months' rest at
Bad Nauheim, Germany. Norma — always
the wife before the
movie star — temporarily abandoned all picture plans to be with
him. And little Irving,
Jr., also went along.

mae
Nor
of eri
enc
llsNG
an exp
recaKI
SPEA
she recently had. It
seems that some of the
news photographers are
getting pained because
so many of the feminine
stars are wearing the
same clothes to party
after party — thus making the news pictures of
Only, Alice spells her last name "Dahl," instead of
the different events look
"Doll."
She's Educational's latest "find" — and, like
all alike. At a party at
most bathing beauties, wears opera pumps
the Biltmore just before
the Thalbergs left for
Europe, Norma wore her white satin
and George
RUTH
to a mountain lodge
went upRTON
. BrentCHATTE
ensemble with the leopard-skin trim, for
about the fifth time. She overheard one
d
near Lake Arrowhea to get a good rest

C. S. Bull

That's what Hollywood is wondering
about Franchot Tone, from Broadway.
He makes a big hit in "To-Day We Live"
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news cameraman say to another, "If the
papers get another one of that damn'
leopard skin that Shearer's wearing,
they'll throw it out." Later, the photographer approached the table where
s
ma'
party was sitting, to ask them
Nor
to pose. "No, indeed!" said Norma.
"Not in my 'damn' leopard skin'!" And
added, to the photographer's crimsoneared embarrassment, "It's a new experience for me to hear my clothes criticized. And such frank criticism, too!"

between pictures — and lo and behold!
what should happen but a blizzard! The
snow came down steadily for hour after
hour, accompanied by a high wind,
which piled up huge drifts. Finally,
when it was all over, George set out
afoot for help — three miles away. He
brought back a guide, and the two of
them helped Ruth on the long trek back
to civilization. She and George both
suffered for several days from "snow
blindness."

News and Gossip of the Studios

CURBING Their famous Dignity

Ann Harding
en lo
hasER
beE
thereto :
andaned
H
M-G-M for "When
et"
diees Menn
d
Laen
Ir
Du e, — baanck
at RKO, will play
the title role of Sinclair Lewis' "Ann
V'ickers," upon which
Ann had set her
heart. And Hollywood wouldn't be a
bit surprised if Ann
soon went back to
the stage — for she
has had a number of
"story disappointments" . . . Ramon
Novarro just started
on his new career of
g
singin
egiea Hacolln-,
rnth
cert in Cawi
New York . . . Helen
Hayes and Leslie
Howard would like
to co-star — in a stage

play . . . Polly Moran, who has had
only one acting assignment in months,
would like to be free
— to make a vaudeLippmnn
ville tour of Europe
Carole Lombard and Gary Cooper, who can keep their
. . . Harold Lloyd,
poise in any situation, meet on a studio street and sit down
for a chat — on the curb.
Katharine
Hepburn
started it
back from four
months in Europe,
plans to change his screen character
ALL the little stenographers and
and make his spectacled hero more
^ script clerks at M-G-M have a new
love. Clark Gable has been temporarily
sophisticated . . . George Raft is the
latest studio rebel. Some say he wanted
abandoned for Lee Tracy! The girls
think Lee is just about the snappiest
more money; others say he didn't want
number — well, since those first hectic
to play another gangster in "The Shame
days of Gable hero-worshiping. Instead
of Temple Drake." Anyway, Jack La
of pretending to be bored with "the silly
Rue is in his place . . . After "Voltaire," George Arliss may take life
getting
is
he
admits
Lee
darlings,"
little
a kick out of it all.
easy — doing just one picture a year
. . . Kathleen (Panther Woman)
Burke is now Mrs. Gl,en Rardin. He's a
When Boots Mallory was tempted with
Chicago photographer who followed her
Hollywood offers, she wouldn't sign
to
Hollywood . . . Colleen Moore, who
until her husband, Charles Bennett,
has been under contract at M-G-M for
would go West with her. So Charlie gave
several months with nothing to do, will
up his orchestra connections (he's both a
leader and a soloist) and accompanied
make her screen comeback for Jesse
Boots. And now the lad has been sued
Lasky at Fox, in "The Power and the
for divorce, on grounds of incompatibility !
Glory" . . . John Boles has signed a long
contract with Fox — which makes it look
as if singing films are coming back ... So
went
Nixon
THE day that Marian
has Buddy Rogers . . . "Youse don't
downtown to see her lawyer, hubby
need to be doity to get a laugh!" says
Jimmy Durante, who is now getting his
Eddie Hillman, Jr., thought she was
laughs on Broadway in a stage revue.
going to shop — -and was he surprised
when divorce plans were announced!
He's always kidding, but no one can
And was Marian mad when a columnist
remember his cracsking an oft'-color joke
said she was giving up the baby they had
. . . When reporter quizzed Janet Gayr, just back from Hawaii, about her
no
adopted! She's fighting to keep the
child — hoping she will be the exception
divorce plans, she said, "Let's talk about
to the CaHfornia law that says an
my freckles, instead!" . . . Gloria Swanson, Michael Farmer and the baby,
adopted child must go back to the
Bridget, are back from their long stay
orphanage if the "parents" divorce
abroad.
within a year.

imby the have
his passport
SCRUTINY ofmigration
authorities, who
been investigating all foreigners in the
film colony, revealed that, though Henri
de la Falaise has been divorced from
Gloria Swanson since 1930, he was here
on a "visitor's" visa as Gloria's husband.
So he and Constance Bennett sailed olT
to France to get that changed. They
went on a "slow" boat, taking a month
en route — and making the trip a sort of
"second honeymoon."

PeggyingHopkins
Joyce minus
is really
amazwoman. Even
heran famous
jewels, which she didn't bring to Hollywood, she still attracts all eyes. "Marry
again?" asks Peggy. "Certainly, I'll
marry again — sometimes." (The final
"s" is her own!) "You wouldn't want
me to be an old maid, would you?"

CONNIE BENNETT does perfectly
swell things for people — and then
gets mad as a hornet if they ever refer to
her kindnesses again. And it's not only
what Connie does — it's the way she
does it.
Not so long ago, a friend of hers fa
working girl) was injured in an accident
and broke several bones, which didn't
knit properly. Connie called her up and
told her to go down and see the best bone
specialist in town. The girl protested
that she couldn't afford the services of
such a high-priced doctor. "Well, just
drop by and let him look you over,"
insisted Connie. "He surely won't
charge too much for just a consultation."
The girl decided to stretch a point and
consult this doctor if it took her last
{Continued on page g8)

Changing his Type

Lippman

Lyle Talbot has become so popular as a
"villain" that Warners made him Loretta
Young's hero in "She Had to Say Yes"
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"The White Sister"
— Seen Through

Hollywood's Eyes
By

Jack

This is the
fourth of a series
of "inside" stories
about outstanding
new pictures.
Hollywood
knows these
stories and,
because of its
knowledge, its
appreciation of
these pictures is
heightened. For
Hollywood sees
the drama behind

to-da)', placing it among the near-classics of modern
literature.
Dramatized for the theatre, this great love story
has been played by scores of famous actors and actresses. Several stage stars can date their rise to fame
from the role of Angela or Giovanni.
When the play reached the sileflt
screen, as it was inevitable that it
During
d u c t i opron , would, Lillian Gish played the title
Helen Hayes
role. It was, perhaps, her greatest hit.
and Director
A then-obscure player from equally unVictor Flemknown stock companies was her leading
ing threw a
man. His appearance as Giovanni
comic birthlifted Ronald Colman from obscurity,
for
Clarkday party
Gable
and overnight he became a new sensation of the movies.
did
(left) Clark
— and
Time of Story
enjoy it!
Changed

a drama — recognizes all of the
painstaking attention to tiny
details that
might escape
more casual observers, and
knows how the
players have react ed to each
other. Read this
story about the
making of "The
White Sister" —
then see the picture. Your enjoyment of it will be
keener for seeing
it through Hollywood's eyes. —

Goldwynr newpresents n,a
yedaan
M
br
versio
d
adapte by Donaldro
n uW
arMt.etor
de
Og
N
sStewau
o
mO
th Th,e
fa
rights anne
wst
ayri
p
hulmo
ha do d
much to modernize

Above, Clark Gable and Helen
Hayes with Father O'Donnell
(left) served
and Father
O'Fisherty,
who
as advisers
for the
church scenes iii "The White
Sister," making thetn authentic

's
aw.fordHe
ry
F. Marion
stoCr
has substituted the
late War for
totieonexpe
indi
th
at
Moroccoalth
origin ly
caused the
ration
sepa
of
the lovers.

Editor.

IIRST
popular
more
than twenty-five
years ago, "The White Sister" has been
I
constantly before the public ever since as
JL. a novel, a play and a silent motion picture.
Now it appears as a talkie, co-starring Clark
Gable and Helen Hayes.
In its original form, a romantic novel by F.
Marion Crawford, it gained immediate popularity
and became one of the best-sellers of the early
1900's. It was translated into nearly every
language — including, of course, the Scandinavian.
The book continues to sell in moderate quantities
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Grant

Above, a view from
behind the camera
lines, with the new
nuns (the White
Sisters) approaching
the convent altar.
Helen Hayes is one
of them. Right, one
of the carnival
scenes

When Hollywood sees
Clark Gable and Helen
Hayes in this great
love story, it will appreciate the drama
behind the drama. It
will know how the big
scenes were filmed; it
will know how selfconscious the two famous co-stars were, on
first acting together.
And here is your
chance to share Hollyw o o d's "inside"
knowledge!
He has made the central male
character an aviator, instead of an
infantryman. He has brought
spectacle into play, with an aerial
attack upon the convent replacing
the now-outdated device of an
eruption of the volcanic Mount
Vesuvius. Otherwise, he has kept
intact the spirit of the original
work, even to its Italian locale. It
remains a tremendous, romantic
docum.ent — the story of a great,
undjdng love.
When you see "The White Sister" on the talking screen, your
attention will doubtless be centered upon the performances of
Helen Hayes and Clark Gable,
both of whom you have taken to
}'0ur heart. Hollywood will watch
their performances with as keen
interest. But Hollywood will see
more clearly, for
it knows much
about these two
..^^. <^:
artists that you
do not know. It
knows,
for

Above,
carnival.
part of the
Note the
p r ecars
-W a r

Qiovanni (Clark Gable) and Angela (Helen Hayes)
find each other during the Carnival of the Saints (left).
Then follow romantic, secret meetings (like that above)
in the garden of her father's estate, where they find love
of the "eternal" kind

example, that when they
faced one another in their
first scene together, they
were frightened half to
death. Of what? Believe
it or not — of one another.
Helen Hayes is the victim of a terrifying inferiority complex.
She trulj'
(Co7itinued
on page
76)
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This Month It's
If

MOTION Picture Magazine now offers
Hollywood are, how she spends her days when
you, personally, the chance to ask a
she isn't working, what advice she would give
question of the most startling star of the
to girls with acting ambitions.
should
you
movies — Jean Harlow.
Jean has just built a brand-new home.
ever meet Jean, what
If this chance had been ofTered you
Wouldn't you like to hear what it is like,
when she first created a sensation, three
how she is furnishing it, what the colorone question would you
scheme of her own room will be? She is
years ago, you would probably have
writing a novel. Perhaps, if you asked
wanted to ask very different questions
her, she would give you a hint as to
from the ones you will ask Jean to-day.
like to ask her? There's
what it is about. Or maybe you would
For the Jean Harlow of "Hell's Anlike to know what roles she would like
gels" and the Jean Harlow of "Red
SOMETHING you're aching
to play, or how she will spend the first
Dust" are two entirely different girls —
to know about her. What is it? vacation
that she can get from her
with the same dazzling smile, the same
work.
platinum hair, and the same beautiful
These are merely suggestions. You
body, but a new outlook on life. In
That's what Jean is anxious do not have to limit yourself to these
three years, Jean has known many exquestions — but may ask her anything
periences— fame, love, sorrow.
Such
to know — and she is ready
things change people.
They have
that you would like to ask her if \^ou
ever met her in person. Certain questions
changed twenty-two-year-old Jean.
to answer your question,
And here is your chance to learn more
are barred by studio policy — questions
about Jean than even Hollywood knows.
whether you ever meet or relating to her salary, her preferences in
For, with all her sudden rise to celebrity, few
fellow-players, and other studio "secrets."
only other condition is that all questions
not! Read about it and The
people in Hollywood know Jean Harlow inmust be within the bounds of good taste.
timately. She lives quietly with her family, and
is seldom seen in the glittering gatherings of movie
Jean your question and to have her
then rush in your answerTo it,asksimply
write your query on the coupon
stars, preferring smaller parties at the homes of
her close friends.
When the other stars do meet
below and mail it to the address indicated — making
sure that it will reach us ON OR BEFORE APRIL 20.
Jean, they are amazed by her girlishness, simplicity
Remember this date. We have to set this deadline to have
and friendliness. "She's regular," men say of Jean — and
ample time to sort the thousands of questions, and then obtain
women echo the verdict. Though, naturally, no* one would be
tactless enough to discuss with her the recent tragic death of her
Jean's answers — which you will Jind in the July Motion Picture.
On pages 56 and 57 of this issue, you will find Constance
beloved husband, Paul Bern, Jean's dignity in these last few
months has earned her the admiration of everyone.
Bennett's answers to the questions asked her by readers of the
March Motion Picture. Read them to the end and discover
Leaving out all questions about this briefly happy, then tragic
chapter in her life, what would you like to know about Jean
how much they reveal about Connie. Next month, Maurice
Itarlow? Perhaps you have wondered what color she chooses in
Chevalier will answer the questions that readers of the April
clothes to go with that unusual hair of hers, how much time and
Motion Picture have asked him. Next month, also, you will
have still another chance to ask a famous star a question!
attention she gives to the care of her hair, who her girl-friends in

query!

inquiring
% Motion

reporter,
Picture

Magazine,

1509 North Vine Street, Hollywood, California

'Dear Sir:
THE

QUESTION

I SHOULD

LIKE

TO

ASK

IS THIS :

This question is sent in by:
]S'ame_
Street_
City and State .
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JEAN

HARLOW

PERSONALLY

R

I

ean Harlo^v
^v

. . . Ask Her
^ "^a Ouestion

CLOTHES

GOSSIP

Who's Wearing What and How Is Revealed
in Motion Picture's New Department of
Advance Fashion Tips from the New Films

ins Joyce arrived in town
y Hopk
Peggty-f
WHENwith twen
our trunlcs full of brand-new
clothes, and clothes ideas, for her talkie
debut in "International House,'' Paramount
had to shoo away all the fashion hunters who wanted
advance tips on what this International Lady was going
to wear!

'Twas whispered that Travis Banton, designer-in-chief for
Paramount, had all sorts of odd and eccentric and "different"
designs of gowns drawn up for Peggy's approval — and all
the natives were set for a fashion jolt from Peggy! Well,
they got the jolt, all right. But it wasn't the kind of jolt
they expected. Peggy took everybody by storm by flatly
refusing to be a "fashion oddity."
"I know my style," said the dashing Peggy, who arrived
in town wearing a stunning gray suit with a yellow turtleneck sweater a la Clark Gable.
"In 'International House' I
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am going to wear clothes that are
becoming to me — and not some
silly freak style that might start
Peggy upset one applecart right
away by refusing to appear in
ultra-masculine clothes, no mata fad!"
ter how much of a rage they are
in Hollywood right now (thanks
to Dietrich). It is true that she
wears a coat-and-trouser flannel
suit in the picture, but Travis
Banton, after he caught Peggy's
idea about her type of clothes,
agreed with her perfectly, and
the suit he designed is a masterpiece in feminine sports attire.

Direc+ly above, ^Miss
Joyce shows you the
front view of her
"beach frock" and
her

Leghorn

sun-hat

from

On

HOLLYWOOD

the opposite page, Peggy Hopkins Joyce displays three creations that she

wears in "International House": left to right, the coat-and-trouser flannel suitthe plume-trimmed white crepe gown; and the striped "beach frock." Above,
Miriam Jordan's unique gowns in "Dangerously Yours": left to right, the one of
light gray wool with the beads over one arm; the gown with the black velvet
skirt and beaded white crepe bodice; and the sailor-like white crepe creation

The flannel coat is Navy blue, double-breasted and very
tailored. But the white flannel feminine slacks are as full as
an evening gown skjrt. To complete the feminine touch,
Peggy wears a very large white scarf — and shows plenty
of it.

Looks Like Trousers, But Isn't
BUT the lovely Joyce is not very keen about trousers, eyen
the feminine variety. So for her beach ensemble Banton
really did himself, and Peggy, proud. The outfit is called a
"beach frock" and though the casual observer might swear
that it looked like a pair of full pajamas, there is nary a line
of division in that skirt. The frock is long and full of skirt;
it is backless and created in cerise and white stripes and it
ties on. Yes, that simple little bow in the back of Peggy's
beach frock is its only fastening! The picturesque sun hat of
natural Leghorn straw, with a stencil flower on the brim, is a
chic accessory, setting off the costume to perfection.
Now, feathers, cocq or ostrich, are not nearly so smart and
advanced as they were six months ago. But do you think that
particular fact made any difference to Peggy when she got
around to the subject of dinner clothes? Well, it didn't!
"To my particular type," said Peggy, "feathers are particularly flattering. I want to wear them."
And wear them she

does, in an absurdly simple
white crepe dinner frock
trimmed with uncurled, flat
plumes worn along the back
decolletage.
Wait until you see the
grand, soft close-ups of La
Joyce when she wears this
flattering gown — and then
you'll more fully understand
why Peggy insisted on the
feather trimming, even if it
isn't the newest thing out.
After all, what is true chic
but the adaptation of styles
to one's own particular style?
If you think for a moment
that Peggy Hopkins Joyce
doesn't know hers, I advise
you not to miss her complete
wardrobe as worn in "International House." Women
will eye her clothes, the way
they

do

Gloria

Swanson's!

Another

view

of the

evening
follows the gown
lines ofwhich
a sailor
suit is presented above
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by Miriam Jordan

The Newest Ideas In Bodices
THOUGH Peggy and her ideas are really the style
news from Hollywood
this month,
there is
an abundance
of perfectly stunning gowns to be
glimpsed
in two
new
Fox pictures,
''Dangerously

In "Infernal Machine, " you will
see Genevieve Tobin wearing
these exquisite things. The
white crepe tuxedo dress is
shown both with and without
the jacket. The blue satin dinner dress, trimmed with mink,
is in the center, and at the
right, the very sophisticatedlooking red velvet dress

Yours" and "InMachine." have
The Fox fernal
designers
created some fascinating
novelties for Miriam Jordan and Genevieve Tobin
— especially in evening
gowns. While other
Hollywood designers have
been experimenting with
the skirt of the evening
gown, Rita Kaufman,
Fox designer, has been
trying out some unique
ideas on the evening
gown bodice. And in
two little models designed exclusively for
Miriam Jordan, I believe Miss Kaufman has
really started something!
In one of the illustrations back on page 45,
you will find Miriam
wearing a white crepe
evening gown that can't
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decide
be a sailor's
suit or whether
a formal tofrock.
So it
strikes a happy combination— with a sailor collar
edging a back cut to the waist,
and a silk tie and eight
crystal buttons giving a
nautical touch to an otherwise classical skirt that falls
in ripples to the ground.

Notice, too, the tiny laces, like those on a sailor's trousers,
that tie the back of the skirt! Now if you can think of a
cooler, or a neater, or a breezier little early Spring model for
your own wardrobe, then you are indeed original!
This dress, along with another different-bodice model, is
one of the features of Miriam's second picture with Warner
Baxter, "Dangerously Yours." The second dress should
answer that feminine cry of something different in the shoulder and neck treatment. The model is a combination of black
velvet skirt and beaded white crepe bodice — but the skirt
would be equally effective in black crepe. There is something
modest and tailored about the model in spite of its extreme
decollete. Perhaps, the modesty lies in the suggestion of the
little sleeves that practically cover Miriam's shoulders. And
then those eight crystal buttons down one side of the skirt
help promote the "tailor's finish" idea, too.

Beads On One Arm Only

FOR a very, very formal gown from the same picture and
worn by the same girl, Miss Kaufman has created a
"beaded sleeve." The thin strands of silver beads loop
casually over one arm only. But it serves to give that "different" effect to an otherwise conventional gown of pale gray
wool, in the always-popular basket weave.
For Genevieve Tobin in "Infernal
Machine," Miss Kaufman has designed the "tuxedo dress" in white

Sally Eilers (center) sports her
new "slacks" outfit. Above her,
Carole Lombard wears orchids

was trimmed in a little anchor design in white flannel.
cr^pe, trimmed with brilliants.
Pretty neat, too.
The almost-masculine jacket
in a new way in "From Hell to
is featured by lapels and a
Heaven." At Sally's left, Carole
You Can Wear Flowers Again
is in her printed crepe street
collar hea\Tly beaded in brilND
before
we get entirely away from the subliants. The sleeves are long
ensemble. Below Sally, Helen
Twelvetrees shows the little hat
ject of evening clothes, it will be good news for
and tight and tailored. But
she wears in the cafe scene in
in
when the jacket is removed,
all you girls who love to wear corsages to know that
the dress is as decollete and
they are coming backin to favor! They have been
"A Bedtime Story"
feminine as you please!
just a little bit "out," you know. But if you love your
orchids and your
In the same picture. Genevieve wears a blue satin dinner dress trimmed with a narrow
gardenias
(and, afterwhen
all,
UtK^^< fj
band of mink on each sleeve. The dress has a square neck,
they are romantic
is cut with a surplice skirt and ties at the natural waistline
the right man
sends
them), take a little tip
in a flat bow. What I would particularly call to your attenfrom
the smart
way
tion in this model is the effective combination of a rich,
Carole Lombard wears
"wintery" fur with material as "boudoir" as washable satin,
two orchids in a scene in
and a color as delicate as baby blue! A very nice frock for
the Paramount picture,
those cooler and earlier evenings of Spring!
It takes a poised type like Genevieve Tobin to get away
"From Hell To Heaven."
The beautiful, fresh
with severe plainness. For Genevieve does get away with it
orchids are worn right
beautifully in one gown she wears in "Infernal Machine."
It is sheer velvet, wine red, and is utterly plain except for a
at the "V" of Carole's
black
satin
evening
triple rhinestone buckle and two tiny clasps on either side of
gown
and
they
are
the high, horizontal neckline, and a jagged, eye-catching,
patch of white on the sleeves. With
it she wears black satin sandals.
Before I left the Fox lot, I happened to bump into Sally Eilers, runfastened there by
ning around in an awfully cute
a real diamond
"slacks" outfit. Yes, they are going
clasp. If you
to be equally popular in Hollywood
aren't up in the
this year as they were last Springreal diamond
time. Sally's short-sleeved sweater,
class at the presthe same color as her flannel slacks.
ent moment, your
old brilliant pin
will do I The
orchid stems are

N

wrapped in pale
green satin, and
that's all — no
lilies of the valley,
a severe way to
no greens. It's
wear flowers, but
oh, so smart in
Hollywood.
Along idea,
with you
the
orchid
are going to like
a very
smart
street ensemble
worn
by Carole
in the same picture. Travis Banton, of course,
made the design

•^rn-i

for this black-andwhite
printed
crepe suit. A jacket with short sleeves and a long
cape effect at the back is trimmed with silver fox.
Carole's hat is soft black straw — and note how
far down it comes over one eye. The patentleather pumps are just the right note to complete this smart costume for the avenue or
the boulevard.
And oh, by the way, don't forget your
"shiny-touches" on your newest street dresses.
I mean such things as patent-leather buttons
used as a trim.
Or a shiny patent-leather belt
(Continued on page 81)
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MARY

PICKFORD

of "Secrets,"
the early part
In the
sunbonnet and gingham
In
of a young pioneer woman of
the West, Mary may remind
some of the folks of how she
looked in the silent version of
"Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm." For she doesn't look a
day older now than she did
then. And how does she keep
that "olwoys-eighteen" look?
Back on page 30, she reveals
this secret of secrets! And
there's a surprise in store for
you in "Secrets" — for in the
course of the picture she ages,
OS she will never allow herself
to do in real life!

"Me and
the Prince

^^

George Raft's
Own Story
George Raft didn't want to tell how or why the
Prince of Wales made a pal of him, when he
was dancing in London. "The Prince might
not like it," he argued. But the writer, who
happened to be present on the night they met,
finally persuaded him to come through with the
story — which gives a new slant on George,
Dancing Instructor By Appointment to His
Royal Highness, and a new slant on the Prince!
By LEONARD

O. MOSLEY

who imagined Raft to be a bit of a swaggerer. Up
to this moment he has gained no great reputation
for modesty. Hollywood has gleaned an impression
that George Raft, supremely self-confident, has a
shrewd sense of what parts of his past to reveal to
heighten the glamour and mystery about him.

Why He's Mum
in
THIS is the story of the queerest friendship
movie history. It's the story of two men, vastly
different in character, nationality and station, who became

About Prince

ND yet about the Prince he is mum. How he could
boast about it if he wished! Even Douglas Fairbanks
does not know the Prince as well as George
does. But Raft, when you ask him about
it, merely twists his shoulders uncomfortably and says:
"I don't want people talking about it,
see? The Prince might not like it. Why
don't you write about something else?
Say, I've got it. I'll tell you about the
time when I was in Chicago. ..."
But you keep him talking about the
Prince.
Let us go back three years, to a dank,
chill night in the Haymarket in London,
to the crowds of heavily-clad Londoners

A^

bosom pals. It's the story of a prince
and a "wise guy," of the heir to a great
throne and a slick fellow from Broadway,
of the Prince of Wales and his buddy,
George Raft. You have heard many
strange tales about this new screen hero,
but there is none so unusual and none so
true as the tale of this friendship.
George Raft, himself, has told casual
stories of his colorful career as a boxer
and dancer before he came to the screen,
and has hinted of acquaintance with the
underworld. The very nonchalance with
hurrying to the Underground (that's
which he has told those stories has forced
British for "subway"), on their way home
from the theatre. Down the Strand and
one to doubt if they were true. But there
is one phase of his life, one man he knows,
around Piccadilly Circus, even though it
about which and about whom he does not
was approaching midnight, a continual
Foolsbam ft Banfield Ltd. from Acme
want to talk. He needs plenty of coaxing
stream of cars was swirling. They were
The
Prince
of Wales
gave
before he will say anything about his life
carrynng theatregoers from their plays to
George Raft the lighter he is
in Lx)ndon, of the many months he spent
using at the top
the night-clubs — where they served you
in the night-clubs of the British capital.
champagne secretly in cups, for fear they
He needs much more than coaxing to
might be raided for selling after hours.
persuade him to tell you of his friendship with the Prince
Suddenly, a black Rolls-Royce limousine moved swiftly
of Wales.
Yet he is a friend of the Prince.
Those of us
around the Circus and along the Haymarket without
who saw them together in London, who were present when
troubUng to stop for traffic signs. It had no distinctive
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the two of them first met, can vouch for that fact.
marks, this car, but the peculiar note and tempo of its horn
appeared to give it the right of way.
This friendship, and George Raft's reticence about it, are
(Continued on page 86)
going to astound some people in Hollywood — those film folk

Life is a big adventure to
bright-eyed Benito Hume
— and she intends to
moke the most of it while
she's young. She started
out to be a pianist, but
became an actress because she wanted excitement. And there's something about her that soys
she knows how to find
it. You hove your first
All
Wires"
andin in
the
"Clear
of her
glimpse
revealing story oppositel

\
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''You Can't Be Famous
Without Hollywood!"
Sajs Benito Hume
This dark-haired, bright-eyed newcomer was a star on the English stage and screen — but
that didn't count, says Benita. She claims that no one ever hears of English stars unless
they commit murders or go to Hollywood. She decided to go to Hollywood. And she had
hardly settled down before the whole world was hearing about her!

By Gladys

Yi

"OU can't be famous unless you come to Hollywood!" So said Benita Hume to me. This dazzling, dark-haired English newcomer added,
'You can be the toast of London, the rage of
Paris, the hit of BerUn, the craze of Vienna, or the darling
of New York, but unless you have Hollywood success and
fame you are still — an Unknown! You are small-town
calibre. You are of the local-girl-makes-good status. You
are insular. The world doesn't know about you. You
simply are NOT, internationally.
"I know, because it is a matter of flattering fact and not at
all self-flattery that allows me to say that I was the toast of
London after I had played in 'Party,' 'Symphony in Two
Flats' and other plays and was starred in the London presentations of'Reserved for Ladies' and 'Spring Cleaning.' And,
outside of London itself, none of it mattered. Not any of it—
not all of the London acclaim, nor the road-show tour to South

Hall

Africa, nor the pictures I made over there, beginning with
'A Happy Ending' in 1923. For when I came to New York
and then to Hollywood, people stared at me politely, but
blankly, when we were introduced and murmured, 'Miss Fume
— ah — Miss Lume — oh, Miss Hume? — pleased to meet you!'
And that was that.
"I was even asked, on various occasions, what I did — and
when I told them, people still looked polite and a little blank
and said, 'Of course — of course — '
"I think it must be the publicity methods that make the
difference. Here, in Hollywood, every single thing a player
does is front-page news, it seems to me. Let there be a marriage, an engagement, a birth, a death, a divorce or a sprained
ankle in Hollywood, and all the world knows about it and all
about it. In London, we get nice notices if we do nice work —
and there the subject ends. There is nothing particularly
{Continued on page q6)
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Can You Speak
Hollywood?
What's an airedale to you? A shaggy-haired canine? Well, to Hollywood an "airedale"
is an "extra" with an extra-long beard. That's just a sample of how the movie town
has given new meanings to some of Webster's words. And if you don't think Hollywood speaks a language all its own, look over this handy guide and see how many of
Hollywood's pet words you could define at first sight!

Motion Picture's Dictionary
Of Hollywood Slang

s

I O, you're a linguist, eh? You
speak German, French, Spanish, Arabic and a smattering

of Chinese'-' Okay, pal, okay —
but can you speak Hollywood"^ That's
the question.
Hit that broad! No, no, not the
pretty lady — I mean hght that inkie.
Put a new blimp on the high-hat and
then bring me a pair of niggers and
a baby. What's that — you don't understand? Tsk, tsk, pal, either you're dead-panning, or you'd
better close-up a dictionary of the Hollsrwood slanguage.
Here, try this one :
AD-LIB — ( Verb) — To improvise dialogue or action while
playing a scene; to wisecrack on the spur of the moment.
(Adjective) — Improvised, spontaneous.
AIREDALE— (A^oi/H) — An "extra" player with a shaggy,
unkempt beard.
ARTIST — ( Noun) — A word of forgotten meaning used by all
Hollywood
actors, "extras,"
directors, hair-dressers and
dog-trainers
in referring to
themselves.
ATMOSPHERE — ( Noun) —
. The unskilled "extras" used in
a scene.
AUDIENCE - VALUE— ( Noun )
Between Pictures
— The commercial quality in
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a motion picture; Hollv wood's conception of the Holy
Grail.
BABY — ( Noun) — I. A small spotlight generally used to light
a player's face for a close-up. 2. A term of endearment
used by Hollywood wits when addressing the opposite sex.
BABY-STAR — ( Noun) — A girl chosen for any reason — often
for no reason — by the Wampas as a promising candidate
for stardom.
BABY-TRIPE— ( Noun)— A shortlegged camera tripod.
BAFFLE - BLANKET— ( Noun)—
A padded hanging used to soundproof a set and prevent reverberation.
BANK— (iVo«;0— A battery of
lights used to illuminate a set.
BETWEEN-PICTURES — (Adverb)— I. Temporarily idle.
Censor
2. Out-of-work
and without
prospects.

A term used by unemployed actors to dignify an unpleasant
situation.
BLESSED-EVENT— (A^oH«)— An addition to the family.
( ]\'rb) — To have a baby.
BLIMP — (Noun) — A padded hood used on sound cameras.
BLOOP — (Noun) — A sudden gulping noise in the sound
record.
BOOM — (Noun) — The long, metal arm that supports the
microphone.
BOX-OFFICE— (iVo»») — I. The Zeus of the Hollywood

By Eric l. Ergenbright
Illustrations by Eldon Kelley

OCKTAIL

Pantheon.
2. An elusive quality
which producers strive to inject into
their pictures; also, an even more
elusive quality which every player
tries to acquire in person. {Adjective)
— Capable of drawing monej^ into the
ticket booths.
{Illustration) — "The
Miracle Man was box-office, because
it earned millions; Garbo
receives
$11,500 a week because she is good

box-office."
BREAK- AWAY — {Adjective) — Purposely
fragile, especially
constructed to break easily.
{Illustration) — "Louise Fazenda has met disaster in hundreds of break-away chairs."
BROAD— (iVo2(«)— I- A mediumsized incandescent light with an
oblong reflector. 2. A term used
by Hollywood
blue-stockings
to
designate a member of the female
sex.
BROAD COMEDY— (iVo«»)— Burlesque, unrefined comedy.
BinLD-UP— (iVoz^w)— An intensive
publicity campaign.
{Illustration)
— "Producer
Zouch
ordered his
Clinc
publicity department to give his
girl-friend a big build-up; she wants
to be a star."
BURN-UP — {Noun) — A frank display of a nasty disposition.
BUZZARD — {Noun) — A scene which, for any reason, is so
faulty that it must be retaken.
CAMERA-ANGLE— (iVoi^«)— The position of the camera
with relation to the position of the objects to be photographed.
CAMERA-CONSCIOUS— (/Irfycrin-O—IU-at-ease before the
camera, amateurish, strained, unnatural.
CAMERA-LINES— (TVozoO— The boundaries of a photographic scene. Limits beyond which no actor ever steps.
CAMERA-WISE — (^(f/edii^e)- Experienced, adept at all the
technical tricks of movie-acting, at
ease before the camera.
CANARY — {Noun) — An unwelcome
coloratura-soprano
squeak
in a
sound record.
CAT-WALK— (iVoM«)— A runway,
constructed around the top of a
set, used by the electricians to
place and tend the overhead lights.
CELEB — {Noun) — Any player who
is hounded by autograph-seekers
FoRKER
and reporters; short for celebrity.
CENSOR— (iVoi^O— Have you ever
been in an asylum and seen an inmate cutting paper dolls?
WeU
CHARACTER-ROLE— (A^oziw)— A vague term used to designate any role other than a romantic lead or a juvenile part.
{Illustration) — "Lon Chaney specialized incharacter roles."
CHASE — (Noun) — The th-r-r-r-iU
scenes in a Western or a serial. A
sequence of scenes that alternately
show the hero escaping with the
heroine and the outlaw gang pursuing.
CHATTERER— (iVoz(K)— A lowly
Leg-Artist

form of animal life that writes gossip about screen stars.
CLINCH— (A'^ozoO — A torrid love scene.
CLOSE-UP — {Noun) — A coveted star in any actor's crown.
( Verb) — To examine anything closely.
CLOTHES-HORSE— ( Noun)~\n
actress who specializes in lavish
costumes.
CLOWN— ( Vcrb)~i:o
play
slapstick comedy.
COCKTAIL— (iVoznO— The most
popular institution in Hollywood.
COLOSSAL — {Adjective) — A meaningless word used by publicity
writers in referring to any motion
Menace
COMEBACK—
(.Voww.)— I. A return
picture.
to the screen after an involuntary
absence. 2. A snappy answer.
COMPOSITION— (A^oz<h)— The arrangement of highlights,
shadows and objects in a scene.
COOKED— (ylff/fdu'f )— Over-exposed.
COSTUME-PICTURE— ( Noun)~Any film that requires the
actors to dress in old-fashioned costumes.
CREPE — {Noun) — Short, artificial whiskers, which are glued
on the actor's face with spirit gum.
CUSTARD — {Noun) — Any soft, squashy missile.
CUSTARD-COMEDY— (A^o;n/)— Rough-house comedy.
CUT-BACK— (A^o;nO— A scene in retro.spect.
CUTTER — {Noun) — The man who assembles and edits the
scenes of a picture, placing them in their proper continuity,
and eliminating
superfluous
scenes; therefore, the Nemesis
of most actors.
CUTTING-ROOM-FLOOR—
{Noun) — The final destination of many hopeful careers.
DARLING— (A^o /(;;)— A term
of endearment used by most
Premiere

Hollywood actresses when addressing comparative stran-

DEAD-PAN— (A^o;n/)— A comedian who never permits himself the least facial expression. Buster Keaton.
( Verb) — To maintain a frozen-face.
DEAD-SET— (A^ozoO— A set gers.
that is still standing, but no
longer in use by any film unit.
DO-A-CHANEY— ( Verb)~To
put
on a grotesque, horrible make-up.
DO-A-FAIRBANKS— ( Fer6)— Indulge in gymnastic capers.
DO-A-GARBO— ( Verb)~Go into
seclusion. Affect mystery.
DOLLY— (A^o;/«)— A low-slung,
rubber-tired truck used to move
-Whe
the camera during a scene.
DOUBLE— (A^oM«)—One who substitutes for another player in a
scene,

particularly one who subShf
stitutes ina dangerous feat. ( Verb)
— To substitute for another player.
DRESSER — {Noun) — i. One who decorates a set. 2. An
"extra" who possesses a complete wardrobe.
DUB — ( Verb) — To add sound effects or dialogue to a finished
picture.
DUPE
— ( Verb) — To insert a faked scene in a picture.
{Continued on page g2)
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Will Foreign Stars Force
Down Hollywood Salaries f
Is that why the studios are rushing to get new foreign players? Some of
the Hollywood "insiders" think so! But look over the list of European
favorites who have come over recently — and you'll discover that they are
high-priced, too. The reason for all the rush is a threatened U. S. ban on
foreign players — a ban that might hurt the movies!

F

committee. Obviously, there is a
necessity for speed if studios want
to get new foreign talent before
such a barrier might be erected.
But when all of this new foreign
talent first began to descend upon
the film capital, those who profess
to be "in the know " nodded their
heads with an imitation of sagacity.
"Aha," they said, "the producers

OREIGN

actors and actresses— they're being
rushed to Hollywood in a
hurry. Since the first of the

are being smart. They'll show our
local brand of high-priced actors a

Lilian Harvey (above) was
a star of the first rank abroad
— in three different languages. To win her away
fronv Europe, Hollywood
had to offer her a weekly
fortune. Heather Angel
(left), the English girl with
the name no one can forget,
also was a big hit abroad —
and earns big money here.
Wera Engels (right), pretty
German society girl, is a
beginner — butsome salary
at a hand-

year, no less than twenty-one newcomers to
the American screen have arrived from
abroad. From every indication, the biggest
foreign invasion that Hollywood has ever
known is now in progress. And why the sudden big rush? Are the studios afraid that
there will soon be a ban on foreign players?
Are the studios looking for less expensive
stars and featured players than the ones they have?
There may be a law in the near future that will ban all
foreign players, except those of star ranking, from the United
States. Such a measure, known as the Dickstein Bill, has
already passed the House of Representatives and at this
writing is under consideration by the Senate immigration
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thing or two. It is an old stunt, but always a good one — this
importing of foreign labor to force salaries down."
Now, there is no denying that many star salaries need readjustment. Five and ten thousand doUar-a-week compensations are no longer compensations, but extravagances in the
current scheme of things. This is not a depression note, but

By

Grant

simply a common-sense statement of fact. A dollar goes
much farther to-day than it did yesterday. That it may
continue to buy a full dollar's worth, salaries must come down
in ratio.
European Stars High-Priced, Too
MANY
stars have realized this fact and have entered into
amicable adjustments with their producers. Others
have been slower to comprehend things as they are and have
held out for the exorbitant figures of former days. They are
being slowly brought into line by various ways and means.
But the importing of foreign talent is without bearing upon
the matter of star salaries.
To begin with, the European newcomers cannot fall within
any classification of "cheap labor." Mostly, they are stars in
their own right in their native lands. Because they scored
successes on foreign stages or screens, the attention of Hollywood producers was drawn to them. And Hollywood, exercising its American enterprise of stifling competition by
buying out its competitors' best stock, has reached out and
grabbed for its own the most promising of the competing
talent. Such procedure has little value as news. The same
thing has happened many times before.
Emil Jannings was a sensation in "The Last Laugh" and
"Variety," produced by the UFA Company of Germany.
He came to Hollywood, and is now coming back again. Pola
Negri scored in "Passion" and "Gypsy Blood" abroad; she
was imported forthwith. Ernst Lubitsch, who had directed
both Negri and Jannings, joined them in Hollywood, where
he has remained.
Greta Garbo, tall
and gawky, was brought from Sweden by a director who believed in
her. Dolores Del Rio was the protegee of another director.
So, as
you well know, was Marlene Dietrich.
The introduction of Dietrich to
American films caused the last mad
scramble for foreign stars preceding
the current one. It resulted in the

Jackson
signing of Elissa Landi by Fox, Tala Birell by Universal,
Gwili Andre by RKO, Lil Dagover by Warners, and Sari
Maritza by Paramount. Every studio in town had a rival
exotic, but not all have scored the success presaged for them
here.
There have been numerous failures previously among the
imports. How difficult it is to recall Elsie Damereaux of
Germany Weor Jeanne Helbling and Susy \'ernon, both from
France!
are slightly
hazy about
Eva
von
Berne,
Camilla
Horn,
L o d Lotti
e r ,
Maria
da
and Corthe
ill-fated
ti.
of
Lya Most
de Putber Evelyn
us rememLaye as the
star of a
single
picture.
The men,
on

the av-

Cosmo-Slleo Co.

erage, have been more fortunate.
Maurice Chevalier, George Arliss,
Ronald Colman, Leslie Howard,
Herbert Marshall, Stan Laurel,
Ramon Novarro — aU have become
stars of the first rank. Charles
Laughton and Clive Brook are
among our biggest drawing cards.
Colin
withis "Journey's
End'^
to
hisClive,
credit,
always welcome
when he comes from England to
make a picture in Hollywood. He
has just played opposite Katharine

Anna Sten (top) was a star in Soviet
and German films — and has been
paid a nice round sum just to learn
English. You'll soon see her. Benita
Hume (above) was the toast of London and a hit in British films. She
was offered plenty to sail for America!
Diana Wynyard (left) started at a
modest salary — but her hits in
"Cavalcade" and "Rasputin" have
changed all thad

Hepburn in "Christopher Strong."
The Austrian Paul Muni, the Swedish Nils Asther, the Danish Jean
Hersholt, the English Boris Karloff
and Cary Grant, the Irish George
Brent, the Hungarian Paul Lukas
and Bela Lugosi, and the Russian
Ivan Lebedeff are established American favorites.
Compute the salaries of these
foreign-born players who have made
good in Hollywood, and you can
see why "foreign labor" is never
cheap in films. Nor were the newest
imports obtained for a movie song.
{Continued on page j8)
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Connie Bennett
Answers Your Questions
In the March Motion

Picture, we gave the whole world a chance to interview Connie

— and did the world grab at the chance? When

Connie had answered all the questions,

she said, "This time, surely, I've Told All!" Read her answers — and know her as you
never have before!
By MOTION PICTURE'S Inquiring Reporter,
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know just what Connie did
e
to keep thheme. r promis to answer
Because, only a week or so
after your questions started
rolling in — and how they
rolled! — Connie upped and
sailed away, on a few hours'
notice, to Europe. I read in
the paper that Connie would
embark on a Danish
freighter, bound for Liverpool, via the Panama Canal.
And you can imagine my
embarrassment — hundreds
of questions to be answered,
and the prospect of no Connie to answer them!

be radioed to her aboard the

Who

Answers Next?

Hundreds of questions, thousands of them.
Questions from men, from women, from old,
from young, from every State, from every walk
of life. The Inquiring Reporter was deluged with
questions to ask Connie Bennett. And when
Connie answered them, she felt she had given
a more complete account of herself than she ever
had before. You will think so, too, after you
have read all the questions and her answers.
You will have a complete mental picture of Connie
as she really is !
Last month, did you send in a question to ask
Maurice Chevaher? As we go to press, how the
questions are pouring in ! You will read Maurice's
answers in the June MOTION PICTURE. (And
they ought to be good !)
This month, on page 42, you have the chance
to satisfy your curiosity about Jean Harlow, by
asking her that question you have long had on
your mind. But hurry along your question before April 20, to be sure it will reach us in time
to have Jean answer it. For her answers will
appear in the July MOTION PICTURE!

By telephone, special messenger and various other
broadcasting mediums, I
tried to get in touch with
Connie, to no avail. I was
in desperate despair.
And
then, just as I was trying to decide which
form of self-destruction would be the most
painless, my telephone jangled.
It was
Connie.
"I've been terribly busy . . . this last-minute
decision to leave for Europe . . . sailing tomorrow
... a world of packing to do . . . Can you arrange
to see me tonight — about eleven o'clock — at the studio?"
Now, I've known most of Hollywood's stars, but not many
who would have been as obliging under the same circumstances. She arrived promptly at eleven, obviously worn-out,
but anxious to give every one of your questions a hearing,
even if it kept her half the night. (Which it did.) And meanwhile, we arranged that the second consignment of queries
should be air-mailed to her at Cristobal, Panama Canal
Zone, for her reply, and that any last-minute questions should
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5.5.theDclftdyk,
on
high seas."somewhere"
In plain old Hollywoodese,
Connie, you're one swell gal!
A Hint to the
Question- Askers
entions! Again
thewe quesfor ge,
now
huncountered a delu
dreds in each da3''s mail.
However, notwithstanding
the great number received,
the percentage of duplications was enormous. Remember, you fans are conducting this series of interviews yourselves, and I
AND

own
yourgivi
in by
suggest,
ng inter
more
est, that
thought to your queries, you
can cover a much wider field.
I'm sure that you've passed
up a number of opportunities to extract unusual information from Connie.
There were literally hundreds of requests for autographed photos, and I can
only repeat that such requests should be addressed
to
the
stars'
studios in
(you'll
find their addresses
the

front of this issue), and not
to the Inquiring Reporter.
Also, there
were approximately
three
hundred
requests for discarded
clothing, and, I'm
sorry to say, I could only turn those over
to the studio without comment.
When I mentioned them to Connie, she explained that she
gives all of her discarded clothes to certain charitable organizations.
Hundreds of queries solicited information regarding the
brand of make-up which she uses. Any reply that she might
make would necessarily come under the head of "advertising." No star could permit herself to answer such a question.
However, even after tabling the questions that could not
be asked, Connie confessed that never had she been submitted to such a searching examination.
"This time, surely, I've Told All," she gasped, as we laid

the last question blank aside on the "answered" file.
"Not yet," I answered grimly, "Just wait
until you reach Cristobal — and then remember that you'll be receiving radiograms
at sea."
So— Ye, hear ye! The Inquisition is in
Hear
session, and Constance Bennett is on the
witness stand! Your questions are in light
italics; her answers are in heavy Roman
type:
// is widely advertised that you receive the
largest salary paid any motion picture star.
Is this true? (Asked by at least fifty of you.)
No. It is not true. There are several stars
who receive larger salaries than mine.
Is it true that you always wear a certain
bracelet
forof"good
let made
silverluck'"?
hnks. Yes. It is a braceHave you seen your sister Barbara's newborn son yet? Not yet, but on my return
from Europe, I plan to visit Barbara. I'm
very anxious to see the baby.
How many hours do you work each day,
before the camera, in making a picture? Our
working hours vary from day to day. Sometimes we work only three or four hours;
sometimes we work for eighteen hours.
Do you ever go to Joan Crawford's home or
go out with her and Doug., Jr.? (There was
a deluge of questions like this one.) Yes,
quite often. Joan is one of my best friends.
Do you and your husband converse in
French when you are together? Yes, we do,
at times.
Why did Walter Winchell say that Constance Bennett's initials, "C. B.," also stand
for "Chatter Box"? Probably because he
had nothing better to write about at the
moment.
What happens to your discarded clothes?
(There was question after question like
this.) I give them to deserving charitable
organizations.
Are you going to retire when your present
contract expires? (^Hundreds asked this.)
According to my present plans, I shall retire
some time next year.
What do you think of the mannish clothes
so many Hollywood stars are wearing? Would
you wear them? I think they are incredible,
ridiculous, and utterly impossible. I certainly would not wear them.
Have you relatives in Frankfort, Indiana?
Not to my knowledge.
How do you manage to stay so slender?
Do you follow a regular diet? (Many asked
this.) Yes, I diet, but I do so to gain weight,
rather than to reduce. My problem has
always been to maintain my weight.
What is your favorite pastime when not
working? Tennis, swimming, dancing, the
usual routine of social activity — and, believe itor not, I knit a great deal.
Please tell the name of the song you sang in the picture,
"What Price Hollywood?" The song is titled "Parlez Moi
d'Amoxir." It was composed by Lenoir.
How tall are you in your stocking feet, and how much do you
weigh? I am exactly five feet, three and one-half inches tall
and I weigh io6 pounds.

Do you always like to play in pictures with a baby or a child?
I'm very fond of children and it so happens that most of my
pictures have called for a baby in one of the roles. I've
enjoyed immensely working with children.
In the picture, "Two
Againston the
{Continued
pageWorld,"
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Radio Stars
They're All Headed
for Hollywood!
By

DOROTHY

CALHOUN

Bing Crosby and ''The Big Broadcast"
started the rush — and now it's becoming
a stampede. From Ed Wynn to Ruth
Etting, radio favorites are turning from
broadcasts to picture casts. Producers
want to get radio audiences to the
movies!
And maybe they will, too!

Moviegoers like to see the Mills Brothers harmonize

EVER since the screen first found its voice, it has
flirted with the stars of its rival, the radio — but never
as much as it is doing to-day. You have just seen
and heard Bing Crosby in the talkies, and Kate
Smith, and Burns and Allen — and you're going to hear them
some more. Ed Wynn, the dizzy Fire Chief of the
ether waves, is on his way to Hollywood ; so is Jack
(Baron Munchausen) Pearl; so is Ruth Etting, the
best blues singer of them all. And producers think
they have learned their lessons about how to present
radio stars on the screen.
They were expensive lessons, if you remember.
Back in the early daj-s of the talkies, Hollywood
beckoned to Rudy Vallee, and Amos 'n'
Andy, and Moran and Mack — and, for one
reason or another, none of them was a
startling screen success.
Few screen sheiks have been so popular
as Rudy Vallee, the Great Lover of the
Air Waves, whose caressing croon had the
same effect on feminine hearts as Rudolph
Valentino's passionate eyes. Millions of
women were literally in love with a voice —
until they saw the possessor of that voice
as the romantic hero of a motion picture,
"The Vagabond Lover." Those who ought
to know say that the picture cost Vallee
dearly in popularity. For, evidently,
Rudy's face didn't match his voice. Possibly
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New

movie
recruits
from
radio:
(starting at top and circling to right),
Arthur Tracy, the Street Singer
(photo © Harold
Stein);
Ed
Wynn, the Fire Chief; Rudy
Vallee;
Pearl,
the
Baron JackMunchausen;
Russ Col umbo; Kate
Smith;
Vincent
Lopez;
and
Ross.
11y be
all seeof
them!

it was the fault of the scenario
writer or the director, or the make-up man —
but the damage was done.
Amos 'n' Andy, among the highest-priced radio stars,
aroused only faint interest among movie fans — even with their
screen story built upon their radio skits. Moran and Mack, the Two
]5lack Crows, who got their start on the vaudeville stage, on phonograph records, and then on the air, fared but little better when they
transferred their blackface comedy to the screen.
In the three years that have intervened since movie producers first tried
to cash in on the popularity of radio headhners, the microphone stars have
been relegated almost entirely to short subjects, so far as screen appearances
have been concerned. This might have continued indefinitely, if Bing Crosby
hadn't appeared on the movie scene — and if Paramount hadn't hit on the idea
of building a picture around a broadcasting station and using a whole group of
radio stars together.
It was Bing Crosby's screen success in short comedies, in which he played a
debonair, singing collegian, always attended by flocks of pretty girls, that apparently started the new trek of radio personalities toward the screen. Bing's
radio following of romantic women and adoring schoolgirls evidently felt that
his blonde and youthfully winning face and his way of making iilm love lived up
to the promises of his voice. "Isn't he cute? Isn't he dar-ling?" they sighed,
gazing at Bing on the screen. His fan mail trebled. His name appeared in
electric lights on all the theatre marquees where his two-reel comedies were
shown. Paramount got the idea of starring him in a feature picture.
In "The Big Broadcast," Bing Crosby was the first radio star to play a
screen lover since the ill-fated appearance of Rudy Vallee. In this single
film were assembled a number of America's favorite air entertainers,
shown doing their stuff before the microphone.
Kate Smith brought
the moon over the mountain. The Four Mills Brothers, who manage
to sound like a quartette singing with a full orchestral accompaniment, were revealed as using only a single guitar
while imitating other instruments with their
voices.
The
harmonizing
Boswell
{Continued on page 72)
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Once a Stilt-Walker,
and Still Stepping High
Cary Grant, born in England, once walked stilts
at Coney Island to keep from starving. Besides
that, he was a collegian, an acrobats' assistant and
an electrician before he was ever an actor. Which
goes to show what you sometimes have to do to
become a young romantic menace — and have
producers and girls raving about you!

By

Elisabeth

Goldbeck

stiltcollegia
' assistan
acrobats
sher
walker,IAN,
and haberda
— thoset,were
the n,phases
ELECTRIC
through which Cary Grant had to progress just so he
could become a movie actor and probably your
latest crush.
You first saw Cary as the glowering javelin-thrower who was
married to Thelma Todd in "This Is the Night." In that picture
it became apparent that he was tall, well-built, dark and swarthy,
with good looks of a kind that vaguely reminded the female of
the species of her favorite movie hero, who might be an\one from
\'alentino to Gary Cooper. From there he worked himself up by
eas\' stages to the highly sympathetic role of Marlene Dietrich's
protector
would-be
X'enus."
That wasandwhat
really husband
estabhshedin "The
him as Blonde
a romantic
possibility,
after a succession of pictures in which he was the poUte and
mildly dangerous Other Man. Cary, standing by with silk hat and
ever-present cigaret, chivalrously giving his aU for Marlene and
ready to give more at the drop of an eyelash, was more than
susceptible young ladies in the audience could bear. Immediately,
calls began coming in for data on what the new hero eats, wears,
and thinks. And Cary won the role of Sylvia Sidney's lover in
"Madame Butterfly."'
Though he's an Englishman, Cary upsets every pre-conceived
idea of what an Enghshman should be. His hair is jet-black, and
his skin and eyes are so very dark that you could put a turban
and a ruby on him and pass him off for an East Indian prince
any time.
TH

Those Dark Young Englishmen

AVE often suspected," he says, "that one of my lady an-

weakness that many Englishmen's grandmothers had, for almost
allJ_ the
ce English actors in Hollywood are dark — Ronald Colman,
Laurence Olivier, Gerald Fielding, Walter Byron, Ivor Novello —
all of them. Herbert Marshall is the only one who is everything
that Americans think an Englishman ought to be."
Cary has even been selected by Paramount to wear \'alentino's
robes in the talkie version of "Blood and Sand," when and if it
is made. But when you recover from your amazement at that
Latin look, you find that Cary has typically English characteristics
under the brown skin — easy manners, cheerful disposition, ready
{Continued on page 8g)
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hey can 't kid us

Jimmy"

I'D RATHER have you than be a movie star.
Daddy calls us Palmolive pals and says we'll
never he wallflowers as long as we continue to
keep clean and sweet with Palmolive. He says
that explains his beautiful family.
Just between you and me, Jimmy — mumsy
still has her schoolgirl complexion* and gets a
great kick out of living. Too bad more women
don't know the truth. I've used Palmolive
since I was big as you and I know all that olive
oil in each cake is good for little boys and big
girls and big boys and little girls. At any rate— •
this family will take no chances experimenting!'
■<rand now since the price of keeping that schoolgirl complexion has been reduced by just about one-half —you and mil. lions of women and the whole family can use this famous
■ cosmetic soap freely for face, hands, bath and shampoo.

'Now it costs less to keep that Schoolgirl Complexion
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^^Wlt^fi a matt, begitis to
take you for grattted^ took
out! Capture for yourseif
gtatttorous cotttpiexion
toveiiness tke tvay the Screen

She knows her husband really loves her still, and yet
something that was precious has been lost. She is taken
for granted, neglected. Love has grown humdrum, stale.

Stars tio* Men are attvays
stirred by lovely skinP^

m!'*humdru
growHelen
DON'
ThisT is let
the love
warning
Twelve
trees sends to the many perplexed
women who write this charming screen
star for advice.

.g^jU^^u^jcA-^

"When

yvjLtf^
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a man begins to take you

for granted," she says, "look out!"
Then she tells Hollywood's secret
of winning — and holding — adoration. "Capture for yourself glamorous
complexion loveliness. You can do
it the way the screen stars do. Men

She learns the Hollywood secret — that a velvet-smooth,
tender skin has a charm men can't resist. She begins to
use the Hollywood way to this complexion loveliness.

are always stirred by lovely skin!"
Of the 694 important Hollywood
actresses, including all stars, actually
686 use Lux Toilet Soap to keep their
complexions always lovely. It is the
official soap in all the large film
studios.
Don't be satisfied with a skin that
just "gets by." Have a skin flawlessly
lovely — irresistible. Begin today to use
fragrant, white Lux Toilet Soap regularly, just as Helen Twelvetrees does!

She begins to live over again the thrill of honeymoon
days! Eager eyes search the new, seductive beauty of her
face. Now love is glamorous again, life is colorful, gay!

\the Beauty
Ooap of the
Stars make
V

*

Glamorous
your skin
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The Secret of Peggy Hopkins

OYCE
—IV hat Every
Beauty Should

Young
Know I

She's in the movies now — but she didn't have
to go to Hollywood to become famous. The
headlines have made her the best-known reallife charmer on either side of the Atlantic.
Beauty and chances to travel in the best circles
have helped — but there's another reason why
she has so many admirers. And here's telling
you what it is!

By

Dorothy

Manners

Peggy
ional
famous
that the
od beauty,
Now Hopkins
Joyce,
is ininternat
Hollywo
for a fling
in
the talkies in "International House," the onlookers are once more reviving the query that
has marked every climax of her sensational career: "What
is the secret of Peggy Hopkins Joyce?"
Men invariably argue that it is her beauty — a soft, lush, blonde
beauty that has been launching ships, or upsetting the stock
market, ever since Helen of Troy. But women, who know that
beauty alone is not suflicient to account for those four (or is it
five?) marriages to men of wealth, and the diamonds and the
constant adulation and the luxuries that have been Peggy's,
claim: "She has had the greatest setting for her beauty and
charm of any woman of her generation. Beginning in the
Tollies' and continuing through the interesting drawing-rooms
of Europe and America, she has had every possible opportunity! "
After one insane hour spent in the madhouse of her dressingroom, with a hairdresser setting a wave, a make-up artist smearing her face with yellow greasepaint, two newspaper men and a
press-agent cooling their heels in the outer room, messengers
arriving with flowers and welcoming telegrams, and a photographer "setting up" his camera, I have come to the following
conclusions:
She is fascinating-looking — there's no doubt about that. Her
hair is as silky and fine as a child's. Her eyes are wide and blue.
Only her full mouth is sensational, and her voice is throbby.
Marshall Neilan, who directed her one venture into silent films,
"Skyrocket," once said of Peggy: "Men fall in love with her
voice." And Neilan should have known. He was temporarily so
enchanted with her that he used to engage the Cocoanut Grove
orchestra to furnish the music for their tete-a-tete dinners! But
I say this: the famous Peggy could have been a downright
plain woman and still men would have been crazy abbut her!
And there is a very good and sufticient reason — a reason that
every young beauty should know!
{Continued on page 8j)
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SILVER-BLONDE

or EBONY- BRUNETTE

Whatever the color of your hair, the texture of your skin, seven out of ten of you are threatened
with Dryness! Keep the oil glands active, if you would have the skin that thrills the touch!

But Element 576 in Woodbury's
Cold Cream actively aids in keeping
the

skin fresh, lush, supple, firm.

Beneath the outer layer of the skin, lie
hundreds of tiny oil glands, little pockets
which supply the skin with the oil that
keeps it elastic yet firm, fresh, vigorous.
T^Tien these go dry, due to lack of exercise, stay-thin-or-die-diets, too much excitement, too little sleep— the source of
skin youth is gone! Dry Skin! And with it

bring the body its energy, its capacity to
function healthily. Element 576 brings
this stimulation to the skin directly. Now
Woodbury's Cold Cream stirs the skin to
more vigorous activity in its own defense,
helps it keep supple, fresh, elastic, glowing with health ! The functions of the skin
are stimulated, the oil glands do their
work— resistance to Dryness and all its unhappy consequences is built up.

This cruel tendency showing itself in
women of every type and age today must
be combated in an active way! And now
it can be !

Woodbury's Cold Cream containing this
new ingredient, called Element 576, resists Dryness with a vigor no other beauty
aid possesses. Element 576 has properties
similar to those of vitamins in foods which

Beauty

Aids

WOODBURY'S FACIAL CREAM ... for powder base and protection against sun, wind and
dust. 50^ in jars — 25^ in tubes.
WOODBURY'S

CLEANSING

CREAM

...

a

very light, quick-mehing cream for cleansing
only. Excellent to flush out pore-deep dirt.
50^ in jars — 25?! in tubes.
WOODBURY'S TISSUE CRE AM . . . a high fat
cream for upbuilding thin, under-nourished
tissues of face and throat. 50ji in jars.

WOODBURY'S FACIAL P 0 WDER ... exquisite in perfume, fine in texture — several carefully blended shades. Spreads evenly, stays
on, does not clog pores. 50^ and SI the box.

— scaliness,flabbiness ! Vitality exhausted !

agent in the war against increasing Dryness of the Skin.

Woodbury

WOODBURY'S FACIAL FRESHENER ... a
refreshing liquid to remove excess cream,
refine texture, tone up skin. 75^ a bottle.

ugliness— wrinkles under the eyes, crow's
feet at the edges, lines from nose to mouth

The makers of Woodbury's Aids to Loveliness, after long research, recently discovered a new element which is an active

Other

Woodbury s Cold i^ream
free — enough for several treatments. Or send lo cents
(to partly cover co>t of mailing) and receive charming

FREE

SAMPLE

i^"VK°"''°V°ur'" °^

Loveliness Kit, containing samples of Woodbury's Colt!
and Facial Creams, new Facial Powder and Facial Soap.

Despite this priceless new

ingredient,

Woodbury's Cold Cream comes to you at
the same price as before. It cleanses the
pores more thoroughly than ever, clears
the skin of all impurities. But best of all
it helps the skin do its own job of fighting its worst enemy— Dryness! 50c in jars,
25c in tubes.

John H. Woodbury, Inc. ,6329 Alfred Street, Cincinnati, O.
In Canada, John H. Woodbury, Ltd., Perth, Ontario

Strect—

-StaU© t9J3, Jolul H. W oodbury. Inc.

CuyTUNE

IN on Woodbury's new radio program over
station WJZ and N. B. C. coast-to-coast network every
Wednesday evening at 9:30 E. S. T.
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THE WHITE

MASQUERADER

Colman Does Fine Job, Story Well Done:
If this is Ronald Colman's final picture he
will leave with a burst of glory and regret.
Old-fashioned and improbable in plot,
Colman's interpretation of two characters
as different as the drunken, debauched
M. P. and his distant cousin who amazingly resembles him, Is an almost swaggering demonstration of ability, and agility
as an actor.
If you accept it as possible that one man
can step into the shoes of another so that
no one except the woman with whom he
has been carrying on an intrigue suspects,
ybu will follow the fortunes of the brilliant
imposter, breathlessly.
The love story between him and the
wife of the man he is impersonating is
delicately suggested rather than emphasized. Elissa Landi is radiant as the idealistic wife.
Halliwell Hobbes, as the butler who
arranges the "masquerade," is excellent.
So is Helen Jerome Eddy, as a slavey.

THE LIFE OF JIMMY

DOLAN

Story Not So Much — But Star Pleases:
They're not giving Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
ample material these days. One always
feels, somehow, that one has seen him in
the picture before.
Yet the only likeness between his pictures is a certain superficiality of plot, a
blurring of characterization, due to writing rather than acting.
As the southpaw boxer who gets tangled
in a murder and escapes to build up a new
life under a new name, Doug, Junior,
walks throtigh the part with careless ease.
It doesn't demand more. Loretta Young,
as the girl for whose sake he enters the
ring again and dares detection, is adequate
and pretty as always. A good fight scene
makes the picture better than its plot.
Aline MacMahon's sincerity is wasted in a
comedy part. You have to be a Fairbanks,
Junior fan to like it.
There's one thing about it, though — it
makes you wonder if Doug is out to rival
his Dad as an athlete.
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SISTER

Gable, Haves — Fine Picture, Don't Miss
It: Romantically and pictorially, entirely
successful, this story of the fated love of a
gallant soldier and the daughter of an
Italian Prince is emotionally unsatisfying
in its present ending. While the mind approves the renunciation of the two whom
Life, not Death has parted the heart
rebels at it as a needless waste. They have
gone through such agonies, these young,
passionate, vital humans, and they have
so enlisted the onlooker in their struggle
to
reachoneeachactually
other's angry
arms that
the ending
leaves
and frustrated.
Quite a tribute to the sincerity of Clark
Gable and Helen Hayes that any picture
can arouse such emotions in a calloused
critic ! These two do the best work of their
respective careers against a gorgeous background of princely parks and palaces and
the religious pomp and pageantry. Surely
a picture not to be missed — one technically perfect and acted with fine feeling
and sympathy.

SECRETS
You'll Like Mary And Her Picture: Mary
Pickford's latest picture, "Secrets," is
thoroughly enjoyable even though it
moves jerkily from episode to episode in
the love story of the little heiress of the
Seventies and her pioneer lover. Vet each
episode is dramatic — and the drama makes
it count.
Leslie Howard's polite accent and drawing-room personality arte badly miscast in
the outlaw-fighting pioneer — yet, not
withstanding, Leslie Howard is the only
actor who could have played the heartbreaking scene when the husband of a
dozen years discovers that his wife has
always known of his unfaithfulness.
Mary looks lovely in the preposterous
crinolines of the earlier episode, does a
fine piece of work in the pioneer sequences
at the death of her baby, and makes a
charming old lady. A weak ending, which
does not develop the significance of the
title, leaves one rather cold. Yet for all its
easy-to-find faults you'll like "Secrets."

CLEAR ALL WIRES

FROM

Much Plot But Tracy Makes It Clear to
You: Picturegoers with a taste for comparisons will enjoy identifying the foreign
newspaper-correspondent hero of this
fast-moving comedy with a certain famous
journalist who prefers a sensational stunt
to the tame truth. They may even carry
the comparison further in pointing out the
likeness of the Great Publisher with the
head of a chain of American newspapers.
Lee Tracy, as the crack reporter at
large, shows how news is created in a
conflict of wits with the Soviet Government, in which he stages an assassination,
and gets into and out of difficulties with
the aid of a glib tongue.
There is almost too much plot to give
the Tracy talents full sway, but with the
aid of Una Merkel, Jimmy Gleason and
the beautiful Benita Hume (who has
nothing to do except look beautiful) the
screen's fastest talker gives you plenty of
laughs and thrills. And probably gives
Jimmy Cagney some new worries.
(More Reviews on page 68)

Exciting And Sure To Please You:
A
famous Derby brings all manner of people
to the racing resort hotel, some in rags,
some in tags and some, like Carole Lombard, in velvet gowns. They all are
betting on the big race with one thought
in mind — they need money. But they
need it for widely different reasons.
A bride, Adrienne Ames, has just discovered that her idolized husband, David
Manners, has been speculating and losing

HELL TO HEAVEN

his firm's money. If they don't win on
"New Hope" it means prison ahead. A
disgraced jockey has a chance to win back
his job and the girl he adores; a pair of
crooks want to make a big haul and a girl
needs money to win back her lover. By
the time the race is really run we are so
w^e^don't
sympathies
know between
which horse
we want that
to win.
torn
The director has cleverly worked up
real excitement, and Jack Oakie provides
lots of laughs. The cast is good but the
race, itself, is the star of the piece.

KOTEX ANNOUNCES
The

ER
ALIZ
'EQU
NTED
NEW in PATE
sensational introductory offer
20 to 30% greater
protection!
KOTEX
with Patented Equalizer

for only

59c

(7» United States only)

CLIMAXING two and onehalf years of scientific
study and research — the Kotex
laboratories now announce the
greatest advancement ever made
in sanitary protection — the
Patented* Equahzer! Because
words cannot explain its full
value — we make this remarkable introductory offer. We want
you to try the new Kotex — to
experience the new security —
the greater comfort. We urge
you to purchase 3 packages at
once.
What it is
The Patented Equalizer is a remarkable distributing agent
placed in the center of each
Kotex pad. It aas to give 20%
to 30% greater protection. It
gives infinitely greater assurance
of safety by keeping edges dry
— by providing greater thick-

ness without greater bulkiness.
It actually insures safety. An
intimate message of explanation
is sent you on the direction
sheet inside the package.
All features retained
The famous Kotex softness remains— its super-absorbency —
its disposability. It can be worn
on either side with equal
protection. Kotex — and Kotex
alone offers the special "Phantomized" shaping, making it
possible to wear closest fitting
gowns without slightest revealing line. Mere rounded ends
will not accomplish this.
Try the new Kotex!
For the sake of your comfort —
for economy's sake — learn the
full advantages of Kotex with
Patented Equalizer. It is now on
sale at drug, dry goods, and department stores in your city.

'''The New Patented 'Equalizer cannot be dtiplkated in any other
pad. It is protected by U. S, Government Patent No. i,86^,^^^.
For your own protection always make sure you get the genuine
Kotex with Patented Equalizer.
uiustrauons and text copr. 1933. koui co.

To ease
the task of
enlightenment
million
young
'-*•
I 'HIS
year—
some girls
five
beru'een the ages of 10
and 14 -will face a most
trying situation.
This year— some five
million mothers will face
adifficult task. Thousands
of these mothers will be
too timid to meet this
problem.
To free this task of enlightenment from the
slightest embarrassment,
the Kotex Company has
had prepared a booklet,
"Marjorie May'sTwelfth
It is accompanied by a
simple plan affording the
Birthday."
child complete privacy.
To secure a copy in a plain
envelope without cost or
slightest obligation parents
or guardians may fill in
and mail the coupon below.
MaryKotex
Pauline
Callender
c/o
Company,
Room2188A.
180 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, 111.
Please send me copy of
"Marjorie May'sTwelfth
Name
Birthday."
Street
City
State

_
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(Continued from page 66)

THE MIND

READER

Average
Picture — Take It Or Leave It:
This expose of the tricks and technique of
mind readers moves too slowly to hold the
interest, except in fitful lapses here and
there. The excellent Warren William continues to be one of the screen's smoothest
and most finished players as the sideshow
barker who decides that suckers want to
be fooled, and becomes Chandra, the
psychic. Hiring an unsophisticated country girl as assistant in the act, he is
amazed to find her unsympathetic to his
calling and for love of her tries to go
straight.
The closing sequences of the picture
have more excitement and suspense than
the beginning and the ending is, unexpectedly, logical and brave. But action is the
chief requisite of a motion picture, after
all, and the finest acting cannot make up
for lack of it. We would call it average
entertainment. To some it may be called

KING KONG

THE BIG CAGE

Fantastic Thrillei — Mechanical Triumph:
"King Kong," two years in the making
behind locked doors, is the mechanical
marvel of this Technocratic age. How
many kinds of trickery were used in
getting the breath-taking scenes of this
thriller of all thrillers, we do not know,
but after the first glimpse of King Kong,
the giant ape, fifteen times the height of a
tall man, one's imagination becomes adjusted to any slight jerkiness. The result
when prehistoric monsters chase men,
dwarfed to the size of insects, and the apeking carries the heroine (Fay Wray),
squirming in one monster paw, is sinipl>'
awe-inspiring. "King Kong" beggars deAll that
can of
be what
said isthe
" You
will
never know scription.
the
extent
movies

Packs Action And Thrills: Only the smells
of the circus are lacking in this animal
opus. Clyde Beatty, spectacular young
trainer of wild animals, is cast as himself,
and proves to have a nice photographic
smile and remarkable agility as he parries
the attacks of enormous lions and tigers —
all of this performed only with the help of
a fragile chair.
A sketchy plot has been tacked onto the
animal stufT but has little interest despite
the able help of Wally Ford, Anita Page,

"just another picture."
Constance Cummings is the girl.

can do till you've seen this tale of what a
travel picture explorer found on an uncharted island." It's fantastic, novel
and thrilling if you catch its mood. Robert
.-^irmstrong and Bruce Cabot are the daredevil pursuers of the beast.

Andy
Devine.
find "TheyouBiglike
Cage"
diverting
it willIf you
be because
the
circus and the zoo, the sight of snarling
beasts bested by human will, and the
exhibition of twenty tigers and twenty
lions in one cage at the same time.
The title of the picture gives you fair
warning. With a few minor changes in his
profile Beatty, by the way, might be good
screen material for straight heroes. He is
one of the most graceful figures we have
ever seen on the screen.

PRIVATE

KING OF THE JUNGLE

THE KEYHOLE

JONES

Human War Story — Tracy Fine: The tast' talking Lee Tracy has the best vehicle to
date in this unusual story of a dumb,
friendly, ne'er-do-well, forced into a war
which he Idoesn't
understand.
"The only
German
ever knew
was a delicatessen
clerk who was a good guy," wails Lee as
Private Jones. "Why should I kill Germans?" Unable to escape the draft by
claiming that he is the sole support of his
mother, Private Jones is hustled off to
France, still volubly protesting, to die at
last a mumbling hero, still unable to
figure out why he is a fighter.
There is a thread of love story with
Gloria Stuart, the wife of a brutal officer,
but the drama is concentrated in the bewildered mind of Private Jones, swept off
his feet by what he hears called Patriotism,
but what seems to him, to the very end —
folly. This is a powerful pacifist picture
and Tracy gives a superb characterization.
If you thought Tracy was only a comedian, see him in this!

// Youonly
Liketest
Lions
Muscle
It's sort
Yours:is
The
of aAnd
picture
of this
"Does it have amusement value?" And
the answer is yes. Buster Crabbe, new to
the screen, though not to the fans, proves
a personable young man with startling
biceps, strong features and an intelligent
instinct for following directions, which
might develop into acting ability sometime.
It is not necessary to waste words on
the story of the child reared by and among
lions in Africa, who is captured by a
circus man and taken to America. Thin as
it is, it serves as an excuse for some remarkable animal shots and circus atmosphere.
An amusing seq uence introduces Frances
Dee, as a school teacher to the escaped
Lion Man and inaugurates the inevitable
romance. The finish where the civilized
Lion Man releases the circus captives on
their native heath has real drama. If you
like lions — and biceps — be sure to see this.

Kav Francis Has Interesting Picture: Based
on the somewhat unsavory art of the
private detective, this story of life and love
in the upper classes gives Kay Francis the
opportunity to wear some gorgeous gowns
and to exhibit her flair for putting over
smart dialogue. There isn't an admirable
character among the gigolos, blackmailers,
fortune-hunters and keyhole-peepers who
surround the beautiful society girl married
to millions and willing to flirt with welltailored opportunity.
Against a background of New York and
Cuban luxury w^e watch intrigue on
intrigue worked out in clever situations
and lines. Hired by the elderly millionaire
to prove his wife faithless and furnish
evidence for a divorce, the detective
his
Brent)
(George It
victim.
is allfalls
donein inlove
the with^
artificial
manner and Kay Francis is worth the price
of admission always.
The excellent supporting cast includes
Monroe Owsley and Glenda Farrell.

RED. ROUGH HANDS...
mac/e

SfHOO

m.

IN ONLY I days!
HER new friends were wild with envy! Her gorgeous frock
...her beautifully coifiFured hair... she outshone them all!
Then they saw her hands — coarse, red, rough . . . They
breathed easily again. No danger of anyone falling for a girl
with those hands!
Are you killing the charm oiyour lovely frocks, the allure
oiyouT beauty, with rough, red, ugly hands?
Would you continue to, if you knew that only 3 days of
Hinds care would make your hands tenderly soft, white, lovely?
The kind of hands men adore . . .
^ow this famous cream works
Hot water . . . harsh cleansers . . . housework ... all take
away the natural oils that keep hands soft. Hinds Cream puts
back these precious oils. And thus restores youthful softness
and smoothness.
The moment you rub this dainty, gossamer- fine cream
into your hands you feel the skin become soft and supple
again.
Unlike ordinary hand lotions
Observe how different Hinds is from other hand lotions.
It is not weak and thinned out, nor is it one of these thick,
gummy jellies that just stay on the top of the skin. Hinds is
so chiffon-fine, so penetrating, that it goes deep down through
the skin layers where the real healing work must be done.
Use Hinds always after hands have been in water, after
exposure, and before going to bed at night.
This famous lotion leaves an invisible "second skin", too,
that protects hands from chapping and drying, keeps them
lovely in all kinds of weather. This "second skin" is a fine layer
of Hinds Cream that has penetrated deeply through the
rough skin. There it stays, softening, whitening, protecting.
New beauty
discovery!
It's a remarkable new liquefying cleansing cream that
melts the moment i ttouches
skin. Fine, light, penetrating
— ity7oo/5 the dirt and grease
out of pores! Askfor Hinds
Cleansing Cream. 40(f, 6Sc.
TODAY

• TOMORROW

• NEXT DAY

HINDS tr/CREAM
Copyright, Lehn & Fink, Inc., 1933

rnrr
a 7-Day
r n LC
Trial Bottle

(AIsotrialsizesofnewHmdsCleansing
Cream and Hinds Texture Cream)

Coupon below brings you a generous trial bottle of Hinds by fast return mail. See how deeply Hinds penetrates, healing those rough
cracks, that sore, dried-out skin. How soft, white, lovely, it makes
hands. Fill out and mail coupon NOW.
Lehn & Fink, Inc., Sole Distributors,
Dept. HK-5, Bloomfield, New Jersey
Please send me a generous free trial bottle (enough
for 18 or 20 applications) of Hinds Honey and Almond
Cream. Also trial sizes of the new Hinds Cleansing Cream
and Hinds Texture Cream.
Name^
Address.
City
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Frocks

How Women

Stars Can Look Eighteen !
{Continued from page ji)

.^FRIENDS

Mary is only one of the Hollywood stars
who have appeared before the public for
ten, fifteen, and in one case for twenty
years, and remained as fresh and young as
the latest group of W'ampas Baby Stars.

Perspiration can
You Botfi

Cost

Ruth Can Play Any Age
RUTH CHATTERTON was a star on
Broadway in 1914 — the same year
that a fellow nained Douglas Fairbanks
brought to town the "fastest and cleverest
sketch in vaudeville." In her last picture,
"Frisco Jenny," Ruth portrayed a young
girl with perfect conviction.
"Youth is a question of the mind," Ruth
says. "The body does not grow old if the
mind stays
But an Her
actress'
age
should
not young.
be discussed.
artistry
should! An actress should be able to act
any age!
"No one ever discusses age in the legitimate theatre. It has no bearing on the
roles that a great actor takes. It should be
left so in motion pictures, where the camera
can photograph anyone any age! It is the
illusion, not the age, that is important!"
We might as well say right now, on the
subject of age, that these actresses we are
discussing are comparatively young women.
One is apt to forget, for instance, that when
Mary Pickford started acting in films at the
Biograph
in New
was
aoldchild
actress,Studio
playing
child \'ork,
parts.she That
was, by the way, in 1909. Their youthful
appearance is extraordinary, however, in
the light of accomplishment.

Claire Avoids All Diets
/^LAIRE
Under your arms there is a social and
financial enemy. A social enemy, because
the odor emanating from arm-pits is positively repulsive to your friends!
A financial enemy, because the acids of
perspiration stain dresses and fade colors.
That alone can cost you the best dress that
you have to your name.
Odorono Saves your
Dresses and your Friendships
Odorono, a physician's defense against perspiration and its odors, protects you. For
perspiration }>2ust be prevented if you are to
avoid ruining dresses and offending friends.
Greasy creams and sticks, temporary powders, perfumes, soaps, cannot save you. But
Odorono is certain; with it your freshness
i-s secure. Without it doubts can disturb
your mind — perspiration wreckyour dresses.
Choose with confidence the famous Odorono Regular (ruby red) or the newer Instant Odorono (colorless). Both now have
the original Odorono sanitary applicator.

ODORONO
REGULAR

f Igij. I ~-^
^^^&

INSTANT
ODORONO

for use before retiring is for quick me — ivhile
— gives 3 to 7 days' dressing or at any time.
complete protection.
1 to 5 days' protection.

ODORONO
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WINDSOR,

considered by

V> fulmany
Hollywood's
woman, to
hasbeacted
in picturesmost
sincebeauti1920.
Just now she is attempting a screen comeback. Claire has definite ideas on the subyouth
and appearance
beauty. She
doesn't
ascribeject ofher
youthful
to chance.
She agrees, for instance, with Ruth Chatterton and Mary Pickford that right thinking
is just as important as healthy li\ing.
This "mental" turn to the discussion, let
us point out, is not an evasion. These
women have come closely under the eyes of
the most caustic critics in the world, where
artificialities such as make-up and facelifting would not have helped them.
More concretely, Claire continues with
rules for "youth" that any woman might
follow. "I don't stay up late often. I don't
believe in diet. I'm fortunate in being able
to eat anything I want. I never eat a thing
before going to bed. however.
"I stay outdoors whenever I can. I love
to
play tennis,
but Imuscle
don't play
because
I develop
that itisoften
not
attractive. Strenuous exercise isn't good
for me, and I've avoided it. I prefer to
walk, or ride horseback.
"I do not believe in facial massage. I
use a simple astringent cream at night, to
remove my street make-up. Except when
I'm working on a picture, I don't spend five
minutes on my face!
My home-life has been vitally important
to my looks, I believe. I am singularly fortunate in having a completely happy home.
My mother and father and my fourteenyear-old son are congenial, beautiful characters. / think unrest and squabbliyig in her
home
wouldpoint
soon there
wreckareanyundoubtedly
woman's looks."
At this
some
who will be thinking, "I, too, could look
young and beautiful if I were a movie star
with nothing to do, no household to manage
no one but
to think
answers
that myself
argument
most about!"
definitely.Claire
"I'd go mad if there were five minutes
during the day when I had nothing to do,"

she says. "Boredom can age a woman as
quickly as anything. But my house is so
busy
there's
danger
of that!"
(And
right nohere
we might
point out that
these astonishing women are busy women,
with both home lives and careers.)
Claire does not believe, however, that
business activities are good for women.
"I know that I, at least, am too completely
feminine to want to shine in any pursuit
that is really a man's. Being intellectual
does not add to a woman's charm!"
There are other actresses whose youth is
extraordinary, considering that they have
been prominent in the most grueling profession in the world for many years. Ina Claire
was a leading woman in the Ziegfeld "Follies"
in 1915, and to-day she rivals in beauty any
of our Hollywood "newcomers." Lila Lee
was a Wampas Baby Star ten years ago,
and she has recently conquered a serious
illness; yet she is one of the youngest-looking
girls in Hollywood at the moment. Billie
Burke has been on the stage and screen for
fifteen years or more, and only the other
day a Hollywood critic spoke of her appearance in the play, "The Marquise," as the
very breath of Spring. Marion Davies and
Lilyan Tashman were "Follies" girls fifteen
years ago — and their beauty is still of the
youthful "Follies" type. Hedda Hopper —
believe it or not — has a grown son, and each
is tremendously proud of the other. Gloria
Swanson, another screen veteran, is another
perennial beauty — always exciting.

Billie Says Competition Helps
BILLIE
BURKE
"First I want unto
say that
people says,
are unconsciously
fair to actresses about this delicate matter
of age. Because our names are so much
before the public, they think of us as far
older than we are. They remember that we
played in a certain play many years ago,
but they forget that we were, perhaps, in
our teens then. For instance, I went on the
stage when I was fifteen. Now I look at
my sixteen-year-old daughter, Patricia, and
think 'It's time that young lady went to
"I believe that you can't look young unless you are young in spirit. / defy age! I
laugh it oft. I believe that keeping gay and
cheerful as much as possible is a duty to
one's self, as well as to those around one.
The
stage and the screen keep me vigorwork!'
ously occupied, and for the rest, I rely on
plain soap and water. I will say, too, that
in being married to Mr. Ziegfeld, who had
so much youth and beauty around him, I
had
and competition — which
made an
me incentive
keep young.
"As the years pass and she loses that
first blush of youth, there are tremendous
compensations for every woman. She
knows the true \alue of beauty and love,
possessions which a young girl takes as her
own right and recklessly tosses aside. That
first blush of youth is precious and irreplaceable, but the compensations are
enough
make that
one historians
happy andhavecontent."
Do youto know
figured
out that Cleopatra must haxe been forty
when she "vamped" Julius Caesar and
Mark Anthony? That Bernhardt, right up
until she was seventy, was able to create in
audiences' minds the illusion of a young and
beautiful girl?
Peggy Hopkins Joyce, who recently arrived in Hollywood under contract to Paramount studios, is famously attractive to men
and has married four. Those who meet her
are astonished at her appearance of youth
and charm. She gives one of her beauty
secrets as a habit of snatching cat-naps all
day long — relaxing completely whenever
she has five or ten minutes to spare.

iaXSE*** ;-«:»5«St*»*tlKf

IS

THE

FEAR

OF

Many eminent physicians have declared
that fear often acts on the system hke a
poison, creating a toxic condition that is
particularly disturbing to the delicate
feminine organism.
When women

watch the calendar, month

after month, with anxiety and apprehension, this very worry, in itself, often
causes feminine irregularities and illhealth.
Why not banish "calendar fear"?
Why not follow the lead of millions of
women who are safeguarding health,
youth and feminine daintiness by practicing correct and sensible hygiene?
They use the "Lysol" method of femi-

THEM

SHATTERING

YOUR

HEALTH?

nine antisepsis that has been approved
by leading doctors throughout the world,
for more than forty years.

cleanliness. L'se "Lysol" according to
directions. Your druggist has it. Your
doctor recommends it . . . And be sure

"Lysol" is mild and healing. It contains
no free caustic alkali, commonly found

to send for the new, free "Lysol" booklet, "Marriage Hygiene — the important

in chlorine-type antiseptics, which deadens sensitive tissues and inflames tender
membranes.

part it plays in the ideal marriage." It
will come to you in a plain envelope.
Please use the coupon below.

•
"Lysol" is dependable and effective. It
destroys germ-life in the actual presence
of organic matter . . . Under similar conditions, certain chlorine compounds lose
95% of their laboratory efficiency.
Don't let "calendar fear" run
away with your good looks . . . and your
good health. Practice intimate feminine

WRITTEN
FOR

BY

WOMEN

WOMEN

A new ftminine health-booklet prepared
exclusively by women for women . . . Worldfamous gynecologists offer their professional
and personal advice in simple, frank English
. . . Send today for "Marriage Hygiene— the
important part it plays in the ideal marriage."

LEHN & FIXK, Inc.
Bloomfield, N. J., Dept. LK-5

"Lysol" is economical ... a treatment costs
less than one cent. "Lysol" is safe ... it contains no free caustic alkali. "Lysol" is effective
... it destroys hidden germ-life. "Lysol" has
enjoyed the full confidence of the medical
profession for over 40 years.

Sole disirihutors of *'Lysor' disinfectant
Please send me free, postpaid, a copy of your new booklet, "Marriage Hygiene,'* with articles by three internationally famous women physicians.
Na mf.

.

.

SlrettCity—

.State« Lelm&Fink,

Inc.. 1933
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Radio
Stars—
They're All
Headed
for Hollywood
{Continued from page 5p)
Sisters were shown to be brunettes with an
amazing family resemblance. Donald Novis,
witti the voice of a seraph, was discovered
to have rugged, he-man features (which
explains how he once knocked down an
intoxicated diner at the Cocoanut Grove
who sniggered at his voice). Burns and
Allen, who have put the dumb blonde on
the air, confessed to the camera that the
blonde was dark-haired. Arthur Tracy, the

How

Street Singer of the air, and \'incent
Lopez and Cab Calloway with their orchestras, were ail seen for the first time by the
millions who hear them nightly.

to keep

WASH

What Started the Big Rush

GLOVES

IT was an aim in the dark — and it hit the
box-office bull's-eye. "The Big Broadcast" was a huge success; to use the professional phrase, it "dragged
in." were
The
radio personalities
in the 'em
picture
deluged with mail. Immediately, the word
went around Hollywood, "They want to see
their radio favorites!" Kate Smith, the
biggest feminine star of the air, in every
sense, was signed to be featured in a story
written to fit her personality. Fannie
Hurst, famous for best-sellers, was engaged

supple as ^vhen
the/ vfere skins
Is the stamp "washable" in chamois, doe- or pigskin gloves just another ha-ha to you? Don't
blame the gloves. They are as sensitive as your
own skin to the least bit of harshness in soap.
Wash your gloves with soap you know is
PURE— IVORY SNOW, the quick-sudsing form
of pure, gentle Ivory Soap.
And Ivory Snow really dissolves in LUKEWARM water I It is made in a new way — not cut
into flat flakes, but blown into quick-dissolving,
sudsy round bits.

to
writeher"Hello,
around curves.
Kate's
voice,
smile, Everybody"
and her unabashed
Producers expected a box-ofifice rush.
Instead, the>' were surprised to hear that
"Hello, Ever>'body" was playing to a new
low in several big theatres, and had been
jerked off the screen before the end of its
first week on Broadway. But the news
from the small towns was heartening — and
Hollywood isn't discouraged about the
possibilities of radio stars.

Six Rules for Success in
Washing

Paramount
taken upthat
Kate
Smith's
option,
and it has
is reported
in the
late
Spring she will play a war entertainer and
ambulance driver in a picture now being

Gloves

written
for her.
"International
House"in
will contain
a broadcasting
sequence,
which Rudy \ allee will appear, not as a
Great Lover, but as a radio crooner. George
Burns and Gracie Allen, and Colonel Stoopnagle and Budd, are among the long list of
radio celebrities who are taking part in
"International House." Bing Crosby is all

1. Use IVORY SNOW and just barely LUKEWARM water. Hot water is fatal to gloves. Ivory
Snow melts instantly in water that is safely cool.
2. Wash gloves INSIDE as well as OUTSIDE.
A soft nail-brush helps to get finger-ends clean.
3. Rinse thoroughly inside and out in barely
LUKEWARM water. No flat particles in Ivory
Snow to cling flat to the leather and make rinsing
difficult — no soap spots!

set
for aLally,
picture
called "College
Humor."
Howard
a favorite
with air audiences,
will work in "Five Cents a Glass" at Fox,
playing himself. Dark, curly-haired Phil
Harris, a local singer at the Cocoanut Grove
— which gave the world Bing Crosby,
Donald Novis and Russ Columbo (the
movies are after Russ, too) — has appeared
in a special two-reeler at RKO, entitled "So
This Is Harris," and has other offers.

4. DON'T SQUEEZE or wring gloves. Lay them
flat between folds of a Turkish towel and pat loose
water out.
5. DON'T hang wash-leather gloves to dry on a
hot radiator or over heat of any kind.

Must Faces Match Voices?

6. Soften by working onto your hands just
BEFORE they are dry.
KATHRYN

THE
studios cannot afford to guess
wrong. Perhaps the surprising apathy
accorded Kate Smith's first screen appearance was because of a weak, trite story and
not because Kate's radio fans wanted to
hear her and not see her. Perhaps " The Big
Broadcast's" success was due to the number
of radio celebrities gathered together into
one cast. The main difficulty with the
situation seems to be that audiences have
formed mental pictures of radio stars —
which sometimes receive a severe jolt when
they see their air heroes and heroines.
Remember how, when movie stars suddenly began to talk, some of their voices
didn't match their faces? There was John
Gilbert, for instance, who looked baritone,
and talked tenor; some of our most ladylike

MARTIN

Washability Expert
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faces proved to have a N'Yoik twang when
they spoke.
It was all very upsetting.
Now, the reverse is happening. The
radio stars, whom we love to listen to in
the privacy of our own living rooms, are

stepping in front of movie cameras, and
their faces don't always match their voices.
But the dismal discovery that there are no
\alentinos singing on the air, and no
Garbos hidden in a broadcasting station,
has not deterred the studios from trying to
cash in on the popularity of the radio stars.
Radio experts declare that Kate Smith
is the most popular star of the Stay-atHomes, who don't care much for women
singers, as a rule. She gets an average of
thirty thousand fan letters a week. No
movie star — not even Garbo — can equal
that record! Young people who like their
music both peppy and romantic form one
radio audience, while those who turn the
dial for comedy and other oral entertainment form another. Hollywood is out to
catch both kinds!
The latest report is that Ed Wynn, Jack
Pearl and Jimmy Durante are going to
co-star in a comed},'-with-music for M-G-M.
Wynn, in the earlier days of the talkies,
transferred his nonsense to the screen in
"Follow the Leader" — which went over in
the big cities, but missed out in the small
towns, because the rural population had
never heard of him then. But that's all
changed now! And M-G-M figures that
with such a line-up as Wynn, Durante and
Pearl — probably the three best-known
comics in America to-day — no picture could
possibly miss.
They're
probably
right.
Ruth Etting, popular radio singer with a
sob in her voice, has appeared in a number
of \'itaphone shorts. They have clicked —
and the result is a big, handsome offer to
make a feature picture. Lanny Ross, the
singer on the "Captain Henry's Showboat"
hour, has also appeared in \'itaphone shorts
— and feature producers have their eyes on
him. James Melton, another popular radio
singer, has likewise made shorts. With
music returning to the screen in a big way,
every popular singer on the air, both male
and female, stands a chance of being invited
to Hollywood.
Tom Brown, one of the most promising
juveniles now on the screen, was spotted on
an air program. So was blonde Gloria Shea
— whose name was Olive Shea, when she
was on the air.

Tibbett's New Public
SEX'ERAL
singers
who (before
scored Hollywood
hits in the
early singing
talkies
overdid the revue-and-romance stuff) have
since built up tremendous publics via the
air waves. In a recent poll of radio editors,
Lawrence Tibbett was voted the most
popular semi-classical male singer on the
air. His radio public may bring him back
to his screen public. The same applies to
Alexander Gray, and to Bernice Claire —
who have recently been making two-reelers,
which is a big first step on the way back to
Hollywood.
The best-known radio speaking voices
are in constant demand by Hollywood.
Fast-talking Floyd Gibbons has supplied
the descriptive monologue for several news
and-views shorts. Lowell Thomas delivered
the description that went along with "The
Blonde Captive," a picture of the aborigines
of Australia. Graham McNamee, sports
and program announcer and Ed Wynn's
radio "stooge,"- is the voice behind one of
the best-known newsreels. Ted Husing has
"announced" for a number of sport shorts.
Walter Winchell, with a rapid-fire speaking
style all his own, has made some shorts —
and last Fall he was almost signed up by
Universal to play the columnist in "Okay,
America." Winchell, by the way, has given
the producers some ideas for titles — namely,
"Okay, America," "Is My Face Red?"
and "Blessed Event." He was the one who
popularized all of those phrases, and made
them money-getters at the box office.
James Wallington, Norman Brokenshire,
William Brenton, Don Ball and Andre
(Continued oti page 8j)

THERE'S
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EXCUSE

f^ith Pompelan face powder you can
be sure oj your Loveliness Jor hours.

How ugly even the prettiest nose may
look half an hour ajter it has been
powdered with ordinary powder/

'M'^ar ncmi I
It's happened to all of us! ... A
furtive glance in a mirror and the

powders.
It will
not "coat"
skin. Rather
it gives
the face the
an

horrible discovery that a shinynose has ruined the assurance of

even, delicate perfection. A perfection you can be confident of

a perfect make-up.
But from this day forth, you
have no excuse if you're caught
at anything but your best. For
Pompeian has perfected a soft
fine powder that will cling, not
for minutes, but for hours ! In addition to this, the new Pompeian
has all the beauty-giving properties of the finest present-day face

retaining for hours after you've
left the dressing-table!
It comes in a variety of flattering skin tones, expressly created
to complement and enhance every
complexion type.
It has an unobtrusive and
pleasantly feminine perfume. The
clever box is neat ... as well as
terribly smart.
YOU'LL

LIKE

THE

PRICE!

All that our long experience has taught us to
save in manufacturing costs and present economies, we pass on to you. Which is the reason
this remarkably fine powder can be bought for
so little. All Pompeian products can be bought
at drug and department stores everywhere.
The

Pompeian

Company,

Bloomfieldy

N.

J.

Sales Represeniatii>es: Harold F. Ritchie & Co., Inc.
40 E. 34th St., New York, N. Y.
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Connie Bennett Answers Your Questions
{Continued from page sy)
stunning raincoat and a pretty black hat.
Where or how can I get a duplicate of that
hat? Honestly, I don't know. It was made
for me by the costume designer of the
Warner Brothers Studio.
Is Joan Cranford a good friend of yours?
(This friendship drew many queries.) I've
already answered that. I'm proud to say
that Joan is my friend.
Is it true that you maintain an apartment
in Paris and buy all your clothes in Europe?
For "Our Betters," my current picture, I
bought all my clothes in New York. I do
maintain a Paris apartment.
Do you ride horseback? Yes.
Are you going to play in pictures if you
lose your popularity? If I should lose what
little popularity I have, I imagine the producers would answer your question with an

One of the things that a man admires mostly in
a woman is daintiness. Nothing can destroy his
love more quickly than perspiration stains or odor.
When a woman uses Dew regularly, she knows
that her garments are free of untidy damp spots,
stains that ruin fabrics and perspiration odor.
Dew comes in a beautiful dressing table flask.
With the improved, sanitary applicator, Dew may
be applied in a moment. It dries quickly. . . takes
effect immediately. Use Dew as often as needed.
Unfortunately, very many women do not fully
realize the important relationship between love,
pleasant scents and disagreeable odors. The coupon below will bring you free — in a plain envelope— an interesting confidential booklet on the
subject. Mail the coupon today.
Marion Lambert, Inc. • • • St. Louis ■> Toronto
/ Dew instantly and completely N
V deodorizes sanitary napkins/

IDEW

Crystal-pure Deodorant and Non-perspirant
PREVENTS

ODOR

' PROTECTS

Snsiani DEW
may be applied at any time
— day or night — while
you dress.

CLOTHES

<? lllva DEW
is for more lasting protection — 3 days or more. Use
it at bedtime.

hook for this counter display in
your drug or department store.
Marion Lambert, Inc.
Dep't. S-34, 62-9 Del Monte Way, St. Louis, Mo.
Send me your FREE, confidential booklet.
t^ame
Address
City
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Do you "No!"
answer all your fan mail, yourself,
emphatic
or docs someone else do it? (This one was
asked by many.) I read and dictate answers
to as much of my fan mail as my time
permits. My secretary answers the balance.
Are you a real blonde? Yes, I am.
What sort of role would completely satisfy

Is the Marquis de la Falaise an actor? No,
he is a writer and a director.
/ atn eight years old and I like you very
much. Do you like little girls? Yes, indeed.
I like little girls "very much," too.
Which do you prefer, Paris or Vienna?
Both are delightful cities and it would be
difficult to choose between them. Paris has
suffered less from the "depression" and is
now the gayer of the two.
Which do you like better, comedy or drama?
1 prefer a combination of the two, a comedydrama, for I think it more closely approximates life.
Why don't you play opposite Clark Gable?
It happens that Mr. Gable is under contract to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, while I am
under contract to Radio Pictures.
What do the scenarists mean by the camera
"panning" players? They mean that the
camera is swung in an arc to follow some
movement of the players, creating a "panoramic" effect.

How can I get over being self-conscious
when I go out with anyone? I always think
I am not as good as the other person. You
must overcome that complex by your own
effort. Exercise your self-confidence and
squelch that feeling of inferiority the moment that it asserts itself.

Do you spend much time in Ne'w York
City? Do you live in Beverly Hills? I spend
approximately two months each year in New
York. Yes, I live in Beverly Hills.
Is there a real Chandu, the Magician, and
is there a Thurston, the Magician? (This
question is submitted by a doubting youngster.) I'm afraid there is no Chandu, but
there is a real Thurston, and a very clever
magician he is, too.
IIo7i< can I acquire glamour? As a general
rule, one should study himself, capitalize
on his "best points" and try to make his
weaknesses as unnoticeable as possible.

Is your weekly salary actually ,$30,000.?
No, it averages far less than that.
Did you or your sister, Joan, play with

In the picture, " Rockabye," is the baby supposed to be yours by adoption or by "Al
Howard"?
By adoption.

Warner Baxter in "Doctors' Wives"? Joan
played that role.
What would you do if you should lose all
your money and have to live on a farm like
me? Naturally, I'd be forced to adjust myself to circumstances — but I would strive
to progress and certainly I would not bewail

117; _v didn't you marry an American? Because I happened to fall in love with a
Frenchman.
Where do you do most of your shopping?
In Hollywood, New York City and Paris.
How old were you, the first time you really

you? I'm satisfied with each role before
the picture is filmed. Naturally, some turn
out better than others.

my Are
lot. you happy as an actress? If not, why?
I have had a great deal to be thankful for,
and I am very happy.
Ulay I have your daily schedule or the routine that you follow in doing your work all
through the day? There can be no certain
routine in the work of a motion picture
actress. The production of a picture involves new problems every day and we must
adjust our time and our work to conform.
Do you collect anything?
No.
How many more pictures will you make
before retiring? That depends entirely on
the number of suitable stories which the
studio secures for me during the remaining
time of my contract.
lt'7;a/ unmarried actor do you think is the
best-looking? There are a number of actors
who, in my opinion, are very handsome. It
would be impossible, as well as tactless, to
choose between them.
How did you feel when you starred in your
first picture? Did you go to see it? Of course,
I saw it. I was very excited.
How do you learn those long parts? I try
my best to live every character. I spend
long hours studying the script before production work is started. During production
I continue to study the script. And the director rehearses every scene, sometimes
repeatedly, before filming it.
Who is yotir favorite leading man? (At
least two hundred asked this question.)
That depends on the natiure of the picture
and the role he is to play. The leading man
who will mean most to the finished picture
is my favorite.
Are you happy unth your neta husband, the
Marquis?
Yes.

and truly fell in love? I can't remember.
I thought "Rockabye" was a wonderful picture. What did you think of it? A star is
foolish to judge any picture, except by the
verdict of the only real jury, which is the
public. "Rockabye" has been well received.
Would you recognize a distant relative?
Probably not. I know very few of my relations outside my immediate family.
What is your favorite color? Blue. (Connie was wearing blue lounging pajamas as
we talked.)
What advice would you give to a young girl
who wants to be a motion picture actress? If
you are really determined to be a screen
actress, I should advise acquiring a wealth
of stage experience first. Conditions have
changed in Hollywood since the advent of
talking pictures. Most directors feel that
an actress with stage experience has a better chance of success on the screen. Moreover, studio scouts are continually on the
qui vive to sign promising talent, and they
make the legitimate theatre their hunting
What is your baby's name? Peter.
ground.
Who, in your opinion, was the greater
genius — Beethoven or Leonardo da Vinci?
Take your choice. I have none.
How do you care for your hair? I have it
water-waved. It is shampooed every five
days, and I never permit the use of a hot
iron.
What shade of cosmetics do you xtse? In the
summertime, I use an oUve powder, brown
eye-shadow, brown pencil, carmine lipstick
and rouge. In the winter, I use a rachel
powder and vermilion lipstick and rouge.
Do you believe beauty to be the chief requisite
for a screen career?
No.
Beauty is an aid,

but it is secondary to personality, I believe.
Did yon play in "Pinch Hitter" in 1925
with Glenn Hunter and were some of the
scenes made in West-icood, New Jersey? Yes.
What picture did you enjoy making the
most? (Scores asked this.) "What Price
Hollywood?"
Who is your favorite author? Flaubert.
Do you object to the public's delving into
your personal life? Yes, I certainly do.
As a child, did you want to be an actress?
Yes. Being the child of a theatrical family,
it was almost inevitable that I should want
to be an actress.
What qualities do you admire most in a
man? Integrity, intelligence, courage and
a sense of humor.
Is there any certain role that you would like
to portray? Each and every role is interesting.
What qualifications should a girl have to
become a successful actress? A world of ambition, an appealing personality and an
abundant supply of common-sense. Needless to say, she must also have ability.
Do you like Hollywood society? "Hollywood society" is too vague. I am very devoted to my friends and I enjoy being with
them.
What has been the happiest moment of your
life? I can't answer that question. My life,
like the life of anyone else, has contained
a great many happy moments.
What is the best way, in your opifiion, to
break into the theatrical business, when one
has no connections with people in it? (This
represents fully one-third of the questions
received.) Unless one happens to get a
"lucky break," it is necessary to start in
some humble capacity and improve the opportunities that are sure to offer themselves.
Commimity theatres and other amateur
theatrical activities have proved stepping
stones to a great many persons who are
now famous actors.
Do you think the amoeba pretty? What do
you think of the mentality of apes? (Look-it,
Connie, you're being spoofed!) I think the
person who wrote that question probably
has a very high opinion of — his own cleverness.
How can you keep yourself so well-groomed
and yet work such lofig hours? I do work
long hours — when I am working. But, like
every other actress who is conscientious, I
consider personal neatness and appearance
an invaluable asset. Maintaining my appearance, as best I can, is part of my work.
Were you in Europe during 1930/' I'll
swear I met and talked to you in the mountains ofSwitzerland. Yes, I was in Europe
in 1930, but I did not visit Switzerland.
Woidd you go into pictures again if yoii
had your life to live over? Yes, I would.
Do you remember your vacation at Camp
Abena, Belgrade Lakes, Maine? Yes, with
a great deal of pleasure.
How can a person get a child, pretty as a
picture and very intelligent, into the movies?
I would be imkind to offer you any encoiu'agement. The competition is so intense
and there is not enough work for those
already in Hollywood.
/ have a good job, but I am "movie crazy."
Woidd you advise me to come to Hollywood
and try my luck? (Many asked this.) By
all means, if you have a good position, keep
it. Only some miraculous happenstance
could bring you more than "extra" work,
and of the seventeen thousand "extras" in
Hollywood now, less than fifty are able to
earn a living from the studios.
And there you are. Connie has answered.
I'm sure that in her replies, you will find
the answer to your own question.
Next month, that gay, debonair son of
France, Maurice Chevalier, will disco\er
what we Americans mean by the expression,
"The witness was grilled."
There should be any number of interesting answers from him, for Maurice has
been places, seen things, and done things.
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"The White Sister"— Seen Through
Hollywood
'spage Eyes
{Continued from
41)
does not believe herself a good film actress —
and is always amazed by any evidence of the
great success that she has achieved. She
underrates her own abilities and has apologies ever ready to deliver, should she make
an error. Most of the mistakes that she
believes she has committed are wholly
imaginary.

How Helen Feared Clark
HER curious contrition manifests itself
in many ways. Even though the
director applauds her work in a difficult
sequence — waxes enthusiastic, in fact — she
refuses to be convinced. "Please," she will
say demurely, "can't we try it again? I am
certain that we can improve it." Or to the
cameraman, she says, "I'm a frightfully bad
photographic subject. I feel sorry for your

Now

She Attracts
. . . without

Attracting Attention!
welcomed her. Men were poWOMEN
lite . . . but among themselves, ihey
talked about her as "the girl with those
painted lips!". ..Finally, by chance, she
tried a new kind of lipstick that made her
lips beautiful with natural color . . . yet never
conspicuous with a painted look !

A lipstick that's different
Probably you'll say you don't have a painted
look. Yet any ordinary lipstick coats the lips
with paint. So switch to Tangee. For Tangee
brings out the natural color of your lips . . .
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pretty pictures when I'm in them. I'll
attempt
to beamong
as littlethousands
trouble aswho
possible."
She is one
never
objects to turning her back to the camera.
She is afraid of praise — afraid that it is
flattery, offered only to ease her feelings.
On the stage, she has assurance; before a
camera, none at all. That is, until the
camera starts turning. Then, with a seemingly superhuman effort, she ceases to be
Helen Hayes and becomes the character she
is playing. This transition is achieved in a
split second and, oddly enough, without any
outside aid. She does not need soft music to
induce a sad state of mind; she does not
work herself up to a climax to bring tears.
She can be laughing offstage and the very
next moment step into a scene to cry real
tears, so complete is her control over her
emotions. Yet she continues to underrate
her ability. She actually seems — and I
realize the triteness of this observation — to
be two people.
Imagine, then, how self-conscious Helen
Hayes was upon the occasion of her first
scene with Clark Gable. The thought of
appearing with Clark was more terrifying,
because of thoughts of the mythical row
of critics who would observe her "poor
efforts" alongside his assured acting.

How Clark Feared Helen

may impress you the same way
GABLE
as he impressed Helen. He appears
ingly
sure of himself. Actually,
overwhelm
he is as humble as I have sketched Helen
Hayes to be. And he was literally dreading
the necessity of pla>-ing with her. He was
afraid, not of her, but of her justified reputation. He was positive that she would show
by comparison that he was a novice at the
art of acting.
Two people quaking in fear of one another
— a most unusual situation, this. Hollywood received many chuckles from the
stories concerning the first days of their
acting together, stories that will be remembered when Hollywood sees "The White
Sister." There was much conjecture on how
this mutual self-consciousness would end.
And how did it end? Vou helped bring it
to a conclusion — you who write letters to
the stars.
Resting between scenes one day. Gable
remarked, "It is a great privilege to play in
a picture with you, Aliss Hayes."
"Thank you," she replied. "I notice
quite an increase in my fan mail recently —
and all the letters I receive tell me how
lucky I am to be playing in a picture with
Gable laughed heartily, joined by the
woman whose talents had held him in awe.
That was the beginning. Before many
minutes, both had confessed their fear of each
other, and in laughter at the prank selfyou."

consciousness had played on them, they
forgot to be self-conscious.
They grew to be very good friends, in fact
so friendly that Helen perpetrated several
jokes at Clark's expense. She is, by the way,
an incurable little practical joker when she
becomes well acquainted with people. Her
joking, however, never inflicts personal embarrassment upon sensitive personalities.

A Surprise Party for Gable
"gag"
y prepared
elaboratel
THE
d Gable's
was most
the one
that celebrate
birthday. For this Helen had the cooperation of the entire production staff.
He finished his scenes shortly after midday and, congratulating himself on keeping
his birthday a secret, prepared to go home.
It was then that Director Victor Fleming
stepped into the breach and, by inventing a
costume test and a dozen other unnecessary tasks, kept Gable busy until quitting
time.
him. He was led, unsuspecting, upon the
set, where everybody had a gag present for
Clark is a rabid amateur movie photographer. He goes about day after day with
his tiny camera, shooting everything in
sight. So they staged a preview of a film he
was alleged to have shot. Everything was
upside down or back-cranked or in some
other way made absurd. The reel was a
masterpiece of the worst in photography.
Following the "preview," Gable was
presented with an Academy award for his
photographic ability. The award took the
form of a small Kewpie doll upon which big
ears had been pasted. They said the person
who had posed for the statue was Mrs.
Coral Gables, a cousin from Florida.
A score of other ridiculous presents followed. Gable has long been a pal of the
studio workers, electricians, grips and props,
with whom he has an easier fraternity
than with other actors — and all had some
silly remembrance for him. Serious gifts
were barred. And as he received them,
Gable blushed and stammered his thanks
for the party, for all the ingenious fuss that
had been made about him.
So much for the habits of our co-stars on
the set. Remember these little anecdotes
when you see the picture and marvel anew
at the art of their acting that would never
allow you to suspect any self-consciousness,
if you did not know of it in advance.

How the Picture Opens
White
"The Hayes)
e of(Helen
Sister"first
depicts
Angela
sequenc
THE
and her father. Prince Chiaromonte (Lewis
.Stone), seated in an Italian church. With
them are Traversi (Alan Edwards), the
wealthy young man to whom Angela is
betrothed, and Mina, her faithful old
servant (Louise Closser Hale).
The ceremony you witness is authentic in
every detail. It is High Mass, as conducted
in Italy. Officiating is Monsignor Saracinesca (Edward Arnold) and several
dignitaries actually of the church. These
real figures served as technical advisers in
all church procedure. Working with a
religious supply house, the studio was able
to duplicate exactly every item in its reproduction ofthe cathedral — from the enormous
candelabra that weighed nearly four
hundred pounds down to the three thousand
candles and the incense used in the ecene.
Emerging from the impressive church
ceremony, the congregation is plunged into
the incongruously contrasting gaiety of the
Carnival of the Saints. Laughing, dancing,
parading throngs overflow the Plaza and
streets. Grotesque figures of papier mach6

march
by, led by a blaring band.
The
merry-making is at its height.
Nearly a week was consumed in filming
the Carnival. Tons of confetti and streamers were used. A thousand "extras" were
employed. Watch particularly, when you
see the picture, for a pair of bullocks drawing a cart. Director Fleming found them
the most temperamental actors with whom
he had to deal. They didn't like the noise
and refused to do their work amid frenzy.
The whole scene depended upon them, and
the director instructed his "extras" to observe them closely and, if they faltered and
stopped, to stop with them. Every eye on
the set was on the team of oxen — so keep
your eye on them, too. See if you can detect
anything strange about their behavior.

How

the Lovers Meet

A ANGELA wants to tarry to join in the
Jl. Carnival's fun. But her father will have
none of it. Is she not a member of the
nobility and an engaged lady at that? Why
should she wish to mingle with the common
herd? Reluctantly, Atigela is driven away.
But on the way home, a ramshackle car
driven by Giovanni, a young Italian officer
(Clark Gable), runs into her limousine. It is
upon this chance meeting that romance is
born.
In the privacy of her room, Afigela cannot
forget the handsome officer. Finally, she
prevails upon Mina to allow her to return to
the Carnival.
The streets are still running riot. Fascinated and amused, they make their way to
the Plaza, where a human horse is entertaining the crowd. The horse's head catches
sight of Angela and forthwith detaches
himself from the chap who is playing the
hind legs. Of course, it is Giovanni.
The gentleman playing the rear end is
not listed in the cast. Hollywood will
recognize him, even though you do not. He
is none other than Donald Ogden Stewart,
the author, who insisted upon playing the
part. With much good-natured jesting,
Stewart accepted the congratulations of the
company upon his performance. He called
it the crowning achievement of a long
career — his "big moment."
Giovanni is successful in losing Mina in
the crowd and has Angela to himself for the
entire afternoon. It is the first of their
secret meetings. When her father discovers
them alone in the garden, he orders Giovanni
to cease his attentions. Then, when his
orders are disobeyed, he pursues Angela to
Giovanni' s rooms and is killed in an automobile accident en route.

Women revolt
against washing
dirty handlierchiefs !
KLEENEX
brings release
from this hated
task! Soft tissues
are used once and
destroyed!

Now 25c

How Kleenex
prevents spread of germs
Linen fiber, highly magnified,

ninstratlons and text copr. 1933, Kleenex Co.

Angela
her Giovanni
father's
death.
She blames
ends herherself
romanceforwith
and goes to live in cheap quarters with the
faithful Mina. But on the eve of the Great
War, they meet again and are reconciled,
only to be torn apart by mobilization orders.

Why She Enters Convent
GIOVANNI flies away with his squadron
in the service of his country. He is
shot down behind the enemy lines, captured
and reported among the casualties. Angela,
grief-stricken by the news, decides the
material things of life have nothing left for
her and vows to forsake everything to become a nun in a convent — a White Sister.
Hollywood, seeing the aerial war scenes
in whichtheGiovanni's
is shot down,
will
recall
difficulties'plane
encountered
in their
filming. Seven 'planes were especially rebuilt along the lines of Italian aircraft.
Seven left the film capital's airport, but
only three returned. The others "cracked
up," pilots.
fortunately without serious injury to
the
Taking the 'planes up to Truckee, the
scenery of which is much like the Italian
Alps, they found the snow twenty feet deep.
Landing was complicated by such huge
drifts and several unintentional "crack-ups"
{Continued on page 8i)

MADAM, are you still washing dirty
handkerchiefs? It's so unnecessary! Thousands of women let Kleenex

from germ - infected handkerchief. Most germs have been
dislodged — showing how handkerchiefs spread colds.
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linen
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dozens of handkerchief-size tissues, to
be simply destroyed after use.
Kleenex in many forms

This Kleenex fiber defied all
attempts to dislodge germs. Thus
Kleenex cannot reinfect the user
or spread infection to others.
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You'll find Kleenex a great comfort
during colds. The tissues are of softest
rayon-cellulose. They are very soothing
to tender, inflamed skin.
And here's a great health factor.
During colds, Kleenex does not infect
hands and pockets as does a handkerchief, from whose fibers germs are dis-
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lodged fifteen times more readily than
from Kleenex. Remember that.
Ideal for children
Kleenex is the ideal handkerchief for
children, who need especially this protection from colds. Teachers appreciate
its use in the schoolroom.
Try 'Kerfs, too — smartly bordered
handkerchiefs of tissue. At any drug,
dry goods or department store.
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Will Foreign Stars Force Down
Hollywood Salaries?
{Continued from page ^j)

hygiene

Lilian Harvey, the English girl who became one of Germany's most popular stars,
is said to be drawing thirty-fi\e hundred
dollars a week at Fox, where she is now

screen test he took in New York led to his
contract.
Una O'Connor and Merle Tottenham
were among the group of players imported

making "My Lips Betray," her first American picture. She was able to demand such a
sum on the strength of her world-wide sucIt cessisin "Congress
interesting Dances."
to note that, while she
would have been practically unknown in the
United States if it had not been for that
single German film, she has long been one
of the Continent's most popular stars. She
has been kept so steadily at work that,
during the past two years, there were
exactly fourteen days — and these not consecutively— when she was idle.
Henri Garat, her co-star in "Congress
Dances," is also under contract to Fox. His
salary is not known, but doubtless runs well
into four figures. He is scheduled to be

by
its production
of "Cavalcade."
BothFoxhadforappeared
in the London
play and
repeated their performances on the screen.
They were, however, the only two from the
original cast of "Cavalcade" to remain in
Hollywood under long-term contract.
An unbroken string of eight successes in
foreign films brought Heather Angel to
America. English-born, she was playing in
a UFA picture in Germany when Fox scouts
discovered her. Her stage experience is
extensive. For more than two years, she
toured the Far East in repertory. Her first

Janet Gaynor's hero in his American debut.

New Matinee Idol Coming
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HOLLYWOOD
will pay real money for
the services of Francis Lederer, the
new Broadway matinee idol from abroad —
a sum in the neighborhood of a thousand
dollars weekly, according to report. Still,
if he lives up to advance notices, Lederer
will be worth it. There have been few recent
newcomers who have been received with
such whole-hearted praise by New York
theatre critics. They literally raved about
him in "Autumn Crocus," calling him "a
young Jack Barrymore in his early-day love
Lederer was born in Czecho-Slo\akia,
twenty-six
years ago. His career began in
scenes."
music halls and he became something of a
matinee idol. He left German films to play
in a musical show in London. Then came his
tremendous success in " Cat and the Fiddle"
and "Autumn Crocus," the latter piece
being brought to New York. He will not
report to RKO to begin film work until
after the run of his current play.
Diana Wynyard, whom you have already
seen in "Cavalcade " and "Rasputin and
the Empress," also aroused the interest of
motion picture producers by repeating a
London success on the New York stage.
She
was playing
"The Devil
last
November
when inM-G-M
ofiferedPasses"
her a contract. Since she has scored so decisively in
her two screen appearances, that contract
has been revised.
Diana has three compatriots on the
iM-G-M roster of newcomers. Benita Hume
is perhaps the best-known of the trio. Long
a favorite of English stage and screen and
conceded to be one of London's most beautiful women, Benita received many offers
from American producers, following her
appearance with Leslie Howard in " Reser\ecl for Ladies," an English production
widely distributed in this country. Her
first Hollj^vood assignment is opposite Lee
Tracy in "Clear All Wires."
Elizabeth Allan, whose professional experience isof comparatively shorter duration, isanother of the " Reserved for Ladies"
cast to be imported. Edward Styles, the
last of M-G-M 's English newcomers, has a
record of fourteen years on London stage
and screen. His American film contract
was preceded by a New York success in
Earl
FoxCarroll's
has five"\'anities."
new British players under
contract, besides Miriam Jordan, who
was brought over last Fall. One, Alan
Livingston, is Canadian-born, though educated at Oxford. His stage experience is
confined to English stock companies.
A

American
picture
is "Pilgrimage."
The addition
of Philip
Merivale completes
the list of Fox's English players. Merivale,
however, is too well known to need introduction here. He has appeared so frequently upon our stages that he seems almost a native son. Until now, his film work
has been confined to a few silent pictures
made years ago. It was while he was starring in "Cynara" on the Los Angeles stage
that Fox signed him.
That tour of the original New York company in "Cynara," by the way, brought
another distinguished actor to films. Sir
Guy Standing, a veteran of the London
stage, was unable to resist the blandishments of Hollywood producers and became a
Paramount contract player.
American studios cannot obtain the services of men like Merivale and Standing for
coffee-and-cake money.

Four German

Stars Imported

GERMAN films are shy no less than four
of the country's leading feminine stars.
It stands to reason that to buy top-notchers
necessitates pa>-ing top prices. Besides
Lilian Harvey, there are Dorothea Wieck, the
never-to-be-forgotten teacher of " Maedchen
in Uniform," now with Paramount; Charlotte Susa, the girl they liken to Garbo at
Al-G-M; and Anna Sten, whom Samuel
Goldwyn imported more than six months
ago. She has been studying English all this
time preparatory to her American debut.
And Goldwyn, no slouch at discovering new
foreign talent (witness Lili Damita and
\'ilma Banky), is content to pay her salary
while she studies, so sure is he of her
eventual success.
While she does not rank in foreign popularity* with the above-mentioned German
players, Wera Engels may owe that lack to
the speed with which RKO brought her to
the United States. Daughter of the wartime commander of the Kreuzer Emden, she
was a young society girl in Weisbaden when
her published photograph brought the producers of Germany clamoring to her door.
She had made only a few motion pictures
when her photographic beauty again drew
attention to her. A London representative
of RKO saw her on the screen and his
enthusiasm led to an RKO contract.
Taking the case of Wera Engels as a
typical example of the salaries paid our new
lesser-known imports, we find that she is
receiving around two hundred and fifty
dollars a week. In view of her slight experience, which puts her on a par with any
American beginner, she would, under ordicircumstances,
paid perhaps"" a third
of thatnarysum,
at most bea half.
No, the current foreign invasion has a
more pertinent explanation than any fight
against high salaries. Doubtless the impending law that will prohibit alien actors

from entering the United States for the
purpose of working professionally has some
bearing upon the extent of to-day's immigration. But it does not explain it.

You Have Demanded
REALLY,

AN AMAZING

OFFER!

Them

it is you and >ou and yoii who

are responsible.
for
new faces
on the screen,\'ou
new are
idolscrying
to pique
yourpast
interest.
\'ou players.
ha\'e been
the
to foreign
Vouvery
havekind
madein
many of them stars — like Garbo, Dietrich,
Chevalier, Colman and others.
The producers are only trying to answer
your demands in their search for new personalities tobring \ou pleasure. They have
offered you the best a\ailable home-grown
talent from which to pick and choose. You
have accepted some, rejected others. The
lists have been almost exhausted. Where
else can the producers
go except abroad?
That is the reason you will now see on the
screen such players as Brian Aherne, the
young Englishman who scored so delightfully as Robert Browning with Katharine
Cornell in "The Barretts of Wimpole
.Street" on the stage. He is Dietrich's new
leading man in "Song of Songs" at Paramount.
At RKO, his brother, Pat Aherne, has
just played in "Our Betters" with Constance Bennett. In the same picture is
Hugh Sinclair, another Englishman. Out
at Fox, Catalina Barcena from Madrid is
about to make an American debut.
Warners and Universal are the onlystudios without entries in the new import
lists. Warners have, however, put fifteen
former chorus girls under contract and are,
at the moment, conducting searches for
talent in surrounding cities. Busby Berkeley, the dance director, has made hundreds
of tests and is said to have discovered several
hkely candidates. Perhaps Warners were
encouraged to make the search by the success Paramount enjoj'ed in its "Panther
Woman" contest, which resulted in the
signing of four inexperienced, but promising
girls — Kathleen Burke, Lona Andre, Verna
Hillis and Gail Patrick.

Why Movies Need Foreign Stars
BUT the others are not looking for beginners. They hope to find, among the
twenty-one foreign newcomers, a few who
will spring to immediate popularity and
thereby answer your demand for new idols.
Commenting upon the importation of
alien stars, a certain Hollywood actor,
definitely established in the industry — in
fact, occupying a high position in its
Academy of Arts and Sciences — said, " I
sincerely hope that the slogan 'Buy American 'will not influence the chances of these
newcomers. It seems absurd to contemplate
that international friction between governments should affect individuals. I feel sure
that the American public will be fair in this
matter, as it is in all things.
"Hollywood furnishes movies to all the
world. If we take to shunning foreign players, the rest of the world would be justified
in retaliating.
"Our screen needs its imported talent.
We might as well face the facts. American
actresses, with comparatively few notable
exceptions, lack glamour. The screen needs
glamour,players
can't supply
exist without
foreign
that lack.it. Usually,
"Realize this. A picture may have a
foreign star. But the supporting cast is predominantly American. The technicians are
American. The studio personnel is American. The theatre emploj-ees are American.
"Would you jeopardize the livelihood of
many thousands of your fellow-countrymen
in order to vent your spite upon a handful of
foreigners? Think this over before you
begin talking about ' Buying American ' in
motion pictures."

OPEN

Did you get YOURS yet?
This dainty, non-leakable perfume container has been enthusiastically received by thousands of fashionable women everywhere. Easily carried in the purse, ready for instant use and available in six different colors, they are fast becoming an indispensable accessory to milady's handbag. As they make welcome gifts
for your friends, you will no doubt wish to get more than one.
Just send your name and address with the top of a linit package and 10^ (to cover cost of wrapping and postage) for each
perfume container wanted. Use the handy coupon below.

RESULTS are IMMEDIATE
with a LINIT Beauty Bath
Try the Linit Beauty Bath to make your skin ietl instantly smooth
and soft. It leaves an invisible light "coating" of linit so that
dusting with talcum or using a skin whitener will be unnecessary.
To enjoy this delightful Beauty Bath, merely dissolve half a package or more of linit in your tub — bathe as usual, using your
favorite soap, and then feel your skin! It will rival the smoothjcENTED

a baby's.
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Garbo— Now It Can Be Told !
{Continued from page 2g)

Wants to "Show 'Em"

\0^l

You just feel like tearing into your
work a mile a minute when your digestion isgood. The trouble is many
people have a little indigestion, yet
don't know what is bothering them.
It's nice to know that Beeman's Gum
is often a real help in indigestion. Dr.
Beeman knew what he was doing
when he originated Beeman's Pepsin
Gum. You'll like the Beeman's flavor.
Chew it frequently.

Chew
'S
BEEMANGUM
PEPSIN

THERE is still another reason why she
would like to triumph on the stage.
Back in 1920, when she was graduated from
the Royal Dramatic School in Stockholm,
the producers who closely follow the work of
the school's pupils did not get excited about
her dramatic talent. Greta Gustavsson, the
tall, simple, strange girl with the sonorous
voice, did not get a contract. She played
small bits in a few plays, and then was given
a part in a historical picture. She would like
to prove that those producers erred in not
believing she could register on the stage.
In plain Americanese, Garbo would like
"to show 'em" — just as she has shown the
makers of her early pictures that they made
a million-dollar mistake in not believing her
a screen actress, either. Only one person, in
those early years of struggle, seemed able to
sense the spark of talent in her, to understand her, to realize her possibilities. They
became friends; she became his protegee.
He changed her name from Greta Gustavsson to Greta Garbo. "Garbo" was the
name of a Swedish candy — a name wellknown in Sweden; he thought the new name
would make it easier for the Swedish public
to remember this new screen actress.
When, later. Stiller was offered a big Hollywood contract, he refused to accept, unless
his protegee also was given a contract. To
get Stiller, Hollywood also had to take
Garbo. Her salary was to be only a few
hundred dollars a week — but it didn't look
like any bargain, at first. In German
studios where she had made several pictures, a cameraman had said that it was
impossible at times to photograph her well;
she just wasn't the photographic type.
American cameramen, getting their first
glimpse of this freckled, buxom girl with the
unruly bob, envisioned the same difficulty.
But hairdressers, costume designers, masseurs, make-up artists and the cameramen,
themselves, changed all that — with shrewd
cooperation from Garbo. She was a hit in
her first American picture. The rest is
making.— with a new chapter now in the
history

Her One Big Fear
possibility that bothers Garbo
THE
most, when she thinks of going on the
stage, is that audiences will view her appearance behind the footlights as a personal appearance act, not a serious effort to
fit her personality to stage technique and to
do noteworthy stage acting. -She has been
offered a staggering sum — reliably reported
to be $20,000 — to appear for just one week
on the stage of a New York cinema palace.
She has turned down the offer unconditionally. She has no desire to be a spectacle. She could not countenance gaping
throngs and massed crowds, which might
hover around the stage door and the theatre,
just to look at her. When and if she does go
on the stage, she wants to be an actress, not
an exhibit.
But she knows that if she should go on the
stage, she could not hope to dodge such
crowds completely — as she has been able to
avoid crowds in Hollywood. This realization has led her, during her stay in Stockholm, to go out in public once more, to get
accustomed to crowds and to stares. After
the first excited surprise at finding the exile
in their midst, Stockholm throngs became
accustomed to seeing her and did not pursue her. And she has enjoyed the experience
osity.
of
being a person again, instead of a curiGarbo's exit from her isolation, however,
was something that came slowly. Going
over to Sweden on the 5. 6'. Gripsholm, she
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basked in solitude and almost fought against
being sociable. She did not want to attend
the festivities on the last night. The skipper, in person, went down to her suite and
persuaded her to come along to the party.
But she did not join in the merry-making.
She sat and watched the dancing for a time
and then, at a convenient moment, disappeared— going back to her suite. But the
next day, when the boat was pitching and
rocking and many passengers were confined
to their staterooms, Garbo appeared, all
alone, and asked the orchestra to play for
her. She has such favorites as "\'ienna, the
City
My Dreams"
and Fritz
"Old ofRefrain."
In music,
only, Kreisler's
is she a
sentimentalist — and then her tastes run to
selections of this caliber.

Has Given Up Exile
ON

her arrival in Sweden, she was
greeted by a huge crowd, despite a
pouring rain. She briefly acknowledged the
compliment, turned away the reporters
with her customary skill, and set out for
parts unknown. For weeks, she kept her
whereabouts secret — passing most of her
time at the country places of friends, far
from the madding crowd. Her former
leading man, Lars Hanson, was one of those
who entertained her. Then restlessness
got her, and off she went, disguised as a
provincial school-teacher, to see some
shows in London and Paris — moving on
when her disguise was penetrated. And it
was soon after her return to Stockholm that
she leased a small, one-family house at 7
Danderyds Gatan, and started going out to
shops, restaurants, theatres. She decided
that she w'as cheating herself of some fun,
after all, by perpetually dodging people.
On many of these excursions to the brightlight district (and Stockholm has the gayest
night-life of any city north of Paris), her
companion was Max Gumpel, an old friend
and a partner in the Stockholm realty firm
of Gumpel and Bengtson. It has been
through him, supposedly, that she has made
her heavy in\estments in Stockholm real
estate. That's where her American money
has gone. There, and into gilt-edged Swedish and American government bonds. She
has easily earned $1,500,000. Figure that
out in Swedish kroner. (It takes five and a
half kroner to equal a dollar.) She is a
millionaire several times over in her native
land. Ail of her money has been carefully
invested. She lost little, if anything, in the
Beverly Hills bank crash. She was not one
of the victims of the gigantic crash of the
Kreuger-Toll
the
contrary. interests, despite rumors to
She knew the late Ivar Kreuger well, and
had been entertained by him. I recall seeing a large portrait of Garbo, signed by the
star,
Kreuger's
Park
Avenue,in New
York. penthouse
But she wasin canny
enough not to speculate in Kreuger stock.
And all rumors of a romance between them
were idle gossip.

Never Yet Engaged
SHE was never engaged to Kreuger. She
was never engaged to Stiller — though
his death, early in her American career, cast
a dark shadow over her life. She was never
engaged to the wealthy William Soerenson,
as has been rumored. .She was never engaged to John Gilbert. .She has never been
engaged to anyone.
As a young girl, she clerked and modeled
in a Stockholm department store — and
those who worked with her then remember
her as a moody, aloof creature, who spurned
the company of boys. .She would be friendly
with them on the surface, and then lapse
{Continued on page 82)

Clothes Gossip From
Hollywood

Just as likely to offend

{Continued from page 47)
... or maybe one of the popular new lacquer
bows ... or a band of patent-leather about
your new hat !
And speaking of new hats, how do you
like Helen Twelvetrees' little going-to-thetheater number? It is Helen's own, even
though she does wear it for one brief flash
in Maurice Che\'alier's new picture, "A Bedtime Story." For the best part of the picture, Helen has to wear a nurse's uniform,
but for one short night-club sequence she is
permitted to dress up just a little bit. For
this purpose she wears an evening chapeau
of a bit of black net o^•er the head, a band
of velvet ribbon, and a disc of veh'et, edged
with net ruffles, that perks down over one
eye.
For some time now, I have been promising
you an advance peek at Norma Shearer's new
clothes in her new picture. But, as you have
probably heard, Norma' s husband, Irving
Thalberg, has been very ill, and the starting
date on the Shearer production has been postponed— and then postponed again. And now
Norma has gone abroad with her husband on
a ."recuperation holiday," with her picture
postponed still longer. So next month I still
won't be able to show you or tell you what
Norma will present in new fashion ideas this
Spring and Summer. But I'm on the trail of
some other fashion surprises — which will
POSITIVELY appear in next month's
Clothes Gossip.

«_tlie jDjirl who says:

''The White Sister*'—
Seen Through
Hollywood's
Eyes
{Continued from page 77)
resulted. The only thing that averted
fatalities was the heavily padded leather
snow suits worn by the aviators, in imitation
of the actual Italian flying equipment.
In all matters concerning military etiquette, the production is painstakingly correct. Col. Beuf, formerly an Italian army
officer, who served on the same fronts with
which the picture deals, acted as technical
adviser. He contributed some very interesting information about the manner in
which the six different types of Italian army
hats are worn. It seems that crowns are
pushed down on one side or the other with
definite meaning. The crown completely
indented signifies discharge. You will note
that Gable wears his hat so in the German
prison camp.
The convent scenes are equally realistic,
although religious procedure of specific nuns
is avoided. To aid him in filming these pictorially beautiful sequences. Director Fleming had many advisers in interested church
dignitaries. Father O'Donnell and Father
O'Fisherty, of parishes near the studio,
aided him greatly.
It is impossible at this writing to tell you
how "The White Sister" will end in the
talkies. Six different endings were considered, four of which were actually filmed.
In all of them, Giovanni returns from the
prison camp to find his beloved a nun in the
convent — and each allows him an act of
heroism. Two of the endings are tragic,
with his death depicted. Two have happyendings, with reconciliation of the lovers.
You will ha\'e to see "The White Sister"
to learn which ending is eventually used.
And when the picture comes to your screen,
remember these little "inside" stories that
Hollywood knows. You will find more
enjoyment
in seeing it through Hollywood's
eves.

OTHERS

I^OTICE
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Don't trust yourself . . . underthings can absorb up to 30% of
their weight in perspiration
without feeling damp. The odor
is noticeable to others even

All healthy people
perspire . . frequently
over a quart a day . .
though many never
feel sticky
Second-day underthings
are NEVER safe
don't per" Ilves.
GIRLS who
spire" foolsay
themse
But
they never fool others.
We all perspire — frequently over
a quart a day, even though we
don't feel sticky. Perspiration odor
is bound to cling to underthings.
That's why dainty girls play
safe, avoid all chance of offending.

LUX

'dertht)

when you aren't aware of it.

They take this simple precaution
— wash underthings in Lux after
every wearing.
Lux takes away every bit of
odor — keeps the harmful substances inperspiration from wearing out silk. It takes only four
minutes, or less.
Avoid ordinary soaps — they
often contain harmful alkali that
weakens silk and fades colors. Anything safe in water is safe in Lux.
Mrs. E. M. Scbellenger says: "With
one box of LUX I washed 330 items
48 pairs
47 napkins, doilies
socks stockings and
34 towels, wash12 pieces sitk lingerie
cloths, bibs
9 cliild's
rompers,
sweaters,
cap
62 diapers,
child's undies
83
pads,
blankets
35 handkerchiefs
and did the dishes 21 times for six people"

unaermtn^s after
odor •
each weartn Removes
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Garbo— Now It Can Be Told!
{Continued from page 80)

EVALYN KNAPP

BETTY FURNESS
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HOLD-BOBS

WHOEVER she is, whatever her type,
your film favorite knov^s the importance of a perfect hairdress. At home and
in the studio, she uses HOLD-BOBS, the
famous bob pins you find so convenient,
and so indispensable to dressing your hair
"to the queen's taste" and keeping it that
way! Your film star will tell you that because HOLD-BOBS are invisible, they are a
practical necessity before the camera and
even more so in her social life. The small,
round heads of HOLD-BOBS cannot show,the smooth, round ends cannot scratch;
and the flexible legs are tapered, one of
them crimped to hold fast. HOLD-BOBS are
available in both the straight style and the
curved-to-fit-the-head style . . . and they
drz sold everywhere in colors to match
every type of hair whether it's bobbed,
long or growing.
MAIL COUPON

FOR

FREE SUPPLY

Write today for sample
card of HOLD-BOBS
(specify color) and new
booklet, "The Ouest for
Beauty". coupon.
..FREE. ..send

•
Gold and Silver Metal
Fo i I cards id e n t i fy
HOLD-BOBS everywhere . . . made in all
sizes to meet every requirement. Also sold
under these brand
names: BOB-ETTES,
CLIP-PER-ETTES and
LOX-THE-LOCKS.
Made Only by
THE
HUMP
HAIRPIN
MFG.
COMPANY
( Division of Chain Store Products Corporation )
Sol H. Goldbers, President
1918-36 Prairie Avenue,
Dept. M-5 Chicaso, III.
The Hump

Hairpin Mfs- Co. oF Canada,
St. Hyacinthe, P. Q., Canada

Ltd.

^4

Straight Style HOLD-BOB

^

SMALL,

INVISIBLE

HEADS

Curved Shope Style
Copyright 1933 by The Hamp Hairpin Mfg. Co.
The Hump Hairpin Mfg. Co.
Dept. M-5, Chicago, III.
Please send me free sample card of HOLD-BOBS
and the new booklet "The Quest for Beauty."
Name

-

Address
City
-D Blonde
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into a big silence after a few moments of
conversation. One schoolboy who worked
in the store had the usual "crush," but
Greta didn't respond. That same boy is
now a traffic policeman in Stockholm — and
vividly remembers his early fondness for
Garbo.
Little is known in America of Garbo's
early life. Numerous publications have
stated that she was born in a little town
somewhere in Sweden. This is wrong.
Greta Gustavsson was born in the capital
cit}', Stockholm. The city is divided into
four sections, and the "South Side" is the
quarter of the less fortunate. It was here
that Greta was born and reared. The former
Gustavsson dwelling, one of the oldest in
that section, still stands. And one can
understand the poverty of the people living
there, as only a few years ago electricity and
modern plumbing were unheard of. The
contrast between this old, dark house and
Garbo's Santa Monica home is stupendous.
Some of the lessons that she learned in
those early years still remain with her. She
has lived very economically, almost frugally, for a movie star — having but two
servants (a man and wife), hired for the purpose of keeping the household budget below
$125.00 a month. The few times that it
went over that amount, they heard about it
from Greta. Also, she liked to get up early,
beat the housewives to the market, and buy
the household
supplies, herself — cheaply.

About Her Family
AND what of her family? Her father and
/V a sister are dead; her mother and a
brother are still living. Her brother, Sven
Gustavsson, is thirty-two years old and is
employed in the Stockholm branch of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. He also conducts
a clipping bureau, specializing in items
about Greta. A good-looking chap, this
brother, with some features that strongly
remind one of Greta.
Her mother is a pleasant woman, short
and plumpish. In 1928, during a visit to
Sweden, the writer had the pleasure of
meeting Mrs. Gustavsson. We talked
about the weather and the city and all went
well — until I mentioned Greta. Instantly,
her whole attitude changed. She seemed to
resent even the mention of her famous
daughter — and, apparently, I had lost her
confidence by touching upon a delicate subject. Iwas told that she refused to discuss
Greta with anyone — and I would have
gi\en much to penetrate that mysterious
wall of reticence. Why should she — this
"should-have-been "-proud mother — act so
strangely? Had she and Greta had a misunderstanding— or was she simply carrying
out the policy of secrecy and mystery that
had set Garbo apart from all other movie
stars? During her recent stay in Stockholm,
Greta has seen more of old friends than of
her family. What is the explanation for
this?
While in Sweden, I also learned again the
truth of the old saying about a prophet being without honor in his own country. In
Sweden, no Garbo picture — from "The
Torrent" right down to "Susan Lenox" —
has ever been a box-office sensation, as her
pictures have been in this country. "Susan
Lenox," which opened soon after her arrival,
was reviewed calmly, not extravagantly.
There were no "raves." Her pictures have
been well received there, but neither in
press notices nor box-office records have
they compared with "The Love Parade,"
"Pagan Love Song," "Fox Movietone Follies," "Seventh Heaven," and several
others. Jeanette MacDonald is a bigger
favorite in Sweden than Garbo. For a
direct comparison, Jeanette packed one big

theatre for more than fifteen weeks, whereas
Greta in "A Woman of Affairs," even
though co-starred with John Gilbert (who
was popularly believed to be in love with
her), barely lasted five. Figure this out if
recent lengthy stay in StockyouGreta's
can.
holm, however, has helped her popularity —
which suffered greatly during the Olympics,
when stories drifted back that she had
declined to be honorary hostess to the
Swedish team. Among those on the team
were several famous Swedish horsemen, all
titled noblemen, of distinguished ancestry,
outstanding intelligence and breeding. They
were under the leadership of Colonel Count
Knute Bonde, one of the best-known and
best-loved sportsmen in Europe.

Dodged Own Countrymen
THE writer interviewed the Count as to
the chances of his team — the interview
taking
about seven
morning at place
the Riviera
Club o'clock
in SantaoneMonica.
Count Bonde broke off, during an enthusiastic account of his team, to watch a lone
figure on horseback approaching us. When
the rider came closer, the Count rode over,
stretched out his hand, and said, "Hello,
Greta." Dusty and with perspiration
streaming down her face, the rider was no
one but Garbo. She explained that she was
out for an early-morning canter to avoid
crowds. She spoke cordially enough to the
six-ty-five-year-old Count, but when he suggested that she wait a moment so that he
could call his fellow team-members together and present them to her, Greta scored
another four stars. -She struck the spurs
into her horse and galloped away. Count
Bonde laughingly related the incident to his
fellow-officers, who all laughed and seemed
to Incidents
be of the like
samethis
opinion:
"WhoGarbo
cares?"
have made
inexplicable even to her own countrymen, as
her mystery and passionate search of solitude have baffled Americans. But she
seems to be shedding her "mystery" and
coming out of her isolation.
Much of the credit for Garbo's "mystery" has gone — rightly or wrongly — to
Harry Eddington, who has been her manager for several years. In Hollywood, it is
popularly taken for granted that it was he
who encouraged the isolation and no-interview campaign, shrewdly foreseeing that it
would whet public curiosity about her. But
Greta is not under the management of
Harry Eddington any more. And might
this augur an abandonment of the "mysShe tery"
isrole?now under the wing of Robert
Reud, who was formerly connected with
theatrical enterprises as a public relations
counsel. She expects to spend some time
with Mr. and Mrs. Reud at their Long
Island home very soon. The fact that Reud
is experienced in introducing stage personalities to the public gives a further tipoff that Garbo is seriously — very seriously —
considering a stage career.

Has Started Theatre Already
AL.SO, during her stay in Stockholm, she
^ has formed a partnership in a theatrical
venture with Mile. Naima Wifstrand,
prominent Swedish opera star and her lifelong friend. They have converted a private
house into a small theatre, which they will
call The New Intime Theatre. There they
will present plays of artistic merit that seldom see production, because they are not
box-office successes. Operating expenses
will be met by private subscription among
Stockholm drama-lovers. This gives still
another hint that Greta has an overwhelm{Contimied on page 87)

Radio Stars— They're All
Headed for Hollywood
{Conlimicd from page /j)
Baruch — all well-known radio announcers —
\'oirre
Broadcast."
in "The
appeared
likely to see
some ofBigthem
again!
PhillipshisLord,
Setli. of
Parker
the a'r.
brought
radio the
version
rural ofAmerican
life
the screen
in "\\'a>'
BackHollywood,
Home" —
whichto had
a moderate
success.
however, doubts that he could repeat it.
That is the difficulty of bringing the
character-actors of radio to the screen —
their material is so indi\idual that they
can be expected to do only one form of
characterization.
And se\eral screen stars, realizing that
the radio audience is the biggest audience
in America, ha\"e taken to doing their stuff
on the air, as well as on the screen. Eddie
Cantor is the most successful example. His
pictures are few and far between — but the
public doesn't forget Cantor; he's on the
air every week, and he has a way of whetting up curiosity to see him when his pictures do come along. Al Jolson has recently
been doing the same thing. Maurice
Chevalier tried radio a year or two ago —
but radio audiences missed that smile of
his, and that look in his eyes, and his hat
at
an angle;
he air,
wasn't
Chevalier
to them
on the
as onthethesame
screen.

smart appearance

■

Radio Brought Buddy Back
BUDDY ROGERS left the movies a year
ago to sign a contract — a great big
one — with a broadcasting company, leading a jazz orchestra and singing. Now,
movie producers have made Buddy offers
again. Only, in Buddy's case, the producers are jealous of the broadcasters. They
would like Buddy to belong to the screen
exclusively — so that people would have to
go to movie theatres even to hear him. In
Buddy's case, they apparently feel that the
usual theory about radio audiences augmenting movie audiences might not hold
good — and that if the girls could hear
Buddy at home, they might not spend all
that money to go downtown to a theatre
and see him. But Fox has just signed
Buddy, just the same.
Morton Downey met and married Barbara Bennett, sister of Constance and Joan,
when he was in Hollywood in the early
days of the talkies. When singing talkies
faded, he went on the air — and to-day he
is one of the kingpins of radio, with a
salary as large as that of the high-priced
screen stars. Lately, he has been making
shorts — and they have been clicking. Don't
be surprised if he returns to Hollywood.
Amos 'n' Andy will soon appear on the
screen again — in cartoon form this time,
with their radio-famous \oices supplying
the dialogue.
Some of the most popular people on the
radio are the masters of ceremonies. Jack
Benny, who did the honors in "The Hollywood Revue,"
now screen
making revues
a big hit
on
the air;
and is
when
come
back — and they will — he'll be one of the
first the producers will think of for a
master-of-ceremonies role. Another is Ben
Bernie, who is probably the best-known
program-kidder of any of the broadcasters
— and has a smooth orchestra to work with
him, besides. Fred Allen, long a droll
Broadway comic, is becoming more popular
every week as a radio master-of-ceremonies;
it won't be long now before he's deluged
with movie offers. Jay C. Flippen has
started making movie shorts.
Hollywood has captured most of the
Broadway talent; it has about exhausted
the foreign market for talent. Where else
can producers look for new faces and new
picture possibilities, except in the broadcasting stations? Well, that's where they
are looking!
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Modern clothes require a gently
rounded figure to achieve the best effect.
Fortunately this figure of fashion is also
the figure of health. So those of us who
must reduce can gain both health and
smartness.
But unless the reducing diet is planned
with care, vitality and complexions are
endangered. Meals should contain adequate "bulk" to prevent faulty elimination. Otherwise, skins may become sallow. Eyes lose their brightness. Wrinkles and pimples appear.
Laboratory tests prove that Kellogg's
All-Bran furnishes the required "bulk"
— and also supplies vitamin B and iron.
This "bulk" in All-Bran is much like
that found in leafy vegetables.

^K

Lax.t?a La Plante, lovely motion-picture star, wears
metal cloth with precious jur for her evening enseinble; and on theknitted
beach maillot.
an utterly simple, handEnjoy All-Bran as a tasty cereal
with milk — or cook into fluffy bran muffins, breads, omelets, etc. Two tablespoonfuls daily are usually suilicient.
How much better than taking patent
medicines — so often habit-forming.
Kellogg's All-Bran helps satisfy hunger without adding many calories to the
diet. Recommended by dietitians. Sold
by all grocers in the red-and-green package. Made by Kellogg in Battle Creek.
WRITE

FOR

FREE

BOOKLET

"CHARM"

Filled with valuable beauty-hints,
and advice on charm and health. With
special menus for reducing wisely. In
addition, leading motion-picture actresses are shown in "fashion closeups" wearing the costumes that millions of critical eyes will see on the
screen. Free upon request.
KELLOGG COMPANY
Dept. E-J, Battle Creek. Michigan
Please send me a free copy of your bookA ame
let, "Charm."
Address .
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"Go West"— If You're An Adult!
(Contitiiied from page jj)
I pointed out these facts to Mae the day
I visited her and Boogey in her Hollywood
apartment. There never was an apartment
like hers inhabited by a celebrity. No
books, no flowers, no pictures. Just an
apartment like a thousand others in Hollywood, only less pretentious
than most.
The new star was wearing a simple,
burgundy-colored velvet dressing gown,
which emphasized the whiteness of her
skin. She is smaller than she appeared in
"She Done Him Wrong," and her figure
is more svelte than the picture allowed.

How

Does She Explain It All?

MISSthrough
WEST,"
I, "you represent
yoursaid
characterizations
an
era that is gone — a period when ladies wore
trailing, spangled gowns and ostrich plumes
on their enormous hats. Strictly speaking,
you are very old-fashioned, out-dated!
How, then, do you explain your popularity

Cvit M\.\too
POLITE'^

to tjau. at p{!iJituX ^
Gray hair sets you apart,
brings you respect Instead of
heart-warming
admiration.
kjQ correct — ofifering you refreshments
— making sure you're comfortable — while
everyone else is dancing. There's no denying it— gray hair sets up a barrier that
keeps men at a distance.
Why welcome Heartbreak Age? Youth
is precious, not to be given up lightly.
Banish gray hair that makes vou look
years older than you should — steals
those happy moments that make life
bright and varied,
Notox is a new scientific method that recolors your hair undetectably. Instead
of crusting the hair with a surface plate
of dye as do ordinary dyes and "restorers "
Notox gently penetrates the shaft and colors it inside where nature does. Your hair
remains beautifully soft, lustrous and
natural. Wash it, wave it, expose it to the
sun all you like — Notoxed hair retains its
natural, even shade as permanently as
nature's own color.
Better hairdressers always apply Inecto
Rapid Notox. Or buy Notox at any
smart shop. Resent a substitute — a like
product does not exist.
^ Send for TREE^ copy oJ the fasdnallng
booklet '^Heartbreak Age\ We will give ijou, loo, the
address of a convenient beauty shop where you may
have your hair recotored with Notox. IVrite Sales
AfJiUales, Inc., Dept. 51, 3J H'. 46 St., New York.

NOlOX
Colors hair inside where
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nature does

in Meanwhile,
this modern, Boogey
sophisticated
day?" around
was jumping
the room gleefully, but when his mistress
answered my pointed question with a surprised and nasal, "What's that you said?,"
he jumped right on top of my head and
tore my hat off.
For want of anything better to say, I
exclaimed, "Well!" And then Miss West
proved that she is a woman equal to any
situation by saying to the little monkey,
"Get off the lady's head, Boogey honey,
and give her a nice kiss." Which Boogey
did; then we shook hands all around and
proceeded with the interview.
"What d'you mean — I'm old-fashioned,
out-dated? Why, I'm seven j'ears ahead of
the time right now with my kind of stories,
dialogue and technique. And that isn't
meant as bragging, either. I was seven
years ahead of my time when I wrote my
sensationally
successful
play, 'Sex,'
ran for two years
on Broadway
beforewhich
the
authorities discovered it was a forbidden
subject. Ev^erybody went to see it and said
how clever it was for two solid years, and
then all of a sudden somebody disco\-ered
that sex wasn't a proper title for a plaj!

"Different — Like Cagney"
MY

style and technique are like
Jimmy Cagney's. He's a big hit
because he's different. He's fresh and he's
got
I'veoldbeen
the stage
sincenerve.
I was Listen,
five years
and onI know
the
show business and audiences. The characters I play, the people and time 1 write
about in my shows, may be of a closed
period, as you say. Sure, but they're
fundamentally modern because they're
real. And real people are always modern
because they keep abreast of the times, and
they defy the conventions that make for
hypocrisy. Sure, I'm so ultra-modern that
I'm old-fashioned. That's the real truth of
the matter.
"Why do audiences respond to my characterizations? Because they recognize
honesty in them. I give them a character
with all the works. No hooey. A real
woman who is honest and fearless and
expects no more from life than what she
has put into it. She may be clever in
getting
herself out
of tight
spotscleverness,
but she's
never yellow.
People
admire
resourcefulness, and they applaud honesty.
They despise a quitter and a crook.
"I deal with the fundamental things of
life as it has been lived and always will be
lived. The way things are happening fast
in the world to-day, we know that a nation
can change almost overnight. But there's
one thing that never changes. It's love.
Life.I asked
Sex. Miss
That'sWest
whatif I'm
talkinggrowth
about."of
a steady

her present
indicate
that
Horace popularity
Greeley waswouldn't
right when
he
advised
youth
"go West."
"Sure,"
shetolaughed,
"that's a great
piece of advice for adults. And I'm glad
that adults laugh at Diamond Lil and her
gang. I think she's as funny as everything,
myself.
She has a funny slant on life.

Thinking of the Children
"' I 'HE movies are something new to me.
X. I've got to feel my way around in
them. I'll know better what to put into my
next pictures from time to time. Of
course, you know I'm used to feeding fast
lines, especially written for first-night
audiences, to the wise theatergoers. But
1 know that can't be done in the movies.
Too many young people to think about.
"Hollywood's 0. K. so far as I'm concerned. Only I think it's a terrible thing
that I was robbed of my jewels and lots of
money as soon as I landed out here. That
could never have happened to me in New
York or Chicago. I know too many of the
boys there. I've befriended them on too
many occasions. They're out to protect
me always, never to hold me up and take
I asked
Mae West why she lived in such
away
my valuables."
simple style — that is, compared with^the
elegant manner that most celebrities do.
"Because 1 hate pose and flub-dub," she
answered directly. "Anyway, I'm always
too busy to go in for a lot of front, and,
besides, 1 know too many people who are
down and out. I get a lot of pleasure out of
helping others.
"I don't go in for Hollywood parties,
either. I know just about everybody in the
business, but my main diversions are work
and the prize fights. And am I crazy over
fights and fighters! I go to a fight somewhere every night.

Likes 'Em "Different"
" A ^\ father was a prize-fighter and he
IVi. always fascinated me as a kid. I
thought
I've fail
known
'pugs'
all of my he
lifewas
and great.
they never
to give
me
a 'kick.' They're a great lot of specimens,
entirely different from other men. They
think different. And they're colorful.
"Now, as to putting my characters in a
different environment, as you suggest, in
different surroundings, well — I think the
environment they've been in has been colorful and interesting. Different — you know.
As for making Lil a goody-goody type, I
never will, because I think goody-goody
women are dull and are usually covering up
something.
1 hate hypocrites.
"Of course, there's Betsy Ross, in history.
She was a mighty good woman. But what
did she do? She made a flag! Now that
wasn't meant to be disrespectful or unpatriotic. It's allIfinanybody
fun."
Unpatriotic!
insulted America in Mae West's presence, an explanation
would forthwith have to be made directly
to her and, what's more, she probably
would make Boogey tear a head off instead
of a hat. She's a zestful, stimulating person, this Mae West, and most exemplary in
certain personal habits. She neither smokes
nor drinks.
".'\nd I'll tell you why," she explained.
"I don't like liquor, so I never drink it.
And I never smoke, except for a role, because I think smoking gives a woman of
look."is that! From^the
a 'bummy'
typethat,
dear readers,
myAnd
screen's most "wicked" lady. Mae West
may shock our grandmothers, but, then,
that makes things even. Because our grandmothers shock Mae, for all of the precious
old dears do smoke!

coRn

The Secret of Peggy
Hopkins Joyce— What
Every Young Beauty
Should Know!

pflin

{Continued from page 64)

How

She Wins Admirers

5 HE is the most ardently, sincerely and
naturally '^appreciative" ivoman I have
ever encountered in eight years of meeting
famous beauties and actresses! I think this is
the real secret of Peggy Hopkins Joyce . . .
I think this is the incense that has inspired men to lay their names, their jewels
and their adulation at her feet. Gratitude
is such a homely little virtue — and yet, as
practised by this famous beauty, it is more
heady than the wiliest siren trick. It is
beautiful to watch. You can almost see
the victims of Peggy's enthusiastic "thankyou's" warming their hands at it, basking
in the well-being it promotes. Gratitude
can be so artificial and coquettish in the
hands of popular beauties; it can so often
be "just an act" to court more favors; and
if they do not need to court favors, it can
so often be indifferent. But Peggy is neither
coquettish nor indifferent.
I first saw it when a young press-agent
showed her a headline story about herself
and her coming picture on the dramatic
page. Peggy did not notice the headline.
She was looking, through a jeweled lorgnette
initialed "P. H. J.," down among the short
items. "No," said the gentleman, "you're
looking in the wrong place ... up there in
the banner line!"
"Not a banner line!" said Peggy — and,
oh, the way she said it ! " What in the world
could you have said about me that rated a
banner?" (This from the woman who has
not been out of headlines since she was sixteen years old.) She was as genuinely pleased
as though she was seeing her first press notice for the first time.

Some More Proofs of It
IT was the same when her manager arrived, bearing a box of pink roses "to
welcome her to her dressing-room." Peggy,
who must have received enough flowers in
her day to swing a cable of orchids from here
to China, accepted them as though she
never expected to see another florist box.
And when the little hairdresser finished setting her wave, Peggy said, "Thank you,
my dear. It looks beautiful, thanks to your
For the cameraman who had been waitpains."
ing so patiently for so long to get a picture,
she broke off one of the rosebuds and slipped
it in his lapel. She smiled: "That for you —
for being so patient with me. I promise you
that we won't be much longer. I know you
have other things to do! "
Such a simple little phrase, "Thank you"
— so easy to say.
And yet that hairdresser was itching to
get
Peggy's coiffure
to make it look even
moreat beautiful
!
And the cameraman would have waited
until Judgment Day for that picture and
have broken his neck to get a lovely pose.
Already the P.-A.'s eyes revealed that he
was planning another banner line.
Yet people wonder that Peggy is the
possessor of a single diamond weighing 150
carats and they explain it as mere " beauty "
and "opportunity"!
And now she is in Hollywood, where handsome, wealthy and "eligible" men abound —
and where popular beauties are likely to go
high-hat. But not Peggy. And one of the
town's most girl-shy lads has discovered and
appreciated that fact — for he is seen everywhere with her. His name is Jack Oakie.
Watch for developments.

STOPS
AT

once I
CORN GONE
IN 3 DAYS
THIS SAFE

SCIENTIFIC

WAY

HERE'S HOW
IT WORKS
1 SOAK

• Here is the safe, scientific method for
removing corns, the method that has given
quick, sure reUef to milhons of com sufferers
for 35 years.
• It is Blue-Jay — on sale at druggists' everywhere. There is no reason whatever why anybody should suffer com pain. No reason why
they should risk infection by cutting corns, a
method which gives temporary relief at best,
and may lead to disfigured, unsightly feet.
• Blue-Jay Corn Remover is so quick, so simple — gentle yet sure. It is the invention of a
famous chemist. It is made by Bauer & Black,
the surgical dressing house whose scientific
products are used by doctors and hospitals
the world over.
• Don't risk unscientific remedies. Play safe.
When a com appears, remove it ivith Blue-Jay.
At
all druggists'
25c
Special
sizes for —bunions
and calluses

FREE
BOOKLET

'For Better Feet" — Free Booklet contaJDs very helpful information for foot sufferers. Also valuable
exercises for foot health and beauty. Mail coupon to
Bauer & Black, 2500 South Dearborn Street, Chicago.
(.PastiTigthiscouponoTiaaovernmentpoBtcardwillsavepostaae)
MP-5

Name^

FOOT

ten minutes in hot
water, wipe dry.
2 APPLY BLUE-JAY,
centering the pad
directly over the com.
HOWBLUE-JAYWORKS
A is the mild medication that gently undermines the corn.
B is the felt pad that
relieves pressure^
stops pain at once.
C is the adhesive strip
that holds pad in
place, prevents slip3 AFTER

THREE

DAYS, remove plaster,
ping. foot 10 minutes
soak
in hot water, lift out
corn. (Old, tough corns
may need a second
application, because
Blue-Jay is mild and
gentle in its action.)

BLUE -J AY

BAUER & BLACKS SCIENTIFIC

CORN REMOVER
City & Slate
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Screen Stars

KEEPSLim
this Easy Way
"-flf

"Me and the Prince" —
George (Continued
Raft's
Own Story
from page 4g)
The car stopped outside the glowing entrance to the Monseigneur Club where, the
lights over the door told you, Roy Fox and
his band were playing, and a couple calling
themselves "George Raft and Partner"
were giving a dancing exhibition.
The four occupants of the car went into
the Club and immediately were escorted to
a special table. The place was soon buzzing
with excited whispers, and ten minutes later
George Raft and his partner were performing for the first time before royalty. The
four people at the special table were the
Prince of Wales, his aide. Lady Louis
Mountbatten and a friend.
That was the night that the heir to the
British throne and the suave, cynical man
who
was each
later other.
to storm Hollywood's citadel
first saw
Now, the Prince of Wales' favorite recreation is dancing, but at that time it was
certainly not one of the things he did best.
He had but scant knowledge of the latest
steps, little idea of the rhythm required. He
was fascinated by the smoothness of Raft's
performance. He watched him and his partner as they tangoed and waltzed and gave
new
trot. intricacies to the commonplace foxWhen they were finished, he called the
head-waiter. " You might ask Mr. Raft and
his partner to join us after they ha\e
dressed," he said.

Embarrassing Moments
ALICE

WHITE.

PARAMOUNT

STAR - PHOTO

BY

tRVlNG

LIPPMAN

ACTRESSES of stage and screen
L know that massage is the
ideal way to keep their bodies trim
and fit.
There used to be just one way to get truly
efTective massage ... and that ^^as to go
to a professional masseur.
But now you can get the same results by
using the convenient Hemp JVIassager for
a few minutes daily. It actually picks up
and kneads the flesh just like skilled
human hands. No other device gives this
vitally important action.
The Hemp Massager was invented by a
practicing masseur of Rochester, Minnesota. It w^cighs less than a pound and
uses no electricity. You can see one at
leading department stores, drug stores,
beauty shops or corsetiers.

mmm

The Conley Company,
ROCHESTER

Hemp

/nc.

MINNESOTA
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for George

SO, that night three years ago, as we sat
at a table close by, we watched a supposedly nonchalant, slick Broadwayite stammer and stutter over his first introduction
to England's crown prince. It was a strange
meeting. The Prince was animated by the
gay scene around him, but his face looked
tired and his eyes showed the work and the
worry of his position. George Raft was embarrassed to find that he had hardl>- anything to say, alarmed to think that his
language
not beit the
language.of
I thinkmight
perhaps
was Prince's
the presence

interested in me merely because I'd met
them?
" I thought princes were people who read
books about philosophy — and I never read
books, see? I've no time. I get all I want
out of the newspapers and out of people. If
I want to read about anything, I buy a
tabloid.
want it. The tabs sum it up as quick as I
" I never imagined a guy like the Prince,
who has probably read every book published, would ever want to know about a
mug like me. I thought he'd flummox me
by asking about my defense mechanism and
that stufT.
"But he was regular. He sort of skirted
all around the subjects I was hazy on. He
seemed really interested when I told him
about my life in America. He told me I
was a wise guy when I told him why I came
over to England to dance. I said I wanted
to see what London was like, and that
seemed the only way to find out.
"Then he asked me why I didn't see the
rest of England, and I told him, 'Well, our
engagement's
coming
to an tell
end usandto the
labor bureau will
probably
go
home, see?' He laughed at that. He said,
'Well, what if I fixed that up for you?'

Instructor "By Appointment"
I LOOKED at him in amazement. Was
this the Prince of Wales offering to do
me favors? Then he said, ' How'd you like
to teach me to dance? You'll have plenty
of time on your hands to get about and see
what you wish, and for an hour a day you
can try and make me as good a performer
"'Swell,' I said, and we fixed it up. The
as yourself.'
next
knew,
was through
attending
^'ork
House thing
every Iday
and Igoing
routines
with the Prince. We had some great times
together. I got to know him so much that
I could even loosen up in my language and
he didn't seem to mind at all. And whenever we finished he'd take me in and we'd
have about
whiskeys-and-soda
and he'd make me
talk
America.
"As a matter of fact, he reallj' knew more
about my own country than I did, myself,
because before his trip to America some
years ago he studied up the subject thoroughly, read a lot of books, you know, and
really got to know the place intimately. So
we had to keep off social questions, because
he'd stump me there, and stick to the

Lady Mountbatten and her friend that
caused George Raft so much confusion. The
Prince has a way of putting men at their
ease, of talking with them on their own subjects, of laughing and joking with them.
But beautiful Lady Mountbatten, even
though at heart she is a good sort, has a
regal look and a precise enunciation which
must necessarily embarrass a man whose
women friends hitherto have been much
more easygoing.
Later that night, after the ladies had left,
George Raft went with the Prince and his
aide to York House, the Prince's town residence. There they sat and talked for two
or three hours, with George Raft thawing
out under the persuasion of two whiskeysand-soda, and talking easily.
He told them of Arnold Rothstein, the
New York gambler who was shot in 1928;
of Nicky Arnstein and Al Capone, Jack
Diamond and Walter Wincheli, Florenz
Ziegfeld and George White. Raft had met
them all, and the Prince of Wales had only
read of them in the newspapers.

gangsters
the con
men I'd
"He wasanda good
learner,
was met.
the Prince,
and I soon had him in pretty fine shape as
a dancer. Before I knew it he'd mastered
most together
of my technique,
and when
we'dsuch
go
out
in the evenings,
he gave
a good account of himself that everybody
wanted me to give them lessons.
"But I was getting homesick for New
York. London hasn't enough bright lights,
and there's no Broadway, and the tabloids
you buy in the mornings are lukewarm
sheets that don't gi^'e you nothing to read.
I wanted to go home, to see the boys again,
to stroll along Forty-Second Street and tell
the world about England.

Changed His Idea of Royalty

May Go Back Soon

"T DIDN'T think at first that a Prince
JL should be told about such things,"
George Raft said. "I didn't know much
about princes, see? I thought they sort of
wrapped them up and took care of them.
How was I to know that the Prince read
the papers, that he knew about Capone and
Diamond?
How was I to know he'd be

" QO I told the Prince I was getting out, ,
O and he didn't try to persuade me not
to go — just gave me a grand time up until
the boat sailed, and asked me to come back
some time. Gee, it's princes like that who
make you look up to royalty. There's someit, see, Broadway
else a guy most
like of
me,hiswho's
been onthing incynical
life,

wouldn't like a fellow who does nothing all
day but sit in a throne room and watch
fellows bow to him."
Once you do get him talking of the Prince,
he is slick and easy enough on the subject.
But there is feeling behind George Raft's
suave words — emotion you might never e.xfject from him. \'ou get the impression,
somehow, that George Raft would do anything for the Prince of Wales, that he'd
beat up any fellow who cast a slur at England's heir.
And perhaps that feeling is reciprocated,
too. Because when they showed "Night
AfterPrince
Night"of inWales
London
few of
weeks
the
was a one
the ago,
first
customers and one of the biggest applauders.
They tell me now that he is trying to arrange
a special
showing
"Undercover Man" at
York
House
for hisof friends.
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Don't think that all permanents

are alike. They're not.

Doiit think that any permanent (ivn-e will do. It won't. It's
well worth your while to select a shop thai does genuine
Eugene permanent waving — with genuine Eugene Sachets.

That's how they're keeping in touch, now,
these two friends — one through pictures like
"Night .A.fter Night," the other through the
newsreels that reach this side. They're alwhen there's a film of
either waysofin the
themaudience
to be shown.
"And ma>be." George Raft said in a sudden burst of confidence, "maybe we'll see
each other in the flesh soon. That's not a
statement, though. You get me — just a
maybe. 1 might not go, see? I might not
go. But I'd like to see the Prince again."
And the Prince would probably like to
see his friend again, too.

Garbo— Now It Can Be
Told!
(Continued from page 82)
ing ambition to give the world dramatic art
of intellectual caliber. And this is just a
start.
Garbo, as a home-town girl who made
good
in the world's
movie
capital, has
no attempt
to dazzle
Stockholm
withmade
her
famous glamour. She has gone about in
tweeds and brogues and slouch hats. She
tucks her hair up under her hat, and wears
no make-up. There, as in Hollywood, she
has kept up her walking for exercise. But
even this has not kept her from gaining
weight, and winning back some of her oldtime cur\'es, from her reunion with rich
Swedish dishes. So she has also been playing tennis, often with Max Gumpel. to keep
her weight down. One photographer attempted to snap her picture as she was
playing. She frustrated his plans by breaking her racket over his head and demolishing his camera. She still detests being
photographed when she doesn't want to be
photographed. She still avoids interviewers.
She still insists that her private life and her
appearance in private life are her own private concern.
Garbo is independent. The whole world
knows that. But she intends to cherish
that independence far more now than e\er
before. She does not want to be tied down
by any long-term Hollywood contract —
even at a salary that would make her the
highest-paid actress of all time. She may
do one picture; she may even do two or
three. She would like to appear in a semihistorical movie with a Scandinavian setting
— something like "Queen Christine'' or a
drama based on the A"i\-id life of Countess
Maria Pa\-lowa. Notice the Scandinavian
angle. She would like to impress upon the
world that, first and foremost, she is a
Scandinavian. For once she had done that,
it would be that much easier for theatregoers to picture her as an Ibsen or Strindberg heroine!
No one except Greta Garbo knows what
she will do ne.xt. But now it has been told —
Garbo WANTS to go on the stage! Perhaps
here, perhaps abroad — but somewhere!

EMINENTLY

VICTORIAN

... ft ^vave in her hair
and curls, curls, curls
Miss 1933 wears a hat that's up in the back in a manner pre-eminentlv Victorian.
Her hair shows. Therefore the great need of permanent ^vaves, and curls, bv
Eugene. For the Eugene Method gently imparts the required natural, yet lasting,
undulations . . . and easily handles your shortest hair to produce the flattering
face-and-neck curls of the mode.
Xew and patented 1933 improvements, exclusively used by shops that do
genuine Eugene Waving, assure you of the correct wave, the way you want it—
with curls that are as permanent as the ^save itself.
Insist on getting the genuine Eugene Wave and Curls. Look for the Eugene
Trade j\Iark figure on each sachet or waving WTapper that is apphed to your hair.
Eugene, Ltd. . . New York

■ London

• Paris

• Berhn

• Barcelona

• Sydney
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Why Ut Wrinkles or
Ageiincs Mokc\bu Old!
Send (or This Secret

FREE

Extra Gift if Y>u Mail
Coupon Below at Once

The Inside Story About Katharine
Hepburn's
"Mystery"
{Continued from
page ^ 5)
sole ambition of Katharine's >oung life.
She also had athletic yearnings — and took
delight in besting her brothers at "doing
stunts" on the trapeze in the Hepburn backyard, and in swimming and diving. Also.
in her school days, she was locally renowned
as a figure skater and a golfer. When she
was 17, she qualified in a state golf tournament for women.

Figuring Out Her Age

Estelle Taylor Tells
a Hollywood Secret
of Youth and Beauty
Estelle Taylor is one of the m;iny experieiicej
Hollywood stars who never seem to grow older. Not a
line or blemish appears in her exquisite sUin.
She uses SEM-PRAY COMPRESSED CREMEwhich gives you a complete beauty treatment in 3 minutes.

Prefers SEM-PRAY

to Elaborate Treatment

Miss Taylor says: "Sem-Pray smooths away lines. It
clears blemishes. It makes the skin soft. It, is so (luick
a way to obtain results unsurpassed by elaborate beauty
treatments."
Dorothy Mackaill also says: "Sem-Pray takes the place
of
elaborate
treatments."
Betty
Compson,
Starke.
Lila Lee.
Marie Prevost
and others
all usePauline
SemPray. No other creme in the world like it.
And now you can test this remarkable 3-minute
beauty-youth treatment yourself.
Muil coupon today.

New Skin Beauty Overnight
Use Sem-Pray Just 3 minutes before going out and
see your skin take on new loveliness at once. Use SemPray at bedtime and note remarkable improvement of
skin by morning.
See how Sem-Pray smooths away erasable age-lines and
crowsfeet. Firms flabby skin. Ends pimples, blacktieads
and other blemishes due to clogged pores. Reduces large
pores. Takes shine from oily skin. l-Yeshens <lry skin.
Enlivens faded skin. Softens harsh or roughened skin.
Clears and whitens.
Will not grow hair.

3 Minutes a Day Takes Years Away
Sem-Pray is a many-pnrpose creme. Use it 3-minute3
instead of elaborate treatment with anti-wrinkle, nourishing, cleansing, foundation creams, pore pastes, muscle
oils,
tissue are
tonics
and blemisti and
removers.
Sem-Pray's
ingredients
so concentrated
compressed
you get
full benefits of each. Saves time and money by givii^
you COMPLETE treatment with Just one creme — in only
3 minutes.
Immediate results will amaze you.

Always Look as If You Had Just
Come From a Beauty Parlor
Furthermore, the new Sem-Pray container has pu.sh-up
bottom. Use like a Hpstick. Fingers never toucli. Carry
it with you lor MANY 3-minute beauty-youth treatments
a' day,
time,
anywhere.
look as foundation
if i/ou had
just
comeanyfroin
a beanVj
parlor.Alwai/^
A wonderful
creme too. Blends rouge and powder perfectly, prevents
cakiug or spottiness. If you want to see new beauty this
very night, go to any toilet goods counter today for a
large economy size container of Sem-Pray.
Only 6Uc.

FREE
Extra Gifts
Send Today

—
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coupon
for
generous
package
of Sem-Pray,
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aKH^ama
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Rouge and PowFree With Creme

Mme. LaNore, Sem-Pray Salons. Suile
Send generous 7-day paekage of
elude introductory
package
of
Face Powder FREE.
I enclose
mailing.

■ AddrTO,s
•.•
•
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include
introductory
packages
Semp^ay
Rouge
and
Face Powder FREE
In- 1
Mich. 1
142-E, Grand Rapids,
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KATHARINE was graduated from the
Oxford School, an exclusi\e day school
for girls, in 1924 — and that Fall she entered
Bryn Mawr, enrolling in the Class of 1928.
If Katharine was of the a\erage age when
she entered college, she must ha\e been
either seventeen or eighteen, which would
set her birth year as either 1906 or 1907.
Moreover, according to the Hartford papers,
Katharine was graduated from Bryn Mawr
in June, 1928. At college, she had gone in
for the dramatic productions, and when she
came home, she stated that now she intended to work up to Broadway.
She went down to Baltimore with the ambition of joining the Knopf Stock Company. Her magnetism and amazing selfassurance secured a hearing for this gangly,
untrained youngster. Vet there was little
doubt after a tryout in minor roles in two
plays that she assuredly was not an actress.
Such washer intense and de\astating ambition, however, that she continued to seek an
outlet for that dynamic and unabating
energy of hers. There luas a spark in her —
no question about that. She went to New
York and studied stage technique and
dancing (for poise).
.\fter a short period of instruction, she
landed a minor role in John Golden's " Night
Hostess," trying out in Minneapolis. But
before the show could get to Broadway, she
had the offer of the feminine lead in "The
Big Pond" — and grabbed it, only to be
dropped
lack of experience."
But was"for
Katharine
discouraged? She was
more determined than ever! She wasn't
long in landing a small role in "These
Days." Then came a period of underWilliams
"Holiday"
—
and when studying
it Hopeended,
she inhopped
a boat
to see the shows in Paris. When she returned, she stepped into the cast of " Death
Takes a Holiday" (the girl seemed to run to
"holidays") — but once more was dropped.
That was in 1929.
Next, she found herself in "A Month in
the Country" with Nazimova, which was
followed by another trip to Europe. In
the summer of 1930, she acted at the Berkshire Playhouse at Stockbridge, Massachusetts.
In the winter of 1930, she really clicked
for the first time in "Art and Mrs. Bottle,"
starring Jane Cowl. The next summer, she
played with the Ivoryton Players of I\oryton, Connecticut. And that Fall came her
big hit — as the Warrior in "The Warrior's
Husband." Movie scouts spotted her,
and she went West to support John Barrymore and Billie Burke in " A Bill of Divorcement." (Billie is now supporting Katharine
in "Christopher Strong"!)
In 1930, while she was with the Berkshire
Playhouse, she met Laura Harding, now
her inseparable companion. And Laura
Harding is socially entrenched in New York,
and wealthy. When she became the constant confidante of Katharine Hepburn, the
reporters falsely assumed that that must
mean that the actress was wealthy, too.
But how did the myth of the Sixteen Million Dollars originate? In this fashion:
On Katharine's arrival in Hollywood,
a

publicity man, noting that her car was No.
16 and knowing that she was not a gutter
child, immediately invested her with this
nice, round sum for the edification of sensation-hungry writers. Then she arrived at
the studio in a Hispano-Suiza. No one took
the trouble to discover that she hired the
car by the day and only much later purchased itfor a small sum.
Between hirings and firings in the difficult period of her stage apprenticeship,
Katharine found time to marry Ludlow
Smith, young New York insurance broker.
They have been married about three and a
half years. And according to Hartford
friends of the Hepburns, who might be supposed to know, the agreement when they
married was that he would not attempt to
interfere with her career, even if it separated
now doing.)
them
for six months at a time (which it is
Sincequestioned
fame came
to that
her, marriage.
she "forgets"
when
about
But
Katharine Hepburn
is married.
She has been reported as having no less
than two children. People who insist They
Knew Her When claim that before her
name was blazoned on theatre marquees she
discussed them often in "the old days."
Katharine doesn't bother to deny it. But
she has no children. That tip-off comes
straight from Hartford.

The Dream That Came True
IN Hartford, incidentally, the recent social
season was opened with a showing of "A
Bill of Divorcement," sponsored by the
Hartford Junior League to raise proceeds
for their day nursery. Katharine, who was
in Hartford just before the event was to
take place, told a reporter, "Is the Junior
League showing to be at the Strand? How
thrilling! How often I sat in that theatre
and longed to be a movie queen!" And
doesn't that prove she is typically American?
This extraordinary girl is undoubtedly a
vital and disturbing personality. She has a
plastic, fluid grace — arresting and electric.
Yet it cannot be said that "A Bill of Divorcement" has firmly entrenched her
among the film great. She, herself, has repeatedly insisted that it will take several
pictures to prove if she is an actress.
For Sidney, the role she played in "A Bill
of Divorcement," is known as an actressproof part. Katharine Hepburn has top
discerning and brilliant a mind not to have
realized that she was slated for instantaneous adulation with her interpretation of the
role of desperate, heart-torn Sidney. Her
achievement in this needed no bolstering
with shallow and empty dissemblements.
Yet she built a wall of mystery around her
personal background, her education, and
her social standing. The extreme clothes
she has worn are no novelty; she has always
worn them. But the mystification came
with Hollywood. Why? Is she emulating
Garbo, instead of being her own frank self?
"There is nothing in my life," says Katharine Hepburn, "of which I need to be
ashamed, nothing I need to hide, nothing I
am That
afraidis undoubtedly
to have come true
out."
— for her record
is that of a sane and sensible girl who, having been born, has grown up, and followed
her ambition, and made the average number of mistakes, and has had the average
number of disappointments and disillusionments. And at last her star is hung high.
If it continues to hang there, it will be,
from now on, without benefit of womanmade mystery. For all the Katharine Hepburn myths have at last been exploded!

Once a Stilt- Walker,
and Still Stepping High
(Continued from page 60)
laugh, and a restful absence of an intellectual burden, a serious purpose, or a burning
ambition. Cary is gay and gregarious, and
ver\- talkative in a light, frothy way. It's
hard to stop him when he gets going on
frivolous subjects like money or neckties.
But when it comes to talking about himself,
he's as balky as a mule.
" I know me so well ! " is one of his favorite
phrases, and perhaps he does. But he's \ery
reluctant to surrender any of the inside information on that subject. Anything he
says about himself is so offhand and perfunctory' that from his own testimony- you
get only the sketchiest impression of him.
Seldom have I seen a man so little inclined
to pour out his soul, and you have to scratch
around and dig in order to wrest even the
bare facts of life from him.

What His Real Name

Is

HE

was born in Bristol, England, one
January i8th, with no silver spoon in
his mouth. "There was a spoon," he says,
"but not silver. Just an average spoon."
His father was a clothing manufacturer, but
his grandfather was an actor, and though
the profession wasn't mentioned much in
the
(Card's changed
name was
ArchieLeach
Leachhousehold
until Paramount
all
that), it may have been heredity that ga^•e
him leanings toward the theatre. At any
rate, he was stage-struck before he was
hardly out of the cradle.
Satisfying a secondary passion first, Cary
was an amateur electrician. He seemed to
know Instinctively all about splicing wires
and fixing fuses, and drove his family and
friends crazy by insisting on wiring their
houses from top to bottom. He wired everything he could get his hands on, and it was
only to be expected that the local theatre
would not escape. During a holiday from
college, he helped a friend who was the
theatre electrician. While in the process of
rigging up lighting effects, he became acquainted with a troupe of acrobats — and
college, and even electricity, suddenly'
seemed to him stale and unprofitable.
He promptly ran away from home with
the troupe, and was an acrobat's assistant
for four glorious weeks, until his father arrived and marched him off home again to
finish school. Two years later, with an
amazing singleness of purpose, he went right
back to his old job with the same old
acrobats.

YOURS — without cost — my twenty-five years
experience in giving thousands of women
treatments for permanently destroying superfluous
hair. Every package of ZIP Epilator contains it.
When you buy ZIP you are avaiHng yourself of
a product for destroying superfluous hair which
millions of women have used, and which does all
I claim for it. It is mild and fragrant, and ideal for
face treatments. ZIP gently and quickly gets at the
cause and frees you of superfluous hair.
Formerly $5.00 . . . Now $1.00. There is no
other Epilator available for destroying hair this way.

In self -justification, Cary explains, "In
England, you see, they don't have the
'allez-oop!' type of acrobat with the bulging
biceps. They have very refined acrobats
who look like ordinary people and have a
much better act than the others."

And

Came to America as Acrobat
BY

this time he had learned to do all
their handsprings and other feats, and
was a full-fledged acrobat when the troupe
went to America and appeared at the Hippodrome in New York. At the end of that
engagement, his j-en for cartwheels and
somersaults having been satisfied, he thought
he could get ahead better in the theatrical
business by himself.
"But I was mistaken," he says. " I almost
starved."
You've probably often wondered about
the private lives of those men who walk up
and down on enormous stilts to ballyhoo
some current show. The chances are that
they're ex-acrobats with empty stomachs.
That's what Cary was when he did stiltwalking at Coney Island for a while, until
his luck changed and he managed to get
back to England. He is virtually the only
{Continued on page gi)
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DEODORANT
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CREAM

if you prefer a cream depilatory, use
This is by far the most popular depilatory
cream today. Simply spread on and rinse
off If you have been using less improved
methods you will marvel at this white, fragrant cream, as delightful as your choicest
cold cream. It is the most modern and

mart
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Treatment or
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Answers to Your Gossip Test
{Continued from page 14)
1. The rumors around the film city are to
the effect that when the Zasu Pitts-Tom
Gallery divorce decree is made final, Tom
will marry Aladge Evans, on whom he has
been showering attentions since his separation. However, while Zasu was once all
broken up over the busted romance, things
have changed. She has been stepping out
with the tennis champion, J. E. Woodall,
and if things are what the>- seem, that will
be another wedding.
2. Kathleen Burke, the 19-year-old Chicago
girl -who defeated 60,000 candidates in a
contest for the role of the Panther Woman
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in the film "Island of Lost Souls," was
married February 25th to Glen Rardin,
photographer and former college athlete.
Rardin, who had been courting Aliss Burke
in Chicago, followed her to Hollywood when
she was given a screen contract.
3. Polly IMoran, the screen comic who has
been teamed in comedies with Marie
Dressier, has asked Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
to release her from her film contract and
they have consented. Miss Aloran believes
that there is a wider field for her particular kind of talent in personal appearances
and radio work than motion pictures offer
and wants to try her hand at it.
4. Walter Hiers, the rotund comedian
whose motion picture career recalls the very
early screen days, died from pneumonia on
February 27th. It came as quite a shock
to
as he had onl)- been ill a
shortHollywood
time.
5. Mary Carr, who will be remembered for
her excellent portrayal of the role of the
mother in the silent version of "0\er the
Hill," now finds herself almost as destitute
as the mother she portrayed in that picture.
She has had to mo\e her family from their
very modest quarters because she was sued
for back rent, being several months in arrears. However, the screen mother has
hopes that she will get a break shortly.
6. Arline Judge, screen luminary and her
director-husband, Wesley Ruggles, announced the arrival of a six-pound-sevenounce boy on the 4th of February. Arline
says she will return to picture work after a
brief rest.
7. Lilian Harvey, recently arrived . from
Germany to appear in American films, has
issued a statement that she is not married
to Willy Fritsch, the German film actor.
However, Miss Harvey admits she and
Willy are in love and that she rnisses him
very much, but it takes more than a denial
from the party concerned to convince a
lot of people, especially when said party
is a movie star.
8. Lydell Peck, who has been unsuccessful
in his attempts to win back Janet Gaynor,
to whom he has been married since September nth, 1929, is now being seen going
places with Catherine Dale Owen, beautiful
star of stage and screen. The know-it-alls
with long memories claim that Lydell
showed a romantic interest in the blonde
Catherine long before he met Janet.
9.
Work Ruth
on "Lilly
Turner" its
wasstar,
held was
up
because
Chatterton,
injured when two of her fingers were caught
in the closing door of her automobile and
broken. George Brent, Ruth's husband, is
her leading man in this picture which will
go into- production again as soon as the
painful injurv' heals.
10. According to California laws, a divorced
person cannot adopt a child and the same
holds for any couple whose marital status
changes during the first year of the adoption, therefore, much to their sorrow,
neitfier Marian Nixon nor her husband,
Edward Hillman, Jr., will be able to keep

the child they adopted on December 19,
1932, before they separated.
11. Buster Keaton, the frozen-faced comedian whose divorce from Natalie Talmadge
will not become final until some time in
August, admits he was married to May
Scribben on January 8th, in Ensenada,
Mexico.
12. The wise-cracking Jack Oakie, who was
never an example of what the well-dressed
man will wear, preferring sweat shirts for
all occasions, has now become very meticulous about his appearance. The change was
brought about by the coming of Peggy
Hopkins Joyce to Hollywood. Jack has
been going places with Peggy and one must
dress up to play escort to the famous Peggy
and her collection of jewels.
13. Esther Ralston, who has been appearing in foreign films, returned to Hollywood
for the purpose of selling at auction her
home, one of Hollywood's show places, and
its furnishings, valued at $300,000. Esther
and her husband, George Webb, the director
who acts as her manager, believe they
have a better future in foreign films. She
is the star
of "Rome Express," recently
released
in America.
14. Mary Brian is keeping Hollywood
guessing as to whether she is in love with
Buddy Rogers or with the young and handsome screen player, Dick Powell. At times
she and Buddy are seen together and at
other times she is seen with Dick, but recently they surprised everybody by appearing as a threesome and looking as though
they were all having a good time.
15. Maurice Chevalier, who has been doing
some tall stepping out since he divorced
Yvonne, who now signs her name ex-Chevalier, isquite popular with the ladies. Marlene Dietrich was receiving all his attention
for a while,
LilianhimHarvey's
arrival,
she has but
been since
seen with
almost
as much as Marlene. And they do say
that Adrienne Ames and Marguerite
Churchill have come in for their share of
the Frenchman's time.
16. Bela Lugosi, the vampire star of
"Dracula," who is about 45 years old was
married to Lillian Rich, a 21-year-old Los
Angeles girl. The wedding took place in
Las \ egas, Nevada. This is one time where
the villain got the pretty girl.
17. Boots Mallory has stopped denying the
rumors and has finally admitted that there
has been a rift between her and husband
Charles Bennett, which will culminate in
divorce. Too bad they couldn't make a
go of it because they were regarded as one
of Broadway and Hollywood's happiest
18. For some time gossip about a divorce
between Joan Crawford and her husband,
pairs.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., has been denied,
but now Dame Rumor, who knows all.
sees all and tells all, believes she has advance information on the subject and that
there will be a separation — not a divorce —
between Joan and Doug very soon. Have
you read the story on page 27 of this issue?
19. Gilbert Wilson, young and handsome
husband of Elsie Janis, is playing his first
movieof role
in "TheHe Warrior's
that
Achilles.
screens soHusband,"
well that
there is no doubt he will be in demand.
Elsie keeps busy writing motion picture
scenarios.
20.
page when
14 shows'CIara
Bow The
and picture
Lilian on
Harvey
they were
introduced in Berlin shortly after Clara's
arrival and just before Lilian sailed for
Hollywood. Both film stars are now making
pictures at the Fox Studio.

Once a Stilt- Walker,
and Still Stepping High
{Continued from page Sg)
screen
Jacicie
among
can
do

actor, with the possible exception of
Cooper, who can name stilt-wali<ing
his talents, and he's proud that he
it.

Hunger sent him back to England in a
practical frame of mind. lie spent two
>ears in a stock company-, meanwhile learning to be a baritone, so that he could return
to .America all prepared to step into a career
as leading man in Shubert musical comedies.
In "Nikki," his last show before he went to
Hollywood, Cary was conspicuous because
he was the only member of the cast who
could really sing, and unfortunatel}' it was
a musical play.
After that he dro^^e to Hollywood \\ ith a
friend, just for a vacation. Cary considers
his picture career entirely an accident. But
it seems to me that when a good-looking
young actor deliberately goes to Hollywood
and accepts an invitation to eat lunch at
the Paramount studio, in full view of all the
executives, he is meeting Chance half-way.
An executive saw Cary, suggested a test,
and away he went on the road to screen
success.

Where His Money Goes
NOW only Cary Grant, the Haberdasher,
remains to be considered. Car>' has
an intensely practical streak. He says he
prefers acting to anything else, but he is an
excellent business man, and ever since he
has had any money to save, it has gone into
haberdashery shops. It must be said to
Cary's for
credit
doesn'tButdress
like a
model
one that
of hishestores.
he knows
all that there is to know about what the
well-turned-out man should wear, he does
his own buying, and keeps a strict eye on
the business. In New York he has a concession ina well-known men's tailor shop on
Fifth Avenue, and in Los Angeles he has
a shop with his own name above the door
on Wilshire Boulevard.
"I chose haberdashery," he explains, "because I've been tremendously interested in
it for years. Aly father was in the business,
you see. I do my own buying, from English
materials. As a matter of fact, I think the
idea of the superiority of English haberdashery isa myth — Americans do such marvelous work now. The English probably
originate things, but Americans make wonderful copies, and often improve on them.
I buy English goods simply because most
men like to have an English label in their
clothes. It's just an affectation, and no
longer has anything to do with the real
quality of the goods."
There's one foreigner to whom America
will never have to say, "Why don't you go
back where you came from?"
That's as much as you need to know
about Cary Grant for the present, except
that he lives with Randolph Scott, and
wears a yellow sweater and goes around
with X'irginia Cherrill, and has just made
"The Woman Accused" with Nancy Carroll. (He and Nancy were also together in
"Hot
Saturday.")
surprised
Miss Cherrill
is soonDon't
Mrs. beGrant.
Someif
believe that she is already.
Later, if haberdashery doesn't get the
upper hand, and good parts keep coming
his way, we positively guarantee to gi\-e
you the inside story of his soul.
Just to get it on the record, perhaps we'd
better mention that he is six feet, one inch
tall and weighs one hundred and seventy
pounds. His hobbies are music and electrical research — either of which could be his
"ace in the hole" if he ever left the movies.
And he is Paramount 's "ace in the hole" if
singing movies really come back. And it
looks as if they will.

Posed by professional models

Skinny! New way
adds pounds
quicker than BEER
Astonishing gains with sensational
double tonic. Richest yeast known,
imported beer yeast, concentrated
7 times and combined with iron.
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have prescribed
ors
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doct
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wn
ski
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women who want to put on flesh. But
now, thanks to a remarkable new scientific discovery, you can get even better
results — put on firmer, healthier flesh
than with beer — and in ajar shorter time.
Not only are thousands quickly gaining
pounds of solid, beauty-bringing flesh — but
other benefits as well. Muddy, blemished
skin changes to a fresh , glowing, radiantly
clear complexion. Constipation, poor
appetite, lack of pep and energy vanish.
Life becomes a thrilling adventure.

Concentrated 7 times

round out attractively. Complexion
becomes radiantly clear — indigestion
disappears — you'll have new, surging
vitality, new self-confidence.

Skinniness dangerous
Authorities warn that skinny, anemic,
nervous_ people are far more liable to
serious infections and fatal wasting diseases than the strong, well-built person.
So begin at once to get back the rich
blood and healthy flesh you need. Do it
before it is too late.

Resuhs guaranteed
No matter how skinny and weak you may
be, this marvelous new Ironized Yeast is
guaranteed to build you up in a few short
v.-eeks as it has thousands of others. If not
delighted with results of very first package,
your money instantly refunded.
Only be sure you get genuine Ironized
Yeast, and not some imitation that cannot
give the same results. Insist on the genuine,
with "I. Y." stamped on each tablet.

This amazing new product, called Ironized
Yeast, is in pleasant tablet form. It is made
from specially cultured, imported heer yeast
— the richest yeast ever known — which
through a new process has been concentrated times—
7
jnade/Zzme^wzorepozce^'/z^/.
But that is not all! This
marvelous, health-building
12 Lbs. in 3 Weeks
yeast concentrate is then
"After taking Ironized Yeast
ironized — scientifically
three weeksl
gained6ssSi2pounds."
Frank
Piccunas,
S. Washcombined with three spetenaw Ave., Chicago, III.
cial kinds of iron which
strengthen and enrich the
14 Lbs. in 21 Days
blood — add abounding
"Before 21 days were up I had
new energy and pep.
gained 14 pounds. Mycomplexion was muddy and is now perWatch the change
fect." Blvd.
Yvonne Murray
,Qo6 Dixie
Overland
, Shreveporl,
La.
Day after day, as you take
14
Lbs.
in
Month
Ironized Yeast, you'll see
"I have gained 14 pounrls in a
ugly, gawky angles fill out.
month." Joseph. H. Cleheck, j
Hollow chests develop and
jV'en Si., New York, N. Y.
pipe-stem arms and legs

Special FREE Offer!

To start you building up your
health right atvay, we make
this absolutely FREE offer.
Purchase a package of Ironized Yeast at once, cut out
the seal on the box and mail
it to us with a clipping of
this paragraph. We will send
you a fascinating new book
on health, "New Facts About
YourBody",
by a well-known
authority. Remember.results
are guaranteed with the very
first package — or money refunded. At all druggists.
Ironized Yeast Co., Dept. 195,
Atlanta, Ga.
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"A BEAUTIFUL LADY," says the man,
taking a second look. And that brings
us to the point. Face powder is to
blend with the complexion and flatter
it. It should cling. It must charm. But
it should not be seen!
Armand Bouquet is Like that. So
many stunning women have said so
for years. What's 50c for flattery —
after all? Try Armand Bouquet. And
mind the insert in each package.

cents

for the Miniature INflake-up Box.'* Ignore
thati Just send the insert with NO money.
We'll know you read this and send you that
trial supply of cosmetics — ABSOLUTELY FREEI
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colored gum rubber
reducing garments.
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2 to 3 inches at once. Gives a
trim, youthful, new style «„ «figure. Send bust measure. "P^-^*
REDUCING GIRDLE: 2 to .S inch
reduction at once. Talics place of
corset. Beautifully made: very comfortable. Laced at back. Sendj
waist and hip measures
My

flesh colored medicated rubber hose relieve swelling and vari- ^
cose veins almost
at. fi-/
once. Fit like a glove- ^7
Send ankle and calf "/
measures.
»/
9 inch $5.00 pair
14 inch $6.75
11 inch $4.50
(not covering foot). $3.75
All Eariiieuts are raade of uure Kuni rubber— fle.sh colored.
Write
for literature.
Send check or money
order — no ca.'ih.
Dr. Jeanne
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Rieger's

Flower

Drops

'T'HE most exquisite and refined
of all perfumes! Made from the
essence of flowers, without alcohol.
A single drop lasts a week!
Regular value of each vial is 2 Scrotal 75c. rU give you three trial
vials of out most exquisite Flower
Drops odors— Romania, Esprit de
France, Violet. To pay for postage
and handling, send only 30c (silver
or stamps) for all three vials.
PAUL RIEGER
America's Master Perfumer
181 First St.
San Francisco, Calif.
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INGENUE — {Noun) — Any new feminine
addition to films, if under forty.
INKIE — {Noun) — An incandescent light.
IN-THE-COIN— Making big movie money.
IRIS — ( Verb) — To close the aperture of a
motion picture camera gradually, thereby
blacking out all of the picture except the
object to be accentuated.
JUICE-GANG— ( Noun)— The electrical
crew on any set.

FILLER — {Noun) — A one- or two-reel pic-

LAP — ( Verb) — To overlap two scenes of a
picture in such fashion that the first
"fades-out" while the second "fades-in."
LEG-ART— ( A^oz<«)— A still photograph

FIVE-YEAR CONTRACT— ( Noun)— Any
contract between a player and a studio,
no matter how long it may last. Sometimes, "five-year contracts" last only six
months, if a studio has no further use for
a player.
FLASH— { Noun)— A short scene.
FLOP — { N'oun) — I. An unsuccessful scene
or picture. 2. An unsuccessful player.
—To
fail.
T,. Anything
that is unsuccessful. ( Verb)
FORKER — {Noun) — A movie cowboy.
FREE-LANCE— ( Verb)— To shop around
for
roles.
{Noun)
A player
who isn't
under
contract
to —any
one studio,
but

es^s
An insert in each packagesays:"Send10

EAR-MUFFS— ( A'ohh)— Ear-phones worn
on the set by sound technicians.
EFFECTS— (vVo/o;)— The studio department that furnishes sounds artificially.
EPIC — {Noun) — Any picture, according to
advertising posters. {Adjective) — See
colossal.
FADE-OUT— (iVoH);)— I. The gradual
fading and ultimate blacking-out of a
motion picture scene. 2. Any star or
thing that has lost importance and been
forced to the background. ( Verb) — To
black-out a scene gradually; to lose importance or fade into the background.
FAN — {Noun) — i. Anyone who is reading
this magazine. 2. A wind-machine of any
design used to create storm efTects.
FIANCE — {Noun) — Any male who makes
more than one social appearance with a
star.

plaNS at several.
FRONT OFFICE— (AW«)— The place
where the Big Boss hangs out.
GAFFER— (A'oH»)—.'\ head electrician.
GAG — {Noun) — .Any speech or action that
is intended to be humorous. ( Verb) — To
originate any speech or action intended
to be funny; also, to show the normal
reaction to most attempts of the sort.
GA-GA — {Adjective) — Sweet, but not too
bright; a bit dizzy.
GAG-MAN — {Noun) — A studio worker especially employed to create humorous
situations for the screen.
GALLERY-GODS— ( Noun)— Ho\ polloi,
the general theatre-going masses; therecareer.fore, the Fates who determine an actor's
GIN — {Noun) — A liquid concoction given
that name by a bootlegger. Hollywood's
most popular beverage and inspiration.
GLYCERINE— ( Noun)— Any chemical
preparation
injected
into an tears.
actor's eyes
for
the purpose
of producing
GO-HOLLYWOOD— ( Verb)— To become
insufTerably egotistical ; to become affected
and "arty"; to make a complete ass of
one's self in the effort to impress others.
GRAND — {Noun) — One thousand dollars.
GREASE — {Noun) — Cosmetics used in
make-up.
GRIP — {Noun) — A laborer who does oddjobs on the set.
HAM — {Noun) — i. A poor actor, especially one who overacts. {Verb) — To
play a part amateurishly, to overact
or to affect stagey mannerisms off-stage.
HEAVY — ( Noun) — The villain in a picture.
HE-MAN — {Noun) — Any rugged, hardhitting hero, whether he can act or not.
HIGH-HAT— (.Yo«h)— I. A sound camera. 2. A stiff head-dress worn at premieres.Verb)
(
— To give old friends a
cold stare.
HOT-CHA— (.4a'_/Vc/n'e)— Very warm and
a bit daring. Said of love scenes and girls.
I'M-SO-TIRED-OF-IT-ALL— The favorite
phrase spoken by most actors when being
interviewed for publication.
INDIE
— {Noun) — An independent film
company.

JUICER — {Noun) — A studio electrician.
JUVE — {Noun) — A boyish-looking male
actor; short for juvenile.
KLIEG-EYES— (iVoM?0— An afifliction of
the eyes caused by over-exposure to the
burning rays of the incandescent lights
used on a set. Klieg Lights, from which
the term derives, are no longer used, having beendescent
universally
replaced by incanlamps.

exposing a lady's lower e.xtremities.
LEG-ARTIST— (A^ow^O— A girl with
shapely
making. limbs whose principal job is posing for leg-art; therefore, a star in the
LENS-HOG — ( Noun)— An actor who tries
to crowd all others from the center of the
screen. Anyone who insists on being in
the spotlight off-screen.
LINES — {Noun) — i. Dialogue written for
the screen. 2. The fables told by an actor
in discussing his past.
LIVE-STAGE— (A'o;«»)— A set that is in
use or being held ready for use.
LOAN — ( Verb) — To rent out a player to
another studio at considerably more than
the plaver's salary.
LOCATION— ( Noun)— I. The place where
an outdoor sequence for a picture is filmed.
2. The whereabouts of a quick-witted
actor who is dodging his creditors.
LOCATION-WIDOW
— (A^o?/«)— The
mate of an actor on location.
LOUSY — {Adjective) — A universal term
used to express disapproval in any degree.
The
most-used word in the Hollywood
vocabulary.
LOVE-INTEREST— (A'ofiM)— I. The romantic theme of a picture. 2. Actors who
play romantic roles.
LOWBOWN— {Noun)— The inside facts
about a higher-up's past.
MAKE-UP — {Noun) — The sticky greasepaint a player has to apply to his face for
all movie scenes — including kissing scenes.
MARXIAN — {Adjective) — Slightly
insane.
MEGGER — {Noun)— A director, so-called
because directors always used megaphones
prior to the talkies.
MELLER— ( Noun)— A melodrama.
MENACE— (A'ozn;)— The villain.
MIKE — ( Noun) — The microphone.
MIXER — {Noun) — The sound technician
who supervises recording on the set.
MOB — ers.
{Noun)
A crowd
"extra" playAlso, a —word
used of collectively
to
wood.
designate all "e.xtra" players in HollyMORTGAGE-LIFTER— ( A^oHw)— I. An
unusually successful picture. 2. Any star
whose pictures consistently make money.
MUFF — ( Noun) — A beard; also, a heavilybearded extra.
MUG — {Noun) — An "extra" of bestial appearance, a plug-ugly. {Verb) — To resort to grotesque facial expressions to
express an emotion. To overact.
N.G.-BOARI>—{Nouti)—A
sma'^llsignifyblackboard, bearing the initials, N.G.,
ing "No Good," which is held before the
camera for an instant after the filming of
any scene that is faulty.
NIGGER— { Noun) — A large black screen

used to proLect the camera lens from the
glare of the lights.
NO — (Adverb) — An expression of dissent.
{Ohiolete.)
ON-THE-MAKE— (/I ^rcW;)— Pursuing
with amorous design.
OPTION — ( Noun) — .A clause in a contract
that permits it to be renewed if the studio
(not the player) so desires. Option-time
falls due every six months.
PAN — ( Verb) — I. To swing the camera on
a horizontal plane in order to follow the
movements of the players or to achie\e
a panoramic effect. 2. To criticize or
censure.
PICTURE-STEALER— ( Noun)— A minor
pla\er who wins more applause than a
star in a picture.
PITCH— (:Vot(;;) — The tonal quality of a
sound record.
FIX — (Noun) — Pictures.
PLUG— ( ]'erb) — To gi\e a player or [licture a build-up.
PREMIERE — (Notoi) — A combination
fashion show and gala-opening of a new
picture. An event which the public attends to see the stars, and the stars attend
to be seen b\- the public.
PRESS-AGENT— ( A'o/o/)— Anybody who
makes a li\ing by getting players' names
in print for doing something besides acting.
PRESTIGE-PICTURE— (A^oM«)— An
"arty" picture produced to gratify a producer's vanity.
PROPS — (Xoun) — All inanimate objects
demanded by the scenario — for example,
the gun with which the heroine saves her
honor. 2. A workman who handles and
takes care of the props.
PUBLICITY-HOUND— ( .Vo«»)— A player
who overworks a press-agent.
QUICKIE— (A'oiO; )— A full-length movie
made cheaply and quickly.
RELIEF — ( Noun) — i. A break in the dramatic tenseness of a picture. 2. An actoiwho plays a comic role in a dramatic
production.
RETAKE— (.Voio;)— The re-filming of a
faulty scene. ( Verb) — To re-film a scene.
RETIRE — ( Verb) — To leave the screen voluntarily— something few players ever do.
RIBBER — (Noun) — A specialist in razzing.
SALAMANDER— ( Aoi(H)— Any stove used
to heat a studio stage.
SCENE-CHEWER — ( A'o««)— A player
who flagrantlv overacts.
SCENERY— (A' oioO-The background of
a motion picture scene. The costume
worn by a plaver.
SCHNOZZLE-^( A'o«;0— The nose— particularly, the proboscis of Jimmy Durante.
SET-UP—
(A'o/(«)—
The positio'n
the
camera and
the arrangements
of theoflights
and filming
players.of (a ]'erb)
the
scene.— To make ready for
SEX-APPEAL— ( .Vo/»/)— That Certain
Something possessed by the young and
well-formed, and usually stressed by them
at every chance.
SEX-ART— (AoKu)— Feminine life in the
raw.
SHEIK — (Noun) — A screen lover. Any
disciple of \'alentino.
SHELVE — (Verb) — To scrap a picture without ever exhibiting it commercially.
SHOOT — ( Verb) — To film a scene or take
a still-photograph.
SHORT — {No2in) — A one- or two-reel picture.
SHOT— (Noun)— A still photograph of a
movie scene. (Adjective) — Inebriated.
SHOWMAN— (.Vozoz )— Anyone who
strives to impress the crowds. A master
of the art of pleasing the public.
SHREDDED-WHEAT— (A^oh;0— I- Film
that buckles and becomes tangled in the
camera. 2. The grass skirt worn by heroines who go native.
SIREN — (Noun) — A languorous feminine
eveful who pursues the male of the species.
SLAPSTICK— (A^07/h)— Low
comedy.
A
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" other Skin Irritations.

another day. Begin treatment
at once. You'll be agreeably
surprised by the quick results —
delighted with your clear,
healthy skin. Ask your druggist for the big red and yellow
tube of Unguentine. Only 50c.

DON'T TRY to hide a bad
skin with cosmetics —

correct it with Unguentine. Just
as with a burn, this antiseptic
ointment relieves itchy, irritated skin at once — takes out
the redness, roughness, chafing
— prevents pimples and eruptions from spreading . . . brings
about quick, natural healing.
It is used by most hospitals, approved by Good Housekeeping, and famous for generations. Don't let pimples, eruptions, eczema disfigure you

FREE TREATMENT OFFER— Send
us your empty Unguentine carton and
we will send you a full-size cake of
Unguentine Soap and our helpful
booklet ' 'GettinsUnder YourSkin" giving simple treatment instruaions.
Unguentine Soap is the perfect conplexion soap for the entire family.
Address The Norwich Pharmacal Co.,
Box D-5; Norwich, New York.
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And we prove it to you. We guarantee
you will lose at least 16 pounds in 18
days, look and feel 100% better or vou
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TRIAL

New scientific device
shapes flesh and cartilage of nose quickly,
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your money refunded.
New automatic spring
action. Unique device,
entirely different from
any other. Small Cost. FREE
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YOU can make $15 to $50 weekly in spare
or full time at home coloring photographs.
No experience needed. No canvassing. We
instruct you by our new simple Photo-Color
process and supply you with work. Write
for particulars and Free Book to-day.
The IRVING- VANCE COMPANY Ltd.
114 Hart Building, Toronto, Can.

Let Me Show You How to

term derived from the "slap-sticks" used
by circus clowns.
SOB-STUFF— (iVo!(;0— I- Anything in a
picture that is intended to incite tears.
2. The stories written about the terrible
trials of poor, suffering stars.
SOPHISTICATED— (.4rfjedr.'e)— Hardboiled, but garnished with social affectations. (Remember, this is a Hollywood
dictionary.) An actress who speaks with
a pseudo-English accent and can tell that
story about the tra\'eling salesman without blushing is said to be sophisticated.
SOUND — { Nairn) — The sound recording
department in a studio.
SOUP — {Noun) — The chemical in which
film is developed.
SPAGHETTI— ( iVoz<;0— Movie film.
SQUAWK— ( Verb)~To object to a role or
a cut in salary.
STAND-IN— (iVozoO — A person who resembles a star and is dressed similarly and
who is employed to substitute for the star
while the cameramen focus their cameras.
STAR — (Noun) — i. Any player whose
name takes precedence over the title of
the picture. 2. Anyone connected with
the motion picture industry who happens
to become involved in a scandalous newspaper story.
STILL — {Noun) — A photograph.
STOCK— (A^o!m)— I. Unused film. 2. General utility film, such as scenes of a spectacular fire, which can be inserted in a
later picture.
STRIPPER— ( A'o!(»)— A shapely miss who
practically undresses for the camera.
STRUGGLE
— {Noun) — A passionate love
scene

Yes! You can actually enlarge your bust-measure
by inches! You can mould your breasts to smart,
shapely beauty! You can lift sagging tissues to
firm, rounded contours. Thousands of flat-chested
women have developed fascinating feminine curves
this new easy way. Let me show you how E.\SY it
is with my famous MIR.\CLE CREAM treatment.
Accept special introductory offer now.

Just Give Me

30 Days

No matter how small and undeveloped your bu.'it may now
5 be, I want to PROVE
that
/you can make It full, firm and
I shapely.
Send only SI. 00 and
I win forward your MIRACLE
CREAM treatment by return
mail,inginlargeplain
wrapperol— Miracle
includcontainer
Cream, instructions and Free
Book on Bust Development.
Ofler limited, so send name,
address and SI. 00 TODAY.
NANCY LEE
Dept. K-5
816 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.
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SUPERVISOR— ( Noun)— A vest-pocket
edition of Jupiter.
SWEAT-BOX— ( Noun)~The sound-proof
booth in which a recording engineer works.
TAKE — {Noun) — One filming of a single
scene.
TANK-I-GO-HOME— A mystic phrase
meaning
a semi-annual raise — to Greta
Garbo.

etc.,

COMPLEXION

BEAUTY
mazed Her Friends
But she never told them
wh.v. For years her skin was
dull and sallow. Pimples,
blotches and blemishes caused
by constipation marred her
chance of beauty. But not
any more.
Stuart's calcium wafers worked their wonders
for her. Gentle internal cleansers — they quickly
help to remove the cause: intestinal stasis and
poisonous wastes that dull the eye, blotch the skin
and stupefy the mind and personality.
A five day test of Stuart's Calcium Wafers will
often work a wondrous change : soft, silken skin
clear and free from faults ! Bright, sparkling eyes !
Alert and vigorous in mind and body ! No wonder
that so many thousands of people find that an
occasional
sugar-coated
Wafer (Stuart's)
is all the tonic
that they Calcium
need.
AT ALL DRUG

WAFERS

STORES: 10c and 60e

.

FREE SAMPLE COUPON
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A sample parkasc — sufficient to prove the value to
you of Stuart's Calcium Wafers — will he sent to yo\i,
if you mail this coupon to the Stuart Co., Bept. 31-N,
Marshall, Jlich.
Name
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800 sunny, outside rooms. Every room with
bath, shower and radio. Adjacent to Grand
Central and B & O Bus Terminal . . . only a
fev/ minutes from Pennsylvania Station. In
the midst of the theatrical district and the
fashionable shops.
Nothing finer in hotel accommodations
at these rates
SINGLE ROOMS from $2.50 to $5 per day
weekly from $15
DOUBLE ROOMSfrom$3.50to$6perday
weekly from $21

STUNT-MAN— (iVoM)O— A daredevil who
substitutes for stars in dangerous scenes.
STUPENDOUS— (.4 (f/Vf/ne)— See colossal.
SUGAR
lic. — {Noun) — The coin of the repub-

Sudden Change to

STUART'S CALCIUM

LIVE IN THE NEW
SMART CENTER OF
NEW YORK
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TEA — {Noun) — A social function at which
anything but tea is served.
TEAR-JERKER— (.Vozo;)— A sad picture.
TEMPERAMENT— ( xYo«h)— I. Neurotic,
head-strong character. 2. Just plain, bad
temper.
TERMER — {Noun) — A long-term contract.
TB.AT-WAY— {Adverb)— In love.
THREE-SHEET— (.Vo«")— A big ad poster for a picture.
TORCHED— (.4(f/edzVe)— Angry.
TRAVEL-SHOT— (iVoMw)— A scene in
which the camera moves from a longdistance shot to a close-up or vice- versa.
TROUP — ( Verb) — To act expertly and like
a veteran.
TROUPER— (iVoM?0— A veteran actor.
TRUCK — ( Verb) — To move the camera
nearer or away from the object being
photographed.
VAMP — {Noun) — I. The entire musical
score preceding the first scene of a picture. 2. A disciple of Theda Bara.
WAMPAS— (.Vozo;)— The Western Association of Motion Picture Advertisers.
WATERHOLE— (.VoH?;)— The corner of
Hollywood Boule\-ard and Cahuenga
Avenue, which is the unofficial gathering
place of all movie cowboys.
WE'RE-SO-HAPPY-TOGETHER — The
phrase spoken for publication by each star
who is on the verge of divorce.
YACKT— {Noun)— A star's boat. Anything from a rowboat to a liner, providing
it belongs to a star.
YES-MAN — {Noun) — Any motion picture
worker in the presence of his boss.

Lexington Ave., 49th to 50th Sts., N. Y.
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in BROADCASTING

Unlitnited
opportunities
for menmu.sirians
and wom-in
en as writers,
sineers, actors,
Hadio and Television. Train yourself at
home. Ten separate courses. Script. Writing,
rinouncing. Program Directing. Radio ActiiK.V-oiie
Training,
Advertising.
Salesrji iii.liin. E;,ch
curse Radio
toi.iplete.
$2.00. Srnd
fcr

FREE llUTLI.N'E. NATIONAL SCHOOL OF
CoiJ.iiicrcc BIdE.. boslori.
BROADCASTING,
D^pt.Maaa^
F-1. 337 Chiirriber of

fmUtlne $EX LIFE
WOMEN.
Let itGuide
solve your
inti-l
mate problems.
to healthf
and happiness. This book presents
the true,
scientific
facts aboutandwomen's anatomy,
phyaiology
hygienic safeguards
women.
Fully illustrated.
Sentforfree.
Enclose
10c to cover mailing.
HYGIENIC
AID BUREAU.
1860 Broadway, N.Y.C.
Dept. 102

What the Stars Are Doing
(^Continued from page 8)
Heaven — Paramount Studios. 5451 Marathon St..
Hollywood. Cal.
Loy, Myma — playing in Man on the XiU- —
Mctro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios. Culver City. Cal.
Lukas, Paul — recently completed 7"/;^ Kiss Before
the Mirror — Universal Studios. Universal City. Cal.
March, Fredric — playing in The Eagle and the
Ha-ick — Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon
St.. Hollywood. Cal.
McCrea, Joel — playing in The Tie Thai Binds —
Radio Pictures Studios. 780 Gower St., Hollj-wood.
Cal.
Menjou, Adolphe — playing in Circus Queen
Murder — Columbia Pictures Studios, 14J8 Cower
St.. Hollywood. Cal.
Merkel, Una — recently completed Clear All Wires
— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios. Culver City. Cal.
Miljan, John — playing in Made on Broadway —
Metro-Goldw>-n-Mayer Studios. Culver City. Cal.
Moore, Colleen — playing in The Poller and the
Glory — Fo.\ Studios. 1401 N. Western Ave., Hollywood. Cal.
Morley, Karen — playing in Gabriel Over the White
House — Metro- Goldw>-n-Mayer Studios, Culver City,
Cal.
* * *
■^aftel,
Conrad
— recently
completed
The Constant
■■■^
Woman
— Tiffkny
Studios,
4516 Sunset
Blvd..
Hollywood. Cal.
Nlssen, Greta — playing in Circus Queen Murda —
Columbia Pictures Studios, 1438 Gower St., Hollywood. Cal.
Nixon, Marlon — playing in 5 Cents a Class — Fox
Studios. 1401 X. Western Ave.. Holly-ivood. Cal.
Novarro, Ramon — playing in Man on the Xile —
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios. Culver City. Cal.
f\akie. Jack — playing in College Humor — Para^^ mount Studios, 5451 Maratlion St., Hollywood.
Cal.
* * *
nichel, Irving — playing in The Story of Temple
^ Drake — Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St..
Hollywood, Cal.
PIckford, Mary — recently completed Secrets —
United .Artists Studios, 1041 N. Formosa Ave.,
Hollywood. Cal.
Powell, WilUam — recently completed Private
Detective — Warner Bros. Studios. Burbank, Cal.
Raft, George — playing in Pick Up — Paramount
Studios. 5451 Marathon St.. Hollywood. Cal.
Raymond, Gene — playing in Zoo in Budapest —
Fox Studios. 1401 X. Western .\ve., Hollywood. Cal.
Robinson, Edward G. — playing in Big Shot —
First Xational Studios, Burbank. Cal.
Rogers, Charles (Buddy) — playing in S Cents a
Glass — Fox Studios, 1401 X. Western Ave.. Hollywood. Cal.
Rogers, Will — latest release State Fair — Fox Studios. 1401 X. Western Ave.. HoUj-wood. Cal.
Ruggles, Charlie — playing in Terror Aboard —
Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood.
Cal.
^ 4: *
Ocott, Randolph — recently completed Murders at
'-' the Zoo — Paramount Studios. 5451 Marathon St.,
HoIl>-\vood. Cal.
Shearer, Norma — latest release 5mi7in' Through —
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios. Culver City. Cal.
Sidney, Sylvia — playing in Pick Up — Paramount
Studios. 5451 Marathon St.. HoIly%%-ood. Cal.
Stanwyck, Barbara — recently completed Baby
Face — Warner Bros. Studios. Burbank, Cal.
Stone, Lewis — playing in Service — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios. Culver City. Cal.
Stuart, Gloria — playing in The Kiss Before the
Mirror — Universal Studios, Universal City, Cal.

***

'Valbot, Lyie — recently completed She Had to Say
*■ Yes — First X'ational Studios. Burbank. Cal.
Toomey, Regis — recently completed She Had to
Say i'es — First Xational Studios. Burbank. Cal.
Tracy, Lee — latest release Clear A II Wires — MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City. Cal.
Twelvetrees, Helen — playing in .1 BedlimeStory —
Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood.
Cal.
* * *
Velez, Lupe — latest release Hot Pepper — Fox Studios. 1401 N. Western .A.ve., Hollywood, Cal.
VX/'althall,
Henry
B. — Studios.
recently Burbank.
completedCal.4£nd
^''Street — ^First
Xational
West, Mae — latest release She Done Him Wrong —
Paramount Studios. 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood,
Cal.
White, Alice — recently completed Picture Snalcher
— Warner Bros. Studios, Burbank. Cal.
William, Warren — playing inCold Diggers of 1933
— First Xational Studios. Burbank. Cal.
Wray, Fay — playing in The Octopus — Columbia
Pictures Studios. 1438 Gower St.. HoIIj'wood. Cal.
Wynyard, Diana — playing in Reunion in Vienna
— Metro-GoldwTn-Mayer Studios. Culver City. Cal.
VT'oung, Loretta — playing in Zoo in Budapest — Fox
•*■ Studios. 1401 X'. Western .-Vve.. Hollj'Nvood. Cal.
Young, Robert — playing in Made on Broadway —
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City. Cal.

Every V%)man Should
Know This Secret . . .
HOW SO JIAXT THOUSAXDS OF W0:MEN CAN NOW
DEPEXD ON OUR NEW S. P. RELIEF COMPOUND.
Use it when nature fails you. Often successfully relieves some of the longest, unusual,
unnatural cases many in 2 to 5 days with no ill after etfects. Absolutely safe and harmless. No inconvenience or interference with everyday duties. It is the real reliable compound that often produces the most unbelievable and most remarkable results. Thousands
of women use it regularly now because it is a superior product. Furthermore every married woman should give it at least one fair trial before using an,vthing else. The proof
is — you don't have to suffer or be discouraged anymore. Here is the proof — Mrs. Walker
of New York says: "They are a blessing to every woman." Mrs. Bauch of New York
says: "There is nothing like them. Send 2 more boies." Mrs. Green of Kentucky
says: "I can say it is the most wonderful treatment ever was sold. WHl tell all my
friends." Mrs. Dom, Minn., says: "I think they are wonderful, and the price is low."
Sirs. WeatherhoUz says: "I was well satisfied with results." All orders shipped, rushed
the same day received in plain wrapper. Mail $2.00 Box; 2 for $3.00. Double
Strength, $3.00; 2 for $5.00. Valuable Free Hygiene Booklet.
Write today.
SNYDER

PRODUCTS

CO..

227 W.

North

Ave.,

Dept. 48-A

\mhang\ng

Your Address

?

To make sure that you ^ill receive your copies of MOTION
Picture on time, just drop a card to the Subscription
Department, telhng both your old and new addresses

j
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CHICAGO

"You Can't Be Famous
Without
HoUywood!"
Says Benita
Hume
{Continued from page ji)

k^TROKE on with light
fingertips — creanay, delicate, softly-scented Uthagen — remove in one glove-like mask — Behold the
Miracle!
You'll look and feel years younger. Gone will
be complexion cloudiness, large pores, blackheads,
age lines and crepey neck. In your face and in
your heart you'll have youth again, for here is

HOLLYWOOD'S

COVETED

SECRET

Uthagen restores and preCOMPLETE
serves beauty to all ages
ROUTINE
— both sexes. Use it in your
own home for a fraction of
Six s-f
what the stars pay in Hollywood.
Items
^
Send SI for the complete
Uthagen Beauty Routine of 6 exquisite preparations together with a 32-page illustrated booklet
of beauty secrets and the coiilidential chart, wiiicli
filled out and returned, will enable Dr. J. Ray
Kirby, discoverer of Uthagen, to prescribe for your
Individual skin.
Mall SI, today to
UTHAGEN LABORATORIES, Dept. 15
6057 Santa Monica Blvd. Hollywood, Calif.

paid by Music Publishers and Talking Picture Producers.
I'ree booklet describes most complete song service ever
offered. Hit writers will revise, arrange. compose music to
your Ivric^ <jr lyrics lo your music. M-cuf U. S. ci.i-yrigKt. broadc.i'.t your
Bo.iK over Ih.- nidio. Ilur -iiliM di-nari(,i,.i,t Buliii,it, to .Mu,.ic Duhlishcrs
and Hollvwood I'iclure Studios. WRITE TOiJAV for FRLE BOOKLET.

UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE, 649 Meyer BIdg.. Western Avenue and
Sierra Visla. Hollywood California

mviENP^rriMTRE

ftnd CULTURAL aubjeeta for personal development — 8ta«e. Teaohing:
Direotine-DrAtna. Staue and Concert DftnoinE. Vocal. Screen. Muaioal
Comedy, Elocution. Stook Theatre and platform appearances while learnim.
For oataloe 3ti apply M. P. Ely, Secy.. 66 W. 85 St., N. Y.

What makes men fall
in love with Blondes?
TESTS show that men fall in love with blondes
much more easily than with brunettes. However, when blonde hair fades or becomes dull and
lifeless a blonde becomes less attractive. Byusing BLONDEX, amazing special shampoo, the
original golden, sparkling radiance of youth is
restored and faded blonde hair becomes a shimmering cascade of golden loveliness. No dye, no
harmful chemicals — marvelously beneficial to
both hair and scalp. Try BLONDEX today! See
for yourself the wonderful new beauty it will
give your hair! It costs so little — only a few cents
a shampoo. Now BLONDEX comes in two sizes
—the economical $1.00 bottle and the new inexpensive 25c package. Get BLONDEX now at any
drug or department store.
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glamourous over there about being a star.
Even the people I knew socially paid
very little attention to what I was doing. Occasionally, they would say, 'Oh, yes,
you play in the films, don't you? How
jolly!' or something like that, and that was
all they would say. You would have to
commit a murder in London to break onto
the front page, or any page at all, and llien
they would be likely to disregard the fact
that you happened to be playing in the
films while not engaged in the murder.
"Whatever the cause may be — and for
whatever it is worth — you certainly do have
to come to Hollywood in order to be famous.
A famous editor once said to me that 'fame
consists in the number of people who know
you'
and only Hollywood can introduce you
to
the— world.
"Then, too, you get a new feeling of selfimportance in Hollywood. You have a sense
of being watched, listened to, talked about
that you'll never have anywhere else in the
world. You begin, very soon, to know that
the clothes you wear and how much you
pay for them, the kind of car you drive,
the man you lunched with the day before
yesterday, your dog's pedigree, and your
past, if any, are more than likely to be thoroughly written
up and
the world's
tomorrow.
Things
thaton you
did and tongue
ne\er
gave a thought to before become important.
"For instance, Ivor No\ello and I have
always been very good friends. We appeared plays.
together in We
'Symphony
in Two
and other
were never
more Flats'
than
we are now (and will always be, I hope) —
good friends. And yet I have been asked
a dozen times about my engagement to Mr.
Novello. A normal friendship becomes 'an
ardent love affair' and actual news in Hollywood. It's wonderful. It's sort of scary, if
you are the scary type. I'm not.

Reveals Her Real Romance

I left London.
before
IWA.S
One of engaged
the reasons
why I did not come
to Hollywood sooner than I did was because
of my fiance. Then, shortly before we sailed,
his brother was killed in a racing car — and
the sadness of it all made it necessary for
him to have some sort of change. So he decided to come with me. What precipitated
my coming was reading the press notices
and publicity about other girls from London
who had gone to Hollywood. I realized that
I was staying behind — and staying behind
is something unbearable to me.
"In London, just to point the difference
I am trying to make, most of our friends
knew that Jack Dunfee and I were engaged;
the fact was accepted pleasantly, but without much comment. In Hollywood it becomes not only my engagement, but the
Romance of a Screen Placer, with considerably more importance because he came
here with me. I am asked what he does,
what he thinks about Hollywood, how we
will live after our marriage, when and where
we fell in love, how he proposed, and how
many children we plan to have. It's wonderful.
" I think the interest in screen players is
about as intense throughout England as it
is in America, but that interest is simply
You will first see this spirited Benita, of
the fed."
chiseled features and clear, incisive
not
voice, in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's "Clear
All Wires" with Lee Tracy, and then you
will see her in "Service" with another English girl, Elizabeth Allan. She said, " I can't
imagine a better introduction to the American people than playing with Lee Tracy.

//er Frank Answer Taught Me

How To Keep Skin White
in 10 Minutes a Week
In three days my skin, too, was gorgeously
smooth — clear — white. No more redness, sallowness, freckles or blackheads. I keep it flawless, too, by simply spending ten minutes a
week with Golden Peacock Bleach Creme —
just rub the lightest film imaginable over my
skin twice nomical!
a Getweek.
so quickPeacock
— simple Bleach
— ecoa jar It's
of Golden
Creme today, yourself — simply ask for it at
any drug store or toilet-goods tounter.

Consult Yogi Alpha

About Your

Future

1933 will be one of the most critical
in world's affairs. Yogi Alpha, internationally known p.sychologist and
astrologer, who has amazed thousands
by his uncanny predictions, offers a
big 1400 word life Reading for only
25c. Covers marriage, love, health,
partnership, lucky days, etc. You
can follow this guide day by day
throughout your lifetime, and consult
it before making any important
changes in home, social or business
atTairs. .Send only 25c in coin or
stamps with name, address and exact
birth date. Handwriting Character
Analysis included FREE.
Money
returned if not satisfied.

YOGI ALPHA

Box I4I1, Dept. 95.

San Diego. Cal.

If you have a friend who wishes reading, send 50c for the TWO readings.

ANY

PHOTO

Size 8x10 inches

or smaller if desired.

ENLARGED

4T

Same price for full length
or bust form. gToups, landscapes, pet aDimals, etc.,
orenlargementeof
ans .
par( of group
picture. photo
Safe
return
of original
guaranteed.

SEND
NO within
MONEY
(any sizei and
a week

Jf'rrp'^h°J?

you will receive
yoar beautiful life-like enlargement, guaranteed fadeless.
Pay order
postman
or send
490 with
and Ale
we plus
pay postage
postage.—

Big 16x20-inch enlargement sent C. O. D. 78c
plus postage or eend 80c and we pay postage. Take advantage of
this amazing offer now. Send ^our pnotos todav. Specify eize wanted.

STANDARD
ART STUDIOS
908 West Lake Street, Dept. 683-E
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

WantaBigPay
Broadcasting Job ?

If you have talent here's your chance to get
mto Broadcasting. New Floyd Gibbons nietliod trains you for the job you want.You learn at
home in spare (imp. FapcinatinK courwc fully explttined
in Free Booklet. "How to Find Your Plar.c in Broadcasting." Send for your copy today.
Give nge.

Floyd Gibbons School of Broadcasting,
2000— 14th St- N W..Dept.3E39,Washinglon.D C.

_
I name of a book by a successful playwright — (Authorof Flight,
U;.)— and Famous Director, Itwill be sent
1 FREE for the asking. It tells how prors are clamoring for short stories, new
ideas, plots, etc., which perhaps you can wrire
-and we can help you shape and sell. One of our
ers (V. M.) received $3,UU0. We made 6 sales in
1 day recently. New York best market. Demand active
! Try your hand! Send name for FREE Book.

DANIEL

Suite 47- D

O'MALLEY

CO., INC.

1776 Broadwayr New York City

s>.!(ii«i:i3^^il

From any part you wish reduced. No
Equipment necessary — Yourmoney back
if you are not satisfied.

A SAFE

SURE

WAY

g^R^i^^^

AND METHOD quickly and safely reduces
double chins, arms, bust, hips, leBS, and other
parts of bo.iy. 36.0U0 satisfied users. Large iar-

REDUCED PRICE
$2.00 TREATMENT

98c

RETA-REACO., Dept.M 1851 Washington Ave.,
NtwYorkCity. Please send Reta-Kea Cream
and Method at reduced price. I will pay postman 98c plus few cents postage. My money will
be refunded if not pleased.
Nan
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You register at some hotel — and go
about your business.
But — what happens in an emergency?
You're a stranger in a strange city.
You need quick action. You have no
time to answer personal questions —
to establish yourself. Why chance
finding yourself in a complicated
position when you come to Chicago?
Write us on your letterhead. Ask for
o Knickerbocker PREFERRED GUEST
CARD.

You

become

a friend — at

once — a known and recognized personality. Your signature will help us
serve you better. Write us now!

Chicago's HOTEL

Knickerbocker

Walton Place (East of Michigan Blvd.)
Adjacent to the business sectionYet away from the noise and grime.
Outstanding Accommodations — Low Rates

FPs^cTetV!
A prominent medical authority states that more unhappinftS"^. more traffedie^i are cau?;ed by iennrant-e uf the fundamentals of marriage hygiene than any other single cause.
KNOWLEDGE WILL SET YOU FREE
You can obtain priceles.^ knowledge by sending for
"Fe^ninine
St:crfts,"
new hygiene.
authoritative
manual
of family
relations and
marriage
A frank
discu.'^-'ion
.so
intimate, so confidential that it cannot be mentioned
here. Profusdii iUustraUd with diaorams and intere-^ting
pictures. This information has brought happines.^ and
freedom to thousands of women. It may do the .same for
you. "Feminine Stcrets" will be mailed prepaid to any
married woman upon receipt of Wc m coin or stamps to
defray mailing expense. Send your name and address
with 10cThe manual will be sent you in a plain envelope.
Suite 605

WOMEN'S ADVISORY
5258 So. Hoover St

BUREAU
Los Angetes. Calif.

MONEY FZiRY^n

•-

AT

H^ME

-

VOU can earn good money in spare time at
home making display cards. No selling or
cjnvassing. We instruct you, furnish complete outfit and supply you with work.
Write to-day for free booklet.
The MENHENITT COMPANY, Limited
209 Dominion Bldg., Toronto, Ont.
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barristers, objected heartily to his daughter's
choice of a career. Benita's sister, Pamela,
is married, lives a delightful English country
life outside of London and has children —
which isdo.
whatBut
a London
daughter
should
Mr. andbarrister's
Mrs. Hume
were
enough abreast of the times to know that
parental objections are about as valid as the
\\'ar debts these days — and so they gave
their blessing when Benita enrolled in the
Royal Academy of Dramatic Art in London.
"I wanted to be an actress," Benita told
me, " because, for me, there is only one thing
in all of life worth having — adventure. To
fare far afield, to dare greatly in every phase
of human experience is the very breath of
life itself to me. I cannot breathe stale air.
"When I was younger and while I was
going to the Clifton High School in Bristol,
I was Istudying
be a musician.
It wasn't
until
went to tocollege
and saw something
of life, itself, that I knew the rarest adventure was not to be found at the piano. I
saw plays and players — I felt the thrill of
being other characters, grappling with new
situations and problems in different settings.
To be an actress, I thought, would be to
have change and color and excitement.
Trouble, too, perhaps, but trouble is a part
of adventure to the true adventurer.
"I honestly do not believe that I am
afraid of anything except not to be alive
while I am young — vitally alive, consciously
and keenly alive. Everything in life should
have a savor to it while we are young. We
are a long while dead. I believe that we
should take To-day for all that it has to
offer, forget about Yesterday and deny that
Tomorrow exists.
"Yes, I've been married. I married a
young journalist in London. It didn't work
out — but what of that? We had a jolly time
while it lasted. We had a flat in London.
We knew a lot of jolly people and his work
was e.xciting, too — full of change and color.
It was great while it lasted. When the savor
went out of it and when it was done, it was
done. No harm befell either of us. There
were no children. I do not believe that the
young who are doing things should have
children. They are ties to bind — to fetter
you when Adventure calls. . . .
"I believe in any independent person's
doing precisely what he or she wants
to do. But you've got to be able to manage
your life in order to have the right to live
it freely.
" I expect to marry Jack Dunfee. I think
it will be a tremendously interesting adventure. Ihope it will continue to be an adventure until the end. I'm not certain. How
can any intelligent person ever be certain?
"And in the meantime, here I am in
Hollywood, where I expect and hope to stay
for a certain length of time, at any rate. I
have an apartment here. I wouldn't have
a house for a gift. I might want to leave
it too soon. I ride and I swim and I hike.
I have a pet Peke and I'll be glad to give
his past to anyone who is interested. I believe my two best friends, of the stage or
screen, are Ivor Novello and Leslie Howard.
I admire Fredric March enormously. I got
a greater thrill out of meeting him than
anyone else here.
" I have one hobby — collecting perfumes.
Perhaps that's because I can smash the
bottles if they bore me — and nothing is left
but a sweet aroma. My favorite play is 'A
Bill of Divorcement,' and my favorite picture, 'Robin Hood.' My favorite role of
my own is the one I had opposite Leslie
Howard in 'Reserved for Ladies,' filmed in
England.
"And my favorite place, at the moment,
is Hollywood. I feel as if I were standing
on a supernaturally high Alp, stripped, with
all the world able to look at me. What an
Adventure that is!"

IT'S w^onderful what a difference k makes
in the way you feel and look when you
keep internally clean. Thousands of women
thank Dr. Edwards for his little Olive Tablets ... a wonderful substitute for calomel
and so much safer. Try them and see ii you
don't see the difference in fresh, smooth
cheeks and lovely skin.

"The Internal Cosmetic"
Used for over 20 years by women who want
relief for blemishes and pimples caused by
sluggish liver or constipation. See and feel
how this tested vegetable compound helps
you to rid yourself of that tired, dull, lifeless feeling. Try this! For two weeks take
one each evening. Ask for them at any drug
store, know them by their olive color. Dr.
Edwards Olive Tablets . . . I5i, 30(5, 60^.

Hair

Chin

I once looked like this. Ugly hair
on face . . . unloved . . . discouraged.
Nothing helped. Depilatories,
waxes, liquids . . . even razors failed. Then I discovered a simple, painless, inexpensive method. It
worked! Thousands have won beauty and love with

Unloved

OFFi^>~
SQMG WRITERS

the secret. MyFREE Book,"HowtoOvercomeSuperfluous Hair," explains the method and proves actual
success. Mailed in plain envelope. Alec trial offer.
No obligation. Write Mile. Annette Lanzette.P.O.Box
4040. Merchandise Mart, Dept. 35 , Chicago.

Substantial Advance Royalties
are paid writers of songs found
acceptable by publisbers. Send
us your best songs or poems for
free examination and advice.
Past experience unnecessary.
We compose or arrange music
and secure copyrights. Write
today for our free explanatory
booklet. Newcomer Associates,
1674 A. Broadway, New York,

15 Stories Sold Past Few Months
for our client:* lo the Talking Picture Producers in Hollvwood. All
Ti.uior Studio-, ill Nevi- York clo-d Icivine HOLLYWOOD ONLY
ACTIVE MARKET. Del with a rccoji.ijed Hollvwood agpiit. Establiihed since 1917. in daily PERSO.NaL CONTACT with Studioa. «•«
know market requireniei.M. Original plot^ and ideas are what is wanted.
Man,i3cript3 may be submitted in any form for FHEE reading and report.
Send tor FREE BOOK ei. ins full details.

UNIVERSAL

S4I Meyer Bldg.,

SCENARIO

Western & Sierra Visia,

WRINKLES

COMPANY
Holl)vood

California

Sin^R^Alt?

Marvelous new akin food and tissue builder.
Send tor
our liberal jar of "Claudette."
Send no money. Just pay
postman oOc plus postage. Return if not satisfied.
MERCER
PRODUCTS.
Box 70, Whit* Plains. Nsw York
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SheThougflt herfujurewas

OFFER

• • Say When
You'll be checking in
at the Woodstock?
ROOM

To Tell You The Truth Dept.:

Banish Unsightly Fat
Lift
Sagging Tissues

SPECIAL

{Continued from page 12)
ECONOMY was certainly practised,
however, by the fellow who wrote the
advance advertisement for "Gabriel Over
the White House." The scribe breathlessly
— and all too briefly, we fear — advises us
that "the picture depicts a President,
played by \Valter Huston, who goes mad
and solves the problems of the country."

She was positively ashamed of
herself! Was there anything
more unsightly than a heavy,
sagging bust ? What could be
done about those bulging tissues that hung in flabby masses, utterly ruining her charm?
Imagine her joy when she
learned of the wonderful
FORMULA-X
treatment,
made expres.^ily to reduce an
oversize bust!

She was amazed at the quick
and easy results. Just a few
minutes daily application of
Formula-X and instruction-s
soon banished that flabby fat.
lifted the sagging tissues. Her
bust actually became smaller
until it had once more regained
the firm, arching roundness
of youth. No wonder that
women
have welcomed
this
safe, simple way to reduce tlie
bust!

The Movie Circus

James Dunn dislikes to comb his hair . . .
Edmund Lowe is never without his yellow
gloves . . . Junior Fairbanks has worn the
same hat for the last si.x years . . . Peggy
Shannon sleeps in the middle of the bed . . .
despite her English accent, IMadge Evans
was born in Xew York . . . George O'Brien
broke into pictures as an assistant cameraman . . . Warner Baxter once sold farm
implements, Frank Morgan toothbrushes
. . . and if you received a New Year's card
signed "Anonymous" it was from Jimmy
Durante, the old Snoz himself!

'

NOW!

To convince you that you can
take inches off your bust, I make
you this Special Introductory
Offer: Send ONE DOLLAR for
the FORMULA-X treatmentmailed in plain wrapper. Accept
this sensational bargain AT ONCE
— mail coupon or write.

News and Gossip
of the Studios

BETTY DREW, (Depl. K-5)
799 Broadway, New York N. Y.

BATH
SERVICE that CLICKS
$2.50 single

$3.50 double

popular coffee
pricedshop
restaurant
A Step from Times Square

{Continued from page jg)
Betty Drew. Dept. K-5.
799 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Please send me at once, in plain wrapper
your famous Formula-X treatment. 1 enclose special price of only Sl.OO in full
payment.
Name
Address
Town

State . . .

NOT HouseBroken!
Wc call him Scotty. When your guests
put cicarettes in the ash tray — and put
Scotty's head, he'll raise his little hind
lee and— PUT OUT THE CIGARETTEr Convenient water sack inside
easily into
filled.a practical
At InM a raninr'a
habit hasScotty
been isturned
;ind exScotty mounted on aah tray — both in attractive

trcmely funny i

HOME

ONLY

GADGETS

a. delivered
$1.50

Dept. 48
200 Fifth Avenue
New York City

-'A

I'VE FOUND
BEST
THE
VALUE
\ HOTEL
^ IN NEW YOKK
CITY

Just think . . .a modern, new hotel, in the
heart of New York —
200 feet from Broadway on 45th Street.
A room and bath for one,
$2.50/ for two, $3.50
It's tKe

PICCADILLY
.1511. STREET

«nd BROADWAY

WILLIAM

MADLUNG,

•

MNG.

NEW

DIR.

YORK

cent. A month later, she insisted on having
a bill. It was sent through the mail — that
is, a piece of paper was sent through the
mail — and in the doctor's handwriting it
read, when
"Connie
bill."
And
the says
friendthere
calledisn't
up any
Connie
to
thank her from the bottom of her heart, was
La Fiennett sore because the specialist had
mentioned her name!!
On another occasion, a friend of hers needed to make a quick business trip back East —
but the Asoldusual,
bank Connie
balance heard
wasn't about
up to the
trip.
the
difficulty (no one seems to know just how
she does it) and the next thing the would-be
tra\eler knew, a messenger was at the door
with a round-trip ticket to New ^'ork. On
the card was written; This ticket can't be
rettirtied, so it had better be used. My regards
to Broadii'ay — Connie.
HERE is news! The Robert Montgomerys are expecting a Blessed E\ent,
almost any day now! How have they managed to keep their secret so long? All Hollywood will rejoice with them, remembering
their bravely-borne tragedy of a year ago,
when their first baby died after a lingering
illness.
RICHARD DIX is understood to have
given his wife (the former Winifred
Coe) a brand-new Beverly Hills house. But
nobody seems to know just where the house
is. Richard has a talent that way, for keeping his whereabouts secret. For >'ears, even
his studio had to call his late mother on the
'phone to get in touch with him. (At least,
it makes a good story — and is often told.)
We'll bet that the Dixes' new baby will
be the most unphotographed baby of all.

Woodstock
43rd STREET EAST oF BROADWAY.
A

KNOTT

l>fma£ Your Chest Line!
Let Me Show You
How to Develop
the FuM, Rounded
CURVES Now all
the Vogue
Wh>' be embarrassed bj
a fiar-chesTed. vinwomanly form'* Vow you cati
acruall.N' nil out your bust
to lovely shapeliness.
Simply 8 apply
my marvelou
new Creamo
treatment at home. Send
for my free offer and
watehround
\our and
breast.s
gro\\'
full,
beautiful.

Just Send Me

Your Name

and address and I will mail >'on mj'
trial Creamo treatment. FKEM -Mcrely enclose 10c for forwarding churces
This free olTer is limited so. write today, enclosing
onlyin 10c.
pacliat;e will
be mailed
plain Your
wrapper.
MARIE DUNNE, Dept. K-5
122 Fourth Avenue
New York, N. Y.

yuttne

The Jloviesarei
ing men with
feet physiciues and
women
with figures.
beautiful alluring
Many of the Stars
are taking my physical Culture Course
and 1 hare placed many of my students
in Pictures and on the Stage.

FREE

MOST
of the Hollywood couples who
ha\e recently adopted children are,
however, refusing to allow any pictures to
be taken of their ready-made babies — for
fear the real parents will recognize them and
take them away from them, before the
"trial year" is up. Mrs. Joe E. Brown is
the latest to plan an adoption — having gone
to Chicago, to the home where so many
stars have lately been supplied with babies,
to find one to take the place of her fourth,
still-born.

N.Y.

HOTEL

TRIP

TO

HOLLYWOOD

If over 16,write for FREE ILLrSTEATED
BOOK ... one for MEN and one for
WOIVIEN . , . telling how you can acquire
perfect health, strength and giant muscles
or a beautiful alluring body . . . and quality for Free
Trip to Hollywood with Screen and Talkie Test. Get
my low price and easy terius! Write TODAY.
Joe Bonomo. 210-D Botiomo BIdg., Hollywood. Calif.
per-

ECZEMA

IS ONLY

SKIN

DEEP, AND

MAY BE INSTANTLY RELIEVED
and quickly healed by the use of Cranolene.the cranberry
treatment tor stubborn skin diseases.
You pay only if
you can say vou are cured.
Write today.
Address,
CRANOLENE,
Dept.
66, GIRARD,
KANSAS

i

College Girls Have S, A,

*

Rest your eyes.
You're going to need them plenty
when you examine newly discovered evidence in

mmm

pri

Mrs. Grundy has always delightedto caricature the college
girl.
In the old days our matriculated sisters v^ere derided as
scrawny, hawk-faced grinds. A bookish brood of sour
spinsters in blue cotton stockings and red flannel unmentionables.
More recently, the popular cartoon went to the opposite
extreme. Co-eds became Flappers. Bare-thighed imps
brazenly putting Sheba to shame, hiectic hloydens
hugging Sophomore Vallees on every dance floor. Necking hlot-chas publicly bathing in bathtubs of gin.
Your editors got to thinking about all this silly rot the
other day — wondering

what the typical feminine campus

modern is really like. That's when we made the great
discovery. College girls are exactly like other young
women of the day . . . only more so.
When the College Girl is beautiful, boy, she's beautiful,
no foolin". She doesn't take a back seat for Broadway or
hlollywood. The fact is many campus beauties now lend
luster to both these leading national exhibits of girlish
what-have-you.
Don't miss the optic-filling proof in the gravure section
of April College hlumor And Sense. Eight pages of
superlatively lovely young things fresh from school.
If you thrill to the thud of sodden

leather battering on

flesh, you'll sit breathless over "Fighting Leather," Eddie
Neil's startling expose of* two* contending
sport rackets.
*
Dr. Copeland Smith in "Co-Ed Farmerettes" hands sweet
girl graduates some advice most of them will find hard
to take. It's one ansv^^er to the question "What to do
when college days are over." Other famous writers,
too, contribute controversial articles that will keep you
all upset until far into the night.

•

*

*

And then, of course. College h^umor And Sense for
April is still college humor in the wittiest of its rollicking
fun formula. All the newest laughs and wise-cracks of
the Campus dished up in one hilarious, rib-splitting
package.

DON'T

MISS

THIS

GREAT
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STEAKS

COOK
BUT THE MAN LIVES

ILLUSION:

A roaring fire was built in ar.
oven... the temperature rose to
600^ F. Into the oven walked
VJ'.e "(ire" king, M. Chabert,
carrying several raw steaks. A
few minutes later the doors
were flung wide and out he
stepped. . . safe and sound. . . with
the steaks thoroughly cooked.
EXPLANATION:

Heat rises. When Chabert entered tie oven he hung the steaks
above the fire, then dropped
to the floor at the side, covering
his head with a hood made from
his shirt. He breathed through
small air holes in the floor.
KEPT
IN

THE

FRESH
WELDED

IT'S FUN TO BE FOOLED
...IT'S MORE FUN TO KNOW
"The

Burning Oven"

is an old

illusion which has played a leading role in cigarette advertising.
Its modern name is "Heat

EXPLANATION: All cigarette
Treatment."
manufacturers use heat treatment. The first Camel cigarette
was manufactured under the
heat-treating process. Every one
of the billions of Camels pro-

duced since has received the
necessary heat treatment.
Harsh, raw tobaccos require
intensive processing under high
temperatures. The more expensive tobaccos, which are
naturally mild, call for only a
moderate application of heat.
It is a fact, well known by leaf
tohacco experts, that Camels
are made from finer, MORE
EXPENSIVE tobaccos than
any other popular brand.
Try Camels. ..always fresh, in the
air-tight, welded Humidor Pack.

NO

TRICKS...

JUST COSTLIER
TOBACCOS
I N

MATCHLESS

BLEND

JlUU
FORMERLY
25 CENTS
IN

CANADA

20c

'Xj

IN LOVE - THE SECOND TIME?

ILLUSION: A boy is bound and
thrust into a small basket. Seizing
a sword the fakir plunges it into
the basket. He jumps up and
down as proof that the basket is
empty I The boy then steps out
of the basket, unhurt.
EXPLANATION: The nimble assistant curls around the side of the
basket for the sword-and-jumping
act. He guides the sword past
himself and into the opposite wall
of the basket.
Source: "Illustrated Magic" by
Ottokar Fischer, translated and
edited by J. B. Mitssey and Fulton
Oursler, The Macmillan Co., N. Y.

■w

KEPT FRESH IN THE WELDED
HUMIDOR PACK

Copyright, 1033, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

IT'S

FUN
...IT'S

TO

BE

FOOLED

MORE

FUN

One of the nimblest tricks of
cigarette advertising is the illusion that "Heat Treatment"
confers mysterious virtues upon a cigarette.
EXPLANATION: All cigarette
manufacturers use heat treatment. Itis a routine process of
manufacture. Harsh, raw, inferior tobaccos require considerably more intensive
treat-

TO

KNOW

ment than choice, ripe tobaccos.
But neither heat treatment
nor any other treatment can
take the place of good tobacco.
It is a fact, well known by leaf
tobacco experts, that Camels
are made from finer, MORE
EXPENSIVE

tobaccos than

any other popular brand.
Give your taste a chance to
appreciate the greater pleasure
and satisfaction offered by the
more expensive tobaccos.

NO
TRICKS
—JUST
COSTLIER
TOBACCOS
MATCHLESS

I N

BLEND
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SHE gets panic-stricken about a gray
hair— and yet nobody else would

And this bleeding of the gums threat- tion they need, and of which they are
ens the sparkle and soundness of your robbed by the soft modern food that
teeth— the charm of your smile! gives themsolittlenatural work. Each

ever know she had one! Scarcely anyone, however, can glance at her with-

For "pink tooth brush" may not
only lead to serious troubles of the

timeyoucleanyour teeth with Ipana,
rub a little more Ipana directly on your

out noticing how gray her teeth look
—how dingy and dull.
If your teeth are dull-looking — if
your gums are sensitive— they need
Ipana and massage.

gums — gingivitis, Vincent's disease,
and pyorrhea— it may even endanger
sound teeth.
Keep your gums firm and healthy
— and your teeth clean and bright

gums, massaging gently with your
finger or the tooth brush.
Start it tomorrow. Buy a full-size
tube. Follow the Ipana treatment regularly and faithfully and you need

"Pink" upon your tooth brush is
an indication of too-tender gums.

with Ipana and massage.
have little concern about "pink tooth
Restore to your gums the stimula- brush." You'll be rid of it!
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BRISTOL-MYERS CO., Dept.HH-63
73 west Sueet, New York, N.Y.
Kindly send me a trial tube of
IPANA
TOOTH
PASTE.Enclosedisathree-cent
stamp
to cover
partly
the cost of packing and mailing.
Name
Street
City

State

A Good Tooth Paste, Like a Good Dentist, Is Never a Luxury
3

M-G-M is proud of John Barrymore! "Reunion in Vienna" is
his new picture and Diana Wynyard is the girl! One night of
reckless romance, risking capture to recapture the love of his
mad days in the Imperial Court. ..Gayest of thisyear's Broadway
romantic hits "Reunion in Vienna" from Robert E. Sherwood's
play, produced by the Theatre Guild, becomes another
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

delight! Directed by Sidney Franklin.

■^ The reproduction above of on original painting of John Barrymore by Olis Shiepard
is the second of a series of caricatures by famous
artists of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
stars.
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White Sister" — Helen decided
it was about time to Get
Away From It All. So off she
sailed to Europe with husband Charles MacArthur and
daughter Mary for a good
long rest.
The MacArthurs are fun-loving and independent. They
believe in doing what they
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Tip-Offs On The Talkies

• • Say When
You'll be checking in
at the Woodstock?

What They're About —
And How Good They Are

ROOM

By J. E. R.

BATH

After the Ball — K thin bit of fluff about the flirtation of a diplomat witti a masked woman, with Basil
Rathbone and Esther Ralston chiefly concerned
(Fox).

SERVICE that CLICKS
$2.50 single

$3.50 double

Be Mine Tonight — The British
musical romance that is worth
chap named Jan Kiepura making
go pitty-pat.
It's about
a tenor
tities with a crook
(Univ.).

have turned out a
your time, with a
the feminine hearts
who switches iden-

Gabriel Over the White House — Satirical drama
of a President (Walter Huston), who suffers a head
injury and then gets divine guidance — solving most
of .'America's big problems. Both timely and absorbing (M-G-M).
Girl Missing — A
in marrying Ben
Farrell
and call
Mary
you
would
it

feminine racketeer, who succeeds
Lyon, "disappears," and Glenda
Brian(W.unravel
such
B.). the "mystery" — if

Grand Slam — A grand slam at the so-called bridge
experts — with Paul Lukas faking his way to fame
as one, aided by Loretta Young as his wife. And —
you
home guessed
(F. N.). it — bridge almost wrecks their happy

popular priced restaurant
coffee shop

The Great Jasper — Richard Dix, as a fortunetelling yogi with an irresistible wink and no desire
to repent, does the same for the male of the species
that Mae West did for the female. Clever fun
(RKO).

A Step from Times Square

Hertha's Awakening — For some unknown reason.
New York censors almost banned this little German
picture — which tells, simply and poignantly, the
story of a girl whose first love wrecked her hfe
(Protex).

Woodstock
43rd STREET EAST of BROADWAY.
A

SHE

KNOTT

DRIVES

N.Y.

HOTEL

AN

$8000

CAR

Gary Cooper brings his rival, Robert
Young, back to Joan Crawford in the
tempestuous war story, "To-day We Live"
The Big Cage — .^ film story
Clyde Beatty. greatest of the
which packs some real thrills —
animals run amuck in a storm

of the life of young
wild-animal trainers,
especially when forty
(Univ.).

Blondle Johnson — Just for a change, the gang
leader is a girl (Joan Blondell) — but otherwise its
that same old gangster story again. Joan does well
by the wisecracking, cool underworld queen (F. N.).
Cavalcade — A saga of time marching on, carrying
along a small British family, whose lives are bound
up with
their country's
life, inand
war especially
or peace, in
sad
or
gay times.
Clive Brook
Diana
Wynyard are unforgettable in this most memorable
of all talkies (Fox).

BUT SHE ONLY
SPENDS
50c
FOR
HER
FACE-POWDER
She has discovered that for such a small
sum she can buy the finest (and the most
becoming) powder made. She uses Luxor.
She likes its silk-sifted texture. She likes
its purity. She Ukes its perfect shades. She
finds its caressing fragrance pleasant and ex'
pressive of her personality. (Luxor is perfumed with La Richesse, for which she pays
$i6 an ounce.)
You can enjoy Luxor's loveliness too.
Get it at stores, or send us coupon below.

Luxor fo}nAo£i/)6Ujyiy
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but we couldn't make it better for $5
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LUXOR, Ltd., 13?? W. 31st St., Chicago,
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Clear All Wires — Lee Tracy glorifies another bold,
bad wisecracker — a foreign correspondent who
makes news when there isn't any. The plot is pretty
involved, but that doesn't bother Lee (M-G-M).
The Constant Woman — When Conrad Nagel learns
that his son is his in name only, he goes the way of
hard liquor, until Leila Hyams revives his faith in
womankind. Melodrama that has its moments — a
couple of them (World Wide).
The Crime of the Century — One baffling
is followed by a second — and tfien the picture
to
ask ifyouyouif you
name the
guilty
party.
good,
can.canStuart
Erwii;
stumbles
solution (Par.).

murder
pauses
You're
on
the

The Keyhole — Kay Francis marries beyond her
years, and her jealous husband puts a private detective (George Brent) on her trail. You can guess
the outcome (W. B.).
King Kong — .A. movie expedition invades an uncharted island and runs up against some prehistoric
monsters — chiefly a giant ape, which is captured
and taken back to New York, where it goes berserk
A fantastic, but gripping thriller, featuring Fay
Wray, Bruce Cabot and Robert Armstrong (RKO).
King of the Jungle — \ jungle orphan (Buster
Crabbe), who has been brought up by lions, is captured and taken to civilization, where, in no time at
all, he learns English and the language of love (from
Frances Dee). Amusing (Par.).
The Life of Jimmy Dolan — .^s a boxer who accidentally kills a man, Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.,
vanishes and takes up a new life, which is complicated
when
he
meets
Loretta
Young. There's a good fight,
but not much else
(W. B.).
Love in Morocco — Rex Ingram, well- remembered
director, returns to .America as an actor, whose
acting is better than the story. He's a Foreign
Legionnaire who attempts the forbidden — namely,
to win a Moroccan lass (Gaumont).
The Masquerader — In his last picture before his
"two-year vacation," Ronald Colman does nobly by
a dual role — playing a drug-racked man of fame and
the unknown who takes his place. Elissa Landi
assists, radiantly (U. .A.).
Men Are Such Fools — Leo Carrillo, of the expert
broken accent, loses his head when his girl-friend
plays him false — and takes it out on the other man.
Good acting in a slight melodrama (RKO).
Men Must Fight — As in "Cavalcade," Diana Wynyard is passionately against war — but along in 1940
war comes and takes her son (Phillips Holmes).
A picture that starts out with great promise and
steadily weakens (M-G-M).

Ex-Lady — Bette Davis and Gene Raymond start
out to be free, though married — and find that annoble experiment
story
sounds other
familiar,
but Bettedoesn't
clicks work.
as the The
newest
of
the stars (W. B.).
Fast for
Workers
— John
Gilbert's
picture
(at
least,
the time
being),
in whichlast
he and
Robert
Armstrong are two rowdy riveters who are taken in
tow by Mae Clarke. Mae steals the picture, which
is below Gilbert par (M-G-M).
42nd Street — A tuneful, colorful version of a
Broadway show in the making; backstage life with
a minimum of hokum. K top-notch cast — headed by
Warner Baxter, Ruby Keeler and Bebe Daniels — ■
make it real (W. B.).
From Hell to Heaven — A variation on the "If I
Had
Million"
theme,
showing group
you what
one horse
race ameans
to an
interesting
of characters,
including Carole Lombard and Jack Oakie. It has
suspense (Par.).

Lilian Bond
is one — just one — of the
problems that Sylvia Sidney (left) faces in
winning George Raft in "Pick Up"

The Mind Reader — As a glib sideshow barker who
turns into a fake psychic and then tries to go
straight does
for Constance
sake, another
Warren
William
a smooth Cummings'
job of exposing
racket (F. N.).

"REGULAR" F0LK9

Mussolini Speaks — A picture history of the life
and achievements of Italy's II Duce, with Lowell
Thomas doing the EngUsh translation. If you're
headline-conscious, you can't afford to miss it (Col.).
Oliver house
Twist
— Dickens'
stor\' about
workwaif turns
up in great
the talkies,
with a Dickie
Moore tearing your heart out in the title role, surrounded by an excellent cast (Monogram).
Our Betters — Constance Bennett
for love, only to find that he married
so aConnie
heartless
exposes
in
comedygoes
whose
wit is and
barbed
and
Grade A (RKO).

\

IMITATION

INSPIRATION // /^

marries a title
her for money — •
society's
shamsis
whose acting

Out All Night — The new marital adventures of
Slim Summerville and Zasu Pitts, who have motherin-law trouble. They give some brand-new humor
to some old (but still funny) situations (Univ.).
Perfect Understanding — When Gloria Swanson
marries Laurence Ohvier, both decide they'll still
keep their freedom — but jealousy spoils their plans.
A surprisingly trite Swanson picture (U. A.).
Pick Up — It's a question whether Sylvia Sidney
picks up taxi-driver George Raft, or \ice versa, but
anyway, after many (almost too many) a melodramaticsaves
difficulty,thethey
discover
Their acting
picture
(Par.).they're in love.

APPROBATION

Loretta Young and Gene Raymond are
two orphans who find both romance
and excitement
in "Zoo in Budapest"
Private Jones — A quiet little argument against
war, with Lee Tracy magnificent as an unwilling
soldier whose dislike of the fighting life has both
its hilarious moments and its moments of pathos
(Univ.).
Rasputin and the Empress — The Barrymores —
all three of them — give you your money's worth of
acting in a colorful, crowded melodrama about the
rise of a peasant and the downfall of a czar (M-G-M).

Robbers' Roost — When some rustlers kidnap not
only some cattle, but Maureen O'Sullivan. too,
George O'Brien ptills some novel rescue stunts. A
Western that has some good high spots (Fox).

5

REVELATION!

Rome Express — Aboard a fast train from Paris to
Rome, an interesting collection of characters runs
into some suspenseful happenings. One of the best
English films vet, featuring Esther Ralston and
Conrad Veidt (Univ.).

Sailor's Luck — James Dunn and Sally Eilers are
reunited again in a spicy romance about a gob and a
girl who's out of work and wants to be "bad," but
can't. The fun is a bit rough (Fox).

de.
efFec.

Secrets — Mary Pickford tries something new — a
romance in which she goes from youth to old age,
at the side of Leslie Howard, keeping secret the
fact that she knows his secrets. Good acting in a
slow-moving, sentimental story (U. A.).

When .
ber Ex-Lax!
At all drug stores,

Strictly Personal — A racketeer breaks into the
"lonely hearts" (romance correspondence)
of Marjorie Rambeau, and almost breaks business
up the
duet of Dorothy Jordan and Eddie Quillan. Slight
(Par.).

Or write for free sample t
Inc., Dept.M.P.63 Box 170, Ti.
Plaza Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.

To-day We Live — Joan Crawford and Gary Cooper
get together in a war romance that has its dark
moments when he is reported killed and she throws
away her heart. You see some spectacular, if nonetoo-believable melodrama, some good acting, and
that newcomer, Franchot Tone (M-G-M).

KEEP

The White Sister — The famous love stoo' of a girl
who enters a convent when her lover is killed, again
becomes something to remember, with Helen Hayes
and Clark Gable as the tragic lovers (M-G-M).

Zoo in Budapest — A story of young love in a bizarre
settmg, with the lovers (Gene Raymond and Loretta
\oung) both homeless waifs, and with excitement
crasliing down upon them when the animals break
loose. Good melodrama (Fox).
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MASSAGES
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LIKE MAGIC"

. . . writes Miss Carroll
" T REDUCED my hips
-l nine inches", .writes
Miss Healy. "The fat
seems to have melted
away".. writes Mrs.
McSorley.
9 So many of our customers are delighted with
the wonderful results obtained with this Perforated Rubber Reducing
Girdle that we want you
to try it for 10 days at
our
expense — YOUR
REDUCE
WAIST AND HIPS 3
INCHES IN 10 DAYS
OR IT WILL COST
YOU NOTHING —
# Worn next to the body
with perfect safety, the
tiny perforations permit
the skin to breathe as its
gentle massage -like action reduces flabby, disfiguring fat with every
movement!
In TEN Short Days
You Can Be Youi
Slimmer Self . . .
without Dieting,
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FROM

READERS
$20.00 Letter
"Cavalcade" A Masterpiece
DETROIT, MICH.— Fox Films
merits a hearty vote of thanks from
American theatre-goers for bringing
to the screen the greatest of all screen
masterpieces, "Cavalcade"! It marine
another milestone in the progress of
cinematic art.
The Marryots are English, but for
all practical purposes they might be
any other nationality. Their hopes,
their happinesses, their problems, their
tragedies are the hopes, the happinesses, the problems and the tragedies of
the whole ci\ilized world. "Cavalcade" is a powerful chapter torn from
heart.
Life's pages. Its beauty tears at one's

iide
. why other blondes were
>,iian I — their hair was like
jringgold, while mine was faded
. BLONDEX, an amazing special
r_ -tiS now made my hair yoiivg again,
,.ig with the golden sunshine color that
i o;;mated the man I was to marry. My husband
now says that had it not been for my beautiful
hair he does not think he would have noticed me
among so many attractive girls. How glad I am
I discovered BLONDEX in time!" NOTE:—
BLONDEX contains no dye, no harmful chemicals— it is amazingly beneficial, giving the hair
a wavy, silky softness and lustrous sheen.
Get
it today at any drug or department store.
IN NEW

BLONDEX

25 €
SIZE

Now who does your producer select to
typify the character; a star with American features and accent? No. Ronald
Colman, an Englishman with an English accent. Ronald Colman portraying an English role, excellent! But Mr.
Colman as a middlewestern American
youth — please, Mr. Goldwyn!
What is the purpose of drama? Is it
not to engross one in the unfolding
story, to make one feel that the spectacle isreal? How can this be achieved
if the character does not look and speak
the part? It takes more than paint
and a superficial dialect to make a
person of one nationality resemble a
person of another race. LIntil we acquire a Chinese star let's concentrate
on characterizations for which we ha\'e
suitable talent and personal likeness.
Realism, please! Wm. La Rocca.

Diana Wynyard's inspired performance wins her right to stardom and
popularity;formance
Cliv-e
Brook's
perestablishes
him peerless
more firmly
than ever in the hearts of the American
public. E\ery actor and actress in the
cast actually lives his role from start
to finish.
The human qualities of the story,
the uni\ersalit%- of scope and appeal,
the artistic restraint with which it is
handled, the masterly direction and
acting make

i

OUR

it great be>'ond all com-

parison.
If the screen gave us more pictures
like "Cavalcade," there would be less
depression in the motion picture business. One doesn't mind spending
hard-earned money when he receives
such a memorable and inspiring experience inreturn!
Cedric S. Goodwin.

,00 Letter
Why Are Stars Miscast?
BOSTON, MASS.— This letter is
penned in a spirit of constructive
criticism. Why will producers flagrantly miscast their stars? If Will
Rogers does not attempt to portray a
Spaniard, why should Helen Hayes
portray a Chinese? Ditto Ramon
Novarro?
The hero of Sinclair Lewis' "Arrowsmith" was atypical Atiierican youth.

$5.00 Letter
Movie Invalids Too Robust
REGINA, CAN.— In the interests
of greater realism, I would like to
address a few remarks to the " i:n\alids"
of the screen. To go no farther back
than "Anna Christie," wherein Charles
Bickford, rescued by the barge captain
after he had floated about half-dead
from hunger, thirst, and cold, sat up
on the deck and roared like the bull of
Bashan. In fact, I can point to some
truly remarkable phenomena along
these lines.
People who swoon on the screen get
betterterstoo
and amazing
"dying" vitality.
characoften soon
display
During the past year, I have seen a
great number of husky invalids, convalescents and others. In "Grand
Hotel" there was Lionel Barrymore,
playing a pitiable German clerk, slowly
dying of an incurable malad>' (according to the book), yet showing a vigor
that would have done credit to a prizefighter. And some of our best gangsters
with life-blood ebbing fast, have kicked
off^ speaking their last words in the
voice of a drill-sergeant. It is all quite
baffling. As for our heroines who
"die," all I hope is that when my time
comes I'll look half as charming, and
as unconvincing, as Helen Hayes did
in "A Farewell to Arms."
Alison W. Free.

Write ' Em And Reap A Money Prize

Each Month MOTION PICTURE gives Twenty, Ten and Five Dollar Prizes for the
Three Best Letters of the month. Don't overlook the chance of becoming a winner.
All you need to do is pick up your pen or go to work on your typewriter and tell us and
the movie world what's on your mind concerning the movies and the stars. If any two
letters are considered of equal merit, the full amount of the prize will go to each writer.
Try to keep within 200 words. No letter will be returned and we reserve the right to
publish all or any part of a letter submitted. Sign your full name and address. We
will use initials if requested. Address Letter Page, MOTION PICTURE, 1501 Broadway, New York City.
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S O N G

HER SONG OF LOVE ... the lyric innocence of
her loveliness turned into a melody in marble
by the hands of the man who took her heart.

MARLENE

D IE T R IC H
THE SOMCOF SONGS
BRIAN AHERNE
ALISON SKIPWORTH
from fhe slory by Hermann

A

ROUBEN

LIONEL ATWILL
RICHARD BENNETT

Sudermann

MAMOULIAN

and play by Edward Sheldon

PRODUCTION

What the STARS
AND

WHERE

THEY

By MARION
Arlen,
Richard — playing in Song of the Eagle — ■
Paramount Studios. 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood, Cal.
Arliss, George — playing in Voltaire — Warner
Bros. Studios. Burbank, Cal.
Armstrong, Robert — playing in / Love That
Man — Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St..
Hollywood, Cal.
TJarrymore, Lionel — recently completed Looking
^ Forward — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver
City, Cal.
Barthelmess, Richard — playing in Breadline —
First National
Studios, Burbank,
Cal.
Baxter, Warner — playing in / Loved You Wednesday— Fox Studios, 1401 N. Western Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Bennett, Constance — playing in .4
Bed of Roses — Radio Pictures Studios, 780
Gower St., Hollywood, Cal.
Bickford, Charles — playing in Song of
the Eagle — Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St.. Hollywood, Cal.
Blondell, Joan — playing in Gold Diggers of 1933 — First National Studios, Burbank, Cal.
Boles, John — playing in My Lips Betray— Fo-x Studios, 1401 N. Western Ave.,
Hollywood, Cal.
Bow, Clara — latest release Call Her
Savage — Fox Studios, 1401 N. Western
Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Boyd, Bill — playing in Emergency Call —
Radio Pictures Studios, 780 Gower St..
Hollywood, Cal.
Brian, Mary — playing in Song of the
Eagle — Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood, Cal.
Gagney, James — recently completed
The Mayor of ffcH— Warner Bros.
Studios, Burbank, Cal.
Carroll, Nancy — playing in / Love That
Man — Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon
St., Hollywood, Cal.
Chevalier, Maurice — recently completed .4 Bedtime Story — Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood, Cal.
Colbert, Claudette — recently completed / Cover the Waterfront — United Artists Studios. 1041 N. Formosa Ave.,
Hollywood, Cal.
Colman, Ronald — latest release The
Masguerader — United Artists Studios, 1041
N. Formosa .Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Cooper, Gary — recently completed
Today We Live — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios, Culver City, Cal.
Crawford, Joan — recently completed
Today We Live — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios, Culver City, Cal.
Daniels, Bebe — latest release 42nd Street
— First National
Studios,
Burbank,
Cal.
Davies, Marion — playing in Peg o My
Heart — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios,
Culver City, Cal.
Davis, Bette — playing in Easy to Love — Warner
Bros. Studios. Burbank, Cal.
Dietrich, Marlene — recently completed The
Song of Songs — Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon
St., Hollywood, Cal.
Dix, Richard — playing in Ad Man — Radio Pictures Studios, 780 Gower St., Hollywood. Cal.
Douglas, Melvyn — latest release Nagana — Universal Studios, Universal City, Cal.
Dunn, James — playing in Hold Me Tight — Fox
Studios, 1401 N. Western .\ve., Hollywood. Cal.
Dunne, Irene — playing in The Silver Cord — Radio
Pictures Studios, 780 Gower St.. Hollywood, Cal.
Eilers, Sally — playing
in Hold Me Tight — Fox
Studios, 1401 N. Western Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Erwin, Stuart — playing in International House —
Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St,. Hollywood,
Cal.
Evans, Madge — playing in Aicidenls ^Vanted —
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.
Fairbanks, Douglas, Jr. — playing in Captured! —
Warner Bros. Studios. Burbank, Cal.
Farrell, Glenda — playing in Mary Stevens, M.D. —
Warner Bros. Studios, Burbank, Cal.
Foster, Norman — playing in Pilgrimage — Fox
Studios, 1401 N. Western Ave.. Hollywood, Cal.
Francis, Kay — playing in Mary Stevens. M.D. —
Warner Bros. Studios, Burbank, Cal.
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/^able, Clark — latest release The White Sistei —
^-"^ Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City,
Cal.
Garat, Henry — playing in .Adorable — Fox Studios,
1401 N. Western Ave.. Hollywood. Cal.
Gaynor, Janet — playing in .Adorable — Fox Studios. 1401 N. Western .Ave.. Hollywood, Cal.
Grant, Cary — playing in The Eagle and the Hau'k
— Paramount Studios. 5451 Marathon St.. Hollywood, Cal.
TTamilton, Neil — recently completed Terror
■'-'■ .Aboard — Paramount Studios. 5451 Marathon
St., Hollywood, Cal.
Harding, Ann — playing in When Ladies Meet —
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios. Culver City, Cal.

T andi, Elissa — playing in / Loved You Wednes^ day — Fox Studios, 1401 N. Western Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Linden, Eric — playing in The Silver Cord — Radio
Pictures Studios, 780 Gower
St., Hollywood.
Cal.
Lombard, Carole — playing in Supernatural —
Paramount
wood. Cal. Studios, 5451 Marathon St., HollyLowe, Edmund — playing in / Love That Man —
Paramount Studios. 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood,
Cal.Loy, Myrna — playing♦ ♦ in♦ When Ladies Meet —
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City. Cal.
■'■'■'• //diet Fredric
— Paramount
"ly/Tarch,
— playingStudios,
in The5451
EagleMarathon
and the
St.. Hollywood. Cal.
McCrea, Joel — playing in The Silver
Cord — Radio Pictures Studios. 780 Gower
St.. Hollywood, Cal.
Miijan, John — playing in Accidents
Wanted — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios,
Culver City. Cal.
Montgomery, Robert — playing in
When Ladies Meet — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios. Culver City, Cal.
Moore, Colleen — playing in The Power
and the Glory — Fox Studios, 1401 N. Western .-\ve., Hollywood, Cal.
Morris, Chester — playing in The
Black .ice — Radio Pictures Studios, 780
Gower St., Hollywood, Cal.
^^ — Radio
Pictures
Studios,
780 Gower
■^issen,
Greta
— playing
in Maiden
Cruise
St., Hollywood. Cal.
Nixon, Marian — playing in .5 Caits a
Class — Fox Studios. 1401 N. Western .Ave. ,
Hollywood, Cal.
f\akie.
Jack—— Paramount
playing in The
Eagle 5451
and
^-^
the Hnu'k
Studios,
Marathon St., Hollywood. Cal.
■*■
.StormAnita
— Columbia
page,
— playing Pi(;tures
in .SoldiersStudios.
of the
1438 Gower
St.. Hollywood. Cal.
Pickford, Mary — latest release Secrets
— United .Artists Studios, 1041 N. Formosa .Ave.. Hollywood, Cal.
Powell, William — recently completed
Private Detective — Warner Bros. Studios.
Burbank, Cal.

"Well, here's looking at you, and a couple
of over the rivers," says Peggy Hopkins
Joyce, as she prepares to drain the bubbling, balmy beer down to its last bubble

Harvey, Lilian — playing in My Lips Betray — Fox
Studios, 1401 N. Western Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Hayes, Helen — latest release The White Sister —
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios. Culver City, Cal.
Hepburn, Katharine — playing in Morning Glory
— Radio Pictures Studios, 780 Gower St., Hollywood,
Cal.Hersholt, Jean — playing in Song of the Eagle —
Paramount Studios. 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood,
Cal.Holt, Jack — playing in The Woman I Stole — Columbia Pictures Studios, 1438 Gower St.. Hollywood. Cal.
Howard, Leslie — playing in Captured! — Warner
Bros. Studios, Burbank, Cal.
Huston, Walter — latest release Gabriel Over the
While House — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.
Jordan,
Dorothy — playing in Rafter Romance —
Radio Pictures Studios. 780 Gower
St.. Hollywood. Cal.
Joyce, Peggy Hopkins — playing in International
House — Paramount Studios. 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood, Cal.
IT'ennedy, Merna — recently completed Laughter
"~ In Hell — Universal Studios. Universal City, Cal.
Keeler, Ruby — playing in Cold Diggers of 1033 —
First National Studios. Burbank. Cal.
Kibbee, Guy — playing in Gold Diggers of 1933 —
First National Studios, Burbank, Cal.

> aft,
George — Studios,
latest release
Up —
Paramount
5451 Pick
Marathon
St.. Hollywood, Cal.
Raymond, Gene — playing in .-Inn
Carver's Profession — Columbia Pictures
Studios. 1438 Gower St.. Hollywood, Cal.
Robinson, Edward G. — playing in Big
.Shot — First National Studios, Burbank,
Rogers, Charles (Buddy) — playing in
JCal.Cents a Glass — Fox Studios, 1401 N,
^^'estern .Ave.. Hollywood, Cal.
Rogers, Will — latest release .State Fair — Fox Studios, 1401 N. Western .Ave.. Hollywood, Cal.
Scott, Randolph
playing
in .Supernatural
— Paramount Studios.—5451
Marathon
St.. Hollywood.
Cal.Sidney, Sylvia — playing in Jennie Gerhardi —
Paramount Studios. 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood.
Stanwyck, Barbara — latest release Baby Face —
Warner
Bros. Studios. Burbank, Cal.
Cal.
Talbot,
playing Burbank.
in Mary Cal.
.Stevens, M.D. —
Warner Lyle
Bros.— Studios.
Tracy, Lee — playing inAccidenIs Wantel — Metr>
Gold'.vyn- Mayer Studios, Culver City. Cal.
West,Paramount
Mae — playing
RingsMarathon
on Her St.,
Fingers
—
Studios, in5451
Hollywood, Cal.
William, Warren — playing
Diggers of 1933
*- in GoldCal.
— First National Studios,* *Burbank,
-*- National Loretta
Studios,— Burbank,
Cal.
"Y"oung,
playing
in Breadline — First
Young,— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Robert — recently completed
on
Broadway
Studios,"Made
Culver
City, Cal.

Letters to your favorites may be sent to the studio addresses given here
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Are Men's glances Keen... Women's Friendly
...Do they Admire your Skin?
Face to face with one friend, or surrounded bypeople — wherever you
are, someone's eyes are searching
you — scrutinizing your skin. For
you, like every other woman, are in
a Beauty Contest e\ery day — ever
the object of critical eyes that find
you beautiful or consider you plain.

• Exquisite cleanliness is Beauty s first
law. With a soft cloth, apply a rich
lather of Camay and warm water to
your skin. Rinse well with cold water.

You may live grandly in a mansion, or
modestly in a cottage. Yet you cannot
escape the Beaut>' Contest of life . , . the
rivalry of woman against woman. Wealth
and social position cannot help you. But a
fresh, radiant skin is a glorious weapon.
THE SOAP

OF BEAUTIFUL WOMEN

To have a skin that is soft and velvety, use
Camay, the Soap of Beautiful Women.
Camay is creamy-white — pure — delicate

as dew upon your cheek. The quick, luxuriant lather it yields, in hard water, as in
soft, cleanses the pores deeply and gently
and brings out the fresh, namral loveliness of your skin. A finer beauty soap has
never been made'
The cost of keeping your skin lovely is
amazingly low ! Never in your lifetime have
you known a soap so fine, so delicately perfumed, so beautifully wrapped to cost so
little ! Get a supply of Camay today.

THE

S OAP

OF

• Camay is pure — made of delicate oils.
Its luxuriant lather is as gentle gnd refreshing inyour bath as on your face
and hands I Try it today !
Copr. 1933. Procter & Gamble Co.

CAMAY

B EAUTI

FU L

WOMEN
11

^he Movie
SHARING the topnotches for the
month are the bank holiday and the
quaking of old mother earth. Both have
been the cause of more atrocious humor than
you'd ordinarily encounter in a year's
meanderings, with the punsters out in full
force. One gent looked at his check and
cracked that it was "just a scrip of paper."
Another that he's willing to play "scrip
poker." And another that "it's darkest just
Heigh-ho.
before the pawn."
only
■"HE wise ones are busy, too, if we are
ince of Jess
JL to heed the instance
Jessie Ralph, the
veteran New York character actress
latelybanks
come closed
to Celluloidia.
the
she was one\\'hen
of a
group of friends about to dine
together. "Now, nobody must
be host or hostess," someone
suggested. "Each must pay his
share. Is that agreed, Jess?"
Cash, at that moment, was the
most desirable thing in the world
— and the hardest to get. Most
folks had money in the bank,
but no currency in hand. This
was
Miss Ralph's
Her friends
all had condition.
bills and
silver.

Circus
ay

Matimfkliwe
presents the greatest
show on earth —
the intimate
on
at
By
of the
stars
and
vl
w or
go
P ings-

FRANK

MORL

EY

SPEAKING of the Marxes— and how
are you going to avoid it? — there is the
compromise they have sought to institute
between trousers for' women and skirts for
men. Kilts, is their suggestion, and in
them they stroll the Boulevard.
"They're stylish," Groucho averred.
"They're comfortable," affirmed Zeppo.
"They're chic," insisted Chico.
"This will 'kilt' them," pantomimed
Harpo.

E

DIETRICH, who started that
trouser thing, now is eligible for the
Women Who
Have are
Dared
Club." of
Other
members
the creators
the
Irene Castle bob, the Madame
Pompadour coiffure, the Queen
Elizabeth plumed hat, the Empress Eugenie hat, the Lady
Duft-Gordon Directoire gown,
and the Jean Harlow platinum
blonde hair.

/ trying to
startHardy
something,
L\UREL
and
are
too. It's the earsy, eyesy,
nosey game. This is the way it
goes: With thumb and forefinger of one hand grasp your nose
gently, and with thumb and
forefinger of the other hand get
hold of the tip of your ear. Then
reverse the process; continue
until facility is acquired. Finally
slap the palms of both hands on
your knees, and come up into
the earsy, eyesy, nosey positions. You keep it up until you
lose your mind.

"That's fine," she said. "U'e'll
dine at my hotel."
The party had a ^S15 meal. All
the other members dug down
into their purses for a pro rata
sum. Then Jessie gathered up
all the cash, stowed it awa> —
and had the price of the meal
added to her hotel bill!

EDNEL ATWILL found
himself with only two dollars. Then he realized his luck
in having hired a Scotch butler.
That canny fellow had SISO
tucked away — and ready to
loan.
But perhaps the best of all the
yarns is Relman Morin's about
the gay actor who called his
bootlegger and ordered a case of
Scotch. The merchant took his
personal check. Then the actor
called his pals and told them he
had some good stuff for sale.
It cost him $1.47 per bottle, and
he sold it for $1.45. He had more
cash than any six people, during
the siege.
"My theory was," he says
airily, "that anybody in Hollywood can raise enough cash for
a pint of whiskey."
THEN
who
on the
hours.
wanted

man's sanityhazard
is to for
become
A GREATER
any
that sad thing, a Hollywood
husband. The other night Eddie
Buzzell, the director, was looking
at one of the boys who married a
famous star, and recalled when
he wasYork.
playing "Good Boy" in
New
Across the street from his
theatre, Ona Munson, then Mrs.
Buzzell, was being starred in a
show. When Eddie went backstage the opening night, the

When Constance Bennett and the Marquis de la Falaise
arrived back from France, maybe they weren't glad to find
that the bank holiday was over! Connie was caught in Paris
— of all places — without a cent to spend

there was El Brendel,
stood by the pay station
Fox lot for four solid
Whenever someone
to call, he had the charge reversed to his home, and collected the
cash from the 'phoner. Result: $4.45.

THE earthquake jokes have been
as numerous. The one we like best is
that of Harpo, of the numerous Marxes.
When the second temblor occurred, he
rose in his seat at the Brown Derby and
in a very commanding voice promised:
"At this time tomorrow a volcano!"
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doorman stopped him. "I'm
Miss Munson's husband," Buzzell said.
"Oh yes," the man answered.
"Go right in, Mr. Munson." And
though Eddie called for his wife
every night until the show
closed, a year later, he was always Mr. Ona Munson.
How some of these Hollywood
boys can match that one!
kN

College Girls,Take Note!
If you are a co-ed, who knows? — maybe
you're just the type the movies want!
Anyway, there's nothing like finding out.
Universal Pictures Corporation and College Humor and Sense are getting together to find The Ail-American Girl and
give her a movie contract. Read full details on page 15.

the other hand,
there is in
town now a fellow who just seems
to dote on marrying famous women. Meet
Willard Mack, the playwright. This is the
set-up which Mack now faces, as arranged b}' Producer Bryan Foy. He is
to write and direct a picture in which he
will
be supported
by and
Mrs. Mrs.
Mack^No.
(Pauline
Frederick)
Mack3
No. 2 (Marjorie Rambeau), and with
Mrs. Mack No. 4 (Beatrice Banyard, a
{Continued on page 8g)

IT WILL
FRISCO

MAKE
JENNY

Even Broadway blushed
at this sensational stage
ploy of a 1933— model Delilah
who had a weakness for
every "strong man" in her
barnstorming medicine
show ... II you liked Ruth
Chatterton in "Frisco Jenny",
you'll like her even better as
"Lilly Turner", most lovable
"bad girl" the screen has
ever shown 1
»

(HATTRTON
II

A First Nalional Pictvre based on a play
by Philip Dunning and George Abbott
Directed by William A. We/Zmon

WAKNER

bROS.^t^^aJ^j
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Your Gossip Test

I. What was the occasion of this get-together of movie folk, and how many in the group can you name?

2. Do you know the movie
actor who was sued for alienation of affections?

By

3. Who is the screen newcomer who
gave up a five-year contract after
making just one picture?
4. Can you name the motion picture
character actor who is the latest to
become a daddy?
5. What famous screen star was injured recently when thrown from a
horse?
6. Do you know the motion picture director and the star who were
secretly married?
7. Which one of the attractive
blonde girls has held a movie contract
for one year without ever making a
single picture?
8. To what sort of contest did a certain movie star challenge one of

MARION

9. Why

do they call IMae Clarke

"Hollywood's hard-luck girl"?
10. What is Janet Gaynor's pet superstition?
11. Can you name the red-headed
screen star whose second marriage
has not proved successful, according
to rumored reports?
12. Who is the film executive whose
name has been linked with that of an
about-to-be-divorced player?
13. Do you know the film star
against whom a suit for $100,000.
damages was brought recently?
14. Who is the newcomer to the
screen who refused to be photographed, showing her limbs, when
she arrived in America from Germany?

Hollywood's popular males?

Hollywood
14
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The Answers

15. What motion picture
actor announced that he
would attempt to woo and
win his wife all over again
after they had separated?
16. Can you name the young man
who is being very attentive to Joan
Crawford since that separation?
17. Which talented screen star has
been signed to make two musicals
for an English film company?
18. They say that one of Hollywood's screen sirens won't be happy
until Ramon Novarro returns from
Europe.

Do you know her?

19. Do you know the movie pair
who have been married for six years
and who are now ready for the divorce courts?
20. Who is the handsome chap who
was a stilt-walker before he became
a movie actor?
{Answers to these Questions on page go)

To These Questions — Do

You?

MOVIE STARDOM
THIS SUMMER
•

•

•

for the All-american

. . . ARE

you

Girl

THIS CO-ED?

UNIVERSAL PICTURES CORPORATION and COLLEGE HUMOR and SENSE announce a contest, beginning at once, to determine America's most typical co-ed for
1933.
The winner will be christened the ALL-AMERICAN

■■
■■
■■
■.■
■■
■■
■■

GIRL.

She will be starred in the leading role of Universal's great new football picture to be filmed
in Hollywood this summer.
She will be tendered a vacation contract of not less than $100 a week, with all expenses
paid to and from Hollywood, and a chance for continued stardom with this famous producing
company.
Already Universal has scored with the two greatest football pictures of all time — The Spirit
of Noire Daiue and Ail-American. Now a third master production offers fame and fortune to
the lucky co-ed who emerges winner in this contest.
Think what an opportunity this is: An immediate salary not obtainable in any other field
in less than two years. World-wide recognition and publicity. Opportunity to make good in
motion pictures with unlimited future, perhaps, with radio and television as well.
Co-eds competing for ALL-AMERICAN GIRL honors and rewards need not undergo any
of the disadvantages of personal appearance. Entries can be made without taking time off from
classes or in any way interfering with school work.
Read the contest rules carefully and act immediately, so that your application may be certain
of receiving every consideration by the judges.

■■
■■
■■
■•■
■.■
■•■
■•■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■•■
■•■
■•■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■•■
■■
■■
■■

All-american Girl contest rules:
1. Each entrant must be a registered student
in a college of reputable standing.
2. Each entrant must submit two photographs
of herself: (a) One profile photograph ; (b)
One full face photograph, large head of not
less than three inches from chin to top of
head.
3.

Photographs must be accompanied by letter
giving following information about entrant:
Age, height, weight, color of eyes, color of
hair, athletic training, theatrical training.
(Do not omit any of this important data.)

4.

Photographs and data as above must be
accompanied by statement from elocution or
dramatic teacher attesting to quality of
voice.
All entrance material must be accompanied
by cover of current issue of COLLEGE
HUMOR and SENSE, or a facsimile thereof.

AM-American
Universal Pictures
Corporation

"*"

In case of a tie duplicate prize will be
awarded each tieing contestant. Copies of
COLLEGE HUMOR and SENSE may be read
at the office of the publisher, 1301 Paramount Building, New York City, or at Public Libraries. It is not necessary to be a
subscriber to enter this contest. All photographs will remain the property of the publishers unless accompanied by sufficient
postage for their return.
All entrance material must be in the hands
of Ail-American Girl Editor of COLLEGE
HUMOR
and SENSE, 1301 Paramount
Building, New York City, not later than
midnight, July 1st, 1933.
A committee of judges composed of officials
of this magazine, Carl Laemmie, Jr. of Universal Pictures Corporation, prominent artists and art editors will select and announce
the name of the prize-winning ALL-AMERICAN GIRL before midnight, July 15th,
1933. (Personnel of judges' committee
will be announced complete in the June issue of this magazine.)

Girl

Contest

«'«
■■
■■
■■
■■
■.■
■■
■•■
■■
■.■
■■
■.■
■■
■.■
■■
■•■
■.■
■■
■a
■■
■■
■■
■■
■.■

■■

College Humor
and Sense
■■.■■

■■
■ ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
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People Who Make Movies Also Make News!
At last you have a look at Norma
Shearer's young heir! When Norma
and her husband, Irving Thalberg
(M-G-M production head), sailed for
Europe, Irving, Jr., went along

Waria

It looks as if Will Rogers' polo team won some fancy beer mugs when they
captured that tournament at the Riviera Country Club. Left to right, they
are, Johnny Mack Brown, Will Rogers (who's seeking the "sterling silver"
label), Charles Farrell and Guinn Williams

Joan Crawford
(above) says goodbye
to her director,
Howard Hawks, as
she gets away from reporters and heads for
a retreat known only
to Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr. (Read how Doug
is courting her again,
on page 56.) Right,
Gloria Swanson and
her husband, Michael
Farmer, arrive back
from Europe. And
ARE they happy?
See page 57
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., isn't the only Hollywood
husband who's courting his wife again. Here's
Hoot Gibson dancing with Sally Eilers, proving
that their rift over "jealousy" is all patched up

16

International

One

real kiss

gave her nev/ ideas on life!
She could lick an army! Swear like a trooper!
Driak any man down! What a man-eater she
was! Until a real mzn came along and gave her
new ideas on life. From then on things were
certainly changed! . . . This is the "different"
picture you've been longing for. So gay and

'T44E

merry you'll laugh yourself sick when you see
it — and laugh a lot more every time you think
about it. Ask the manager of your favorite
theatre, now, when it is going to be shown.

44USBAN15
wai^rior's
A Jesse L Lasky Production
with

ELISSA LANDI
MARJORIE RAMBEAU
ERNEST
TRUEX
DAVI D MAN N E RS
Directed by Walter Lang

Iq
picture
the this
women
who it's
do
the chasing— the
men who are
chaste!

FOX
PICTURE
17
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Don't offend . . . play safe . . . Use Listerine
. . , deodorizes hours longer
You never can tell when you have
halitosis (unpleasant breath), the
unforgivable social fault. The wise
thing to do, then, is to use Listerine
before social engagements. No fastidious man or woman would overlook this precaution.
After using Listerine, you know
that your breath cannot offend others.
The moment this amazing antiseptic
and deodorant enters the mouth, it
cleanses, arrests fermentation, decay, and infection — all causes of
odors — then overcomes the odors
themselves. Listerine instantly
gets rid of odors that ordinary
mouth washes cannot hide in
12 hours.
Don't be one of the thousands who
take it for granted that their breath
^N

INSTANTLY
18

BEFORE
BthUKt

is beyond reproach when, as a matter of fact, it is not. The unwelcome
truth is that everyone is a victim of
halitosis at some time or another.
You can readily understand why:
a few particles of fermenting food,
overlooked by the tooth brush, often
cause bad breath. A slightly decaying tooth or a leaky filling produces
odors. Also, excesses of eating and
drinking, and, of course, temporary
or chronic infections of the mouth,
nose, and throat.
So we say: don't guess about the
condition of your breath. Simply
keep Listerine handy in home and
office, and rinse the mouth with it
every morning and night, and between times before meeting others.
Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.
ALL
ALL

ENDS

ENGAGEMENTS
CNljAOtMCIN I a

HALITOSIS

i
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BRUCE CABOT
It took Bruce to rescue Fay Wroy
from the clutches of the biggest
villain
Kong."
ob of
foresee

in filnn history in "King
And he did such a good
it that the crystal-gazers
a life of excitennent ahead

of him. They're thinking up more
big adventures for him now.)
Some folks remember v/hen he was
hailed as "another Gable," because he was a rugged, strongfeatured, he-man type. But the
lad has shown that he has personality— and IS a personality — in

J

his own right. He's on his way up!

Ray

Jones

Does she have glamour? "Nothing else but" Is NOT the answer.
She has everything else — and that, too. Lilian has made the
movie town open its eyes — the way the earthquake did. She is
like no other star from abroad that Hollywood has ever seen.
And
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you'll understand why,

after you

see

"My

Lips Betray"

LILIAN HARVEY

Model by BV D

THEY'RE IN THE MOOD
—AND THE MODE—
FOR SWIMMING

Model by Jantzen

Let other girls take to trouser suits and go mannish! Anita Page
and Joan Blondell will take to swimming suits and go swimming.
And stay feminine. Anita wants a tan along evening gown lines
for "Soldiers of the Storm." Joan, who's one of "The GoldDiggers of 1933," says she's a clam-digger of 1933 in real life!
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Harvey White

Well, this clinches that big argument about trousers for wonnen.
Here's Jean Harlow, than whom there is no one more feminine, wearing jeans — and still looking feminine. (As well as mighty comfortable.) But the big news about the first and foremost platinum
blonde is that she's learning her lines for "Dinner at Eight"
— in which she has a new co-starring date with Clark Gable!
22

JEAN HARLOW

GEORGE

RAFT

AND

LILIAN BOND

Even between scenes, the girls can't leave George alone. The
poor lad might be lonely! Besides, they're all crazy to have
Hollywood's best dancer show them some new steps. Not that
Lilian needs any showing — being from Broadway, herself. And
not that George needs any teasing — when the teaser is a titian.
Looks as if they kept on rehearsing between scenes of "Pick Up"!
23

MARION

DAVIES

You know Marion — she's the star
who con deduct the most from her
Income tax for charity. And in
"Peg O' My Heart," you'll see her
playing an object of charity — "a
poor motherless lass" who is a bit
of a country cousin and who, of
course, wins the heart of everybody. Itmarks the return of one
of the screen's most gifted comediennes to comedy drama — not
to mention braids. And we warn
you that if you love Marion, you
will also have to love her dog!

/

aP*

^'

Next to the brothers Barrymore, the brothers Morgan
are the best-known fraternity
on the screen. And the most
confusing. They've been accused of being twins — but this
isn't so. Just to straighten out
everybody as to which is who,
they've been photographed
together for the first time
since childhood. The one on
the left is— now, let's see —
that's Frank (he has a touch of
gray in his hair); and the one
in the tweed coat must, therefore, be Ralph, who is now in
"The Power and the Glory."
Frank, meanwhile, is playing
in "Reunion in Vienna"

Jos6 Reyes
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THE MORGAN

BROTHERS— WHICH

IS FRANK, AND

WHICH

IS RALPH?
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Hollywood is getting a look
at a Marlene it has never
seen before. She is no
longer impassive and unemotional— ^but eager, excited, vivacious. She is
even prettier. She is like
the girl she was at seventeen— before something
happened that changed her
whole personality. Hollywood is looking for the
reason!

S-^Vut-f^

m

>...- ■0-;

Marlene
Dietrich

e
v
^
J

for the Second Time?
By

SONIA

Lee

DIETRICH has changed. She has
MARLENE
changed in the last few weeks from an emotionally inert person to an eager, laughing,
enchantingly vital and young girl. Can it be,
as it is whispered around the studio, that Brian Aherne — her
leading man in "The Song of Songs" — has given Marlene an
interest in life, the first dominating and absorbing interest
that has touched her since girlhood?
Marlene Dietrich's mystery has been cumulative. Unlike
Garbo, whose elusiveness has a well-defined basis in her
unhappy first experiences in Hollywood, Marlene has had a
placidity, an inscrutable, trance-like quality which has baffled
Cinematown with greater intensity as the days have gone
by. She made real the Trilby tale of a woman living in a
dream — so complete was her seeming abstraction. Garbo hid
within her home. Dietrich hid within herself!
Her face — a lovely Benda mask — revealed nothing of the
woman. Her experiences, her reactions, her attitudes toward
life and people were sealed within an impenetrable wall.
Marlene, until recently, has given the impression of a colossal,
majestic indifference, which has set her apart from the clamoring, ambitious, fame-ridden cinema populace.
No one has ever known the reason for that manifest detachment. To no one has she confided the secret that explains it.
But we believe that, at last, we have the key to the Enigma
of Dietrich.
Only when a woman's heart is dead can she face the world
with an inflexible calm. Has Marlene's heart been comatose
since she was seventeen?
Far Different at Seventeen
SOME months ago, a man who knew Marlene Dietrich well,
when she was a young, aspiring violinist — eager, vibrant,
hopeful, and trusting — saw the Marlene Dietrich that Hollywood has known for three years. He made a revealing com-

ment about Marlene, the star.
"I couldn't believe it was the
same girl — she's a different person entirely," he said. "When I
first knew Marlene, her beauty
transcended that of any woman
I have ever seen. She was
breath-taking, glorious, with an
elemental quality that made
men gasp and bow in homage.
She was electricity personified.
The current of her vitality
reached out to everyone who
came in contact with her.

How much has each of
these men influenced
Marlene's life? Top to
bottomi, Brian Aherne,
her new leading man;
Rudolph Sieber, her husband; Josef von Sternberg, her "discoverer";
and Maurice
Chevalier,
her friend

"She was gay, audacious — ■
always laughing. Her musical
career seemed assured. She was
something of a prodigy with the
violin — and great things were
prophesied for her. And she was in love. We all knew it.
"Her idol was the conductor of a symphony orchestra — and
his genius had a terrifying appeal for her. And to him she gave
her fresh, young worship. She gathered her beauty and her
glory and her promise — her idealism and her dreams — into
one concentrated cup and gave it unstintingly to this man,
who stood in her mind for every worth while thing in life.
"Then, suddenly, she changed. Her vivacitj' departed.
That appeaHng softness disappeared. Later we learned why.
"It seems that this man no longer found the ingenuousness
of this girl engaging — her naive love wearied him. And so one
day he staged a cruel scene. He called Marlene to come to his
home — and when she came, she saw this man she adored
through the window and very evidently making impassioned
love to a woman there with him. The lights were on and the
{Continued on page j6)
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How the EARTHQUAKEli
Affected
the STARS
When

old Mother Earth rocked Hollywood to its foundations, the stars were caught

unprepared.

They were doing the things they do every day at 5:55 P.M.

have time to think HOW they ought to act. They just listened to impulse.
how your heroes and heroines faced unexpected danger!

Jocelyn Lee was takAT
5:55 P.M.
on
ing a shower in her
/\
March 10, an
apartment at 5:55
/ \ earthquake
P. M. The earthX. A. rocked Hollyquake shock tumbled her off her feet
wood violently for the
— and gave her two
space of one minute. It
dislocated vertebrae
was totally unscheduled
and caught the stars going about their everyday
life, unaware that what
they were doing was
about to become historic.
But thanks to the vividness of that moment of
amazement and terror,
the stars remember exactly what they were doing at 5:55 P.M., and we
are given an entirely new
slant at picture people —
not as great stars stared
at by envious crowds,
but as ordinary human
beings.
There was no time to
look pretty, or remember
camera angles, or what
makes for good publicity
when Mother Earth got
the
hiccups
on
March
10.
Yet
some of the movie
stars proved
by
their
instinctive
actions that they
were
worthy
of
the hero and heroine roles that
they play.
There was Barbara Stanwyck,
for example. Barbara has been ill
lately, was in fact
recently out of
the hospital. She
was lying languidly in her own
drawing-room with a book when the first shock came.
her racing upstairs two steps at a time to the nursery,
her newly-adopted baby son was playing. Seizing him
28

They didn't
And here's

arms, Barbara dashed outof-doors to the edge of the
swimming pool — one of the
worst places possible in an
earthquake! And there she
and
dark. the baby remained till
John
ing in aBarrymore,
scene with workMay
Robson, seized the trembling woman in his arms as
the lights went suddenly
out at the first rumble,
plunging the stage into
total darkness. Randolph
Scott was waiting for the
traffic signal at the corner
of Highland and Hollywood Boulevard, when he
noticed the poles swaying.
Immediately thinking of
the danger of falling high
tension wires, Randie
leaped out of his car and
into
away the middle of the
Boulevard, where a shrieking woman rushed into his
arms and proceeded to faint
"What did I do?" asks
Randie, with an engaging
grin.
"Why, had
I held stopped
her till
the earth
quaking and she had come
out of her faint. There
didn't seem to be anything

They're still
telling tales of
how cocktails
shook selvesthemat 5:55
P. M.— "the
cocktail
hour."Believe
them or not!
It sent
where
in her

Peggy
Burned Herself
else to do."
CASUALTIES of the earthquake among the movie
stars are limited to overwrought nerves in most
cases, but Peggy Hopkins Joyce has a bad burn on one
cheek, the result of the hot curling iron she was using

at the moment of the 'quake getting out of control.
Jocehm Lee was taking a shower in her apartment at
the Chateau Elysee. The earthquake shock threw her
out of the shower, and put her in bed for sever-al days
with two dislocated vertebrae.
I was getting dressed to go out for dinner. My folks were
wai ting downstairs," says Anita Page. "I stood at the top of
the stairs, just about to call down to my mother, when the

This portrait
of Claudette
Colbert was
taken after
Ho 1 1 ywood
houses were
all through
shimmying —
but it looks as
if the photographer's hand
was still shak-

Adrienne
Ames
a s
"making w^up"
for a dinner
date.
'quake The
sent
the lipstick
across
her
cheek, giving
her
a crimson
"gash"
that
later scared
her cook

'quake came. I fell the entire length of the stairs. You should
see my back — it's black and blue — and my ankle has a big
on it!"
bump
Elissa Landi had had a bad breakdown on the set at Fox a
few days before the 'quake. She was in bed when the house
began to shake and a mirror flew crashing from the wall. She
and her mother and the cook rushed into the garden, where
they stayed all night. Elissa later was so ill from the shock
that she could not see any of her friends.
At five minutes to six, Walter Byron was dressing to keep a
date. The "date" happened to live in Long Beach. After
Walter had retrieved a collar button, jerked out of his hand
by the shaking of the house, he turned on the radio. Excited
reports came that Long Beach was in ruins. Did that faze
Walter? Britons are made of sterner stuff! He got into his
car, went to Long Beach where his "date," amid the crashing
of mirrors and household crockery, had managed to finish
dressing — and the two of them went to dance the whole
{Continued on page j8)
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if rdoUywood railed.
*
Stars Would

Still Eat!

Kay Francis
(left) eledhas
modnew styles
on the screen.
She'd get offers
fromshops
gown

Fredric March
(above) could
go back into
banking —
maybe even
with J. P. Mor-

Wallace Beery could start out tomorrow as an air transport
pilot. He not only has a license, but he owns a transport
'plane. He has taken the mail from Los Angeles to San Francisco on one occasion, and it's a life he likes.
Robert Montgomery wrote a "human
interest"
for the
the
Associated
Press story
during
Olympics last summer. The
A. P. thought so much of his
work that they sent him a

gan

letter, offering him a permanent job as a sports reporter
at any time that he cared to
close with the offer. Bob has
also written short stories and
has a play in mind,
Irene Dunne once taught
singing in a Conservatory of
Music. \\'ith her prestige as a
star of the stage and screen,
she could start her own school
and believes that it would
prove interesting, as well as

Neil Hamilton (left)
once posed
for collar
ads. Maybe
the job is
still open

profitable. pilots
Now make
let's see.
Transport
not

What would become of
James
senseshut
of
humor Cagney's
if the studios
down? You'd see it in cartoons! (Wonder if that's
Joan Blondell
he'sLouise
caricaturing above?)
Closser Hale (left) is already the author of ten
novels.
She wouldn't
starve! Neither
would
Elissa Landi (right), who
has written both fiction
and music. She has published three novels, has
finished a fourth, and
wrote that composition

of Hollywood folding up is,
idea
THEof cour
se, fantastic. We may have
she played in "The Masbank holidays, fifty per cent pay cuts,
payless work days and cashless
more than
checks, but "The show must go on!" will remain our watch- querader"
word. Still, if all the studios did close, tight as a baby's
month ;
$400
a
eyes, you wouldn't find Hollywood actors in the bread hnes —
not even if the stage and the radio stations also went out of
sports reporters draw as low as $35 a week; and even the head
business. And not even if they lost all their money. For
of a good music conservatory never heard of
nearly all of them have some other career open to them.
paring with the salary check of a picture star.
a profit com-
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Maybe you
that the sti
don't have
just supposii
]y found the
jobs — what Cv

telling

you —
won

Bob wouldn't be able to buy
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Ever get tired of seeing the same
old face in your mirror every morning? Well, screen beauties know
that feeling, too. And they do

Doro
thy
Manners

things about it. Read what Marlene Dietrich, Carole Lombard,
Adrienne Ames, Joan Crawford,
Jean Harlow and Claudette Colbert have done to acquire their
"new" looks!

So Can
You!
scene from under very thin, very quizzical
and very modish brows! In place of the
former roimded arch of the brow, Mrs. William Powell has peaked them into a fascinating V-shape over her eyes. I believe the
beauty experts have a name for it: "The
Satanic line." There! How is that for doing
something different to a face?
Just why she sought this change in facial
expression has not yet been explained by
Carole, herself. Perhaps, like Bebe, she
merely grew tired of looking at the same face
every morning. Or, perhaps, she considered
the new "pert" styles demanded a more
staccato facial expression. But whatever her
reason, in case you are interested in going
and doing likewise, hce is how you may
acquire the new Carole Lombard eyebrows:
Massage cold cream into your brows and
over a generous space below and above the
brow proper. This wiU make the process of
tweezing less painful and also will give a
gloss to the brows. If your eyebrows are not
heavy, start the shape of the V from underneath, tweezing the brows to the highest
point exactly over the center of the eye.
From there on, it is merely a matter of shaping the brows with a pencil until the desired
width and line are obtained. If your brows
are heavy, it will be necessary for you to tweeze
them from the upper, as well as the'lower,
part of the brow, being careful not to remove
any natural peak of brow at the center!
Carole deliberately changed the shape of
(Contimied on page 8§)

No star has changed
more in looks than
Jean Harlow (right
center), who used to
appear as above. Less
make-up is her secret.
A new hair treatment
revised Claudette
Colbert (below) into
the "new" Claudette
(right)

JEAN

HARLOW

2>2>

the
Movies
You Can't Win in

If You

Don't
Take
game of
. D
ceO
anO
chW
And is
its astudio folk,
HOLLY
from the lowliest "extra" to the
mightiest producer, are gamblers all— daring plungers who sit at the
whirling wheel of chance and strew their
precious blue chips of health, wealth and
fame on the caprices of Dame Fate.
There are eighteen thousand gamblers
registered at Central Casting, optimistically
accepting hardship and want on the remote
chance that some day the Goddess will
glance their way and smile. Not two per
cent of them earn a living wage. Ask any
of these eighteen thousand "extras" why
they play so desperate a game, and they
reply:
"Who knows? — tomorrow we may be
lucky. See that limousine passing by? That
Success — or failure, either — is never sure in Hollybelongs to Jane Doe.
Last year she was one
wood. It's all a gamble. And some of those who have
of us, counting her pennies and dodging her
taken the biggest chances have reaped the biggest
landlady as if she had
the plague. Look at her
winnings. De Mille made millions by risking millions.

now. She got 'the
pawned her rings
Garbo risked her whole career on a salary strike —
breaks,' that's all. Isn't
and most of her
it worth a gamble?"
clothes. She was
Perhaps it is. But
and won. Plenty lose, too — but they never quit.
destitute, but she
when the possible rerefused when a
wards are so great, the
Tomorrow, maybe, their luck will change!
friend offered to
odds must be in keepsend her home. For
ing. Iremember a little
two months, she
"extra"
girl, pretty,
well-educated, and of the best of famiHes. For two years she
stole bottles of milk from her neighbors' porches in ofder to
stave off hunger.
played the game, gambled her security, risked her next day's
Did she win? No — she lost. Lost just as thousands of
meals, tried to keep up a front, wrote lying, but cheerful
letters home and prayed for the tricky ball to stop on her
others, equally pretty, have lost in the lottery called Hollywood. Starvation and worry finally sent her to the charity
number. It didn't, but still she trudged from studio to studio,
ward of the county hospital, and from there her parents took
determined never to admit defeat.
Toward the last, she
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Producers, stars and would-be
stars,
hungry health,
"extras"
— they're
all
gambling
wealth
and
fame in the big Hollywood game
of chance, playing their "hunches" for big stakes, hoping for luck

several capable actors who were
willing to take a chance — and
small salaries. Thomas Meighan,
Betty Compson and Lon Chaney
I llustration by
— unknowns then — played the
leads. All three of them had been
her home. But she'll be back one
haunting the studios, hoping for
of these days with a new stake,
ready to take her place at the
a break. Meighan would have
wheel. They always come back.
returned to a dependable career
on
the
New
York
stage,
but
he lacked money for the fare.
It's the gambling fever — once in the blood, it burns like a
Betty had reached such want that she would have been
consuming flame. But I would like to know, just out of curforced to quit the game just two days before she received her
iosit}^ what the "e.xtra's" chance for success really is.
part in "The Miracle Man," if she had not luckily found a
Was a Miracle Man, Himself
ten-dollar bill. Lon Chaney had recently resigned a steady
job with the Universal stock company in order to gamble on
GEORGE LOANE TUCKER— he's dead now— gambled
securing one outstanding part.
his career to produce a story that other producers
Tucker's little drama was a ten-strike. It grossed nearly
derided. "The Miracle Man," it was called. He had less
ten millions, and its unknown players became three stars.
than forty thousand dollars to spend. He couldn't afford
{Continued on page 84)
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recognized stars, but in this gamble-mad town he found

By Eric L. ergenbright
Edward

Ryan

COAST
FLASHES
^

If

It's The

NeA¥S and Gossip
Latest

THE big news of the month is that
economy has come to Hollywood —
of all places. Several stars have given
up their beach homes; others have put
expensive cars in storage; and housewife
stars are doing their own marketing!

DREISER Likes Sylvia

Hollywood

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., believes that his
separation from Joan Crawford will be
"only temporary." Hollywood thought
that the Janet Gaynor-Lydell Peck parting would also be only temporary. But
Janet has gone through with a divorce
(charging "extreme jealousy" and "incompatibility"), and it looks as if Lydell
and Catherine Dale Owen may marry
when the divorce is final, a year from
now!

NG up with the Hollywood
KEEPI
heart troubles: Peggy Hopkins
Joyce and Jack Oakie are still nightclubbing — and does Jack get sore when
Peggy steps out occasionally with someone else?? . . . Jean Harlow and her
"discoverer," Howard Hughes, have
called off their ancient feud and now
have lunch together once in a while . . .
Maurice Chevalier isn't Such Pals with
IMarlene Dietrich, now cabling his flowers to Adrienne
Ames, as well as
Lilian Harvey . . .
Lilian, by the way,

News

You

Want,

WATCH
news of for
the reflections
past month ofor the
two big
in
the new pictures! M-G-M started "Gabriel Over the White House" — a tale of
a fighting President — before President
Roosevelt took office; and when he came
in, they revised it to include some of the
steps he had taken. The cast of "Dead
on Arrival" was at work on the set when
the recent earthquake struck; involuntarily, they
"Earthquake!"
and
rushed for
thecried
doors.
The camera and
microphone caught it all, and now
they're trying to work the scene into the
story. There's going to be a picture
based on the life of the martyred Mayor
Cermak. There's going to be a picture
about a bank teller called "The Forgotten Man." There's going to be a
picture called "Beer Baron" — and many
another
beverage!picture starring that now-legal

Getting Ready for a clean-Up

says
married shetoisn't
Willy
Fritsch, the German star — but Holl\\vood still wonders .. . Marie Prevost and Buster
Collier have kissed
and made up, and
are seen everywhere

jji
Theodore Dreiser liked one thing about
the movie, "An American Tragedy" —
Sylvia Sidney. So now she's in his "Jennie
Gerhardt"

together . . . Another couple who are
surprisingly friendly (considering
those divorce

AND the next biggest news of the
Jr\ Hollywood month is the separation
of Joan Crawford and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., for the reason that "when
two people are unable to get along, the
right thing to do is to part." And how
was this magazine able to tell the movie
world about their separation plans in the
May issue, which reached the stands
only a few days after they told said
plans to the dailies? Inside information!

charges!) are Eleanor Boardman
and King Mdor . . .
Robert Youij^ has
just married Betty
Lou Henderson,
who isn't an actress
. . . While Constance Cummings
is over in England,
making a picture,
George Raft is go-

The announcement of a FairbanksCrawford separation was not so much a
surprise to Hollywood as the fact that
the announcement came on the heels of
an alienation-of-a£Eections suit against
Doug, brought by one Jorgen Dietz,
chemical engineer. Joan and Doug had
protected each other from gossip for so
long — and now, amid lawsuit headlines,
they parted ! Both insist that the suit had
nothing to do with it, and Joan will testify
for Doug if it will help him.
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ing
with other places
redheads,
like
Merna Kennedy
and Jocelyn Lee . . .
Buster Keaton, and
his bride, the former
May Scribbens,
Culver City girl,
have returned from
their honeymoon in
Mexico.

June Brewster is a newcomer to films (RKO brand), and the
usual pose of "a newcomer in a shower bath" reveals she has
— er — possibilities.
Garbo had no more when she started!

LATEST
BULLETINS

of the Studios

You Are Sure To Find It In Motion
IT'S just possible that Colman may do
a film or two in England — for English
producers are going after the British
stars who have made their names in
Hollywood. Boris Karloff, who hasn't
been home in twenty years, is there now
to make "The Ghoul." Clive Brook
(Colman's pal) has gone back to make a
picture or two or three. Roland Young
has just made a picture on his native
heath. Herbert Marshall is remaining
abroad to make at least one picture.
And Charles Laughton may do likewise.

Brian Aherne — from
and Broadway — has
He's studying his lines
of Songs," which will

Picture ^

r in
gangste
than play
d out,"
"walke
Raft the
George
N
WHErather
"The Story of Temple Drake," Paramount rushed Jack La Rue, who played
the priest in ".\ Farewell to Arms," into
the sensational part. George (who has
signed a truce now) says the public
would have disliked him in the role — but
La Rue is willing to take the risk. He is
gambling on fame, after several years of
"bit" parts. He is Broadway-trained,
neither married nor engaged, taller than
Raft, but similarly dark and "menacing."

Ireland, Piccadilly
the town talking.
here for "The Song
have YOU talking

IT'S almost too much. Hollywood has
three new heroes to rave about all at
once — namely, Franchot Tone, Brian
Aherne and Francis Lederer. Aherne is
Irish; Tone is American; Lederer is
Czecho-Slovakian. All three come from
Broadway — and all three come with big
reputations. Lederer, apparently, is
New York's idea of The Great Lover; he
is the biggest matinee idol since John
Barrymore first turned his profile at
Broadway. And where did he learn his
technique? By haunting docks and
slums, ''where emotions are sincere and
authentic, because they are elemental."
Ronald Colman has gone — and he
didn't give Hollywood a chance to say
goodbye. He sailed secretly aboard a
ship bound through the Canal for
Havana, where he transferred to another boat for England. He set no date
for his return. He may be gone two
years — traveling and acting on the stage.
When and if he does return to Hollywood, he hopes to be a free-lance star
and "shop around" for roles he would
like to play. He's all for a battle-cry of
freedom!
LESLIE HOWARD is busily proving
^ that the star who is under contract
to no one studio gets some swell offers
from them all. Now co-starring with
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in "Fellow
Prisoners," he next moves over to Fox
to make "Berkeley Square," his stage hit
about reincarnation, and then to RKO to
make "Of Human Bondage."

With salary cuts in effect, Bette Davis thinks that Scotch
^(^Q'X'CH

?

thing to be.

is Fryer
the

So it's plaid she wears in both suit and cap, for swimming between scenes of "The Adopted Father"

S luring their movie-famous
BESIDE
countrymen to Elstree (the British
Hollywood), the English producers are
going after American "names" in a big
way. Gloria Swanson, Estlier Ralston
and Corinne Griffith have recently made
pictures "over there." Jeanette MacDonald is about to make one. Constance
Cummings, James 'and Russell Gleason,
and Laura La Plante are now there.
And when the salary holiday hit Hollywood, the stars had a regular deluge of
cabled and radioed offers. Barbara
Stanwyck had two in one day. And how
they have been after George Raft, ex-pal
of the Prince of Wales!

AND while Hollywood is talking
L about all the new romantic sensations, the star who was once the greatest
sensation of them all quietlj' steps out of
the picture. We mean John Gilbert.
"Fast Workers" was his swan song. He
will now turn to writing and directing —
or the stage. Some day, perhaps, someone will write a novel around his career
— and make it sA^mbolical of Holh'wood,
where fame can be so sudden and
tremendous and where even the mightiest are never secure. Buster Keaton,
another big M-G-M hit of the old days,
is also out. And Ramon Novarro has said
goodb}-e. heading f(

'

News and Gossip of the Studios
AFTER all these years — something
, like ten of them — Alice Brady is
returning to the screen in "When Ladies
Meet." And what does Alice think of
Hollywood as it is to-day? She doesn't
know if she'll be able to stand the pace.
She ran into an earthquake and a fifty
per cent salary cut in her first week! . . .
And a couple of other actresses whose
return to the cameras everybody is
interested in are Marie Dressier and
Greta Garbo . . . Marie's health still
worries her friends, who would like to see
her retire and take life easy. But Marie
intends to be in the new all-star picture,
"Dinner at Eight," if possible. Her
co-stars, if present plans are kept, wiU be
Wallace Beery, Lionel Barrymore, Jean
Harlow, Lee Tracy, Franchot Tone,
Billie Burke and Madge Evans . . .
There's your money's worth — or your
scrip's worth — of stars! . . . The news
that Garbo was returning has had Hollywood all a-dither, because of the rumors
that she has grown plumper while
abroad. As one wisecracker put it, "It
had better be true, with Mae West
around!" . . . Everybody's trying to
write a screen story for Mae — but Mae
likes to write her own!

1

TALA GOES HALF-WAY
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These Scandinavian girls can go hot-cha, too — as Greta Nissen is
proving. And who'd ever think she would be done away with in
"The Circus Queen Murder"?
She's remaining Mrs. Heyburn

IS Carole Lombard lucky? She lost the
$5, coo star sapphire ring that WiUiam
Powell gave her — but got it back from an
"honest finder"! And in times like these!

jWMMaB^m.
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Tala Birell will keep to skirts, but in
blouse and jacket she'll listen to "let'sgo-masculine" ideas
TNCIDENTALLY, Mae West's pressjL agent (or, perhaps, Mae herself)
thought up a nifty one. She has just
"founded" The Society for the Advancement of Feminism, Inc. — for the specific
purpose of opposing trousers for women.
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While Studios

Have you listened to the "Magic Voice"
seriesElsie
on Hitz.
the air?
Here's
heroine,
She has
screentheoffers!

someshown surance
is being
HOLLYWOO
of self-as
the wa}'
thing inD
— by Ely Culbertson, the bridge czar,
who can give any movie star pointers on
publicity. In Hollywood to make a
series of bridge shorts, he has been
making statements that have put
Hollywood in a gasping condition. He
has remarked, for instance, that Hollywood's attempts at bridge were comic,
and that Hollywood was trying to hide
a colossal inferiority complex. The Four
Marx Brothers took up his remark about
Hollywood bridge players and challenged
him to a tournament. Expensive invitations were engraved, and then, Ely
renegged, confessing that he thought the
challenge was a joke. And Chico Marx
plays bridge so well that he has written
a book — a serious one — about it!
Guess who Hollywood's most faithful
cavalier is! No one but Lee Tracy! For
years, his inevitable companion at
premieres, parties and clubs has been
pretty Isabel Jewel, New York actress.
Those who know Lee well say that she
has done wonders in making this rather
frail, over-vital actor take care of his
health and make his picture work
possible.

News and gossip of the Studios
PROBABLY the most lavish publicity
gesture in the history of Hollywood

THE vacation exodus from Hollywood
has begun early this year. Constance Bennett and the Marquis de la
Falaise took a month off to go over to
Europe. Helen Hayes and Charles
MacArthur left for Europe two hours
after Helen finished her last scene in
"The White Sister." Irving Thalberg,
Norma Shearer and Irving, Jr., went on
the same boat with them. (Incidentally,
Norma let New York photographers

was the "Good Times Special" — the
special train that Warners sent out to
ballyhoo "42nd Street." It was covered
with gold and silver tinfoil; and the
interior of the observation car looked
Hke a baby edition of Malibu Beach —
with sand, beach chairs and bright umbrellas. Aboard it went such personalities as Bette Davis, Joe E. Brown,
Glenda Farrell, Leo Carrillo, Lyle
Talbot, Preston Foster, Laura La Plante,
Eleanor Holm, and Tom Mix and his
horse. And maybe they weren't glad to
reach their destination — 42nd Street,
New York! On the last lap of the
journej', they held a contest to see which
had the deepest circles-under-the-eyes.
Glenda won, with Laura and Eleanor as
runners-up. Eleanor denied, by the
way, that there had been any hairpulling among the feminine contingent.
Tom Mix got sand in his boots ....

HE'S A DADDY

take pictures of the youngster — and
were Hollywood photographers mad?)
Ruth Chatterton and Gegrge Brent have
obtained a leave of absence for a belated
honeymoon on the Continent.

Many a movie star is to be heard on the
radio — but Mitzi Green is the youngest.
You'll hear her on the Ward hour

NOW
YOU
beUeve
but
they don't
do tellhave
that toVicki
Baum,it, who
wrote "Grand Hotel" and has filed first
citizenship papers in Hollywood, is on
the Hitler blacklist in Germany — the
reason being that several years ago she
wrote a novel called "Secret Sentence,"
which mauled secret military societies!

WENT

To COURT

When Lola Lane divorced Lew Ayres,
she said that Lew had called her "a
dumb cluck" and called marriage "a
millstone around his neck." Marian
Nixon, in divorcing Edward Hillman,
Jr.,- apparently took her cue from Lola.
For Marian told the judge, "He called
me a fool and said he was tired of being
married to me." She asked for no
alimony — but received title to their
home, which she will rent to Eddie!

HERE'S
news!
wood's actressesSome
are outof toHollylearn
something, from a radio actress!
Her
name is Elsie Hitz, and she has one of
radio's most glamourous speaking voices.
{Continued on page "J^)

TO WIN RIGHT TO SEEK FAME

Friier

Edward G. Robinson finished "The Little
Giant" in two weeks to rush East to see
the Robinsons' 8-pound "little giant"

CLARKE, the original hard
luck girl, is on the invalid list
again. One would have thought that a
nervous breakdown lasting six months, a
broken ankle and a burst appendix were
enough for one year — but on the way
home from a date with Phillips Holmes,
she was in a collision and Mae's jaw was
broken. Wearing bandages that prevented her from talking, she was out of
the hospital a few days later, lunching
with an admirer in Sardi's. Maybe it
adds to a woman's attractions to be
silent! Another player recently injured
was Gary Grant, who was struck on the
head by a plank when a bomb for a
picture scene exploded prematurely.
MAE

These five girl "finds" in Warners' search for new screen talent are all minors, so they
had to take their contracts to court and have a judge approve them. Left to right, they
are: Maxine Cantway, Chicago; Loretta Andrews, St. Louis; Pat Wing, Richmond;
Jayne Shattuck, Portland; and Ann Hovey, Mt. Vernon, Indiana
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"A Bedtime Story"
Seen Through Hollywood'' s Eyes

This is the "inside story" about one of the most unusual pictures in Hollywood history —
a picture in which an eight-months-old baby has a role as big as that of the star (who
happens to be Maurice Chevalier). When you see it, you'll wonder how they got the baby
to do all the things he does. Here's how!

By

Jack

Grant

This is the fifth of a series of "inside stories" about outstanding new pictures. Hollywood knows these stories
and because of its knowledge, its appreciation of motion
picture entertainment is increased. For Hollywood sees
the drama within a drama — recognizes all of the painstaking attention to tiny details that might escape more
casual observers. Read this
article about "A
Bedtime
Story"

VsVl .

Right, Baby LeRoy

Weinbrener in the
carriage that the
cast of "A Bedtime Story" gave
him. Note the
sign — a sign that
was necessary

Above, some of the workers on the
set try to get Baby
LeRoy to laugh —
Taurog
a favorite pastime
between scenes.
At right, on box, is director Norman
Right, Baby LeRoy takes to Helen
Twelvetrees, who has a new baby
of her own.
She plays his nurse
in the picture

— then see the picture. Your enjoyment of it will be keener for
seeing it through
Hollywood's
eyes, knowing how the baby of the
picture
was
"discovered"
and
reahzing the amusing difficulties that
star, cast and director faced in teaching
the baby to "act."— EdiYor.
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Hollywood, there has
never been a producytionof
ire histor
IN likethe"A ent
Bedtime Story."
Nominally, the star of the picture is Maurice Chevalier.
Actually, the star is a babj^ aged
between eight and ten months —
the aging having taken place during
the filming of the story.
ere have been other babies in other
ures, it is true. And, as is the habit of

The foundling, discovered by Chevalier's servants among his
luggage, is dressed in his pajamas and put to bed (above).
Right, Maurice feeds "M'sieur Bab-ee," while Mrs. G\venneth
Weinbrener supervises

Left, director Norman Taurog, leaning on crib,
^vatches the screen
test that won Baby
LeRoy his screen
chance. More
than 1 70 babies
were tested — in
pairs

scene from a baby — any baby.
Don't make yourself ridiculous by
Chevalier
fact that he
play
second
trying."
Paramount

was fully aware of the
would be compelled to
fiddle to a child, when
first outlined to him

the
of ".\theBedtime
Story."
Afterplot
reading
script prepared
English

babies, they have invariably stolen
the show, regardless of how short
their time on the screen. There
are many adages in the profession
of acting, but none more rigid than
the maxim:
"You can't steal a

by Waldemar Young and Nunnally Johnson, he realized just how
{Continued on page g6)

Left, Adrienne Ames, who is in the
picture,
discovers
thatinform
she can't
get
on
the set.
The signs
her that
\l
Baby LeRoy is asleep — and not to be
disturbed!

The New Sensation
Everybody

is t.ilkin^ about

Iht, and

askiiijr cjucstions

about her. She's (he sensation of 1933 soniethinfj^new
and inuisual in s("reen stru's.
And what would YOU like
to know about her? Here is
your

chanee

whether

she consiMcrs a sense of liumor m<ire v.ilualile Ih.in

beauty, or vice versa?

Or what she thinks of Hollywood,

after

hroadwas'.'' Or what her delinition of "^{lamour" isp Or,
lierhajis, there is somelhiu).! enliicly dilTerent that you would
like to ask her.

to ask your

(juestion!

Whatever

you want to ask, here is your chance to ask, it. And

Hollywood doesn't know Mile West as well as you will, after
you and hundreds of oilier moviegoers fill in the coupon helow,
MAI'", W'l'lST liiis iiivilcil y<ni lo "conic 'n' s<'c inc simic
linic," hut here's sl)mclhill^; yon never e,\|te(lc<l ;i
( liiiiK (• to write her Ih.'it l)!^ ipicslion Ihiil 's in yonr nn'iid, .iml
f^cl her iinsvver!
She is the surprise sliirof (lie yeiu-

ainl Ihc most

liiikcil

iihoul sliir in inimy yeiirs. Anyone wlio isn't conscious of M;ic
West jus! (hiesn'l l<no\v vviiiil's happening in the movies. ImmMae's raili.inl sniilc, her frank sexiness, iier ruthless honesty,
and her sense of huuKU iiave caiif^ht (Ui with audiences (iied of
artilicial, hroixhuK ln-roines. Men and women Ixilh waul inoic
of Mae West. .And tliey ward to know more ahoul liiis new
sensation.

What

would you like to know

ahoiit heri'

send il 111 Ihc iiH|uirinn Reporter, and read Mac's answers.
They will ajijiearin the Auj.;usl MniKiN I'lciUHi'.. Hut he sure
l<i send ill your (|uerv so thai il will reach us ON OR Hi'il'ORI';
All (|Ueslions, of course, miisl he in ).;<)(id taste such (|ues
lions as you would iisk her if you should ever meet her in
person. .'o.
Those
(|ucstions that don't heed this one condition will
'
MAV
he tossed in I lie waste basket. 'I"he only other questions barrecl
are those rcl.ilinj^ to her salary, her preferences in felloU' players, and kindled sliidio "secrets."
On paj^es ^"A and so of this issue, Maurice Chevalier answers
Ihc i|ueslions asked him by readers of the A|)ril MoiKiN

Would you like to know if she wrote "She Done II im \Vron« "
ahout n woman who actuallv lived, or if the char.icler she

i'lci nui;. Read them to llie en<l and discover how nuu h they
reveal .ilioiit him. Ne.xl month, jean Harlow will answer (lie

played was j)urely inuij^inaryj' ( )r if il 's true that she < (insiders
the fa<l of trousers for women as "a per.sonal insult "r* Or whv
she has iust foundcil I he Society for AdvaiieemenI of iruiiiiii.ui,''

(lueslioiis lliat reailers of I he Ma\' MminN
her
and tell :dl about lieiself.

Or what she thinks of iiilh' Sund.iy'a slatemcul ihal she
"would lie a sensaliini in a pulpit ":' Woidd _\du like In know

I N'.'li I Rl N(i

I'm riiui: have asked

M('iiiri('liilr, rush in vaiir Mdr W'isl iiK/ii iry ■ hi n<i( Il lis on or
hcfoif .\l,iv .•(>. RniKinliir Iliis dole. W'c wmil <nn/>/r liiiu' lo sort
oil lite i/inslioiis iiiiil iihliiiii Mill's iiiisivirsl

RI'I'OR'I'I'.R,

^ <) Motion
ru'iuRh:
Maoazinp:,
1509 North Vine Street, Hollywood,

C^alifornia

''Di'dr Si/I'lll', oni'SriON

I SIIOUI.I)

I.IKI'.

lO ,^.SK

Nawr
Tliis (Hi(\si it 111 is .sciil in by;

SirrrI
ally and Si ah
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CLOTHES

GOSSIP

from

Four of the movie stars who
became fashion models for
the
opening of
Mrs. "Skeets"
Gallagher's
American
Maid
Shop are shown in creations
they modeled. Left to right,
Audrey Henderson, Bebe
Daniels, Sharon Lynn and
Claire Windsor

Who's Wearing What and How

Is Revealed

in Motion Picture's Advance Fashion Tips
from the New Films

ng salons and slinky
with their glitteri
s
about your Paris fashion premiere
TALK
models if you must! But Hollywood is

Diana Wynyard is
displaying (above
the block crepe
dinner gown with
the white maline
shoulder flowers
she wears in "Reunion in Vienna,"
and (right, with
John Barrymore)
the gray tucked
chiffon dress

talking (and how!) about Mrs. "Skeets"
Gallagher's American Maid Shop fashion premiere
in Westwood Village, with such world-famous
models as Bebe Daniels, Claire Windsor, Arline
Judge, Carmen Pantages Considine, Leila Hyams,
Sharon Lynn and Audrey Henderson Sutherland—
who paraded before the thunder-struck Westwooders in adorable little models that can be had
for anything from $12.50 up to $29.50!
It is the fashion news of the month, so far as
Hollywood is concerned — because, not only did the
famous movie friends of "Skeets' " pretty wife pitch
in and help make the opening a big success, but also
you are going to see many of the gowns she has
created in the new pictures of Bebe, Arline, Sharon
and Leila! It was a unique fashion premiere in that

the entranced public got "second chance" at the
lovely gowns displayed. The models, themselves,
were so taken by the styles they were wearing that
they bought most of the clothes before the "buyers"
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HOLLYWOOD
could get in a bid. It augurs well for the new shop!
Through a packed salon and flower-bedecked adjoining patio, Bebe Daniels modeled an adorable
crepe summer dress with gently puffed
blue
little
sleeves and a flower-petal organdie collar which you
will see illustrated in the accompanying group picture. The shade is that lovely gray-blue which will
be so popular this summer. And the price? $14.75!
Bebe was so crazy about this little dress that she
purchased it to wear in her next Warner Brothers
picture.
The summer street ensemble worn by Sharon
Lynn is of a black crepe skirt and white satin blouse
featuring short puffed sleeves of tucked organdie!
And this snappy little "going-to-luncheon" outfit
cost Sharon just $22.50. in case you're curious. (And
what woman isn't?)
Hait-a-Cape, Half-a-Coat
CLAIRE WINDSOR (who was an extra-special
beautiful model, being tall) was glimpsed moving about the throng in a lightweight gray tweed
traveling ensemble priced at $29.50. Note in particular the smart cape-coat. It is the last word.
The smiling lady on
the other side of Bebe
is Mrs. Edward Sutherland, wife of the popular Paramount director. The former Audrey Henderson is
modeling a dinner
gown of black unfinished crepe with tiers
of white organdie
forming the sleeve
flounce — priced, believe it or not, at
$12.50!
The title of Bebe

The

interesting neckline treatments on two
of the dresses worn by
Keren Morley In
"Gabriel Over the
White House" are seen
above and at the left

Daniels' new picture for Warner
Brothers is not
definitely decided
upon, so all we
can do is to tell

tures a bloi
"Russian" st
banded tight;
and they are'
Something
tehs us they will start the pajama u. . a..
over again!
Adrian, farrted M-G-M stylist, says: "By the tiny
details of a dress shall it be noticed!" Travis Banton
of Paramount agrees: "Summer dresses are made distinctive by their touches!" Orry-Kelly of Warner Brothers
makes it unanimous when he states: "A pocket ... a
cuff ... a collar can make or break a pastel summer
For this reason (upon which all the experts are
agreed), let it be said right here that you must watch
frock!"through the new films for the clothes "touches"
carefully
that make the gowns really distinctive. The hem and
sleeve and skirt lines are not radically changed. But the
"details" are so intriguing! For all the designers are
practising
they are preaching, and putting "surprises"
on
their newwhat
creations.
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Surprises oa the Shoulders
CONSIDER for a moment a
very fashionably important
close-up of Diana Wynyard in a
scene from "Reunion In Vienna,"
in which she co-stars with John
Barrymore. The English Diana
is wearing a black crepe gown,
which is adorably "touched" with
perfectly huge white maline flowers
across one shoulder. It is the
"making" of an otherwise very
simple dinner gown!
Another scene from the same
picture shows Diana wearing a
gray tucked chiffon, trimmed with
a cluster of pearls at the neck and
belt. This frock is one of the
smartest summer dinner frocks I
have seen this month. It holds
first honors along with an adorable model worn by Genevieve
Tobin in "Pleasure Cruise"— but
more about that later.
Keeping to this subject of
"touches," don't overlook a closeup of Karen Morley in a scene
from "Gabriel Over the White

f1

1.1

ft

In this scene with Robert
iVlontgomery from "Hell
Below" (left), Madge
Evans looks very young
in ruffles. In "Pleasure
Cruise," Genevieve
TobIn wears a white orwith

gandie gown trimmed
violets. She is

posed above, both with
and without the blue
taffeta jacket. And
doesn't Carole Lombard
look stunning at the
right in the black satin
gown with the little
wrap of silver fox?

House," in which Karen wears a lightweight wool dress of dull green,
which is so effectively "detailed" by a "ery unusual white grosgrain
bow at the neckline and cuffs! Or consid'^r Karen once again in a scene
with Franchot Tone, in which she wears a smart red-and-white shoulder,
as well as neck, scarf! Adrian points out that it permits plenty of
"color" in a place (the shoulders) where we have not been led to expect
color.
Somewhat the same effect has been achieved by Rita Kaufman, of
Fox, who designed the ultra -smart sports outfit of white pebble-crepe
worn by Genevieve Tobin in "Pleasure Cruise." The garment, believe it
or not, is one piece, with huge cape sleeves in three-quarters length. The
down-the-back scarf is of brilliant blue and white. Genevieve's smart
hat is of white stitched pique.
Travis Banton contributes his bit of "unexpected color" in a catchy little
Spring suit worn by Sari Maritza in "International House." It is a "mannish" little thing of black-and-white striped serge, very gay and smart,
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and made even smarter by a small silk bow of scarlet on the front of the jacket.
Say It With Flowers This Summer
TO

quote Adrian once more: "Summer evening gowns this year should look
like lovely garden flowers." So he has "detailed" a lovely, girlish frock worn
by Madge Evans in "Hell Below" with borders of white ruffles on a white satin
evening gown. It's awfully cool and nice — if you are no more than twenty-one!
Perhaps the most flower-like effect of the new evening frocks, however, has
been achieved by Rita Kaufman in the dress which shares honors with Diana
Wynyard's black and white gown. Again Genevieve Tobin is the model, and
"Pleasure Cruise" the picture. Last month we showed you several other models
from "Pleasure Cruise," but this little dress hadn't yet come through and it is too
perfectly delightful to ignore. It manages to achieve all three of these fascinating
things — quaintness, originality, and the ultimate in summer fashion trends!
The dress of white organdie shows the fashionable low waistline (which has been
trying to come back for some time) and revives a decided fullness in the skirt. But
it is the flower trimming at the neck and the sleeves that makes this frock a real
summer creation. Blue and white violets, they are; and even the adorable
smart jacket of na\^ blue taffeta cannot hide their midsummer charm! Step up,
Miss Kaufman and Genevieve, and take a big bow!
Travis Banton, however, has not lost sight of that good old standby, "sophistication," for Milady's summer evening gown. Carole Lombard wears one of his
favorite designs in "Supernatural." The gown, itself, is of black satin cut on
very simple bias lines. But it is the silver fox wrap that makes this dress stand out
like a fashion beacon. There is not a spare inch of material used in this wrap!
The entire jacket effect is achieved by two silver fox furs carefully and trickily
draped over Carole's slim shoulders! It is an expensive experiment — but you'll
enjoy looking at it, anyway, as worn by the svelte Carole in her newest picture.
Most of the other gowns I'm talking about,
however, are within the range of a clever home
dressmaker.
Many shops will have them, too.
Adrienne Ames (left)
wears a gown of
massed dull-gold
beads in "A Bedtime
Story." Below, with
Muriel Kirkland in
"Fast Workers," Mae
Clarke wears a new
linen sports dress.
Right, flannel
Benita Hume's
gray
suit in
"Clear All Wires."
beach Bond's
pajamas
Top, skin
Lilian
oil-

favorite fashion theme
repeats his
BANTON isti
cated and
of the soph
daring in a formal frock of
massed dull-gold beads,
worn by Adrienne Ames in
Chevalier's picture, "A Bedtime Story." The decolletage of this gown strikes the
unusual by covering the
{Continued on page 89)
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Now Gable
Does Have
a Worry —

Franchot
Tone
He's so new that everybody hasn't
seen him yet — but how he has everybody talking! There hasn't been such
a clamor since Gable slapped his first
heroine! And there's no telling how
far this newcomer will go. But we
CAN tell you where he came from —
what he has done on the way — and
what he's like. Here's the whole story!

By Gladys
young Franchot Tone is come out of the
East — ! And not since the trumpets blared, the
publicity department brayed and the fan writers
prayed about Clark Gable has there been such a
hullabaloo about a young man. Everywhere you go, you
hear overtones of Tone. You can't be Tone-deaf in Hollywood these days!
The instant that young Tone arrived in Hollywood from
the erudite arms of the Theatre Guild and the Group Players,
he was thrust into the Joan Crawford-Gary Cooper picture,
"To-day We Live," playing Joan's brother. Next he was
rushed into "Gabriel Over the White House." The local Four
Hundred immediately "took him up," socially. He is invited everywhere. He has been taken, convulsively, to
OH,

Hollywood's hibiscus-scented bosom — or do we have hibiscus
in Hollywood? I wouldn't know — but Franchot would. He
knows practically everything, as I shall prove.
Young Mr. Tone was born in Niagara Falls. Joke away —
we know all the gags. His mother and father did not honeymoon there, however; they lived there. People do live, as well
as love, in Niagara Falls, you know.
And he was born twenty-seven years ago, on February 27,
if you are given to horoscopes and jig-saw puzzles. His father
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Hall

is Frank J. Tone, an industrial executive, now president of the
Carborundum Company — and Franchot has an older brother,
Frank Jerome Tone, Jr. No member of his family was ever
on the stage or was even stage-minded, as you might guess
from the fact that Tone, pere, is an executive of the Carborundum Company. (If that wouldn't melt the greasepaint on the
face of a Booth, what would?)

Where He Got His Name
THE name of Franchot was his mother's maiden name.
And when he was born, he was first given two other
monikers, which he would not tell me. Anyway, he was
christened Thingumbob Thingumbob Franchot Tone. But
the folks always called him Franchot and nothing else — and
so does, and will, his public. It does take a little bit of getting
used to, though. I thought they were discussing some new
religion or ism or breakfast food or something when they first
began to hum, "Franchot Tone — Franchot Tone — " " But
when you get used to it, you like it. (The "t" in "Franchot"
is The
silent,small
by the
way.) " attended private schools in Niagara
Franchot
Falls, in Arizona and Saranac Lake and several other places,
(Continued on pageSii)
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JOAN
CRAWFORD
Gazing across at the lad
who got his screen start
as her brother in "To-day
We Live," Joan looks a
bit wistful and lonely.
And loneliness, these
days, is not just a pose
with Joan. Her separation from Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., after ainnost
six years of romance and
three years of marriage,
has disheartened her and
made her wonder what
the future may have in
store for her. The immediate future offers the
role
of "Dancing
It sounds
like old Lady."
times!
C. 5. BuU

Across the page, Ruth
Chatterton makes the
startling statement that
no star is really happy in
Hollywood — and tells why.
She asks players
for a "new
deaf"a
for
— and
"new all
deal" tor the
public,
too. She asks for more
art,
"box-ofRce"
—
andand
saysless
moviegoers
feel
the some way. Sne would
be glad
"artistic" to
picturemake
for annothing!
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Ruth

Chatterton

Tells What's
Wrong
With
the Movies
By

SONIA

many unrelated scenes.
The discontinuance

Lee

of the practice of starring immature players.
The adoption of the
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that bese it today. At every, party, at
ce
every conferen
at every
g
n
meeti
of two members of
the film colony, the question
is asked: "What's " Wrong
With thteon Movies?
Ruth
Chatter
says that the
movies have not yet learned
.the lessons that the stage
has learned.
Where do the faults begin? How can they be corrected? Audiences are staj^ing away from many pictures,
wreaking havoc with studio
bank accounts, making mergers imperative, devastating
Holl\-wood"s old self-confidence. Astate of chaos exists,
even though fine pictures continue to be produced, even
though vital new personalities
are introduced, even though
double-paced efforts energize
everj' lot. The widespread
retardment of the national
wheels of progress cannot
alone be held responsible for
the failure of studios to make
ends meet.
^^
Ruth Chatterton — renowned in the
theatre, later a brilliant beacon-light
through the first fog of the talkies, and
now recognized as one of the great stars of
the screen — points out a disturbing number of e\Tlls that are now a component part
of picture-making. She recommends:

What Would Help the Movies

unit system — which
means that each picture would be made by
an independent producer and released through
the parent company.
Her recommendations are not idealistic
dreams. The}' are practical, sound conclusions, based on experience — the result of
long, keen observation
and astute analysis. She
concerns herself primarily with the human
values — and with human relationships.
"Onh'
the motion
picture industr\' pays
its workers on a nebulous estimate of worth,"
declares Ruth Chatterton. "!Man3' screen
personalities, including
m}self, are overpaid.
Others, like character
actors and bit players,
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PAYMENT of stars on a percentage basis.
Thus salaries would be determined by what
their pictures bring in at the box-ofiice.
Departure from the present pattern of picturemaking, and a revised estimate of public intelli
gence.
A paternal attitude towards plaj^ers.
The adjustment of shooting schedules to safeguard the vitalitx' of ever}- player.
The making of pictures in continuity, rather than in

ing of actors' psycholog>- —
toIn get
money's
worth.
the their
theatre,
the producer
nurses his pla\ers along
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are underpaid.
The
salaries of stars should
Ball
be adjusted to their
drawing power at the
box-ofiice, as the salaries of stage
stars are. Only in that way can
there be an accurate measuringstick of value.
"Studios sign stars to fabulous contracts, and then fi.il
•aV. — through lack of understand-

21^^

e^'

^

^c
|s^\-v

through a
tion. For stage
ers realize that,
ter how intelligent an

producproducno matactor is,

primarily he is a child, with a child's
need for encouragement, for praise, for attention — and they see that he gets them.
{Continued on page J 4)
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Co Jdarbara Ha iHlarr

3ltannt Cagelsi
The strange, intense little
creature — so alive that she
still must be persisting somewhere. Anyway, I like to

think so . . .

Ruth Chatterton

Her little boy, Don, and my
■own Ann are the same age.
Together, we used to plan
for their future. On her
death bed, I asked her for
Don and she gave him to me.
No possible legacy could
compare with this trust!

Open hands — open heart —
open mind I— dispensing time
and tolerance, charity and
encouragement, inspiration
and dollars with equal largesse. Ave, Paul — had we
only tried harder to deserve
your love and friendship!

O

Carey Wilson

Zasu Pitts

o

Lest We
By
On Memorial
Day, Hollywood
does not
curtain has rung down.
Every one of them
world, moviegoers, too,
for the most

ilflabcl i^ormanb
Mime of laughter, she made
twinkles of her own tears.
Fame meant nothing to her loveof-life spirit; money, only -the
means of purchasing enjoyments
for others. She was so much
loved because she kept openheart to the world. h^er brilliant
mind was ever seeking on ideal.
She never realized she had
found it in herself!

Louise Fazenda
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in hear
our dead. Their memories still
live. Their places have not been
filled, and never can be filled.
The motion picture industry
woos youth. Even its executives,
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John l.
Haddon

3^ubolpf) "Valentino
When Valentino's artistry is
forgotten by millions, his kindness and sympathy v/ill be
remembered by all \nViO Vne\N
him. A passing example of
this came to me when I was
traveling through Italy. A
pathetic cripple asked me to
place a little pressed flower at
Valentino's crypt — and
explained that as schoolmates
together, Valentino had risked
his own life to defend him.

part, are
Almost
young all
men.of
its most
famous actors
and directors
are in the
heyday
their
lives. of
It
has always
been so, yet
the

Grim

Reaper has
demanded
and taken his
inevitable
Betty Compson
toll.
To those of us who have spent a
decade or more in Hollywood, Memorial
Day summons a host of vivid memories.
We recall our dead. They troop past,
not as dismal spectres, but as thQ gay
and laughing spirits that they were in
life. They were ENTERT.^INERS—
more concerned with bringing the world
a smile, than they ever were with their
own sufferings and sorrows.
Somehow, it seems to Hollywood that

s

o

^
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Theodore Roberts stood supreme inhis field, hlis loss was
indeed a great one to the
NA/orld which regarded him as
a sterling actor. With those
of us who knew and loved
him as a friend, his spirit can
never die.

o
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When death brought eternal
peace to Alma Rubens, a
great trouper was lost to this
world of make-believe. The
spotlight of that gifted career
is dimmed, but it will shine
forever in the memories of
those of us who knew her.

Cecil B. De Mille

John Miljan

maWate aaeibo

There haven't been many
fellows
like the late Wally
Reid.
We
were very close
friends, and the memory of our
friendship is still a fond one to
me. As we say to-day,
Wally was a Grand Guy.
Richard Dix

»:.

1
1
1
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Forget . . . .
forget its dead — those for whom the final
is missed and mourned. And all over the
keep their memories alive
they would
be d i s pleased, if we
were to invest their
deaths with
too much
sadness, too
much morbid
regret. For
they were
troupers —
and their
motto was
"Let the
Show Go

dream a little and
remember . . .

ILonia IKolfjcim
You can't make it too strong.
Words fail me when I try to express my admiration for Louis
Wolheim. hie was the most
marvelous person I have ever
known. We might have been
"buddies" in a real war.
Instead, we met during the
battle scenes of "All Quiet on
the Western Front" and from
the first moment of our acquaintance, we seemed to understand each other. His death
left me lonely. No one can
ever take his place. But it is a
wonderful memor/ and one

On."
And on
and on the
show has
gone. New
that I like to recall — Wolheim,
the most human of all men, and
years, new
the tenderest!
faces, new
pictures, new
"S/zm" Summerville ■
peals of
laughter,
and new bursts of tears. It is as they would
have wished — ^^but, in the midst of the show, on
Memorial
Day, Hollywood
cannot help but

Jovial John
Bunny, the rolypoly clown who
brought hys-

Hon Cijanep
hie was a genial companion and
a staunch friend, h^e vs/as firm to his
ideals, hie was a simple man.
hlis wants were few. hlis pleasures were in homely things. I
knew him twenty years, and never
found a flaw in his character.
Lon Chaney was, above all
things, intensely human. And I
think this is what made him the
great artist he was.

Jean Hersholt

terical laughter to the world, until
Death rang down the curtain on his
act and swept him from the stage. No
one can ever take his place . . .
Beautiful Olive Thomas, who died
in Paris . . . and now Jack Pickford,
who loved her, and who was loved by
everyone who knew him for his gaiety.
{Continued on page gi)
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Hollywood, the New Style Capital,

1

1867.. (Mary PickFord)

1 870 . . (Norma Shearer)

1885.. (Ann Harding)

Off with the New Clothes,
cause
resis be
to look
no on
PeS dait
PERHA
very much ahead these
days that the movies
have been pointing the camera
backward. Or perhaps the
numerous recent pictures reviving the modes and manners

While Marlene Dietrich is waging her
campaign for trousers, it looks as if the
movies are waging a battle to bring back
bustles and flounces and frills. Pictures
have been showing you a regular parade
of feminine fashions since 1867 — and
asking you to take your pick!

of bygone days are just the natural revolt of women to-day
against the unfeminine styles of the moment — the signal
that they are longing to put on again the sweeping satins and
laces, the feathers and frills and ribbons that are woman's
rightful heritage. Anyway, while Marlene Dietrich is going
mascuUne, the heroines of pictures are going ultra-feminine —
and it looks as if you may have to decide between them!
Between the billowing skirts of 1867 and Marlene's tailored
trousers are sixty-six years of feminine styles. In the last few
months the screen has given a fashion review of these years.
Studio costume departments have studied yellowing copies of
Godey's Lady's Book (the fashion dictator of the last century) and
;
they have shaken the dust from bustles and made
frantic searches for corsets, petticoats, hatpins and other
ladylike tortures of the dear, dead days. And along with the
54

costumes, the customs and institutions offormer times have
been resurrected. We have even
gazed upon the glittering saloon
of the iSgo's (in "She Done
Him Wrong"), with its nude
painting
free
lunch.over the bar and its'Irene Dunne, Diana Wynyard, Ann Harding and Ruth
Chatterton have never looked lovelier in their Premiere Best
than they have in the applique, ribbon bows, veils, ruchings,
and flounces of Sally, the soubrette of the Eighties, when
actresses were not considered ladies; Jane Marryot, the
gentlewoman of fin de sieclc London; Carolyn Standish, the

pioneer wife of the first of America's great depressions; and
'Frisco Jenny, the victim of the San Francisco earthquake of
1906. And Mae West's Princess gowns, feather boas, and
amazing decoUetage, as Lady Lou, have made the ~most
dazzling 1933 evening gowns of Jean Harlow and Carole
Lombard look sexless by comparison.
Across the screen, in the last six months, have passed the
styles of crinolined Sixties and Seventies, the whaleboned
Eighties, and the frilled Nineties, giving us a complete history

Recalls the Vogues of Yesteryear

1 899 . . (Diana Wynyard)

1 904 . . (Irene Dunne)

1 906 . ,(Mae

West)

1 91 0 . . (Ruth Chatterton)

1 91 3 . . (Ethel -Barrymore)

And on with the Old!
Say the Movies
of feminine fashions in the last four decades of the iSoo's.
You have seen practically all of the whimsies of fashion from
1867 to the present — with Norma Shearer at one extreme,
wearing a hooped satin ball gown as the 1867 bride of "Smilin'
Through," and Marlene Dietrich at the other extreme,
dressed in a diamonded white silk tuxedo, 1932 model, in
"Blonde Venus."
Sideburned Hollywood actors, wearing checked suits and
cravats ornamented by diamond horseshoes, and Hollywood
actresses, in leg-o'-mutton sleeves, basques and bustles,
willow plumes and shirtwaists, have made screen love this
season against the changing background of American life —
ormolu clocks, Rogers groups of chocolate plaster, bead
portieres, and sentimental art works, all absurd to eyes
accustomed to the onyx and chromium of modern penthouse
movie settings, yet glamourous with memories.
Young people in the audience giggle as the dancers of the
Gay Nineties do the Two-Step and Bunny Hop, or the tenor
with the drooping mustache sadly sings, "Silver Threads
Among the Gold" — never realizing that two generations
hence, in the Television Age, their
grandchildren will be tittering over
views of the rhumba and tango and
BY
OOROTH

the 1933 crooner moaning "The Night Was Made for Love."
And schoolgirls, in the latest puffed sleeves, tight waists and
tilted pancake hats, watch the exact duplicates of their
costumes in "The Secret of Madame Blanche" and "The
Conquerors" without realizing, perhaps, that dress designers
have borrowed their new styles from the screen, which borrowed them, in turn, from the years gone by.
Many recent pictures, such as "Smilin' Through," "Secrets," "The Conquerors," "Cavalcade," "Back Street,"
"Sweepings" and "The Secret of Madame Blanche," have
covered a dozen different periods in the lives of their heroines
— and you have seen fashions change amazingly, right before
your eyes.
Marlene Leads the Rebellion
AT

the moment, Marlene Dietrich is crusading to free
L women from the tyranny of constantly changing styles.

With undoubted logic, she points out that men's wear
not shown
these tremendous revisions.
She argues
women are blackmailed by stylists to spend fortunes
rapidly changing fashions, and
demonstrates in her own pert
Y GALHOUN
{Continued on page g2)

has
that
on
she
and
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Doug
Is Courting
JoAagnain
Their separation has not parted Douglas Fair-

Doug realizes
that he may
have rivals in
courtirig Joan
— but at least
he knows her
likes and dislikes

banks, Jr., and Joan Crawford. Doug says, "I permitted myself to become merely a husband. I hope
to atone for that." And what does Joan say? "I
want him to court me again."

By
G in love- absolutely
SOMETHINferent
making (outside
of stage and
screen plots) — a husband
courting his wife all over
again — is the plan on
which Douglas Fairbanks,
He
Jr., is now engaged.
has already set about rewooing Joan Crawford, from
whom he was separated a
few weeks ago, exactly as he
did five years ago, before they
were married.
Immediately
following the

separation of Hollywood's second most famous married
couple, Doug told representatives of the press: "I shall woo
my wife again and send her
flowers and candy and gifts, the
way I did before we were married.
I shall telephone her daily, and on
those days when I cannot reach her
by telephone, I shall send tele-

fidler

dif-

last, the separation that we-had
so often talked about was becoming a reality; my wife was leaving
me. My head whirled, and from
• the upheaval there popped only
one idea: / must win her back.
I don't want to lose Joan. I love
her. I will win her back. I will
court her all over again. Without thought of how foolish
such declarations might appear in the newspapers,
I
blurted out the words as I
picked them from the wreckage that was my brain.
"Later,
when
I read
them, I felt like a perfect
ass. I realized that they
were absurd statements

*

grams."
Fairbanks is sorry that he made
such statements.
He regrets them
because he believes they appeared
boastful. He is of the opinion that he
should have acted — not talked.
"I said all those things before I had
time to think," Doug told me. "The
separation happened rather abruptly,
and my brain was in a state of confusion. My first impression was that, at
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James

for me to make, no matter how sincerely I meant
them. I knew I should
have acted — not talked.
"Yes, I know that I
am talking again, and
that I am saying the
things that were so
absurd in the first

BVoo^ittt
..^twnS'" ,<,an once,
" gavti-

^,- ^ave ^e®^

place. But now I am
also acting — and,

gY)aii4 »*;^^e
{ot

because o.

to co^^;^^et.

perhaps,
I am talkingselfto square
myfor my first
ridiculous
out-I
breaks. At least,
can now explain that I am not
tiot{Continued on page ji)
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Wouldn't Think of It !
By

Cruikshank

youthful, strong,
virile, optimistic,

, ON,
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ever
GLOR ious,
e
or
gl
is th modem, feminine counterpart of Alexander, the Great.
And I don't mean the ball-player,
even though Gloria has as many
hits and fewer errors in life's
box-score. The one she resembles is the Man of Macedon,
hero of Thebes, Troy, Issus and
Babylon, founder of seventy cities, master of many empires. It
was this Alexander, who, according tothe schoolbook legend,
w^ept because there were no
mora worlds to conquer. Although no tears cloud the oddly
, almost lavender-hued
us
no
mi
lu
eyes of the screen's Queen, her
woes are akin to his. For she
seeks new triumphs. And doesn't
know just where to find them.

ambitious. America, Americans,
and the motion
picture industry
are all on the
se,
threshold of
achievement. Just
wait and see. I'll
be saying, 'I told

No Thought
of Retiring
I shaall
you so.' in the
continue
only work I know
— pictures.
To
me, they are fascinating. I've
made fifty -odd

" For the first time in my life,"
she told me, "I find myself without a definite goal — a fixed objective. It's a little disconcerting. I never remember a time
before when my energies weren't
concentrated on some particular
accomplishment. At the moment, there's nothing on my
mind. No plans. No ambitions.
"This attitude on my part is
rather more self-willed than not.
I think that just
now a certain mental mobility is a
"I've always
desirable thing.
I 've purposely
brushed everything from my
mind, so that it
may be clear to
mirror conditions,
receptive to ideas,
ready to make the
most of the fresh

our;
more
interested
features,
and cI'm
OF
to-day than ever.
Acting,
naturally
enough,
intrigues
me.
But there
isn't an aspect of
the industry that
doesn't hold my

had a full life — and, please Heaven, I

shall continue," says Gloria, who intends to get her
share of the "new deal." Here is your opportunity
to get up-to-date about the most pioneering star of
them all — the one who first dared to combine moth-

attention.
Writing, direction, production, camerawork, sound reproduction, negative development
— even the raw stock and the
projection
machines. whenAndI say
I'mI
not being egotistical
know a good deal about all these
angles. I should. But one of the
many beauties of the motion picture business is that it progresses
so rapidly that there is always

erhood and acting, and the first to produce her own

something
new in
to learn."
She paused
one of those
headlong flights of words that
pictures abroad!
opportunities ofbubble spontaneously from an
fered by the 'new
intelligent,
articulate person, endeal,' which has
affected all our lives and is about to affect them even more.
thused with a subject and thoroughly familiar with all its
ramifications. And I saw in Gloria, not only the idealized
"For, make no mistake about it, there are new opportunities under the new order of things. Opportunities never
idol of a world of moviegoers, but an American pioneer,
glimpsed before. New chances, new triumphs. If I don't
have my share, it won't be my fault. You can't keep an
American down for very long.
The country is mentally

courageous, determined, ambitious. In another day she'd
have crossed deserts in covered wagons, shooting at Redskins
{Continued on page 82)
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Chevalier
Answers Your Questions
If there's something you have wanted to know about him, look for the information
here! In the April Motion Picture, we gave everybody a chance to ask Maurice a
personal question.
Here are his own, personal answers.
Read them and know the
gayest screen lover as you never have before!
By
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And voila! What a
man ees thees M.
Maurice! Mon Dieu
et mon Dieu!
When I entered his
studio dressing-room,
I thought I had unwittingly stepped into
the precise center of
another earthquake.
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Reporter,
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L. ERGENBRIGHT

Next?

Jean Harlow!

This series is something new in Hollywood
interviews. The interviewing is done by you and
you and YOU — no matter where you are. You
are the ones who ask the questions. You have
your chance at last to satisfy your curiosity about
the great favorites of the day — to ask questions
that reporters have overlooked — to tempt stars
to be frank and revealing about themselves.
You, yourselves, interviewed Maurice Chevalier
— and you did a good job of it. You wiU know
him now as never before!
Next month, you will read YOUR interview
with Jean Harlow; you will read her answers to
the questions you asked her through the May
MOTION PICTURE. And you are going to learn
as much about Jean as you are learning now
about Chevalier.
This month, on page 42, you have the chance
to question the new star that everybody is talking about and is curious about — Mae West.
Satisfy your curiosity about her! Send your
question before May 20 — and you'll find her
answer in the August MOTION PICTURE!

were flourishing pen"
cils, ledgers and adding machines; valets were dashing
hither, thither and yon with Monsieur's freshly-pressed pants; steamship agents were calling in person and
by telephone; production managers
and assistant directors were pleading
for one last conference anent the new
Chevalier picture,
"A Bedtime
Story" . . .
It was chaos — but, through it all, unruffled, serene and
smiling, moved the debonair gentleman with the famous
Hapsburg lip. Vive le Chevalier [ Seeing that he could "take
it," I wasted no time, but mercilessly proceeded to "put him
on the spot," and plied him with your questions.
And what a stack of them there was! The quantity of the
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questions did lis proud — and their
quality did you proud. Almost without exception, your queries were
pertinent and interesting. There
were very few requests for money,
discarded clothes or autographed
photographs. Not more than three
or four questions were in deliberate
bad taste, and they, obviously, were
submitted by smart-alecks of that
type which charity urges us to pity,
rather than blame.
Of course, there were many, many
duplications — but that is to be expected. In the case of such duplications, I naturally chose the most
representative query and discarded
the others.
.All in all, I was very proud to be
your ambassador this month. But I
believe that you can do still better,
and I'm hoping to see my belief vindicated when your Jean Harlow
questionnaire is made up next
month.
And now, without further preamble, let's declare our grand jury
in session and call M. Maurice
Chevalier to the witness stand.
Your questions are in light italics;
his answers are in heavy Roman

What was your reason for refusing
atype:
new radio contract? I think that the
radio hurts the popularity of an actor whose career
is one of the stage and screen.
/ think you are some relation to me — would you
please tell me where your parents were born? My
parents were bom in Paris. The name of my father
was Auguste Chevalier.
How old were you when you first went to war in
1 9 14? I was nineteen years old.
Were you ever in love with Mile. Ilistinguette? I
can't say that I was in love with her, but I very much admired
her
— and this might mean that. Mistinguette was very
charming.
117;a/ dining place in Paris is the best, in your estimation?
There are many very good places to dine. I often go to the
Cafe de Paris and the Pere Louis.

I have never had that
Were you a captive
pleasure.
in a German prison
camp in iqi6? Yes.
At Alten-Grabow.
Were the German
prison camps as had as
people complain
say they were?
can't
of myI
ov/n treatment. I do
not know about the
conditions in the other
prison camps.
When did you come
to America, and for
what reason did you
come? I came to the
United States in 1929
because I had been
given a contract to
play in pictures by
Paramount.
You really seem to
have a golden sense of
humor — did you ever
lose it during your stay
in the German prison
camps? Captivity was
not too pleasant. I
tried to be cheerful
and to encourage my
fellow-prisoners.
Sometimes, I did not
feel Uke singing.
]]'/irrr iccre you horn?
I was bom in Paris.
How did your molhei — whose picture in a
magazine sometime ago
shoivcd a smile quite as
infectious as yours —
react to your great success? She was, of
course, very happy.
But in her last years
she did not reaUze the
extent of my popularvanced age.to her adity, owing
you ever appeared in a play with
Irene Bordoni. the popular French singing comedienne?
I have never done so.
Tl'7/v did you apparently attempt to ridicule American players
and music by your impersonations on the stage in Paris last
summer? This is absolutely wrong ! I made an imitation of
American actors imitating me. As for the American music, I
have alv/ays been an admirer of it. I was one of the first
Frenchmen to sing American songs in Paris. That was before
the War.
Did y\ou play opposite Mistinguette when she appeared in
Detroit about eight years ago in the musical comedy entitled
'"Innocent Eyes"? No. I appeared opposite her only in Paris.
Which regiment did you serve in duri)ig the World War? The
One Hundred and Twenty-Second Territorial Regiment,
which was in service in 1914.
If you have a middle name, will you please tell us what it is?
Maurice Chevalier is the only name I have.
{Continued on page g4)
Llppman

Is Maurice Chevalier your real name? Yes.
Have you ever visited Cap Fcrrat or Nice while you were in
the Southern part of France? But of course. One does not miss
visiting such charming resorts. I once lived at Vaucressou,
France.
Do you still have your villa on the Riviera? Yes, I have, but
I don't live in it. I rent it.
Is it true that you have a bullet lodged in your chest, which was
received in the World War? When and where was it received?
Yes, but it is a piece of shrapnel, not a bullet. It is lodged so
near my spine that it cannot safely be removed. I was
wounded in a battle near the Belgian frontier at the beginning
of the War.
Is it true that you aren't supposed to sing, as it might mean
your death? No, that is very ridiculous. If it were true, I
would not sing— you may depend on that.
Did you ever crppcar on the Newark, New Jersey, stage? No,

Have
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This

Knight
Was Made
for

Movies

Yessir, that's what you'll say when
you get a glimpse of June Knight,
straight from Broadway.

She's the

girl who claims she's unlucky at love!
Otherwise, the breaks have come her

J
By

Beth

out your handkerchief and shed a few tears for
June Knight, who'll soon be coming to that
favorite theatre of yours. Hers is really a pitiful
■ case. She's lucky at work — but oh! so unlucky
at love. For the boys she Ukes don't give her a tumble and
the ones she doesn't like are ca-razy for her.
There was that young millionaire who gave her such a
rush in New York. But — mercy! — how jealous he was!
Why, he wouldn't let her even look at another man. And
when you've seen June Knight, you realize that she can no
more stop looking at the boys than Marlene Dietrich can stop
wearing pants.
So this young millionaire used to send her flowers and
flowers and flowers until her living room looked like a gangster's funeral, but June began to quarrel with him. Or,
rather, he began to quarrel with June. June won't quarrel.
She just sits there, humming a little tune, until the boyfriend gets very, very annoyed. And then when she can't
stand it any longer, she gives him the air — lots and lots of air.
But did that stop this lad from calling her up all the time?
It did not! Why, he made her life a burden, ringing that
GET
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way ever since she first started dancing. (She was six years old then.)
You've already seen her, though you
may not know it — as Garbo's dancing
"double" in "Mata Hari"!

Walker
telephone all day long and still sending all those flowers.
.\nd that's what happens every time she's not so crazy
about hiin as he is crazy about her. When she meets a man
she
could adore — it's another story. He already has a girl or
something.
Are you crying?
But maybe, after all, you shouldn't shed tears over June.
She has had some doggone swell breaks, theatrically speaking.
Danced

Her Way to Health

IN spite of the blonde hair, June is French and her real
name is Margaret Rose Vallikett. Incidentally, she's one
of those native Californians you read about. Los Angeles was
her birthplace and the time was January 22, 1913. Subtract
that from 1933 and you've got it. Un-huh, she's just twenty
years
She old.
was a nice, healthy baby, but when she was twenty-two
months old she had an attack of pneumonia — and her mother
and father thought she wasn't going to live. When she finally
did pull through, her lungs were weakened; and when she was
(Continued on page 72)

OMaid...
O Matron!
is there any reason to pay more
than 2 ^^ for Tooth Paste ?

IMow we of¥er you at a saving, a
quicker, pleasanter means of keeping
mouth and gums healthy and of beautifying teeth. A dentifrice that cleanses
more thoroughly, gives enamel greater
luster, and sweetens the breath. Listerine Tooth Paste is its name. Twentyfive cents is its price.
The promises made for this tooth
paste sound exaggerated, do they not,
when you consider the many splendid
dentifrices in the field? But there is
no exaggeration.
More than two million women know
them to be true. Why other>vise would

they have rejected older and costlier
favorites for Listerine Tooth Paste?
The beauty -giving results of this product are so apparent they couldn't be
overlooked or denied. They have demonstrated to millions the folly of paying more than 25fi for a tooth paste.
If you haven't tried Listerine Tooth
Paste, we urge you to do so now. Note
how swiftly and how thoroughly it
cleans teeth — permeates every crevice.
See how quickly it erases unsightly
tartar, stains, and discolorations —
particularly those due to smoking.
Observe the flashing brilliance and

Usterine TOOTH

luster it gives to your teeth — modern
polishing ingredients so gentle in action are responsible.
Look also for that wonderful feeling
of mouth freshness and exhilaration
that this tooth paste gives; the sensation you associate with the use of
Listerine itself.
Lastly, reflect that these benefits
cost you about half of what you ordinarily pay. The saving of $3.00 a year
is a worthwhile one in these thrifty
times.
Lambert Pharmacal Company, St.
Louis, Missouri.

PASTE.. 25^
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IF you have seen Jean Harlow on
the screen — and, of course, you
have seen her — you have noticed
what an alluring complexion she has.
Smooth. Velvety soft. The kind of
skin men find irresistible.
Do you realize that the right care
can do wonders iotyour complexion.**
No feature is so easy to improve as
your skin. The whole secret is the
right care — followed regularly. Jean
Harlow, like most of the lovely Hollywood stars, has discovered that secret.
Listen to her own words: —
"The great actresses of the stage
and screen take exquisite care of their
skin," she says — "and / have joimd
their secret— regular care with Lux
Toilet Soap."

Have YOU tried the

Beauty Soap of the Stars?
To keep their complexions always
lovely, 686 of the 694 important Hollywood
actresses (including all stars) use this gentle, sure
care. Not only at home in their own luxurious
dressing rooms, but in the studio dressing
rooms as well.

official soap in all the large film studios.
Why not begin now to use this fine, fragrant
white soap for your skin.^ Why not start to make
your skin softly smooth, lovely — learn a lesson
from the movie stars?

That's why Lux Toilet Soap has been made the

Get two or three cakes of Lux Toilet Soap today!
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How Hollywood
Took the

Bank
Holiday
By

Lynn

Fairfield

Llppvian

Even as you and I, Joan Crawford
and Harold Lloyd and Fredric March
and every other star you can name
were caught short of cash when the
banks closed. And unlike most of us,
they took big salary slashes — fifty
per cent ones. But like everybody
else, they grinned at the sensation of
being

"flat broke."
Some
th eir own scrip!

issued

that bank holiday we had,
REMEMB
backER
in the days when optimism was
just a word, not a sensation — and
k^ everybody was hard up for cash — and
it looked for a day or so as if we might be paid
in scrip or cigar coupons or something of
the sort? And have you wondered,
by any chance, how Hollywood met the situation?
Here's how:

Lippman
Shirley
Grey (top) — couldn't cash her salary check.
What to do? Joan Blondell (left) had some cash
in the old feminine national bank. Vema Hillie
and Gail Patrick (above) broke into brother's bank

June Collyer and Stuart Erwin found one bank
that would open. It was the baby's pig bank,
containing ten dollars in dimes.
The Richard Arlens (Jobyna Ralston) had
just paid their cook fifty dollars. They
turned right around and borrowed it back
again at a ruinous rate of interest.
"Fortunately,"
said Dick, "the new
swimming pool has just been finished
and filled with water, so if worst comes

to worst, we can drown ourselves."
"Brother,
Can You Spare Some
Scrip?" inquired Harpo Marx.
Joan Crawford was caught with twentytwo
cents in her purse and couldn't get to
the studio that morning because the gas
bard Carole
found aLx)mway
to eat during the bank
station wouldn't trust her for gas.
Louis B. Mayer, president of Metroholiday. She got some "stage
money,"
pastedher own
her scrip,
picturewhich
on it
—
Goldwyn-Mayer, had two dollars and fortyand
thus had
was
seven cents.
as good as gold at her favorite cafes
Harold Lloyd arrived back from Europe
with the Missus and the three youngsters
— and a hundred-franc note, which he tried to get changed
"Fredric March Scrip" and "Gary Grant Scrip" appeared.
at the railroad station in order to tip the porter.
Quotations on their value may be had by writing Paramount
Studios.
{Contimied on page 68)

"Happy
Bank
Holiday!"
was the greeting on the studio
lots as Robert Montgomery met
Clark Gable, or Helen Twelvetrees waved to Miriam Hopkins.
All the Beverly Hills flagpoles had
Old Glory waving defiantly in celebration of the "holiday."
Jack Oakie went to his printer and
had "Jack Oakie Scrip" run off,
which made such a hit on the lot that
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CAROLE
■'FROM

LOMBARD

in Paramount^ 5
HELL TO HEAVEN"

I^lax Factors Make-Up Used Exclusi-vely

l^ike the Screen Stars...
Y>ramatize Your beauty
with

Qolor Warmonj

Make-up
■^ 'Discover how you can emphasize
the dramatic attraction of your beauty
with powder, rouge and lipstick in color
harmony . . . created by SMax Factor,
Hollywood's genius of make-up.

VJOLOR

dramatizes

beauty ! It is the life, the
appeal, the allure of feminine charm. So color in
make-up is vitally important . . . and in Hollywood,
Sari M.^ritza ^i^^ p^^^^j. seated face

itely fine in texture, even and soft in color,
it actually enlivens the beauty of the skin
and creates new loveliness.
It imparts that satin -smooth make-up
which you' ve so admired on the screen . . . and
clings for hours, too, for screen stars will
entrust their beauty only to a powder that
adheres perfectly.
Proved perfect for you by the screen stars
who face the close-up of motion picture lights
and camera every day, you know that your
make-up will appear flatteringly beautiful under any close-up test.
Now

this luxurv . . . Max
if- How

Factor's Face

Powder, originally created for Hollywood's
stars, is available to you at the nominal price
of one dollar. To complete your color harmony make-up: Max Factor's Rouge, fifty
cents; Super-Indelible Lipstick, one dollar.
Featured by leading stores. Discover today
what new
secret
holds beauty
for you. Hollywood's make-up
LJ/onJe, Bru7iette, Brownette, Redhead!
Permit Max Factor, Hollywood's make-up
genius, to suggest your personal color harmony
in make-up. Mail the coupon for complexion
analysis, make-up chart and book of illustrated
make-up instructions.

to Apply Face Powder

for a Perfect Make-Up

Paramount
,
, ,.
. ,
uswg Max Factors powder, rougc and hpsuck
Super-Indelible Lip- in color harmony to accent
stick. It creates perfea and intensify the glorious
Up make-up that lasts ^^^^^\ colorings
all day : moisture.
, of blonde, ,
*,.„„f. \.^,r,^r,,„, ir, bruuette,
brownette
and
proofs permanent in
'

color -value.

%

redhead types !

In every picture released from Hollywood,
in the enchanting loveliness of your favorite
star, you see the magic of Max Factor's
make-up . . . and now you may share with
the screen stars this secret of enhancing
beauty and charm.

CLAUDETTE COLBERT,
Para?nount Star, and Max
Factor,

You will be thrilled with the difference,
for the beauty effect is instantly apparent.
Created to screen star types, each shade of
face powder is a color harmony tone. Exquis-

\ . Start poiudering at the lotuer cheeks
... Gently pat and blend poivder toivard
center of the face, poivdering the nose
last . . . Use coiyect color harmony shade
in Max Factor^s Face Poivder.

Hollywood'' s Make-Up
Genius, using
Max Factor^s Face Poivder.

'Q33

ACTOR'S

^iJr Factor

Society MaKE-UP

Cosmetics of the Stars -k-^c HOLLYWOOD

Face Powder. .-. Rouge. ..Super-Indelible Lipstick. . .in Color Harmony
96% of All Make-Up used by Hollywood's Screen Stars andSiudios U Max Factor's (Ui AngtUt Oambtr of Ommcrce Statiit'u>)

it» To assure a completely poivdered surface, press poivder gently
into the tiny lines around the eyes,
nose, mouth and chin. 3* With
Max Factor s Face Poivder Brush,

ik

lightly brush aivay surplus poivder
and clear all lines . . . Thus, ivith
Max Factor-'s Face Poivder is created that satin-smooth, color-perfect
make-up that clings for hours.

•iKpurse-Size ^ox of Toivder. . . FREE
MAX
FACTOR — Max Factor's Afaie-U/> Studio, HoUyiiood, California.
A A WITHOUT oblisation, send my Complexion Analysis and Color Harmony
VV Make-Up Chart; also 48-pg. Illustrated Instruction ^ooV^Tht New An
0/ Society Make-Up. " I enclose 10c for postage and handline. Include Purse-Size
Box of Powder, in my color harmony shade. Fill in EYES
lite chart heloit: HAIR
ixith a f/^
COMPLEXIONS
Blot
a
Vtry Light
D
BLONDES
NAME
Grcrrr,
D
Gray
C
F.,r
D
Hazel
D Lighi_.D Djrk.-D
Cmmy
D
8ROV1NETTES
Medium
D
Bromi
□
ADDRESS
Ruddy
D
Dark.-D
BRUNETTES
Bbck
D Liglit_.a
Sallow
D
Fr«kkd
D
RBDHE/.DS
_D Diirk..Q
Dart
D Light.
LASHES,C,l,„
Ol.vc
D
SKIN
Drv □
L.ghr
D Light.
//"Hjrr.rCrjj.efcJ
.a Diirk._D
CITr
STATE

O.lyD Normal O

ME

type j&o*f and /jtre.O
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The Picture
REVIEWS

OF THE NEWEST

Parade
PICTURES

BABY FACE

ELMER

Not Strong Enough For Stanuyck: Here we
have Barbara Stanwyck showing off in a
succession of coiffures and costumes that
increase in gorgeousness and decrease in
decollete as the heroine becomes increasingly successful in selling herself.
The plot calls for her to topple over the
men she meets at a glance, from brakemen, ofifice boys, department heads, bank
presidents to multi-millionaires. Beautiful as Barbara undoubtedly is, women
will be more than a trifle flabbergasted at
her quick work.
The plot is of the early Theda Bara
period. A girl who has been manhandled
from childhood, yet retains a face of baby
innocence, takes the advice of an old German disciple of Neitzsche and goes out
deliberately to work her beauty for all it is
worth in the market of a great city. Its
unpleasantness is hardly mitigated by a
hurried reformation at the ending. Stanwyck needs the strongest type of stories.
(Warner.)

For Browns Fans — And
You And You:
This one is for Joe E. Brown fans and,
as such, it will get a big hand from its
particular
audience.
peculiar talents
beenSeldom
better have
cast.Joe's
As
the gawky, dumb grocery clerk from
Hickville, who can bat out home runs and
gets a big-league baseball contract, he has
full scope for his mugging and familiar
antics. In some scenes he is both funny
and pathetic, notably the sequence where
the rest of the team kid him into thinking
that he is broadcasting on the radio and
he proudly sends a message to mother.
The plot is bolstered by the introduction of gangsters, who persuade the hick
batsman that he has been made a fool of
by his teammates and get him to sign an
agreement to throw the series. A prison
sequence is one of the hilarious highlights
of the picture, and the final scenes of the
Big Game will leave a Joe E. Brovs'n
audience in what is technically known as
stitches. (First National.)

SWEEPINGS

EX-MILLIONAIRE

Triumph For Lionel Barrymore: When
Mrs. O'Leary's cow kicked over the lantern
and burned down Chicago, she started the
train of circumstances which built up a
great mercantile house and brought tragedy to its founder. In the quaint costumes
of the period, we watch Lionel Barrymore
seize his opportunity, and hold a fire sale
in one of the few buildings left.
From this beginning arises The Bazaar,

Sincere, Honest — Capitally Played: Dat ol'
debbil depression is served up to us again,
with an English accent. An all-British
cast with the exception of Lionel Barrymore, Phillips Holmes and Lewis Stone,
portrays the effect of the recent slump on
the proprietors and clerks of a dignified
London store, with a three-hundred-year
tradition behind it.
We are treated to a scene in Service's
two hundred years ago, when another depression was lived through, and then
plunge into the troubles of the present.
As the loyal clerk who has served the
store for forty years, Lionel Barrymore
gives a superb characterization, making
his four big scenes memorable. In actual
footage, far too much of the picture is
given to endless conferences and discussions that finally almost drive the presentday Service to sell out his family heritage.
The picture ends on a hopeful note of
optimism. It is as sincere and honest as
life itself. (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.)
{More Reviews on page 70)

product of one man's vision and the cause
of the ruin of his children's lives. This man
tries to pass on his devotion to the store to
his offspring with the result that the elder
son becomes a wastrel, the second a plodder, the youngest a tramp, and the
daughter goes from divorce to divorce.
The wild scenes of ^he younger generation are supposed to build up sympathy
for the father's broken heart. Yet, somehow, one wonders just why the children
should be enslaved by the store which was
none of their handiwork. Not a moving
story. Barrymore is grand. (Radio.)
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THE GREAT

CENTRAL

AIRPORT

Sucll Picture — Don'^t Miss It: Starting at
rather slow tempo, and dragging a bit
through the earlier sequences with too
much reported action, this picture of commercial aviators and stunt fliers suddenly
gets into its stride and holds the audience
breathless through a remarkable rescue
sequence to a whirlwind finish. Richard
Barthelmess, as the airplane pilot, discharged from the service for crashing his
'plane, creates sympathy and photographs
excellently. Becoming a stunt flier, he
enters lightheartedly on an affair with a
pretty girl pilot (Sally Eilers), only to
lose her to his more seriously-intentioned
kid brother (played with the aid of a
mustache by Tom Brown).
The director takes you off the ground
continually in all sorts of 'planes. There
are crashes and air stunts generously
sprinkled through a touching love story.
A swell picture and no mistake — one not
to be missed if you care for something interesting. (First National.)

THE KISS BEFORE
MIRROR

THE

It W ill Grip You — Good In Every JFay:
This delicately woven drama seems more
like a foreign-made picture than a product
of Hollywood. Dealing with the murder
of a faithless wife by her scholar-husband,
it leaves the more obvious paths for psychological research into the agonies and
drama of the human mind.
The lawyer friend of the murderer
probes into the gradual growth of the
suspicion that led finally to the discovery
of the young wife disrobing in her lover's
room, and
affected
by his his
friend's
recital
that ishesobegins
to study
wife.
Frank Morgan, as the lawyer, does a
powerful piece of work, especially^in his
courtroom speech, where his graphic recounting of the effect of jealousy on a
human heart wins acquittal for his friend
and sends his own guilty wife in hysterics
from the courtroom. He steals the picture from Nancy Carroll and Paul Lukas.
(Universal.)

,*>^
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_ smoom-jftttrngStocirngs give me tkisBeaufy
"If stockings fit smoothly, they flatter
your legs— make them look far more
graceful than they do when bare. But
stockings that wrinkle make your legs
ugly. And that's unnecessary. I've
learned how to keep my stockings
smooth-fitting — make them wear better, too — I wash them every day in Lux.
No more ordinary soaps for me,"

YOU know tchy Beatrice Hudson's simple method makes
stockings fit with such flattering
beauty? Like a shimmering sheer
second skin . . . snugly clinging to
every curve ?
DO

It's because the Lux way of washing preserves elasticity, that wonderful "live" quality silk has when new.
When elastic, your stockings

stretch, then spring right back into
shape. But when elasticity is destroyed
— then the lifeless silk sags. You get
those unsightly wrinkles at the ankle
and knee. Heel reinforcements slip
around . . . seams pucker and zigzag
. . , look horridly dowdy! You may
get runs, too. When silk loses its
"give," it breaks under strain.
Don't run this risk — it's so easy to
•preserve elasticity. Cake-soap rubbing,
and soaps containing harmful alkali,
weaken elasticity, but Lux is made to
save it!
Simply Lux your stockings every
night. It takes only two minutes!
Lux will keep them smooth-fitting
and double their wear. It takes away
perspiration, too, and saves color. As
you know, anything safe in water is
safe in Lux.

Almost no runs now . . .
' S3S
"I was always
getting runs, it
seemed — and it was all my own
fault. I was washing my stockings the wrong way. Now I Lux
them every night. It actually
doubles the wear. I hardly ever

HELEN
get runs now!"

ARLAN

Cuts down stocking bills . . .

/,

"No more cake-soap rubbing for
my stockings! Now that I Lux
them every night I get so much
better wear that I've cut my
stocking bills just about in half ! "
MARJORIE GRIER

Mrs. J. R. Iwersen says, *'/ washed
4S7 items with one box of Lux:
118 prs. stockings, socks
26
53 pieces lingerie
4
30 nightgowns, pajamas
42
18 sweaters, blouses 166
"and I did the dishes

aprons, dresses
baby blankets
pieces table linen
handkerchiefs

for 1^ weeks."

XjU-A. lOr StOCKiriPS

S

that makes t/iemjif and wear
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How Hollywood Took the

KEEPS

expensive

Bank Holiday

(Continued from page 64)

lingerie

looking
expensive

Gary Cooper was regarded as a millionaire. The bank holiday found him
with forty dollars in cash in his jeans.
Everybody was trying to borrow from him.
"Do you take diamonds?" Peggy Hopkins Joyce was quoted as asking the cashier
in the Paramount cafeteria.
Claudette Colbert's cook got their butcher
to cash a five-dollar check. That spoke well
for Claudette's credit.
"This moratorium and the scrip idea are
both of 'em good," said Will Rogers.
"Everybody
herehad
approves
of 'em."
John Miijan
one dollar
and sixty

V

H

cents.
Constance Bennett cabled that because
of the bank holiday she wouldn't do any
shopping
in Paris.
Helen Twelvetrees
was caught at Palm
Springs with a big car and no gasoline. She
finally borrowed a gas card from a friend,
with a note identifying her and authorizing
the station to fill up the tank.
Robert \Voolse>' appeared in a cigar store
and passed his necktie to the clerk. "I just
can't stand it another moment without a
cigar," he said.
Henry
Janetgave
Gaynor's
new leading
man
fromGarat,
France,
the waitresses
at
the Fox cafeteria I.O.lI.'s signed with his
name. And they said they wouldn't collect
on them because they preferred his auto-

ii v"

Jimmy Durante offered to have his fagraph. mous schnozzle printed on scrip — to cheer
up the country. And then decided, gloom-

\

IVORY

SNOW

is PURE and fluffy. . .

quick-dissolving without hot water
No matter what you paid for your
new teddies, they are duds if they
fade in the wash! And what price
a white satin night-robe that
looks draggled and yellow?
When these things happen to
expensive new undies, you may
be sure you have washed them
in too-hot water and a harsh
soap. Why not use Ivory Snow
and be safe?
No

clanger of too-hot

&:

suds

with Ivory Snow, because you
don't need hot water to dissolve
it. It's a NEW KIND of soap.
Not cut into old-fashioned flat
flakes, but BLOWN soft and fragile as bubbles. Each soft little
drop of Ivory Snow FOAMS into
suds-INSTANTLY in LUKEWARM water. No flat particles
to stick to silky surfaces and
make soap spots!
GENTLE

99*'Aooyo
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as the babies' soap.

Ivory Snow is made of the same
Ivory Soap that doctors advise
for bathing babies. You couldn't
have purer, milder soap than this
to use for delicate silks, gossamer
wools, lovely colors.
Your hands will be grateful if
you use Ivory Snow for dishwashing, too. And you'll be surprised at the economy. That BIG
box of Ivory Snow costs only 15^1

PURE

that the toscrip
probably
wouldn't be
large ily,enough
permit
it.
The holiday brought on "moratorium
styles." Marion Davies wore a $19.75 dress
of pink lace to the bridge for the Earl of
Warwick. Constance Talmadge Netcher,
not to be outdone, wore a $14.50 flowered
print to the same party.
" Checks accepted " signs were out in front
of all the Hollywood Boulevard movie
theatres.

Lilian Let the Boys Worry
"T'?\I letting Chevalier and Gary Cooper
JL do the worrying," said Lilian Harvey.
"They've got me dated up for weeks and
it's"Aup buck
to them
to feed
in the
hand me."
is worth ten in the
bank!" chuckled Groucho Marx, who was
the plutocrat of the Marx family, with $50
in his pocket.
\'ictor Jory had a hundred-dollar bill in
his pocket when the holiday began. He
never found anybody with change for it, so
he still has it.
Carole Lombard borrowed stage mone>from the prop department, pasted her picture on it, and invited Cary Grant, Brian
Aherne and Miriam Hopkins to lunch — and
theThe
restaurant
the "money"!
"extras"accepted
were paid
in cash at the
studios, while high-priced stars with enormous pay-checks in their pockets looked on
enviously.
" If we can keep our shirts on," said Jack
Oakie,
can always
write it onItthe
Lack "we
of cash
in Hollywood!
wascuff."
like
lack of coal in Newcastle. Columbia Studios, which had hired two hundred and fifty
"extras" for a ballroom scene, telephoned
them not to come, because they couldn't
gather the cash to pay them for the day's
work.
The producers met for many hours,
wrangling over the question of whether to
shut the studios for the bank holiday, or to
ask the players to take big cuts.
Contracts held by the stars may be
broken "for an act of God, a national emergency, or a war." The bank holiday being

the second, it was within the power of the
studios to let loose all contract pla>ers.

Ralph Tapped Emergency Fund
R^LPH -MORGAN has always had the
habit of pinning a five-dollar bill inside
every coat he wears, just in case of emergency. When the bank holiday took Hollywood by surprise, he went through his coats
and discovered three of these emergency
stakes! Xo money ever looked bigger!
Gary Grant didn't have money for gasoline to get home from the studio with, or
even for carfare. A studio electrician staked
him.
The bank holiday found David Manners
arriving at the studio with twenty-se\en
cents in his pockets. He intended to get a
check cashed on his way home. In blissful
ignorance of the impending state of affairs,
David ate a twenty-five cent lunch. (Yes,
it's possible, even in Hollywood!) On his
way out. he saw the headlines proclaiming
a bank closing. He rushed back into the
restaurant and borrowed a penny, which,
with the two cents he still had, paid for a
newspaper.
Arriving at home that night, he found his
mother dressed in her best. "What's this —
company?" he asked. "No," said Mrs.
Manners, "but I knew you'd be worried, so
I dressed to cheer you up. I think at a time
like this, e\-ery woman's duty is to look her
best
keep uphadtheinvited
men's aspirits."
Tomand Brown
crowd of the
younger film generation to dinner. Unable
to cash a check, he served a tin-can dinner,
and they all helped open each course!

Not Tempted to Hoard
FIFTEEN cents," said Robert Armstrong. "That's my worldly wealth —
in cash. But the cook got in a whole case
of soup and another of beans the day before
— so I'm not going to hoard it!"
Adrienne Ames, ha\ing finished the Chevalier picture, had started out with her
sister for a holiday at Palm Springs. Stopping for a hot dog, they were told about the
bank holiday by the man who served them.
It was the first Adrienne had heard of it.
She was so terrified that she turned around
and went back home.
Fay Wray had $2. 80. She said, "It reminds me of my 'extra' days!"
"Well, anyhow," said Marie Prevost, "I
picked a swell time to go on a diet!"
Noah Beery, who had just forty-five
cents, laughed, "Well, I'm always broke,
anyway."
Al Jolson, who was reported to have withdrawn several thousand dollars from a New
York bank just before heading for Hollywood, strenuously denied it.
James, Lucille and Russell Gleason arrived
in New York, en route to England, with
only a few dollars in cash and couldn't get
any more. But they already had their tickets— so they sailed, anj'way.
The bank holiday brought on a four-week
"salary holiday '' at one studio. All studios
had to declare pay cuts. Those receiving
more than Si 00 a week were cut 50 per
cent, with a S75 minimum. Those earning
between S76 and Sioo were cut 35 per cent,
with a S65 minimum. Those earning between 551 and S75 were cut 25 per cent.
Those earning S50 or under suffered no cuts.
Even with only half their regular salaries
coming to them, few players received the
full amount in cash. They took five, ten or
fifteen dollars in cash, and the rest in checks.
And liked it.
And the bank holiday and conferences
about salary cuts led to all the studios closing for one day — the first time in Holl>-wood
history that every studio had been closed.
But, all in all, Hollywood took it with a
smile — and made it a "Happy Bank Holiday"! And don't forget that California was
already on a bank holiday when the Federal
government declared one.
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long, quiet trails will lure your roadster into a new land.

You'll study travel maps and
fabrics for pretty frocks;
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And that's where Cofy can so capably help you. Cofy offers powder
texture so smootfi that it amozes new users. You ought to feel and exomine
it — you'll be surprised at such fineness. In Summer, with active exercise
and increased temperature, you con apply your Coty powder — and enjoy
the serene content of knowing that your face doesn't loolc

powdered.

For a true popularity this Summer —
and pleasant memories next Autumn
— lock for Coty's "powder-puff" box
today. Find the flawless, fragrant,
match for your foce in Coty Powder.
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''Speaking of

The Picture

MAGIC

REVIEWS

Parade

OF THE NEWEST

PICTURES

[Continued from page 66)

MURDERS

IN THE ZOO

Tithe It — Youre Sure To Like It: This is
one of the best of the season's horror pictures, owing to its fantastic background
and the blood-curdHng characterization of
Lionel Atwill as the degenerate scientist,
who flags his passion for his wife (Kathleen Burke) by the cultivation of insane
jealousy.
The picture opens with an ingenious
murder which we actually watch being
committed. Two more follow, all worked
out with the help of the wild creatures of
the zoo for which the scientist collects
specimens. With the audience let in on
the secret of each crime, the mystery lies
in the murderer's final punishment, which
is sufficiently grotesque to befit his abnormal methods of murder.
Kathleen Burke is elemental and beautiful and looks like a real screen find. The

PICTURE

SNATCHER

Here's A Honey — Cagney Great: This is a
fast-moving picture of a new phase of
newspaper life, with dialogue that crackles
and plenty of surprises. James Cagney
has not had a role as good as this — the
tough little gangster who "reforms" and
becomes a picture-snatcher on a dirt-digging tabloid — for many moons.
Patricia Ellis, as the daughter of the
police lieutenant, tears down his fond delusion that in becoming a sneak photographer, who steals sensational photographs for his paper, he is earning a decent living. But she doesn't succeed until
he has pitted his wits against the guard in
the death house and snatched an actual
picture of an electrocution, and caught
the death throes of a cornered gangster
with his agile lens.
Ralph Bellamy is good as the harddrinking city editor who gives the released

photography is splendid, and the direction exceptionally skillful. If you don't
like
the Zoo," we don't
know "Murders
our mo\ ies.in (Paramount.)

jailbird
his sorry well
"chance
to go straight."
Well written,
planned
and well
acted.
(Warner.)

PLEASURE

DESTINATION

. . . have you tried

ev^ateen ? "

"I DON'T believe in -witchcralt — magic spells and suck
— 1 ni quite 1933 — but I
lionestly do tnink tnere s
sometliing miglity strange
about tnis perlunie, seventeen! J.lie mood it orings!
. . . exciting and gay . . . ana
young . . . wliy, tlie very
name says it! seventeen!
seventeen s Iragrance is
available m x owder, Oacnet,
J.oilet \Vater — as well as
ijeventeen xerlume.

MAISON
247

JEURELLE

Park Avenue,
lAakers of
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Ne^^^ York

CRUISE

Entertaining All The W ay: This farce of
the jealous husband, who keeps house for
his business wife, touches the daring at
times, and then just as a gasp is forming,
deftly veers away.
In the hands of such skillful players as
Roland Young and Genevieve Tobin,
every situation clicks. And there are
plenty
of situations
the wife's
desire to
experiment rising
with from
romance
on a
ten-days' pleasure cruise while her husband, disguised as the ship's barber, goes
along on the cruise to watch her.
Ralph Forbes and Theodore \'on Eltz
provide the wife with material for her experiments and the husband with plenty of
trouble. The scene where the shipboard
sheik apologizes to the heroine for not
spending the night with her as he had
planned, leaving her to wonder who it was
who had been there, is full of naughty
chuckles. It will entertain you from the
start to the amusing finish — and make you
wish for more like it. (Fox.)

UNKJ^OWN

Strong Story — Carries A Wallop: Take a
crew of hellions and ruffians on a disabled
ship carrying a cargo of contraband rum,
but only one cask of water, and you start
oft with the material for virile drama. Pat
O'Brien, Alan Hale, Tom Brown and Russell Hopton, all bristUng with beards, pit
their wits against a gale and against each
other.
The struggle for possession of the scanty
store of w'ater ends by the terrifying discovery that the precious liquid has been
spilled. With ghastly irony, they sit
down to a feast which they call the Last
Supper. Then appears, suddenly, a Stowaway. Miracles occur. The strange visitor
heals a withered arm, turns the rura into
water, guides them to harbor.
Ralph Bellamy gives a beautiful performance as the Stowaway. Betty Compson, the waterfront woman, who has also
stowed away, adds the necessary love
element to what is a strong, if slightly
confusing story. (Universal.)

Doug Is Courting Joan
Again
{Continued from page 56)
boasting — that I humbly hope to regain my
wife's
trust, just as 1 had
it whenreal
we devotion
were firstand
married.
" I made at least one frightful error during
the last two years of our life together — I
permitted myself to become merely a husband. Iallowed myself to fall into the rut
in which so many American husbands wallow. Iaccepted marriage as a matter-of-fact
con%'enience. I ceased to court my wife.
Oh, I sent her flowers and gifts, but always
with the semi-meaningless gesture of the
habitual husband to his nearly-neglected
wife.
"I should have taken a lesson from European husbands. They make an art of love.
Men of the Continent do not cease courtship when the honeymoon is o\er. They
make love to their wives until separated by
death. I should ha\'e profited by their
methods, for I was educated abroad and
spent many years of my life in Paris — and
Paris is the city for love and lovers.
"Where I made my mistake," Doug continued, "was in becoming an American husband. Ihope to persuade Joan to give me
an opportunity to atone for that.
"The separation is not of my doing. She
mentioned it many times over the past few
months, but I always laughed it off, or
begged her to defer her plans. Hollywood
and gossip writers are not to blame; this
would have happened anywhere. Two
people can be happy in Hollywood. I know
— Joan and I were happy."

Doug's Campaign

Platform

HOW
does Doug intend to re-woo Joan?
Is not the task of regaining lost love
more difficult than that of creating a first
love?
" I love Joan as much to-day as ever — or
more," Fairbanks replied. "I believe she
loves me, too. In that event, I have an advantage in that our years together have
taught me her likes and dislikes. I know
that she adores gardenias, and I shall see
that she has fresh gardenias daily. I know
the perfumes she prefers, the candies she
likes and the theatres she favors.
"I know that Joan likes to be surprised.
She would rather have an inexpensive surprise-gift than a very costly present, without
the element of surprise. I realize now that
I did not cater to such particular little
whims. If I am given another chance, I
shall change my mode of living.
" Before we married, I sent her long telegrams. Sometimes I spent hours writing
them — composing and changing and transposing words until the messages expressed
mj- deepest lo^'e and emotion. After we were
married and were together, telegrams were
unnecessary because I was always near
enough to say the things I wanted her to
know. I wish I had not ceased wiring her —
I ^'ery much enjoyed writing the telegrams.
I shall send them again, and I hope they
will thrill her as she says they once did."

Expects Competition
T REMINDED Doug that during the
jL final months of his first whirlwind courtship, he had Joan all to himself. Now he
will have competition; serious competition,
no doubt. Miss Crawford — or, pardon me,
Mrs. Fairbanks — is a much more beautiful
and more poised woman to-day.
"I know that I will not be alone in courting Joan," Doug said, and his face set
gravely. "She has many fine friends, and I
don't doubt that most of them, perhaps all
of them, might easily fall in love with her —
if they have not already. You see, I can
readily understand any man's falling in love
{Continued on page 7j)

Remarkable offer
introduces important
Kotex discovery
The

PATENTED^ EQUALIZER
KOTEX
with Patented Equalizer

for only

{in United States only)

A RADICAL innovation! . . . Not a
mere improvement in sanitary protection .. . but something new, different.
Kotex, with the New Patented Equalizer!
And — look !— offered at a sensationally
low introductory price.
Insured safety
Kotex, with the New Patented Equalizer,
gives 20 to 30% greater protection. The
center equalizer not only thickens protection but makes it more adequate,
more, comfortable — and edges stay dry.
An intimate explanation of the new
equalizer is given you on the direction
sheet inside the package.
Ends must be phantom
Mere rounded ends are
not enough. They must
be flattened, embossed so
that the phantom effect
is certain. Kotex — and
Kotex only — offers this
special shaping, making
it possible to wear closest
fitting gowns without
the slightest revealing
line. Those qualities for
which Kotex is famous
remain unchanged — absorbency, softness, disposability! It can be
worn on either side with
equal protection.
Now you can try
Kotex with Patented
Equalizer at less than
the usual low price!

Why no sanitary pad
can be "just like the
it looks simple, but
this
newYes,
Equalizer
Kotex"
device took 2 Vz years to perfect. Imitations can be made,
they not
will
be made,
but ofit cantruthfully
be said
any
other pad that it is like the
New Kotex with Patented ■
Equalizer. . . and this is why:

1 —it took two and one- half
years to perfect.
^
women
it. hundred
P —a
board tested
of three
0 — medical authority of high
** repute checked their findings.
^-*AND, the United States
" Government granted Patent No. 1,863,333 to protect
it for use of Kotex, exclusively.
Dlostxatjons and text copr. 1933, Kotex Go.
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This Knight Was Made for Movies
The Glamour of Light Can
Be Truly Economical If, .

{Continued from page 60)
three years old, the doctor said she had
tuberculosis. Her mother took her at once
to Denver and then out on the desert, but
it seemed as if nothing would make the
child well; and when she was four and a
half, she had another illness, which left her
legs entirely useless. (Believe me, those
legs aren't useless now — they shape a stocking very neatly — and how June can go "off
to Buffalo" with them!)
But presently a doctor was found who
said he could cure the child. He put her on
a special diet and gave her special treatments and, after a couple of years of this,
told her mother that she was as well as he
could make her, but he would ad\ise that
she take dancing lessons to strengthen the
little legs. And that's how June's amazing
career started — doctor's orders.
Things happened pretty fast from then on.
A year in the Egan Dramatic School finished in a burst of glory when, at se\'en, she
had the leading role in the school play.
Then came five years with Ernest Belcher,
studying, and a year with another teacher
until Larry Ceballos, Hollywood dance inipressario, came to the school, looking for
dancers to work in a Grauman Eg\ptian
prologue. There were three hundred and
fifty girls in the hall when Larry walked in.
And guess who was the first one chosen.
\'ou're rig-ht, it was June. .She was just
thirteen years old.

Educated by Remote Control

You look for
THIS

MARK

and a chance to go to New ^'ork as one of
twenty picked girls for "Fifty Million
Frenchmen." When she caught her first
glimpse
the big
didn'tto know
that someof years
latercity,
she June
was going
have
millionaires sending her flowers and things.
Back in Hollywood, she was made a
specialty dancer and that led to her being
chosen by the mighty C. B. De Mille for a
bit in "Madame Satan." Her character
name in that picture was — quaintly enough
— Miss Confusion in Pink, whatever that
means, and the costume she wore was the
most incredible one ever seen on land or sea.
There were two thousand yards of material

What good light
does for the stars in
Hollywood

. . it can

do for you! General
Electric AlAZDA
lamps give you not
only the beauty and
charm of the modern moving pictures
. . . but real lighting economy
That

is why

as well !

it is important to make

sure that you
Electric MAZDA

get genuine
lamps. The

General
best way

to be sure is to look for this mark ^^
on the end of every lamp you purchase
. . . for any purpose. General Electric
Company,

THEN Fanchon and .Marco — who have
helped many a local girl make good —
bought the Ceballos act and June found herself touring up and down the Coast. But
she was still in school and there's a California law that says youngsters — even dancing youngsters — must go to school. So
June had to do all her lessons before she
went on the stage and mail them to her
teacher in Los .'\ngeles. She loved arithmetic, but reading left her cold.
Fanchon and .Marco kept her pretty busy
until Larry Ceballos sent for her again and
when she was fifteen, she was "head line
girl
her name to Marie X'alli —
all in" and
one changed
fell swoop.
Then came dancing at Warners .Studio

Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

in it, by
actual
but don't
misunderstand me.
Only count,
a few yards
of chiffon
were
on June's body — the rest was in the headpiece. And that shows vou how smart
De -Mille is.
A lad named Jack Holland had seen June
dance and that began a partnership of ballroom dancing that knocked San Francisco
and Los Angeles silly. It was Holland who
suggested that Marie \'alli, nee Margaret
Rose X'allikett, change her name to June
Knight.

So You Thought It Was Garbo?

^ ^^
Lf'^'^LAMPS
MAZDA
GENERA
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NOW, here's something that will surprise you. You saw Garbo in "Mata
Hari " (who didn't?) and maybe you thought
it was Garbo who did the dance before the

Javanese god (or maybe you were smart and
didn't think anything of the kind). Anyhow, that writhing figure wasn't Garbo at
all.
It was — oh, you've guessed! — June
Knight.
And when you saw Sally Filers cutting
ballroom capers in "Dance Team," you
weren't seeing Sally, but June Knight again.
.All this time, June was laboring under the
delusion that all she could do was dance
until one night Anson Weeks, the orchestra
leader at the San Francisco hotel where she
was dancing, asked her to sing with his
orchestra. June laughed. She had on a
little house dress, for she hadn't put on her
dancing costume yet. But Weeks insisted
and so, without even a spotlight on her, she
sang "Love for Sale" and everybody began
asking everybody else, "Who is doing the
singing?" She was good — and here, all this
time, she had not known she had a voice!
In Los Angeles she was engaged to be a
dancer in the Coast production of "Girl
Crazy," until one night the manager asked
her if she could learn the leading role — lines
and singing numbers, as well — o\er the
week-end. .And because June is that sort of
girl, she said she thought she could. She
got the part on Saturda>' at 11:30 P.M.
Tuesday evening, she opened and made only
one mistake.
After that June went to New "\'ork and
for the first time in her life didn't ha\e a job.
Six da>'s later Ziegfeld signed the dance
team for "Hot-Cha." One day later she
was in a hospital having her appendix taken
out. So that sort of put a stop to dancing,
but Ziegfeld told her she could have a part
in the show, instead, and while she was
recuperating the whole cast came to her
apartment and — with a little piano moved
in — she did the rehearsals in bed.
.After "Hot-Cha" closed, June got the
biggest break of her life — the ingenue lead
in "Take a Chance," one of Broadway's
few sell-out musical comedies, starring Jack
Haley.
.And one
song-and-dance
hit numbers
had ofherJune's
asking
whether she
should be cold and lovely like Garbo, or hot
and bothered-by-boy-friends like Lupe
\ elez — and doing swell imitations of both
as she asked.
Vou tocanletimagine
that the
weren't
going
a girl who
has movies
done all
these
things slip through their fingers. She now
has a contract with Universal and you'll be
seeing her soon on the screen — not as Miss
Confusion in Pink, not as Garbo, not as
Sally Eilers, but very much as June Knight.
.And that's the story of June's career. No
heartaches, no struggles, no sob stories. She
sang without a singing lesson and, instead
of hanging around movie casting offices,
begging for a job, she had a nice fat contract tossed in her lap. ^'essir, the professional that
life has worries
been smooth
the love life
June. sailing- — it's
For all her long career, she's still pretty
much of a crazy youngster. Because of her
large mouth, her friends call her "pelican"
— much to June's annoyance. She's a tall
girl — almost five feet five — and weighs one
hundred and fourteen pounds. Her voice — .
when she talks — is high-pitched, but when
she sings, it's as low as you feel the morning
after.
Blue is her favorite color, although she
doesn't care much for clothes. Simple
dresses she likes best. She's doublccjointed
and the range of her singing voice is four
and a half octaves. When she had a movie
test made, the little minx imitated Lupe
\'elez — wearing a black wig all the time —
and when the executives saw it they said,
"We want to see a test of June Knight —
we've seen Lupe \'elez!"
Or, anyhow, that's the story they tell.

Doug Is Courting Joan
Again
(Continued from page 71)
with her. I do not hold myself superior to
those other men, but neither are they superior to me. We are on equal footing. They
may have a slight ad\'antage in that what
they do and say will be nevj to Joan, while
my own ideas are familiar.
" But if she cared enough for me to marry
me four years ago," he added, "there is the
chance that I may regain that same confidence and afTection. That is the chance I
must take. A thing worth having is worth
fighting for.
fought I for
once;
willingly
fight Iagain.
onlyJoan
regret
thatI'llI
forgot to continue fighting to hold her companionship during our married life."
\\'ith
Doug'sthewords
still ringing
my
ears,
I visited
Brentwood
Heights inhome
in which Doug and Joan lived for nearly
four years. I found Joan helping their joint
business-manager arrange her husband's cancelled checks for income-tax purposes. This
surprised me.

Joan's Side of It

The one soap

DOUG and I are employing the same
secretary and business manager."
Joan explained. "I shall continue to help
him manage his affairs and invest his money
— he is so helpless about such matters. We
are not being di\"orced, you know — just
separated."
I told her of my long talk with Doug.
"All the things he says about our marriage turning into a convenience are true,"
she said. " I am like any other woman — I
hunger for romance; I want to be wanted.
I have been unhappy, not entirely because
of things my husband has done, btit because
of the things he has not done.
"I want Doug to court me again. I am
not interested in another man as yet. I love
my husband, despite contrary appearances.
I only want him to court me and be devoted to me as he did and was a few years
ago. Can a woman be censured for wanting
love?"
A huge box of red roses — deeper-thanblood-red roses — came to the house while I
was there. They were from Doug, and when
Joan opened them, two beautiful gardenias
rested on top of the roses. She opened the
box and read the card, then lifted the white
gardenias to smell their fragrance. I could
almost swear they lingered at her lips, but
I am not sure.
And now the courtship is under way. It
began the second night after their separation, when they had dinner together at
Joan's home. Here and there one may read
accounts of their appearances together — a
theatre, or a dinner, or one of the dance
resorts.

whose color is your promise
of skin loveHness
for it's olive oil that makes Palmolive green
Olive Oil is
the reason
Faithfully shown by
the size of this container isthe abundant
quantity of olive oil
that goes into every
cake of Palmolive.
Monsieur A. Varady
of Cleveland is one of
20,000 beauty experts
who endorse Palmolive, for this reason.

Doug's floral and telegraph bills are
mounting to startling figures — so high, in
fact, that Joan said to him, "Save your
money, Doug — don't send so many flowers."
A young man in love doesn't think of the
cost, however, and the flowers and gifts continue to arrive at Joan's door daily.
Doug is courting his wife again.

Bid You

Knoic

That—

Whether Joan intended it or not, the
announcement of the separation crowded
right off the front page the news that
maybe Garbo was returning?
And that all the curiosity about Garbo
had been whetted very neatly —with first
a report that she had sailed secretly for
America, and then a report that she
hadn't?
And that Joan has announced that she
wants to sell the Brentwood house that
she and Doug^iave occupied for three
years?

THE greatest boon to beauty throughout the
ages . . . Olive Oil — the one priceless standby
of beauty specialists everywhere! Never has its
equal been found — to care for and keep the lovely,
delicate texture of soft, smooth skin. And there's
your reason for Palmolive's worldwide success.
Olive oil makes Palmolive
green. That refreshing olivegreen color is your assurance —
your guarantee of olive oil's
beauty benefits. Its clean, wholesome odor tells you — here is
freedom from heavy perfumes.
Here also is freedom from artificial coloring — freedom from
bleaching agents. So
profit by the beauty
wisdom of centuries
— use Palmolive —

PALMO

the world's finest
beauty soap now at
the lowest price in
history.
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Ruth Chatterton
Tells
What's Wrong
With the
Movies
{Co7itinued from

llimLr(jTaLr
^ U ooiir
UpptrrtLmilli
THREE things make for beauty perfection
. . . lovely skin, beautiful teetfi and a
perfectly kept fiairdress . . . and the most
important of these is your hairdress, and
that's your greatest opportunity!!
Film stars and beautiful society leaders
everywhere a re distinguished for their hairdress perfection . . . and no wonder, for
most of them use HOLD-BOBS exclusively I!
Straight style and curved shape style
HOLD-BOBS are available everywhere in
colors to match every type of beauty. The
small, round heads are invisible in the hair;
the smooth ends 6re non-scratching,- the
flexible, tapered legs, one side crimped
keep every lock of hair securely in place.
Use HOLD-BOBS . . . insist upon them at
your hairdressers; they make a perfect
hairdress possible and keep it that way.
Made Only by
THE

HUMP
HAIRPIN
MFG.
COMPANY
Sol H. Goldberg, President
1518-36 Prairie Avenue,
Dept. M-6, Chicaso, III.
The Hump Hairpin MFg. Co. of Canada, Ltd.
St. Hyacinthe,
P. Q., Canada
Gold
and Silver

Metal

fo'il cards
identify
HOLD-BOBS
everyv'here . . . made in all sizes
to meet every requirenent.Also sold under
these

brand

names;

BOB-ETTES, CLIPPER. ETTES and
LOX'-THELOCKS.
FREE

SUPPLY

Ma il coupon for
sample card of
HOLD-BOBS
(specify color)
and

booklet, "The
FREE
Ouest...for
Beauty"

Stroigfil Sivie HOLD-BOB

T^SMALL.

INVISIBLE

HEADS.

Curved Shape Stylf
Copyright 1933 by The Hump HairpiD Mfg. Co.
The Hump Hairpin Mfg. Co.
Dept. M-6, Chicago, III.
Please send me free sample card of HOLD-BOBS
and the new booklet "The Quest for Beauty."
Name
Address

City
n Blonde
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D Gold

"Here in Hollywood, practically every
star is unhappy. No one can achieve greatness in an atmosphere of nagging and fussing— certainly not in a creative profession.
When I was making 'The Right to Lo\e,' I
received a letter from B. P. Schulberg, then
production chief of Paramount, telling me
what a great picture it was to date. Alore
recently, during 'The Rich Are Always
with Us,' Darryl Zanuck continually sent
notes over to my set, enthusiastically approving of the scenes completed. Both
these e.xpressions were inspiring — they were
an impetus to the best in me.
"Admittedly, a producer with seventy
pictures in the making and ten stars to consider can't do the babying personally. But
there is no reason why orders shouldn't be
gi\en to supervisors and directors, instructing them to mete out that encouragement
and commendation essential to an actor.
If anybody tells me I am grand and charming and doing well, it develops confidence
in me — it helps me give a performance. It
is the same with other players.
" I remember an incident during the making of ' Madame X.' Lionel Barrymore was
directing. An old actor had difficulty in
learning his lines. We had worked with him
for days, .^nd, finally, we decided he was
ready to do it. But during the actual taking of the scene, his memory failed. I was
determined that we would get through,
somehow. I fed him his lines — we struggled
along. And at last the atrocious scene was
over. I saw tears in his eyes. Knowing the
Barrymore temper, I waited ior the outburst— 1 thought I couldn't possibly bear
seeing this old man at the mercy of an irate
director.

Lionel Did the Right Thing
"T STARTED to walk oft' the set— and
X then seeing Barrymore approaching, 1
decided to go back, thinking that I might
do something to ease the blows. But Lionel
— product of the theatre, knowing exactly
what an actor needs and noting the tears in
the player's eyes — came o\"er, and put his
arm around the man's shoulders. The actor
quavered, 'I don't think 1 can do it, Mr.
Barrymore.' And Lionel said, 'Why, of
course, you can do it. You were great —
simply great. But listen, something went
wrong with the sound bo.x and we'll have to
do it again.' And on our next take he went
through it like a major. Barrymore had
given him the confidence and understanding he needed.
"Producers say stars are temperamental.
Of course, they are. That's what makes
great performances. That's the very quality that makes them actors.
"And even as motion picture executives
do not understand their players as stage
producers do, so do they err more often in
their estimates of audiences. If stars prove
successful in certain types of roles, producers
continue to cast them in pattern roles, stifling versatility. They hesitate to depart
from standard pictures, with one much like
the other in action and story and motivation.
" I have no personal quarrel with producers or with the movies — I am only impersonally discussing glaring faults. My
criticisms are an outsider's viewpoint, with
no definite knowledge of the problems that
confront producers. But certainly, if more
of those in power had vision, as certain ones
do, they would realize that public intelligence ison the upgrade; that audiences demand departures from the tried-and-true
formula entertainment. Too many aim at
box-office success only. They have an idea

that making
an artistic picture entails mak51)
ing adull and expensive picture.

Forgot Box-Office — and Succeeded
'" I HE
New
York Theatre Guild is a
JL shining e.xample of individualism.
They have presented and experimented
with unusual things. And they have been
successful
It isn'tontheBroadway,
bedroom
farce that financially.
has made money
but high comedy and fine drama. Why,
then,
shouldn't
motion picture producers
strive for
that achievement?
"It is this devotion to the box-office —
this conviction that a departure from standard will mean financial loss — that has retarded the progress of motion pictures. In
the last three years we have not advanced
at all, except technically. Some worthwhile pictures have been made, but so few
of them that their proportion is negligible.
Motion pictures are missing their mission
to be an eftectix'e force in our national life.
"You cannot industrialize the making of
screen plays. A machine-made product is
just that — with rough corners and raw
edges. Frequently, audiences wonder why
certain portions of a picture lack vitality
and
because
directors
have tempo.
retaken That's
one scene
scores fussy
of times
until
the nerve force of the players is depleted.
Often the too-long hours, which are the
result of the short shooting schedule, de\italize the characters — and the personality
of the actor falls before it reaches the
camera. In the silents, photography, story
and pantomime were all that mattered. But
in the talkies, dramatic intensity, voice and
energy are the telling factors. Cruelly-long
hours wash out a personality.
"Why it is cheaper to shoot a picture in
a hurry, working sixteen hours a day and
paying the high over-time rates, rather than
in the normal number of weeks — which will
permit the requisite rest for director and
cast — I have never been able to understand.
" Equally
is the too-long
schedule. Actors pernicious
become exhausted
and bored,
and lose interest in the characterization.
Certainly, producers can't make money on
amaking.
picture that has dragged months in the
"But studios seem to be short-sighted on
many matters. Directors — weary and worn
—notice,
are given
scriptshould
to shoot
twomonths
days'
when a they
have onhad
for preparation and some chance for relaxabetween
Players
know tion
from
daypictures.
to day what
theiroften
linesdon't
will
be, or the costumes demanded by their
roles.
"Instead of shooting a picture in continuity, itis chopped up — you are divorced
before
and neither
you die
before
the
loveyou're
scenes.married,
And thus
directors
nor players know whether characters are
being built and developed logically. Construction and characterization are important factors in making a picture move. If
a scene is a second too short or too long,
there is that dangerous gap which makes
audiences draw away from it.

Too Many Inexperienced Players
Hollywood
ANOTHE
. adds R
confusion
to the puzzle,
state ofwhich
the
movies, is the starring of immature actors —
of young girls and boys from behind soda
fountains and department store counters — ■
youngsters with no training to support their
effort, with no experience as a background
for their emotions. Eventually they become
obscure — to their own heart-break and to
the" Iproducer's
loss.
will be answered
in this criticism with

the fact that I was starred at eighteen. But
I had worked in stock for four years before
then — playing everything from children to
old women.
"We engage great authors and then refuse to use their brains. Producers tell
them what to write, and they— putting their
collective tongue in collecti\e cheek — turn
out what's demanded, take the studio's
money and go back to New York or Europe,
laughing their heads off at Holl>wood idiosyncrasies.
"There are, however, some novelists and
dramatists powerful enough not to take
orders. But they don't keep faith with the
men who hire them. They learn c|uickly the
acceptable pattern, deliver drivel, and then
go away without having contributed one
single thing to the screen. It is difficult to
cite one example of a famous w-riter w^ho has
really given something to the art of motion
pictures.
"I believe that much of the solution to
these startling wrongs lies in the adoption
of the unit system — a system whereby independent producers make indi\idual pictures and release them through the one parent company. Thus responsibility is centralized— it can be definitely placed. If
this practice were general, perhaps, picturemaking would become an art and not a
business.

a

V

Isn't ne t/iru/in^P

"Stars want to see good pictures made.
Many of them would appear in an artistic
picture for nothing, to reduce the financial
hazard of making a splendid production
which seemingly had no box-office future.
I have offered to do so. And I know many
others who have done the same. In that
way, we could prove whether the destiny of
motion pictures lies in a machine, or in the
portrayal of beautiful, artistic reality! And
there are producers who have the ability to
astound the world with their magic and
their brilliance, when they follow — not a
pattern, but an idea! If they could only do
so more often, who would ever ask, ' What's
Wrong With the Movies'?"

News and Gossip of the
Studios

A new batch of snapshots is a package full of excite-

{Continued from page jg)
Several screen favorites of the old silent days
are teasing her to teach them how to get
That Certain Something into their voices.
Five years ago, she gave up a promising
career on the stage to gamble on fame as a
radio actress. Radio was then in its wellknow-n infancy, but Elsie plaj-ed a hunch —
and now she has Hollywood on her trail.
Her soft, romantic voice has made her a star
with the Columbia Broadcasting System.
Maybe you've heard her in "The Magic
Voice" series. "Magic -voice is right!" says
envious Hollywood. And besides having a
glamourous voice, she has looks. (Maybe
you noticed, back on page 38.) Screen tests
also await her in Hollywood!
HERE
and there about Hollywood:
Now the rumor artists have it that
President Roose\'elt was plenty peeved
when the movies announced fifty per cent
pay cuts just when he was trying to give
business that "upswing" feeling .... And
Hollywood wonders if Mary Pickford and
Douglas Fairbanks went abroad to be far
from reporters when news of the CrawfordFairbanks split arose . . . According to Fox,
James Dunn and Sally Filers will not be
teamed again after "Hold Me Tight," the
reason being that "team" stories cramp the
style of one player or the other. . . . And
speaking of James Dunn, no one seems to
know just which Is on his mind — Maureen
0'Sulli\an or Boots Mallory.

ment . . . "Let me see" ... "I must have this one" . . . Plenty of fun
when the pictures were made. But what sport when the prints are
passed around!
Millions are finding new possibilities in snapshots — they use Kodak
Verichrome Film. It has really made picture-taking quite a different
thing. Easy positions — natural expressions — you get them with Verichrome. Because nobody need pose or face the sun. Dull days or bright,
just snap what you want. The pictures will turn out right. Try a roll of
Verichrome today! Eastman KodakCompany, Rochester, New York.

HOW

KODAK

VERICHROME

DOUBLE-GUARDS

,r-^

KODAK

SNAPSHOT

FILM
SUCCESS

• Verichrome is the double-coaled film. Two
sensitive coatings instead of one. One coating for dull light, another coating for bright
lisiht give Verichrome its amazing picturetaking range. In sun or shade, bright days
or dull, it double-guards your snapshots.

VERICHROME
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Is Marlene Dietrich in
Love for the Second Time?

/// *of

BEFORE

THE

I TtLL YOU, FRED,
MOST
SIMPLY

IM

WONDERFUL
PERFECT

EXQUISITE,

Ify ^^^f*

WEDDING

MARRYING

TWO YEARS
AFTER

{Continued from page 27)

THE SAME THING
HAPPENED
WITH
FRED AND ME TWO
YEARS AGO. 1 WAS
HEARTBROKEN...

THE

GIRL! SHE'S
SO
DAINTY, SO

NO, JANE, ROMANCE

SO.

NEVER

The time came when an injury to her hand
closed the door to a musical career. Acting
claimed her. Life was no longer terrifying —
itnature."
had little power to hurt her. She met it
with a figurati\e shrug of the shoulders.
Marriage came to her. There is no question that she has given a fine, loyal, abiding
affection to her husband, Rudolph Sieber,
young German director. Certainly, no child
is blessed with a more absorbing love than
Marlene showers on her daughter, Maria.
No service is too small — no effort is too
great. In a town where many- mothers leave
the details of their children's lives to servants, Alarlene has refused to recognize
that need. Maria's food is frequently prepared by her mother. She is brought to the
studio to lunch so that Marlene may have
an extra hour with her youngster.
We aren't drawing wrong deductions
when we say that the lo\e that Marlene has
given her husband, has been of a different
variety from that first flaming passion which
had such a signal effect on her life.

USTS ! BILL'S SO COOL AND
DISTANT NOW THAT SOMETIMES
1 COULD SIT DOWN AND CRY

.. .THEN

I FOUND

OUT

MY

BIG
MISTAKE, i'd let MYSELF
GROW SLACK_ ABOUT MY
CLOTHES,

MY

COMPLEXION

jane's right! LIFEBUOY
MAKES ONE FEEL SO MUCH
CLEANER AND FRESHER
THAN ORDINARY

I'd EVEN BEEN CARELESS
ABOUT "8.0."
SO I BRACED
UP_GOT
LIFEBUOY
AND ....

TOILET

MY

SKINS

drapes undrawn. The act was well-planned
for the disenchantment of an eager girl.
"She stood there — in the cold drizzle.
And couldn't tear her eyes away from that
window. Beauty was shattered before her
very eyes. Something in her must have died
then. A different Dietrich must have gone
away from that sight. When we learned
the details, we could well understand the
cool, impassive indifference that had replaced her questing, warming, vivacious

A LOT CLEARER,

TOO, i'lL NEVER
USE ANY
SOAP BUT LIFEBUOY NOW

SOAPS

Has Been the Same for Years
CERTAINLY,
she through
has remained
themarimpassive Dietrich
years of
riage and success. Certainly, nothing has
happened — until recently — which might
awaken her to the e.xuberance, and awareness, and humanness, that were hers at
seventeen.
Myths have arisen to explain that dead
calm of hers. Josef von Sternberg was the
Svengali to her Trilby. Her stolidity was
only an expression of her nationality. She
was homesick for her nati\e land. She hated
pictures. But not one of these reasons — in
the light of the revelations of this man who
had known her well — now hold.
It was this disillusioned Dietrich whom
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afford to take chances with "B.O." {body odor) !
Yet we must perspire. Pores give off a quart
of odor-causing waste daily. Guard against
offending — bathe regularly with Lifebuoy.
Its quickly-vanishing, extra-clean scent tells
you Lifebuoy is different from ordinary toilet
soaps! Its rich hygienic lather purifies and

WERE YOUR EARS
BURNING ? FRED
AND 1 HAVE BEEN
SAYING WHAT
WONDERFUL WIVES
WE HAVE
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Don't risk "B.O.

(body odor)

WERE YOUR EARS BURNING ?
JANE AND 1 HAVE BEEN TALKING
ABOUT THE WONDERFUL
HUSBANDS
WE HAVE

.^

deodorizes pores — stops "B.O."
Cloudy complexions clear
See how quickly your skin responds to
Lifebuoy's gentle, yet
thorough
cleansing —
fairly glows with new
healthy radiance. Adopt
Lifebuoy today.
A PRODUCT

OF LEVER

BROS.

CO.

von Sternberg discovered. She was, nevertheless, an arresting personality and brought
a vivid stimulant to the American screen.
But an enigma she remained. Nothing
bothered her very much. Interviewers
found themselves perplexed by her indifference. Even silly gossip, threats of kidnaping, troublous conflicts with her studio, and
the extremes of fortune — all of which have
come to her in Hollywood — have been met
by that characteristic shrug of hers.
She displayed that same apathetic unconcern to public opinion during the time when
she was rating yards of newspaper space
with her adoption of masculine attire. She
appeared at premieres, in shops, and at the
studio in men's tailored suits. \\'here another
woman would have made her famous legs a
public menace, she chose to hide them in
unintriguing trousers.
Hollywood's more impressionable denizens catapulted their legs into trousers, and
the war was on. To be, or not to be,
feminine? Marlene's tailored shoulders expressed complete indifference. She Vas indifferent even to Maurice Chevalier's reaction. It is said on good authority that he
had protested her adoption of the trouser
regalia for public appearances.
"I hate being conspicuous," said this shy
man. "Your pants make me so." And so a
hiatus in their friendship resulted.

It may well be recorded here that the
pants fad is a monument to the ingenuity
and briUiance of Tom Baily, the head of the
Paramount publicity department. Outside
of Garbo's silence, nothing has rated the
furore that the Dietrich pants have. He
advantageously capitalized her personal
preference to the point where it became a
subject of national discussion.
Meanwhile, Paramount and von Sternberg, Dietrich's mentor parted company.
And in excessive loyalty Marlene balked at
making a picture under other direction than
his. Finally, "The Song of Songs" was
chosen — with Rouben Mamoulian at the
directorial helm. Alarlene was pacified.

Took New

Interest in Life

BRIAN AHERNE, a strikingly handsome
chap and Katharine Cornell's leading
man in the celebrated stage play, "The
Barretts of Wimpole Street" — after withstanding flattering contract offers from
every studio — capitulated to Paramount's
offer to play opposite Marlene in this picture. Six feet two and a half inches tall,
slender, athletic with azure blue eyes and
brown hair, with an ascetic, typically British
face — he is the perfect foil for Marlene.
From the first, their evident interest in
each other excited comment. They lunched
together, sat together on the set. And the
remarkable thing was that Marlene — for the
first time in months — wore skirts. Tweedy,
tailored affairs. But still skirts. She sacrificed, in part, her splendid gesture of defiance to the world. Here, evidently, was
someone whose opinion counted.
Suddenly, we are conscious of a new Marlene Dietrich — no longer weary and restrained, but an ardent, young, voluble,
vital girl. Her face is alight with interest.
The outbursts of temperament that were
expected on this picture failed to materialize. She has definite ideas of what she
should, or should not do. But her attitude
is uncomplicated by the hysterical tantrums
that actresses employ to carry their point.
In the studio commissary — when Brian
Aherne and Marlene are lunching together
— their enjoyment of each other's society is
manifest. ^larlene chatters with the excitement of a child. She curls her legs under her,
or swings one restless foot. She might be a
girl of sixteen out for a holiday.

Feminine
is a Husband's

problem,

too!

health-factor

much easier for a man to get these facts.

in your wife's whole life! . . . Won't
you help her learn these truths

One method of feminine antisepsis stands
out above all others . . . approved for

which science has approved

years by the medical profession. It is the
simple use of the correct solution of

The

most

important

?

"Lysol" disinfectant ... by every married woman, regularly, unfailingly.

Change Shows in Picture
THERE is no question but that the
Marlene Dietrich of other days is gone.
The change in her personality is evident.
With the melting of her aloofness, she exhibits the vibrancy of elastic youth. Her face
is softer, sweeter. Her eyes are believing
again. And this transformation shows in
her work in "The Song of Songs."
And it is a role which a placid Dietrich
could never have played. In it are scenes
that are daring in the extreme. The scenario
writer has not minimized the passion that
flames through the original story by Herman
Sudermann. Witn ess the stage directions in
one section of the script — a scene in which
Marlene presumably poses in the nude for
the sculptor (Aherne) in the drama. It
reads: "Show as much of Dietrich's shoulders as the Hays office will permit."
In yet another scene, Marlene is shown
thrilling at the imagined touch of the artist
who is molding the torso of the statue.
What has caused this extraordinary alteration? A rather unhappy woman one
month — and a human, pulsing personality
the next? A nature like Dietrich's loses
scars slowly. Perhaps that first experience
of hers had hurt so deeply that only a
similar, vital situation could arouse her
from her lethargy.
To-day Hollywood is asking: Is this
NEW Dietrich the result of recaptured
youthful illusions through a new emotional
awakening?

antisepsis

It's easy {or you to side-step the question
of marriage hygiene. Easy to leave it
entirely to your wife.
But it's not easy to face the unhappiness
that follows, like fate, in the wake of
your neglect.

chlorine compounds . . . because "Lysol"
destroys germs even in the presence of
organic matter . . . Certain "watery"
chlorine antiseptics lose 95% and more
of their potency under such conditions.

Ignorant of the principles of feminine
hygiene, your wife
less fear. Nerves
Health fails. And
marriage becomes

"Lysol" is so much more effective than

is harried by a ceaserebel. Beauty fades.
the serenity of your
a thing of the past.

Don't leave this vital problem for your
wife to solve alone . . . It is aUvays so

And "Lysol" contains no free caustic
alkali. It is safe, soothing, and healing to
tender tissues.
The kindest thing you can ever do is to
persuade your
wife to adopt by
the "Lysol"
method,
recommended
leading

physicians.
Tell

your wife to send for this booklet
(Or fill in tier name and mail the coupon yourself)

LEHN&FINK,

Inc., Bloomfield, N.J . Dept. LK-6

Sole Distributors 0/ "Lysol" disinfectant
Please send me free, postpaid, a copy

of

your new booklet "Marriage Hygiene."
Na7neAddress^
©Lehn
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«5paac FRIENDS
<5<w2: DRESSES
Perspiration can Cost
You Both

How the Earthquake Affected
the Stars
{Continued from page 2q)
evening under the swaying, clinking chandelier of the Beverly Wilshire Gold Room.

Gable Still Wanted a Pipe
FIVE fifty-five P.M. seems to be a favorite
shopping hour with the movie stars.
Clark Gable was walking along the storebordered corridor in the Ambassador Hotel,
looking for a new pipe, when the 'quake set
the cocoanuts in the Grove above him rattling. He braced himself, waited till the
floor had stopped heaving — then went in
and chose his pipe!
John Boles puts the exact moment of the
'quake at five fifty-six. He knows, he says,
because he looked at his antique grandfather
clock which has been ticking for years and it
stopped at that instant. Speaks well for
John's
coolness!Tobin had just been taken
Genevieve
home in a car by Gene Raymond. She was
standing inside the hallway and Gene was
looking at her Scottie when an ominous
roar began. Gene smiled, and extended his
hand. "It's just an earthquake," said he
politely. "Won't you step outside?"
Neil Hamilton, his wife and several guests
were having a cocktail in the Hamilton
home when the cocktail shaker began to
function without human aid. They sat in
silence until quiet returned; then Neil spoke.
"Maybe that was needed to open the
banks," said he.
Lilyan Tashman says that a beauty parlor
is the funniest place to be in during an earthquake. "I had just paid my bill and was
about to turn to the door when the place

In less than ten minutes, underarm perspiration can defeat you socially and undermine
you financially!
It can defeat you socially, because the
unfortunate odor wrecks your charm and
distresses your friends. It can undermine
you financially, because the acids of perspiration stain and fade your dresses.

Odorono Protects your
Dresses and your Friendships
A famous physician developed the safe, sure
defense against perspiration and odor. Odorono prevents perspiration, as perspiration
must be prevented, if dresses and friendships
are to be saved! Greasy creams and sticks,
powders, perfumes and soaps may, at best,
get rid of odor temporarily. But Odorono
not only secures your charm. It spares your
clothes from early discard and your friendships from unhappy moments.
Choose with confidence the famous Odorono Regular (ruby red) or the newer Instant Odorono (colorless). Both now have
the original Odorono sanitary applicator.

ODORONO
REGULAR

V^WU""^
«S^'
'^

INSTANT
ODORONO

for use before retiring is for quick use — while
— gives 5 to 7 days' dressing or at any time,
complete protection.
1 to i days' protection.

ODORONO
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began to
quiver,"a motley
she laughs.
the
booths
disgorged
crowd "Then
of women
in mud packs, women in facial creams,
women with hair half-curled, and women
with hair screwed into permanent wave
cylinders. They zoomed down on me in a
mad race for the door, and, frightened as I
Alarlene
Dietrich
was,
I had to
laugh —was" in the act of signing
a photograph for Travis Banton, Paramount
fashion designer. She had written as far as
the first "e" in Marlene, when the shock
sent her pen flying across the picture in a
long line. After the 'quake had subsided,
Travis returned to the set, intending to recapture the picture with its unfinished autograph as a souvenir
of the
Imagine
his amazement
when
he 'quake.
found Marlene
there before him, calmly completing the
signing of her name!

Marlene Went on Working
"' I 'HE Song of Songs," by the way, was
JL the only picture which went on shooting after the
'quake.
All theforother
starsof and
directors
knocked
off work
the rest
the
day, but Marlene seems to have no nerves.
However, she did keep going to the telephone, trying to get her Santa Monica house
to be sure that her little girl was all right.
The wires being down, it was an hour before
she learned that ^Nlaria was delighted with
the charming motion of a real earthquake.
Joan Crawford was alone in her lix'ing
room, reading "Ann Vickers, " when the
house began to shake. Paralyzed with terror,
Joan cowered in her chair till her gardener
dashed in and dragged her onto the lawn.
A few minutes later, her terror was increased by a message from Douglas Fairbanks, Jr's., company on location at Long
Beach. "There has been a terrible accident,
but Mr. Fairbanks is not hurt and tells his
wife not to worry," said a trembling voice.
Doug, home two hours late for dinner, was
amazed by the message, as the company had
not even stopped shooting during the
tremor.
(The Crawford-Fairbanks separa-

tion had not yet taken effect at that time.)
Edmund Lowe, Janet Gaynor, and Henry
Garat were all in different Fox projection
rooms
5:55 P.M.,
at the
day's
rushes.at Henry
Garat looking
had just
begun
to
sing on the screen when a horrible roar came,
apparently from the screen, itself. As they
filed out, shaken and a trifle seasick, Garat
laughed feebly, " I 'ad no idea my firs' EenglishRobert
song would
sound likewas
that!"
said.
Montgomery
just hestepping
into his car to go to Long Beach for a preof his hmi
picture,
"Hell Below,
"when The
the
shock viewsent
backward
to the lawn.
Metro publicity man who had gone ahead
to the beach town to supervise the preview
was patrons
dining of
early
the 'quake
all
the
the when
restaurant
into the sent
street.
The side of a store crashed just as he
reached the street, burying him in bricks and
he was badly injured.
Adolphe Menjou, at 5:55 P.M., was in the
office of his attorney on the fifth floor of the
Taft Building, making out his income tax,
when the fifteen-story building swayed from
side to side. Under his very eyes, the ceiling
and walls of the office broke into huge cracks
while the office boy shouted, "We're going

Carole Trapped in Tight Gown

over sure!" LOMBARD doesn't believe in
/^AROLE
V / pants for women, but admits it might
be the right attire for earthquakes. Carole
had just donned a sheath gown in the wardrobe department of Paramount when the
floor quivered. Her gown was so tight that
Carole couldn't
save herself and fell straight
forward
on the floor.
At 5:55 P.M., the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences was in session in
their hall at the Roosevelt Hotel to discuss
the proposed salary cut. Conrad Nagel was
speaking when the pictures leaped oft the
walls. In stunned silence, the Academy
members sat motionless till the 'quake subsided. Then the telephone rang. A thunderous voice roared into the room, "This is
God!" it said. "That was a small sample of
what will happen if the cut goes through!"
Norman Krasna, scenario writer, wouldn't
let asense
smallof thing
his
humor.like a 'quake interfere with
Stuart Erwin had just started home from
the studio. He was stopping at the corner
of \'ine and Melrose for a trafiic light when
the 'quake came. A motorist just ahead of
him leaped out of the car, shaking his fist
angrily. "I'll teach you to bump into me
like that !" he shouted.
Brian Aherne was working alone on the
set
of "The
of Songs"
when ofthemind,
'quake
came.
With Song
admirable
presence
he
threw his arms around the nude statue of
Marlene Dietrich, made for this picture at
a cost of ten thousand dollars by an Italian
sculptor, undoubtedly saving it from being
dashed to pieces.
Fox Films had invited the press to see a
preview of "Pleasure Cruise" on a French
steamship in Long Beach harbor that evening. Itwas called off and the three hundred
elaborate dinners prepared for the hungry
newspaper and magazine critics were distributed to the homeless at Long Beach.

Was Adrienne's Face Red?
ADRIENNE AMES was dressing to go
. out She
to dinner
(we didn't
with
whom).
was making
up her learn
lips when
the 'quake struck her luxurious Beverly
Hills house and sent her lipstick across her
cheek. As Adrienne rushed downstairs to
see whether the servants were all right, the
cook observed what was apparently a crim-

son gash across her mistress' cheek and
promptly had hysterics!
Studio firemen at Paramount, rushing
about the stages to observe possible damage, were shocked to find the set of "International House" in complete ruins, vases
shattered, furniture tipped over and the
hotel lobby in ruins. Later they learned
that it was the small auto driven by W. C.
Fields about the set — and not the 'quake —
which had caused the damage.
There was a wild rumor that a tidal wave
was coming. J. Farrell IMacUonald, his
coolness and his sense of humor intact, said,
"Well, the best place to see that is at the
beach!"
The studio sets are especially dangerous
places to be at the time of an earthquake as
the heavy Kliegs and arc lights are likely to
topple down on the players. Consequently,
at the first tremor of the earth, everybody
rushed out into the open. At Metro, however, the shock disturbed the electrical machinery operating the studio doors and they
were jammed shut, leaving the occupants
imprisoned in complete darkness for a few
nerve-shattering moments. At Paramount,
a sound recorder reached instinctively for
his apparatus to shut it off at the first rumble, then on inspiration turned the amplifier
on full force. As a result, he caught the first
sound record ever made of an earthquake, a
sudden deep and foreboding rumbling, a
scream, shouts of "Earthquake!" then the
roar of the full 'quake, the rattling of falling
equipment.

the secret
lovely skin
She keeps it clear and smooth
by eating this new easy-to-take
type of pure yeast.
Read how this corrective food
ends ugly spots and blemishes.
A LOVELY
that's what
men skin
admire firstskin—
in a woman.
Is your
clear and smooth? Is your complexion fresh
and radiant? If not, try eating this new
type, scientifically pasteurized yeast.
Skin troubles, says medical science, are
nearly always caused by constipation or a
run-down nervous condition. To combat
these causes of bad skin you need to enrich
your diet with certain nutritive elements.
In many of our most common foods these
elements are entirely lacking.
Yeast Foam Tablets contain concentrated
stores of these corrective substances. These
tablets are pure yeast and picre yeast is the
richest known food source of the vitamins
B and G.

Freddie Stayed Nonchalant
FREDRIC MARCH was lighting; a cigarette, while standing on the sidelines,
watching them shoot a scene in "A Bedtime Story." He feels rather proud of himself that he managed to make contact with
his light. Then, remembering that Florence
Eldridge, his wife, was at the beach visiting
friends, when he heard a hysterical stenographer shouting "the beach towns are in
ruins!" he rushed to the 'phone. It was a
half-hour before Florence finally called his
dressing-room to say that she had been riding in a car and missed the feeling of the
'quake entirely.
Norman Foster was riding along Sunset
Boulevard. He did not feel anything, but
was amazed to see office buildings disgorging
crowds of white-faced, excited men and
women.

These precious elements strengthen the
digestive and intestinal organs. They fortify
your weakened nervous system. With the
true causes of your trouble corrected, your
skin clears up. Eruptions and blemishes
vanish. Your complexion becomes fresh and
glowing.
These results you get with a food, not a
drug. Yeast Foam Tablets are nothing but
pure yeast pressed into convenient, easy-totake form. A scientific toasting process gives
this yeast a delicious, nut-like flavor. It
cannot cause gas or discomfort.
This yeast is used by various laboratories
of the United States government and by
many leading American universities in their
vitamin research.
The 10-day bottle costs only 50c at any
druggist's. Get one today. Then watch the
steady improvement in the way you feel
and look!

"Slim" Summerville was playing with his
baby in the living room of his new Laguna
Beach house. The fireplace fell into the
room at 5:55 P.M., and "Slim" seized his wife
and baby and rushed to his car and drove
like mad back to Hollywood, evidently believing Hollywood had stood so many
shocks that an earthquake couldn't move it.
They didn't go back for several days to see
what else happened to their house.
Ken Maynard and his wife were sitting
down to an early dinner at a friend's house,
preparatory to going places to dance. The
maid spilled the consomme on Ken. Then
the Maynards suddenly remembered a
house guest at their own home, left with a
headache. They and their hosts rushed to
the car and left dinner uneaten, while they
returned home. The Maynards, unable to
sleep through the successive milder shocks,
went to the airport and flew all night, considering the sky safer than the earth at the
moment.
At 5:55 P.M., Tom Brown was taking a
bath at home. He was almost drowned,
when the 'quake raised huge waves in the
tub, and heard his father and mother rushing outdoors. Starting to follow, Tom
remembered his unclad state, and philosophically got back into the tub and finished his bath, earthquake or no earthquake.
But, after all, the earthquake of March
10 didn't rock Hollywood half as hard as
the salary cuts of March 8 !
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If Hollywood Failed, Stars Would Still Eat
{Continued from pageji)
John Barrymore used to do cartoons for a
New York newspaper; Hardie Albright was
cartoonist on a Pittsburgh daily; Jean
Hersholt was a painter and sculptor before
he became an actor, and still "keeps his
hand in." Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. has had
some sketches published; James Cagney is
an expert at drawing and declares he would
go in for commercial art and perhaps for
magazine illustration. Una O'Connor has
made remarkably clever busts of Noel
Coward and other famous people, and
Harry Langdon's work in clay is favorably
commented upon. Chester Morris studied
art for several years, too.
Artists seemed to do a good deal of starving
in garrets in the old days, but now we have
leading illustrators who are reported to earn
as much as $50,000 a year. Of course,
that might look like a drop in a bucket to
some screen stars accustomed to drawing
down $5,000 a week. But maybe they could
adjust themselves to it.
Closing studio gates wouldn't mean much
to Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Fairbanks, Sr.
Doug and Mary ha\e a ranch of several
thousand acres down at Rancho Santa Fe,
where they could live in the manner of early
California grandees. Already, choice avocado groves are in bearing and the Fairbankses have been experimenting with
\arieties of unusual fruits. They could
cater to the luxury trade.
Speaking of ranches, Gary Cooper, Joel

Airplanes and dirigibles clear the
skies. You're so clear-headed and keen
and steady when your digestion is
right that you feel as though you could
place your ball on the tip of the moon.
But it's surprising how many men are
handicapped by a little indigestion
and yet never guess what's wrong.
Beeman's is great for just such cases.
Lots of healthy people chew it regularly. It's a pleasant habit, the flavor
is so delicious.
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AlcCrea,
X'ictor
McLaglen,
Filers
and Bill
HootBoyd,
Gibson,
Clara
Bow and Sally
Rex
Bell all own them.
Gar>' might run his as a dude ranch, but
Joel, who has recently bought one within
three hours' distance from Hollywood,
declares his would be "just a he-man,
horse
Sallyandandcattle
Hootranch."
already ha\e theirs on a
profitable basis, and Clara has demonstrated
that she can be happy on hers for a year at
a time.
Bill Boyd and X'ictor McLaglen think
that's no record — that anybody who didn't
like ranch life would be cuh-razy.
Anyway, it would be hard to starve on a
ranch — even if you called it a farm or a
plantation.

There's Money in Antiques
NILS ASTHER confides that his secret
ambition is to be a dealer in antiques.
Hi, William Haines! Is there anything in
an antique shop? Bill earned more than a
hundred thousand last year with his, we
hear. star.
That's almost as good as being a
movie
Walter Huston's former profession was
that of mechanical engineer; Otto Kruger
was a telephone technician; and Diana
W'ynyard studied to be a domestic science
teacher.
Mechanical engineers seldom get more

stance Bennett has written — and sold —
poetry
under
a nom-de-pliime.
Louise Closser
Hale has had ten novels
published, as well as numerous short
stories. Clive Brook was a newspaper
man and used to sell short stories in England, and George Arliss' autobiography,
"Up the Years from Bloomsbury," was a
best-seller. Wera Engels, who has Continental fame as a short-story writer, is now
engaged on a diary of her experiences in
Hollywood and a Berlin publishing concern
is negotiating with her for the release of
the work. Roland Young's volume of
sketches and verse, "Not for Children," has
been notably successful. Will Rogers makes
a handsome living on the side from newspaper writings.

Three New Careers for Girls

THREE of our blonde beauties have odd
choices in "other careers." Bette Davis
states that she is the only woman who ever
qualified as a lifeguard at fashionable
Ogunquit Beach, Maine. Tala Birell
trained to be an automobile racer and knows
all there is to know about automobiles.
And Wynne Gibson thinks she'd probably
make more "playing cards for money," but
she would go out as a female golf professional "because it's a more activ^e life."
Irene Dunne, the best woman golfer in
Hollywood, might also give a thought to
such a career.
Leslie Howard and Richard Dix once
worked in banks. Maybe, with all their
experience in handling big sums of money,
they could become tellers. Charles Butterworth and Ralph Morgan, if necessity
demanded, could go back to the practice of
law. Clark Gable could choose between oil
drilling and car repairing; Bruce Cabot also
knows the oil drilling job. Maurice Che\alier was once an apprentice carpenter and
an apprentice electrician — and maybe he
could hit the nail on the head or make the
wires hum again.
Buddy Rogers, Lew Ayres and Jimmy
Durante could easily find jobs in jazz
orchestras. Johnny Weissmuller and Buster
Crabbe could become swimming instructors,
and Eleanor Holm could become an instructress. And Richard Arlen, who once did
teach swimming, might do so again. Joe
E. Brown, who once played big-league baseball and now owns a part-interest in the
Kansas City Club, might coach baseball.
George O'Brien, ex-boxing champion of the
Navy, might coach boxing. Barbara Stanwyck could go back to a telephone switchboard— -and thrill all callers with that
voice. Cary Grant could always fall back on
stilt-walking, which he once did for a living.

Ruth Would Depend on George
GEORGE
hasandtraveled
thousand BRENT
miles by air
would gofifty
in
for aviation if the screen failed him. Ruth

than
a month; made
a telephone
check $200
is sometimes
out for technician's
$15 a week
and sometimes for as high as S75; domestic
science teachers begin at $125 a month.
Dear, dear, their budgets would have to be
rearranged at this rate!
Many actors write. I mean, really write
and get paid for it. And you know Edna
Ferber and George S. Kaufman got $110,000

Chatterton, his wife, doesn't know how to
do anything but act, so she would have to
live on his salary, too. How much would
that be? Anything like his present stipend
— even if he took up stunt-flying? Well,
George's tastes, fortunately, are simple.
Ben Lyon and Richard Arlen are two other
actors who know their flying.

for the screen rights to "Dinner at Eight."
Maybe
Landi
$I 10,000and
—
but
she Elissa
has had
threecouldn't
novels get
published
she has just finished a fourth; also she composed that song she played in "The MasNorman Foster has written a number of
plays,
and some have been produced.
querader."
Leslie
Howard, who is also a successful
playwright, sells stuff to literary magazines,
and so does Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. Con-

If Fredric March couldn't get back into
banking — he had a good job in the foreign
department of J. P. Morgan and Company
once — he could pose for magazine^ illustrators, as he used to do. He and Neil Hamilton were two of the original "Collar Ad
Neil thinks he was paid $6 a day for
posing; he got about the same in the Ford
factory in Detroit. Neil also worked in a
cigar store and sold newspaper advertising.
Types."
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But his salary ne\er ran into four figures
until he became a star.
Gail Patrick insists that her chief ambition, now and until achieved, is to become Governor of Alabama, so if the studios
shut their doors she will go into politics.
I don't know what the governor of Alabama
gets, do you?
Charles Mack, of JMoran and Mack,
would go in for building houses. He has
four completed out of the eighty-four he
intends to build on his property. Each
house will be of Xormand>' design and will
contain special impro\-enients invented b>Mack. Some of those already installed include: adjustable lights on dressing mirrors, concealed telephones, ice water circulating to every room, built-in beds with
night lamps guaranteed not to tip o\er,
greenhouses heated by sun rays e\-en in zero
weather. Maybe realtors and landlords
aren't doing so well just now, but anybody
would like to live out at Charlie Mack's!

Back to Their Typewriters?
DOROTHY WILSON, so recently risen
from a place at a stenographer's desk,
could go back to it without too much perturbation. Unless she preferred to take up
g. Dorothy has knitted se\-en
knittin
hand
berets, four sweaters and several collars in
the past few months.
Other one-time secretaries include Janet
Gaynor and Ann Harding. Neither of them
don't
Besides,
liked typing.
make
more than
S35 a stenographers
week nowadays. So
what?
Marie Dressier has always vowed that,
if all else failed, she could be a successful
cook. Anyone who has ever tasted her
cooking heartily agrees. And Marie could
command as much as S45 a week and her
keep
every ourselves!
Thursday out! We'd give
her a and
reference,
Warner Baxter once sold automobile insurance. Garbo once modeled millinery.
And Charles Laughton once tended a hotel
desk in London.
Cooks, insurance men, millinery models
and hotel clerks can seldom afford 865,000
homes, mountain and beach cottages, and
trips
Europe
every year. But it's nice to
have to
a meal
ticket.
Talking of meal tickets, I suppose Peggy
Hopkins Joyce will just have to run out and
get married again.
Bebe Daniels knows exactly what she
will do, in case of a shut-down, for she's
going Holh^vood
to do it, anyway*.
She's
planningtour
to
leave
shortly for
a concert
of Europe, starting in Spain, where she will
sing in English, French and Spanish.
Ramon Novarro would do likewise — and. in
fact, is doing likewise. So is Jeanette
MacDonald. Doris Kenyon also is well
known to the concert public. John Boles
could earn a very good living via concert
tours. Marlene Dietrich and Betty Compson are ex-violinists. They might also step
on the concert stages.
But there are others whose training for
their
choice would
of career
isn't
WarrennewWilliam
like to
be complete.
a marine
engineer. Edward G. Robinson would like
to be a teacher. Preston Foster would like
to be a newspaperman. And Spencer Tracy
thinks it would be fine to breed polo ponies.
Tom Brown would take a law course, for,
says Tom. naively, " A good lawyer must be
a good actor."
Let's for
hopethese
theyambitions.
have money enough to
prepare
"If the screen failed me and I had to do
something else," observes Harold Lloyd,
"the only thing I can think of is magic.
I used to be a very good magician, if I saj- so
myself. What does it pay?"
And if hard times came along — who
knows? Many a "bachelor girl" might
marry.
Oh no, actors won't starve!
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Retire? Gloria Swanson
Wouldn't Think of It!
[Continued from page 57)

JILL
ESMOND
RADIO
PICTURES

STAR

ENTICING
EYES!
This new Beauty Trick
gives them to you . . .
• DARK, heavy lashes give your eyes that
certain "appeal," — that sparkle and glamor so fascinating to men. But men dislike"made-up"lashes,heavy with mascara.
Winx — the NEW type mascara — always gives a completely NATURAL
effect. It makes lashes look rich, dark
and silken-soft. It goes on evenly. It stays
on evenly. Never smears or flecks off.
Try this new beauty trick. Two forms —
Liquid Winx, waterproof. Cake Winx, in
the metal compact.
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muddy sskin,
^ Once
B
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f ' les
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actually homely, until she
•''"'iBi^ learned of a deli~^^
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white Golden
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discovery
brought out the
hidden natural
whiteness of her
^skin
■ days! in
And three
now,
I in only
ten minutes a week,
this
same cream keeps
her skin always
dazzling white.
No more redness,
sallowness or freckles ; blackheads and blemishes
never bother her. Try a jar of Golden Peacock
Bleach Creme yourself — at any drug store or
department store toilet counter.
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instead of box-office records. She has the
dash, the daring of the pioneer. And the
restless spirit and the strong heart, as well.
More, perhaps, than any figure in the
industry, the tiny, slender, well-shod feet of
Glorious Gloria have trod new paths and
blazed new trails. She tossed aside fortunes
to make pictures her own way. Three
hundred and fifty thousand dollars is a
fortune any old time. And that is the sum
that was offered her per picture, and which
she declined to go a-pioneering as a starproducer.
Impressed with the idea that a new background, a certain fresh feeling, a different
outlook might enhance the entertainment
quality of pictures made in a locale other
than ffollywood, Gloria sailed the seas to
England to produce a picture there. She
experienced the difficulties of all pioneers in
green pastures. But she is still enthusiastic
about her experience with "Perfect Understanding," and over the potentialities for
making pictures abroad for international
release. She was abroad for almost eighteen
months.
"Air travel, radio, trans-continental telephone, all combine to make the world
physically smaller. Where the transmission
of an idea once took months, it now takes
seconds. We are nearer Europe, and growing closer every day. Our British cousins,
so-called, are really far closer relations.
And the time will come when the AngloAmerican understanding will be shared by
Continental nations, and even our Asiatic
neighbors will be just around the corner.

Sees Big Chance for Movies
"/CONSIDERING this," Gloria conV-> tinued, " 1 think it is about time
motion pictures became imbued with an
international fla\or. They, more than any
other medium, are international in character, because all the world understands a
picture, especially a motion picture. And
whether the actual filming is done in Hollywood, London, Joinville, Tifliz, Berlin or
Timbuctoo, if it is endowed with a quality
that makes for uni\ersal appeal, the peoples
of the world may enjoy it side by side. I
might add, 'in Perfect Understanding' — •
but I'll let United .Artists do the advertising!
"Right now, I think that America is
technically to the forefront in film-making.
But there is no reason why her technicians
may not spread the gospel of engineering
ethciency abroad, so that there may be a
sort of merger between the nations which,
as the old circus billboards used to say, will
combine the best features of both. There
are many ad\-antages in making pictures
over there that offset what disadvantages
exist.
"1 think, perhaps, that it is because we
are a comparatively new nation that we have
the
'git-up-and-git
' quality Over
that
aids energy,
so in the
speedy
accomplishment.
there, things have been going on for so long,
it is a bit difficult to realize a necessity for
hurry. After all, you have only to see the
old Roman walls and roads in picturesque
England to realize that days have been
coming and going for centuries. There's
more to the term 'Old England' than mere
affection. It stands for something. Something that England is proud about. An
ancient heritage that makes it hard to
understand that a film must be finished today when there is a tomorrow.
"Maybe the attitude may be explained
by my conversation with a grand, old
gardener on the estate of an English friend
of mine. He was busy rolling the velvety
lawns, which were smooth as a baby's hand.

1 had in mind my own California grass and
asked him how the English lawns attained
such perfection. 'Well, milady,' he said,
'fust you plant the seed, then you water it,
and when the grass grows, you roll it for
about five hundred years!'

I got the idea!"

A Pioneer Parent, Too

AS

Gloria was called to a particularly
persistent telephone, I noticed a flowerflanked frame containing photographs of
little Gloria, and Joseph and Bridget, the
year-old baby. And 1 recalled that their
mother's pioneering instinct entered even
into her personal and most private life.
She made it fashionable to have babies in
Hollywood. And to have them without
deception, pretense or apology. When the
little Farmer-ette was coming, her mother
was more madly happy than over any
Swanson super-production, and rather than
hide the approaching fact, she shouted it
from London housetops.
Of course, she adores children, with the
unadulterated maternal instinct of utter
femininity. Bridget is very much a part
and parcel of her romance with Michael
Farmer. For despite a certain pristine
mental quality, an ability to make quick
decisions, an unqualified self-reliance, and a
courageous determination that smack of
masculinity, Gloria personifies womanhood
through and through. The finest type of
womanhood that America has developed.
Perhaps that's why this Big Business girl,
this feminine Alexander, is fond of men and
fond of children.
Right now little Gloria, and Joseph and
the little shamrock, Bridget, are abroad.
The older children are in a school selected
after a close scrutiny of many by their
mother, and the baby's lullabies are sung
by skilled nurses while the mother devotes
herself to the cares and worries that come
with achievement. For being Big Business
isn't all skittles-and-beer nor bubble-andsqueak. There are investments, and interests, and mortgages,
— don't
forget —
taxes, annoyances
of and
which
we dimeless
dodos know nothing.
"There are a number of things," Gloria
declared, "that must be straightened out
before 1 contemplate the next step. When
the time comes, and the sooner the better,
that next step may be acting, producing, or
both. There must be activity in my life, of
that I assure you. Just give me nothing to
do for any length of time, and you may as
well call the wagon and lock me up, because
I'll be stark, staring mad. I've always had
a full life — and, please Heaven, 1 shall conWith Michael, and the babies, pictures
and distribution problems, conferences,
photographers, reporters, the constantly
jangling telephone, radio offers, stage offers,
motion picture propositions, telegrams and
tinue."going and coming, luncheons, teas,
cables
cocktail-hours, dinners, theatres, suppers,
not to mention modistes — (for Gloria "Buys
-American") — it did look like a full life.
But, take Gloria's word for it, this is only a
rest period, a lull between two pioneering
storms. A continuation of a honeymoon
that still shines with mellow beneficence.

Explaining Their Happiness
"TT'S because we're so much alike," said
J Gloria
aboutsillythat
honeymoon.
"I
think
it is a little
to think
that opposite
types get along well together. Michael and I
are
alike.minds
We'reof our
the
same happy
sort ofbecause
persons.we're
We have
own, and decided, definite ideas.
I think

we're distinct, definite personalities. But
we like to do the same things. We like the
same people. Thus, while we maintain our
individualities, we blend well together,
enjoy ourselves and one another. Perhaps
the keynote to both our personalities lies in a
love of activity. I have my ambitions,
Michael his, and each of us is interested in

/ A.^ .aJ^^o^

both."
This Michael Farmer in whom Gloria has
found romance and happiness has all the
Celtic charm indicated by his name and
lineage. Broad-shouldered, slim-hipped, he
has the ruddy skin of an out-of-doors chap.
He wears tweeds that become his slender
cleanliness. And he speaks with a touch of
brogue, not. the "flannel-mouth" variety of
the peasant, but the soft, melodious, slightly
Anglicized accent prevalent in the cultured
Irishman — the son of a " County Family."
Indeed, Michael is just that type. It's
odds-on that he's a fine horseman, but
whether counter
oron the
no, Celtic
he's the
heathtype
as you'll
master enof

Ucr -Co-v-iz^ jr^^~^

some famous hunt. He is the "young lord,"
the "country squire," clear-eyed, cleanlimbed, an easy laugher, and a good lover.
And for all his grace, savoir faire and cosmopolitan sophistication, still a bit shy
and more than a bit modest. A dashing
Irishman of a breed that is the darling of
the world of men — as well as women.
Michael, too, is interested in motion pictures. But, and he blushes as he throws up
his hands, not as an actor. The business of
re-takes was the undoing of the movies, so
far as Squire Farmer is concerned. He saw
Gloria do scenes over and over and over,
and some of his own sequences in "Perfect
Understanding" were repeated so often
that he muttered black Gaelic curses against
such follies as a Cork man strutting before
such silly contraptions as lights and cameras.
"But," Michael told me, "I think there
are great chances in the production end of
the business. Indeed, now, if I were the
'Millionaire Irish Sportsman' the newspapers had me, my sport would be production. I've learned a lot about it while
Gloria was making this last one — and I'm
going to learn a lot more. It shouldn't take
a man forever to learn, and I'm hoping that
I'll soon know enough to be of value. As a
matter of fact, I have some offers now that
look encouraging. No acting, though. I've
made my debut and my farewell appearance
as a thespian in ' Perfect Understanding.' "
And Gloria smiles admiration and approval— for here is a man to stand on his
own two good feet, shoulder his way through,
put up a good two-fisted fight for his lady
if necessary, and ready for a frolic at the
drop of a cawbeen. The indication is that
he appreciates the bride he has won, and
that his happiness lies much in bringing
happiness to her.
Gloria deserves it. Her dazzling career
hasn't been without tragedy. There have
been moments of heartache, disappointment, betrayal. But as she, herself, puts it,
"when these things come, there's a wrench
in my heart — and then that door is closed
forever." She wastes no time in vain regrets and idle tears. When a day is done,
her eyes look for the new sunrise. That tiptilted nose of hers is in the air. Her head is
up. Her shoulders back. Another day.
Another triumph. Another world to conquer.
On arriving in New York, she told ship
news reporters, who asked her when she was
going to make another picture, "Sometimes
I get tired of pictures and think of giving
them up. But then somebody comes along,
talking about a new studio or a new play,
and my ears go up like an old circus horse
smelling the sawdust." And that just about
sums up Glorious Gloria, the feminine counterpart ofAlexander, the Great — never content to rest on laurels already won. Gloria
Swanson, Pioneer of Pictures.
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This year there's more to a wave than waves. You must also have curls . . . Permanent curls — framing the face, softening the neckline, peeping out beneath your
hat. Not every waving method can give both permanent waves and indestructible curls!
Eugene, alone, by the invention of Reverse-spiral Winding and the new Reversespiral Sachet, gives hairdressers the means to assure a profusion of permanent
curls in addition to natural, rolling permanent waves.
Smart hairdressers know all about these new and revolutionary improvements
that insure perfect results. Any woman, with hair of any texture or color, may sit
for a Eugene wave, serenely confident that it will be a beautiful permanent — and
permanently beautiful.
There's no mistaking the genuine Eugene Wave. Each Eugene Sachet (or
waving wrapper) is identified by the Eugene Trade Mark figure, "The Goddess
of the Wave." Look for it on each Sachet. Permit no substitutes. Remember,
it's your hair — you're the one to be pleased. . . Eugene, Ltd., New York and Paris.
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Wise old Plutarch, the ancient Greek philosopher, said : "The soul of a man in love is full of perfumes and sweet odors. " A clever, modern woman,
reading between the lines, knows that a man loves
a woman best when she is sweet and dainty.
Modern women , for this reason, depend upon Dew
to protect themselves and their garments from
perspiration stains and odor. With its improvfd,
sanitary applicator, Dew may be applied in a
moment. It dries at once — takes effect immediately. Keep the beautiful flask on your dressing table as a reminder. Dew will not irritate the
skin or injure fragile fabrics when the simple directions are followed.
A confidential booklet about the relationship of
love, pleasant scents and disagreeable odors
will be sent free. Mail the coupon today. Marion
Lambert, Inc., St. Louis 'Toronto.
(Dsw instantly and completely deodorizes sanitary napkins)

You Can't Win in the Movies
If You Don'
t Take Chances
{Continued from page 55)
Mayer, Thalberg, Lasky, Zukor,
Laemmle, Goldwyn, the Warners— they're all
takers of "long chances." They have to be
shrewd, tight-lipped plungers, who are willing
to risk millions on their decisions — for they
deal in a commodity that lacks a definite,
calculable market. The shoe manufacturer,
if he's a clever business man, can forecast his market with some certainty. He
deals in a necessity. But who can accurately
pre-determine so intangible a thing as the
public taste in screen entertainment, or the
reception that will be accorded an expensive
player? How were the Warners to be
positive, when they produced the first
talkie, that they would remake the entire
industry and win great power and great

out the public taste. "Strange Interlude"
and "The Guardsman" were Metro's prestige pictures of the last two years. Both
were risky investments, but both proved
winners, though not box-office smashes.

wealth? They were taking "a long chance."
Cecil B. De Mille's entire career has been
punctuated by nervy gambles. It is his
creed to be individual, to strive for big

direct,
and Ayres,
accepted
an leading
obscure
player, Lew
for the
role."bit"
Incidentally, Milestone knowingly risked
his entire career by accepting the job. The
picture was gargantuan — a failure would
draw enough attention to damn him for all
time in Hollywood. Lew Ayres faced the
same risk, but he was accustomed to taking
long chances. He had gone hungry for
weeks at a time while waiting for his break,
and once his fortunes had reached so low
an ebb that he packed his clothes and started to leave, only to be called back by an
offer from Pathe, just as he was checking
out of his rooming house.
One cannot help but admire the persistence of the great producers in backing

stakes by breaking a'way from tradition and
daring something "different." He has won
a surprising percentage of his bets, but, in
the old days, he kept the financiers of the
old Famous Players-Lasky Company in a
cold sweat most of the time.
De Mille made the first divorce picture,
"Old Wives for New," at a time when
di\orce was one of the unmentionable
screen subjects. And not content with that
daring departure, he gave the leading roles
to little-known players, instead of the
established stars whom the company's
policy demanded. The studio officials were
so shaky about the entire proposition that,
e\'en after the picture was finished, they
begged De Mille to shehe it. De Mille
refused, and it was finally released to pack
the theatres and start a new picture cycle.
"Joan of Arc" was another of De Mille's
gambles. It was regarded as such a risk
that a separate company was formed for
its production, in order that the possible
failure would not damage the parent company's prestige.

Took a Million-Dollar Chance

Crystal-pure Deodoraiit and Noti-perspirant
PREVENTS

INSTANT
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' PROTECTS
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CLOTHES

ULTRA

may be applied at any time
— day or night — while
you dress.

DEW

is for more lasting protection— 5daysormore. Use
it at bedtime.

Mille long shots, "The
BUT of all the De ments"
Ten Command
is most outstanding. At the time it was launched,
costume pictures and Biblical subjects were
both studio taboos; consequently, certain
of the Paramount officials were ^•ery
dubious. And the costs were appalling.
De iVIille, on location near Oxnard, California, was spending forty thousand dollars
a day. Lasky — or perhaps it was Zukor —
went to him and expressed his fears.
De Mille resented the lack of confidence,
offered to buy all rights to the picture, and
a few days later backed his proposal by
taking certified checks for one million
dollars to the studio. His assurance was
contagious. Paramount reconsidered and
refused to go through with the deal. The
result is history. "The Ten Commandments" made millions.
Da\-id Wark Griffith, greatest of the early
director-producers, was an inveterate plunger. Never was there a greater gamble than

Dep't S-35,
Del Monte Way, St. Louis, Mo.
Send me your FREE, confidential booklet.
Name
Address

of a Nation." It
picture,
his great
was
started
on a "Birth
shoe-string and financed
from day to day by small investments.
Griffith directed by day and promoted
frantically by night. He invested every
penny that he owned. Thomas Dixon, the
author, accepted an interest in the production in lieu of cash. "The Birth of a
Nation," incidentally, has made more
money than any other picture ever produced,
and it is still returning dividends.
Every studio gambles each year on

City

"prestige"
pictures,
films ofintended
a "high-brow"
nature,
which
are frankly
to feel

Look for this counter display in
your drug or department store.
Marion L.\mbert, Inc.
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"All Quiet" Fooled the Prophets

,

"ALL Quiet on the Western Front" was a bI
l\ prestige
picture
and aten
long-shot
gamble.
'
Nine
critics out
of every
predicted
that
it would be a dismal failure. They said the
story could not be successfully screened.
But the Laemmles, father and son, believed
in it and were willing to back their judgment with more than a million. As if to
increase the gamble, they engaged a comparative unknown, Lewis Milestone, to

their
gambles.
"Trader
a ranka
departure
from the
beaten Horn,"
path, seemed
disheartening loss when the company returned from Africa with some disappointing
film. Instead of accepting the loss, howe\er,
Metro spent hundreds of thousands of
dollars retaking scenes on the West Coast,
and not only broke even, but made a
profit. Much the same story can be told
of "The Sin of Madelon Claudet." At the
first preview, it was a dismal failure. But
Thalberg and Mayer were willing to gamble
another fortune for its remaking, and Helen
Hayes, the star, was willing to gamble her
time and her salary, notwithstanding the
fact that a stage contract was clamoring for
her return to New York. Both the studio
and Helen won. The picture not only made
her a great screen attraction, but greatly
enhanced her stage popidarity. Whereas
she received not more than twenty fan
letters a week before "Madelon," last year
her weekly fan mail ran into the thousands.

Borrowed — And Won

Again

ONE of the most courageous gambles in
Hollywood's history was that of Gloria
Swanson, who turned down a Paramount
contract that would have guaranteed her
twenty-five thousand dollars a week in
order to produce her own pictures as a
member of the United Artists group. In
the gambler's lingo, she very promptly
"lost her shirt." Her first production,
"Queen Kelly," cost a fortune and was
never released. Other financial reverses
occurring about the same time, she was
brought to the verge of bankruptcy.
A less determined gambler would have
been whipped, through for all time. But
not Gloria. She borrowed several thousand
dollars, and hired a private railway coach
to use for a New York trip. She maintained,
albeit on borrowed money, her hu^e mansion, her retinue of servants and her
fabulousin wardrobe.
up aplunged
front"
counts
Cinemaland,"Keeping
and Gloria
again and again, on other pictures, until she
had regained a large part of her lost wealth.
Even Mary Pickford has had her fling at
{Continued on page 86)

These Stars Changed
Their Faces — And So
Can You!

HOIll
TO

{Continued from page jj)
her eyebrows. On the other hand, Marlene
Dietrich's new brow line was purely accidental— but she liked the "accident" so well
that she retained it. The Dietrich eyebrows
first appeared in their newly exaggerated
upward swerve for the purpose of showing
the Oriental influence in her role in "Shanghai Express." Alarlene had never appeared
so alluring or exotic as her close-ups in that
film proved her to be. And so, when
"Shanghai Express" was completed, Marlene retained Shanghai Lily's abrupt brows.
As a brow style, Marlene's are far more
exaggerated and extreme than Carole's.
You must be sure you have the Dietrich
type of face — the prominent cheek bones,
and the same expression of the eyes and
mouth — before you try this out on your
own brows. On the wrong face, this sharply
individual brow line would be ridiculous,
for it completely eliminates the end of the
brow! The trick is accomplished by leaving
only half a brow on the face and penciling
out the ends into a thin, abruptly rising
line. It is purely a personal belief that
Marlene's eyebrow, not Carole's, deserves
the description of "the Satanic line."
You have probably read by this time that
Joan Crawford has completely renovated
the famous Crawford mouth. Joan's is perhaps the most publicized "new face" change
in HolK^vood. And Joan is frank in admitting that the reason she has changed her
mouth is because you Crawford followers
didn't
wrote like
her the
and way
told sheherwasso. wearing it and

E
CORPS. .
END PAIN
INSTANTLY!
HERE'S HOW
IT WORKS

Joan's New Secret

A PERFECT

avalanche of criticism fell

on Joan's shoulders concerning the
Crawford mouth, following "Letty Lynton"
and, particularly, "Rain." The enlarged
line she had given her mouth, combined
with the gobs of lipstick she was applying,
seemed to harden the face of this girl who
has been one of America's favorite style
models for years. It was the first make-up
Joan has ever affected which has not been
followed without question by thousands of
Crawford-crazy girls. Fortunately, Joan is
not listen
by anyto means
who and
will
not
a word a of"know-it-all"
advice. She read
heeded all the critical comment on the
"large, shapeless Crawford mouth" and immediately did something about it.
Although Joan has made it look like an
entirely "new" mouth in "To-da^^ We
Live," all that she has really done is merely
to go easy on the lip rouge. She is not
making up her mouth to "look" smaller.
Joan believes that Nature gave her a generous mouth for some reason, and she refuses
to tamper with the shape of her lips. It is a
very simple trick of make-up that makes
Joan's mouth seem so much smaller. Obviously, she is using a great deal less lip goo.
She is also using a much lighter shade than
formerly.
But here is the secret:
She is applying a colorless lip salve over
her mouth to give her lips that healthy,
moist look, without unduly emphasizing its
fullness with color. One writer made a comment to the effect that Joan was wearing no
lip color at all. This isn't true. There is
color to the new Crawford lips — but overcovered with a neutral salve.
When Claudette Colbert made up her
mind to get a new screen "look" in her
own close-ups, she started (and ended)
with a new hair arrangement. For some
time now, Claudette has been complaining
to her intimates about the width of her
cheekbones, which she claimed gave her
{Continued on page 8j)

CORN SUFFERERS • Here is the safe,
scientific method for removing corns, the
method that has given quick, sure rehef to
milHons of com sufferers for 35 years.
• It is Blue-Jay — on sale at druggists' everywhere. There is no reason whatever why anybody should suffer corn pain. No reason why
they should risk infection by cutting corns, a
method which gives temporary rehef at best,
and may lead to disfigured, unsightly feet.
• Blue-Jay Corn Remover is so quick, so simple—gentle yetsure. It is the invention of a
famous chemist. It is made by Bauer & Black,
the surgical dressing house whose scientific
products are used by doctors and hospitals
the world over.

• Don't risk unscientific remedies. Play safe.
When a com appears, remove it ivith Blue-Jay.
At
all druggists'
25c
Special
sizes for —bunions
and calluses

FREE
BOOKLET

ForfulBetter
Feet" for
— Free
contains
helpinformation
foot Booklet
sufferers.
Also venvaluable
exercises for foot health and beauty. Mail coupon to
Bauer & Black. 2500 South Dearborn Street. Chicago.
(Pastingthiscoupononagovernment

Namc^

postcard taillsavepostage)

1 SOAK FOOT
ten minutes in hot
water, wipe dry.
2APPLyBLUE.JAy,

centering the pad
directly over the com.
HOWBLUE-JAYWORKS
A is the mild medication that gently undermines the com.
B is the felt pad that
relieves pressure,
stops pain at once.
C is the adhesive strip
that holds pad in
place, prevents slip3 AFTER THREE
DAYS, remove plaster,
ping.
soak foot 10 minutes
in hot water, lift out
com. (Old. tough corns
may need a second
application, because
Blue-Jay is mild and
gentle in its action.)
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EYES GROW CLEAR
AND SPARKLING
When

Cared

For As

Movie Directors Urge!

e

You Can't Win in the Movies
If You Don't
Take Chances
(Continued from page S4)
taking a long chance. The old-timers will
recall the independent gesture with which
she turned her back on Paramount to become her own producer. She made "Less
Than the Dust" and "Pride of the Clan,"
lost heavily, both in money and popularity,
and pocketed her pride to return to the
Paramount fold, not as a star, but as a
featured plajer in "Romance of the RedGamblers all. Name me a star and I can
unearth a convincing instance of his
woods." spirit. Without it, he would
gambling
ne\'er be a star.
Take Bill Boyd, for instance. For seven
long years, he played microscopic bits and
did "extra" work for Cecil B. De Mille,
turning down offer after offer from other
producers because he trusted his director
and was willing to gamble on his assurance
that "some day " he would make him a star.
The promise was fulfilled in "The \olga

JOAN
BLONDELL
a Warner star, soon
■v^^

-

to appear in "Gold
Diggers of 1933"

It's care that makes the eyes of movie
players so alluringly clear and bright.
Care like that urged by directors of
Warner Bros. Pictures, who keep Murine
always in the studios for use by Joan
Blondell, Kay Francis, Barbara Stanwyck, Loretta Young, Bebe Daniels,
Bette Davis and other famous stars.

An eye tainsspecialist's
formula.
Murine con10 ingredients
(no belladonna)
which quickly and safely brighten the
eyes and clear up any bloodshot condition.
Get a 60c bottle from your druggist and
apply a few drops each night and morning. You'll note an immediate improvement in the way your eyes look and feel !
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Boatman."
They All Took Risks
GARY
COOPER risked his stardom
when he deserted the screen to tour
Africa last year. Richard Arlen, sick of
playing Western roles and offered an
excellent part in "Sky Bride," defied his
doctor's counsels and postponed an appendicitis operation in order to play the role.
Robert Williams risked his life on much the
same gamble — and lost. Charles Raj-, then
one of the biggest of screen attractions, bet
his fortune and his popularity that he could
abandon his country-boy parts and become
a romantic lover in "The Courtship of
Miles Standish." He lost, but to his credit
let be it said that he paid with a smile.
Never will Hollywood forget the gala party
with which he celebrated his professional
and financial holocaust.
Lee Tracy, curtly refusing to sign a contract because he preferred to "pick his own
parts,"
was returned
gambling —
won. after
Whena
Clara Bow
to and
the he
screen
year away, it was a gamble — if she clicked,
she would be at the top again; if she didn't
click, she might ha\e to think of retiring.
She won. Frank Fay gambled a small fortune in producing his own picture after
Hollywood declared him "through." Ruth
Roland financed an attempted "comeback"
in " Reno," and lost. And so on, ad infinitum.
Whenever a star stages a "walkout," he
is gambling, betting his screen career on his
con\iction that the studio wants his services
keenly enough to meet his demands. Greta
Garbo, James Cagney, Clark Gable, George
Raft, Lew Ayres and a host of others have
made such
X'alentino
lost tremendously, andwagers.
the personal
appearance
tour
which he undertook in order to recoup his
fortune is commonly believed to have shortened his life. Noah Beery "walked out" at
the peak of his career and lost heavily.
Ann Dvorak walked out several months
ago, just as Warner Brothers were preparing
to star her — and has been away ever since.

Every "Find" Is a Gamble
The women you most admire, and perhaps
envy, prize their beauty and guard it. Their
lustrous eyes and clear skin are the result of
daily care. Above all else, these women keep
their blood free of the poisons of constipation.
Thousands of such women find Dr. Edwards
Olive Tablets a matchless corrective. Made
of pure vegetable ingredients. Know them
by their olive color. They are a safe substitute for dangerous calomel. Not habitforming. All druggists, 15c, 30c and 60c.
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She never became a proportionate drawing
card at the box-office and finally was relegated to secondary roles.
Each major studio keeps a battalion of
scouts constantly in the field, searching for
the new faces that are the life-blood of the
industry. From the horde of prospects sent
to Hollywood, only a few stand out and
become \aluable properties. Metro ofificials
tell me that their only hope is that ten per
cent will prove winners. If so, the studio
profits on the gamble. One Durante, one
Karen Morley or one Jackie Cooper will
atone for a host of losers.
Metro is guided by the most adroit
players-of-hunches in Hollywood. Their
acumen is especially noticeable in their
methods
star-building.
" Proceed
—
that isofthe
M-G-M motto.
One slowly
of their"
officials tolii me:
"We

refuse to star our players prematurely, for by so doing, we would limit their
range and type them. Exhibitors clamored
for us to star Joan Crawford three years
before we did. We spent those three years
testing her in a diversity of roles, making
her a lance.
'triple-threat'
star,
football
With Gable it has
beenin the
same. parHe
is a valuable asset because he has been given
opportunit)'
to !prove
range."some merely
Gamblers all
Some hisshrewd,
reckless optimists. Writers frantically rushing out scenarios "on speculation," players
taking long chances in hope of a break, stars
risking their secure positions to increase
their salaries, world-famous paupers keeping up a Park Avenue front, producers hurling millions into the uncertain mills of
picture-making and still more millions into
the personality mart, stunt men carelessly
gambling their li\es to supply a thrill. To
the "sure-thing" business man, Hollywood
must which
present Mirza
as madvisioned
a scene from
as thethe\'ale
of
Life
Hills
of Bagdad.

"Take a Chance"

Is the Motto

AND
what issoon
the moral
We Holly. woodites
acquireeffect?
the professional
gambler's shock-proof psychology. We take
our chances as they come, make the most of
our lucky breaks and flout our disasters.
Countless bankruptcies are on record — but
few suicides can be found in the history of
Hollywood. No class of investors was
harder hit by the stock market debacle of
'29 than the studio folk, who, dyed-in-thewool plungers that they are, were recklessly
trj'ing to pyramid their fortunes. They
"took it on the chin " with sheepish grins —
and started rebuilding again. Better luck
next time!
Not long ago, I "gave a lift" to a young,
erstwhile leading man. He told me, laughingly, that he hadn't worked for nearly two
years and that he hadn't been able to buy a
new suit for eighteen months.
" But it can't last forever," he said. " I'm
up for a big part now, and I may get it by
tomorrow. If I do, I'll be on my feet
The very next day, I talked with a
doddering old "extra." He was seventy
years old, but still avidly "playing the
game." He said he had not paid rent for
more than a year and that frequently he
had gone hungry.
again."one of these days, I'll make the
"But

THE most constant gamble of the studios
concerns new talent, for which each of
the major producers is continually on the
qui vine. Have you ever stopped to think
how great an investment is incurred by the
studio that signs an unknown and tries to
"build" him to a profitable position? The
figures are appalling, and, sad to state, not
one newcomer out of twenty ever justifies
the investment. To cite only one e.xample,

grade," he vowed. "Look at Arliss; he's
almost as old as I am. I'll be a star yet —
all Young
I need and
is theold,breaks."
we worship the spinning

Universal, being thoroughly "sold" on Sidney' Fox, paid her approximately fifteen
hundred dollars a week for nearly two years.

wheel. And win or lose, there's ne\'er a
whiner in the lot. Hollywood's a grand
town, after all!

These Stars Changed
Their Faces — And So
Can You!
{Continued from page S5)
too much "face." Lenore, the famous hair
waver at Jim's Beauty Parlor, practically
solved Claudette's facial problem when she
cut bangs for her and softly waved her hair
down over her cheeks.
You will remember that in many of
Claudette's early movies she wore her hair
brushed back abruptly from her forehead
and sometimes she wore it behind her ears.
This coiffure does not tone down the face;
rather, it emphasizes it! Together with
Lenore, Claudette conceived the idea of
covering as much of her outer face as possible with her hair. Bangs v/ere cut, reaching almost to her brow line, and soft, loose
waves protruded over the cheeks. These
are the few changes that have been wrought
to
bring about
that "different" look in the
attractive
Colbert.
But, of all the screen girls, I believe Jean
Harlow has achieved the "newest face." It
seems to me that Jean has entirely remodeled the expression with which she first
greeted the Hollywood world. When I first
met the startling platinum blonde, I thought
her face was most certainly attractive — but
pouty, if you know what I mean. There
was
arrogant
expression
face, an
which
was not
lessened about
by the Jean's
great
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BEER
Posed by

amount of make-up she wore. It tended to
harden her youthful, provocative features.

How

professional modela

\

f

Jean "Softened" Her Looks

BUT

lately there is a tremendous difference in the face Jean is presenting to
the world. It is a much more wistful, girlish
face. In place of the elaborately rouged
pout, Jean's face is wearing a smile that is
almost devoid of any make-up whatsoever.
In place of a very "whitish powder," her
skin has acquired a becoming sun-tan. Her
lip rouge is delicately applied. It is true
that Jean is still using mascara, but just
about one-third of the amount she formerly
used. If one word could describe Jean's
"new face," that word would be softer!
Just as Jean has changed her face by a
different, more natural expression, it appears that Adrienne Ames has not only
"done something" to her face — but that
she has actually changed the bone construction ofit! Of course, that is impossible
— and what really is happening is that we
are seeing the real bone construction of
Adrienne's face for the first time!
Three or four months ago, Adrienne was
just another Hollywood "beauty." To-day
she is Paramount 's pride and joy. Adrienne's
face has "suddenly" acquired beauty of
modeling that is comparable to the lovely
structure of Joan Crawford's face. Her hair
has played an important part in this change.
Where she used to wear her hair carefully set in waves across her ears and lower
jaw line, she recently permitted an expert
barber to cut the side pieces of her hair so
that it would not destroy the line of her
ear and chin. And, for the first time, the
camera was permitted to discover the
strength of the Ames chin and the contour
of the cheek bones. The rest of the "difference" ismerely a matter of clever make-up.
In direct contrast to the method used by
Jean Harlow, Adrienne has heightened her
effectiveness by wearing more make-up. She
is decidedly brunette in coloring, in spite of
her light eyes — and her dark hair makes a
flattering frame for the scarlet lips, the
white skin and the eye shading she uses.
If the girls keep on going at this pace, it
will no longer be necessary to import "new
faces" from Europe, or the Broadway stage.
Hollywood
familiar
faces!is "doing over" some very

U
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Thousands gaining 5 to 15 lbs.
in a few weeks with new double
tonic. Richest imported beer
yeast concentrated 7 times and
combined with iron

FOR years doctors prescribed beer to put flesh on skinny,
rundown men and women. But now, thanks to a new
scientific discovery, you can get even better results — put on
firmer, healthier flesh than with beer — and in afar shorter time.
Not only are thousands quickly gaining beauty-bringing
pounds — but other benefits, too. Muddy, blemished skin becomes fresh, radiantly clear. Constipation, poor appetite,
lack of pep, vanish. Life becomes a thrilling adventure.

2 greatest body-builders in 1
This amazing new product, Ironized Yeast, comes in pleasant
little tablets. It is made from specially cultured, imported
heer yeast — the richest yeast known — which by a new process
is concentrated 7 times — made 7 times more powerfvl.
But that is not all! This marvelous, health-building yeast
is then scientifically ironized with 3 special kinds of iron which
strengthen the blood, add abounding new pep.
Day after day, as you take Ironized Yeast, watch flat chest
develop, skinny limbs round out attractively, complexion clear,
indigestion fly away — you're a new person.

Skinniness dangerous
Authorities warn that skinny, anemic, nervous people are far more liable to serious
infections and fatal wasting diseases than
the strong, well-built person. So begin at
once to get back the rich blood and healthy
flesh you need. Do it before it is too late.

Results guaranteed
No matter how skinny and weak you may
be, this marvelous new Ironized Yeast
should build you up in a few short weeks
as it has thousands of others. So successful has it been in even hopeless cases that
it is sold under an absolute money-back
guarantee. If you are not delighted with
the results of the very first package, your
money instantly refunded.

Only be sure you get genuine Ironized
Yeast, not some imitation that cannot give
the same results. Insist on the genuine,
with "I Y" stamped on each tablet.

Special FREE

Offer!

To start you building up your health right
away, we make this absolutely FREE offer.
Purchase a package of Ironized Yeast at
once, cut out the seal on the box and mail
it to us with a clipping of this paragraph.
We will send you a fascinating new book
on health, "New Facts About Your Body",
by a well-known authority. Remember,
results are guaranteed with the very first
package — or nwjiey refunded. At all drugAtlanta,gists.
Ga,Ironized Yeast Co., Dept. 196,
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Now GableFranchot
Does Have
Tone a Worry —
{Continued from page 48)

HOW
MUCH MORE
ALLURING
YOUR EYES

OULu

BE

WITH
MAYBE LLINE
Like magic, your lashes can be
made to appear naturally dark,
long and luxuriant ... a rich,
dense fringe that will instantly
transform your eyes into be^vi tching pools of loveliness. Brilliant !
Fascinating! Exciting! Truly,
this added enchantment will give
you a great advantageover women
who have not yet learned the
Maybel line secret. But, you must
use the gcnmm. New Maybellme
. . . because this mascara is tearproof, non-smarting, harmless,
beneficial to your lashes and delightfully easy to use. Obtamable
at all leading Drug and DepartiiQ ment S tores . Black or Brown, 75c.

EYELASH
DARKENER
The PERFECT
MASCARA

what with his family moving about quite a
bit when he was small. He then entered the
Hill School in Pottstown, Pa., to prepare for
Harvard.
You may as well know right now that
Franchot is that really unnatural growth —
an intellectual actor. He knows books and
plays and art and music and Europe and
America. He knows things about politics
and atomic energy and economics and sociology and human behavior. He has read
Freud and Euripides and Bertrand Russell
and Harold Bell Wright. He can wangle
Greek and Latin and a few of the living
languages. In spite of which, or in connecwith which,
he says are
"lousy"
and "nuts!"
when tionthese
expletives
picturesque
and
imperative. He looks intelligent and he has
se.x appeal. They tell me that, on the
screen, he is devastating. He is six feet tall,
weighs one hundred and sixty pounds, has
light brown hair and rather curious hazel
eyes, a thin, intelligent mouth, and narrow
cheeks. .4 wrf those brains. A fatal combination, girls!
To get back to the schoolroom — Franchot's brother, Frank, was a student at
Cornell and he made arrangements for
Franchot to enter there via special tutoring.
So Franchot went to Cornell, instead of to
Harvard, was nicknamed "Toney," and
won his degree in three and a half years,
"making" Phi Beta Kappa en route.
He was President of the Cornell Dramatic
Club and also served as assistant to the head
of the Romance Language Department,
specializing in French.
The Dramatic Club and the Romance
Language Department were his career eyeopeners for him. He would be an actor and
nothing but. And so, upon leaving college
(and without an>- parental opposition), he
joined a theatrical stock company in Buffalo
and remained with them for several years.
And then he appeared in "The Belt" at the
New Playwrights Theatre in Greenwich
\ illage. Yes, he even took the Village
course in economics and erotics.
He later appeared in "The Age of Innocence" with Katharine Cornell. He played
in "Cross Roads ' with Sylvia Sidney, Irene
Purcell and Peggy Shannon. And he joined
the Theatre Guild Productions in 1929 and
played in "Red Dust," "Hotel Universe"
and "Green Grow the Lilacs." He was
leading man for Lenore Ulric in "Pagan
Lady" on little old Broadway.
Franchot was one of the original members
of the Group Theatre, the step-child of the
Theatre Guild, and he says he feels "kinda
lousy" about lea\"ing them. He really has
aspirations to Do Good Things and I take
it that whether he remains in Hollywood or
not depends a very great deal on the kind
of things he gets to do.
While Franchot was with the Group
Theatre, he appeared in "The House of
Connolly," "1931," "Night Over Taos" and
"Success Story," which was a sensational
hit. It was while he was in this play that he
listened to the blandishments of the house
of Metro.
Franchot has never been married. He
is one of the rare few who are, really,
wedded to their art. I'm afraid that he
means it.
He says, "I have been in love twice in my
life. Really, I mean. Of course, I'm never
happy unless I have a girl — but there were
only two times when I was actually and
seriously in love. One of those times was
more serious than the other. I was 'engaged,' Isuppose you'd call it, for about
two years. We didn't marry because I felt
it would he too unfair to the girl.

I

"She was very talented. On the stage.
She had a big career ahead of her. I knew
that if we married, her ambition would go
and her career would be blighted. Women
have a dreadful habit of becoming domesticated after marriage. It seems to be enough
for them. Which may be a very good thing
for some of them (I wouldn't know) — but I
didn't believe that it would be good for this
girl. She had too much. We broke it off and
she has gone on, as I knew she would. She
is a(I very
starthis,
right
may successful
be killed for
my now
dear— "Public,
and I may also be entirely wrong, but I had
a sneaking suspicion that this girl of whom
Franchot Tone talked was none other than
our own Sylvia Sidney!)
Continued Franchot, "I would marry for
two reasons and two only — one would be to
have children, and the other would be to
protect the girl, financially. So far as I
know, there are no other valid reasons for
marriage. Marriage in this profession is a
very difficult matter, at best. Marriage in
Hollywood would be, I should say, right
next-door to impossible. It is the most sexridden place I have ever spotted. I've been
here for only a few months and so far it
hasn't affected me, but — well, I have been
here for only a few months!
"I can well imagine how it would gall any
woman to be called 'Poor this' and 'Poor
that,' as I hear the wives of popular men
like Leslie Howard and Clark Gable called
so often. There may be no reason for it
whatever, but the fact remains that people
do feel sorry for such wives because their
husbands are in the arena where emotions
are played with constantly.
On the other hand, I wouldn't want to
marry the typical home-body wife, either.
As I've said, women have a dreadful habit
of going domestic on you when wedded.
And I'm afraid I can't stand the sight
of bungalow aprons, cold-creamed faces,
aches and pains, or stay-at-home tendencies.
"Right now, marriage is not one of my
problems. I seldom give it a thought. I have
rented
Carmel
Myers'
beach
at
Malibu for
a time.
An old
friendhouse
of mine
from New York is living with me. We have
a Korean houseboy who does us well. We
read and swim and have a highball or two
and listen to the radio and turn in early.
"I've never really had anything very sensational or dramatic happen to me, I'm
afraid — outside of the very dramatic fact of
being born. I've nev-er starved on a park
bench or felt like attempting suicide, even
when unlucky in love — and there was
always money from home when I was short.
In borrow
fact," young
Tone from
laughed,
"I evento had
to
the money
the family
get
out here to Hollywood.
"It is my feeling, however, that this
comparative comfort and ease of mind have
helped me and not harmed me I have never
believed that poverty was a necessary
school for actors, or for anyone else. You
can develop the things that are in you much
better, far more quickly and far more
beautifully, if you do not have to worry
continually about your ne.xt meal and the
state ofstandyour
bed and of
board.
I can't
the viewpoint
the rich
manunderwho
stints his son, saying '/ didn't have so and so
at
your money
age, so and
you the
can't
have of
it, money
either.' the
It
makes
getting
only things worth while, the only ambition
worth having. There are other things to do,
other ambitions to foster, other dreams to
These are the overtones of Tone . . . which
hover over Metro and over Hollywood, rich
in promise, potential of a new fan fever.
dream — "

Clothes Gossip from
Hollywood
{Continued from page 47)
shoulders and leaving the space from waistline to lower shoulder exposed! Bunion's
fashion cry. even for midsummer style, is
"Let's be elaborate"!
For "just something to put on and wear"
on a warm summer day, jou will be delighted
with the smart linen sports dress with redand-white striped vest and insert in the
skirt, worn by Mae Clarke in "Fast Workers." By the
way, All
be sure
to noticein Mae's
slick new
haircut!
the barbers
town
are jealous because they didn't think of it
first!fact
It would
be boyish
if it weren't
for
the
that Mae
has —
feminized
it with
over-the-forehead curls. The hat, like the
very smart linen dress, is banded with red!
Benita Hume, the lovely English impwrt
at M-G-M, likes red stripes, too. In a scene
in "Clear All Wires" with Lee Tracy, Benita
wore another fetching all-day model — a grayflannel suit with a red-and-white striped
scarf tied ver>' loosely at the throat.
We've saved Lilian Bond's beach ensemble for the last because, while it is certainly
different, something tells us that it will be
more fun to watch Lilian wear it in "\\'hen
Strangers Marry" than it would be to go out
and copy it for one's own personal beach use.
Lilian's unique beach ensemble consists of a
red-and-white jersey bathing suit, over which
she dons oilskin pajamas of bright green ! If
you must try this on your favorite bathing
beach, be sure you are among friends!
And next month I'll have some more straightfrom-Hollywood advance fashion nev-'s for you.

T'S everybody's first thought
for burns — and jor the Sunburn that's coming! — but not everybody realizes that its antiseptic
medicaments are marvelous for the
treatment of skin disorders.
This famous medicated ointment
really does something for pimples, eruptions, eczematous and irritated skin. It
contains Parahydrecin — a positive antiseptic to prevent skin infections from
spreading. And, as in the treatment of burns,
Unguentine is remarkably soothing and
healing — takes out the inflammation, clears
up the trouble and promotes quick healing. No
cosmetic can possibly do what Unguentine does.
Begin using it at once. 50d — in the famous redand-yello-w tube — at all drug stores.

The Movie Circus
{Continued from page 12)

Free

writer) acting as scenarist, adapting his yarn.
We wonder how he happened to leave out
Mrs. Mack Xo. 1, Maud Leone, another
famous stage beauty.

Treatment

(this

IF Mr. Mack has trouble in his new
venture, he has nobody but himself to
blame. But look at Andy "Grav-el Throat"
Devine, the comic. His last two pictures
have demanded that Andy stay away from
the barber for four months. Xow his hair

MONEY F/iRYQU

is so long that, he complains, "people
whistle at me."

* YOU
; canATcam

MISS

LILIAN

HARVEY

is another

person with a complaint. She doesn't
like it to be said that she is engaged or married or anything. "I'm free as a bird," she
declares. " I really think I'm freer than most
birds." And thata oughta settle thata.
WE

also are interested by another
statement issued by Miss Har\-ey.
She is open to conviction on the subject of
marriage. "Because i\merican men ARE
nice, know
\^'hen itanisAmerican
smiles toat smile
you,
you
perfectly man
all right
back."

H^ME

the Truth

Dept.:

has double-jointed
JEAN
... El Brendel was a German
thumbsHARLOW
dialect comedian until the war broke
out; then Swedish . . . Jimmy Dunn's ties
will knock you dizzy on a bright day . . .
. . . Mae \\'est is a much smaller woman
than she looks on the screen — those are
pads . . . Chevalier is quite the play-boy
these nights ... a lot of beer-gardens were
open in Holly-wood when the Big Day came
. . . Skoal!

offer

good

in 1933

only).

"

good money in spare time at
home making display cards. No selling or
Ceinvassing. We instruct you, furnish complete outfit and supply you with work.
Write to-day for free booklet.
The MENHENITT COMPANY, Limited
209 Dominion BIdg., Toronto, Ont,

hemoi/e those
blemishes/

THIS NEW

YOUR FORM
EASY WAY

■*■
TS duce
your that
bustbulging,
large? maRetronly chest-line to the
slender, girlish lines of
youth. Take 3 or more
inches ure.
off Flabby,
your sagging
bust measfat
disappears swiftly. Bust
is
left small, firm, arched
•wrinkles.
and lovely. Xo sag. Xo

Large, Sagging
Contours Made
Trim and Shapely

Ah there, Gary I

To Tell You

Offer —

We will send you, free, a full-size cake of Unguentine Soap (the famous
medicated complexion soap) in return for the empty carton from
your tube of Ungxientine Ointment. We will also include a copy of our
helpful booklet ''Getting Under Your Skin" giving simple treatment instructions. AddressThe Norwich Pharmacal Co., Box D-6, Norwich, N.Y.

IIS cnditvufm^ way

WITHOUT SKI\ PEELING
IN THREE

DAYS

REMEDLX. a modern triple ^tr
ptepuration has amazed thoii.-iirid3
with il3 instant efleptiveneM. After only two applications a Rlanc in your
mirror will mo^t dehnhtfully surprise vou. REMEDEX will oU-ar vour
ekin of pimples, blackheads, freckles, ukg lines, redne&s. muddy romplexion
or any other common blemieb and will tighten your pores entirely without
any harm or inconvenience. Know the happiness of a radiant smooth
young skin as do the tliankful thousand^ who have used REMEDEX after
trying everything else. Guaranteed to Satisfy.

REDUCED

PRICE

$2 JAR

o^ $1.00

Mail 51.00 lo-dav and »j-. ,.. posuige or Pay Po«tm«n on delivery fl plue
afsw cent, for Ponage. 0.it,ide I'. S. A. cash only.

REMEDEX UBORATORlES.,Depl.f-37,395 Broadway.NewYork.N.Y.

Just apply atFORMULA-X
treatment
home and
watch your breasts grow
slim
and young-looking.
This
wonderful
new discovery
quickly remove? soft, flabby
fat, firms and moulds the
bust to trim shapeliness.

Special Offer Now

Take advantage of special introductory ofTer now.
Send instructions
only SI. 00 for
container
o! FORMl'L.A-X
and
for large
reducing
and reshaping
tlie bust.
Offer Limited — send $1.00 at once.
BETTY DREW, (Dept. K-6)
799 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.
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FEMININE
HYGIENE
MADE EASY

Womenwho dreaduncertaintyin personal hygiene, welcome Norforms.
Norforms are the tested formula of
a nationally known pharmaceutical
house . . . makers of such famous products as Vngueyitiv.e and Amolin,
Their use requires no mixing of
strong chemicals — no awkward or
embarrassing apparatus for application— no unpleasant after- odors.
Norforms are slim, convenient
suppositories, ready for use. They
contain Parahydrecin, a positive antiseptic with the unique feature of being soothing to delicate inner membranes. Norforms are the simple,
safe, easy way to feminine hygiene.
Norforms come 12 or 3 in a
package. Ask your druggist.
Or, if you wish to know more
about Norforms, fill in and
mail coupon below at once.

NORFORmS
THE

^^^.

^?^

NEW

WAY

Dr. M.W.STOFER,
TheNorwich Pharmacal Co.,
Dept. 96, Norwich, N. Y.

Please send me booklet, "The New Way." I want
to know more about the safe, easy Norform way to
personal hygiene.
Name
Address—
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Answers to
Your Gossip Test
{Continued from page 14)
1. The motion picture players and directors
pictured on page 14 were a happy lot even
though they were photographed at Paramount Studios on the day they gathered
for the meeting at which they accepted a
half-pay basis for a period of eight weeks.
From left to right the group includes
Kathleen Burke, Norman McLeod, Stuart
Erwin, Alison Skipworth, Jack Oakie,
Brian Aherne, Wynne Gibson, Wesley
Ruggles, Richard Arlen, Carole Lombard,
Adrienne Ames, Fredric March, Charles
Starrett, Charlie Ruggles, Randolph Scott
and Nancy Carroll.
2. Law suits, amounting to $70,000, were
brought against Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., by
Jorgen Dietz, chemist, charging he alienated
the affections of his wife, from whom he is
now di\'orced. Right on the heels of the
filing of the suits, Dietz married Lucy
Doraine and Joan Crawford announced
that she and her husband, Doug, had
definitely separated. However, both claim
the suits had nothing to do with their
parting.
3. Wera Engels, who was brought over
from Germany and given a five-year contract by Radio Pictures, asked to be freed
from it after making just one picture, "The
Great Jasper," starring Richard Dix. The
beauty asked to be released when Radio
insisted she play the role assigned to her
in "Maiden Cruise," which she refused
to do, claiming the part did not suit her.
4. Edward G. Robinson's vest buttons
ha\e been popping off with pride and chest
expansion since March 19th, because on
that day his wife, the former Gladys Lloyd,
presented him with an eight-pound tenounce son. They ha\e been calling the
babyson is"The
but the
Mrs.father.
Robinall for Little
namingGiant,"
him after
5. While riding side-saddle, Marlene Dietrich was badly hurt when thrown by her
horse while filming scenes for "The Song
of Songs." Her head and left side were
bruised, but Marlene remained away from
the studio for only a few days.
6. Alice Joyce, prominent screen star of the
silent film days, and Clarence Brown, noted
movie
director, and
recently
eloped to This
X'irginia
City, Nevada,
were married.
was
the third venture into matrimony for both
of them.
7. Anna Sten, the Russian beauty who
was imported by Sam Goldwyn and given a
motion picture contract, has been in Hollywood and on Goldwyn 's payroll one year
and has yet to make her first screen appearance. Although they say she has mastered
the English language, her film work has
amounted to nothing more than screen tests.
8. Gary Cooper recei\ed a challenge from
Lilian Harvey to race his high-powered
Dusenberg car against her imported German
speedster. The stars, howe\"er, will not
drive their cars when they are matched for
speed. Gary's will be driven by a proand Miss at
Harvey's
car will
have her fessional
ownracer chauffeur
the wheel.
9. It seems that the old j inx is still following
Mae Clarke around. About a year and a
half ago, Mae had a serious breakdown
which kept her from the screen for months
and no sooner was she on her feet again
when it was necessary for her to have her
appendix out. Now, when she thought her
troubles were at an end, having completed
her role in "Fast Workers," and started on
"Made On Broadway," the jinx caught
up with her again. Mae was injured in
an auto crash while driving with Phillips
Holmes, and Sally Eilers has taken Mae's
place in that picture.
10. Janet Gaynor is superstitious about an
old pair of shoes because she wore them in
"Seventh Heaven," the picture she made
her first big hit in, and ever since then she

1

has insisted on wearing them in every one
of her pictures even if it is just for one
small unimportant scene and no director
has ever been able to talk her out of it.
11. Nancy Carroll, motion picture star,
and her husband, Bolton Mallory, are listed
by Dame Rumor as the next couple to
separate. Nancy married Mallory July 3,
193 1, one week after she divorced Jack
Kirkland, to whom she had been married
about seven years.
12. The rumors would have us believe that
Winnie Sheehan, the Fox executive, is
romantically interested in Boots Mallory,
who is soon to be divorced from her husband, Charles Bennett.
13. The $100,000 suit was brought against
Colleen Moore by Mrs. Clara B. Decan,
63, as the result of an auto accident. Mrs.
Decan alleged she was seriously injured
when she was knocked down by Miss
Moore's car which was being driven by her
Japanese chauffeur at the time. Lois Wilson, Greta Nissen and Weldon Heyburn,
who witnessed the accident, came to Colleen's defense and testified for her.
14. When Dorothy Wieck, the German
film actress, whose portrayal of the star
role in "Maedchen In Uniform" won for
her an American film contract, was met at
the boat on her arrival in this country by
ship news photographers who asked her to
pose showing her limbs, she refused. Miss
Wieck told the cameramen that she was an
artist and if it ever became necessary for
her to have to show her legs to be an
actress, she would give up her career.
15. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., when inter\iewed by members of the press in regard
to his separation from his wife, Joan Crawford, made the statement that he would
start courting Joan all over again in an
effort to win her back, by calling her up
regularly, sending her candy and flowers,
dating her up and doing all the things he
did for her before they were married.
16. Since Joan Crawford announced she
had separated from her husband, Doug
Fairbanks, Jr., the young and handsome
Franchot Tone, who played Joan's brother
in "Today We Li\e," has been her gallant
escort whenever Joan has stepped out. They
sure make a lovely couple. So, in view of
what Doug Jr. has said (see question and
answer number 15) it seems that he is
going to be faced with some keen competition.
17. Bebe Daniels accepted the offer made
her by British International Pictures to
make two pictures over in England in
which she will have a chance to put that
musical comedy personality of hers into
use. This means another loss for Hollywood
as Bebe is gifted with a wonderful singing
voice along with all her other accomplishments.
18.notMyrna
Loy, the
screen's
is
admitting
a thing,
butexotic
if youcharmer,
care to
believe rumors, they say that R-Iyrna and
Ramon Novarro have been interested in
each other in a romantic way and that
something serious may come of it when
Ramon returns from Europe.
19. Evidently even the arrangement betweeninClaudette
Colbert
and has
Norman
F"oster
of living
separate
houses
not proved
successful in keeping their marriage from
reaching the divorce courts. Although they
have been married for about six years, they
have seldom lived under the same roof and
both called it an ideal arrangement at one
time. But now they will separate legally.
20. One of the jobs Gary Grant tackled
before he became a motion picture player
for Paramount was that of professional
stilt-walker. Can you imagine Cary, who is
6 feet I inch tall in stocking feet, on stilts?

Lest We Forget
{Continued from page jj)
Rudolph X'alentino, whose burial crypt
is a Hollywood shrine and who painted
romance in colors so brilliant that they
will never fade . . .
Great-hearted Mabel Norniand, who was
never too busy or too tired to play the Good
Samaritan . . . Lon Chaney, who portrayed
the crippled and misshapen because he
pitied them and loved them . . .
Dark-starred, courageous Barbara La
Alarr, who loved life too well and whose
amazing beauty proved a curse . . . likable
Robert Ames . . . Wallace Reid, the lovable,
irresponsible "good fellow," whose last -act
fight against overwhelming odds made his
death an inspiration . . . strong-featured,
strong-hearted Milton Sills . . .
Cryptic Louis Wolheim, who tried to hide
his
humanity
behind
a cynic's
. . great
. flaming,
restless
Jeanne
Eagels mask
. . .
tragic Alma Rubens . . . great-hearted
Belle Bennett . . . sad-eyed Gladys Brockwell . . . courtly Earle Williams . . .
We loved them, each and every one.
Being human, they had their faults as well
as their virtues; and we, being human,
loved them all the more because those
faults proved them our own close kin.
They troop on — we pay them tribute —
and still others emerge from the shadows of
yesterday to stir our memories . . .
Such talented young favorites as Robert
Williams, Harold Lockwood, Charles Emmett Mack, Casson Ferguson, David Powell
. . . such beautiful, tragic girls as Martha
Mansfield, Mary Thurman, Clarine Seymour, Lucille Ricksen, Florence La Badie,
Diane Ellis . . .
Such contagious comics as Larry Semon,
Sidney Drew, Maclyn Arbuckle, Walter
Hiers . . . Such "outdoor" heroes as William
Russell, Fred Thomson, Art Acord, Dustin
Farnum . . .
Such noted character actors as Robert
Edeson, Rudolph Schildkraut, Spottiswoode
Aitken, Ullrich Haupt, Norman Trevor,
Thomas Santschi, Louis Alann, Holbrook
Blinn, Louis John Bartels, Willard Louis,
Alan Roscoe, George Beban, Edward
Connelly, Frank Currier, Anders Randolf,
Frank Keenan, George Siegmann — many of
them pioneers of the early movies . . .

Missed Behind the Scenes
F.

W. MURNAU and George Loane
Tucker, the directors, and Paul Bern,

whom they called Hollywood's "Father
Confessor" . . . Wilson Mizner, town wit. . .
There are others. Some were players,
some directors, some writers — and still
others, like the well-beloved James Quirk,
publisher of "Photoplay," who in the
strictest sense, were not directly connected
with the production of pictures.
We can never forget Charlotte Pickford,
mother of Mary and Lottie and Jack. She
played a great part in the building of Hollywood. Neither can we forget or cease to
regret the untimely' death of Thomas H.
Ince, one of the great pioneers, or the
tragic deaths of Einar Hansen, Omar
Locklear and Kenneth Hawks.
To each and every one, we pay tribute.
They were men and women who strove to
make the world a little happier place in
which to live.
It is with unavoidable sadness that we
see others portraying the roles that they
once made famous. And it is an even
stranger sensation to see, now and then, the
revival of their own pictures, for then it
seems that they cannot be dead.
In the truer meaning, they are not dead.
They were loved by the world of men and
women and so long as one of us who watched
them on the screen and admired them
remains alive, they still live . . .
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In the merciless slang of
Hollywood, a girl with hair

on arms or legs is "an Airedale."
That's why film stars take hair oflF
and keep
it oflf with X-Bazin, the
efficient, reliable and safe hair remover.
Spread mild, creamy X-Bazin over your
limbs and under arms. With beautiful
certainty it destroys the hair swiftly, completely, avoiding the blue look — and the
irritation — that comes from shaving.
X-Bazin leaves your skin virginally white,
smooth and hair-free — and definitely discourages re-growth.

._ the name of a book by a sue*
.easfulpiaywright — <Authorof Flight,
etc.)— and FamousUireccor. Itwill be sent
1 FREE for the asking. It tells how prors are clamoring for short stories, new
. jlots, etc. .which perhaps you can write
— and we can help you shape and sell. One of
writers (V. M.) received $3,U00. We made 6 sales in
1 day recently. New York best market. Demand active
v\ Try your hand! Send name for FREE Book.
DANIEL O'MALLEY CO., INC.
Suite 47-D
20 West 60th Street, New York City

WOMEN-End

Delays

and pain of unnatural irregularities.
Long, stubborn cases promptly relieved
by double-strength DATEX tablets —
in 2 to .5 days. Amazingly effective, yet
sate. No pain or inconvenience. Why
save and sufTer? It pays to get the best.
Send S3.n.5 today tor big package of
genuine DATEX, double-strength.
Address

FAITH

8

WINSTON

Dept. K-6. 122 Fourth Ave.,

Your

Future

1933 is one of the most critical years
in worlds affairs. Yogi Alpha, internationally known p.sychologist and
astrologer, who has amazed thousands
by his uncanny predictions, offers a
big 1000 word life Peading for only
2oc. Covers marriage, love, health,
partnership, lucky days, etc. You
can follow this guide day by day
throughout your lifetime, and consult
it before making any important
changed in home, social or business
affairs. Send only 25c in coin or
.stamps with name, address and exact
birth date. Handwriting Character
A nalysis included FRE E. Money
returned if not .satisfied.
YOGI ALPHA
Box 1411, Dept. 96.

San Diego, Cal.

If you have a friend who wishes reading, send 50c for the TWO
readings.

X-BAZIN
HALL

& RUCKLEL,

Inc., Est. 1848, Brooklyn, N. Y.

REMOVES

HAIR

paidbyMusic Publishers and Talking Picture Producers.
Free booklet describes most complete song service ever
ofTered. Hit. writers will revise, arrange. compose nuisic to
your lyrice. or lyring to your muaio. Hpcure U. S. copyright, broadcast your
aong over the radio. Our aaleii dcpiirtrneti t euhmits to Mu^io publishcra
and Hollywood l'iot;ure Studios. WRITE TO DAY for FREE BOOKLET.
UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE, 649 Meyer BIdg.. Weslern Avenue and
Sierra Vista. Hollywood. California

Success

FOR

YOU

in

PHOTOGRAPHY

Thousands of money making opportunities
a\vait trained photographers everywhere.
Fascinating work. FREE BOOK tells howyoa
^; can quickly qualify at home or in our studios as
\ n Motion Picture Cameraman and Projectionist
□ Commercial. News, Portrait Ptiotographer
.State which interests you— WRITE TODAY.
NEW YORK
10 W. 33

INSTITUTE
OF PHOTOGRAPHY
(Dept. 29)
New York, N. Y.

New York. N. Y.

Consult Yogi Alpha
About

Be sure to get genuine X-Bazin today at drug or
department stores — 50c for the new Giant Size
tube; 10c for good-sized tubes at five-and-ten cent
stores. X-Bazin also comes in powder form.

famous
colored gum rubber
DR. fleshWALTER'S
reducing garments.
LATEST BRAS.SIERE reduces
2 to 3 inches at once. Gives a
trim, youthful, new style ^^ ^ifigure. Send bust
measure
REDUCING
GIRDLE:
2 to.v^.''*
3 inch
reduction at once. Takes place of
corset. Beautifully
made;
very
fortable. Laced at back. Send* .com-„
waist and hip measures. . . .^^.jU
My flesh colored m
cated rubber hose

FREE
...HANDWRITING
CHARACTER
ANALYSIS with order
Reading.
for Astrotojrical

cose
veins almost
lieve swelling
and \"a
once. Fit like a glov^
Send
ankle
and
call
measures.
$4.50
11 in.
'1- $6.75
$3.75 pair
14
"
All garments are made of pure sum rubber— flesh colored. Write for literature.
Send check or money order — no cash.
Di. Jeanne M.P. Waller, 389 Fifth Ave., N.I.
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Off with the New Clothes,
And On with the Old!
(Continued from page 5^)
charming person that a woman can wear
men's clothes and still look undoubtedly
feminine.
There is no better way to decide whether
women look better in pants and lapels or in
tulle and ribbons, than to turn to Hollywood's Fashion Review. There's something
to be said for both sides!
Did women once really wear such acres of
illusion, such miles of laces, such incredible
yardage of satin as Mary Marloive's gown
in the and
1867soft
sequences
"Secrets"?
rufifles
bows of of
satin,
the frills The
and ■
draperies were all planned for feminine
allure, if not for comfort. The material in
this gown would make twenty evening
dresses for Mary Pickford nowadays — yet
she never looked lovelier than in this ball
gown. (They went to balls in those days,
instead of to night-clubs.)
Norma Shearer is one of the most chic of
Hollywood's
moderns,
she has
never been soyoung
beautiful
at the but
Mayfair
as
she was in the draped balloon skirts seed
pearls, and tight bodice of the young 1867
bride in "Smilin' Through." In the i86o's.
girls evidently did not have to worry about
the restricted dancing space which Elsa
Maxwell complains about so bitterly at
Hollywood parties!
By the middle Eighties, however, the
styles had undergone a striking change.
Lify Oiven and Sarah Martin in "Silver
Dollar," set against an 1885 background,
wore draped bustles, button-bedecked
basques, spotted veils, fans and artificial
flowers. (And when Edward G. Robin.son
got a look at Aline MacMahon in her 1885
imported gown, heavy with passementerie
and jet bugles, he gloated, "The very latest
style!") Many an elderly woman in the
audience must have remembered a "best
gown" of corded taffeta with puffings and
ruffles and tight bodice, such as Ann
Harding's Carolyn Standish wore in the
early part of "The Conquerors."

They Stir Up Memories

ind "The
'S gowns
MAY
ors"OLIVER
EDNA
olddoubt
Conquer
wired velvet
theirawakene
memories, too,nowith
time
hat bows, intricate braiding and boned
collars and faggoting. One, of watered silk
, in
wasa
alone")
to stand
enough
("heavy with
lace
of shadow
a cascade
trimmed
frill down the front; another, of satin, had
gores and godets galore, with military frogs
and velvet buttons on the front; while a
third, worn with a hat piled with ostrich
plumes, had a chatelaine watch pinned with
a fleur-de-lys pin on a bodice heavily banded
with velvet.

EVERY WOMAN Shourd
Know THIS SECRET « « «
NO NEED

TO BE IN SUSPENSE

How so many thousands of women can now depend
on our New S. P. RELIEF COMPOUND
Use it when nature fails you. Often successfully relieves some
of the longest, unusual, unnatural cases many in 2 to 5 days
mth no ill after effects. GUARANTEED to be made according toU. S. P. Standard. Absolutely safe and harmless. No inconvenience or interference with everyday duties. It is the
real reliable compound that often produces the most unbelievable and most remarkable results. Thousands of women use it
regularly now because it is a superior product. Furthermore
every woman should give it at least one fair trial before using
anything else. The proof is — you don't have to suffer or be
discouraged anymore. All orders shipped, rushed same day received in plain wrapper. Worth .S.5.00. Send S2.00 Box. Double
Strength, $3.00; 2 for S5.00. Valuable Free Hygiene Booklet.
Snyder ProductsCo.,Dept.48-B,227W. North Ave., Chicago
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Here is the proof
Mrs. Walker of New
York says: "They
are a bles-'^ing to evMrs.
Baucheryofwoman."
New York
says: "There is nothing like them. Send 2
more boxe.s."
Mrs.
Green
of Kentucky
says: "I can sa.v it is
the most wonderful
treatment ever was
sold. Will tell all my
friends." Mrs. Dorn,
Minn., are
says:wonderful
"I think
they
and the price is low."
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403 Mejier Bidg., Western & Sierra Visia, Hollywood, California

By 1888,
MaryJohn
Marlowe
of "Secrets"
become
Mrs.
Carlton,
wife of
Governor, and her evening gown
skimpier, elaborately gored and draped
a satin bustle behind, while the train
skirt were wound with pleats.
As the young actress in "The
Madame Blanche," Irene Dunne
beautiful evening dress of tulle
with a cape of fluted ruffles.

had
the
was
into
and

Secret of
wore one
and satin
Only the

pompadour
" distinguished
Una Merkel worn
from over
manya "rat
a young
girl going
to the Cocoanut Gro\'e to-day — in similar
evening gowns of tulle, with flounces and
shoulder ruffles. But the boned velvet,
trimmed with huge artificial flowers and
applique,
which Eileen For
Percystreet
wore~;wear
has no
modern counterpart.
in
"The Secret of Madame Blanche," Irene
Dunne had a plaid woolen gown with
puffed sleeves and a tailored suit with an
organdie jabot, both of which she could
wear to the Brown Derby to-day without
attracting attention.

Just as the Twentieth Century was
dawning, ladies wore gored skirts (which
had to be held daintily in one hand to keep
their braid from sweeping the pavement),
tiny muffs, and steel-beaded Eton jackets,
such as Jane Marryot wore in the early
sequences of "Cavalcade." Diana Wynyard's evening gown, with beaded butterflies and accordion pleats of tulle, is also of
that period. And, curiously enough, she
wore an evening gown of the same X'ictorian
mode to the premiere of ' Cavalcade" —
and was right in 1933 style.
Many of us can remember seeing our
mothers, or photographs of our mothers, in
dresses like those of Ray Schmidt in her girlhood scenes in "Back Street" — flowered
silk mulls with puffing, ribbons on the shoulders in huge bows, veils, turbans with
maline pompoms, and lace gloves. The
date — the early 1900's.
'^ Lady Lou," says Mae West, "belonged
to an age when you could tell the difference
between a Bad Woman and a Good Woman." And now, with Marlene Dietrich and
her followers strolling on our boulevards in
sack suits, it's hard to tell the difference
between women — and men !
Mae resurrected Princess gowns, which
fitted tightly (figures ivere figures in those
days!) over "straight-front corsets." Remember them? Women wore slips with lace
insertion, and corset covers with baby ribbon bows, and yards of lace edging.
It was the day of the huge picture hats
loaded with plumes, and feather boas and
lace-trimmed parasols — all very trying to
the hollow-chested modern figures, but
gorgeous with Mae West's full-blown beauty. The four evening gowns she wore in
"She Done Him Wrong" have made many
women sigh for vanished glories and dietedaway curves. Dotted tulle adorned one
dress strung with jet; a white satin was
heavily embroidered with appliques of bead
flowers and vines; and another of silk lace
was made with big sleeves and a boned
collar.

The Eye-Catchers of 1906
A

FEW years later, according to "Frisco
Jenny," women were flaunting black
velvet, run through eyelet embroidery, and
demure accordion pleats. With this went
hair bows, barrettes and Janice Meredith
curls. In 1 910, the same picture testifies,
women were wearing willow plumes, net
yokes in their dresses, and bunches of
artificial violets at their waists, as well as
veils with huge "kiss spots" on one cheek.
"I had a hat almost like that!" or "I've
got a dress made just like hers, tucked away
in
womenandwhispered,
seeing hat
the
necka trunk!"
ruff of maline
the tall crowned
with loops of wired ribbon worn by Florence
Eldridge as the 1905 wife in "The Great
Jasper." And reminiscences were also
stirred up by the feather boa and the laceyoked, ribbon-barred gown worn by Wera
Engels, as the siren in the same picture.
1913 saw the wealthy women of society
in aigrettes and beaded chiffon ensembles
and garden hats, like those worn by Ethel
Barrymore as the Czarina in "Rasputin and
the
Empress."
Young
girls instead
were demure
and modest
in ruffled
muslins,
of the
impudent slacks of to-day. 191 8 saw women
wearing coat dresses and high satin hats,
with feathers spilling from the crowns, such
as Ann Harding wore when she waved goodbye to her son, marching off to war, in
"The Conquerors."
Sixty-six years of feminine frills, flounces,
ribbons, ruching, feathers, vivid colors.
Sixty-six years of feminine curves. Sixtysix years of clothes designed to capture the
hearts of men. Sixty-six years of corsets.
And now — Marlene. Boyish figures, straight
silhouettes, dieting. Mannish sports clothes,
tailored evening dresses, feminine tuxedos,
flat colors. Comfort.
Which do women really want to wear?

How to Keep Your Glamour
During that Trying Period
man likes to see you pale and
haggard with pain during that
trying time of the month.
Dysmenorrhea (menstrual pain)
has become a thing of the past for
hundreds of girls who know about
Hexin. At the first suggestion of
No

pain, they simply take 2 Hexin tablets with water and go about their
business or pleasure as they would
at any other time.
Science has made amazing improvements in pain relief. Now it is totally
unnecessary to miss parties or take
time off from work — unnecessary to
suffer from any of the common aches
and pains. Headaches, backaches,
toothaches and colds vield to the

Hexin treatment just as quickly as
Dysmenorrhea (arch enemy of beauty) .
Do not confuse Hexin with oldfasliioned, slow-acting tablets. Hexin
is new in every sense of the word. New
in the modern sense. New in the improved sense. Different. New in quick
action and safety. The latest development of medical science. The last
word in pain relief.
All competent doctors and druggists
know the Hexin formula (printed
clearly on every box) and endorse it
enthusiastically. Buy a box of Hexin
today — tonight. If your druggist
should not have Hexin, insist that
he order it. He can get it for you
easily and quickly.

HEXIN,
8 SOUTH

HEXiN,

MICHIGAN

Inc.

AVENUE,

CHICAGO

Inc., 8 So. Michigan Avenue, Chicago

Generous sample mailed FREE.
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Chevalier Answers Your Questions
(Continued from page 5p)
Are you a Catholic? Yes.
Do you feel the effect of your War wound
after
a hard day's work at the studio? Yes,
slightly.

J^'fi
ilO*"^

f^aXJL,

Symphonie, in fact, is two miracles!
First, it's a transparent finish that
brings new beauty to every skin. Instead of coloring the face, mask-Uke,
Stmphonie self -tones to your own complexion-tint, and reveals all the lovely,
luscious natural flesh-tints.
Miracle the second! . . . Symphonie
goes on hke a light powder and clings
like a heavy one! You can't make it
cake . . . you can't see ''powder"
when your make-up is completed.
Right now . . . take off the powdermask and put on the powder-finish.

I

dctcjiuckiu ontfiu OjfifeAi

Free: Buy a box of Symphonie ($1 at all
good beauty counters) and send us the slip
enclosed in the package, with your name
and address. This will bring you our
Miracle Make-up Box complete with cosmetics, abeautiful little gift, absolutely
free. The Armand Co., Des Moines, Iowa.

Be Your Own
MUSIC
^
Teacher
LEARN

AT

HOME

to play by iiote. Piano.
Violin, Ukulele. Tenor
Banjo, Hawaiian Guitar,
Piano Accordion, Saxophone or any other instrument —
or to eirig. Wonderful new method teaches i n half the time.
Simple
A B C. No
or trickas music.
Coat"numbers"
averages
only few cents a day. Over
600.000 fitudenta.
detail. Tell what your favorite instrument is and write name and address
plainly. Instruments supplied when needed, cash or credit..

U. S. School
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of IMusic,

606 Brunswick Bldg., N. Y. C.

// / should meet you some day, would you
speak to me, even if I am only a little girl? Of
course, I would. I like very much little
children.
Have you any plans for a New York stage
appearance this season? No, not yet.
Do you really like acting — or would yon
rather live in some cozy spot and do whatever
you pleased, without being criticized by the
public? I would not like such a life. I like
acting, and I love my profession because it
has given me all the satisfaction I have had.
It has helped me every time life brought me
difficulties. My profession is my best friend.
What suggestion would you make regarding
the training of a nine-year-old boy who has
dramatic talent? Leave him to his natural
inclination, and if he has talent, he will find
his way by himself to success.
When you made personal appearances at
the English Theatre in Indianapolis in 1932,
were you pleased with your reception? I was
delighted.
Do you really enjoy singing as much as you
seem to? Yes, it pleases me very much to
sing — especially when I give personal concerts.
Do you get a kick out of seeing Jcanette
MacDonald in her "undies" so much? His
answer, with a Chevalier twinkle: Don't
When will you come to Montreal, Canada,
in person? Your French- Canadian cousins,
like me, are very anxious to see you. I have
you?
had very agreeable offers to appear in Canada. Ihope to go there soon.
Do you have a "hobby" or collection? (The
word "hobby" puzzled Maurice, even after
my awkward explanation.) No — except I
have a collection of pictures of my mother.
// 1 should try very, very hard to write you
a letter in French, would you answer just that
one personally? Try — and you'll find out.
What are your favorite sports? Swimming,
boxing, tennis and golf.
Will you have a picture directed by Ernst
Lubitsch this year? I cannot say, for that
depends on Paramount.
How does it feel to be the world's greatest
and highest-paid entertainer? I am not that —
but even my success involves great responsibilities.
Which language do you prefer to sing in — •
French or English? I prefer to sing in both.
Do you think a stock company offers a good
Start to one who wishes to act? If so, where can
I get information regarding such companies?
To one who is a versatile actor, I think a
stock company might offer very excellent
experience. I don't think it would be good
for me, because I am always the same and
audiences would get bored with me. I do
not know about stock companies in America.
IT7;a/ are your intentions for your future?
I would like to continue my screen career
by playing more human parts.
Why do you always smile — is it just a
habit, or are you really that happy? I am very
happy. I smile because I cannot help myself.
Which do you prefer — comedy or drama?
I like the role where there is comedy — but
also what I call human feeling.
Do you have as decided an accent in real
life as you do on the screen? Exactly the
same. (And your Inquiring Reporter can
vouch for the truth of that answer. I only
wish Ivalier
could
accent.) faithfully reproduce the CheWhat do you think of Clark Gable? I think
he is a very good actor and deserves his
success. I always see his pictures.
Do you intend to get married again?
Maybe some day, but not for the time being.

Are you really going to adopt the baby who
is appearing in your latest picture? No.
Are you really as sad and moody as the
reporters would have us believe? No, that is
very untrue.
Did you take singing lessons or did singing
come naturally to you? It came naturally. I
never have taken lessons.
Why don't you play Prince Danilo in " The
Merry Widow"? I would like very much to
play that role — if I could approve the
adaptation.
What do sonations
you
thinkThey
of Rudy
Vallee's
ofyou?
are very
goodimperand
very friendly, but of course, Uke all impersonators, he overdoes certain gestures.
Why do you always play with Jeanette
MacDonald? You are mistaken. I have also
played with Claudette Colbert, Miriam
Hopkins, Frances Dee and, now, Helen
Twelvetrees.
Who do you tlmik is the prettiest actress in
Hollywood? All of them.
Why do you always wear a how-tie? (For
some unknown reason, that bow-tie has
scored a great impression. At least one
hundred of you submitted this question.)
Because I think that it fits much more to the
kind of suits I wear and to my personality.
Do you exaggerate your "provocative" lower
lip for screen purposes? No, except when I
sing. It is emphasized then because of the
natural contraction.
I17;a/ do you think of the mannish-clothes
fad started by Marlene Dietrich? (This is
representative of hundreds of queries.) I do
not approve. I am much more in favor of the
gowns than of the trousers. Woman loses
some of her femininity, even if she wears
the trousers very cleverly.
What color are your eyes? — your hair? My
eyes are blue. My hair is dark brown.
What is your favorite song? (Another popular question.) I have many favorite songs.
I usually Uke best the song which is most
popular at the moment.
Do you believe censorship should be eliminated in the case of pictures such as "Maedchen
where and
the sympathy?
theme is
handledinwithUniform"
extreme —delicacy
In pictures of such delicacy, I think censorship should be eliminated, as you say. But
in less delicate pictures I think censorship
is often necessary.
Do you. like the United States enough to
make your home here? And do you like the
American people? I Uke very much the
United States and the American people.
But I also Uke France. I have many friends
here and many friends there. I Uke best to
divide my time so that I can be with all my
friends.
Is it true that Marlene Dietrich and you
engage in friendly wrestling bouts? No, that
is not true — and I would be a very poor
wrestler.
Do you remember singing " Les Longs, Les
Longs Pantalons" on a Parisian stage? I do
not remember such a song.
Please tell me what sort of girl yon think
would make an ideal wife? A girl who has
virtue, truthfulness, sense of humor, intelligence— and, as much as possible, obedience. (Am I wrong, or did I detect a fleeting
smile on the Chevalier visage?)
Have you a cousin by the name of Vivian
Chevalier in Springfield, Massachusetts? I
think not.
Do you enjoy seeing movies for your own
pleasure, and do you see all of -your own
pictures? I try to see every good picttire,
and I see my own several times in order to
know what is wrong, so that next time I can
do better.
Do you list Walter Donaldson, the songwriter, among your close personal friends?
Yes. He is one of my best friends.

I

What is the most difficult role you have ever
played? (Each month, this proves to be a
fa\orite question.) Every role has some
difficulties. No one has been more difficult
than the others.
Do you want to continue in pictures indefinitely? Just as long as I can be successful.
Is it true that you are Spanish? No. I am
French.
// ever you marry again, will you take an
American girl for your wife? His answer,
with a Chevalier shrug of the shoulders:
You must ask Cupid!
Have you ever met Mile. Blanche de Precourf I do not remember. I have a very
poor memory for names.
Would you like to have children of your
own? Yes. I would like that very much.
What is your favorite color? Blue.
Have you any dogs? Yes. I have four
German police dogs, and one Sealyham
named Adolph.
Does personality in a girl mean more to you
than looks? Both have their attractions, but
personality means much more than appearance for stage or screen work. A combination of the two qualities would be ideal.
Are American women more charming than
European women? They are just as charming— but not more so.
Which do you like better — the old-fashioned
girl or the modern athletic type? It all depends
on the girl. Both types are delightful.
Are you planning to become an American
citizen? No.
Do you enjoy making pictures with Jeanette MacDonald? Is she as beautiful off-screen
as she is in pictures? Miss MacDonald is
very beautiful. I have enjoyed very much
working with her. (This will reply to at
least fifty similar queries.)
WJien will you play again with Claudette
Colbert? I have little to say in such matters.
They are for the studio to decide.
Have you composed any songs? No.
Which of your pictures do you consider your
best? I woiild rather not answer that question. (And that's too bad, for hundreds
asked it.)
Which do you like best — redlieads, blondes
or brunettes? I like all of them, just as I like
many different flowers which have special
beauty.
Isn't Marlene Dietrich a charming friend,
if one is personally acgttainted with her? She
is very charming.
Were any of your ancestors from Bourbon,
France? My ancestors, for many, many
generations, were bom in Paris.
What are your feelings toward Jeanette
MacDonald? Will you make another picture
together? I admire Miss MacDonald.
MHiether we will again play together I cannot say.
Which do you think are the more suspicious
— men or women? Both are suspicious, but
women are more suspicious than men.
In all your pictures, you kiss your leading
ladies as if you really enjoy it. Do you? In
all my life, I have never avoided the kiss of
a beautiful girl.
Why do you usually wear a straw hat in
your pictures? One of my first successes on
the French stage was made in a tuxedo and
a straw hat. The hat became my trademark.
How do you think audiences would react to
your appearance i?i a movie without a plot —
one that featured just you, singing your songs
in French and English? I think it would be
very tiresome.
What is tJie best way to overcome stagefright? That is very difficult to answer. You
must just know that if you are talented,
success and fame will come to you.
Do you still retnember Mary Krajci, whom
you used to play with when you were a barefooted boy in France? I don't remember
Mary Krajci. And though I was very, very
poor, I was never barefoot.
Do you read all your fan mail? It is impossible to read all of it. I read as many letters
as my time permits.

Do you not consider your European success
a greater personal satisfaction than your
American triumph? Not at all. I think I am
the same degree happy when I make a success in any part of the world. The applause
of one audience is exactly as gratifying as
the applause of another audience.
What was the title of your first motion picture? My first picture was "Iimocents of
]Vhat is your idea of the perfect woman?
His
answer, with a touch of honest embarParis."
ras ment : My mother.
Do you think as much of Ex-Mayor Walker
of New York as you used to, or are you one of
his "fair-weather" friends? I am always a
friend of Mayor Walker.
Do you like to live in the country? I Uke
very much to vacation in the country. Perhaps Iwould not like to live there always,_
for I am of the city.
Which is the easier way to become a movie
star — via the legitimate stage or via Hollywood? Most directors have told me that
they prefer the actors with stage training.
Please tell me why they call your lower lip
a Hapsburg lip? Hapsburg is A ustrian. So
many members of the famous Hapsburg
family, who once ruled Austria, have had
prominent lower Ups that now the term is
used to describe Ups of that type.
/ always liked you until I heard that you
are stingy. Idle gossip can sometimes be misleading, so please tell me the truth. Are you
actually stingy? This report is absolutely
false. I have not only supported many
relatives, but I have given very large donations to many charities and I have paid all
expenses for a large hospital in my own
coimtry. I have been careful with my money
for I was the child of very poor parents. (And
here the Inquiring Reporter wishes to give
his own testimony. Taking advantage of
the income ta.x receipts which cluttered the
dressing-room, I discovered that Maurice
Chevalier, in 1932, had given staggering
sums to e\'ery worthy charity in Los
Angeles. I also discovered that the charity
hospital of which he is the sole support — the
Dispensaire du Spectacle in Paris — treated a
total of 13,139 patients last year. And that
should be answer enough for anyone.)
How do you pronounce your name? My
name is correctly pronounced Mor-eece'
She-val'yea.
Some of the queries were in French, and
Maurice answered them in French. Here
they are:
Je n'est aucunne question a poser, je veus
seulement vous acrire combiefi je vous admire,
je tie manque jamais une motion picture de
vous. Je apprecierai une response en franqais
votre compatriote. Je vous remercie pour vos
gentilles pensees.
Pourquoi, M. Maurice, faites vous une si
vilaine bouche? J'aimerais tant vous voir
naturel? La bouche est naturelle et comme
vous voyes je ne suis pas favorise par la
nature.
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Pourquoi n'y a i'il pas plus d'acteur Canacoup. Franqais qu'il y en a? II y en a beaudien
N'avez vous jamais eut le desir de faire niie
visite
aux lies d' Hawaii? Oui et j'espere y
aller bientot.
Quand vous tournez une d'amour aimerez
vous mieux que la place soil deserte? Qu'en
pensez vous?
Quel est votre patois habituel. Monsieur
Maurice?
Celui de MeniLmontant.
So much for Maurice — never did a son of
France rise more courageously to a difficult
task! As a reward for his courtesy in answeravalanchetrip
of questions,
all wisha
him ingathispleasant
to La Bellelet's
France,
happy stay, and a speedy return to Hollywood and the screen.
Next month Jean Harlow will answer the
questions you asked her through the May
Motion Picture. What a story her replies
will make! And now rush in your Mae West
queries (see page 42, this issue) !
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"A Bedtime Story" — Seen Through
Hollywo
{Continuedod's
from page Eyes
41)
You register at some hotel — and go
about your business.
But — what happens in an emergency?
You're a stranger in a strange city.
You need quick action. You have no
time to answer personal questions —
to establish yourself. Why chance
finding yourself in a complicated
position when you come to Chicago?
Write us on your letterhead. Ask for
a Knickerbocker PREFERRED GUEST
CARD.

You

become

a friend — at

once — a known and recognized personality. Your signature will help us
serve you better. Write us now!

Chicago's HOTEL

Knickerbocker

Walton Place (East of Michigan Blvd.)
Adjacent to the business sectionYet away from the noise and grime.
Outstanding Accommodations— Low Rates
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secondary would be his fiddle-playing. For
in total footage, scene by scene, he found the
baby would have a part more important
than his own. It is the first time since
movies began that an infant so young has
been given a role so large.
To Chevalier's everlasting credit, he did
not exercise his prerogative as a star to decline to play in the picture. When his
friends advised him to ask for another story,
he replied that he preferred a small part in
a good vehicle to a big one in a poor production. Scores of times during the shooting of "A Bedtime Story," Chevalier proved
the sincerity behind his remark. In answer
to Director Xorman Taurog's unspoken
question when the baby was performing
some unusually cute action in a scene,
Chevalier would urge, " Ne\er mind me.
Give it to M'sieur Bab-ee." And to M'sieur
Bab-ee it was given. He didn't steal the
picture. It was presented to him by virtue
of the never-failing graciousness of the
French star.
In the previous instalments of this series,
we have given you accounts of pictures much
more lavish and pretentious than "A Bedtime Story" — pictures like "Cavalcade."
which was an achievement in transporting
and reconstructing a bit of England on
Hollywood soil; "42nd Street," a glittering
spectacle of authentic backstage life;
"Sweepings," a historical document of the
building of a merchant dynasty from the
ashes of the Chicago fire; and "The White
Sister," a tender and beautiful love classic
ha\ing its setting in wartime Italy.
There is nothing spectacular in the production of "A Bedtime Story." It has no
massive sets or tremendous cast. Having a
modern locale, no vast research work was
necessary. The prop man's task, except for
the great amount of safety pins used, presented no unusual difficulties. The production centered entirely, as the picture you
will see on your screen centers, upon the
antics of a baby whose age is still counted
in months.

How

Baby Was Chosen

UPON
Chevalier's own suggestion, a
unique manner was employed of choosing an infant to play this leading part of
the orphan. Chevalier held that, since
extensive tests would be necessary to discover such a young child who could be made
to act naturally before the cameras, children of needy families should be given
preference. As a result of his suggestion,
the casting office at Paramount called various local charity organizations for names of
destitute mothers with babies between the
ages of seven and eight months.
Several hundred names were so obtained
and from them a total of one hundred and
seventy-three babies were called in for
tests. Norman Taurog, whose success with
children in "Skippy," "Sooky" and similar
film hits made him the logical choice for the
directorial assignment of "A Bedtime
Story," personally conducted the testing.
The children, two by two, were placed in
a large crib under ordinary studio lighting
and a whole reel of film recorded their
normal reactions to this new and strange
atmosphere. No attempt was made to have
them act. Taurog wanted them to be just
themselves.
In the first pair of babies tested, one was
LeRoy Weinbrener. This youngster, with
his seventeen-year-old mother, Mrs. Gwenneth Weinbrener, had been highly recommended to Paramount by Salvation Army
officials, who had personally escorted them
to the studio. The baby was born, after the

death of his father, in a Salvation Army
home and had lived in the home ever since
his birth, the mother having worked in the
institution in payment for their board and
room. The contract that her child won
proved a godsend. She was paid $125 a
week and given an endowed insurance
policy of a thousand dollars for his schooling.

Not a Bit Camera-Conscious
FROM the start, Baby LeRoy won the
heart of everyone. He wasn't extraordinarily beautiful; there were many handsomer babies, but none with his vitality
and personality. LeRoy's tiny face fairly
radiated his blithe spirits. He grinned back
at all who smiled at him and seemed totally
undisturbed by the glaring lights and grinding cameras. Oddly enough, in the weeks
that followed, never once did LeRoy spoil
a scene by looking directly into the camera
lens.
The other baby with whom he was tested
proved belligerent. He insisted upon fighting his companion and yowled loudly when
LeRoy fought back. With one well-placed
left to the jaw, LeRoy finally disposed of
the belligerent one. Whereupon he turned
around to smile broadly at Taurog, seeming
to say, "Well, that settled his hash."
Taurog wisely observed the personal reactions ofhis co-workers as each child faced
the cameras. Baby LeRoy, although the
first, remained the favorite of the studio
crew, who saw one hundred and seventythree children in all. The winner was blond,
with blue eyes, and weighed twenty-one
pounds,
measuring twenty-four inches from
head to heel.
Meanwhile, the casting of adult actors
was under way. Helen Twelvetrees, playing her first role since the birth of her own
baby, was assigned the feminine lead opposite Chevalier. Edward Everett Horton
was secured for the important part of Victor,
Chevalier's valet. Adrienne Ames replaced
Carole Lombard as Paulette, and Earle
Foxe was given the assignment originally
intended for Charlie Ruggles. In both of
these latter cases, script revision dictated
the changes.
The story opens with Rene (Chevalier)
returning to his native Paris from an
African hunting trip. !Met at the station
by his chauffeur (Ernest Wood), he learns
that he is not expected by his fiancee until
the following day. He decides to make a
night of it, since his life as a gay bachelor
will soon be at an end.

Then Maurice's Fun Begins
IN rapid succession, he makes three dates
with as many girls — Paulette at nine,
Sicsanne at eleven and Gabrielle at one.
While he is making these appointments, a
foundling baby is left in his automobile
during a tentionmoment
when The
the chauffeur's
atis distracted.
infant is not
discovered until after their arrival home
and the servants remove the luggage. As
well-trained servants, they ask no questions, but simply deliver the sleeping babe
to Rene in his room.
Victor, the valet, sees in the child a resemblance to Rene. They have the same
protruding underlip. Rem has cause to
wonder at the resemblance and it is not
until the baby is found to have a button in
his mouth (making his lip protrude) that
their fears are allayed.
This lip business, which is good for a big
laugh in the picture, offered one of the
most difficult problems with which the
director had to contend. Obviously, it was
impossible to follow the script in respect to
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Unbelievable,
but True !
DO YOU know that today— in this
highly enlightened world — there are
millions of people who never heard of
tooth-paste; miUions who never saw a
fountain pen and wouldn't know what
it was if they saw it; who never tasted
ginger ale, or owned a flashlight; millions of women who never heard of a
permanent; boys and girls who wouldn't
know a tennis racket from a basketball?
Unbehevable, but true! And why?
Just because in the remote places
where these people live there are no
newspapers and folks seldom, if ever,
see a magazine.
Contrast this with your standards of
Uving — an electric clock on your mantel, an electric refrigerator in your
kitchen, a vacuum cleaner, colorful
draperies, modish clothing of fine fabrics, foods carefully prepared for you by
great manufacturers, shoes and hats in
the latest style — and then say a great
big "Thank you" for advertising.
Without advertising you would be
Uving in a past generation. Listening,
open-mouthed, to the stories of some
wayfarer with tales of radios, telephones, furniture, cosmetics, silk
underthings he had seen in his travels.
Read the advertisements. Always
there is something new, always something of interest, always something to
save you money, time, or trouble.

the but'cufi. Baby LeRoy might swallow
it, if it were left in his mouth.
Taurog's only hope was to awaken in
LeRoy an imitative spirit — which was no
mean task, in working with a child eight
months old. If Chevalier and the baby
had not got on so well together, the lip
business might never have been successfully
photographed. But Chevalier sat for da>s
with LeRoy on his lap and stuck out his
famous lower lip for the baby's amusement.
Everyone else on the set did the same.
LeRoy grew to enjoy the grimaces they
made and crowed his pleasure. Finally, he
decided that it must be fun to extend a lip
and forthwith tried it, himself. You should
have heard the gleeful shout of "He's done
it. He's done it."
But, then, you should have witnessed the
great elation that greeted practically everything baby LeRoy did. He was literally the
king of all he surveyed. Ordinarily hardboiled grips, props, electricians and cameramen became self-appointed nurses, watching
his feeding and sleeping times with intense
interest. When the baby was placed in his
crib for a nap, the entire set became as still
as the proverbial night before Christmas.
Pity the man who made the slightest noise.
He was glared upon and fiercely shushed.
Baby LeRoy had no carriage and precious
few clothes when he started on the picture.
A perambulator, the finest that money
could buy, was purchased for him by popular subscription, the limit being a halfdollar for a single donation, so that all
might contribute. This, mind you, during
the bank holiday, when everyone was
counting pennies. After the banks reopened,
other presents were showered upon the
child — clothing, toys and every known appliance for baby's comfort. A book on the
care and feeding of infants made its appearance on the set and was read by nearly all
the crew.
There was no particular reason for all of
this attention, except that everyone was
sincerely interested in LeRoy. A capable
representative of the Child Welfare Department, Rachel Smith, was in constant attendance. Itwas her duty to see that the
baby did not work more than the limit of
two hours a day prescribed by law. She
was never compelled to call time, for the
entire cast and crew knew LeRoy's rest
periods to the second. His care conformed
with every scientific principle and he was
handled as though he was a fragile piece of
Dresden china. A large sign was painted
to be put on his perambulator. It read
"Do Not Touch Baby."
Episodes such as these led to my claim
that there has never been a picture like "A
Bedtime Story" in the history of Hollywood. It was, of course, a directorial
achievement that called for infinite patience
on the part of Norman Taurog. But Taurog
is generous in sharing the praise that his
direction has merited. "Without the fine
cooperation of everyone concerned, the job
never could have been done," he says.
"Chevalier is said to be a very temperamental player. I found him the exact opposite. He behaved like a youngster on the
set, in on every joke, even going so far as
to wire a chair for a hot seat. Where he
gets his reputation for being a silent, morose
person, I cannot understand. He is extremely fond of children, and he and LeRoy
got along famously. I have been told that
he offered to adopt the baby."
If true, Chevalier was not alone in wishing to adopt LeRoy. The mother received
a score of offers of adoption, but refused to
part with the child. Alost of these offers
came from famous stars and directors.

Stars on the Sidelines
THE
entire personnel
of Paramount
studio visited "A Bedtime Story" set
at one time or another during the picture's
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Over 20 years success. Ouaranteed harmless. Active coloring agent is purely vegetable. Does not coat the surface —
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Both these methods are .ippliel externally and eaniiot have a
ijl-etfect: they entiiil no special resiine. no fatiguing exercises,
internal medicament, and for 23 years have bee.i used all O'
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shooting. Baby LeRoy's fame spread even
to other studios, and stars who seldom go
visiting asked permission to come over and
watch him work. The whole of Hollywood
awaits the picture with the keenest interest.
The wonder baby appears in practically
every scene from the moment he is discovered among the baggage in Rene s car.
Rene is so interested in playing with the
child that he forgets his dates with the
three ladies of the evening. This leads to
later complications.
Before the nurse whom he has ordered
from the agency puts in an appearance,
Reytc and his valet are distracted to know
how to make the baby stop crying. Finally,
a watch is given to him to play with. He
immediately smashes it and laughs.
Getting LeRoy to break watches was
indeed difficult — perhaps the second most
difficult thing he was called upon to do.
Making him go to sleep, awaken, smile or
say "How-da" required only time and
patience. To make him cry was also comparatively simple. It was found that he
had an intense dislike for having a handkerchief placed to his nose in the traditional
"blow-hard" position. The mere wiping of
his
nose with a handkerchief made him cry
lustily.

Readers of Motion Picture will receive, under plain cover. I
particulars about DEVELOPI.VG or STRENGTHENIN
Please eivc na ne and .addre.. in block letters and send to Mir
HELENE DUROY. II rue de Miromciiil. Div. U14. Paris V
France.
Ericlo.e .Sc stamp for answer.
Postafte 5c.

But LeRoy had not learned to throw
things. A watch was, to him, something to
be put in his mouth. He was teething, incidentally, and its cool surface was pleasing
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to
his feverish
The baby
didn't have
a tooth
when gums.
he started
the picture.
He
had four when he finished.
The watch-throwing business was attempted by again arousing the imitative
spirit. It failed to work. Every time, LeRoy
popped the watch into his mouth the moment itwas handed him. Taurog had never
before despaired, but he finally decided it
was impossible. Paramount executives were
called in to help decide what might be done.
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Threw Director's Watch
won't throw it," said Taurog. "See
HE what
he does with it," and he handed
LeRoy his own watch, instead of the prop
watch they had been using. Promptly the
baby tossed the real timepiece on the floor,
shattering it to bits. They had no more
trouble making him throw things.
To return to the story, the nurse arrives
in the person of Sally (Helen Twelvetrees).
Her advent into the household brings order
out of chaos so far as the baby is concerned.
But Rene's troubles with his lights-of-love
have just begun. The baby, of course,
complicates matters and eventually causes
Rene's fiancee to break the engagement.
One other incident deserves telling before
this account is closed. It concerns the day
Baby LeRoy found that he could make a
"raspberry."
The scene in which he was playing had
Chevalier approach the crib to announce
the end of his engagement. The scene, of
necessity, had to be played straight, as
Rene is dejected over his broken romance.
It is before he falls in love with Sally.
Chevalier finished his sad speech and was
to bend over the baby, when LeRoy produced his first "Bronx cheer." He had
never done it before and seemed \'ery pleased
with himself. What was a ruined scene to
him? He was having fun.
Twenty-six times, they repeated the
scene and twenty-six times LeRoy did his
stunt the moment Chevalier approached the
crib. Work had to be stopped for the day
and the baby sent home. Fortunately, by
the next morning, he had forgotten all about
the raspberry in his interest in other things.
You can readily see from the incidents
given you here how painstaking was the
task of filming "A Bedtime Story." When
you see the picture, remember the way in
which the almost miraculous results were
obtained. You will then be seeing "A Bedtime Story" through Hollywood's eyes.
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Do You Want to
Be a Movie Star
This Summer
Earn $100 a week... get all expenses paid
to and from Hollywood . . . receive international recognition for your personality?
There's a lucky girl attending classes right now in some recognized
American
college or university. She's going to rocket to movie stardom this summer.
This girl may be you.
College Humor and Sense and Universal Pictures Corporation are
holding a contest to pick this fortunate voung lady. She will be called
the All-American Girl of 1933. ^^^ ^^^^ leave for Hollywood and
stardom shortly after July first.
There she will be featured in Universal's third great football picture,
to be released this fall. She'll get $100 a week for at least four weeks.
But best of all, if she makes good, this fortunate co^ed will be offered
a new movie contract, with a chance to make this glamorous profession her permanent career.
If you've secretly longed to be one of the glorified women of the
screen, read the rules of this contest and send in your photographs
without delay.
■No one need know of your entry. You needn't lose a minute from
classes. You needn't even be ravishingly beautiful, if you have charm
and photograph well.
But you must act quickly. This opportunity may never come again.

All-American Girl Contest
Universal Pictures Corporation

Contest Closes

MIDNIGHT
July 1st, 1933

merican

All-A
Contest

Girl

Rules

1. Each entrant must be a registered student in a college of reputable standing.
2. Each entrant must submit two photographs of
herself: (a) One profile photograph; (b) One full
face photograph, large head of not less than three
inches from chin to top of head.
3. Photographs must be accompanied by letter giving following information about entrant: Age,
height, weight, color of eyes, color of hair, athletic training, theatrical training. (Do not omit
any of this important data.)
4. Photographs and data as above must be accompanied by statement from elocution or dramatic
teacher attesting to quality of voice.
5. All entrance material must be accompanied bv
cover of current issue of College Humor and
Sense, or a facsimile thereof.
6. In case of a tie duplicate prize will be awarded
each tying contestant. Copies of College Humor and Sense may be read at the office of the
publisher, 1301 Paramount Building, New York
City, or at Public Libraries. It is not necessary to
be a subscriber to enter this contest. All photographs will remain the property of the publishers
unless accompanied by sufficient postage for their
return.
7. AH entrance material must be in the hands of
All-American Girl Editor of College Humor
and Sense, 1301 Paramount Building, New York
City, not later than midnight, July 1st, 1933.
8. A committee of judges composed of Carl Laemmlc,
Jr., of Universal Pictures, Russell Patterson and
Jefferson Machamer, artists, Stanley Gibson, publisher of College Humor and Sense and other
.magazines, and Larry Reid, editor of Motion Picture and Movie Classic, will select and announce
the name of the prize-winning ALL-AMERICAN
GIRL before midnight, J-ulv 15ih, 1933.

All-American Girl Contest
Universal Pictures
Coiporotion

College
Humor
and Sense
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For not only may "pink tooth brush" Ipanaon your tooth brush or finger-tip
lead to gingivitis and Vincent's dis- and massage it gently into your slugease and other serious gum troubles, gish, tender gums.
THIS girl keeps her finger-tips resplendently manicured. People
comment on it. They do not com-

but it may spoil the brightness of your
Today's foods are too soft and
teeth— and even spell danger for your creamy to give proper stimulation to
teeth.
your gums. But the massage with Ipana

ment upon her dingy teeth, of coursebut they notice them!
Examine your own teeth— ^W^/^m.
If your gums are flabby, and bleed
easily— if you find "pink" upon your
tooth brush— the attractiveness of your
smile is in danger.

^p^^^ ^^^ Massage
,
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fmk looth Brush
To have firm, healthy gums and goodlooking, bright teeth, do this:
Clean your teeth with Ipana Tooth
Paste. And each time, put a little extra
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Get a full-size tube of Ipana today.
Follow the Ipana method, and very
soon you'll have brighter, whiter teeth,
Within a month your gums will be
firmer. "Pink tooth brush" will disappear.
BRISTOL-MYERS CO., Dept. HH.73
73 west Sueet, New York, N. Y.
Kindly send me a trial tube of IPANA TOOTH
paste. Enclosed is a three-cent stamp to cover partly
the cost of packing and mailing.

Street
City

State

A Good Tooth Paste, Like a Good Dentist, Is Never a Luxury
3
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DAVIES...

absolutely

bewitching

creature in PEG O' MY HEART!
When J. Hartley Manners wrote the stage
play he asked for a lot. ..a child of the sea
and the sun whose natural charm was so great
m

/

^^
^0.,

J^
fMg

that

sophisticated

London

society

would

fall

down and worship her. In M-G-M-Cosmopolitan's
screen version Marion Davies is the very elfin creature that Manners

must have dreamed

about... "Peg

O' My Heart" is a sensitive and beautiful productiori by
Robert Z. Leonard, from an adaptation by Francis Marion.
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What the STARS
AND

WHERE

THEY

By MARION
Arlen,
Richard — recently completed College Humor— Paramount
Studios, S4S1
Marathon
St.,
Hollywood. Cal.
Arliss,
George — recently completed
Voltaire —
Warner I3ros. Studios, Burbank, Cal.
Armstrong, Robert — playing in Jamboree — Radio
Pictures Studios, 780 Gower St., Hollywood, Cal,
Barrymore,
John — playing
in Night
Flight —
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios,
Culver City,
Cal.
Barrymore,
Lionel — playing in Night Flight —
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios, Culver City. Cal.
Barthelmess, Richard — recently
completed
Breadline — First National
Studios, Burbank, Cal.
Baxter, Warner — playing in / Loved
You Wednesday — Fox Studios, 1401 N.
Western Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Beery, Wallace — playing in Tug Boal
Annie — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios,
Culver City, Cal.
Bennett, Constance — playing in .4
Bed of Roses — Radio Pictures Studios, 780
Gower St., Hollywood, Cal.
Bickford, Charles — recently completed
Song of the Eagle — Paramount Studios.
5451 Marathon St., Hollywood, Cal.
Blondell, Joan — recently completed
Cold Diggers of 1933 — First National
Studios, Burbank, Cal.
Boles, John — playing in My Lips Betray— Fox Studios, 1401 N. Western Ave.,
Hollywood, Cal,
Bow Clara — latest release Call Her
Savage — Fox Studios, 1401 N. Western
Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Boyd, Bill — recently completed Emergency Call — Radio Pictures Studios, 780
Gower St., Hollywood, Cal.

MAY

are Doing
BE FOUND

MARTONE

Gable, Clark — playing in Black Orange Blossoms —
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City.
Cal.
Garat, Henry — recently completed .Adorable — Fox
Studios, 1401 N. Western Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Garbo, Greta — playing in Queen Christina —
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios. Culver City, Cal.
Gaynor, Janet — recently completed .Adorable —
Fox Studios, 1401 N. \Vestern Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Grant, Gary — playing in Gambling Ship — Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood. Cal.
TTarding, .\nn — playing in Double Harness — Radio
•*^ Pictures Studios, 780 Gower St.. Hollywood. Cal.

TT'eeler,
— recently
Gold Diggers
■•■*• of 1933Ruby
— First
National completed
Studios. Burbank.
Cal.
Kibbee,
Guy — recently completed Gold Diggers
of 1933 — First National Studios. Burbank, Cal.
Land], Elissa — playing in I Loved You Wednesday
—Foxwood. Cal. Studios, 1401 N. Western Ave., HollyLinden,
Eric — playing in Flying Circus — Radio
Pictures Studios. 780 Gower St., Hollywood. Cal.
Lombard,
Carole — recently completed
Supernatural— Paramount
Studios. 5451 Marathon
St..
Hollywood. Cal.
Lowe,
Edmund — recently
completed
Dinner
. at
EightCity.
— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios.
Culver
Cal.
Loy, Myrna — playing Studios,
in Ni'ht Flight
—
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Culver
City. Cal.
* * *
Eagle Fredric — latest release The
and the Hawk — Paramount
Studios, 5451 Marathon St.. Hollywood.
McCrea, Joel — playing in .4 Bed cf
Cal.
Roses — Radio Pictures Studios, 780 Gower
St., Hollywood, Cal.
Montgomery, Robert — playing in
.Another Language — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios, Culver City, Cal.
Moore,
arch,Colleen — playing in The Power
and Mthe Glory — Fox Studios, 1401 N. Western -\ve., Hollywood, Cal.
Morris, Chester — recently completed
The Black .Ace — Radio Pictures Studios,
780 Gower St.. Hollywood. Cal.
"^issen,
completed
■'■^ Melody Greta
Cruise — recently
Radio Pictures
Studios. 780 Gower St.. Hollywood, Cal.
Nixon, Marian — recently completed 5
Cents a Glass— Fox Studios, 1401 N. Western .\ve., Hollywood, Cal,

Gagney,
James — recently
completed
The
Mayor
of Hell — Warner
Bros.
Studios, Burbank, Cal.
Carroll, Nancy — recently completed I
Love That Man — Paramount Studios, 5451
Marathon St., Hollywood, Cal.
Chevalier, Maurice — latest release A
Bedtime Story — Paramount Studios, 5451
Marathon St., Hollywood, Cal.
Colbert, Claudette — recently completed /Cover the Waterfront — United ."Artists Studios, 1041 N. Formosa Ave.,
Hollywood, Cal.
Colman, Ronald — latest release The
Masquerader — United Artists Studios. 1041
N. Formosa .\ve., Hollywood, Cal.
Cooper, Gary — recently completed Today We Live — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios, Culver City, Cal.
Crawford, Joan — playing in The Dancing Lady — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios,
Culver City, Cal.
* * *

^-^ HumorJack
— Paramount
Studios, College
5451
/^akie.
— recently completed
Marathon St., Hollywood, Cal.
O'Brien, George — playing in Life in the
Ra-i — Fox Studios, 1401 N. Western Ave..
Hollywood. Cal.
Pickford,
Mary — Studios,
latest
— United .Artists
mosa .Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Powell, William — latest
Detective 62 — Warner Bros.
bank. Cal.

^ ^ ^

release
1041 N.Secrets
Forrelease Private
Studios, Bur-

■Daft,Club — George
— playing
'-^
Paramount
Studios,in 5451Midnight
Marathon St., Hollywood. Cal.
Raymond, Gene — playing in .Ann
Carver's Profession — Columbia Pictures
Studios, 1438 Gower St., Hollywood, Cal.
Robinson, Edward G. — playing in Big
SItot — First National Studios, Burbank.

Davies,
Marion — recently
completed
Peg
o' My
Heart-^Meiro-Goldv/ynMayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.
Cal.Rogers, Charles (Buddy) — recently
Davis, Bette — playing in Easy to Love —
Warner Bros. Studios, Burbank, Cal.
completed 5 Cents a Glass — Fox Studios.
1401 N. Western Ave., Hollywood. Cal.
Dietrich, Marlene — recently completed
The Song of Songs — Paramount Studios,
Rogers, Will — latest release .State Fair —
5451 Marathon St., Hollywood, Cal.
Fox Studios. 1401 N. Western .\ve.. HollyJanet Gaynor and Henry Garat are waltzing in "AdorDlx, Richard — playing in The Public Be
wood. Cal.
able,"
the
romantic
musical
comedy,
to
the
strains
of
a
Sold — Radio Pictures Studios, 780 Gower
St., Hollywood, Cal.
new waltz song, named for the picture, which promises
Cidney,
— playing
in 5451
JennieMaraGer'^
hardt
— Sylvia
Paramount
Studios.
Dunn, James — playing in Arizona lo
thon St.. Hollywood. Cal.
to become as popular as the famous Merry Widow Waltz
Broadway — Fox Studios, 1401 N. Western
Ave.. Hollywood, Cal,
Stanwyck, Barbara — latest release
Baby Face — Warner Bros. Studios, BurDunne, Irene — latest release The Silver
bank, Cal.
Cord — Radio Pictures Studios, 780 Gower
St., Hollywood, Cal.
Harlow, Jean — playing in Black Orange Blossoms
— Metro-Gotdwyn-AIayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.
Talbot,
Lyle — recently
completed
Mary Cal.
Stevens,
Dressier, Marie — playing in Tug Boat Annie
M.D. — Warner
Bros. Studios,
Burbank,
Harvey, Lilian — playing in -^Jy Lips Betray — Fox
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal,
Studios, 1401 N. Western .^ve., Hollywood, Cal.
Tone, Franchot — playing in Lady of the Night —
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios. Culver City, Cal.
Hayes, Helen — playing in .Another Language —
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios. Culver City. Cal.
Tracy, Lee — recently completed Dinner at Eight
— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.
Erwin,
Stuart — recently completed
International
Hepburn,
Katharine
—
playing
in
The
Morning
House — Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St.,
Glory — Radio Pictures Studios. 780 Gower St.,
Tracy, 1401
Spencer
— playing
The .AmericanCal.
— Fox
Hollywood, Cal.
Studios,
N. Western
Ave.,in Hollywood,
Hollywood, Cal.
Evans, Madge — recently completed Dinner at
Holt, Jack — playing in The Wrecker — Columbia
Pictures Studios, 1438 Gower St.. Hollywood, Cal.
Eight — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City.
Cal.
Howard, Leslie — playing in Captured! — Warner
West,Paramount
Mae — playing
RingsMarathon
on Her St.,
Fingers
—
Bros. Studios, Burbank, Cal.
Studios. in5451
HollyFairbanks,
Douglas,
Jr. — recently
completed
Captured! — Warner Bros. Studios, Burbank. Cal.
Farrell,
Glenda — recently completed Mary
Stevens, M.D. — Warner Bros. Studios, ISurbank, Cal.
Foster,
Norman — playing in Pilgrimage — Fox
Studios. 1401 N. Western Ave.. Hollywood, Cal.
Francis, Kay — recently completed Mary Stevens,
M.D. — Warner Bros. Studios, Burbank. Cal.

Huston, Walter — playing
in Culver
Strange City.
Rhapsody
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios,
Cal. — '■
Jordan, armed—Dorothy
— playingStudios,
in Three
Came
UnRadio Pictures
780 Gower
St.,
Hollywood, Cal,
Joyce, Peggy Hopkins — recently completed International House — Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood. Cal.

^ and
Weissmuller,
Johnny —Cal.
playing in Tarzan
wood,
His Mate
— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios. Culver
City. Cal.
William, Warren — recently completed Gold Diggers of 1Q33 — First National Studios, Burbank, Cal.
'VT'oung,
Robert — playing'!
in TugCulver
Boat City,
AnnieCal.
—
•*- Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios,

"plain"^

RETTY

fuit from Lord & Taylor, New York. Selected by
Vogue. This entire outfit has been washed with Ivory
Flakes . . .just as salespeople in fine stores advise.

Don't resist the new colorful clothes. Just be
sensible and ask the salesgirl if they will wash.
Follow her advice when she says, "Yes, hut to
he safe, wash them with Ivory."
Salespeople are that way about Ivory Flakes
— awfully partial, because they know that Ivorv
Flakes are made from pure Ivory Soap, the soap
that's safe for a baby's skin — hence it's safest
for your saucy silk prints and pastel cotton
frocks and fuzzy- wuzzy sweaters!
Ivory Flakes are made for lazy girls who want

IVORY

FLAKES

instant suds. Does that mean you? Try those
tiny curls of soap — see how fast they t^\dnkle
into thick suds in lukewarm water. Keep away
from flat clinging flakes — they cause soap spots!
Remember what Vogue says, "The girl with a
lot of uncared-for dresses is dowdy. The girl
with a few dresses, in immaculate condition,
looks smart." Something to think about, girls.
Better buy one of those bargain boxes of Ivory
Flakes today, and start dipping your pretties
through Ivory suds every night!

Tip-Offs On The Talkies

• • •

is the ideal\''itimento

REDUCE
You

will REDUCE

much
during

more quickly
the
Summer!

JVhat They're About —
And How Good They Are
By James Edwin Reid

" T REDUCED my hips
^ nine inches", .writes
Ivfiss
fat
seems Healy.
to have"The
melted

Gabriel Over the White House — A vision of
.America under the rule of a benign dictator (Walter
Huston), who solves the country's big problems.
Compelling drama for people who think (M-G-M).

away" . . writes Mrs.
McSorley.
% So many of our customers are delighted with
the wonderful results obtained with this Perforated Rubber Reducing
Girdle that we want you
to try it for 10 days at
our expense —
RED UCE YOUR
'WAIST AND HIPS 3
INCHES IN 10 DAYS
Or
Won't
One ItPenny
! Cost You
• Worn next to the body
with perfect safety, the
tiny perforations permit
the skin to breathe as its
gentle massage -like action reduces flabby, disfiguringfat with every
movement!
In TEN Short Days
You Can Be Your
Slimmer Self . . .
without Dieting,
Drugs or Exercise.
SEND

FOR

FREE 10

DAY

TRIAL

PERFOLASTIC,
Dept. 167,

OFFER
Inc

41 East 42nd Street, New York, N.Y.

Witliour, obligation .send FRISE Booklet, .sample of
rubber and details of 10-day FREE Trial Offer!
Name
Address

/ILVIENEs-THMTRE

and CULTURAL aubiectg for peraona! development— Stage. Teaching;
Direoting-Drama. Stage and Concert Dancing, VocuL Screen. Musical
Comedy. Elocution Stock Theatre and platform apfoarances while learning. For catalog 3i3 apply M. P. Ely. Secy. , 66 W. 85 St.. N. Y.
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You register at some hotel — and go
about your business.
But — what happens in an emergency?
You're a stranger in a strange city.
You need quick action. You have no
time to answer personal questions —
to establish yourself. Why chance
finding yourself in a complicated
position when you come to Chicago?
Write us on your letterhead. Ask for
a Knickerbocker PREFERRED GUEST

Hell Below — .An authentic — and complete — glimpse
of life aboard a submarine in wartime, with Walter
Huston, Robert Montgomery and Jimmy Durante
among the crew. But the comedy and melodrama
sometimes conflict (M-G-M).
Hello, Sister — James Dunn, a sidewalk Romeo,
wins Boots Mallory, from the farm belt — and then
almost
doesn't
do right
her. (Fox).
Old-fashioned sexy
melodrama
brought
up toby date

By pretending
to be playful, himself,
George Arliss nimbly fools playgirl Bette
Davis in "Working Man"
Adorable — .A new, more spriglitly, more sophisticated Janet Gaynor appears on the scene as a
Cinderella in a mythical kingdom, with the new and
irresistible Henri Garat as her Prince Charming. .A
musical romance that has practically everything,
including songs you'll remember (Fox).
Baby Face — Barbara Stanwyck as a gold-digger in
a bank, who starts at the bottom and goes right up
to the president (George Brent). .\ bit torrid, and
also
a bit sordid. Not up to Barbara's abilities
(\V. B.).
A Bedtime Story — A foundling is left with gay
Maurice Chevalier, who gets into no end of trouble
thereby — but learns what home-life is like, with
Helen
Twelvetrees.
baby's picture
nurse, as(Par.).
instructress.
The baby
steals the theamusing

Cavalcade — The most memorable of all talkies — a
saga of time marching on. carrying with it a small
British family, whose lives are bound up with their
country's life, in war or peace, in sad or gay times.
Clive Brook and especially Diana Wynyard are unforgetable (Fox).

Made on Broadway — Robert Montgomery, a bigtime press-agent, has ideas for making Sally Eilers
the best-known girl on Broadway, but she thinks
even faster than he does. Sprightly comedy (M-G-M).

Central Airport — Richard Barthelmess returns to
aviation — being a stunt flier this time, and running
into some sensational adventures and an unhappy
romance with Sally Eilers (F. N.).
Christopher Strong — Katharine Hepburn, a young
aviatrix, falls in love with elderly and famous Colin
Clive — and you see a Spring-and-.-\utumn romance
that will play havoc with your emotions (RKO).
The Cohens and Kellys in Trouble — Wealthy
George Sidney plans a holiday on the tugboat of
Charlie Murray, and they have a slapstick time of
it. Some of the gags have whiskers (Univ.).

Chicago's HOTEL

Ex-Lady — Bette Davis and Gene Raymond try to
be free, though married — and find that another
noble experiment
work.
familiar,
but Bette doesn't
clicks (VV.
B.). The story sounds

Walton Place (East of Michigan Blvd.)

The Fighting President — The movies go biographical and tell the life story and aims of President
Roosevelt, in news reel fashion — and an interesting
history lesson it is (Univ.).

Adjacent to the business section-Yet away from the noise and grime.
Outstanding Accommodations — Low Rates

(Univ.).
The Life of Jimmy Dolan — Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., a boxer, flees his former life — but then meets
Loretta
Young,butwhich
complicates
There's
a good fight,
not much
else (W.matters.
B.).

"M" — .An unusual German horror film, based on
the famous Dusseldorf child murders, in which the
horror is doubly effective by being only suggested,
never actually shown (Foremco).

Elmer the Great — Joe E. Brown in his favorite
role — that of the baseball rookie who is a sensation,
but doesn't know what it is all about. It's a Grade
-■^ character sketch (F. N.).

Knickerbocker

The Kiss Before the Mirror — Frank Morgan,
attorney for Paul Lukas, who has killed his wife,
discovers that his own wife (Nancy Carroll) is unfaithful. What to do? The answer is absorbing

The Big Cage — Frank Buck may bring 'em back
alive, but Clyde Beatty tames 'em — and this exciting
film story the
of arm
his life
you how.
grasping
of shows
your cliair
(Univ.).He'll have you

a friend — at

become

The Keyhole — Kay Francis marries beyond her
years, and her jealous husband puts a private detective (George
on her trail. "V'ou can guess the
outcome
(W. Brent)
B.).

Be Mine Tonight — .A musical romance about a
tenor who switches identities with a crook. The
singing of Jan Kiepura is something to hear, even if
the story is a bit frothy (Univ.).

once — a known and recognized personality. Your signature will help us
serve you better. Write us now!

You

Infernal Machine — .A study, of the reactions of a
group of people on a ship, when told a bomb is
aboard — with Genevieve Tobin and Chester Morris
featured. Entertaining, but not e.\citing (Fox).

Looking Forward — Not a picture version of PresiRoosevelt's
book,underling
but a calm,
interesting
tale
of howdentan
idealistic
(Lionel
Barrymorc)
keeps an old London store in the running. Fine
acting. Previewed as "Ex-Millionaire" (M-G-M).
Lucky Dog — .Another well-rounded character sketch
by Chic Sale,
who dog.
shows The
whatyoungsters
it's like to
the
affection
of a mere
willwin
appreciate it (Univ.).

Below the Sea — Fay Wray runs up against a new
horror — the threat of death in an underwater chamber, unless Ralph Bellamy wins his figlit with an
octopus. Run-of-the-mill melodrama (Col.).

The Devil's Brother — A comedy, with music, about
a bold, romantic bandit and his two dumb servants.
Dennis King supplies the e.xcellent singing, and
Laurel and Hardy the uproarious comedy (M-G-M).

CARD.

Humanity — .A mild, but interesting little drama
about a philanthropic East Side doctor (Ralph
Morgan), whose son (.Ale.xander Kirkland) has his
ditficulties, becoming like him (Fo.x).

42nd Street — A tuneful, colorful view of a Broadway
show in the making; a glimpse of backstage life as it
really is. A top-notch cast — headed by Warner
Baxter,
real (W. Ruby
B.), Keeler and Bebe Daniels — makes it

The Masquerader — In his last picture before his
"two-year vacation," Ronald Colman does nobly
by a dual role — playing a drug-racked man of fame,
and the unknown who takes his place. Elissa Lanui
assists, radiantly (U. A.).
The Mind Reader — Warren William changes frorn
a glib sideshow barker into a fake psychic, but tries
to go straight for Constance Cummings' sake. The
weakest of William's "exposes" (F. N.).
Murders in the Zoo — When his wife (Lona Andre)
goes languorous for somebody else, Lionel .Atwi'l
goes murderous — in a suspenseful, novel manner
(Par.).

When

David Manners first sees that bold

Amazon, Elissa Landi, he doesn't know
he'll become "The Warrior's Husband"

Out All Night — Slim Summerville marries Zasu
Pitts and his mother (Laura Hope Crews) goes along
on
silly,moments
and some(Univ.).
of the gags
are the
old, honeymoon.
but it has itsIt's
funny
The Phantom Broadcast — An involved, but moving melodrama in which a hunchback (Ralph Forbes)
is
the vocal "ghost" of a famous crooner (Monogram).
Pick Up — It's a question whether ta.xi-d river George
Raft picks up Sylvia Sidney, or vice versa, but anyway, after many a melodramatic difficulty, they find
love.
(Par.). It wouldn't be much without their acting
Picture Snatcher — .As an ex-convict who wants to
go straight, James Cagney gets a job as a photohunter on a mud-slinging tabloid — and discovers
that the job still makes him a racketeer. Cagney
has never been better; every scene clicks; and the
wisecracks crackle (W. B.).
Pleasure Cruise — Genevieve Tobin goes away on a
cruise, and her jealous husband (Roland Young) pursues her in disguise^ — and plays a joke that was
played in
Guardsman." Fun for the sophisticated"The
(Fox).
Rasputin and the Empress — The Barryraores —
all three of them — in a colorful, crowded melodrama
about the rise of a peasant and the downfall of a
czar. John does the best acting (M-G-M).
Secrets — Mary Pickford
romance in which she goes
the side of Leslie Howard,
knows his secrets. Good
mental story (U. A.).

tries something new — a
from youth to old age at
hiding the fact that she
acting in a slow, senti-

a last minute
reminder for

VACATIONISTS!
Are you planning a vacation this year? Fine! It's a
splendid investment in health! But remember that
different cooking — different v/ater— irregular hours
will probably throw you "ofF-schedule" temporarily.
Ex-Lax Is a pleasant, gentle laxative for every member of the family. It is the perfect laxative for vacation
time— and every other time!
Ex-Lax is gentle because it doesn't gripe or upset
digestion. Effective because it works overnight without

Among them, Richard Arlen, Louise
Dresser and Jean Hersholt conquer the
beer racketeers
in "Song of the Eagle"
Song of the Eagle — Richard .Arlen, son of an honest
brewer (Jean Hersholt), finds a way to get rid of
Prohibition's racketeers (led by Charles Bickford).
The history-telling first part is excellent; the melodramatic last part isn't always convincing (Par.).
The Story of Temple Drake — The story of an
excitement-crazy young society girl (Miriam Hopkins), whose life is all but ruined by a sinister gunman (Jack La Rue). Strong fare, for those who like
spades shown as spades (Par.).
Supernatural — .An intriguing idea somehow goes
astray in this melodrama about the spirit of a dead
murderess (Vivienne Osborne) fastening itself on
lovable Carole Lombard (Par.).
Sweepings — Lionel Barrj-more, the pioneer type,
builds up a great store and a great name to pass on
to his children — all four of whom turn out to be
weak. Good acting in a slow-moving saga (RKO).
To-day We Live — You see some spectacular, if
none-too-believable melodrama in this war yarn, after
Gary Cooper is reported killed and Joan Crawford
throws her heart away (M-G-M).
The Warrior's Husband — .A high-spirited comedy
about the ancient days, when women went to war
and men wore the skirts. Elissa Landi is the sexappealing chief warrior, David ^Manners the enemy
who tames her, Marjorie Rambeau the mannish
queen, and Ernest Truex her dainty husband (Fox).
The White Sister— Helen Hayes and Clark Gable
bring to life the famous, tragic love story of the girl
who enters a convent when her lover is reported
killed. Memorable in every way (M-G-M).
Working Man — Retired and supposedly in his
dotage, George .Arliss becomes the adopted father
of
his lateNewton)
rival's wild
offspringthem
(Bette
and
Theodore
and teaches
how Davis
to work.
Entertaining (W. B.).
The World Gone Mad — Pat O'Brien, as a wise
reporter, and Neil Hamilton, as a crusading district
attorney, break up a financial racket in a melodrama
that has a familiar ring (Majestic).
Zoo in Budapest — An idyll of voung love in a
bizarre setting, witL the lovers (Gene Raymond and
Loretta Young) both homeless and both victims of
an exciting
search. One of the year's most beautiful
pictures
(Fox).

over-action.
So if you're looking forward to happy vacation days
— take this extra precaution: Take along a liberal
supply of Ex-Lax. You'll find Ex-Lax is a mighty good
traveling companion. Not bulky or messy. Easy to
carry. At all drug stores in 10c and 25c sizes.
When

A WORD

Nature forgets — remember

OF CAUTION!

Success breeds envy! Beware of imitations of Ex-Lax! The names of some
imitations sound like Ex-Lax! But there
is only one genuine Ex-Lax. Watch for
the exact spelling — E-X-L-A-X. Insist on
getting Ex-Lax to make sure of getting
Ex-Lax results!

Ex-Lax!

I'VE FOUMD
BEST
THE
A
HOTEL VALUE
^ IN NEW YOKK,
CITY

Just think . . .a mod-

LETTERS
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OUR

READERS

ern, new hotel, in the
heart of New York —
-'

200 feet from Broadway on 45th Street.

A room and bath for one,
S2.50; for two, $3.50
It's the

PICCADILLY
45ih STREET dndBROADWAy
WILLIAM
MADLUNG.

ANY

PHOTO

•
NEW YORK
MNG. DIR.

ENLARGED

Size 8 X lO inches
or smaller iff desired.

Same price lor full lynKth
or bust form. KToupa, Jand6Capet3, pet animals, etc.,
orenlargementsof any
purfof group picture. Safe
return of original photo
guaranteed

SEND NO MONEY

(any sizej and within a wf
your beautiful life-like er
teed fadeless. Pay postman 4
postajr
or aond -190 with order and
Big 16x20-inch enlargement sent C
...
plus postage or send 80c and we pay postage. Take advantage of
thia amaziag offf^r now. Send your pnotos today. Specify aize wanted.

STANDARD
ART STUDIOS
908 West Lake Street. Dept. 683-H
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

'^

m BEAUTY
Zj/
Send immediately for your

box of
Rose Rachel — the warm, new
powdet'shade ! It's a marvelous
tint — a delicate blend of pink and
ivory — that brings a fresh, satin-smooth beauty to
your skin. This subtle, perfected color will bring
ii/e to your complexion! Send for Rose Rachel
right away — let it make you newly radiant!
With this introductory box of Rose Rachel, we
will be glad to send you a generous sample of Luxor
Rouge. Just check your color-preference below.

Luxor ^^
nrmjployiLUTn^
' POUI
F I FTY

CENTS

THE

DEBOX
R

but v/e couldn't make it better for $5

The Coupon That Will Bring You Beauty
Luxor, Limited, 13^5 W. 31st St., Chicago, 111.
PleaseRose
sendRachel.
me generous
box of
newsample
warm ofpowdershade,
Also send
me Luxor's
your free
rouge.
I enclose 10c to help cover mailing costs, etc.
Check Rouge Color; Roseblush
Medium^
. Vivid
MP-7
Radiant
Sunglow
Pastel

Address.
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$20.00 Letter
Gable and Hayes Give
Excellent Portrayals
PHILADELPHIA, PA.— It is a
great tribute to Helen Hayes and Clark
Gable that they are able to invest so
much sympathy and appeal to their
roles in "The White Sister" that not a
single titter could be heard in the
theatre where I saw it. Not only is the
story rather ancient in theme, but it is
heavy with sentiment. Fortunately,
the emotional reactions of the characters are in capable hands and faithfully
portrayed.
Too much praise cannot be given
Miss Hayes for her lovely Angela.
She makes you feel things so vividly
and so poignantly.
And for Clark Gable, a sincere
bouquet for a sensiti\e and splendid
performance. To anyone who thinks
of
him Iin detest
terms ofthat
onl>- title)
a "greatI lo\er"
(how
would
recommend seeing this film, because
he is too human and too fine to be
known by such a cheap phrase. Perhaps "great actor" would be more
appropriate, as he certainly proves his
right to it in this latest effort. When I
remember him in "Hell Divers" and
"The Secret Si.x" I realize how versatile he is and what a change he can
show in his personalit\-. I prefer seeing
Gable in roles like those in "The White
Sister" and "Hell Divers" than in any
other type. Of course, they are utterly
different, but the same in one respect —
they have depth of feeling and a real
chance for acting. I hope there are no
more mistakes of putting him only in
stories that touch the surface of things
and do not give him the opportunity
for characterization.
I do not compare "The White
Sister" with its previous companion.
The present one satisfies me, and I
believe it would be hard to find a more
beautiful or wonderfully acted picture.
Ellen W. White.

$10.00 Letter
Unimportant Details Noticed
MAPLEWOOD, N. _ J.— Hi-Ho!—
What a critical crank I've turned out
to be. I notice such foolish details
about pictures — not that I'm looking
for
trouble, but I can't help seeing little
slip-ups.
Why is it that rescuers are never wet
after they have ducked in to save the
drowning girl?
And those hair combs! Never mussed
no matter how close the embrace, the
recline, or the hat, every hair (two
hundred to the square inch) is in place.
Garbo left her bobby pins glaring in
one scene — a second flash — and they
were out.
And babies! Some are six months

old when they are supposed to be just
born. Karen Morley left the hospital
with one at least a year old.
And what
they write
Nothing
but dowiggly
lines. for a lettc-?
Mascara, dripping into a tear-stained
eye, is not always effective.
George Raft's tie was crooked one
entire scene, and it annoyed me.
Ruby Keeler's black dancing panties
didn't connect with her stockings.
Isn't there a soul at the studios who
could catch such things before the
pictures are released? These may seem
like unimportant
details, but they're
noticed
just the same.
Katharine E. Lushear.

$5.00 Letter
Leg Photos
Are Out With
Dorothea
PALM SPRINGS, CAL.— Hurrah
for Dorothea \\ ieck, star of "Maedchen
in Lfniform," who refused to have her
legs photographed when she landed in
New York, preferring to walk into
American favor under her own power
as an actress, rather than be projected into prominence, legs first,
according to the common (and HOW
common!) practice of publicity. Even
citing the much photographed fact
that Dietrich allowed her legs to be
featured abo\e her acting failed to
con\ince Miss Wieck that she was
wrong and she \'ery sensibly inquired,
"What have legs to do with my
Mary Pickford arri\'ed at the top
"without benefit of legs." She was
dragged up by her curls and has been
acting?"the humiliation of many acspared
tresses of being confronted by old
"stills" featuring their legs. Besides
creating future embarrassment to
potential stars, isn't the public fed up
on this sort of publicity? Even men
are beginning to get the point of view
of the London bus conductor who
watched the woman's slow ascent to
the upper deck and finally, with bored
impatience said, "'Urry up, loidy, 'urry
Parker.
up! Loigs ain't no treatA^.toB.me!"

Movie Themes Run in Cycles
ROANOKE, \'A.— Why are the
producers so reluctant to try something
new? Whenever a picture with a new
theme makes a hit, it is immediately
copied by rival companies, creating a
cycle — a deluge of a similar type of
film plot. Often the imitations are not
acceptable and rarely are as good ^s
the original.
Several years ago, "The Public
Enemy" caused the screen to run riot
with gangster
"The Front
Page"
started
a rush films.
of newspaper
columnist
pictures. And with the success of
"Frankenstein," horror stories became

the vogue. If the producers would
strive for new ideas instead of turning
out the type of picture popular at the
moment, the public would be less apt
to show boredom.
Why did people like "The Lost
Squadron"? Because it was different.
But that did not indicate they wanted
a cycle of films about Hollywood and
the picture colony. Now, "State Fair"
is
proving
great
Butsimilar
let's
hope
we willa not
ha\esuccess.
a flood of
pictures. Audiences like variety in
screen entertainment, but not carbon
copies.
Lewis D. Fuckler.

A Well-Chosen Cast
DENX'ER, COL.— Four stars before
"42nd
STREET"
didn't
thingI
to
me until
I saw the
showmean
and a then
thought four stars were not enough.
The tuneful, haunting melodies, the
clever new dance numbers, the wellchosen chorus, and the human interest
so skillfully woven throughout the entire production — each demands a star;
but in addition many individual stars
should have been awarded. A bright
pretty one to Ruby Keeler for a splendid and convincing performance and a
new star to a new Bebe Daniels — with
all her old lovable charm plus a new
subtle appeal.
The work of the entire well-chosen
cast showed the master touch of a
directing genius and a pull on the
producers' purse strings.
Now I'm looking forward to "Gold
Diggers of 1933" which promises to be
as good as "42nd Street. "■'C. E. Trent.

The Supporting Cast
WILMINGTON, CAL.— Just a
word of appreciation for that great
army of screen players usually mentioned, ifat all, as the supporting cast.
Conscientiously doing their bit, faithfully portraying the small parts allotted
to them, they carry on, year after year,
with a dependability that endears them
to lovers of motion pictures.
Without rising to stardom or attaining to the status of featured players, it
is, nevertheless, they who create the
authentic background for the plot and
give an atmosphere of reality to the
play. And sometimes it is they who
lift a poor story to the plane of passably
fair entertainment, or gloss over the
mediocre acting of the stars.
I feel sure that I speak for many
movie fans when I express my sincere
appreciation for the work being done
by these unhonored and unsung artists
of the screen.
A. McK.

Write 'Em And Reap
A Money Prize
Each Month MOTION PICTURE gives
Twenty, Ten and Five Dollar Prizes for the
Three Best Letters of the month. Don't
overlook the chance of becoming a winner.
All you need to do is pick up your pen or
go to work on your typewriter and tell us
and the movie world what's on your mind
concerning the movies and the stars. If
any two letters are considered of equal
merit, the full amount of the prize will go
to each writer. Try to keep within 200
words. No letter will be returned and we
reserve the right to publish all or any part
of a letter submitted. Sign your full
name and address. We will use initials if
requested. Address Letter Page, MOTION PICTURE, 1501 Broadway, New
York City.

Don't let PAIN rob you
of your charm!
New

Relief Works

Faster — Modern

Doctors Approve

just before meals without upsetting
the stomach or spoiling the appetite.

# Don't let pain take the sparkle out
of your eyes or the brilliance from
your conversation!
It is foolish to let any of the ordinary aches and pains distress you.
You can be sure to feel well at any
particular time and need have no
wasted afternoons and evenings.
Science has made amazing strides in
the relief of pain, and now headaches,
backaches, earaches, and toothaches
are commonly relieved in record time.

Quick Relief for Colds
While no certain cure has been developed for the common cold, many
people find that if they take 1 Hexin
tablet with water every hour until a
total of 6 or 7 have been taken, a
threatened cold fails to develop. H exin
also greatly relieves the discomfort
incident to colds in the head.
The fever-reducing action of Hexin
is well known to the medical profession. Pains due to rheumatism, arthritis and neuritis usually yield quickly
to Hexin.

People who use Hexin nearly always find that pains yield to 2 of
these tablets with a glass of water
in less than 10 minutes.
Double Action Relieves Pain Faster

Make the Only Test that Counts
Next time you are in pain, take 2
Hexin tablets with water and look
at your watch. In most cases the
pain clesbegins
and tense
musrelax in 3totolessen
5 minutes.
In 5 to
10

The Hexin formula (printed on
the box) is well known to modern
doctors and druggists. Part of this
new 5-grain tablet dissolves at once
in the stomach, giving instant reHef.
The remainder dissolves in the digestive tract and prolongs relief amazingly. Many users claim relief to be 3
times as fast and to last 3 times as long.
Originally developed for children,
Hexin had to be safe and, in actual cUnical tests, it proved much less disturbing to the digestion than old-fashioned,
slow-acting tablets. It can be taken

minutes pain miraculously vanishes.
All modern doctors and druggists
know the Hexin formula and endorse
it. Buy a box today. Insist on Hexin.
Nothing else is "just as good".
The only test of any pain-reliever
which means anything is how it acts
with you. Make this test free by mailing the coupon now.

HEXIN,

Buy economical
Hexin in
these

8 so. MtCHIGAN

Inc.

AVE., CHICAGO
M-273i

HEXIN,

INC.

8 South Michigan

Avenue, Chicago

Generous sample mailed FREE.
Name
Packed in bottles
of 50 or 100 tablets for home use

Address
City

State

Your Gossip Test
By
1. Can you name the two girls pictured on this page? Don't be fooled
by the dark goggles.
2. What

Marion

Martone

7. Who accompanied Ann Harding
on a recent flying trip to Havana,
Cuba?

is the clause in Bette 8. What

new turn has the Joan

Davis' new screen contract that Crawford-Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
caused much comment?
split-up taken?
3. Has Lew Ayres found romance

14. The recent elopement to Yuma,
Arizona, of what motion picture
player
wood? came as a surprise to Holly15. Who is financing the Marquis
de la Falaise in his venture to produce motion pictures?

again, and can you name the "eligible" girl?

9. Can you name the screen comedienne and motion picture executive who announced the arrival of a
baby in their home?

16. Can you give the name of the
movie director who was married to
a former screen star recently?

4. Which screen player said the
of Warwick was "awfully sweet
grand company," but denied
were romantically interested in
other?

10. By whom and why is George
Raft being sued?

17. What did Greta Garbo do when
she returned to the United States
that made everyone say that she
was a changed Garbo?

Earl
and
they
each

5. DO you know tne Jrionywooa
pair who have apparently reached
the parting of the ways before their

11. Do you know what the measurement of Mae West's figure is?
12. Merna Kennedy, motion picture player, has just announced her

infant daughter's first birthday?

engagement — to whom?

6. What sensational testimony was
brought out by Tom Mix in court
when fighting the $50,000 suit started against him by his former wife?

13 . After being separated for a number of months, a comedian and his
wife have been reconciled. Do you
know them?

Hollywood
12

Knows

The Answers

18. Do you know the two screen
stars who went to Europe to make
concert appearances and who will
m
return to Hollywood soon to play ^"
a picture together?
19. Who was commissioned a Lieutenant Commander
in Uncle^
Naval Reserve
Aviation
Force?Sam's
(Answers to these Questions on page 84)

To These Questions — Do You?

Remember Her ?

How

could I forget
her!

o

f course she remembered
Helen! Helen was the kind of girl
you couldn't easily forget. Poor thing
— it was not her beauty, not her
charm, that lingered in the memory,
but something else about her . . .

HOW'S

YOUR

Without knowing it, everyone is subject now and then to halitosis (unpleasant breath) .
Even one offense is hard for others
to forgive — or forget. They do not
bother to find out whether you are
habitually guilty of this grave social
fault. They take it for granted that
you are, and whisper among themselves. But do they tell you? Never.
That, of course, is the insidious thing
about halitosis. You never know , . .
There is only one way to play safe.
Gargle and rinse the mouth with
Listerine. Do this every morning,
every evening, and whenever you are

BREATH

going to meet others. Make it a habit
as inflexible as bathing or brushing
the teeth.
Then you will be sure. For Listerine ends halitosis promptly. It instantly corrects the cause of 90% of
all cases of vmpleasant breath — fermentation offood particles lodged in
the teeth. And simultaneously — because of its deodorant power — Listerine overcomes the odors themselves.
There is no other product for this
purpose that can compare with Listerine. Ordinary antiseptics can't
hide, in 12 hours, odors that Listerine
corrects at once. Clinical tests, under

TODAY?
medical supervision, have established
that fact.
So make sure you use genuine Listerine. You will find it most agreeable— with none of the medicinal
flavor of harsh mouth washes. Listerine isthe safe antiseptic with the
pleasant taste. Lambert Pharmacal Co.

LISTERINE
instantly overcomes

HALITOSIS
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^he Movie

Circus

Motion
Picture
presents the greatest show on earth — the ,
intimate goings-on
of the stars at work and play
By

Frank

Morley
are Jack Oakie, Buster Crabbe, Bing
Crosby, Rudy Vallee, Boots Mallory
and Ginger Rogers. They sign their
checks, respectively, Louis, Clarence,
Harry, Hubert, Patricia and Virginia.
Just so you'll never be fooled. But of
all the people in the business, however, there is none more nicknamed
than Jimmy Durante, the old Schnozzle, himself. Buster Keaton has hung
aAnd
new is one
on him — "Rubber Nose."
he mortified!

great cheer and the creaking
WITH
of unfamiliar elbows, the month has
seen the coming of the long-awaited beer.
What, with one of those ironic turns of fortune, however, the very section of Southern
California which watched for it most eagerly
still is legally denied it. Hollywood, so says
the law, must go thirsty for several months
to come — a sort of desert in the surrounding
oasis of suds. And are the cinemaniacs
indignant at the "drys" who rule Los Angeles, of which Hollywood is still a suburb!
And after they took the trouble to go to
theBut
pollsmost
last Fall
and vote "wet," too!
of them
are taking satisfaction in the kind of
beer that's being
served in Los Angeles
proper. With the supply on hand exhausted
the first day of wetness, the beer that replaced itwas so green
that, according to
Charlie Ruggles, "it
would grow grass on
your chest." But the
Eastern beer from Milwaukee and St. Louis
has finally arrived.
And
happy. everybody's
And
is Hollywood
taking it? Mae West
sums it up neatly when
she
will says:
be the"Brass
latest rails
in
footwear.
Life
no
longer will be
a bowl of
■ cherries, but
a can of beer.
I think beer
will turn
speakeasies
into speaklouders.
It
WUe World
will be tough
for those who
make a living looking out of peepholes. And
what will they do with those old padlocks?
They'll be as hard to get rid of as old razor
blades!'^

same West broke forth in a recent radio interview — perhaps prompted
by the return of lager, and her own success —
that thinness in women now had had its
THE

day. " If you look anaemic, you know what
happens to your sex appeal." She didn't,
however, offer Garbo as an example.
But Mae's opinion is endorsed by Harold
Hecht, the dance director, who says: " Dangerous curves are not only ahead, but actually with us. Present-day chorus girls
must be slightly more round and more
curved than those of a few years ago. Girls
with thin, boyish figures definitely are out.'The battle, then, goes to the plump — the
pleasingly plump.
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rests at
the top Mickey
of our preferred
WITH
Jimmy,
Mouse
list, so we are greatly pleased by the
announcement that the Mick has now
emerged from the two-reel field and
become a featured player. Get ready,
folks, for M. Mouse, Jack Pearl and
Jimmy Durante
"Baron Munchausen," in whichin Mickey's
papa,
Walt Disney, will animate him into
acting with the aforesaid two gents.
That ought to be a picture as is a
You may recall in a recent issue
picture!
the qualifications for the Ideal
I nu riialional

Woman?
Well,ourjust
so thePeggy
men Joyce
won't
feel
slighted,
friend
has come through with her description of the Perfect Man. According
ney

A couple of good skaters — June
Vlasek (left) and Verna Hillie
(above) — are stepping out with a
couple
of good
new tan,
Hollywood
fad.skates.
Try itIt'son a your
figure!

VV!Eliketotip
to
thingsyou
likeoff
that.
It's our old helping-hand instinct.
Thus do we pass
on the Five Major
Qualifications for
Being a Director,
as outlined by
Mr. Stephen
Roberts. The qualifications are, in the
opinion of the young megaphone wielder:
story-telling ability, expressed visually;
knowledge of characterization; ability to
work harmoniously and constructively with
others; broad understanding of lighting,
photography, sound reproduction and acting; and a-, appreciation of the commercial
side of film entertainment."
are. Follow
thosename
and on
you're
allThere
set foryoua chair
with your
the
back. You can wear puttees, too.
A NOTHER good way to get ahead seems
jTx to be to acquire a nickname that people
will like to repeat. The outstanding examples of this are the Four Marx Brothers, who
are never known as anything but Groucho,
Harpo, Zeppo and Chico. Actually they are
Julius, Arthur, Herbert and Leo.
Others who do without their real names

to La Joyce, he would have "hair
like Dick Powell's, Brian Aherne's
eyes, Richard Arlen's smile, Clark
Gable's dimples, John Boles' chin,
John Barrymore's nose, a physique
like Gary Cooper's, Joel McCrea's
Chevalier's personality, Jimmy Cags treat-'em-rough tactics, Fredric
March's love-making ability, and Jack
Oakie's sense of humor." What, Peggy!
Nobody's brains?

BY returned
the by, toMrs.
Oakie's sweat-shirt.
little boy Can
has
his favored
this be the end of the Joyce "romance?" At
all events. Jack is responsible for the new
description of That Something which distinguishes a stand-outhe girl
— "Mmmmmm."
"'Mmmmmm,'"
explains,
"is something more
the obsolete
and yet
it is not
to than
be confused
with ' It,'
personality.
If she inspires the onlookers to mutter
'Mmmmmm,' to themselves, then she has
' Almmmmm.'

"

WE Lilian
pass Harvey,
this on who,
as good
advice has
to
heretofore,
apparently been at a loss in classifying her
admirers. Lilian has been in the^habit of
referring to Joseph Strassner, fashion designer, and Paul Martin, director, as "the
harmless ones." And to Gary Cooper as
"the long, tall, pretty one." But maybe it
is Maurice Chevalier, her pal, lately returned from Paris, whom she would define as
the "Mmmmmm"
one.on page 6y)
{Continued

Bikes are back — thanks to the movie stars,
who are all going bike to nature, as it were.
Verna Hillie (left) is starting a new cycle,
pedaling to the beach. And Warner Baxter
(below), his coat tails flying, is taking the
corners on two wheels, headed home from
work of an evening

Lona Andre (above), hunting for
a good sport, isn't following the
hounds — she's taking her hound,
right along with her. Dogs will
be worn on bicycle baskets, not
radiator caps, this summer!

Get Out Your Bike
And ^^Go Hollywood
Free-wheeling —
that's the new Hollywood fad! For
when the stars aren't
roller-skating,
they're riding bicycles. Jean Parker
(right), wearing a
divided skirt, is all
set to find out what
makes the wheels
go 'round!

What's the use of dieting, when
cycling
is all the (left,
rage? above)
That's wants
what
Claire Windsor
to know, in her sporty new cycling
outfit. Buster Crabbe (right, above)
is picking up some more muscle by
"stepping on it"
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See what your
savings on
will Paste
Tooth
buy

CLOTHES
Handkerchiefs, hat, or
hose; sweater, gloves,
or knickers; pyjamas,
or underwear; bathrobe, or raincoat; collars, or muffler; sneakers; moccasins; house

This modern tooth paste
removes film faster . . . makes

slippers, or shoes; rubbers, or galoshes; belt,
suspenders, and garters

teeth whiter . . . cannot
scratch enamel

(all 3); overalls or lumber jacket; one or two
dress shirts; neckties,
shirts,
cufF links.
FOR orTHE
CAR '
Spark plugs, tire chains,
or jack; spotlight, or
tail and stop light; a
horn, or brake bands;
auto clock, or inner
tube; 20 gallons of gasoline; 3gallons of oil.
SMOKING
ARTICLES
Cigarette case; lighter;
one to six pipes; good
tobacco

pouch;

30

packages cigarettes; 30
packages

In 1929, five or six dollars couldn't buy what
three dollars will buy today.
If you can save $3 or so on tooth paste, and
at the same time keep your teeth cleaner and
whiter than ever before, this is certainly the
year to do it!

*

*

*

A week's trial of Listerine Tooth Paste will be a
revelation to you. Teeth lose their dingy look
. . . get steadily whiter . . . regain their old
sparkle.
But not at the risk of the precious enamel!
The new polishing agent in Listerine Tooth
Paster is harder than the tartar that clings to
the teeth but softer than the teeth themselves.
So it swiftly removes discolorations and tobacco

stains without marring or scratching the tooth
surface in any way.
Because so many millions of people have
switched to this modern dentifrice for the good
of their teeth and gums, it is possible to sell it
at 25 cents — or about half the price of other
good tooth pastes. That's where your saving
comes in — and all the time you are doing the
best possible thing to keep your teeth white
and sound!
Get that big tube of Listerine Tooth Paste at
your druggist's today. Start for yourself an era
of economy and dental health combined. You'll
like the taste. You'll like the results. And you'll
like the things your $3 saved will buy! Lambert
Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Missouri.

Listerine TOOTH
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PASTE

tobacco.

FRANCES,

DAUGHTER

v-O

^i9^

&^,

What!

Irene Rich

has a daughter
old enough to be
a starlet? It
may not seem
Dossible — b u t
lere she Is. And
Frances shows
promise. (One
look tells you
that!) It was just
two years ago
she finished college and went on
the stage. Now
the movies call
her a "discovery." And you'll
agree If you've
seen her in "Zoo
In Budapest,"
"PII g rlnnage"
and
"Bondage"

OF

IRENE

You have to hove a real figure
to get as close to a bathing suit
as Sari Moritza is (left). It's of
knitted piqu6. And June Brewster, RKO starlet (below), in her
almost-two-piece suit, doesn't
leave you any doubt that summer has come to sunny California !

"As

cool OS on

apron"of— suit
that'sMuriel
the
kind
Evans (far left) likes,
while Martha
Sleeper (near left)
upholds the singlestrap type. Rochelle
Hudson (right) likes
her back strapped,
instead of stripped!
Models by BVD

Model by
Indera Mills
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Model by
ndera Mills
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Indera Mills

CUTIES

I
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"No bathing suit is successful unless it catches the eye,"
say the movie girls. June Brewster (top left) bought
some trunks and a scarf — and made an eye-catcher of
her own! Directly above, she's in a neat little outfit
that looks as if it may surround her — but gaze at the
back (right)! And Lona Andre (top right) has a "bright"
beach idea — red and white checks and blue trunks!
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It looks like goodbye to those villoiness roles for the lady who's
known as l.oy. The rnovles have.finolly discovered that Myrna Is
a beauty, that she can wear glamourous gowns, and that she
doesn't have to be a siren to be loved! And Ramon Novorro
found her so lovable as his heroine in "The Barbarian" that now
you hear persistent romance rumors about the couple in real life!

MENACING
NO,

MYRNA?

LOVABLE

LOY !

THOSE
LEE

TRACY BOYS
AND

SPENCER

■mm

No, they didn't have the same parents. Lee, on the left, learned
how to talk in Atlanta (but he never got that Southern drawl),
while Spencer, like beer, is a native of Milwaukee. But they have
things in connnnon besides the name — things like wit, personality
and big futures. Lee is an accident-lawyer in "Never Give a
Sucker a Breok," Spencer o laborer In "The Power and the Glory"
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"HERE'S TO you
3-POINT-2)/'
(AND HO
SA
YS
LLYWOOD
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That real beer has all Hollywood
bending the elbow— even at home,
like Robert Armstrong (top left).
James Dunn and Frank Mchlugh
(above) wash down lunch with lager

/j J

Quaffing — like laughing — is
good for the health. At least,
that's what Sally Eilers (lunching with a friend, above) has
discovered since beer came
back. Her doctor told her
not to worry about gaining a
pound or two. And Charles
Farrell (right) is inviting your
envy as he cools off — right in
the sun — with iced 3-point-2

^\4m
^
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The

Stars

Add

to

the

Deer

Hollywood

Diet
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Roland Young, being English, knows his
Die — end he seems to be at home with
a bottle of 3-point-2 (above). Allan
Dinehart looking into a mug at the
Brown Derby (left), finds memories in it
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Buddy Rogers, playing at the lunch
table above, is conducting a noble
experiment — seeing how big a collar of foom he can put on his amber
ambrosia. Beer is the liquid part
of Buddy's Hollywood diet. And
rallying 'round a Brown Derby table
(left), Pat and Patricia O'Brien (his
wife), Robert Woolsey and Bert
Wheeler are practically up to their
ears in old-fashioned conviviality
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THIS

LITTLE

GIRL
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When

she

•■ ^^

was

a

VERY little girl,
Mddge Evans was a
star — and you can
be sure she won't be
satisfied till she
touches the heights
of stardom again.
She isn't any playgirl; she's serious
about this art of acting. And it looks as
if she doesn't have
far
go — inwhen
she's
as to
much
demand
at other studios as
she is at her own, and
featured with actors
like James Cogney

in

"The Mayor of Hell"
and his rival, Lee
Tracy, in "Never Give
0 Sucker
a Break"!

EVANS

IS CLOSE TO THOSE SCREEN HEAVENS

^J^^.

s-'"^>-

NAMED

Open Letters to

Clark Gable
from his

Former JVife
These letters are not an attempt
on the part of Josephine Dillon to
gain publicity. She doesn't need
publicity — being one of the bestknown dramatic coaches in America, with many famous cUents.
MOTION PICTURE wanted to
hear her frank opinion of Clark
Gable's performances on the
screen to-day, not only because
she was his first wife and shared
his early struggles, but because,
as someone who knows acting,
what she has to say about his
screen technique should be worth
hearing. And it is! — Editor.

But I was writing to you about
your
Do voice.
you remember when we used
to sit side by side on the piano
bench and tune your voice —
softening it and enriching the
quality and making it flexible?
How often we used to discuss
quality then — the differing qualities that suited the different types
of men!

What Every Actor Must Know
theKr: day, a
The LoA
C yR
n
t
a
t
y
m
R
e
r
re
wo
A ve pr
DE
marked to me that you
, the
coursehas
the
consideractor
to screen
OF to-day
d
r
l
shou d neve tmrayn to play the
"
ment,
his
as
well
as
equip
"sound
e
e
,
own voice machine, in his speech.
parts only
gentl
pohsh
s; or, lOf course, also, there is a lot to
af
"the rough guy" thing
Don't miss these two open and
know about the use of this mathough you could look the gentle
very frank letters to Clark from
t
chinery and its demands; and a lot
man, you hadn' the voice.
to know about the words in the
So, as soon as I had time, I
Josephine Dillon, his first wife
found the picture she had been
dialogue; and a lot to know about
discussing, and watched it to see
timing, and pauses, and emphasis;
and dramatic coach. One is about
why she had said that. I watched
and a lot to know about vowels — ■
it carefully, through all those reels
his screen voice, and one about
whether one should say "cahn't"
of silly story, beautiful photogor"reely,"or"bawth"or"ness'ry,"
raphy, handsome people, and unhis acting to-day. Read them and
er." all, those things are
"eyethafter
or But,
convincing dialogue; and as I
see if you agree with her!
the acting equipment that any
watched, I thought many things.
Why is it that so many actors
good performer is assumed to
things
neglect voice quality in their
have, and you know all of those
characterizations? Is it because this pernicious Hollywood
Those are workman's tools — art comes after all those
things.
disease of "personality"' — this constant presenting of SELF
and personal habits and mannerisms — is emphasized to the
Don't you remember, during the days when we used to sit
high up in the concert hall, listening to Rachmaninoff or
extent of overshadowing the story? How long can an audience
Josef Hoffman, that they both played Beethoven correctly,
be enraptured by such presentations — how long will they pay
but that they gave individual interpretations? And that
hard-earned cash to see the same players substitute self in
when we went to the art galleries, we saw that both Frost and
story after story? Could this account for the short-lived
Vysekal could paint entirely different portraits from the
careers, the "turning and overturning wheel" of an endless
same
old-man model — even though they both reproduced his
succession of "personalities'' — on their way up — on top — on
{Continued on page 82)
their way down?^ Perhaps —
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Is MaeWest
arbo's
G
Greatest Rival?
Cartoon by
HAWORTH

©

O
RB

It looks as if Greta may have made a mistake in
going abroad and staying so long — for while she
was gone,
Mae broke the
America "went West."
Garbo records as a box-ofRce hit! And can Greta

GA
_
was
warned. A
stop the rush to Mae now.^ It looks like a battle to
T
If she has returned
the finish between them!
E
to find herselfR
a worG
ried film queen,
to find her throne
threatened by the
voluptuous and,
curvy figure of Mae West,
ing the show. However, she
she cannot say that numerous
speedily repaid them, becomadvisers at M-G-M and elseing, within a half-year, a veritable gold mine. Nor was any
where did not plead with her
expensive ballyhoo required
not to take a "vacation."
Irving Thalberg, production
to make her the film industry's
manager of the studio and
reigning queen (box-office
husband of Norma Shearer,
money-getter). She did it,
was one of them. No Mae
herself, before the producers
West was looming on the horirealized
a "find"
they
had. As what
someone
remarked
zon then; the greatest threat
was Joan Crawford. But
facetiously, "They read about
astute young Thalberg warned
it in the papers."
Greta that she might lose a
Mae Had a Hunch
large part of the vast following that had made her supreme over all rivals.
ed,
be
remember
it will anlf, was
herse
GARBO,
Greta wouldn't heed. "Ay
other of those agreeable surprises to producers; they had
tank ay go home," she reiterated.
signed her grudgingly, as a
Greta is now back. It is
favor to her countryman, the
late director, Mauritz Stiller.
semi-officially denied that her
return has anything to do
It was only after the public
with Mae West. But accorddisplayed an unexpected interest in her (because she was
ing to my information, she received aletter in Sweden from
"different") that the glamour
and publicity experts set out
an important official of M-GM. The letter told her that a
to make her a box-office hit.
new star had burst forth in
But it seems that Mae
When Garbo, the moody and exotic, went away last July,
the Hollywood firmament, and
West, unlike either the film
she was queen of all she surveyed. Now, returning, she faces
that unless she hurried back
a battle for supremacy with the curvy and witty Mae West!
producers or Garbo, had a
And she has come back less thin and less aloof . . .
and, on arriving, made a
pretty shrewd notion of her
"knockout" picture, she might
own possibilities — not to menbe too late. There, immediately Greta sailed for California.
tion a shrewd insight into audience psychology to-day.
Mae West is one of those unexpected phenomena that are
"Yes, I thought my stuff would go in the movies," she said.
always occurring in the movies, but she is the most amazing
"I know how to put over a show. I've had plenty of expeone on record. Brought to Hollywood to bolster up the cast
rience. Besides, I've had more national advertising than most
of George Raft's "Night After Night," and not considered
people" (did she mean her employers?) "realize. Opening even
dangerous to the sleek new male star's prestige in that picthe biggest Broadway show isn't national news — but when
ture, Mae unwittingly double-crossed her employers by stealthe police close one, it is!"
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By
Jay
brien
Chapman
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Mae reckons the
value of the free publicity given her by police raids on her plays
at about a million dollars, and sajs the days
she once spent in jail
on Welfare Island —
ten of them, for being
author and star of
"Sex" — were "about
the most profitable
daj's of my life!" She
doesn't mean in terms
of repentance, or isn't
even referring to the
acts she sketched out
for her next sex-play
while languishing in
the bastille; she refers
to the publicity given
her.
To-da}^, if there is a
figure in the film industry more startling
than Mae's own billowy, undulating one,
it is that of the first
month's gross receipts
of "She Done Him
Wrong." Here are a
few illuminating facts
and numbers:

Mae West's personality — or merely a ch'
scorid by her first starring picture, "She I
Wrong" — that has made the'
breezy, c
^^?
star Garbo's most dangerous rival
^
The showmen of the country think it is \'
f personality, and judging by these critical "ra'
"^ the reviewers agree :
K
..."SheSs the whole show. She commands e
..situation and every scene."
..."Cary Grant, Gilbert

Roland,

Noah

',
Beery*

thinj; more than background. Miss -West gets all
the lens gravy."
..."She's got a lot of- v«;hat she's got, and knows
how to make every bit of it mean yet a little bit
more. Whatever she says, the way she says it but
.-kirns the surface iff its deeper intent; whatever she
does is only the preface to what she's going to do."
..."The lass with the world's most persuasive
hips. Eyes, mouth, voice announce that Miss West
has traveled; her nimble hips toss that final fillip
that makes it a proclamation. .A thorough performer, good to the last undulation."
If they are right, Mac is with u- lor .1 i;ood
long stay!

Cartoon by
HOFFMAN

How She Outdid Garbo
"AE WEST'S average

S^

.weekly "take" at the boxare called, for
offices of what
"key",
estim
Unitethe
the es,
theatrating
d States
es of purpos
was $io,ioo.
Greta Garbo's average "take"
in the same "key" localities of
the nation, with her greatest success, "Anna Christie" (in which
she talked on the screen for the
first time) was $12,800.
And not considering the recent
"bank holiday," movie theatre
business was forty-two per cent

lower during the run{Continued
of "She Done
Him 76)
Wrong" than in that
on page
29

WhatWill Happen
to MOVIE

STARS'

Big Salaries ?

Believe it or not, but money is
getting scarce in Hollywood.
Expenses must be cut — and salaries readjusted. Some stars may
be overpaid now, and some may
be underpaid — but it looks as if
they'll all have the same salary
before long. And it won't be so
high! Here's the whole story!

.
leymbll
d are ainjuHo
S
RIEwoo
y
d
SALA
o
b
is either
Every
overpaid or underpaid. It's a crazy system.
While the rest of the country
is getting all set to feel the
effects of inflation, most
stars — no matter what they
are paid — are expecting their
salaries to be deflated. For
the wolf is at the door of
more than one studio, with
y
bankruptc papers in its
jaws. And studios are letting big contracts lapse, cutting down budgets, easing
up on production, even thinkBy
Gregory
ing of closing. They want
time to meditate over the
terrible state of affairs.
How did it all start? And how will it end? When will the
situation be straightened out so that everybody will be cheerful and happy, and Hollywood folk can live carefree lives
again?
What a mess! Nobody seems to be satisfied, and everybody seems to be blaming it on the irregular way that film
pay is divided, with some stars receiving exorbitant salaries,
and others apparently not getting half of what they deserve
for their lustrous personalities and their services.
You've heard a lot about Jimmy Cagney's two salary
squabbles with Warner Brothers. They're history. Jimmy was
getting something like $450 a week (and that used to be
"small change" in Hollywood) when he kicked up the first
30

Joyce

of his two famous rumpuses.
He felt that his salary did
not match his drawing power.
ing.
And he was right about it,
for Jimmy was up and comSo he finally succeeded in
raising his little emolument
to $1450, where it reposed
for a while. But all about
Jimmy's
ears dinned
the
clink of thousands
of dollars
paid stars like William Powell and Ruth Chatterton,
who did not seem to be
clicking as sensationally as
he was.
Ruth Chatterton was to

receive $375,000 over a period of two years, and PoweU
had a contract for approximately $8,000 a week for forty weeks, which was soon to be
raised to $9,000 and over. Cagney was getting about oneseventh of that amount. So, after due debate, he broke the
shackles in earnest, went to New York, threatened to give
up the films entirely in favor of the medical profession, and
in every other way initiated a first-class rebellion.

Cagney's Up There Now
IT might have turned out to be a stalemate, because the
Warner Brothers were very obdurate about increasing
their star's pay under siege. However, there was a technicality involved, and the matter was brought before the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences for arbitration. It was

They get salaries that people talk about: left to right (beginning on opposite
page), James Cagney, who isn't "kicking" now; John Gilbert, whose big
contract was signed in silent days; Marie Dressier, the biggest "draw" at her
studio, but not the highest paid; George Raft, who recently "struck" for a
raise; Edmund Lowe, who gets $5,000 a week from any studio; Ann Harding,
who rates $200,000 a picture; Clark Gable, whose salary battles are over; and
Wallace Beery, who has worked twenty years to get his salary Up There

announced that Cagney
would go back to work at
$1,750 a week — just a nominal increase over his $1,450
and one called for by the
terms of the agreement, anyway. But what a laugh that
was! It might have been his
salary for a few weeks on returning, but folks who know
say it is closer to $3,000 now.
This famous Cagney case
may be history, but it's typical. There are a dozen other
examples of stars drawing
salaries that do not appear
commensurate with their
value — that is, if any of
the high salaries paid in
the movies are right.
Others are notoriously
overpaid,
because
they
happened to sign at the
peak of their popularity —
and before the depression
came
along.
Producers
and bankers have gone
almost insane, trying to
arrive at some sort of
ideal balance.
But the
longer the condition continues, the more complicated itseems to become.
When salaries were cut
fifty per cent for eight
weeks after the late bank
holiday, havoc was raised.
Perplexing and intricate problems arose that required many
different solutions. Some stars were being paid weekly for
fifty-two weeks a year. Others were paid for forty weeks.
A few even had thirty-week contracts. Some stars were paid
by the picture. Others received bonuses, according to the
merit of their work. Still another group shared in a percentage of the profits from their pictures.
The Academy grappled with the problem, and finally cut
the Gordian knot by regarding every contract as if it were
for forty weeks. Special rulings were made for stars who were

Wtde World

Wall Street (top) is the
money bag of Hollywood
(directlyis above)
— andonWall
Street
frowning
big
salaries, demanding economy. Remember when
Constance Bennett (left
center) briefly received
$30,000 a week?
paid by the picture. Other special rulings were handed down
for those who received bonuses. Still another set of laws had
to be laid down for those who worked for companies either
enduring or threatened with bankruptcy, and involving the
hazard of the suspension of all contracts.
Nobody knows at just what level salaries will stay in the
future, but it looks gloomy for the big money-makers.
Few,
if any, are ever likely to rise to those famous sums paid
Colleen Moore and Corinne Griffith during their golden days
{Continued on page 68)
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Are Movie Stars
They obey some of the oddest impulses and do some
of the weirdest things — but maybe it all proves they're
only human.
Hollywood can't decide!
Can you?
e
norin
Jo*^"a Bar
,
, •
,she ,cried,
,
has
sun ryi
dial
me," her
TELL bashing
head
his pool-Dietrich
against a padded cell, takes to trousers —
"IS it cuh-razy or is it the Marxes
unnot— I mean, for John of the Bar- dress a producer
rymores to have a sun-dial installed at the bottom of his swimming pool so that, in the act of
diving, he can tell the time if he has

a mind to? " John says that if one
wants to know the time, one may
want to know it while at the bottom of the swimming pool. And
why not? / don't know why not.
How should I? I live in Hollywood,
myself!
Or all this about curved ladies
turning into tailor-made men before your very eyes, so that the
only way you can tell Marlene
Dietrich from Josef von Sternberg,
at a distance, is that Von has a
mustache. . . .
Or Clara Bow's white rat being
air-mailed to meet her boat when it
docked in New York. The White
Rat told me — but I'm more blurry
than usual to-day. I can't seem to
remember just what it was the
White Rat did say to me, as he
hopped
the 'plane
to meet
Clara inaboard
New York.
I seem
to
remember, though, that he said he
would much
rat-her remain in
Cahfornia.
And that might seem strange to some.
A famous psychiatrist once told me that Hollywood
is the psychiatrist's heaven, his Happy Hunting
Ground. He said that all the moom pitcher ladies and
gentlemen have exhibition complexes and that their
exhibition complexes amount to mania because they
never moult 'em — not even in the privacy of their own
homes. There's no place like a home in Hollywood, he
whispered to me.
It's like entering an insane asylum, perfectly sane yourself. You stay for a week and at the end of the week, you're
Napoleon — as Charlie Chaplin is, or Stan Laurel. I ought to
know because / am Josephine!
The Marxes
THEN

They Change

said that they had just felt like it. It's funny how they are — you

the Good

Buys

STILL,
if itwho
was gota huffy
supervisor
producer
about orthea
soldiers, how could either do such
thing? They go on buying
books because they like the
best-selling titles of the
hooks and because
they
like the
stories the

Obey Those Impulses

scuttled away, the four of 'em. When asked, severely, by their
keepers, why they had done an inexplicable thing like that, they

never can tell, no matter who you are, of
whatever age, sex or dimension, just when
the Four Marx Brothers will feel like taking
off your clothes. And what they feels like
doing, they does.
Then there was the young he-star who
greeted a lady interviewer one day by
standing her on her head in full, very full
view of his assembled company.
Culbertson (Ely) says that movie stars
can never, never, never learn to play bridge.
He says you have to think about bridge in
order to be able to play bridge, and he says
that movie stars never, never, never think
about anything but themselves, and he says
they can't concentrate on any bidding
unless it's a producer bidding — for their
services. Ely says it's monomania, rather
pure and very simple, and you have to be a
bridge monomaniac like him in order to be
a bridge monomaniac.
I ought to know — I
am the Queen of Clubs.
Some folks say it was kinda goofy, too, of
that director who spent days and days and
reels and reels of film and hundreds and

hundreds of dollars of extras' salaries, photographing soldiers in red coats. And when
someone, like a supervisor or a producer, got
out of his cell and asked him what sequence
of the picture the soldiers were to be in, he
said they weren't going to be in any sequence
because there was no sequence that had
anything to do with soldiers in red coats.
And when they asked him why was he photograpliing them then, he said he was doing it
because he liked to photograph soldiers in red
coats. . . .

there are the Four Marx Brothers. They departed

from the norm at some pre-natal date, I believe. T'other
day, they dragged a big, famous producer from his nice,
business-like oii'ice with its dictaphone and contracts and all, and
they took him into an alleyway and removed all of his clothes.
They then left him standing there as Jehovah had made him and
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books
tell.
And then
they change
the titles of the
books to titles nobody has ever heard

Cuh-ra%yf
By Gladys Hall
Who Lives in Hollywood, Herself

of and they have a scenariomaniac write entire!}' new stories.
Does that sound sensible?
If I were Karen Morley, I'd wonder a bit about Lionel Barrymore, too, going right sound asleep in the very act of kissing her
and having to be prodded awake. . . .
Even when they're husbands and wives, as well as stars, it
doesn't seem to help a great deal. It seems kinda strange for a
wife to say, "We're getting a divorce, but I love my husband very
much and have a great deal of respect for him." But then,
there's a rumor that all actors and actresses are a little giddy, or
they wouldn't be actors and actresses.
Like a married star I know, who went downtown one daj',
shopping. While she was down there, she thought she might as
well kill two old birds with one stone — so she also went to a law
firm and shopped for a nice, durable, marked-down divorce. She

Katharine Hepburn
reads her mail on the
curb — a male star exposes a tattooed
— Wally
Beery chest
leaps
on a table

said it was Dollar Day in Los Angeles and wasn't there a Depres ion? .. .
Not so very long ago. Uncle Carl Laemmle paused by the
goldfish pond in the front j'ard of Universal Studio and contemplated the goldfish with a ker-nitted brow. Then Uncle Carl
went inside and said that the goldfish would have to be assassinated because there was a Depression and it cost too much
money to feed and maintain goldfish. So, workmen came and
guillotined the goldfish and then they had orders to fill the pond
with dirt and rocks and cactuses and flowers and things. And
when they were all through, expert statisticians proved that
more money had been spent on fixing the pond than it
would take to feed one thousand goldfish for one thousand years. . . .

They Gaped — Wally Aped
WALLACE
BEERY once jumped on the table in
a well-known cafe and began to jump up and
down and scratch
himself and jitter.
A whole party goes Navajo
And when he was
— Garbo sun-bathes under
asked what he was
a bush — Uncle
Carl Laemmle
doing and why, he
decides goldfish
said he'd been siteat too much
ting in that cafe
for two hours, and
for two hours all
the people there
had been staring
at him as if
were a monk e A-

and so he thought he'd be a monke}- and
give them what they expected. . . .
Things like this keep the keepers busy —
like John Gilbert, when he married Ina
Claire and had his house all done over
with carved furniture and upholstered
chairs and divans and marble statuettes
and things.

Then he and Ina were un-

married, andand
Johnthenmarried
\'irginia Bruce,
he had sweet
the house
done
over
again,
in
chintzes
and
canary
birds. . . .
One time a famous movie actor, the very
first time he met a lady magazine writer,
unbuttoned his shirt and asked her if she
would like to see the lady (tattooed) on his
chest. . . .
Then there are the rumors, all of 'em — they
buzz in and out of our cells like gadflies, like
gnats, like mosquitoes. . . .
The Harry Bannister-.Ann Harding rumors: they
will re-wed — they wiU not re-wed — they may — they
may not — they can — they cannot. . . .
The Thalberg rumors: they may leave Metro — nothing
of the sort — they're going to retire — they're going to produce on their own — they're going to live on a farm — the3''re
going to Uve on Hollywood Boulevard in a glass cage. . . .
Clara Bow rumors: she will "choose" her husband — she
will will
not, not.
she will
she
. . . "choose " her career — she will take both —
Joan Crawford and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., may remarry some day — they will not marry again — she says
no — he says yes — she says yes — he says no. . . .
You know, between you and me, Dame Rumor is the
battiest of 'em all — she's a manic-depressive — a dementia
praecox — a NUT to you!
{Continued on page 77)

Si

Qurves.
Hollywood
Wants
Them —
and So Will

You!

Bette Davis (above) has the smallest waist in Hollywood — -21 inches
— and maybe dressmakers don't wish she'd gain!

Those "boyish" lines are OUT,
and a new deal in figures is IN.
They must be rounded, they must
be ''alluring," and must have
"Mmmmmmm!" So all the movie
girls — from Clara Bow to Connie
Bennett — are on the gain, putting
on new glamour.
Are YOU?
By

Far right,
Claudette
Colbert,
who has
the"idear'
figure today. Near
right, as
she'd look
if "fat"

TILDESLEY

West,rs and
of Mae
influen
the of
beer, ns
THEthe advent
all
designe
the cedress
newest ofcreatio
ing
d
the avoirdupois
seem directe toward increas
— and curviness — of beauty on the screen. There's
a new deal in feminine film figures. And as Hollywood goes,
so goes the world, according to the fashion experts.
Constance Bennett came home from Europe with five
» V.M^
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brand-new pounds. Clara Bow's waist measure is one inch
larger since her trip abroad, and Ann Dvorak no longer needs
to wear padding to get. that alluring effect.
Chorus girls of 1933 are ten pounds heavier than they were

Clara Bow (below), who started the "It" business, has always been
a big favorite — and still is— because of her curviness

Autreu

Lilian Harvey (above) doesn't believe in diets. She eats
\vhat she ^vants — and retains her "Mmmmmmm"
by
dancing!
(Not to mention tight-rope walking!)

box-office records (as Mae West has) .
But the beautiful American woman
of 1933, as seen by thirty- two thousand beauty shop owners, is seven
pounds
overweight
and
two
inches too tall to be considered lovely by Hollywood. Travis Banton,
three years ago — or at any rate, it's the
plumper damsels who are getting work. That
star\^ed look is OUT and dangerous curves
are IN.
When I first met Greta Nissen, during the
"bo}'ish"-girl vogue, she was struggling with
the eighteen-day diet. Now her maid sits on
the set with a candy bar, so that Greta can
nibble a weight-builder between scenes.
Girls, according to Jack Oakie, must have "Mmmmmmm!" in order to be popular these days. And
what is "Mmmmmmm"? (x\ccent on the second
syllable.) Why, it's "IT" with the bones covered!
I don't know what Connie and Clara found in their
glasses Over There, but Ann's stein frankly contained
beer.
"And I didn't gain a single pound on it!" she declares. "It's like certain kinds of food — it's fattening
onl}' if you take too much. Where / got my curves was
exercising on the boat deck coming home. I hate to
wear pads and I was determined not to do it, so I
worked out regular exercises and- I'm still doing 'em."
There's a revolution on against
the once-popular "washboard silMae West's
curves
have
houette." The girls are craving that
"upholstered" look again. They're
put "boyish"
figures
in the
shade on the
convinced that they won't break any
scales if they adda few pounds in the
sere en — and
off the screen
right places — and might break a few

studio stylist for Paramount, insists that
the "ideal" girl for
the screen should
weigh
109
pounds, be 5
,,. '

~

feet, 3 inches
tall, have a bust
measurement

of i^yi inches,
a waist of 25 inches and hips measuring
34 inches.
Which
describes Claudette
Colbert.
"I loathe fat," he says. "It shows lack
of care and general sloppiness. Mae West
is a single example of voluptuous curves.
She belongs to a different era, but she
amuses us. At that, she takes ever>^ precaution against a gain in weight. The
ordinary woman of her weight and
curves would be outrageously clums}',
but IMae handles herself beautifully. There is a sinuous qual{Contimied on page 66)
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PICNIC?
Song of Songs."

It looks like a magazine, not a meal, that's claiming the
attention of Brian Aherne and Marlene Dietrich.
But
they had "as much fun as a picnic" on location for "The
Marlene lost her moodiness with the Broadway actor as her hero!

LIKE Garbo, Marlene Dietrich
^ plotted a secret departure from
Hollywood in taking a holiday abroad.
But Marlene had a good reason. She
wanted to forestall any more kidnap
threats against her daughter, Maria —
threats that have made her jittery for
more than a year. And what are her
future plans? Marlene isn't telling!
will
that sheweeks
certainty
it's almost
But back
of several
after aa visit
be
with her husband, Rudolph Sieber.
No one knows, however, which studio
will give the "welcome back" party.
If she still wants to be directed by
Josef von Sternberg, it probably won't
.be the studio they once battled with. . .
Brian Aheme, Mariana's leading man in
"The Song of Songs," has pulled
Katharine Hepburn's stunt. Katharine,
you remember, banned all ballyhoo
about herself until she saw the reaction
to her first picture. Brian did the same —
despite the fact that he was long the
leading man of Katharine Cornell,
queen of the American stage, and
knows his acting !
IT will no doubt be a relief to those
people who object to what other
people wear to hear that the trousersfor-women fad is on the wane. Hollywood shops report a sharp drop in the
market for suits a la Dietrich. "I also
hate pants," she is quoted as confiding
recently, "but I had to do something!"
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THE rumor that one famous couple
are about to part persists, in spite
of their new daughter and their new
house and their new denials. Who beheves denials since Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., informed newspapermen that he and
Joan Crawford would never be parted —
and Joan denied any divorce plans? We
were willing to wager that five-dollar
gold piece we've been hoarding that they
wouldn't be getting a divorce. For only
a few days before Joan filed her divorce
petition we heard her say over the telephone to Doug: "Hullo, darling . . . Oh,
no, dearest, it's tomorrow night we have
our date . . . Oh, I'm so sorry darhng, but
I'm going out tonight . . . No, no, it
isn't a Big Date — just a dinner . . .
Yes, I'U be home early . . . No, darhng,
don't you stay home just becauseJ can't
go with you . . . Well, that's sweet of you
to say so, darling . . . 'Bye, sweet."
A writer said he'd resign from Crawford
Fan Clubs after Joan refused to give him
the first story.

That's Hollywood!

bes are
Event
BLESSED coming
on in
so comm
Hollywood that most natives
display only pleasant interest
when a star welcomes the
stork these days. But the
town displayed real happiness
when an eight-pound daughter
— named Elizabeth — was recently born to Robert Montgomery and his wife, the
former Elizabeth Allen. For
the newcomer may lighten the
tragedy that they suffered
just before Christmas, 193 1,
when their little fourteenmonths-old daughter, Martha, died of a throat infection.
. . . Mrs. Hal WaUis (Louise
Fazenda to you) is the proud
mother of a son . . . Lawrence
Tibbett (who'll be back in
Hollywood one of these days) is
expecting a new heir . . . And
Sidney Fox (Mrs. Charles Beahan) is getting baby showers.
A Little Stranger will arrive
in the Crosby household in
June — to be a future playmate for the daughter of
Nick Stuart and Sue Carol,
closest pals of Bing and his
wife, Dixie Lee. What
would a child be named,
with parents called "Bing"
and "Dixie"?

In "Cocktail Hour," Bebe Daniels plays a daring
creature who goes abroad for excitement. In real
life, Bebe has gone over for a concert tour!

LATEST
BULLETINS

of the Studios

You Are Sure To Find It In Motion
John Gilbert and M-G-M
WHEN
shook hands and parted, he and
his wife, Virginia Bruce, boarded a ship
for Central America "for a rest." They
ended up in New York, where Virginia's doctor has his practice and where
their child will probably be born this
summer. And even if John is — temporarily— an ex-movie star, he's still
news to the city editors. The reporters
descended upon him and learned (i)
that he has no plans, but is considering
both stage and screen offers; (2) that
he has "no complaint against his
former bosses, the studios, or anj'body
else"; (3) that he blames his "so-called
decline, if you care to put it that way,"
on the "terribly unfortunate role" he
had in his first talkie; and (4) that he
doesn't feel "passe," has his health,
vigor and (he hopes) his talent, and
"something's bound to break." While
in New York, he intends to see "a few
plays." And among them may be
"Biography," the hit starring Ina
Claire, the third Mrs. Gilbert.
Not so long after movie fame came to
him, Johnny Weissmuller was divorced
—Butandsoonwasafterputmovie
"backfame
in came
circulation."
to that
other champion swimmer, Buster (ne
Clarence) Crabbe, Buster took himself
"out of circulation" by eloping with
Adah Virginia Held, twenty-year-old
Beverly Hills debutante. Write your
own comment!

Picture ^

RAKred seems ngto
DVOsuffe
ANN
nothi
. have
from her runaway year. She
will be starred in her first picture for Warner Brothers,
who held the truant's job
open. Fifty' per cent salary
cuts were still in eft'ect — and
her once-disputed salary was
hit. But Ann seemed delighted to be back, and rushed
about the lot, greeting all the
executives, stars, cameramen,
publicity men, electricians and
scene-shifters. She insists
that she and Leslie Fenton
are as much in love as ever.
Peggy Hopkins Joyce, whose
inseparable companion at
Hollywood parties has been
Jack Oakie, turned her blue
eyes on Jack La Rue the
other day. "That man,"
opined Peggy, "has more
sex-appeal than any other
man in the movies!" And
maybe she's right. Mae
West had him for her leading
man
in !"Diamond Lil," stage
version

Cooper
did nGary
HOWand Lilia
Harvey become Such Pals? By betting
which had the faster car! The
race is on, and so is the
romance!

Speaking
of overhead — and who
isn't, these
days? — how do you like Lilian Bond's portable
sun umbrella? She has been using it at Pasadena
since finishing "When Strangers Marry."

his
the way,
by with
troubles
that has
car. had
He has
GARY,
had to change its color from yellow to
black because people had a habit of
autographing it. Flow would you like
to find "Willie Doakes, March 14,
1933" scribbled on your polished hood?
But the annoyance isn't alwaj's in
owning a car. Often it's just as tough
to be a pedestrian. As witness Will
Rogers, when asked what he considered
man's
greatest
hazard. "Well,"
drawled Will, "I reckon a safety zone
in downtown Los Angeles would be

Helen Twelvetrees played with one M'sieur Bay-bee in "A Bedtime Story" — but now,
before she starts "Disgraced," she's playing with her own, Jack Woody, Jr. And Helen
must be a good mama.
Just gaze upon his chubby physique!

Will's answers to questions are getabout tingit."
to be an institution. He w^as
looking over the elephants on the
"Zoo in Budapest" set when someone
came up with one of those dumb queries
as to how he liked them. Will pondered
for a time. Then: "Well, I feel about
elephants like I do about women. I
like to look at 'em, but I hate to feed
'em." He ought to be good as the
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country doctor in "The Last Adam"!

News and gossip of the Studios
SPEAKING of Wallace Beery reminds
us that he is now a lieutenant commander in the air corps of the Naval
Reserve. That's how much the "hell
divers" think of Wally, not only as an
actor, but as a flier!

Cobum

Those "Diplomaniacs," Robert Woolsey
and Bert Wheeler, are now ambassadorsat-large — they're on a world tour
Raij Jones

can't keep away
HOLLYWOOD
from the subject of Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., and Joan Crawford very
long at a time — and neither can we.
Last month, in an exclusive story, we

A girl used to say, "Love me, love my
dog." Genevieve Tobin, of "Goodbye
Again," makes
it four times stronger!

gave you Doug's plans for re-wooing
Joan — and it's up to us to report his
progress. Before "the end," he dined and
danced with Joan on at least three
occasions. Upon at least two others
they had dinner tctc-d-tcle at her Brentwood home. (Joan, by the way, helped
him to move to his present abode in
Hollywood.) How many times they
talked together over the telephone, it is
impossible to estimate. Also, it is
difficult to say what amount of competition Doug had from Franchot Tone,
who likewise was dining and dancing
with Joan.
Was Helen Hayes mad? She and her
husband, Charles MacArthur, had no
more than arrived abroad for a nice,
long rest than she was summoned right
back
start "Another
CharHeto remained
in the Language."
South of
France, to get some writing done, while
Helen sailed back. And in New York
she confided to reporters that in Hollywood she goes around saying, "Me,
Helen Hayes, me comedienne, me very
funny" — but never gets a comedy role.
ACCORDING to report, Marie
xV Dressier told friends that she was
going to play in "Dinner at Eight,"
doctor's orders or no doctor's orders.
And she's in it. But her friends now
hint that after she does "Tug Boat
Annie," with Wallace Beery, she may
retire.
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THE
dramas of thedramas.
month
haveoff-screen
been courtroom
Eleanor Boardman starred in one, suing
King Vidor for divorce and winning a
decree, a $400,000 property settlement,
and $500 a month for the support of
their two children . . . But the famous
director turned right around and starred
in one, himself, asking the judge to
reopen the case and have Eleanor bear
half of the children's upkeep. . . . Estelle
Taylor starred in another, supported by
Sue Carol, exhibiting a scalp scar she
alleged was received in an accident
while riding in the car of Frank Joyce,
actors' agent. She asked for $150,000;
she received $20,000 . . . Colleen Moore
was ordered to pay $12,000 as the result
of another accident . , . Mae Madison
also lost — $600 . . . Zasu Pitts got her
final decree of divorce from Tom Gallery
. . . Director Sidney Franklin sued his
wife for his freedom.
Last Fall, Charhe Chaplin won the first
round in his legal battles with his
former wife, Lita Grey Chaplin, over the
futures of their two small sons. He
prevented them from becoming movie
actors without his consent (which
wasn't forthcoming). But Lita has just
won the second round. Charlie lost his
fight to have a say in the investments
made for them with his money.

IT looks as if Connie Bennett meant it
when she said that she was retiring
when her contract expired (in June,
1934) and would live with her Marquis
in the South of France. For when they
were abroad, she may not have bought
any chapeaiix, but she did buy a
chateau! After all, one can't "buy
American" when it's a chateau one is
shopping for!

Fryer

Joe E. ("Elmer the Great") Brown also
heard that rumor that he's buying a
Pacific Coast ball teami. And is he happy?

nedall that
MAYBE
one
that four
about
wereimagi
Marxesyou
town — even Hollywood — could handle
at one time. But a fifth Marx has
appeared on the scene. He's the almost
mythical member of the famous fraternity— Gummo — who used to say that
the wholesale dress business was saner
than movies. He's learning what it's all
about, and will "manage" his brothers.

Dyar
It's a new, grown-up Colleen Moore
you'll be seeing in "The Power and the
Glory." More po\ver to her, and glory!

News and Gossip of the Studios
WILSON MIZNER is dead. Noted
as an author and wit, JMizner
wrote screen plays for years and his
death is deeply mourned by his numerous film friends, one of whom gave him
an epitaph of which any man could be
proud: "The gods were in need of a
laugh. So they called Bill upstairs." It
was ]\Iizner who, when his brother was
reported fatally ill, wired, "Stop dying.
I'm trying to write a story for Joe E.
Brown." Mizner's colorful life (from the
Yukon to the Brown Derby) is being
dramatized for a William PoweU film.

BARBARA BENNETT, wife of Morton Downey, decided to paj* a visit to
her sisters, Joan and Connie, and her
father, Richard — ^especially as her singing hubby had engagements on the
Coast. Just out of the hospital, she
thought California's climate might help
her, too. She left her new baby in NewYork with her mother, Adelaide JMorrison (the first ]\Irs. Bennett). The baby
developed bronchitis. Barbara took a
'plane home . . .

one of those
WOOD
HOLLY
"famous
short sees
stories" in the fact
that soon after Janet Gaynor married
LydeU Peck, the former Oakland lawyer
became an associate studio executive —
and soon after Janet divorced him, his
studio oflice was vacated. . . . Marian
Nixon and Fox have also parted compan}'. . . . And Lew Ayres and Universal; also, Tala BireU and Universal.
. . . And Frances Dee and Paramount.
. . . And Wera Engels and RKO. . . .

If you don't think Franchot Tone is being built up to Gable proportions, just
glance over his recent assignments.
While Gable is to do "Black Orange
Blossoms" with Jean Harlow, Tone has
the male lead in another tempestuous
drama, "Lady of the Night." And now
he is to play opposite Miriam Hopkins in
"Stranger'sforReturn"
scheduled
Gable! — in the role once
HOLLYWOOD has been getting a
laugh from the latest tale about
James Cagney. Whether true or not,
it's a good story. Jimmy took some pals
down to Long Beach to see a regatta (so
the yarn goes). And Jimmy — the lad
nobody can put anything over on in the
movies — was sold some tickets by a
speculator at a sweet price. And the
tickets were fakes!

Helen Mack's wire-haired terrier is going places, if he isn't held back. And the same
can be said of Helen, who is probably the screen's youngest character actress. Remember her in "Sweepings"? She's now in "Melody Cruise"

showed exwhich
HOLLYWOOD,
(like a herd of
cessive curiosity
fans) when George Bernard Shaw, the
Irish dramatist, dropped into town, is
still "burned up" over the "shot" at the
movies that he took in New York. He
said (talking to America): "The real
thing with which you are corrupting the
world is the anarchism of Hollywood.
There you put a string of heroes in front
of people and all of them are anarchists,
and the one answer to anything annoying or to any breach of the law or to any
expression which he considers unmanly,
is to give the other person a sock in the
C. S. Bull

Once screen-famous,
now stage-famous,
Alice Brady has brought her wit to the
talkies for "When Ladies Meet"

D

O you know what Charles FarreU
doing while waiting for that

"good role" to show up? Along with
Guinn Williams, he's breaking in polo
poaies and selling them for fancy sums!

jaw\ I wonder you don't prosecute the
people W'ho produce these continual
strings of gentlemen who, when they are
not kissing the heroine, are socking the
jaw of somebody else. It is a criminal
ofTense to sock a person in the jaw.
When will we see a film issuing from
Hollywood in which the hero, instead of
socking the gentleman in the jaw, does
the civilized thing and calls a police-

DIANA
WYNYARD,
is beyond
a doubt
the most who
notable
actress
"find" that Holly w^ood has made in the
past year, has gone back to England to
fulfill a stage contract. (She'U return to
California in the Fall.) Sailing from
New York, which she had entered as a
comparative unknown in January, 193 1,
she found herself a celebrity — with interviewers around her, three deep. She confessed that she felt she was lucky, and
she revealed how she achieved the illusion of age. She told the New York
Times, "1 had lead weights made for my
shoes, fitted to the shapes of my soles. That
^Continued on page 88)
Hollywood is back on fuU salary again.
But it didn't get back on without some
fireworks. Employees of one studio
threatened a strike, when it looked as if
they would get full pay a week later than
expected. Conrad Nagel, president of
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences, resigned after a dispute over
his efforts to straighten out the tangle.

man?"
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America's
best-known
swimmer (of all people)

Robs

claims that girl athletes
lose their femininity,

Girls

have

overdeveloped

muscles, and "sunbaked" skins — and that
men don't like them !

??

of Sex-Appeal!
Says Johnny Weissmuller
"There is not a single woman
athlete whose Body Beautiful
can compare with Joan Crawford's, Lupe Velez' or Carole
Lombard's," says Johnny

BonH go near the water, Daughter,
Don't go near the sea;
Take a tip from me —
A girl is a sight, and looks a fright . . .
The moment she gets her bathing suit wet!
the old
new variation of
THIS
rhyme expresses Johnny Weissmuller's sentiments, exactly.
And himself, as the Irish say, a
living example to all of the glorious benefits from swimming ! It didn't sound right,
and at first I wasn't sure I had heard correctly when Johnny said, "If a girl wants
to lose every bit of sex-appeal, the surest
way to do it is to develop into a lady
athlete !"
It was a hot day, and those were stern
words. Johnny, clad in white flannels and a
sweater, had yawned, stretched himself
thoroughly and then sprawled into a napping position on the divan in the publicity
office of M-G-M, which is about to star him
in "Tarzan and His Mate." Fearful lest he
should snooze off before I could get the subject of our interview before him (it was supposed to be a little essay on "Why Women
Should Swim for Beauty"), I said, loudly:
"What is it about athletics that makes a girl
more attractive?"
Johnny opened one eye and regarded me
quizzically from it. "Absolutely," he said,
"NOTHING!"
"But that isn't the idea!" I protested,
attempting
to salvage the story angle.
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DOROTHY

"What

MANNERS

about The Body Beautiful — and

that
sort then
of thing?"
It was
that he made that crack about
the sex-appeal.
"Don't get me wrong," he continued.
"There is nothing more attractive on a
pretty woman than a good-looking bathing
suit. I'm all for the good old summertime
and the gay, gay bathing suit parade^but
the girls should remember not to get them
wet!
Claims Most Men

Will Agree

"T KNOW this is going to get me in Dutch
Jl with all the gal athletes — but this is my
story and I have a hunch that most men, including the he-men from the Great Outdoors,
will agree with me.
"Any form of athletics for very young
girls — say, those under seventeen — is the
finest thing in the world. It strengthens the
muscles, gives contour to the immature
body, builds up resistance and strength.
More than that, it lays a basis of health
which is important to all beautiful women.
But past the sixteen or seventeen-year-old
mark girls should take their athletics very
"Most of the real benefit of exercise has
gently!
been derived by that time. Beyond^ a certain point that 'build-up' process usually
turns into shoulder muscles. And shoulder
muscles and enlarged thighs," opined Mr.
Weissmuller, "are very, very unattractive —
at least to me. If there is anything more
{Continued on page go)
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''Swim, If You
Want Charm

Eleanor, who's an
Olympic champion,
herself, proves in person
that it can be done. She
has answers for every
one of Johnny's arguments— and denies most
men agree with him!

S'

and Grace! ^^
Retorts ELEANOR HOLM

Eleanor's tout ensemble was all that
anyone needed to
realize why Warner
Brothers had
snatched her right
out of the swimming

10? Athletic girls aren't
attractive?" giggled Miss
Eleanor Holm, who is
not only a star athlete,

but a budding movie star. "So
they are 'strong-armed' — and don't
know how to wear clothes — and
no man really likes them because

pool,
screengiven
test, her
anda
handed her a longterm contract.
Calls Clinging

they are boyish!"
The girl who carried off one of
the Olympic Games swimming
medals for 1933 had been thumbing through the pages of Johnny
WeissmuUer's indictment against
Athletic Femininity, in which he
charged that there is no such
thing as a lady athlete with sexappeal. Having mentally digested
it to the finish, she carefully stuck
the bitter pages behind a sugar
bowl in the Warner Brothers'
commissary and did an extraordinary thing. She chuckled — and
then she winked!

Vines Outdated

how to go about
'answering' Johnny
ow
caus
beI
— LY
well,knhis
HAeRD
s
argument seem so
e tio
antiqu
Thini
oldnnedd. def
hioate
fas

of all Johnny's good arguments, it
was Eleanor Holm that day. Lady
Champ though she might be, her
figure was as delicate and svelte

l ng
pea
of sexing-ap
— mea
ngi
e,
a cli
vinnhelpless type of girl
— seems so outdated! Perhaps, it
isn't to Johnny; but
I can't believe that
the average man
shares his view.
"I think the girl

as Carole Lombard's (Johnny's
particular favorite Form Beautiful). Her dark, healthy-looking
hair was cut short, it was true,
but not so short that it prohibited
the skilled attention of the beauty
parlor experts. Her eyes were the
same slanting, clear blue of Gloria
Swanson's. Her skin was only
slightly tan, and far from "sunbaked." In fact, one look at

who is most truly
attractive to the
modern man is the
healthy, peppy girl
who can keep him
interested all around
the clock. I mean
the girl who can do
the things he wants
to do — golf with
him, swim with him,

"Now, is that nice of Johnny?"
If ever I saw a living refutation

Johnny made Eleanor an exception to his remarks about girl
athletes in general. She says:
"I do not consider myself an exception in any way"

play tennis with
him, laugh with him.
A girltive who
is attracto a man
at all
Eiclusiie portrait bit Russell Ball

{Continued on
page Sg)
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"Gold-Di£2ers of 1933"
-Seen Through Hollywood's Eyes
Are you wondering if this is a 1933 version of "The Gold-Diggers of Broadway"

or

something entirely new? This "inside story" tells you! It gives you a hint of the story,
reveals how it was filmed, and points out the drama that went on behind the scenes!

^By

Jack

This is the seventh of a series of "inside stories" about outstanding new pictures. They tell you what Hollywood knows
about the pictures. Like Hollywood, you are aware of the
drama that has gone on behind the scenes, and you reahze
what painstaking attention has been given
to tiny details. When
you see "The GoldDiggers of 1933," after
getting this "preview"
of it, your enjoyment
wiU be keener — and
your appreciation of
all motion picture entertainment will be

w

heightened. — Editor.
HEN
42nd

Street,"
viously reported pre
in this
series, became one of
the biggest successes
of the year, Warner
Brothers decided to
produce another musical of the same lavish
proportions. Searching the field for story
material, they recalled
that "Gold-Diggers of
Broadway" had, in the
Memories saddened Joan
early days of talking
Blondell, Aline MacMapictures, scored a simihon and Ruby Keeler
lar popular hit. What,
(above), playing jobless
then, could be more
chorus girls. Right, Art Dishowmanly than to rector Anton Grot, Director Mervyn Le Roy and
Dance Director Busby
make a second "GoldBerkeley plot out dance
Diggers" — a "Goldnumbers on a miniature
Diggers of 1933"?
stage, while a couple of
In looking for a plot
chorines listen in
to fit the title, someone had a bright
hunch. The studio owned all rights to Avery
Hopwood's play from which the first "GoldDiggers" had been adapted. Comparison of the
original stage play and the earlier film script
brought to light how little resemblance they bore
to one another.
The adaptation had been so
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Grant
liberal that a close adherence to the Hopwood plot would result in practically a new screen story. Eureka! It was done
forthwith! — with Erwin Gelsey and James Seymour assigned
to the job and instructed to work fast.
The task of picking a cast was simplified by
the choice of many of the players who had been
acclaimed in "42nd Street." Ruby Keeler and
Dick Powell were again teamed as the romantic leads. Ginger Rogers, a standout in
"42nd Street," was given another "hardboiled" chorus girl role; Ned Sparks, a producer; Guy Kibbee, a Broadway "gold-mine"
and Clarence Nordstrom, a broken-down
juvenile. With the addition of three featured
leads — Joan Blondell, Warren William and
Aline MacMahon — the cast was virtually
completed.
Director by Request

M

ERVYN

LEROY'S assignment as director came at his own request. He had

been booked to do "42nd Street," but his illness in a hospital at the time it went into
production necessitated a last-minute switch
and Lloyd Bacon was substituted. When
"Gold-Diggers" came along, " Merv" was the
{Continued on page 62)
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THEY'RE

T^<

"We're

in the Money,"

IN

THE

MONEY

sing the chorus in the sensa-

tional opening nunnber of "Gold-Diggers of 1933," the
second big musical picture of the year. And they
mean it literally — as you can see below, at the upper
left, and in ihe close-up of three of the chorines above.
Left, "Gold-Digger" Ginger Rogers contents
her li'l self with greenbacks from Warren William
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Clothes gossip
From Hollywood
By

/hjlA^iutO
Who's Wearing What and
How Is Revealed in Motion
Picture's Advance Fashion
Tips from the New Pictures

ing femininity — are holding the
center of the screen fashion spotlight.
Even Marlene Dietrich, of trouser
fame, succumbs to bunches and
clusters and bouquets of flowers in
her r61e of the love enchantress in
"The Song of Songs." Strictly
speaking,

The flower-trimmed

gown

the

picture

is in

"cos-

(above) Is worn by

Lilian Harvey in "My Lips Betray." ■ Marlene
Dietrich (right) wears this gown and hat In "The
Song of Songs."
Fashion has gone "flowery"!

k like flower
Ss that loo
SE
DRESgar
den
. . . hats that look like
beds of packed pansies or violets
. . . shoulder straps as abundantly
flowered as the Wis of the South Sea Islands
. . . these are Hollywood's fashion motifs
for midsummer. Flowers, flowers, everywhere! On skirts, on bodices, on hats large
or small. Handbags made of artificial
violets . . . summer muffs made of artificial
a corner of Milady's handflowers . . . even ated
kerchief decor with a small flat cluster
of milliners' flowers ... all these only prove
how insistently Hollywood studio designers
have gone to flower gardens for the inspiration back of the new screen clothes.
Such adjectives as sleek, smooth and tailored
have been temporarily
shelved
(at least until
Autumn).
Bows and flowers and ruffles — all stress44

tume" period, yet we have the
word of Travis Banton^ that a
certain evening gown worn by
Marlene and a certain flowerdecked hat could hold their
own in the newest of fashion
parades. Even the perky tilt of
Marlene's hat cannot rob it of its

old - fashioned Girl - In - A - (".arden
theme. Almost cap-like in shape
and size, it is made of a solid pack of
purple and orchid violets, with a
towering .purple \eivet ribbon protruding from the back.
An even farther cry from "trousers"
is her dance-frock
of orchid tulle and
purple violets. Wote
in particular
the
frilly-flowered
shoulder treatment
of this gown; also
the "belt"of \iolets
and
pansies
that
loops
down
even
onto the tulle skirt.
It is an idea for
your own summer
wardrobe that
just can't be
ignored. Marlene
wears
n the garden of her Beverly Hills home, Heather Angel is wearing
the most adorable white flowered chiffon summer gown with gay
poppy design. June Clyde (left) is in a rubber bathing suit and a
saucy rubber beach hat that protects her waves from the breezes

Sari
Maritza (you'll be seeing her in "International
') proves that flowers do not need to be confined
exclusi vely
to summer nights. They can also go tea-ing or
-partying. With a pale blue organdie summer frock.
garden
Sari introduces Hollywood's newest novelty
House'
— "The Summer MufT." It is a tiny
affair of gray velvet violets, worn with a
turban of blue, bordered with the same
flowered trimming. This is the most
irresistible combination of the season and,

this gown for one
of the warmest love
scenes of the picture, in which she
completely captivates Brian Aherne.
Considering how
very few gentlemen
can resist Ladies
In Flowers, it is a
mystery how they
(the flowers) have
managed to stay
"out" so long.
(How many years
has it been?)

what's more, we hear that "summer muffs"
will very shortly make their appearance
in the smartest shops. Step up, Mr.
Designer Banlon and take a bow on the
most popular novelty to come out of
Hollywood since .^in'aw created the "Letty
Lynton" sleeve for Joan Crawford.
Lilian Harvey, in "My Lips Betray,"
in which she co-stars with John Boles at
Fox, finds another distinctive use of the
flower-trim in shoulder straps over a coral
organdie dinner frock. Starting at the
back-girdle, the pale, pink primroses (milliners' flowers) encircle Lilian's slim
shoulders and fall as gracefully as a lei
across the decollete back. .An adorable
Here's the tricky
little flowered hat
with its matching
summer muff (left)
which you v.HI see
adorning
Sari
Maritzo

in "InterHouse."
Lona Andre national
(above)
couldn't resist the
temptation of a
flowered hot and
got herself this pert
and tiny one in
gray, trimmed with
red flowers

style, especially with an "all-over" sun-tan!
Lona Andre, who is appearing in "College Humor,"
is another Hollywood beauty who has gone in for
flowers in a big way. She has a little hat, the red
flowers of which border a tiny crown of gray with
a gray satin ribbon bow perched on top. Lona
ikes to wear it with her gay-colored summer dresses
of flowered prints.
Naturally, Hollywood is not forgetting an old
favorite stand-by — the summer gown of flowered
chiffon print. Heather Angel manages to look very
gardenish, indeed, in her summer frock of California
poppies against a white background in the Fox picture, "Pilgrimage." If you would go Hollywood in
your midsummer styles this year, vou just must
45
wear FLOWERS!

From several fashionable quarters we have heard complaints
against the Hollywood hats this
season. 'Tis said that they are
behind the present mode, which
is featuring the fez-turban, the
brimmed sport hat and the
straight - on - the - head angle.
Hollywood's critics point out
that the studio designers are
still "going in for" the perky sidehat, which dips at an angle over
one eye. All this is true — but
it must be borne in mind that

Hollywood hats are necessarily designed for the camera, as
well as for distinctiveness.
Why

Stars Wear

Small Hats

NO

hat, no matter how Parisian, would possibly be
acceptable to a director, or cameraman, if its angle
covered the face of the star and made photography difficult!
The little side-cap-hat, though it may not be as up-to-theminute as many of the fashion styles they are featuring in the
smart shops, is nevertheless, particularly adaptable to the
full-view-of-the-face that is imperative for the camera. This
is the main reason why you so seldom glimpse a Hollywood
star wearing a large, brimmed hat before the camera — smart
though such chapeaux may be!
Speaking of hats, June Clyde introduces a cute
little Hollywood novelty — The Bathing Suit Hat.
No, it is not a protective cap; at least, it is not
- designed to protect June's blonde hair from the
water. It does, however, offer protection against
beach breezes while June is sitting around in her
cute bathing suit before and after the swim.
Made of "crinkled rubber" (the same material as
the suit), it combines the colors of orange and
white. And, oh yes, that is a rubber flower that
so perkily trims the shoulder of June's bathing
costume.
Heather Angel offers another neat angle on
midsummer fashions with, and in, her smairt
riding suit from a scene in "Pilgrimage."

The

Singer Rogers is wearing her "cocktail dress"
from "Gold-Diggers" at the extreme left and,
at the near left, you see Ginger in the sports
costume with the suede jacket. Below, Fay Wray
is smartly attired in three of the costumes she
wears for her role in "Ann Carver's Profession"
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costume of brown
boots, green breeches
worn with a green
"man's shirt," and a
bright yellow tie is
tailored to the point
of severity. The color
combination and the
practicality are the
highlights of this cantering costume.
Three of the cutest
"all-around" summer
costumes I have seen
this month are worn
by Patricia Ellis, a
new and very pretty
girl from Broadway
who plays opposite
Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., in "The Narrow
Corner." The popular
Pat has a flair for wearing clothes that makes
her the most dangerous candidate
among newcomers for
"best-dressed woman"
honors. She doesn't
exactly
look
like

Pretty Patricia Ellis (above) shows you her
new golf outfit and white organdie dance
frock.
Left, Pot is arrayed in the street
dress from

"The Narrow

Corner"

orange.
Both the jacket and
the shirt are worn comfortably
loose at the throat and, just to
be different, the little Ellis
dispenses with the conventional
tie. Pat
may
make
the lowest
scores on the course in this outfit,
but it most certainly scores high in
fashion points.
It's cute, colorful
and comfortable — and what more can
midsummer demand?

Heather Angel does her cantering gracefully in a scene
for
in this
with the very
mannish
shirt"Pilgrimage"
and
tie.
But
theriding
col6r habit
combination
is feminine!

Constance Bennett, but she reminds you of her. She wears
the kind of clothes of conservative good taste, but excellent
style, that have been, in the past, almost exclusive with
Connie.
Note Pat's very cute golfing outfit.
flannel, the shirt is neutral silk, and

The skirt is yellow
the suede jacket is

Though Pat's dance frock from the
same picture is bare of the popular
flower trim, it almost makes up its
garden effect in its abundance of
ruffles. The dress is white organdie
with an enormous white organdie
bow right under the chin. Another
noteworthy detail is the wide organdie belt with its organdie-covered
buckle. It's a pretty little frock for
twenty.
those on the the sunny side of
But the gown that is particularly
reminiscent of the stylish Miss
Bennett is the street costume worn
by
"Theit on
Narrow
WhenPatsheinwore
the setCorner."
for the
first time, Doug, Jr., exclaimed:
{Continued on page 71)
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ISN'T
LOVE
W—BUT
NE
THESE LOVE
TEAMS ARE!

The fashions in screen love nnay

t

not change — but the faces do.
The latest couple to do a bit of
annorous lip-reading, for instance,
are Irene Dunne and Joel McCrea
And
seem Cord."
to be
(top the
left)twosome
in "Thewho
Silver
expressing the moody kind of romance right now ore Edmund
-Lowe and Nancy Carroll (above)
in "I Love That Man." While
love of the tempestuous order is
being delivered at your favorite
theatre by Lilian Harvey and
John Boles (left in "My Lips Betray." And which do YOU prefer?

You and George Raft Had
Better Watch Jack LaRue!
By DOROTHY

n
eeck
e vein se
ventJa
seen
La Ruha
er
es
You
this
pictur
gangst
last year. You always
knew his strange, rather tragic
face. You never knew his
name. But you are going
to know it from now on!
Yoii have seen him in small
parts — "bits" — in a dozen other
pictures. Only in five was his
name printed in the cast. You
have heard him say short
lines like "Stick 'em up!" or
"Get out of here, you rat!" or
"Okay, buddie!" He earned
sixty-five dollars a day for
those few minutes on the screen
and those few words. But
such parts seldom required his
services for more than a single
day apiece.
On those lucky days he
cashed his pay-check immediately. Athird of it, he kept
to pay his room rent and buy
his meals. The other twothirds, he turned into a money
order, mailed to an unfashionable address in Brooklyn, New
York.
He has been around for a
good many years. At fifteen,

he played "bits" in the early
pictures, which were made in
the East. Since then he has
been on Broadway. Some years
he had leads, some years he
played small parts. Some years

CALHOUN
Took Role Raft Refused

e Raft
d
rSIe
turne
d the
just playe
has Georg
HE that
down in "The Story of Temple
Drake" — the role of the brutal,
sinister gunman, Trigger. And
he is the gangster, Sammy, in
"Identity Unknown." Next
you will see him as George
Raft's brother in "The Trum"People say we look alike,"
he comments, "but I don't
thinkpetso.
Blows."The same complexion maybe. But it was
George's
'Scarface'in
that gavesuccess
me ain break
similar roles — small ones."
Once— ten years ago — Valentino was searching for an
Italian actor to play his brother.
Several answered a call for
tests. Jack was among them.
Rudie passed by the others
and stopped before La Rue.
"I think
you'll How
do. We
don't
look
unlike.
about
it,

Some say that Jack La Rue looks
like George Raft. You've seen
him in similar roles without
know^ing his name. But you'll
know who he is, all right, after
seeing him in the role that Raft
refused — and after reading this
story, which reveals his past, his
possibilities and his ambitions!

he didn't play at all. Twenty
months ago he came to Hollywood. He got a good part
almost at once in "UTiile
Paris Sleeps." After that —
nothing. Now he has a contract
A name not only in listings
with Paramount — and a name.
of casts, but in electric lights! A name that's going to be
important before the year is out!

"It isn't a very good stage name," he says. "It sounds
like old-fashioned stock company. I wanted to go by my
own name, 'Lo Bue.' I'm Italian, you know — born on Third
Avenue.
Palermo, my folks came from."
He has the Broadway actor's trick of patting a woman's
hand and calling her "Honey" and "Dear" and "Darling,"
and he tells you immediately,
with an undercurrent of
anxiety, "I4iope for so much from this contract.
I want to
get ahead.
I must get ahead."

"As soon as I saw her eyes
go from him to me, I knew I
Natacha?"
would not get the part," Jack
says. "I was two inches taller
than Rudie. I tried to crouch
down, but it was no use. 'Hm,'
she said, as cold as ice. 'No,
I don't think you are the
type!'
wordI was
with
Rudie Her
then.
wentlaw away.
I've often wondered what my
life would have been, if Natacha
Rambova had not shaken her
head that day. But it wasn't

He believes, simply and unashamedly, that things are "meant" to be or "not meant
to be."
But his fatalism was not born of futility.
meant."
"God knows best," he says.
"He knows why I need
success — to take care of my family: my mother and father
and five sisters. There have been times when I had to
have money for them, and no work in sight anywhere. I've
prayed and a part would come." (In a studio cafeteria such
confession of faith sounds strange and touching.)
"My people try not to write me about their worries at home.
They know that I will send them what I can.
But the first
of last December there was a payment of four hundred to
(Continued on page 86)
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Leslie Howard

is intellectual, idealistic, a bit boyish and shy —

an unusual screen lover. Women say, "There's no one like
himi" Which proves how little most people know about Leslie
— for his son, Ronald (left), is decidedly like him. You'll know
Leslie better after meeting his family in the story opposite!

Explaining
Leslie Howard,
Who Needs
?
Explainin
By Jack

Grant

Romantic?
Leslie Howard married Ruth
Martin (left) after a three-week courtship!
Their 8-year-old daughter (above) once
called
screen
love-making
"amazing

business"
isn't
RD
Unfortunately, most examHOulWA
ly
LESLIEpartic
ar
handinations of an actor's offsome, as handscreen life are all too curis
•^ someness
sory— and this is particuby screen standjudged
larly true in the case of
Leslie Howard. His calm
ards. He isn't the brawny,
burly type that women the
British exterior repels inworld over are alleged to
timacies. He tells interviewers that he is happily
He isn't the emadore.
married and the father of
bodiment of the dashing,
two fine children.
breath-taking
lover of whom
Further than
that reserved
schoolgirls
statement, he
and
dream
does not reveal
whose image
they carry alself. Adroitly,
much about
himways in their
Graham
gh
,
ou
hearts alth
he turns the versation
con-into
they grow up to
ly
y
the
more
general
re
marr enti
different sort of
He isn't the Great Lover type — but he's putting all
topicacting
of the and,
art
of
He has
men.
somehow, the
of these
none
the Great Lovers in eclipse. What's the secret? When
qualifications for
interviewer foryou read about his private life — never revealed before
movie prefergets to steer it
ment. Yet Lesback
into
intiard
mate channels
—you'll have the explanation !
is
lie How
ly
ab
on
ti
es
unqu
again charmingly
later.
I know all too well. Twice has Leslie thus
the most romantic fellow in Hollywood. What is the secret?
Producers shake their collective heads in complete beevaded my attempts to pry into his off-screen life. And
each time, I have been unaware of his artful dodging until
wilderment as they admit the fact of his popularity. Boxoffice returns and the unusual deluge of his fan mail have
after we had parted. He is that elusive. Determined upon
a third try, I requested an appointment at his home. If I
forced upon them the knowledge of Howard's tremendous
romantic appeal. He has long since established himself as
couldn't nail him on his own hearth, I might just as well go
out on called strikes. (Three is out, you know, Leslie, in
the most sought-after leading man in films. Ask any feminine
American baseball.)
star to choose between Leslie Howard and Clark Gable,
Fredric March, George Raft, Herbert Marshall or anyone
His Private Life Unknown
else. Almost invariably, they signify Howard as their choice.
And the producers, still unable to understand the whys and
TO been
my reported
knowledge,
Leslie Howard's
family life
has His
neveris
wherefores, attempt to obtain his desired services.
for publication.
It deserves
to be.
one of the most unusual households in Hollywood. Let me
Really, Hollywood has made a mystery of a thing that
take you there, just as I went for tea that afternoon.
isn't at all mysterious, if you know Leslie. The answer to
You arrive at four, the appointed hour. Outside the house,
the riddle is to be found in his private life. It is very simple.
several
young boys are engaged in a game of scrub baseball.
He is to-day's most romantic screen actor because he is,
{Continued on page y8)
himself, romantic — incurably so!
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ess and
amazing masterpieces of legl
ey — with his
d at
shuddere
y, Lon
deformit
his Chan
figures of horror,
YOUarmless
with their painfully distorted faces.
Didn't you? And you shudder at Boris Karloff,
who emerges, after hours of masterly make-up, as
a mummy of centuries ago or as a monster, stupendous and nightmarish.
Of course, you do.
But here enters another Man of Horrors, without benefit of make-up — a Man of Horrors more
blood-chilling, more horribly hair-raising, more
poisonously unforgetable than either Chaney or
Karloff, with Bela Lugosi thrown in for good
measure. His name is Lionel Atwill.

Here is a handsome man who makes women's
hearts beat faster — until he stops them. Here is a
charming and very polished gentleman, who makes
women's blood run warmer — until he chills it. This
man murders with a smile, violates with a chilling
laugh, tortures with a bow from the waist and a
gardenia in his buttonhole. Here is a man with the
most sardonic mouth I have ever seen, the coldest
and most merciless eyes ever set in a man's skull.
Here is a man who uses no make-up, no props to
build his demoniacal power.

Lionel Atwill (above) claims one of his profiles iskind, and the other cruel. He seldom
uses make-up^as he did in "The Mystery of
the Wax Museum" (right)

He's the

Mental
Lon Chaney !
By FAITH

SERVICE

It was make-up that made Chaney a Man
of Horror. But it's something else that
makes Lionel Atwill a man you can't
forget — for he looks the same ofT the
screen as on. That "something" is
MENTAL CRUELTY. Here is an
amazing man — amazing in real life, too!
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They said of Lon Chaney, "There is no Lon
Chaney!" And after watching Lon
in "The Hunchback of Notre Dame"
and some of his other pictures, that
was rather a comfort. But there is a
Lionel Atwill — and as you see him
on the screen so, to the last detail, he
appears to be in real life. And after
watching him in "X'ampire Bat" and
"Murders in the Zoo," that is not
such a comforting thought.
I looked at that taut, sensitive
face, at that slightly twisted, sardonic mouth, at those cold eyes (the
color of water), and I wondered if
the man in "Wax Museum" was in
any sense this man, the real man.
Part of His History

I

THOUGHT back to the days
when Lionel — who has just played
with Marlene Dietrich in "The Song
of Songs" — was the sensitive romanticist in David Belasco's famous
"Deburau." Drama critics have said that the two finest
performances of the past twenty-five years have been John
Barrymore's Hamlet and Atwill's Deburau. It made Atwill a
star and he went on to such triumphs as "The Outsider," with
Katharine Cornell as his leading lady; to "The Russian Grand
Duke," "The Comedian," and "Caesar and Cleopatra," with
Helen Hayes playing opposite him. And, more recently,
"The Silent Witness," both in New York and in Los Angeles
and, again, on the screen. One of the late Belasco's favorite
stage sons, Lionel Atwill learned his craft under that magic
wand.
He said to me, "I learned from that great old man a meticulous passion for detail in everything I do." I wondered how
far that "meticulous passion for detail" might carry him.
I thought back to what I know of his even earlier history.
I know that he was born in England forty-six years ago;
that he studied to be an architect and then decided to forego
the blueprint for the greasepaint. I know that he made his
professional debut in London's noted Garrick Theatre in 1905
and that he came to the United States in 1915 as leading man
for Lily Langtry in {Continued
"Lady de Bath."
on page 70)

Hollywood
Grabs the
"Maedchen"
Beauty!
Dorothy

Dorothea Wieck

Spensley
is her

name. (It's pronounced
"Vheek.") She played the
sensitive teacher in "Maedchen in Uniform" — and
taught Hollywood something new in screen acting.
Now Hollywood is teaching
her English — for she has a
Certain Something that the
American screen needs !
A CH, JA, another foreign invader. Dorothea Olavia
/\
Wieck of Berlin — pretty, middling plump, middling
/ % tall, past mistress in the art of repressed acting —
JL jL. is Paramount' s newest importation to compete
with the Teutonic Marlene Dietrich, not to mention Wera
Engels and Lihan Harvey. She is the latest addition to the
long Ust of Continental maidens who have come to dimple
and coo for the American screen.
But this one, as Ed Wynn would say, is different. She can
do more with those blue-gray eyes, lash-fringed, than ever
Dietrich did with her rhapsodic legs. Pardon! — limbs. She
can do more with her cool, clear, meaningful gaze than ever
did Marlene with all her oblique brows. Rush out and see
"Maedchen in Uniform," and you'll get what I mean.
This one has a mind geared for thinking, a heart adjusted
for acting, a face fashioned for high tragedy. And she likes
oysters for breakfast. She also likes argument; and reason,
pure and otherwise, for reasoning's sake. She is twenty-five,
married, thinks Americans are amazingly childlike (not
childish), was a student of Max ("The Miracle") Reinhardt,
has played Shakespearean roles and dotes on chicken,
Vienna-style, with little boiled potatoes.
Fraulein Wieck (pronounced Vheek) was born in Davos,
Switzerland, January 3, 1908, and cannot understand the

Didwhich
you Dorothea
misinterpret
"Maedchen
in Uniform,"
in
Wieck
(above) played
Fraulein
von Bernburg (left)? If you did, she's anxious to
straighten you out!

insatiable curiosity of the American reporter,
who asks her what she eats for breakfast, what
she does for exercise, if she loves her husband
and what about her preferences in undies.
Comes

Right Out and Asks

O you," she demanded with a little
frown, stretching her left arm across the
flat-topped desk, flattening an accusing index finger on the
blotter, "do you enjoy asking me all these questions? Let
me Ataskthisyousally,
that."
her manager, Georg Gumpel, slightly rotund
and very friendly (he, too, is from Berlin), and Kenneth
Whitmore, press-agent, sitting in on this intimate gettogether, leaned back amiably in their chairs. There was
to be no talk, immediately, either, of Hitlerism, the Nazis,
Jewish "persecutions," Steel Helmets, State motion picture
control, war debts, boj'cotts or any of the more turbulent
questions that are rocking Central Europe. These gentle
subjects, we gathered, are vcrbotcn. One does not declare
oneself politically, if one wishes to return to the Fatherland.
The meeting continued with all the gaiety of a Sing Sing
picnic with the turnkey as guest of honor.
She made twelve silent motion pictures before talkies

D'

By

came along, played the singing role of Mekila in Offenbach's
" Parisienne Life," was a member of the Josephstadter
Theatre in Vienna, has spent summers in the Tyrol, in
Sweden, in Freiburg, in Grunewald, in Falckenburg, in
Vienna, in Frankfort, in Munich. Also a few winters. She
has a Swedish grandmother from whom she got her middle
name but, "Olavia" being too synonymous with olive oil
{Continued on page 80)
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Jean Harlow
Answers Your Questions
So you're curious about the girl with the platinum hair?
Here is your
chance to know her as she knows herself! Just read her frank answers to
all the personal questions asked her by readers of the May MOTION
PICTURE — and you'll understand Jean as }'ou never have before!
By

MOTION
ERIC

And again, Ye Gods!
DS!
YE WhatGOan
inquisition ! What a deluge
of questions you asked Jean Harlow
through the May Motion Picture!
From every state in the Union, and from almost
every city and good-sized town in every state,
your questions poured in, until finally the
battle-scarred desk of your Inquiring Reporter
groaned under their weight. And you moviegoers up there in Canada have convinced us
that Jean Harlow must be a Dominion favorite.
Your queries settled on my desk with the rapidity and regularity of snowflakes in one of your
own winter storms.

PICTURE'S
Inquiring
Reporter,
L.
ERGENBRIGHT

Mae West Next!
The star who has overnight
become "Garbo's greatest rival"
(see pages 28 and 29) — what
would you like to know about
her? You're due to have your
curiosity appeased in the August
MOTION Picture! For next
month she will be answering the
questions — hordes of them —
that readers of the June MOTION
Picture have asked her. And
you know how frank the one
and only Mae can be !

Again — and this time we're thanking Allah
for it — there has been a large percentage of duplication inthe questions asked. Otherwise, we
would have faced the necessity of publishing a
special issue of Motion Picture to accommodate Jean's answers.
How does Jean care for her famous platinum
tresses? . . . How does she care for her equally
famous complexion? . . . Which colors does she
favor in selecting her clothes? . . . Will she marry again? . . .
Does she object to the "hard-boiled" roles she has played?
Those questions proved favorites — they were asked by scores
■ of you — and you will find her answers in these pages. How
is she furnishing her home? — there's another query that was
duplicated on many of your coupons. Unfortunately, it was
asked too soon, for Jean's new home
She can only answer that comfort will
in her choice of furniture.
As luck and production schedules
forced to call her to the witness stand

is as yet unfurnished.
be the deciding factor
would have it, I was
during the production

of a picture. I'll never forget the courtesy — and the courage —
with which she faced that gargantuan pile of question blanks.
Without any further waste of time, let me present the
"cross-examination" that tells more about Jean Harlow than
any mere interview has ever told. Your questions are in light
italics; her answers are in heavy Roman type:
What arc your favorite sports, if any, and are you athletic?
Swimming and golf, especially golf. No, I'm not particularly
athletic.
Which colors are most becoming to you? I consider yellow,
white and black my best colors and wear them almost
exclusively.
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Is Jean Harlow
your real name or
just a screen name?
My real name is
Harlean Carpenter.
Jean Harlow is my
mother's maiden
name.
Which picture did
" Hell's
you
enjoy Angels"
the most —or
"Red Dust?" It's
difficult to compare those two pic"Hell's
Angels" tures.
I Inhad
my
first important role
and, naturally, I
was nervous and
tense. I believe I
enjoyedDust"
working
"Red
more.in
Have you ever vict

Greta Garbo? No, I've never met Miss Garbo.
Is it true that you were a cripple when yon were younger?
No. I was very ill with spinal meningitis, but fortunately it
did not leave me a cripple. For several years, though, I took
special exercises to strengthen my body, and to prevent any
possible complications.
Which of your roles to date do you like best? I believe I
prefer my role in "Red-Headed Woman."
What kind of work did you do before entering the movies?
None. You see, I was married before I had graduated from
school.
What picture do you expect to make next, and who will play
the leading male role? Clark Gable and I will be co-starred
in "Black Orange Blossoms."
Did you enjoy your personal tour in Rochester, New York,
and did you enjoy going through the Eastman Kodak factory?
Yes. Very much.
You played opposite Clark Gable in "Red Dust" — will you
please describe his off-scrccn personality? That's really a difficult task. Perhaps Clark can be described best as "a man's
man." He is very sincere and unaffected, and he has a
grand sense of humor.
What is your attitude toward the adverse comment that is

sometimes directed at you? If it is constructive criticism, I
appreciate it and try to profit by it. If it's just destructive
criticism, I pay no attention to it.
If you should marry again and your husband should ask you
to give up your career, would you be willing to do so? Yes, of
course. If I loved a man, I would give up any career to
make him happy.
Is it true that you have only half an eyebrow? (This querj'
left the Inquiring Reporter a little groggy, but he presented
it to Jean, just the same.) I'm happy to report that my eyebrows are all present and accounted for.
What is you" hobby? Do you like jig-saw puzzles? Golf is
my principal hobby. So far I haven't had time for jig-saw
puzzling.
How many times have you been married? Twice.
/ have an inferiority complex and 'whenever I go out with a
girl it is very embarrassing. How can I get rid of it? Quit
thinking about yourself and try to become absorbed in whatever is most interesting to the girl.
Didyou,as achildjlive on Columbia Avenue in Albuquerque,
New Mexico? No. As a child, I lived in Kansas City.
Have you any relatives, that you know of, in Windsor Locks,
Connecticut? Not to my knowledge.

Do you like to travel, and would you like to go to Europe?
I'm very ambitious to travel, and I fully intend to do so in
the near future. Of course, I'm particularly anxious to see
Europe.
Do you like jewelry? I think jewels are very becoming to
some
people.
I seldom wear jewelry. I don't
think it
suits myPersonally,
type.
In -which picture do you think you did your best acting? In
my own opinion, I've given my best performance in "Dinner
at Eight," which is not yet released.
Do you prefer to play (he type of person you have portrayed
in all of your pictures? I hope I won't be definitely tjrped as
that sort of person.
What do you think of the gaudy "ballyhoo" printed and posted
about your appearance in "Red Dust?"
When I've finished
my role, my part in the picture is at an end. The advertising
is in far more capable hands than mine.
Do yon know Marlcnc Dietrich?
Boris Karloff?
Karen
Morley? I know Karen Morley well and I have great admiration for her. I'm not well acquainted with Miss Dietrich or
Mr. Karloff.
What is your personal impression of Hollywood?
To me it
has always been the kindest, most friendly of cities. Its
people have gone out
of their way to aid me
in my even
troubles.
I've
never
glimpsed
the cold, selfish Hollywood that so many
writers have described.
Who is your favorite
male orchestra leader
and singer? My preference in that matter
changes with the seasons.
Do you all think as
much of Clark Gable
out there as the rest of
the world does? Indeed, we do. He is
very popular.
Are your manners
and conduct the same
as in your recent picture, "Red Dust?" I
hope not! Don't you
think it's rather unfair
to judge the private
character of an actress
by the roles she plays?
Is Janet Gayiwr a
friend of yours? No,
I'm not well acquainted
with Miss Gaynor.
117/(2/ is the difference between "MelroGoldwyn-M
ayerPic,"
"Fox,"
"Radio
tures," etcetera? Those
are the names of different companies that
produce
Hole pictures.
much is your
salary per week? I
can't answer that
question. It is barred
by studio policy.
Do you have to learn
your parts by heart?
Yes.
{Contitiuedonpage~2)
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^he Picture
NEVER GIVE A SUCKER
A BREAK
Kiot
— One
Season's Best:
Step Of
rightLaughter
up, ladies
and Ofgentlemen.
The
one and only Lee Tracy is on display.
Faster and funnier than ever.
No fooling, you can believe everything
the ad writers say about this story of a
shyster lawyer who stops at nothing to
win his cases. Fortunately, there is no
attempt to point a moral against the "ambulance chaser," the picture being content
to rest upon its laurels as entertainment.
It moves at a pace so speedy that it contains enough plot for a dozen movies.
Lee Tracy has a role perfectly suited to
his redoubtable talents. Not since "Blessed
Event " has he been seen to such advantage. Frank Morgan and Charles Butterworth lend support that would steal the
show from anyone but Tracy. Even the
conventional heroine is given something
to do, with Madge Evans doing it charmingly. You can't afford to miss this laugh
riot. (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.)

LILLY TURNER

REUNION

Fair Enough, But Not Up To "Frisco
Jenny": Apparently encouraged by Ruth
Chatterton's success as a lady of easy virtue in "Frisco Jenny," her producers have
cast her as another girl familiar with many
gutters in "Lilly Turner." Her plight here
is
again ofdue
to a man'screature
infidelity.
is more
a vacillating
than Lilly
was

A Honey Of A Picture — Don't Miss It: As
gay as it is clever, and as clever as it is
naughty, this story of life among the warimpoverished aristocrats of \ienna is adult
entertainment fare. John Barrymore is
his most brilliant and most impudent in
the flashy role of the ex-Archduke and
present taxi-driver. Frank Morgan
makes the professor-husband of the Archduke's former mistress romantic, and with
excellent restraint turns the situation
where the three of them meet from possible farce to suave comedy. Diana \\ynyard, rapidly become indispensable to the
American screen, is genuinely glamourous.
The dialogue sparkles, the action startles
and the entire plot hovers delightfully on
the edge of the risque. If this is successful
with screen audiences — as we prophesy it
will
be — movies.
there is no further excuse for
moronic

Jenny and Ruth's characterization, while
eminently workmanlike, has less strength.
It is difficult to accept her as a weakling,
traveling with carnivals and hootch shows,
eventually winding up as a medicine man's
perfect example of health.
Her support, howexer, is infinitely better with George Brent shining brightly as
an honest ta.\i-dri\er. Frank McHugh,
doing his sympathetic drunk, scores magnificently, and the strong man of Robert
Barrat's is a fine job, as, in a lesser \e\n,
is Guy
Kibbee'sis far
medicine
man.
The theme
from subtle.
At best,
it is an unimportant effort in depicting
life in the raw. (Warner.)

IN VIENNA

The preview audience in a family neighborhood theatre loved it and missed none
of its subtleties.
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.)
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PEG O' MY HEART

I COVER

Star Shines In Old-Fashioned
Comedy:
Marion Davies, clever comedienne that
she is, attempts the impossible in breathing new life on an out-moded theme, which
saw yeoman service on the stage. The
other members of the cast are unable to
shine because of the obvious characterizations, though J. Farrell MacDonald transcends his material to smash through with
an outstanding performance.
The plot is too familiar to need recounting here — too familiar, in fact, to hold the
interest of an adult audience accustomed
to looking for surprises. Even though this
may be its first view of "Peg O' My Heart,"
it knows what to expect from the moment
the young solicitor appears to offer the
young Irish lass her heritage. It knows
exactly the social errors she will commit
when first introduced to society. It anticipates, unfailingly, the outcome of her romance. And it gets in every instance just
what is expected. (Metro-GoldwynMayer.)

It's A Swell Dish — Action And Thrills: A
highly-exciting ad\"enture yarn, crowded
with smugglers, gun fights and danger to
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THE WATERFRONT

young reporters who "cover the waterfront." The locale of the book is about
all that was retained, for the plot was
seemingly concocted by the scenarist.
Ernest Torrence contributes a rousing performance as the smuggler, playing
the role for all it is worth. You may have
difficulty reconciling the idea of the svelte
Claudette Colbert as a smuggler's daughter. It is a change of pace for her and she
achieves it neatly. Ben Lyon does the
reporter in approved movie style.
The film is a bit too rowdy in spots for
the youngsters — that is, immature youngsters. For full-grown kids, it is a swell
dish, filled with fast action of the pretalker days. Pardon us for falling into the
vernacular. It is the influence of these
waterfront characters, roughnecks who
can scratch matches on their Adam's
apples to prove it. (United Artists.)

THE BARBARIAN
Your Old Pal, The Sheik, Still Pleases:

It

might be labeled "for ladies only," cerfor ladies
mostly.
" The Barbarian
is our tainlyold
friend,
the Arabian
sheik, all"
dressed up in his flowing romantic robes
and casting the wistful eye — politely lustful as well — toward English girls. How
daintily the eternal feminine thrills at his
The story has a few new twists since
approach! swept to deathless fame in the
Valentino
first version of it. But stripped to fundamentals, all sheik stories are the same, regardless ofwho technically authors them.
Here Ramon Novarro is doing the dashing Arab and doing \'ery well, thank you.
The songs he sings in his small, pleasing
voice add to the glamour. In fact, everything adds to the glamour including, of
course, Myrna Loy. And again it is the
new Myrna whom we fijst caught a glimpse
of in "Love Me Tonight" and learned to
know much better in "Animal Kingdom."
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.)

Parade

REVIEWS OF THE
NEWEST
PICTURES

THE SILVER CORD

DIPLOMANIACS

Be Sure To Give It The Once-Over: Distinguished bya really great performance
by Fredric March and another fine portrayal by Cary Grant, "The Eagle and the
Hawk " should be placed upon your " must
see" list. With intelligence and restraint,
it presents the horrors of aerial conflict,
depicts the gradual disintegration of a traditional hero faced with the necessity of
wholesale killing and, very praiseworthily,
allows you to draw your own conclusions.
The ace commits suicide in preference to
continuing with the slaughter.
A nice balance is maintained between
the psychological study and visual thrills.
It is good theatre that is seldom obviously
theatrical, holding suspense until the end.
IMarch does his part with due regard to
the man's sensibilities that lead to death
by his own hand. Grant's role is a sympathetic heavy to whom killing is a job.
Quantities of comedy relief are supplied
by Jack Oakie but unless you look closely
you will not see Carole Lombard at all.

n'eU Done, But Talky: Faithfully transcribed from Sidney Howard's fine and
thoughtful
play, "The
theless is better
stage Silver
than Cord"
screenneverfare.
There is too much talking for the average
moviegoer's taste and the action is confined to drawing-rooms. When will the
movies learn that the theatre and pictures
are two entirely different mediums?
Performances, dialogue and direction
are brilliant. Laura Hope Crews again
plays the mother, a cruel, however true,
portrait of suffocating parental love. Joel
McCrea and Eric Linden are the boys
bound by her apron strings — Irene Dunne
and Frances Dee the girls whose love is

Girly-Girly Show Has Its Moments: Disregarding completely anything we may

BONDAGE

PRIVATE

Nothing New, But Fairly Entertaining:
This one is quaintly reminiscent of the
early D. W. Griffith era. Injured Innocence and Black Villainy are the characters in this story of the charity hospitals,
homes for wayward girls and night courts.
Betrayed by her own inexperience, the
schoolgirl heroine (tearfully portrayed by
angel-faced Dorothy Jordan) has an illegitimate child by a radio crooner.
As the picture opens she has run the
gamut of degradation and suffering, and
is about to be sent to prison. A compassionate young doctor (Alexander Kirkland)
tells the court her piteous story of abuse
at the hands of a hag in the home for wayward girls, the loss of her child and its
death when, through incredible struggle,
she gets it back. The court is tricked,
whether the audience — grown a trifle skeptical since this plot was first put on the
screen 20 years ago — is convinced or not.
It's fairly entertaining — and has the virtue
of sensitive frankness.
(Fox.)

Powell Excels In Mild Entertainment:
A
number of excellent performances, some
neat dialogue and several clever situations
just barely lift this from mediocrity. The
difficulty seems to be ,the implausibility
of the basic plot. To give you a single
instance of what you are asked to believe,
a "big shot" gambler attempts to welch
on a loss of forty thousand dollars and
employs a detective agency to frame the
girl who has won this sum from him so
that he may avoid paying it.
It is indicative, however, of the carelessness with which "Private Detective"
was made. We insist that William Powell,
although achieving his best work in recent
pictures, should be given only top-notch
material. Margaret Lindsay, who plays
his light of love, proves herself a young
lady who will bear watching.
The picture willThe
afford
an evening's
mild
entertainment.
material
was there,

THE EAGLE

AND THE HAWK

stifled in this powerful "Silver Cord." In
each romance, the mother is the everpresent third party of a vicious triangle.
If you do not object to photographed
stage plays, the picture will entertain you.
We do not prescribe it for those who attend the theatre to avoid thinking of their
own troubles. (Radio.)

DETECTIVE
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though, for something much better than
mild entertainment.
(Warner.)

say,
and W'oolsey
addicts
will
flock Wheeler
to the nearest
theatre that
displays
their names in lights. But it is only fair
to warn even the most avid of their legion
of followers that " Diplomaniacs" cannot
be As
numbered
among their
eft"orts.
two delegates
to thebestinternational
peace conference, they wander through a
story that should have been funny — and
isn't, except for a few, all too widely separated incidents. The girls who prance
through the several musical interludes, led
by the peppy and noisy Marjorie White,
are high spots in the proceedings. Another
high is reached by Hugh Herbert. The
rest is, unfortunately, not so hot — below
see-level, if we may be allowed a pun as
bad as many in the picture.
It must be reported that, although the
gags are dull, they have been kept very
clean. Unusual, eh what? It has its moments. (Radio.)

THE LITTLE GIANT
Robinson Has Another Winnah: With uncanny feeling for timing, Warner Brothers
and Edward G. Robinson answer the
newly
raised question
"What
Beer Racketeers
Do —Now
that Will
Beer the
Is
Legal?" In the title role of gang leader
and beer baron Robinson listens in to the
election returns with his long-faced henchmen, snaps off the radio and announces,
"Well, boys, that's that. It was swell while
it lasted." Pockets stuffed with his winnings, the hero drifts to Santa Barbara to
become a gentleman.
It is a typical Robinson role of mingled
bravado and pathos and the star makes
the most of its opportunities for comedy
as he blunders and suffers in his attempt
to muscle into the society racket while a
family of climbers tries to \'ictimize him.
The use of gangsters and their simple
and direct tactics to put a crooked bank
into solvency give? a new twist to an old
plot and finished the picture in a gale of
laughter. (Warner.)
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Lil VS. Hedda
JVhat a "Battle 'I

Is Lilyan Tashman the **best-dressed woman in Hollywood"?
Hedda
Hopper denies it, and says what she thinks of Lil's attire. And Lil comes
right back with her frank opinion of what Hedda wears. It's a bigger
"war" than the one about trousers for women!

Wi

'AR" has been declared in Hollywood — a
strictly feminine war, polite, but deadly. The
battle-cry was sounded when Hedda Hopper
not only intimated, but boldly asserted in a
newspaper interview, that Lilyan Tashman, far from deserving her repute as Hollywood's "best-dressed" woman,
"wears the theatre on her back." To which Miss Tashman
replied, just as boldly, "At least, I am not actually dowdy ^
Oh, challenge most irreverent! That first broadside from
La Hopper also dared to accuse La Tashman — who is better
known to Hollywood as "Lil" — of wearing on her jacket collar
Jour
diamond clips, instead of one. "War," after that, was
inevitable.
To date, however, hostilities have been modeled after the
far less important conflict in Manchuria. There has been no
open declaration of war, no open brandishing of bayonets, no
frank admission of hostile intent. But, behind the screen of
endearing terms, sharp and merciless skirmishing has raged.
The first hard-fought engagement of the campaign was an
indecisive one — and will be known to posterity as "The Battle
58

of Lower California." It was precipitated by one Harry Pollock, publicity chief of the fashionable Agua Caliente resort —
who may have been innocent and, again, may not have been.
He invited the already embattled ladies to act as co-judges of
the annual Agua Caliente fashion show. On the following day,
he received two torrid dispatches.
The first, from Field-Marshal Hopper, read: "I resign in
favor of Miss Tashman, who will fit the glamour and flamboy ancy of your casino to a dot."
Plainly, 'twas a murderous assault and might have routed a
less courageous campaigner than General Lil. But she, nothing
daunted, had already mustered her reserves and launched an
equally devastating counter-attack. Her wire read: "Sorr}',
but I am giving a cocktail party on Sunday. Miss Hopper is
perfectly qualified to judge anj'thing passe."
Impartial referees ruled the bout a no-decision draw — and
Peggy Hopkins Joyce substituted for both of them; albeit her
reputation as a fashion judge is secondary to her other fame.
By this time, the Hopper-Tashman fray had assumed an
{Continued on page 8'/)

M05T OF ALL.. .THROUGH

ANYONE can begin the summer looking
like a fresh-plucked water lily! But
when August arrives what have you? A
skin that crackles with dryness like an
ancient Chinese parchment? Or a texture that's still adorably fresh, soft, and
smooth?
Unless the oil glands are kept highly
active, August will find the loveliest complexion— brunette or blonde — coarse,
rough, dry! It all depends upon choosing the right way to help Nature resist
the sun!
For this, Woodbury's excellent Cold
Cream now offers more than the aid of a
mere beauty cream! Woodbury scientists have recently injected into this Cold
Cream a new Element, 576, which
definitely and actively combats dryness.
Element 576, never before incorporated
in any face cream, is similar in essence
to the vitamin principle in foods which
bring the body energy, vitality. Now,
Woodbury's Cold Cream with the new
Element 576, arouses the skin to greater
activity. And so, the little oil glands that
lie just beneath the skin, secrete more
actively the oil that alone keeps the surface fresh and supple, secure against
the harmful thieving of the sun!

Use Woodbury's Cold
mer and your skin will
July and August fresh,
smooth. The cream is
in tubes.

THE SUMMER

Cream this sumgo through June,
supple, soft, and
50c in jars, 25c

Follow this simple ritual during
summer months
Upon rising in the morning dash your face
with the coldest water you can get! A sea
plunge, if you're lucky enough to be a salt!
Before you go out into the sun give your face,
arms and shoulders a brisk once-over with
Woodbury's Cold Cream. Let it stay on ten
or fifteen minutes. Wipe off. Follow with a

M0NTH5

thin film of Woodbury's Facial Cream. Now
powder, but lightly, please !
Upon returning to the house, dash for the
Woodbury's Cold Cream jar again. Slush the
Cream on generously. Leave it till the bell for
luncheon sounds. Wipe it off and be brave!
— go to lunch without powdering. Let the
Cold Cream work down deep into the pores.
If you go out into the sun again repeat the
same sequence — Cold Cream first, then a very
little Facial Cream and Powder.
Upon retiring,
a warm
Woodbury's
Facial
Soap. Rinse
withbath
coldwith
water.
Massage
with Woodbury's Cold Cream. Leave on all
the Cream that hasn't been absorbed. Sleep
the sleep of the conscience-clear, for you've
done the right thing by your skin !

W oodbury s Cold C-ream
fortu
free — enough SAM
for several
treatments.
Or send
lo beof
cents
Sendco.pon
PLE
FREE
(to partly cover cost of mailing) and receive charming
Loveliness Kit, containing samples of Woodbury's Cold
and Facial Creams, new Facial Powder and Facial Soap.
John H. Woodbury, Inc., 6331 Alfred St., Cincinnati,©.
In Canada, John H. Woodbury, Ltd., Perth, Ontario
Namt^
StreetCity

Stall .
© 1933. John H. Woodbury, Inc.

TUNE IN on Woodbury's new radio program over
station WEAF and N. B. C. network every Wednesday
evening at 8:30 Eastern Daylight Saving Time.
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Recent portrait of
MARIAN NIXON,
fascinating screen star.
Read how
this lovely star's advice
brought happiness to
Miss Autumn Sims,
of Cincinnati
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1 "I'm certainly glad I followed Marian Nixon's advice,"
says Miss Autumn Sims of Cincinnati. "A few years ago men
seemed to like me well enough, but something was lacking,
and I couldn't help kno^ving it. "VSTien it came to dates and
flowers some other girl was likely to win out."

on
•+V, a complexi
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4 "I knew the trick was turned when men began
to
me the for
kindtheoffirst
attention
I'd always
longed
for.payI realized
time what
a tremendous
difference lovely skin makes. Do you wonder I'm
grateful to Marian Nixon? "

^

Of the 694 important Hollywood actresses,
including allstars, actually 686 use fragrant,
white Lux Toilet Soap. It has been made
the official soap in all the large film studios.
Let it beautify your skin !

ii

Gold-Diggers of 1933" -Seen Through Hollywood's Eyes
(Continued from page 42)

first to ask for a chance at the musical.
While LeRoy directed the "book"
(musical comedy term for plot), Busby
Berkeley began his work in staging the four
big dance ensembles that are a feature of the
show-within-a-show. It might be supposed
that Berkeley, who was responsible for
similar numbers in "42nd Street," would
have had little difficulty in recruiting his
chorus. He had as a nucleus some twentyodd of the most beautiful and talented girls
from previous choruses, now under longterm contract to Warners. It would seem
that he would encounter no trouble in
increasing their ranks to two hundred by
simply calling others who had formerly
worked for him.

stop in confusion. The sheriff's officers are
engaged
proving Creditors
the song have
a lie.closed
They're
not in the inmoney.
the
show before it can even open.

" I should tell you how to play this scene,"
announced
this." Merv, "when I've never been in
any no
chorus!
You from
know me.
your lines
and you'll
get
direction
Go ahead
and
And play it they did — it must be admitted
a little sadly. Perhaps you can detect this
when you see the picture.
But to continue with the story: Fay has
come with
it." the good news that Barney is
play to
going
produce another show. The girls
are greatly excited and Carol is delegated a
committee-of-one to call on the producer to
disco\er when, how and where. They dress
her quickly, each contributing a piece or two
of wearing apparel, and making her presentable with the aid of their combined
wardrobes.

How

the Girls Find Work

CAROL
and calls
learns
really finds
has a Barney
show. She
the that
girls he
to
announce that she is bringing him back to
the apartment. They, in turn, call other
girls and by the time the producer arrives,
there is an array of feminine beauty awaiting
him. He announces that his show is about

the four hundred " unemployed " who march
in the big "Forgotten Man" number. Such
is the work that makes possible a bit of tuneful, eye-arresting entertainment on the
screen.

Two Stories Widely Different
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next see Carol, Trixie and Polly at
home in their tiny kitchenette apartment. Things have been going from bad to
worse and they are broke — stony broke. All
have tried for other jobs without success.
Mervyn LeRoy finally asked Aline MacMahon if anything was wrong.
"Nothing," she answered. "Only this
business strikes too near home. I was once

"You're telling me," chimed in Ginger
Rogers,
"an usually
ex-chorine
Even the
shy like
and myself."
retiring Ruby
Keeler joined in the conversation. She confessed pre\'ious e.xperience as a chorus girl
in similar straits.

hundred people, if we count the set builders,
the costumers, the musicians, the electrical
and technical crews. And this exclusive of

just
as you
But part
of Hollywood's
applause
willwill.
be meant
for Cameraman
Sol
Polito and his crew. You, too, should give
them a hand.
As the number finishes, we see that it is
merely a dress rehearsal, for the theatre is
empty except for Barney Hopkins, the producer (Ned Sparks), and his dance director
(Robert Agnew). "We're in the Money,"
sing the chorus and, as they do, scenery
starts moving off-stage behind them. They

WE

a chorus
girl,I,"
yousaid
know."
"So was
Joan Blondell in surprise. "And I've been broke, too, just like

But Berkeley — " Buzz," as he is familiarly
known — is one of those chaps who are never
content to rest on their laurels. He believes
that nothing is so perfect but that it can be
improved upon. He reasoned that if his
need was for two hundred chorines, he had
better look for them among two thousand.
And he saw many more than two thousand
girls, first in a state-wide tour and later in
groups at the studio. He eliminated all but
an even thousand, from which number he
made a final selection of two hundred.
The rigorous training of the two hundred
began several weeks before production of the
picture actually started and continued another fortnight after LeRoy had finished
direction of the principal players. It is
estimated that at least two weeks of time
and effort were expended on each of the four
musical interludes that form just a part of
the
new months
edition of
of "labor
Gold- for
Diggers"
— a total
of two
more than
five

THE
story of "Gold-Diggers" differs
radically from "42nd Street." The fact
that both have their locale in Broadway's
theatrical district and concern the doings of
theatrical folks, plus the fact that both are
embellished by musical numbers, are the
main parallels between them. But "42nd
Street " was the dramatization of a musical
comedy in the making, while "GoldDiggers" has to do with the activities of
chorus girls off-stage.
The picture opens with a large ensemble
number called "We're in the Money." The
chorus is led by Fay (Ginger Rogers) and in
the front line are to be seen Carol (Joan
Blondell) and Trixie (Aline MacMahon).
Polly (Ruby Keeler) is the solo dancer.
In this scene, there are fifty-four dancing
girls on the stage, and the costume for each
comprises a thousand silver coins — fifty-four
thousand coins. Vou don't need to be a
movie expert to realize the technical feat
accomplished by the electricians and cameramen in lighting and photographing this
sequence. Hollywood will revel in its beauty,

Girls Played Scene Sadly

the depression and that he'll hire the whole
gang. That is, he'll hire them when he gets
the money to back this depression show.
Money is all he needs.
The girls are furious to be called out on a
wild-goose chase by a producer who has no
financial backing. As they are voicing their
feelings, a piano is heard from an apartment
across the areaway. It is Brad (Dick
Powell), a songwriter, playing one of his
own compositions. Barney is interested in
the song he hears and calls Brad over.
The supposedly penniless composer learns
of their plight and offers to advance the
money for the
show, inmuch
to everyone's
amazement.
Barney,
gratitude,
agrees to
use Brad's music. "I'll cancel my contract
with Warren and Dubin," he says. "They're
will bring
out.(This
You're
in." a chuckle from Hollywood,
for Hollywood knows that Warren and
Dubin are the real names of the writers of all

Charles Ray, screen favorite of the silent
days (top), pays Ginger Rogers a call on
the "Gold-Diggers" set. Center, Doris
Kenyon attired for her role in "Voltaire,"
the George Arliss picture, posed with two
of the cute little "gold-diggers." In the
bottom picture. Busby Berkeley, dance
director, is demonstrating a new violin
technique to Leslie Howard and Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., who also visited the set
^vhen not working in "Captured." The
set was overrun with distinguished guests!

of the music and lyrics for "Gold-Diggers of
I933-" It knows furthermore that the composers are not aware of the use of their
names in the script and will not hear about
it until the picture is shown.)
Barney's show, with Carol, Trixie, Polly
and Fay featured, goes into rehearsal. The
scenes you will see in these sequences
are exact duplicates of the actual rehearsals as conducted by Buzz Berkeley, the
only
Buzz. difference being that you don't see
It was during this particular period of
production work that the Warner studio
{Continued on page 64)

IS

"CALENDAR

FEAR"

UNDERMINING

With maddening slowness time drags on!
. . . And woman waits! . . . Waits and

YOUR

HEALTH?

They have freely recommended

the reg-

Don't be caught again in the grip of
"CALENDAR FEAR" . . . Practice in-

ular and continual use of "Lysol" for
feminine health, daintiness, and mental

timate feminine cleanliness. Use "Lysol."
Your druggist has it. Your doctor recommends it. . . One thing more, write

very thing that throws her delicate feminine mechanism out of gear . . . Seldom

poise."Lysol" method is so simple and
The
easy to follow . . . The result so refreshing
and agreeable ... so safe and effective.

does she realize that this health-stealing
FEAR is the direct outcome of either

for a copy of the new, jree "Lysol"
booklet, "Marriage Hygiene — the important part it plays in the ideal marriage." You will welcome its trustworthy
advice. Please use the coupon.

In sharp contrast to certain chlorine-

worries over her upset health.
Seldom does she know that FEAR
. . . FEAR

itself

of an imaginary crisis is the

timid ignorance or gross neglect of proper
marriage hygiene.
She has failed to follow that correct
method

of feminine antisepsis as endorsed for over 40 years by leading doctors, clinics, hospitals and gynecologists.

type antiseptics, "Lysol" contains no
free caustic alkali to inflame, sear and
toughen tender tissues . . . And unlike
these chlorine compounds, which lose
95% of their effectiveness in the presence
of organic matter, "Lysol" retains its
power to destroy germ-life.

WRITTEN

BY

WOMEN

FOR

WOMEN

A brand new book on woman's oldest problem
. . . Frank and fearless . . . Contains three
leading articles by world-famous women physicans. . . Send today for " Marriage Hygiene
—the important part it plays in the ideal

marriage."
LEHN

"Lysol" is economical ... a treatment costs
less than one cent. "Lysol" is safe ... it contains no free caustic alkali. "Lysol" is effective
... it destroys hidden germ-life. "Lysol" has
enjoyed the full confidence of the medical
profession for over 40 years.

& FIXK,

Inc.

Bloomfield, N. J., Dipt. LK-7
SoU distributors of "Lysol" disinfectant
Please send me free, postpaid, a copy of your new book-

ctant

let, "Marriage Hygiene," with articles by three internationally famous women physicians.

NameStreet—
City-

-StaU-.

a, Lehn & Fink, Inc.

FOR
"ClOSE-UPS"

"Gold-Diggers of 1933" -Seen
Through Hollywood's Eyes
{Continued from page 62)
police requested that girls in rehearsal
costume would not leave the stage so
scantily clad. It seemed that their wandering about the lot was causing disruption of
work on other sets. Their smiles were
generous, but their shorts were a bit too
short. The girls retaliated by buying uniform sweaters and slacks of white duck.
The police were heard to protest no more,
but other men on the lot said unkind words
anent censorship.
It was also about this time that a young
lady known to you as Merna Kennedy
began to visit Buzz Berkeley's set. For a
while it was a secret. But when a large
diamond made its appearance on the correct
finger of her left hand, the secret was out.
Buzz, the unsusceptible, had fallen. They
plan a marriage very soon, probably before
you read this.
But to get back to " Gold-Diggers " again :
Opening night of the show arrives, and all is
confusion. Just as the curtain is about to go
up, it is found that the juvenile (Clarence
Nordstrom) cannot go on. He is suffering
with lumbago. Brad, despite his protests, is
pressed into service to take the juvenile's

Trust Vicks Mouth -wash
. . . and save 40^ a bottle
(a 75^ value for 35!^)
a clean, tingling taste
WHAT
Vicks Antiseptic leaves in your
mouth ! You jusl know you can trust it !
Besides, it's made by the makers of
Vicks VapoRub; it had to be extra
good to carry the Vicks name.
It actually exceeds accepted standards of antiseptic strength. You can depend on it . . . full-strength or diluted.
Yet Vicks Antiseptic costs you only
half the price of other quality antiseptics...the big 10-ounce bottle. ..a 75c
value... for only 35c. You save 40c.
The real /'roq/'of the quality of Vicks
Antiseptic is actual use. Try it for a
week. If not delighted, return what's
left to your druggist and your money
will be cheerfully refunded.
BAD

BREATH

GARGLE

{Halitosis)
Sore Throat, etc.

tAO\:^lH-^ ASH . After Smoking, etc.
ANTISEPTIC LOTION . . Dandruff,
After Shaving, Minor Cuts, etc.

-

- VORATONE

Antiseptic
/>y The HiaJkeU c^ I/APORUB
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place.
I shan't attempt to describe to you the
show-within-a-show. It must be seen to be
appreciated. High spots are the elaborate
"Pettin' in the Park" number with its four
changes of scenes and costumes denoting the
four seasons; the spectacular "Forgotten
Man " song, with nearly a thousand people
taking part; and the lovely "Shadow
Waltz," the violin number that features
some of the most beautiful lighting effects
ever witnessed on the screen.

Upset Producers Literally
AN incident regarding the production of
. these routines deserves telling, however. It has to do with the treadmills upon
which the returning soldiers march in
"Forgotten Man." A trick effect was contrived by building two treadmills and starting them running in opposite directions.
The several illusions worked out with great
ingenuity are worthy of your close attention.
See if you can learn how the column of men
appear to be walking by the cheering
There have been several references to the
girls.
good humor and practical joking that conwent onuse
during
the "Gold-Diggers"
filming.stantlyThe
of treadmills
when the
camera was not grinding is perhaps best
illustrative of how far this joking was
carried. No one was immune, as Jack
Warner, Darryl Zanuck, Hal Wallis and
other Warner executives discovered, when
they chanced one day to stand in conference
without noticing that they stood on a treadmill. Mervyn LeRoy couldn't resist the
opportunity. He started the machinery
that ended one Hollywood conference. He
must have known his men, however, for they
ail picked themselves up smiling. A
moment later Jack Warner came over to
ask how to start the mill. He had found
another unsuspecting victim.
But what happens to the show-within-ashow? The opening is a success. The papers
the next morning hail it as a hit, at the same
time revealing where Brad got the money to
finance it. Brad's reluctance to appear
publicly in the show is explained by the fact
he is hiding out from his wealthy Boston
family, pretending to be following technical
studies, while in reality composing popular
tunes. By this time, a real romance has
developed between Polly and Brad.

Then the Gold-Digging Starts
BR.iD'S
brother,
the William),
rich /. Laurence
Bradford
(Warren
accompanied by the family lawyer, Peabody (Guy
Kibbee), arrives to extract Brad from the
designing clutches of a showgirl. They call
at Polly's apartment and there find Carol,
whom they mistake for Polly. Their refusal
to allow her to explain anything angers her
and, with the aid of Trixie, she resolves to
show them how she can be the gold-digger
they call her.
The two girls lead their staid Bostonian
companions a merry chase through New
York, digging ruthlessly for all the gold they
can
get. the
Carol's
of course,
to teach
men purpose
a lesson.is, But
Trixie merely
thinks
it fun. /. Laurence plays along merely for
the purpose of showing his younger brother
what .sort of girl he has become mixed up
with. He never sees the real Polly. As a
foursome, they do the town for more than a
week at the fastest possible pace. And late
song.
one night, they end up in a night-club where
Fay is an entertainer. She sings a hot torch
It may be remembered that Ginger
Rogers, who plays Fay, and Mervyn LeRoy,
the director, were once announced engaged,
but have since broken up. The matter was
never mentioned on the set until Ginger did
this number. She has never been in better
voice, and every word of her song was delivered right at Merv. There is no denying
that he was flustered. His fiery red face
attested that, when Ginger sang,
"Romance passes by — that's why
I've got to sing a torch song
To someone far apart.
For the torch I bear
Is burning there —
Right in my heart."
Both
of Them Kept Mum
STRANGELY
enough,
the nerve
matterto ended
there. No one
had the
tease
Merv about it. And he never said a word
about its efifect on him.
Nor did Ginger.
/. Laurence has drunk more than his wont
and upon their return to the girls' apartment
he falls into a stupor. Finding him "passed
out," Carol and Trixie plan a hoax that will
end his interference with Brad forever. They
scheme
to put him
in Carol'
and
let his brother
find tohimbedthere
in thes room
morning.
This scene led to the first and only
dissension that occurred during the filming
of "Gold-Diggers." Aline MacMahon refused to do the bit where the girls were to
half-undress /. Laurence, and made evident
her refusal by simply not appearing on the
set. It so happened, according to report,
that all of her other scenes had been recorded and her failure to appear for this one
was the only inconvenience caused the
company by her sudden departure for New
York. Warners subsequently filed suit in
Superior Court for vS2i57 alleged damages
incurred by her delaying the company. The
matter at this writing has not been adjusted, but it is reported that an amicable
settlement is under way.
How the difficulties that involve the
screen characters are eventually and
pleasantly solved, we will leave to you to
find out when "Gold-Diggers" is shown at
your local theatre. When you see the picture, you may recall some of the things you
have read in this article. You will then be
seeing "Gold-Diggers of 1933" as Hollywood will see it — with Hollywood's knowledge— through Hollywood's eyes.

I keep my linqerie

'^^i

Icvely leekinci luith ItX^'^'r^
07C

$ay«
"No fastidious woman
would think of wearing
underthings a second
day. It's so easy to Lux
them, and Lux keeps
colors and materials so
exquisite ! I also insist
that my maid wash all
sweaters and washable
dresses in Lux. It's so
economical that any girl
can keep her things
lovely the Hollywood
way.

Wynne

Why dont ^Oi/
follow thi$ thrifty

Gibson

Para moun tStar appearing in
^*The Crime of the Century'*

Hollywood

rule

Everywhere girls follow the method
lovely Wynne Gibson uses to keep
lingerie exquisite looking ... daily washing with Lux.
These gentle suds whisk away perspiration odor, yet protect color — keep
fabrics looking like new. Avoid ordinary
soaps — they often contain harmful alkali. Never rub with cake soap — it
weakens silk. Lux has no harmful alkali.
Anything safe in water is safe in Lux.

Official in
all the big ituJiof.
Frank C. Richardson (right), Wardrobe
Director of the Paramount Studio, says:
"Costumes represent a big investment
that must be safeguarded. That's why
Paramount specifies that all washable
costumes be cared for with Lux. It protects the colors and materials . . . keeps
them new longer . . . and saves money."
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FRIENDS

Perspiration can Cost
You Botli

Curves ! Hollywood Wants Them —
and So Will You !
(Conti lilted from page j§)
ity in her walk and gestures — ver^' sexy.
"Marlene Dietrich is a big woman, but
she handles her body perfectly and gi\es the
effect of slimness and grace. Claudette is
the thin type. The formation of their bones
is different. Claudette is willowy, graceful —
there are no knobs or ribs sticking out to
mar her beauty, yet she is definitely not fat!
"I'd say the live, graceful figure is the
thing. Women must learn grace and poise
through exercise, dancing, walking — their
bodies should be beautiful machines, kept
in proportion by exercise. Maybe girls not
on the screen can afford to gain pounds, but
the screen magnifies so that our stars must
watch their weight. They'll look larger,
Carole Lombard's doctor has ordered her
toanyway."
drink beer. But Carole is a fraction under
Travis Banton's "ideal" measurements, so
it won't be disastrous if her curves become
more perilous.

New Styles Encourage Curves

New dresses may be easy to buy, but newfriends are hard to find. Even if you can afford to ruin good dresses with unsightly
perspiration stains, don't risk offending
your friends with perspiration's odors!
For underarm odor subtracts irreparably
from your charm. And the dress that perspiration fades, is all too soon discarded.

Odorono Protects your Charm
and Saves your Dresses
Perspiration is no problem, if you prevent
it . This ,Odorono — a doctor 's prescription —
does safely and surely. For underarm moisture must be prevented for the sake of your
dresses and your friends. And greasy creams,
sticks, powders, perfumes and soaps cannot
save you. But with Odorono, perspiration
and its odors will never disturb you.
Both Odorono Regular (ruby red) and
Instant Odorono (colorless) now have the
original Odorono sanitary applicator.

PERC WESTMORE, beauty expert of
Warner Brothers-First National Studios, informs me that there is no doubt that
girls are getting heavier.
"No woman cares to look 'fat,' but she
will not mind looking curved if she knows it
is fashionable," he observes. "Clothes today are definitely styled to take care of
added pounds. Full sleeves and wide shoulders give the illusion of slimness. I think
high waistlines will come in shortly to add
to this effect. Stripes — which are being
shown everywhere — are an aid to those who
want to seem more slender.
"No star will let you compare her
measurements of yesterday with those of
to-day, unless she has been much too thin
• — but most girls are filling out."
Karen Morley was considered so thin that
liver injections and all sorts of fat-producing
foods were ordered for her; but her dressmaker found it necessary to make two sets
of fastenings for her waistline in her latest
outfits. Other actresses on the M-G-M lot,
however, will not be encouraged by Adrian,
studio fashion creator, to go in for wider
waistlines.
" I don't believe beer will be guzzled to
such an extent that figures will be affected,"
he states. "I believe we are in for a period
of gracious living. The depression has
taught us the value of simpler things; and
if prohibition is repealed, I am sure speakeasies or whatever succeeds them will be
definitely OUT. It will no longer be considered smart or chic to drink. See if I am
not right! Tea will be served instead of
liquor.
In 1900, for some reason I've never
yet fathomed, the pouter-pigeon figure,
with swelling bust and hips, was admired.
We of to-day
I don't
believe
it will can't
ever understand
come back. that.
The minute
a figure borders on fat, it ceases to be upto-date. Curves, yes. But cur\'es haven't
been out, really. We've always built up flat
busts because a gently rounded bust is considered alluring, and our stars must be

ODOROMO
REGULAR

for use before retiring
— gives 3 to 7 days'
complete protection.

INSTANT
ODORONO

is for quick use — ivhile
dressing or at any time.
1 to 5 days' protection.

ODOHONO
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If YOU would like to be "alluring" in the
alluring."
Hollywood manner, you might follow the
instructions of Willy Pogany, Universal art
director, to his artists' models — and gain
ten pounds
in two weeks.
Each night, after you are undressed and
your abdomen is thoroughly relaxed, you
take a cocktail shaker and put in it a pint of
milk and cream. If you can manage it, you
add a raw egg — but if this seems going too
far, leave out the egg. Put in a little sugar

and a tablespoonful of whisky. If there
isn't any whisky, try malted milk. Then
walk up and down the floor, shaking it
vigorously /oi(r hundred times!
It's the shaking that starts circulation in
vital digestive tracts, so that by the time
you've walked the allotted paces and shaken
the allotted shakes, your body is ready to
absorb the liquid where it will do the most
good. Yes, ten pounds in two weeks!

How

Mae Clarke Plans to Gain

MAE
CLARKE, who now weighs 114.
is beginning
to worry
lest that
be considered
enough,
but Mae
has awon't
way
out. She has bought an avocado ranch.
" I shall eat some of my produce and sell
some of it to other Hollywood girls who
would
gain," for
she putting
plans. on"There's
nothing like
like toavocados
MmmGreta Garbo probably won't have to invest in Mae's avocados, because her waistline is27, her bust 35 and her hips 38, which
mmmm ! "
are fairly Mmmmmmmmish, wouldn't you
say? And the legend has been that Greta
has the foremost "boyish" figure of them
all! It only shows what effects gowns can
give! In her new picture, she is playing an
early queen of Sweden — and her regal costumes (designed by Adrian, incidentally)
will reveal a more rounded Garbo.
Lilian Harvey, the newest foreign sensation, isa tiny thing. She w'eighs 95 pounds,
is 5 feet, I inch tall, and measures 30)^
bust, 22 waist and 32 hips. Lilian doesn't
drink, so nobody knows what beer might do
to her. But she eats. My word, how she
eats! Pie d la mode topping her luncheon
every day! And whipped cream. Yes,
ma'am! It's her dancing that keeps those
healthy-looking curves in trim.
"Girls in America needn't worry about
drinking beer if they'll go in for dance drills,"
says Lilian's fashion designer, Joe Strassner, who came with her from Europe.
"American girls work so hard at whatever
they do that regular exercise will keep down
any excess weight.
I notice the difference in women in several different countries. In France, the
chorus girl is very thin, so thin that her face
looks older than that of the girl anywhere
else and she does not seem so attracti^'e to
me. In Germany, the girl is heavier than
here. But in Austria, the entire professional
world is much, much heavier than here.
Austrian men will not have thin women
around them.
"The reason Clara Bow was the idol of
Europe was because she was not thin, but
pretty plump and cuddlesome. American
girls are the best groomed I have ever seen.
I think it is good that they are putting on
more curves and are not trying to be boys
The smallest waistline in Hollywood belongs to Bette Davis,
it's 21 in
inches.
more."
Her
is going and
to indulge
loud
any dressmaker
cheering if Bette attends beer gardens and
imbibes the contents. of steins, for at present, with both hips and bust measuring 34,
it is all but impossible to design a gown that
will come off over Bette's head or hips and
still fit neatly at the waist.
Boots Mallory, Glenda Farrell and Gloria
Stuart are good examples of the increasing
heft of beauty. Of course, none of them
compares to Mae West, but they do exemplify the New Deal in Figures.
So blow the foam off the beer, girls. Or
if you turn to tea, as is prophesied, you can
take four lumps of sugar.
Mmmmmmmmmmmm
I

The Movie Circus
{Continued Jr 01)1 page 14)

BEFORE he. left, Maurice's blood
pressure went up a couple of points,
due to Baby Leroy, who lips like him in "A
Bedtime Story." One time it was due to
the crick of some ''extras' in teaching Baby
the "bird," which he would lustily bestow
upon the Frenchman during his best scenes.
Another was when Leroy, at the toothcutting age, used Chevalier's script for a
teething ring. No wonder Maurice needed
a rest when he finished that one!

Oil
e
v
i
l
O
makes your skin alluring

WHICH, too, was the state of most
of the studio by the time Gracie Allen,
of the radio team of Burns and Allen, finished her part in "International House."
We listened in the other day when Dr.
Psmythe, the noted psychologist, examined
Gracie. When they were introduced, Gracie
protested that there was nothing wrong
with her feet.

. . . and makes Palmolive green

"Psychologist," George Burns told her,
"not chiropodist. He doesn't want to look
at your feet. He wants to test your brains."
"Oh, yes, I've heard of it."
" I'm just going to try a few simple tests,"
explained Dr. Psmythe. "Are you well
read? "
"Not yet. I ha\en't been to the beach
this year."
"What do you think of Browning?"
" I never eat meat, well done or rare. I'm
a veterinarian."
"Vegetarian," Burns broke in, "not
veterinarian."
"But my brother — " Gracie began.
"Never mind," said George. "Veterinarian."
"Miss Allen," Psmythe went on, "have
you any pursuits?'
"My, yes, I've played in lots of melodram s! "
" Melodramas?''
"Sure. You know: 'The villain still
''
pursuit her! '
"What do you think of Shelley, Keats
and Byron? ''
"I think Tinker to Evers to Chance was
better."
"Are you interested in science?"
"Incense?
My yes, I burn lots of it."
The faint, galloping sound was Dr.
Psmythe going over the hill.

±\, patra's time — "for beauty, your
skin needs olive oil." For 3,000
years, olive oil has been cherished
for skin beauty . . . through the ages

THELMA
TODD, the voluptuous
beauty who rose from school-marm to
movie star, is convalescing in Europe from
an appendix operation. She is divorcing
her husband, Pasquale J. de Cicco, whom
she married July 17, 1932, and will probably' become a new bride any day now.
\T THEN you see the opus, "Super'V natural," you'll see kissing as is kissing. The action
callskisses.
for eight
'em —of
different
kinds of
The— count
varieties
osculation demanded by the hopeful author
(did the censors cut the kisses in your
town?) are Repulsively, Lightly, Lightly
and Affectionately, Affectionately, Warmly,
W'armly and Tenderly, Intensely, and
Passionately.
Mmmmmmmmmm!

To Tell You the Truth Dept:
BING

CROSBY wears orange neckties .. . When going with Brian Aherne,
Marlene Dietrich doesn't wear the pants
. . . Gary Cooper night-wires it instead
of writing letters . . . To their friends.
Burns and Allen are known as Nat and
Googie
. . Jean
Harlow's
latest isfadfierce!
is geese,
and
the . noise
around
her house
...
And Charlie Ruggles bets you can't say
"Some ships are twin-screw steel cruisers"
fast . . . Try it!

AS true today as it was in Cleo-

the unfaihng ans'wer to smoother,
lovelier, more charming complexions. That's why more and more
women every day cherish Palmolive.
For this ohve-green soap is made
of precious olive oil. Certainly,
Palmolive deserves its world-wide
enduring success.
Everybody knows that olive oil
makes skin alluring — and Palmolive
is abundant in olive oil. No heavy
perfumes ... no bleaches ... no
artificial colors. Palmolive's green
is the table
green
of Nature's
vegeoils. Palmolive
nowowncosts
so
little, you can use it generously, even
in your beauty baths.

Palmolive is now selling at
the lowest price in history.

This much olive oil
goes into every cake
Faithfully shown by the
size of this container is
the abundant quantity
of olive oil that goes
into every cake of Palmolive. That's why 20,000
beauty experts recommend Palmolive, including Vincent, of Philadelphia's Benjamin Franklin
Hotel, who says: "Since
all this olive oil goes into every cake . . . naturally
I prefer Palmolive."
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Extra! What Will Happen to Movie
Stars'{Continued
Bigfrom Salaries?
page ji)
at First National — namely, $10,000 a week
for each week in the year. Nor will anybody, for a long while, be given $500,000
($50,000 a week) for a single picture, as was
John McCormack when he made "Song O'

New

Beauty Secret

• ••changed her
whole Appearance!
NICE. From a fine family. Yet men were
puzzled by the appearance of her lips.
So artificial.,,so conspicuous. Reason
enough why she switched to a lipstick that
flatters the lips with rich, natural color . . .
banishing that painted look!

Lips naturally rose-colored!
The trouble is, you never suspect yourself
of a cheap appearance. Yet any ordinary lipstick hardens your mouth with a painted
look. Tangee, however, cannot make your
lips look painted!
Tangee isn't paint. It's different. In the
stick, Tangee is orange. Does that mean
orange lips, you say.' Absolutely no! Put it
on. Watch it change color instantly to the
one shade of blush rose perfect for you!
Use Tangee — for alluring lips ... fresh
with natural color the whole day through!
Sold at drug stores and cosmetic counters.
See special triple offer below.

Tangee Creme
Rouge
Use Tangee Creme Rouge
for perfect summer makeup! Cheeks glow all day
■with natural looking color
. . even in swimming. For
Tangee is waterproof.
Greaseless . . . cannot clog
pores. Its vanishing cream
base protects your skin.

The George W. Luft Co., Inc.
417 Fifth Ave., New York
Rush Tangee Miracle Make-up Set containing
miniature Lipstick, Rouge Compact and
Creme Rouge. 1 enclose lOc(stampsorcoin).
I NameAddress City
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Tremendous contrasts stand out everyMy Heart."
where, though. Constance Bennett's famous
salary of $150,000 for five weeks' work (that
was a couple of years ago) has been almost
matched by Ann Harding's purported
$200,000 per picture, with the possibility
of a raise to $300,000. George Raft, until
recently, was reported to be drawing $350
a week, though fast outdrawing most of the
other stars on the Paramount
program.
Nobody knows how successful Greta
Garbo will be in her new films, but it seems
pretty well settled that she will get anywhere from $10,000 a week to $13,000, for at
least forty weeks annually. Marie Dressier,
the biggest box-office draw at the same studio, receives approximately $2,000 a week
on regular contract, though she does also
get some large bonuses, and has been carried by the studio during long periods of
illness. Still, there is a very violent difference between her rate of basic pay and that
of, say, Wallace Beery, who receives about
$5,000. Clark Gable, going over like a house
afire, also had his salary battles, and finally
was raised to a more normal level than the
$500 to $750 a week he was drawing. At
first, this came in the form of bonuses, and
then later as a definite salary raise to at
least $2,500.
Yet, despite the fact that it all seems
fantastic, there is some rhyme and reason
to the system. You may have a hard time
believing it, but then it can be analyzed.
Let's get down to cases.

Only 1,500 Salaried Players
FIRST
of all,
hard hundred
to believe
that
there are
onlyit's
fifteen
persons
in the movies who get more than fifty dollars
a week causeregularly.
It'ssohard
believe
bethere has been
muchto talk
of big
money ofmade
in Hollywood.
truth
the matter,
however, That's
backed the
up
by Academy investigation.
This doesn't count the free-lancers, who
may sometimes range high, but who are not
so sure of what's going to happen to them.
They do well in some instances. Edmund
Lowe gets around $5,000 a week, with five
weeks
guaranteed
on eacha similar
picture.amount.
X'ictor
McLaglen
is paid about
Edward Everett Horton, with his comical
contributions, seldom works unless he can
be assured of a $5,000 weekly stipend, but
he'll take it for only two or three weeks
occasionally, rather than five. These men
have
and players,
they don't
cut underonly
it.
Buttheir
the price,
contract
numbering
one hundred and seventy-five at the very
most, are a rangy lot in their finances, and
are affected by all kinds of strange and
mysterious circumstances, understandings,
secret agreements, psychoses and hysterias.
It's the deuce to unravel the tangles that
bind them, and to try to solve the puzzle
of what they are being paid and why.
The most important thing in connection
with the signing of a contract for big money
is enthusiasm. It's enthusiasm that boosts
the figures at option time almost beyond
reason. Enthusiasm runs high in days of
prosperity; it is terribly low during a depression. Abig-money star is then in more
danger of finding himself without a job than
a small player. \Mtness the parting of John
Gilbert and M-G-M, and rumors of nonrenewals for Constance Bennett, Marlene
Dietrich, Ann Harding, Ronald Colman and

George Arliss that have come about during
the bad times. Constance Bennett's $7,500
a week looks very hefty now; so does Gilbert's $250,000 a film, and it is large.
But none of these things would ever be
thought of, if the screen were flourishing as it
did when the talkies came in. Almost any
price was paid for stars then, and also for
good directors and writers. Nothing costs
too much when the movies are prosperous.
And very few howls are heard about the
difference in payments, while walk-outs are
conspicuously absent.
The producers sign stars and pay them
fabulous sums for a variety of reasons. And
some ofserverthese
don't strike
the average
obat all, unless
he knows
the ins and
the game.
Greta salary,
Garbo'sbut$10,000
aouts
weekof looks
like a terrific
Greta
is what She
is called
in Hollywood
"prestige"
star.
attracts
matchless aattention
to
the company that has her under contract.
There are at least four stars who are more
popular in America, including Marie Dressier, Janet Gaynor, Joan Crawford and
Norma Shearer, but Garbo gains much more
interest. She is the big attraction in the big
cities. W here she fails to charm is in some
of the rural places, and the rural places have
gradually become less than nothing in the
estimation of some of the movie barons. It
is from the big places that the big money
comes. It is in the biggest place of all that
Wall Street, which furnishes money for the
movies, has its habitat.
It's the same with Chevalier, as with
Garbo. According to most check-ups, he is
not one of the five biggest male sparklers
in America, but Chevalier cuts a terrific
swath in the foreign market — so big a swath,
in fact, that he took Jeanette MacDonald
right along with him. And Jeanette goes so
far there that she drew a gross of more than
$50,000 for a two-week theatrical engagement in Paris.
John McCormack got $500,000 for his one
and only picture engagement, and most of
it might have been charged off to profit and
loss, if it had depended on what he grossed
in America. But the American gross was
a mere incident with a film that drew big
money in Australia. England and elsewhere.
It wasn't entirely because of a lack of returns that McCormack wasn't brought back
again. It was fear of a depressed market
abroad, combined with the difficulty of getting proper roles for him.
Al Jolson was the czar of the talkies
in their first hectic days. He packed the
theatres. Such a record did he make for a
while that any producer would have been
willing to offer him $500,000 for a picture.
He would have drawn that much money
four times over.
Then he commenced slipping, and many
felt it was due simply to bad pictures.
Maybe it was. But a good picture could
bring him back. That was sound reasoning.
In normal times, with a good film, he would
have been worth $500,000. That was when
his contract was signed, by the way, but his
film "Hallelujah, I'm a Bum" was made
during abnormally depressed days, and consequently may never pay out.
Producers and stars are pretty well agreed
that there's only one effective procedure in
the movies, and that's to cash in w]iile the
cashing is good.
It can't
be done
before;
nor
afterward.
Gilbert
looked
as if
he were
worth $250,000 a picture when he signed up.
It was just before the talkies. That he
missed firewith.
was something that couldn't be
reckoned
Norma Shearer and Joan Crawford, who
both get $2,000 or $3,000 more per week

than Marie Dressier, desen,'e their stipends,
because they have been in the fihiis longer.
If M-G-M discovered a brand-new star, they
wouldn't pay her a Shearer, Crawford or
even a Dressier salary, even if she were a
big success tomorrow. They would build
her up, gradually, to the high figure. They,
or any other organization, would probably
make her fight for the additional money.
When Warners signed Ruth Chatterton
and William Powell, they wanted these stars
for business reasons. They were having a
competition battle with another company.
This whetted the struggle to get them. No
price was too high to pa\' for prestige, and
Chatterton and Powell represented prestige.
Warners won them, but the cost was terrific.
Even so, Chatterton and Powell are the kind
of stars who have good, solid, well-grounded
investment wasn't a
drawing power.
foolhardy
gamble. The
Will Rogers is a prestige star. He gets
about $125,000 a picture. He started with
Fox at §75,000 per picture. He made good
in because
a big way;
the raise.
He's only
worthin
it
his hence,
films draw
well not
this country, but in England and its possessions. When he's with a number of other
stars in such films as "State Fair," a special
arrangement is made for his services, which
are figured by the week at the rate of $25,000
while he's working. His " Down to Earth "
was a great popular hit.

How

Stars May Be Paid

THE movies are in for some sort of new
set-up financially — that is certain. No
one knows yet what it will be. But it looks
as if contracts, in the future, will be for
shorter terms — and that straight salaries
will be lower. Producers may get together
and agree on what will be the top price that
any of them will pay for a star. (There has
been talk of a S2,ooo-a-w^eek maximum
salary — and equalization of salaries.) Such
an agreement would put an end to the fierce,
competitive bidding, which was what sent
salaries zooming up in the first place.
Already, producers have reached a tentative agreement whereby featured players (as
separate from stars) will eventually be eliminated from contract lists. The plan is to
have such players registered at a central
talent bureau, where their services would
be available to all producers at "reasonable" sums. As it is now, these players
are
constantly "loaned" by one studio to
another.
Maybe, eventually, all stars will work on
a percentage arrangement. Many express
a preference for that system, if they can be
sure that the percentage will be figured by
an impartial auditor. Most of them are
afraid of percentages on net profits, because
too many things are always charged against
the picture as "overhead" — such things as
writers' salaries, directors' waiting time,
executives' conferences, supervisors' sick
headaches, advertising ballyhoo, ink, office
stationery and telephone conversations with
the New York office. The stars would
rather have a smaller "cut" on the gross
receipts of the picture. And even that might
not amount to much, in these days.
Anyway, most of the stars who don't accept percentages will probably be paid by
the picture in the future, with an option
after each feature and adjustments of their
contracts, depending on how they are luring
the public's quarters and dimes to the boxoffice. Only about fifty per cent of the stars
are so paid nowadays.
It's imaginable that any percentage or
payment-by-the-picture plan is likely to be
junked at any time. A pick-up in theatre
receipts will make everybody feel good in
Hollywood; big companies will become ambitious, they will forget discretion, and grow
wildly competitive, and salaries will rise.
There's a slump in the market for stars
right now, but wait until tomorrow!

7 kinds of stains discolor teeth -

Colgate's removes all seven
JVIANY an attractive woman wonders why her teeth are often dull, lustreless— even after brushing.

For Colgate's, unlike ordinary toothpastes,
does not rely on one way of cleansing — it
has two actions.

She doesn't know that the things she
eats and drinks put seven kinds of stains
on her teeth.

Some food stains yield to polishing action, some only to emulsive action. Both
are needed to give teeth spotless lustre.

She doesn't knov/ that ordinary toothpastes will not remove all seven. That

As you brush Colgate's over your teeth,
it foams. The emulsive action of this foam
loosens most of the stains, dissolves them,
washes them away. The polishing ingredient in Colgate's — a safe powder such as
dentists use — completes the job of removing the stains, leaving your teeth thoroughly clean — beautiful — charming.
So stop trying to get teeth clean with
a toothpaste that does only half the job.

Colgate's will.
The 7 causes of stains that
discolor teeth
Group
Group
Group
Group
Group

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1—
2—
3—
4—
5—

Starchy foods
Sugar foods
Protein foods
Fatty foods
Mineral
foods

Group
FruitsNo. 6 —
Group No. 7 —
Beverages
and tobacco.—

Start today using Colgate's Ribbon Dental Cream for 10 days. Notice what a
difference it makes in your appearance —
how much cleaner it gets your teeth. The
large-size tube at your druggist's, only 25c.
For beautiful, stain-free teeth, use
Colgate's twice a day, and see your
dentist frequently.
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He's the Mental Lon Chaney !
{Continued from page 52)

He has not said "farewell" to the stage —
not believing in "farewell" announcements,
even for publicity's sake. But he admits
that he likes work in the movies, the people
he works with, and the well-known climate.
Incidentally, he believes that the screen and
the stage demand different kinds of acting
technique.
I thought again, coming back to the
present, of Lionel's home on the peak of a
high and isolated hill back of Hollywood —
so high and so isolated that no cry for help
could be heard from there. I thought of his
second wife, that clever and witty lady
culled from the Washington, D.C. socialites,
and wondered what had become of his first.
I thought of that great pack of Great Dane
dogs, mammoth hounds that greet you with
hellish baying as you approach the Atwill
estate. Within that remote house on the
mountain, in the dim and vaulted living
room, a fire burns by night and by day —
and Mr. Atwill reminded me (with mental
cruelty, perhaps) that in the old days primitive tribes kept fires burning to hold back
the
men.evil spirits, lest they infest the bodies of

There's No Place Like His Home

REMOVES
_
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over the hair to be removed, rinse ofif,
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OR FREE
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CROUCHED in the heat of those flames,
two great cats' eyes look out at you,
andiron eyes with more than animal ferocity. Mr. Atwill serves you red wine and
caviar when you are his guest — there are
not many guests, I'm told — and when you
are with him, his stupendous vitality
charges the atmosphere, gi\es you a sense
of tremendous stimulation and smothering
strangulation. He talks, he paces up and
down the room, he acts, he pours the red
wine, he lights one cigarette after another.
What manner of man is this?
I said to him at last, "Mr. Atwill, these
parts you play — do you realize that you
have created something entirely new on the
screen, a new character opening up a new,
dark future, giving a new conception to the
possibilities of human nature? This mental
cruelty you specialize in — do you — are
"Am I such a man, you mean?" he asked.
He laughed. I froze. He said, "See, one
side
you of my ?"face is gentle and kind, incapable
of an>'thing but love of my fellow man.
The other side, the other profile, is cruel
and predatory and evil, incapable of anything but the lusts and dark passions. It all
depends on which side of my face is turned
toward you — or toward the camera. It all
depends on which side faces the moon at
the ebb of the tide.
"Vou want me to draw you a portrait of
myself? I shall tell you that I am a Good
Man, capital G, capital M. I am domesticated. am
I
kind to children. I never drink.
I never swear. I never smoke. I never
cheat. But while I am stating these things
to you, how can you be sure that I am not
e.xercising mental cruelty as I talk? How
do you know that I am not willing you to
believe these things of me? What if I
should turn to you the evil side of my face?
What then?

The Cruelest Cruelty of All
""N /f Y wife tells me that I am cruel — that
IVJ. I have a streak of cruelty. And
what do I do, when I am cruel? Nothing.
NOTHING. To do nothing is the most
blood-curdling, the most demoniacal form
of cruelty there is. Because it is mental
cruelty, compared to which mere physical
cruelty is the brute brawling of a boy.
Physical cruelty is soon over.
"Nothing — yiolhingness — what can be
more horrifying than waiting in the vacuum
of nothingness?
What can be more deadly

than suspended action, the implication of
what may follow nothingness? To imply is
to learn the secret of mental cruelty. Not
to do anything, but to imply.
"What is more [potently terrible than
the man in correct evening attire over the
heart of a killer? Honey catches more
hapless flies than caustic. A kiss can kill.
And so, I do nothing when I am being cruel.
I am cold. I am silent. A'ly wife tells me
that I strike her here, in the breast —
"She loves me the more for it, not the
less. All women love the men who are
capable of mental cruelty. All women love
the men they fear. All women kiss the hand
that rules them. There is not enough
mental cruelty exercised by men, who were
once the overlords of creation. The American man, for instance, is a splendid specimen, physically. He is a genius in the world
of finance and a god on the field of football.
Where his women are concerned, he is a
fool.
"He puts his women on pedestals. He
tells the world, in hushed accents, 'This is
my little wife . . . ' He gives way to her in
all things. He obeys her or he lies to her.
He has allowed her to come out of her
seclusion and defy him. Women should
appreciate this kindly fellow. They do not.
They take advantage of him. They belittle
him. / do not treat women in such soft
fashion. Women are cat-creatures. Their
preference is for a soft, fireside cushion, for
delicate bowls of cream, for perfumed leisure
and for a master. Which is where and how
they belong.

Those "Possible" Selves of Yours
of —it
probably
and the brings
horror
back to love
me helpless
WHICH
in every heart, male or female. Do you
realize that the two characters of drama
that have survived and made the most
money for producers and actors have been
Richard, the Third and Hamlet? Richard,
the Third, that deformed man, with his
horrible attitude toward women, his lust
for killing and then more killing, — and
Hamlet, with his pitiful diseased mind, his
ability to conjure up nightmare pictures of
his mother and his uncle — these are the
two characters that men and women have
never tired of since Shakespeare first
committed them to paper. There is something about horror that is horribly compelling. Is it because we see our possible
selves in these dark mirrors?
"And the abnormal people are not always
the people who behave abnormally, or even
erratically. The abnormal person, as noted
by Krafft-Ebbing, is very likely to be your
quiet, well-behaved partner at the family
bridge table — the man or the woman whom
you have known intimately for years. You
never know. You never suspect, and perhaps nobody but a Krafft-Ebbing ever does
know or suspect — and then he or she is
recorded only as Case History 33,379 for
psychologists to study.
"Am / such a person? Are you such a
person? Or you? Or yoii? How are we to
know? Who is there to say? I shall not
say — for myself. Look at this side of my
face — it is gentle and kind and good. Look
at this other side — it is evil and predatory.
There is your answer, which is no answer
at all.
"I shall say this much: I believe that I
am a Good Man, but I break loose on
Fridays
— this
There and
may this
have
beenis noFriday!"
Lon Chaney. I
am not sure that there is a Boris Karloff
or even a Bela Lugosi — but there is a
Lionel Atwill. And for nocturnal peace of
mind three.
I'll give you Mr. Atwill and take the
other

i
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Clothes Gossip from
Hollywood
{Continued from page 4^)

There's no longer
an excuse for

"Gee, Joan would like that dress!" . . .
which sounded like a compliment for both
Pat and Doug's estranged wife. The model
is of navy blue ribbed crepe with slee\e
striping and other details of white talTeta.
A shallow-crowned white felt hat, white
gloves and black moire sandals complete
this ensemble, which is the smartest summer street frock I have seen.
Orry-Kelly. First National designer, seems
to prefer rufifles and bows to flowers to get
his summer}' effects. But he manages to
make a black tailored "cocktail dress" worn
by Ginger
in "Gold-Diggers
look
very Rogers
midsuhimery
and cool ofby1933"
the
selection of material he used and the trim.
The dress is a combination of black striped
net and satin, with collar and cuffs of

ose In th-

-I
-

J' powder /

starched, pleated white pique. It's a grand
dress for wearing to the theatre on summer
nights, even if Mr. Orry-Kelly does limit it
to the cocktail hour.

Ginger's Sporty Outfit
of 1933" also feaGOLD-DIGGERS
tures the pert, red-headed Ginger
Rogers in another one of Orry-Kelly' s favored suede jackets. This sports costume combines red and gray and is worn with a
stitched chamois hat and a flannel skirt.
Over at the Columbia Studio, Fay Wray
is playing a lady-law>'er in the film, "Ann
Carver's Profession." A new (at least to
me) designer, Letty Lee, made Fay several
smart costumes for this picture. They are
more formal and stately-looking than our
other midsummer styles of this month — but,
then, the Law is a formal and dignified profession.
The light wool suit, worn by Fay for the
"business office" scene, is an extremely attractive little number for summer travel.
Note in particular the length of the suit
coat, and its large buttons, which extend
from the collar down to the hem. The
vestee is of white, pleated organdie and the
collar is of brown and white checks. For
that boat or train trip to 3'our favorite
vacation resort, you'd have a hard time
beating this little going-places ensemble.
But A7in Carver's time is not devoted
exclusively to Law. There are, for instance,
some very ardent love scenes between Fay
and Gene Raymond. For the less technical
moments of the picture, Letty Lee has created
two very nice evening gowns — one of black
lace (always popular) and the other of peach
brocaded satin with a bodice of coral fishnetting. By the way, this color combination of peach and coral is \'ery popular with
the Hollywood designers this summer. It
is cool and. at the same time, rich. A note
of grand formality is added to Fay's satin
gown by the long, imposing train which
begins at the hip line. Both gowns prove
eflFectively that even summer gowns can
retain a note of dignified formality if, say,
one is a lady lawyer.
Just one more little word: Don't forget
to try this Hollywood fad for flowers somewhere in your own summer wardrobe. It is
so amazingly flattering!

It may be clothes gossip to HolIjrwood, but it's clothes NEWS to
the rest of the world, when the
designers create new styles for
stars. And they're constantly
doing it — which means that
Marilyn has news for you every
month !
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good looks will last throughout
the evening.
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Jean Harlow Answers Your Questions
{Continued from page 55)
Why don't you like to go to the "wild parties" in Hollywood? Is it because of your
many tough breaks that you like to be alone?
The "wildness" of HoUjnvood's parties is
greatly exaggerated. However, since childhood I've not cared for large parties or
crowds. It's my nature to prefer a few close
friends.
When will you make another personal appearance tour? (This represents dozens of
queries.) I haven't the least idea. Not this
year, at any rate.
What is it like to have your pictures published and to be admired by thotisands of
people you do not know? It is very gratifying ;
also, very terrifying.
Is being a motion picticre actress very tiring
work? Yes, acting is a severe nerve-strain —
but it has its compensations.
Did you ever attend a dramatic school?
Were you on the stage before etitering pictures?

No.

Dew
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xlVERY man expects the woman he loves to be
dainty, fragrant and well groomed — free from
any unattractive appearance at all times.
Freedom from perspiration stains and odor is so
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With whom did you attend the premiere of
"King Kong"? I was in California at the
time and saw you. You must be mistaken,
for I didn't attend the premiere.
Do you know Joe Humphrey of Dallas,
Texas? Yes, I know him well.
Have you ever written a personal letter to
a fan? Many of them.
What do you collect? One of my hobbies
is the collection of rare perfumes.
Of what nationality are you? English and
French.
What were you doing at the time of the
earthquake, and what first entered your mind
when the shock occurred? I was walking
across the studio lot to take a dancing lesson. My first thought, I believe, was of my
mother's safety.
Are you really happy? Is anyone completely happy? I have my work, my family,
my home and many friends.
Do
you
ride horseback? Yes, I ride a great
deal.
Hoiv long does it usually take for you to
make a picture? From four to six weeks,
not counting the time spent in preparatory
work.
Have you ever met Arthur Jarrett, the radio
singer? Yes, I've met him and seen him
often at the Cocoanut Grove. I like his
voice very much.
Do you expect to marry again? I hope to,
some day, because marriage and a family
are part of every normal life.
What do you think of the mannish clothes
so many Hollyii'ood stars are wearing? Personal y, wouldn't
I
wear them, for they are
not becoming to me. I think the average
woman looks much better in feminine
clothes. Mannish clothes are just a freak
fad.
Why do you wear such suggestive and imtnodest clothes? I do not select the clothes I
wear on the screen. The studio designers
try to match the clothes to each role.
Would you like to play different roles from
the type you have played? I'd like to play as
wide a variety of roles as possible — but I'm
afraid my field is limited.
Do you enjoy wearing slacks? Yes, and I
wear them most of the time.
Do you believe fifteen-year-old girls can
really fall in love? It all depends on what
you mean by love. Love at fifteen is certainly not the same as love at twenty-five.
Did you know Heinle Haag when you lived
in Kansas City? I don't think so.
When playing opposite Clark Gable in
"Red Dust," did you have any personal feeling
for him, or was it all purely professional?
I number Clark among my good friends,
but our screen emotions were all in the line
of work.
How many pictures^ do you make a year?
The number varies — usually about four.

Have you ever gone to parties or dances
with Joel McCrea? No. But I have met
Joel and like him.
Have you any brothers or sisters? I'm an
only child.
// one of your great admirers came to Hollywood to see you, would you give her a few
minutes of your time? I would be glad to,
if I were not working at the time and could
arrange it. Few people realize that even
between pictures we are almost as busy,
with portrait sittings, fittings, interviews
and so forth, as we are when actually working in a picture.
Were you popular in your high-school days?
No, I wasn't. I went to boarding school
and spent my week-ends at home. I think
the girls liked me well enough, but I knew
very few boys.
Do you ever send out any autographed
photos
— dozens.
Whereof yourself?
can I writeYesyou,
as I want one of
your pictures? You can address me at
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver
City, CaUfomia.
Do you ever lose your temper off-screen?
Rarely. I'm handicapped by a very even
disposition.
What do you do with all of your beautiful
clothes when you are through with them? My
personal wardrobe is very limited, for I
don't care a great deal for clothes. The
studio supplies my screen costimies. What
clothes I have, I give to various charitable
organizations.
Did you enjoy working with James Hall in
"Hell's Angels"? Yes. He's a very fine
actor.
Are you allowed to select your own leading
men? No, I've nothing to say about that.
The choice is made by the studio executives.
What type of girl do you like best? One
with intelligence and vitality.
Do you mind playing in pictures where you
have to do a lot of "necking"? It's all a part
of the work.
How does a husband really like to be
treated? I imagine that all depends on the
husband.
Are you related to a commander in the
Navy, who is now stationed at the Naval
Academy at Annapolis?
No.
Which of the modern novelists do you like
best? It's hard to choose. I believe, though,
that I prefer Ernest Hemingway.
Would you mind telling us about your new
home? It's Georgian architecture. We have
not completely furnished it yet. I'm especially proud of the view and the swinmiing
Do you remember me when we attended
Ferry Hall together? (Signed by Miss Bobbie Drake.) Yes, and I would be very glad
to hear from you.
How much do you weigh, and what are
pool.
your exact measurements? According to the
studio wardrobe department's chart, I am
five feet, one and one-half inches tall and
weigh one hundred and eight poimds. My
other measurements are: bust, thirty-five
inches; waist, twenty-three and a half
inches; hips, thirty-five and a half inches.
I wear size twelve dresses, size six-and-aquarter gloves and size three-and-one-halfB shoes.
Do you smoke? Yes.
Can you give the name of a good bleaching
agent to bleach hair? I can only advise you
to consult a beauty expert. Chemicals tiiat
might be harmless to one person might be
very harmful to another.
What kind of soap or shampoo do you use
071 your hair? A pure castile soap.
What is the first thing you notice about a
7nati — his physique, teeth, eyes, hair, or what?
His personality!
I know many men whose

t

!

/
features I could not describe, yet whose
personalities are magnetic and forceful.
Which
color red.
of nail polish do you prefer.^
I use
medium

u

ll'hy do you always wear a beauty spot.'
It's just a personal idiosyncrasy, I guess.
For no particular reason.
Do you know the daughter of Alice and
Ted Mark? No.
What exercise do you recommend to develop
chest and shoulder muscles? Swimming and
golf are ideal, I think.
What shade of face powder do you use?
I use a dark sunburn powder. I'm heavily
tanned most of the year.
Do you know Patsy Parker, formerly of San
Antonio, Texas? No.
// you were not a motion picture actress,
what line of work would you follow? I would
try to take up newspaper work — or some
form of writing.
Do you know Anna May Wong? I've
never had the pleasure of meeting Miss
Wong.
Who are your best friends in Hollywood?
Have you always lived in California? Most
of my intimate friends are non-professionals.
I've lived in California about five years.
Before coming here, I lived in Kansas City
and in Chicago.
Do you prefer men of your oivn age or men
much older? All ages have their charms.
As I was in the same grade school with
you, I would like to know your address and
drop you a line. You must be mistaken, for
I never attended grade school. You can
address me in care of the Metro-GoldwynMayer Studios.
Does fame mar the character of movie folk?
Sometimes. It depends entirely on the individual.
Do you consider screen magazine reporters
just a little bit too inquisitive? I welcome
their questions as long as they are in good
taste.
Have you ever visited in Connecticut?
When and where? I've never been in ConI
to visit there soon.
necticut. hope
What was the funniest thing that ever happened to you? Getting into pictures.
Do you expect to go to the Century of
Progress Exposition at Chicago this summer?
I'd love to go, but I'm afraid it will be
impossible.
Woidd you appreciate a pastel of yourself
that I have done? Yes, of course.
What would you do if you wanted to become
an actress, oh so badly, and your parents
wouldn't allow it? I'd wait until I was very
certain that my parents were mistaken.
Are visitors permitted to enter the studios
and see how pictures are made? Because of
the multitudes of people who want to go
through the studios, the producers have
been forced to impose a great many restrictions. Itis difficult to obtain a visitor's pass,
but not impossible.
What kind of music do you like best — modern or classical? Usually, I prefer modem
music.
75 Joan Crawford a friend of yours? I
know her and have the greatest admiration
for her.

W^hat a world of pleasant talk can start from a snapshot! That's one of the reasons why you're in such a hurry to get
the prints . . . "Oh, isn't this good!" ''He called me up again last
night." "Do you remember when we took this?"
Snapshot possibilities are immensely greater now because of a new
kind of film. With Kodak Verichrome Film you don't need to have
bright light. Dull or sunny — even in shade — go right ahead. No more
squinting, no more posing. Snap when people are relaxed and natural
— you'll get the finest pictures you've ever made. Today, try a roll of
Verichrome — in the yellow box with checkered stripes. Eastman
Kodak Company, Rochester, New York.
HOW

// television is perfected soon, do you think
you will leave the movies to act on the television screen? I can't say. Television is still
in the experimental stage. Perhaps I
wouldn't be suitable.
Tell us about your ambition to write — is it
true that you are writing a novel? I wish it
were true. As yet I write only for my own
pleasure. Maybe some day . . .
radio programs
enjoy
the '[Miat
most? sort
At of
different
times and doin yon
different
moods I enjoy different programs.
How did you get into the movies? As a
lark, because a friend bet me I couldn't. I
played~^only imimportant bits, though, imtil

Were Ln^a^ed
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• Verichrome is t/ie double-coated film.
Two sensitive coatings instead of one.
One coating for dull light, another coating for bright light give Verichrome its
amazing picture-taking range. In sun or
shade, on bright days or dull, it doubleguards your snapshot success.
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AFTER 3 DAYS, corn is gone.
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hot water, lift out the corn. (Old, tough
corns may need a 2nd application, because
Blue-Jay is mild and gentle in its action).

Blue-Jay, used by millions for 35
years, is the invention of a famous
chemist. It is made for you by Bauer
& Black, surgical dressing house
whose scientific products are used by
doctors and hospitals the world over.
Be kind to your feet. When a corn
appears remove it with Blue-Jay.
25c at all druggists. Special sizes for buDions, calluses.
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"For Better
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Ben Lyon and James Hall saw me working
in a comedy and persuaded Howard Hughes
that I could play the girl in "Hell's Angels."
As Motion Picture Magazine reporters
would say — "And ne'er did chisel trace a
nymph, nyad or grace of finer form or lovelier
face." (The Inquiring Reporter resents
this!) My question is: "After the big show,
what?" If you mean to ask what I'll do
after I leave the screen, I can only answer,
"It Ues in the laps of the Gods."
117/3' '^ '' ''^<5' yon insist on being a real
platinum blonde, when anyone with common
sense can see you arc not? I've always been
a pale towhead.
For other than financial reasons, do you
ci>er wish you were not in motion pictures?
No, I'm sincerely in love with my work.
Do you read every hit of your fan mail and
answer it personally? It would be absolutely
impossible to read and answer every letter.
I do all I can; my secretary does the rest.
Are you an Italian? Many of my friends
say you are. No, I'm not ItaUan. My stepfather, Marino Bello, is, and perhaps that
has confused your friends.
Doti't you believe that darker hair would
improve your photographic possibilities? On
the contrary, cameramen say that blondes
are the best photographic subjects — because
they stand out against the dark backgroimd
of the average scene.
Do you wear pajamas? Yes, often.
Have you been in Chattanooga, Tennessee,
during the last three years? No.
Did you attend the Convent of the Sacred
Heart in your school days? No.
/ would like to know if you had lunch at a
place on the William Penn Highway around
Thanksgiving Day, igji. No. I was in
California at that time.
Were you in Murray Bay, Quebec, in the
summer of 1931? How did you enjoy lunching with H. Booth of Ottawa. Canada? I
don't remember being in Murray Bay — but
I did have lunch with Mr. Booth and enjoyed itvery much.
Has a woman by the name of Agnes Le
May ever had anything to do with the selection
of your clothes? No.
How do you care for your hair? I shampoo
it every four or five days and, when I do,
I put a few drops of liquid bluing in the
shampoo soap, not in the rinse water. I
never use a hot iron.
Do you believe in brushing your hair much?
Do you use a stiff or a soft brush? I very
seldom use a brush of any kind.
Do you diet to keep your igure slender?
I do not follow a rigid diet, but I eat few
sweets and never over-eat. I try to plan
sensible, well-balanced meals — anything I
want in small quantities.
Do you know a young man in Kansas City
named Milo Gish? I believe not.
Have you ever visited Eastern Long Island?
No, but I hope to soon.
Do you remember the artist who brought the

''m

Loew's
pastel
Theatre of
in you
Ne'iVbackstage
York — andat would
you State
like
I reYes,
to have the painting I promised?
member you very well and I would appreciate the painting.
Do you know Katharine Hepburn? I've
never met her.
How can I get thin? I am stout and would
like to lose weight, hut I can't seem to stop
eating. I believe it's much better to reduce
by a course of carefully-planned exercises
than to starve yourself. You should consult
an expert physical culturist.
What kind of clothes wotild you wear, if
you had brown hair and brown eyes? Brown
hair and eyes usually harmonize with vivid
colors.
How do you care for your complexion? I
wash my face with a pure soap and always

use a good cleansing cream after washing,
in order to keep my skin from becoming
dry. I use ordinary make-up, but I always
give my face a thorough cleansing with cold
cream before going to bed.
What is Joan Bennett's address? Creighton
Chaney's? I believe you can address Miss
Bennett in care of Fox Studios, Westwood,
Los Angeles — and Creighton Chaney at Radio Pictures Studio, Gower and Melrose,
Los Angeles.
What color are your eyes?

Gray-blue.

What is your opinion of "the ideal man"? .
I think honesty, kindUness, a sense of humor, courage and inteUigence are the most
important quaUties.
For summer tuear, which of the three kinds
of gloves — chamois, doeskin or pigskin — do
you prefer? Chamois, in white or natural.
What is your favorite pastime when not
working? They call me a golfo-maniac.
Hardly!
Are you really as sophisticated and "hardboiled" in real life as you are on the screen?
Do you
meeting
Loew's
Theatre
— / remember
was introduced
by me
Bert atFroman?
(Signed
by
Ruth
Mosher.)
Of
course,
I
remember you.
Do you think that Hollywood' s stars regard
themselves as far superior to "regular" people?
Certainly not. Most of them have terrific
inferiority complexes.
/ knoiv a young man who has your pictures
all over his room — and I would like to know
if you appreciate such admiration from your
fans. Certainly. It's the only applause a
screen actress can have.
75 it hcird tokarn the parts that are assigned
to you? 'Soiffetimes I find it rather difficult.
They require a great deal of concentration.
Do you really keep only one e^^.iing gown
at a time in your wardrobe? I have often
had only one everung gown, and never more
than two or three. I don't care a great deal
for clothes.
Do you consider that you have yet been given
a role that is worthy of your talents? I only
hope that my talents have been equal to the
roles I've been given.
You manage to have your gowns fit so
smoothly. Is it true that you wear absolutely
nothing underneath? It's not true. I'm
afraid some of the gossip writers have been
exaggerating. As for the fit, my dressmakers are responsible.

Was Jean glad when she got all those
questions
answered?
Her happy
smile
will answer that for you

Do you remeniher meeting Adrian Crossett
in Rochester, and do you think he has the
height, posture and looks to make an actor?
I don't remember him.
Were you in Miami Beach, Florida, at the
Community Theatre to see George Arliss in
February, zpjj? I've never been in Miami
Beach.
IIow do you dress your hair? I wear it in
a long bob, curled on the ends and parted
in the middle.
Is it necessary that all movie actors have
good-looking teeth? It is necessary that all
leading players have attractive teeth.
If you loved a man "with plenty of ambition,
but very little money, 'would you marry him —
or would you prefer a man with money and
social position, regardless of love? If I loved
a man, I would marry him, regardless of
his wealth or position.
Other stars have said that the best way to get
in the movies is via the stage. Hoiu can you
get on the stage? Is that tlie way you were
spotted for the movies? No, I was never on
the stage, and I know so little about the
stage that I can't answer the balance of
your question with any authority.
Do you remember meeting W. H. Reinemeyer in New York? Would you answer a
letter of mine personally if I should write?
I remember Mr. Reinemeyer and I'll be
happy to answer your letter.
// you marry again, will you marry a profes ional, or a non-professional? I can't say
— but if I marry again, the man's profession
will have nothing to do with it.
75 it true that "some of our best actresses are
born withoiit either a sense of morals or fair
play," as someone wrote some time ago? Actresses are just Uke the uomea in every
other line of work, good or bad, according
to their individual characters.
Did you receive the water-color I did of
you, about Christmas? Yes. And I'm
ashamed that I haven't thanked you before
this.
Would you like to make another picture
with Clark Gable? There is no one I enjoy
playing opposite more than Clark.
Have you ever been in love with a sailor?
(Signed
Not yet. by one of Uncle Sam's sea-dogs.)
How do movie directors find girls for the
movies? Do they have to be pretty? Beauty
' is not nearly so important as personality.
Most of the girls who are being given screen
contracts now are recruited from the legitimate stage.
Why do motion picture stars frequently become very indifferent to the common people
from whom they come? And why do so many
of them lose happiness and peace in their private lives? Human nature is the same the
world over. The motion picture industry
absorbs all of one's time and vitality, and
so it is only natural that old contacts are
dulled. But they are not forgotten. I don't
believe that stars are necessarily more unhappy than anyone else. It's just that their
troubles are more publicized.
Do you get a "big kick" out of answering
these questions? (This query came in the
mail, not from your Inquiring Reporter.)
Jean's answer was a smile — a smile at the
same time pleasant and cryptic.
But, then, Jean has answered and acquitted herself nobjy. She gave her replies
"between shots" o^one of the huge sound
stages at M-G-M v^tle Clark Gable, having
already been a viSm, frequently glanced
her way and signaTled his encouragement
and sympathy. It seems to me that, from
her answers, we should all know Jean a little
better.
Next month we put Mae West, the "Diamond Lil" of Broadway fame, to the third
degree. It should be a "cross-examination"
to go down in Hollywood history!

Use Kleenex disposable
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— no spreading germs.
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nation-wide sale! Take advantage of this
remarkably low price. It costs much less
to use Kleenex than to pay for handkerchief laundry!
And think of the greater safety! No
germ-filled handkerchiefs to infect
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disgusting handkerchiefs to carry germs
back to your face. No repulsive hand-
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5,000,000
WOMEN
CAN'T BE WRONG
in preferring

EYELASH

DARKENER

Is Mae West Garbo's
heyday of film prosperity when "Anna
Christie" was showing.
Therefore, Mae's weekly "key" theatre
bo.\-ofifice receipt, mathematically translated into terms of 1928-29 prosperity for
comparison with Greta's, becomes more
than 317,000 — roughly, $4,500 more than
Greta's best !
Film producers like to think of star popularity in dollars. The figures becon.e more
illuminating to most of us when converted
intoBy terms
human
beingsthe
— "fans."
takingof into
account
difference in
admission prices then and now, it is eas> to
change the financial into the human equation. We find that appro.\imately thirty
thousand Garbo "fans" crowded into the
key theatres each week to see their fa\'orite
in "Anna Christie."
Admission prices were then nearly fift>'
per cent higher than at present, at the
houses in question. By rough, but sufficiently accurate estimating, we learn that
Miss West drew a "good times" equivalent
of more than sixty thousand "fans" per
week per theatre — more than two to Garbo's
one!
No new film celebrity, in deposing a
reigning one, ever scored a victory half so
impressive. If Garbo had remained in
America, fighting Mae West for supremacy,
could she have stopped the rush to Mae?

Mae Gives Them

Laughter

HOLLYW'OOD'S
best think
prophets
not
believe so. They
thatdo Mae
represents a change in public taste, a change
that in itself would have baffled Greta.

KCauSC it is
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

. absolutely harmless,
. non-smarting,
. tear-j^roof, and
. instantly effective

Lashes that look long, dark, luxuriant
and sweeping add a most exciting
interest to eyes. A simple touch of
Maybelline, and eyes that are "just
eyes" instantly become lovely, bew^itching pools — enchanting, beyond
"words to describe. Five million regular Maybelline users know this secret.
They also know that genuine May
bellme is necessary togomincly alluring
eyes .The reason being that Maybelline
gives an entirely natural effect.
In addition, genuine Maybelline is
non-smartmg, tear-proof, harmless and
stimulating to lash growth. Five million women can't be ■wrong! Maybelline— Black or Brown — a year's
supply — 75c at Drug and Department stores.
-^n»
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Greatest Rival?

{Continued from page 2g)

They
question
that the
Swedish
star's
melancholy
personality
is what
audiences
crave in the midst of economic depression.
Mae, on the other hand, fits the temper
of the times, say the experts. This, they
aver, is the day of directness, honest}-,
"facing things." It is the day of Roose\elt
in the White House — warm, human and
earthy, a forthright person doing understandable things to comfort us. It is the
day of i\Iae West in films — warm, human
and earthy, doing equally understandable
things to cheer us!
But the omen most alarming of all to
Greta's friends and backers is the rout of the
various other languorous, exotic pretenders
to the film throne. Of the two foremost in
favor, Tallulah Bankhead retreated in haste
to the stage, and Marlene Dietrich has long
talked of leaving America.
By succeeding easily and sensationalh'
where these ladies of exotic languor and
mystery ha\e found success a struggle, Mae
directly challenges the queen of them all.
Greta's situation is, in fact, like that of the
champion defeated,
prize-fighter
who, "retiring"
unhears that a newcomer
has swept
through the other contenders with ridiculous
ease.
It is an ironical fact that the most loyal
supporters of Garbo and Dietrich were
earliest to demand a change. They wrote
letters to Paramount and M-G-AI asking
that "livelier, more realistic stories, and
characterizations with more action" be
given
these
favorites.
Mae's eyearresting
figure
loomed onBefore
the horizon,
and
before Greta departed for Europe — specifically, during the five months between January and June, 1932 — these letters arrived
in quantities sufficient to attract attention.
The letter-writers thought naively that
it was only necessary to change Garbo's
characterizations; they didn't imagine it
would be necessary to change their favorite,
herself! Producers would have been glad to
oblige, had they been magicians. But they
knew that Garbo, deliberate in mind, speech
and body, and well suited to enact languorous Sphinx characterizations,
could not

negotiate anything much more vigorous or
realistic.
And Dietrich, although buxom and vivacious in German films, would not change
because von Sternberg stood in the way.
He had originated her ultra-repressed, slowmotion tempo of speech and action, and
could not bear to see his work undone to
suit changing public favor. That was the
real reason behind the Paramount-von
Sternberg
overelements
"Blondeto X'enus."
The picture quarrel
had all the
make it
just as lively as "She Done Him Wrong,"
which basically
much
resembled.
\'on
insisted
on makingit an
artistic
dirge of it.
Strangely enough, not even the most
famous critics found it necessary to disagree
with the public verdict hailing Mae West as
the new queen of filmdom. Many a reviewer confesses that he sat through "She
Done Him Wrong" time after time, fascinated by Mae and her effect on the spectators around him. Incidentally, the spectators frequently held their seats for two or
more performances, to the distress of the
theatre managers and the lines waiting to
This tendency to hold seats means just
one
thing to seasoned showmen and critics.
get in.
Experience has taught them that when an
audience likes a picture because of its story,
it does not remain to see the show a second
time, which tends to spoil the plot's effect.
It is when the star's personality is the
attraction
that seat-holding becomes a
nuisance.

What the Critics Have Said
BEFORE Mae's spectacular triumph, one
critic called her "a distinct personality"
and
no oneprophesied
just like herconservatively,
and she can be "There's
built up
to mean something at the box-ofifice." And
then, after she had begun shattering records, another remarked significantly, summing up hard times on Broadway: "But
what does it matter — so long as Mae West
still reigns as queen of the Great White
Way? The little girl this week reopened the
Rialto, closed for a month and until now
thought towasbe written
shut for all
That,with
we
assume,
sanstime."
collusion
another critic who typed: "She'll cure sick
bo.x-offices, bring dead theatres to life, and
cause
race inhistory
hardened
No blood
one intomovie
has arteries."
established
such an amazing variety of broken attendance records. There are literally scores of
them, many of freak interest. For instance,
her
usually
"booked"often
for a did
week more
and
heldpicture,
for two
or three,
business the second than the first week of
its run! With Mae in person, "She Done
Him Wrong" was recalled by popular demand to the Paramount in New York City
for a third week, aj'ter it had been taken to
Brooklyn, following the first two weeks of
the New York City run. Then it was
hastily recalled to Brooklyn! The breaking
of three, six- and seven-year records was
simple for Mae, in spite of the depression.
One of these broken records was for New
Orleans. It followed a start that was unimpressive because, the theatre manager
explained, "Nobody knew who she was at

The Censors Weren't Kind
and producers alike are
TORS how
EXHIBI
much more business
wondering
Mae's picture might ha\e done, had it not
been
first."mutilated by censorship in several
States. Its spice was not removed — that
was impossible, for the real wallop emanated
subtly from Mae, herself. But often the
story coherence was destroyed. Ohio censors, for instance, cut it so badly that
instead of beating its powerful competitor.

"State Fair, ,as expected, in following it
at the Palace in Cincinnati, "She Done Him
Wrong" brought in only Si 1,000 for the
week, against the rival's 811,900!
The famous Pennsylvania censors took
but four minutes' playing time from the
picture, but made it ragged in sequence.
They left in some odd things — Mae's remark to Cary Grant, for instance: "Vou
can be had!" — and they nearly forgot to
remove her opening line, "I'm the finest
woman that ever walked the streets!" The
songs "Easy Rider" and "I Like a Man
Who Takes His Time" were eliminated.
Suppose the producers were mistaken
about tainly,
Garbo's
inability to
Ceritis not impossible
for change.
her to emulate
Mae in appearance; her figure was cur\-y
and bu.xoni when she first came to America.
And while she was abroad, she gained.
Suppose, too, that some latent, unsuspected power within our Greta enables her
to cope with Mae in portraying, in modern,
realistic style, "that certain element." Suppose, in other words, Garbo can and does
"go West."
What a battle of elemental Amazons
there'll be — for the throne of cinema se.\appeal!

Are Movie Stars
Cuh-razy?
{Continued from page jj)
There was a party once. It was at a
director's house. All the guests and Mine
Host ran about clad only in Navajo blankets. There was a visitor from the East
there. He had been in town for only five
hours. He was still almost sane and slightly
surprised. The live hours ran up to eight
and pretty soon there was our \isitor running around in a Navajo blanket, too, and
announcing to anyone who wouldn't listen
that he was Great Chief Garbo Schnozzle.
It was all \ery simple. They just felt like
running around in Navajo blankets. . .
It all comes down to this — if vou feel like
an egg in the middle of' Hollvwood
fr>'ing
Boulevard,
why
in
H
(HolljVood)
shouldn't you? Katharine Hepburn feels
like sitting down right kerplunk in the gutter and reading her fan mail, and she does
it; and she also wears old patchy o\-eraIls
that she has worn for j'ears and vears. And
Garbo feels like sitting under a bush and
taking a sun-bath in the altogether — and,
moreover, does it. And with picture
snatchers, these days, trying to get all the
nudes that are fit to print, that might look
like the height of foil}'. . . .
Then there's Barbara Stanwjxk
Fay. Some ahenists say that Barbaraandis her
fey
over
Fay. They say it's monomania taking
a Frank
form! How should / know that?
I'm only Queen Elizabeth. . . .
Some of the gentlemen stars, well, one
an>^vay, give interviews to ladies w-hile
wearing their shorts. Because they feel like
wearing their shorts. . . .
Big strong men like Charlie Bickford open
pmk hngerie shops, and nice little boys like
Buster Crabbe play with roaring lions and
get bitten. . . .
Lupe goes about yodeling that she loffs
her Garee and parts from him, and then she
'goes about yodeling that she does NOT loflF
her Tarzan and will not part from him.
They cast Helen Hayes in "The SonDaughter" with Anna Mav Uong rickshawmg about the place— and four or five ladies
a month rise up and say that Lewis Stone is
all their husbands, and Lewis Stone says he
is not — and I'd tell you more about it all.
only my keeper is dragging me back to my
cell and saying that it's crazier to talk like
this than to be like this, which makes him
Abraham Lincoln, and that's what I tell
him as he starts the cold water cure. . . .

PATENTED! . . . because
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Explaining Leslie Howard, Who Weeds
Explaining!

Cdito
BEAUTY uiaou.
PRAISE THE

COTTON
PICKE R

{Continued from page 51)
One looks so startlingly like Leslie that you
have no difficulty in identifying him in the
crowd as Ronald Howard, aged fourteen.
A butler admits you and guides you to a
large cheerful room, where Mrs. Howard,
an accomplished and lovely hostess, sits
before a blazing log fire.
Mrs. Howard's cordial greeting and explanation that Leslie has not as yet returned
from the polo field are interrupted by her
small
name daughter,
is Leslie, aged
too, eight.
thoughTheshedaughter's
is called
more intimately "Doodie," just as Ronald is
called " W'inkie," a name that his advancing
jears have caused to become distasteful
to him.
Doodie's dog is lost, strayed or stolen —
therefore the interruption. The dog's
name, been
it seems,
is "W'himsey."
The she
police
have
notified,
but please may
go
out to join the search? JVIrs. Howard grants
permission with the admonition that the
afternoon is becoming chilly. "Wear your
coat, Doodie," she says.

Like Father, Like Son
sooner has Doodie gone than Ronald,
otherwise W'inkie, arrives. He comes
in with the moisture of honest play on his
brow. His mother takes one look at him and
orders a quick shower and fresh clothing.
"Winkie is just like his father," she
explains, " — \ague, impractical and careless about his health. He needs to be told
what to do and kept after until he does it.
1 shall have to listen now for the running
water in the shower — although e\"en that
is not an evidence of bathing. He may turn
on the water and, half-through undressing,
sit with one shoe off and one shoe on,
absorbed in one of his hobbies.
"Right now it is Napoleon. Winkie
reads everything he can lay hands upon
about Napoleon. He is collecting books and
prints having to do with the Napoleonic
era and has a regular army of little figures
which he moves about to re-enact historic
military maneuvers. Musically, he is currently inclined toward martial airs. How
long his devotion to Napoleon will last it is
hard to say. His father changes hobbies
rapidly. Only photography has endured
for any time with Leslie. He putters about
with other things only spasmodically.
"To see the great resemblance between
father and son, not only physically but mentallv, you should see Leslie correcting
Winkie. He approaches the task much in
the manner of the scene in 'The Animal
Kingdom' in which he was attempting to
tell the pugilist-butler that his services were
man,'
here, old
'Look Then
no longer
Leslie
will desired.
say to Winkie.
there is a
NO
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• You need this smart new Cotton Picker
on your dressing table as well as on your
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• It gives you just the amount of snowy cotton you need — pick a small wisp or handful. The rest stays clean under a snug-fitting
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before he resumes, 'Your mother
long —pause
says
' Another pause while he apparently
searches for a gentle wording of the
reproof. If Winkie can think of another
subject to introduce during these pauses,
he can easily divert the conversation!

His Eight- Year-Old Protector
ely difTerent
a complet
Doodie
NOW,
child.
Thereis is
no evading her. If
she asks a question, she will continue asking
it until it is answered. She is positive and
direct about everything she does, and she
mothers her father.
"Leslie's interests are Doodie's, also. She
worries about him and in his behalf, and
takes violent dislikes to people she believes
might impose upon his unfailing good
nature. Leslie would run a mile, rather than
become embroiled in a quarrel. _ Doodie
does his fighting in her championship of him.

"She is actually jealous. Not very long
ago, Leslie changed masseuses, and Doodie
did not like the new woman who came. She
was too attractive, Doodie said, and wore
her white nurse's dress much too tight.
'That woman' is flirtatious, I was warned
by my child, eight years old.
"Doodie has always been like that when
it comes to Leslie. She was only six when
she conceived a tremendous dislike for the
movies. It came about upon her first — and,
incidentally, her only — visit to a studio.
Leslie at the time was appearing in ' Never
the Twain Shall Meet,' and Doodie went
down to see him one day.
"When she came upon the set, Leslie
was playing a love scene on a couch with
Conchita Montenegro. Doodie watched
the scene for a moment in silence. Then
she uttered her now-famous comment.
'Amazing business!' she said, and, turning
on her heel, walked out and has refused to
go near a studio since.
"She can seldom be induced to go to the
movies, although she is fond of the theatre.
And she is an amazing little critic. 'Animal
Kingdom,' which she loved on the stage,
she thought was not so good on the screen.
'They left out the best scene,' she said and,
in naming it, found Leslie in agreement.
'Cavalcade' is the single picture she has
seen that she enjoyed thoroughly. And
that's hardly to the taste of the average
eight-year-old."
Mrs. Howard's

Third Youngster

TALKING about your children, my
dear?" asks Leslie, as he rnakes his
appearance in the doorway.
"Yes, all three of them," Mrs. Howard
replies.
And you
looking
Leslie'sto flushed,
boyish face,
are at
inclined
agree.
Returning from his polo, he is exactly like
Ronald coming in from the baseball game.
And Mrs. Howard makes the same fuss
over him, omitting only the shower orders.
"Imagine," she says, "going out to the
polo field with your ankle in that condition! Had I known you were planning to
ride, I wouldn't have allowed you to go.
He hurt himself yesterday," she explains
to you, "and he shouldn't ride so soon."
"I am perfectly fit," Leslie protests.
"You weren't fit last night when I had
to send for a doctor," his wife overrules.
"He told you not to exercise — when you
stopped discussing wet-plate photography
longDoodie
enoughcauses
for him
to examine
a halt
again as you."
she rushes
in to greet her father and tell him about the
lost dog. Then Ronald puts in an appearance, his hair giving evidence of a shower
taken, to request a cup of tea and to start
off bearing two cups. His mother wants to
know why the second cup.
" I have a friend in the other room, waiting for a game of chess," Ronald states.
" Is there money involved? " Mrs. Howard
asks.
"My word, no! I only taught the chap
family.
Ronald,in who
exclaimsaccent
to
hasplay
the yesterday!"
broadest English
the

Tell How

They Fell in Love

the conversation turns to
SOME
Howards' first meeting. It was in
the HOW,
London during the second year of the
Great War. Leslie was a British officer on
leave. They met in a tea-room.
"You were eating sponge cake and drinkMrs.myHoward
milk,"drew
was ing
what
attentionrecalls.
to you."That
You
looked just like a boy whose mother had

told him to e«ic_ponge cake and drink milk."
"As a matter of fact, she had," Leslie
admits.
"A fellow-officer from your regiment
presented you. And three weeks later we
were married."
"Three weeks?" you ask, amazed. You
hadn't suspected Leslie of a whirlwind
courtship.
"It was romantic, wasn't it?" Mrs.
Howard continues. "Leslie was engaged to
another girl, the daughter of a wealthy
diamond mine owner. Her name was
'Buzz,' and she had two sisters called 'Fizz'
and 'Pop.'"
" Nicknames," says the embarrassed
Leslie, for fear you may misunderstand.
"The girl was only eighteen and it really
wasn't an engagement. Her father would
not acknowledge an engagement until she

HEIGHT

5 FT. 4 IN.

WEIGHT

I20 LBS.

Amazing easy way
adds new pounds
double quick!

was twenty-one."
"Still, Leslie wrote Buzz long, endearing
letters every Sunday. We had been seeing
a good deal of each other — theatres, dinners and dancing nearly e\ery night. After
the first week, I stood by while he wrote to
Buzz on Sunday; in fact, I added a postscript, telling her not to worry about him.
Then we went to tea. The third Sunday,
Leslie didn't want to write. Finally, he
said 'Look here — '"
"I said," Leslie interposed, "'Look here,
let's chuck it and get married!' It took a
bit of arguing, but I eventually convinced
you. We planned a wedding the next day,
but I couldn't get leave. It was Tuesday
before the ceremony was performed. You
should have seen me pacing camp."
"I saw you pace the church. You were
too nervous for words. And you had forgotten to get a ring."
"But I did get one."
"Yes, but you told the jeweler you were
buying it for a friend who was being
married."
"Do you remember," inquired Leslie,
who was up to his old trick of introducing
a new subject to turn the spotlight away
from himself, "how we left the church and
went to stand by those flood gates? As we
watched the water racing madly past the
gates, we imagined ourselves aboard ship."

Thousands gaining 5 to 15 lbs. in a
few weeks with sensational new
double tonic. Richest imported beer
yeast now concentrated 7 times and
combined with energizing iron
THOUSANDS who were once scrawny, sickly, weak,
praise this new way to gain weight and health.

CALF 14 IN.

2 greatest body-builders in 1

Their Proudest Possessions

" T THINK of it everj' time we do actually
JL cross the ocean." Mrs. Howard is
rather
medal. wistful. "And I think, too, of my
"You see," she says, turning to you and
displaying a small golden medal that hangs
by a chain around her neck, "Leslie gave
this to me when I had a very serious operation years ago. I was unconscious for three
days and, when I awoke, I found I was
wearing it. I've worn it ever since. It is a
copy of the \'ictoria Cross and is inscribed
'For Valor. '"
"And my proudest possession is this
sovereign," says Leslie. He, likewise,
wears it on a chain. "My wife gave it to
me as a good-luck piece when I came alone
to America to play 'The Cardboard Lover,'
my first New York appearance. It seems
to have brought me luck."
"I have a medal, too," says Doodie, very
soberly. She is back from her periodic
search for the dog. "Father gave it to me
when I had my tonsils out. It is just like
mother's, only smaller. I'd rather have it
than a real \'ictoria Cross, which is bronze.
Mine
gold." it is, Doodie. The purest
Yes isindeed,
gold, wrought in beautiful sentimentality.
Now, do all of you understand why
Leslie Howard is the most romantic fellow
in Hollywood? You have seen revealed
the true romance that is his private life.
The riddle is solved, and you need no
explanatory comment from me.
In case you might worry about it,
"Whimsey,"
own
accord. the dog, came home of her

For years doctors prescribed yeast to put flesh on
skinny, rundown men and women. But now, thanks to
this new scientific discovery, you can get even better
results — put on firmer, healthier flesh than with
ordinary yeast — and in a jar shorter time.
Not only are thousands quickly gaining beautybringing pounds — but other benefits, too. Muddy,
blemished skin changes to a fresh, glowing, radiantly
clear complexion. Constipation, poor appetite, lack of
pep, vanish. Life becomes a thrilling adventure.
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professional
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This amazing new product, Ironized Yeast, is made from
specially cultured, imported heer yeast — the richest yeast
known — which by a new process is concentrated 7 times
— made 7 times more powerful.
But that is not all! This marvelous, health-building
yeast is then ironized with 3 special kinds of iron which
strengthen the blood, add new energy and pep.
Day after day, as you take Ironized Yeast, watch
flat chest develop, skinny limbs round out attractively,

15 lbs. in 4 weeks
"I ^as skinny, weak, nervous,
tired, couldn't sleep, had an awful complexion. But after taking Ironized Yeast I gained 15
lbs.
4 weeks,
look fine."
Mrs. inEthel
Air kart.Edinburg,Va.

28 lbs. gained
"I was so rundown I had to give
up work. My druggist advised
Ironized Yeast and I quickly
gained 28 lbs., work hard and
never J.
tire,
look great."
F. feel
Bork,andBuffalo,
N. Y.

8 lbs., lovely skin
"I had lost weight and my complexion was terrible, but Ironized Yeast soon gave me 8 lbs.
Ida Lenze,
and a lovely
skin."Housloii, Tex.

10 lbs. in 1 month
"For several years I had no pep
orambition. Was very nervous,
tired, worn
out, Yeast
skinny.
taken
Ironized
for I've
one
month now and gained 10 lbs.,
new strength, wonderful comWilma Tesar, Houston, Tex.

complexion clear — you're an entirely new person.

Results guaranteed
No matter how skinny and weak you may be, or how
long you have been that way, this marvelous new Ironized Yeast should build you up in a few short weeks as
it has thousands. So successful has it been that it is
absolutely guaranteed. If you are not delighted with
the results of the very first package, your money instantly refunded.
Only be sure you get genuine Ironized Yeast, not
some imitation that cannot give the same results. Insist
on the genuine with "lY" stamped on each tablet.

Special FREE

offer!

To start you building up your health right away, we
make
this absolutely
FREE cut
ofi'er.
of
Ironized
Yeast at once,
out Purchase
the seal ona package
the box
and mail it to us with a clipping of this paragraph. We
will send you a fascinating new book on health, "New
Facts About Your Body", by a well-known authority.
Remember, results are guaranteed with the very first
package — or money refunded. At all druggists. Ironized
Yeast Co., Dept. 197, Atlanta, Ga.
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Hollywood GraDs the
"Maedchen" Beauty!
{Continued from page jj)
in Germany, made her forget it. She is
sensitive enough, girlish enough, not to
want people to laugh.
She has had thirty-five English lessons
and knows enough American to defend
"Maedchen" indignantly against the rumors that it was not altogether wholesome
motion picture fare; that there was too
much and too exquisite devotion between
members of the same sex in this story of a
girls' boarding school, conducted solely for
the daughters of Prussian army officers. And
that her tenderly portrayed schoolmistress,
Fraulein von Bernhurg, might have been a
slightly complex lady.

Not Maedchen

Send for this Clever Cartoon Map
IF you have a sense of humor, you'll surely
enjoy this good-natured cartoon map of the
United States! It measures 20 by 30 inches,
printed in full colors on heavy paper, suitable
for framing. More than 250 funny, informative

THE

illustrations. And it only costs 6 cents in stamps!
Send the coupon below, for the map and
a pictorial folder telling about the Chicago
World's Fair. Be sure to ask for any travel
information you may wish.

GREYHOUND

LINES

I

"T^

I

Fun of Uniforms

'"T^HE WIECK," as her Berlin playX mates fondly call her, also denies that
the film is a slap at militarism. There was
no attempt in it, she claims, to show the
German government the error of its ways
by depicting the tragedies of a militaristic
school where girls are disciplined like soldiers; where childish hearts beat beneath
ugly striped uniforms; where sympathy and
tenderness are stifled, and sensitive adolescence is molded into Prussian womanhood; where "Might is right" is still the
best motto.

Mail this coupon with 6 cents in stamps to: Greyhound Travel Bureau, E. 9th and
Superior, Cleveland. Ohio ... lor to Greyhound Travel Bureau, 9 Main St., Sin
Francisco.
Fair
folder Cal-f.;,
mark X for
hereyour
D. copy of this cartoon map. \f you want free pictorial World's

No
Address.

Stepping into
Yresh Pleasures
A NOTED economist says, "Women probably save more through informed
buying than in any other way. And this saving is more real since it carries
along with the saving of money, the gaining of a pleasure, a comfort, a satisfaction that otherwise might have been lost."
Women have "stepped out" into innumerable professions, and into a new
leisure and chance of accomplishment at home. And women have stepped out
splendidly in the art of spending money. Advertisements have taught them
wise, resourceful, far-sighted buying.
Smart dressing; excellent home decorating; simple, dignified servings — are
proofs of a wisdom in shopping that goes back to a consistent reading of advertisements.
For when you read advertisements you gain a generous survey of the best
that is buyable. You know commodities to their limits — see into their merits;
know their uses, their lasting powers. Advertisements help you step into the
sphere of your highest possibilities. Help you make your home more delightful; yourself more beautiful; your children more healthy. Help you buy the best
every time. Not just a jar of soft fragrant cream — but a jar with a whole beautiful complexion in it. Not just a tomato cocktail, but pure, red, honest tomato
freshness. . . . Read advertisements regularly for continued discernment in
buying; for complete knowledge of a product before it is bought.
In the few minutes it takes to look over the advertisements in this magazine,
you may learn of something to help you into fresh pleasures — some new commodity to serve you all your life.

Dorothea Wieck
uiliintily poses for pictures like this one, but refuses to be
photographed showing her legs
"No. Nothing like that," she interposed
hastily, looking at her manager. Mr.
Gumpel agreed.
"It is just a story, like any film. Maybe
it is a little different from what the American audience sees, but the German audience
is not like the American, no? In my
country, the people go to the theatre to take
something home with them, somethirig to
think about and wonder o\er. In America,
the theatre is more like a playground. In
Germany, it is a clinic. In America, the
people go to the theatre to relax, like
children; to play. I think the American
audience is quite child-like in its theatrical
preferences.
"About the actors, too. In Germany
they never wonder, as your people do, what
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their private i;,,es are. If they give satisfaction, that is well enough. They let them
be. They do not send their reporters to
them to find out their innermost thoughts,
their secrets.
"You ask me, 'What do you think about
Garbo's secrecy act? She will not see the
interviewers.' I say this:" — a smile, faint
and fragile, passed her thin, red mouth —
"there must be a reason. There is a reason
for everything. I do not know. You want
to know. Perhaps you should go to her and
ask her yourself, no?
"About Alarlene Dietrich's trousers, I
say the same thing. There must be a reason
for them. People do not do things without
reason. You ask her."
Mr. Gumpel beamed at this diplomacy.

Describes Her Latest Role
"/^H,
NO. It
'Maedchen'
not story
unwholeV^ some.
is the kindis of
that
satisfies the German picture-goer. Look,
we have since then done 'Anna and Elisabethtogether
'
— Hertha Thiele, the Manuela
of 'Maedchen,' and myself. Perhaps they
will say the same thing about it. Incidental y,am
I
very happy about 'Anna and
Elisabeth.' It is the first film to receive the
approval of the Hitler government.
this filmI Ihave
am a an
crippled
girl, mistress
of "aIncastle.
incurable
nervous
disease. Hertha is a peasant girl, a miracle
worker. Ah, I like to work with her! There
is a sympathetic feeling between us; we
have a spiritual communion. In this film,
Hertha is supposed to have divine power.
At least, the villagers set her up as a local
saint after she revives her brother when the
doctor has pronounced him dead.
"Later she is brought to me, and my
belief in her makes me walk. Very well,
then I ask her to cure a man who has tuberculosis. But he is too far gone. He dies. I
lose my faith in her. I go mad. I go raving
through the streets to find this peasant
girl and kill her. I find her with her lover,
about to be married. There is a big scene.
The end is suicide for me.
"What will Americans say about this
picture? The Germans like it. To-day I
received cables from my husband saying
that it has opened in Berlin to great success.
But for America . . . ?" The answer was a
shrug.
In Chicago, "the VVieck" learned to say
"nerts," a tasty addition to the German,
French, Swedish and English with which
she is credited. She also learned, to her
amazement, that all Americans hate dogs
and that any motorist will go out of his
way to run down and kill one. " Is zis true?"
she asks, large-eyed.

5.

I'll sav th£

Shooed Away Photographers
AS a newcomer, she is not particularly
. impressed by the immensity of the
country, and brushed aside the New York
ship photographers who clambered onto
the 5. S. Hamburg, not because she refused
to lift her skirts and show her legs for a
picture, but because they interfered with
the view. She wanted to see the famed
skyline. As a matter of fact, she does
think pictures of that sort, with teeth unveiled in a grin, and legs showing, are not
so good. "'Go away!' I tell them," she
says with a grin, showing just how she
waved them away with a sweep of rosynailed hand.
On her right wrist she wears a slim,
linked bracelet with the English words
"good luck" on a small golden oval. "It is
given to me by Charlotte. She is a good
girl."
On the fashion,
third finger
her right
hand.
Continental
she ofwears
a carved
gold wedding ring, inscribed 13-9-32. Her
husband is one von der Decken, radio
critic on a Berlin paper, and rated as a
Baron. That makes"theWieck"a Baroness,
{Continued on page 8$)
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loveafford
in business
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SOCIAL
haven't
to
No ,oneinca.n
be guilty of "B.O." {boi/y odor). Yet how
easy to offend and not know it these hot
"perspiry" days. Play safe — bathe regularly with Lifebuoy. Its fresh, clean, quicklyvanishing scent tells you Lifebuoy gives
extra protection. Its creamy, abundant, hygienic lather purifies and deodorizes pores
— effeaively stops "B.O."

So good for the skin
Lifebuoy's bland, penetrating lather deepcleanses dirt-clogged pores gently,
yet
thoroughly
—
freshens
dull
complexions to
glowing health.
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1

Open Letters to Clark Gable
from His Former Wife
{Co >i I ! lined from page 2j)
blue overalls and red shirt and white old
head? And so what?
This —
Should five different actors — each accepted as important in Hollywood, because of
the size of the type in which his name is
featured — should five such men each give
a performance of the same part, would we
get five different portrayals, each correct,
each colored by the creative artistry of the
performer, while remaining, at the same
time, true to the author's intention? Or
would we more probably get five long

\fWD mwiaxna

SWIM-PRDOF

JZyVEN the wild waves can't make
this mascara run or smear. For the new
Liquid Winx is completely waterproof.

W'ith it you can bring out all the sparkle,
all the beauty of your ej'es. Give them a
frame of dark, luxurious lashes — instantly.
Liquid Winx is easy to apply. It doesn't
smart the eyes. It keeps the lashes soft. And
its effect is so natural that even in a close-up
it doesn't look like make-up.
For sale at all toilet goods counters.
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photographs of the actors' own personal
habits, mannerisms, and customs — their
so-called "personalities," dressed so or so,
with or without mustache, and the hair cut
a bit longer or shorter, and the parting of it
on the right, or the left, or in the center, or
none at all? But always the actor, himself,
always talking in the same voice — never the
man in the story, talking in that man's voice?

Finds Sameness in His Voice

YOU, yourself, used different voices on
the stage in "What Price Glory?" and
in "Chicago" and as the sailor chap in
"Lullaby." Why always that hard, brittle
tone now?
In working for the placement of the voice
that registers best in the microphone, actors
may easily be misled into the use of a
smooth, brittle tone that is usually identified
in real life with smooth, brittle characters —
callous and egocentric. But you have a
quick ear for tone. Have you stopped listening to the voices around you — to their
changes of quality during emotion?
Some actors tell me that monotonous
\'oices are the fault of the sound crew; that
the sound engineers manipulate the recording set so as to record an even tone, and that
they disregard the actor's variations of
quality'. But I have worked with sound
crews too often to believe that.
However, I do believe that the actors, in
varying their tones, are not always careful
enough to gi\"e the crew time to "catch"
them.
recording
can "get"
the mostThe
subtle
shadingsengineer
of the voice,
if the
changes do not come too abruptly.
But as to you, yourself — I am afraid that
what the pretty lady said is true. I am
afraid you have less variety of tone quality
in your later pictures than you were
using when the public discovered you and demanded you. And you are using a hard,
brittle quality.
Do you remember a poem we worked on
once — a translation from the French with
a musical setting — about a poet who died to
remain true to his vision of fine poetry? Do
you remember the variety of voice you used
as he chose death and discarded the temptations of money or lo\-e or glory? "S'ou did a
fine job with it.
OF

Says Voice Didn't Fit Role

course, in the picture that caused the
remark, you were playing a gambler —
a gentleman gambler, whatever that may
be. He was a man able to fool other men of
experience and high position into thinking
he was a gentleman. I do not personally
believe that any man, no matter how much
of a "personality," could have got away
with that man's deceptions among the class
of people the story threw him with. A
carnival "come-on-sucker" kind of gambling-game person could use that voice and
fool a bunch of hicks.
So don't let the microphone and its demands fool you. Don't let that machine's
need of a front resonance fool you into getting careless in your study of the characters
you play. Don't forget what you learned so

well about voice. Make that man you are
playing talk the way that man would in
real life. \'ou can. You used to. You have
a splendid vocal machine, and you are an
actor — a good one.
There were places in "Strange Interlude,"
especially in the scenes with the son, that
were very, very fine — that man really
suffered over the bo3''s hatred of him. And
in the scene with Lionel Barrymore at the
bar in "A Free Soul," there was real voice
quality; and in "Red Dust," that man's real
under-fineness came out in your speech —
but only in some scenes.
How I should like to hear you speak an
entire picture as finely
as you played these
Sincerely,
scenes!
Josephine.

Writes About Clark's Acting
"pvEARThat
CL.\RK:
letter I wrote you about voices
— I might just as well have written about
acting,
whileall,
I "held
my pen
Because,too,after
the two
are insohand."
near
together in your kind of job.
And I think they have the same dangers
and faults — due to that everlasting pitfall
of personality. Are you on that screen to
make a show of yourself, merely letting the
gals look you over, or are you there to make
an entertaining show of the story?
When an actor is as popular as you are,
people go to the theatre because they want
to
of course
— but
aftertheythey've
seen see
you,you,
as you,
for a reel
or two,
want
wants a Even
story. the most rabid of "fans"
story.
Great crowds go to the theatre the night
of a grand opening, and stand hours to see
the stars in person. But that is a show of
aandspecial
a "personality
each ofkind,
the actors
is acting theparade,"
part of
the person the publicity departments have
decided he shall be to the public. Some of
that is just about the best acting some of
them e\er do — and some of it is pretty bad.
But when Mrs. Augusta A. Fann goes
into a theatre to see your new picture, and
the reason why she chose your picture,
instead of Johnny Skoflaw's or Susie
.Sidlaw's, was that she liked the last one and
the one before that and the one before that,
and she thought it would be interesting to
see
of "A
Free Soul"
playthe
thesociety
part ofgambler
a cynical
engineer
on a
rubber ferentplantation
—
that's
something
difagain from just a personality parade.

Should Keep Her Guessing
SHE has to believe in both of those fellows,
or she won't get that thrill she is after —
she won't come out of the theatre full of
dreams of her own delightful sufiferings at
the hands of that handsome he-man — and
she won't continue to be mad about Gable,
because she will become too familiar with
all of your tricks.
And Mrs. Fann and Mary Smith, and
.Sally Maytime must all believe that a
wisecracking, independent, ambitious, onlyplatinum-blondie of the little village would
fall for a beautifully tailored chap who
smirked a bit, and did amazing things with
his lips (perhaps to make his dir|iples
dimp?), while looking down upon the cute
little thing from his great god heights with a
slow, impressive sidewise shaking of his
handsome head.
Those women know darn well that they,
personally, "would slap his conceited face
for him, and show him where to get off —
that's what they'd do." And Mrs. Augusta
A. Fann says at dinner that the picture

wasn't so hot, but that Gable looked nice.
Now, that rubber plantation fellow!
After seeing that picture, they would talk
about that man and about his problems and
about how he got like that and that, after
all, he had to have some fun, 'way out there
by himself among natives and everything.
Then, after they got through talking about
the story, they would surely say, "And
Gable gave a swell show! Gosh, that guy
gives me the jitters — I'm crazy about him !"
You gave them a performance in that
picture — you gave them a believably human
man and his believably human reactions to
his problems.

Must Make Audience Emote, Too
YOU remember, don't you, that fine old
definition of acting? — "To act is to
arouse in your audience the same emotions
you are supposed to be feeling in the part
you are playing." If people in the audience
are not included in the varying emotions of
the story, they don't get their money's
worth, and they soon cool off. That's why
practically all forms of religion let the congot
singing
in with in
gregations joinsitting
admiration
silent— they've
to feel. Just
doesn't last.
I haven't seen "The White Sister" yet,
but I've been told that although you have
one or two very fine scenes, you are still
doing those funny things with your mouth
to make your dimples show, and that the
audience is distracted away from the story
in watching your mannerisms.
Aside from these growing mannerisms,
your technique is e.xcellent. You have never
forgotten that technique, have you? You
can still make a better entrance than anyone
on the screen, and you make every move
count, because your moves are right. What
a blessing a fine, thorough foundation in the
fundamentals of acting is! Nothing can
undo it, and no one goes really far without it.

Recalls How

Hard He Worked

AND how hard you worked for it! Will
. you ever forget all those thousands of
times you went in and out, and in and out,
and in and out, until the right habit was
established? And the foot positions, and the
walks, and the turns, and the sitting, and the
standing, and kneeling, and rising, and the
exercises in holding attention and in reproducing emotion? And the hand studies?
Those were hard for you. But no one would
guess
it now.on And
we worked
timingdon't
and you
on remember
pauses, andhow
on
landing comedy points and on problems of
dominating groups, and all the rest of it?
It all shows up now — and I'm glad.
Personally, I think you should go back to
the simple, straightforward, fine acting of
your earlier pictures. I think you should
go back to a keen interest in presenting the
man in the story, instead of presenting
Gable. I think you should avoid acquiring
facial mannerisms, and that you should
"give a show," instead of "being the show."
I remember so well how furious you used
to be when I criticized you. And you would
slam out of the tiny house and go off in the
old car (I ne\er knew where) — and then
come back and be so sweet and gentle and
then finally ask me to explain again.
So if you should come across this letter,
and should slam out of your lovely home and
rage oft in your beautiful car to wherever
you go — perhaps later, you will really think
carefully over your recent pictures and
realize that perhaps you may be a bit on
the wrong road, and will think deeply of
your next roles and of what sort of men they
are, and will give us the truly fine work you
are so well able to do. You have such a
splendid talent.
Anyway, this is how I feel about what you
are
that.doing in your last pictures — and that's
Sincerely,
Josephine.

dLo-Tui:

AlKitiALt
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- BAZI N
"Airedale"— that's what Hollywood calls
a girl with hair on arms and legs. "Airedales" have ruined many a movie closeup — because superfluous hair shows as
plainly in the pictures as it does upon the
beach. That's why all Hollywood uses
X-Bazin Cream to remove hair. It is essential for legs, arms and under-arms that
expect to be seen !

Constant research and improvement have made
X-Bazin more and more mild, more and more
efficient, more and more agreeable. Tliis really
reliable cream depilatory leaves your skin exquisitely smooth, white and hairless — without irritation, stubble or that blue, shaved look. Even the
future growth of hair i s retarded.
Insist on reliable X-Bazin — accept no substitutes.
In new giant-size tubes at drug and department
stores — only 50c. Good size tubes 10c in 5-and-lO
cent stores. X-Bazin also comes in powder form.
HALL & RUCKEL, Inc. Est.1848, Brooklyn, N. Y.

How many women know the thrill of being ad'
mired? That's the type we know best. They
continue to use Armand Bouquet Powder.
What's the use of worrying about la or 15
shades of face powder? The real reason for Bou'
quet Powder is to blend with your complexion
and flatter your beauty. It's simple to choose the
very neatest from a few shades of Bouquet.
So saying, we leave it to you to try. And we'd
better prepare you. It costs only 50c. That little
insert in each package tells you how to get a
cute Miniature Make-up Box.
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Here's a revelation in comfort and security.
Yet the most practical and economical
Sanitary Belt you've ever worn — the new
* fToven-to-Fit "Siluette" by Hickory. Soft as
a rose petal; light as a summer breeze. 50c.
*Woven-to-Fit. This exclusive, patented
Hickory construction is an additional
"Siluette" feature. Conforms perfectly
to the body contour. Because its shape
is permanently woven in the loom, it
assures super comfort, perfect fit, unusual
security. It simply cannot curl, wrinkle,
bind, irritate or slip. Tailored of soft,
easy-stretch, fine quality Lastex that
wears and wears. Guaranteed to withstand boiling and ironing.

Woven-to-Fit

^'Siluette

? 5

HIICIKOIRy

Sanitarif^Belt 11

Insist upon the genuine "Siluette" by Hickory.
If your dealer hasn't them, send us his name with
remittance. We'll mail your beltdirect to you. Please
be sure to state your size: small, medium, or large.
Made in U. S. A. by A. Stein & Company
1145 West Congress Street - - Chicago, III.

^mt^i^ Hickory Dre« Shields, 6^

REMOI/E THOSE
BLEMISHES/

i^amfm/ieYiP^
SKIN
PEELING

WITHOUT

IN THREE

DAYS

REMEDEX. a modern triple str(
preparation lias u.niazed thou?
with its instant effectiveness. After ohly two applications a glance in your
mirror will moat deliKhtfully surprise you. REMEDEX will clear your
pkin of pimples, blnckheads. freckles, age lines. redne»fi, muddy complexion
or any other common blemish and will tighten your pores entirely without
any harm or inconvenience. Know the happiness of n nidisint ^mooth
young skin ns do tho thankful thousands who have u.-ed REMEDEX after
trying evcrythir.g else. Guaranteed to Satisfy. Mail Coupon.

REDUCED

PRICE

$2 JAR

REMEDEX LABORATORIES
395 Broadway. New York, U.S.A.
I'lense send REMEDEX
wondor preparation
pay poettiian yOo plus (ew centa postage.
N»UE
.\PDRCS3. .

oX
96c

Dept. G37
ed

price.

I will

M'^IS^H^^^'^iU
VOU can earn good money in spare time at
home making display cards. No selling or
C£Lnvassing. We instruct you, furnish complete oul£t and supply you with work.
Write to-day for free booklet.
The MENHENITT COMPANY, Limited
209 Dominion BIdg., Toronto, Ont,

-■-■Tni

■ ■ ■ ■ ■-MJL

paldbyMusic Publishers .and Talking Picture Producers.
Free booklet describes most complete song service ever
olTered. Hit writers will revise, arrange, compose music to

your lyrics or lyrics to your muflio. secure U. S. copyright, broadcast your
BOng over the radio. Our sales department BUbrnits to Muyio publiehere
und Hollywood Picture Studios. WRITE TODAY for FREE BOOKLET.
UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE, E49 Meyer BIdg., Western Avenue and
Sierra Vlsla. Hollywood. California
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Answers to
Your Gossip Test
{Continued from page 12)
1. Come on out from behind those dark
glasses, Marlene, the fans all know you.
Your mannish attire and those eyebrows
give you away. Seriously though, the picture on page twelve shows Marlene Dietrich entertaining
W'ieck
(pronounced Vheek) at Dorothea
luncheon in
the studio
cafeteria. Miss Wieck, star of "Maedchen
in Uniform," has been signed to a Paracontract.
this newmountstar
on There's
page 53. a swell story about
2. The thre^-year contract that Bette
Davis recently signed with Warner Brothers
contains a clause by which Bette agrees she
will not sue her husband for divorce or legal
separation during the run of her contract.
Bette and her husband, Harmon O. Nelson,
Jr., are still classed as newlyweds, as they
have been married less than a year and both
have hopes of being happily married for
life, contract or no contract.
3. Ginger Rogers, who affected a monocle in
the picture "42nd Street," is the girl who is
seen on Lew Ayres' arm these days. We
don't know how serious it is, but they do
make a sweet-looking couple. Lew was
recently divorced from Lola Lane.
4. Sally Blane, movie actress and sister of
Loretta Young, when questioned regarding
the romance rumors about the Earl of
Warwick and herself, blushingly said she
found him "awfully sweet and grand comthat was
therein was
betrothal.
However,pany," butSally
the no
sailing
party
w'hen the handsome, 22-year-old seventh
Earl of Warwick, Charles Guy Fulk
Greville, sailed for England recently. So
Sally may put one over on us while abroad
and come back with a title anyway.
5. The wedded life of Sue Carol and Nick
Stuart, the young movie couple who have
always seemed so gay and happy together
since their marriage in 1929, seems to ha\e
hit the rocks before their baby, Carol Lee,
has had a chance to celebrate her first
birthday, the date of which is July 18.
However, friends have hopes that their
baby may bring them together again.
6. In defending himself during the trial of
the suit brought against him by his ex-wife,
Tom Mix testified that nine years ago,
Victoria Forde, his wife at the time, shot
him in the arm during a quarrel — at which
time Mix, to shield her, said he accidentally
shot himself. The suit his erstwhile wife
brought against him was to collect $50,000
for five $10,000 promissory notes which the
cowboy actor refused to pay, claiming they
were signed by him because he had no
alternative.
7. Hollywood has yet to get over the surprise that Ann Harding handed it when she
made a flying trip to Havana, Cuba, accompanied by Alexander Kirkland, handsome
movie actor. Naturally, the first thought in
everybody's mind was an elopement, which
was very emphatically denied by Ann.
Furthermore, her secretary went along, too,
and all three were rescued from sharks when
a sailboat upset. Ann's former husband,
Harry Bannister, recently left for China,
where he expects to be a flying war correspondent and Ann bade him a tearful
farewell.
8. When Joan Crawford and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., first announced their marital
break, they gave out the statement that
they would only separate and that there
would be no divorce. However, a little
more than a month later, Joan sought a
divorce from Doug, charging "mental
cruelty,
sulking
and jealousy." Doug will
not contest
the suit.
9. On April 16, a seven-pound son was
born to Louise Fazenda, popular comedienne
of the screen, and her husband, Hal Wallis,
film executive
at Warners.
name
will
be Hal Brent
Wallis, The
Jr. baby's
The couple

were married about five years ago and this
is their first child.
10. A heart-balm suit to the tune of $25,000
has been filed against George Raft by
Bonnie Poe, actress, whose real name is
Mary Rothbart. The only comment Raft
would make when he learned of the suit was
that he had met the girl only once. The air
of mystery connected with the case leads
Hollywood to believe it will be an interesting one when the details are given out.
11. Whether you believe it or not, nevertheless itis true that Mae West is a perfect
36. It is doubtful whether any other moW'est.
tion picture star can claim that her figure
is as near a duplicate of that of the Venus
de Milo as can the swivel-hipped Mae
12. Wedding bells will soon be ringing for
Merna Kennedy, screen player and Busby
Berkeley, Hollywood dance director. Merna
Kennedy made her first screen appearance
with
Charles
in "ThewhoCircus."
Berkeley
is the Chaplin
dance director
staged
those spectacular dancing numbers in "42nd
Street" and "Gold-Diggers of 1933."
13. Stan Laurel, of the Laurel and Hardy
comedy team, and his wife, from whom he
became estranged about seven months ago,
have been reunited and have been vacationing (or honeymooning, if you prefer) to
celebrate their reconciliation.
14. Buster Crabbe, lion-man of the movies
and Olympic swimming champion, pulled a
fast one on Hollywood when he eloped to
^'uma, Arizona, and married Adah Virginia
Held, Beverly Hills society girl, on April 15,
.'\Ithough Buster had been courting his
bride for some time, no one suspected that
wedding.
the swim-champ was planning a secret
15. His wife, Constance Bennett, is the one
who is backing the Marquis Henri de la
Falaise in his motion picture undertaking.
With the forming of a film producing company which he is calling Bennett Productions, Henri Falaise has realized one of his
greatest ambitions. His first film is being
made in the East Indies.
16. On March 31, Clarence Brown, motion
picture director at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios, was wed at Las Vegas, Nevada, to
Alice Joyce, the film star who has been
absent from the screen for some time. This
is the third marriage for both parties.
17. A different Garbo returned to the
I'nited States from a ten-months stay in
her native Sweden. Different because she
did not attempt to dodge newspapermen
and cameramen, as was her custom before
she went abroad. Instead, she willingly
posed and smiled for the cameras and actually gave out statements to the press
boys. Now that is a changed Garbo. Perhaps Garbo, the smart woman that she is,
must have realized that the air of mystery
and aloofness which she had affected in the
past as a publicity stunt, while it had ser\ed
its purpose, was beginning to annoy people
and make enemies for her, instead of friends.
18. Both Jeanette MacDonald, who used to
charm you in the Chevalier movie operettas
before going to Paris to make public appearances as a singer, and Ramon Novarro, who
also went to Paris for the purpose of making
his debut as a concert singer, will shortly return to appear together in "The Cat and the
Fiddle" for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
19. The highest honor the U. S. Navy can
confer on any civilian was bestowed on
Wallace Beery recently when he was made a
Lieutenant Commander in the United States
Naval Reserve Force. This unique honor
means that Wally is classified as a specialist
and is permitted to fly any navy plane.
Aviation has been Beery 's hobby for a
number of years and he spends a great deal
of his spare time in the air.

Hollywood Grabs the
"Maedchen" Beauty!
{Continued from page Si)
but she doesn't bother about mentioning it.
The left wrist carries a diamond-studded
platinum wrist-watch. She unstrapped it
from her arm and handed it to me: "A
woman in Paris sent me this after seeing
'Maedchen.' Of course, I returned it, saying that I do not accept gifts of such value,
but she sent it back, saying it will bring
me good luck."
V\'ork and more work is the creed by
which "the Wieck" has created* success for
herself. Her trip to Hollywood was her
first vacation in seven years. She has a
five-year contract with Paramount and her
first picture, " Hangman's Whip" — a drama,
of course — commences in June' (perhaps
with Charles Laughton opposite her). But
she hasn't been spending the intervening
time pedaling a Palm Springs. She has been
adding to those thirty-five English lessons.
Hollywood pessimists, meanwhile, are
wondering if Hollywood will pluck her
brows in the Satanic line, bleach her hair,
teach her how to stride before the camera,
and make the delicate, spiritual Fraulein
of "Maedchen" just a pleasant and beautiful memory.

Two MONTHS AGO
Iter skin ivas dull and
blotchy— Men never looked
at her — Today her lovely
skin brings her admirers
and romance.

Have the Clear, Lovely Skin
Men Can't Resist!

What She's Like To-day
TO-DAY she sits in a long white woolen
skirt, a royal blue fingertip jacket that
forms a cape over her shoulders, her dark
brown hair, a little too crinkly at the ends,
peeping out from beneath a white crocheted
hat that is worn as a hat and not as a
glorified pen-wiper. You feel that here, at
last, is a person pre-eminently fitted to
handle drama, who knows what deep emotions mean. She talks, simply, of seeing
"La Fontanne" in "Design for Living,"
and "the Cornell" in "Alien Corn." She
says that Clive Brook — "you will be surprised"— is one of her favorite Holl>'^vood
actors.his Wallace
is the
"He
takes
heart in Beery
his hand
and other.
shows it
to
you." Of the Hollywood screen actresses
she has seen few: Garbo, Jeanette MacDonald, Dietrich.
Excitement breaks through her German
stolidity at the mention of Flaubert's
"Madame Bovary." It is the one novel
that she would like to bring to the screen.
Years ago, we told her, we thought Pola
Negri should play it. "The Wieck" considered for a moment. "Yes, she has the
face,"
butword.
there And
was a asmile
rising
inflectionsheon said,
the last
on
her lips. Without words she was challenging: Has she the spirit? Does she know
Bovary as I know her?
She reads French novels: "The Red
Lily,"
Island"
and others
by
Anatole "Penguin
France, Zola,
Flaubert.
Of the
writers in English, or what passes for it, she
prefers Edgar Wallace and Jack London.
Despite a fondness for dogs, she owns none.
Instead, she collects hand-carved netzukes
from Japan — tiny reproductions of celebrated Nipponese works of art. She is a
direct descendant of Klara Josephine
Wieck-Schumann, celebrated Nineteenth
Century pianist and wife of Robert Schumann.
She has been cautioned to accept all
advice on how to get along in HoUj-wood,
but to use her own discretion about following it. The caution is needless. This
one's head is more than a hat rest. However, in six months' time I'd like to ask
"the Wieck" what she thinks of this old
town, anyway. Particularly, when so many
people will insist on calling her "Miss
Weeck," instead of "Miss \'heek."

Read How a Remarkable
and Blemishes

Pasteurized

and Keeps

the Skin Youthful and Alluring

A

CLEAR, lovely skin, a fresh, radiant
complexion, eyes that sparkle — have
you these charms that win men's hearts?
If not, try eating this new type, scientifically
pasteurized yeast that is bringing beauty
and vivacity to thousands of women.

Skin and complexion troubles, says medical science, are nearly always caused by constipation or a run down nervous condition.
To combat these causes of bad skin you
need to enrich your diet with certain nutritive elements. In many of our most common
foods these elements are entirely lacking.
Few people get enough of them for maximum health.
Yeast Foam Tablets contain concentrated
stores Oi these corrective substances. These
tablets are pure yeast and pure yeast is the
richest known food source of the vitamins
B and G.
These precious elements strengthen the
digestive and intestinal organs. They fortify
your weakened nervous system. Thus they
aid in building the health and vivacity that
make you irresistible
to others.
These results you
|
vtAS'^"'^

Yeast Foam
Tablets Stay
Fresh for
Months

Yeast Ends Ugly Spots

get with a food, not a drug. Yeast Foam
Tablets are nothing but pure yeast pressed
into convenient, easy-to-take form. A scientific toasting process gives this yeast a delicious, nut-like flavor. It cannot cause gas or
discomfort and it is always uniform.
This yeast is used by various laboratories
of the United States government and by
many leading American universities in their
vitamin research.

Look and Feel Years Younger
Any druggist will supply you with Yeast Foam
Tablets. The 10-day bottle costs only 50c.
Get one today. Then watch the improvement
in the way you feel and look. See how your
friends note the change in your appearance.
Thankful for clear skin again: "I certainly am
pleased at the results Yeast Foam Tablets have given
me. Before I started taking them my face looked
terrible. Now it is beautifully clear. I can't thank you
enough for the relief your yeast has afforded me. "
0
OAKWOOD, WIS.
Not a blemish now: "My face tons so covered with
pimples a7id rashes that I was ashamed to tvalk down
the street. I have now been taking Yeast Foam Tablets
for three months. They have done wonders for me.
There is not a blemish on my face. " CLEVELAND, OHIO

FREE: MAIL

THIS COUPON

TODAY

NORTHWESTERN
YEAST
CO..
""
1750 North Ashland Ave.,
Chicago,
111.
Please send free sample and descriptive circular.
Name_
Address^
City

_State_
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ROCHELLE
POPULAR

You and George Raft Had
Better Watch Jack La Rue !

HUDSON
STAR

{Continued from page 4g)
make on the mortgage on our home in
Brooklyn. I had not had work for weeks.
I got a letter from my older sister Mary.
'Jack,' she wrote me, 'Mother and Father
would be very angry if they knew I was
worrying you, but I do not know what to
do. We haven't the money for the payment,
and they are foreclosing everybody these
days.' That was ten days before the first.

"I don't go around much," he says. "I
go to the fights on Friday night, and sometimes Ispend an evening at a night-club
with a girl. A different girl every time. I
can't think of marrying, you see. I've got a
family already. People say that I have been
married. There was a girl in New York I
went with for years, but I was never married. Idon't think I ever shall be, not until
all He
my issisters
are for
established.
..."
looking
a house for
his family.

I WENT to see Ruth Collier, my agent.
'I don't like to bother you,' I told her.
' I know you are doing everything you can
for me, dear, but this time it is so necessary.'
I told her of the mortgage. Two days later,
Paramount sent for me for the part of the

"I shall bring them out a few at a time, as
I am sure I am going to have my options

"Forced" One Good Break

— to have such wonderful hair!
"Lucky" — that's what they say — but it's really her
cleverness which makes her hair so gloriously beautiful
....This is her secret — an amazing shampoo -and -rinse
which transforms her hair like magic! This shampoo, in
addition to cleansing, actually gives a "tiny-tint" to suit
each individual shade of hair— not much— hardly perceptible. Yet how it brings out hidden natural beauty!
If you have dreamed of possessing lustrous, captivating hair— just one Golden Glint Shampoo will show
you the way! 25c at your dealers', or send for free
sample and letter of personal advice.

FREE
J.W. KOBICC,
Seattle, Wash.
Name
Address

631 Rainier Ave.,
Dept. G
* • • • Pleasi send a free sample.

City
Color of my hair:

.State-

Free For Asthma
and Hay Fever
If you suffer with attacks of Asthma so terrible you
choke and gasp for breath, if Hay Fever keeps you
sneezing and snuffing while your eyes water and nose
discharges
to send
to
the Frontiercontinuously,
Asthma Co.don't
for fail
a free
trialat ofonce
a remarkable method. No matter where you hve or
whether you have any faith in any remedy under the
Sub, send for this free trial. If you have suffered for
a life-time and tried everything you could learn of
without relief; even if you are utterly discouraged,
do not abandon hope but send today for this free
trial. It will cost you nothing, .address
Frontier Asthma Co.
229-S Frontier BIdg
462 Niagara St., Buffalo.
N. Y. Picturea and
For
Talkioc

STORY

IDEAS
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FftTited lor develHBion.
copyriKbt
•tudjoa and publiuben.
EotAbllnhed 1017. Lot^ation and
MOST
ADVANTAGEOUS
exceptional faoil ;ieB make our SERVICE
e»l6i dept. on 00 immiion baiia. FREE BOOKLET sivea full Dartioulara.

UNIVERSAL
SCENARIO
COMPANY
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Italian priest in 'A Farewell to Arms.' A
priest, after seventeen gangsters and killers!
But I went. The casting director shouted
when he saw me. 'That fellow with that
face — a priest!' But the need was so very
great. It was meant, you see. So I got the
part. I sent my first week's salary check
and promised the next, and we kept our
You saw him in that part. You said,
probably,
'I've seen that fellow so many
house."
times — his face is so familiar!' But still
you didn't know his name.
He has the strongly-marked, clean-cut
features that the camera likes. In a crowd
of "extras," his face catches the eye.
Seventeen years ago, a boy of fifteen, he
sidled into the old Talmadge Studios on
Forty-Eighth Street in New York City.
"No casting to-day!" the harassed director
was shouting to the crowd in the office.
"Get out, all of you! I tell you there's
nothing doing to-day!" He saw a face and
paused, staring. "Hey, you!" he indicated
Jack La Rue. "Come tomorrow. I can
use you." For several days the boy sat
patiently in the anteroom, waiting. Then
the director popped out of his office again.
"You! I told you to come! I never forget
faces. You're working tomorrow."
Jack La Rue has been working ever
since. It takes a good many small Broadway
parts, and large ones e\"en, and a good many
movie "bit" players' checks to provide for
a family with five sisters.

His Feminine Inspirations
E all younger than I am,"
THEY'R
reveals Jack, proudly. "Would you
like to know their names? I'll tell you in
order of age: Mary, Rose, Lillian, Pauline,
Emily. The last one is just a youngster —
and so pretty. They are all pretty girls. I
want to give them things, the things girls
want — clothes and jewelry and good times.
They never write to ask me for anything,
except the little one once in a while writes:
'Jack, I saw such a pretty suit to-day. For
thirty-five dollars I could buy it and a hat
He smiles proudly,
tenderly. At thirtygloves — ' " hardly knows Jack La Rue
two
and Hollywood
by sight. There has never been money
enough for parties and Mayfair Clubs and
sweethearts — and also Mary, Rose, Lillian,
Pauline and Emily.

Alluring Curves Now Easy To Get!

Are you flat chested?

Does a sagging Breast rob

'^yo'U
feminine
Boautiful
bosom,alarme. neck of
always
attract — arecharm?
always admired.
You.well
too.rounded
c:in acquire
luring curves this easy scientific way of form development. Only a lew
gentle mas'^a'-e treatments with the amazing "Charme Cream** and
the unique
"MisS
Broadway
Developer"
brings etarthng results

Free Introductory Offer

Send only $1.00 (new low introductory price)
and the oomplet,e "Miss Broadway System
of Form Development" including the Cream
and Developer and a FREE copy of "The
Lure turn
of mailYour
Body wrapper.
Beautiful" will
be sent Offer,
I»y rein plain
Limited
Write today.
_
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taken up," he explains. "They are thrilled
with
contract.
I didn't
write things
them can
till
it was myactually
signed.
So many
happen in this business. Then when I
telegraphed them, I got a thick envelope
back. There were fifty letters in it. When
they got my news, they had invited all our
relatives and friends and all the neighbors
to a party to celebrate. The party lasted
three days, and each guest wrote me a
note!

I have saved them all."

A Jekyll Off the Screen
AND this is the man you have seen as the
L degenerate killer in "The Story of
Temple Drake," the man who has played
gangsters and gunmen in twenty pictures!
His lips snarl back over strong white teeth.
His eyes flash menace. His voice is deadly.
But he is thinking, "Mary has a knack at
designing clothes. Lillian wants to take
voice lessons. Emily would look so pretty
dear," he tells you,
in "I
a furmust
coat succeed,
..."
"because there's so much I want to do for
them. And even at best, one's salary goes
up slowly. That recent temporary cut —
that was a blow. But things are turning out
well — I'm hunting for a house in my spare
time. The family write me that they can't
get my mother out of the theatres where my
pictures are running. I'll play anything
they ask me to, though I hope that sometime I'll getthings
a chance
and Sand'
and other
I did aton 'Blood
the stage.
"I was in 'Diamond Lil' with Mae West
for a year and a half on Broadway. But
when they came to cast the picture, they
gave the part of the Italian lover to Gilbert
Roland because they needed a 'name,' and
I haven't one. I must get a name, honey.
You see how it is. But I'm not worrying.
If it's meant to be, it will be.
" I've wanted to play on a certain lot ever
since I came to Hollywood and one day
Ruth Collier sent for me to tell me that I
had a week's work, and a nice little part in
a big picture on that lot. I was so happy I
went out to celebrate, and the car stopped
short for a traffic light and my face struck
the windshield. You should have seen me.
I was a wreck. But I said, 'Well, that's
that. I wasn't meant to be in that picJack La Rue played a vicious, heartless,
soulless character in "The Story of Temple
Drake," the first picture in which you have
known him by name. But somehow, in
spite of that, I think people are going to
like him. I think it's meant!
ture— '"

That—

Jack La Rue and George Raft are pals of long standing, having known one another in the
old Broadway days?
Jack's "only hope" is that his role in "The Story of Temple Drake" won't type him as a
gunman, because he wants to do "all sorts of parts"?
He played not only "heavies" on the stage, but lovers — and that movie producers are likely
to hear about it?
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a
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Lil vs. Hedda —
a "Battle!"
What
(Continued
from page 58}
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New - Quick
HAIR REMOVER
D E P I L D R Y

Fix bayonets and over the top with yuh,
ma hearties! After that barrage, the foe
should
time!" cry " Kamerad." To make sure, let's
rake their position with shrapnel. . . .

Absolutely safe . . . odorless . . .
nothing to be absorbed by the skin.
Don't
superfluous
hair Send
spoil 25c
the
bathingletseason
for you!
for Depildry to Rimmel, Dept. M-i,
155 E. 42nd St., N. Y. C.
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Stories Recently

Claims Lil Spoils the Effect

Sold

tor our clientd to tti,! Talking Picture Producers in Hollvwood. All
major Studios in New York clo.ned leasins HOLLYWOOD ONLY
ACTIVE M.^RKET. Deal with a rceoenized Hollywood ancnt. Established since 1917. in daily PERSON.^L CONTACT with Studios, we
know market requirements. Original plots and ideas are what is wanted.
Manuscripts may be submitted in any form for FREE reading and report.
Send for FREE BOOK i-iving full details.

UNIVERSAL

S41 Meyer BIdg.,

SCENARIO

Western & Sierra Vista,

COMPANY
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LADIES

FOR UNNATURAL DELAY or
irregularity use harmless. B-X
TABLETS.
Quick, painless relief!
No inconvenience!
LTsed by physicians!
Guaranteed!
Double Strength .S2. Mailed 1st class, plain wrapper
within 4 hrs. of receipt of order. B-X LABORATORIES,
1515 E. 60th St., W-7, Chicago.
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THIS

REDUCE
YOUR FORM
NEW EASY WAY!

TS your bust large? Re••■ duce that bulging, matronly chest-line to the
slender, girlish lines of
youth. Take 3 or more
inches off your bust measure. Flabby, sagging fat
disappears swiftly. Bust
is left small, firm, arched
and lovely. No sag. No
wrinkles.

Large, Sagging
Contours Made
Trim and Shapely
Just apply FORMULA-X
treatment at home and
watch your breasts grow
slim and young-looking. This
wonderful new discovery
quickly removes soft, flabby
fat, firms and moulds the
bust to trim shapeliness.

Special Offer Now
Take advantage of special introductorv otter now
Send only Sl.OO lor large container o£ iURMUL4-V
and instructions tor reducing and reshaping the bust
Offer Limited — send SI. 00 at once.
BETTY DREW, (Dept. K-7)
799 Broadway,
New York, N. Y

international aspect, whereupon MOTION
PICTURE sent this old war correspondent
to the front, notwithstanding his terrified
admission that he did not know a pair of
crepe indefinables from a lace unmentionable. "Look at Floyd (jibbons," the editors
demanded. " He sacrificed an eye to report
a battle — are you less brave than he?" My
pride was roused, so, at great personal risk,
I visited the enemy camps and interviewed
the rival commandants.
"Understand," said Hedda, with the
sweetest of smiles, "any remarks that I
make about Lilyan's clothes are not a reflection on her, personally. I like Lil. I adore
her. And I think her clothes are lovely.
They ought to be — she spends eftough on
them, heaven knows!
"She wears very beautiful clothes. She
dresses in the latest style — often far ahead
of it, in fact! I wish I could afiford clothes
like hers. I wish I could have as many
clothes as she has — but if I did, I certainly
would not try to wear them all at the same

(ketfouSfatC^dted?
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A Full, Shapely Bust for You
matter how small and undeveloped your l)Ust

No
now be. my famous Miracle Cream treatment will worlc
wonders. Just a few minutes' application a day cjuicldy
crdarKcs tiie bust to ideal size, lifts saggiae tissues and remoulds the form. Just give nie 30 days to prove that my
Miracle
treatment
will women.
develop your bust, as it
lias
done ('ream
for thousands
of other

FREE— "A Beautiful Form"

My illustrated book tells
all about this marvelous
way to develop the bust.
It is yours FREE. Social
Offer Nnw: .Sen.l only SLOO
for the Miracle Cream
treatment, including largo
container of Miracle Cream
and instructions, in plain
wrapper. cluded.
Free
Book inOffer limited,
ao
send name, address and
Sl.OO TODAY.

NANCY

Dept. K-7,

"TIL has a flair for the spectacular.
She
J__, dresses in exquisite taste — for a screen
role! She pays simply appalling prices for
very simple little tailored suits that are the
last word in chic — and then spoils the effect
with jewelry. I wish, my dear, that you
could have seen Lil as she arrived from one
of her New York trips. She wore a tailored
suit and four diamond clips on the lapel of
her jacket. Four clips, mind you. Imagine
that, if you can! I have always been taught
that it is— well — not the best of taste to
wear
jewelry with
a traveling
costume."
A venomous
thrust,
that attack
on the
jewelry flank. But Lil was alert.
"At least, my diamond clips are set with
real diamonds," she countered, and, while
your correspondent's eyes were dazzled by
the inspection of one, she proceeded to hurl
back the Hopper onset.
"I really do not care to discuss Miss
Hopper," she said, proceeding to do just
that. "I consider that I have been very
kind and given her all the publicity that
even she could want. Knowing how badly
she needs publicity, I have been very tolerant, but of course, there is a limit.
" If she were an authority on clothes, I
would pay some attention to her criticism.
But — of course, it's really too absurd. One
is either smart — or one simply isn't smart.
One is chic — or one is not chic. Unfortunately, Miss Hopper is fiot noted for her
chic.
" I am very fond of Hedda and I think she
really looks quite nice in her things. One
would place her as a very respectable aunt
from the Middle West. But chic? No. She
simply does not have an affinity for clothes.
And, of course, I would be foolish to pay
the slightest attention to her remarks on a
subject
of which mes
she is
so ignorant."
En avaunt,
enfants!
En guarde,
Hedda! The enemy is on the rampart! Or
should I say rampage?
"I'm really astonished," Hedda states,
"that Lil should be hurt or angry at what
I've said. In criticizing her dress, I certainly would not have her think that I am
criticizing her personally. She is very laitty —
and so amusing! The fact that she overdresses isreally not of terrific importance.
What if she does wear such charming little
suits and then drapes her neck with six or
seven strands of pearls reaching down
amidship . . . ?"

LEE

816 Broadway,

New

York,

N.Y.

famous
colored gum rubber
DR. fleshWALTER'S
reducing garments.
LATEST BRASSIERE reduces
2 to 3 inches at once. Gives a
trim, youthful, new style »,„ „figure.
Send bust
measure.
REDUCING
GIRDLE:
2 to •P^-^!'
3 Inch
reduction at once. Takes place of
corset. Beautifully made; \ery comfortable. Laced at back. Sendj.. -„
waist and hip measures. . . .p4.o0
My flesh colored m
cated rubber hose
lieve swelling and va
cose veins almost
once. Fit like a glo
Send ankle and
measures.
14
$6.75 pair
11 in.
in. $3.75
calf
All garments are made of pure (iuiii rub- ^
her — flesh colored.
Write for literatui
Send checli or money
order — no cash.
Dr. Jeanne M. P. Walter. 389 Fiflli Ave.

DEAFNESS

N. Y.

IS MISERY

Many people with defective hearing
and Head Noises enjoy conversation,
go to Theatre and Church because thev
use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting
in the Ear entirely out of sight.
No wires, batteries or head piece.
They are inexpensive.
Write for
booklet and sworn statement of />/?£/>/
the inventor who was himself deaf.
A. 0. LEONARD. Inc.. Suite 286, 70 5th Ave., New York

WOMEN-End

Delays

and pain of unnatural irregularities.
Long, siubborn cases promptly relieved
by double-strenath DATEX tablets —
in 2 to 5 days. Amazingly effective, yet
safe. No pain or inconvenience. It pays
To get the best. Why save and suffer?
Send 83.95 today for big package of
Address DATEX, double-strength.
genuine

^MDept.
'^

FAITH

WINSTON
New York.

K-7, 122 Fourtti Ave..

N. Y.

LINES £c WRINKLES

Eradicated

IMMEDIATE RESULTS! A Rational.
Scientific Method (not peel or pack)
that "LIFTS" sagging muscles and
BANISHES "TIRED LINES" and BLEMISHES. A Famous Rejuvenation Specialist offers week's trial of $5 TREATMENT
FOR $1.10 postpaid.
Send money order to

EUNICE
F A

SKELLY

G RAY

Ttie Park Central. Suite 356-IVI.
7tti Ave. & 55ttl St.. N. Y. City

HAIR

D EgirlsD with gray, faded, streaked hair.
Men. women,
Shampoo and color your hair at the same time with new
French discovery *'Shampo Kolor," takes few minutes,
leaves hair soft, glossy, natural. Does not rub off.
Free Booklet, Monsieur L. P. Valligny, Dept. 21,
23 W. 30th St., N. Y.
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SELECT THIS HOTEL
FOR YOUR SUMMER
VISIT TO NEW YORK!
When you come to the "first city of the world" for
a vacation of thrills and shopping, be sure to enjoy
the added pleasure of living in the new, smart
center of New York ... at the modern Hotel
Montclair. The Monlclair is adjacent to all the
railroad and important bus terminals, the better
shops and the glamorous theatrical district. It offers
you every comfort at rates that are surprisingly
moderate.

There, Hedda has called the Navy into
action. But Lil has a mine field already
laid

Says Hedda Hasn't Heard All
"T UNDERSTAND,"
she says, "that
JL Hedda credits Hollywood with the
creation of mannish styles. Of course, since
she is unfamiliar with such things, I can
hardly expect her to know that Schiaparelli
alone is responsible and that / introduced
mannish shoulders to Hollywood nearly two
years ago. I bought the first mannishtailored suit shown in New York and I
debated for hours before wearing it. ' Dare
I or dare I not?' I asked myself.
"I have always flattered myself that I
have a definite flair for taking away from a
costume, rather than adding to it. I never
over-dress. The badly-dressed woman has
a feeling that she is wearing three or four
dresses. I have always followed the French
teaching that line and color are the really
important things. I depend on line, rather
than on trimming. I have never asked to
be called well-dressed, yet a famous manufacturer isnaming his line for me. I have
not heard of anyone naming clothes for Aliss

800 ROOMS . . EACH WITH
BATH, SHOWER, RADIO.
SINGLEfrom$2.50to$5.00perday
Weekly from $15.00
DOUBLE

from $3.50 to $6.00 per day
Weekly from $21.00

Lexington Avenue at 49th Street, N. Y. C.

FEMININE SECRETS
"Feminine Secrets (9th edition), a new authoritative manual on
family conduct and feminine hygiene, gives intimate confidential
advice for women not obtainable elsewhere. Profusely illustrated
with diagrams and instructive pictures. Has brought happiness and
freedom from worry to thousands of women. "Feminine Secrets"
will be sent prepaid in plain envelope to married women only for
10c, coin or stamps, (to cover mailing expense). Send name, address
and 10c to

WOMEN'S

5258 So. Hoover

ADVISORY

Suite 607

BUREAU

Los Angeles, Calif.

"Perhaps I should have made it plain,"
confesses Hedda, "that an actress who desires to be spectacular may be justified in
Hopper!"
wearing extremes. Of course, it does make
one stand aid to wear the theatre on her
back. But I remember that Katharine
Cornell and Maude Adams and many other
really great actresses ha\e dressed with most
tasteful simplicity. Lil is called the 'bestdressed' woman in Hollywood. That is perfectly fair to Hollywood, but just a little
unfair to the motion picture industry, which
is now setting styles for the world — thanks
to such designers as Adrian and Banton!"
Hold everything, ladies — now that you're
calling in the entire industry, this feud is
getting far too big for one correspondent. I
must summon assistance.
Excuse, please, while I change to my
bicycling shorts.

by a Blonde

"/^NE day I discovered why other blondes were
\J more popular than I — their hair was like
brilliant, shimmering gold, while mine was faded
and lifeless. Blondex, an amazing special
shampoo, has now made my hair young again,
gleaming with the golden sunshine color that
fascinated the man I was to marry. My husband
now says that had it not been for my beautiful
hair he does not think he would have noticed me
among so many attractive girls. How glad I am
I discovered Blondex in time !" NOTE: — Blondex
contains no dye, no harmful chemicals — it is
amazingly beneficial, giving the hair a silky
softness and lustrous sheen. Blondex comes in
two sizes — the big economical $1.00 bottle and
the new, inexpensive 25c size. NEW: — A wave
set made exclusively for blondes. Blondex- Wave
Powder. Only 35c — it makes beautiful soft waves
without discoloring the hair like ordinary wave
sets. Get these two Blondex products today at
any good drug or department store.

NOW!

IN NEW

BLONDEX
SIZE
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look old and nettled. It 18
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trim figure of youth. My
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(Continued from page jg)

A Trim, Young

'ivivivivr.'ivivivivivivivr.-ivi'.-ivivivivivivivivivivi'.;,:

was to eliminate the youthful spring. I read
somewhere that Emil Jannings did it once.
Young actresses playing old parts have a
tendency to pull forward. The leads kept
me down ... I am anxious to disabuse
people about my age. I feel they expect me

anging
Chanql
Your

Let me toll you, free, my eecret of
a jouclender.
allurTng reduce
form — your
how
form.
can quickly
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and
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lirm,
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to creak a little." Like Diana, Brian Aherne
has gone back to London to play in "Wild
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To make sure that you will
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HERE
and there : George Arliss and his
wife, who have been vegetarians for
twenty years, were recently guests of the
Imperial County Humane Society. . . .
Sally Eilers sailed for Europe with Bebe
Daniels and Ben Lyon. . . . Eleanor Holm,
who has been garnering screen experience in
"bit" parts, is about to get a featured role.
. . . Anna Sten, famous Russian actress imported a year ago, by Samuel Goldwyn,
hasn't yet made her first American picture,
but her husband. Dr. Eugene Frenke, has
been producing a silent picture called "Lost
Love." . . . George Barnes photographed
Joan Blondell (Mrs. Barnes) in "Goodbye
Again." . . . That good actor Louis Calhern, who usually threatens heroes and
heroines, has just wed Natalie Schafer. . . .
Harry Bannister is reported heading for
China to be a flying war correspondent.

80 Kent.
East 11th
Doris
Dept.St.,K-7
New York. N.V.

iHiiikac Your Chest-Line!
Let Me Show You
How to Develop
the Full, Rounded
CURVES Now ail
the Vogue
Why be embarrassed by
a flat -chested, unwomanly form? Now you can
actually fill out your bust
to lovely shapeliness.
Simply apply
my marvelous new Creamo
treatment at home. Send
for my free offer and
watch your breasts grow
full, round and beautiful

Just Send Me

Name

and address and I will mail you my
trialenclose
Creamo10ctreatment.
FREEIMerely
for forwarding
charges.
Tliis free offer is limited so, write today,
enclosing
only
10c.
Your
pacliage will be mailed in plain wrapper.
MARIE DUNNE, Dept. K-7
122 Fourth Avenue
New York, N. Y.

"Swim, If You Want
Charm and Grace!'*
Retorts Eleanor Holm
(Continued from page 41)
times, and not merely in artificial lights and
clinging gowns, is my particular idea of a
real charmer. I can't help wondering if
Johnny isn't mistaking the old 'vamp' type
of lure for 'sex-appeal'?
"Remember, I was in the Olympic Games,
sharing a dressing-room with girl athletes
from all over the world. And if their figures
were less beautiful, or if they were any less
feminine than the girls I have met about the
movie studios, I certainly didn't notice it!
"The 'lady champs' spent every bit as
much time in beauty parlors, getting waves
and manicures, as the average girl does.
Every day at luncheon there was a veritable
fashion parade of new clothes. For every
practical, professional suit hanging in a
wardrobe, there were four or five purely
ornamental suits for not-going-near-thewater purposes, which Johnny seems to find
so important. There were as much laughing
and kidding about 'feminine' things, and as
much gossip about beaux and romances in
that athletic dressing-room, as I have ever
heard at a Hollywood tea. There were 7nore
telegrams and telephone calls and baskets of
flowers than I have ever noticed at one time

Make

Hair Invisible
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Smart women
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Don't
show on your arms and legs. Make it unnoticeable with Marchand's Golden Hair
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within 20 minutes.
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youthful color to faded hair — or makes
drab hair lustrous and fashionable. U.se it
at home, safely and successfully. Get the
genuine!
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LADIES!
END PAIN
AND DELAY

5tAtt

I ijositively guarantee my
Fear of uncertainty in personal hygiene and Periodic Pain, Terror and
Mental Anguish are forever ban-

It is worth all the money in the
world to you if you need it. Our

Appeal"
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To
Marchand's
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coupon
at right, mail
witli
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Marchand Co., 251 W.. 19th
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ished by OVA. It is a doctor's prescription. Ithas freed millions of
women of Doubt. It protects health
and guarantees marriage happiness.
If you have been fooled, turn to
Ova. It never fails. Ova costs SIO.OO.

Eleanor Holm is ready to dive right in and
come to the defense of girl swimmers
against Johnny WeissmuUer's attack.
Johnny says, "Swimming Robs Girls of Sex-

Beauty

Marchand's is known to thousands of
attractive blonde women. It restores

Muscle ? Pooh-Pooh !

SWIM MING is the one sport in the world
that does not over-develop certain muscles— such as Johnny's complaint against
'a strong right arm.' Johnny should certainly know that. Unless one's muscles are
flexible and relaxed, it is impossible to be a
good swimmer. No muscle is ever overworked by swimming; it calls all muscles
into equal play. Age has nothing to do with
it. A girl can swim from seventeen to seventy, if she likes, without worrying about
over-developing her body in any one place.
If Johnny has had trouble dancing with girl
swimmers because of their 'strong right
arms,' as he states, all I can say is that he
must have mistaken their field. Maybe he
has been dancing with lady boxers and
didn't realize it!
"As for Johnny's argument against 'sun{Continiied on page go)

know the way the wind is

blowing. Today — more than ever — the
Soeial and Business Worlds are demanding
simple, personal daintiness. Dark fuzzy
hair on arms and legs plainly is unattractive, unfeminine — and it hurts chances for

in a studio dressing-room. In fact, I don't
think the girls will feel at all hurt to read
that Johnny considered them duds, as a
class. There were too many other young
men who apparently did not.

Too Much

Unsightly

booklet, '"The Fear Complex," sent
FREE in plain wrapper, tells what
every matured girl and v/oman
should know. OVA CHEMICAL
COMPANY, 341 Madison Avenue,
New York City.

great successful "Relief
Compound." Safely relieves some of the most unnaturally painful and functionally delayed cases in 3 to 5 days.

Famous Doctors Highly Recommend
certain i ngredients in this scientifically compounded forniula because of known results obtained in easing pain and overcoming delay.

For Over a Quarter of a Century

women from all ever the ccjinitry have used this
compound with great success. Testimonials without number. Absolutely no harm, pain or interference with work. Mail, S2. Double strength, S3.
BooK'let Free.
FB■> Ft Ft Also
orderpages
while
they
last 2 with
Bookseach
of 127
entitled
"What Every Woman Should Know" by
Fielding
"The mail
Physiology
Life"order
by
Dr Greer.and Simply
this ad ofandSexyour
for either single or double strength treatment
and receive these 2 valuable books FREE.
DR. C. E.SOUTHINGTON REMEDY
KANSAS CITY, MO.

CO..
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"Swimming Robs Girls of Sex-Appeal!"
Says Johnny Weissmuller
{Continued from page 40)
unattractive than a large shoulder muscle
bulging
know it !over a dainty dinner dress, I don't
"Then, too, ladies who go in for swimming on a championship, or semi-championship basis are inclined to develop into boyish creatures. Her mere proficiency in a
game of sport seems to give a girl too much
assurance, which the average man resents
and sets down as a cock-sure manner. It
changes every feminine, alluring thing in her
make-up.
"Take her haircut, for instance. Because
it is more convenient and easier to wear,
the average girl who over-emphasizes her
athletic prowess will clip her hair as close to
her head as her brother's. She seldom bothers to repair her make-up. Her 'stroke' or
her 'serve' or her 'stance' is much more important in her mind than her complexion.
Nine times out of ten, she will become very
careless about her dress and go in for those
comfortable, free-movement garments that
are about as attractive as a gunny-sack.
"Even her walk changes into a stride.
Her voice is usually husky — water-logged, I
call it. It is true that she is healthy — and
she has her moments of grace. For, instance when she makes a dive, or when she
is draped over the edge of a swimming pool.
But remove her from her specialized setting
and she can't hold a candle to the girl who
only wears her pretty bathing suit — without
putting too much wear-and-tear on it.

Calls Them

a Strong-Arm Squad

"TN my time," continued Johnny, in his
.1 blasphemous oration against Woman
In The Great Outdoors, " I have been well
acquainted with several lady swimming
champions. I have danced with them — or,
perhaps I should say, they have danced
with me! There are few men who can resist
that compelling right arm of a woman who
has over-emphasized her outdoor talents.
Usually, in the midst of the dreamiest waltz,

I completely surrender to the lady's strong
guiding arm and permit her to get me safely
about the dance floor.
"Now, I can imagine myself saying to
such a partner: 'Come on — let's clean up
this joint!' But I can't imagine myself
murmuring in her ear, 'You're Beautiful
Tonight,
Dear.'
"On theMyother
hand, there are the ladies
who swim and play tennis and golf merelj'
for fun. Mostly for the fun of wearing
good-looking bathing suits or sports frocks,
respectively. These gals are far more to my
liking — as long as you have brought up the
subject.
" Personally, I like soft, satiny materials
on women — and pale colors. I have a particular yen for pale pinks and blues — neither color being particularly becoming to a
sun-toughened neck. As for The Body
Beautiful . . . well, to my way of thinking,
there is not a single woman athlete I can
think of whose Body Beautiful can compare
with such cinema figures as J«an Crawford's, Lupe X'elez' or Carole Lombard's.
Something tells me these ladies could do
more for the average bathing suit than any
lady champion swimmer you would care to

REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

SURF

SUITS

LEFT: The Brassette^SwIm and sun in perfect style in this smartest and least revealing of
brassiere swim suits. The ingenious back strop
prevents tugging at the waist and unties to
assure an even suntan.
.^
CENTER: The Cabana — Careful
gives a beauty of cut and fit second
this Perl-Knit suit. The deeply rounded
up to straps in contrasting color that
on the shoulders. .^

designing
to none in
back points
tie jauntily

RIGHT: The Bolero— A triangle of brightly
harmonizing stripes is inserted vestee-fashion in
this becomingly backless suit. And its many smart
colors — whether gay and daring or subdued —
flatter sun-bronzed skin.

Suddenly, I thought of pretty little
Eleanor
mention."Holm, whose pretty face, as much
as her athletic reputation, helped earn her a
Warner Brothers' contract for the mo\ies.
I had seen Eleanor dancing about the Cocoanut Grove, looking as dainty as any girl
present. No shoulder muscles there and no
guiding her partner, as far as could be
noticed.
"What about Eleanor Holm?" I shot at
Johnny. "She's pretty, she's dainty, and
there are no shoulder muscles."
"Eleanor merely proves the rule,"
laughed Johnny. "Don't you believe that
every true fact has its startling exception?"
He added, " What I said about athletic
women, in general, still goes!"

''Swim, If You Want Charm and
Grace!" Retorts
Eleanor Holm
{Continued from page Sq)
baked necks' and 'dried skins' being unbecoming to pastel colors, all I can say is:
Why in the world does he suppose that nonathletic women go to such pains to get a
tan in the summertime? It's because there
is nothing more alluring with white or pale
blue or pale pink than a good healthy coat
of tan.
"And what does he mean — 'dried skins'?
Girls who go in for athletics know more
about all the protective creams and lotions
than a beauty parlor expert. They couldn't
help it. Every manufacturer in the business
is very kind about sending the lady athlete
the latest lotion on the market to protect
her skin. It's good advertising for the manufacturers, and it's good skin protection for
the lady champions!

Good for the Disposition
THERE is one little thing I would like
to mention, myself, which seems to have
been overlooked by Mr. Weissmuller — and
that is, going into athletics to improve your
disposition! No one will ever convince me
that a girl who has nothing on her mind but
her appearance, or gossip about her friends,
or any form of petty-mindedness is attractive to a man for any length of time. I say
this: it is impossible to be exercising the
body, moving
about in the sunlight for

90

hours every day, and retain a petty, spiteful, catty disposition.
"And believe you me, a sunny disposition
can be e\ery bit as attractive to men as a
seductive perfume; far more so. to the average man. I think men truly appreciate the
qualities fostered by athletics, which include
good sportsmanship, good health and good
disposition, every bit as much as they do
'sex-appeal in soft silks' or whatever it is.
"I suppose Johnny meant it kindly when
he made me an exception to his remarks
about lady athletes in general. But I certainly do not consider myself an exception
in any way. The biggest thrill of my life
was winning my meet in the Olympic Games.
No motion picture contract will ever mean
as much to me. But, at least, the contract
has
— that
lady proved
athletesthiscanonebe thing
of some
use we
even'boyish'
when
removed from our 'specialized setting.'
When the studio re-opens after the summer
shutdown, I shall be cast in a picture with
Edward G. Robinson and there will not be
a single swimming scene in the entire script.
"In the meantime, I have accepted a
radio contract to sing. I'm not claiming
I'm going to be good — but, at least, it proves
that a swimming pool is not necessarily the
entire background of my life, even if I am
technically a 'lady champ'!"

LEFT: The Sun Tan— A high, fitted waist, end
supple Ripple-Knit with Lastex, give this suit its
slender silhouette. The contrasting adjustable
strap slips through metal rings in back and ties
piquantly on one shoulder.

•

RIGHT: The

Sea

Nymph

— No wonder the

simplest of unadorned lines are perennially smart
in swim suits when B.V. D. does them so well. This
low-bock model comes in new and flattering colors.

COPR.

SURF

SUITS

Up from the gay Southern resorts come these
lovely new Surf Suits by B.V. D, • Each glamorous model — fashionable as the latest Paris
I evening gown — reflects the smart line, the exi quisite blending of colors, the expert designing of couturier genius. • The new B.V. D.
Pampered Wool, the softest bathing suit

FOR

1933

worsted you've ever put your hand to; the
subtle blending of Lastex with B.V. D.'s fine
yarns; the new B.V. D. Tweed Knit — are but
three fabrics in a realm of gorgeous materials.
• Write us for the name of the smart shop
in your town where you may see them. The
B.V. D. Co. Inc., Empire State Bldg., N.Y. C.
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RIGHT,

DIANA,

BETTER

TOBACCOS

IN

CAMELS

Camels
finer, MORE

are made

EXPENSIVE

from
tobaccos than

any other popular brand
That is why people who know good things so appreciate Camels.
The mild, rich flavor of naturally choice tobaccos cannot be approximated byraw, inferior tobaccos.
Leaf tobaccos for cigarettes can be bought from 5^ a pound to
$1.00, but Camel pays the millions more that insure your enjoyment.
Give your taste a chance to appreciate Camels.
Jeueis and Silverware by Cartier, . . Flavor and Mildness by Camel

